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Message from the OSDI ’21 Program Co-Chairs
Dear colleagues,

Welcome to the 15th USENIX Symposium on Operating Systems Design and Implementation (OSDI ’21)! 

This is the oddest year ever for an OSDI, thanks to the laudable efforts of several members of our community to move OSDI 
to an annual rather than bi-annual cadence. We hope this experiment is successful and we can continue having this higher-
bandwidth and lower-latency channel for sharing the excellent research done by the OSDI community. 

This year’s program offers 31 exceptional papers. These papers represent the many strengths of our community and cover a 
wide range of topics, including systems support for machine learning, memory management, file and storage systems, data 
management, operating systems, hardware, security, privacy, distributed systems, correctness, and formal verification of systems.

Given the exceptionally high number of submissions received by the previous OSDI, we recruited a large PC of 75 full members 
including academics, industrial researchers, and industrial practitioners. We also recruited 50 people to serve as an external 
review committee, providing a larger pool of expertise that we could draw on when needed; we called on 18 of them to provide 
additional expert reviews. We are grateful to all the committee members for agreeing to serve on relatively short notice after 
OSDI was added to the 2021 conference calendar in late Summer 2020.

Our program committee received 165 submissions and reviewed them in two rounds. Papers received three reviews in the 
first round; 110 advanced to round two, where they received an additional three reviews. For a small number of papers, where 
opinions were divided or where a paper was particularly specialized, we solicited additional expert reviews from our external 
review committee. In total, the PC and external reviewers wrote more than 770,000 words in more than 850 thoughtful reviews.

The PC conducted extensive discussions to select which papers to accept. This began with a rigorous asynchronous online 
discussion phase across the full PC, which resulted in 14 acceptances. The 41 papers that didn’t reach an accept-or-reject 
consensus during the asynchronous online phase were discussed during a two-day PC meeting conducted via videoconference. 
The PC chairs strove to ensure that all papers received full and fair consideration. All discussions reached a consensus 
agreement, and a PC member wrote a summary of that discussion for the authors. Across all discussion stages, our reviewers 
wrote over 1,800 comments in HotCRP containing nearly 200,000 words. Ultimately, the PC selected 31 papers for presentation 
at the conference, resulting in a 19% acceptance rate, similar to prior years. Each of the accepted papers was allocated two 
additional pages and shepherded by a member of the PC to help the authors address the reviewers’ comments in the camera-
ready version.

After finalizing the program, we created a separate committee to decide the Jay Lepreau Best Paper Awards composed of PC 
members with no conflicts with the papers under consideration. PC members nominated papers for these awards. We selected 
seven papers with at least two nominations for best paper as candidates for the award. After reading the nominated papers and 
considering the reviews from the full PC, the awards committee chose the Jay Lepreau Best Paper Award recipients.

OSDI ’21 featured an artifact-evaluation process organized by Artifact Evaluation Committee Co-Chairs Guyue (Grace) Liu, 
Manuel Rigger, and Lalith Suresh. Of the 31 papers accepted at OSDI ’21, 26 had artifacts submitted by their authors, and 
all 26 of these earned the “Available” badge. In addition, 23 artifacts earned the “Functional” badge and 20 earned the most 
challenging “Results Reproduced” badge. For more details, see the Message from the OSDI ’21 Artifact Evaluation Committee 
Co-Chairs.

As PC co-chairs, we stand on the shoulders of so many who did a tremendous amount of hard work to make OSDI ’21 a 
success. First, we thank the authors of all submitted papers for choosing to send their work to OSDI. Thanks also to the program 
committee for their hard work in reviewing and discussing the submissions and in shepherding the accepted papers. We’re 
also grateful to the external reviewers who provided additional perspectives. We thank the Artifact Evaluation Committee 
Co-Chairs mentioned in the previous paragraph as well as all the members of the Artifact Evaluation Committee who helped 
conduct thorough evaluations. We thank Baris Kasikci, Amy Ousterhout, and Malte Schwarzkopf for organizing OSDI/ATC 
mentoring; Deniz Altınbüken, Dilma Da Silva, Sangeetha Abdu Jyothi, and Aurojit Panda for organizing the joint OSDI/ATC 
preview session; Reto Achermann, Zsolt István, Adriana Szekeres, and Vasily Tarasov for organizing the joint OSDI/ATC 
networking session; and Irina Calciu and Geoff Kuenning, the Program Committee Co-Chairs of ATC ’21, for coordinating with 
us efficiently, productively, and enjoyably. We thank the USENIX staff, who have been fundamental in organizing OSDI ’21 in 
an especially difficult year. The logistics of the online PC meeting were facilitated by PhD students Christina Christodoulakis, 
Eric Munson, and Upamanyu Sharma, whose assistance we greatly appreciate. Finally, OSDI wouldn’t be what it is without our 
attendees—thank you for listening to our speakers, asking challenging and insightful questions, sharing your ideas with others, 
and networking with one another online!

We hope you will find OSDI ’21 interesting, educational, and inspiring! 

Angela Demke Brown, University of Toronto 
Jay Lorch, Microsoft Research  
OSDI ’21 Program Co-Chairs



Message from the OSDI ’21  
Artifact Evaluation Committee Co-Chairs

We are happy to report about the OSDI ’21 artifact evaluation process. This is the second time that OSDI conducted such 
a process and we hope to keep improving it so that artifact evaluation will become more common in our community’s 
conferences.

Process
We continued to use the three-badge approach (vs. the single-badge approach) from OSDI ’20 to evaluation and these three 
badges include:

• Artifacts Available: To earn this badge, the AEC must judge that the artifacts associated with the paper have been made
available for retrieval, permanently and publicly.

• Artifacts Functional: To earn this badge, the AEC must judge that the artifacts conform to the expectations set by the
paper in terms of functionality, usability, and relevance.

• Results Reproduced: To earn this badge, the AEC must judge that they can use the submitted artifacts to obtain the main
results presented in the paper.

Evaluation
We had 28 reviewers and we assigned 2 or 3 artifacts for each reviewer so that each artifact was evaluated by 3 reviewers. The 
evaluation process had two key phases: the kick-the-tires phase and the in-depth evaluation phase. During the kick-the-tires 
phase, reviewers made a quick first pass over all assignments to identify and report obvious problems and communicated them 
with the authors. After the kick-the-tires phase, reviewers evaluated each assignment thoroughly and wrote detailed reviews. 
Finally, reviewers coordinated and communicated with fellow AEC members and decided which badges should be awarded to 
each artifact. 

Results
OSDI ’21 accepted 31 papers and 26 papers participated in the AE, a significant increase in the participation ratio: 84%, 
compared to OSDI ’20 (70%) and SOSP ’19 (61%).

Of the 26 submitted artifacts:

• 26 artifacts received the Artifacts Available badge (100%).
• 23 artifacts received the Artifacts Functional badge (88%).
• 20 artifacts received the Results Reproduced badge (77%).

Key Takeaways
CloudLab Resources: Our experience showed that CloudLab (https://cloudlab.us/) can effectively facilitate the evaluation 
process. We suggest future AEC chairs prepare and make CloudLab resources available from the beginning of the evaluation 
process.

Usage of Screencasts: Some artifacts could only be evaluated based on the screencasts due to various constraints. This posed a 
few challenges around identifying a consistent standard for evaluating screencasts. We suggest future AEC chairs provide clear 
guidance on screencasts to authors and announce ahead of time whether they count for different badges.

Finally, we deeply thank the authors and the AEC committee for all their efforts in making the OSDI ‘21 artifact evaluation 
possible, especially during a pandemic.

Guyue (Grace) Liu, Carnegie Mellon University 
Manuel Rigger, ETH Zürich 
Lalith Suresh, VMware Research 
OSDI ’21 Artifact Evaluation Committee Co-chairs
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Abstract
Pollux improves scheduling performance in deep learning

(DL) clusters by adaptively co-optimizing inter-dependent

factors both at the per-job level and at the cluster-wide level.

Most existing schedulers expect users to specify the number of

resources for each job, often leading to inefficient resource use.

Some recent schedulers choose job resources for users, but do

so without awareness of how DL training can be re-optimized

to better utilize the provided resources.

Pollux simultaneously considers both aspects. By moni-

toring the status of each job during training, Pollux models

how their goodput (a metric we introduce to combine system

throughput with statistical efficiency) would change by adding

or removing resources. Pollux dynamically (re-)assigns

resources to improve cluster-wide goodput, while respecting

fairness and continually optimizing each DL job to better

utilize those resources.

In experiments with real DL jobs and with trace-driven

simulations, Pollux reduces average job completion times

by 37–50% relative to state-of-the-art DL schedulers, even

when they are provided with ideal resource and training

configurations for every job. Pollux promotes fairness among

DL jobs competing for resources, based on a more meaningful

measure of useful job progress, and reveals a new opportunity

for reducing DL cost in cloud environments. Pollux is

implemented and publicly available as part of an open-source

project at https://github.com/petuum/adaptdl.

1 Introduction

Deep learning (DL) training has rapidly become a dominant

workload in many shared resource environments such as

datacenters and the cloud. DL jobs are resource-intensive and

long-running, often demanding distributed execution using

expensive hardware devices (eg. GPUs or TPUs) in order to

complete within reasonable amounts of time. To meet this

resource demand, dedicated clusters are often provisioned for

deep learning [31, 67], with a scheduler that mediates resource

sharing between many competing DL jobs.

Existing schedulers require users to manually configure

their jobs, which if done improperly, can greatly degrade

training performance and resource efficiency. For example,

allocating too many GPUs may result in long queuing times

and inefficient resource usage, while allocating too few GPUs

may result in long runtimes and unused resources. Such

decisions are especially difficult to make in a shared-cluster

setting, since optimal choices are dynamic and depend on the

cluster load while a job is running.

Even though recent elastic schedulers can automatically

select an appropriate amount of resources for each job, they do

so blindly to inter-dependent training-related configurations

that are just as important. For example, the batch size and

learning rate of a DL job influence the amount of computation

needed to train its model. Their optimal choices vary between

different DL tasks and model architectures, and they have

strong dependence on the job’s allocation of resources.

The amount of resources, batch size, and learning rate are

difficult to configure appropriately without expert knowledge

about both the cluster hardware performance and DL model

architecture. Due to the inter-dependence between their

optimal values, they should be configured jointly with each

other. Due to the dynamic nature of shared clusters, their

optimal values may change over time. This creates a complex

web of considerations a user must make in order to configure

their job for efficient execution and resource utilization.

How can a cluster scheduler help to automatically con-

figure user-submitted DL jobs? Fundamentally, a properly-

configured DL job strikes a balance between two often oppos-

ing desires: (1) system throughput, the numberof training exam-

ples processed per wall-clock time, and (2) statistical efficiency,

the amount of progress made per training example processed.

System throughput can be increased by increasing the

batch size, as illustrated in Fig. 1a. A larger batch size enables

higher utilization of more compute resources (e.g., more

GPUs). But, even with an optimally-retuned learning rate,

increasing the batch size often results in a decreased statistical

efficiency [46,57]. For every distinct allocation of GPUs, there

is potentially a different batch size that best balances increasing
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(a) Job scalability (and thus

resource utilization) depends on

the batch size.

(b) The most efficient batch

size depends on the allocated

resources and stage of training.

Figure 1: Trade-offs between the batch size, resource

scalability, and stage of training (ResNet18 on CIFAR-10).

The learning rate is separately tuned for each batch size.

system throughput with decreasing statistical efficiency, as

illustrated in Fig. 1b. Furthermore, how quickly the statistical

efficiency decreases with respect to the batch size depends on

the current training progress. A job in a later stage of training

can potentially tolerate 10x or larger batch sizes without de-

grading statistical efficiency, than earlier during training [46].

Guided by these insights, this paper presents Pollux, a hybrid

resource scheduler that co-adaptively allocates resources and

tunes the batch size and learning rate for all DL jobs in a shared

cluster. Pollux achieves this by jointly managing several

system-level and training-related parameters, including the

number of GPUs, co-location of workers, per-GPU batch size,

gradient accumulation, and learning rate scaling. In particular:

⋆ We propose a formulation of goodput for DL jobs, which

is a holistic measure of training performance that takes into

account both system throughput and statistical efficiency.

⋆ We show that a model of a DL job’s goodput can be

learned by observing its throughput and statistical behavior

during training, and used for predicting the performance given

different resource allocations and batch sizes.

⋆We design and implement a scheduling architecture that uses

such models to configure the right combination of resource al-

location and training parameters for each pending and running

DL job. This includes locally tuning system-level and training-

related parameters for each DL job, and globally optimizing

cluster-wide resource allocations. The local and global com-

ponents actively communicate and cooperate with each other,

operating based on the common goal of goodput maximization.

⋆ We evaluate Pollux on a cluster testbed using a workload

derived from a Microsoft cluster trace. Compared with recent

DL schedulers, Tiresias [22] and Optimus [52], Pollux reduces

the average job completion time by up to 73%. Even when

all jobs are manually tuned beforehand, Pollux reduces the

average job completion time by 37%–50%. At the same time,

Pollux improves finish-time fairness [43] by 1.5×–5.4×.

⋆ We show that, in cloud environments, using goodput-driven

auto-scaling based on Pollux can potentially reduce the cost

of training large models by 25%.

2 Background: Distributed DL Training

Training a deep learning model typically involves minimizing

a loss function of the form

L(w)=
1

|X | ∑
xi∈X

ℓ(w,xi), (1)

where w ∈ R
d are the model parameters to be optimized, X

is the training dataset, xi is an individual sample in X , and ℓ
is the loss evaluated at a single sample.

The loss function can be minimized using stochastic

gradient descent (SGD) or its variants like AdaGrad [15] and

Adam [36]. For the purpose of explaining system throughput

and statistical efficiency, we will use SGD as the running

example. SGD repeatedly applies the following update until

the loss converges to a stable value: w(t+1) = w(t)−ηĝ(t). η
is known as the learning rate, which is a scalar that controls

the magnitude of each update, and ĝ(t) is a stochastic gradient

estimate of the loss function L , evaluated using a random

mini-batch M (t)⊂X of the training data:

ĝ(t)=
1

M
∑

xi∈M (t)

∇ℓ(w(t),xi). (2)

The learning rate η and batch size M = |M (t)| are training

parameters which are typically chosen by the user.

2.1 System Throughput

The system throughput of DL training can be defined as the

number of training samples processed per unit of wall-clock

time. When a DL job is distributed across several nodes, its

system throughput is determined by several factors, including

(1) the allocation and placement of resources (e.g. GPUs)

assigned to the job, (2) the method of distributed execution

and synchronization, and (3) the batch size.

Data-parallel execution. Synchronous data-parallelism is a

popular method of distributed execution for DL training. The

model parameters w(t) are replicated across a set of distributed

GPUs 1, ... , K, and each mini-batch M (t) is divided into

equal-sized partitions per node, M
(t)

1 ,...,M
(t)

K . Each GPU k

computes a local gradient estimate ĝ
(t)
k using its own partition:

ĝ
(t)
k =

1

m
∑

xi∈M
(t)
k

∇ℓ(w(t),xi), (3)

where m = |M (t)
k | is the per-GPU batch size. These local

gradient estimates are then averaged across all GPUs to obtain

the desired ĝ(t). Finally, each node applies the same update

using ĝ(t) to obtain the new model parameters w(t+1).

The run-time of each training iteration is determined

by two main components. First, the time spent computing

each ĝ
(t)
k , which we denote by Tgrad . Second, the time spent
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averaging ĝ
(t)
k (e.g. using collective all-reduce [51, 56]) and/or

synchronizing w(t) (e.g. using parameter servers [8,11,26,53])

across all GPUs, which we denote by Tsync. Tsync is influenced

by the size of the gradients, performance of the network, and

is typically shorter when the GPUs are co-located within the

same physical node or rack.

Limitations due to the batch size. When the number of GPUs

is increased, Tgrad decreases due to a smaller per-GPU batch

size. On the other hand, Tsync, which is typically independent

of the batch size, remains unchanged. By Amdahl’s Law,

no matter how many GPUs are used, the run-time of each

training iteration is lower bounded by Tsync. To overcome this

scalability limitation, a common strategy is to increase the

batch size. Doing so causes the local gradient estimates to be

computed over more training examples and thereby increasing

the ratio of Tgrad to Tsync. As a result, using a larger batch size

enables higher system throughput when scaling to more GPUs

in the synchronous data-parallel setting.

2.2 Statistical Efficiency

The statistical efficiency of DL training can be defined as the

amount of training progress made per unit of training data pro-

cessed, influenced by parameters such as batch size or learning

rate; for example, a larger batch size normally decreases the sta-

tistical efficiency. The ability to predict statistical efficiency is

key to improving said statistical efficiency, because we can use

the predictions to better adapt the batch sizes and learning rates.

Gradient noise scale. Previous work [32, 46] relate the

statistical efficiency of DL training to the gradient noise

scale (GNS), which measures the noise-to-signal ratio of

the stochastic gradient. A larger GNS means that training

parameters such as the batch size and learning rate can be

increased to higher values with relatively less reduction of

the statistical efficiency. The GNS can vary greatly between

different DL models [19]. It is also non-constant and tends to

gradually increase during training, by up to 10× or more [46].

Thus, it is possible to attain significantly better statistical

efficiency for large batch sizes later on during training.

The gradient noise scale mathematically captures an

intuitive explanation of how the batch size affects statistical

efficiency. When the stochastic gradient has low noise,

adding more training examples to each mini-batch does not

significantly improve each gradient estimate, which lowers

statistical efficiency. When the stochastic gradient has high

noise, adding more training examples to each mini-batch

reduces the noise of each gradient estimate, which maintains

high statistical efficiency. Near convergence, the stochastic

gradients have relatively lower signal than noise, and so larger

batch sizes can be more useful later in training.

Learning rate scaling. When training with an increased total

batch size M, the learning rate η should also be increased,

otherwise the final trained model quality/accuracy can be

significantly worse [57]. How to increase the learning rate

varies between different models and training algorithms (e.g.

SGD, Adam [36], AdamW [42]), and several well-established

scaling rules may be used. For example, the linear scaling

rule [21], which prescribes that η be scaled proportionally with

M, or the square-root scaling rule [40, 69] (commonly used

with Adam), which prescribes that η be scaled proportionally

with
√

M. More recent scaling rules such as AdaScale [32]

may scale the learning rate adaptively during training.

In addition to decreasing statistical efficiency, using large

batch sizes may also degrade the final model quality in terms

of validation performance [19, 35, 60], although the reasons

behind this effect are not completely understood at the time of

this paper. However, for each of the learning rate scaling rules

mentioned above, there is usually a problem-dependent range

of batch sizes that achieve similar validation performances.

Within these ranges, the batch size may be chosen more freely

without significantly degrading the final model quality.

2.3 Existing DL Schedulers

We broadly group existing DL schedulers into two categories,

to put Pollux in context. First, non-scale-adaptive schedulers

are agnostic to the performance scalability of DL jobs with

respect to the amount of allocated resources. For example, Tire-

sias [22] requires users to specify the number of GPUs at the

time of job submission, which will be fixed for the lifetime of

the job. Gandiva [66] also requires users to specify number of

GPUs, but enhances resource utilization through fine-grained

time sharing and job packing. Although Gandiva may dynam-

ically change the number of GPUs used by a job, it does so op-

portunistically and not based on knowledge of job scalability.

Second, scale-adaptive schedulers automatically decide

the amount of resources allocated to each job based on how

well they can be utilized to speed up the job. For example,

Optimus [52] learns a predictive model for the system

throughput of each job given various amounts of resources,

and optimizes cluster-wide resource allocations to minimize

the average job completion time. SLAQ [71], which was

not evaluated on DL, uses a similar technique to minimize

the average loss values for training general ML models.

Gavel [48] goes further by scheduling based on a throughput

metric that is comparable across different accelerator types.1

AntMan [67] uses dynamic scaling and fine-grained GPU

sharing to improve cluster utilization, resource fairness, and

job completion times. Themis [43] introduces the notion of

finish-time fairness, and promotes fairness between multiple

DL applications with a two-level scheduling architecture.

Crucially, existing schedulers are agnostic to the statistical

efficiency of DL training and the inter-dependence of resource

decisions and training parameters. Pollux explicitly co-adapts

these inter-dependent values to improve goodput for DL jobs.

1Pollux’s current throughput model does not consider accelerator

heterogeneity. We believe that extending with Gavel’s metric would allow

Pollux to co-adapt for goodput in heterogeneous DL clusters.
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3 The Goodput of DL Training and Pollux

In this section, we define the goodput2 of DL jobs, which is

a measure of training performance that takes into account both

system throughput and statistical efficiency. We then describe

how the goodput can be measured during training and used

as a predictive model, which is leveraged by Pollux to jointly

optimize cluster-wide resource allocations and batch sizes.

Definition 3.1. (Goodput) The goodput of a DL training job

at iteration t is the product between its system throughput and

its statistical efficiency at iteration t,

GOODPUTt(⋆)=THROUGHPUT(⋆)×EFFICIENCYt(M(⋆)), (4)

where ⋆ represents any configuration parameters that jointly

influence the throughput and batch size during training, and M

is the total batch size summed across all allocated GPUs.

While the above definition is general across many training

systems, we focus on three configuration parameters of par-

ticular impact in the context of efficient resource scheduling,

i.e. ⋆=(a,m,s), where:

• a∈ZN : the allocation vector, where an is the number of

GPUs allocated from node n.

• m∈Z: the per-GPU batch size.

• s∈Z: number of gradient accumulation steps (§3.2).

The total batch size is then defined as

M(a,m,s)=SUM(a)×m×(s+1).

Pollux’s approach. An initial batch size M0 and learning rate

(LR) η0 are selected by the user when submitting their job.

Pollux will start each job using a single GPU, m = M = M0,

s=0, and η=η0. As the job runs, Pollux profiles its execution

to learn and refine predictive models for both THROUGHPUT

(§3.2) and EFFICIENCY (§3.1). Using these predictive models,

Pollux periodically re-tunes (a,m,s) for each job, according

to cluster-wide resource availability and performance (§4.2).

EFFICIENCYt is measured relative to the initial batch size

M0 and learning rate η0, and Pollux only considers batch

sizes that are at least the initial batch size, ie. M ≥ M0. In

this scenario, EFFICIENCYt(M) is a fraction (between 0 and

1) relative to EFFICIENCYt(M0). Therefore, goodput can be

interpreted as the portion of the throughput that is useful for

training progress, being equal to the throughput if and only

if perfect statistical efficiency is achieved.

Plug-in Learning Rate Scaling. Recall from §2.2 that

different training jobs may require different learning rate

scaling rules to adjust η in response to changes in M. In order

2Our notion of goodput for DL is analogous to the traditional definition

of goodput in computer networks, ie. the useful portion of throughput as

benchmarked by training progress per unit of wall-clock time.

to support a wide variety of LR scaling rules, including state-of-

the-art rules such as AdaScale [32], Pollux provides a plug-in

interface that can be implemented using a function signature

SCALE_LR(M0,M)−→λ.

SCALE_LR is called before every model update step, and λ is

used by Pollux to scale the learning rate. The implementation

of SCALE_LR can utilize metrics collected during training,

such as the gradient noise scale. Using this interface, one can

implement rules including AdaScale, square-root scaling [40],

linear scaling [21] and LEGW [69].

3.1 Modeling Statistical Efficiency

We model EFFICIENCYt(M) as the amount of progress made

per training example using M, relative to using M0. For

SGD-based training, this quantity can be expressed in terms

of the gradient noise scale (GNS) [46]. To support popular

adaptive variants of SGD like Adam [36] and AdaGrad [64],

we use the pre-conditioned gradient noise scale (PGNS),

derived by closely following the original derivation of the GNS

(“simple” noise scale in [46]) starting from pre-conditioned

SGD3 rather than vanilla SGD. The PGNS, which we denote

by ϕt , is expressed as

ϕt =
tr(PΣPT )

|Pg|2 , (5)

where g is the true gradient, P is the pre-conditioning matrix

of the adaptive SGD algorithm, and Σ is the covariance

matrix of per-example stochastic gradients. The PGNS is a

generalization of the GNS and is mathematically equivalent

to the GNS for the special case of vanilla SGD.

Similar to the GNS (Appendix D of [46]), it takes 1+ϕt/M

training iterations to make a similar amount of training progress

across different batch sizes M. Therefore, we can use the PGNS

ϕt to define a concrete expression for EFFICIENCYt(M) as

EFFICIENCYt(M)=
ϕt+M0

ϕt+M
. (6)

Intuitively, Eqn. 6 measures the contribution from each train-

ing example to the overall progress. If EFFICIENCYt(M)=E,

then (1) 0 < E ≤ 1, and (2) training using batch size M will

need to process 1/E times as many training examples to make

the same progress as using batch size M0.

During training, Pollux estimates the value of ϕt , then uses

Eqn 6 to predict the EFFICIENCYt at different batch sizes. The

measured value of ϕt varies according to the training progress

at iteration t, thus EFFICIENCYt(M) reflects the lifetime-

dependent trends exhibited by the true statistical efficiency.

3Pre-conditioned SGD optimizes L(Pw) instead of L(w), where P is

known as a pre-conditioning matrix. Adaptive variants of SGD such as Adam

and AdaGrad may be viewed as vanilla SGD (with momentum) applied

together with a particular pre-conditioning matrix P.
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(a) ImageNet (b) YoloV3 (c) DeepSpeech2 (d) BERT (fine-tune) (e) CIFAR10 (f) Recommendation

Figure 2: Statistical efficiency for all models described in Table 1. TOP: validation metric vs training progress for three different

batch sizes: M0, an intermediate batch size, and the max batch size limit we set for each DL task. Metrics are as defined in

Table 1 except for YoloV3 for which validation loss is shown. MIDDLE: measured statistical efficiency vs. training progress

for two different batch sizes. Training progress (x-axis) in the top two rows is shown in terms of “statistical epochs”, defined

as M
|X | ∑t EFFICIENCYt(M) where |X | is the size of the training dataset. BOTTOM: measured EFFICIENCYt vs. predicted

EFFICIENCYt for a range of batch sizes (log-scaled), using ϕt measured using the median batch size from each range, during

an early-training epoch (roughly 1/8th of the way through training).

Fig. 2 (TOP) shows the validation metrics on a held-out

dataset for a variety of DL training tasks (details in Table

1) versus their training progress. “Statistical epochs”4 is the

number of training iterations normalized by EFFICIENCYt so

that each statistical epoch makes theoretically, as projected

by our model, the same training progress across different

batch sizes. Thus, the degree of similarity between validation

curves at different batch sizes is an indicator for the accuracy

of EFFICIENCYt as a predictor of actual training progress.

Although there are differences in the validation curves for

several DL tasks (especially in earlier epochs), they achieve

similar best values across the different batch sizes we evaluated

(±1% relative difference for all tasks except DeepSpeech2

at±4%). We note that these margins are within the plateau of

high-quality models expected from large-batch training [45].

Fig. 2 (MIDDLE and BOTTOM) show the measured

and predicted EFFICIENCYt during training and for a range

of different batch sizes. In general, larger batch sizes have

lower EFFICIENCYt early in training, but close the gap

4Similar to the notion of “scale-invariant iterations” defined in [32].

later on in training. The exceptions being BERT, which

is a fine-tuning task starting from an already pre-trained

model, and recommendation, which uses a much smaller

and shallower model architecture than the others. How

EFFICIENCYt changes during training varies from task to

task, and depends on specific properties like the learning rate

schedule. For example, EFFICIENCYt for ImageNet, which

uses step-based learning rate annealing, experiences sharp

increases whenever the learning rate is annealed.

Finally, we note that the EFFICIENCYt function (which is

supplied with estimates of ϕt by Pollux) is able to accurately

model observed values at a range of different batch sizes. This

means that ϕt measured using batch size M can be used by

Pollux to predict the value of EFFICIENCYt at a different batch

size M′ without needing to train using M′ ahead of time.

Upper batch size limit. In some cases, as the batch size in-

creases, the chosen LR scaling rule may break down before the

statistical efficiency decreases, which degrades the final model

quality. To address these cases, the application may define

a maximum batch size limit that will be respected by Pollux.

Nevertheless, we find that a batch size up to 32× larger works
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well in most cases. Furthermore, limits for common models

are well-studied for popular LR scaling rules [21, 32, 57, 69].

As better LR scaling rules are developed, they may be

incorporated into Pollux using its plug-in interface (§3).

Estimating ϕt . The PGNS ϕt can be estimated in a similar

fashion as the GNS by following Appendix A.1 of [46],

except using the pre-conditioned gradient Pg instead of

the gradient g. This can be done efficiently when there are

multiple data-parallel processes by using the different values

of ĝ
(t)
k already available on each GPU k. However, this method

doesn’t work when there is only a single GPU (and gradient

accumulation is off, i.e. s = 0). In this particular situation,

Pollux switches to a differenced variance estimator [63] which

uses consecutive gradient estimates ĝ(t−1) and ĝ(t).

3.2 Modeling System Throughput

To model and predict the system throughput for data-parallel

DL, we aim to predict the time spent per training iteration,

Titer, and then calculate the throughput as

THROUGHPUT(a,m,s)=M(a,m,s)/Titer(a,m,s). (7)

We start by separately modeling Tgrad , the time in each

iteration spent computing local gradient estimates, and Tsync,

the time in each iteration spent averaging gradient estimates

and synchronizing model parameters across all GPUs. We

also start by assuming no gradient accumulation, i.e. s=0.

Modeling Tgrad . The local gradient estimates are computed

using back-propagation, whose run-time scales linearly with

the per-GPU batch size m. Thus, we model Tgrad as

Tgrad(m)=αgrad+βgrad ·m, (8)

where αgrad ,βgrad are fittable parameters.

Modeling Tsync. When allocated a single GPU, no synchro-

nization is needed and Tsync=0. Otherwise, we model Tsync as a

linear function of the number of GPUs since in data-parallelism,

the amount of data sent and received from each replica is

typically only dependent on the size of the gradients and/or pa-

rameters. We include a linear factor to account for performance

retrogressions associated with using three or more GPUs, such

as increasing likelihood of stragglers or network delays.

Co-location of GPUs on the same node reduces network

communication, which can improve Tsync. Thus, we use

different parameters depending on GPU placement. Letting

K=SUM(a) be the number of allocated GPUs,

Tsync(a,m)=











0 if K=1

αlocal
sync +βlocal

sync ·(K−2) if N=1, K≥2

αnode
sync +βnode

sync ·(K−2) otherwise,

(9)

where N is the number of physical nodes occupied by at least

one replica. αlocal
sync and βlocal

sync are the constant and retrogression

parameters for when all processes are co-located onto the

same node. αnode
sync and βnode

sync are the analogous parameters

for when at least two process are located on different nodes.

Note that our model for Tsync can be extended to account for

rack-level locality by adding a third pair of parameters.

Combining Tgrad and Tsync. Modern DL frameworks can

partially overlap Tgrad and Tsync by overlapping gradient

computation with network communication [70]. The degree

of this overlap depends on structures in the specific DL model

being trained, like the ordering and sizes of its layers.

Assuming no overlap, then Titer =Tgrad+Tsync. Assuming

perfect overlap, then Titer =max(Tgrad ,Tsync). A realistic value

of Titer is somewhere in between these two extremes. To

capture the overlap between Tgrad and Tsync, we model Titer as

Titer(a,m,0)=
(

Tgrad(a,m)γ+Tsync(a)
γ
)1/γ

, (10)

where γ≥1 is a learnable parameter. Eqn. 10 has the property

that Titer =Tgrad+Tsync when γ=1, and smoothly transitions

towards Titer =max(Tgrad ,Tsync) as γ→∞.

Gradient Accumulation. In data-parallelism, GPU memory

limits the per-GPU batch size, and many DL models hit this

limit before the batch size is large enough for Tgrad to over-

come Tsync (or experience diminishing statistical efficiency),

resulting in suboptimal scalability. Several techniques exist for

overcoming the GPU memory limit [9,10,27,30]; we focus on

gradient accumulation, which is easily implemented using pop-

ular DL frameworks. Per-GPU gradients are aggregated locally

over s forward-backward passes before being synchronized

across all GPUs during the (s+1)th pass, achieving a larger to-

tal batch size. Thus, one iteration of SGD spans s accumulation

steps followed by one synchronization step, modeled as

Titer(a,m,s)=s×Tgrad(a,m)+
(

Tgrad(a,m)γ+Tsync(a)
γ
)1/γ

. (11)

Throughput model validation. Fig. 3 shows an example of

our THROUGHPUT function fit to measured throughput values

for a range of resource allocations and batch sizes. Each DL

task was implemented using PyTorch [51], which overlaps the

backward pass’ computation and communication. Gradients

are synchronized with NCCL 2.7.8, which uses either ring all-

reduce or tree all-reduce depending on the detected GPUs and

their placements and its own internal performance estimates.

Overall, we find that our model can represent the observed

data closely, while varying both the amount of resources as

well as the batch size. In particular, all models we measured

except ImageNet exhibited high sensitivity to inter-node

synchronization, indicating that they benefit from co-location

of GPUs. Furthermore, YOLOv3 and BERT benefit from

using gradient accumulation to increase their total batch sizes.

These detailed characteristics are well-represented by our

THROUGHPUT function, and can be optimized for by Pollux.

In addition to the configurations in Fig. 3, we fitted the

THROUGHPUT function on a diverse set of GPU placements

and batch sizes in a 64-GPU cluster. Across all DL tasks, the

average error of the fitted model was at most 10%, indicating

that it represents the observed throughput measurements well.
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(a) ImageNet (b) YoloV3 (c) DeepSpeech2 (d) BERT (fine-tune) (e) CIFAR10 (f) Recommendation

Figure 3: System throughput for all models described in Table 1, as measured using g4dn.12xlarge instances in AWS each with

4 NVIDIA T4 GPUs and created within the same placement group. Eqn. 11 was fitted using the observed data that appeared in each

plot. TOP: time per training iteration vs. the number of allocated GPUs (log-scaled), with the per-GPU batch size held constant.

The GPUs are placed in as few 4-GPU nodes as possible, which causes a sharp increase beyond 4 GPUs (when inter-node network

synchronization becomes required). BOTTOM: system throughput (examples per second) vs. total batch size (log-scaled), with

the number of GPUs held constant. To the left of the vertical dashed line, the entire mini-batch fits within GPU memory. To the

right, the total batch size is achieved using gradient accumulation.

Limits of the throughput model. Pollux models data-parallel

training throughput only in the dimensions it cares about,

i.e. number and co-locality of GPUs, batch size, and gradient

accumulation steps. The simple linear assumptions made in

Eqn. 11, although sufficiently accurate for the settings we

tested, may diverge from reality for specialized hardware [33],

sophisticated synchronization algorithms [7, 65, 72], different

parallelization strategies [28,47,58,59], at larger scales [6,68],

or hidden resource contention not related to network used for

gradient synchronization. Rather than attempting to cover

all scenarios with a single throughput model, we designed

GOODPUTt (Eqn. 4) to be modular so that different equations

for THROUGHPUT may be easily plugged in without interfering

with the core functionalities provided by Pollux.

4 Pollux Design and Architecture

Pollux adapts DL job execution at two distinct granularities.

First, at a job-level granularity, Pollux dynamically tunes the

batch size and learning rate for best utilization of the allocated

resources. Second, at the cluster-wide granularity, Pollux

dynamically (re-)allocates resources, driven by the goodput of

all jobs sharing the cluster combined with cluster-level goals

including fairness and job-completion time. To achieve this

co-adaptivity in a scalable way, Pollux’s design consists of

two primary components, as illustrated in Fig. 4.

First, a PolluxAgent runs together with each job. It fits the

EFFICIENCYt and THROUGHPUT functions for that job, and

tunes its batch size and learning rate for efficient utilization

Figure 4: Co-adaptive scheduling architecture of Pollux.

of its current allocated resources. PolluxAgent periodically

reports the goodput function of its job to the PolluxSched.

Second, the PolluxSched periodically optimizes the

resource allocations for all jobs in the cluster, taking into

account the current goodput function for each job and

cluster-wide resource contention. Scheduling decisions made

by PolluxSched also account for the overhead associated

with resource re-allocations, slowdowns due to network

interference between multiple jobs, and resource fairness.

PolluxAgent and PolluxSched co-adapt to each other.

While PolluxAgent adapts each training job to make efficient

use of its allocated resources, PolluxSched dynamically

re-allocates each job’s resources, taking into account the

PolluxAgent’s ability to tune its job.
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4.1 PolluxAgent: Job-level Optimization

An instance of PolluxAgent is started with each training job.

During training, it continually measures the job’s gradient

noise scale and system throughput, and it reports them to

PolluxSched at a fixed interval. It also uses this information

to determine the most efficient batch size for its job given its

current resource allocations, and adapts its job’s learning rate

to this batch size using the appropriate plug-in LR scaling rule

(e.g. AdaScale for SGD or square-root scaling for Adam).

Online model fitting. In §3.2, we defined the system

throughput parameters of a training job as the 7-tuple

θsys=
(

αgrad ,βgrad ,α
local
sync ,β

local
sync ,α

node
sync ,β

node
sync ,γ

)

, (12)

which are required to construct the THROUGHPUT function. To-

gether with the PGNS ϕt (for predicting EFFICIENCYt ) and ini-

tial batch size M0, the triple (θsys,ϕt ,M0) specifies theGOODPUT

function. While M0 is a constant configuration provided by

the user, and ϕt can be computed according to §3.1, θsys is

estimated by fitting the THROUGHPUT function to observed

throughput values collected about the job during training.

PolluxAgent measures the time taken per iteration, Titer, and

records the tuple (a,m,s,Titer) for all combinations of resource

allocations a, per-GPU batch size m, and gradient accumu-

lation steps s encountered during its lifetime. Periodically,

PolluxAgent fits the parameters θsys to all of the throughput

data collected so far. Specifically, we minimize the root

mean squared logarithmic error (RMSLE) between Eqn. 11

and the collected data triples, using L-BFGS-B [73]. We set

constraints for each α and β parameter to be non-negative,

and γ to be in the range [1,10]. PolluxAgent then reports the

updated values of θsys and ϕt to PolluxSched.

Prior-driven exploration. At the beginning of each job,

throughput values have not yet been collected. To ensure that

Pollux finds efficient resource allocations through systematic

exploration, we impose several priors which bias θsys towards

the belief that throughput scales perfectly with more resources,

until such resource configurations are explored.

In particular, we set αlocal
sync = 0 while the job had not used

more than one GPU, αlocal
sync =βlocal

sync =0 while the job had not

used more than one node, and βlocal
sync =βnode

sync =0 while the job

had not used more than two GPUs. This creates the following

behavior: each job starts with a single GPU and is initially

assumed to scale perfectly to more GPUs. PolluxSched is then

encouraged to allocate more GPUs and/or nodes to the job,

naturally as part of its resource optimization (§4.2), until the

PolluxAgent can estimate θsys more accurately. Finally, to

prevent a job from being immediately scaled out to arbitrarily

many GPUs, we restrict the maximum number of GPUs that

can be allocated to at most twice the maximum number of

GPUs the job has been allocated in its lifetime.

Although other principled approaches to exploration can

be applied (e.g., Bayesian optimization), we find that this

simple prior-driven strategy is sufficient in our experiments.

Sec. 5.3.2 shows that prior-driven exploration performs close

(within 2-5%) to an idealized scenario in which the model is

fitted offline for each job before being submitted to the cluster.

Training job tuning. With θsys, ϕt , and M0, which fully

specify the DL job’s GOODPUT function at its current training

progress, PolluxAgent determines the most efficient per-GPU

batch size and gradient accumulation steps,

(m∗,s∗)=argmax
m,s

GOODPUT(a,m,s), (13)

where a is the job’s current resource allocation.

Once a new configuration is found, the job will use it for

its subsequent training iterations, using the plug-in LR scaling

rule to adapt its learning rate appropriately. As the job’s

EFFICIENCYt function changes over time, PolluxAgent will

periodically re-evaluate the most efficient configuration.

4.2 PolluxSched: Cluster-wide Optimization

The PolluxSched periodically allocates (and re-allocates)

resources for every job in the cluster. To determine a set of

efficient cluster-wide resource allocations, it maximizes a

fitness function that is defined as a generalized (power) mean

across speedups for each job:

FITNESSp(A)=

(

1

J

J

∑
j=1

SPEEDUP j(A j)
p

)1/p

. (14)

A is an allocation matrix with each row A j being the allocation

vector for a job j, thus A jn is the number of GPUs on node

n allocated to job j, and J is the total number of running and

pending jobs sharing the cluster. We define the speedup of

each job as the factor of goodput improvement using a given

resource allocation over using a fair-resource allocation, ie.

SPEEDUP j(A j)=
maxm,sGOODPUT j(A j,m,s)

maxm,sGOODPUT j(a f ,m,s)
, (15)

where GOODPUT j is the goodput of job j at its current training

iteration, and a f is a fair resource allocation for the job, defined

to be an exclusive 1/J share of the cluster.5

In §3, we described how the GOODPUT function can be fitted

to observed metrics during training and then be evaluated as a

predictive model. PolluxSched leverages this ability to predict

GOODPUT to maximize FITNESS via a search procedure, and

then it applies the outputted allocations to the cluster.

Fairness and the effect of p. When p = 1, FITNESSp is

the average of SPEEDUP values across all jobs. This causes

PolluxSched to allocate more GPUs to jobs that achieve a high

SPEEDUP when provided with many GPUs (i.e., jobs that scale

5We note that SPEEDUP has similarities with finish-time fairness [43]. But,

SPEEDUP is related to training performance at a moment in time, whereas

finish-time fairness is related to end-to-end job completion time.
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well). However, as p→−∞, FITNESSp smoothly approaches

the minimum of SPEEDUP values, in which case maximizing

FITNESSp promotes equal SPEEDUP between training jobs,

but ignores the overall cluster goodput and resource efficiency.

Thus, p can be considered a “fairness knob”, with larger

negative values being more fair. A cluster operator may select

a suitable value, based on organizational priorities. In our

experience and results in §5, we find that p = −1 achieves

most goodput improvements and reasonable fairness.

Re-allocation penalty. Each time a job is re-allocated to a

different set of GPUs, it incurs some delay to re-configure

the training process. Using the the popular checkpoint-restart

method, we measured between 15 and 120 seconds of delay

depending on the size of the model being trained and other

initialization tasks in the training code. To prevent an excessive

number of re-allocations, when PolluxSched evaluates the

fitness function for a given allocation matrix, it applies a

penalty for every job that needs to be re-allocated,

SPEEDUP j(A j)←−SPEEDUP j(A j)×REALLOC_FACTOR j(δ).

We define REALLOC_FACTOR j(δ) = (Tj − R jδ)/(Tj + δ),
where Tj is the age of the training job, R j is the number of

re-allocations incurred by the job so far, and δ is an estimate

of the re-allocation delay. Intuitively, REALLOC_FACTOR j(δ)
scales SPEEDUP j(A j) according to the assumption that the

historical average rate of re-allocations for job j will continue

indefinitely into the future. Thus, a job that has historically

experienced a higher rate of re-allocations will be penalized

more for future re-allocations.

Interference avoidance. When multiple distributed DL jobs

share a single node, their network usage while synchronizing

gradients and model parameters may interfere with each other,

causing both jobs to slow down [31]; Xiao et al. [66] report

up to 50% slowdown for DL jobs which compete with each

other for network resources. PolluxSched mitigates this issue

by disallowing different distributed jobs (each using GPUs

across multiple nodes) from sharing the same node.

Interference avoidance is implemented as a constraint

in Pollux’s search algorithm, by ensuring at most one

distributed job is allocated to each node. We study the effects

of interference avoidance in §5.3.2.

Supporting non-adaptive jobs. In certain cases, a user may

want to run a job with a fixed batch size, i.e. M =M0. These

jobs are well-supported by PolluxSched, which simply fixes

EFFICIENCYt for that job to 1 and can continue to adapt its

resource allocations based solely on its system throughput.

4.3 Implementation

PolluxAgent is implemented as a Python library that is im-

ported into DL training code. We integrated PolluxAgent with

PyTorch [51], which uses all-reduce as its gradient synchro-

nization algorithm. PolluxAgent inserts performance profiling

code that measures the time taken for each iteration of training,

as well as calculating the gradient noise scale. At a fixed

time interval, PolluxAgent fits the system throughput model

(Eqn. 10) to the profiled metrics collected so far, and reports the

fitted system throughput parameters, along with the latest gra-

dient statistics, to PolluxSched. After reporting to PolluxSched,

PolluxAgent updates the job’s per-GPU batch size and gradient

accumulation steps, by optimizing its now up-to-date goodput

function (Eqn. 4) with its currently allocated resources.

PolluxSched is implemented as a service in Kubernetes [2].

At a fixed time interval, PolluxSched runs its search algorithm,

and then applies the resultant allocation matrix by creating and

terminating Kubernetes Pods that run the job workers. To find

a good allocation matrix, PolluxSched uses a population-based

search algorithm that perturbs and combines candidate alloca-

tion matrices to produce higher-value allocation matrices, and

finally modifies them to satisfy node resource constraints and

interference avoidance. The allocation matrix with the highest

fitness score is applied to the jobs running in the cluster.

Both PolluxAgent and PolluxSched require a sub-procedure

that optimizes GOODPUTt(a,m, s) given a fixed a (Eqn. 13).

We implemented this procedure by first sampling a range

of candidate values for the total batch size M, then finding

the smallest s such that m = ⌈M/s⌉ fits into GPU memory

according to a user-defined upper-bound, and finally taking

the configuration which results in the highest GOODPUT value.

5 Evaluation

We compare Pollux with two state-of-the-art DL sched-

ulers using a testbed cluster with 64 GPUs. Although one

primary advantage of Pollux is automatically selecting

the configurations for each job, we find that Pollux still

reduces average job completion times by 37–50% even when

the baseline schedulers are supplied with well-tuned job

configurations (a scenario that strongly favors the baseline

schedulers). Pollux is able to dynamically adapt each job

by trading-off between high-throughput/low-efficiency and

low-throughput/high-efficiency modes of training, depending

on the current cluster state and training progress.

Using a cluster simulator, we evaluate the impact of specific

settings on Pollux, including the total workload intensity, prior-

driven exploration, scheduling interval, and interference avoid-

ance. With its fairness knob, Pollux can improve finish-time

fairness [43] by 1.5–5.4× compared to baseline DL schedulers.

We also reveal a new opportunity for auto-scaling in the cloud

by showing that a Pollux-based auto-scaler can potentially re-

duce the cost of training large models (e.g. ImageNet) by 25%.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed. We conduct experiments using a cluster consisting

of 16 nodes and 64 GPUs. Each node is an AWS EC2

g4dn.12xlarge instance with 4 NVIDIA T4 GPUs, 48

vCPUs, 192GB memory, and a 900GB SSD. All instances
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are launched within the same placement group. We deployed

Kubernetes 1.18.2 on this cluster, along with CephFS 14.2.8

to store checkpoints for checkpoint-restart elasticity.

Synthetic Workload Construction. We randomly sampled

160 jobs from the busiest 8-hour range (hours 3–10) in the

deep learning cluster traces published by Microsoft [31]. Each

job in the orginal trace has information on its submission time,

number of GPUs, and duration. However, no information is

provided on the model architectures being trained or dataset

characteristics. Instead, our synthetic workload consists of

the models and datasets described in Table 1.

We categorized each job in the trace and in Table 1 based

on their total GPU-time: Small (0–1 GPU-hours), Medium

(1–10 GPU-hours), Large (10–100 GPU-hours), and XLarge

(100–1000 GPU-hours). For each job in the trace, we picked

a training job from Table 1 that is in the same category.

Manually-tuned jobs for baseline DL schedulers. We

manually tuned the number of GPUs and batch sizes for each

job in our synthetic workload, as follows. We measured the

time per training iteration for each model in Table 1 using a

range of GPU allocations and batch sizes, and fully trained

each model using a range of different batch sizes (see §5.3 for

details). We considered a number of GPUs valid if using the

optimal batch size for that number of GPUs achieves 50% –

80% of the ideal (i.e., perfectly linear) scalability versus using

the optimal batch size on a single GPU. For each job submitted

from our synthetic workload, we selected its number of GPUs

and batch size randomly from its set of valid configurations.

Our job configurations assume that the users are highly

rational and knowledgeable about the scalability of the models

they are training. Less than 50% of the ideal scalability would

lead to under-utilization of resources, and more than 80% of

the ideal scalability means the job can still utilize more GPUs

efficiently. We emphasize that this assumption of uniformly

sophisticated users is unrealistically biased in favor of the

baseline schedulers and only serves for comparing Pollux with

the ideal performance of baseline systems.

Comparison of DL schedulers. We compare Pollux to two re-

cent deep learning schedulers, Tiresias [22] and Optimus [52],

as described in §2.3. Whereas Pollux dynamically co-adapts

the number of GPUs and batch sizes of DL training jobs,

Optimus only adapts the number of GPUs, and Tiresias adapts

neither. To establish a fair baseline for comparison, for all

three schedulers, we scale the learning rate using AdaScale for

SGD, and the square-root scaling rule for Adam and AdamW.

Pollux. We configured PolluxSched to use a 60s scheduling

interval, and compute REALLOC_FACTOR(δ) using δ = 30s.

PolluxAgent reports its most up-to-date system throughput

parameters and gradient statistics every 30s. Unless otherwise

specified, the default fairness knob value of p=−1 is used.

Tiresias. We configured Tiresias as described in the testbed

experiments of Gu et al. [22], with two priority queues

and the PromoteKnob disabled. We manually tuned the

queue threshold to perform well for our synthetic workload.

Whenever possible, we placed jobs onto as few different nodes

as possible to promote worker locality.

Optimus+Oracle. Optimus leverages a throughput predic-

tion model that is specific to jobs using the parameter server

architecture. To account for differences due to the perfor-

mance model, our implementation of Optimus uses our own

throughput model as described in §3.2. Furthermore, Optimus

predicts the number of training iterations until convergence

by fitting a simple function to the model’s convergence curve.

Since this method does not work consistently for all models

in our synthetic workload, we run each job ahead of time and

provide Optimus with the exact number of iterations until

completion. We call this version of Optimus Optimus+Oracle.

For each job, Tiresias uses the number of GPUs and batch

size specified in our synthetic workload. Optimus+Oracle uses

the batch size specified, but determines the number of GPUs

dynamically. Each job uses gradient accumulation if they are

allocated too few GPUs to support the specified batch size.

5.2 Testbed Macrobenchmark Experiments

Table 2 summarizes the results of our testbed experiments for

seven configurations: Pollux compared with, first, baseline

schedulers using well-tuned job configurations; second,

baseline schedulers using more realistic job configurations;

third, Pollux using two alternate values for its fairness knob.

Comparisons using well-tuned job configurations. Even

when Optimus+Oracle and Tiresias are given well-tuned

job configurations as described in §5.1, they are still signif-

icantly behind Pollux. In this setting, Pollux (with p = −1)

achieved 50% and 37% shorter average JCT, 27% and 27%

shorter tail (99th percentile) JCT, and 20% and 33% shorter

makespan, in comparison to Optimus+Oracle+TunedJobs and

Tiresias+TunedJobs, respectively. As we previously noted,

this setting highly favors the baseline schedulers, essentially

mimicking users who possess expert knowledge about system

throughput, statistical efficiency, and how their values change

with respect to resource allocations and batch sizes.

One key source of improvement for Pollux is its ability

to trade-off between high-throughput/low-efficiency and

low-throughput/high-efficiency modes during training. Fig. 5

shows the total number of allocated GPUs and average

EFFICIENCYt during the execution of our synthetic workload.

During periods of low cluster contention, Pollux can allocate

more GPUs (indicated by (A)) and use larger batch sizes to

boost training throughput, even at the cost of lower statistical

efficiency, because doing so results in an overall higher

goodput. On the other hand, during periods of high cluster

contention, Pollux may instead use smaller batch sizes to

increase statistical efficiency (indicated by (B)).

Comparisons using realistic job configurations. Without

assistance from a system like Pollux, users are likely to try

various numbers of GPUs and batch sizes, before finding a

configuration that is efficient. Other users may not invest time
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Task Dataset Model Optimizer LR Scaler M0 Validation Size Frac. Jobs

Image Classification ImageNet [12] ResNet-50 [24] SGD AdaScale 200 imgs 75% top1 acc. XL 2%

Object Detection PASCAL-VOC [16] YOLOv3 [55] SGD AdaScale 8 imgs 84% mAP L 6%

Speech Recognition CMU-ARCTIC [38] DeepSpeech2 [3] SGD AdaScale 20 seqs 25% word err. M 10%

Question Answering SQuAD [54] BERT (finetune) [14] AdamW Square-Root 12 seqs 88% F1 score M 10%

Image Classification Cifar10 [39] ResNet18 [24] SGD AdaScale 128 imgs 94% top1 acc. S 36%

Recommendation MovieLens [23] NeuMF [25] Adam Square-Root 256 pairs 69% hit rate S 36%

Table 1: Models and datasets used in our evaluation workload. Each training task achieves the provided validation metrics. The

fraction of jobs from each category are chosen according to the public Microsoft cluster traces.

Policy
Job Completion Time

Makespan
Average 99%tile

Pollux (p=−1) 0.76h 11h 16h

Optimus+Oracle+TunedJobs 1.5h 15h 20h

Tiresias+TunedJobs 1.2h 15h 24h

Optimus+Oracle 2.7h 22h 28h

Tiresias 2.8h 25h 31h

Pollux (p=+1) 0.83h 10h 16h

Pollux (p=−10) 0.84h 12h 18h

Table 2: Summary of testbed experiments.

Figure 5: Comparison between Pollux (p=−1), Optimus, and

Tiresias while executing our synthetic workload (with tuned

jobs). TOP: average cluster-wide allocated GPUs over time.

BOTTOM: average cluster-wide statistical efficiency over

time. Tiresias+TunedJobs dips between hours 16 and 20 due

to a 24-GPU job blocking a 48-GPU job from running.

into configuring their jobs well in the first place.

To set a more realistically configured baseline, we ran

Optimus+Oracle and Tiresias on a version of our synthetic

workload with the number of GPUs exactly as specified in the

Microsoft cluster trace. The batch size was chosen to be the

baseline batch size M0 times the number of GPUs, which is

how we expect most users to initially configure their distributed

training jobs. We find that these jobs typically use fewer GPUs

and smaller batch sizes than their well-configured counterparts.

Using this workload, we find that Pollux has 72% and 73%

shorter average JCT, 50% and 56% shorter tail JCT, and 43%

and 48% shorter makespan, in comparison to Optimus+Oracle

and Tiresias, respectively. Even though Optimus+Oracle can

dynamically increase the GPU allocation of each job, it still

only slightly outperforms Tiresias because it does not also

increase the batch size to better utilize those additional GPUs.

A closer look at co-adapted job configurations. Fig. 6

(LEFT) shows the configurations chosen by Pollux for one Im-

ageNet training job as the synthetic workload progresses. (A)

during the initial period of low cluster contention, more GPUs

are allocated to ImageNet, causing a larger batch size to be used

and lowering statistical efficiency. (B) during the subsequent

period of high cluster contention, fewer GPUs are allocated to

ImageNet, causing a smaller batch size to be used and raising

statistical efficiency. (C) when the cluster contention comes

back down, ImageNet continues to be allocated more GPUs

and uses a larger batch size. However, we note that the batch

size per GPU is much higher than in the first low-contention pe-

riod, since the job is now in its final, high-statistical-efficiency

phase of training. We see similar trade-offs being made over

time for two YOLOv3 jobs (RIGHT).

Effect of the fairness knob. We ran Pollux using three values

of the fairness knob, p = 1,−1,−10. Compared with no

fairness (p = 1), introducing a moderate degree of fairness

(p = −1) improved the average job completion time (JCT)

but degraded the tail JCT. This is because6, in our synthetic

workload, the tail JCT comprises of long but scalable jobs (i.e.

ImageNet), which take a large number of GPUs away from

other jobs in the absence of fairness (p=1). However, further

increasing fairness (p=−10) degraded performance in aver-

age JCT, tail JCT, and makespan. In §5.3.1, we present a more

detailed analysis of the impact of p on scheduling fairness.

System overheads. During each 60s scheduling interval, Pol-

luxSched spent an average of 1 second on 1 vCPU computing

the cluster allocations by optimizing the FITNESSp function.

On average, each job was re-allocated resources once every

7 minutes, resulting in an average 8% run-time overhead due

to checkpoint-restarts. Each PolluxAgent fits its throughput

model parameters on its latest observed metrics every 30 sec-

onds, taking an average of 0.2 seconds each time. Finding the

6We note that p = −1 (harmonic mean over speedups) may be more

suitable than p=1 (arithmetic mean) when optimizing for the average JCT.
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Figure 6: Co-adaptation over time of one ImageNet job (LEFT)

and two YOLOv3 jobs (RIGHT) using Pollux (p=−1). ROW

1: number of jobs actively sharing the cluster. ROW 2: number

of GPUs allocated to the job. ROW 3: batch size (images) used.

ROW 4: statistical efficiency (%).

optimal per-GPU batch size and gradient accumulation steps

by optimizing GOODPUTt takes an average of 0.4 milliseconds.

5.3 Simulator Experiments

We built a discrete-time cluster simulator in order to evaluate

a broader set of workloads and settings. Our simulator is con-

structed by measuring the performance and gradient statistics

of each model in Table 1, under many different resource and

batch size configurations, and re-playing them for each sim-

ulated job. This way, we are able to simulate both the system

throughput and statistical efficiency of the jobs in our workload.

Unless stated otherwise, each experiment in this section is

repeated on 8 different workload traces generated using the

same duration, number of jobs, and job size distributions as

in §5.2, and we report the average results across all 8 traces.

Simulator construction. For each job in Table 1, we mea-

sured the time per training iteration for 146 different GPU

allocations+placements in our testbed cluster of 16 nodes

and 64 total GPUs. For each allocation, we measured a range

of batch sizes up to the GPU memory limit. To simulate the

throughput for a job, we queried a multi-dimensional linear

interpolation on the configurations we measured. For each

model, we also measured the (pre-conditioned) gradient noise

scale during training using a range of batch sizes, and across

every epoch. To simulate the statistical efficiency for a job

using a certain batch size, we linearly interpolated its value of

the PGNS between the two nearest batch sizes we measured.

Simulator fidelity. The data we collected about each job

enables our simulator to reproduce several system effects, in-

cluding the performance impact of different GPU placements.

We also simulate the overhead of checkpoint-restarts by

Figure 7: CDF of Finish Time Fairness (ρ).

injecting a 30-second delay for each job that has its resources

re-allocated. Unless stated otherwise, we do not simulate any

network interference between different jobs. We study the

effects of interference in more detail in §5.3.2.

Compared with our testbed experiments in §5.2, we find

that our simulator obtains similar factors of improvement,

showing that Pollux reduces the average JCT by 48% and 32%

over Optimus+Oracle+TunedJobs and Tiresias+TunedJobs.

5.3.1 Scheduling Fairness

We evaluate the scheduling fairness of Pollux using finish-time

fairness [43] (denoted by ρ), which is defined to be the ratio

of a job’s JCT running on shared resources to that of the job

running in an isolated and equally-partitioned cluster. Under

this metric, jobs with ρ<1 have been treated better-than-fair

by the cluster scheduler, while jobs with ρ > 1 have been

treated worse-than-fair.

In Fig. 7, we compare the finish-time fairness of Pollux

with Optimus+Oracle+TunedJobs and Tiresias+TunedJobs.

Pollux with p = 1 results in poor fairness, similar to Tire-

sias+TunedJobs, which is apparent as a long tail of jobs with

ρ>4. Optimus+Oracle+TunedJobs obtains better fairness due

to its allocation algorithm which attempts to equalize the JCT

improvement for each job. Pollux with p=−1 provides the best

fairness, with 99% of jobs achieving ρ<2, and does so while

still providing significant performance increases (Table 2). For

p=−10, we observe slightly worse fairness overall, caused by

PolluxSched incurring a larger number of re-allocations due to

ignoring the cost in favor of equalizing speedups at all times.

To provide context, we note that the curves for Tiresias

and Optimus are consistent with those reported (for different

workloads) by Mahajan et al. [43]. Although their Themis

system is not available for direct comparison, the ρ range for

Pollux with p=−1 is similar to the range reported for Themis.

The max-ρ improvements (1.5× and 5.4×) over Tiresias and

Optimus are also similar.

5.3.2 Other Effects on Scheduling

Sensitivity to job load. We compare the performance of

Pollux, Optimus+Oracle+TunedJobs, and Tiresias+TunedJobs
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(a) Varying the workload intensity.

(b) Varying scheduling interval. (c) Varying job interference.

Figure 8: Effects of various parameters on Pollux, error bars

and bands represent 95% confidence intervals.

for increasing workload intensity in terms of rate of job

submissions. Fig. 8a shows the results. As expected, all three

scheduling policies suffer longer average JCT and makespan

as the load is increased. Across all job loads, Pollux maintains

similar relative improvements over the baseline schedulers.

Impact of prior-driven exploration. Pollux explores GPU

allocations for each DL job from scratch during training

(Sec. 4.1). We evaluated the potential improvement from more

efficient exploration by seeding each job’s throughput models

using historical data collected offline. We observed minor

(2–5%) reduction in JCT for short jobs like CIFAR10, but

no significant change for longer running jobs, indicating low

overhead from Pollux’s prior-driven exploration.

Impact of scheduling interval. We ran Pollux using a range

of values for its scheduling interval, as shown in Fig. 8b. We

find that Pollux performs similarly well in terms of average

JCT for intervals up to 2 minutes, while longer intervals

result in performance degradation. Since newly-submitted

jobs can only start during the next scheduling interval, we

would expect an increase in the average queuing time due to

longer scheduling intervals. However, we find that queuing

contributed to roughly half of the performance degradation

observed, indicating that Pollux still benefits from a relatively

frequent adjustment of resource allocations.

Impact of interference avoidance. To evaluate the impact

of PolluxSched’s interference avoidance constraint, we artifi-

cially inject various degrees of slowdown for distributed jobs

sharing the same node. Fig. 8c shows the results. With interfer-

ence avoidance enabled, the average JCT is unaffected by even

severe slowdowns, because network contention is completely

mitigated. However, without interference avoidance, the av-

erage JCT is 1.4× longer when the interference slowdown is

50%. On the other hand, in the ideal scenario when there is zero

slowdown due to interference, PolluxSched performs similarly

whether or not interference avoidance is enabled. This indicates

that PolluxSched is still able to find efficient cluster allocations

while obeying the interference avoidance constraint.

5.4 More Applications of Pollux

5.4.1 Cloud Auto-scaling

In cloud environments, computing resources can be obtained

and released as required, and users pay for the duration they

hold onto those resources. Goodput-driven scheduling presents

a unique opportunity: when a DL model’s statistical efficiency

increases during training, it may be more cost-effective to

provision more cloud resources and use larger batch sizes

during the later epochs of a large training job, rather than

earlier on. We present some preliminary evidence using our

cluster simulator, and note that a full design of an auto-scaling

system based on goodput may be the subject of future work.

Auto-scaling ImageNet training. We implemented a simple

auto-scaling policy using Pollux’s goodput function. During

training, we scaled up the number of nodes whenever

maxm,sGOODPUTt(a,m,s)/SUM(a)>U ·maxm,sGOODPUTt(1,m,s), i.e.

the goodput exceeds some fraction U of the predicted ideal

goodput assuming perfect scalability. We set U = 2/3, and

increased to a number of nodes such that the predicted goodput

is approximately L=1/2 of the predicted ideal goodput.

Fig. 9 compares our Pollux-based auto-scaler with the auto-

scaler proposed by Or et al. [50], which allows the batch size

to be increased during training, but models job performance

using the system throughput rather than the goodput. Since

the system throughput does not change with training progress,

throughput-based autoscaling (Or et al.) quickly scales out

to more nodes and a larger batch size (Fig. 9a), which remains

constant thereafter. On the other hand, Pollux starts with a

small number of nodes, and gradually increases the number of

nodes as the effectiveness of larger batch sizes improves over

time. Fig. 9b shows that Pollux maintains a high statistical

efficiency throughout training. Overall, compared to Or et al.’s

throughput-based auto-scaling, Pollux trains ImageNet with

25% cheaper cost, with only a 6% longer completion time.

5.4.2 Hyper-parameter Optimization (HPO)

Hyper-parameter optimization (HPO) is an important DL

workload. In HPO, the user defines a search space over

relevant model hyper-parameters. A HPO algorithm (aka a

trial scheduler) submits many training jobs (trials) to evaluate

the effectiveness of particular hyper-parameters, in terms of

objectives such as model accuracy or energy efficiency.

Different HPO algorithm types manage trials differently.

For example, Bayesian optimization algorithms [37, 62] may

submit a few training jobs at a time, and determine future

trials based on the fully-trained results of previous trials.
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(a) Number of nodes over time. (b) Statistical efficiency over time.

Figure 9: Goodput-based auto-scaling (Pollux) vs throughput-

based auto-scaling (Or et al.) for ImageNet training.

Policy Accuracy (Top 5 trials) Avg JCT Makespan

Pollux 95.4±0.2 25min 10h

Baseline 95.5±0.3 34min 14h

Table 3: Summary of HPO experiments.

Bandit-based algorithms [41] may launch a large number of

trials at once and early-stop ones that appear unpromising.

A full evaluation on how Pollux affects different HPO algo-

rithm types is future work. Table 3 shows results from tuning a

ResNet18 model trained on the CIFAR10 dataset, using a popu-

lar Bayesian optimization-based HPO algorithm known as the

Tree-structured Parzen Estimator (TPE) [5]. The search space

covers the learning rate and annealing, momentum, weight de-

cay, and network width hyper-parameters. We configured TPE

so that 4 trials run concurrently with each other, and 100 trials

are run in total. The testbed consists of two NVIDIA DGX

A100 nodes, each with 8 A100 GPUs. The baseline scheduler

assigns a static allocation of 4 GPUs (all on the same node)

to each trial and uses a fixed per-GPU batch size for every trial.

As expected, similar accuracy values are achieved, but Pollux

completes HPO 30% faster due to adaptive (re-)allocation of

resources as trials progress and adaptive batch sizes.

5.5 Artifact

We provide an artifact containing the full implementation of

Pollux, benchmark model implementations (Table 1), testbed

experiment scripts (Sec. 5.2), cluster simulator implemen-

tation and results (Sec. 5.3), available at https://github.

com/petuum/adaptdl/tree/osdi21-artifact. The raw

testbed experiment (Sec. 5.2) logs and analysis scripts are pro-

vided at https://github.com/petuum/pollux-results.

6 Additional Related Work

Prior DL schedulers are discussed in §2.3.

Adaptive batch size training. Recent work on DL training

algorithms have explored dynamically adapting batch sizes

for better efficiency and parallelization. AdaBatch [13]

increases the batch size at pre-determined iterations during

training, while linearly scaling the learning rate. Smith et

al. [61] suggest that instead of decaying the learning rate

during training, the batch size should be increased instead.

CABS [4] adaptively tunes the batch size and learning rate

during training using similar gradient statistics as Pollux.

These works have a common assumption that extra com-

puting resources are available to parallelize larger batch sizes

whenever desired, which is rarely true inside shared-resource

environments. Pollux complements existing adaptive batch

size strategies by adapting the batch size and learning rate in

conjunction with the amount of resources currently available.

Alternatively, anytime minibatch [17] adapts the batch size

to mitigate stragglers in distributed training.

KungFu [44] supports adaptive training algorithms, includ-

ing adaptive batch sizes, by allowing applications to define

custom adaptation policies and enabling efficient adaptation

and monitoring during training. Although KungFu is directed

at single-job training and Pollux at cluster scheduling, we

believe KungFu offers useful tools which can be used to

implement the adaptive policies used by the PolluxAgent.

Hyper-parameter tuning. A large body of work focuses on

tuning the hyper-parameters for ML and DL models [5, 18,

29, 34, 49], which typically involves many training jobs [1, 20]

as discussed earlier. Although batch size and learning rate are

within the space of hyper-parameters often optimized by these

systems, Pollux’s goal is fundamentally different. Whereas

HPO algorithms search for the highest model quality, Pollux

adapts the batch size and learning rate for the most efficient

execution for each job, while not degrading model quality.

7 Conclusion

Pollux is a DL cluster scheduler that co-adaptively allocates

resources, while at the same time tuning each training job

to best utilize those resources. We present a formulation of

goodput that combines system throughput and statistical

efficiency for distributed DL training. Based on the principle of

goodput maximization, Pollux automatically and jointly tunes

the resource allocations, batch sizes, and learning rates for DL

jobs, which can be particularly difficult for users to configure

manually. Pollux outperforms and is more fair than recent DL

schedulers, even if users can configure their jobs well, and pro-

vides even bigger benefits with more realistic user knowledge.
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Abstract
Federated Learning (FL) is an emerging direction in dis-
tributed machine learning (ML) that enables in-situ model
training and testing on edge data. Despite having the same end
goals as traditional ML, FL executions differ significantly in
scale, spanning thousands to millions of participating devices.
As a result, data characteristics and device capabilities vary
widely across clients. Yet, existing efforts randomly select FL
participants, which leads to poor model and system efficiency.

In this paper, we propose Oort to improve the performance
of federated training and testing with guided participant selec-
tion. With an aim to improve time-to-accuracy performance
in model training, Oort prioritizes the use of those clients who
have both data that offers the greatest utility in improving
model accuracy and the capability to run training quickly.
To enable FL developers to interpret their results in model
testing, Oort enforces their requirements on the distribution
of participant data while improving the duration of federated
testing by cherry-picking clients. Our evaluation shows that,
compared to existing participant selection mechanisms, Oort
improves time-to-accuracy performance by 1.2×-14.1× and
final model accuracy by 1.3%-9.8%, while efficiently enforc-
ing developer-specified model testing criteria at the scale of
millions of clients.

1 Introduction
Machine learning (ML) today is experiencing a paradigm
shift from cloud datacenters toward the edge [18, 40]. Edge
devices, ranging from smartphones and laptops to enterprise
surveillance cameras and edge clusters, routinely store appli-
cation data and provide the foundation for machine learning
beyond datacenters. With the goal of not exposing raw data,
large companies such as Google and Apple deploy federated
learning (FL) for computer vision (CV) and natural language
processing (NLP) tasks across user devices [2, 24, 30, 77];
NVIDIA applies FL to create medical imaging AI [49]; smart
cities perform in-situ image training and testing on AI cam-
eras to avoid expensive data migration [32, 38, 51]; and video
streaming and networking communities use FL to interpret
and react to network conditions [10, 76].

Although the life cycle of an FL model is similar to that
in traditional ML, the underlying execution in FL is spread

across thousands to millions of devices in the wild. Similar to
traditional ML, the FL developer often first prototypes model
architectures and hyperparameters with a proxy dataset. After
selecting a suitable configuration, she can use federated train-
ing to improve model performance by training across a crowd
of participants [18, 40]. The wall clock time for training a
model to reach an accuracy target (i.e., time-to-accuracy) is
still a key performance objective even though it may take sig-
nificantly longer than centralized training [40]. To circumvent
biased or stale proxy data in hyperparameter tuning [57], to
inspect these models being trained, or to validate deployed
models after training [75,76], developers may want to perform
federated testing on the real-life client data, wherein enforcing
their requirements on the testing set (e.g., N samples for each
category or following the representative categorical distribu-
tion1) is crucial for them to reason about model performance
under different data characteristics [20, 57].

Unfortunately, clients may not all be simultaneously avail-
able for FL training or testing [40]; they may have heteroge-
neous data distributions and system capabilities [18, 34]; and
including too many may lead to wasted work and suboptimal
performance [18] (§2). Consequently, a fundamental problem
in practical FL is the selection of a “good” subset of clients
as participants, where each participant locally processes its
own data, and only their results are collected and aggregated
at a (logically) centralized coordinator.

Existing works optimize for statistical model efficiency
(i.e., better training accuracy with fewer training rounds)
[22, 47, 59, 72] or system efficiency (i.e., shorter rounds)
[54, 68], while randomly selecting participants. Although ran-
dom participant selection is easy to deploy, unfortunately, it
results in poor performance of federated training because of
large heterogeneity in device speed and/or data characteristics.
Worse, random participant selection can lead to biased testing
sets and loss of confidence in results. As a result, developers
often resort to more participants than perhaps needed [57,73].

We present Oort for FL developers to enable guided partic-
ipant selection throughout the life cycle of an FL model (§3).
Specifically, Oort cherry-picks participants to improve time-
to-accuracy performance for federated training, and it enables

1A categorical distribution is a discrete probability distribution showing
how a random variable can take the result from one of K possible categories.
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developers to specify testing criteria for federated model test-
ing. It makes informed participant selection by relying on the
information already available in existing FL solutions [40]
with little modification.

Selecting participants for federated training is challenging
because of the trade-off between heterogeneous system and
statistical model utilities both across clients and of any spe-
cific client over time (as the trained model changes). First,
simply picking clients with high statistical utility can lead to
longer training rounds due to the coupled nature of client data
and system performance. The challenge is further exacerbated
by the large population, as capturing the latest utility of all
clients is impractical. As such, we identify clients with high
statistical utility, which is measured in terms of their most
recent aggregate training loss, adjusted for spatiotemporal
variations, and penalize the utility of a client if her system
speed is likely to elongate the duration necessary to complete
global aggregation. To navigate the sweet point of jointly max-
imizing statistical and system efficiency, we adaptively allow
for longer training rounds to admit clients with higher statisti-
cal utility. We then employ an online exploration-exploitation
strategy to probabilistically select participants among high-
utility clients for robustness to outliers. Our design can accom-
modate diverse selection criteria (e.g., fairness), and deliver
improvements while respecting privacy (§4).

Although FL developers often have well-defined require-
ments on their testing data, satisfying these requirements is
not straightforward. Similar to traditional ML, developers may
request a testing dataset that follows the global distribution
to avoid testing on all clients [35, 57]. However, clients’ data
characteristics in some private FL scenarios may not be avail-
able [27, 77]. To preserve the deviation target of participant
data from the global, Oort performs participant selection by
bounding the number of participants needed. Second, for cases
where clients’ data characteristics are provided [51], develop-
ers can specify specific distribution of the testing set to debug
model efficiency (e.g., using balanced distribution) [15, 78].
At scale, satisfying this requirement in FL suffers large over-
head. Therefore, we propose a scalable heuristic to efficiently
enforce developer requirements, while optimizing the dura-
tion of testing (§5).

We have integrated Oort with PySyft (§6) and evaluated
it across various FL tasks with real-world workloads (§7). 2

Compared to the state-of-the-art selection techniques used in
today’s FL deployments [21, 73, 77], Oort improves time-to-
accuracy performance by 1.2×-14.1× and final model accu-
racy by 1.3%-9.8% for federated model training, while achiev-
ing close to upper-bound statistical performance. For feder-
ated model testing, Oort can efficiently respond to developer-
specified data distribution across millions of clients, and im-
proves the end-to-end testing duration by 4.7× on average
over state-of-the-art solutions.

2Oort is available at https://github.com/SymbioticLab/Oort.

Overall, we make the following contributions in this paper:
1. We highlight the tension between statistical and systems

efficiency when selecting FL participants and present Oort
to effectively navigate the tradeoff.

2. We propose participant selection algorithms to improve
the time-to-accuracy performance of training and to scal-
ably enforce developers’ FL testing criteria.

3. We implement and evaluate these algorithms at scale in
Oort, showing both statistical and systems performance
improvements over the state-of-the-art.

2 Background and Motivation
We start with a quick primer on federated learning (§2.1),
followed by the challenges it faces based on our analysis of
real-world datasets (§2.2). Next, we highlight the key short-
comings of the state-of-the-art that motivate our work (§2.3).

2.1 Federated Learning

Training and testing play crucial roles in the life cycle of an
FL model, whereas they have different criteria.

Federated model training aims to learn an accurate model
across thousands to potentially millions of clients. Because
of the large population size and diversity of user data and
their devices in FL, training runs on a subset of clients (hun-
dreds of participants) in each round, and often takes hun-
dreds of rounds (each round lasts a few minutes) and several
days to complete. For example, in Gboard keyboard, Google
runs federated training of NLP models over weeks across
1.5 million end devices [4, 77]. For a given model, achiev-
ing a target model accuracy with less wall clock time (i.e.,
time-to-accuracy) is still the primary target [47, 63].

To inspect a model’s accuracy during training (e.g., to de-
tect cut-off accuracy), to validate the trained model before
deployment [21, 73, 77], or to circumvent biased proxy data
in hyperparameter tuning [15, 62], FL developers sometimes
test model’s performance on real-life datasets. Similar to tra-
ditional ML, developers often request the representativeness
of the testing set with requirements like “50k representative
samples" [15], or “x samples of class y" to investigate model
performance on specific categories [78]. When the data char-
acteristics of participants are not available, coarse-grained yet
non-trivial requests, such as “a subset with less than X% data
deviation from the global" are still informative [53, 57].

2.2 Challenges in Federated Learning

Apart from the challenges faced in traditional ML, FL intro-
duces new challenges in terms of data, systems, and privacy.

Heterogeneous statistical data. Data in each FL partici-
pant is typically generated in a distributed manner under dif-
ferent contexts and stored independently. For example, images
collected by cameras will reflect the demographics of each
camera’s location. This breaks down the widely-accepted as-
sumption in traditional ML that samples are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) from a data distribution.
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(b) Heterogeneous data distribution.

Figure 1: Client data differs in size and distribution greatly.
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(b) Heterogeneous network capacity.

Figure 2: Client system performance differs significantly.

We analyze four real-world datasets for CV (OpenIm-
age [3]) and NLP (StackOverflow [9], Reddit [8] and Google
Speech [74]) tasks. Each consists of thousands or up to mil-
lions of clients and millions of data points. In each individual
dataset, we see a high statistical deviation across clients not
only in the quantity of samples (Figure 1(a)) but also in the
data distribution (Figure 1(b)).3

Heterogeneous system performance. As individual data
samples are tightly coupled with the participant device, in-situ
computation on this data experiences significant heterogeneity
in system performance. We analyze the inference latency of
MobileNet [65] across hundreds of mobile phones used in a
real-world FL deployment [77], and their available bandwidth.
Unlike the homogeneous setting in datacenter ML, system
performance across clients exhibits an order-of-magnitude
difference in both computational capabilities (Figure 2(a))
and network bandwidth (Figure 2(b)).

Enormous population and pervasive uncertainty. While
traditional ML runs in a well-managed cluster with a number
of machines, federated learning often involves up to millions
of clients, making it challenging for the coordinator to ef-
ficiently identify and manage valuable participants. During
execution, devices often vary in system performance [18,40] –
they may slow down or drop out – and the model performance
varies in FL training as the model updates over rounds.

Privacy concerns. Inquiring about the privacy-sensitive in-
formation of clients (e.g., raw data or even data distribution)
can alienate participants in contributing to FL [24, 66, 67].

3We report the pairwise deviation of categorical distributions between
two clients, using the popular L1-divergence metric [55].

Breakdown-Round to accuracy (Prox)

MobileNet ShuffleNet mobilenet-std shufflenet-std Mobilenet ShuffleNet
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Figure 3: Existing works are suboptimal in: (a) round-to-
accuracy performance and (b) final model accuracy. (a) reports
number of rounds required to reach the highest accuracy of Prox
on MobileNet (i.e., 74.9%). Error bars show standard deviation.

Hence, realistic FL solutions have to seek efficiency improve-
ments but with limited information available in practical FL,
and their deployments must be non-intrusive to clients.

2.3 Limitations of Existing FL Solutions

While existing FL solutions have made considerable progress
in tackling some of the above challenges (§8), they mostly
rely on hindsight – given a pool of participants, they optimize
model performance [48,59] or system efficiency [54] to tackle
data and system heterogeneity. However, the potential for
curbing these disadvantages by cherry-picking participants
before execution has largely been overlooked. For example,
FL training and testing today still rely on randomly picking
participants [18], which leaves large room for improvements.

Suboptimality in maximizing efficiency. We first show
that today’s participant selection underperforms for FL solu-
tions. Here, we train two popular image classification models
tailored for mobile devices (i.e., MobileNet [65] and Shuf-
fleNet [80]) with 1.6 million images of the OpenImage dataset,
and randomly pick 100 participants out of more than 14k
clients in each training round. We consider a performance up-
per bound by creating a hypothetical centralized case where
images are evenly distributed across only 100 clients, and train
on all 100 clients in each round. As shown in Figure 3, even
with state-of-the-art optimizations, such as YoGi [63] and
Prox [47],4 the round-to-accuracy and final model accuracy
are both far from the upper-bound. Moreover, overlooking the
system heterogeneity can elongate each round, further exacer-
bating the suboptimality of time-to-accuracy performance.

Inability to enforce data selection criteria. While an FL
developer often fine-tunes her model by understanding the
input dataset, existing solutions do not provide any systems
support for her to express and reason about what data her FL
model was trained or tested on. Even worse, existing partici-
pant selection not only inflates the execution, but can lead to
bias and loss of confidence in results [20, 34].

To better understand how existing works fall short, we

4These two adapt traditional stochastic gradient descent algorithms to
tackle the heterogeneity of the client datasets.
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Figure 4: Participant selection today leads to (a) deviations
from developer requirements, and thus (b) affects testing result.
Shadow indicates the [min, max] range of y-axis values over 1000
runs given the same x-axis input; each line reports the median.

take the global categorical distribution as an example require-
ment, and experiment with the above pre-trained ShuffleNet
model. Figure 4(a) shows that: (i) even for the same num-
ber of participants, random selection can result in noticeable
data deviations from the target distribution; (ii) while this
deviation decreases as more participants are involved, it is
non-trivial to quantify how it varies with different number
of participants, even if we ignore the cost of enlarging the
participant set. Worse, when even selecting many participants,
developers can not enforce other distributions (e.g., balanced
distribution for debugging [15]) with random selection. One
natural effect of violating developer specification is bias in
results (Figure 4(b)), where we test the accuracy of the same
model on these participants. We observe that a biased testing
set results in high uncertainties in testing accuracy.

3 Oort Overview
Oort improves FL training and testing performance by judi-
ciously selecting participants while enabling FL developers
to specify data selection criteria. In this section, we provide
an overview of how Oort fits in the FL life cycle to help the
reader follow the subsequent sections.

3.1 Architecture

At its core, Oort is a participant selection framework that
identifies and cherry-picks valuable participants for FL train-
ing and testing. It is located inside the coordinator of an
FL framework and interacts with the driver of an FL exe-
cution (e.g., PySyft [7] or Tensorflow Federated [11]). Given
developer-specified criteria, it responds with a list of partici-
pants, whereas the driver is in charge of initiating and manag-
ing execution on the Oort-selected remote participants.

Figure 5 shows how Oort interacts with the developer and
FL execution frameworks. 1 Job submission: the developer
submits and specifies the participant selection criteria to the
FL coordinator in the cloud. 2 Participant selection: the
coordinator enquires the clients meeting eligibility proper-
ties (e.g., battery level), and forwards their characteristics
(e.g., liveness) to Oort. Given the developer requirements
(and execution feedbacks in case of training 2a ), Oort se-

…

① Job  
submission

③ Execution   ④ Aggregation

Client Pool

Selection

Participants Participants

Coordinator
Execution 

Driver

Info update2a

2b
Selector

Oort

Metastore

Figure 5: Oort architecture. The driver of the FL framework in-
teracts with Oort using a client library.

lects participants based on the given criteria and notifies the
coordinator of this participant selection (2b ). 3 Execution:
the coordinator distributes relevant profiles (e.g., model) to
these participants, and then each participant independently
computes results (e.g., model weights in training) on her data;
4 Aggregation: when participants complete the computation,
the coordinator aggregates updates from participants.

During federated training, where the coordinator initiates
the next training round after aggregating updates from enough
number of participants [18], it iterates over 2 - 4 in each
round. Every few training rounds, federated testing is often
used to detect whether the cut-off accuracy has been reached.

3.2 Oort Interface

Oort employs two distinct selectors that developers can access
via a client library during FL training and testing.

Training selector. This selector aims to improve the time-
to-accuracy performance of federated training. To this end,
it captures the utility of clients in training, and efficiently
explores and selects high-utility clients at runtime.

1 import Oort
2
3 def federated_model_training():
4 selector = Oort.create_training_selector(config)
5
6 # Train to target testing accuracy
7 while federated_model_testing() < target:
8
9 # Train 50 rounds before testing

10 for _ in range(50):
11 # Collect feedbacks of last round
12 feedbacks = engine.get_participant_feedback()
13
14 # Update the utility of clients
15 for clientId in feedbacks:
16 selector.update_client_util(
17 clientId , feedbacks[clientId])
18
19 # Pick 100 high -utility participants
20 participants = selector.select_participant (100)
21 ... # Activate training on remote clients

Figure 6: Code snippet of Oort interaction during FL training.

Figure 6 presents an example of how FL developers and
frameworks interact with Oort during training. In each train-
ing round, Oort collects feedbacks from the engine driver, and
updates the utility of individual clients (Line 15-17). There-
after, it cherry-picks high-utility clients to feed the underlying
execution (Line 20). We elaborate more on client utility and
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the selection mechanism in Section 4.

Testing selector. This selector currently supports two types
of selection criteria. When the individual client data char-
acteristics (e.g., categorical distribution) are not provided,
the testing selector determines the number of participants
needed to cap the data deviation of participants from the
global. Otherwise, it cherry-picks participants to serve the
exact developer-specified requirements on data while mini-
mizing the duration of testing. We elaborate more on selection
for federated testing in Section 5.

4 Federated Model Training
In this section, we first outline the trade-off in selecting par-
ticipants for FL training (§4.1), and then describe how Oort
quantifies the client utility while respecting privacy (§4.2
and §4.3), how it selects high-utility clients at scale despite
staleness in client utility as training evolves (§4.4).

4.1 Tradeoff Between Statistical and System Efficiency

Time-to-accuracy performance of FL training relies on two
aspects: (i) statistical efficiency: the number of rounds taken to
reach target accuracy; and (ii) system efficiency: the duration
of each training round. The data stored on the client and the
speed with which it can perform training determine its utility
with respect to statistical and system efficiency, which we
respectively refer to as statistical and system utility.

Due to the coupled nature of client data and system perfor-
mance, cherry-picking participants for better time-to-accuracy
performance requires us to jointly consider both forms of ef-
ficiency. We visualize the trade-off between these two with
our breakdown experiments on the MobileNet model with
OpenImage dataset (§7.2.1). As shown in Figure 7, while
optimizing the system efficiency (“Opt-Sys. Efficiency”) can
reduce the duration of each round (e.g., picking the fastest
clients), it can lead to more rounds than random selection as
that client data may have already been overrepresented by
other participants over past rounds. On the other hand, using a
client with high statistical utility (“Opt-Stat. Efficiency”) may
lead to longer rounds if that client turns out to be the system
bottleneck in global model aggregation.

Challenges. To improve time-to-accuracy performance,
Oort aims to find a sweet spot in the trade-off by associating
with every client its utility toward optimizing each form of
efficiency (Figure 7). This leads to three challenges:
• In each round, how to determine which clients’ data would

help improve the statistical efficiency of training the most
while respecting client privacy (§4.2)?
• How to take a client’s system performance into account

to optimize the global system efficiency (§4.3)?
• How to account for the fact that we don’t have up-to-date

utility values for all clients during training (§4.4)?
Next, we integrate system designs with ML principles to

tackle the heterogeneity, the massive scale, the runtime uncer-
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Figure 7: Existing FL training randomly selects participants,
whereas Oort navigates the sweet point of statistical and system
efficiency to optimize their circled area (i.e., time to accuracy).
Numbers are from the MobileNet on OpenImage dataset (§7.2.1).

tainties and privacy concerns of clients for practical FL.

4.2 Client Statistical Utility

An ideal design of statistical utility should be able to effi-
ciently capture the client data utility toward improving model
performance for various training tasks, and respect privacy.

To this end, we leverage importance sampling used in the
ML literature [41, 81]. Say each client i has a bin Bi of train-
ing samples locally stored. Then, to improve the round-to-
accuracy performance via importance sampling, the optimal
solution would be to pick bin Bi with a probability propor-
tional to its importance |Bi|

√
1
|Bi| ∑k∈Bi ‖ ∇ f (k) ‖2, where

‖ ∇ f (k) ‖ is the L2-norm of the unique sample k’s gradi-
ent ∇ f (k) in bin Bi. Intuitively, this means selecting the bin
with larger aggregate gradient norm across all of its samples.

However, taking this importance as the statistical utility is
impractical, since it requires an extra time-consuming pass
over the client data to generate the gradient norm of every
sample,5 and this gradient norm varies as the model updates.

To avoid extra cost, we introduce a pragmatic approxima-
tion of statistical utility instead. At its core, the gradient is
derived by taking the derivative of training loss with respect
to current model weights, wherein training loss measures the
estimation error between model predictions and the ground
truth. Our insight is that a larger gradient norm often attributes
to a bigger loss [39]. Therefore, we define the statistical utility
U(i) of client i as U(i) = |Bi|

√
1
|Bi| ∑k∈Bi Loss(k)2, where the

training loss Loss(k) of sample k is automatically generated
during training with negligible collection overhead. As such,
we consider clients that currently accumulate a bigger loss to
be more important for future rounds.

Our statistical utility can capture the heterogeneous data
utility across and within categories and samples for various
tasks. We present the theoretical proof for its effectiveness
over random sampling in our technical report [45], and em-
pirically show its close-to-optimal performance (§7.2.2).

5ML models generate the training loss of each sample during training,
but calculate the gradient of the mini-batch instead of individual samples.
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How Oort respects privacy? Training loss measures the
prediction confidence of a model without revealing the raw
data and is often collected in real FL deployments [30, 77].
We further provide three ways to respect privacy. First, we
rely on aggregate training loss, which is computed locally
by the client across all of her samples without revealing the
loss distribution of individual samples either. Second, when
even the aggregate loss raises a privacy concern, clients can
add noise to their loss value before uploading, similar to ex-
isting local differential privacy [27]. Third, we later show that
Oort can flexibly accommodate other definitions of statistical
utility used in our generic participant selection framework
(§4.4). We provide detailed theoretical analyses for each strat-
egy (e.g., using gradient norm of batches) of how Oort can
respect privacy (e.g., amenable under noisy utility value) in
our technical report [45], while empirically showing its su-
perior performance even under noisy utility value (§7.2.3).

4.3 Trading off Statistical and System Efficiency

Simply selecting clients with high statistical utility can ham-
per the system efficiency. To reconcile the demand for both
efficiencies, we should maximize the statistical utility we can
achieve per unit time (i.e., the division of statistical utility and
its round duration). As such, we formulate the utility of client
i by associating her statistical utility with a global system
utility in terms of the duration of each training round:

Util(i) = |Bi|
√

1
|Bi| ∑

k∈Bi

Loss(k)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Statistical utility U(i)

× (
T
ti
)1(T<ti)×α︸ ︷︷ ︸

Global sys utility

(1)

where T is the developer-preferred duration of each round, ti
is the amount of time that client i takes to process the training,
which has already been collected by today’s coordinator from
past rounds,6 and 1(x) is an indicator function that takes value
1 if x is true and 0 otherwise. This way, the utility of those
clients who may be the bottleneck of the desired speed of
current round will be penalized by a developer-specified factor
α, but we do not reward the non-straggler clients because their
completions do not impact the round duration.

This formulation assumes that all samples at a client are
processed in that training round. Even if the estimated ti for
a client is greater than the desired round duration T , Oort
might pick that client if the statistical utility outweighs its
slow speed. Alternatively, if the developer wishes to cap every
round at a certain duration [54], then either only clients with
ti < T can be considered (e.g., by setting α→ ∞) or a subset
of a participant’s samples can be processed [47, 63], and only
the aggregate training loss of those trained data in that round
is considered in measuring the statistical utility.

6We only care whether a client can complete by the expected duration T .
So, a client can even mask its precise speed by deferring its report.

Navigating the trade-off. Determining the preferred round
duration T in Equation (1), which strikes the trade-off be-
tween the statistical and system efficiency in aggregations,
is non-trivial. Indeed, the total statistical utility (i.e., ∑U(i))
achieved by picking high utility clients can decrease round
by round, because the training loss decreases as the model
improves over time. If we persist in suppressing clients with
high statistical utility but low system speed, the model may
converge to suboptimal accuracy (§7.2.2).

To navigate the optimal trade-off – maximizing the total sta-
tistical utility achieved without greatly sacrificing the system
efficiency – Oort employs a pacer to determine the preferred
duration T at runtime. The intuition is that, when the accumu-
lated statistical utility in the past rounds decreases, the pacer
allows a larger T ← T +∆ by ∆ to bargain with the statistical
efficiency again. We elaborate more in Algorithm 1.

4.4 Adaptive Participant Selection

Given the above definition of client utility, we need to address
the following practical concerns in order to select participants
with the highest utility in each training round.
• Scalability: a client’s utility can only be determined after

it has participated in training; how to choose from clients
at scale without having to try all clients once?

• Staleness: since not every client participates in every
round, how to account for the change in a client’s util-
ity since its last participation?

• Robustness: how to be robust to outliers in the presence
of corrupted clients (e.g., with noisy data)?

To tackle these challenges, we develop an exploration-
exploitation strategy for participant selection (Algorithm 1).

Online exploration-exploitation of high-utility clients.
Selecting participants out of numerous clients can be modeled
as a multi-armed bandit problem, where each client is an “arm”
of the bandit, and the utility obtained is the “reward” [14]. In
contrast to sophisticated designs (e.g., reinforcement learn-
ing), the bandit model is scalable and flexible even when the
solution space (e.g., number of clients) varies dramatically
over time. Next, we adaptively balance the exploration and ex-
ploitation of different arms to maximize the long-term reward.

Similar to the bandit design, Oort efficiently explores po-
tential participants under spatial variation, while intelligently
exploiting observed high-utility participants under temporal
variation. At the beginning of each selection round, Oort re-
ceives the feedback of the last training round, and updates
the statistical utility and system performance of clients (Line
6). For the explored clients, Oort calculates their client utility
and narrows down the selection by exploiting the high-utility
participants (Line 9-15). Meanwhile, Oort samples ε(∈ [0, 1])
fraction of participants to explore potential participants that
had not been selected before (Line 16), which turns to full
exploration as ε→ 1. Although we cannot learn the statistical
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Input: Client set C, sample size K, exploitation factor ε,
pacer step ∆, step window W , penalty α

Output: Participant set P

/* Initialize global variables. */
1 E← /0; U← /0 . Explored clients and statistical utility.
2 L← /0; D← /0 . Last involved round and duration.
3 R← 0; T ← ∆ . Round counter and preferred round duration.

/* Participant selection for each round. */
4 Function SelectParticipant(C, K, ε, T , α)
5 Util← /0; R← R+1

/* Update and clip the feedback; blacklist outliers. */
6 UpdateWithFeedback(E, U, L, D)

/* Pacer: Relaxes global system preference T if the
statistical utility achieved decreases in last W rounds. */

7 if ∑U(R−2W : R−W ) > ∑U(R−W : R) then
8 T ← T +∆

/* Exploitation #1: Calculate client utility. */
9 for client i ∈ E do

10 Util(i)← U(i) +
√

0.1logR
L(i) . Temporal uncertainty.

11 if T < D(i) then . Global system utility.

12 Util(i)←Util(i)× ( T
D(i) )

α

/* Exploitation #2: admit clients with greater than c% of
cut-off utility; then sample (1− ε)K clients by utility. */

13 Util← SortAsc(Util)
14 W← CutOffUtil(E, c×Util((1− ε)×K))
15 P← SampleByUtil(W, Util, (1− ε)×K)

/* Exploration: sample unexplored clients by speed. */
16 P← P ∪ SampleBySpeed(C−E, ε×K)

17 return P

Alg. 1: Participant selection w/ exploration-exploitation.

utility of not-yet-tried clients, one can decide to prioritize the
unexplored clients with faster system speed when possible
(e.g., by inferring from device models), instead of performing
random exploration (Line 16).

Exploitation under staleness in client utility. Oort em-
ploys two strategies to account for the dynamics in client
utility over time. First, motivated by the confidence interval
used to measure the uncertainty in bandit reward, we intro-
duce an incentive term, which shares the same shape of the
confidence in bandit solutions [37], to account for the stale-
ness (Line 10), whereby we gradually increase the utility of
a client if she has been overlooked for a long time. So those
clients accumulating high utility since their last trial can still
be repurposed again. Second, instead of picking clients with
top-k utility deterministically, we allow a confidence inter-
val c on the cut-off utility (95% by default in Line 13-14).
Namely, we admit clients whose utility is greater than the c%

1 def federated_model_testing():
2 selector = Oort.create_testing_selector()
3
4 # Type 1: subset w/ < X deviation from the global
5 participants = selector.select_by_deviation(
6 dev_target , range_of_capacity , total_num_clients)
7
8 # Provide individual client data characteristics
9 selector.update_client_info(client_id , client_info)

10 # Type 2: [5k, 5k] samples of category [i, j]
11 participants = selector.select_by_category(
12 request_list , testing_config)

Figure 8: Key Oort APIs for supporting federated testing.

of the top ((1−ε)×K)-th participant. Among this high-utility
pool, Oort samples participants with probability proportional
to their utility (Line 15). This adaptive exploitation mitigates
the uncertainties in client utility by prioritizing participants
opportunistically, thus relieving the need for accurate estima-
tions of utility as we do not require the exact ordering among
clients, while preserving a high quality as a whole.

Robust exploitation under outliers. Simply prioritizing
high utility clients can be vulnerable to outliers in unfavor-
able settings. For example, corrupted clients may have noisy
data, leading to high training loss, or even report arbitrarily
high training loss intentionally. For robustness, Oort (i) re-
moves the client in selection after she has been picked over a
given number of rounds. This helps to remove the perceived
outliers in terms of participation (Line 6); (ii) clips the utility
value of a client by capping it to no more than an upper bound
(e.g., 95% value in utility distributions). With probabilistic
participant selection among the high-utility client pool (Line
15), the chance of selecting outliers is significantly decreased
under the scale of clients in FL. We show that Oort outper-
forms existing mechanisms while being robust (§7.2.3).

Accommodation to diverse selection criteria. Our adap-
tive participant selection is generic for different utility defi-
nitions of diverse selection criteria. For example, developers
may hope to reconcile their demand for time-to-accuracy effi-
ciency and fairness, so that some clients are not underrepre-
sented (e.g., more fair resource usage across clients) [40, 48].
Although developers may have various fairness criterion
f airness(·), Oort can enforce their demands by replacing the
current utility definition of client i with (1− f )×Util(i)+
f × f airness(i), where f ∈ [0,1] and Algorithm 1 will nat-
urally prioritize clients with the largest fairness demand as
f → 1. For example, f airness(i) = max_resource_usage−
resource_usage(i) motivates fair resource usage for each
client i. Note that existing participant selection provides no
support for fairness, and we show that Oort can efficiently
enforce diverse developer-preferred fairness while improving
performance (§7.2.3).

5 Federated Model Testing
Enforcing developer-defined requirements on data distribu-
tion is a first-order goal in FL testing, whereas existing mech-
anisms lead to biased testing results (§2.3). In this section, we
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elaborate on how Oort serves the two primary types of queries.
As shown in Figure 8, we start with how Oort preserves the
representativeness of testing set even without individual client
data characteristics (§5.1), and how it efficiently enforces de-
veloper’s testing criteria for specific data distribution when
the individual information is provided (§5.2).

5.1 Preserving Data Representativeness

Learning the individual data characteristics (e.g., categorical
distribution) can be too expensive or even prohibited [25, 64].
Without knowing data characteristics, the developer has to
be conservative and selects many participants to gain more
confidence for query “a testing set with less than X% data
deviation from the global", as selecting too few can lead to
a biased testing result (§2.3). However, admitting too many
may inflate the budget and/or take too long because of the
system heterogeneity. Next, we show how Oort can enable
guided participant selection by determining the number of
participants needed to guarantee this deviation target.

We consider the deviation of the data formed by all par-
ticipants from the global dataset (i.e., representative) using
L1-distance, a popular distance metric in FL [34, 35, 57]. For
category X , its L1-distance (|X̄−E[X̄ ]|) captures how the av-
erage number of samples of all participants (i.e., empirical
value X̄) deviates from that of all clients (i.e., expectation
E[X̄ ]). Note that the number of samples Xn that client n holds
is independent across clients. Namely, the number of samples
that one client holds will not be affected by the selection of
any other clients at that time, so it can be viewed as a random
instance sampled from the distribution of variable X .

Given the developer-specified tolerance ε on data deviation
and confidence interval δ (95% by default [56]), our goal is
to estimate the number of participants needed such that the
deviation from the representative categorical distribution is
bounded (i.e., Pr[|X̄−E[X̄ ]|< ε]> δ). To this end, we formu-
late it as a problem of sampling stochastic variables, and apply
the Hoeffding bound [16] to capture how this data deviation
varies with different number of participants. We attach our
theoretical results and proof in our technical report [45].

Estimating the number of participants to cap deviation.
Even when the individual data characteristics are not available,
the developer can specify her tolerance ε on the deviation from
the global categorical distribution, whereby Oort outputs the
number of participants needed to preserve this preference. To
use our model, the developer needs to input the global range
(i.e., global maximum - global minimum) of the number of
samples that one client can hold, and the total number of
clients. Learning this global information securely is well-
established [23,64], and the developer can assume a plausible
limit (e.g., according to the capacity of device models) too.

Our model does not require any collection of the distribu-
tion of global or participant data. As a straw-man participant
selection design, the developer can randomly distribute her
model to this Oort-determined number of participants. After

collecting results from this number of participants, she can
confirm the representativeness of computed data.

5.2 Enforcing Diverse Data Distribution

When the individual data characteristics are provided (e.g., FL
across enterprise AI cameras [35, 51]), Oort can enforce the
exact data preference on specific categorical distribution, and
improve the duration of testing by cherry-picking participants.

Satisfying queries like “[5k, 5k] samples of class [x, y]"
can be viewed as a multi-dimensional bin covering problem,
where a subset of data bins (i.e., participants) are selected to
cover the requested quantity of data. For each category i(∈ I)
of interest, the developer has preference pi (preference con-
straint), and an upper limit B (referred to as budget) on how
many participants she can have [15]. Each participant n(∈ N)
can contribute ni samples out of her capacity cn

i (capacity
constraint). Given her compute speed sn, the available band-
width bn and the size of data transfers dn, we aim to minimize
the duration of model testing:

min
{

max
n∈N

(
∑i∈I ni

sn
+ dn

bn

)}
. Minimize duration

s.t. ∀i ∈ I, ∑
n∈N

ni = pi . Preference Constraint

∀i ∈ I,∀n ∈ N,ni ≤ ci
n . Capacity Constraint

∀i ∈ I, ∑
n∈N

1(ni > 0)≤ B . Budget Constraint

The max-min formulation stems from the fact that testing
completes after aggregating results from the last participant.
While this mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model
provides high-quality solutions, it has prohibitively high com-
putational complexity for large N.

Scalable participant selection. For better scalability, we
present a greedy heuristic to scale down the search space of
this strawman. We (1) first group a subset of feasible clients
to satisfy the preference constraint. To this end, we iteratively
add to our subset the client which has the most number of
samples across all not-yet-satisfied categories, and deduct the
preference constraint on each category by the corresponding
capacity of this client. We stop this greedy grouping until the
preference is met, or request a new budget if we exceed the
budget; and (2) then optimize job duration with a simplified
MILP among this subset of clients, wherein we have removed
the budget constraint and reduced the search space of clients.
We show that our heuristic can outperform the straw-man
MILP model in terms of the end-to-end duration of model
testing owing to its small overhead (§7.3.2).

6 Implementation
We have implemented Oort as a Python library, with 2617
lines of code, to friendly support FL developers. Oort pro-
vides simple APIs to abstract away the problem of participant
selection, and developers can import Oort in their application
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codebase and interact with FL engines (e.g., PySyft [7] or
TensorFlow Federated [11]).

We have integrated Oort with PySyft. Oort operates on and
updates its client metadata (e.g., data distribution or system
performance) fed by the FL developer and PySyft at runtime.
The metadata of each client in Oort is an object with a small
memory footprint. Oort caches these objects in memory dur-
ing executions and periodically backs them up to persistent
storage. In case of failures, the execution driver will initiate
a new Oort selector, and load the latest checkpoint to catch
up. We employ Gurobi solver [5] to solve the MILP. The
developer can also initiate a Oort application beyond coordi-
nators to avoid resource contention. We use xmlrpc library
to connect to the coordinator, and these updates will activate
Oort to write these updates to its metastore. In the coordinator,
we use the PySyft API model.send(client_id) to direct which
client to run given the Oort decision, and model.get(client_id)
to collect the feedback.

7 Evaluation
We evaluate Oort’s effectiveness for four different ML models
on four CV and NLP datasets. We organize our evaluation by
the FL activities with the following key results.

FL training results summary:
• Oort outperforms existing random participant selection

by 1.2×-14.1× in time-to-accuracy performance, while
achieving 1.3%-9.8% better final model accuracy (§7.2.1).

• Oort achieves close-to-optimal model efficiency by adap-
tively striking the trade-off between statistical and system
efficiency with different components (§7.2.2).

• Oort outperforms its counterpart over a wide range of pa-
rameters and different scales of experiments, while being
robust to outliers (§7.2.3).

FL testing results summary:
• Oort can serve testing criteria on data deviation while

reducing costs by bounding the number of participants
needed without individual data characteristics (§7.3.1).

• With the individual information, Oort improves the testing
duration by 4.7× w.r.t. Mixed Integer Linear Program-
ming (MILP) solver, and is able to efficiently enforce
developer preferences across millions of clients (§7.3.2).

7.1 Methodology

Experimental setup. Oort is designed to operate in large
deployments with potentially millions of edge devices. How-
ever, such a deployment is not only prohibitively expensive,
but also impractical to ensure the reproducibility of experi-
ments. As such, we resort to a cluster with 68 NVIDIA Tesla
P100 GPUs, and emulate up to 1300 participants in each
round. We simulate real-world heterogeneous client system
performance and data in both training and testing evaluations
using an open-source FL benchmark [43]: (1) Heterogeneous

Dataset # of Clients # of Samples

Google Speech [74] 2,618 105,829

OpenImage-Easy [3] 14,477 871,368

OpenImage [3] 14,477 1,672,231

StackOverflow [9] 315,902 135,818,730

Reddit [8] 1,660,820 351,523,459
Table 1: Statistics of the dataset in evaluations.

device runtimes of different models, network throughput/con-
nectivity, device model and availability are emulated using
data from AI Benchmark [1] and Network Measurements
on mobiles [6]; (2) We distribute each real dataset to clients
following the corresponding raw placement (e.g., using <au-
thors_ID> to allocate OpenImage), where client data can vary
in quantities, distribution of outputs and input features; (3)
The coordinator communicates with clients using the parame-
ter server architecture. These follow the PySyft and real FL
deployments. To mitigate stragglers, we employ the widely-
used mechanism specified in real FL deployments [18], where
we collect updates from the first K completed participants out
of 1.3K participants in each round, and K is 100 by default.
We report the simulated clock time of clients in evaluations.

Datasets and models. We run three categories of applica-
tions with four real-world datasets of different scales, and
Table 1 reports the statistics of each dataset:

• Speech Recognition: the small-scale Google speech
dataset [74]. We train a convolutional neural network
model (ResNet-34 [31]) to recognize the command among
35 categories.

• Image Classification: the middle-scale OpenImage [3]
dataset, with 1.5 million images spanning 600 categories,
and a simpler dataset (OpenImage-Easy) with images
from the most popular 60 categories. We train MobileNet
[65] and ShuffleNet [80] models to classify the image.

• Language Modeling: the large-scale StackOverflow [9]
and Reddit [8] dataset. We train next word predictions
with Albert model [46] using the top-10k popular words.

These applications are widely used in real end-device appli-
cations [75], and these models are designed to be lightweight.

Parameters. The minibatch size of each participant is 16 in
speech recognition, and 32 in other tasks. The initial learning
rate for Albert model is 4e-5, and 0.04 for other models. These
configurations are consistent with those reported in the litera-
ture [29]. In configuring the training selector, Oort uses the
popular time-based exploration factor [14], where the initial
exploration factor is 0.9, and decreased by a factor 0.98 after
each round when it is larger than 0.2. The step window of
pacer W is 20 rounds. We set the pacer step ∆ in a way that it
can cover the duration of next W×K clients in the descending
order of explored clients’ duration, and the straggler penalty
α to 2. We remove a client from Oort’s exploitation list once
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Task Dataset
Accuracy

Model
Speedup for Prox [47] Speedup for YoGi [63]

Target Stats. Sys. Overall Stats. Sys. Overall

OpenImage-Easy [3] 74.9%
MobileNet [65] 3.8× 3.2× 12.1× 2.4× 2.4× 5.7×

Image ShuffleNet [80] 2.5× 3.5× 8.8× 1.9× 2.7× 5.1×

Classification
OpenImage [3] 53.1%

MobileNet 4.2× 3.1× 13.0× 2.3× 1.5× 3.3×

ShuffleNet 4.8× 2.9× 14.1× 1.8× 3.2× 5.8×

Language Modeling
Reddit [8] 39 perplexity Albert [46] 1.3× 6.4× 8.4× 1.5× 4.9× 7.3×

StackOverflow [9] 39 perplexity Albert 2.1× 4.3× 9.1× 1.8× 4.4× 7.8×

Speech Recognition Google Speech [74] 62.2% ResNet-34 [31] 1.1× 1.1× 1.2× 1.2× 1.1× 1.3×
Table 2: Summary of improvements on time to accuracy.7We tease apart the overall improvement with statistical and system ones, and
take the highest accuracy that Prox can achieve as the target, which is moderate due to the high task complexity and lightweight models.

she has been selected over 10 times.

Metrics. We care about the time-to-accuracy performance
and final model accuracy of model training tasks on the testing
set. For model testing, we measure the end-to-end testing
duration, which consists of the computation overhead of the
solution and the duration of actual computation.

For each experiment, we report the mean value over 5 runs,
and error bars show the standard deviation.

7.2 FL Training Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate Oort’s performance on model
training, and employ Prox [47] and YoGi [63]. We refer Prox
as Prox running with existing random participant selection,
and Prox + Oort is Prox running atop Oort. We use a similar
denotation for YoGi. Note that Prox and YoGi optimize the
statistical model efficiency for the given participants, while
Oort cherry-picks participants to feed them.

7.2.1 End-to-End Performance

Table 2 summarizes the key time-to-accuracy performance
of all datasets. In the rest of the evaluations, we report the
ShuffleNet and MobileNet performance on OpenImage, and
Albert performance on Reddit dataset for brevity. Figure 9
reports the timeline of training to achieve different accuracy.

Oort improves time-to-accuracy performance. We no-
tice that Oort achieves large speedups to reach the target
accuracy (Table 2). Oort reaches the target 3.3×-14.1× faster
in terms of wall clock time on the middle-scale OpenImage
dataset; speedup on the large-scale Reddit and StackOverflow
dataset is 7.3×-9.1×. Understandably, these benefits decrease
when the total number of clients is small, as shown on the
small-scale Google Speech dataset (1.2×-1.3×).

7We set the target accuracy to be the highest achievable accuracy by all
used strategies, which turns out to be Prox accuracy. Otherwise, some may
never reach that target.
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Figure 9: Time-to-Accuracy performance. A lower perplexity is
better in the language modeling (LM) task.

These time-to-accuracy improvements stem from the com-
parable benefits in statistical model efficiency and system
efficiency (Table 2). Oort takes 1.8×-4.8× fewer training
rounds on OpenImage dataset to reach the target accuracy,
which is better than that of language modeling tasks (1.3×-
2.1×). This is because real-life images often exhibit greater
heterogeneity in data characteristics than the language dataset,
whereas the large population of language datasets leaves a
great potential to prioritize clients with faster system speed.

Oort improves final model accuracy. When the model
converges, Oort achieves 6.6%-9.8% higher final accuracy
on OpenImage dataset, and 3.1%-4.4% better perplexity on
Reddit dataset (Figure 9). Again, this improvement on Google
Speech dataset is smaller (1.3% for Prox and 2.2% for YoGi)
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Figure 10: Breakdown of Time-to-Accuracy performance with YoGi, when using different participant selection strategies.

due to the small scale of clients. These improvements attribute
to the exploitation of high statistical utility clients. Specif-
ically, the statistical model accuracy is determined by the
quality of global aggregation. Without cherry-picking partici-
pants in each round, clients with poor statistical model utility
can dilute the quality of aggregation. As such, the model may
converge to suboptimal performance. Instead, models running
with Oort concentrate more on clients with high statistical
utility, thus achieving better final accuracy.

7.2.2 Performance Breakdown

We next delve into the improvement on middle- and large-
scale datasets, as they are closer to real FL deployments. We
break down our knobs designed for striking the balance be-
tween statistical and system efficiency: (i) (Oort w/o Pacer):
We disable the pacer that guides the aggregation efficiency. As
such, it keeps suppressing low-speed clients, and the training
can be restrained among low-utility but high-speed clients; (ii)
(Oort w/o Sys): We further totally remove our benefits from
system efficiency by setting α to 0, so Oort blindly prioritizes
clients with high statistical utility. We take YoGi for analysis,
because it outperforms Prox most of the time.

Breakdown of time-to-accuracy efficiency. Figure 10 re-
ports the breakdown of time-to-accuracy performance, where
Oort achieves comparable improvement from statistical and
system optimizations. Taking Figure 10(b) as an example, (i)
At the beginning of training, both Oort and (Oort w/o Pacer)
improve the model accuracy quickly, because they penalize
the utility of stragglers and select clients with higher statisti-
cal utility and system efficiency. In contrast, (Oort w/o Sys)
only considers the statistical utility, resulting in longer rounds.
(ii) As training evolves, the pacer in Oort gradually relaxes
the constraints on system efficiency, and admits clients with
relatively low speed but higher statistical utility, which ends
up with the similar final accuracy of (Oort w/o Sys). How-
ever, (Oort w/o Pacer) relies on a fixed system constraint and
suppresses valuable clients with high statistical utility but low
speed, leading to suboptimal final accuracy.

Oort achieves close to upper-bound statistical perfor-
mance. We consider an upper-bound statistical efficiency
by creating a centralized case, where all data are evenly dis-
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Figure 11: Number of rounds to reach the target accuracy.
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Figure 12: Breakdown of final model accuracy.

tributed to K participants. Using the target accuracy in Table
2, Oort can efficiently approach this upper bound by incor-
porating different components (Figure 11). Oort is within
2× of the upper-bound to achieve the target accuracy, and
(Oort w/o Sys) performs the best in statistical model effi-
ciency, because (Oort w/o Sys) always grasps clients with
higher statistical utility. However, it is suboptimal in our tar-
geted time-to-accuracy performance because of ignoring the
system efficiency. Moreover, by introducing the pacer, Oort
achieves 2.4%-3.1% better accuracy than (Oort w/o Pacer),
and is merely about 2.7%-3.3% worse than the upper-bound
final model accuracy (Figure 12).

7.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Impact of number of participants K. We evaluate Oort
across different scales of participants in each round, where
we cut off the training after 200 rounds given the diminishing
rewards. We observe that Oort improves time-to-accuracy
efficiency across different number of participants (Figure 13),
and having more participants in FL indeed receives diminish-
ing rewards. This is because taking more participants (i) is
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Figure 13: Oort outperforms in different scales of participants.
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Figure 14: Oort improves performance across penalty factors.

similar to having a large batch size, which is confirmed to be
even negative to round-to-accuracy performance [50]; (ii) can
lead to longer rounds due to stragglers when the number of
clients is limited (e.g., K=1000 on OpenImage dataset).

Impact of penalty factor α on stragglers. Oort uses the
penalty factor α to penalize the utility of stragglers in partici-
pant selection, whereby it adaptively prioritizes high system
efficiency participants. Figure 14 shows that Oort outperforms
its counterparts across different α. Note that Oort orchestrates
its components to automatically navigate the best performance
across parameters: larger α (i.e., overemphasizing system effi-
ciency) drives the Pacer to relax the system constraint T more
frequently to admit clients with higher statistical efficiency,
and vice versa. As such, Oort achieves similar performance
across all non-zero α.

Impact of outliers. We investigate the robustness of Oort
by introducing outliers manually. Following the popular ad-
versarial ML setting [26], we randomly flip the ground-truth
data labels of the OpenImage dataset to any other categories,
resulting in artificially high utility. We consider two practical
scenarios with the ShuffleNet model: (i) Corrupted clients:
labels of all training samples on these clients are flipped (Fig-
ure 15(a)); (ii) Corrupted data: each client uniformly flips a
subset of her training samples (Figure 15(b)). We notice Oort
still outperforms across all degrees of corruption.

Impact of noisy utility. We next show the superior per-
formance of Oort over its counterparts under noisy utility
value. In this experiment, we add noise from the Gaussian
distribution Gaussian(0,σ2), and investigate Oort’s perfor-
mance with different σ. Similar to differential FL [27], we
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Figure 15: Oort still improves performance under outliers.
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Figure 16: Oort improves performance even under noise.

define σ = ε×Mean(real_value), where Mean(real_value)
is the average real value without noise. Note that we take
this real_value as reference for the ease of presentations, and
developers can refer to other values. As such, a large ε im-
plies larger variance in noise, thus providing better privacy by
disturbing the real value significantly. We report the statistical
efficiency after adding noise to the statistical utility (Fig 16(a)
and Fig 16(c)), as well as the time-to-accuracy performance
(Fig 16(b) and Fig 16(d)). We observe that Oort still improves
performance across different amount of noise, and is robust
even when the noise is large (e.g., ε = 5 is often considered
to be very large noise [12]).

Oort can respect developer-preferred fairness. In this
experiment, we expect all clients should have participated
training with the same number of rounds (Table 3), imply-
ing a fair resource usage [40]. We train ShuffleNet model
on OpenImage dataset with YoGi. To this end, we sweep
different knobs f to accommodate the developer demands
for the time-to-accuracy efficiency and fairness. Namely,
we replace the current utility definition of client i with
(1 − f ) ×Util(i) + f × f airness(i), where f airness(i) =
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Strategy TTA (h) Final Accuracy (%) Var. (Rounds)

Random 36.3 57.3 0.39

f = 0 5.8 64.2 6.52
f = 0.25 6.1 62.4 5.1
f = 0.5 13.1 59.7 2.03

f = 0.75 25.4 58.6 0.65
f = 1 30.1 57.2 0.31

Table 3: Oort improves time to accuracy (TTA) across different
fairness knobs ( f ). Random reports the performance of random
participant selection. The variance of rounds reports how fairness
is enforced in terms of the number of participating rounds across
clients. A smaller variance implies better fairness.
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Figure 17: Oort can cap data deviation for all targets. Shadow
indicates the empirical [min, max] range of the x-axis values over
1000 runs given the y-axis input.

max_resource_usage− resource_usage(i). Understandably,
time-to-accuracy efficiency significantly decreases as f → 1,
since we gradually end up with round-robin participant selec-
tion, totally ignoring the utility of clients. Note that Oort still
achieves better time-to-accuracy even when f → 1 as it prior-
itizes high system utility clients at the beginning of training,
thus achieving shorter rounds. Moreover, Oort can enforce dif-
ferent fairness preferences while improving efficiency across
fairness knobs.

7.3 FL Testing Evaluation

7.3.1 Preserving Data Representativeness

Oort can cap data deviation. Figure 17 reports Oort’s per-
formance on serving different deviation targets, with respect
to the global distribution. We sweep the number of selected
clients from 10 to 4k, and randomly select each given num-
ber of participants over 1k times to empirically search their
possible deviation. We notice that for a given deviation target,
(i) different workloads require distinct number of participants.
For example, to meet the target of 0.05 divergence, the Speech
dataset uses 6× less participants than the Reddit attributing
to its smaller heterogeneity (e.g., tighter range of the number
of samples); (ii) with the Oort-determined number of partic-
ipants, no empirical deviation exceeds the target, showing
the effectiveness of Oort in satisfying the deviation target,
whereby Oort reduces the cost of expanding participant set
arbitrarily and improves the testing duration.
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Figure 18: Oort outperforms MILP in clairvoyant FL testing.
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Figure 19: Oort scales to millions of clients, while MILP did not
complete on any query.

7.3.2 Enforcing Diverse Data Distribution

Oort outperforms MILP. We start with the middle-scale
OpenImage dataset and compare the end-to-end testing du-
ration of Oort and MILP. Here, we generate 200 queries us-
ing the form “Give me X representative samples”, where we
sweep X from 4k to 200k and budget B from 100 participants
to 5k participants. We report the validation time of MobileNet
on participants selected by these strategies.

Figure 18(a) shows the end-to-end testing duration. We
observe Oort outperforms MILP by 4.7× on average. This is
because Oort suffers little computation overhead by greedily
reducing the search space of MILP. As shown in Figure 18(b),
MILP takes 274 seconds on average to complete the partici-
pant selection, while Oort only takes 15 seconds.

Oort is scalable. We further investigate Oort’s performance
on the large-scale StackOverflow and Reddit dataset with mil-
lions of clients, where we take 1% of the global data as the
requirement, and sweep the number of interested categories
from 1 to 5k. Figure 19 shows even though we gradually
magnify the search space of participant selection by introduc-
ing more categories, Oort can serve our requirement in a few
minutes at the scale of millions of clients, while MILP fails
to generate the solution decision for any query.

8 Related Work
Federated Learning Federated learning [40] is a dis-
tributed machine learning paradigm in a network of end de-
vices, wherein Prox [47] and YoGi [63] are state-of-the-art
optimizations in tackling data heterogeneity. Recent efforts
in FL have been focusing on improving communication effi-
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ciency [33,54] or compression schemes [13], ensuring privacy
by leveraging multi-party computation (MPC) [19] and differ-
ential privacy [27], or tackling heterogeneity by reinventing
ML algorithms [48, 72]. However, they underperform in FL
because of the suboptimal participant selection they rely on,
and lack systems supports for developers to specify their par-
ticipant selection criteria.

Datacenter Machine Learning Distributed ML in datacen-
ters has been well-studied [36, 58, 60], wherein they assume
relatively homogeneous data and workers [28, 52]. While de-
veloper requirements and models can still be the same, the het-
erogeneity of client system performance and data distribution
makes FL much more challenging. We aim at enabling them in
FL. To accelerate traditional model training, some techniques
bring up importance sampling to prioritize important training
samples in selecting mini-batches for training [39, 41, 81].
While bearing some resemblance in prioritizing data, Oort
adaptively considers both statistical and system efficiency in
formulating the client utility at scale.

Geo-distributed Data Analytics Federated data analytics
has been a topic of interest in geo-distributed storage [69]
and data processing systems [44, 79] that attempt to reduce
latency [70] and/or save bandwidth [42, 61, 71]. Gaia [33]
reduces network traffics for model training across datacenters,
while Sol [44] enables generic federated computation on data
with sub-second latency in the execution layer. These work
back up Oort with cross-layer system support, whereas Oort
cherry-picks participants before execution.

Privacy-preserving Data Analytics To gather sensitive
statistics from user devices, several differentially private sys-
tems add noise to user inputs locally to ensure privacy [25],
but this can reduce the accuracy. Some assume a trusted third
party, which only adds noise to the aggregated raw inputs [17],
or use MPC to enable global differential privacy without a
trusted party [64]. While our goal is not to address the security
and privacy issue in these solutions, Oort enables informed
participant selection by leveraging the information already
available in today’s FL, and can reconcile with them (e.g., to
deliver improvement under outliers while respecting privacy).

9 Conclusion
While today’s FL efforts have been optimizing the statisti-
cal model and system efficiency by reinventing traditional
ML designs, the participant selection mechanisms they rely
on underperform for federated training and testing, and fail
to enforce diverse data selection criteria. In this paper, we
present Oort to enable guided participant selection for FL
developers. Compared to existing mechanisms, Oort achieves
large speedups in time-to-accuracy performance for feder-
ated training by picking clients with high statistical and sys-
tem utility, and it allows developers to specify their selec-
tion criteria on data while efficiently serving their require-

ments on data distribution during testing even at the scale
of millions of clients. The artifacts of Oort are available at
https://github.com/SymbioticLab/Oort.
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Abstract
High-performance tensor programs are critical for effi-

ciently deploying deep neural network (DNN) models in real-
world tasks. Existing frameworks optimize tensor programs
by applying fully equivalent transformations, which maintain
equivalence on every element of output tensors. This approach
misses possible optimization opportunities as transformations
that only preserve equivalence on subsets of the output tensors
are excluded.

We propose PET, the first DNN framework that optimizes
tensor programs with partially equivalent transformations and
automated corrections. PET discovers and applies program
transformations that improve computation efficiency but only
maintain partial functional equivalence. PET then automati-
cally corrects results to restore full equivalence. We develop
rigorous theoretical foundations to simplify equivalence exam-
ination and correction for partially equivalent transformations,
and design an efficient search algorithm to quickly discover
highly optimized programs by combining fully and partially
equivalent optimizations at the tensor, operator, and graph
levels. Our evaluation shows that PET outperforms existing
systems by up to 2.5×, by unlocking previously missed op-
portunities from partially equivalent transformations.

1 Introduction

Existing deep neural network (DNN) frameworks represent
DNN computations as tensor programs, which are direct
acyclic computation graphs describing the operations applied
to a set of tensors (i.e., n-dimensional arrays). The operators
in tensor programs are mostly linear algebra computations
such as matrix multiplication and convolution. Although ten-
sor programs are specified based on the high-level insights
of today’s DNN algorithms, such constructions do not neces-
sarily offer the best runtime performance. Current practice to
optimize tensor programs in existing DNN frameworks is to
leverage program transformations, each of which identifies
a subprogram that matches a specific pattern and replaces it
with another subprogram that offers improved performance.

To preserve the statistical behavior of DNN models, exist-
ing frameworks only consider fully equivalent program trans-
formations, where the new subprogram is mathematically
equivalent to the original subprogram for arbitrary inputs.
For example, TensorFlow, PyTorch, TensorRT, TVM, and An-
sor all use rule-based optimization strategies that directly
apply manually designed program transformations whenever
applicable [3, 6, 26, 32, 34]. TASO automatically generates
and verifies transformations by taking operator specifications
as inputs, but is still limited to fully equivalent transforma-
tions [15].

Despite the wide use of equivalent program transformations
in conventional compilers and modern DNN frameworks, they
only exhibit limited opportunities for performance optimiza-
tion, especially for tensor programs. Unlike traditional pro-
grams whose primitives are scalars or simple arrays of scalars,
tensor programs operate on high-dimensional tensors with up
to millions of elements. Many transformations can improve
the runtime performance of a tensor program but do not pre-
serve full equivalence on all elements of the output tensors.
We call such transformations partially equivalent. Examples
of performance-optimizing partially equivalent transforma-
tions include (1) changing the shape or linearization ordering
of input tensors to improve computational efficiency, (2) re-
placing less efficient operators with more optimized operators
with similar mathematical behavior, and (3) transforming the
graph structure of a program to enable subsequent perfor-
mance optimizations.

Partially equivalent transformations, despite their high po-
tential, are not exploited in existing DNN frameworks due to
several challenges. First, directly applying partially equivalent
transformations would violate the functional equivalence to
an input program and potentially decrease the model accuracy.
It is necessary to correct any non-equivalent regions of output
tensors, to preserve transparency to higher-level algorithms.
However, quickly examining equivalence to identify these
regions and effectively generating the required correction
kernels are difficult tasks. Second, when partially equivalent
transformations are applied, the design space is substantially
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enlarged compared to existing frameworks under equivalence
constraint. Theoretically, any program transformation, regard-
less of how different the result is from the original one, be-
comes a potential candidate. The generation algorithm for
partially equivalent transformations should carefully manage
its computational complexity. The optimizer must balance the
benefits and overhead and be able to combine fully and par-
tially equivalent transformations to obtain performant tensor
programs.

In this paper, we explore a radically different approach to
optimize tensor programs, by exploiting partially equivalent
transformations. We develop rigorous theorems that simplify
equivalence examination and correction kernel generation,
allowing us to easily restore functional equivalence and prov-
ably preserve the DNN models’ statistical behavior. With a
significantly larger search space of program optimizations that
includes both fully and partially equivalent transformations,
our approach can discover highly optimized tensor programs
that existing approaches miss. Based on these techniques, we
propose PET, the first DNN framework that optimizes tensor
programs with partially equivalent transformations and auto-
mated corrections. PET consists of three main components:

Mutation generator. To discover partially equivalent trans-
formations automatically for an input subprogram, PET uses
a mutation generator to construct potential program mutants.
Each mutant takes the same input tensors as in the original
subprogram and produces output tensors with the same shapes.
This ensures that a mutant can replace the input subprogram
and therefore constitutes a potential transformation.

Mutation corrector. The generated mutants of an input sub-
program may produce different results on some regions of the
output tensors, thus affecting the model accuracy. To preserve
its statistical behavior, PET’s mutation corrector examines
the equivalence between an input subprogram and its mu-
tant and automatically generates correction kernels. These
are subsequently applied to the output tensors to maintain an
end-to-end equivalence to the input subprogram. To reduce
the overhead and heterogeneity introduced by the correction
kernels, PET opportunistically fuses the correction kernels
with other tensor computation kernels.

Examining and correcting a partially equivalent transforma-
tion is difficult, since the output tensors of a program include
up to millions of elements, and each one must be verified
against a large number of input elements. A key contribu-
tion of PET is a set of rigorous theoretical foundations that
significantly simplify this verification process. Rather than
examining program equivalence for all positions in the output
tensors, PET needs to test only a few representative positions.

Program optimizer. PET uses a program optimizer to iden-
tify mutant candidates with high performance, by effectively
balancing the benefits from using better mutants and the over-
heads of extra correction kernels. We first split an arbitrarily
large input program into multiple small subprograms at the

positions of non-linear operators. Each subprogram then con-
tains only linear operators and can be independently mutated.
We support mutations on various subsets of operators in the
subprogram, and can iteratively apply mutations to obtain
mutants that are more complex. Finally, we apply a series of
post-optimizations across subprogram boundaries, including
redundancy elimination and operator fusion.

We evaluate PET on five real-world DNN models. Even
for common and heavily optimized models in existing frame-
works such as Resnet-18 [14], PET can still improve the per-
formance by 1.2×. For new models such as CSRNet [20] and
BERT [12], PET is up to 2.5× faster than the state-of-the-
art frameworks. The significant performance improvement is
enabled by combining fully and partially equivalent transfor-
mations at the tensor, operator, and graph levels.

This paper makes the following contributions.
• We present the first attempt in tensor program optimiza-

tion to exploit partially equivalent transformations with
automated corrections. We explore a significantly larger
search space than existing DNN frameworks.
• We develop rigorous theoretical foundations that sim-

plify the equivalence examination and correction kernel
generation, making it practical to preserve statistical be-
havior even with partially equivalent transformations.
• We propose efficient generation and optimization ap-

proaches to explore the large design space automatically
with both fully and partially equivalent transformations.
• We implement the above techniques into an end-to-end

framework, PET, and achieve up to 2.5× speedup com-
pared to state-of-the-art frameworks.

2 Background and Motivation

To generate high-performance tensor programs, a common
form of optimization in existing DNN frameworks (e.g., Ten-
sorFlow [3], TensorRT [32], and TVM [6]) is fully equivalent
transformations that improve the performance of a tensor pro-
gram while preserving its mathematical equivalence. Exam-
ples of current fully equivalent transformations include opera-
tor fusion [2, 6], layout transformations [18], and automated
generation of graph substitutions [15]. Though effective at
improving performance, fully equivalent transformations ex-
plore only a limited space of program optimizations.

In contrast, Figure 1 shows an example of a partially equiva-
lent transformation for a convolution operator. It concatenates
two individual images into a larger one along the width di-
mension to improve performance. This is because a larger
width, which is typically the innermost dimension for con-
volution on modern accelerators like GPUs, provides more
parallelism and improves computation locality. However, the
new program after this transformation (shown in Figure 1(b))
produces different results on a sub-region of the output tensor
along the boundary of the concatenation (shown as the shaded
boxes in Figure 1(b)), resulting in partial non-equivalence.
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Figure 1: A partially equivalent transformation that improves the performance of convolution by manipulating tensor shape
and linearization. The shaded boxes in (b) highlight non-equivalent elements between two programs in the transformation. The
correction kernel in (c) is applied to these elements to recover the functional equivalence of the input program.

In addition to the above example that optimizes a tensor pro-
gram by changing the shape and linearization of its tensors,
partially equivalent transformations also include replacing
less efficient operators with more optimized ones with simi-
lar semantics, and modifying the graph structure of a tensor
program to enable additional optimizations. We provide more
such examples in §4.2 and evaluate them in §8.3.

Although partially equivalent transformations exhibit high
potential for performance improvement, they are not consid-
ered in current DNN frameworks due to their possible impact
on model accuracy. Manually implementing such partially
equivalent transformations is prohibitive. First, it requires
evaluating a large amount of potential partially equivalent
transformations to discover promising ones. Second, to apply
partially equivalent transformations while preserving model
accuracy, we need correction kernels to fix the results for non-
equivalent parts (see Figure 1(c)). Overall, more automated
approaches are needed to discover performance-optimizing
partially equivalent transformations and correct the results,
which are the main focus of this work.

3 Design Overview

PET is the first framework to optimize tensor programs by
exploiting partially equivalent transformations and correcting
their results automatically. To realize this, PET leverages the
multi-linearity of tensor programs.

Multi-linear tensor programs (MLTPs). We first define
multi-linear tensor operators. An operator op with n input
tensors I1, . . . , In is multi-linear if op is linear to all inputs Ik:

op(I1, . . . , Ik−1,X , . . . , In)+op(I1, . . . , Ik−1,Y, . . . , In)

= op(I1, . . . , Ik−1,X +Y, . . . , In)

α ·op(I1, . . . , Ik−1,X , . . . , In) = op(I1, . . . , Ik−1,α ·X , . . . , In)

where X and Y are arbitrary tensors with the same shape as
Ik, and α is an arbitrary scalar. DNN computation generally
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Figure 2: PET overview.

consists of multi-linear tensor operators (e.g., matrix multipli-
cation, convolution) and element-wise non-linear operators
(e.g., ReLU [23] and sigmoid). The linear operators consume
the majority of the computation time, due to their high com-
putational complexity. A program P is a multi-linear tensor
program (MLTP) if all operators op ∈ P are multi-linear.

PET overview. Figure 2 shows an overview of PET. The input
to PET is a tensor program to be optimized. Similar to prior
work [6,34], PET first splits an input program into smaller sub-
programs to reduce the exploration space of each subprogram
without sacrificing performance improvement opportunities.
For each subprogram, PET’s mutation generator discovers
partially equivalent transformations by generating possible
mutants for MLTPs in the subprogram. Each mutant has the
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Table 1: Multi-linear tensor operators used in PET.
Operator Description

add Element-wise addition
mul Element-wise multiplication
conv Convolution
groupconv Grouped convolution
dilatedconv Dilated convolution
batchnorm Batch normalization
avgpool Average pooling
matmul Matrix multiplication
batchmatmul Batch matrix multiplication
concat Concatenate multiple tensors
split Split a tensor into multiple tensors
transpose Transpose a tensor’s dimensions
reshape Decouple/combine a tensor’s dimensions

same input and output shapes as the original MLTPs, thus
constitutes a partially equivalent transformation (§4).

To maintain the end-to-end equivalence to an input pro-
gram, PET’s mutation corrector examines the equivalence
between a mutant and its original MLTP, and automatically
generates correction kernels to fix the outputs of the mutant.
PET leverages rigorous theoretical foundations to simplify
such challenging tasks (§5).

The corrected mutants are sent to PET’s program optimizer,
which combines existing fully equivalent transformations with
partially equivalent ones to construct a comprehensive search
space of program optimizations. The optimizer evaluates a
rich set of mutants for each subprogram and applies post-
optimizations across their boundaries, in order to discover
highly optimized candidates in the search space (§6).

4 Mutation Generator

This section describes the mutation generator in PET, which
takes an MLTP as input and automatically generates possible
mutants to replace the input MLTP. The generation algorithm
discovers valid mutants up to a certain size. Each generated
mutant does not necessarily preserve mathematical equiva-
lence to the input program on the entire output tensors. To
restore functional equivalence, the mutation corrector (§5)
automatically generates correction kernels.

4.1 Mutation Generation Algorithm

We call an MLTP P1 a mutant of another MLTP P0 if P1 and
P0 have the same number of inputs (and outputs) and each
input (and output) has the same shape. The computations of
P0 and P1 are not necessarily equivalent. Intuitively, if P0 is
a subprogram in a tensor program, then replacing P0 with P1
yields a valid but potentially non-equivalent tensor program.

For a given MLTP P0, PET generates potential mutants of
P0 using a given set of multi-linear operators O as the ba-

Algorithm 1 MLTP mutation generation algorithm.
1: Input: A set of operators O; an input MLTP P0
2: Output: A set of valid program mutants M for P0
3: I0 = the set of input tensors in P0
4: M =∅
5: BUILD(1, ∅, I0)
6: // Depth-first search to construct mutants
7: function BUILD(n, P , I )
8: if P and P0 have the same input/output shapes then
9: M = M +{P}

10: if n < depth then
11: for op ∈ O do
12: for i ∈ I and i is a valid input to op do
13: Add operator op into program P
14: Add the output tensors of op into I
15: BUILD(n+1, P , I )
16: Remove operator op from P
17: Remove the output tensors of op from I
18: return M

sic building blocks. Table 1 lists the operators used in our
evaluation. The list covers a variety of commonly used ten-
sor operators, including compute-intensive operators (conv,
matmul, etc.), element-wise operators (add, mul, etc.), and
tensor manipulation (split, transpose, etc.). This set can
also be extended to include new DNN operators.

Algorithm 1 shows a depth-first search algorithm for con-
structing potential mutants of an MLTP P0. PET starts from
an empty program with no operator and only the set of origi-
nal input tensors to P0. PET iteratively adds a new operator
to the current program P by enumerating the type of operator
from O and the input tensors to the operator. The input tensors
can be the initial input tensors to P0 (i.e., I0 in Algorithm 1)
or the output tensors of previous operators. The depth-first
search algorithm enumerates all potential MLTPs up to a cer-
tain size (called the mutation depth). For each mutant P , PET
checks whether P and P0 have the same number and shapes
of inputs/outputs. P is a valid mutant if it passes this test.

4.2 Example Mutant Categories
While the above mutation generation algorithm is general
enough to explore a sufficiently large design space, we em-
phasize that several mutant categories are of particular impor-
tance to PET and lead to mutants with improved performance.
Note that PET does not rely on manually specified categories.
Rather, these categories are discovered by PET automatically.

Reshape and transpose. It is widely known that the in-
memory layouts of tensors play an important role in opti-
mizing tensor programs [6]. PET leverages the reshape and
transpose operators to transform the shapes of input tensors
and the linearization ordering of tensor dimensions to gen-
erate mutants with better performance. A reshape operator
changes the shape of a tensor by decoupling a single dimen-
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sion into multiple ones or combining multiple dimensions
into one. E.g., a reshape can transform a vector with four
elements into a 2×2 matrix. A transpose operator modifies
the linearization ordering of a tensor’s dimensions, such as
converting a row-major matrix to a column-major one.

Reshape and transpose are generally applied jointly to
transform the tensor layouts. For example, Figure 1 shows
a potential mutant of a convolution operator that concate-
nates two separate images (i.e., T1→ T3 in Figure 1(b)) along
the width dimension to improve the performance of convo-
lution: typically a larger width exhibits more parallelism to
be exploited on modern accelerators such as GPUs. This
concatenation involves a combination of three reshape and
transpose operators. First, a reshape operator splits the
batch dimension of T0 into an inner dimension that groups
every two consecutive images, and an outer dimension that
is half the size of the original. Then, a transpose operator
moves the newly created inner dimension next to the width
dimension and updates the tensor’s linearization ordering ac-
cordingly, so each row of the two images in the same group
is stored consecutively in memory. Finally, another reshape
operator combines the two images.

The mutation generator usually fuses multiple consecu-
tive reshape and transpose operators into a single com-
pound operator, namely reshape & transpose. This fusion
reduces the size of the generated mutants and allows for ex-
ploring much larger and more sophisticated mutants.

Single-operator mutants. PET can also generate mutants
that replace an inefficient operator in a tensor program with a
different and more performant operator. Several standard ten-
sor operators, such as convolution and matrix multiplication,
have been extensively optimized either manually or automati-
cally on modern hardware backends. In contrast, their variants,
such as strided or dilated convolutions [20], are not as effi-
ciently supported. There are performance-related benefits to
mutating them into their standard counterparts with highly
optimized kernels. As an example, Figure 3 shows a mutant
that transforms a dilated convolution into a regular convolu-
tion by reorganizing the linearization ordering of the input
tensor based on the given dilation. However, the mutant is not
fully equivalent to the input program and requires corrections
afterward to restore functional equivalence.

Multi-operator mutants. PET also supports substituting a
subgraph of multiple operators with another more efficient set
of operators. For example, a few independent convolutions
with similar tensor shapes may be combined into a single
larger convolution to improve GPU utilization and reduce ker-
nel launch overhead. This requires manipulating tensor shapes
and adding proper padding (see the examples in §8.3.3).

5 Mutation Corrector

While the mutants generated by PET have potentially higher
performance than the original programs, they may produce
different mathematical results on some regions of the out-
put tensors, potentially leading to accuracy loss. To maintain
transparency at the application level, PET chooses to preserve
the statistical behavior of the input program and guarantees
the same model accuracy, with the help of a mutation cor-
rector. Specifically, the mutation corrector takes as inputs an
MLTP P0 and one of its mutants P , and automatically gener-
ates correction kernels that are applied to the output tensors
of P to maintain functional equivalence to P0.

The goal of the mutation corrector is twofold. First, for any
given MLTP and its mutant, the corrector analyzes the two
programs and identifies all the regions of the output tensors
on which the two programs provide identical results and there-
fore do not need any correction. Second, for the remaining
regions where the two outputs are different, the corrector au-
tomatically generates kernels to fix the output of the mutant
and preserve functional equivalence.

Designing the mutation corrector requires addressing two
challenges. First, the output tensors may be very large, involv-
ing up to many millions of elements that all require equiva-
lence verification. It is infeasible to verify every single ele-
ment of the output tensors individually. Second, the verifica-
tion of each output element may depend on a large number of
input variables in many tensor operators. For example, each
output element of a matrix multiplication is the inner product
of one row and one column of the two input matrices, both
with sizes up to several thousand. Numerically enumerating
all possible values for this many input variables is impractical.

Two theorems that significantly simplify the verification
tasks are central to the PET mutation corrector. Rather than
verifying all output positions with respect to all input value
combinations, PET only needs to verify a few representative
output positions with a small number of randomly generated
input values. This dramatically reduces the verification work-
load. We describe these theoretical foundations in §5.1 and
introduce our mutation correction algorithm in §5.2.

5.1 Theoretical Foundations

To simplify our analysis, we assume an input MLTP P0 and its
mutant P each has one output. Our results can be generalized
to programs with multiple outputs by sequentially analyzing
each one. Let P (I) denote the output tensor of running P on
n input tensors I = (I1, ..., In). Let P (I)[~v] denote the output
value at position ~v, and let I j[~u] denote the input value at
position~u of I j. With these definitions, the computation for a
single output position of an MLTP P is represented as

P (I1, ..., In)[~v] = ∑
~r∈R (~v)

n

∏
j=1

I j[L j(~v,~r)]
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(c) Correcting results.

Figure 3: An example mutant that transforms a dilated convolution to a standard convolution. The red-shaded boxes in (b)
highlight non-equivalent elements between the two programs, which are fixed by the correction kernel in (c).

where R (~v) is the summation interval of~v, which is iterated
over when computing P (I)[~v], and ~u = L j(~v,~r) is a linear
mapping from (~v,~r) to a position ~u of the j-th input tensor
I j. For example, a convolution with a kernel size of 3×3 and
zero padding is defined as

conv(I1, I2)[c,h,w] =
D−1

∑
d=0

min(H−1−h,1)

∑
x=max(−1,−h)

min(W−1−w,1)

∑
y=max(−1,−w)

I1[d,h+ x,w+ y]× I2[d,c,x,y]

(1)

where D, H, and W refer to the number of channels, height,
and width of the input image I1, respectively. The numbers
below and above the summation symbols respectively denote
the lower and upper bounds of the summation interval. The
two linear mappings can be represented as L1(~v,~r) = (d,h+
x,w+ y) and L2(~v,~r) = (d,c,x,y), where ~v = (c,h,w) and
~r = (d,x,y).

Different positions of an output tensor may have different
summation intervals. For the convolution operator defined
above, computing the top-left output position (i.e., h = 0,
w = 0) only involves a 2×2 kernel (i.e., 0≤ x≤ 1, 0≤ y≤ 1)
since that position does not have a left or top neighbor, as
shown in Figure 4. We group the output positions with an
identical summation internal into a box. Formally, a box is a
region of an output tensor whose elements all have the same
summation internal. This convolution has nine boxes overall,
which are depicted in Figure 4.

All output positions in the same box have an identical sum-
mation internal and share similar mathematical properties,
which are leveraged by PET when examining program equiv-
alence. Instead of testing the equivalence of two MLTPs on
all individual positions, PET only needs to verify their equiva-
lence on m+1 specific positions in each box, where m is the
number of dimensions of the output tensor.

Theorem 1 For two MLTPs P1 and P2 with an m-dimension
output tensor, let~e1, . . . ,~em be a set of m-dimension base vec-
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Figure 4: The nine boxes of a convolution with a 3×3 kernel
and zero padding, as well as their summation intervals. A
convolution has three summation dimensions (i.e., d, x, and y
in Equation (1)). The channel dimension (i.e., d) has the same
internal in all boxes and is thus omitted.

tors. That is,~ei = (0, . . . ,0,1,0, . . . ,0) is an m-tuple with all
coordinates equal to 0 except the i-th.

Let B be a box for P1 and P2, and let~v0 be an arbitrary
position in B . Define~v j =~v0 +~e j,1 ≤ j ≤ m. If ∀I,0 ≤ i ≤
m, P1(I)[~vi] = P2(I)[~vi], then ∀I,~v ∈ B, P1(I)[~v] = P2(I)[~v].

Proof sketch. The proof uses a lemma whereby if P1 and P2
are equivalent for positions~v0 and~v0+~ei, then the equivalence
holds for ~v0 + k ·~ei, where k is an integer. We prove this
lemma by comparing the coefficient matrices of P1 and P2
with respect to the input variables. Using this lemma, we show
that P1 and P2 are equivalent for the entire box B , since any
~v ∈ B can be decomposed to a linear combination of~v0 and
~e0, . . . ,~em. �

Theorem 1 shows that, if P1 and P2 are equivalent for m+1
specific positions in a box, identified by ~v0, ...,~vm, then the
equivalence holds for all other positions in the same box.
This theorem significantly reduces the verification workload:
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Table 2: Reducing verification workload in PET.

Methods Output positions Input combinations

Original all all
+ Theorem 1 a few positions all
+ Theorem 2 a few positions a few random inputs

instead of examining all positions of an output tensor, PET
only needs to verify m+1 specific positions in each box.

The verification of a single position remains challenging,
nevertheless, as each MLTP generally involves a large number
of input variables. Proving the equivalence of two MLTPs
requires examining all possible combinations of value as-
signments to these input variables. We further address this
challenge using the following theorem.

Theorem 2 For two MLTPs P1 and P2 with n input tensors,
let~v be a position where P1 and P2 are not equivalent, i.e.,
∃I, P1(I)[~v] 6= P2(I)[~v]. Let I′ be a randomly generated input
uniformly sampled from a finite field F. The probability that
P1(I′)[~v] = P2(I′)[~v] is at most n

p , where p is the number of
possible values in F.

Proof sketch. This is a corollary of the Schwartz–Zippel
Lemma [28, 35]. �

Theorem 2 shows that if two MLTPs with n inputs are
not equivalent on a specific position ~v, then the probability
that they produce an identical result on this position with a
random input sampled from a finite field F is low (i.e., at
most n

p , where p is the number of possible values in F). This
theorem shows the sufficiency and effectiveness of random
testing for examining the equivalence of two MLTPs.

Theorem 2 relies on the fact that F is a finite field, from
which the random inputs are sampled, but MLTPs operate on
the infinite field of real numbers. To apply Theorem 2, we
choose F to be a field of integers modulo p, where p is a large
prime number (p = 231−1 in our evaluation). The arithmetic
operations in random testing are performed on integers and
calculated modulo the prime number p. Working with a fi-
nite field provides another desirable property that applying
arithmetic operators does not involve integer overflow.

By combining Theorems 1 and 2, PET reduces the original
verification task of examining all output positions with respect
to all input value combinations to a much more lightweight
task that only requires testing a few representative positions
using several randomly generated inputs, as shown in Table 2.

5.2 Mutation Correction Algorithm
The PET mutation correction algorithm exploits the theorems
in §5.1 to calculate which regions of the output tensors in a
mutant are not equivalent to the input MLTP and, therefore,
need additional correction. In particular, it suffices to examine
the equivalence for each pair of overlapped boxes from the two
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(b) A potential mutant P1.

Figure 5: Box propagation for the example in Figure 1. The
red arrows indicate the split points of each tensor dimension.

MLTPs, using a small number of random tests. The overall
algorithm works in the following three steps.

Step 1: Box propagation. First, we calculate the boxes of
a given MLTP through box propagation. The idea of box
propagation is similar to forward and backward propagation in
deep learning: we compute the boxes of an operator’s output
tensors based on the boxes of its inputs, and the computation is
conducted following the operator dependencies in a program.
We maintain a set of split points for each dimension of a tensor
to identify the boundaries of its boxes. For a multi-linear
operator, we infer the split points of its output tensors based
on the split points of its input tensors and the operator type
and hyper-parameters. Figure 5 shows the box propagation
procedure for the mutation example in Figure 1.

Step 2: Random testing for each box pair. After obtaining
all boxes of an input MLTP P1 and its mutant P2, PET lever-
ages the theorems in §5.1 to examine the intersected regions
of each pair of boxes from P1 and P2. If two boxes do not have
any overlapped region, they can be skipped. For each box in-
tersection, PET examines the equivalence of the two programs
on m+1 positions identified by Theorem 1, where m is the
number of output tensor dimensions (e.g., m = 4 in Figure 5,
since the output of a convolution has four dimensions).

For each of these m+1 positions, PET runs a set of random
tests by assigning input tensors with values uniformly sam-
pled from a finite field F containing all integers between 0 and
p−1, where p = 231−1 is a prime number. As a result, the
probability that two non-equivalent MLTPs produce identical
outputs on a random input is at most n

p , where n is the number
of inputs to the MLTPs. Finally, two non-equivalent MLTPs
pass all tests with a probability lower than ( n

p )
t , where t is the

number of test cases and a hyper-parameter in PET that serves
as a tradeoff between the speed of the corrector and the error
probability that non-equivalent MLTPs pass all random tests.

Our approach introduces an extremely small and control-
lable probability of error that we have to tolerate. That is,
non-equivalent programs may pass random testing with prob-
ability ( n

p )
t . We argue that this is an example of how random

testing can enable a tradeoff between the cost of program ver-
ification and a small probability of unsoundness for verifying
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Figure 6: Fusing correction kernels with DNN kernels.

tensor program transformations.
To further reduce the verification workload, PET includes a

caching optimization: the tests for all boxes share the same set
of random inputs, and PET caches and reuses all intermediate
results to avoid redundant computations.

Step 3: Correction kernel generation. For each box failing
the random tests, PET generates correction kernels to fix its
outputs and restore the mathematical equivalence between the
original MLTP and its mutant. To fix the outputs, the correc-
tion kernel performs the same set of operations as the original
MLTP but only on those boxes where the two input programs
are not equivalent (shown as the red shaded boxes in Figure 1).
These boxes are regular cubes in the multi-dimensional space
and can be viewed as sub-tensors of the original ones but with
much smaller sizes. Therefore, PET directly leverages existing
DNN libraries [8, 10] or kernel generation techniques [6, 34]
to generate correction kernels. To reduce the correction over-
head, PET opportunistically fuses the correction kernels with
existing tensor operators (§5.3).

5.3 Fusing Correction Kernels

Correction kernels may introduce non-trivial overheads due
to the cost of launching the correction kernels and their lim-
ited degrees of parallelism. For example, some correction
kernels may have similar execution time compared to the cor-
responding full-size tensor operators. This may eliminate the
performance gains from applying partially equivalent transfor-
mations. To reduce the correction overhead, PET opportunis-
tically fuses correction kernels with other tensor operators.

For example, Figure 6(b) shows the tensor program af-
ter applying the partially equivalent transformation in Fig-
ure 1. Conv-2 is the correction kernel for fixing the output
of Conv-1. Since the two convolution operators share the
same weights (i.e., W1), PET fuses them into a single convolu-
tion, shown as Conv-1-2 in Figure 6(c). This fusion requires
concatenating T1 and T ′0 into a single tensor and splitting the
output of Conv-1-2 into T2 and T ′3 . The concatenation and
split only involve direct memory copies and can be fused with
the reshape and transpose operators.

6 Program Optimizer

In this section, we describe the program optimizer in PET,
which explores a large search space of program optimizations,
combining fully and partially equivalent transformations, and
quickly discovers highly optimized programs. The program
optimizer first splits an input program into multiple subpro-
grams with smaller sizes to allow efficient mutation genera-
tion (§6.1). Second, to optimize each individual subprogram,
PET searches for the best mutants in a rich candidate space
by varying both the subsets of operators to mutate together
and the number of iterative rounds of mutation (§6.2). Finally,
when stitching the optimized subprograms back together, PET
applies additional post-optimizations across the boundaries
of the subprograms, including redundancy elimination and
operator fusion (§6.3). The overall program optimization al-
gorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Program optimization algorithm.
1: Input: An input tensor program P0
2: Output: An optimized tensor program Popt
3:
4: Split P0 into a list of subprograms
5: Initialize a heap H to record the top-K programs
6: H .insert(P0)
7: // Greedily mutate each subprogram
8: for each subprogram S ∈ P0 do
9: mutants = GETMUTANTS(S )

10: Initialize a new heap Hnew
11: for P ∈H do
12: for M ∈ mutants do
13: Pnew = replace S with M in P
14: Apply post-optimizations on Pnew
15: Hnew.insert(Pnew)

16: H = Hnew

17: Popt = the program with the best performance in H
18: return Popt
19:
20: function GETMUTANTS(S0)
21: O = the set of mutant operators for S0
22: Q = {S0}, mutants = {S0}
23: for r rounds do
24: Qnew = {}
25: for S ∈ Q do
26: for each subset of operators S ′ ∈ S do
27: for M ′ ∈ MUTATIONGENERATOR(O, S ′) do
28: M = replace S ′ with M ′ in S
29: Add M to Qnew and mutants
30: Q = Qnew

31: return mutants

6.1 Program Splitting
The complexity of the mutation generation grows rapidly with
the input program size, as explained in §4. It is nearly im-
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possible to directly mutate a large tensor program with many
hundreds of operators. Instead, PET splits an input program
into multiple disjoint subprograms with smaller sizes.

It is crucial to properly select the split points for an in-
put program, to effectively reduce the mutation complexity
while still preserving most program optimization opportuni-
ties. More split points lead to smaller subprograms with fewer
mutant candidates to be explored. As an extreme case, by
constraining each subprogram to have only a small constant
number of operators, the overall complexity scales linearly
with the program size, rather than the naive exponential trend.
However, an overly aggressive split may result in locally opti-
mized mutants that are limited within subprograms, missing
optimization opportunities across subprogram boundaries.

We use non-linear operators in tensor programs as the split
points. First, non-linear operators such as the activation layers
in DNNs are widely used in tensor programs. Typically, each
one or a few linear operators are followed by a non-linear
activation (e.g., ReLU or sigmoid). This effectively limits the
split subprograms to the small sizes we expect. Second, as
§5 explains, PET’s mutation only applies to MLTPs; any non-
linear operators must be excluded from the mutation. This
makes splitting at the points of non-linear operators a natural
choice for the partially equivalent mutation in PET. Third, our
design is also motivated by an observation that most existing
tensor program transformations [2, 6, 15] also do not include
non-linear operators in their substitution patterns (except for
fusion, which we handle in §6.3).

PET further adjusts the subprogram sizes after splitting
an input program at the non-linear operators. For multiple
individual subprograms without any data dependency, PET
considers the possibility of combining them into a single
subprogram using grouped or batched operators. Examples
include fusing the standard convolutions on different branches
of an Inception network [31] into a grouped convolution, as
shown in Figure 10. On the other hand, if a subprogram is still
too large, PET will only query the mutation generator with a
subset of operators each time (see §6.2).

6.2 Subprogram Optimization

After splitting an input program into multiple individual sub-
programs, PET mutates each subprogram by querying the
mutation generator in §4.1 and keeps the top-K candidates
with the best estimated performance in a heap structure H , as
shown from Lines 7 to 16 in Algorithm 2. A larger K allows
PET to tolerate intermediate performance decreases during
the search but requires more memory to save all K candidates
and involves higher computation cost. At each step, each of
the obtained mutants replaces its corresponding subprogram
in each of the current candidates (i.e., P in Algorithm 2) to
generate a new candidate (i.e., Pnew), which is then applied a
series of post-optimizations (see §6.3).

PET estimates the performance of each new candidate Pnew
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Figure 7: Post-optimizations applied when stitching two sub-
programs SG-1 and SG-2. R/T refers to a reshape followed
by a transpose. Conv and ReLU denote a convolution and a
ReLU operator, respectively.

using a cost model adapted from TASO [15]. The cost model
measures the execution time of each tensor operator once
for each configuration (e.g., different strides and padding of a
convolution), and estimates the performance of a new program
candidate Pnew by summing up the measured execution time
of its operators. The top-K program candidates with the best
performance thus far are kept in H .

To explore a sufficiently large space of possible mutants
for each subprogram within reasonable time and space cost,
we manage the mutation process with several key features.
First, when the number of operators in a subprogram exceeds
a threshold d (our evaluation uses d = 4), PET breaks the
subprogram into smaller subsets of operators by enumerating
all possible combinations with up to d operators, and only
queries the mutation generator on the subset, while keeping
the remaining operators unchanged (Algorithm 2 Line 26).
Second, we allow iterative mutation on a subprogram for up to
r rounds (Algorithm 2 Line 23), which significantly enlarges
the search space of possible mutants and allows PET to dis-
cover more optimized mutants. All generated mutants in all
rounds are returned to the optimizer as potential candidates.

It is worth noting that PET’s optimizer is compatible with
and can incorporate existing fully equivalent transforma-
tions [2, 15] besides PET’s mutations. Doing so merely re-
quires enhancing the mutation generator to explore and return
fully equivalent transformations as well, which are directly
applicable to the input subprograms in the same way as the
mutations. By combining fully and partially equivalent trans-
formations, PET explores a significantly larger search space
of program optimizations and discovers highly optimized
programs that existing optimizers miss.
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6.3 Post-Optimizations

Finally, the optimized mutants for all subprograms need to be
stitched together. In addition to connecting their input and out-
put tensors, we also perform several post-optimizations across
the subprogram boundaries to further improve the overall per-
formance. We observe that the mutation generator in PET
introduces a large number of reshape and transpose (R/T)
operators, especially at the beginning and the end of each sub-
program. There are opportunities to fuse these R/T operators
across subprograms and further fuse the non-linear operators
that are excluded from the above subprogram optimizations.

Figure 7 shows an example with two optimized subpro-
grams. To optimize the boundaries between subprograms, PET
first groups together all R/T operators between subprograms
by reordering the R/T operators with element-wise non-linear
activations (e.g., ReLU and sigmoid), as shown in Figure 7(b).
This reordering is functionally correct, since both reshape
and transpose are commutative with element-wise operators.
The reordering also allows PET to fuse the non-linear activa-
tions with other linear operators, such as fusing a Conv and a
subsequent ReLU into a Conv-ReLU, as shown in Figure 7(c).
We then apply the following three post-optimizations.

Inverses elimination. We eliminate any pairs of R/T oper-
ators that can cancel out each other and therefore are equiva-
lent to a no-op. We call each such pair an inverse group and
directly remove them as part of the post-optimization. An ex-
ample of an inverse group is R/T-E and R/T-G in Figure 7(b).

Operator fusion. As shown in Figure 7(c), PET fuses the
remaining consecutive R/T operators into a single operator
(e.g., R/T-DH) to reduce the kernel launch cost. The non-linear
activations in a tensor program are also fused with an R/T or
with other linear operators. Note that operator fusion is the
most commonly used, if not the only, program optimization
for non-linear operators. PET is able to recover most of the
efficiency that was lost when splitting the tensor program.

Preprocessing. We preprocess any operator if all its input
tensors are statically known. For example, in Figure 7(b), both
R/T-B and R/T-I can be preprocessed on the convolution
weight tensors w1 and w2.

7 Implementation

PET is implemented as an end-to-end tensor program opti-
mization framework, with about 13,000 lines of C++ code
and 1,000 lines of Python code. This section describes our
implementation of the PET mutation generator and corrector.

Mutation operators. Table 1 lists the tensor operators
included in the current implementation of PET. We use
cuDNN [8] and cuBLAS [10] as our backend operator li-
braries. PET can also be extended to include other libraries,
such as TVM [6] and Ansor [34]. In our evaluation, we demon-
strate this extensibility on TVM and Ansor, and show that
they can directly benefit from PET’s partially equivalent opti-

mizations and automated corrections.
Reshape and transpose are two frequently used operators

in partially equivalent transformations. Our implementation
includes a series of optimizations on them, including eliminat-
ing inverse groups of R/T operators and fusing consecutive
R/T operators, as described in §6.3. Since both reshape and
transpose are multi-linear operators, PET directly uses the
random testing method introduced in §5 to examine whether
a sequence of R/T operators forms an inverse group and there-
fore can be eliminated.

Correction kernels. §5.2 describes a generic approach to
generate correction kernels by directly running the original
program on the positions with incorrect results. To reduce the
correction overhead, PET fuses the correction kernels with
other tensor operators, as described in §5.3. The correction
kernel fusion introduces additional memory copies, which are
also fused with the R/T operators during post-optimizations.

8 Evaluation

8.1 Experimental Setup

Platforms. We use a server equipped with two-socket, 28-
core Intel Xeon E5-2680 v4 processors (hyper-thread en-
abled), 256 GB of DRAM, and one NVIDIA Tesla V100
GPU. All experiments use CUDA 10.2 and cuDNN 7.6.5
except for those with TVM and Ansor, which directly use the
best kernels generated by these backends.

PET preserves an end-to-end equivalence between the orig-
inal and optimized programs, same as all the baselines. PET
takes ONNX models as input. TensorRT and TASO directly
support the ONNX format. For TensorFlow and TensorFlow-
XLA, we use the onnx-tensorflow tool [25] for format conver-
sion.

Workloads. We use five DNN architectures. Resnet-18 [14]
is a widely used convolutional network for image classifica-
tion. CSRNet [20] is a dilated convolutional network used for
semantic segmentation. Its sampling rate can be arbitrarily
adjusted to enlarge the receptive field for higher accuracy.
Inception-v3 [31] is an improved version of GoogLeNet [30]
with carefully designed Inception modules to improve accu-
racy and computational efficiency. BERT [12] is a language
representation architecture that obtains state-of-the-art accu-
racy on a wide range of natural language tasks. Resnet3D-
18 [13] is a 3D convolutional network for video processing.

Unless otherwise stated, in all experiments, we use CUDA
events to measure the elapsed time from launching the first
CUDA kernel in a tensor program to receiving the completion
notification of the last kernel. We set the default mutation
generation depth to 4 (i.e., depth = 4 in Algorithm 1) and the
search rounds to 4 (i.e., r = 4 in Algorithm 2). We further
evaluate the scalability of the mutation generator and the
program optimizer in §8.5.
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Figure 8: End-to-end performance comparison between PET and existing frameworks. For each DNN, the numbers above the
PET bars show the speedups over the best baseline. TASO does not support the 3D convolution operators in Resnet3D-18.

8.2 End-to-End Evaluation
We first compare the end-to-end inference performance be-
tween PET and existing tensor program optimizers, including
TensorFlow [3], TensorFlow XLA [1], TensorRT [32], and
TASO [15]. Figure 8 shows the results under batch sizes of
1 and 16. To eliminate the impact of using different oper-
ator libraries, all optimizers use the same cuDNN [8] and
cuBLAS [10] libraries as the backend. Therefore, the per-
formance differences only come from different optimized
tensor programs produced by PET and the baselines. §8.4 fur-
ther evaluates PET with existing kernel generation techniques,
such as TVM [6] and Ansor [34].

Among the five DNN architectures, Resnet-18 and
Resnet3D-18 are commonly used and heavily optimized in ex-
isting DNN frameworks. However, PET is still able to improve
their performance by up to 1.21× and 1.28×, respectively, by
discovering new partially equivalent transformations not con-
sidered by existing optimizers. For Resnet-18, CSRNet, and
Inception-v3, PET achieves higher speedups with a batch size
of 16. This is because a larger batch size offers more mutation
opportunities across different tensor dimensions for PET to
exploit. Overall, PET outperforms existing DNN frameworks
by up to 2.5×.

To further evaluate the partially equivalent transformations
discovered by PET, we manually add them and correspond-
ing correction kernels as additional graph substitutions into
TASO, and measure by how much these new transformations
improve TASO’s performance. As shown in Figure 9, the
enhanced version of TASO further improves the inference
performance of Inception-v3 and BERT by 1.12× and 1.31×,
respectively. This demonstrates that partially equivalent trans-
formations indeed enlarge the design space of graph trans-
formations, and PET unleashes these benefits automatically.
Some non-trivial partially equivalent transformations are not
leveraged by TASO, due to substantial correction overhead,
while PET is able to avoid this overhead through correction
kernel fusion (§5.3) and post-optimization (§6.3).
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Figure 9: Performance benefits after adding PET’s partially
equivalent transformations into TASO.

Table 3: Operator benchmark list.
Operator Input Weight #Op

conv [1, 48, 38, 38] [64, 48, 5, 5] 1

dilatedconv [1, 512, 14, 14] [256, 512, 3, 3] 1

groupconv
[1, 768, 18, 18] [192,768, 1, 1] 2
[1, 768, 18, 18] [160,768, 1, 1] 2

batchmatmul [512, 768] [768, 768] 3

8.3 Case Studies
To understand how partially equivalent transformations dis-
covered by PET optimize DNN computation, we study four
optimization categories in detail.

8.3.1 Tensor-Level Optimization

PET discovers many partially equivalent transformations that
improve DNN computation by optimizing the shapes or lin-
earization of tensors. We evaluate a convolution operator in
Inception-v3, whose configuration is depicted in Table 3 conv.
PET transforms the input tensor shape from [1, 48, 38, 38]
to [16, 48, 10, 10] by splitting both the height and width di-
mensions each into four partitions. IGEMM and FFT are the
most efficient convolution algorithms before and after the
optimization, respectively. Using the transformed input tensor
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Table 4: Case studies on the performance of the conv and
dilatedconv operators in Table 3. IGEMM, FFT, and WINO re-
fer to implicit GEMM, Fast Fourier Transform, and Winograd
convolution algorithms, respectively. For conv, the optimized
program transforms the input tensor shape from [1, 48, 38, 38]
to [16, 48, 10, 10]. For dilatedconv, the optimized program
replaces the dilatedconv with a regular convolution with
the same input and kernel sizes.

Algo Time
(us)

# GPU
DRAM

# GPU
L2

FLOP

co
nv

Original IGEMM 90 1.51×104 2.80×106 2.26×108

FFT 352 1.06×108 1.15×108 8.75×107

Optimized IGEMM 90 1.52×104 1.46×106 2.46×108

FFT 51 1.09×106 7.44×106 1.26×108

di
la

te
d

co
nv

Original IGEMM 153 1.06×105 2.46×106 1.32×108

WINO N/A N/A N/A N/A

Optimized IGEMM 153 8.54×104 1.80×106 1.32×108

WINO 79 2.23×106 6.36×106 7.20×107

reduces the GPU DRAM and L2 accesses by 100× and 15×,
respectively, and thus reduces the run time by 7× (Table 4).

As another example of tensor-level optimization, for conv
with a stride size larger than 1 (i.e., the output tensor is a
down-sample of the input tensor), PET can reorganize the
linearization of the tensors and reduce the stride size to 1,
which improves the computation locality.

8.3.2 Operator-Level Optimization

For operators with less efficient implementations on specific
hardware backends, PET can opportunistically replace them
with semantically similar ones with more optimized imple-
mentations. We study the performance of a dilated convolu-
tion in CSRNet [20], whose configuration is shown in Table 3
dilatedconv. PET replaces it with a regular convolution
operator (as shown in Figure 3) to enable more efficient al-
gorithms on GPUs such as Winograd [17]. This reduces the
execution time by 1.94× (Table 4).

Other examples of operator-level optimizations include
replacing a batch matrix multiplication with a standard matrix
multiplication, a group convolution with a convolution, and
an average pooling with a group convolution or a convolution
if the replacement leads to improved performance, even when
including the correction cost.

8.3.3 Graph-Level Optimization

PET also discovers graph-level optimizations. Figure 10
shows two graph transformations discovered by PET to opti-
mize Inception-v3 [31]. For two parallel conv operators with
different numbers of output channels, Figure 10(a) shows a
non-equivalent transformation that fuses the two conv opera-
tors into a groupconv by padding W2 with zeros, so that the
output of pad has the same shape as W1. The correction splits
and discards the zeros tensor at the end (shown in red).
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Figure 10: Mutants discovered by PET for Inception-v3. axis
denotes the dimension on which to perform concat and
split.

PET also discovers fully equivalent transformations that are
missed by existing frameworks. The mutation corrector can
successfully verify the equivalence for all output elements, in
which case no correction is needed. Figure 10(b) shows a new
equivalent transformation discovered by PET that optimizes
two conv operators by duplicating the input tensors (i.e., I1
and I2) and fusing the two conv operators into a groupconv.
Note that Figure 10 shows two different mutants of the same
input program. PET’s program optimizer can automatically
select a more efficient one based on the performance of these
mutants on specific devices.

8.3.4 Kernel Fusion

We use CSRNet [20] as an example to study the effective-
ness of PET’s kernel fusion optimization. Figure 11(a) and
Figure 11(b) show the original and optimized model archi-
tectures of CSRNet. The numbers in each operator denote
the input tensor shape. To demonstrate the correction ker-
nel fusion and post-optimization in PET, Figure 11(c) shows
the subprogram of a single dilated convolution before post-
optimization, which contains three correction kernels and six
R/T (i.e., reshape and transpose) operators. These correc-
tion kernels are fused with Conv-4, as described in §5.3. In
addition, the multiple R/T operators between convolutions are
fused into a single one during post-optimization (§6.3).

Fusing correction kernels and R/T operators is critical to
PET’s performance. In an ablation study, disabling kernel
fusion in PET decreases the performance of the final program
by 2.9×, making it even slower than the original one.

8.4 TVM and Ansor
PET improves tensor computations by generating and cor-
recting partially equivalent transformations and is therefore
orthogonal to and can potentially be combined with recent ker-
nel generation techniques, such as TVM [6] and Ansor [34].

We evaluate PET on TVM and Ansor with a set of com-
monly used DNN operators, including conv, dilatedconv,
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Figure 11: Optimization details in PET for CSRNet.
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Figure 12: Performance comparison of PET on the
cuDNN/cuBLAS, TVM, and Ansor backends. The perfor-
mance is normalized to cuDNN/cuBLAS without PET.

groupconv, and batchmatmul, which are obtained from
Resnet-18, CSRNet, Inception-v3, and BERT, respectively.
Their shape configurations are listed in Table 3. To gener-
ate kernels for potential mutants during the search, we allow
TVM and Ansor to run 1024 trials and use the best discovered
kernels to measure the cost of the mutants.

As Figure 12 shows, when combining PET with TVM and
Ansor, PET can improve the performance of the evaluated
operators by up to 1.23× and 1.21×, respectively, compared
to directly generating kernels for these operators. Beyond such
simple combinations, joint optimization of PET and existing
kernel generation techniques would uncover more benefits,
which we leave as future work.

8.5 Ablation and Sensitivity Studies

The key insight of PET is to explore partially equivalent pro-
gram mutants, while state-of-the-art frameworks only capture
fully equivalent transformations [15, 34]. We run several vari-
ants of PET to evaluate the benefits of considering either fully
or partially equivalent program transformations, or both of
them, as PET does. Figure 13 shows the results. When re-
stricting PET to consider only equivalent transformations, it
achieves similar performance gains as previous work such as
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Figure 13: Performance comparison of tensor program opti-
mizations using only (fully) equivalent transformations, only
partially equivalent transformations, and both (as in PET).
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Figure 14: Performance comparison by using PET with differ-
ent mutation depths (§4.1) and rounds (§6.2).

TASO. Partially equivalent transformations, by themselves,
enable noticeable benefits but also miss significant potential.
Finally, PET achieves the highest performance by jointly con-
sidering both fully and partially equivalent transformations.

Finally, PET relies on several heuristic parameters to bal-
ance the search time and the resultant program performance.
The mutation depth in Algorithm 1 limits the maximum num-
ber of operators in a program mutant; the mutation round
in Algorithm 2 specifies the maximum number of iterations
to apply mutations. Larger values of these thresholds allow
larger design spaces of potential mutants but also require
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more time to search. Figure 14 compares the performance of
the optimized programs under different searching depths and
rounds for Resnet-18 and CSRNet. The performance gains
keep increasing with larger rounds values for Resnet-18, due
to the generation of more optimized mutants, while for CSR-
Net, the performance improvement mainly comes from larger
mutation depth. On the other hand, increasing the mutation
depth from two to three improves the performance for both
models significantly, since many mutations PET finds are sub-
programs with three operators. In summary, the key takeaway
is that PET has only moderately high search complexity yet
achieves significant performance gains.

8.6 Searching Time
PET uses a program optimizer to explore the search space of
possible mutants and discover highly optimized candidates.
Typically, it takes under 3 minutes (89 seconds, 88 seconds, 91
seconds, and 165 seconds on Resnet-18, CSRNet, BERT, and
Resnet3D-18, respectively) for PET to find highly optimized
program mutants with a batch size of 1. However, PET spends
about 25 minutes optimizing Inception-v3, due to the multiple
branches in the Inception modules [31]. Although their search
spaces are not directly comparable, PET’s search time is on
par with state-of-the-art DNN optimization frameworks such
as TASO [15] and Ansor [34], and is acceptable because it
is a one-time cost before stable deployment. We leave any
further search optimizations, such as aggressive pruning and
parallelization, to future work.

9 Related work

Graph-level optimizations. TensorFlow [3], TensorRT [32],
TVM [6], and MetaFlow [16] optimize tensor programs by ap-
plying substitutions that are manually designed by domain ex-
perts. TASO [15] generates graph substitutions automatically
from basic operator properties, which significantly enlarges
search space and reduces human effects. The key difference
between PET and these frameworks is that PET can generate
and correct partially equivalent transformations, enabling a
significantly larger space of program optimizations.
Program mutation is a program testing technique designed
to evaluate the quality of existing test cases [11]. By randomly
mutating the input program and running the generated mu-
tants on existing test cases, the technique can quickly estimate
the coverage of these test cases. PET generates mutants for
a different purpose. Instead of testing an input tensor pro-
gram, the mutants generated by PET are used for performance
optimizations on the program.
Code generation. Halide [27] is a programming language
designed for high-performance tensor computing, and several
works are proposed based on its scheduling model [4, 19, 22].
TVM [6,7] uses a similar scheduling language and a learning-
based approach to generate highly optimized code for dif-

ferent hardware backends. Ansor [34] explores larger search
spaces than TVM and finds better optimized kernels. Ten-
sorComprehensions [33] and Tiramisu [5] use polyhedral
compilation models to solve code generation problems in
deep learning. As shown in §8.4, PET’s program-level op-
timizations are orthogonal and can be combined with these
code generation techniques.
Data layout optimization. NeoCPU [21] optimizes CNN
models by changing the data layout and eliminating unnec-
essary layout transformations on CPUs, while Li et al. [18]
explore the memory efficiency for CNNs on GPUs. Chou et
al. [9] introduce a language to describe the different sparse
tensor formats and automatically generate code for convert-
ing data layouts. Many transformations discovered by PET
also involve layout conversions. However, the key differences
between PET and prior work are that PET considers more
complicated layouts and combines tensor layout optimiza-
tions with operator- and graph-level optimizations.
AutoML. Recent work has proposed approaches to search for
accurate neural architectures by iteratively proposing modifi-
cations to the models’ architectures and accepting proposals
with the highest accuracy gain. Examples include automatic
statistician [29] and TPOT [24]. These approaches apply non-
equivalent transformations to a model architecture and rely on
expensive retraining steps to evaluate how each transforma-
tion affects model accuracy. On the contrary, PET leverages
performance optimizations in non-equivalent transformations
and applies automated corrections to preserve an end-to-end
equivalence. As such, PET does not require retraining.

10 Conclusion

We present PET, the first DNN framework that optimizes
tensor programs with partially equivalent transformations
and automated corrections. PET discovers program trans-
formations that improve DNN computations with only par-
tial functional equivalence. Automated corrections are sub-
sequently applied to restore full equivalence with the help
of rigorous theoretical guarantees. The results of our eval-
uation show that PET outperforms existing frameworks by
up to 2.5× by unlocking partially equivalent transformations
that existing frameworks miss. PET is publicly available at
https://github.com/thu-pacman/PET.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract

This artifact appendix helps the readers reproduce
the main evaluation results of the OSDI’ 21 paper:
Pet: Optimizing Tensor Programs with Partially
Equivalent Transformations and Automated Correc-
tions.

A.2 Pet Usage

Pet provides C++ API to build the input tensor pro-
gram, and also supports importing input tensor pro-
gram from ONNX1 model. For each input tensor pro-
gram, Pet generates a mathematically equivalent ex-
ecutable that includes the performance optimizations
described in this paper. Pet uses cuDNN/cuBLAS
as backend by default, but users can also export the
mutation subprograms with their corresponding in-
put/output tensor shapes to use different backends
like TVM and Ansor.

A.3 Scope

The artifact can be used for evaluating and repro-
ducing the main results of the paper, including the
end-to-end evaluation, the operator-level evaluation,
the performance comparison across different opti-
mization policies and heuristics parameters, and the
searching time.

A.4 Contents

The artifact evaluation includes the following exper-
iments:
E1: An end-to-end performance comparison between
Pet and other frameworks. (Figure 8)
E2: An operator-level performance comparison
on different backends, including cuDNN/cuBLAS,
TVM, and Ansor. (Figure 12)
E3: A performance comparison across different op-
timization policies, including fully-equivalent trans-
formations, partially-equivalent transformations, and
joint optimization using both. (Figure 13)

1https://onnx.ai/

E4: A performance comparison using different
heuristics. (Figure 14)
E5: Searching time. (Section 8.6)

A.5 Hosting

The source code of this artifact can be found
on GitHub: https://github.com/whjthu/

pet-osdi21-ae, master branch, with commit
ID: 9e07cb1.

A.6 Requirements

Hardware dependencies

This artifact depends on an NVIDIA V100 GPU.

Software dependencies

This artifact depends on the following software li-
braries:

• Pet uses cuDNN and cuBLAS libraries as back-
end. Our evaluation uses CUDA 10.2 and
cuDNN 7.6.5.

• TensorFlow, TensorRT, TASO, TVM and An-
sor are used as baseline DNN frameworks in E1
and E2. Our evaluation on these baseline uses
TensorFlow 1.15, TensorRT 7.0.0.11, TASO with
commit ID f11782c (we add some minor fixes for
TASO to support the tested models), and TVM
with commit ID 3950639.

A.7 Installation

A.7.1 Install Pet from source

• Clone code from git

• Install PET

– mkdir build; cd build; cmake ..
– make -j

• Set the environment for evaluations

– export PET HOME=path to pet home

A.7.2 Install other frameworks

Please refer to the artifact evaluation instruction
(README.pdf in the git repo https://github.

com/whjthu/pet-osdi21-ae) or the installation in-
structions provided by the frameworks.
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A.8 Experiments workflow

The following experiments are included in this arti-
fact. All DNN benchmarks use synthetic input data
in GPU device memory to remove the side effects
of data transfers between CPU and GPU. The de-
tailed running instruction can be found in the artifact
evaluation instruction (README.pdf in the git repo
https://github.com/whjthu/pet-osdi21-ae).

A.8.1 End-to-end performance (E1)

This experiment reproduces Figure 8 in the paper.
Prerequisite: generate ONNX models

• cd $PET HOME/models-ae

• ./generate onnx.sh

TensorFlow & TensorFlow XLA. The Tensor-

Flow & TensorFlow XLA results of the 4 models are
available in the tensorflow ae folder. The follow-
ing command lines measure the inference latency of
TensorFlow and TensorFlow XLA, respectively:

• cd $PET HOME/tf-ae

• ./run.sh

TensorRT. The TensoRT results of the 4 models are

available in the tensorrt ae folder. The following
command lines measure the inference latency of Ten-
sorRT:

• Load TensorRT environment (add library path
to LD LIBRARY PATH)

• cd $PET HOME/trt-ae

• ./run.sh

TASO. The TASO results of the 4 models are avail-

able in the taso ae folder. The following command
lines measure the inference latency of TASO:

• Load TASO environment

• cd $PET HOME/taso-ae

• ./run e2e.sh

PET. The Pet results of the 4 models are available

in the pet ae folder. The following command lines
measure the inference latency of Pet:

• cd $PET HOME/pet-ae

• ./run e2e.sh

A.8.2 Operator-level performance (E2)

This experiment reproduces Figure 12 in the paper.
The scripts are available in the operator ae folder.
The experiments of TVM and Ansor will take a very
long time to search different mutation kernels.
cuDNN/cuBLAS. The following command lines
measure cuDNN/cuBLAS results for the 4 operator-
level benchmarks:

• cd operator ae/cudnn

• ./run.sh

TVM & Ansor. The scripts in
operator ae/autotvm and operator ae/ansor

search the kernels for the 4 operator-level bench-
marks using TVM and Ansor, respectively.

A.8.3 Different optimization policy (E3)

This experiment reproduces Figure 13 in the paper.
The scripts are available in the pet-ae folder. The
following command lines measure the results:

• cd $PET HOME/pet-ae

• ./run policy.sh

A.8.4 Different heuristic parameters (E4)

This experiment reproduces Figure 14 in the paper.
The scripts are available in the pet-ae folder. The
following command lines measure the results:

• cd $PET HOME/pet-ae

• ./run param.sh

A.8.5 Searching time (E5)

This experiment reproduces Section 8.6 in the pa-
per. The scripts are available in the pet-ae folder.
The same commands for Pet in E1 print the search-
ing time at the same time.

• cd $PET HOME/pet-ae

• ./run e2e.sh

Note that our evaluation platform for AE has differ-
ent CPUs from the platform we used for the paper so
that the searching time could be different. Neverthe-
less, they should be within the same scale.
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Abstract
Machine learning (ML) models trained on personal data

have been shown to leak information about users. Differential
privacy (DP) enables model training with a guaranteed bound
on this leakage. Each new model trained with DP increases
the bound on data leakage and can be seen as consuming part
of a global privacy budget that should not be exceeded. This
budget is a scarce resource that must be carefully managed to
maximize the number of successfully trained models.

We describe PrivateKube, an extension to the popular Ku-
bernetes datacenter orchestrator that adds privacy as a new
type of resource to be managed alongside other traditional
compute resources, such as CPU, GPU, and memory. The
abstractions we design for the privacy resource mirror those
defined by Kubernetes for traditional resources, but there are
also major differences. For example, traditional compute re-
sources are replenishable while privacy is not: a CPU can
be regained after a model finishes execution while privacy
budget cannot. This distinction forces a re-design of the sched-
uler. We present DPF (Dominant Private Block Fairness) – a
variant of the popular Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) al-
gorithm – that is geared toward the non-replenishable privacy
resource but enjoys similar theoretical properties as DRF.

We evaluate PrivateKube and DPF on microbenchmarks
and an ML workload on Amazon Reviews data. Compared to
existing baselines, DPF allows training more models under
the same global privacy guarantee. This is especially true for
DPF over Rényi DP, a highly composable form of DP.

1 Introduction
Increasing evidence suggests that machine learning (ML)
models trained on sensitive, personal information – such as
auto-complete models trained on users’ emails – expose in-
dividual entries from their training sets [8, 57]. Despite the
evidence, there is an increasing trend to push models to end-
user devices for faster predictions [6,27,54], share them across
teams in a company [36, 56] and even externally [2, 43].

∗First co-authors of the paper with equal, complementary contributions.

Differential privacy (DP) [15] promises to enable safe shar-
ing of models by providing solid guarantees regarding the ex-
posure of individuals’ data through these models. DP random-
izes a computation over a dataset (e.g. training one model) to
bound the leakage of individual entries in the dataset through
the output of the computation (the model). Each new DP com-
putation increases this bound over data leakage, and can be
seen as consuming part of a global privacy budget that should
not be exceeded. DP is mature algorithmically: most popular
ML algorithms have been adapted to individually enforce the
DP guarantee. There are also libraries that implement these
algorithms, including TensorFlow Privacy [21], Opacus for
PyTorch [18], and multiple libraries for statistics [20, 29, 47].

Comparatively, DP research is primitive on systems that
enforce a global DP guarantee across multiple DP algorithms.
Indeed, enforcing a global DP guarantee creates scheduling
challenges that have never been addressed in the literature. For
example, given a dynamic ML workload of multiple models
trained on the same user data stream, how should the global
privacy budget be allocated to maximize the number of mod-
els that are successfully trained with DP? Recently, we pre-
sented Sage, an incipient design of an ML training platform
that maintains a global DP guarantee for a dynamic workload
of ML pipelines operating on a continuous data stream [35].
Our key contribution was to show that by splitting the data
stream into blocks (for example by time), enforcing a global
DP guarantee over the entire stream reduces to enforcing the
guarantee on each block. This showed at a basic level how
to operationalize a global DP guarantee for a dynamic ML
workload. but left the challenging questions related to schedul-
ing unresolved. Moreover, our block notion was rudimentary,
supporting only limited DP semantics (Event DP, which of-
fers non-ideal protection [33, 41]) and basic DP composition
methods (which scale poorly with the number of models).

In this paper, we present PrivateKube, a plug-in extension
to the popular Kubernetes workload orchestrator that can be
used to schedule global privacy budgets for a dynamic work-
load of DP ML pipelines akin to Sage’s. The key insight is
to (1) generalize the notion of private blocks to support a
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wider range of DP semantics and composition methods, and
(2) incorporate private blocks as a new, native resource into
Kubernetes, alongside traditional compute resources (such as
CPU, GPU, and RAM), so they can be scheduled uniformly.
Despite intuitive correspondence of our privacy abstraction
to Kubernetes abstractions for traditional resources, there are
also significant semantic differences that force us to redesign
the scheduling at a fundamental, algorithmic level.

Specifically, private blocks differ from traditional comput-
ing resources in two key dimensions. First, once a portion
of a private block is allocated to a task, it can never be re-
cuperated. Second, in many use cases, the utility of using
private blocks is a step function: if a task has enough privacy
budget it can make progress, but if it does not have sufficient
budget, its accuracy can be affected in complex ways and it
is often preferable to wait to accumulate enough budget be-
fore proceeding. These two properties invalidate assumptions
typically made by scheduling algorithms for traditional com-
puting resources, such as the popular DRF [19], which we
show loses the max-min fairness property if applied directly
to private blocks. In fact, we find that the very definitions of
standard game-theoretical scheduler properties require change
to apply to the characteristics of the privacy resource.

We develop a new algorithm for scheduling private blocks,
called DPF (Dominant Private block Fairness). DPF treats
each private block as a separate resource that can be de-
manded (or not) by tasks. Different tasks can demand differ-
ent private blocks, creating heterogeneous resource demands
and pointing to multi-resource scheduling algorithms, such
as DRF [19], as a basis for DPF. Similar to DRF, DPF allo-
cates private blocks to the user that has the minimal dominant
private block share – the maximum privacy budget requested
by a user across the private blocks. Different from DRF and
other related scheduling algorithms [32, 49], DPF releases
privacy budgets progressively into the blocks, to ensure that
future pipelines have access to the privacy resource in accor-
dance to a fairness policy. Moreover, DPF allocates requested
budgets all-or-nothing to ensure that pipelines can achieve
their accuracy goals. We prove that DPF satisfies several im-
portant game-theoretic properties: sharing incentive, strategy-
proofness, dynamic envy-freedom (a variant of traditional
envy-freedom), and Pareto efficiency.

We evaluate PrivateKube on microbenchmarks and a work-
load on Amazon Reviews data. We find that: (1) DPF grants
more pipelines than baseline policies at a small cost in delay;
(2) stronger DP semantics (such as User DP) require more
budget and data, increasing the need for judicious budget al-
location as with DPF; (3) adapting DPF to Rényi DP [42],
the state-of-the-art composition method, enables allocation of
either many more or much larger pipelines, and (4) our native
integration of the privacy resource into Kubernetes lets us
easily adapt the Grafana compute resource monitor to track
privacy usage on par with compute usage.

Overall, this paper is the first to pose these questions:
(1) what are the characteristics of the “privacy resource” in
ML workloads, (2) how should scheduling algorithms support
this resource, and (3) what kinds of game-theoretical proper-
ties can be guaranteed for this resource? The answers, which
form our primary contributions, are: (1) the abstraction of the
privacy resource as dynamically-arriving, non-replenishable
private blocks, (2) the DPF algorithm, and (3) the theoretical
properties of DPF. All these are integrated into real systems,
Kubernetes and Kubeflow, in a prototype that we have open-
sourced: https://github.com/columbia/privatekube.

2 Threat Model and Background
2.1 Threat Model

We are concerned with the sensitive data exposure that may
occur when pushing models trained over user data to untrusted
locations, such as mobile devices [6,27,54], model stores that
are widely shared among teams in a company [36,56], or even
opened to the world via prediction APIs [2, 43]. Our focus
is not on singular models, pushed once, but rather on work-
loads of many models, trained periodically over increasing
data from user streams. For example, a company may train
an auto-complete model daily or weekly to incorporate new
data from an email stream, distributing the updated models
to mobile devices for fast predictions. Moreover, the com-
pany may use the same email stream to periodically train
and disseminate multiple types of models, for example for
recommendations, spam detection, and ad targeting. This cre-
ates ample opportunity for an adversary to collect models and
perform privacy attacks to siphon personal data.

Two classes of privacy attacks are particularly relevant: (1)
membership inference, in which the adversary infers whether
a particular entry (e.g., user) is in the training set based on
either white-box or black-box access to the model and/or
predictions [4, 17, 28, 57]; and (2) reconstruction attacks,
in which the adversary infers unknown sensitive attributes
about entries in the training set based on similar white-box or
black-box access [8, 14, 16]. We aim to ensure that an entry’s
participation in a company’s model does not increase the risk
of an adversary learning something about that entry.

Of particular concern are attacks that can access multiple
models or statistics trained on the same or overlapping por-
tions of a data stream. While individually these may leak
limited information about specific entries, together they may
leak significant information, especially when combined with
side information about an entry. Consider two statistics: (1)
average value of a sensitive column s (say representing user
salary); and (2) average value of column s across entries
whose ID differs from “1234.” Individually, they reveal noth-
ing specific about any entry in a dataset. Together, they re-
veal the value of sensitive column s for entry “1234.” This
is a trivialized example in which the queries are ideally cho-
sen and the adversary has access to ideal side-information
about their target: the ID. However, research in more practi-
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cal settings has shown that releasing multiple (versions of)
ML models trained over overlapping datasets increases the
attacker’s membership inference power compared to releasing
just one [61]. Moreover, many pieces of information, such
as demographic traits and locations, can be pieced together
to uniquely identify individuals and used as side information
in such attacks [4, 12, 45]. Thus, a significant data exposure
threat stems from the repeated release of models/statistics
from overlapping portions of a stream.
2.2 Differential Privacy

DP is known to address the preceding attacks [8, 16, 31,
57]. At a high level, membership and reconstruction attacks
work by finding data points (which can range from individual
events to entire users) that make the observed model more
likely: if those points were in the training set, the likelihood
of the observed output increases. DP prevents these attacks by
ensuring that no specific data point can drastically increase the
likelihood of the model outputted by the training procedure.

To prevent such information leakage, DP introduces ran-
domness into the computation to hide details of individual en-
tries. A randomized algorithm Q : D→ V is (ε,δ)-DP if for
any neighboring datasets D,D ′ that differ in one row and for
any S ⊆ V , we have: P(Q (D) ∈ S)≤ eεP(Q (D ′) ∈ S)+δ.
Parameters ε > 0 and δ∈ [0,1] quantify the strength of the pri-
vacy guarantee: small values imply that one draw from such
an algorithm’s output gives little information about whether
it ran on D or D′. The privacy budget ε upper bounds an
(ε,δ)-DP computation’s privacy loss with probability (1-δ).

A key strength of DP is its composition property, which in
its basic form, states that the process of running an (ε1,δ1)-
DP and an (ε2,δ2)-DP computation on the same dataset is
(ε1 + ε2,δ1 + δ2)-DP. Therefore, privacy loss accumulates
linearly with the privacy loss of each computation. Compo-
sition lets one account for the privacy loss resulting from
a sequence of DP-computed outputs, such as the release of
multiple models. It is thus critical for enforcing a global DP
guarantee. There are more advanced forms of composition,
such as Rényi DP [42], which permit much tighter analysis
of cumulative privacy loss (sublinear). We discuss those in
the latter parts of the paper, because they are vital to a well-
performing globally DP system, but for the next two sections
we assume basic composition for simplicity.

Multiple DP mechanisms exist, such as the Laplace and
Gaussian mechanisms. They add noise to the computation
from a Laplace/Gaussian distribution scaled by a function of
ε, δ, and the sensitivity of the computation. The noise scale
depends linearly in 1/ε and at most logarithmically in 1/δ.
When enforcing a global DP guarantee, which we denote in
this paper as (εG,δG), both parameters become “resources”
that must be allocated among the individual computations
to ensure that cumulatively the computations do not exceed
either. However, because individual computations are much
more sensitive to the allocated ε than to δ, throughout this
paper we will focus on εG as the sole global resource to

schedule. In evaluation, we set the individual δ requested by
each pipeline small enough in comparison to δG (10−9 and
10−7, respectively) such that εG is always the bottleneck.

The DP semantic can be instantiated at multiple granulari-
ties, the difference being what a “row” corresponds to. Event
DP enforces DP on individual data points (e.g., individual
clicks). User DP enforces DP on all data points contributed
by a user. It is stronger but challenging to sustain when new
models must keep training on new data from the same users.
User-Time DP is a middle-ground that enforces DP on all data
points contributed by a user in a given period (e.g., one day).
2.3 Assumptions

Our overarching goal is to develop infrastructural support
for organizations to enforce a global DP guarantee – at Event,
User, or User-Time level – across the entire ML workload they
operate on sensitive data streams. This would let organiza-
tions control the leakage of personal information through the
models. The focus of this paper is on how to orchestrate the
global privacy budget across competing but trusted ML train-
ing processes, each of which is assumed to be coded by their
programmers to enforce DP. We assume that the program-
mers are trusted to correctly implement DP training processes
and to adhere to the protocols we establish for them. More-
over, we assume that the training processes themselves, plus
the compute infrastructure, are trusted. For example, if our
scheduler refuses to allocate a requested privacy budget to a
training task, the task will not access the data. If the scheduler
allocates the task’s requested budget, ε, then the training pro-
cess will not attempt to use more than ε. On the other hand,
programmers may be incentivised to achieve higher accuracy
for their models by requesting more ε. Therefore, we must
provide users with strong incentives to fairly share εG.

3 PrivateKube Architecture
PrivateKube is a plug-in extension to the popular Kubernetes
workload orchestrator. It can be used to allocate privacy bud-
gets for a dynamic workload of ML pipelines to enforce a
global (εG,δG) DP semantic. Our key insight is to incorporate
the privacy budget as a new, native resource alongside tradi-
tional compute resources so developers can manage compute
and privacy uniformly. Despite one-to-one correspondence
of our privacy resource abstractions to traditional Kubernetes
abstractions, there are also significant semantic differences
that cause us to re-think scheduling for the privacy resource.
This section gives an architectural view of our privacy re-
source abstraction, with the similarities and differences from
Kubernetes’ abstractions. §4 then describes DPF, the first
scheduling algorithm suitable for the privacy resource. §5
presents extensions of DPF to support both Rényi compo-
sition and all three DP semantics: Event, User, User-Time.
These, too, constitute firsts for the DP systems literature.
3.1 Overview

Fig. 1 shows the PrivateKube architecture alongside the
main components of a standard Kubernetes deployment. It
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Fig. 1: PrivateKube architecture. Clear components are standard Kuber-
netes. Highlighted components (yellow) are added by PrivateKube.

underscores the correspondence between traditional and pri-
vacy abstractions. Kubernetes orchestrates the execution of a
workload – in our case an ML workload consisting of multi-
ple training pipelines – onto the physical resources available
to the Kubernetes deployment. In standard Kubernetes, the
physical resources are physical or virtual machines. The main
abstractions that standard Kubernetes provides are: (1) node,
an abstract representation for a physical or virtual machine;
and (2) pod, a containerized unit of execution. A pod specifies
the container image to execute, plus the type and quantity
of compute resources it demands, such as CPU, GPU, RAM,
SSD. A node specifies the type and quantity of compute re-
sources it has available. The primary functions of Kubernetes
are to: (i) monitor for pods with unsatisfied resource demands
(component Controller in Fig. 1) and (ii) bind each pod to one
node that has the demanded resources (component Scheduler).
Once a pod is bound to a node, the pod’s image is executed.

PrivateKube extends Kubernetes to add a new type of phys-
ical resource: sensitive data streams. We correspondingly add
two new abstractions to Kubernetes: (1) private data block
and (2) privacy claim. Private data blocks (or private blocks
for short) constitute non-overlapping portions of a sensitive
data stream, such as daily windows of data from that stream.
Private blocks are the finest granularity at which data can
be requested by a training pipeline, and the level at which
PrivateKube keeps track of the total privacy loss incurred by
an ML workload of multiple pipelines. Private blocks specify
the portion of the data they represent (e.g., the start and end
times of the corresponding window), plus the privacy budget
still available for use in that window. Privacy claims are used
by training pipelines to demand privacy budget for the private
blocks they are interested in. A pipeline specifies in its pri-
vacy claims a selector for the private blocks it is requesting
(such as the window of time from which they want data), plus
the privacy budget it demands for these blocks. The primary
functions of PrivateKube are to: (i) monitor for privacy claims

many-to-many, 
all-or-nothing

binding

API:    allocate(claim_id, blk_selector, di,j) → Success/Failure
           consume(claim_id, ci,j) → Success/Failure
           release(claim_id)

privacy claim iprivate data block j
claim_id claim unique id

blk_selector time range, blk_ids
status Pending/Allocated

bound_blks bound blk_id vector

di,j privacy demand 
vector

ci,j consumed privacy 
vector

blk_id block unique id
blk_desc time range, user_id 

range
εG

j fixed total budget

εL
j locked budget

εU
j unlocked budget

εA
j allocated budget

εC
j consumed budget

Fig. 2: PrivateKube abstractions and API. Some variables are indexed by
block ( j) or claim (i) for consistency with notation needed in §4.

with unsatisfied private block demands (component Privacy
Controller in Fig. 1) and (ii) bind each privacy claim to the
private blocks it demands (component Privacy Scheduler).

In a Kubernetes deployment with PrivateKube enabled, the
workload may consist of a mix of non-private pipelines (which
interact with insensitive data) and private pipelines (which
interact with sensitive data). Each pipeline has multiple steps
organized in a directed acyclic graph, including steps that
read the data, transform it, train models, etc. The non-private
pipeline interacts with standard Kubernetes to schedule its
steps for execution by registering a pod for each step as soon
as the step’s inputs are available. The private pipeline inter-
acts not only with standard Kubernetes (to allocate compute
resources for each step) but also with PrivateKube (to allocate
and consume privacy budget needed to execute the steps on
the sensitive data in a privacy preserving way).
3.2 PrivateKube Abstractions

PrivateKube’s abstractions are implemented natively in
Kubernetes using its Custom Resource Definition extension
API. Fig. 2 shows the state maintained for each abstraction.
As with standard abstractions, state for custom resources is
stored in the fault-tolerant, strongly consistent etcd store.
Private Block (Fig. 2, left): This abstraction has three con-
stant fields: a globally unique block id (blk_id), a descriptor
specifying the portion of the sensitive data stream it represents
(blk_desc), and the global privacy guarantee PrivateKube
is configured to enforce against the entire stream (εG

j = εG).
PrivateKube supports multiple ways of splitting the stream
into private blocks, and splitting determines the type of DP
guarantee PrivateKube enforces: Event, User, or User-Time
DP. §5 shows how splitting works for each.

Each block j also maintains four variable fields. (1) εC
j

denotes the budget that has been consumed for the block. We
leverage the theory we developed for Sage [35] to justify that
enforcing a global εG privacy guarantee over the entire stream
reduces to ensuring that εC

j ≤ εG
j = εG for all blocks j at all

times. Thus, when εC
j reaches εG, we remove private block

j from Kubernetes and it no longer represents a resource.
(2) εA

j denotes the part of block j’s budget that has been al-
located to some claims but not yet consumed. (3) εU

j , called
unlocked budget, is the unallocated and unconsumed bud-
get made presently available for allocation to privacy claims.
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(4) εL
j , called locked budget, is the unconsumed and unallo-

cated budget not yet made available for allocation. Our DPF
algorithm (§4) leverages the last two fields to unlock budget
from εG

j progressively to ensure that future pipelines have ac-
cess to the privacy resource in accordance to a fairness policy.
Among all fields, the invariant is: εG

j = εL
j + εU

j + εA
j + εC

j .

Privacy Claim (Fig. 2, right): This abstraction is used by
pipelines to allocate and consume privacy budget from one or
more private blocks. When creating a privacy claim, the pro-
grammer specifies a selector for the data blocks relevant for
their pipeline (blk_selector). Typically, this means specify-
ing a time range from which the programmer wishes to obtain
data samples (e.g., the past year). PrivateKube then maps this
descriptor onto the private blocks that contain data samples
from that time range. In addition to the block selector, the
programmer also specifies the demanded privacy budget for
each of the blocks that match the selector. While often the
demanded privacy budget will be uniform across all selected
blocks, we allow the programmer to specify a demand vector,
di, j, with one separate entry for each selected block.

API (Fig. 2, bottom): We implement three functions on pri-
vacy claims: allocate, consume, and release. A pipeline
can invoke them multiple times on the same claim, and they
will be executed sequentially. allocate invokes the Privacy
Scheduler to allocate privacy demand, di, j, to blocks that
match the blk_selector. The scheduler will perform the
selection, verify that every matching block has sufficient un-
consumed and unallocated budget to potentially honor di, j,
and if so, binds the matching blocks to the claim. It then adds
the claim to its internal list of claims to schedule with the
DPF algorithm. The scheduler will ultimately decide to allo-
cate the request, or not. If it does, allocate succeeds and the
caller is guaranteed that the entire demand vector di, j has been
allocated to the bound blocks. If it does not, the blocks are
unbound, and the caller can assume that none of the requested
budgets in its demand vector were allocated. consume invokes
the Privacy Controller to deduct a part of previously allocated
budget, ci, j, from blocks already bound to the claim. The func-
tion is similarly not guaranteed to succeed, for example if the
caller is asking to consume more than the budget it has left for
a block. release invokes the Privacy Controller to reclaim a
previous unconsumed allocation to a claim. For example, a
pipeline invokes release if it decides to stop early and not
execute some steps. The Privacy Controller can also invoke
release if the pipeline that owns the claim fails.

3.3 Example Pipeline
To exemplify usage of PrivateKube’s abstractions and API,

we describe a pipeline from our evaluation (Product/LSTM in
§6.2). It is built in Kubeflow, an ML pipeline orchestrator for
Kubernetes, and trains an NLP model on Amazon Reviews to
predict a product category. Fig. 3 shows (a) our code in Kube-
flow DSL and (b) the pipeline’s execution graph. Highlighted
are the distinctions between private and non-private versions.

(a) Pseudocode

Allocate

Consume

Download

DP-Train-LSTM

DP-Evaluate

Upload

DP-Preprocess

(b) Execution Graph
Fig. 3: Example private Kubeflow pipeline. Distinctions from the non-
private version are highlighted in yellow background.

The pipeline has three processing steps: Preprocess tok-
enizes the reviews; Train-LSTM trains an LSTM model with
stochastic gradient descent (SGD); Evaluate validates that
the model passes a baseline accuracy. The Kubeflow runtime
executes each step in a separate pod and passes artifacts along
the computation graph [34]. If a step fails, its children in the
graph will not be launched. An important note for PrivateKube
is that in Kubeflow, most steps of a pipeline are pure func-
tions and do not communicate with the outside. Only a few
well-defined Kubeflow components do, including: Download
(loads data from an external source) and Upload (pushes an
artifact to the serving infrastructure).

Focusing on the private version (highlighted parts of Fig. 3),
the distinctions from a non-private pipeline are two-fold. First,
each step is coded by the programmer to enforce DP. For
example, the training step uses DP SGD instead of SGD. The
DP steps take an additional parameter: privacy budget (eps).
The programmer splits eps among the steps to enforce eps
DP at pipeline level. In the example, dp_preprocess gets
25% of eps, dp_train 50%, dp_evaluate 25% (Fig. 3a).

Second, the private pipeline interacts with PrivateKube to
demand and consume eps. This interaction is through drop-in
Kubeflow components that we created to wrap PrivateKube’s
API. This example highlights two such components: (1)
Allocate and (2) Consume, wrappers around allocate and
consume, respectively (Fig. 3b). The protocol is simple: place
Allocate before any component accessing sensitive data
(e.g., Download); place Consume before any component with
externally visible side-effects (e.g., Upload). (1) Allocate
creates a privacy claim and invokes allocate on it with a
block selector and eps privacy budget. If allocate succeeds,
then Download reads the data of the blocks bound to the claim
(bound_blks) and the training process begins. If allocate
fails, then Download is never launched and the sensitive data
never accessed. (2) Consume receives the privacy claim from
Allocate and invokes consume on it with a privacy budget
equal to the one that was consumed. If consume succeeds,
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then Upload runs and outputs the model artifact. If consume
fails, then Upload is never launched and the model never ex-
ternalized. Assuming programmers adhere to this protocol
(§2.3), the above ensures that PrivateKube controls the privacy
loss resulting from externalizing ML artifacts.

3.4 Kubernetes – PrivateKube Distinctions
Despite one-to-one mapping of our abstractions with Ku-

bernetes’ – node::private block, pod::privacy claim – there
are also semantic differences. First is the level at which we
make scheduling decisions. Consider the pipeline from §3.3.
The Kubernetes Scheduler performs a scheduling decision for
each step. It schedules our Allocate and Consume pods, as
well as the functional pods. In PrivateKube, we decided to
allocate privacy at the level of entire pipelines. Indeed, after
being allocated compute resources, the Allocate pod creates
a privacy claim and invokes allocate on it. This is when the
Private Scheduler makes a scheduling decision for the privacy
resource. The privacy claim is then kept for the entirety of the
pipeline and passed among its components as needed.

Second, in Kubernetes, the binding of pod to node is many-
to-one: one pod can be bound only to one node, but the same
node can be bound to multiple pods. In PrivateKube, the
binding is many-to-many: a privacy claim can be bound to
many private blocks, and the same block can be bound to
multiple claims. This leads to a question of atomicity for the
binding across multiple blocks. A critical design decision we
have made is an all-or-nothing semantic for scheduling: a
pipeline can expect allocate on its privacy claim to either
fail or guarantee that (1) all the blocks matching the claim’s
selector were bound to the privacy claim, and (2) for each
block, the demanded privacy budget was allocated in full. This
decision, which has significant impact on the scheduling al-
gorithm (§4), should be thought of as a plausible assumption,
though not the only reasonable one. Multiple use cases justify
all-or-nothing. Many DP algorithms have complex interac-
tions with hyper-parameters, such as learning rate and batch
size; programmers may want to run on the budget for which
those were tuned. Other use cases include the need for compa-
rable models and DP budget searches on a fixed schedule (as
proposed in Sage [35]). Furthermore, the non-replenishable
nature of the privacy budget suggests that the scheduler should
grant no more budget than a pipeline demanded, to keep as
much budget available for future pipelines.

4 DPF Algorithm
Given the preceding integration of private blocks as a new re-
source in Kubernetes, we now explore how scheduling should
work for this resource. Can we achieve for privacy the same
types of theoretical guarantees that compute schedulers often
achieve? How should scheduling algorithms change given the
semantic differences between privacy and compute resources?
To obtain initial answers, we focus on max-min fairness guar-
antees and algorithms that support them.

Our idea is to model each private block as a separate re-
source that must be allocated to different pipelines based on
their demands. Demands will differ across pipelines, both in
the blocks they select and in the privacy budgets they request
for selected blocks. Consider four blocks (B0,B1,B2,B3)
and three pipelines requesting: d1 = (0.5,0.5,0.5,0.0);
d2 = (0.0,0.1,0.1,0.1); and d3 = (0.0,0.0,0.0,0.01). The
pipelines could be: a large model (user embedding) regis-
tered before block B3 appeared; a smaller model that needs
recent data (news recommendation) registered after B3 ap-
peared; and a daily statistic invoked on B3. Privacy demands
being heterogeneous, the four blocks will have heterogeneous
capacities left after the pipelines complete.

The preceding formulation points to DRF (Dominant Re-
source Fairness) [19] – an algorithm that achieves max-min
fairness for multiple, heterogeneous compute resources (e.g.,
CPU, memory) – as a basis for scheduling privacy. However,
as we will show, DRF’s max-min fairness guarantees do not
hold for scheduling privacy. We next describe the limitations
of DRF and several variations for privacy scheduling, after
which we present the design and analysis of our new algo-
rithm, DPF (Dominant Private block Fairness).
4.1 Limitations of DRF and Variations

We identify three limitations of DRF with respect to the
privacy resource. First, DRF assumes static resources and
sometimes even static workloads. In PrivateKube, we focus on
a dynamic setting: both pipelines and private blocks arrive to
the system dynamically. If we applied DRF on private blocks,
at every point in time, DRF would try to consume the entire
available budget to satisfy the demands of all present tasks.
This would make it violate the sharing incentive guarantee of
max-min fairness. A new task arriving to the system that asks
for its fair share of privacy budget might not be able to get it,
since DRF had already allocated the budget to previous tasks.

Second, DRF, like most scheduling algorithms for com-
pute resources [9, 23–25, 58], assumes these resources are
replenishable: a resource can grant utility (i.e. via CPU cy-
cles, network bandwidth) indefinitely. For instance, if multiple
pipelines need to time-share a CPU core, prior work assumes
that if a pipeline was assigned to the core in time interval
T1, the core will naturally be available for other pipeline in
time intervals T2, T3, etc. and provide them with the same
amount of CPU cycles per time slot. In contrast, an individual
private block is a non-replenishable resource. If a pipeline
is assigned a budget for a particular private block, that budget
is consumed forever, and there may not be sufficient budget
remaining for another pipeline in that particular block. Dy-
namic DRF [32], a more recent extension of DRF, considers
both dynamic settings and non-replenishable resources. Un-
fortunately, Dynamic DRF has its own limitation, as follows.

Third, as discussed in §3.4, PrivateKube adopts an all-or-
nothing semantic: a pipeline is either allocated all of its de-
manded budget, or none at all. Therefore, pipelines have an
all-or-nothing utility function, where they can only be sched-
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uled (with a utility of 1) if their entire demand vector is allo-
cated, otherwise their utility is 0. Once a pipeline is allocated
its entire demand vector, it leaves the system. Having an all-
or-nothing utility function departs from both Dynamic DRF
and DRF, which assume compute resources with continuous
utility. In fact, an all-or-nothing utility function would break
the Pareto efficiency of Dynamic DRF and DRF alike, which
allocate resources proportionally based on demand (see §7).
4.2 DPF

Due to the dynamic arrival of pipelines and the non-
replenishable nature of private blocks, we need to gradu-
ally unlock privacy budget as pipelines arrive to the system,
in order to award those pipelines their fair share. Therefore,
we need to define a more constrained notion of a fair share
that divides the budget of private blocks over some particular
number of pipelines, or a particular time period. This section
presents a version of DPF that defines a fair share over the first
N pipelines that select particular private blocks, and provides
formal fairness guarantees for those first N pipelines. For any
subsequent pipelines (after the first N) that request a budget
for those particular blocks, PrivateKube will not guarantee
them a fair share, but will make a best-effort to schedule them
with leftover budget. §5 discusses a version of DPF that in-
stead of dividing resources by pipelines, divides resources by
time intervals, and has weaker fairness guarantees. In both
cases we ensure that DPF schedules budget all-or-nothing,
so that no budget is wasted on tasks that will not end up being
scheduled, thus violating Pareto efficiency.

Algorithm 1 gives pseudocode for DPF. When a new block
j is created (ONDATABLOCKCREATION), its per-block bud-
get, εG

j , is determined by the fixed global privacy budget εG.
To ensure that the first N tasks that request j get their fair
share, j’s budget is initially completely locked (εU

j = 0).
Recall that each pipeline in PrivateKube has in its privacy

claim a privacy demand vector, d, whose entries represent the
epsilon demand for the private blocks matching the claim’s
selector. We define the privacy budget fair share of each
private block j as: εFS

j = εG
j /N. DPF guarantees the fair share

of a given private block j to the first N pipelines that arrive to
the system that have a non-zero demand for j.

We unlock the budget as pipelines arrive (function
ONPIPELINEARRIVAL): a new pipeline i that requests budget
from a particular block j unlocks εFS

j of that block’s budget,
up until all the block’s budget is unlocked. The scheduler’s
responsibility is to allocate the total unlocked budget (εU )
among the different pipelines.

To determine which pipeline gets scheduled first, the sched-
uler maintains a sorted list of the waiting pipelines, based
on their dominant private block share. This is defined as the
maximum demand within each pipeline’s demand vector:

DominantSharei = max
j

di, j

εG
j
, (1)

where di, j is the demand for block j of pipeline i and εG
j is the

total budget of private block j. The scheduler sorts pipelines

Algorithm 1 DPF (max-min fairness for first N pipelines).

# Config.: (εG,δG) global DP guarantee to enforce.
function ONDATABLOCKCREATION(block index j)

εG
j ← εG,εU

j ← 0,εA
j ← 0,εC

j ← 0
end function
function ONPIPELINEARRIVAL(demand vector di)

for ∀ j : di, j > 0 do

εU
j ←min(εG

j , εU
j +

εG
j

N )
end for

end function
function ONSCHEDULERTIMER(waiting pipelines wp)

sorted_pipelines← sortBy(DOMINANTSHARE, wp)
for i in sorted_pipelines do

if CANRUN(di) then
ALLOCATE(di)
Run task i, which either consumes di, j (moving
it to εC

j ) or releases it (moving it back to εU
j ).

end if
end for

end function
function DOMINANTSHARE(demand vector di)

return max j: di, j>0
di, j

εG
j

end function
function CANRUN(demand vector di)

return ∀ j : di, j ≤ εU
j

end function
function ALLOCATE(demand vector di)

for ∀ j do
εU

j ← εU
j −di, j

εA
j ← εA

j +di, j
end for

end function

by their dominant private block share, with the smallest share
ranked first (function ONSCHEDULERTIMER). If there are
one or more pipelines that have the same dominant private
block share, DPF will sort them by taking the smallest of the
second-most dominant private block share of each pipeline,
followed by the smallest third-most dominant share, etc.

DPF tries to allocate pipelines based on their order in the
list. It tries to allocate all of the demanded privacy budget
vector of the pipeline at once. If it cannot allocate the pipeline
fully (function CANRUN returns false), then it moves to the
next one in the list, until it reaches the end of the list.

Example. Fig. 4 shows an example run of DPF with three
pipelines and two private blocks. Suppose the fair share (εFS)
of each block is equal to 1. Pipeline 1 (P1) arrives at t = 1,
then P2 and P3 at each time unit. The demand vector of P1
is d1 = (0.5,1.5), while the vector of P2 is d2 = (1.0,1.0)
and P3’s demand is d3 = (1.5,1.0). The bottom of the figure
depicts the state of of DPF’s sorted list at each time unit, where
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Fig. 4: DPF example. DPF is scheduling three pipelines (P1,P2,P3) over
two private blocks (PB1, PB2), over time. Shows the state of DPF’s sorted
list, and what portion of each private block is locked (εL), unlocked (εU ), and
consumed (εC). Assumes budget is consumed instantaneously (εA = 0).

the shaded pipeline in the list is the one that is scheduled at
that time unit, while the unshaded one remains waiting.

When P1 arrives it unlocks a privacy budget of 1 in each
block. Since it is the only pipeline in the system (and therefore
has the minimum dominant resource), the scheduler tries to
allocate it a budget. However it is unable to do so, since P1
requires a budget of 1.5 from PB2 but only 1 is unlocked.

When P2 arrives, more budget is unlocked. The dominant
resource of P1 is then the second block (with a demand of 1.5)
and the dominant resource of P2 is either block 1 or 2, each
of which has a share of 1. Therefore, the scheduler tries to
allocate budget to P2, and does so successfully. It then tries
to allocate budget to P1, but is unable to (since there is only a
budget of 1 left in PB2). P1 will have to keep waiting. When
P3 arrives, its dominant share is for block 1 (1.5), while the
dominant share for P1 is block 2 (1.5). Since their dominant
share is the same, DPF orders them based on their second
highest share, which is 0.5 for P1 and 1.5 for P2. Therefore,
the scheduler allocates the budget for P1. P3 must wait, since
the remaining unlocked budget for block 2 is only 0.5.
4.3 DPF Analysis

We prove four properties of DPF: sharing incentive,
strategy-proofness, dynamic envy-freeness, and Pareto effi-
ciency. We use the same definitions for these properties de-
fined for dynamic environments based on Kash, et.al. [32].

Definition 1 (fair demand pipeline). A fair demand pipeline
has two properties: (a) the pipeline is within the first N
pipelines that requested some budget for all its requested
blocks, and (b) its demand for each one of the blocks is smaller
or equal to the fair share (i.e. for pipeline i, ∀ j : di, j ≤ εFS

j ).

Theorem 1 (sharing incentive). A fair demand pipeline is
granted immediately.
Proof. Consider a fair demand pipeline i with demand di.
We proceed by induction over the number of waiting pipelines.
Base case: no waiting pipelines. di, j > 0⇒ εFS

j ≤ εU
j , since

εFS
j is unlocked by di. di is fair so di, j ≤ εFS

j ≤ εU
j . The

pipeline is granted, and no fair pipeline is waiting. Induc-
tion step: Consider any waiting pipeline k with demand dk
and dominant share DominantSharek. By the induction as-
sumption no fair pipeline is waiting, so DominantSharek >
εFS

j ≥DominantSharei. As before, di, j > 0⇒ di, j ≤ εFS
j ≤ εU

j ,
and di can be granted. di is ordered first so it is granted.

Theorem 2 (strategy-proofness). A pipeline has no incentive
to misreport its demand.
Proof. A pipeline has no incentive to ask for more budget
than its real demand, because: (a) its utility would not increase
if it obtains more budget than it needs, (b) its dominant share
will be greater or equal so it can only become less likely to
get scheduled. A pipeline also has no incentive to ask for less
budget than its real demand, because its utility will drop to
zero if it is not allocated its demanded budget.

Theorem 3 (dynamic envy-freeness). A pipeline present at
time t cannot envy the allocation of another pipeline present
at time t, except if their DominantShares are identical.
Proof. Consider pipeline i. There are two cases. Case
1: i was granted. Its utility cannot improve due to all-or-
nothing utility, there is no envy. Case 2: i is waiting. Con-
sider any pipeline j that i envies and is non identical (i
and j are strictly ordered by DPF). We show by contradic-
tion that j was granted before i entered the system. Sup-
pose that was not the case. When j was granted: either
DominantShare j < DominantSharei and j could be granted;
or DominantShare j > DominantSharei but i could not be
granted while j could. In both bases i cannot be granted from
j’s allocation, which would give i a utility of zero. i cannot
envy j, which is a contradiction.

Theorem 4 (Pareto efficiency). No allocation from unlocked
budget can increase a pipeline’s utility without decreasing
another pipeline’s utility.
Proof. Consider pipeline i. If di was already allocated, its
utility cannot improve due to all-or-nothing utility. If i is
waiting, it cannot be allocated from unlocked budget as DPF
grants pipelines until no pipeline can be allocated. Allocating
di would require extra budget, which can only come from
another allocated pipeline. Since each allocated pipeline has
exactly its requested budget this would decrease its utility
from one to zero, which is not Pareto-improving.

4.4 Best-effort Scheduling for Higher Demands
While DPF only guarantees immediate allocation for fair

demand pipelines, the algorithm has a best-effort approach
to schedule pipelines that do not have a fair demand. There
are two scenarios where pipelines do not have a fair demand.
First, a pipeline’s demand may be higher than its fair share
for at least one block. From Theorem 1, fair demand pipelines
always get immediately scheduled. Therefore, if there is any
leftover unallocated budget after a fair demand pipeline gets
scheduled, that budget can be used to schedule pipelines with
higher demands. This budget will not be needed by any future
fair demand pipeline, since they unlock a budget equal to the
fair share. In Fig. 4, even though pipeline 1 has a higher de-
mand than its fair share for block 1, it still gets scheduled. Sec-
ond, for the same reason, DPF can safely schedule pipelines
that are not among the first N to request budget from some
blocks, if there is leftover unallocated budget in those blocks.
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Algorithm 2 DPF-T (shows what changes in Alg. 1).

# Replace ONPIPELINEARRIVAL with:
function ONPRIVACYUNLOCKTIMER(data lifetime L)

for ∀ j do

εU
j ←min(εG

j , εU
j +

εG
j

L )
end for

end function

4.5 Scheduling Compute Alongside Privacy
DPF only schedules private blocks. However, a pipeline

will also need computing resource. Currently, our PrivateKube
prototype implements two schedulers: the privacy scheduler
(based on DPF) schedules private blocks to private pipelines.
The default Kubernetes scheduler schedules traditional com-
puting resources for non-private pipelines, and for private
pipelines that have been allocated their privacy budget. DPF’s
game theoretic properties hold if the system is bottlenecked
by privacy budget, rather than computing resources. We leave
open the problem of scheduling privacy together with comput-
ing resources while guaranteeing game theoretic properties.

5 DPF Extensions
We have focused so far on the core version of DPF that un-
locks budget based on pipeline arrival, and uses basic DP
composition and Event DP. We consider three extensions of
DPF to address limitations of this core version: unlocking
budget by time, using a stronger DP composition (Rényi) and
stronger DP semantics (User and User-Time DP).
5.1 Time-based DPF

Gradually unlocking privacy budget is key to dealing with a
non-replenishable resource and a dynamic workload. The pre-
ceding DPF algorithm unlocks εFS

j for each requested block
j, whenever a new pipeline arrives. We also define a version
of DPF that unlocks budget over time, regardless of workload.
Many organizations already enforce an expiration period, L,
for collected data. In time-based DPF (Algorithm 2), each
block gradually unlocks its budget over its lifetime L, and the
fair share is defined as εFS

j = t
L εG

j , where t is the interval of
time at which private block budgets are unlocked. The advan-
tage of this version is the budget unlocking is predictable and
independent of the pipeline arrival patterns. Moreover, by pac-
ing budget unlocking over the data’s lifetime, we ensure that
the data will have DP budget remaining while still accessible.

Unfortunately, time-based DPF does not guarantee the shar-
ing incentive. A fair-share pipeline may overlap with many
other, smaller pipelines that are ordered first and consume
budget when it becomes available, forcing it to wait longer
than t or even never be granted.

However, the other three properties are guaranteed by this
policy. We briefly sketch out the proofs for each. Strategy-
proofness is guaranteed because there is no advantage in
demanding more than the real demand, since the pipeline
will need to wait longer for the budget to be unlocked. Envy-

freeness is guaranteed for the same reason as in the base
version of DPF. At any given time DPF will prioritize the
pipeline with minimum dominant private block, so a pipeline
with a higher dominant resource can only be scheduled ear-
lier than another pipeline by being granted before the other
pipeline arrives. Finally, Pareto efficiency is guaranteed by
the combination of all-or-nothing utility and allocation.

5.2 DPF with Rényi DP
Rényi DP [42] is an alternative DP definition that is

stronger than (ε,δ)-DP for δ ∈ (0,1] (in the sense that Rényi
DP always implies (ε,δ)-DP but the converse is not true) and
is weaker than (ε,0)-DP ((ε,0)-DP always implies Rényi DP).
The great benefit of Rényi DP is that it permits convenient
composition of multiple mechanisms that scales much better
than the basic composition we have been assuming so far. We
thus believe it is important for any globally DP system to sup-
port Rényi DP, and for this reason we describe our integration
of it in PrivateKube. However, the definition and formulas
of Rényi DP are more complex than those of (ε,δ)-DP, so
we will not attempt to detail them here. Instead, we include a
Rényi DP primer in our extended paper [38] and only state
here a few facts needed to understand this paper.
Rényi DP Facts. As described in §2.2, DP in general upper
bounds the change in the output distribution of a randomized
algorithm that can be triggered by a small change in its in-
put. Making δ = 0 in the DP definition in §2.2, we see that
(ε,0)-DP puts a multiplicative bound on the change in the out-
put distribution: ∀S . P(Q (D)∈S)

P(Q (D ′)∈S) ≤ eε. (ε,δ)-DP loosens this
multiplicative bound with an additive factor, δ. In contrast to
these definitions, Rényi DP puts an upper bound on the Rényi
divergence, a particular measure of distance between the out-
put distributions: RényiDivergenceα(Q (D),Q (D ′))≤ ε. We
state three facts about this distance and Rényi DP.

First, Rényi divergence is parameterized by a parameter,
α > 1, hence Rényi DP is expressed in terms of two pa-
rameters: (α,ε). Second, for every value of α, there is a di-
rect translation from Rényi DP to (ε,δ)-DP. The formula is:
(α,ε− log(1/δ)

α−1 )-Rényi DP implies (ε,δ)-DP for any value of
ε > 0, δ ∈ (0,1], and α > 1. Also, (∞,ε)-Rényi DP is equiva-
lent to (ε,0)-DP for any value of ε > 0. Thus, the α parameter
can be seen as adding a spectrum between pure (ε,0)-DP and
(ε,δ)-DP; from any point on that spectrum, one can recon-
struct back the traditional (ε,δ)-DP guarantee. For our work,
this means that PrivateKube can use Rényi DP internally
while exposing the same (εG,δG)-DP guarantee externally.

Third, Rényi DP allows tighter analysis of the privacy loss
from multiple mechanisms. For example, the scale of the
Gaussian distribution required to achieve (ε,δ)-DP depends
linearly on 1/ε. The scale of the Gaussian required to achieve
(α,ε)-Rényi DP depends on 1/

√
ε (and on α). In traditional

DP, when composing (summing the ε’s of) k Gaussian mech-
anisms with the same scale, σ, the composite mechanism is
equivalent to a Gaussian mechanism with σ/k scale, so it’s
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“k times less private.” But in Rényi DP, when composing the
same k Gaussian mechanisms, the composite mechanism is
equivalent to a Gaussian mechanism with σ/

√
k scale, so it’s

just “
√

k less private.” Thus, Rényi DP scales much better in
the number of computations and should enable more pipelines
to share the global budget.

DPF with Rényi DP. Our goal is to take advantage of Rényi
composition without sacrificing DPF’s game-theoretical prop-
erties. One option is to pick one point in the Rényi DP spec-
trum (one value of α > 1) and apply DPF as is, internally
using Rényi to analyze and compose privacy loss, and ulti-
mately translating the Rényi guarantee back into traditional
DP. Unfortunately, when composing multiple, heterogeneous
mechanisms (think different σ for Gaussian) in Rényi DP, it
is unclear a priori which parameter α will ultimately give
the best traditional-DP guarantee; this is because both the
Rényi analysis of privacy loss and the translation to tradi-
tional DP depend on α, in inverse directions (see [38] for
details). In PrivateKube, we thus choose to track a set A of
α > 1 values, and to use one that ultimately gives the best
traditional-DP guarantee. As the Rényi DP author shows [42],
and as we observed experimentally, fine-grained choice of
values is not important, so we select several values based on
recommendations from [42]: A = {2,3,4,8, ...,32,64}.

Algorithm 3 summarizes the changes DPF requires to sup-
port Rényi. For each private block, j, PrivateKube initializes
a vector of Rényi budgets, with one entry for each value of
α ∈ A, based on the preceding translation formula (function
ONDATABLOCKCREATION). Other privacy variables main-
tained in the block similarly become vectors in α (εU , εA, etc.).
Moreover, a pipeline’s privacy demand also becomes a vector
for each block: di, j(α). In practice, a developer will decide on
the mechanism and noise scale to use (e.g. Gaussian mech-
anism with scale σ), based on which a library can compute
the Rényi privacy demand vector for the tracked α’s. When
a pipeline is allocated (function ALLOCATE), the requested
budget is deducted from each block, and for each α.

With these changes, the question becomes how to schedule
over the α vectors. One approach is to treat each (block,α)
tuple as a separate resource. Since DPF already supports mul-
tiple resources, its game-theoretical guarantees should hold.
Indeed, this is how we compute the DOMINANTSHARE under
Rényi: return the maximum demand over all requested blocks
and α orders. However, treating each (block,α) tuple as a
separate resource does not work when deciding if a pipeline
CANRUN. Indeed, doing so would allocate pipelines only
when enough budget is unlocked for all α values. However,
recall that in Rényi DP, any α with sufficient privacy budget
can be translated to an ε,δ-DP guarantee. Requiring all to
have that would just block progress until the largest α acquires
sufficient budget, which removes the benefits of Rényi com-
position. Instead, we allow allocation of any pipeline in which
each requested block has enough unlocked budget εU

j (α) for
any α (potentially at different α across blocks).

Algorithm 3 DPF-Rényi (shows what changes in Alg. 1).

# Config.: (εG,δG): global DP guarantee to enforce;
# A: Rényi parameters (default: {2,3,4,8, ...,64}).
function ONDATABLOCKCREATION(block index j)
∀α ∈ A : εG

j (α)← εG− log(1/δG)
α−1

end function
# Either ONPIPELINEARRIVAL or ONPRIVACYUNLOCK-
# TIMER, modified to unlock budget for each alpha.
function DOMINANTSHARE(demand vector di(α))

return max j:di, j>0 maxα∈A
di, j(α)

εG
j (α)

end function
function CANRUN(demand vector di(α))

return ∀ j : ∃α s.t. di, j(α)≤ εU
j (α)

end function
function ALLOCATE(demand vector di(α))

for ∀ j and ∀α ∈ A do
εU

j (α)← εU
j (α)−di, j(α)

εA
j (α)← εA

j (α)+di, j(α)
end for

end function

Analysis. Under this behavior, the consumed budget at some
α values may be higher than the unlocked budget, and even
the global one. However, for each block j there will always re-
main one α such that 0≤ εU

j (α)≤ εG
j (α). The global (εG,δG)-

DP guarantee is thus preserved (proof in [38]). Moreover,
DPF’s four properties (§4.3) can be proven to hold under the
following definition of a fair pipeline: ∀ j,di, j(α) ≤ εFS

j (α),

where εFS
j (α) =

εG
j (α)

N (proofs in [38]).

5.3 Supporting Varied DP Semantics
Finally, we detail how we incorporate support for all three

DP semantics – Event, User, and User-Time DP – in our pri-
vate block abstraction. To our knowledge, no one has shown
how to support all three with one abstraction, and since we
believe that a DP system should support diverse semantics,
suitable for different cases, we describe here how we do so.

DP conceals a change between neighboring D and D′ that
are identical with a row added or removed. This neighboring
definition, or what we treat as a row that is added or removed,
defines the protection semantic. In Event DP, the most com-
mon but weakest semantic, D and D′ differ in one event (e.g.,
one click). DP thus conceals the impact of adding or remov-
ing one such event (e.g. yesterday’s click on a health related
post about a specific condition), but since one user can con-
tribute a large number of such events, important aspects of a
user’s behavior can still leak though DP computations (e.g.
repeated clicks related to said medical condition). In User
DP, the strongest semantic, neighboring datasets differ by all
the data of one user. User DP conceals the entire contribu-
tion of a user regardless of the amount of data (e.g., many
clicks in a health app). This semantic can be challenging to
enforce on streams, since users with an exhausted privacy
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(a) Event DP. Same as Sage [35]. (b) User DP. New in PrivateKube. (c) User-Time DP. New in PrivateKube.
Fig. 5: PrivateKube’s support for diverse DP semantics. Shows how the data is split into blocks and how pipelines request them. Light-gray private blocks
can be requested by pipelines, white blocks are in-progress. A block’s area represents its εG

j budget. Red portions are consumed by pipelines, blue by counters.

budget cannot contribute to new computations, even if they
generate new data. User-Time DP is a middle-ground [33], in
which neighboring datasets D and D′ differ by the addition or
removal of all data from one user in a given time period (e.g.,
one day). Repeated actions of a user in that time period are
protected (e.g., a browsing session with repeated clicks), and
newly generated data in the next period can still be used.

Fig. 5 illustrates how we support all three DP semantics
in our private block abstraction. It requires instantiating two
aspects: (1) how data is split into private blocks and (2) how
blocks are requested by the pipelines.

Event DP (Fig. 5a). (1) Splitting data: At pre-set time inter-
vals (e.g., a day), the data collected in this interval forms a new
private block with a total of εG privacy budget. (2) Request-
ing blocks: Because time is public, we always know which
past blocks have been created and filled with data. Pipelines
registered on PrivateKube can thus request blocks from a
time range of interest without risking consuming budget from
an empty block. In Fig. 5a, blocks for the first three days
are available. The pipeline requests data from the last two
days, thereby consuming budget only for those. This design
is identical to Sage [35], which supports only Event DP.

User DP (Fig. 5b). (1) Splitting data: Computing on any
user’s event must consume DP budget for the entire user;
time-based splitting is therefore insufficient because a user’s
clicks can span large time intervals. Instead, PrivateKube
maintains a private block for each (group of) user id(s) that
will ever exist in the system, lazily instantiated. New data
is added to the block responsible for the corresponding user
without changing its remaining DP budget, or to a newly
created block if this user is new. For instance, in Fig. 5b, only
the first three users contributed data so far.

(2) Requesting blocks: This raises a challenge. Unlike in
Event DP, where we know which past blocks have been cre-
ated and filled with data, in User DP we do not know which
users exist in the system at a given time. Knowing that would
leak information about which users join when, violating User
DP. Instead, PrivateKube maintains a DP counter that esti-
mates, in a user-DP way, the number of users in the system at
any time. The counter is updated periodically (e.g., daily) and
consumes a bit of DP budget from every block (in blue on
Fig. 5b). Since the count is noisy, pipelines requesting user

blocks may sometimes overshoot and consume budget from
users that do not yet exist (and therefore cannot possibly sup-
ply any data). To avoid consuming budget from empty user
blocks, our design has pipelines request user blocks based on
a high probability lower-bound of the true count. This ensures
the true count is under-estimated with high probability, so no
empty user is wastefully requested. Our extended paper [38]
gives the specific formulas to obtain this lower bound.

The counter does consume some εcount-DP budget, which
is a configuration parameter of PrivateKube, fixed when Pri-
vateKube is deployed. The budget is deducted once for each
data block, upon the block’s creation. For example, for Rényi-
DP, ONPRIVATEBLOCKCREATION( j) initializes j’s global

Rényi budget vector to: εG
j (α) = εG− log(1/δG)

α−1 − 2ε2
countα,

where the last term corresponds to the Renyi consumption
of the εcount-DP counter. Since DPF always works from this
εG

j (α), all DPF properties are preserved.
User-Time DP (Fig. 5c). A middle-ground between Event
and User DP, User-Time DP combines both mechanisms.
(1) Splitting data: Data is split over both user and time; newly
collected data is assigned to the block managing the corre-
sponding user and the time range that includes the data cre-
ation. Some of the blocks may be empty (e.g. user 1, day 2),
but since no new data can ever be added to them once their
timeframe passes, there is no cost to the future of using their
DP budget now. (2) Requesting blocks: Blocks are requested
on both time and a continuous DP counter of the number of
users. The counter works similarly to User DP, except that
the first (smallest time) block for a user id is created when
the upper-bound of the user counter reaches this user id. This
corresponds to the first time a user may have contributed data.

6 Evaluation
We implemented PrivateKube on Kubernetes 1.17. Our experi-
ments run on Google Cloud with managed GKE on two pools
of CPU (n1-standard8 machines) and GPU (n1-standard8
machines with one Tesla K80 GPU) servers. Each pool is
autoscaled by Kubernetes up to a cap of 10 servers per pool.

Our evaluation seeks to answer six questions:
Q1: How does DPF compare to baseline scheduling policies?
Q2: How do workload characteristics impact DPF?
Q3: How does Rényi DP impact DPF?
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Q4: How does the DP semantic impact model accuracy?
Q5: How does the DP semantic impact DPF?
Q6: Does native integration facilitate tool reuse?

We develop two methodologies. First, we create a simple,
controlled microbenchmark that helps us explore DPF under
varied workload characteristics (Q1, Q2, Q3). Second, we
create a macrobenchmark consisting of multiple ML pipelines
trained on Amazon Reviews [46] to investigate Q1, and Q4-6.
Metrics and Baselines. Across our experiments, we use the
following metrics. Number of allocated pipelines is the num-
ber of pipelines that were successfully allocated their privacy
budget throughout the experiment. Scheduling delay is the
time measured from when a pipeline arrives to the point where
it is allocated its privacy budget. Accuracy is the percentage
of correct classification of a model.

We compare DPF to two baseline scheduling algorithms.
First-come-first-serve (FCFS) tries to allocate pipelines by
their order of arrival on available privacy budget. All the bud-
get is immediately available to pipelines (i.e. unlocked) from
the outset. Round robin (RR) allocates budget evenly among
pipelines that are currently in the system. We implement two
versions of RR that correspond to the two versions of DPF.
The first one unlocks εFS

j of budget for each pipeline that
arrives that demands a block j, and the second one unlocks
budget in the block over time in proportion to its lifetime. For
example, if the data lifetime is a year, a third of the budget of
a block will be released after four months. This latter policy
is similar to the one used by the Sage system [35].
Evaluation Highlights. DPF is able to grant more pipelines
than the baselines at the cost of a small delay (Q1), especially
over heterogeneous workloads (Q2). Rényi DP enables al-
location of either many more or much larger pipelines (Q3).
Stronger DP semantics require more DP budget and data (Q4),
which increases the need for judicious budget allocation as
with DPF (Q5). Our native integration enables reuse of exist-
ing tooling for privacy resource management, such as using
Grafana to monitor privacy consumption (Q6).
6.1 Microbenchmark (Q1, Q2, Q3)

Our microbenchmarks evaluate the performance of DPF
compared to the two baselines. We assume pipeline arrival fol-
lows the Poisson process. In the single-block experiment, the
pipeline arrival rate is 1 per second. We generate two types
of pipelines, mice and elephants, split 75% to 25% by de-
fault, with respective demands of ε = 0.01εG, and ε = 0.1εG.
In the multi-block experiment, blocks are created every 10
seconds. By default, pipeline’s demand ε follows the same
distribution as single-block. However, it can either request
the last block with probability 0.75, or the last 10 blocks with
probability 0.25, independently of the requested ε. We used
a load that emphasizes the differences between the policies,
where newly arrived pipelines’ average demand is 13.5× of
the newly generated blocks. This results in the basic compo-
sition experiments using an arrival rate of 12.8 per second,
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Fig. 6: DPF behavior on a single block.
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Fig. 7: DPF with varied workload mix, single block. (b) DPF N=125.

and the Rényi experiments using 234.4 per second. If not
allocated, pipelines timeout after 300 seconds.

6.1.1 DPF Behavior on a Single Block

We first evaluate the performance of DPF in the simplest
possible setup: with a single private block. In this case, the
demand vector of each pipeline will only contain one item,
and DPF will prioritize the pipeline with the lowest demand.

Fig. 6 shows DPF and RR under different N values, and
FCFS. Fig. 6a shows allocated pipelines. With FCFS early ele-
phants take away the budget of many mice, only 28 pipelines
are granted. With RR, a low value of N directly unlocks all
DP budget, behaving like FCFS. When N is high enough to
maintain a large number of mice, but low enough to eventu-
ally grant them, RR is able to grant up to 38 pipelines (more
than FCFS). At large N RR’s proportional allocation creates
multiple partially granted pipelines and only 20 are granted.
Neither outperforms DPF. When N is equal to 1, the first
pipeline unlocks all the budget and DPF behaves like FCFS.
At higher values of N, DPF prefers mice over elephants and
a higher number of pipelines get allocated, up to the max-
imum possible of 100. Since DPF never wastes budget on
unallocated pipelines it outperforms RR when N is large.

As expected, granting more jobs comes at the cost of in-
creased delay (Fig. 6b shows scheduling delay at notable
operating points for each policy). With DPF at N = 50 some
elephants experience scheduling delays before being granted
from unlocked budget. At N = 175 some mice wait since εFS

is higher than the mice requests, but only mice are granted.

To summarize, DPF is always able to allocate budget to
more pipelines than FCFS or RR. N presents a trade-off be-
tween the number of pipelines that are successfully allocated
and the scheduling delay the pipelines experience.
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Fig. 8: DPF behavior on multiple blocks.
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Fig. 9: DPF and DPF-T behavior on multiple blocks.

6.1.2 DPF Behavior with Mice Percentage
Fig. 7 compares the three scheduling policies under a vari-

able percentage of mice and elephants. At either extreme, all
pipelines are identical so DPF and FCFS allocate the same
number of pipelines. In this case, the scheduling delay of
FCFS is slightly better, since it always immediately schedules
these pipelines. However, when there is a mix of pipelines,
DPF always allocates more pipelines. RR performance is
mixed: for some workloads it is able to allocate slightly more
pipelines than FCFS, since it assigns a higher percentage of
budget to mice; for others it underperforms FCFS, since it
wastes budget on pipelines that are never scheduled.
6.1.3 DPF Behavior on Multiple Blocks

Fig. 8 shows the multi-block experiment results are similar
to the single-block experiment. The main difference is that
DPF performance with very large N drops, because some
blocks do not see enough requests to unlock all their budget.
For RR, proportional allocation helps cross-blocks pipelines
to be granted (small N), yielding a small improvement over
FCFS and N = 1 DPF. When N > 400, the multiple blocks
create more DP budget spread over ungrantable pipelines, and
there is no high allocation peak: RR grants collapse while
DPF shows a 2× increase over FCFS.
6.1.4 DPF-N vs. DPF-T

Fig. 9 compares DPF-N, the version used throughout the
paper, which unlocks budget based on arriving pipelines, and
DPF-T, which releases budget based on time (§5). We observe
that on low N and T they behave almost identically. This is
because DPF-T will release budget on less queried blocks,
sometimes allowing multi-block pipelines to be prematurely
granted. On large N and T values DPF-T does much better, as
all budget is eventually unlocked and some waiting pipelines
can be granted, even when no new request is made to the
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Fig. 10: Traditional vs. Rényi DP, multiple blocks. (a) Note log axes. Work-
load is highly amplified to saturate Rényi. (b) DPF N=8875.

blocks they demanded. Fig. 9b shows the delay for equivalent
N and T values.

6.1.5 Traditional DP vs. Rényi DP

Fig. 10 compares the DPF algorithm with traditional DP
(the default DP composition used in the paper), against Rényi
DP, including FCFS with both compositions as a baseline.
The results show that switching to Rényi DP results in much
better pipeline allocation: Rényi DP allows DPF to allocate
more than 17× more pipelines than traditional DP, at their
respective peaks. Even FCFS using Rényi DP significantly
outperforms DPF with traditional DP. Note that DPF provides
a benefit at different values of N for the two compositions,
since Rényi DP requires a higher N value to reach the point
where DPF starts prioritizing small pipelines. We conclude
that switching to Rényi DP leads to much more efficient
privacy budget utilization, regardless of the scheduling policy.

6.2 Macrobenchmark (Q1, Q4, Q5)

We use a subset of Amazon Reviews [46] in which users
and products have 5 reviews or more, and keep product cat-
egories with 1M+ reviews. Each event has a review, times-
tamp, user, 1-5 rating, and product in one of eleven categories
(e.g., books, clothing). We keep the reviews from 01-01-13
to 01-01-18, in total 43.4M reviews from 3.7M users. Tab. 1
specifies our workload: eight ML pipelines and six summary
statistics pipelines. For ML, we define four types of models
for each of two tasks: product classification (assigns a re-
view to its product category) and sentiment analysis (predicts
whether a review is positive). Reviews are embedded using a
Wikipedia-trained GloVe [50] except for the fine-tuned BERT
model. We run non-DP architecture searches for non-DP and
DP pipelines on a 1% hold-out.

We set an accuracy goal for each pipeline: for summary
statistics, 5% relative error; for ML models, an accuracy reach-
able by User DP (e.g., 60% for LSTM/Product). Each pipeline
demands the minimum amount of private blocks necessary
to reach its goal with ε ∈ {0.01,0.05,0.1} (“mice,” i.e. statis-
tics) and ε ∈ {0.5,1,5} (“elephants,” i.e. ML models). The
demands range from 1 to 500 private blocks. Models use
δ = 10−9. The workload draws 75% mice and 25% elephants.
Each private block holds one day of data and has εG = 10. The
experiments replay 50 days of the dataset. Pipelines register
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Task Model Architecture∗ Training
Linear 75; 100; [] Optimizer: Adam

1,111 parameters (for DP, non-DP).
FF†† 60; 100; [185, 150]

Product 48,246 parameters DP algo: DP-SGD
classifi- LSTM 30; 100; [40]† (Opacus).
cation 23,171 parameters

BERT L 4; H 256; A 4§ Epochs: non-DP,
858,379 parameters event/event-time

Linear 50; 100; [] DP: 15; user DP: 60.
101 parameters

FF†† 30; 100; [150, 110] Batch: non-DP: 256;
Sentiment 31,871 parameters DP:

√
N for N train

analysis LSTM 50; 100; [40]† samples (per [1]).
22,761 parameters

BERT L 4; H 256; A 4§ DP clipping: flat,
855,809 parameters max norm = 1.

Reviews: total #, per category # Laplace. Bounded
Statistics Tokens: total #, avg, stdev user contribution:

Rating: avg 20/day, 100 in total
Tab. 1: Macrobenchmark pipelines. ∗: Architecture column: the first line,
x;y;z, shows the input sequence length (x), embedding size (y), and the list
of hidden layers’ size (z). The second line shows the number of trainable
parameters. ††: Fully-connected feed-forward neural network. †: The LSTM
is single directional and has no dropout. §: We use a pretrained BERT model
and fine-tune the last transformer layer with over 850K trainable parameters.

with PrivateKube at exponentially distributed time intervals,
at a rate of 300 pipelines per day.
6.2.1 Accuracy of Individual Models with DP Semantic

Fig. 11 shows the LSTM’s product classification accuracy
with increasing data, with no DP and for ε ∈ {0.5,1,5} for
each DP semantic. Other pipelines show similar trends. We
make two observations. First, DP semantic has a large impact
on accuracy for a given DP budget and data size. As expected,
Event DP, the weakest semantic, provides the highest accu-
racy: 73%, 72%, and 72%, for DP budgets of 5, 1, and 0.5
respectively, on 20M datapoints. The larger budgets get close
to the non-DP baseline, at 77%. User DP requires larger bud-
gets: the largest reaches 72% while the smallest yields 68%.
User-time DP’s behavior is closer to, but lower than, Event
DP, with accuracies of 72%, 71%, and 70%.

Second, increasing data or budget improves accuracy: the
DP models approach the baseline slowly, but can reach it
given enough data and DP budget. The relationship between
accuracy, data, and budget however is non linear. For event DP
with 20M datapoints, increasing the budget from 0.5 to 5 in-
creases accuracy from 72% to 73%, while at 2.5M datapoints
the same increase goes from 68% to 71%. This relationship
also depends on DP semantics, with low budget models being
disproportionately impacted by smaller amounts of data and
budget. For user DP for instance, the accuracies go from 68%
to 72% for 20M datapoints, and from 57% to 68% for 2.5M.
6.2.2 DPF Behavior with Macrobenchmark

Fig. 12 shows the performance of DPF with Rényi DP un-
der our end-to-end workload. Fig. 12a shows the number of
granted pipelines under the different DP semantics. We make
two observations. First, as expected stronger DP semantics
require more private block and DP budget, so fewer pipelines

are granted in total: event, user-time, and user DP can grant
13.8k, 10.4k, and 6.7k pipelines, respectively. Second, as be-
fore, increasing N helps DPF prioritize later mice over current
elephants, increasing the total number of pipelines granted
by 67% (event), 75% (user-time) and 17% (user) compared
to low N and FCFS. Fig. 12b shows the scheduling delay of
user DP for N values of 200 and 400. We see that increase in
pipelines granted comes at a reasonable cost in delay.

Fig. 13 shows the cumulative number of incoming pipelines
below a given DP size in our workload, as well as those
granted under DP and Rényi DP. The DP size of a pipeline
is the sum of ε-DP budget over all requested blocks, and is
a measure of the total amount of budget requested by the
pipeline. The Rényi DP allocates about 29% more pipelines
than DP. This difference is quantitatively smaller than we
obtained in our microbenchmark. However, there is a big
qualitative difference that this graph also illustrates: while
DP only grants mice (cumulative budget below 0.1), Rényi
DP is able to also run some elephants: it grants all pipelines
with a cumulative budget below 2 and some pipelines up to
10. This confirms that Rényi DP is very valuable in realistic
workload settings.
6.3 Kubernetes Tool Reuse (Q6)

To illustrate the value of integrating with Kubernetes, we
extended the Grafana-Kubernetes resource utilization mon-
itor to track privacy usage (screenshot depicted in Fig. 14)
with only 150 lines of code. We envision a suite of tools for
monitoring privacy, on par with compute resources.

7 Related Work
To our knowledge, there is no work on scheduling DP, but our
work builds upon a vast literature in each of these two topics.
Scheduling. Decades of work exist on scheduling compute
resources, such as CPU, network, memory and storage [3,7,9,
10,13,19,22–25,30,37,48,49,51,53,58]. Typically, schedulers
aim for max-min fairness, achieving both high system-wide
utilization and high utility for each tenant. However, compute
resources are replenishable, while privacy budget is not: the
particular budget consumed by task i will never be available
for another task in the future, whereas a CPU core granted to
task i can be granted to another task after i finishes.

The two closets to our work are Dynamic DRF [32] and SE-
QUENTIALMINMAX [49]. Dynamic DRF provides fairness
guarantees for agents arriving over time, consuming a fixed
set of non-replenishable resources. Unfortunately, the all-or-
nothing utility function of private blocks violates Dynamic
DRF’s Pareto efficiency, since Dynamic DRF would waste
budget on tasks that may never get fully allocated. SEQUEN-
TIALMINMAX is an algorithm focused on “indivisible” jobs,
or jobs that have an all-or-nothing utility, and thus, similar
to DPF, it only assigns resources in a sequential fashion and
all-or-nothing fashion ordered by the dominant resource share.
However, unlike DPF, SEQUENTIALMINMAX has static jobs,
it assumes all resources are replenishable, and it does not
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Fig. 11: Performance of macrobenchmark Product models. (a)-(c) Accuracy of the product classification LSTM with various DP semantics. (d) Accuracy of
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consider dynamically arriving resources (private blocks in
our case). Therefore, it provides no mechanism for gradually
releasing or unlocking these resources, and would not provide
a sharing incentive in our setting.

Even under a static setting, standard DRF [19] violates
Pareto efficiency with all-or-nothing utility. CARBYNE sched-
ules analytics jobs, which depend on the parallel execution of
multiple tasks and have an all-or-nothing utility [24]. How-
ever, it assumes replenishable resources.

Differential privacy. There is vast literature on DP algo-
rithms, which includes versions of most popular ML algo-
rithms (e.g., SGD [1, 60], Federated Learning [39]) and statis-
tics (e.g., contingency tables [5], histograms [59]). There are
also open source implementations available [18,20,21,29,47].
This literature is at a lower level than PrivateKube, and we
leverage it extensively in our pipelines. Some algorithms fo-
cus on workloads [26], including on a data stream [11], but
they remain very limited, supporting only linear queries.

A few DP systems exist, providing DP SQL-like [40, 52]
or MapReduce interfaces [55] to static datasets, as well as
support for summary statistics [44]. None focuses on work-
loads of ML pipelines or supports continuous streams of data.
The only such system is Sage [35], which introduces block
composition for event DP, and proposes a procedure to itera-

Consumed Unlocked Locked

Remaining budget over time (Block 4) Number of pending tasks over time

Privacy budget per block

Fig. 14: Screenshot of Grafana-Kubernetes Privacy Dashboard.

tively increase a model’s privacy budget until reaching a good
accuracy. However, Sage does not support user and user-time
DP, for which we extend block composition, and leaves the
question of scheduling unexplored.

8 Conclusion
For workloads operating on sensitive user data privacy loss
should be carefully orchestrated to enforce a global bound on
personal data leakage. This paper presented PrivateKube, an
extension to the Kubernetes workload orchestrator that adds
differential privacy budget as a new native resource to be man-
aged alongside traditional compute resources. PrivateKube
incorporates a novel scheduling algorithm, DPF, the first one
suitable for the unique characteristics of the privacy resource,
including its all-or-nothing utility and non-replenishable na-
ture. We show that DPF has desirable theoretical properties,
outperforms baseline scheduling algorithms, and that native
integration of privacy into Kubernetes can facilitate reuse of
existing tools to better manage this scarce resource.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract

Our open-source artifact contains the main parts of the
PrivateKube system, a scheduling simulator as well as experi-
mental setups to reproduce our evaluation results.
A.2 Scope

The artifact allows to validate the microbenchmark (Fig. 6,
Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10) and the macrobenchmark
(Fig. 11 and Fig. 12).

The privacy resource implementation and the DPF sched-
uler can be reused on any Kubernetes cluster, as well as
modified to study other aspects, such as different schedul-
ing algorithms, or the co-scheduling of privacy budgets with
computational resources.
A.3 Contents

We release the following parts of the PrivateKube system:
the privacy resource implementation (for both DP and RDP);
the DPF scheduler (DPF-T and DPF-N); and an example of
Kubeflow pipeline using PrivateKube.

We also release the discrete-event simulator, which we
leverage to study and prototype scheduling algorithms of
privacy and computational resources.

We also provide command line interfaces to reproduce:
the microbenchmark; the DP workloads (dataset, models and
parameters) used for the macrobenchmark; and the evaluation
of the DPF scheduler on the macrobenchmark workloads.

The artifact does not contain: the Grafana dashboard; data
ingestion pipelines and other data management infrastructure;
nor a cloud-agnostic deployment for Kubeflow pipelines. We
can make these components available upon request, but at
the time of this publication they are fairly specific to our
Kubernetes cluster.
A.4 Hosting

The artifact is available at https://github.com/
columbia/privatekube/releases/tag/v1.0.
A.5 Requirements

This artifact requires a Kubernetes cluster. The documen-
tation explains how to set up a small cluster on a laptop and
details the other requirements. Optionally, an NVIDIA GPU
can speed up the evaluation.

The privacy resource implementation, the scheduler and the
macrobenchmark do not require anything else. The Kubeflow
components and the Kubeflow pipeline example require a
Google Cloud Platform Kubernetes cluster with Kubeflow
enabled.

It is highly recommended to reproduce the microbench-
mark with a beefy machine. It normally takes us several hours
to finish it with two 32-core CPUs.
A.6 Additional Evaluation Results

The released artifact supports evaluation of PrivateKube
and DPF beyond the results included in the paper. We include
here a few of the results that we omitted in the paper.
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Fig. 17: Rényi DPF behavior with variable workload mix, single block.
DPF N=25,399.

Additional Microbenchmark Results. §6.1 explores in de-
tail the behavior of DPF with basic composition on one or
multiple blocks, and under varied mice::elephant ratios. Our
artifact allows exploration of these behaviors for DPF with
Rényi composition, as well. For thoroughness, we include the
corresponding graphs here:

Fig. 16 (Rényi version of Fig. 6) shows that, when the load
is amplified appropriately (as described in §6.1.5), Rényi DP
can allocate more than 14× more pipelines than traditional
DP for the optimal values of N, in the single block setting.

Fig. 17 (Rényi version of Fig. 7) shows that increasing the
mice percentage has a similar impact on the number of allo-
cated pipelines for DPF under Rényi DP and traditional DP.
Similar to the basic composition results, FCFS also behaves
the same as DPF when the percentage of Mice is either 0% or
100%.

Fig. 18 (Rényi version of Fig. 9) shows that, similarly to
the traditional DP case, DPF performs better for large N and
T . In addition, T outperforms N for large N values, since all
budget is eventually locked.
Additional Macrobenchmark Results. §6.2 shows the re-
sults from our macrobenchmark evaluation of the Rényi DP
instantiation of our system. Our artifact allows evaluation
of the macrobenchmark against the traditional DP instantia-
tion as well. For completeness, we include here some of the
omitted macrobenchmark results:

First, in the body of the paper, we provided an analytical
description of how we chose privacy demands for our mac-
robenchmark workload. Fig. 15 plots the distribution of these
demands for the pipelines in the Event-DP workload. The
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Fig. 19: DPF behavior on the macrobenchmark workload with basic
composition. The global privacy guarantee is εG = 10, δG = 10−7.

x-axis of Fig. 15a, 15b, 15c represents the ε demand in terms
of traditional DP for product classification, sentiment analysis

and statistics pipelines. Each ε also corresponds to the best
possible DP-ε for the Rényi DP version of a given pipeline.
We can see that the demands are scattered across a wide range
of sizes, both in terms of blocks and epsilon, and with finer
granularity than the microbenchmark’s clear-cut mice and ele-
phants. Finally, Fig. 15d shows how these varied demands are
combined to form a workload. This workload gives the incom-
ing load in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13, which evaluate PrivateKube’s
performance with Rényi DP.

Second, under the same workload, we add here the results
from our evaluation of PrivateKube on traditional DP with
basic composition. Fig. 19 (basic composition version of
Fig. 12) shows the performance of DPF for the three DP se-
mantics. We observe the same overall behavior as with Rényi
DP: stronger semantics can allocate less pipelines, and larger
values of N increase the number of granted pipelines. As ex-
pected, Rényi DP allocates more pipelines than traditional
DP. However, as illustrated in Fig. 13, the pipelines allocated
by Rényi DP are qualitatively different from the pipelines
allocated by traditional DP. This effect explains why the gap
in the number of allocated pipelines is smaller than in the
microbenchmark, in particular when the workload contains
larger pipelines (such as under User-DP).
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Abstract
We argue that a key-value interface between a file system and
an SSD is superior to the legacy block interface by presenting
KEVIN. KEVIN combines a fast, lightweight, and POSIX-
compliant file system with a key-value storage device that
performs in-storage indexing. We implement a variant of a
log-structured merge tree in the storage device that not only in-
dexes file objects, but also supports transactions and manages
physical storage space. As a result, the design of a file system
with respect to space management and crash consistency is
simplified, requiring only 10.8K LOC for full functionality.
We demonstrate that KEVIN reduces the amount of I/O traf-
fic between the host and the device, and remains particularly
robust as the system ages and the data become fragmented.
Our approach outperforms existing file systems on a block
SSD by a wide margin – 6.2× on average – for metadata-
intensive benchmarks. For realistic workloads, KEVIN im-
proves throughput by 68% on average.

1 Introduction

Files and directories are the most common way of abstracting
persistent data. Traditionally, storage devices like hard disk
drives simply export an array of fixed-sized logical blocks, and
file systems abstract these blocks into files and directories con-
taining user data by managing the storage space (e.g., bitmaps)
and the locations for the data (e.g., inodes). Whenever files
and directories are created or deleted, the file-system metadata,
such as bitmaps and inodes, must be retrieved and updated
to reflect the newly updated state of the system [3]. Since
these persistent data structures must remain consistent, file
systems need to employ techniques like journaling to ensure
that they are atomically updated [2, 35, 38, 47]. Considering
all of these responsibilities, file systems are highly intricate
and performance-critical software [27, 37, 45].

However, the architecture of complex and sophisticated
file systems that sits on top of storage devices with a simple
array-of-blocks interface is ill-suited for today’s technology
trends. Before processing the actual file operations, file sys-
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Figure 1: The performance of the EXT4 file system with
respect to SSD performance. With the current block interface,
the file system exhibits poor performance scalability under
metadata and fsync intensive workloads.

tems have to perform extra operations on on-disk metadata.
This not only involves many extra I/Os and data transfers over
the host interface, but also causes serious delays owing to I/O
ordering [6,7,52] and journaling [26,32]. The end of Moore’s
Law [50] means that the performance of file systems can no
longer scale with faster CPUs. Moreover, the rise of fast stor-
age devices like solid-state drives (SSDs) further exacerbates
this problem, shifting the system bottleneck from the device
to the host-side software I/O stack.

Figure 1 illustrates this problem by measuring the perfor-
mance of the EXT4 file system as the performance of the
underlying SSD increases: TAMMUZ is the slowest one, while
PM983 is the fastest. We run three benchmarks: creat and
rmdir as the metadata-intensive workload and Varmail [48]
as the fsync-intensive workload. As a performance indicator
for the six SSDs, we also run Rand-R/W that issues random
reads/writes to the SSD which is directly mounted to the
host without the file system. The measured throughput in Fig-
ure 1(a) is normalized to that of the slowest SSD (TAMMUZ).
Under Rand-R/W without any metadata operations, the I/O
performance increases greatly by up to 24.8× as the SSD
gets faster. However, under creat and rmdir, the file sys-
tem’s performance increases by only 1.6× and 2.0×, respec-
tively. Similarly, for Varmail, the measured throughput scales
poorly from TAMMUZ to 970PRO (the second fastest SSD);
the 14.0× improvement for PM983 is only possible because
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the SSD ignores fsync1. Figure 1(b) shows the number of
outstanding requests (measured by iostat) averaged across
the metadata- and fsync-intensive workloads, and compares
it with that of Rand-R/W. For Rand-R/W, the host system can
fully utilize the performance of the underlying SSD by send-
ing a sufficient number of I/Os. Thus, the I/O performance
is mostly decided by the SSD performance. However, under
the metadata- and fsync-intensive workloads, the file system
fails to submit large enough I/Os to fully drive the SSD, in
particular when the underlying SSD is fast, which results in
much lower throughputs. These results indicate that we can-
not increase the overall I/O performance just by improving
the performance of the underlying SSD.

To alleviate this problem, we believe it is necessary to
rethink the storage interface between the file system and the
storage device; an independent improvement at either the file
system or the device cannot solve the issue imposed by the
legacy block interface. We are not the first to put forward this
argument: many prior works have investigated extending the
block interface [6, 16] or exposing a file object interface [23].
However, these either have a limited scope (e.g., OPTR [6]
on ordering and Janus [16] on fragmentation) or require a
significant amount of resources (e.g., DevFS [23] with respect
to memory and CPU) that limit their effectiveness.

In this work, we argue that a key-value interface between
the file system and the SSD is a better choice over the legacy
interface for three primary reasons. First, it is simple and well-
understood: it is widely used not only in databases (e.g., key-
value stores and backend storage engines for databases [12]),
but also as a common programming language construct
(e.g., dict in Python). Second, there is great interest in the
industry with the development of KV-SSD prototypes [22]
and the ratification of key-value storage APIs [46]. Third, the
key-value interface is more expressive than the narrow block
interface and makes exposing atomicity to support transac-
tions considerably easier. This further enhances application
programmability with respect to persistence, as well as, facili-
tates attaining the elusive goal of syscall atomicity.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the key-value storage
interface, we design KEVIN. KEVIN consists of KEVINFS
(key-value interfacing file system), which translates the user’s
files and their inode-equivalent metadata into key-value ob-
jects, and KEVINSSD (key-value indexed solid-state drive),
which implements a novel in-storage indexing of key-value
objects in the SSD’s physical address space. We observe that
KEVIN has the following quantitative advantages over the
traditional file system on a block SSD. First, KEVIN signifi-
cantly reduces the amount of I/O transfers between the host
and the device. On the other hand, a file system on a block
device must access its many on-disk data structures before the
user’s file, incurring high I/O amplification. Second, KEVIN
simplifies crash consistency without needing to employ jour-

1A number of enterprise-grade SSDs ignore fsync by relying on super-
capacitors to guarantee durability [52].

naling. KEVINSSD supports transactions across key-value
SETs and DELETEs that make it easy to maintain a consistent
and persistent state. Lastly, KEVIN is resilient to performance
degradation caused by file fragmentation. As a traditional file
system ages, its performance drops significantly as its data is
dispersed across a fragmented block address space. In KEVIN,
however, all persistent data are partially sorted and indexed
through a variant of a log-structured merge (LSM) tree that
prevents file fragmentation.

We implement KEVINFS in the Linux kernel v4.15 and
KEVINSSD on an FPGA-based development platform. We
measure our system using both microbenchmark and real-
world applications, and compare it to EXT4 [49], XFS [47],
BTRFS [40], and F2FS [25]. Our experiments reveal that on
average, KEVIN increases system throughput by 6.2× and
reduces I/O traffic by 74% for metadata-intensive workloads.
These results are further accentuated when the file systems are
aged and files are fragmented, highlighting the long-term ef-
fectiveness of our approach. Across eight realistic workloads
(five benchmarks and three applications), KEVIN achieves
68% higher throughput on average. In summary, this paper
makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel in-storage indexing technique that elim-

inates the metadata management overhead of file systems
by making the storage capable of indexing data.

• We prototype an SSD controller that exposes KV objects
through the KV interface and optimize the LSM-tree in-
storage indexing engine to efficiently service file system
requests with low overhead.

• We develop a full-fledged in-kernel file system in Linux
that operates over the KV interface, supporting efficient
crash recovery.

• We investigate the effectiveness of KEVIN using micro and
realistic benchmarks. Evaluation results show that KEVIN
significantly improves I/O performance, especially under
metadata-intensive scenarios.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we review the traditional block I/O interface,
and discuss how our work relates to prior studies [9, 26, 30,
55]. We then describe the basics of the LSM-tree that are
fundamental to our indexing algorithm.

2.1 Traditional Block I/O Interface
Existing block storage devices expose the block I/O interface
that abstracts underlying storage media as a linear array of
fixed-size logical blocks (e.g., 512 B or 4 KB) and provides
block I/O operations. Internally, they employ a simple form
of in-storage indexing to hide the unreliable and unique prop-
erties of the underlying media. HDDs maintain an indirection
table to handle bad blocks [17]. Flash-based SSDs contain
a flash translation layer (FTL) that maps logical blocks to
physical flash pages through the logical-to-physical (L2P)
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Figure 2: Categories of in-storage indexing technologies

indexing table, so as to emulate over-writable media over
out-of-place updatable NAND devices and to exclude bad
blocks [1] (see Figure 2(a)). To virtualize files and directories
over a block device, file systems maintain various on-disk data
structures (e.g., disk pointers, bitmaps, and directory entries).
However, the management of on-disk data structures is costly,
as it involves moderate extra I/O traffic, requires journaling
to support consistency, and is vulnerable to fragmentation.

2.2 Review of In-Storage Indexing
Extended block I/O interface. There have been various ap-
proaches to enhancing the block I/O interface and the naive
L2P-based indexing. Many have suggested custom interfaces
with transactional SSDs to ensure consistency at a low cost.
While specific designs differ, they commonly aim to offload a
journaling mechanism to storage so that a storage controller
can keep track of journaling records to avoid double-writing
during journal checkpointing [9, 21, 26, 36] (see Figure 2(b)).
Some have proposed an order-preserving interface and corre-
sponding L2P indexing design to shorten I/O ordering delays
for journaling [6]. Resolving fragmentation of disk point-
ers (e.g., EXT4’s extents) at the storage hardware level was
presented by [16]. Those measures have alleviated specific
problems (e.g., journaling, ordering, and fragmentation) but
have been unable to fundamentally eliminate I/O overhead
associated with file-system metadata. And, since the indi-
vidual strategies have specific designs, applying all of them
collectively is also quite difficult.

File indexing & interface. DevFS is a local file system
completely embedded within the storage hardware [23] (see
Figure 2(c)), DevFS exposes the POSIX interface to a user-
level application so that the application can access a file with-
out trapping into and returning from the OS. Since all the
metadata operations are performed inside the storage device,
I/O stacks and communication overhead can be completely
removed. However, moving the entire file system into the stor-
age device has serious drawbacks, such as requiring costly
hardware resources and providing limited file system func-
tionalities. As discussed in [23], it is in fact difficult to run
a full-fledged file system without adding large DRAM and
additional CPU cores to the storage controller. This approach
also limits the implementation of advanced file system fea-

tures, such as snapshot and deduplication. Firmware upgrades
to provide new features add maintenance costs.

Key-value indexing & interface. Kinetic HDD and KV-
SSD implement parts of a key-value store engine in the stor-
age hardware to accelerate KV clients [13] (see Figure 2(d)).
KV-SSDs expose variable-size objects, each of which has a
string key, and provide KV operations to manipulate objects.
Samsung’s KV-SSD indexes KV pairs using the hash because
of its simplicity [22], but it suffers from tail latency and poor
range query speed [41]. To address this, LSM-tree-based in-
dexing is proposed [18]. Some go a step further by showing
that the KV interface can be extended to support compound
commands and transactions [24]. But, its FTL design was not
explained in detail. Needless to say, KV-SSDs speed up KV
clients by doing KV indexing on the storage side. However,
since they target KV clients, existing KV interfaces and al-
gorithms are insufficient to index files and directories. For
example, Samsung’s KV-SSD device based on the hash shows
(i) slow iteration performance, (ii) slow sequential perfor-
mance (= random), and (iii) slow performance on small-value
KV pairs. The atomicity and durability support is limited to
only a single KV object, which makes it difficult to remove
file-system journaling. As a result, naively implementing file
systems over KV-SSDs without fundamental design and in-
terface changes may not promise performance improvement.

KEVIN. KEVIN is the natural extension of existing KV-
SSDs. While maintaining a lean indexing architecture for a
storage controller, our in-storage engine based on an LSM-tree
is designed to efficiently index files and directories, together
with transaction support to remove file-system journaling
(see Figure 2(e)). Over such a KV storage device, we present
a new POSIX-compatible file-system design that translates
VFS calls and maps files and directories to KV objects. In
other words, KEVIN splits the file system into the OS and the
device, proposing an extended KV interface to glue the two
components efficiently.

2.3 File System over Key-value Store
There have been attempts to run file systems over KV
stores [19, 39]. The BY-tree and LSM-tree algorithms often
used in KV stores are write-optimized, so the file system’s
metadata operations or small file writes are handled efficiently.
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BetrFS in particular employs full-path indexing to improve
directory scanning performance. It also adopts zones [56],
range deletion [56], and tree-surgery [57] techniques to im-
prove rename and directory deletion operations. Those stud-
ies, however, still rely traditional file systems (e.g., EXT4) as
a data store and are based on in-kernel (e.g., TokuDB [19])
or user-level (e.g., LevelDB [39]) KV stores. This host-side
indexing inevitably causes I/O traffic between the host and
the device. The write-ahead logging (WAL) to ensure con-
sistency with KV objects also incurs double-writes like the
journaling of traditional file systems. To avoid this, BetrFS
employs late-binding journaling for sequential writes [56]. In
addition, TableFS uses EXT4 as a file store to keep big files,
so it suffers from fragmentation as the file system ages.

2.4 LSM-Tree Basics

We explain the basics of LSM-tree algorithms [31]. The LSM-
tree, as shown in Figure 3, maintains multiple levels, !1, !2,
..., !ℎ−1, and !ℎ , where ℎ is a tree height. Levels are organized
such that !8+1 is ) times larger than !8 . Each level contains
unique KV objects sorted by the key. However, the key range
of one level may overlap with those of other levels.

A KV object is first written to a DRAM-resident memtable.
When the memtable becomes full, buffered KV pairs are
flushed out to !1 in persistent storage. The LSM-tree sequen-
tially writes buffered KV objects to free space in !1. Once
!1 becomes full, KV pairs of !1 are flushed out to !2 and
similarly, !8 is flushed out to !8+1 when !8 is full. To satisfy
the tree property, when flushing out !8 to !8+1, the LSM-tree
should perform compaction that merges and sorts the KV
objects of !8 and !8+1. The compaction requires many I/Os
since it has to read all KV pairs from two levels, sort them by
the key, and write sorted KV pairs back to the storage.

To reduce compaction costs, one suggests managing keys
and values separately [28]. It appends a value of a KV object
to a value log; only a key and a value pointer locating a corre-

sponding value in the log are put into the tree. In this paper, a
pair of <key, value pointer> is called a K2V index. Because
object values do not need to be read during compaction, com-
paction costs can be greatly reduced, especially when a value
is larger than a key. The value log contains obsolete values
that must be reclaimed by garbage collection.

For retrieving a KV object, the LSM-tree may look up mul-
tiple levels, which involves extra reads due to the fact that
the key ranges of the levels can overlap. If a candidate KV
object fetched from !8 is not matched with a wanted one, we
should move on to !8+1 and look up another candidate. To
reduce reads for level lookups, bloom filters are used. Ac-
cording to [11], the number of extra reads can be reduced to
around one. Once a desired KV object is found, the LSM-tree
returns a value to the client because a key and its value are
read together. If keys and values are separated, another read
is required to retrieve its value stored in the value log.

3 Overall Architecture of KEVIN

This section explains the architecture of KEVIN, focusing
particularly on its indexing schema to offload file-system
metadata (inode/data bitmaps, disk pointers, and directory en-
tries) to storage. We design two major components of KEVIN,
KEVINFS and KEVINSSD, so that they have specific roles:
(i) the mapping of files and directories to KV objects at the
file-system level (§3.1); (ii) the indexing of KV objects in
flash using the LSM-tree at the storage level (§3.2).

Before explaining the details of our system, we explain
the KV interface in Table 1. KEVINSSD exports basic KV
operations, SET, GET, and ITERATE, to read, write, and iterate
over KV objects. SET and GET also support partial reads and
writes that are useful for dealing with micro reads and writes
on a large object. KEVINFS invokes ITERATE repeatedly to
retrieve KV pairs whose keys are lexicographically equal to or
greater than a given pattern. KEVINSSD supports transac-
tion commands, BeginTX, AbortTX, and EndTX, exploited by
KEVINFS to ensure file-system consistency. A (range) dele-
tion command, DELETE, is included to support object deletion
or truncation. The length of an object key is variable, but is
limited to 256 B. Technically, there is no limit to a value size.

3.1 Mapping of File and Directory
KEVINFS uses only three types of KV objects: superblock,
meta, and data objects. A superblock object keeps file system
information. While a meta object stores attributes of a file or a

KV Command Description
GET(TID,key,off,len) Retrieve a value given key; if off and len are given, read len bytes of data at offset off from a value of key
SET(TID,key,off,len,val) Set key to hold data val; if doesn’t exist, create a new one; partially update a value given off and len
DELETE(TID,key,off,len) Delete an object of key; truncate part of a value given off and len
ITERATE(TID,pattern,cnt) Iterate over objects and return at most cnt objects that are lexicographically equal to or greater than pattern
BeginTx(TID), EndTx(TID), AbortTx(TID) Start a new transaction with TID; commit the transaction; abort the transaction, discard changes (see §5.1)

Table 1: Key KV commands supported by KEVIN
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directory (e.g., an inode number, size, and timestamps), a data
object holds file data. The sizes of a superblock object and a
meta object are 128 B and 256 B, respectively. Conversely, a
data object can be as large as a file size.

Figure 4 illustrates how files and directories are stored as
the form of KV objects. A regular file consists of a pair with
one part meta object and the other data object. In contrast to
a file, a directory only has a meta object to keep its attributes.
For a regular file, the size field of a meta object represents a file
size; for a directory, it is the total number of subdirectories and
files. All objects are retrieved (GET), stored, or updated (SET)
by KV commands with unique keys. Directory traversals are
supported by ITERATE as well (explained in detail later).

For assigning a key of an object, KEVIN uses two inode-
based key naming rules. Rule #1: a meta object key is a
combination of (i) a prefix ‘m:’, (ii) an inode number of a
parent directory, (iii) a delimiter ‘:’, and (iv) a file or directory
name. Rule #2: a data object key is a combination of (i) a
prefix ‘d:’ and (ii) an inode number of a file. Our naming rules
are based on [39], but is extended to deliver the semantics of
KV objects so that the storage hardware can index them more
efficiently (see §3.2).

Figure 4 shows an example directory tree and associ-
ated KV objects. Consider a file bob.txt in a directory
/home/alice/. The inode numbers of /home/alice/ and
bob.txt are 50 and 100, respectively. According to the
rule #1, the meta object key is m:50:bob.txt. Similarly, fol-
lowing the rule #2, the data object key is d:100. As another
example, consider a directory eve/ in /home/alice/. A di-
rectory has a single meta object only, so a meta object whose
key is m:50:eve/ exists.

KEVINFS has no directory entries, but a list of files
and directories belonging to a specific directory can be re-
trieved by using ITERATE. To list up files and directories in
/home/alice/ whose keys start with m:50:, KEVINFS cre-
ates a new iterator ITERATE(m:50:,2) and sends it to the
storage, which then returns meta objects with the prefix m:50:
(e.g., bob.txt and eve/ in Figure 4). To prevent too many
objects from being fetched at once (which might take so long),
we can specify the maximum object count cnt in the ITERATE

command. In this example, cnt is 2, representing the number
of subdirectories and files in /home/alice/. Traversing an
entire file-system tree is easily implemented. The inode num-
ber of ‘/’ is fixed to 2. KEVINFS retrieves all the files and
directories in ‘/’ with ITERATE(m:2:,26). By repeating the
above steps for directories , it builds up the entire tree.

To efficiently handle small files, KEVINFS packs attributes
and data of a file in a meta object together if their size is
smaller than 4 KB. This reduces I/Os since a small file can be
read or written by one GET or SET to its meta object.

As an alternative to the inode-based indexing, one might
suggest using the full-path indexing [19]. This improves
scan performance when using a KV store based on sorted
algorithms (e.g., BY-trees), as it globally sorts the entire file-
system hierarchy. While this is beneficial on devices with high
seek time such as HDDs, on devices with fast random access
like SSDs, its benefits are diminished. On the other hand, the
inode-based indexing shows good performance on operations
other than directory scans and offers fast directory renaming
without techniques such as zones [56] or tree-surgery [57].
Especially as KEVINSSD performs more efficiently when
key lengths are short (see §3.3), the inode-based indexing that
has shorter key lengths is a more appropriate choice.

3.2 Indexing of KV Objects

KV objects exposed to the file system are managed by our
in-storage indexing engine, KEVINSSD, which makes use
of LSM-tree indexing. KEVINSSD maps KV objects to the
flash, allocating and freeing flash space, and handles read and
write requests on objects which are usually done by an FTL.
In our system, the FTL only does simple tasks (e.g., bad-block
management and wear-leveling). The hardware resources
(e.g., CPU cycles and DRAM) saved by disabling such FTL
features are used to run our indexing algorithm.

Figure 5 shows the architecture of KEVINSSD. For each
level, it maintains a tiny in-memory table (48 MB DRAM
for 1 TB SSD) to keep track of KV objects in the flash. Each
entry of the table has <start key, end key, and pointer>, where
a pointer points to the location of a flash page that holds KV
objects; start and end keys are the range of keys in the page.
Those key ranges can be overlapped on multiple levels. For
fast search operations, all entries are sorted by start keys.

KEVINSSD manages the keys and values of meta and data
objects separately. This is a reasonable choice because a key
size is much smaller than its value size. This is even true for
a small meta object whose value size is 256 B. According to
our analysis, the average length of a meta-object key is 32
B, which is 8× smaller than its value. Since keys and values
are separated, only K2V indices (i.e., <key, value pointer>)
for objects are stored in flash pages, called key-index pages,
which are separated from their values in other flash pages.
Meta and data objects begin with a different prefix (‘m:’ or
‘d:’), so their K2V indices are sorted in different pages.
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Meta object indexing. A meta object key corresponds to a
file or directory name in typical file systems, while meta object
value is equivalent to an inode. Key-index pages for meta
objects thus contain K2V indices, each of which is a pair of
<meta object key, value pointer>. This is similar to a directory
entry, <file or directory name, inode #>, in a directory file.
According to the naming rule #1, K2V indices that belong
to the same parent directory are sorted by the parent’s inode
number and thus are likely to be packed into the same key-
index pages (see 1 in Figure 5).

A list of files and directories belonging to a specific di-
rectory can be retrieved quickly if associated K2V indices
are fully sorted. To get directory entries in /, for example,
KEVINSSD requires one flash read (or a few if directory size
is huge). However, as mentioned in §2, to reach a wanted
key-index page, KEVINSSD should look up multiple levels
of the tree. Moreover, if K2V indices are fragmented across
multiple levels, more than one flash read is required to build
up a complete directory list. We explain how we mitigate this
problem in the storage (§3.3) and the file system levels (§4).

Directory entries are updated efficiently. Existing file sys-
tems read and write a 4 KB block(s) to modify a list of direc-
tory entries. In KEVINSSD, just by writing (SET) or removing
(DELETE) a meta object, we can update directory entries in di-
rectories. This removes the necessity of maintaining directory
files, thereby eliminating data movement costs.

Data object indexing. In contrast to a meta object, a data
object can be very large. Indexing a large object (e.g., 1 GB)
as the form of a single KV pair incurs high I/O overhead when
a small part of it is read or updated. For example, to update
only 512 B of data, KEVINSSD has to read an entire object,
modify it, and write it back to the flash, updating its index in
the tree. To avoid this, KEVINSSD splits a data object into 4
KB subobjects with unique suffixes and manages them as if
they are independent KV pairs. For /home/alice/bob.txt
whose size is 32 KB, its data object is divided into eight 4 KB
subobjects with different suffixes, ‘d:100:0’, ‘d:100:1’, ...,
and ‘d:100:7’, in storage. If a small part of a huge object is
retrieved or updated, only the corresponding subobject needs
to be read from or written to the flash. Please be advised that
there is no additional indirection (or index) for subobjects
because subobject keys are decided by file’s offset.

Since subobject keys and their values are separated, key-
index pages hold K2V indices, each of which is a pair of
<subobject key, pointer>. As one might notice, a K2V in-
dex is like a disk pointer (or extents in EXT4) pointing to a
data block in existing file systems. According to the rule #2,
K2V indices are sorted by file’s inode number and by suf-
fix numbers. Therefore, K2V indices belonging to the same
data object (i.e., the same file) tend to be packed in the same
key-index pages (see 2 in Figure 5).

To retrieve 4 KB data from a data object, KEVINSSD
should look up levels to find a desired key-index page. Once
it is found, KEVINSSD can read a K2V index from the flash
with one page read. Then, actual data are read by referring
to its pointer. Other K2V indices read together are cached in
the controller’s DRAM (see §3.3). This reduces lookup costs
for future requests. This indexing mechanism is similar to the
management of disk pointers (e.g., an extent tree in EXT4).
Existing file systems maintain index blocks that contain point-
ers only, where each pointer points to a data block or another
index block. Before reading file data, index blocks must be
loaded from a disk.

In KEVINSSD, looking for a K2V index for reading data is
done in storage. The update of K2V indices for a data object is
done by writing or deleting a data object via SET and DELETE.
Compared to typical file systems that read and write a 4 KB
block(s) to retrieve and to update disk pointers, KEVINSSD
does not involve any external I/Os to index file data.

3.3 Mitigating Indexing Overhead

As mentioned in §3.2, putting the LSM-tree indexing onto the
storage hardware causes extra I/Os, which never happen in
typical FTLs using a simple L2P indexing table (which is en-
tirely loaded in DRAM). We introduce three main causes that
create internal I/Os and explain how we solve them (see Fig-
ure 6). Note that garbage collection occurs both in KEVIN
and existing SSD controllers, so it is not explained here.

Compaction cost. Compaction is an unavoidable process
and may involve many reads and writes [28]. KEVINSSD
manages meta and data objects in a manner that minimizes
compaction I/Os by separating keys and values. Particularly,
our inode-based naming policy that assigns short keys to data
objects lowers the compaction cost because it enables us to
pack many subobject keys into flash pages. We go one step
further by compressing K2V indices for data objects. Subob-
ject keys have regular patterns (e.g., ‘d:100:0’, ‘d:100:1’,
...), so they are highly compressible even with naive delta-
compression requiring negligible CPU cycles. This reduces
the amount of data read and written during compaction. Ac-
cording to our analysis with write-heavy workloads, the write
amplification factor (WAF) of the compaction was less than
1.19× under the steady-state condition (see §6.2).

Level lookup cost. The LSM-tree inevitably involves mul-
tiple lookups on levels until it finds a wanted KV object (see
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§2). To avoid useless lookups, KEVINSSD employs small
bloom filters. It reduces the number of extra reads for level
lookups to around one [11]. To further reduce lookup costs,
it also caches popular K2V indices in DRAM. SSDs usually
have a large DRAM (e.g., 1 GB for 1 TB SSD) to keep an
L2P table, but this large L2P mapping table is unnecessary for
KEVINSSD. This enables us to use large DRAM for caching.
To increase an effective DRAM size, KEVIN maintains cached
K2V indices in the compressed form. To make it searchable,
in between compressed indices, we add uncompressed keys
sparsely which can then be used as a pivot index for binary
searching. This optimization shows its strength with large
files. For example, to index a 10 GB file without compres-
sion, 45 MB are required for indexing KV pairs, but with
compression, only 10.8 MB memory is needed.

Fragmented tree cost. The LSM-tree allows each level
to have overlapped key ranges with other levels. Therefore,
K2V indices belonging to the same parent directory or file
can be fragmented across multiple levels, even they have the
same prefix. To retrieve a full list of directory entries or disk
pointers, multiple flash pages on different levels must be read.
This problem is implicitly resolved by compaction that merges
and sorts K2V indices in adjacent levels. KEVIN also provides
an offline user-level tool that explicitly triggers compaction
in storage. Unlike traditional tools (e.g., e4defrag [14]), this
does not involve moving the entire file system’s metadata and
data and is thus much more efficient.

Figure 6 shows the impact of optimization techniques in re-
ducing indexing overhead. For each KV request, we counted
the number of page reads required (i) to find a key-index page
in the LSM-tree and (ii) to read that page from flash. The
I/O cost of reading a value was not included here. Over KV
objects that were fragmented (i.e., unsorted) or fully sorted,
we ran three types of queries: random GET (= point-query),
90:10 localized GET (= point-query), and sequential GET (=
range-query). Sequential GETs over fully-sorted KV objects
required almost zero cost to read a key-index page. This is
because after the first miss on a specific key-index page, fol-
lowing KV requests were hit by the cached indices. Caching
KV indices were also useful when GET requests were local-

Syscalls KEVINFS EXT4
mkdir SET(MO) W(BB + IB + I + DE)
rmdir DELETE(MO) W(BB + IB + DE)
creat SET(MO) W(IB + I + DE)
unlink DELETE(MO + DO) W(BB + IB + DE)
setattr SET(MO) W(I)
write SET(DO) W(BB + D)
open GET(MO) R(I)

lookup GET(MO) R(DE + I)
read GET(DO) R(D)

readdir ITERATE(MO) R(DE + I)

Table 2: I/O operations of KEVIN and EXT4 for basic syscalls.
(MO: meta object, DO: data object, BB: block bitmap, IB:
inode bitmap, I: inode, DE: directory entry, and D: data block)

ized. Regardless of the distribution of KV objects, random
GETs suffered from extra reads, but even in the worst case,
they required about two reads. This is because, with bloom
filters, the number of page reads that happen while searching
for a key-index page in the tree is theoretically limited to
around one, on average [44].

Even with such optimizations, KEVINSSD exhibits slightly
slower read performance than block storage devices that do
not suffer from any extra I/Os for indexing. However, our
entire system exhibits much higher performance than existing
systems thanks to the reduction in metadata I/Os. Moreover,
while metadata I/Os on existing file systems increase as it
ages and gets fragmented, KEVINSSD’s indexing cost is main-
tained constantly through regular compaction of the LSM-tree
in storage and other optimizations.

4 Implementing VFS Operations

We describe how KEVINFS implements VFS operations us-
ing the KV interfaces. KEVINFS is a POSIX-compatible
in-kernel file system and implements 86 out of 102 VFS oper-
ations. We summarize the types of I/O operations to handle
major file syscalls in Table 2, comparing them with EXT4.

Handling write syscalls. All the write-related syscalls can
be handled by two KV commands, SET and DELETE. It is
clear that KEVINFS requires fewer I/O operations than EXT4.
This benefit stems from the fact that KEVINFS does not need
to modify on-disk metadata. Taking the example of unlink,
KEVINFS issues two DELETE commands to remove a meta
object and a data object (which are associated with the file
to be deleted) from storage. On the other hand, EXT4 has
to update data and inode bitmaps to return a data block as
well as an inode. EXT4 needs to update directory entries to
exclude the deleted file from the directory.

KEVINSSD does not involve many internal I/Os for SET
and DELETE. SET first buffers a KV object in the memtable
and then appends to the flash later, leaving the old version if
it exists. DELETE internally involves a small write to leave a
tombstone (4 B) in the tree. Outdated objects (overwritten by
SET) and deleted objects are persistently removed during com-
paction, which is not expensive in our design as we manage
keys and values separately.
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Handling read syscalls. Read-related syscalls can be im-
plemented by two KV commands, GET and ITERATE. Re-
gardless of the type of data being accessed, KEVINFS needs
to send GET or ITERATE to a designated meta or data ob-
ject as shown in Figure 7(a). open, which retrieves an in-
ode of a file, can be implemented as GET to a meta object.
lookup is the same as open in that, given a full path name
(e.g., /home/alice/), it retrieves inodes of directory com-
ponents (e.g., ‘/’, ‘home/’, and ‘alice/’) by sending GETs
to meta objects. Reading data from a file is also translated
into GET to a data object. Finally, readdir corresponds to
ITERATE, which retrieves a set of meta objects (i.e., inodes)
that belong to the same parent directory.

While the LSM-tree is used as a unified indexing data
structure to service all the read-related syscalls in KEVIN,
EXT4 relies on several on-disk data structures: an inode ta-
ble, an extent tree that indexes disk pointers, and a directory
file that holds directory entries and their inode numbers (see
Figure 7(b)). KEVIN and EXT4 should be comparatively an-
alyzed further because the two systems operate dissimilarly
over different data structures. But, KEVINFS benefits from its
in-storage indexing; all the I/Os associated with the LSM-tree
are performed in storage without any external data transfers.

When opening a file, EXT4 fetches an inode from the inode
table by using its inode number as an index. EXT4 requires a
4 KB block read and is faster than KEVINFS that has to look
up the LSM-tree before reading an inode.

For lookup and read, KEVINFS needs to look up the LSM-
tree to get locations of meta or data objects (i.e., key-index
pages). Similarly, EXT4 needs to search the extent tree to
find disk pointers that locate disk blocks for a directory or
regular file. Both cases may involve extra reads from the disk.
To skip the tree search step for small files, EXT4 embeds a
few disk pointers in an inode. KEVINFS cannot avoid the tree
search. However, it does not require reading a directory file
during lookup, and the data of a small file is preloaded when
its meta object is read. Thus, for lookup and small read, the
two systems exhibit similar performance.

If a file or a directory is huge, the tree search cost could
be high. In KEVINFS, the worst-case I/O cost of looking up

the LSM-tree is $ (ℎ), where ℎ is the tree height. However, as
shown in Figure 6, even under random I/Os, the average I/O
cost is not as high as two reads thanks to bloom filters [11].
In EXT4, the worst-case I/O cost of the extent tree is $ (;),
where ; is the height of the tree (; = 5 by default). The average
I/O cost is $ (;>6 =), where = is the number of extents for
a file which actually decides the tree height. If a file is not
fragmented, = is close to 1, and thus the tree search requires
less than two reads. However, if it is severely fragmented, the
I/O cost could be more than two reads.

Besides the tree lookup cost, KEVINFS has another benefit
in that it is never logically fragmented. In EXT4, once a file
is fragmented, many pieces of file data are scattered across
non-continuous logical blocks. In this case, even when the file
is sequentially read, EXT4 has to issue many read requests to
the disk [10]. As reported by [16], it badly affects I/O through-
put. In KEVINFS, no logical fragmentation happens because
each file is represented as an object, not a set of logical blocks.
Hence, KEVINFS can always perform sequential reads in big
granularity. Also, as explained in §3.3, KEVINSSD shows
high sequential I/O performance on subobjects with index
caching and compression. As a result, EXT4 generally pro-
vides good performance when a file is continuously allocated,
but KEVINFS is more resistant to fragmentation.

Finally, readdir requires retrieving a full list of directory
entries to read the associated inodes. EXT4 offers different
performance depending on the degree of inode table frag-
mentation. If the inodes are allocated together and thus are
stored in the same blocks, only few block I/Os are needed to
retrieve them. However, if they are highly fragmented, EXT4
suffers from high I/O overhead. In KEVINFS, the inodes (i.e.,
values of meta objects) pointed to by the directory entries
are scattered across multiple pages (see 1 in Figure 5). This
inevitably degrades readdir performance. To mitigate this,
KEVINFS uses a simple tweak that rewrites meta objects to
the disk. When meta objects retrieved by ITERATE are evicted
from the page cache, KEVINFS rewrites them to the disk even
if some of them are clean. All of the meta objects that are
evicted together are likely to be written to the same flash pages
so that the next time KEVINFS can retrieve them quickly with-
out multiple page reads. We plan to study a way to sort meta
objects inside KEVINSSD without explicitly rewriting.

5 Crash Consistency

We describe how KEVIN implements transactions to main-
tain consistency. KEVINFS issues fine-grained transactions
by tracking dependency among KV objects so that they are
updated atomically (see §5.1), and KEVINSSD supports trans-
action commands exploited by KEVINFS (see §5.2).

5.1 Maintaining Consistency in KEVINFS
Although an ideal file system would immediately persist data
upon a write without any consistency problems, current file
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systems follow a compromised model for better performance.
That is, file systems provide an explicit interface to the users
(i.e., fsync) by which users can request a barrier across up-
dates or immediate durability enforcement whenever needed.
In addition, file systems such as EXT4 maintain a global trans-
action comprising all associated blocks with write requests
during a time window, and the flush daemon atomically per-
sists them to storage through the journaling. This mechanism
prevents the out-of-execution and/or buffering of write that
may lead to an inconsistent state for the file system.

KEVIN makes data durable through both user-initiated
fsync and the flush daemon, but without the overhead as-
sociated with the journaling mechanism. This is achieved by
KEVINSSD supporting fine-grained transactions.

KEVINFS only builds a transaction associated with de-
pendent KV objects and simply transfers the information to
the underlying storage. KEVINSSD then materializes given
transactions to the physical medium with an SSD-internal
technique (see §5.2). To this end, we extend the KV interface
to support three transaction commands: BeginTX, EndTX, and
AbortTX. Below is an example of a transaction that manages
the KV objects associated with unlink in Table 2. KEVINFS
can instruct the storage to remove meta and data objects atom-
ically by wrapping KV commands in the same transaction:

BeginTX(TID);
DELETE(TID,m:4:c.txt); /* data object */
DELETE(TID,d:5); /* meta object */
EndTX(TID);

KEVINSSD guarantees atomicity and durability for a trans-
action. To ensure file-system consistency, KEVINFS preserves
the order between dependent transactions. As a result, KEV-
INFS ensures the same level of reliability as other journaling
file systems, and also offers the following desired properties.

Transaction disentanglement. The performance of a file
system suffers from a phenomenon known as transaction
entanglement that flushes the entire global transaction when
fsync is requested for only a part of the buffered data. This
not only increases the fsync latency, but lowers the effect
of write buffering. Some attempted to resolve this issue by
splitting a transaction into the smaller ones by files or by sub-
trees [29, 32]. However, it could not be effective in practice
because the transaction disentanglement is impossible when
data is shared across transactions. Typical file systems engrave
small metadata within a fixed-sized block (e.g., inode/bitmap
blocks), and thus chances are high that the metadata updates
in a different context happen to the same block.

In contrast, KEVINFS does not maintain any on-disk meta-
data shared by different files unless they are adjacent in the
file system tree (e.g., a parent directory and a file). This nature
makes transaction disentanglement easy and likely more ef-
fective. KEVINFS basically maintains a single running trans-
action containing all pending KV commands and sends them
at once through periodic flush daemon (a default period is 5s).
However, upon fsync, KEVINFS forks a small transaction
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Figure 8: Transaction management of KEVINSSD

that only includes the KV objects associated with the fsynced
file, thereby achieving short latency.

Syscall atomicity guarantee. Current journaling file sys-
tems do not ensure the atomicity of a syscall. Because the
transaction size is limited by the remaining journal size, even
a single syscall can be split into multiple transactions in some
cases [51]. This is rare but possible and thus the user-level
applications should employ another technique (e.g., user-level
journaling) to ensure an atomic write over the file system.
KEVINFS has no such limitation and thus enforces the atom-
icity for each syscall by assuring all of the associated KV
objects reside in the same transaction.

5.2 Transaction Processing in KEVINSSD
We now explain how KEVINSSD supports transaction com-
mands. Our design is essentially based on journaling but we
further optimize it to perform well with KEVINSSD.

Transaction management. Figure 8 shows the transaction
management in KEVINSSD. We employ three data structures:
a transaction table (TxTable), transaction logs (TxLogs), and
a recovery log (TxRecovery). The TxTable keeps the infor-
mation of transactions, while the TxLogs keep K2V indices
of transaction objects. The TxLogs are stored either in the
DRAM or in the flash. They are also used to keep track of
K2V indices committed to !1 in the tree. The TxRecovery is
used to recover or abort transactions during the recovery.

When BeginTx(TID) comes, KEVINSSD creates a new
entry in the TxTable, where each entry keeps a TID, its status,
and locations of K2V indices associated with the transaction.
Many transactions can be activated simultaneously as there
exist multiple entries in the table. Initially, the status of the
transaction is RUNNING, which means that it can be aborted in
the event of a crash (see 1 in Figure 8). When subsequent
commands belonging to the transaction arrive, KEVINSSD
keeps KV indices in the DRAM-resident TxLogs and buffers
associated values in the memtable. Once the TxLogs or the
memtable becomes full, KV indices or values are logged into
the in-flash TxLogs or the flash. All of them are not applied to
the LSM-tree yet as they can be aborted. When EndTx(TID)
is received, the associated transaction is committed, and its
status is changed to COMMITTED (see 2 ). KEVINSSD then
notifies KEVINFS that the transaction is committed. Even
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though some KV indices and values can still be buffered
in DRAM (i.e., the in-memory TxLogs and the memtable),
KEVINSSD ensures persistence by using a capacitor. Finally,
committed KV indices should be reflected to the permanent
data structure, the LSM-tree, through a checkpoint process.

Unfortunately, the checkpoint cost is high because commit-
ted KV indices should be inserted into !1 in the LSM-tree.
Recall that some of KV indices are stored in the in-flash
TxLogs and are unsorted because they are logged in their
arrival order. Thus, the checkpoint process involves extra I/Os
and sorting overhead. We relieve this cost by treating commit-
ted TxLogs as part of !1 and delaying the writing of their KV
indices to the tree until the compaction between !1 and !2
happens. When the compaction is triggered, KV indices in
the TxLogs and !1 are flushed out to !2 together. In this way,
we can skip writing KV indices to !1. To quickly look up
KV indices in the TxLogs (which are unsorted), KEVINSSD
temporarily builds a small skiplist to index K2V pairs in the
TxLogs. The sorted nature of the skiplist also makes it easy
to apply KV indices into the tree during the compaction.

Later, once associated KV indices are checkpointed to !2
through the compaction, the transaction status is changed into
CHECKPOINTED (see 3 ), and the associated TxLogs and the
TxTable entry occupied by them are reclaimed.

Recovery. The TxTable, buffered K2V indices, and values
must be materialized to the flash regularly or when a certain
event happens. In our design, KEVINSSD materializes them
when a sudden crash is detected. While power is being sup-
plied by a capacitor, it flushes out buffered K2V indices to the
in-flash TxLogs and buffered values to the flash. The TxTable
is updated to point to the in-flash TxLogs and is then appended
to the TxRecovery. Two specific flash blocks (e.g., blocks #2
and #3) are reserved for the TxRecovery and are treated as
a circular log. When a system reboots, KEVINSSD scans
the TxRecovery, finds the up-to-date TxTable, and checks the
status of each transaction. If a transaction was already commit-
ted, it means that KEVINSSD persistently wrote KV objects
to the flash before. Associated K2V indices are thus pushed
into the skiplist to be searchable. The RUNNING transactions
are aborted, and associated resources are reclaimed.

KEVINSSD supports the same level of crash consistency as
EXT4 with the ordered mode, but requires much smaller I/Os
by avoiding double writes. Moreover, by leveraging capacitor-
backed DRAM in the controller, it further reduces the over-
head of flushing out KV objects and lowers the delay of mark-
ing journal commits. The DRAM-resident TxLogs is 2 MB in
size in our default setup, so a large capacitor is not required.

6 Experiments
We present experimental results on KEVIN. We seek to an-
swer the following questions: (i) Does KEVIN provide high
performance under various workloads, in particular, metadata
intensive ones? (ii) How much data movement between the
host and the SSD can be reduced? (iii) Does KEVIN provide

high resistance to fragmentation? (vi) Does KEVIN provide
benefits over existing file systems based on KV stores?

6.1 Experimental Setup
All the experiments are performed on a server machine
equipped with Intel’s i9-10920X CPU (12 cores running at
4.6 GHz) and 16 GB DRAM. The Linux kernel v4.15.18 is
used as the operating system. Our SSD platform is based on
a Xilinx VCU108 [53] equipped with a custom flash card
providing 2.4 GB/s and 860 MB/s throughputs for reads and
writes, respectively. The total SSD capacity is set to 128 GB.
The FPGA contains controller logic to manage NAND chips
and to provide the PCIe interface to interact with the server.

Our SSD platform does not have a CPU and has a simi-
lar architecture to an open-channel SSD [5]: it runs the FTL
software on the host system. To emulate the limited resources
of an SSD controller on an x86 host, we implement FTLs
in the guest Linux OS in QEMU/KVM, completely isolated
from the host that runs file systems. We assign 4 cores to the
guest. 128 MB DRAM (0.1% of the SSD capacity [42, 43])
is assigned to the guest, while the rest is used by the host.
The interface throughput between the host and the guest is
about 8 GB/s, which is similar to that of PCIe 4.0 x4. Our de-
fault setup is biased towards existing systems considering its
high interface throughput. Our system setting has a limitation.
LSM-tree’s compaction requires high computation power, but
can easily be accelerated by FPGA or ASIC [18, 58]. Owing
to the lack of those accelerators on our host system, we use
the Intel i9 CPU as a sorting accelerator.

We implement two FTL schemes, the page-level FTL that
uses the simple L2P indexing and the proposed KEVINSSD.
The page-level FTL uses 128 MB DRAM for an L2P map-
ping table. KEVINSSD uses 6.5 MB of DRAM for bloom
filters, 2 MB for TxLogs, 1 MB for memtables, 6 MB for
in-memory index, and 112.5 MB for caching popular entries.
We compare KEVINFS with four kernel file systems, EXT4
with the ordered mode, XFS, BTRFS, and F2FS.

6.2 Experimental Results
We evaluate KEVIN using micro-benchmarks in §6.2.1 and
carry out experiments with realistic workloads in §6.2.2. Per-
formance analysis of aged file systems is presented in §6.2.3.
The benefits of in-storage indexing are analyzed more deeply
in §6.2.4. In graphs, EXT4, XFS, BTRFS, F2FS, and KEVIN
are abbreviated as ‘E’, ‘X’, ‘B’, ‘F’. and ‘K’, respectively.

6.2.1 Results with Micro-benchmarks

We conduct a set of experiments using three types of micro-
benchmarks: metadata-only, small-file, and data-only work-
loads, all of which have different file/directory access patterns.

Metadata-only workloads. They create and delete a large
number of empty files and directories. We use creat, mkdir,
unlink, and rmdir from Filebench [48] that perform inten-
sive updates of on-disk metadata, but do not involve any I/Os
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Figure 9: Metadata intensive workloads

on file data. A total of 8M files and directories are created
and deleted. This is almost the maximum number of files and
directories that can be created with EXT4’s default configura-
tion on a 128 GB disk. We also run readdir that iterates over
a large number of directories. 4M files are stored in 800K
directories. To generate sufficient I/Os, we run 16 Filebench
instances in parallel. All of the file systems are initially empty.

Figure 9(a) shows results. KEVIN outperforms other sys-
tems by 6.2× on average. Aside from readdir, KEVIN
achieves up to 43.8× better I/O throughput than EXT4. This
is because KEVIN eliminates almost all of the metadata I/O
traffic. Figure 9(b) depicts the amount of data moved between
the host and the SSD. Compared to the existing file systems,
KEVIN involves tiny data movements because it only needs
to deliver small-sized KV commands.

For readdir, KEVIN performs poorly for the first run be-
cause it requires many reads to retrieve values (i.e., inodes)
from the flash pages. For its second run, KEVIN shows im-
proved performance (from 75kops/s to 120kops/s). As ex-
plained in §4, KEVINFS rewrites a group of meta objects
fetched by ITERATE to store them in the same flash pages,
hoping that it reduces in-storage reads in the future. This
optimization can increase the eviction cost slightly, but it is
imperceptible to users as the I/O traffic incurred by rewrites
is low and is handled in the background. Note that before the
second run, we empty the inode and dentry caches to get rid
of the impact of cached metadata.

KEVIN incurs internal I/Os to manage LSM-tree indices
in storage, which can be categorized into three types: com-
paction I/Os to merge and sort K2V indices, tree lookup reads
to find key-index pages, and garbage collection (GC) I/Os
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Figure 10: KEVIN I/O overheads on micro-benchmarks
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Figure 11: Data & metadata workloads

to reclaim free space. As illustrated in Figure 10, extra I/Os
to manage the LSM-tree are negligible in comparison with
metadata overhead in other file systems (see Figure 9(b)).
Since our experiments are conducted under clean file systems,
compaction and GC I/Os are almost zero. We analyze their
impacts on performance in §6.2.3.

Small-file workloads. They include three scenarios: the
creation (creat-4K) and deletion (unlink-4K) of 4 KB small
files, as well as a copy (cp) of many small files. All of them
create lots of data traffic on both metadata and file data. We
create and delete 8M files and copy 4M files. Figure 11 shows
experimental results. KEVIN exhibits the best performance
when creating and removing small files thanks to its low meta-
data overhead. However, for cp, KEVINFS shows similar
performance to EXT4. We observe that KEVIN shows high
write throughput for small files, but the throughput of reading
small files to copy is slow and becomes a bottleneck. This is
owing to the relatively high tree lookup overheads. For our
experiments, we run 16 Filebench instances in parallel, which
cause random file reads. This eventually results in random
meta object lookups on the KEVINSSD side. Moreover, as a
small 4 KB file contains one subobject, KEVINSSD’s com-
pression optimizations are not effective. This is the reason
why the number of reads to find key-index pages (tree lookup)
is relatively high for cp in Figure 10. Even worse, while 4
KB file data is slightly large to be embedded in a meta object
in KEVINSSD, EXT4 can directly locate a disk block where
data is stored by referring to disk pointers in inodes, thereby
incurring no extents lookup.

Data-only workloads. To assess how efficiently KEVIN
handles a large file, we create a 32 GB file and run various
I/O patterns using the FIO tool [4] on it. We first measure
sequential and random write throughputs. For measuring se-
quential write (SW) throughput, we run a single FIO instance
that sequentially writes 32 GB of data on a single file. For
the measurement of random write (RW) throughput, we run 16
FIO instances that randomly write 4 KB data on a file. Over
each created file (RW or SW), we run FIO instances that read
data sequentially (+SR) or randomly (+RR) to measure their
respective read throughputs.
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Figure 12: Data intensive workloads

Overall, KEVIN shows similar performance as the other
file systems as depicted in Figure 12(a). However, for random
write (RW), it shows slightly low throughput because of extra
I/Os for compaction (see Figure 10). An interesting observa-
tion is that KEVIN exhibits excellent performance even for
random read workloads (SW+RR and RW+RR). This is because
KEVIN benefits from the highly compressible key format of
data objects. This property enables us to cache almost all KV
indices in DRAM for the 32 GB file, making it possible to
achieve a sufficiently high hit ratio.

6.2.2 Results with Realistic Workloads

To understand the performance of KEVINFS under realis-
tic workloads, we conduct experiments using five Filebench
workloads (Varmail, OLTP, Fileserver, Webserver, and
Webproxy), and four real applications (TPC-C, clone, rsync,
and kernel compilation). Filebench mimics I/O behaviors of
a target application that are modeled by parameters listed in
Table 3. In our experiment, we use default parameters preset
by Filebench, except for the number of operations.

Figures 13 and 14 show our results. For Varmail, KEV-
INFS exhibits 37% higher throughput than EXT4. Varmail
emulates a mail server, so it performs I/Os on many small
files. Metadata-intensive syscalls, creat and unlink, are fre-
quently invoked to create and remove files. To persist user
emails immediately, it calls fsync every time after write,
incurring many I/Os to the journaling area.
OLTP is a write-intensive workload in which more than

100 threads create files and append data to the files. It also
frequently invokes fdatasync, which results in many I/Os
sent to metadata and the journaling area. As a result, KEVIN

Table 3: Filebench parameters. C/U/R/W represents the ratio
of creat, unlink, read, and write operations.

Avg. # of Threads # of C/U/R/W
file size files operations ratio

Varmail 16 KB 3.2 M 16 12.8 M 1:1:2:2
OLTP 10 MB 3.2 K 211 10 M 0:0:1:10

Fileserver 128 KB 800 K 50 8 M 1:1:1:2
Webserver 16 KB 1.6 M 100 12.8 M 0:0:10:1
Webproxy 16 KB 2 M 100 4 M 1:1:5:1
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exhibits 26% higher throughput than F2FS.
KEVINFS shows 23% lower throughput than EXT4 in

Fileserver. Fileserver is a data-intensive workload that
reads and writes a relatively large size of files (128 KB). It
does not invoke fsync, so metadata updates and journaling
I/Os occur only occasionally. Owing to the large amounts of
data written to the disk, KEVINFS suffers from compaction
overhead which slows down its performance over EXT4.
Webserver is a read-dominant workload issuing many

reads to small files (16 KB) with few writes. Syscalls that
update metadata are not invoked in Webserver. Although it
is not preferable to KEVIN, KEVIN shows a slightly slower
performance (10%) than EXT4. Webserver exhibits high
locality in accessing files. Thanks to a high cache hit ratio
(98.3%) in KEVINSSD, the number of page reads to get key-
index pages is relatively small.
Webproxy is also a read-dominant workload, but KEVINFS

exhibits higher throughput compared to EXT4. Our close
examination reveals that this is owing to the high directory
management overhead. Webproxy contains a large number of
files (e.g., 1M files) per directory. Whenever files are created
and removed, it is necessary to update directory entries, which
is costly. KEVINFS does not maintain directory entries, so its
performance is not affected by directory updates.

Finally, we carry out experiments using real applica-
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Figure 15: Write performance on aged file systems. In (b) and
(c), ‘U’/‘A’ shows unaged/aged file system performance.

tions, including TPC-C, clone, rsync, and kernel compilation
(build). For TPC-C, MySQL is used as the DBMS engine.
We create 50 data warehouses run by 100 clients. The DB size
is 14 GB. The overall behavior of TPC-C is similar to OLTP in
that it is write-intensive and frequently invokes fsync. Thus,
KEVIN provides about 31% better throughput (tpmC) than
EXT4. A local 3.1 GB Linux kernel repository is used as the
source for both clone and rsync. They involve the creation
of many small files (as creat-4K in §6.2.1), so KEVIN offers
the best performance. A Linux kernel compilation process
requires many small file reads and writes, along with directory
traversals. Our results, however, reveal that the bottleneck of
the kernel compilation is CPU not I/O. Consequently, all of
the file systems provide similar compilation times.

6.2.3 Results under Aged File Systems
We analyze the performance of the file systems when they
are aged. To age the file systems, we use Geriatrix [20] and
Filebench to write more than 800 GB of data. For performance
measurement, we run the same benchmarks that we use in
§6.2.1. Since the file system space utilization is about 60%,
we reduce the number of files and directories created by half.

Figure 15(a) shows the extent to which the file-system per-
formance degrades after the aging process. We observe that
KEVIN shows smaller performance reductions compared to
EXT4 across almost all of the benchmarks. EXT4 is affected
by high metadata and journaling overhead, which are exac-
erbated by file-system fragmentation. In the case of unlink
in Figure 15(a), metadata and journaling I/Os increase by up
to 2.2× after aging. On the other hand, there are no signifi-
cant changes in file-system level I/O traffic in KEVIN. After
aging, the compaction I/Os in KEVINSSD increase to 7.7×.
Due in part to its very small portion in total I/Os, its nega-
tive impact on I/O performance is not huge. This confirms
that KEVIN is more resistant to fragmentation. Unfortunately,
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Figure 16: Read performance on aged file systems

KEVIN suffers from increased compaction and GC overhead
in data-intensive workloads, creat-4K and cp. Our LSM-
tree indexing algorithm requires more flash space (3∼10%)
than the typical FTL, owing to obsolete objects staying in
the tree before getting reclaimed by compaction. Thus, GC
invocations occur more frequently.

To understand the impact of fragmentation on user-
perceived performance, we measure read throughput and la-
tency while varying the degree of fragmentation. The degree
of fragmentation is controlled by the number of fragmenta-
tion tool runs. For each run, 128 GB data are written to the
file system. We first measure sequential read throughput on a
32 GB large file (see Figure 16(a)). The read throughput of
EXT4 gradually degrades as the run repeats. When the file
system is clean (i.e., the run 0), the file has only one extent.
However, the number of extents increases to 3,798 at run 4.
As explained in §4, this increases not only the tree search cost
but the number of I/O requests to the disk. On the other hand,
KEVIN exhibits consistent read throughput, achieving 16%
higher throughput than EXT4.

We also measure the latency of readdir (see Figure 16(b)).
The performance of readdir is decided by the number of
block reads to fetch inodes from the inode table. As the run
repeats, the inode table is severely fragmented, and thus EXT4
involves more disk accesses to retrieve inodes. This results
in an increase in latency of readdir. On average, KEVIN
shows slower speed for readdir than EXT4, as in Figure 9(a).
However, it is not affected by the fragmentation of the inode
table and can remove data transfers to the host by fetching
inodes internally. Moreover, by reading multiple meta objects
at the same time through SSD’s internal parallelism, it exhibits
much shorter latency when the file system is aged.

6.2.4 Analyzing Effects of In-storage Indexing
Finally, we evaluate the benefits of performing indexing op-
erations in storage. The best way of doing this would be to
move KEVINSSD’s internal indexing engine to KEVINFS.
Since our LSM-tree engine is currently designed to run as
the flash firmware, porting this back to the kernel is a non-
trivial job. As an alternative, we use TokuDB from previous
KV store based file system studies [19, 56, 57]. TokuDB uses
the BY-tree as an internal indexing algorithm which has low
computational complexity and asymptotically performs better
than LSM-trees. We used the TokuDB version included in the
BetrFS’s git repository [33]. To bridge TokuDB with KEV-
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Figure 17: Effects of in-storage indexing

INFS, we port the code from v3.11.10 [19] to v4.15.18 kernel.
For a fair I/O traffic comparison, we turn off TokuDB’s value
compression feature and set the internal cache size to 4 GB.
This in-kernel TokuDB operates on a block SSD formatted to
EXT4 [19]. The block SSD uses a page-level FTL.

We conduct experiments with Filebench used from §6.2.1
and §6.2.2. Figure 17(a) shows I/O throughputs. In the graph,
‘T’ represents a setting where KEVINFS uses TokuDB as its
in-kernel indexing engine in the host, while ‘K’ denotes the
proposed KEVIN that uses the in-storage indexing engine.
KEVIN shows an improvement of 7.4× on average even with
readdir which is relatively slow.

To understand why KEVIN performs much better than
KEVINFS+TokuDB, we analyze I/O traffics from the two
settings, which are presented in Figures 17(b) and (c). KEV-
INFS+TokuDB numbers are taken from TokuDB’s statistics.
In KEVINFS+TokuDB, ‘Data Read/Write’ represents the traf-
fic from reading and writing KV objects and ‘Metadata Read-
/Write’ is the extra indexing I/O traffic from the BY-tree
to manage KV objects. ‘Journaling I/O’ includes the traffic
from TokuDB’s WAL logic. Fileserver fails to run on KEV-
INFS+TokuDB owing to the space overhead [19] caused by
the BY-tree algorithm that consumes all disk space.

In the case of the write-intensive workloads, traffic differ-
ences are substantial. This is because TokuDB incurs many
extra I/Os. As mentioned in §2.3, the WAL policy [13,15,34]
has to write all KV objects to logs before materializing them
to the data area. Note that this overhead can be mitigated if the
late-binding journaling is used [56] which is not implemented
yet in this work. In workloads such as Varmail that have
many fsync calls, TokuDB has to flush the logs, increasing
fsync’s latency. KEVIN shows 33.8× shorter latency com-

pared to KEVINFS+TokuDB. The BY-tree also incurs more
traffic because of its inherent behavior that transfers data from
the internal node buffer to the leaf node. Operations involving
many point queries such as cp, Webserver, and Webproxy
show lower read traffic in KEVIN than KEVINFS+TokuDB.
KEVIN performs indexing with the key-index page caching
and compression from the storage device itself, and thus it
offers fast indexing performance without any external I/Os.
readdir shows worse performance on KEVIN. TokuDB man-
ages all KV pairs in a sorted manner without key-value sepa-
ration, and thus ITERATE performs quickly akin to sequential
I/Os. However, when KEVIN rewrites the meta object before
the second run, it shows higher performance, as it does not
need to read multiple value pages. In this case, we expect
the performance will be further improved if KEVIN adopts
full-path indexing that globally sorts the file-system hierarchy.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed KEVIN, which improved file sys-
tem performance by offloading indexing capability to the
storage hardware. KEVINSSD exposed the KV interface and
supported transaction commands. On top of this, we built
KEVINFS, a new file system that translated VFS calls into KV
objects and exploited storage capabilities to remove metadata
and journaling overhead. Our results showed that, on average,
KEVIN improved I/O throughput by 6.2× and reduced the I/O
traffic by 74% for metadata-intensive workloads.

The idea of KEVIN can be extended in two directions. First,
we focused on porting file systems over the KV device in this
study. However, the proposed KV interface can be extended to
support a broader range of applications, ranging from block-
interface applications [8] to SQL applications [12], giving us
the potential to replace the existing block I/O interface. Ap-
plications running directly over the KV device are expected
to enjoy the same benefits (e.g., small metadata overheads) as
KEVIN. Second, KEVINFS can be implemented in the form
of a user-level file system. KEVINSSD can export KV-APIs
to the user-space (e.g., via SPDK [54]), and KEVINFS ac-
cesses a storage device without going through the deep kernel
stack. The user-level KEVINFS would be faster than existing
user-level file systems because it not only has a lighter-weight
architecture (e.g., free from metadata management and jour-
naling), but is also less affected by fragmentation.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
KEVIN is composed of two main elements: KEVINSSD
(providing key-value interface with in-storage indexing) and
KEVINFS (providing file system abstraction). The artifact is
consisted of multiple Git repositories including KEVINSSD,
KEVINFS and others used for evaluation for KEVIN. Please
refer to the README file from https://github.com/dgist-
datalab/kevin.

Scope
The artifact includes all the necessary source code required
to run KEVIN as well as the benchmarks used in this paper.
As it takes several weeks to run all the benchmarks used in
this paper, we also provide exemplary benchmark suite with
tuned parameters.

Contents
We provide four Git repositories related to KEVIN. First, KEV-
INFS provides abstraction of files and directories (see §3.1,
§4 and §5.1). Second, KEVINSSD is the storage engine opti-
mized for in-storage indexing using LSM-tree (see §3.2, §3.3
and §5.2). Third, BLOCKSSD is another storage engine used
for comparison. Its FTL firmware uses page-level mapping
and provides the block interface to the host. BLOCKSSD is
used for comparison of traditional file systems in §6. Lastly,
we provide the kernel source used in this paper. It is based
on Linux kernel v4.15.18 and is further customized to run
KEVIN+TokuDB (see §6.2.4). KEVINFS also runs on this
kernel. Additionally, the DOI for the artifact includes a de-
tailed screencast of the tool along with results with example
workloads to prove the functionality of KEVIN.

Hosting
We provide the public Git URLs and commit hashes for each
repository used during the artifact evaluation.

• KEVINFS

https://github.com/dgist-datalab/kevin

1bd8566c580f8190364008f1a355fe337fcb6309

• KEVINSSD

https://github.com/dgist-datalab/KevinSSD

026e2a9bd274989b1324bdb9d008f2044e6d145d

• BLOCKSSD

https://github.com/dgist-datalab/BlockSSD

f944a94455f56a42ee3a888431b71d7e555b7671

• Kernel source used with KEVIN

https://github.com/dgist-datalab/linux/tree/kevin-4.15

Branch: kevin-4.15

c2b106a1de494c293f33c5f130435c2eaee02dcf

• The DOI for the artifact

10.5281/zenodo.4659803

https://zenodo.org/record/4659803

Requirements
We use the Xilinx Virtex R© UltraScaleTM FPGA VCU108
platform and customized NAND flash modules. The cus-
tomized NAND flash modules used in this paper are not pub-
licly or commercially available. Therefore, you may need
your own NAND modules compatible with VCU108 and ad-
equate modifications to the hardware backend (KEVINSSD
and BLOCKSSD) to replicate this work.
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Nap: A Black-Box Approach to NUMA-Aware Persistent Memory Indexes
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Abstract
We present Nap, a black-box approach that converts con-

current persistent memory (PM) indexes into NUMA-aware
counterparts. Based on the observation that real-world work-
loads always feature skewed access patterns, Nap introduces a
NUMA-aware layer (NAL) on the top of existing concurrent
PM indexes, and steers accesses to hot items to this layer. The
NAL maintains 1) per-node partial views in PM for serving
insert/update/delete operations with failure atomicity and 2)
a global view in DRAM for serving lookup operations. The
NAL eliminates remote PM accesses to hot items without
inducing extra local PM accesses. Moreover, to handle dy-
namic workloads, Nap adopts a fast NAL switch mechanism.
We convert five state-of-the-art PM indexes using Nap. Eval-
uation on a four-node machine with Optane DC Persistent
Memory shows that Nap can improve the throughput by up
to 2.3× and 1.56× under write-intensive and read-intensive
workloads, respectively.

1 Introduction

We consider the problem of making persistent memory
(PM) indexes NUMA-aware. Although there has been a
wealth of prior research designing high-performance PM in-
dexes [1–16], the impacts of non-uniform memory access
(NUMA) architecture to PM indexes have not been deeply ex-
plored. Due to limited DIMM slots and cores in a single CPU,
NUMA architecture is a necessity for providing massive band-
width and capacity of PM along with enormous computational
power. In a NUMA machine, the CPU cores and DRAM/PM
DIMMs are grouped into nodes, which connect each other via
inter-node links, e.g., Intel Ultra Path Interconnect (UPI).

The NUMA problem on PM indexes is unique. First, PM
suffers from more severe impacts of NUMA than DRAM.
Specifically, for Intel Optane DC Persistent Memory (i.e.,
Optane DIMM), the first PM product, compared with local

∗Jiwu Shu and Youyou Lu are the corresponding authors.
{shujw, luyouyou}@tsinghua.edu.cn

PM write, the peak bandwidth of remote ones is decreased
to 59%; worse, highly concurrent remote PM writes (i.e., more
than 8 threads) experience a bandwidth cliff (§2.1). Second,
to guarantee failure atomicity (i.e., the system can recover
to a correct state upon system crashes), a PM index should
issue flush instructions for explicitly evicting data from CPU
caches to PM. For data that resides on remote nodes, these
flush instructions expose remote PM writes on the critical
path, degrading the performance. Third, PM has limited band-
width (1/6 and 1/3 of DRAM in terms of writes and reads,
respectively [17]), making replication-based approaches im-
practical. Existing NUMA-aware DRAM indexes always (par-
tially) replicate indexes across NUMA nodes and synchronize
these replicas via compact operation logs [18,19]. Replication
effectively reduces remote accesses; yet, since every update
operation is executed at every node, the number of local ac-
cesses is amplified significantly. Although this amplification
is not a problem for DRAM due to its extremely high local
bandwidth, it is fatal for PM with low local bandwidth.

In this paper, we propose Nap (NUMA-Aware Persistent
Memory Indexes), a black-box approach that converts con-
current PM indexes into NUMA-aware counterparts. Nap is
based on a common observation: real-world workloads al-
ways feature skewed access patterns [20–24], where a small
portion of hot items receive extremely frequent accesses. The
key idea of Nap is making hot accesses NUMA-aware. Nap
introduces a general NUMA-aware layer (NAL), which can
be placed on the top of any existing concurrent PM index.
The NAL absorbs accesses to hot items, while the underly-
ing PM index handles accesses to other items. Specifically,
NAL maintains per-node partial and crash-consistent views
(PC-views) in PM, which serve insert/update/delete opera-
tions from local threads with failure atomicity. NAL does not
synchronize states between PC-views, to avoid remote PM
accesses without inducing extra local PM accesses. Such a
synchronization-less approach brings two challenges: 1) serv-
ing lookup operations to hot items; 2) identifying the latest
values from multiple PC-views upon recovery. For 1), NAL
maintains an additional global view of hot items in DRAM.
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For 2), NAL adopts a version-based mechanism to order in-
sert/update/delete operations to the same items, along with
low-overhead methods of failure atomicity.

Upon workloads change, Nap can identify the new set of
hot items and then switch to a new NAL quickly. The hot set
identification is achieved by a combination of accurate and
efficient streaming algorithms (e.g., count-min sketch [25]).
To mitigate blocking of foreground index operations during
NAL switch, Nap introduces a three-phase switch. This mech-
anism detects the states of access threads via a lightweight
grace-period-based method. By leveraging these states, Nap
divides the switch into three phases, and carefully splits tasks
(e.g., initializing new NAL, flushing and recycling old NAL)
into different phases. As a result, only a small portion of index
operations during a small interval are blocked.

Nap approach offers several advantages. First, it is general
and efficient; we convert five state-of-the-art concurrent PM
indexes using Nap, and the Nap-converted counterparts boost
the throughput significantly on a four-node machine. Second,
since the set of hot items is always small, the extra memory
consumption and recovery time induced by Nap are bounded.
Our evaluation on a four-node machine running 72 threads
shows that, when maintaining 100K hot items in the NAL,
Nap uses less than 70MB extra DRAM/PM space, and the
recovery time is less than 1 second.

Nap has some limitations. First, it targets skewed workloads
but not uniform workloads, which appear relatively rarely in
the real world. Second, Nap-converted PM indexes may be
outperformed by a crafted NUMA-aware PM index. However,
when designing and evaluating Nap, we conclude some guide-
lines that may benefit future specialized NUMA-aware PM
indexes, among which the most remarkable is that a NUMA-
aware PM index should reduce remote PM accesses without
consuming extra local PM bandwidth.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• Nap, a black-box and practical approach that converts con-

current PM indexes into NUMA-aware counterparts.
• A set of techniques that enable Nap’s fast reaction to work-

loads change.
• Experimental evidence showing the efficiency of Nap.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we firstly show that access to remote PM
suffers from low performance (§2.1), and how it cripples PM
indexes (§2.2). Then, we analyze why existing approaches for
DRAM indexes are inefficient when applied to PM (§2.3).

2.1 NUMA Impacts on PM
PM is a new memory technology that enjoys benefits of both
storage and memory: it provides byte-addressable storage
with DRAM-comparable performance and high density. With
the release of Optane DIMMs, the first PM product, the system
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Figure 1: Bandwidth of three 128GB Optane DIMMs with
varying threads. local access: threads access Optane DIMMs
that are local to them; remote access: threads access Optane
DIMMs installed on another NUMA node. We use ntstore
instructions for PM write.

community is actively redesigning storage systems to gain full
exploitation of its potential [8,16,26–36]. A NUMA machine
with numerous CPU cores and Optane DIMMs should be an
ideal architecture for fast and large-volume storage; however,
this is not true, due to slow remote PM accesses (i.e., accessing
PM on remote NUMA nodes).

Figure 1 reports the local/remote bandwidth of Optane
DIMMs (3 Optane DIMMs and 18 CPU cores per NUMA
node). Each thread performs sequential access to a 2GB PM
space. We use 32-byte non-temporal stores (ntstore) for
PM write. The peak write bandwidth of remote accesses
(3.5GB/s) is only 59% of that of local accesses (5.9GB/s).
Worse, the bandwidth of remote write collapses (< 250MB/s)
in case of more than 8 concurrent threads. For read opera-
tions, though Optane DIMMs have a relatively smaller gap
(16.9%) between local bandwidth and remote bandwidth, the
extra access latency induced by inter-node links, i.e., UPI,
is considerable (∼100ns), exacerbating the already high PM
read latency (∼300ns, [17]). Based on these observations, we
conclude that a high-performance PM system should avoid
accessing remote PM, especially for writes.

Our experimental result is consistent with recent studies
[17, 36–38]. We attribute the low performance of remote PM
write to two reasons. First, nstore instructions may behave
like cache line read-modify-write instructions, reducing the
available PM bandwidth [38]. Second, due to the read-modify-
write behavior, remote writes may trigger multi-socket cache
coherence traffic, which induces extra PM writes [39].

2.2 NUMA Impacts on PM Indexes

By leveraging the persistence and byte-addressability of PM,
PM indexes can recover instantly in the presence of power
outages. Although there has been an influx of PM indexes
designed for Optane DIMMs, most of them are evaluated in a
single NUMA node environment [8, 11, 13, 14, 29, 42]. Here,
we investigate the NUMA impacts on PM indexes by analyz-
ing CCEH [9], a variant of extendible hashing optimized for
PM. CCEH manages a set of segments, which are pointed by
a global directory. As shown in Figure 2(a), when performing
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Figure 2: NUMA impacts on PM indexes, using CCEH as
an example. We use source code from [40], which relies on
PMDK [41] for PM allocation and supports variable-length
keys. (a) An insert operation. Access threads reside on node
2, while the directory and the targeted segment are on node 1.
This insertion needs 2 remote reads (¶¸) and 3 remote writes
(·º»). (b) Throughput of CCEH. Each thread allocates PM
space from its local node. Vertical lines show the boundaries
between NUMA nodes.

an insertion, a thread may trigger multiple times (up to 2 re-
mote reads and 3 remote writes) of remote PM accesses. Such
remote accesses can significantly degrade the performance of
PM indexes. We measure the performance of CCEH under
multi-node environment with a synthetic workload, where
the ratio of lookup to insert/update is 1:1 and keys follow
the Zipfian distribution with parameter 0.99. We use 15-byte
keys and 8-byte values. Our platform is comprised of four
Intel Xeon Gold 6240M CPUs (18 cores per CPU), each with
three 128GB Optane DIMMs (1.5TB in total). More details of
hardware configurations are shown in §6. Figure 2(b) shows
the result. CCEH scales well within a single NUMA node.
However, the growth rate of throughput slows down signifi-
cantly when the thread number increases from 18 to 36; the
main cause is remote PM accesses. When more NUMA nodes
are added, i.e., thread number increases from 36 to 72, the
throughput fluctuates: it increases first and then decreases.
This is because that a newly added NUMA node brings extra
PM bandwidth resource, boosting the throughput, but soon,
slow PM remote accesses become the key performance deter-
minant, degrading the throughput.

2.3 Limitations of DRAM-orient approaches

A natural question now arises: are existing NUMA-aware
approaches for DRAM indexes still efficient when applied to
PM? We give a negative answer to this question by examin-
ing Node Replication (NR) [18], a state-of-the-art approach
that obtains NUMA-aware DRAM indexes. NR maintains a
global shared log and per-node replicas of DRAM indexes.
Using flat combining [43] within nodes, threads record their
operations into the shared log, and execute the log entries
to make their local replicas consistent between nodes. Three
main limitations leave NR ill-suited for PM indexes.

First, obviously, NR does not consider failure atomicity,
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Figure 3: Access ratio of hot items (Zipfian 0.99).

which is indispensable for PM indexes. Second, NR experi-
ences severe space overhead: for a machine with n NUMA
nodes, NR consumes n times more PM due to replication. As
important storage system components, PM indexes always oc-
cupy a large portion of PM space; hence, such consumption is
unacceptable. Third, performance of insert/update operations
is limited by PM write bandwidth of a single NUMA node. To
maintain consistent replicas between nodes, each node must
execute the same series of operations, which wastes precious
local PM write bandwidth (only 1/6 of DRAM) and further
bottlenecks the overall throughput.

3 Key Ideas

1) Making hot accesses NUMA-aware. Real-world work-
loads often feature Zipfian popularity distribution [20–24],
where a small portion of hot items receive extremely frequent
accesses. A recent study from Twitter [20] shows that their
in-memory cache workloads are usually even more skewed
than YCSB [44]. We design Nap to target these skewed work-
loads by making accesses to hot items NUMA-aware. To
show potential benefits of such a design, we run a simulation
to present the access ratio of hot items. The key popularity fol-
lows Zipfian distribution with parameter 0.99. From Figure 3,
we observe that under a wide range of key space (from 10M
to 2000M), the top 10K/100K/1000K hottest items receive
more than 39%/50%/61% accesses. Hence, if we can absorb
accesses to hot items (e.g., top 100K) in a NUMA-aware way,
a significant percentage of remote PM accesses are avoided.

Nap introduces a NUMA-aware layer (NAL) to absorb ac-
cesses to these hot items. In addition to reducing remote PM
accesses, the NAL features two advantages. First, since the
set of hot items is always small (e.g., 100K), different from
replication-based approaches (e.g., NR [18]), the DRAM/PM
space used by the NAL is limited. Second, upon system
crashes, the small-sized NAL can be recovered fast, bounding
the recovery time.
2) Black-box approach. Nap exploits hotness of items to han-
dle the NUMA problem, which enables a black-box approach
for converting existing PM indexes into NUMA-aware ones.
Specifically, in Nap, the NAL absorbs accesses to hot items,
and an underlying PM index accommodates a large number of
cold items. Nap requires no inner knowledge of the underly-
ing PM index. Any existing PM index that is crash-consistent
and thread-safe can be used; thus, Nap takes advantage of the
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Figure 4: Nap’s architecture and interactions.

mature, well-tested codes of PM indexes, which are usually
implemented via myriad engineering efforts.
3) Minimizing state synchronization between PM nodes.
The NAL records updates to hot items into the local PM and
does not synchronize PM-resident states between different
NUMA nodes; thus, in addition to reducing consumption
of remote PM bandwidth, no extra local PM bandwidth is
consumed in Nap. To enable efficient lookup operations in
such a synchronization-less approach, the NAL maintains the
latest values of hot items in the DRAM.
4) Fast reaction to handle hotspot shift. Hotspots change
over time, so Nap adopts several techniques to enable fast
reaction. Specifically, Nap maintains the current hot items in
real time. Upon detecting a new set of hot items, Nap generates
a new NAL and installs it into the system in an atomic manner.

4 Design

4.1 Overview
This paper proposes Nap, an approach that converts concurrent
PM indexes into NUMA-aware ones. Figure 4 presents the
architecture and interactions of Nap. Nap consists of two main
components: a raw PM index and a NUMA-aware layer.
• Raw PM index. The raw PM index can be an arbitrary exist-

ing concurrent PM index (e.g., CCEH [9], FAST_FAIR [7]),
regardless of its concurrency control mechanism (lock-
based or lock-free) and structure (tree-based, hashtable-
based or hybrid). The raw PM index spans multiple NUMA
nodes; it manages cold items (u in Figure 4), which ac-
count for an extremely huge proportion of the total dataset.

• NUMA-aware layer (NAL). Nap steers accesses to hot items
to the NAL, which contains two parts: a global & volatile
view (i.e., GV-view, §4.2) and per-node partial & crash-
consistent views (i.e., PC-views, §4.3). GV-view resides
in DRAM, and maintains the latest values of hot items to
serve lookup requests (H in Figure 4). Per-node PC-views
reside in PM. When a thread issues an insert/update/delete
operation to a hot item, the PC-view in the same NUMA
node absorbs the operation, and persists the operation’s
effect in a crash-consistent manner (¶). Then, the corre-
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version the next version
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Figure 5: Structures of the GV-view and PC-views.

sponding value in GV-view is updated (·), to ensure the
GV-view always owns the latest values of hot items. To
eliminate remote PM accesses and avoid extra local PM
accesses, we do not synchronize states between different
PC-views, and thus each PC-view only has partial latest
values of hot items. In case of hotspot shift, Nap can timely
identify the new set of hot items (§4.4) and switch to a new
version of NAL (§4.5); meanwhile, hot items in the old
NAL are flushed to the underlying raw PM index.

4.2 Global & Volatile View (GV-View)
Design goals. In addition to serving lookup for hot items, the
DRAM-resident GV-view is also responsible for 1) control-
ling concurrent accesses to the NAL, and 2) checking an item
whether belongs to the hot set 1. Thus, the design of GV-view
must be lightweight and efficient.
Design details. Nap organizes the GV-view as a DRAM-
resident index, which maintains the mapping from key to
GV entry for every hot item. Figure 5(a) shows the GV-view’s
structure. The GV-view uses a hashtable by default; but if
the raw PM index supports range query, it uses a tree-based
data structure. Since the hot set is fixed unless the NAL is
switched (e.g., the hot set is {K1, K2, K3, K4, K5} in Figure 5),
the GV-view’s index is constructed entirely during the NAL’s
initialization and thereafter does not make any changes to
its structure. As a result, any thread-unsafe index with high
performance is applicable (e.g., C++ unordered_map).

For each hot item, the associated GV entry maintains its
runtime information. Figure 5(b) shows the GV entry’s format,
which consists of five fields: 1) a readers-writer lock to control
concurrent accesses to the hot item; 2) the latest value of
the item; 3) a pointer indicating where to persist the item
in PC-views. 4) the version of this item, which is used for
recoverability of PC-views (§4.3); 5) an enumerated value
that assists in NAL switch (§4.5).

1To simplify exposition, we term the set of hot items as hot set. Here, we
assume the content of hot set is known in advance (Obtaining the hot set is
detailed in §4.4).
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Lookup operation. In case of no NAL switch, a lookup opera-
tion is performed as the following: the access thread checks
the GV-view for the targeted item; if the targeted item does
not exist, the lookup is redirected to the raw PM index; oth-
erwise, the thread acquires read lock in corresponding GV
entry, copies the value, and finally releases the lock.
Range query operation. Nap complicates the range query, be-
cause items for a targeted range may exist in the GV-view and
raw PM index simultaneously. An access thread performs a
range query as the following: it searches the GV-view, get-
ting the items in the targeted range (S 1); then, it obtains the
S 2 by invoking the range query interface of the raw PM in-
dex; finally, it merges S 1 and S 2 (if an item exists in both
S 1 and S 2, we leave the one in S 1), returning the result.
Like FAST_FAIR [7] and P-Masstree [8], the range query
operations in Nap are not atomic with concurrent insert/up-
date/delete operations; if a system (e.g., database) atop Nap re-
quires a higher isolation level (e.g., repeatable read), it needs
to implement next-key locking or version mechanisms [45].

4.3 Partial&Crash-consistent View (PC-View)

Design goals. The per-node PM-resident PC-views absorb
update/insert/delete operations and ensure the effects of these
operations can survive power outages. PC-views have two
design goals: 1) Recoverability. The states between PC-views
are inconsistent, and thus Nap must be able to identify the
latest values upon recovery. 2) Low-overhead failure atom-
icity. To guarantee failure atomicity, we must explicitly per-
sist data with flush instructions (e.g., clflush, clwb, and
clflushopt) and avoid store reordering with fence instruc-
tions (e.g., sfence). Minimizing the usage of these expensive
instructions is key for high performance.
Design details. Nap organizes each per-node PC-view into
two PM-resident arrays: a read-only key array and a writable
value array (Figure 5(c)). The key array stores all the keys of
the hot set. The value array reserves a PC entry for each hot
item to record values. A hot item’s PC entries are specified via
the pc_pos field of the corresponding GV entry; for example,
in Figure 5, the 5th PC entry in each PC-view belongs to K5.
Note that each PC entry contains a pointer to the associated
key in the key array, to make the NAL recoverable.

Because two threads may update the same hot item but
manipulate different PC-views, values of hot items are incon-
sistent between PC-views. To identify the latest values upon
recovery, we adopt a simple version-based mechanism. Each
hot item has a monotonically increasing 64-bit version, which
is recorded in the GV-view (version field in Figure 5). The
most significant bit of a version is deletion marker.
Insert / Update operation. In case of no NAL switch, an in-
sert/update operation is performed as following steps:
1) The access thread searches the GV-view for the targeted

item; if the targeted item does not belong to the hot set,
the operation is redirected to the raw PM index.

key_ptr key_size val_ptr

version val
Write, Flush, Fence

Write, Flush, Fence

(a) Variable-length Values

key_ptr key_size indicator version[0] version[1]val[0] val[1]

Write 

Write

Flush, Fence 

(b) Fixed 8-byte Values

Figure 6: The structure of two types of PC entry. key_ptr
points to corresponding key in the key array and key_size
stands for the size of the key. (a) For variable-length val-
ues, we use copy-on-write for failure atomicity. Each PC
entry is 24-byte. The grey space of [version,val] is allo-
cated from PM. (b) For fixed 8-byte values, we adopt a
lightweight two-incarnation toggle mechanism. Each PC en-
try is 49-byte (indicator is 1-byte, every other field is 8-
byte) and cache-line-aligned, and contains two incarnations
of 〈value,version〉 pair.

2) The thread acquires the targeted item’s write lock in the
GV-view, then obtains a new version.

3) The thread persists the version with the new value (i.e.,
〈value, version〉 pair) atomically into the targeted PC entry
in the local NUMA node.

4) The thread updates the volatile value in the GV-view (for
future lookup operations), and finally releases the lock.

Delete operation. A delete operation has the same process as
an insert/update operation, except for the above Step 3): the
access thread sets the deletion marker of the obtained version
and persists it into its local PC-view.

Using the version-based mechanism, we can accurately
identify the latest value for a hot item from multiple PC-views:
the value with maximal version (without deletion marker) is
the latest; if the deletion marker of the maximal version is set,
the corresponding hot item has been deleted. For example, in
Figure 5(c), with the maximal version, “V-b” in the PC view
of node 1 is the latest value of K5.

Now we describe how to guarantee failure atomicity of
update to 〈value,version〉 pair with low overhead. Nap adopts
two different mechanisms to efficiently support variable-
length values and fixed 8-byte values, respectively.

For variable-length values, we leverage copy-on-write
(CoW) to update 〈value,version〉 pair; Figure 6(a) shows the
corresponding PC entry. The access thread firstly allocates
free PM space and copies 〈value,version〉 pair to it; then, the
thread flushes the pair via clflushopt instructions followed
by a sfence (¬); finally, the thread updates 8-byte pointer
atomically to the address of 〈value,version〉 pair, flushes the
pointer via a clwb, and issues sfence to ensure the persis-
tence is completed (). We use clflushopt (which invali-
dates flushed cache lines) rather than clwb (which does not
perform cache invalidation) for 〈value,version〉 pair, so as to
save CPU cache space for other operations; this is because
that values in PC-views are only read during recovery.
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Nap designs a two-incarnation toggle mechanism for fixed
8-byte values, which is very common in PM indexes [8] (8-
byte value is usually a pointer indicating the location of real
data). Figure 6(b) shows the structure of the corresponding
PC entry, which is 49-byte and cache-line-aligned. There are
two incarnations of 8-byte values and 8-byte versions, and
an indicator pointing to the valid incarnation. When writing
a new 〈value,version〉 pair, the access thread first copies the
pair into the invalid incarnation (¶), which can be calculated
according to the indicator (e.g., if the indicator points to the
first incarnation, the second one is invalid). Then, the thread
toggles the indicator (·), letting it point to the updated in-
carnation. Finally, the thread issues a clwb to the PC entry
followed by a sfence (¸). Compared to the CoW, the two-
incarnation toggle mechanism saves a flush instruction and
a fence instruction, enabling its efficiency. We do not need
a fence before toggling the indicator, because writes to the
same cache line reach PM in program order under TSO (total
store order) architecture of Intel CPUs [7, 10, 28]. Of note, al-
though each PC entry takes up a 64-byte PM space to enforce
cache line alignment, the PM consumption is limited; this is
because the hot set is small.

4.4 Hot Set Identification

Design goals. In real-world workloads, the hot set keeps
changing over time [21]; thus, Nap requires to identify the hot
set in real time. The design goals of identifying hot set are 1)
minimizing interferences with foreground index operations,
and 2) small memory footprint in the face of infinite streams
of index operations.
Design details. Nap uses a dedicated switch thread for hot
set identification, to detach this process from the critical path
of index operations. Figure 7 shows how the switch thread
interacts with access threads and identifies the hot set.

Each access thread maintains a circular record buffer to
publish its access patterns. To reduce interferences caused by
hot set identification, access threads use sampling and make
writes to record buffers coordination-free. Specifically, ev-
ery several operations (e.g., 32), an access thread writes a
〈timestamp,key〉 pair into the record buffer, where timestamp
is a 64-bit number generated via rdtsc instructions and key is
the key of current index operation. The access thread blindly
appends 〈timestamp,key〉 pairs to the circular buffer, regard-
less of whether the overwritten data has been consumed by the
switch thread (i.e., no coordination with the switch thread).

With the help of a count-min sketch [25] and a min heap,
the switch thread digests record buffers in following repeated
three steps.
1) The switch thread chooses a record buffer in a round-

robin manner, and fetches a batch (e.g., 8) of new
〈timestamp,key〉 pairs from it; this batched fetch reduces
cache line movements. Two types of 〈timestamp,key〉
pairs are considered invalid: i) the timestamp is less than
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Figure 7: Hot set identification. Access threads publish their
access patterns into record buffers with sampling. The switch
thread uses a count-min sketch to estimate frequency of keys
and a min heap to maintain the current hot set.

maximal timestamp that has been read from corresponding
record buffer, indicating we approach the tail of the record
buffer; thus, the fetch stops. ii) (current time− timestamp)
is greater than a threshold value (e.g., 100ms), indicat-
ing this pair is too stale; thus, the pair is skipped. Note
that although the timestamps generated via rdstc are not
strictly synchronized between CPU cores [46, 47], it has
not caused any visible impacts for Nap.

2) For each key fetched from record buffers, the switch thread
leverages a count-min sketch to update and estimate its ac-
cess frequency. The count-min sketch is memory efficient,
since it only uses a few small arrays. Sampling used by
access threads filters out most infrequent keys, avoiding
overflow of the sketch [48].

3) The min heap maintains the current hot set in the form of
〈key, f requency〉 pairs that are ordered by the f requency
field. The size of the heap has an upper bound (e.g.,
10,000), which can be configured. For a key fetched from
record buffers (we call it K, and call its estimated frequency
F), if it is already in the heap, the switch thread updates the
corresponding frequency field to F; otherwise, the switch
thread inserts the 〈K, F〉 pair into the heap. If the heap
is full and F is greater than the frequency of heap root,
the thread replaces the pair in the heap root with the 〈K,
F〉. Every time the heap is modified, we need to adjust its
structure to enforce its ordering property.

Periodically (e.g., per 1 second), the switch thread com-
pares the heap with the hot set being used by current NAL. If
there is a big difference between them, i.e., the proportion of
different keys exceeds 25%, the switch thread triggers a NAL
switch (§4.5) with the new hot set (i.e., keys in the heap). All
statistics data, including the count-min sketch and the min
heap, are cleared periodically.

Handling uniform workloads. Nap minimizes overhead
induced by the NAL under uniform workloads. Specifically,
the switch thread detects uniform workloads, under which
it initializes an empty NAL (with 0-sized GV-view). For index
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1 void Switch_NAL(new_hotset) {
2

3 // Phase 1, initialize the new NAL and install it.
4 NALnew = Lazy_initialize_NAL(new_hotset, cur_NAL);
5 cur_NAL, pre_NAL = NALnew, cur_NAL; // logging
6

7 // Phase 2, flush previous NAL into the PM index
8 Wait_for_grace_period();
9 Flush(pre_NAL);

10

11 // Phase 3, release the space used by previous NAL
12 gc_NAL, pre_NAL = pre_NAL, NULL; // logging
13 Wait_for_grace_period();
14 Collect_garbage(gc_NAL);
15 gc_NAL = NULL; // 8-byte atomic write
16 }

Listing 1: Switching to a new NAL. Global pointers
cur_NAL, pre_NAL and gc_NAL are stored in PM. Line 5
is protected via a global seqlock to ensure access threads can
get a snapshot of 〈cur_NAL, pre_NAL〉.

operations, access threads check the size of GV-view before
searching it, which only incurs less than five CPU cycles.
The switch thread can use two signals to identify uniform
workloads: ¬ items in the heap receive less than 10% of all
accesses;  the hottest item in the heap receives comparable
accesses (i.e., within 3×) to the coldest.

4.5 NAL Switch
Design goals. Nap switches to a new NAL for handling dy-
namic workloads. The design goals of the NAL switch lie in
two aspects. First, Nap must minimize the blocking of fore-
ground index operations during NAL switch, to avoid latency
spikes. Second, the data races between the switch thread and
access threads should be addressed carefully, to guarantee the
consistency of the whole system.
Design details. Nap introduces a three-phase switch, which is
fast and does not block most of foreground index operations.
Its key idea is: the switch thread detects the states of access
threads via a grace-period-based method (inspired by epoch-
based reclamation [49]), to ensure its modifications are visible
for all ongoing and future index operations.

Listing 1 shows the procedure of the NAL switch, which
consists of three phases:

1) Initialize a new NAL. The switch thread initializes the
new NAL according to the new hot set (line 4, NALnew; we
term the current NAL as NALold). Specifically, the switch
thread constructs the GV-view and per-node PC-views; the
PC-views are persisted for failure atomicity. For now, the GV-
view of NALnew only records locations of values of hot items
(i.e., in raw PM index or in NALold), rather than the values
themselves, by setting the val_location field in GV entries
(Figure 5(b)). Such a lazy initialization is necessary for cor-
rectness: if we directly copy the latest values to the GV-view
of NALnew, the concurrent insert/update/delete operations to
raw PM indexes or NALold will make the value in NALnew

NALnew AC

NALold B C

cur_NAL = NALold
pre_NAL = NULL



cur_NAL = NALnew
pre_NAL = NALold

snapshot snapshot

Figure 8: Different access threads see different system states.
A, B and C each stand for an exclusive set of items.

stale, violating the correctness of future lookups to NALnew.
Then, the switch thread makes NALnew visible to access

threads, by setting global pointers cur_NAL and pre_NAL to
NALnew and cur_NAL, respectively (line 5). To ensure that
access threads always see the atomic effect of this opera-
tion, the line 5 is protected via a global seqlock [50]. Before
performing an index operation, the access thread saves a snap-
shot of 〈cur_NAL, pre_NAL〉 pair under the protection of the
seqlock, and accesses NAL according to the snapshot. The
seqlock minimizes cache coherence traffic at the reader-side
(i.e., access threads).

At this time, the different ongoing index operations may
have saved different snapshot of 〈cur_NAL, pre_NAL〉 pair,
as shown in Figure 8: type ¶ access threads only see the
NALold and do not realize the concurrent NAL switch; type
· access threads see the both NALnew and NALold. For type
¶ threads, they manipulate NALold and workflow of index
operations is the same as cases of no NAL switch (§4.2 and
§4.3). The index operations becomes a bit complicated for
type · threads:

i) For an insert/update/delete operation, if the targeted item
belongs to NALnew, NALnew absorbs this operation like the
case of no NAL switch (§4.3); besides, the thread copies
the value into the corresponding GV entry, and updates the
val_location field to 0 in order to indicate the value can
be served for future lookups. If the targeted item falls in
NALold (range B in Figure 8), the operation is blocked until
the global pointer pre_NAL becomes NULL (i.e., phase 3 of the
three-phase switch, see below); then, the operation is retried.
Otherwise, the operation is redirected to the raw PM index.

ii) For a lookup operation, the thread checks GV-view of
NALnew, GV-view of NALold, and the raw PM index one by
one. In the case that the targeted item falls in NALnew, the
thread checks the val_location field: if the value can not
be served from the NALnew (i.e., val_location is not 0),
the thread fetches the value from NALold (for range C in
Figure 8) or the raw PM index (for range A) according to the
val_location field. Range query operations experience the
same workflow: access threads search NALnew, NALold and
the raw PM index in order, then merge results.

2) Flush NALold. In this phase, the switch thread first waits
for a grace period to ensure all access threads become type
· (line 8). Our grace period mechanism is simple: each ac-
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cess thread publishes its states into a slot in a global array; a
slot consists of two fields: a boolean running and a 64-bit
cnt. The access thread sets its running and increases cnt
when starting an index operation (before saving the snapshot
of 〈cur_NAL, pre_NAL〉 pair), and resets the running when
completing the operation. The switch thread probes the global
array until every access thread is out of index operations
(running is false) or has finished an index operation (cnt is
changed). After this grace period, all the access threads real-
ize the concurrent NAL switch for ongoing and future index
operations, i.e., they are type · threads; hence, the NALold
will never be modified (recall that insert/update/delete oper-
ations to NALold are blocked for type · threads). Now, the
switch can flush the latest values in the GV-view of NALold
to the raw PM index rapidly (via invoking interfaces of the
raw PM index) without considering any data race (line 9).

3) Recycle NALold. Now, the NALnew and the raw PM
index reflect complete and consistent states of the system.
The switch thread needs to recycle the DRAM/PM space
occupied by NALold. It first saves the NALold into a global
pointer gc_NAL and sets the pre_NAL to NULL (line 12). Then,
the switch thread waits for a grace period to ensure no ongoing
and future lookup operations are performed on NALold (line
13). Finally, the DRAM and PM space used by NALold is
released safely (line 14), and gc_NAL is set to NULL (line
15). The access threads that realize the null pre_NAL are
in a normal condition without any blocking; for a lookup
operation to NALnew, if the targeted value is not in the GV-
view due to lazy initialization, the access thread fetches the
value from the raw PM index, saves it to the GV-view, and
updates corresponding val_location field to 0.

In the above three-phase switch, the insert/update/delete
operations to a part of NALold (i.e., range B in Figure 8) are
blocked during the phase 2. Such a blocking has only a small
impact on the system for two reasons. First, since the new
hot set is maintained by NALnew, items in the range B is cold,
receiving a negligible percentage of accesses. Second, since
the hot set is small and flushing items from NALold to the raw
PM index is data-race-free, the phase 2 is fast.

Failure atomicity. The switch thread guarantees failure
atomicity of three global pointers: cur_NAL, pre_NAL, and
gc_NAL. These three pointers are allocated in PM and per-
sisted when modified. The switch thread also maintains a
small PM undo log. For line 5 and line 12 of Listing 1, the
switch thread records undo log entries for atomicity. For line
15, an 8-byte atomic write is enough.

4.6 Recovery

Recovery in Nap is simple. First, we invoke the recovery pro-
cedure of the underlying raw PM index. Second, by scanning
the undo log and global pointers (i.e., cur_NAL, pre_NAL
and gc_NAL), we construct the valid version of these pointers.
Third, we flush the PC-views of NALs pointed by pre_NAL

(if not null) and cur_NAL in order; the latest values in PC-
views of each NAL are identified by versions (§4.3). Finally,
we free the PM space of PC-views in NALs pointed by these
three pointers, avoiding the memory leak.

4.7 Correctness
4.7.1 Definitions

• IL_RAW: isolation level of the underlying raw PM index.
• IL_NAP: isolation level of the Nap-converted index.

4.7.2 Isolation Guarantee

Theorem 1. For range queries, IL_NAP is equal to the lower
level of one between IL_RAW and read committed.
Proof. In Nap, a range query merges committed results from
the NAL and raw PM index without coordination, so it is not
atomic with concurrent updates. Hence, range queries reach
up to read committed.
Theorem 2. For point queries, IL_NAP is equal to IL_RAW.
Proof. For hot items managed by NALs (i.e., NALnew and
NALold), Nap enforces linearizability for point queries to
them. There are four cases for two conflicting operations.
• If two conflicting operations target the same NAL,

readers-writer locks in the NAL serialize them.
• If a thread updates an item in NALold, future lookups 2 to

NALnew can see the value due to the lazy initialization.
• If a thread updates an item in NALnew, it means the

NALnew has been installed. Hence, all future lookups
will see the NALnew and get the correct value.
• If two conflicting operations OP1 and OP2 perform up-

dates on NALold and NALnew, respectively, all future
lookups will see OP2, which means OP1 happens before
OP2 in the linearizable history. This is legal since it is
impossible that OP1 is invoked after OP2’s response.

4.7.3 Failure Atomicity

Theorem 3. Nap-converted indexes do not change failure
atomicity semantic of raw PM indexes.
Proof. Nap ensures that lookups after recovery can find the
latest committed updates to NALs. First, in a single PC-view,
Nap adopts the two-incarnation toggle mechanism and CoW
for atomic persistence. Second, among multiple PC-views in a
NAL, Nap stores values along with increasing versions, which
are used for accurately identifying the latest values upon re-
covery. Third, changes to the global PM pointers cur_NAL
and pre_NAL are protected by undo logging; upon recovery,
we first flush the NAL pointed by cur_NAL and then the one
pointed by pre_NAL, so as to ensure only the latest values
appear in the raw PM index.

2For an operation, its future operations are operations that are invoked
after its response.
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5 Implementation

We have implemented Nap in C++ (∼2000 lines of code).
Nap provides a template class in the form of “template<T>
class Nap”, where T is a wrapper class for a concurrent
PM index with specific index operation interfaces invoked
by Nap. Our programming experience shows that converting
a PM index using Nap needs roughly 30 lines of wrapper
class codes. We use C++ unordered_map to organize the
GV-view by default; if the underlying raw PM index supports
range query, we use C++ map.

We leverage PMDK [41] to manage PM space. Specifi-
cally, for each NUMA node, we initialize a PMDK pool, from
which Nap allocates PM space for PC-views. To reduce expen-
sive PMDK allocation upon CoW (§4.3), we adopt a simple
customized allocator. Each thread requests 1MB chunks from
its local PMDK pool, and allocates PM for CoW using clas-
sic slab mechanism. The addresses of chunks are recorded
in the PM, and the allocator metadata is maintained in the
DRAM. Upon recovery, after flushing the PC-views into the
underlying raw PM index, Nap frees these used chunks.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we use a number of microbenchmarks and
applications to evaluate Nap, seeking to answer the following
questions:
• How does Nap-converted PM indexes compare with origi-

nal PM indexes? (§6.2)
• How does Nap perform when value size is variable? (§6.3)
• How does Nap react to dynamic workloads? (§6.4)
• How do the characteristics of workloads and NUMA con-

figurations affect the performance of Nap? (§6.5)
• How does Nap compare with Node Replication? (§6.6)
• What are the overheads incurred when using Nap? (§6.7)
• What is the benefit of Nap to real applications? (§6.8)

6.1 Experimental Setup
The experiments are conducted on a 4-socket (NUMA node)
machine. Each NUMA node is populated with an 18-core
Intel Xeon Gold 6240M CPUs, three 128GB Optane DIMMs
and three 32GB DDR4 DIMMs, resulting in a machine with
72 CPU cores, 1.5TB PM and 384GB DRAM. Our machine
runs Ubuntu 18.04 with Linux kernel version 5.4.0.

Unless otherwise stated, for Nap, the size of the hot set is
configured to 100K, and the switch thread tries to perform the
NAL switch per 0.2 seconds. Each per-core record buffer is
300KB. The count-min sketch contains 3 counter arrays, each
with 32-bit 850,000 counters. The sampling interval is 32.

Workloads. We leverage a YCSB-like benchmark to eval-
uate the performance of PM indexes. The benchmark contains
five types of workloads: 1) write-intensive: 50% lookup and
50% update/insert, 2) read-intensive: 95% lookup and 5%

update/insert, 3) write-only: 100% update/insert, 4) read-only:
100% lookup, and 5) scan-intensive: 95% range query and
5% update/insert. By default, the key space (i.e., the range
of keys) is 200 million and the key popularity follows a Zip-
fian distribution with parameter 0.99 (the default setting in
YCSB [44]). For each experiment, we first load 16 million
items then perform the workloads, which contains 64 million
index operations. The ratio of insert operations to update op-
erations is about 1:3. We use 15-byte keys and 8-byte values.

6.2 Real Indexes

Using Nap, we convert five state-of-the-art PM indexes:
• CCEH [9]. An extendible hashtable that is structured as

a set of segments pointed by a global directory. It uses
readers-writer locks for concurrency control.

• Clevel [11]. A lock-free version of level hashing [12],
which is organized as two bucket arrays.
• P-CLHT [8]. PM version of CLHT [51], which is a linked-

list-based hashtable. It supports lock-free lookups and uses
bucket-grained locks for other operations.

• P-Masstree [8]. PM version of Masstree [52], a trie-like
concatenation of B+ tree nodes. It adopts lock-free lookups
and lock-based writes.

• FAST_FAIR [7]. A PM B+ tree with lock-free lookups and
lock-based writes.
For CCEH, Clevel, and P-CLHT, we use the source code

from [40], which relies on PMDK for PM allocation and sup-
ports variable-length keys. We modify the code to make each
thread allocate PM from its local PMDK pool. For CCEH,
we replace the global directory lock with an in-DRAM dis-
tributed readers-writer lock [53], avoiding its scalability is-
sues. For P-Masstree and FAST_FAIR, we use the source code
from [54] and modify the code for allocation with PMDK;
besides, we improve range query implementations by making
them return both keys and values. Of note, we do not use our
customized allocator (§5) for these indexes; this is because the
customized allocator cannot provide failure atomicity for each
(de)allocation operation due to its DRAM-resident metadata.
Throughput under write/read-intensive workloads. Figure 9
shows the throughput of these PM indexes under write-
intensive and read-intensive workloads, and we make the
following observations:

First, compared with the original indexes, Nap-converted in-
dexes yield much better scalability under both write-intensive
and read-intensive workloads. Specifically, in four-node en-
vironment (i.e., 72 threads), Nap improves the throughput
by 1.26× (FAST_FAIR) to 2.3× (CCEH) for write-intensive
workloads and 1.18× (P-Masstree) to 1.56× (P-CLHT) for
read-intensive workloads. This is because the NAL of Nap
absorbs 45∼54% operations, where the per-node PC-views
eliminate the remote PM writes and the GV-view eliminates
the remote PM reads. Note that the global GV-view induces
remote DRAM accesses; yet, remote DRAM accesses ex-
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Figure 9: Throughput under write/read-intensive workloads.
WI: write-intensive workloads; RI: read-intensive workloads.
Vertical lines show the boundaries between NUMA nodes.

hibit much higher performance than remote PM accesses:
5.7× higher throughput for writes (20GB/s : 3.5GB/s) and 2×
lower latency for reads (200ns : 400ns).

Second, even within a single NUMA node, Nap-converted
indexes outperform the original ones (except P-CLHT in read-
intensive workloads). This is mainly because 1) For lookup
operations, the GV-view avoids the latency of PM reads. 2)
For insert/update operations, the two-incarnation toggle mech-
anism of PC-views minimizes the overhead of PM writes.
For P-CLHT, a highly optimized hashtable for cache local-
ity, most of lookup operations are met in CPU caches under
read-intensive workloads within a NUMA node, enabling its
high performance. Hence, it outperforms the Nap-converted
version slightly, which induces overheads of searching the
GV-view for every lookup operations.

Third, compared with tree-based PM indexes, hashtable-
based PM indexes are more vulnerable to NUMA architec-
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Figure 10: Throughput under write/read-only workloads. We
run 72 threads spanning 4 NUMA nodes.
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Figure 11: Throughput under scan-intensive workloads.

tures (particularly for Clevel, Figure 9(c) and (d)). These
hashtables always use several continuous and large arrays
for fast indexing (e.g., the global directory of CCEH, bucket
arrays of Clevel and P-CLHT). For threads that do not reside
on the same NUMA nodes with these arrays, almost all PM
accesses to these arrays are remote, limiting the available PM
bandwidth and further deteriorating the performance. The
worst one is Clevel, because it only uses two bucket arrays
for indexing; by contrast, in addition to global arrays, CCEH
uses segments and P-CLHT uses linked list, which can be
allocated on different NUMA nodes, increasing the available
PM bandwidth of PM indexes.
Throughput under write/read-only workloads. Figure 10
shows the throughput under write-only and read-only work-
loads. Due to space limitations, we only reports results of 72
threads. Nap boosts the throughput by 1.32× (FAST_FAIR)
to 6.15× (CCEH) for write-only workloads and 1.15× (P-
Masstree) to 1.55× (FAST_FAIR) for read-only workloads.
Such improvement results from the NAL, which handles hot
items in an efficient and NUMA-aware manner.
Throughput under scan-intensive workloads. Figure 11
shows the range query performance of P-Masstree and
FAST_FAIR. We set the query range to 10. With 72 threads
spanning 4 NUMA nodes, Nap reduces the throughput of P-
Masstree and FAST_FAIR by 3% and 14%, respectively. This
is because Nap needs to search both the GV-view and the raw
PM index; yet, with the good locality of the GV-view and low
latency of DRAM, the extra overhead is bounded.
Latency. Figure 12 depicts the latency distribution of P-
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CLHT, write-intensive workloads). We run 18, 36, 54, and 72
threads to measure results under different NUMA nodes.

CLHT under write-intensive workloads. The number of access
threads is 72. Due to space limitations, we omit other PM
indexes that have similar results. Nap decreases the median la-
tency by 46% (from 3.77µs to 2.04µs) and the 99th percentile
latency by 45% (from 49.85µs to 27.64µs). The improve-
ment is mainly from the per-node PC-views, which eliminate
remote PM writes for hot items, reducing the possibility of
multiple threads within a node access remote PM simultane-
ously (recall that when multiple threads write remote PM, the
bandwidth collapses, affecting the access latency, Figure 1).
Quantitative measurement of remote PM accesses. We use
Intel’s PCM tools [55] to measure the remote PM accesses.
The pcm.x sub-tool provides the amount of data through
UPI links and the pcm-numa.x sub-tool monitors remote
DRAM accesses. Leveraging the two sub-tools, we calculate
the remote PM accesses of P-CLHT under write-intensive
workloads. Figure 13 reports the result. Nap reduces remote
PM accesses by 45% to 51%, enabling its high performance.

6.3 Variable-length Values

This experiment tests variable-length values, which trigger
CoW in Nap. We run P-CLHT and randomly select the value
size from 8 bytes to 256 bytes. Figure 14 presents the re-
sult, from which we make two observations. First, due to
more flush and fence instructions in CoW, Nap’s throughput
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Figure 14: Throughput of P-CLHT. The value size is ran-
domly selected from 8 bytes to 256 bytes .
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Figure 15: Throughput over time with workloads change
(P-Masstree, 71 threads, write-intensive workloads).

degrades (compared with Figure 9(e) and (f)). Second, Nap-
converted P-CLHT still outperforms P-CLHT by 1.36× and
1.39× under write-intensive and read-intensive workloads, re-
spectively. This is because Nap mitigates remote PM accesses
and adopts low-overhead customized allocator for CoW.

6.4 Dynamic Workloads
In this experiment, we evaluate Nap’s ability to react to dy-
namic workloads by changing the popularity of keys. We
compare our three-phase switch mechanism with a conser-
vative mechanism that uses a global readers-writer lock: the
switch is protected by the write lock, and every index opera-
tion is protected by the read lock. To avoid the cache thrash-
ing among access threads caused by the centralized global
lock, we apply per-core reader indicator [53]. We run Nap-
converted P-Masstree under write-intensive workloads with
71 threads (one core is reserved to record total throughput
per 5ms). Figure 15 shows the throughput over time. The
workload changes at time 4s. Since the NAL can not absorb
the accesses to current hot set, the throughput drops. After
about 200∼300ms, Nap identifies the new hot set (recall that
the switch period is 0.2s, §6.1), and triggers the NAL switch.
In our three-phase switch, the throughput can be maintained
more than 10K ops/ms for about 130ms, then drops to 4K∼8K
ops/ms for about 35ms. This is because the three-phase switch
only blocks some insert/update operations to a part of old NAL
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Figure 16: Sensitivity Analysis (P-CLTH, write-intensive). (a) Varying the size of hot set (72 threads). (b) Varying the size of key
space (72 threads). (c) Varying the Zipfian parameter (72 threads). (d) two Optane DIMMs per NUMA node. (e) four Optane
DIMMs per NUMA node.

during phase 2. However, when using the global lock, the sys-
tem is unavailable (i.e., throughput is 0) for about 195ms. To
sum up, Nap is robust enough to react to dynamic workloads
quickly without sacrificing availability.

6.5 Sensitivity Analysis

Size of hot set. Figure 16(a) shows how the configured hot set
size affects the Nap’s performance. As the size of hot set in-
creases from 10K to 1M, the throughput grows by 1.33×, and
the percentage of operations absorbed by the NAL increases
from 43% to 63%. Yet, using a large hot set consumes more
PM/DRAM space and prolongs the time of NAL switch and
system recovery.
Size of key space. Figure 16(b) presents the throughput of P-
CLHT and its Nap-converted version with varying key space.
As the key space increases, the number of hot items increases,
degrading the throughput of Nap which maintains a fixed-size
hot set. Even for a very large key space, i.e., 1000 million,
Nap can boost the throughput by 1.55×, which demonstrates
that Nap can handle large-scale workloads.
Skewness of workloads. Figure 16(c) shows how the skew-
ness of workloads affects Nap’s performance. We make three
observations. First, with increasing skewness, Nap’s improve-
ment over original indexes grows. This is because the NAL
can absorb more index operations. For the medium skewness
case (i.e., 0.9 Zipfian parameter), Nap boosts the throughput
by 1.27×. Second, under uniform workloads (i.e., 0 Zipfian
parameter), throughput of both indexes drops, since there are
more insert operations in uniform workloads, leading the P-
CLHT to resize frequently. Third, the throughput of both
indexes is almost the same under uniform workloads. This
is because Nap handles uniform workloads by initializing an
empty NAL, which induces negligible overhead.
Different NUMA configurations. Here, we change NUMA
configurations by adding/removing Optane DIMMs, and show
how the available PM bandwidth affects Nap. We get two new
NUMA configurations: i) 2 Optane DIMMs per node; ii) 4
Optane DIMMs per node (only 3 nodes due to the total of 12
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Figure 17: Performance of Nap and NR (P-CLHT).

DIMMs). Figure 16(d) and (e) show the results of i) and ii),
respectively. With 2 Optane DIMMs per node, the available
PM bandwidth drops and remote PM access suffers lower
write bandwidth, degrading the throughput of PM indexes; yet,
under this configuration, by mitigating remote PM accesses,
Nap boosts the throughput of the original index by 1.76×,
which is higher than improvement under default 3-DIMMs-
per-node configuration (1.66×, Figure 9(e)). Under 4-DIMMs-
per-node configuration, Nap outperforms the original index
by 1.62×. Overall, Nap is efficient under different NUMA
configurations.

6.6 Comparison with NR

We compare Nap with Node Replication (NR) [18], to present
some key insights of designing NUMA-aware PM indexes.
We put the shared log of NR in the DRAM and disable log
recycle. Figure 17 shows the throughput of NUMA-aware
P-CLHT converted by Nap and NR. Note that NR-converted
P-CLHT is not crash-consistent: upon crash, the shared log is
lost and P-CLHT on different NUMA nodes may be inconsis-
tent. In case of 72 threads, Nap outperforms NR by 2.34× and
1.69× under write-intensive and read-intensive workloads,
respectively. The inefficiency of NR on PM indexes stems
from two reasons. First, by maintaining consistent replicas be-
tween NUMA nodes, each insert/update operation consumes n
times more PM bandwidth (n is the number of NUMA nodes),
limiting the throughput. Second, NR leverages flat combin-
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DRAM PM
record
buffers

count-min
sketch min heap GV-view PC-views

21.1MB 9.7MB 4.2MB 3.6MB 30.1MB
Altogether, 38.6MB DRAM and 30.1MB PM

Table 1: Consumption of DRAM and PM in Nap. We ignore
some very small usage, such as the 64-byte persistent undo
log used by the switch thread.

Index Type CCEH Clevel P-CLHT P-Masstree FAST_FAIR
Time (ms) 477 522 432 306 963

Table 2: Recovery time.

ing [43] (a technique that uses a combiner to execute a batch
of collected updates) to handle updates within a node. Flat
combining can mitigate cache thrashing but restrict concur-
rency to a single thread; yet, the single-thread performance of
PM indexes is much lower than that of DRAM indexes, due to
expensive flush/fence instructions and high PM read latency.
Combining previous experimental results (§6.2), we can con-
clude that the most important performance determinant of
NUMA-aware PM indexes is precious PM bandwidth of both
local and remote accesses (rather than cache thrashing); thus,
like Nap, a NUMA-aware PM index should reduce remote
PM accesses without consuming extra local PM bandwidth.

6.7 Overheads of Nap
The overheads of Nap lie in two aspects: memory consump-
tion and recovery time.
Memory consumption. Table 1 shows the memory consump-
tion by Nap in our evaluation (4 NUMA nodes and 72 threads),
and the total memory consumption is less than 70MB. Specifi-
cally, since our NAL only maintains the hot set, the size of the
min heap, GV-view and PC-views are limited. Besides, by us-
ing sampling, the small-sized count-min sketch and per-core
record buffers are enough.
Recovery time. Table 2 reports the recovery time of Nap-
converted PM indexes. Due to the limited size of NAL, the
recovery time is bounded, which is less than one second.

6.8 Real Application
To show the benefits that a Nap-converted PM index can bring
to real applications, we build a networked PM-based key-
value store. The key-value store uses eRPC [56] for network
communication, P-CLHT for indexing and PMDK for allo-
cation of key-value pairs. Such a key-value store can be used
for in-memory caching to reduce the total cost of ownership
(comparing with DRAM-based memcached) and alleviate the
impact of failures [28].

In this experiment, we use our four-node machine as the
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Figure 18: Throughput of a networked PM-based key-value
store (write-intensive, Zipfian 0.99, 72 threads on the server).
Key-value size follows Facebook ETC workloads.

server and the other 5 machines as clients. Each machine
is equipped with a Mellanox ConnectX-6 NIC (200Gbps);
due to the limited bandwidth of PCIe 3.0×16, the available
bandwidth of the NIC is about 13GB/s. The key-value size
follows the Facebook ETC pool [23, 57]. The key popularity
follows a Zipfian distribution with parameter 0.99. We con-
sider a write-intensive workload (50% PUT). Figure 18 shows
the throughput with varying clients threads. By using Nap,
the throughput is improved by 1.1× under low loads (i.e., 30
client threads) and 1.49× under high loads (i.e., 180 client
threads), demonstrating practical benefits of Nap.

7 Discussion

Generality of the Nap approach. Even if microarchitectures
of hardware (e.g., CPU) evolve and remote PM write can
deliver high bandwidth, Nap is still capable of boosting PM
indexes under multi-node servers for two reasons. First, since
Nap reduces remote accesses significantly, highly concurrent
accesses to the same NUMA nodes can be avoided, mitigat-
ing contention in the same memory controllers and Optane
DIMM XPBuffers; it is well known that such contention de-
grades the PM performance severely [17, 39]. Second, Nap
lowers latency of index operations: for lookup operations, the
GV-view eliminates remote PM reads (400ns) by using less
expensive remote DRAM reads (200ns); for other operations,
per-node PC-views replace remote PM writes with local ones.
Alternative designs. We discuss alternative designs to
NUMA-aware PM indexes, and why we do not adopt them.
1) Use per-core logs. In this solution, each thread logs its
updates into its local PM node and builds a global DRAM-
resident index for lookups. This solution has three issues.
First, considering the high bandwidth of PM, using a dedicated
core for log recycle is insufficient to digest fast-growing logs;
thus, we must use foreground threads or multiple dedicated
cores to do this task, which has negative impact on CPU
usages and performance. Second, to recycle logs, we must
flush items (include hot items) into the underlying PM index,
inducing remote accesses. Third, the global DRAM-resident
index consumes large DRAM space.
2) Abandon NAL switch and maintain per-node PM caches
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as PC-views. This solution adopts the architecture of Nap
but abandons NAL switch. Instead, it keeps the hot set in
per-node PM caches and evicts cold items at the runtime.
This solution comes with three drawbacks. First, designing
an ideal replacement method is difficult: if we maintain a
global hotness-list for cache replacement, the multicore scal-
ability issue happens; if we maintain a hotness-list for each
set (set-associative cache), a hot item may be evicted, induc-
ing unnecessary remote accesses. Second, when evicting a
cold item from a PM cache (very common events), we must
enforce failure atomicity of the cache, yielding extra perfor-
mance overhead. Third, to guarantee correct lookups and
recovery, all items in every PM cache should be presented
in the GV-view, which complicates the execution logic. For
example, when removing an item from the GV-view, we need
to clear corresponding items in all PM caches.
Takeaways. We present our main takeaways from this work.
1) A fast NUMA-aware PM index must reduce remote PM
accesses without consuming extra local PM bandwidth. The
limited PM bandwidth adds a new dimension to the NUMA
problem, which frustrates traditional replication-based ap-
proaches designed for DRAM indexes.
2) We conjecture that we cannot design a NUMA-aware PM
index that is optimal in ¶ minimizing remote PM accesses,
· not inducing extra local PM accesses and ¸ constant
DRAM/PM consumption. Nap achieves a sweet spot by lever-
aging the characteristics of common skewed workloads: it
meets · and ¸, and partially meets ¶ (the remote PM ac-
cesses to cold items cannot be reduced).

8 Related Work

PM indexes. A large body of work exists for PM indexes
with the ultimate goal of minimizing overheads of failure
atomicity and improving concurrency [1–16, 29, 58]. Among
them, RECIPE [8], Pronto [29] and TIPS [58] propose gen-
eral conversion methods. Specifically, RECIPE can convert
concurrent DRAM indexes that meet a set of conditions into
PM indexes; Pronto persists DRAM data structures via asyn-
chronous semantic logging; TIPS can convert any concurrent
DRAM index into PM index with durable linearizability guar-
antee. To the best of our knowledge, Nap is the first work that
addresses NUMA problems of PM indexes.
NUMA problems on PM. Several recent studies observe
pronounced NUMA impacts on Optane DIMMs [17, 37, 38].
Xu et al. [59] provide NUMA-aware interfaces to NOVA file
system [60], which can set the preferred NUMA node for a
file. Wang et al. [61] alleviate the NUMA issues of PM file
systems by thread migration. Assise [27], a distributed PM
file system, uses on-die DMA engines for remote PM writes,
to bypass hardware cache coherence. These approaches for
file systems cannot be easily applied to PM indexes, because
PM indexes 1) use a set of fixed interfaces, 2) are shared by
numerous threads, and 3) generate lots of small-sized writes.

NUMA-aware systems. There has been also work migrating
NUMA impacts for DRAM indexes, locks, operating systems,
and IO devices. NR [18] replicates data structures and syn-
chronizes replicas between NUMA nodes by a shared log.
NrOS [62] improves NR’s scalability by allowing multiple
shared logs and multiple per-node combiners. HydraList [19]
and NUMASK [63] are crafted DRAM indexes that replicate
index search layer (exclude index data) across NUMA nodes;
compared with NR, these two indexes reduce memory con-
sumption, but increase remote memory accesses due to shared
index data. Lots of NUMA-aware locks are proposed [64–68],
and most of them feature a hierarchical structure and try to
keep the lock ownership within the same node. Linux automat-
ically migrates data pages across NUMA nodes to reduce re-
mote data access [69]. Besides, Carrefour [70] supports page
replication, which can alleviate traffic hotspots and eliminate
remote accesses. Further, Mitosis [71] transparently replicates
and migrates page-tables across NUMA nodes to accelerate
page-table walks. IOctopus [72] addresses the NUMA effects
on IO devices by unifying PCIe functions to a logic one. Dif-
ferent from the above systems, the NUMA-aware PM indexes
are unique for the limited PM bandwidth and requirements of
failure atomicity.
Hotness-aware systems. Hotspots can be seen everywhere in
the real world. There are two lines of work: 1) mitigating the
effects of hotspots, and 2) leveraging hotspots to boost system
performance. In the aspect of the former, lots of systems
mitigate the load imbalance across back-end servers by using
high-performance caches to handle lookup operations to hot
items [48, 73–75]. In the aspect of the latter, HotRing [21]
designs an in-memory hashtable that can move pointers to
make hot items be served with fewer memory accesses. Like
HotRing, Nap regards hotspots as an opportunity to boost
system performance, but targets NUMA-aware PM indexes.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we have designed, implemented, and evaluated
Nap, a black-box approach that converts concurrent PM in-
dexes into NUMA-aware counterparts. Nap uses a NUMA-
aware layer to absorb accesses to hot items, which eliminates
remote PM accesses without inducing extra local PM accesses.
Nap significantly boosts the performance of PM indexes on
multi-node machines.
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Abstract

This paper demonstrates that it is possible to achieve µs-scale

latency using Linux kernel storage stack, even when tens of

latency-sensitive applications compete for host resources with

throughput-bound applications that perform read/write opera-

tions at throughput close to hardware capacity. Furthermore,

such performance can be achieved without any modification

in applications, network hardware, kernel CPU schedulers

and/or kernel network stack.

We demonstrate the above using design, implementation

and evaluation of blk-switch, a new Linux kernel storage

stack architecture. The key insight in blk-switch is that

Linux’s multi-queue storage design, along with multi-queue

network and storage hardware, makes the storage stack con-

ceptually similar to a network switch. blk-switch uses this

insight to adapt techniques from the computer networking

literature (e.g., multiple egress queues, prioritized processing

of individual requests, load balancing, and switch scheduling)

to the Linux kernel storage stack.

blk-switch evaluation over a variety of scenarios shows

that it consistently achieves µs-scale average and tail latency

(at both 99th and 99.9th percentiles), while allowing applica-

tions to near-perfectly utilize the hardware capacity.

1 Introduction

There is a widespread belief in the community that it is not

possible to achieve µs-scale tail latency when using the Linux

kernel stack. A frequently cited argument is that, due to its

high CPU overheads, Linux is struggling to keep up with

recent 10−100× performance improvements in storage and

network hardware [17, 38]; the largely stagnant server CPU

capacity further adds to this argument. In addition, many in

the community argue that the resource multiplexing principle

is so firmly entrenched in Linux that its performance stumbles

in the common case of multi-tenant deployments [22,38,42]—

when latency-sensitive L-apps compete for host compute and

network resources with throughput-bound T-apps, Linux fails

to provide µs-scale tail latencies. These arguments reflect a

SSD

L-app T-app

NIC

I/O syscalls

L-app T-app

blk-mq

Driver I/O queues

User space

Kernel space

H/W

blk-switch

Figure 1: The key insight in blk-switch design: Linux’s per-

core block layer design, along with modern multi-queue storage

and network hardware, makes the storage stack conceptually

similar to a network switch.

broad belief that, despite Linux’s great success, it has emerged

as the core bottleneck for modern applications and hardware.

This paper focuses on storage stacks used by applications

to access data on local and/or remote servers. We show that it

is possible to achieve µs-scale tail latency using Linux, even

when applications perform read/write operations at through-

put close to hardware capacity. Furthermore, low latency and

high throughput can be simultaneously maintained even when

tens of L-apps and T-apps compete for host resources at each

of the compute, storage and network layers of the kernel stack.

Finally, such performance can be achieved without any modifi-

cations in applications, network and storage hardware, kernel

CPU schedulers and/or kernel network stack; all that is needed

is to rearchitect the Linux storage stack.

blk-switch is a new Linux storage stack architecture for

µs-scale applications. The key insight in blk-switch is that

Linux’s per-core block layer queues [19, 27], combined with

modern multi-queue storage and network hardware [8], makes

the storage stack conceptually similar to network switches

(Figure 1). Building upon this insight, blk-switch adapts

classical techniques from the computer networking literature

(e.g., multiple egress queues, prioritized processing of indi-

vidual requests, load balancing along multiple network con-

nections, and switch scheduling) to the Linux storage stack.
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To realize the above insight, blk-switch introduces a

per-core, multi-egress queue block layer architecture for the

Linux storage stack (Figure 1). Applications use standard

Linux APIs to specify their performance goals, and to submit

read/write requests (§3). Underneath, for each application

class, blk-switch creates an “egress” queue on a per-core

basis that is mapped to a unique queue of the underlying

device driver (that is, storage driver for local storage access, or

remote storage driver for remote storage access). Such a multi-

egress queue design allows blk-switch to decouple ingress

(application-side block layer) queues from egress (device-side

driver) queues since requests submitted at an ingress queue

on a core can now be processed at an egress queue at any of

the cores. blk-switch merely acts like a “switch”—at each

individual core, blk-switch steers requests submitted at the

ingress queue of that core to one of the egress queues, based

on application performance goals and load across cores.

blk-switch integrates three ideas within such a switched

architecture to simultaneously enable µs-scale tail latency for

L-apps and high throughput for T-apps. First, blk-switch

maps requests from L-apps to the egress queue on that core,

and processes the outstanding requests in a prioritized order;

that is, at each individual core, requests in L-app egress queues

are processed before requests in T-app egress queues. This

ensures that L-apps observe minimal latency inflation due to

head-of-line blocking from T-app requests. However, strict

prioritization at each core can lead to starvation of T-apps

due to transient load (bursts of requests from an L-app on

the same core) or due to persistent load (multiple contending

L-apps on the same core). To avoid starvation during transient

loads, blk-switch exploits the insight that decoupling the

application-side queues from device-side queues, and inter-

connecting them via a switched architecture enables efficient

realization of different load balancing strategies, even at the

granularity on individual application requests. blk-switch

thus uses request steering to load balance requests from T-

apps across corresponding egress queues at all available cores.

To avoid starvation due to persistent loads, blk-switch uses

application steering, that steers application threads across

available core at coarse-grained timescales with the goal of

minimizing persistent contention between L-apps and T-apps.

At its very core, the two steering mechanisms in blk-switch

highlight the conceptual idea that load balancing within the

Linux storage stack can be applied at two levels of abstraction:

individual requests and individual threads; and, both of these

are necessary to simultaneously achieve µs-scale latency for

L-apps and high throughput for T-apps—the former enables

efficient handling of transient loads, and the latter enables

efficient handling of persistent loads on individual cores.

We have implemented blk-switch within the Linux

storage stack. Our implementation is available at: https:

//github.com/resource-disaggregation/blk-switch. We

evaluate blk-switch over a wide variety of settings and

workloads, including in-memory and on-disk storage, single-

threaded and multi-threaded applications, varying load in-

duced by L-apps and T-apps, varying read/write ratios, varying

number of cores, and with RocksDB [9], a widely-deployed

storage system. Across all evaluated scenarios (except for

sensitivity analysis against number of cores and T-app load),

we find that blk-switch achieves µs-scale average and tail

latency (at both 99th and 99.9th percentiles, or P99 and P99.9,

respectively), while allowing applications to nearly saturate

the 100Gbps link capacity, even when tens of applications con-

tend for host resources. In comparison to Linux, blk-switch

improves the average and the P99 latency by as much as

130× and 24×, respectively, while maintaining 84− 100%

of Linux’s throughput. We also compare blk-switch to

SPDK, a widely-deployed state-of-the-art userspace storage

stack. We find that SPDK achieves good tail latency and high

throughput when each application runs on a dedicated core;

in the more realistic scenario of applications sharing server

cores, in comparison to SPDK, blk-switch improves the

average and P99 tail latency by as much as 12× and 18×, re-

spectively, while achieving comparable or higher throughput;

as we will discuss, this is because polling-based userspace

stacks like SPDK do not interpolate very well with Linux

kernel CPU schedulers. When compared to both Linux and

SPDK, blk-switch achieves similar or higher improvements

for P99.9 tail latency. All these benefits of blk-switch can

be achieved without any modifications in the applications,

Linux CPU scheduler (blk-switch uses the default CFS

scheduler), Linux network stack (blk-switch uses Linux

kernel TCP/IP stack), and/or network hardware.

2 Understanding Existing Storage Stacks

This section presents a deep dive into the performance of

two state-of-the-art storage stacks—Linux (including remote

storage stack [29]) and SPDK (a widely-deployed userspace

stack). We first describe our setup (§2.1), and then discuss

several results and insights (§2.2). Our key findings are:

• Despite significant efforts in improvement of Linux storage

stack performance (per-core queues [19], per-core storage

and network processing [29], etc.), existing Linux-based

solutions suffer from high tail latencies due to head-of-line

blocking, especially in increasingly common multi-tenant

deployments [31, 52], that is, when L-apps compete for

host resources with T-apps that perform high-throughput

reads/writes to remote storage servers. Intuitively, such

scenarios result in a complex interference at three layers

of the stack—compute, storage, and network—requiring

careful orchestration of host resources to achieve µs-scale

tail latency, while sustaining throughput close to hardware

capacity. Existing Linux-based solutions fail to efficiently

achieve such orchestration. For instance, even with one

L-app competing with one T-app, we observe tail latency

inflation of as much as 7× (when compared to isolated

case, where the L-app runs on a dedicated server).
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Table 1: The storage stack, network stack and CPU scheduler

used in the evaluated systems.

System Storage stack Network stack CPU scheduler

Linux kernel, i10 [29] kernel TCP kernel CFS

SPDK userspace kernel TCP kernel CFS

• Polling-based storage stacks (e.g., SPDK) can achieve low

latency and high throughput when each application is given

a dedicated core. However, when multiple applications

share a core, polling-based stacks that use kernel CPU

schedulers suffer from undesirable interactions between

the storage stack and the kernel CPU scheduler. Even when

one L-app shares a core with one T-app, we observe 5× tail

latency inflation and 2.4× throughput degradation, when

compared to the respective isolated cases; both of these

get worse with increasing number of applications sharing

a core (108× tail latency inflation and 6.2× throughput

degradation for the case of four L-apps sharing a core with

one T-app). Prioritizing L-apps does not help—while tail

latency inflation can be avoided, throughput for T-apps

drops to near-zero with just one L-app.

2.1 Measurement Setup

The storage stack, the network stack and the CPU schedulers

used in evaluated systems are summarized in Table 1. Linux

uses block multi-queue design with per-core software queues

mapped to underlying device driver queues (NVMe driver for

local storage access, and i10 [29] queues for remote storage

access). SPDK is a polling-based system, where applications

poll on their I/O queues (for local storage access) and/or

on their respective TCP sockets (for remote storage access);

underneath, SPDK uses its own driver for accessing remote

storage devices over TCP.

In §5, we evaluate these systems over different storage

devices, workloads, and experimental setups. This section

focuses on a specific setting: a single-core setup where one T-

app contends with an increasing number of L-apps to execute

read requests on remote in-memory storage connected via a

100Gbps link. This setting allows us to both hide high NVMe

SSD access latencies, and dive deeper into factors contributing

to individual system performance. Latency-sensitive L-apps

generate 4KB requests and throughput-bound T-apps generate

large requests; to ensure a fair comparison, for each individual

system, we set the “ideal” load and request size for T-apps

using the knee point on the latency-throughput curve for that

system (see discussion in §5.1 for more details, including

information about network and storage hardware).

We measure average and P99 tail latency for L-apps and

throughput-per-core for T-apps for both isolated (where each

application has host resources to itself) and shared scenarios

(where all applications share host resources). An ideal system

would maintain the isolated-latency for L-apps, with minimal

impact on isolated throughput for T-apps.

2.2 Existing Storage Stacks: Low latency or

high throughput, but not both

We start by discussing the isolated performance for each of the

systems (shown in Figure 2 in the leftmost bars). Here, Linux

achieves P99 tail latency of 118µs and throughput-per-core of

26Gbps; when compared to Linux, SPDK achieves 5× lower

latency, and 1.5× higher throughput. While these results are

not surprising in comparison, some interesting numbers stand

out in an absolute sense. In particular, the absolute numbers

for Linux—118µs P99 tail latency (comparable to our NVMe

SSD access latency) and > 25Gbps throughput-per-core—

may be surprising. We attribute these to several relatively

recent optimizations in the Linux storage stack (e.g., blk-

mq [19] and CPU-efficient remote storage stacks [29]).

High tail latencies due to lack of prioritization: head-of-

line (HoL) blocking. In early incarnations of Linux storage

stacks, requests submitted at all cores were processed at a

single queue, resulting in contention across cores as well as

HoL blocking due to requests submitted across cores. To-

day’s Linux alleviates these issues using per-core block layer

queues [19]; however, we find that HoL blocking can still

happen at the block layer queues (rare) or at the device driver

queues (more prominent). This is because the Linux storage

stack [19, 29] uses a single per-core non-preemptive thread to

process all requests submitted on that core. When multiple ap-

plications contend on a core, this results in high tail latencies

for L-apps due to HoL blocking caused by large requests from

T-apps; we observe as much as 7× higher latencies in Fig-

ure 2. Figure 3(a) shows that, as expected, the impact of HoL

blocking increases linearly with the request size of T-apps.

High tail latencies due to lack of prioritization: fair CPU

scheduling. We find that polling-based designs do not inter-

play well with the default kernel CPU scheduler—Completely

Fair Scheduler (CFS)—that allocates CPU resources equally

across applications sharing the core (albeit, at coarse-grained

millisecond timescales, referred to as “timeslices”). Polling

completely utilizes the core; thus, the scheduler deallocates

the core from an application only when the application has

used its share of the core. As a result, requests from L-apps

initiated at the boundary of L-app timeslices are the ones

whose latency is impacted the worst since these would not be

processed until the application’s next timeslice. As a result,

even when one L-app contends with one T-app, SPDK suffers

from 5× inflation in tail latency when compared to the iso-

lated case; the latency inflation increases to 108× and higher

when multiple L-apps share the core with a T-app. Since CPU

is fairly shared across contending applications, such polling-

based systems not only suffer from latency inflation but also

from degraded throughput for T-apps proportional to the num-

ber of applications contending at the core.

The impact on tail latency depends on two factors: (1)

length of individual timeslices; and (2) the time gap between

successive timeslices. The former determines the number of
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Figure 3: Root cause for the trends in Figure 2. (left–right) (a): Linux suffers from high tail latency due to HoL blocking. (b): SPDK

suffers from high tail latency and low throughput since CPU scheduler performs fair scheduling of CPU resources, resulting in increasingly

higher waiting times and increasingly lower runtimes for each application. (c, d): SPDK+priority suffers from complete starvation of T-app;

increasing the sleep interval and/or niceness value of L-apps leads to an increase in T-app throughput, at the cost of increased average and tail

latency for L-apps. Detailed discussion in §2.2.

requests that can be processed within a single timeslice (these

requests will achieve near-optimal latency), and the latter de-

termines the amount of “waiting time” for requests that could

not be processed within the timeslice in which they were sub-

mitted. We measure these two factors in our experiments by

examining CFS scheduler traces. In Figure 3(b), the “Run”

bar shows the average length of the timeslice given to each

L-app, and the “Wait” bar shows the average time gap be-

tween consecutive timeslices of each L-app. We observe that

as the number of L-apps increases, the length of individual

L-app timeslices decreases, and the wait time increases. This

leads to (1) a larger latency impact for requests at the bound-

ary of timeslices, hence inflation in tail latency; and, (2) a

larger fraction of requests being impacted by the gap between

consecutive timeslices, hence inflation in average latency.

Near-zero throughput due to strict prioritization: starva-

tion in polling-based designs. Linux CPU scheduler allows

prioritization of L-apps. Unfortunately, polling-based designs

do not interplay well with prioritization either. We rerun

SPDK results above but with L-apps having higher priority

(niceness value −20) than T-app. The corresponding results,

referred to as “SPDK+priority” in figures, show that such

prioritization results in two undesirable effects: (1) complete

starvation of T-apps—since L-apps have higher priority and

are always active due to their polling-based design, the sched-

uler does not preempt these applications; and (2) if more than

a single L-app contend on a core, CPU resources are shared

fairly across these applications, resulting in increased average

latency. We note that tail latency is not impacted much when

the number of L-apps is increased. This is because, when

given higher priority, L-apps get longer timeslices, and are

able to process more requests in each timeslice, leaving only

a small fraction of requests to be impacted by the gap be-

tween consecutive timeslices. Hence, while the waiting time

between timeslices increases, the effect is not visible at P99

(higher percentiles see significant inflation). This is also the

reason for the case of four L-apps in Fig. 2: the tail latency

is worse than the average (since the latency distribution is

extremely skewed towards higher percentiles).

In Figure 3(c), we re-run the single L-app and T-app case,

this time making the L-app sleep for a certain interval after

submitting requests, and vary this interval. When the L-app

sleeps, it yields, allowing the T-app to get scheduled. As can

be seen, increasing the sleep interval leads to an increase in

T-app throughput. However, it comes at the cost of increasing

tail latency for L-apps. In Figure 3(d), we repeat the single

L-app and single T-app experiment, but with varying the L-

app priority by adapting the niceness value (lower niceness

implies higher priority): T-app’s niceness value is set to 0, and

we vary L-app niceness value from −20 (highest priority) to

0. CFS allocates timeslices to processes based on the niceness

value. Hence, with increasing niceness values, the L-app gets

a smaller share of CPU cycles, leading to an increase in the

T-app’s share. As a result, T-app’s throughput increases but

only at the cost of inflated latency for the L-app.
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3 blk-switch Design

As mentioned earlier, blk-switch builds upon the insight

that Linux’s per-core block layer queues [19, 27], combined

with modern multi-queue storage and network hardware [8],

makes the storage stack conceptually similar to network

switches. To realize the above insight, blk-switch intro-

duces a “switched” architecture for the Linux storage stack

that allows requests submitted by an application to be steered

to and processed at any core in the system. In §3.1, we de-

scribe this switched architecture, and how it enables the key

technique in blk-switch to achieve low latency for L-apps—

prioritized processing of individual requests. In §3.2 and

in §3.3, we describe how decoupling the application-side

queues from device-side queues, and interconnecting them

via blk-switch’s switched architecture enables efficient re-

alization of different load balancing strategies to achieve high

throughput for T-apps.

Before diving deeper into blk-switch design details, we

make two important notes. First, we describe blk-switch de-

sign using a single target device (local and/or remote storage

server) since, similar to Linux, blk-switch treats each tar-

get device completely independently. Second, blk-switch

does not require modifications in applications and/or system

interface—applications submit I/O requests to the kernel via

standard APIs such as io_submit(). Similar to any other sys-

tem that provides differential service, blk-switchmust iden-

tify application goals. Being within the Linux kernel makes

this task easy for blk-switch: it uses the standard Linux

ionice interface [6] that allows setting a “scheduling class”

for individual applications/processes (without any changes

in applications and/or kernel request submission interface).

In the current implementation (§4), blk-switch uses two of

the ionice classes to differentiate L-apps from T-apps. It is

easy to extend blk-switch to support additional application

requirements—for instance, applications that require both low

latency and high throughput can use an additional application

class (using ionice) to specify their performance goal, and

blk-switch can be extended in a manner that each core not

only appropriately prioritizes but also performs load balanc-

ing for requests for such applications. In addition, the ion-

ice interface also allows applications to dynamically change

their class, if performance goals change over time (e.g., from

latency-sensitive to throughput-sensitive requests). Note that

ionice is only for the storage stack interpretation, and is dif-

ferent from CPU scheduling priority classes.

3.1 Block Layer is the New Switch

Linux storage stack architecture, in particular the block layer,

has evolved over time. In early incarnations of Linux storage

stacks, requests submitted at all cores were processed at a

single queue. In today’s Linux, block layer uses a per-core

queue (blk-mq [19]) where requests submitted by all appli-

cations running on that core are processed. We refer to these

per-core block layer queues as ingress queues. Today, these

ingress queues are directly mapped to the driver queues (stor-

age device driver for local storage access, or remote storage

driver [21, 29] for remote storage access)1. Introduction of

per-core ingress queues in Linux storage stack resolved con-

tention across cores; however, since all requests submitted to

an ingress queue are processed at the same core, it can lead

to high tail latency due to head-of-line blocking at the driver

queues when L-apps and T-apps submit requests to the same

ingress queue (Figure 2). blk-switch’s architecture avoids

this using a multi-egress queue design, that we describe next.

Multiple egress queues. blk-switch introduces a per-core,

multi-egress queue block layer architecture for the Linux stor-

age stack. For each class of application running on the server,

blk-switch creates an “egress” queue on a per-core basis.

Each of these egress queues is mapped to a unique queue of

the underlying device driver—storage driver for local stor-

age access, and remote storage driver [29] with a dedicated

network connection for remote storage access. blk-switch

assigns a dedicated kernel thread for processing each individ-

ual egress queue and assigns priorities to these threads based

on application performance goals. For instance, in the case

of L-apps and T-apps, blk-switch assigns highest priority

to the thread processing L-app requests (both in transmit and

receive queues); thus, at each individual core, the kernel CPU

scheduler will prioritize the processing of L-app requests over

T-app requests, immediately preempting the T-app request

processing thread. As a result, the latency inflation observed

by L-app requests over the isolated case is minimal: in addi-

tion to the necessary overhead of a context switch, the only

source of latency is other L-app requests on that core.

Decoupling request processing from application cores.

Existing block layer multi-queue design tightly couples re-

quest processing to the core where the application submits the

request. While efficient when cores are underutilized, such

a design could result in suboptimal core utilization: if a core

C0 is overloaded and another core C1 is underloaded, current

storage stacks do not utilize C1 cycles to process requests

submitted at C0.

blk-switch exploits its multi-egress queue design to en-

able a switched architecture that alleviates this limitation

(Figure 4): it allows requests submitted at a core to be steered

from the ingress queue of that core to any of the other cores’

egress queues (for that application class), be processed on

that core, and responses returned on that core to be rerouted

back to the appropriate application core. Decoupling request

processing from application cores has some overheads (both

in terms of latency and CPU), but allows blk-switch to ef-

1Modern storage devices have multiple hardware queues and correspond-

ing drivers allow creating a large number of queues (e.g., NVMe standard

allows creating as many as 64k queues); in case of multiple hardware de-

vices, each device has its own set of queues. Similarly, modern remote storage

stacks [29] also create one driver queue per-core for each remote server.
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Figure 4: An illustration of blk-switch’s design. (left) multi-egress queue architecture: the first two and the last two queues on each device

are for the left and the right core, respectively (one for each application class); (center) request steering mechanism: upon transient congestion

on left core NIC queue, requests are steered on the queue corresponding to the right core ; (right) application steering mechanism: upon

persistent congestion on the left core NIC queue, T-app is steered to the right core. See §3 for discussion.

ficiently utilize all cores in the system. For instance, in the

case of L-apps and T-apps, blk-switch can steer requests to

and process them at lightly-loaded cores, improving through-

put for T-apps. Moreover, among requests processed on each

core, blk-switch continues to provide isolation: prioritized

processing of requests in L-app egress queues ensures that re-

quests from L-apps are always prioritized over other requests.

We will discuss in §4 how existing block layer infrastruc-

ture (e.g., bio and request data structures) enable efficient

implementation of such a switched architecture with minimal

modifications. The rest of the section describes blk-switch

mechanisms to efficiently exploit this switched architecture

to achieve high throughput for T-apps.

3.2 Request Steering

Decoupling processing of individual requests from applica-

tion cores via blk-switch’s switched architecture enables

efficient realization of different load balancing strategies.

In this subsection, we describe one such strategy used in

blk-switch for efficiently handling transient loads on indi-

vidual cores—request steering.

Transient loads can result in temporarily starving T-app

requests, e.g., when a burst of (high-priority) L-app requests

end up temporarily consuming all CPU cycles on a core, or

when multiple L-apps on a core end up generating requests

at the same time, or when large requests from one T-app

block requests from other T-apps on that core to be processed,

etc. Under such transient loads, blk-switch uses request

steering to load balance the load on the system across the

available cores—it steers T-app requests at ingress queues

of transiently overloaded cores to the corresponding egress

queues on other cores at the granularity of individual T-app

requests. Importantly, blk-switch performs request steer-

ing only for throughput-bound applications. Request steering

incurs some overheads (e.g., latency due to reduced data lo-

cality, and CPU overheads due to request steering processing

and due to contention among cores for accessing the same

egress queue), but it is a good tradeoff to make for T-apps:

during transient loads, blk-switch is able to efficiently uti-

Algorithm 1 : blk-switch request steering framework.

request processing on local core (for destination T):

1: if load on local core < threshold then

2: Move the request to local core’s egress queue

3: else

4: candidates← cores with egress queue to T

5: for each core ∈ candidates do

6: if load on the core > threshold then

7: remove core from candidates

8: Randomly pick two cores in candidates

9: Move the request to the core with smaller load

lize available CPU cycles at other cores to maintain T-app

throughput. Figure 4(center) shows an example.

Making request steering decisions requires an estimate of

instantaneous load on individual cores in the system. For T-

apps where I/O is the main bottleneck, blk-switch’s multi-

egress queue design enables an efficient approach—using the

instantaneous sum of bytes of outstanding requests for the

T-app egress queue to determine instantaneous per-core load

and to steer requests to lightly-loaded cores. For such applica-

tions, instantaneous sum of bytes of outstanding requests is a

good indicator of the presence of congestion in the end-to-end

datapath, as congestion at any point will eventually build up

the amount of bytes of outstanding requests in T-app egress

queues. In our implementation for T-app requests that perform

data access to remote storage servers, we use a default thresh-

old of 16×64KB based on the latency-throughput curve for

T-apps [30]. However, without any additional mechanisms,

such an approach could lead to imperfect request steering

decisions since it does not take into account the many other

important factors (e.g., queueing delay, request type being

read/write, compute-I/O ratios, etc.); there is a large body of

research on estimating load on the cores [15, 22, 46], and any

of these mechanisms can be incorporated within blk-switch

decision making.

Algorithm 1 shows a general framework for blk-switch’s

request steering mechanism. blk-switch performs request
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steering at the granularity of individual requests. Upon a re-

quest submission, blk-switch first checks if the local core is

available: if the load on the local core is less than threshold,

the local core is considered available and the request is en-

queued in its egress queue. This is to ensure that blk-switch

only incurs the overhead of request steering when necessary.

If the local core is overloaded, blk-switch uses a mecha-

nism based on power-of-two choices [41] to select a core to

steer the request to. Among egress queues to the same des-

tination (as described in §3.1), it randomly chooses two of

these cores, and steers the request to the core with the lower

load. The power-of-two choices is efficient as (1) at most

two egress ports need to be examined when the local core is

overloaded; and (2) it reduces contention between cores on

queues since two cores are unlikely to write requests to the

same core at the same time.

We provide details about blk-switch’s request steering

implementation in §4. blk-switch does not implement re-

quest steering at the remote storage server side; if there is

transient congestion at the remote storage server, then corre-

sponding egress queues at the application side will build up.

In that case, our application-side request steering algorithm

will not pick this egress queue, and will forward the requests

to queues at other cores. Thus, application-side request steer-

ing alone is enough to deal with transient congestion at both

the application and the remote storage server.

3.3 Application Steering

The benefits of request steering at a per-request granularity

can be overshadowed if each request submitted at a core has

to be steered to other cores, e.g., due to persistent load on a

core due to multiple contending L-apps submitting requests

at that core. For instance, if L-apps generate requests at low

but consistent loads, frequent context switching between L-

app and T-app request processing threads leads to reduced

throughput. Similarly, if two high-load T-apps are contending

on a core, it is better to move one of them to a less utilized

core, avoiding long-term overheads of request steering.

To handle such persistent loads, blk-switch observes that

load balancing within the Linux storage stack can be done at

two levels of abstraction: individual requests and individual

threads—while the former enables efficient handling of tran-

sient loads, the latter enables efficient handling of persistent

loads. Thus, under such persistent loads, blk-switch per-

forms application steering, that is CPU allocation to individual

application threads by steering threads from persistently over-

loaded cores to one of the underutilized cores. Figure 4 shows

an example. blk-switch performs application steering at

coarse-grained timescales (in our implementation, default is

10 milliseconds) since it is required only for handling persis-

tent loads. Note that application steering is performed at the

granularity of individual application threads. Unlike request

steering, blk-switch implements a version of application

steering at both the application side and at the remote storage

Algorithm 2 : blk-switch application steering framework.

L̂c: weighted average load induced by L-apps at core c.

T̂c: weighted average load induced by T-apps at core c.

L⋆: threshold on weighted average load induced by L-apps

L-apps:

1: candidates← all cores with 0 < L̂c < L⋆

2: c⋆ ← core in candidates with minimum {L̂c + T̂c}
3: Move the application to c⋆

T-apps:

1: candidates← all cores with L̂c less than local core

2: ĉ← core in candidates with minimum T̂c

3: Move the application to ĉ

server; for the latter, it steers threads that perform processing

at blk-switch’s receive-side egress queues.

For application steering, blk-switch uses a frame-

work similar to request steering with minor modifications

(Algorithm 2). Unlike the request steering framework,

blk-switch’s application steering explicitly takes into ac-

count the weighted average load on the core induced by L-

apps. This is due to two reasons. First, application steering

is performed to reduce long-term contention between L-apps

and T-apps; thus, we want T-apps to be steered to the core

with low weighted average load induced by L-apps (with an

additional constraint that the weighted average of T-app load

on the new core is lower than the current core). Together, this

ensures that steering the T-app does not increase the num-

ber of context switches (the new core has lower L-app load),

and also that the new core’s T-app load is lower than that of

the current core, thus minimizing contention among T-apps.

Second, we also want to potentially place multiple L-apps on

the same core in order to further reduce interference between

L-apps and T-apps—colocating L-apps on a core will not neg-

atively impact their performance as long as L-apps generate

low weighted average load on the core. The second modifi-

cation is for the case of applications performing data access

on remote storage servers: we now use a default threshold of

L⋆ = 100KB to ensure that only a small number of L-apps are

aggregated on the same core.

4 blk-switch Implementation Details

We have implemented blk-switch in Linux kernel 5.4.

Throughout the implementation, our focus was to reuse ex-

isting kernel storage stack infrastructure as much as possible.

To that end, our current implementation adds just 928 lines

of code—530 in blk-mq layer, 118 at device driver layer, and

280 for target-specific functions at remote storage layer. In

this section, we summarize the core components of Linux ker-

nel implementation that blk-switch uses, along with some

of the interesting blk-switch implementation details.
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Figure 5: Request datapath in blk-switch for T-app. A request
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uses the same infrastructure.
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Figure 6: Request datapath in blk-switch. (a) (w/ request steer-

ing): request is steered to the queue on core1 via hctx(1,1) acquiring

a tag from the steered queue. The response comes back to the steered

queue on core1. (b) (w/ application steering): When an applica-

tion is moved from core0 to core1, the in-flight request, sent before

application steering, comes back on core0. blk-switch finds the

corresponding kioctx via the tag and wakes up the application.

Linux block layer overview. We describe how the Linux

storage stack works with the asynchronous I/O interface [4]

(see Figure 5, but ignore prioritization). Before creating I/O

requests, application needs to setup an I/O context using

io_setup(), which creates a kioctx structure at VFS layer.

This kioctx includes (1) a ring buffer where request comple-

tion events are enqueued (so that the application pulls them up

later asynchronously); and, (2) application process informa-

tion to wake up the application whenever a new completion

event is ready. Each kioctx is associated with a context iden-

tifier. When application submits a request with the context

identifier, the VFS layer creates kiocb that represents the I/O

request and finds the corresponding kioctx using the iden-

tifier. kiocb has a pointer for the kioctx. The block layer

creates a bio instance, based on kiocb, and encapsulates it in

a request instance: this includes a hardware context (hctx)

that is associated with one of the device-driver I/O queues.

Before forwarding the request to the device-driver queue,

the block layer needs to get a tag number. tags is an array of

request pointers, and its size is the same as the queue depth of

the driver queue.The block layer maintains a bitmap to keep

track of the occupancy of the tags. When all tags are occupied

(i.e., the driver queue is full), then the block layer needs to

wait for a tag to be available. After getting the tag, the request

is sent to the driver queue associated with hctx.

After I/O processing at the device, the response is returned

to the kernel with the same tag number. The kernel finds the

corresponding request instance from the tags array using

the tag number. The tag number is released, and kiocb from

the bio instance is extracted to find the kioctx. Finally, the

completion event is enqueued into the ring buffer of kioctx

and a notification is sent to the application.

blk-switch request steering implementation. Since each

hctx is regarded as an egress queue, the main goal of the

request steering algorithm is to select a non-congested hctx

across cores if the local one is congested. blk-switch main-

tains the per-core load required for request steering (updating

on a per-request basis). After that, the request will obtain

a tag from the steered hctx. Once the request is enqueued

into the corresponding driver queue, the following driver-level

and block-layer receive processing will be done on the core

that is associated with the steered hctx. When the response

comes back to the kernel from the device, we are able to find

the steered request instance from the tags; thus, going back

to the original kioctx is straightforward as the kioctx can

be extracted from the request instance (Figure 6(a)). The

kernel sends a wake-up signal to the application running on

the core associated with the ingress port via the kioctx.

blk-switch application steering implementation. Upon

application steering deciding to move the application to a new

core, blk-switch invokes the sched_setaffinity kernel

function to execute the move. Once this is done, requests

generated by the steered application will be submitted to

the ingress queue on the new core. blk-switch maintains

the weighted average per-core load required for application

steering (updating on a per-request basis). It is easy to main-

tain application semantics even when there are “in-flight”

requests during application moving from one core to another.

blk-switch forwards the “in-flight” requests to the right

application by exploiting the tags (Figure 6(b)); similar to

the request steering, blk-switch is able to find the origi-

nal kioctx that keeps track of the application’s location and

thus can wake up the associated application. Therefore, the

responses can be delivered to the right application.

5 Evaluation

We now evaluate blk-switch performance, with the goal of

understanding the envelope of workloads where blk-switch

is able to provide µs-scale average and tail latency, while

maintaining high throughput for T-apps. To do so, we evaluate
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blk-switch across a variety of scenarios and workloads with

varying amount of load induced by L-apps and T-apps, number

of cores, read/write sizes, read/write ratios and storage settings

(in-memory and SSD). In each evaluated scenario, a number

of latency-sensitive applications (#L-apps) compete for host

resources with a number of throughput-bound applications

(#T-apps) that perform large read/write requests on remote

storage servers. We describe the individual settings inline.

We describe our evaluation setup in §5.1, followed by a

detailed discussion of our results in §5.2 and §5.3. Finally, in

§5.4, we provide a detailed breakdown of how each design

aspect of blk-switch contributes to its overall performance.

5.1 Evaluation Setup

blk-switch focuses on rearchitecting the storage stack for

µs-scale latency and high throughput. Thus, our evaluation

setup focuses on scenarios where performance bottlenecks

are pushed to the storage stack—that is, where systems are

bottlenecked by processing of storage requests, and not by

network bandwidth.

Evaluated Systems. We compare blk-switch performance

with Linux and widely-deployed userspace storage stack

(SPDK) [51] (the CPU scheduler, storage stack and TCP/IP

stack used for Linux and SPDK are shown in Table 1). For

accessing data in remote servers, we make one modification

in Linux: rather than using its native NVMe-over-TCP driver,

we use i10 [29], a state-of-the-art Linux-based remote stor-

age stack since it provides much higher throughput (using its

default parameters, at the cost of introducing ∼50−100µs la-

tency at low loads); for accessing data on remote servers with

SPDK, we use its native support for NVMe-over-TCP [13].

We apply core affinity to applications in Linux since that

provides best performance. SPDK pins threads to cores by

default since it makes use of DPDK’s Environment Abstrac-

tion Layer (EAL). For both Linux and SPDK, we evenly

distribute the applications across cores to the extent possible.

For blk-switch, we use its default parameters (§3).

Hardware setup. All our experiments are run on a testbed

with two servers directly connected via a 100Gbps link. The

servers have a 4-socket NUMA-enabled Intel Xeon Gold

6234 3.3GHz CPU with 8 cores per socket, 384GB RAM and

a 1.6TB Samsung PM1735 NVMe SSD. Both servers run

Ubuntu 20.04 (kernel 5.4.43). To achieve CPU-efficient net-

work processing for all evaluated systems (since all of them

use Linux kernel network stack), we enable TCP Segmenta-

tion Offload (TSO), Generic Receive Offload (GRO), packet

coalescing using Jumbo frames (9000B), and accelerated Re-

ceive Flow Steering (aRFS). To minimize experimental noise,

we disable irqbalance and dynamic interrupt moderation

(DIM) [10]. Finally, we disable hyper-threading since doing

so maximizes performance for all evaluated systems.

We present results for both in-memory storage (RAM block

device) and on-disk storage (NVMe SSD). Except for SSD

and RocksDB experiments, we use the former due to three rea-

sons. First, unlike on-disk storage, in-memory storage allows

us to evaluate scenarios where T-apps generate load close to

our network hardware capacity (100Gbps). Second, a single

NVMe SSD can be saturated using two cores [29]; in-memory

storage, on the other hand, allows us to evaluate scalability of

blk-switch (and other systems) with larger number of cores.

Finally, our NVMe SSDs have an access latency of ∼80µs,

which hides a lot of latency benefits of userspace stacks; we

find it a fairer comparison to use in-memory storage to hide

such high latencies.

Performance metrics. We evaluate system performance in

terms of average and tail latency for L-apps, total throughput

of all applications, and throughput-per-core calculated as “to-

tal throughput / core utilization” (we take the maximum of the

application-side and the storage server-side core utilization

when computing core utilization). Unless mentioned other-

wise, we present results for average latency (shown by bars)

and P99 tail latency (shown by top whiskers) since, as we will

show, SPDK has significantly worse P99.9 tail latency.

Default workload. To generate loads for L-apps and T-apps,

we use the standard methodology, where applications submit

storage requests to the underlying system in a closed-loop

(that is, the I/O depth of the application specifies a maximum

number of outstanding requests). For Linux, we use FIO [16]

that uses the lightweight libaio interface. For SPDK, we

use its default benchmark application, perf (while FIO has

been ported to SPDK, it has higher overheads compared to the

lightweight perf application). These benchmarking applica-

tions are used to evaluate system performance to again push

the bottlenecks to the underlying system (since real-world

storage-based applications can have high overheads); never-

theless, we also evaluate blk-switch with RocksDB [9], a

prominently used storage system.

L-apps generate 4KB read/write requests with an I/O depth

of 1. To ensure that each system is running at its “knee-point”

in its latency-throughput curve, we use the optimal T-app op-

erating point for each system—for RAM block device, the op-

timal (request size, I/O depth) for T-apps is as follows: Linux

(64KB, 32), SPDK (128KB, 8), and blk-switch (64KB, 16).

While our default setup uses the above request sizes and I/O

depths, we also present sensitivity analysis against varying

I/O depths and request sizes. Finally, we use the random read

workload in our default setup, and also present results for

varying read/write ratios.

Unless stated otherwise, we give each system 6 cores on

a single NUMA node. We use six cores for each system

because we observed that, when given more than 6 cores,

Linux ends up being bottlenecked by network bandwidth

(that is, it can saturate the 100Gbps link in our testbed) in

several of our experimental scenarios. Nevertheless, we also

show performance with varying number of cores.
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Figure 7: blk-switch achieves µs-scale average and tail latency for L-apps and high throughput for T-apps even with tens of L-apps

competing for host compute and network resources with T-apps. As we increase the number of L-apps, both Linux and SPDK fail to

simultaneously achieve low latency and high throughput for reasons discussed in §2. Linux achieves high throughput, but at the cost of high

average and tail latencies; SPDK, on the other hand, suffers from both high tail latency and low throughput. Detailed discussion in §5.2.

5.2 Goal: Low-Latency and High-Throughput

Recall that an ideal system would ensure that both L-apps and

T-apps observe performance close to the respective isolated

performance (that is, when the application has all the host and

storage server resources to itself).

Impact of increasing number of L-apps competing for

host resources with T-apps (Figure 7 and Figure 8). For

this experiment, each system is given six cores, and executes

requests from six T-apps and varying number of L-apps.

Linux and SPDK performance trends are similar to Fig-

ure 2 in §2. Linux suffers from high average and tail latencies,

but maintains high throughput even with increasing number

of L-apps. SPDK achieves high throughput when number of

L-apps is less than the number of cores; however, it suffers

from inflated latency and degraded throughput with increasing

number of L-apps (significantly degraded performance with

just six L-apps). We already discussed the root cause for this

behavior for each system in §2; however, for both Linux and

SPDK, we observe slightly worse latency and throughput-per-

core relative to that observed in Figure 2. Digging deeper, we

found that both of these are due to increased L3 cache miss

rates. Specifically, since the cores used by the systems are on

the same NUMA node, they share a common L3 cache; the

resulting increased contention for L3 cache leads to higher

cache miss rate—for x = 1 in Figure 2, cache miss rates for

Linux and SPDK are 1.12% and 3.68%, respectively, but for

x = 6 in Figure 7, cache miss rates increase to 34% and 63%.

Higher cache miss rates lead to an increase in the per-byte

CPU overhead for kernel TCP processing (mainly due to data

copy), resulting in lower throughput-per-core. Interestingly,

for Linux, this also leads to higher latency inflation for L-apps

(when comparing x = 6 in Figure 7 to x = 1 in Figure 2), as

each T-app request takes a larger number of CPU cycles to

process, hence exacerbating the effect of HoL blocking. Fig-

ure 8 single-threaded case shows the P99.9 tail latency for all

systems for the x = 6 data point in Figure 7. Both Linux and

SPDK exhibit high P99.9 tail latency, but SPDK in particular

observes significantly worse P99.9 tail latency (33× higher

than the P99). As discussed in §2, this is because L-app re-

quests processed at the boundary of time slices are impacted,

and this effect is prominently visible in higher percentiles.
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Figure 8: The P99.9 tail latency corresponding to x = 6 in Fig-

ure 7 and Figure 9.

blk-switch consistently achieves µs-scale latency for L-

apps, even with 12 L-apps competing for host resources with

6 T-apps. In comparison to Linux, blk-switch achieves

28− 110× better average latency, 10− 25× better P99 tail

latency and 6− 15× better P99.9 tail latency; in compar-

ison to SPDK, blk-switch achieves 2− 12× better aver-

age latency, 2− 15× better P99 tail latency and 33− 101×
better P99.9 tail latency. blk-switch achieves all these la-

tency benefits while sacrificing 5−10% throughput relative

to Linux. blk-switch achieves such performance benefits

using a combination of its techniques: it first performs ap-

plication steering to isolate L-apps to a subset of cores, and

to distribute T-apps over the remaining cores. This results

in slightly increased tail latency for L-apps compared to a

single L-app case, but significantly reduces context switch-

ing overheads when compared to L-apps and T-apps shar-

ing individual cores. Further, blk-switch performs request

steering to utilize unused L-app cores for processing T-app

requests opportunistically. Finally, separation of I/O queues

along with prioritization enables maintaining low latency for

L-apps even when T-app requests are steered to the L-app

cores. Note that prioritization of I/O queue processing also

leads to blk-switch having slightly better average and tail

latencies when compared to the isolated Linux latency in

Figure 2; however, this is not fundamental.

We observe a somewhat surprising and counter-intuitive

benefit of blk-switch’s application steering mechanism that

steers L-apps onto a small number of cores—for example, in

Figure 7, blk-switch’s average latency reduces with increas-

ing number of L-apps. This is because of better packet aggre-

gation opportunities through TSO/GRO and Jumbo frames:

as more L-apps are steered on the same core, they begin to
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Figure 9: blk-switch achieves µs-scale average and tail latency for L-apps and high throughput for T-apps even when tens of L-app

threads compete for host compute and network resources with T-apps. We observe the same trend as in Figure 7 for each system; the only

difference is that SPDK does not support more application threads than the number of cores.
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Figure 10: As the load induced by T-apps increases, blk-switch continues to achieve low latency and high throughput. For reasons

discussed in §2, Linux and SPDK fail to simultaneously achieve low latency and high throughput: Linux suffers from high latency due to HoL

blocking; SPDK experiences increasingly higher latency and lower throughput as the load induced by T-apps increase.

share the same egress queue and hence the same underlying

TCP connection (recall that blk-switch maintains a single

per-core egress queue for each application class); as a result,

more L-app requests can be aggregated, resulting in lower per-

request processing overheads, and improved average latency.

Impact of increasing number of L-app threads competing

for host resources with T-app threads (Figure 9 and Fig-

ure 8). We now evaluate the performance of existing storage

stacks for multi-threaded applications. To do this, we slightly

modify the evaluation setup from Figure 7 experiment: we

now use one T-app with six T-threads and one L-app with

varying number of L-threads (varying from 1 to 12). Note

that, while the recent SPDK NVMe-oF target implementation

supports user-level threads [13], SPDK’s perf benchmark ap-

plication running on the host-side does not support user-level

threads; as a result, it does not support creating more threads

than the number of cores in the system (for each individual ap-

plication). As one would expect, Figure 9 and Figure 8 results

show exactly the same trend as single-threaded applications.

Impact of increasing the load induced by T-apps (Fig-

ure 10). We now evaluate the performance of each system

with varying load induced by T-apps. There are two ways

to vary the load induced by T-apps—by varying I/O depth,

and by varying request sizes. Since our setup uses TSO/GRO,

these two mechanisms to vary the load induced by T-apps

lead to essentially the same set of results. We present and

discuss results for the former here; the latter can be found

in [30]. For this experiment, we fix the number of L-apps and

T-apps to 6 each, and increase the I/O depth for T-apps. The

request size for T-apps is now fixed to 64KB for all systems.

Linux and SPDK show trends similar to previous results.

Average and tail latencies for L-apps increase with increased

contention for host resources (in these results, increased con-

tention is due to higher load induced by T-apps). As one

would expect, for both of these systems, total throughput and

throughput-per-core for T-apps increases with an increase

in load induced by T-apps. blk-switch handles contention

differently from both of these systems: by prioritizing L-app

requests, and using request and application steering to effi-

ciently load balance T-app requests across unused cores. Thus,

blk-switch continues to maintain µs-scale latency with in-

crease in T-app load—in comparison to Linux, blk-switch

achieves 5−33× lower average and 2−8× lower tail latency;

in comparison to SPDK, blk-switch achieves 2−7× lower

average and 1.3−6× lower tail latency. blk-switch’s mech-

anisms for handling contention results in a slightly different

tradeoff in terms of T-app performance. When the load in-

duced by T-apps is small, blk-switch reduces Linux latency

without any degradation in throughput (since it does not pay

the overheads of request steering at low loads); at higher loads,

blk-switch continues to achieve low latency, but observes

10% lower throughput than Linux due to the overheads of

request steering.

We note that blk-switch average latency improves with

load induced by T-apps. For smaller loads, blk-switch’s

application steering does not steer L-apps on to a subset of

cores (as in previous experiments), leaving L-apps evenly

distributed across available cores. As a result, blk-switch

does not get to exploit the benefits of reduced per-request

processing overheads (due to TSO/GRO and jumbo frames)

associated with aggregating multiple L-apps on the same core.
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Figure 11: blk-switchmaintains its µs-scale average and tail latency for L-apps with varying number of cores, even when scheduling

across NUMA nodes. For small number of cores, compared to Linux, blk-switch trades off improvements in latency with slightly reduced

throughput (due to request prioritization, and fewer opportunities for application and request steering). For smaller number of cores, SPDK

achieves low latency; as the number of cores are increased, SPDK starts suffering from inflated tail latency and degraded throughput.

Impact of number of cores (Figure 11). We now evaluate

the performance of all systems with varying number of cores,

including the case when the cores belong to different NUMA

nodes. The challenge with doing this evaluation is that, if

T-apps were to not interfere with L-apps, ∼4 cores would be

sufficient to saturate the network bandwidth (as can be in-

ferred from the isolated case in Figure 2); thus, to understand

the performance with increasing number of cores, we have to

ensure that L-apps and T-apps continue to contend at host stor-

age and network processing resources rather than competing

for network bandwidth. Thus, we use the following evaluation

strategy. Our servers have eight cores on each NUMA node;

for each data point up to x = 8 on the x-axis (x = number

of cores used for that data point), we use the cores on the

same NUMA node and for the last two data points, we use

two additional cores from one of the other NUMA nodes. For

each data point, we run a total of x L-apps and x T-apps to en-

sure that the system is neither lightly-loaded nor overloaded.

With this setup, we are able to evaluate for larger number of

cores—Linux, blk-switch and SPDK now become network

bandwidth bottlenecked at 7,8 and 10 cores, respectively.

Linux and SPDK performance can be explained using our

prior insights. As the number of cores increase, Linux experi-

ences increasingly higher latency but is able to achieve high

throughput; SPDK, on the other hand, suffers from increas-

ingly higher latency, and relatively lower throughput.

For the single core case, blk-switch improves Linux’s

latency, but at the cost of 40% lower throughput (similar to

SPDK); this is due to lack of request steering and applica-

tion steering opportunities, and due to prioritization being

the dominant mechanism for isolation. As the number of

cores increase, blk-switch starts exploiting the benefits of

request and application steering—it achieves µs-scale latency

as in earlier experiments, while getting throughput increas-

ingly closer to Linux (with 7 cores, it is only 4.2% worse

than Linux; for 8 or more cores, blk-switch’s throughput

matches Linux as the network link is saturated). For number of

cores between 3 and 8, we see a reduction in blk-switch’s

average latency due to higher opportunities to exploit the

benefits of TSO, GRO and jumbo frames (due to application

steering aggregating increasingly more L-apps on same subset
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Figure 12: blk-switch is able to maintain low average and tail

latencies even when applications operate at throughput close to

200Gbps. The experiment uses 16 L-apps and 16 T-apps running

across 16 cores from two NUMA nodes.

of cores). Beyond 8 cores, we see slight increase in average

and tail latency for blk-switch because of NUMA effects.

Besides latency results, there are several other interest-

ing observations to be made in Figure 11(center). First,

blk-switch is able to completely saturate a 100Gbps link

using 8 cores, at which point it is bottlenecked by network

bandwidth. Since the server has many more cores, we expect

that these cores will allow blk-switch to maintain its perfor-

mance with future NICs that have larger bandwidths (we show

this for 200Gbps network bandwidth setup below). Second,

while the total throughput of blk-switch scales well with

the number of cores, it has slightly lower total throughput

compared to Linux for smaller number of cores. This is due

to application steering resulting in T-apps being steered away

from L-apps, and the L-apps cores observing transient un-

derutilization when request steering decisions are imperfect.

Under such imperfect decisions, fewer number of cores are

available for T-app request processing. However, as the num-

ber of cores increase, the benefits of reduced context switching

(due to lower contention between L-app and T-app requests

after application steering) start to offset core underutilization

resulting in similar or even higher throughput when compared

to other systems. Finally, Figure 11(right) demonstrates that

all systems experience reduced throughput-per-core with in-

creasing number of cores. We found that this is due to an

increased number of L3 cache misses with increase in total

throughput as the number of cores is increased.

Performance beyond 100Gbps (Figure 12). We now eval-

uate the performance of all systems in the Terabit Ethernet
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Figure 13: For experiments with SSDs (corresponding to Figure 7), blk-switch latency is largely overshadowed by SSD access latency.

Rest of the trends are similar to those in Figure 7.
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Figure 14: Evaluation results with RocksDB: blk-switch performance benefits over Linux are similar to previous results.

regime (above 100Gbps). For this we installed an additional

NIC on each of the two servers in our setup, and connected

these NICs with an additional 100Gbps link, enabling a total

of 200Gbps network bandwidth between the servers. The two

NICs on each server are attached to separate NUMA nodes.

We use all of the cores on both of these NUMA nodes (total of

16), while running 16 L-apps and 16 T-apps. The performance

trends remain identical to previous results — blk-switch is

able to maintain µs-scale average and tail latency (10µs av-

erage, 143µs P99 , and 296µs P99.9), while nearly saturating

the 200Gbps network bandwidth (within 1% of Linux).

Performance with different storage access latency. We re-

peat the experiment shown in Figure 7, but with L-app requests

being executed on an NVMe SSD (T-app requests are still

executed in-memory). The access latency of our SSD (∼80µs)

causes increase in average latencies for all systems, but the

performance trends among the evaluated systems remain iden-

tical to earlier results. Importantly, blk-switch’s latency is

largely overshadowed by SSD access latency.

Additional results. We present several additional results

in [30], including performance with varying request sizes

for T-apps, varying read/write ratios, applications that access

data distributed between local and remote storage servers, and

bursty application workloads.

5.3 RocksDB with blk-switch

We now evaluate blk-switch with RocksDB [9], a widely-

deployed storage system, as the L-app. We mount a remote

SSD block device at the host-side with XFS file system (only

Linux and blk-switch support mounting a file system). We

setup RocksDB to use the mounted XFS file system backed

by remote SSD device and enable direct I/O. To generate

workload for RocksDB, we use the db_bench benchmarking

tool with ReadRandom workload and 4KB request sizes, with

an I/O depth of 1 for each thread. We colocate a T-app that

accesses remote RAM block device using FIO [16], as before.

We run this benchmark on 6 cores, with 6 T-app threads and

varying number of L-app threads.

Figure 14 shows that both Linux and blk-switch achieve

slightly higher latency compared to previous results due to

RocksDB’s higher application-layer overheads. However, in

comparison, blk-switch achieves over an order of magni-

tude latency reduction when compared to Linux, while sacri-

ficing throughput by at most 10%. Furthermore, blk-switch

maintains these benefits even with increasing number of L-app

threads competing for host resources with T-app threads.

5.4 Understanding blk-switch Performance

We now quantify the contribution of each of blk-switch’s

mechanisms to its overall performance. To do so, we run a

simple microbenchmark: we start the experiment with one L-

app and one T-app on core0, and set the I/O depth of T-app to

be 32. We then add blk-switch mechanisms (prioritization,

request steering and application steering) incrementally.

Figure 15 shows that each of blk-switch’s mechanism

contributes to its overall performance. Enabling prioritiza-

tion only reduces tail latency by an order of magnitude (Fig-

ure 15(a)), but at the cost of lower T-app throughput on core0

(Figure 15(b)); since request and application steering are dis-

abled, strictly prioritizing processing of L-app requests re-

sults in reduced throughput due to larger number of context

switches. As shown in Figure 15(c) and Figure 15(d), en-

abling request steering with prioritization allows the T-app

to achieve high T-app throughput by utilizing spare capacity

on less loaded cores (by steering T-app requests from heavily

loaded core0 and processing these requests at core1); how-

ever, this comes at the cost of slight increase in latency for
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Figure 15: Contribution of different techniques in blk-switch

to its overall performance. (blk-switch-P-RS-AS) is

blk-switch with all mechanisms disabled; we then cumu-

latively enable prioritization (blk-switch-RS-AS), request

steering (blk-switch-AS), and application steering (blk-switch).

See discussion in §5.4.

L-apps (albeit, still µs-scale)—due to non-trivial CPU over-

heads of request steering and non-real-time prioritization in

Linux kernel CPU schedulers, some of the L-app requests get

blocked by the thread doing request steering. This problem

is alleviated by blk-switch’s application steering algorithm

(Figure 15(e))—it steers the T-app away from the L-app, al-

lowing blk-switch to simultaneously achieve low latency

and high throughput.

6 Related Work

We have already compared blk-switch with state-of-the-art

Linux-based and widely-deployed userspace storage stacks.

We now compare and contrast blk-switch with other

closely-related systems.

Existing storage stacks. There is a large and active body

of research on designing storage stacks that target various

goals, including fairness [1, 2, 7, 26], deadlines [5, 7], priori-

tization [3], and even policy-based storage provisioning and

management [24, 39, 47, 49]. However, none of these stacks

target µs-scale latency. Furthermore, many of them can have

high CPU overheads (for high-performance storage devices,

the standard recommendation in Linux is to use no sched-

uler [26]), especially for applications that perform operations

on remote storage servers [14,23,25,50]. Recent work on stor-

age stacks for remote data access [12, 29] achieves high CPU

efficiency and throughput; however, as we have shown in our

evaluation, they fail to achieve low latency in multi-tenant

deployments when latency-sensitive and throughput-bound

applications compete for host resources.

User-space stacks. We have already performed evaluation

against SPDK, a widely-deployed state-of-the-art user-space

storage stack. Our evaluation focuses on using SPDK with

Linux kernel CPU scheduler and network stack, and highlights

the poor interplay with SPDK’s polling-based architecture and

Linux CPU scheduler. It is possible to overcome some of these

limitations by integrating SPDK with high-performance user-

space or RDMA-based network stacks [13, 18, 32, 35–37, 40],

user-space CPU schedulers [34], or both [22, 42–45]. How-

ever, with the exception of [22, 42], these user-space network

stacks and CPU schedulers either do not provide µs-scale iso-

lation in multi-tenant deployments, or require dedicated cores

for each individual L-app resulting in potentially high core

underutilization. The state-of-the-art among these user-space

stacks [22, 42] demonstrate that by carefully orchestrating

compute resources across L-apps and T-apps, it is possible to

simultaneously achieve µs-scale latency and high throughput.

However, they currently provide fewer features than Linux

and require modifications in applications. blk-switch shows

that it is possible to simultaneously achieve µs-scale latency

and high throughput without any modifications in applica-

tions, Linux kernel CPU scheduler and/or network stack.

Hardware-level isolation. There has also been work on

achieving performance isolation by exploiting hardware-level

mechanisms in NVMe SSDs [20, 28, 48], including mech-

anism specification in the NVMe standard [11, 33]. These

are complementary to blk-switch’s goals that focuses on

software bottlenecks.

7 Conclusion

Using design, implementation and evaluation of blk-switch,

this paper demonstrates that it is possible to achieve µs-scale

tail latency using Linux, even when tens of latency-sensitive

applications compete for host resources with throughput-

bound applications that access data at throughput close to

hardware capacity. The key insight in blk-switch is that

Linux’s multi-queue storage design, along with multi-queue

network and storage hardware, makes the storage stack con-

ceptually similar to a network switch. blk-switch uses this

connection to adapt techniques from the computer networking

literature (e.g., prioritized processing of individual requests,

load balancing, and switch scheduling) to the Linux kernel

storage stack. blk-switch is implemented entirely within

the Linux kernel storage stack, and requires no modification

in applications, network and storage hardware, kernel CPU

schedulers and/or kernel network stack.
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Abstract
After request completion, an I/O device must decide either

to minimize latency by immediately firing an interrupt or to
optimize for throughput by delaying the interrupt, anticipating
that more requests will complete soon and help amortize the
interrupt cost. Devices employ adaptive interrupt coalescing
heuristics that try to balance between these opposing goals.
Unfortunately, because devices lack the semantic information
about which I/O requests are latency-sensitive, these heuris-
tics can sometimes lead to disastrous results.

Instead, we propose addressing the root cause of the heuris-
tics problem by allowing software to explicitly specify to the
device if submitted requests are latency-sensitive. The de-
vice then “calibrates” its interrupts to completions of latency-
sensitive requests. We focus on NVMe storage devices and
show that it is natural to express these semantics in the kernel
and the application and only requires a modest two-bit change
to the device interface. Calibrated interrupts increase through-
put by up to 35%, reduce CPU consumption by as much as
30%, and achieve up to 37% lower latency when interrupts
are coalesced.

1 Introduction
Interrupts are a basic communication pattern between the
operating system and devices. While interrupts enable con-
currency and efficient completion delivery, the costs of inter-
rupts and the context switches they produce are well docu-
mented in the literature [7, 30, 66, 73]. In storage, these costs
have gained attention as new interconnects such as NVM
ExpressTM (NVMe) enable applications to not only submit
millions of requests per second, but up to 65,535 concurrent
requests [18, 21, 22, 25, 75]. With so many concurrent re-
quests, sending interrupts for every completion could result
in an interrupt storm, grinding the system to a halt [40, 55].
Since CPU is already the bottleneck to driving high IOPS
[37, 38, 41, 42, 43, 46, 69, 76, 81, 82], excessive interrupts
can be fatal to the ability of software to fully utilize existing
and future storage devices.

Typically, interrupt coalescing addresses interrupt storms
by batching requests into a single interrupt. Batching, how-

∗Denotes co-first authors with equal contribution.

ever, creates a trade-off between request latency and the inter-
rupt rate. For the workloads we inspected, CPU utilization in-
creases by as much as 55% without coalescing (Figure 12(d)),
while under even the minimum amount of coalescing, request
latency increases by as much as 10× for small requests, due
to large timeouts. Interrupt coalescing is disabled by default
in Linux, and real deployments use alternatives (§2).

This paper addresses the challenge of dealing with expo-
nentially increasing interrupt rates without sacrificing latency.
We initially implemented adaptive coalescing for NVMe, a dy-
namic, device-side-only approach that tries to adjust batching
based on the workload, but find that it still adds unneces-
sary latency to requests (§3.2). This led to our core insight
that device-side heuristics, such as our adaptive coalescing
scheme, cannot achieve optimal latency because the device
lacks the semantic context to infer the requester’s intent: is the
request latency-sensitive or part of a series of asynchronous
requests that the requester completes in parallel? Sending this
vital information to the device bridges the semantic gap and
enables the device to interrupt the requester when appropriate.

We call this technique calibrating1interrupts (or simply,
cinterrupts), achieved by adding two bits to requests sent to
the device. With calibrated interrupts, hardware and software
collaborate on interrupt generation and avoid interrupt storms
while still delivering completions in a timely manner (§3).

Because cinterrupts modifies how storage devices generate
interrupts, supporting it requires modifications to the device.
However, these are minimal changes that would only require
a firmware change in most devices. We build an emulator
for cinterrupts in Linux 5.0.8, where requests run on real
NVMe hardware, but hardware interrupts are emulated by
interprocessor interrupts (§4).

Cinterrupts is only as good as the semantics that are sent
to the device. We show that the Linux kernel can naturally
annotate all I/O requests with default calibrations, simply
by inspecting the system call that originated the I/O request
(§4.1). We also modify the kernel to expose a system call
interface that allows applications to override these defaults.

In microbenchmarks, cinterrupts matches the latency of
state-of-the-art interrupt-driven approaches while spending

1To calibrate: to adjust precisely for a particular function [53].
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Figure 1: NVMe requests are submitted through submission queues
(SQ) and placed in completion queues (CQ) when done. Applications
are notified of completions via either interrupts or polling.

30% fewer cycles per request and improves throughput by
as much as 35%. Without application-level modifications,
cinterrupts uses default kernel calibrations to improve the
throughput of RocksDB and KVell [48] on YCSB bench-
marks by as much as 14% over the state-of-the-art and to
reduce latency by up to 28% over our adaptive approach. A
mere 42-line patch to use the modified syscall interface im-
proves the throughput of RocksDB by up to 37% and reduces
tail latency by up to 86% over traditional interrupts (§5.5.1),
showing how application-level semantics can unlock even
greater performance benefits. Alternative techniques favor
specific workloads at the expense of others (§5).

Cinterrupts can, in principle, also be applied to network
controllers (NICs), provided the underlying network protocol
is modified to indicate which packets are latency sensitive.
We demonstrate that despite being more mature than NVMe
drives, NICs suffer from similar problems with respect to
interrupts (§2). We then explain in detail why it is more chal-
lenging to deploy cinterrupts for NICs (§6).

2 Background and Related Work
Disks historically had seek times in the milliseconds and pro-
duced at most hundreds of interrupts per second, which meant
interrupts worked well to enable software-level concurrency
while avoiding costly overheads. However, new storage de-
vices are built with solid state memory which can sustain not
only millions of requests per second [25, 75], but also multiple
concurrent requests. The NVMe specification [57] exposes
this parallelism to software by providing multiple queues, up
to 64K per device, where requests, up to 64K per queue, can be
submitted and completed; Linux developers rewrote its block
subsystem to match this multi-queue paradigm [9]. Figure 1
shows a high-level overview of NVMe request submission
and completion.

Numerous kernel, application, and firmware-level improve-
ments have been proposed in the literature to unlock the higher
request rate of these devices [13, 39, 46, 48, 60, 65, 82, 83],
but they focus on increasing I/O submit rate without directly
addressing the problem of higher completion rate.

Lessons from Networking. Networking devices have had
much higher completion rates for a long time. For example,
100Gbps networking cards can process over 100 million pack-

ets per second in each direction, over 200× that of a typical
NVMe device. The networking community has devised two
main strategies to deal with these completion rates: interrupt
coalescing and polling.

To avoid bombarding the processor with interrupts, network
devices apply interrupt coalescing [74], which waits until a
threshold of packets is available or a timeout is triggered. Net-
work stacks may also employ polling [16], where software
queries for packets to process rather than being notified. IX [7]
and DPDK [33] (as well as SPDK [67]) expose the device di-
rectly to the application, bypassing the kernel and the need for
interrupts by implementing polling in userspace. Technolo-
gies such as Intel’s DDIO [19] or ARM’s ACP [56] enable net-
working devices to write incoming data directly into processor
caches, making polling even faster by turning MMIO queries
into cache hits. The networking community has also proposed
various in-network switching and scheduling techniques to
balance low-latency and high-throughput [3, 7, 35, 49].

Storage is adopting networking techniques. The NVMe
specification standardizes the idea of interrupt coalescing
for storage devices [57], where an interrupt will fire only
if there is a sufficient threshold of items in the completion
queue or after a timeout. There are two key problems with
NVMe interrupt coalescing. First, NVMe only allows the
aggregation time to be set in 100µs increments [57], while
devices are approaching sub 10µs latencies. For example, in
our setup, small requests that normally take 10µs are delayed
by 100µs, resulting in a 10× latency increase. Intel Optane
Gen 2 devices have latencies around 5µs [24], which would
result in a 20× latency increase. The risk of such high latency
amplification renders the timeout unusable in general-purpose
deployments where the workload is unknown.

Second, even if the NVMe aggregation granularity were
more reasonable, both the threshold and timeout are statically
configured (the current NVMe standard and its implemen-
tations have no adaptive coalescing). This means interrupt
coalescing easily breaks after small changes in workload—for
example, if the workload temporarily cannot meet the thresh-
old value. The NVMe standard even specifies that interrupt
coalescing be turned off by default [58], and off-the-shelf
NVMe devices ship with coalescing disabled.

Indeed, despite the existence of hardware-level coalesc-
ing, there are still continuous software and driver patches to
deal with interrupt storms through mechanisms such as fine-
tuning of threaded interrupt completions and polling com-
pletions [11, 47, 50]. Mailing list requests and product docu-
mentation show that Azure observes large latency increases
when using aggressive interrupt coalescing to deal with in-
terrupt storms, which they try to address with driver mitiga-
tions [26, 47]. Because of the proprietary nature of Azure’s
solution, it is unclear whether their interrupt coalescing is
standard NVMe coalescing or some custom coalescing that
they develop with hardware vendors.

Polling is expensive. µdepot [43] and Arrakis [61] deal
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Figure 2: Hybrid polling is not enough to mitigate polling overheads. All experiments run on a single core. (a) With a single thread of same-sized
requests, hybrid polling effectively reduces the CPU utilization of polling while matching the performance of polling. (b) With more threads,
hybrid polling reduces to polling in terms of CPU utilization without providing significant performance improvement over interrupts. (c) With
variable I/O sizes, hybrid polling has the same throughput and latency as interrupts for both I/O sizes while using 2.7x more CPU. Labels show
performance relative to IRQ.

with higher completion rates by resorting to polling. Di-
rectly polling from userspace via SPDK requires considerable
changes to the application, and polling from either kernel-
space or userspace is known to waste CPU cycles [42, 77, 82].
FlashShare only polls for what it categorizes as low-latency
applications [82], but acknowledges that this is still expen-
sive. Cinterrupts exposes application semantics for interrupt
generation so that systems do not have to resort to polling.

Even hybrid polling [79], which is a heuristic-based tech-
nique for reducing the CPU overhead of polling by sleeping
for a period of time before starting to poll, is insufficient,
breaking down when requests having varying size [5, 41, 45].

Figure 2 compares the performance and CPU utilization of
hybrid polling, polling, and interrupts for three benchmarks
on an Intel Optane DC P4800X [23].2 We note that in all
cases, polling provides the lowest latency because the polling
thread discovers completions immediately, at the expense of
100% CPU utilization. When there is a single thread submit-
ting requests through the read syscall (Figure 2(a)), hybrid
polling does well because request completions are uniform.
However, when more threads or I/O sizes are added, as in Fig-
ures 2(b)-(c), hybrid polling still has 1.5x-2.7x higher CPU
utilization than interrupts without providing noticeable per-
formance improvement. These results match other findings in
the literature [5, 6, 41, 45].

Even though polling wastes cycles, it can provide lower
latency than interrupts, which is desirable in some cases. As
such, cinterrupts coexists with kernel-side polling, such as in
Linux NAPI for networking [15, 16], which switches between
polling and interrupts based on demand.

Heuristics-based Completion. vIC [2] tries to moderate
virtual interrupts by estimating I/O completion time with
heuristics. It primarily relies on inspecting the number of
“commands-in-flight” to determine whether to coalesce in-
terrupts, also employing smoothing mechanisms to ensure
that the coalescing rate does not change too dramatically. To
prevent latency increase in low-loaded scenarios, vIC also
eliminates interrupt coalescing when the submission rate is
below a certain threshold. vIC is a heuristic-based coalesc-

2See Section 5.1 for a detailed description of our experimental setup.
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Figure 3: NICs employ adaptive heuristics that try to minimize inter-
rupt overheads without unnecessarily hurting latency. The inherent
imperfection of these heuristics is demonstrated using Intel and Mel-
lanox NICs servicing the netperf request-response benchmark, which
ping-pongs a message of a specified size. The labels show the latency
difference between the default NIC scheme and a no-coalescing pol-
icy, which minimizes latency for this particular workload, but which
harms performance for more throughput-oriented workloads.

ing algorithm, similar to our adaptive algorithm (Section 3.2).
Consequently, vIC also lacks semantic information necessary
to align interrupt delivery.

NICs and their software stack are higher-performing and
more mature than NVMe drives and their corresponding stack.
As with NVMe devices, NICs must balance two contradic-
tory goals: (1) reducing interrupt overhead via coalescing to
help throughput-oriented workloads, while (2) providing low
latency for latency-sensitive workloads by triggering inter-
rupts upon incoming packets as soon as possible. Notably,
NICs employ more sophisticated, adaptive interrupt coalesc-
ing schemes (implemented inside the device and helped by its
driver). Yet, in general-purpose settings that must accommo-
date arbitrary workloads, NICs are unable to optimally fire
and coalesce interrupts, despite their maturity.

Figure 3 demonstrates that heuristics in even mature de-
vices cannot optimally resolve the interrupt delivery problem
for all workloads. Two NICs, Intel XL710 40 GbE [20] and
Mellanox ConnectX-5 100 GbE [71], run the standard latency-
sensitive netperf TCP request-response (RR) benchmark [34],
which repeatedly sends a message of a specified size to its
peer and waits for an identical response. In this workload,
the challenge for the NIC is identifying the end of the in-
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Figure 4: NVMe coalescing with its current 100µs granularity (top row) causes unusable timeouts when the threshold is not met (c9). Even if
the timeout granularity were smaller (middle row), NVMe coalescing cannot adapt to the workload. For bursts of requests, the smaller timeout
will limit the throughput with interrupts (c1− c8), while bursts that do not meet the threshold must still wait for the timeout (c9). Note that idle
periods occur when the CPU is done submitting requests, but is waiting for the device to complete I/O.

coming message and issuing the corresponding interrupt. The
Intel NIC heuristic results in increased latency regardless of
message size, and the Mellanox NIC heuristic adds latency
if the message size is greater than 1500 bytes, the maximum
transmission unit (MTU) for Ethernet, because the message
becomes split across multiple packets.

Knowledgeable users with admin privileges may manu-
ally configure the NIC to avoid coalescing, which helps iden-
tify message boundaries and thus yields better results for
this specific workload. But such a configuration is ill-suited
for general-purpose setups that must reasonably support co-
located throughput-oriented workloads as well.

Exposing Application-Level Semantics. Similar to [39,
78, 82], cinterrupts augments the syscall interface with a few
bits so applications can transmit information to the kernel.
Cinterrupts further shares this information with the device,
which is only also done in [82], which shares with the device
SLO information used to improve internal device caching.

3 Cinterrupts
3.1 Design Overview
The initial design of cinterrupts focused on making NVMe
coalescing adapt to workload changes. Our first contribution
captures this intuition with an adaptive coalescing strategy to
replace the static NVMe algorithm (§3.2).

While our adaptive coalescing strategy improves over static
coalescing, there are still cases that an adaptive strategy can-
not handle, such as workloads with a mix of latency-sensitive
and throughput-sensitive requests. The adaptive strategy also
imposes an inevitable overhead from detecting when a work-
load has changed.

This observation led to the core insight of cinterrupts:
device-level heuristics for coalescing will always fall short
due to a semantic gap between the requester and the device,
which sees a stream of requests and cannot determine which
requests require interrupts in order to unblock the application.
To bridge the semantic gap, the application issuing the I/O
request should always inform the device when it wishes to be
interrupted. Cinterrupts takes advantage of the fact that this
semantic information is easily accessible in the storage stack

and available at submission time.
Note on Methodology. The results throughout this section

are obtained on a setup fully described in Section 5.1. We use
an Intel Optane DC P4800X, 375 GB [23], installed in a Dell
PowerEdge R730 machine equipped with two 14-core 2.0
GHz Intel Xeon E5-2660 v4 CPUs and 128 GB of memory
running Ubuntu 16.04. The server runs cinterrupts’ modified
version of Linux 5.0.8 and has C-states, Turbo Boost (dynamic
clock rate control), and SMT disabled. We use the maximum
performance governor.

All results are obtained with our cinterrupts emulation, as
described in Section 4.2.1. Our emulation pairs one dedicated
core to one target core. Each target core is assigned its own
NVMe submission and completion queue. All results in this
section are run on a single target core.

3.2 Adaptive Coalescing
Ideally, an interrupt coalescing scheme adapts dynamically to
the workload. Figure 4 shows that even if the timeout granu-
larity in the NVMe specification were smaller, it is still fixed,
which means that interrupts will be generated when the work-
load does not need interrupts (c1− c8), while completions
must wait for the timeout to expire (c9) when the workload
does need interrupts.

Instead, as shown in the bottom row of Figure 4, the adap-
tive coalescing strategy in cinterrupts observes that a device
should generate a single interrupt for a burst, or a sequence
of requests whose interarrival time is within some bound.

Algorithm 1 shows the adaptive strategy. The burst detec-
tion happens on Line 6, where the timeout is pushed out by ∆

every time a new completion arrives. In contrast, NVMe coa-
lescing cannot detect bursts because it does not dynamically
update the timeout, which means it can only detect bursts of
a fixed size. To bound request latency, the adaptive strategy
uses a thr that is the maximum number of requests it will
coalesce into a single interrupt (Lines 14-15). This is neces-
sary for long-lived bursts to prevent infinite delay of request
completion. With Algorithm 1, a device will emit interrupts
when either it has observed a completion quiescent interval of
∆ or thr requests have completed. In §5, we explain how de-
vice manufacturers and system administrators can determine
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Algorithm 1: Adaptive coalescing strategy in cinterrupts
1 Parameters: ∆, thr
2 coalesced = 0, timeout = now + ∆;
3 while true do
4 while now < timeout do
5 while new completion arrival do

/* burst detection,update timeout */
6 timeout = now + ∆;
7 if ++coalesced ≥ thr then
8 fire IRQ and reset;

/* end of quiescent period */
9 if coalesced > 0 then

10 fire IRQ and reset;

11 timeout = now + ∆;
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Figure 5: Adaptive strategy has better performance for both types
of workloads regardless of how NVMe coalescing is configured.
(a) latency of a synchronous read request. (b) throughput of an
asynchronous read workload with high iodepth. (c) interrupt rate for
async workload. Labels show performance relative to default.

reasonable ∆ and thr configurations.
Comparison to NVMe Coalescing. The adaptive strat-

egy outperforms various NVMe coalescing configurations,
even those with smaller timeouts, across different workloads.
We compare the adaptive strategy, configured with thr = 32,
∆ = 6, to no coalescing (default), nvme100, which uses a
timeout of 100µs, the smallest possible in standard NVMe,
nvme20, which uses a theoretical timeout of 20µs, and nvme6,
which uses a theoretical timeout of 6µs. All NVMe coalescing
configurations have threshold set to 32.

We run two single-threaded synthetic workloads with
fio [4]. In the first workload, the thread submits 4 KB read re-
quests via read, which blocks until the system call is done. In
the second workload, the thread submits 4 KB read requests
via libaio in batches of 16, with iodepth=512.3

Figure 5(a) reports the latency of the read requests for the
synchronous workload. As expected, the default strategy has
the lowest latency of 10µs, because it generates an interrupt
for every request. All coalescing strategies add exactly their
timeout to the latency of each read request (c9 in Figure 4).
Because they have the same timeout, nvme6 and adaptive
have the same latency, but nvme6 pays the price for this low

3iodepth represents the number of in-flight requests.
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Figure 6: Completion timeline for multiple submissions. The adap-
tive strategy can detect them as part of a burst, but only after the
delay expires. Cinterrupts explicitly marks the last request in the
batch. Idle periods occur when the CPU waits for I/O to complete.

timeout in the next workload.
Figure 5(b) reports the read IOPS for the second work-

load and shows that if there are enough requests to hit the
threshold, the timeout adds unnecessary interrupts (c1− c8 in
Figure 4). The default strategy’s throughput is limited because
it generates too many interrupts, as shown in Figure 5(c).

The workload has enough requests in flight that waiting for
the threshold of 32 completions does not harm throughput.
However, nvme20 and nvme6 must fire an interrupt every
20µs or 6µs, respectively: Figure 5(c) shows that nvme20
generates 1.7x more interrupts than adaptive, and nvme6 gen-
erates 4.2x more interrupts than adaptive, explaining their
lower throughput.

The adaptive strategy can accurately detect bursts, although
it adds ∆ delay to confirm the end of a burst; without addi-
tional information, this delay is unavoidable. Figure 6 shows
how cinterrupts addresses this problem by enhancing adap-
tive with two annotations, Urgent and Barrier, which software
passes to the device. We now describe both annotations.

3.3 Urgent
Urgent is used to request an interrupt for a single request: the
device will generate an immediate interrupt for any request
annotated with Urgent. The primary use for Urgent is to en-
able the device to calibrate interrupts for latency-sensitive
requests. Urgent eliminates the delay in the adaptive strategy.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Urgent, we run a syn-
thetic mixed workload with fio with two threads: one submit-
ting 4 KB read requests via libaio with iodepth=16 and one
submitting 4 KB read requests via read, which blocks until
the system call is done. In cinterrupts, the latency-sensitive
read requests are annotated with Urgent, which is embedded
in the NVMe request that is sent to the device (see §4.1.1).
Results are shown in Figure 7.

Without cinterrupts, the requests from either thread are
indistinguishable to the device. The default (no coalescing)
strategy addresses this problem by generating an interrupt for
every request, resulting in 2.7x more interrupts than cinter-
rupts (Figure 7(d)).
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On the other hand, with Urgent, cinterrupts calibrates in-
terrupts to the latency-sensitive read requests, enabling low-
latency without generating needless interrupts that hamper
the throughput of the asynchronous thread. This results in
both higher asynchronous throughput and lower latency for
the synchronous requests. The adaptive strategy is unable
to identify the latency-sensitive requests and in fact tries to
minimize interrupts for all requests, resulting in higher asyn-
chronous throughput but a corresponding increase in read
request latency (Figure 7(c)).

In fact, the more aggressive the coalescing, the more un-
usable synchronous latencies become. Figure 8 shows the
same experiment with higher iodepth. As the target coalesc-
ing rate increases, there is a corresponding linear increase
in the synchronous latency. On the other hand, the purple
line in Figure 8(c) shows that Urgent in cinterrupts makes
synchronous latency acceptable. This latency comes at the
expense of less asynchronous throughput, as shown in Fig-
ure 8(a), but we believe this is an acceptable trade-off.

3.4 Barrier
To calibrate interrupts for batches of requests, cinterrupts uses
Barrier, which marks the end of a batch and instructs the de-
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Figure 9: Effect of Barrier. Each process submits a batch of 4 re-
quests at a time, submitting a new batch after the previous batch has
finished. Cinterrupts always detects the end of a batch with Barrier.
Note that when there is CPU idleness, adaptive always adds ∆ delay
to the latency. Labels show performance relative to cinterrupts.

vice to generate an interrupt as soon as all preceding requests
have finished. The semantic difference between Urgent and
Barrier is that an Urgent interrupt is generated as soon as the
Urgent request finishes, whereas the Barrier interrupt may
have to wait if requests are completed out of order.

Barrier minimizes the interrupt rate, which is always benefi-
cial for CPU utilization, while enabling the device to generate
enough interrupts so that the application is not blocked. For
example, in the submission stream s1− s4 in Figure 6, the last
request in the batch, s4, is marked with Barrier.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Barrier, we run an ex-
periment with a variable number of threads on the same core,
where each thread is doing 4 KB random reads through libaio,
submitting in fixed batch sizes of 4. The trick is determin-
ing the end of the batch without additional overhead, which
is only possible in cinterrupts: we modify fio to mark the
last request in each batch with a Barrier. Figure 9 shows the
throughput, latency, CPU utilization, and interrupt rate.

Single Thread. When there is a single thread, the default
(no coalescing) strategy can deliver lower latency than cin-
terrupts. This is because there is CPU idleness and no other
thread running. However, the default strategy generates 4.4x
the number of interrupts as cinterrupts, which results in 1.32x
CPU utilization. The default strategy can also process some
completions in parallel with device processing, whereas cin-
terrupts waits for all completions in the batch to arrive before
processing. On the other hand, the ∆ delay in the adaptive
algorithm is clear: the latency of requests is 29 µs, compared
to 22 µs with cinterrupts.

Two Threads. When there are two threads in the experi-
ment, the advantage of the default strategy goes away: the 3.4x
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Figure 10: Completion timeline for two threads submitting request
batches. The adaptive strategy experiences CPU idleness both be-
cause of the delay and because it waits to process any completions
until they all arrive. On the other hand, due to Barrier, cinterrupts
can process each batch as soon as it completes.

interrupts taxes a saturated CPU. On the other hand, cinter-
rupts has the best throughput and latency because calibrating
interrupts enable better CPU usage.

Figure 10 shows that the adaptive strategy exhibits highest
synchronous latency due to CPU idleness, which comes from
waiting for completions and the delay used to detect the end of
the batch. This idleness is eliminated in the next experiment,
where there are enough threads keep the CPU busy.

Four Threads. With four threads, the comparison between
cinterrupts and the default NVMe strategy remains the same.
However, at four threads, the adaptive strategy matches the
performance of cinterrupts because without CPU idleness, the
delay is less of a factor. Although the adaptive strategy does
well in this last case, we showed in §3.3 that this aggregation
comes at the expense of synchronous requests.

Note that Figure 10 is a simplification of a real execution,
because it conflates time spent in userspace and the kernel,
and does not show completion reordering. The full cinterrupts
algorithm addresses reordering by employing the adaptive
strategy to ensure no requests get stuck.

3.5 Out-of-Order Urgent
The full cinterrupts interrupt generation strategy is shown
in Algorithm 2. Requests are either unmarked or marked by
Urgent or Barrier. Unmarked requests are handled by the
underlying adaptive algorithm and can of course piggyback
on interrupts generated by Urgent or Barrier.

We noticed that Urgent requests sometimes get completed
with other requests, which increases their latency because the
interrupt handler does not return until it reaps all requests in
the interrupt context. To address this, cinterrupts implements
out-of-order (OOO) processing, a driver-level optimization
for Urgent requests. With OOO processing, the IRQ handler
will only reap Urgent requests in the interrupt context, which
enables faster return-to-userspace of the Urgent requests.

Unmarked requests will not be reaped until a completion
batch consists only of those requests, as shown in Figure 11.

Algorithm 2: cinterrupts coalescing strategy
1 Parameters: ∆, thr
2 coalesced = 0, timeout = now + ∆;
3 while true do
4 while now < timeout do
5 while new completion arrival do
6 timeout = now + ∆;
7 if completion type == Urgent then
8 if ooo processing is enabled then

/* only urgent requests */
9 fire urgent IRQ;

10 else
/* process all requests */

11 fire IRQ and reset coalesced;

12 if completion type == Barrier then
13 fire IRQ and reset coalesced;
14 else
15 if ++coalesced ≥ thr then
16 fire IRQ and reset coalesced;

/* end of quiescent period */
17 if coalesced > 0 then
18 fire IRQ and reset coalesced;

19 timeout = now + ∆;

CQ

end

CQ

start
end

time

CQ

start end

CQ

start end start

Figure 11: OOO Urgent processing. Grayed entries are reaped entries.
Urgent requests in an interrupt context (first interrupt) are processed
immediately, and the interrupt handler returns. The other requests are
not reaped until the next interrupt, which consists only of non-Urgent
requests. After the second IRQ, the driver rings the completion queue
doorbell to signal that the device can reclaim the contiguous range.

The driver also does not ring the CQ doorbell until it com-
pletes a contiguous range of entries. thr ensures non-Urgent
requests are eventually reaped. For example, suppose in Fig-
ure 11 that thr = 9. Then an interrupt will fire as soon as
9 entries (already reaped or otherwise) accumulate in the
completion queue.

The trade-off with OOO processing is an increase in the
number of interrupts generated. Figure 12 reports perfor-
mance metrics from running the same mixed workload as
in Figure 8. OOO processing generates 2.4x the number of
interrupts in order to reduce the latency of synchronous re-
quests by almost half. The impact of the additional interrupts
is noticeable in the reduced number of asynchronous IOPS.

Incidentally, these additional interrupts, as well as the in-
terrupts in the default strategy, act as an inadvertent tax on
the asynchronous thread. If we instead limit the number of
asynchronous requests, the need for these additional inter-
rupts goes away. In the second row of Figure 12, we throttle
the asynchronous thread with the blkio cgroup [10] to its
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Figure 12: Mixed workload. Out-of-order (OOO) driver processing
of Urgent requests enables lower latency at the expense of more
interrupts. Limiting the number of async requests (bottom row)
reduces this overhead. Labels above bars indicate performance ratio
compared to cinterrupts.

throughput in the default scenario (green bar in the first row).
In this case, OOO cinterrupts only generates 23% more inter-
rupts, and its synchronous latency matches that of the default
strategy while using 30% less CPU.

OOO processing is turned on by default in the cinterrupts
NVMe driver but can be disabled with a module parameter.

4 Implementation
4.1 Software Modifications
4.1.1 Kernel Modifications

It is software’s responsibility to pass request annotations to
the device. To minimize programmer burden, our implemen-
tation includes a modified kernel that sets default annotations.
Table 1 summarizes how the kernel sets these defaults, which
naturally derive from the programming paradigm of each sys-
tem call: any system call that blocks the application, such as
read and write, is marked Urgent, and any system call that sup-
ports asynchronous submission, such as io_submit, is marked
Barrier. System calls in the sync family are blocking, so they
are marked Urgent. By following the programming paradigm
of each system call, cinterrupts can be supported in the kernel
with limited intrusion; the changes to the Linux software stack
described in this section total around 100 LOC.

The cinterrupts kernel propagates annotations from the
system call layer through the filesystem and block layers to the
device. In the system call handling layer, cinterrupts embeds
any bits in the iocb struct. The block layer can split or merge
requests. In the case of request split – for example, a 1M write
will get split into several smaller write blocks – each child
request will retain the bit of the parent. In the case of merged
requests, the merged request will retain a superset of the bits in
its children. If this superset contains both Urgent and Barrier,
we mark the merged request as Urgent for simplicity. This
is not a correctness issue because the underlying adaptive

System call Kernel default annotations
(p)read(v), (p)write(v) Urgent if fd is blocking or if write is O_DIRECT
preadv2, pwritev2 If RWF_NOWAIT is not set, use Urgent
io_submit Barrier on the last request
(f)(data)sync, syncfs Urgent
msync With MS_SYNC, Barrier on the last request

Table 1: Summary of storage I/O system calls and the corresponding
default bits used by the kernel.

algorithm will ensure that no request gets stuck.
For cases in which these defaults do not match application-

level semantics, we expose a system call interface for
applications to override these defaults. We leverage the
preadv2/pwritev2 system call interface [63], which already
exposes a parameter that accepts flags:

ssize_t preadv2(int fd, const struct iovec *iov,
int iovcnt, off_t offset, int flags)

We create two new flag types, RWF_URGENT and
RWF_BARRIER, which the application can use to pass bits as
it sees fit. The application can explicitly ask for a request to be
unmarked by passing both flags. We explain how applications
can use this interface in the next section.

4.1.2 Application Case Studies

Ultimately the application has the best knowledge of when it
requires interrupts, so cinterrupts enables the application to
override kernel defaults for even better performance, using the
syscall interface described previously. We modified RocksDB
to use these flags.

RocksDB Background Tasks. Flushing and compaction
are the two main sources of background I/O in RocksDB. We
modify RocksDB to explicitly mark these I/O requests as non-
Urgent. Since RocksDB already isolates the environment for
interacting with files, our changes were minimal and involved
replacing the calls to pread/pwrite with preadv2/pwritev2, cre-
ating a new file option to express urgency of I/O for that file,
and modifying the Flush and Compaction jobs to explicitly
mark I/O as non-Urgent, which totaled around 40 lines of
code. We show in Section 5.4.1 that these manual annotations
especially help RocksDB during write-intensive workloads.

RocksDB Dump. RocksDB includes a dump tool that
dumps all the keys in a RocksDB instance to a file [1]. Typi-
cally this tool is used to debug or migrate a RocksDB instance.
As it is a maintenance-level tool, dump requests do not need
to be Urgent, so we manually modify the dump code to mark
dump read and write I/O as non-Urgent. In this way, dump
I/O requests are completed when interrupts are generated by
the underlying adaptive coalescing strategy. On top of the
RocksDB changes described in the previous section, marking
dump requests as non-Urgent only required two lines of code.
We show in Section 5.5.1 that modifying the dump tool can
increase the throughput of foreground requests by 37%.
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Figure 13: Cinterrupts emulation: the dedicated core polls on the
NVMe completion queue of the target core and sends IPIs for any
completion. IPIs emulate hardware interrupts of a real device that
supports cinterrupts. The target core submits requests normally to
hardware by writing to the NVMe submission queue.

4.2 Hardware Modifications
Cinterrupts modifies the hardware-software boundary to sup-
port Urgent and Barrier. The key hardware component in
cinterrupts is an NVMe device that recognizes these bits and
implements Algorithm 2 as its interrupt generation strategy.
Device firmware, which is responsible for interrupt genera-
tion, is the only device component that must be modified in
order to support cinterrupts. Device firmware is typically a
blackbox, so we chose to emulate the interrupt generation
portion of cinterrupts while leveraging real NVMe hardware
for I/O execution.

4.2.1 Firmware Emulation

To emulate interrupt generation in cinterrupts, we explored
using several existing aspects of the NVMe specification, all
of which were insufficient. We considered using the urgent
priority queues to implement Urgent. While this would have
worked for Urgent, there is still no way to implement Bar-
rier or Algorithm 2. Furthermore, in NVMe devices, while
it is possible to have a dedicated urgent priority queue, hard-
ware queues are still limited in NVMe devices; Azure NVMe
devices have 8 queues that must be shared across many
cores [26], while Intel devices have 32-128 queues [17, 70].
By labelling individual requests, cinterrupts is explicitly de-
signed to work in a general context where queues cannot be
differentiated due to resource limitations.

We also considered using special bogus commands to force
the NVMe device to generate an interrupt. The specifica-
tion recommends that “commands that complete in error
are not coalesced” [57]. Unfortunately, neither device we
inspected [22, 75] respected this aspect of the specification.

Instead, we prototype cinterrupts by emulating interrupt
generation with a dedicated sidecore that uses interprocessor
interrupts (IPIs) to emulate hardware interrupts. We imple-
ment this emulation on Linux 5.0.8.

Dedicated Core. Our emulation assigns a dedicated core
to a target core. The target core functions normally by running

applications that submit requests to the core’s NVMe submis-
sion queue, which are passed normally to the NVMe device.
The dedicated core runs a pinned kernel thread, created in
the NVMe device driver, that polls the completion queue of
the target core and generates IPIs based on Algorithm 2. Cin-
terrupts annotations are embedded in a request’s command
ID, which the polling dedicated core inspects to determine
which bits are set. In a hardware-level implementation of cin-
terrupts, Urgent and Barrier can be communicated in any of
the reserved bits in the submission queue entry of the NVMe
specification [57].

To faithfully emulate the proposed hardware, we disable
hardware interrupts for the NVMe queue assigned to that core;
in this way, the target core only receives interrupts iff ideal
cinterrupts hardware would fire an interrupt. Figure 13 shows
how our dedicated core emulates the proposed interrupt gen-
eration scheme. Importantly, we still leverage real hardware
to execute the I/O requests, and the driver still communicates
with the NVMe device through the normal SQ/CQ pairs, but
we replace the device’s native interrupt generation mechanism
with the dedicated core. Section 5.1 shows that this emulation
has a modest 3-6% overhead.

4.3 Discussion
Other I/O Requests. We initially did not annotate requests
generated by the kernel itself, for example from page cache
writeback and filesystem journalling. But because filesystem
journalling is on the critical path of write requests, non-Urgent
journal transactions caused a slight increase in latency of
application-level requests. Hence by default we mark journal
commits as Urgent. Because journalling does not generate
a large interrupt rate for our applications, marking these re-
quests tightened application latency without adding overhead.

On the other hand, our applications did not see significant
benefit in marking writeback requests. As such, we rely on
the application to inform us when these requests are latency-
sensitive, for example page cache flushes will be Urgent when
they are explicitly requested through fsync.

Other Implementations. The Barrier implementation can
be strict or relaxed, where a strict version only releases the
interrupt if all requests in front of it in the submission queue
have been completed. A relaxed Barrier is equivalent to Ur-
gent and works well assuming that requests do not complete
too far out of order; it does not require the interrupt genera-
tion algorithm to record any additional state. The cinterrupts
prototype evaluated in this paper uses a relaxed Barrier, which
already enjoys significant performance benefits. We have re-
tained a separate flag because Barrier is semantically different
to the application and to enable future implementations to
choose to implement strict Barrier.

The strict Barrier requires more accounting overhead to
keep track of which requests have completed: we explored a
preliminary implementation of the strict Barrier in our emula-
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tor but its overheads were larger than its benefit. We sus-
pect firmware implementations of a strict Barrier will be
more efficient. Alternatively, this strict ordering could be en-
forced in the kernel: the driver can withhold completions from
userspace until all other requests have completed. Such an
implementation might be efficient by piggybacking on the
accounting mechanisms in the block layer of the Linux kernel.

Urgent Storm. If all requests in the system are marked as
Urgent, this can inadvertently cause an interrupt storm. To
address this, cinterrupts has a module parameter that can be
configured to target a fixed interrupt rate, similar to NICs,
enforced with a lightweight heuristic based on Exponential
Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) of the interrupt rate.

Lines of Code. Linux modifications to support cinterrupts
total around 100 LOC. The cinterrupts emulator in the NVMe
driver is around 500 LOC, with an additional 200 LOC for
implementations of strict Barrier and Urgent storm.

5 Evaluation
These questions drive our evaluation: What is the overhead of
our cinterrupts emulation (§5.1)? How do device vendors and
admins select ∆ and thr (§5.2)? How does cinterrupts compare
to the default and the adaptive strategies in terms of latency
and throughput (§5.3)? How much does cinterrupts improve
latency and throughput in a variety of applications (§5.4)?

5.1 Methodology
Experimental Setup. We use two NVMe SSD devices: Intel
DC P3700, 400 GB [21] and Intel Optane DC P4800X, 375
GB [23]. We refer to them as P3700 and Optane.

Both SSDs are installed in a Dell PowerEdge R730 machine
equipped with two 14-core 2.0 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2660 v4
CPUs and 128 GB of memory running Ubuntu 16.04. The
server runs cinterrupts’ modified version of Linux 5.0.8 and
has C-states, Turbo Boost (dynamic clock rate control), and
SMT disabled. We use the maximum performance governor.

Our emulation pairs one dedicated core to one target core.
Each core is assigned its own NVMe submission and com-
pletion queue. The microbenchmarks are run on a single
core, but we run macrobenchmarks on multiple cores. For
our microbenchmarks, we use fio [4] version 3.12 to generate
workloads. All of our workloads are non-buffered random
access. We run the benchmarks for 60 seconds and report
averages of 10 runs.

For a consistent evaluation of cinterrupts, we implemented
an emulated version of the default strategy. Similar to the em-
ulation of cinterrupts we described in §4.2.1, device interrupts
are also emulated with IPIs.

Emulation Overhead. The cinterrupts emulation is
lightweight and its overheads come from sending the IPI
and cache contention from the dedicated core continuously
polling on the CQ memory of the target core. Table 2 summa-
rizes the overhead of emulation. We also show the overhead

Sync latency of 4 KB, µs
mitigations off default off off

baremetal baremetal emulation baremetal
system interrupts interrupts interrupts polling
P3700 80±29.0 81±29.1 82±28.2 78±28.1
Optane 10±1.3 11±1.3 10±1.2 8±1.2

Table 2: Emulation overhead is comparable with overhead of miti-
gations. Cinterrupts runs with mitigations disabled to compensate
for the emulation overhead.
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Figure 14: Using interarrival CDF to determine ∆.
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Figure 15: Determining thr under a fixed ∆ (∆=6 µs for Optane and
∆ = 15 µs for P3700). thr is the smallest value where throughput
plateaus, which is between 16-32, so we set thr= 32 for both devices.
We omitted P3700 thr results as it shows virtually the same behavior.

of mitigations for CPU vulnerabilities [31] to show that the
overhead of our emulation is comparable to the overhead of
the default mitigations for CPU. Therefore, our performance
numbers with mitigations disabled and emulation on mirrors
results from a server with mitigations enabled and emulation
off (cinterrupts implemented in real hardware).

Emulation imposes a modest 3-6% latency overhead for
both devices. There is a difference in emulation overhead
between the devices, which we suspect is due to each device’s
time lag between updating the CQ and actually sending an
interrupt. As the difference between the last column and the
first column shows, this lag varies between devices, and the
longer the lag, the smaller the overhead of emulation.

Baselines. We compare cinterrupts to our adaptive strategy
and to the default interrupt strategy, which does not coalesce.
The adaptive strategy is a proxy for comparison to NVMe
coalescing, which it outperforms (Section 3.2).

5.2 Selection of ∆ and thr
∆ should approximate the interarrival time of requests, which
depends on workload. Figure 14 shows the interarrival time
for two types of workloads. The first workload is a single-
threaded workload that submits read requests of size 4 KB
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Figure 16: Workloads with only one type of request. Column (a)
shows latency of synchronous requests (lower is better); (b), (c) and
(d) show metrics for the asynchronous workload.

with libaio and iodepth=256. The second workload is the
same workload, except with batched requests. We run the
same workloads on P3700 and Optane, to show that vendors
or sysadmin will pick different ∆ for different devices.

When libaio submits batches, the CPU can send many more
requests to the device, resulting in lower interarrival times –
a 90th percentile of 1 µs in the batched case versus 6 µs in
the non-batched case for Optane. For P3700, both workloads
have a 99th percentile of 15 µs. We pick ∆ to minimize the
interrupt rate without adding unnecessary delay, so for P3700
we set ∆=15 µs and for Optane we set ∆=6 µs.

After fixing ∆, we sweep thr in the [0,256) range and select
the lowest thr after which throughput plateaus; the results are
shown in Figure 15. thr= 32 achieves high throughput and
low interrupt rate for both devices.

In practice, hardware vendors should use this methodology
to set default values to ∆ and thr for their devices, and system
administrators could tune these values for their workloads.

5.3 Microbenchmarks
We use fio to generate two workloads to show how cinterrupts
behaves at the extremes. The synchronous-only workload
submits blocking 4 KB reads via read. The asynchronous-
only workload submits 4 KB reads via libaio with iodepth
256 and batches of size 16. For each device, cinterrupts and
the adaptive strategy are configured with the same ∆ and thr.
The results are shown in Figure 16.

As in §3.3, the synchronous workload shows the draw-
back of the adaptive strategy, which adds exactly ∆=15 µs
to request latency for P3700 and ∆=6 µs for Optane (first
column of Figure 16). Cinterrupts remedies this with Urgent.
The default strategy performs as well as cinterrupts in the
synchronous workload, because it generates an interrupt for
every request. This strategy is penalized in the asynchronous
workload, where the default strategy generates 12-15x the
number of interrupts as cinterrupts.

interrupt thruput norm avg lat norm p99 lat norm
scheme [KIOPS] [ms] [ms]
cint 388±5.6 1.00 1.3±0.3 1.00 15.0±0.8 1.00
default 391±1.8 1.01 1.3±0.1 1.00 14.4±0.4 0.96
adaptive 391±4.6 1.01 1.3±0.4 1.00 14.2±0.9 0.95
app-cint 405±5.6 1.04 1.3±0.1 1.00 12.7±0.3 0.85

Table 3: Modifying RocksDB with annotations that make the flush
non-urgent (app-cint). Results are for database load (fillbatch ex-
periment in db_bench). Note that cint and default have the same
performance, within error bounds, which is expected for RocksDB.

Cinterrupts matches the synchronous latency of default,
while achieving up to 35% more asynchronous throughput,
and matches the asynchronous throughput of adaptive while
achieving up to 37% lower latency. Finally, OOO does not add
overhead to cinterrupts performance when it is not triggered.

5.4 Macrobenchmarks
To evaluate the effect of cinterrupts on real applications,
we run three application setups on Optane: RocksDB [64],
KVell [48], and RocksDB and KVell colocated on the same
cores. RocksDB is a widely used key-value store that uses
pread/pwrite system calls in its storage engine, and KVell is a
new key-value store employing Linux AIO in its storage en-
gine. Both applications use direct I/O. KVell uses default ker-
nel annotations (Barrier) while we will note when RocksDB
uses default annotations or the modified annotations described
in Section 4.1.2.

We run each application on two cores. In KVell, an addi-
tional four cores are allocated for clients. Cinterrupts is the
only strategy that performs the best across all three setups.

5.4.1 RocksDB

Load. Using db_bench [8], we load a database with 10 M
key-value pairs, with 16 byte keys and 1 KiB values. Dur-
ing the load phase, we compare the results under cinterrupts
where RocksDB is unmodified and modified. In unmodified
RocksDB, every I/O is labelled Urgent by default. In modified
RocksDB, background activity is non-Urgent as described in
Section 4.1.2. Table 3 shows the performance results.

We see that marking background activity as non-Urgent has
a modest but significant 4% increase in throughput without
affecting latency (app-cint vs cint). This is because delaying
the interrupts of background I/O does not affect foreground
latency. In fact, doing so actually decreases the tail latency of
foreground writes by 15%. Hence reducing the CPU pressure
caused by interrupts enables better p99 latency.

Steady State. After loading the database to 20GB, we run
two experiments from db_bench: readrandom, where each
thread reads randomly from the key space, and readwhilewrit-
ing, where one thread inserts keys and the rest of the threads
read randomly. The readwhilewriting experiment runs for 30
seconds. For each experiment, we also vary the number of
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Figure 17: Latency of get operation and throughput in RocksDB
for varying workloads. We show performance degradation with
respect to cinterrupts. Labels show absolute values in µs and KIOPS,
respectively. As expected, cinterrupts and the default strategy have
nearly the same performance within error bounds, but the adaptive
strategy has up to 45% worse latency and 5-32% worse throughput
due to the ∆ delay.

Workload Description
A update heavy: 50% reads, 50% writes
B read mostly: 95% reads, 5% writes
C read only: 100% reads
F read latest: 95% reads, 5% updates
D read-modify-write: 50% reads, 50% r-m-w
E scan mostly: 95% scans, 5% updates

Table 4: Summary of YCSB workloads.

threads. The latency of the get operation and throughput for
both experiments is shown in Figure 17.

As expected, for both metrics, cinterrupts and the default
strategy perform nearly the same because both generate in-
terrupts for every request; in the next two applications, the
default strategy will suffer due to this behavior. On the other
hand, adaptive does consistently worse because of its ∆ delay;
this is particularly noticeable in the latency measurements.
With 8 threads, this delay penalty is amortized across more
threads, which reduces the performance degradation.

Interestingly, modified RocksDB had similar performance
to unmodified RocksDB during these benchmarks. This is
because there is very little if any background I/O in the read-
random benchmark, and the write rate is not high enough
for the background I/O interrupts to affect foreground perfor-
mance in the readwhilewriting benchmark.

5.4.2 KVell

We use workloads derived from the YCSB benchmark [14],
summarized in Table 4. We load 80 M key-value pairs, with
24 byte keys and 1 KB item sizes for a dataset of size 80 GB.
Each workload does 20M operations. Figure 18 shows KVell
throughput, average latency, and 99th percentile latency for
each YCSB workload.
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Figure 18: Throughput and latency results for YCSB on KVell. La-
bels show absolute throughput in KIOPS and latency in ms.

Throughput. Cinterrupts does better than default for
throughput, because default generates an interrupt for ev-
ery request. In contrast, cinterrupts uses Barrier to generate
an interrupt for a single batch, which consists of 10s of re-
quests. The difference between cinterrupts and default is more
pronounced for write-heavy workloads (A, D), but less pro-
nounced for read-heavy workloads (B, C, F) . This is because
reads are efficient in KVell, so there is some CPU idleness in
these workloads (3% idleness under default and 14% idleness
under cinterrupts).

The adaptive strategy performs similarly to cinterrupts be-
cause it is designed to detect bursts. Its delay is more pro-
nounced in latency measurements.

Latency. The adaptive strategy has 5-8% higher average
and 99th percentile latency than cinterrupts in all workloads.
Again, this is the effect of the ∆ delay, which cinterrupts reme-
dies with Barrier. Cinterrupts latency also does better than
the default, where interrupt handling and context switching
both add to the latency of requests and slow down the request
submission rate. The high number of interrupts in the default
strategy also adds to latency variability, which is noticeable
in the larger 99th percentile latencies.

YCSB-E. Scans are interesting because their latency is de-
termined by the completion of requests that can span multiple
submission boundaries. Table 5 shows throughput results for
YCSB-E with different scan lengths, and Figure 19 shows
latency CDFs for scans of length 16 and 256.

Similar to the other YCSB workloads, the adaptive strategy
again can almost match the throughput of cinterrupts, because
it is designed for batching. At higher scan lengths, factors such
as application-level queueing begin affecting scan throughput,
reducing the benefit of cinterrupts.
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length=16 length=256
interrupt scans normalized scans normalized
scheme [KIOPS] [KIOPS]
cint 26.2±0.5 1.00 1.6±0.04 1.00
default 23.1±0.3 0.88 1.5±0.06 0.95
adaptive 24.9±0.6 0.95 1.6±0.02 0.97

Table 5: YCSB-E throughput results for KVell. Excessive interrupt
generation limits default throughput to 86%-89% of cinterrupts’.
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Figure 19: Latency CDF of scans of length 16 and 256 in KVell.

Figure 19 shows that there is a notable difference in scan
latency between cinterrupts and the default for both scan
lengths; the difference in 50th percentile latencies between
default and cinterrupts is around 600 µs for both scan lengths.
This difference is maintained at the 99th percentile latencies.

Notably, there is a 400µs difference between cinterrupts and
adaptive 50th percentile latencies when the scan length is 16,
which goes away when the scan length is 256. The adaptive
strategy does well in KVell’s asynchronous programming
model and longer scans are able to amortize the additional
delay over many requests.

5.5 Colocated Applications
We run two types of colocated applications to see the effects
of cinterrupts in consolidated datacenter environments.

5.5.1 RocksDB + Dump Tool

First we run two colocated instances that both use pread/p-
write, which means by default the kernel marks all I/O as
Urgent. The first is a regular RocksDB instance, and the sec-
ond is a RocksDB instance running the RocksDB dump tool.
As described in Section 4.1.2, we modify the RocksDB dump
tool to explicitly disable the Urgent bit on its I/O requests.

We load two databases with 10 M key-value pairs, as in
the previous section. Then, one database runs readrandom, as
in the previous section, while we run the dump tool on the
second database. We compare the performance of get requests
under modified and unmodified RocksDB in Table 6. app-cint
shows the results when the dump tool is modified.

By disabling Urgent in the dump tool, we increase the
throughput of get requests by 37%, decrease the average la-
tency by 32%, and decrease the 99th percentile latency by
86% compared to the kernel annotations cinterrupts. This
is not only from the reduced interrupt rate generated by the
dump tool, but also from the reduced I/O bandwidth generated

interrupt thruput norm get lat norm p99 lat norm
scheme [KIOPS] [ms] [ms]
cint 24.8±3.9 1.00 30.4±0.4 1.00 421±41 1.00
default 24.9±1.6 1.00 30.9±0.3 1.02 420±25 1.00
adaptive 20.2±0.7 1.02 43.9±0.5 1.44 85.1±7.0 0.15
app-cint 33.1±1.2 1.37 20.7±0.4 0.68 75.7±0.1 0.14

Table 6: Performance of RocksDB readrandom while the RocksDB
dump tool is running in the background. app-cint modifies the dump
tool to mark its I/O requests as non-urgent, boosting throughput and
latency of the foreground get operations. Interestingly, the adaptive
strategy can tame the tail latency (p99 lat) of get requests, but does
so at the expense of limited IOPS.

by the dump tool. On the other hand, the throughput of the
dump tool decreases by 11% under app-cint, but this is an
acceptable trade-off for the foreground improvements.

5.5.2 RocksDB + KVell

Finally, we run RocksDB and KVell on the same cores.
RocksDB runs the readrandom benchmark from before, and
KVell runs YCSB-C. We run two experiments, varying the
number of threads of the RocksDB instance. The latency of
RocksDB requests and the throughput of KVell is shown in
Tables 7 and 8.

When there are four RocksDB threads, the default strategy
matches the RocksDB latency of cinterrupts, but has 12% less
KVell throughput due to the excessive interrupt rate. Con-
versely, the adaptive strategy can match the KVell throughput
of cinterrupts, but has 11% worse RocksDB latency.

As before, when there are more RocksDB threads, the effect
of cinterrupts is less pronounced, because the CPU spends less
of its time handling interrupts and more of its time context-
switching and in userspace. Even so, cinterrupts still achieves
a modest 5-6% higher throughput and up to 6% better latency
than the other two strategies.

6 Cinterrupts for Networking
Figure 3 (in §2) shows that NICs suffer from similar prob-
lems as NVMe drives with respect to interrupts. A natural
future direction is applying cinterrupts to the networking
stack. Accomplishing this goal, however, is more challenging,
as explained next in the context of Ethernet.

Cooperation. For network cinterrupts to work, modifying
a single host (as in storage) is insufficient. Multiple commu-
nicating parties should be changed to agree on how cinter-
rupts semantics are communicated. In particular, transmitters
should be modified to send network packets that indicate
whether to fire an interrupt immediately upon reaching their
destination, and receivers should be modified to react accord-
ingly. Any interrupt-driven software routers along the way
should also preferably support cinterrupts.

Propagation. NVMe controllers deal with plaintext read
or write requests associated with pointers to buffers; the con-
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interrupt RocksDB normalized KVell normalized
scheme get lat [µs] [KIOPS]
cint 116±0.8 1.00 171±2.8 1.00
default 115±0.8 0.99 153±2.0 0.89
adaptive 129±0.0 1.11 171±2.0 1.00

Table 7: Results from colocated experiment: 4 RocksDB threads
and KVell. As expected, cinterrupts both has lower latency than the
adaptive strategy and higher throughput than the baseline.

interrupt RocksDB normalized KVell normalized
scheme get lat [µs] [KIOPS]
cint 164±0 1.00 131±1 1.00
default 163±0 0.99 123±0 0.94
adaptive 174±1 1.06 124±0 0.95

Table 8: Results from colocated experiment: 8 RocksDB threads and
KVell. The performance gains of cinterrupts is reduced with respect
to Table 7, because the CPU is both context-switching more and
spending more time in userspace.

troller either copies bytes from the buffers to the drive or vice
versa. This is true even when NVMe is encapsulated in other,
higher-level protocols, as is the case with, e.g., NVMe over
TCP over TLS encryption (denoted NVMeTLS [62]).

In contrast, network stacks are layered. NICs may oper-
ate at the Ethernet level, but the content of Ethernet frames
frequently encapsulates higher-level protocols, like IP, TCP,
UDP, and VXLAN. Crucially, the transmitted payload, which
includes headers of higher-level protocols, is oftentimes en-
crypted. For example, the payload in tunnel-mode IPsec pack-
ets [36] encapsulates encrypted IP and TCP headers. Bits in
these headers are thus unsuitable for communicating cinter-
rupts information, as the receiving NIC might not be able
to observe them. Consequently, to support cinterrupts, each
layer at the sender should be modified to explicitly propa-
gate cinterrupts information to its encapsulating layer, until a
low-enough protocol level is reached.

Within a data center, it seems reasonable to choose Ethernet
as the aforementioned low-enough protocol. In practice, how-
ever, there are no free Ethernet reserved bits or flags that can
be used for this purpose [68]. Cinterrupts bits can instead re-
side one level higher, at the least-encapsulated IP layer, as its
headers are not encrypted, and its “options” field [44] can be
used to add the extra bits. The downside is that other, non-IP
networks—such as RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE)
[72] and Fiber Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) [32]—should
be handled separately, in some other way.

Segmentation. TCP performance is accelerated by NIC
offloading functionality, which significantly reduces CPU pro-
cessing overhead. Notably, upon transmit, software may use
TSO (TCP segmentation offload) to hand a sizable (≤64KB)
TCP segment to the NIC, relying on the NIC to split the outgo-
ing segment into a sequence of (≤MTU) Ethernet frames [51].
Likewise, with LRO (large receive offload), the NIC may

reassemble multiple incoming frames into a single sizable
segment before handing it to software [51, 52].

Storage cinterrupts affect only the timing and number of
device interrupts. Network cinterrupts can also increase the
number of I/O requests and thus the CPU usage, assuming
TSO and LRO are not applied beyond cinterrupts. To illustrate,
assume {Mi}15

i=0 is a consecutive series of 1KB messages,
each individually associated with a cinterrupt. To optimize
latency, differently than what frequently happens on existing
systems, {Mi}15

i=0 should seemingly not be aggregated into a
single 16KB TCP segment at the sender before it is handed
to the NIC (leveraging TSO), nor should it be aggregated to a
single segment by the receiver NIC (leveraging LRO); other-
wise only the cinterrupt of M15 will survive. But such a policy
might inadvertently degrade both latency and throughput if
the CPUs of the sender or receiver are saturated, necessitating
a more sophisticated policy that considers CPU usage.

URG and PSH. The TCP flags URG and PSH seem re-
lated to cinterrupts. But even if ignoring the aforementioned
propagation problem, in practice, the semantics of these flags
are sufficiently different that they cannot be repurposed for
cinterrupts. Specifically, URG is used to implement socket
out-of-band communication [27, 29, 54], and its usage model
involves the POSIX SIGURG signal. (URG also has security
implications [28, 29, 80], and middleboxes and firewalls tend
to clear it by default [12, 59].) When examining how PSH is
used in the Linux network stack (see calls to the tcp_push and
tcp_mark_push functions in the source code), we find that it
is used in many more circumstances than is appropriate for
cinterrupts. For example, sending a 16KB message using a
single write system call frequently results in four Ethernet
frames encapsulating PSH segments, instead of one.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we show that the existing NVMe interrupt co-
alescing API poses a serious limitation on practical coalesc-
ing. In addition to devising an adaptive coalescing strategy
for NVMe, our main insight is that software directives are
the best way for a device to generate interrupts. Cinterrupts,
with a combination of Urgent, Barrier, and the adaptive burst-
detection strategy, generates interrupts exactly when a work-
load needs them, enabling workloads to experience better
performance even in a dynamic environment. In doing so,
cinterrupts enables the software stack to take full advantage
of existing and future low-latency storage devices.
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Abstract
The NVMe zoned namespace (ZNS) is emerging as a new stor-
age interface, where the logical address space is divided into
fixed-sized zones, and each zone must be written sequentially
for flash-memory-friendly access. Owing to the sequential
write-only zone scheme of the ZNS, the log-structured file sys-
tem (LFS) is required to access ZNS solid-state drives (SSDs).
Although SSDs can be simplified under the current ZNS in-
terface, its counterpart LFS must bear segment compaction
overhead. To resolve the problem, we propose a new LFS-
aware ZNS interface, called ZNS+, and its implementation,
where the host can offload data copy operations to the SSD to
accelerate segment compaction. The ZNS+ also allows each
zone to be overwritten with sparse sequential write requests,
which enables the LFS to use threaded logging-based block
reclamation instead of segment compaction. We also pro-
pose two file system techniques for ZNS+-aware LFS. The
copyback-aware block allocation considers different copy
costs at different copy paths within the SSD. The hybrid
segment recycling chooses a proper block reclaiming policy
between segment compaction and threaded logging based on
their costs. We implemented the ZNS+ SSD at an SSD em-
ulator and a real SSD. The file system performance of the
proposed ZNS+ storage system was 1.33–2.91 times better
than that of the normal ZNS-based storage system.

1 Introduction
In the NVMe zoned namespace (ZNS) [9] interface, the logi-
cal address space is divided into fixed-sized zones. Each zone
must be written sequentially and reset explicitly for reuse. The
ZNS SSD has several benefits over legacy SSDs. First, perfor-
mance isolation between different IO streams can be provided
by allocating separate zones to each IO stream, which is use-
ful for multi-tenant systems. Second, if the zone size becomes
a multiple of the flash erase block size (64–1,024 KB), the
ZNS SSD can maintain a zone-level logical-to-physical ad-
dress mapping (i.e., mapping between zone and flash blocks)

∗Corresponding author

because each zone is sequentially written. The coarse-grained
mapping requires a small internal DRAM of SSD. Compared
with legacy SSDs, which require a large DRAM equivalent to
0.1% of storage capacity (e.g., 1 GB DRAM for 1 TB SSD)
for a fine-grained mapping, the DRAM usage of the ZNS SSD
is significantly reduced. In particular, because the mapped
flash blocks of a zone will be fully invalidated at zone reset,
the SSD-internal garbage collection (GC) is not required, and
thus, the log-on-log [34] problem can be solved by the GC-
less SSD. The over-provisioned space for GC is not necessary
anymore, and the unpredictable long delays by GC can be
avoided. The write amplification by GC can also be elimi-
nated, which will allow triple-level cell (TLC) or quad-level
cell (QLC) SSDs with low endurance to proliferate.

IO Stack for ZNS. Generally, new storage interfaces re-
quire revamping the software stack. For the ZNS, we need
to revise two major IO stack components, file system and IO
scheduler. First, the in-place updating file systems such as
EXT4 must be replaced with append logging file systems such
as the log-structured file system (LFS) to eliminate random
updates. Because a segment of LFS is written sequentially by
append logging, each segment can be mapped to one or more
zones. Second, the IO scheduler must guarantee the in-order
write request delivery for a zone. For example, an in-order
queue for each zone can be used, and the scheduler only needs
to determine the order of services between different zones.

Increased Host Overhead. Under the append logging
scheme of LFS, the obsolete blocks of a dirty segment must
be reclaimed by segment compaction (also called segment
cleaning or garbage collection), which moves all valid data
in the segment to other segments to make the segment clean.
The compaction invokes a large number of copy operations,
especially when the file system utilization is high. The host-
side GC must be performed in exchange for using GC-less
ZNS SSD, although the duplicate GCs by the log-on-log situ-
ation can be avoided. The overhead of host-side GC is higher
than that of device-side GC because the host-level block copy
requires IO request handling, host-to-device data transfer, and
page allocation for read data [20]. In addition, segment com-
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paction needs to modify file system metadata to reflect data
relocation. Moreover, the data copy operations for a segment
compaction are performed in a batch, and thus, the average
waiting time of many pending write requests is significant.
According to the experiments of F2FS [19] — one of the
widely used log-structured file systems, the performance loss
by segment compaction is about 20% when the file system
utilization is 90%. Therefore, it can be said that the current
ZNS focuses on the SSD-side benefit without considering
the increased complexity of the host. To simplify the design
of SSD, all the complicated things are passed to the host.
(Nevertheless, the host can benefit from the ZNS, in terms of
performance isolation and predictability.)

In addition, ZNS storage systems will involve diminishing
returns as we increase the bandwidth of SSD by embedding
more flash chips. The zone size of a ZNS device will be deter-
mined to be large enough to utilize the SSD-internal flash chip
parallelism. Therefore, a higher bandwidth of ZNS SSD will
provide a larger zone size, and the file system must use a larger
segment size accordingly. Then, the host suffers from segment
compaction overhead more seriously because the overhead
generally increases in proportion to the segment size [25]. To
improve IO performance and overcome diminishing returns,
a host-device co-design is required, which places each sub-
task of segment compaction in the most appropriate location
without harming the benefit of the original ZNS, instead of
simply moving the GC overhead from the SSD to the host.

LFS-aware ZNS. We need some device-level support to
alleviate the segment compaction overhead of LFS. Two ap-
proaches can be considered: compaction acceleration and
compaction avoidance. We propose a new LFS-aware ZNS
interface, called ZNS+, and its implementation, which sup-
ports internal zone compaction (IZC) and sparse sequen-
tial overwrite via two new commands of zone_compaction
and TL_open. A segment compaction requires four sub-tasks:
victim segment selection, destination block allocation, valid
data copy, and metadata update. Whereas all others must be
performed by the host file system, it is better to offload the
data copy task to the SSD, because the device-side data copy
is faster than the host-side copy. For compaction acceleration,
ZNS+ enables the host to offload the data copy task to the
SSD via zone_compaction.

To avoid segment compaction, LFS can utilize an alterna-
tive reclaiming scheme, called threaded logging [19, 26, 28],
which reclaims invalidated space in existing dirty segments
by overwriting new data. It requires no cleaning operations,
but generates random overwrites to segments. In the F2FS ex-
periments using a normal SSD [19], threaded logging showed
smaller write traffic and higher performance than segment
compaction. However, threaded logging is incompatible with
the sequential write-only ZNS interface owing to its random
writes. Therefore, the current F2FS patch for the ZNS is dis-
abling threaded logging [3]. In this paper, we will use the
term segment recycling to cover both segment compaction

and threaded logging.
The sparse sequential overwrite interface of ZNS+ is a re-

laxed version of the dense sequential append write constraint
in ZNS. For a zone opened via TL_open, the sparse sequential
overwrite is permitted for threaded logging. The ZNS+ SSD
transforms sparse sequential write requests to dense sequen-
tial requests by plugging the holes between requests with un-
touched valid blocks in the same segment (internal plugging)
and redirects the merged requests to a newly allocated flash
blocks. Similar to IZC, internal plugging internally copies the
valid data of a segment without involving any host-side oper-
ations. The only requirement of the write pattern for internal
plugging is that the block addresses of the consecutive writes
must be in the increasing order. Because the internal plugging
is handled between write requests, it improves the average
response time of write requests compared with the batch-style
segment compaction. Although there are significant exten-
sions in ZNS+ compared to the original ZNS, ZNS+ SSD
can provide the same merits of the original ZNS SSD such as
small mapping table, no duplicate GC, no over-provisioned
space, and performance isolation/predictability.

ZNS+-aware File System. The file system also needs to
be adapted to utilize the new features of ZNS+. First, an SSD-
internal data copy operation will use different copy paths de-
pending on the source and destination logical block addresses
(LBAs). For example, when the two LBAs are mapped to the
same flash chip, the copyback operation of flash memory can
be utilized, which moves data within a flash chip without off-
chip data transfers, thus reducing the data migration latency.
The copyback operation is currently in the standard NAND
interface [6], and its usefulness at SSD-internal garbage col-
lection has been demonstrated by many studies [15, 30, 33].
To fully utilize the copyback operations, we propose the
copyback-aware block allocation for segment compaction,
which attempts to allocate the destination LBA of a data copy
such that both the source LBA and destination LBA of the
target data are mapped to the same flash chip. The technique
can be extended to target other fast copy paths of SSDs.

Second, because ZNS+ supports both segment compaction
acceleration and threaded logging, the host file system needs
to choose one of those segment recycling policies. Although
threaded logging can avoid the segment compaction overhead,
it has several drawbacks, as will be explained at §3.3.2. Con-
sidering both the merits and demerits of threaded logging, we
propose the hybrid segment recycling technique for ZNS+,
which selects either threaded logging or segment compaction
based on their reclaiming costs and benefits.

We implemented the ZNS+ SSD at the SSD emulator of
FEMU [22] and an OpenSSD device [29]. In the experiments,
the file system performance of the storage system composed
of our modified F2FS and ZNS+ SSD was 1.33–2.91 times
better than that of the storage system based on the original
F2FS and ZNS SSD. The source code of ZNS+ is publicly
available at https://github.com/eslab-skku/ZNSplus.
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2 Background
2.1 SSD Architecture
Modern SSDs consist of multiple flash chips and adopt a
multi-channel and multi-way architecture for parallelism.
There are multiple parallel flash controllers (channels), and
each controller can access multiple flash chips (ways) in an
interleaved manner. Each flash chip has multiple flash erase
blocks, and each block is composed of multiple flash pages.
Flash pages cannot be overwritten until the corresponding
flash block is erased. Therefore, SSDs adopt an out-of-place
update scheme and use a special firmware, called the flash
translation layer (FTL), to manage the logical-to-physical
mappings that translate logical addresses used by the host
into physical addresses indicating the location within flash
memory chips. Typically, flash memory manufacturers rec-
ommend that the pages inside a flash block be programmed
sequentially in the page number order owing to inter-cell in-
terference. Because the flash page size in recent flash products
is usually larger than the logical block size (i.e., 4 KB), multi-
ple logically consecutive blocks will be written at a physical
flash page in a cluster. In this study, we refer to the logical
consecutive blocks mapped to a flash page as a chunk.

Flash memory chip generally supports read, program, erase,
and copyback commands. The copyback command is used
to copy data between flash pages within a flash chip without
off-chip data transfer1. The chunk is the basic unit of the copy-
back operation. Because the chip-internal data transfer cannot
check the error correction code (ECC) of the target page, the
bit error propagation problem exists. To cope with the issue,
the error checking can be performed by the flash controller at
the same time while doing the copyback operation. If an error
is detected, the copied page is invalidated and the corrected
data is programmed by the flash controller. Another solution
is to allow only a limited number of consecutive copybacks
using a threshold copyback counts, which is determined based
on copyback error characteristics of flash chip [15, 33].

2.2 Zone Mapping in ZNS SSD
The current NVMe standard interface defines ZNS commands
and zone types [5]. There are several zone management com-
mands, such as open, close, finish, and reset for a zone, as
well as read and write commands. A notable command under
discussion is simple copy, through which the host can order
the SSD to copy data internally from one or more source
logical block ranges to a single consecutive destination log-
ical block range. Although it is apparently similar to our
zone_compaction command, no studies regarding the issues
of the copy command are currently available, and simple
copy does not fit for our ZNS+, as will be explained at §3.

1A flash chip consists of multiple flash dies, each of which has multiple
flash planes. Specifically, the copyback can be used for a data copy within
a flash plane. In this study, we assume that a flash chip has one die and one
plane structure for simplicity. Therefore, we use the term "flash chip" instead
of "flash plane" to denote the target device for the copyback command.
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Figure 1: An example of zone and chunk mapping. With the
zone address, the second FBG in the FCG 1 is selected. With
the chunk offset, the third stripe in the selected FBG and the
third flash page (chip 2) in the stripe are targeted.

There are no zone mapping constraints in the ZNS speci-
fication. The physical locations of a zone and the chunks in
the zone within the storage device are transparent to the host.
Device vendors can choose different mapping policies that
consider internal design issues. We introduce a general and
efficient SSD-internal zone mapping policy, which can mini-
mize the size of required mapping information and maximize
the flash chip-level parallelism. Depending on the zone size,
one zone can be mapped to one or more physical flash blocks,
which are called the flash block group (FBG) mapped to the
zone. The zone size needs to be aligned to the size of the flash
block to prevent the creation of partially valid flash blocks.
To maximize the flash operation parallelism, the flash blocks
from a set of flash chips accessible in parallel will compose
the FBG of a zone, and the chunks of a zone need to be inter-
leavingly placed on the parallel flash chips. The number of
parallel flash chips for the chunk interleaving is referred to
as the zone interleaving degree Dzone, and the set of logically
consecutive chunks across the parallel flash chips is referred
to as a stripe. For a coarse-grained zone-to-FBG mapping, an
FBG has flash blocks at the same block offset in the parallel
flash chips, and the chunks of a stripe are located at the same
page offset in different flash blocks.

Dzone can be smaller than the maximum number of parallel
flash chips, Dmax. Then, Dzone needs to be a divisor of Dmax
to partition all the parallel flash chips of an SSD into the same
size of flash chip groups (FCGs). When NFCG denotes the
number of FCGs, NFCG = Dmax/Dzone. For a given logical
chunk address, SSD must determine the mapped flash page
of the chunk. Figure 1 presents an example of the zone and
chunk mapping, where Dzone is 4, and Dmax is 8. A logical
chunk address is divided into the zone address and chunk
offset. First, the mapped FBG of the target zone is determined
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with its zone address. We assume that the FCG of a zone is
statically determined by the least significant log2 NFCG bits
of the zone address (i.e., FCG ID in Figure 1). Therefore, the
i-th zone is mapped to the (i mod NFCG)-th FCG. Such a static
FCG mapping can reduce the size of zone mapping entry and
support our copyback-aware block allocation. The remaining
bits of zone address (i.e., zone ID) is used to determine the
FBG within the selected FCG. Because the FBG of a zone
is dynamically allocated whenever the zone is opened, SSD
must maintain the zone-to-FBG mapping table.

The chunk offset is composed of a stripe ID and a chip
ID. The former locates a stripe within the target FBG, and
the latter determines the target chip index within the target
FCG. The bit size of chip ID field is same to log2 Dzone, and
the j-th logical chunk of a zone is mapped to the ( j mod
Dzone)-th flash chip of the FCG allocated to the zone. Such a
direct mapping from chunk offset value can avoid chunk-level
fine-grained address mapping. The ZNS SSD only needs
to manage the zone-to-FBG mapping. The host can easily
calculate the mapped flash chip of a logical chunk by using
the FCG ID and chip ID in the logical chunk address without
knowing the SSD-internal zone-to-FBG mapping. When a
logical chunk needs to be copied to other logical address, the
corresponding flash page can be copied within ZNS+ SSD. If
the destination logical address is mapped to the same flash
chip, the copyback operation can be utilized. Otherwise, a
normal copy operation via read and write commands is used.

A zone can be reset via a reset command, which changes the
write pointer (WP) of the zone to the first block location to
overwrite the zone. The WP locates the block address where
new data can be written. Owing to the sequential write-only
scheme of the ZNS, the WP of a zone is always incremented
while the zone space is consumed. Because flash blocks can-
not be overwritten, a new FBG is allocated to the zone to be
reset, and the zone-to-FBG mapping is modified accordingly.
The old FBG can be reused for other zones after it is erased.

2.3 F2FS Segment Management
In this study, we target F2FS [19] as a ZNS-aware file system,
which is an actively maintained LFS. As shown in Figure 2,
F2FS maintains six types of segments (i.e., hot, warm, and
cold segments for each node and data) and uses the multi-
head logging policy. Only one segment can be open for each
type at a time. Separating hot and cold data into different
segments can reduce segment compaction cost. A node block
contains an inode or indices of data blocks, whereas a data
block contains either directory or user file data. Cold blocks in
the hot and warm segments are moved into the cold segments
during segment compaction. F2FS supports both append log-
ging and threaded logging. In the append logging, blocks are
written to clean segments, yielding strictly sequential writes.
On the other hand, threaded logging writes blocks to obsolete
space in existing dirty segments without cleaning operations.
F2FS uses an adaptive logging policy. When the number of
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Figure 2: F2FS disk layout and logging schemes.

free segments is sufficient, append logging is used first. How-
ever, if free segments become insufficient, threaded logging
is enabled not to consume further free segments, instead of
invoking segment compaction. However, threaded logging is
disabled in the current F2FS patch for ZNS, and thus segment
compactions will be frequently triggered at the F2FS for ZNS.

Regarding to segment compaction, F2FS supports both
foreground and background operations. The foreground com-
paction is invoked when there are no sufficient free segments
to process incoming write requests. Thus, write requests are
delayed during the compaction. The background compaction
is triggered only when the file system is idle and the number
of free segments is below a threshold. Therefore, the IO delay
due to the background compaction is insignificant. Because
the threshold is configured small enough so that the com-
paction does not occur frequently and thus does not harm the
lifespan of SSD, the invalidated space cannot be reclaimed in
time with only the background compaction, especially when
the file system utilization is high and there are a burst of write
requests. Therefore, it is important to optimize foreground
compaction to improve the overall IO performance. In this
paper, we focus on the foreground compaction performance.

3 ZNS+ Interface and File System Support

3.1 Motivation
Normal Segment Compaction. The overall process of nor-
mal LFS segment compaction consists of four tasks: victim
segment selection, destination block allocation, valid data
copy, and metadata update, as shown in Figure 3(a). The vic-
tim selection finds a segment with the lowest compaction
cost (¬). The block allocation allocates contiguous free space
from destination segments (). The data copy task moves all
valid data in the victim segment to the destination segments
via host-initiated read and write requests, which generate sig-
nificant data transfer traffic between the host and the storage
(®). The data copy task has read and write phases.

Read Phase. The host sends read requests for the valid
blocks of the victim segment to the SSD if they are not cached
at the page cache. Prior to sending the read requests, the corre-
sponding memory pages must be allocated in the page cache,
which may invoke write requests to the storage for page frame
reclamation. Because the target blocks to be copied are gen-
erally scattered at the logical address space, multiple read
requests are sent one by one. The SSD reads the target data
for a read request with several flash read operations, whose
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process can be overlapped at different flash chips. If the size of
read requests is small compared to the flash chip parallelism,
there will be many idle intervals of flash chips. The data read
from the flash chips are transferred to the host via a storage
interface such as NVMe. At the experiments using an SSD
emulator, we observed that the request submission/completion
handling and the device-to-host data transfer accounted for
about 7% and 44% of the total read latency, respectively. (De-
tailed experimental environments are presented in §4.)

Write Phase. This phase can start after all the read requests
issued at the read phase are completed. Because the LFS
sequentially allocates new blocks for write operations at the
destination segment in the append logging scheme, the file
system will make one large write request to reduce the request
handling overhead. Therefore, the file system waits until all
the target blocks are transferred to the page cache, instead of
immediately issuing a write request for each block when its
read operation is completed. As a result, there is a large idle
interval of the SSD, as shown in Figure 3(a).

Metadata Update. F2FS can maintain the consistency of
the file system by rolling data back to the most recent check-
point state when a sudden crash occurs. The file system writes
several modified metadata blocks and node blocks to the stor-
age to reflect the change in the data locations and then writes
a checkpoint block (¯). The metadata must be modified per-
sistently to reclaim the storage space that was occupied by
the valid blocks of the victim segment prior to segment com-
paction. Otherwise, data loss can occur when new data are
overwritten in the reclaimed space.

IZC-based Segment Compaction. Figure 3(b) presents
the compaction process under our IZC scheme. The data copy
task of the normal segment compaction is replaced by the copy

Table 1: Comparison between ZNS and ZNS+
ZNS ZNS+

Copy consecutive dest. range dest. LBAs
Command (simple copy) (zone_compaction)

Write dense seq. write spare seq. overwrite
Constraint can reuse only after reset (TL_open)
Mapping invisible visible chunk mapping

Transparency (identify_mapping)

offloading (¸), which sends zone_compaction commands
to transfer the block copy information (i.e., the source and
destination LBAs). Because the target data are not loaded into
the host page cache, the corresponding page cache allocation
is not required. The SSD-internal controller can schedule sev-
eral read and write operations efficiently while maximizing
flash chip utilization. Therefore, the segment compaction la-
tency can be significantly reduced. In addition, the in-storage
block copy can utilize copyback operations.

3.2 LFS-aware ZNS+ Interface
Table 1 compares the original ZNS and the proposed
ZNS+ interface. The ZNS+ supports three new commands,
zone_compaction, TL_open, and identify_mapping.
zone_compaction is used to request an IZC operation.
For comparison, the simple copy command of the current
ZNS standard delivers a single consecutive destination
LBA range. Under our ZNS+ interface, the destination
range can be non-contiguous; thus, our zone_compaction
command is designed to specify the destination LBAs rather
than a consecutive block range. TL_open is used to open
zones for threaded logging. The TL_opened zones can be
overwritten without reset, and the overwrite requests can be
sparse sequential. The host can use the identify_mapping
command to know the address bit fields which determine the
mapped flash chip of each chunk.

3.2.1 Internal Zone Compaction
The process of segment compaction in the ZNS+ storage
system is as follows.

(1) Cached Page Handling. The first step is to check
whether the corresponding page is being cached on the host
DRAM for each valid block in the victim segment. If the
cached page is dirty, it must be written to the destination seg-
ment and must be excluded from IZC operations. If the cached
page is clean, it can either be written via a write request or
internally copied via zone_compaction. If it is transferred
from the host via a write request, the corresponding flash read
operation can be skipped. Because it is already cached, page
allocation is also not needed. Instead, data transfer and write
request handling overheads are involved. By comparing the
flash read cost and data transfer cost, we can choose a proper
scheme to relocate the cached block. In general, high-density
flash memories based on TLC or QLC technologies have a
relatively higher access latency than the host-to-storage data
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transfer cost. However, the recent ZNAND [11] has an ex-
tremely short read latency; thus, it may be better to use the
in-storage copy for the cached blocks in the ZNAND SSD.

(2) Copy Offloading. Second, to offload the data copy
operations to the ZNS+ SSD, zone_compaction(source
LBAs, destination LBAs) commands are generated. The
data in the i-th source LBA is copied into the i-th destination
LBA by the ZNS+ SSD. When threaded logging is enabled
at F2FS, the segment compaction can select a TL_opened
segment as destination, similarly to the hole-plugging [25,31].
Then, the destination LBAs can be non-contiguous.

(3) Processing IZC. Finally, ZNS+ SSD processes
zone_compaction commands. It identifies copybackable
chunks that can be copied with copyback operations by check-
ing the mapped flash chips of their source and destination
LBAs. A chunk is copybackable only when all the blocks in
it must be copied. The SSD firmware issues flash read and
write operations for non-copybackable chunks.

Async Interface and Request Scheduling. The handling
of zone_compaction command is asynchronous. The com-
paction command issued by the host will be enqueued into the
command queue, and the host will not wait for the completion
of the command. Therefore, the following IO requests can be
immediately issued by the host before the completion of the
pre-issued zone compaction. The asynchronous handling can
improve the performance by eliminating the waiting time of
the following requests. Owing to the checkpoint scheme of
LFS, the asynchronous command handling does not harm the
file system consistency.

Under the asynchronous interface, there will be multiple
pending normal requests while handling zone compaction.
ZNS+ SSD can reorder normal requests to avoid the convoy
effect by the long latency of zone compaction. If the target
zone of a normal request is irrelevant to the zone compaction
request arrived in advance, it can be processed before the
completion of zone compaction. Even for a read request to
the destination zone of an on-going zone compaction, the
read request can be handled if the WP of the zone has passed
through the target block address of the read request.

3.2.2 Sparse Sequential Overwrite
Internal Plugging. To support threaded logging, ZNS+ sup-
ports sparse sequential overwrite. Although the write pattern
of threaded logging is incompatible with ZNS, there is one
consolation; threaded logging accesses the free space of a
dirty segment in an increasing order of block address because
it consumes the lower address of blocks first. Therefore, its
access pattern is sparse sequential (i.e., the WP of a zone will
not be decremented). While threaded logging overwrites a
segment, if the SSD firmware reads the skipped blocks be-
tween requests and merges them to the host-sent data blocks,
it can make dense sequential write requests to the target zone;
this technique is referred to as internal plugging. Because the
plugging operation is SSD-internal, the latency is shorter than
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Figure 4: Skipped block plugging for threaded logging

the host-level copy latency. In addition, the SSD can schedule
plugging operations efficiently across parallel flash chips to
hide their latency.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of internal plugging. Seg-
ment 1 is now mapped to Zone 1 in the file system, and FBG 6
is allocated to Zone 1, as shown in the zone-to-FBG mapping.
An FBG is composed of four flash blocks, each of which is in
different flash chips. The host file system allocates Segment
1 for threaded logging, and sends write requests to invalid
blocks to reclaim them while skipping valid blocks. For ex-
ample, the blocks of A and B in chunk 0 are skipped blocks.

Opening Zone for Threaded Logging. For internal plug-
ging, the SSD must perceive the skipped blocks in the target
segment of threaded logging. Owing to the in-order request
delivery of ZNS IO stack, the SSD can identify the skipped
blocks by comparing the start LBA of an incoming write
request with the current WP of the corresponding zone. How-
ever, only after a write request arrives, the preceding skipped
blocks can be recognized. Therefore, the plugging operation
will delay the handling of the write request. To solve this
problem, we added a special command, called TL_open(open
zones, valid bitmap), that delivers the valid bitmap of
the target zones selected for threaded logging (¬). Once an
allocated segment is informed via TL_open, the threaded log-
ging reclaims only the invalid blocks marked at the trans-
ferred bitmap. Therefore, the SSD can identify the blocks to
be skipped by threaded logging in advance and perform the
plugging before the following write request arrives.

LogFBG Allocation. Because a TL_opened zone will be
overwritten, the ZNS+ SSD resets the WP of the zone and
allocates a new FBG, called LogFBG, where new data to the
zone are written. For example, in Figure 4, the SSD allocates
a LogFBG, FBG 15, for Zone 1 (¶). For the TL_opened zone,
the data blocks of the zone are distributed into two FBGs,
i.e., the original FBG (FBG 6) and the LogFBG (FBG 15).
Therefore, both of them must be maintained as mapped FBGs
for the zone. To handle a read request, the SSD identifies
the block location of up-to-date data by comparing the target
LBA with the WP. If the target LBA is behind the WP (target
LBA < WP), the LogFBG is accessed. Otherwise, the original
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FBG is accessed for the read request. While the invalid blocks
of a TL_opened zone are overwritten by threaded logging,
all the valid blocks are copied into the LogFBG. Under a
static zone mapping policy, each logical chunk of a zone is
always mapped to the same flash chip whenever a new FBG
is allocated to the zone. Therefore, fully valid chunks can be
copied from the original FBG to the LogFBG via copyback
during internal plugging. The number of allocated LogFBGs
is determined by the number of TL_opened segments, which
is six at maximum in F2FS. Therefore, the space overhead
due to LogFBGs is negligible. When the TL_opened zone is
finally closed, the LogFBG replaces the original FBG, which
is deallocated for future reuse.

LBA-ordered Plugging. When the SSD receives two write
requests to chunk 0 in Figure 4 (), it reads the skipped blocks
of A and B from FBG 6, merges them with the host-sent
blocks of P and Q, and writes a full chunk at the LogFBG (·).
After handling the write requests to chunk 0, the SSD can
perceive that chunk 1 will be skipped by checking the valid
bitmap of the zone. To prepare the WP in advance for the
write request to chunk 2, the skipped chunk must be copied
to the LogFBG. Therefore, after processing a write request,
if the following logical chunks are marked as valid in the
valid bitmap, the ZNS+ SSD copies them to the LogFBG
while adjusting the WP (·-P, ¸-P, and ¹-P). This type of
plugging is called LBA-ordered plugging (LP), where each
plugging is performed at the current WP of the zone to follow
the LBA-ordered write constraint.

PPA-ordered Plugging. Although incoming data must be
written at the WP of zone, there is no need to perform the
internal plugging operation only at the WP. The internal plug-
ging can be done in advance at the block addresses in ahead
of the WP. We only need to consider that the flash pages in a
flash block must be programmed sequentially. Therefore, the
plugging operation of a fully valid chunk can be scheduled
in advance even when the current WP is behind the location
where the chunk must be copied to. A fully valid chunk can
be copied to a physical page address (PPA) if all the flash
pages at lower PPAs within the target flash block have been
programmed. For the example in Figure 4, chunk 3 can be
copied before the write requests to chunk 0 and chunk 2 arrive
because they use different flash chips. If chunk 1 has been
copied, chunk 5 can be copied even when the write requests
to chunk 2 and chunk 4 have not yet arrived. We call this
technique PPA-ordered plugging (PP), which considers only
the PPA-ordered write constraint. Whenever a flash page is
programmed at a LogFBG, the PPA-ordered plugging checks
the validity of the chunks mapped to the following flash pages
in the corresponding flash block and issues all possible plug-
ging operations for the flash block in advance. However, if
excessive plugging operations are issued, they may interfere
with the user IO request handling. To resolve this problem, the
plugging operations are processed in the background when
the target flash chip is idle. If there is no sufficient idle time,
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Figure 5: Copyback-aware block allocation

they are handled when the WP of the zone must pass the
skipped block locations.

Why Threaded Logging Improves Performance. We
can consider that the segment compaction cost restrained
by threaded logging is revived in the form of internal plug-
ging in the SSD. This is because the number of blocks to be
copied by internal plugging at threaded logging is equal to
the number of blocks to be copied at segment compaction for
the same segment. However, the metadata modifications to
reflect data relocation can be avoided by threaded logging. In
addition, the internal plugging cost can be hidden by utilizing
idle flash chips. Moreover, the plugging operations are dis-
tributed between normal write requests while minimizing the
average delay of write requests. On the contrary, the segment
compaction is a batch operation. No write requests can be
processed until the segment compaction is completely fin-
ished. Thus, ZNS+ system can show a better performance
when threaded logging is enabled. Because the host knows
the amount of skipped blocks within a segment, the internal
plugging does not harm the predictability of ZNS. Although
the internal plugging amplifies flash write operations, there
is no additional endurance degradation compared to segment
compaction, which also generates the same amount of flash
write operations to reclaim invalidated space.

3.3 ZNS+-aware LFS Optimization
3.3.1 Copyback-aware Block Allocation
Low Utilization of Copyback at LFS. For the valid blocks
to be relocated at segment compaction, new block locations
are sequentially allocated from a destination segment in the
order of their source LBAs in the original LFS. Therefore,
the scattered valid blocks in the victim segment are simply
compacted without holes between them at the destination
segment; in this type of scheme, most of the chunks will
not be copybacked. Figure 5(a) illustrates an example of
segment compaction under normal block allocation, in which
two logically consecutive chunks comprise a stripe over two
flash chips. Under normal block allocation, no chunks can be
copybacked in this example.

Chunk Mapping Identification. To maximize the usage
of copyback, we propose the copyback-aware block allocation.
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Figure 5(b) illustrates an example of segment compaction
under the copyback-aware block allocation. First, the file
system reserves contiguous free blocks at the destination seg-
ment as the number of valid blocks to be copied by segment
compaction. Second, the file system allocates the destination
chunk location from the reserved region for each fully valid
chunk in the source segment (e.g., chunk 1 and chunk 2 in the
example) such that both the source and destination chunks
are mapped to the same flash chip. Under a static chunk
mapping scheme, the host can easily calculate the mapped
flash chip number of a chunk if it knows which bit ranges
of logical chunk address determine the chip offset. For the
identify_mapping command, the ZNS+ SSD returns the
bit ranges of FCG ID and chip ID, shown in Figure 1. If two
chunk addresses have the same values of FCG ID and chip
ID, they are mapped to the same flash chip. The host queries
the chunk mapping information only while booting, and no
additional inquiry is required at run time. After handling all
the fully valid chunks, the destination block locations of the
remaining valid blocks are determined to fill all the free space
of the reserved region. For example, the new block locations
of A, B, K, and L in Figure 5(b) are allocated to the remaining
space and can be copied via flash read and write operations.

Maximizing Copyback Usage. If the fully valid chunks
in the source segment are not evenly distributed among mul-
tiple flash chips, some chunks cannot find the copyback-
able chunk locations from the reserved region and must be
copied to non-copybackable chunks. One solution is to al-
locate additional chunks in the destination segment to max-
imize the usage of copyback, while leaving some unused
blocks in the destination segment, which is possible because
the zone_compaction command can specify non-contiguous
destination ranges. Another issue is to use copyback for par-
tially invalid chunks (e.g., chunk 0 and chunk 3 in Figure 5).
By copying an entire chunk including invalid blocks via copy-
back, we can reduce the segment compaction time. Although
allocating more space in the destination segment can maxi-
mize the usage of copyback, the segment reclaiming efficiency
can be degraded. Considering this trade-off, a threshold for
the allowed additional space needs to be determined. A more
detailed consideration is beyond the scope of this study.

Extensions. The proposed copyback-aware block alloca-
tion can be extended for recent multi-core SSDs, where mul-
tiple embedded processors exist with each processor run-
ning an FTL instance to manage its own partitioned address
space and flash chips while utilizing the processor-level paral-
lelism [18, 35]. In the multi-core SSD, a zone can be mapped
across multiple partitions, and the inter-partition copy latency
will be longer than that of intra-partition copy because com-
munication overhead will be imposed for the inter-partition
operation. Therefore, a partition-aware block allocation will
be beneficial for the multi-partitioned ZNS+ SSDs.

Instead of the file system-level copyback-aware block al-
location, we can consider a device-level approach, where the

target block location is not specified by the host, and the SSD
determines the logical block locations to maximize the usage
of copyback and informs the file system of the allocated block
locations, similarly to the ideas of the nameless write [36]
and the zone append command defined in the standard ZNS
interface. This approach will enable copyback-aware block
allocation even when the host has no knowledge of the SSD-
internal chunk mapping.

3.3.2 Hybrid Segment Recycling
Although threaded logging can reduce the block reclamation
overhead, its reclaiming efficiency can be lower than that of
segment compaction in the ZNS+ owing to two reasons.

Reclaiming Cost Imbalance. First, threaded logging may
suffer from unbalanced reclaiming costs among different
types of segments. Whereas segment compaction selects a vic-
tim segment with the lowest compaction cost (i.e., the smallest
number of valid blocks) among all dirty segments, threaded
logging can select the target segment for a type of write re-
quest only from the same type of dirty segments to prevent
different types of data from being mixed in a segment. Even
when there are multiple segments whose blocks are mostly
invalidated, threaded logging cannot utilize them for a write
request if the types of those segments are different from the
data type of the write request. Instead, the same type of dirty
segment must be selected despite a high internal plugging
cost. In addition, unlike segment compaction, threaded log-
ging cannot move cold data into cold segments. The cold data
trapped in a segment must be copied by the internal plugging
each time the segment is opened for threaded logging.

Pre-Invalid Block Problem. Second, the reclaiming effi-
ciency of threaded logging will be further degraded if threaded
logging is used for a long period without checkpointing, which
is not mandatory for threaded logging. This is due to pre-
invalid blocks that are invalid but still referenced by in-storage
metadata and thus non-reclaimable. When a logical block is
invalidated by a file system operation but a new checkpoint is
still not recorded, the logical block becomes pre-invalid and
must not be overwritten because a crash recovery will need
to restore it. They must be copied by the internal plugging.
The pre-invalid blocks accumulate as threaded logging con-
tinues without checkpointing, whereas they can be reclaimed
by segment compaction because segment compaction accom-
panies checkpointing. The original F2FS prefers threaded
logging because the performance gain by avoiding segment
compaction is more significant than the drawback of reclaim-
ing inefficiency in threaded logging, which may be true in
legacy SSDs. However, the reclaiming inefficiency results in
a high internal plugging cost at the ZNS+ SSD.

Periodic Checkpointing. To solve the pre-invalid block
problem, we use the periodic checkpointing, which triggers
checkpointing whenever the number of accumulated pre-
invalid blocks exceeds θPI . For periodic checkpointing, the
file system must monitor the number of pre-invalid blocks. If
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checkpointing is invoked too frequently, the write traffic on
metadata blocks increases, and the flash endurance of SSD
will be harmed. Therefore, an appropriate value of θPI needs
to be determined considering the trade-off. From experiments
using several benchmarks, we identified that the overall perfor-
mance was maximized when θPI was around 128 MB. Thus,
θPI was configured to the value in the experiments in §4.

Reclaiming Cost Modeling. We propose the hybrid seg-
ment recycling (HSR) technique, which chooses a reclaiming
policy by comparing the reclaiming costs of threaded logging
and segment compaction. The reclaiming cost of a segment
under threaded logging, CT L, can be formulated as follows:

CT L = fplugging(Npre-inv +Nvalid) (1)

Npre-inv and Nvalid indicate the number of pre-invalid blocks
and the number of valid blocks, respectively. fplugging(N)
is the in-storage plugging cost for N blocks. Because the
plugging operation can be performed in the background,
fplugging(N) is less than on-demand internal copy cost. We set
fplugging(N) to be 90% of the on-demand copy cost based on
the experimental results on performance improvement by the
internal plugging.

Segment compaction only moves the valid blocks of the vic-
tim segment to the free segment. During segment compaction,
cold blocks are moved to cold segments, which will decrease
the future reclaiming cost of the target segment. However, it
must modify node blocks and metadata blocks to reflect the
change in block locations at the checkpointing. Therefore, the
reclaiming cost of segment compaction, CSC, can be expressed
as follows:

CSC = fcopy(Nvalid)+ fwrite(Nnode +Nmeta)−Bcold (2)

Nnode and Nmeta denote the numbers of the modified
node blocks and metadata blocks, respectively. fcopy(N) and
fwrite(N) are the copy cost and the write cost of N blocks, re-
spectively. Bcold represents the predicted future benefit from
cold block migration. When the victim segment of segment
compaction is a node segment, no additional node update
occurs; thus, Nnode is 0. To estimate fcopy(Nvalid), we can
assume that all the chunks are copied via in-storage copy
operations, and some portion of the copy operations can be
handled by copyback commands.

Using Approximate Cost. Whereas Npre-inv and Nvalid can
be easily calculated by examining the valid bitmap of each
segment, the calculations of Nnode and Nmeta are not simple.
They are determined by the number of node blocks associated
with the data blocks that are relocated at segment compaction.
It is highly expensive to precisely calculate each number dur-
ing the selection process of the reclaiming policy. Therefore,
we use approximate values for Nnode and Nmeta. Assuming
that they become larger in proportion to Nvalid , α×Nvalid can
be used instead of the real value of (Nnode +Nmeta). The value
of α depends on workloads, and thus, its average value can be
profiled at run time. For our target benchmarks, we observed
that α has an average value of 20%.

It is also difficult to predict the exact value of Bcold , and
thus, it is approximated to fplugging(β×Ncold), where Ncold is
the number of blocks unchanged across two consecutive TL-
based segment recyclings of the target segment, assuming that
β% of Ncold in the segment will be still valid when the segment
is TL_opened again next time. Therefore, fplugging(β×Ncold)
amount of internal plugging cost at the future threaded logging
can be avoided by moving the cold blocks at the current
segment recycling. The value of β also depends on workloads,
and its appropriate value can be profiled at run time.

By comparing CT L of the threaded logging and CSC of the
segment compaction, the HSR chooses one of the recycling
policies. Note that threaded logging and segment compaction
will select different victims because they examine different
candidates. When the reclaiming cost imbalance among dif-
ferent segment types is serious, segment compaction will be
chosen because it can find better victim segments.

4 Experiments
We evaluated the performance of ZNS+ SSD using an SSD
emulator, which was implemented based on FEMU [22]. In
the emulation environment, the host computer system used
the Linux 4.10 kernel and was equipped with an Intel Xeon
E5-2630 2.4 GHz CPU and 64 GB of DRAM. We allocated
four CPU cores, 2 GB of DRAM, 16 GB of NVMe SSD for
user workloads, and a 128 GB disk for the OS image to the
guest virtual machine. The emulated NVMe SSD consists of
16 parallel flash chips by default, which can be accessed in
parallel via eight channels and two ways per channel. The
type of flash chip was configured to either TLC, multi-level
cell (MLC), or ZNAND, as shown in Table 2. The default flash
medium was the MLC in our experiments. The data transmis-
sion link between the host and the SSD was configured to a
two-lane PCIe Gen2 with the maximum bandwidth of 600
MB/s per lane. The zone interleaving degree, Dzone, was set
to be the same as the maximum number of parallel flash chips
(i.e., Dzone = 16). Therefore, the default zone size of ZNS+
SSD is 32 MB, which is the total size of 16 flash blocks
distributed in 16 flash chips. When the number of parallel
flash chips was configured to a different value, the zone size
was also changed according to the size of the parallel FBG.
To determine the effect of copyback, we modified FEMU to
support the copyback operation. Table 2 shows the copyback
latency normalized by the latency of the copy operation using
the read-and-program commands. The copyback operation is
approximately 6–10% faster than the normal copy operation.

We modified F2FS version 4.10 to exploit the ZNS+ inter-
face. The complexity of F2FS was increased by 5.4% to imple-
ment ZNS+-aware F2FS (from 20,160 LoC to 21,239 LoC).
The F2FS segment size was configured to be equal to the zone
size; therefore, its default size is 32 MB. The copyback-aware
block allocation was applied, which was enabled by default
in the experiments. The filebench [4] (fileserver and varmail)
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Table 2: Flash memory configurations
TLC [24] MLC [23] ZNAND [11]

Flash page read latency 60 µs 35 µs 3 µs
Flash page program latency 700 µs 390 µs 100 µs

DMA from/to flash controller 24 µs 24 µs 3.4 µs
Normalized copyback latency 0.94 0.90 0.94
Flash page: 16 KB, Pages per flash block: 128, 16 flash chips (default)
Host interface: PCIe Gen2 2x lanes (max B/W: 1.2 GB/s)

Table 3: Benchmark configurations
fileserver 112,500 files, file size: 128KB, 14GB fileset, 50 threads
varmail 475,000 files, file size: 28KB, 12.7GB fileset, 16 threads

tpcc DB size: 12GB, 1GB buffer pool, 16 connections
YCSB DB size: 12GB, 1GB buffer pool, 32 connections

and OLTP benchmarks (tpcc [8] and YCSB [12] on MySQL)
were used for the evaluation. We set the file system size to
16 GB and determined the dataset size of each benchmark
such that the file system utilization was 90% by default. The
configuration of each benchmark is detailed in Table 3.

In the experiments, the following two different versions of
ZNS+ were used: IZC and ZNS+. While threaded logging is
disabled in IZC, it is enabled and the hybrid segment recy-
cling is used in ZNS+. The PPA-ordered plugging was used
by default in the experiments. The ZNS+ schemes were com-
pared with ZNS, which uses the original F2FS (ZNS patch ver-
sion) and ZNS SSD. ZNS uses the host-level copy to perform
segment compaction and does not utilize threaded logging.
Because each workload generates write requests without idle
intervals, no background compactions were invoked by F2FS.

4.1 Segment Compaction Performance
Figure 6 presents the average segment compaction latencies
of ZNS and IZC at various benchmarks. The SSD emulator was
used for the experiments. The compaction time is divided into
four phases (init, read, write, and checkpoint) and three phases
(init, IZC, and checkpoint) for ZNS and IZC, respectively. The
init phase reads several metadata blocks of all the files related
to the victim segment. Because these metadata are generally
being cached in the page cache, the init phase is short.
IZC reduced the zone compaction time by about 28.2–

51.7%, compared to ZNS, by removing the host-level copy
overhead and utilizing copyback operations. The ratios of the
copyback operations among all the in-storage copy operations
were 87%, 74%, 81%, 83%, and 83% during the workloads
of the fileserver, varmail, tpcc, YCSB-a, and YCSB-f, respec-
tively. Because the checkpoint phase must wait for the persis-
tent completion of the previous phases, the checkpoint latency
includes the waiting time for the completion of the write op-
erations or the IZC operations. Therefore, the checkpoint
latency was increased during the OLTP workloads by the IZC
technique. The segment compaction by host-level copy op-
erations can be disturbed by user IO requests. Whereas the
IO traffic of the filebench workloads is intensive, those of
the OLTP workloads are small. Therefore, the performance
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Table 4: The bandwidth (MB/s) at fileserver workload in dif-
ferent NAND flash media

TLC MLC ZNAND
ZNS 79.5 (1.00x) 84.5 (1.00x) 104.0 (1.00x)

IZC-H 113.4 (1.43x) 154.6 (1.83x) 218.9 (2.10x)
IZC-D 96.5 (1.12x) 148.0 (1.75x) 242.4 (2.33x)

improvement by IZC is more significant during filebench
workloads because the in-storage copy operations mitigate
the interference with user IO requests for using the host re-
source and the host-to-device DMA bus.

We also compared two different policies on fully cached
logical chunks, presented in §3.2.1, using different types of
NAND media in Table 2. Whereas the fully cached chunks
are directly written by the host in IZC-H, all the chunks are
copied by device in IZC-D. Exceptionally, if the latest version
of a block only exists in the host DRAM with a dirty flag, the
host directly writes the block to the storage.

Table 4 compares the bandwidths of different copy schemes
in different flash media. The performance gain by IZC is more
significant for a faster flash media because the host IO stack
contributes a larger portion of the IO latency for faster flash
media. IZC-H and IZC-D offloaded 89.6% and 99.4% of block
copy operations to the ZNS+ SSD, respectively. This indi-
cates that about 10.4% of the total chunks to be copied were
cached in the host DRAM (clean: 9.8%, dirty: 0.6%). When
the TLC flash memory was used, IZC-H outperformed IZC-D
because the TLC flash read latency is longer than the host-
level write request handling overhead. However, the perfor-
mance difference between IZC-H and IZC-D is reduced when
the MLC flash is used. If the flash access time is further re-
duced by using ZNAND, IZC-D delivers a better performance
(i.e., offloading all copy requests to the storage, regardless of
whether the target blocks have been cached, achieves better
performance). In the following experiments using MLC flash
memory, we used IZC-H by default.

4.2 Threaded Logging Performance
We compared the overall performances of the benchmarks
under ZNS, IZC, and ZNS+ to evaluate the effects of in-storage
zone compaction and threaded logging support, as shown in
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Figure 7: Effect of the threaded logging support

Table 5: Ratios of threaded logging (TL) and background
plugging (BP) at ZNS+ (%)

Fileserver Varmail TPCC YCSB-a YCSB-f
TL 94.8 92.1 85.8 89.8 89.7
BP 11.3 31.7 24.7 34.1 35.1

Figure 7(a). The copyback-disabled versions of IZC and ZNS+,
IZC(w/o cpbk) and ZNS+(w/o cpbk), were also examined.
Figure 7(b) presents the file system metadata overhead, which
indicates the write traffic on the node blocks and the file
system metadata blocks. The overhead values are normal-
ized to the user data traffic. IZC presents about 1.21–1.77
times higher throughputs than that of ZNS because IZC can
significantly reduce segment compaction time. ZNS and IZC
present similar metadata overheads because they only use
segment compaction for invalidated space reclamation. In the
OLTP workloads, the segment compaction cost occupies a
smaller portion of the total IO latency compared to filebench
workloads. Therefore, the overall performance improvements
at the OLTP workloads are less than those of the filebench
workloads.

ZNS+ outperforms both ZNS and IZC for all benchmarks.
ZNS+ presents approximately 1.33–2.91 times higher through-
puts than that of ZNS. As shown in Figure 7(b), ZNS+ modifies
fewer node blocks and metadata blocks because threaded
logging does not invoke checkpointing. ZNS+ reduced the
node and metadata write traffic by about 48%, compared to
IZC, for the varmail workload. Table 5 presents the ratio of
the segments reclaimed by threaded logging in ZNS+. In all
the workloads, more than 85.8% of the reclaimed segments
are handled by threaded logging in ZNS+, because our pe-
riodic checkpoint scheme limits the number of pre-invalid
blocks. For the fileserver and varmail workloads, which up-
date file system metadata frequently, ZNS+ presents significant
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Figure 8: Performance at various file system utilizations (file-
server workload)

improvements over IZC because threaded logging achieved a
high reclaiming efficiency during node segment reclaiming.
Table 5 also shows the ratio of the blocks copied in the back-
ground by the PPA-ordered plugging among all the copied
blocks. The ratio of background plugging is high at the fsync-
intensive workloads (varmail, tpcc, and YCSB) because the
small-sized fsync requests cause frequent idle intervals of the
flash chips. Since the average background plugging ratio is
about 27%, a significant portion of internal plugging overhead
was hidden in the ZNS+ SSD.

We also compared the performances of ZNS schemes while
varying the file system utilization. By changing the file-set
size of the target workload, we controlled the file system uti-
lization. Figure 8 presents the workload throughput and the
write amplification factor (WAF) for each technique for the
fileserver workload. The WAF is the total write traffic invoked
by the file system (including data block writes, node block
writes, metadata updates, segment compaction, and internal
plugging) divided by the write traffic generated by the user
workload. The WAF values of IZC and ZNS are similar. As
the file system utilization increases, the WAF increases be-
cause segment compaction must copy a larger number of valid
blocks, and segment compaction is invoked more frequently.
Because threaded logging reduces the number of node and
metadata updates, ZNS+ shows lower WAF values than those
of IZC. The performance gain by IZC or ZNS+ over ZNS in-
creases as the file system utilization increases because the
segment recycling cost is more significant at a higher file
system utilization.

4.3 SSD-internal Chip Utilization
We measured the effects of the proposed techniques on flash
chip utilization, as shown in Figure 9. The IZC technique
can increase the chip utilization by reducing the idle intervals
invoked during the host-level copy operations, as shown in
Figure 3. A higher flash chip utilization generally results in
a higher IO performance. To measure the effect of the PPA-
ordered plugging technique, which utilizes idle flash chips,
we observed chip utilization for the following two different
plugging schemes of ZNS+: LBA-ordered plugging (LP) and
PPA-ordered plugging (PP). Whereas LP copies the following
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Figure 9: Flash chip utilization in different ZNS schemes

skipped blocks just after handling a write request, PP pro-
cesses all the possible plugging operations whenever each
flash chip is idle.

In Figure 9, IZC and ZNS+ present higher chip utilizations
than that of ZNS for all workloads. Whereas ZNS+(LP) can
utilize the idle interval between two consecutive write re-
quests, ZNS+(PP) can overlap the plugging operations with
normal write request handling by utilizing idle flash chips.
Therefore, ZNS+(PP) showed higher chip utilizations com-
pared to ZNS+(LP). The performance improvements achieved
by the different plugging techniques were similar to the chip
utilization improvements by them.

Figure 10 presents the change in chip utilization for the
fileserver workload. We started to measure the utilization
after the file system enters a steady state, where segment re-
claiming occurs consistently. While a black dot represents the
average utilization of a 100-ms interval, the red line indicates
the change in the average utilization of a 5-s moving interval.
Under the ZNS technique, many low utilization intervals were
observed at less than 20% owing to host-level copy operations
during segment compaction. IZC eliminated most of the low
utilization intervals via in-storage copy operations. ZNS+ in-
creased chip utilization significantly owing to the background
plugging operation. A few low utilization intervals at ZNS+
were generated when segment compaction was chosen by the
hybrid segment recycling, or the checkpoint was recorded by
the periodic checkpointing. However, the periodic checkpoint-
ing is indispensable for improving reclaiming efficiency by
controlling the maximum number of pre-invalid blocks.

4.4 Copyback-aware Block Allocation
Figure 11 compares the performances under the copyback-
aware block allocation (CAB) and the copyback-unaware
block allocation (CUB) for the fileserver workload while vary-
ing the number of parallel flash chips in the SSD. Generally,
the IO performance is improved as the number of flash chips
increases because of the increased IO parallelism. In our ex-
periments, the number of flash chips determined the zone
size, and the file system segment size was configured to be
equal to the zone size. Therefore, as the number of flash chips
increased, the segment size also increased.

Figure 11(a) presents the bandwidth of each technique.
When there are only a few parallel flash chips, the perfor-
mance difference between ZNS and our techniques is insignif-

icant because the maximum internal bandwidth of SSD is
extremely low, causing ZNS to fully utilize the parallel flash
chips using the host-level copy. In contrast, as the number of
flash chips increases, the proposed ZNS+ techniques signifi-
cantly outperform ZNS.

As a larger segment is used, it takes a longer time to reclaim
a segment because it will have more valid blocks. The cost of
checkpoint operations also increases with a large segment con-
figuration. Therefore, ZNS and IZC present slow increase rates
in bandwidth as the chip-level parallelism increases; in con-
trast, ZNS+ shows a faster increase rate in bandwidth because
the increased block copy operations for large segments can be
performed in the background by the PPA-ordered plugging.
In addition, because threaded logging invokes fewer metadata
updates compared to segment compaction, the checkpoint
overhead does not increase significantly when the segment
size is large. Consequently, the performance gap between IZC
and ZNS+ increases as the number of flash chips increases.

Figure 11(b) presents the distribution of two different SSD-
internal copy operations — copyback (cpbk) and read-and-
program (R/P) — used to copy valid blocks during segment
recycling. As the number of flash chips increases, the ratio of
cpbk decreases linearly under CUB, because chunks are dis-
tributed into a larger number of chips. However, CAB causes
more than 80% of the copy requests to be processed by copy-
back operations. Therefore, the performance of IZC-CAB is
about 1.13 times better than that of IZC-CUB when the number
of flash chips is 32. In the experiments, the copyback opera-
tion was configured to reduce the latency of copy operation
by about 10% compared to the read-and-program operation,
as shown in Table 2. Thus, a 13% performance improvement
by CAB is reasonable.

As shown in Figure 11(b), the copyback ratio of ZNS+ is
high despite CAB being disabled, and the number of flash
chips is significant. This is because ZNS+ processes approxi-
mately 95% of the reclaimed segments with threaded logging.
The fully valid chunks to be copied in the internal plugging
can be copied using flash copyback operations, as shown
in Figure 4. Therefore, the performance difference between
ZNS+-CUB and ZNS+-CAB is insignificant.

4.5 Performance at High H/W Parallelism
Figure 12(a) shows the performance change while varying the
parallelism of host-to-device PCIe communication and flash
chips. The PCIe communication parallelism was adjusted by
changing the number of lanes, each of which was assumed
to provide 600 MB/s of bandwidth. As the IO bandwidth
increased, the number of flash chips was also configured to a
larger value, because the total flash chip bandwidth must be
high enough to utilize the increased IO bandwidth. The zone
interleaving degree was configured to the total number of flash
chips. Therefore, the zone size and the segment size increased
as the number of flash chips increased. Although the data
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Figure 10: Flash chip utilization for fileserver workload
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Figure 11: Performance comparison for varying chip-level
parallelisms (fileserver workload)

transfer time between the host and the SSD can be reduced at
a higher PCIe bandwidth, the performance of ZNS shows little
improvements by the increased parallelism. This is due to the
low chip utilization at a high chip parallelism, as shown in
Figure 12(b), which is caused by idle intervals in SSD during
segment compaction. Consequently, the performance gain by
IZC or ZNS+ increases as the H/W parallelism increases.

4.6 Real SSD Performance
We also implemented a prototype of the ZNS+ SSD by modi-
fying the firmware of the OpenSSD Cosmos+ platform [29]
to evaluate the effects of the proposed techniques on a real
system. The prototype ZNS+ SSD has two limitations com-
pared to the SSD implemented in the FEMU emulator. First,
the flash memory controller on Cosmos+ OpenSSD does not
support the flash memory copyback operation; therefore, the
ZNS+ SSD firmware cannot utilize it. Second, the flash mem-
ory controller does not support the partial page read operation;
the entire 16 KB of the flash page must be read. Thus, SSD
must use several memcopy operations to copy partially valid
logical chunks, causing significant performance degradation,
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Figure 12: Performance at different communication and flash
chip parallelisms (fileserver workload)
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Figure 13: Performance result at a real SSD device.

which can be easily fixed if a new flash controller is designed
to support the internal copy. However, because we cannot
modify the flash controller of the Cosmos+ platform, the copy
requests of only fully valid logical chunks were offloaded
to the SSD, and the copyback operations were replaced by
the read-and-program operations in the experiments. To im-
plement ZNS+ SSD, the number of firmware code lines was
increased only by 6.3% (from 17,242 LoC to 18,334 LoC)
compared to the ZNS implementation.

Figure 13 shows the performance improvement achieved
by ZNS+ over ZNS for our prototype ZNS+ SSD. Owing to
the limitations of Cosmos+ OpenSSD, the performance im-
provement in the real SSD is less significant compared to the
emulation-based experiments. Nevertheless, ZNS+ improves
the performance by about 13–87% compared to ZNS by mini-
mizing IO request handling overhead and increasing flash chip
utilization. The performance improvements by IZC are about
3–23%. If the flash controller is upgraded considering the
internal copy operation, we will achieve higher performance
improvements.
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5 Related Work

Currently, SSD-based storage systems use a black-box model,
where the host has no knowledge of the internal structure
and management of the SSD. Such a black box model can
decouple the host system and the SSD device while enabling
them to communicate with each other via a simple IO inter-
face; however, such a design causes several problems. First,
duplicate logging operations and GCs can be performed in
both the host and the SSD; this is called the log-on-log [34]
problem. Second, it is difficult for the host to predict the IO
latency owing to the complex internal operations of SSDs.

To overcome the limitations of the black box model, sev-
eral studies proposed white- or grey-box models for the
SSD, which expose essential knobs to control data place-
ment, IO predictability, and IO isolation. AMF [21] pro-
posed a new block interface that supports append-only IO
via read/write/trim commands and an LFS for the interface. It
solved the log-on-log problem by a direct mapping between
the file system’s segment and SSD’s parallel flash erase blocks.
Then, the SSD-internal GC becomes unnecessary because the
segment is written only via the append-only scheme. It can
also reduce the SSD-internal resource by using coarse-grained
mapping instead of 4KB-level fine-grained mapping.

The open-channel SSD (OC-SSD) [10] exposes its hard-
ware geometry to the host. Therefore, the host can manage
flash page allocation and logical-to-physical mapping. Be-
cause the host initiates GC to reclaim invalid flash pages, the
IO latency can be controlled by the host. Recently, the OC-
SSD 2.0 specification [7] defined the vector chunk copy
command, which is an interface for copying data inside the
SSD. Our zone_compaction command is similar to the vec-
tor chunk copy command of OC-SSD. However, we are tar-
geting the ZNS SSD, which maintains a zone-level address
mapping in the device, and we propose a new block allocation
technique to utilize the copyback operation of flash memory.

Multi-streamed SSDs (MS-SSDs) [17] can be considered
to use a grey-box model. The host can specify the stream
ID of each write request, and the MS-SSD guarantees that
different streams of data are written into different flash erase
blocks. If the stream ID of each write request is assigned
based on the lifetime of its data, each flash erase block will
have data with similar lifetimes, and thus, the GC cost can be
reduced. Whereas the MS-SSD is based on the legacy SSD
managed by a fine-grained address mapping, our ZNS+ SSD
uses a coarse-grained mapping, and it is GC-less owing to
the sequential write-only constraint of the ZNS. Instead, our
ZNS+-aware LFS writes different lifetimes of data at different
segments to reduce the host-level segment compaction cost.

The ZNS is an industry standardization for the open-
channel interface. The ZNS interface is beneficial for
flash memory-based SSDs or shingled magnetic recording
drives [14, 32] owing to the sequential write-only constraint
of the storage media. Compared to the open-channel interface,

the ZNS provides a higher level of abstraction. Instead of
directly managing the physical flash chips of an SSD, the host
accesses the sequential writable zones and uses special com-
mands to change the write pointer and the state of each zone.
F2FS [19] and btrfs [27] have been patched to support zoned
block devices in Linux kernel 4.10 and 4.14, respectively. In
the patched F2FS [3], the file system’s segment size is set to
be equal to the zone size. It also disables the in-place-update
and threaded logging features that can cause non-sequential
writes. The patched btrfs [2] modifies the block allocation
algorithm and creates a new IO path to ensure sequential ac-
cess within the zone. In ZoneFS [1], each zone is shown as
an append-only file. Thus, user applications can access the
zoned block device via a file interface. These ZNS-aware file
systems will require zone compaction operations in any form.
However, they do not have any optimization techniques to
reduce the host-level zone compaction overhead.

One of the recent popular research issues is in-storage com-
puting. By offloading the host-side operations to the SSD, we
can reduce the computing load of the host system. When a re-
duce operation, such as filtering and counting, is offloaded, the
data traffic between the host and the storage can be reduced
significantly [13, 16]. Recently, the SSD-internal bandwidth
has exceeded the host IO interface bandwidth as more flash
chips are embedded for a large SSD capacity. Therefore, data
traffic reduction by in-storage computing is highly beneficial
for recent SSDs. Our ZNS+ is also a solution that can reduce
data traffic of large-capacity SSDs.

6 Conclusion and Future Work
The current ZNS interface imposes a high storage reclaiming
overhead on the host to simplify SSDs. To optimize the overall
IO performance, it is important to place each storage man-
agement task in the most appropriate location and make the
host and the SSD cooperate. To offload block copy operations
to the SSD, we designed ZNS+, which supports in-storage
zone compaction and sparse sequential overwrite. To utilize
the new features of ZNS+, we also proposed ZNS+-aware file
system techniques, i.e., the copyback-aware block allocation
and the hybrid segment recycling. In future work, we plan to
optimize various ZNS-aware file systems and applications to
utilize the ZNS+. We will also study the in-storage copyback-
aware block allocation and the partition-aware block alloca-
tion for multi-core SSDs to minimize the number of block
copy operations between different partitions.
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Abstract

Poor data locality hurts an application’s performance. While

compiler-based techniques have been proposed to improve

data locality, they depend on heuristics, which can sometimes

hurt performance. Therefore, developers typically find data

locality issues via dynamic profiling and repair them manually.

Alas, existing profiling techniques incur high overhead when

used to identify data locality problems and cannot be deployed

in production, where programs may exhibit previously-unseen

performance problems.

We present selective profiling, a technique that locates data

locality problems with low-enough overhead that is suitable

for production use. To achieve low overhead, selective pro-

filing gathers runtime execution information selectively and

incrementally. Using selective profiling, we build DMon, a

system that can automatically locate data locality problems

in production, identify access patterns that hurt locality, and

repair such patterns using targeted optimizations.

Thanks to selective profiling, DMon’s profiling overhead

is 1.36% on average, making it feasible for production use.

DMon’s targeted optimizations provide 16.83% speedup on

average (up to 53.14%), compared to a baseline that uses

the highest level of compiler optimization. DMon speeds up

PostgreSQL, one of the most popular database systems, by

6.64% on average (up to 17.48%).

1 Introduction

Poor data locality is the root cause of many performance

problems [6, 34, 48]. Rapidly increasing data footprints of

modern applications due to heavily data-driven use cases

(e.g., analytics [109], machine learning [1], etc.) make mat-

ters worse, precipitating data locality problems further [6].

Recent work shows that up to 64% of all CPU cycles are lost

due to poor data locality for widely used data center applica-

tions [90].

Although many compiler optimizations aim to eliminate

data locality problems statically [3, 22, 23, 70, 71], such op-

timizations rely on compile-time heuristics, which may not

accurately identify and repair problems that manifest dynami-

cally at run time. In fact, as we (§6.2) and others [2,15,20,27]

demonstrate, compiler-based techniques can sometimes even

hurt performance when the assumptions made by those heuris-

tics do not hold in practice.

To overcome the limitations of static optimizations, the

systems community has invested substantial effort in devel-

oping dynamic profiling tools [28, 38, 57, 97, 102]. Dynamic

profilers are capable of gathering detailed and more accurate

execution information, which a developer can use to identify

and resolve data locality problems.

Traditionally, existing dynamic profiling tools have been

used offline, namely during testing and development, where

test cases are designed to adequately represent real-world

program behavior. However, due to the proliferation of cloud

computing and mobile devices, programs exhibit vast vari-

ations in terms of how they execute and consume data in

production [48,84]. Consequently, it has become increasingly

difficult for offline profiling to be representative of how pro-

grams behave in production settings.

Unfortunately, existing dynamic profilers incur consid-

erable overheads when used to detect data locality issues,

and therefore they are not suitable for production environ-

ments [13, 57, 60–62, 77, 78].

In this paper, we present selective profiling, a data local-

ity profiling technique that not only accurately detects data

locality problems, but also incurs low overhead, making it

suitable for production deployment. Using selective profiling,

we design DMon, a system that can automatically detect and

eliminate data locality problems in production systems.

Selective profiling is a lightweight technique to continu-

ously monitor production executions for symptoms of poor

data locality (e.g., frequent memory stalls, increased cache

misses, etc.). As these high-level indicators of data locality

problems are identified, selective profiling automatically tran-

sitions to incrementally monitoring more precise information

about the source location and exact cause of the data locality

problem—this is done by traversing a hierarchical abstraction

we introduce, called the data locality tree (§3), which allows
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DMon to monitor hardware events in a selective way to create

an accurate profile at low run-time overhead.

After gathering the profile, DMon performs an offline anal-

ysis to identify common patterns of memory accesses. DMon

then matches these patterns to a set of existing data locality op-

timizations (§4.1), which it primarily applies automatically, in

a targeted manner (unlike static techniques). For cases where

DMon cannot automatically apply an optimization, it provides

detailed information about the locality problem to the devel-

oper, who can fix the problem manually; in our evaluation,

this case occurs only once and the developer can apply DMon-

suggested optimization with minimal effort (<10 LOC). We

provide four optimization passes (§4.2) which DMon can use

to automatically fix data locality problems and are sufficient

for DMon to fix major data locality problems we identify

across the systems we test in our evaluation (§6).

Selective profiling incurs 1.36% monitoring overhead on

average, making it an ideal profiling technique for detecting

data locality issues in production. The run-time overhead of

selective profiling is significantly (i.e., 9×) lower than that of

the state-of-the-art data locality profiler [17, 68]. Overall, tar-

geted optimizations performed by DMon for 13 applications

deliver on average 16.83% (up to 53.14%) speedup. To show

the effectiveness of DMon for large real-world systems, we

applied DMon to PostgreSQL [92], a popular open-source

database system, where DMon-guided optimizations provided

on average 6.64% and up to 17.48% speedup across all 22

TPC-H [26] queries. Furthermore, the optimizations enabled

by DMon provides 20% more speedup, on average, than opti-

mizations provided by the same state-of-the-art profiler.

Overall, we make the following contributions:

• Selective profiling, a data locality profiling technique that

automatically and incrementally monitors fine-grained exe-

cution information to accurately detect data locality prob-

lems with low overhead.

• DMon, a system that implements selective profiling to de-

tect data locality problems in production systems. DMon

automatically selects specific optimizations based on mem-

ory access patterns, and applies these well-known optimiza-

tion techniques automatically in most cases.

• By evaluating DMon in the context of widely-used appli-

cations, we show that selective profiling can detect data

locality issues in production with low overhead (1.36% on

average). Moreover, we show that selective profile-guided

targeted data locality optimizations provide significant per-

formance speedup (16.83% on average, up to 53.14%).

We explain the key design challenge for accurately and

efficiently detecting data locality problems in §2. We describe

selective profiling in §3, DMon’s design in §4, and DMon’s

implementation in §5. We evaluate DMon in §6, compare

DMon to related work in §7, and conclude in §8.

2 Challenges

It is challenging to accurately pinpoint data locality prob-

lems, while incurring low run-time performance overhead.

Compiler-based static data locality optimizations [14, 70,

71, 82, 91] are appealing because they incur no run-time over-

head. However, static techniques apply optimizations based

on compile-time heuristics, which may not accurately identify

program locations that suffer from poor locality at run time.

In fact, compiler-based techniques can sometimes even hurt

performance when the assumptions made by those heuristics

do not hold in practice [2, 15, 20, 27].

To demonstrate how compile-time heuristics can hurt per-

formance, we use a compiler-based data prefetching tech-

nique [71] to improve data locality in two matrix decomposi-

tion benchmarks [104], lu_cb and lu_ncb from the PARSEC

suite [12]. This optimization combines loop splitting and ex-

plicit data prefetching to increase data locality. Using the

benchmarks’ standard inputs, we determine that 50% of all

the cache misses in lu_cb and lu_ncb stem from a single

function, which we optimized using compiler-guided data

prefetching [71]. The optimization provides a 19.4% speedup

for lu_ncb, but yields a 19.85% slowdown for lu_cb. This oc-

curs because, for lu_ncb, prefetching reduces all cache misses;

however, for lu_cb, there was a dramatic increase in L2 cache

misses despite a reduction in L1 and L3 cache misses.

Dynamic profilers can accurately pinpoint data locality

problems [13, 57, 60–62, 77, 78], however, they impose con-

siderable overhead (i.e., >10% on average), as they track

too much information: memory accesses, timestamps, cache

events, etc. Consequently, existing data locality profilers are

not deployed in production.

A potential remedy to the high overhead of existing pro-

filers is statistical sampling, which can collect information

with reasonable overhead [9]. For instance, the state-of-the-

art Intel VTune profiler [85] samples information such as

hardware and software performance counters, timestamps,

program locations, and accessed memory addresses to gather

the necessary information for detecting data locality issues.

Alas, even sampling is not enough to reduce the overhead

incurred by popularly available profilers (e.g., Intel VTune)

to detect data locality problems to levels acceptable for pro-

duction use. To assess the impact of sampling, we use the

state-of-the-art profiler VTune to detect the data locality is-

sues in our evaluation targets. Despite sampling-based data

collection, VTune still incurs 26% overhead on average (and

up to 60%), which is unacceptable for production settings.

We argue that not only the monitored execution informa-

tion must be deliberately chosen to only pertain to data local-

ity problems, but monitoring must occur incrementally, only

when there are increasingly clear signs of poor data locality.

Next, we explain how selective profiling achieves this.
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Figure 1: The locality tree abstraction. Performance events

that pertain to each tree node are in italic. There are no ded-

icated events to determine if a program is back-end bound.

Instead, selective profiling subtracts from total stalls the sum

of the stalls that cause other bottlenecks at layer 1 to determine

if an execution is back-end bound.

3 Selective Profiling

Selective profiling is a monitoring technique that incremen-

tally monitors more detailed, yet more targeted, run-time in-

formation to identify data locality problems. Next, we discuss

the three key components of selective profiling: (1) Targeted

Monitoring, (2) Incremental Monitoring, and (3) Sampling.

3.1 Targeted Monitoring

Unlike existing offline profilers [57, 97, 98, 102, 106] that

monitor many hardware events and information such as pro-

gram locations, selective profiling needs to carefully choose

which information to monitor in order to accurately and effi-

ciently detect data locality problems. A straw-man approach

is to only monitor events such as data cache misses, which are

directly related to data locality problems. However, simply

monitoring data cache misses in isolation can be misleading.

For instance, a seemingly large number of data cache misses

may have no impact on the performance of an application

that spends a lot of time fetching instructions to execute (a

common theme in modern Web services [8, 48]).

Selective profiling monitors a select group of hardware

events that allow it to determine if the execution of a program

is bounded by a subset of those events that we call the data

locality tree. As shown in Fig. 1, the data locality tree is a

hierarchical abstraction of data locality-related performance

events from Intel’s Top-Down methodology [106]. The Top-

Down methodology provides a breakdown of performance

events in Intel CPUs, which a developer can use as a guideline

to navigate their manual profiling efforts. However, unlike

Top-Down, selective profiling automatically transitions from

one layer to another, incrementally monitoring more events at

each layer of the tree, as increasing evidence of data locality

issues is observed at run time.

At layer 1, selective profiling determines whether the ex-

ecution is back-end bound—i.e., spends a large portion of

Time
0 p (100 ms) 2p 3p

Layer 1

Back-end
Bound
>10%

Memory
Bound
>10%

L2 or L3 or 
DRAM
Bound
>10%

runs till
execution

ends

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

Figure 2: Incremental monitoring

the time either in CPU execution (CPU bound) or accessing

memory (memory bound). At layer 1, a program can also be

front-end bound (i.e., fetching instructions), incurring mis-

speculations, or retiring instructions. For executions that are

back-end bound, selective profiling determines whether they

are processor-core bound or memory bound in layer 2.

If an execution is memory bound in layer 2, selective profil-

ing monitors events that provide a breakdown of the execution

into 4 categories in layer 3. Of those 4 categories, only 3 are

related to data locality problems: L2 bound and L3 bound

represent the time spent accessing the L2 and the L3 cache,

respectively; “DRAM bound” represents the time spent ac-

cessing the DRAM. If a program is L1 bound, the data or

instructions that the program uses are already as close to the

processor as possible and it is hard to improve data locality fur-

ther. In such cases, the program may have other performance

problems, such as false sharing [93] or lock contention [87].

Selective profiling also tracks information to map perfor-

mance problems back to code. In layer 4, selective profiling

records program location information along with hardware

events. For example, if a program is L2 bound, selective profil-

ing records L1 cache misses and the location of the instruction

causing the miss. By locating and reducing L1 cache misses,

the execution time will potentially not be L2 bound, and the

locality problem will likely be fixed. Similarly, if a program

is L3 or DRAM bound, selective profiling records L2 and L3

cache misses and associated program locations, respectively.

3.2 Incremental Monitoring

Unfortunately, merely restricting the scope of monitored

performance events to the data locality tree is not sufficient

for low overhead monitoring of data locality issues. Thus,

selective profiling instead adopts an incremental monitoring

approach. This approach increases the amount of information

gathered at run time to efficiently identify program locations

that may have a locality problem.

Fig. 2 shows the details of incremental monitoring. By de-

fault, selective profiling monitors the hardware events that

provide the layer 1 breakdown. Selective profiling only transi-

tions to monitoring layer 2 events if the execution is back-end

bound for at least 10% of a time-slice p (100ms by default).
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We use 10% as the default threshold, which we empirically

determine to be a reasonable threshold (§6.4). We also choose

100ms as a reasonable time-slice for our programs, since the

shortest execution across our benchmarks was 1 second and

the longest was 2867 seconds. Nonetheless, the percentage

and monitoring periods are both configurable. We explore the

sensitivity of our results to all these parameters in §6.4.

If selective profiling determines that the execution is also

memory bound for at least 10% of the same interval p, it starts

monitoring layer 3 events. If selective profiling determines

that the execution is L2, L3, or DRAM bound for at least

10% of the same interval p, it transitions to layer 4. Selective

profiling then gathers L1, L2, and L3 cache miss events and

program locations where the misses occur.

Incremental monitoring is key to ensuring selective profil-

ing’s low performance overhead. Successive layers are more

costly to monitor as they must count more events—for exam-

ple, layer 2 requires counting 3× more hardware performance

events than layer 1. However, unless selective profiling deter-

mines that an execution is back-end bound, it only needs to

monitor events at layer 1. As shown in §6.1, only monitoring

layer 1 events incurs a negligible overhead (0.7% on average).

Programs can go through phases of different locality issues

(e.g., L2 cache misses in one phase and L3 cache misses in

another phase). Selective profiling can pinpoint the root cause

of the locality problem for each phase, provided the duration

of a given phase is at least 4p (where p is the duration of selec-

tive profiling’s time-slice, per layer). If this time-slice is too

long, selective profiling may miss some short-running phases.

The time slice is configurable. We empirically determine that

a time slice of 100ms is effective in practice (§6.4).

3.3 Sampling

In addition to targeted and incremental monitoring, selec-

tive profiling also employs sampling at layer 4 for recording

L1, L2, and L3 cache misses to further reduce the overhead.

Although sampling can reduce run-time overhead, it can also

reduce the coverage of data locality issues that selective pro-

filing detects if the sampling period is too high. We define

coverage as the ratio of the number of locality issues detected

with a given sampling rate to the number of locality issues

detected with the highest possible sampling rate.

By default, selective profiling uses a conservative sampling

period of 1000 (1 sample per 1000 events), which we have

empirically found to yield high coverage (97%, discussed

in §6.4) in detecting locality problems across the 13 bench-

marks we evaluated. The developer, however, can use a lower

sampling period (up to 1 sample per 100 events, as allowed

per Linux’s perf interface). We analyze the coverage versus

overhead trade-off of different sampling periods in §6.4.

Selective profiling does not apply sampling in layers 1–

3 since sampling reduces coverage. Moreover, in layers 1–

3, selective profiling’s incremental monitoring reduces the

overhead to a negligible amount in all tested applications (on
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Figure 3: How DMon leverages selective profiling to detect

and repair data locality problems.

average 1.36%). Therefore, selective profiling does not need

to apply sampling at those layers. However, if the overhead of

the first three layers is high, selective profiling can optionally

enable sampling at those layers as well.

Now, we describe how data locality information collected

via selective profiling can be used to guide automated and

manual profile-guided optimizations using DMon.

4 DMon

Selective profiling detects program locations with poor data

locality in production. DMon analyzes these locations offline

to identify the data access patterns causing data locality issues.

Based on the recognized access patterns, DMon applies exist-

ing compiler optimizations only to these program locations in

a targeted manner to improve data locality. We offer four such

optimizations which we describe in §4.2. These optimiza-

tions can be automatically applied in most cases for C/C++

applications; for applications written in other programming

languages, selective profiling results can still enable manual

optimizations (§6.3).

Fig. 3 shows how DMon employs selective profiling to

identify and eliminate data locality issues. In step 1 , DMon

monitors programs in production to determine whether they

suffer from poor locality using selective profiling.

Steps 2 – 3 happen offline, during recompilation. In step

2 , DMon determines the memory access patterns that are

causing poor data locality (§4.1). In step 3 , based on the

identified access patterns, either profile-guided automatic op-

timizations or manual optimizations can be performed to im-

prove data locality (§4.2). The optimized program is then

rebuilt and redeployed in production.

4.1 Static Memory Access Pattern Analysis

Once selective profiling identifies memory access instruc-

tions that suffer from poor locality in production, DMon an-

alyzes the corresponding program locations offline to deter-

mine the cause of the problems. DMon only analyzes memory

access instructions that incur more than 10% of the total cache

miss events sampled in layer 4 of selective profiling.
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Table 1: Four common memory access patterns that cause

data locality problems in many applications. Here, we show

their examples from the PARSEC [12] benchmark suite.

Benchmark Code snippet Access pattern

lu_ncb a[i] += alpha*b[i];
Direct 

Addressing

radix
this_key = key_from[i] & bb;

this_key = this_key >> shiftnum;

tmp = rank_ff_mynum[this_key];

Indirect 
Addressing

radiosity

while(int_list)

{

if(int_list->dst==inter->dst)return(1);

int_list = int_list->next ;

}

Unbalanced 
Access

dedup if(LstElmnt->seq.l2num > H->Elmnts[Child]-

>seq.l2num){
Pointer Chasing

To determine the patterns of data locality issues, we ini-

tially analyze the results of selective profiling manually for

the benchmarks from the popular PARSEC [12] benchmark

suite. Based on our manual analysis of program statements

causing data locality issues, we identify four key memory

access patterns that can lead to poor data locality. Table 1

shows one example of each of these memory access patterns

that cause poor data locality. Perhaps unsurprisingly, all the

accesses that contribute significantly to poor data locality are

in loops that execute many times and access a relatively large

amount of data compared to other memory access operations

in the application. These four memory access patterns also

cause data locality problems in a diverse set of real-world

applications (as we show in §6.3).

For lu_ncb, most cache misses that hurt program perfor-

mance happen while accessing arrays in a loop. Since the loop

induction variable (i) is directly used to index those arrays,

we call this pattern direct addressing. For radix, the loop in-

duction variable (i) is used to index an auxiliary array to load

an intermediate value (this_key). The loaded intermediate

value is used as index while accessing another array, and the

last access suffers from poor data locality. We categorize this

pattern as indirect addressing.

For radiosity, most cache misses occur in a while loop,

where two member variables (dst and next) of a structure

(int_list) are accessed repeatedly. We determine that this

structure also contains four other member variables not ac-

cessed in this loop. Since only accessing a subset of all mem-

ber variables causes cache misses, we call this access pat-

tern as unbalanced access. Finally, for dedup, locality suf-

fers while accessing a chain of structure pointers (pointers H,

Elmnts[Child], and seq, and finally a member variable l2num)

in a loop. We denote this pattern as pointer chasing.

Based on findings of these manual observations, we de-

sign the static memory access pattern analysis component of

DMon, as shown in Fig. 4. Although DMon’s pattern detec-

tion is inspired by the manual analysis of locality issues in

PARSEC, we show in our evaluation that the patterns DMon

identifies generalize to a broad set of systems (§6.2 and §6.3).

In particular, the four patterns of poor locality constitute the
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Figure 4: Static memory access pattern analysis in DMon and

their corresponding optimizations. Shaded optimizations are

mutually exclusive.

root causes of all the data locality problems we discover in

nine other benchmarks that we had not studied previously.

As shown in Fig. 4, DMon determines the addressing mode

of the memory instruction (i.e., direct or indirect addressing).

If the access is made to a structure instance, DMon also de-

termines the type of the access (i.e., unbalanced access and

pointer chasing). We discuss each analysis next.

Addressing mode. DMon’s static analysis checks if the in-

struction uses direct or indirect addressing. Here, direct ad-

dressing occurs if the computation of the accessed location

does not involve another memory address (e.g.,for(i=...)

a[i]). Conversely, indirect memory addressing occurs if the

computation of the accessed location involves computing an-

other memory address (e.g.,for(i=...) a[b[i]]).

Structure access pattern. In addition to determining the

addressing mode, DMon’s static analysis checks to see if the

instruction accesses a member of a structure. DMon does

this by mapping the instruction to the compiler intermediate

representation and checking if it accesses a structure field.

DMon searches for two patterns when a structure member is

accessed, namely unbalanced access and pointer chasing.

DMon concludes that there is an unbalanced access pattern,

when accesses to only a subset of member variables incur a

large fraction of cache misses. Pointer chasing occurs when

the accessed memory location belongs to a hierarchy of nested

structures (e.g., A->B->C).

4.2 Optimizations Implemented in DMon

To show the usefulness of selective profiling, we implement

four profile-guided data locality optimization passes using

LLVM [56] for C/C++ programs. Our passes optimize the

four patterns of poor data locality that DMon identifies. For

applications written in other languages, selective profiling

results can be used to apply manual optimizations (§6.3).

As shown in Fig. 4, DMon recommends applying a specific

optimization technique based on the addressing mode and the

structure access patterns of the memory access instruction.

While these optimizations are well-known and usually applied

statically, selective profiling information enables the targeted
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for(i=0;i<128;i++)

ACCESS a[i];

for(i=0;i<16;i+=8)

prefetch(&a[i]);

for(i=0;i<112;i+=8){

prefetch(&a[i+16]);

ACCESS a[i], …, a[i+7];

}

for(i=112;i<128;i++)

ACCESS a[i];

Original Loop Prefetched Loop

Figure 5: Software prefetching for direct memory access,

adapted from [71]. The induction variable is of type int. The

prefetch instruction prefetches one cache line (64 bytes).

application of these optimizations to where they are absolutely

needed in a program. As we show in §6.2, DMon-enabled

targeted profile-guided optimizations outperform purely static

optimizations by 10% on average.

Direct prefetching. The first optimization we implement

uses direct prefetching [71] to fix locality problems that stem

from memory accesses that use direct addressing. Direct

prefetching fetches the cache lines that a program will ac-

cess in the near future into the cache to improve data locality.

At a high level, direct prefetching works by splitting each

loop suffering from poor data locality into three loops, as

shown in Fig. 5. The first loop is responsible for prefetching

the initial cache line that contains the data accessed by the

loop. The second loop starts prefetching the next cache line(s).

It also simultaneously performs the original computation that

was carried out in the original loop, starting with the first

prefetched cache line. The third and last loop completes the

computation using the last prefetched cache line.

Direct prefetching can be applied based on compile-time

heuristics only. However, this can cause significant perfor-

mance degradation [29], as we also show in our evaluation

(§6.2). This happens because these heuristics might (1) bloat

the code footprint by adding unnecessary prefetching instruc-

tions (e.g., for lines that would anyways be prefetched by

the hardware prefetcher), and (2) cause cache pollution by

prefetching data that is not frequently-accessed.

Direct prefetching can also be applied in hardware with

popular hardware prefetchers including next-line and stride

prefetchers that most modern processors supposedly em-

ploy [42, 94]. However, DMon finds that many directly ad-

dressed memory accesses suffer from poor data locality, be-

cause the underlying hardware prefetchers can not prefetch

the cache lines in a timely manner. This is because prefetchers

work in a reactive manner, i.e., it takes several iterations for

the hardware prefetcher to detect the pattern and start prefetch-

ing, but if prefetching is done with explicit instructions, the

performance benefits are immediate.

Instead of applying direct prefetching based on compile-

time heuristics, our pass only applies it to program locations

where DMon identifies that direct addressing access pattern

is causing poor data locality.

for(i=0;i<A_SIZE;i++)

b[a[i]]++;

for(i=0;i<A_SIZE;i++){

prefetch(&a[i+16*2]);

if(i+16<A_SIZE)

prefetch(&b[a[i+16]]);

b[a[i]]++;

}

Original Loop Prefetched Loop

1

2

Figure 6: Software prefetching for indirect memory access,

adapted from [3].

Indirect prefetching. Our second optimization uses indirect

prefetching [3], which is similar to direct prefetching in that

it brings data that will soon be used into the cache. Unlike

direct prefetching, indirect prefetching also has to prefetch

one additional cache line per each level of indirection.

Fig. 6 shows an example of indirect prefetching. Here, the

original loop increments elements in an array, b. However, the

index of the array b is computed using another array, a. The

loop on the right side prefetches the cache line containing the

elements of b that will be accessed in the near future (prefetch

2 ). Prefetching the elements of b requires accessing the

elements of a. Thus, to prefetch the elements of b, we need to

(1) have an array boundary check, and (2) also prefetch the

cache line containing the elements of a (prefetch 1 ).

Structure splitting. The third optimization, structure split-

ting, moves infrequently-accessed members of a structure

with a pointer to a new structure that only contains those

members. Structure splitting is beneficial only when the total

size of infrequently-accessed member(s) is larger than the

pointer size. Thus, the size of the original structure is reduced,

fitting into fewer cache lines. During memory access pattern

analysis, if DMon detects that an unbalanced access pattern

(i.e., a subset of structure members are accessed more fre-

quently than others) to members of a structure is causing poor

locality, structure splitting is an appropriate optimization.

Fig. 7 shows an example of structure splitting. Here, before

structure splitting, the structure S has three members (a, b,

c) of types A, B, C, respectively. In the original program, an

instance of S spans two cache lines. Both cache lines need to

be accessed each time the program accesses an instance of S.

For example, if neither of these cache lines is present in the

L1 cache, the program will incur two L1 cache misses.

After structure splitting, the new structure S’ fits in a single

cache line (Cache Line 1) because the infrequently-accessed

member b is moved into a new structure S2, residing in its

own cache line (Cache Line 2). Consequently, when the pro-

gram accesses an instance of S, it will usually only need to

access the cache line (Cache Line 1) containing the frequently-

accessed members (a, c), which would incur a single L1 cache

miss (rather than two).

Structure splitting has been previously explored [22] in

type-safe languages (e.g., Java). However, implementing struc-

ture splitting in a type-unsafe language (we target C/C++) is

more challenging. This is because structure splitting needs to
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struct S{

A a;

B b;

C c;

};

a b

Cache Line 1

Structure
Splitting

Cache Line 1

struct S’{

A a;

C c;

S2* p;

};

Cache Line 2

Frequently-accessed

a c p

Cache Line 2

struct S2 {

B b;

};

Infrequently-accessed

c b

Figure 7: Structure splitting, example adapted from [22].

ensure that the program continues operating correctly when

the layout of the structure is modified. More specifically, all

the instructions that used to refer to the old layout need to be

updated to refer to the new layout.

In our optimization pass, we addresses this challenge using

a complete, interprocedural, inclusion-based pointer analy-

sis [5] that can determine all instructions that could possibly

access the split structures. As shown in §6.2, this optimization

can automatically be applied in all but one of the benchmarks.

Structure merging. The final optimization, structure merg-

ing, is the inverse of structure splitting as it replaces a

frequently-accessed pointer member of a structure with the

data that the pointer references. The key idea is to eliminate

the pointer chasing pattern that DMon identifies by removing

a level of indirection for frequently-accessed elements.

Fig. 8 shows an example of structure merging. Before merg-

ing, the structure S has three members (a, b, p) of types A,

B, S2*, respectively. The instance of S resides in the first

cache line, and the pointer p points to an instance of struc-

ture S2 that resides in the second cache line. The size of a,

b, and c is such that they can all fit in one cache line. If c

is accessed as frequently as a and b, then data locality can

be improved by merging these two structures into one. This

structure merge will also bypass one memory access (S’->C

instead of S->S2->C). Structure merging only combines mem-

ber variables across different structure types and hence does

not perform exhaustive data structure conversions (e.g., trans-

forming a linked list into an array) [22, 23].

DMon employs structure merging conservatively so that it

will only be applied if soundness can be guaranteed. In other

words, DMon applies this optimization only if all updates via

the structure pointer can be safely redirected (e.g., in Fig. 8, all

changes to S->S2->C could be replaced by S’->C). To ensure

this, structure merging also uses the same pointer analysis [5]

that structure splitting uses.

Other optimizations.. DMon can be easily extended to ac-

commodate additional optimizations if needed to fix different

patterns of memory accesses which cause data locality prob-

lems. For example, DMon can work as a framework to apply

optimizations like loop reordering, blocking, tiling, and strip

mining in a profile-guided manner. However, many of these

optimizations require expensive memory access trace collec-

tion which can not be deployed in production due to high

struct S{

A a;

B b;

S2* p; 

};

a b p

Cache Line 1

Structure

Merging

Cache Line 1

struct S’{

A a;

B b;

C c;

S2’* p;

};

struct S2{

C c;

D d;

E e;

};

Cache Line 2

Frequently-accessed

a b c pc d e d e

Cache Line 2

struct S2’{

D d;

E e;

};

Infrequently-accessed

Figure 8: Structure merging example.

overheads [64]. In the future, we intend to explore how these

optimizations can be applied based on more efficient profiling.

5 Implementation

DMon’s selective profiling prototype is implemented for

Intel processors. In particular, selective profiling relies on the

Linux perf [97] interface for profiling hardware events in lay-

ers 1–4 (§3). We initially build the benchmarks using debug

information and the highest level of compiler optimization

(-O3), and then use the strip utility [101] to remove the de-

bug information. During in-production monitoring, selective

profiling records the program counter for each sampled cache

miss event in layer 4. To efficiently deal with multi-threaded

applications, selective profiling maintains a per-thread buffer

(2MB per thread) to record the program counters. When the

buffer gets full, the previous samples get overwritten. Offline,

DMon uses the program counter, the stripped debug informa-

tion, and the program binary to find the source code location

where a cache miss occurred in production.

We implement DMon’s optimizations in the LLVM [56]

compiler framework. We use clang [99] to generate the

LLVM intermediate representation (IR) that the optimiza-

tion passes of DMon can operate on. The optimizations rely

on the program’s debug information to map the source code

location to LLVM IR, because a 1-to-1 mapping between

machine code and LLVM IR does not exist.

Similar to other state-of-the-art profile-guided optimization

techniques [17, 68], DMon’s use of debug information for

mapping machine code to LLVM and locating code locations

to optimize can introduce inaccuracies. This happens due

to optimizations such as inlining. Although it is possible to

improve the accuracy of such mapping using more invasive

instrumentation and tracing [7], this would be prohibitively

costly for production usage [48]. In our evaluation (§6), we

show that the accuracy provided by debug information can

lead to substantial speedup.

The optimizations for structure splitting and structure merg-

ing use a whole-program pointer analysis [19].

6 Evaluation

In this section, we first evaluate the efficiency of selec-

tive profiling by measuring its run-time monitoring overhead.

Then, we evaluate the effectiveness of DMon by showing

the extent to which fixing the locality problems detected by
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DMon improves performance of popular benchmarks. Next,

we evaluate selective profiling’s generality by applying it

to widely-used real-world applications. Finally, we perform

sensitivity studies to evaluate how DMon’s overhead and de-

tection results vary in response to changes of the different

system parameters of DMon.

Software. All experiments are conducted in Ubuntu 18.04

(kernel version 4.15.0-46-generic). The static compiler analy-

ses are implemented in LLVM (7.0.0) on bitcode emitted by

clang. Therefore, we use clang 7 as the baseline compiler.

Hardware. We use a 20-core 2.2 GHz Intel Xeon NUMA

(with 2 sockets) machine, with 64 KB of L1-cache (32 KB

instruction and 32 KB data), 1024 KB of L2-cache, 14 MB

of L3-cache (shared across the same NUMA node), and 96

GB of RAM. Like most Intel processors, each core in the

machine uses two hardware prefetchers (next-line and sequen-

tial load history driven prefetchers) in the L1 data cache and

two hardware prefetchers (adjacent cache line and streaming

prefetchers) in the L2 cache [42, 94]. We configure multi-

threaded applications and benchmarks to run with 8 threads.

Benchmarks. We use a combination of benchmarks and

real-world programs that have been widely used in prior

performance profiling and optimization work. In particu-

lar, we use all 12 benchmarks from the PARSEC [12] suite,

all 11 benchmarks from the SPLASH-2X [103] suite, and

all 3 benchmarks written in C from the NPB [10] suite, as

well as HashJoin, RandomAccess, kcstashtest, and DIS, which

are programs with poor data locality from other popular

benchmark suites [11, 24, 63, 73]. We also study one of the

most popular and heavily-optimized open-source databases,

PostgreSQL [81], running the TPC-H analytical workload [26].

Finally, we study real-world applications from the Renais-

sance benchmark suite [83].

Metrics. In all our plots, we report speedup numbers as the

ratio between the execution time of the original application

compiled with the highest level of optimization (-O3) and its

run time after applying DMon-guided optimizations. Negative

speedup denotes slow-down. Similarly, we report selective

profiling overhead as the percentage increase in benchmark

execution time while enabling selective profiling. We report

performance data as the average of 25 runs in all experiments.

6.1 Selective Profiling Efficiency

We evaluate the selective profiling efficiency by studying

the overhead selective profiling incurs during dynamic de-

tection of locality problems. Fig. 9 shows this overhead. We

present results for all the benchmarks we evaluated, including

the ones for which selective profiling did not find locality

optimization opportunities. For each benchmark, we present

the overhead of each layer of monitoring (1–4) that selective

profiling employs. Since, selective profiling monitors only

one layer at a time, the effective overhead for a given program

is less than the maximum overhead across four layers.

Across all layers and benchmarks, selective profiling incurs

up to 4.92% overhead, and on average only 1.36% overhead.

On average, selective profiling incurs an overhead of 0.7% in

layer 1, an overhead of 1.5% in layer 2, an overhead of 2.5% in

layer 3, and an overhead of 2% in layer 4. For benchmarks that

do not have locality problems, layers 2–4 are never triggered.

In only 3 out of all 28 benchmarks, selective profiling incurs

more than 3% overhead: IS (4.6%), kcstashtest (4.2%), and

HashJoin (4.9%). However, as we detail in §6.2, optimizations

suggested by DMon also provide greater speedups for these

benchmarks than for others (IS 30.3%, kcstashtest 32.4%,

and HashJoin 53.1%—compared to 16.83% average speedup

enabled by DMon). These benchmarks suffer the most from

poor locality, and consequently, selective profiling incurs more

overhead to pinpoint the root cause of those problems.

6.2 Effectiveness

We evaluate the effectiveness of DMon by studying (1) data

locality problems detected by DMon, (2) speedups pro-

vided by DMon-guided optimizations, (3) comparison of

the speedups provided by DMon-guided optimizations to

the speedups provided by Google’s AutoFDO [17]—the

state-of-the-art profile-guided locality optimization approach,

(4) whether DMon-guided optimizations generalize across

different program inputs, and (5) the overhead on compilation

times due to DMon-guided optimizations.

Locality issues detected by DMon. Table 2 summarizes the

data locality problems that DMon detects. For brevity, Table 2

omits benchmarks where less than 10% of the execution time

is bounded by locality problems, as these benchmarks could

not benefit from eliminating locality improvements. We also

omit these benchmarks in our average performance numbers.

Additionally, Table 2 shows the most prominent level of the

memory hierarchy for the locality issues detected by selective

profiling. Note that, in many cases, DRAM accesses constitute

the locality bottlenecks. This is expected, since the highest-

latency memory access instructions are served from DRAM.

Finally, Table 2 also reports the program locations (as “file”:

“line number”) that suffer the most from poor locality, along

with the optimizations DMon recommends in each case.

As shown, DMon successfully identifies locality problems

and suggests appropriate optimizations in each case. In all

cases but one (fmm), DMon applies optimizations automati-

cally. For fmm, while the direct prefetching is applied automati-

cally, structure splitting cannot be applied automatically. This

is because, due to excessive type casts, the compile-time opti-

mization cannot exactly determine which program statements

may access the modified structure, and therefore cannot auto-

matically update such statements. Nonetheless, since DMon

points the developer to the exact source of the locality issue in

fmm, the fix can easily be applied manually with an 8 LOC up-

date. Moreover, structure splitting and merging can be applied

automatically for other applications (dedup and radiosity)
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Figure 9: Monitoring overhead of selective profiling (All σ < 0.02µ).

Table 2: DMon’s detection results of locality problems.

Benchmark
Execution 

time 
(seconds)

Memory 
hierarchy 
bottleneck

Program location Optimization Automated 
fix?

canneal 71.8 L3, DRAM netlist_elem.cpp: 80 Direct Prefetching Yes
dedup 5.1 DRAM binheap.c: 93 Structure Merging Yes

fmm 18.8 DRAM interactions.C: 169
Structure Splitting No
Direct Prefetching Yes

ocean_cp 36.2 L2, L3, DRAM multi.C: 273 Direct Prefetching Yes
radiosity 95.8 L2, L3 rad_tools.C: 399 Structure Splitting Yes
fft 1.2 DRAM fft.C: 765 Direct Prefetching Yes
lu_ncb 47.8 L3, DRAM lu.C: 466 Direct Prefetching Yes
radix 6.1 L2, L3, DRAM radix.C: 624 Indirect Prefetching Yes
IS 1 L3, DRAM is.c: 392 Indirect Prefetching Yes
RandomAccess 607.1 DRAM randacc.c: 125 Indirect Prefetching Yes
HashJoin 2867.3 L3, DRAM npj2epb.c: 300 Indirect Prefetching Yes
kcstashtest 3.20 L2, L3, DRAM kcstashdb.h: 146 Direct Prefetching Yes
DIS 165.3 L2, L3, DRAM transitive.c: 107 Direct Prefetching Yes

Table 3: Speedup comparison between

DMon and compile-time optimizations.

Benchmark
Speedup provided 

by compile-time 
optimizations (%)

Speedup 
provided by 

DMon (%)

canneal -7.90 1.07

dedup -18.90 3.65

fmm 2.83 2.68

ocean_cp -1.06 2.90

radiosity -7.14 11.21

fft 1.11 4.57

lu_ncb 3.49 19.40

radix 0.96 1.85

IS 30.52 30.29

RandomAccess 38.83 47.67

HashJoin 9.74 53.14

kcstashtest 37.41 32.39

DIS -0.28 7.93

where the automatic transformation can identify and update

all statements pointing to the split and merged structures.

Speedup. Table 3 compares the speedup provided by the

DMon-guided optimizations. Optimizations guided by DMon

provide up to 53.14% and on average 16.83% (8% me-

dian) speedup. To study the impact of the targeted optimiza-

tions guided by selective profiling results, we also report the

speedup achieved by the same optimizations if they are ap-

plied indiscriminately (i.e., in a non-targeted way), through

purely-static compiler passes [3, 71].

As shown in Table 3, DMon-guided optimizations outper-

form compile-time optimizations in 10/13 benchmarks. Cru-

cially, static optimizations hurt performance in 5/13 cases due

to being applied too broadly (with no runtime information),

and therefore causing outcomes such as cache pollution and

code bloat. DMon-guided optimizations always improve the

performance. In 3/13 benchmarks where static optimizations

outperform DMon-guided optimizations, the margin is ≤ 5%

which can be reduced by reducing the incremental monitoring

threshold (default, 10%) of selective profiling.

Comparison against Google AutoFDO. We compare the

speedup provided by DMon-guided optimizations to that of

Google’s AutoFDO [17], the state-of-the-art profile guided

ocean cp radiosity fft IS HashJoin

0

20

40

S
p

ee
d

u
p

(%
)

AutoFDO

DMon

Figure 10: Speedup comparison to AutoFDO (All σ < 0.09µ)

optimization technique. AutoFDO has limited data locality

optimization capabilities [68]; our comparison is thus limited

to five benchmarks for which AutoFDO can optimize locality.

We compare the speedup provided by DMon-guided opti-

mizations to the speedup provided by AutoFDO in Fig. 10. As

shown, DMon-guided optimizations provide better speedup

than AutoFDO for all five benchmarks. This is because Aut-

oFDO could only identify data locality problems that can be

solved by performing direct prefetching optimizations. By

contrast, DMon can identify other data locality issues that can

be addressed by additional locality optimizations (i.e., indirect

prefetching, structure splitting, and structure merging).

For example, AutoFDO’s direct prefetching slows down the

execution of IS by 15%, while DMon-guided indirect prefetch-

ing provides a 30% speedup. Even for cases where both DMon
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Figure 12: DMon-generated optimization after observing in-

put #4 generalizes to unseen inputs (All σ < 0.01µ).

and AutoFDO suggest direct prefetching (e.g., ocean_cp),

DMon-guided optimizations outperform AutoFDO, because,

unlike AutoFDO, DMon provides hints as to where (e.g., L1,

L2, or L3) the cache line should be prefetched.

We compare selective profiling overhead against Auto-

FDO’s profiling overheads in Fig. 11. For the 5 benchmarks

in this study, selective profiling incurs 3.3% mean overhead,

whereas AutoFDO incurs 978% mean overhead, making the

latter unsuitable for production use.

Generalization across program inputs. Profile-guided op-

timizations perform best when the application is optimized

with a profile that is representative of the application’s com-

mon behavior [17,79,95]. DMon-guided fixes also generalize

if the program shows similar data locality behavior across

different inputs. Therefore, we evaluate DMon’s generality

across different program inputs for 9 benchmarks. These pro-

gram inputs vary widely both in terms of input size (from

megabytes to gigabytes) as well as execution times needed to

process the input (from seconds to minutes).

We report a detailed case study using the radiosity bench-

mark to determine how well the locality optimizations sug-

gested by DMon generalize to different inputs. We choose this

benchmark because the fix suggested by DMon is structure

splitting—an optimization that modifies the data layout, and

hence has the potential to be affected by changing program

inputs. Fig. 12 shows the speedup provided by DMon-guided

optimizations for radiosity for various input sizes.

Here, for brevity, we refer to different input sizes using

“#1” through “#6”. DMon only observes the execution for the

randomly selected input #4. After observing input #4, DMon-

guided optimizations are applied. Then, all inputs are rerun

with the newly-optimized program, with the results of this run

reported in Fig. 12. As shown, the optimization suggested by

DMon generalizes well to other inputs, providing considerable

dedup
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Figure 13: Input generalization (All σ < 0.04µ)
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Figure 14: Overhead of DMon-guided optimizations com-

pared to baseline compilation time (σ < 0.1µ, log-scaled y).

speedups in each case. Longer executions that use larger

inputs benefit more from optimizations.

Fig. 13 shows how DMon-guided optimizations improve

data locality for unobserved inputs of several other bench-

marks. Here, we include all benchmarks with at least 3 inputs.

Across all evaluation targets, we find that data locality behav-

ior follows a similar trend for different inputs. Hence, DMon’s

fixes generalize to different inputs for these benchmarks.

Recompilation overhead. We evaluate the offline recompi-

lation overhead while applying DMon-guided optimizations,

though this does not impact the production overhead. We

perform this experiment, because automated structure split-

ting and merging require pointer analysis, which is known to

be expensive [55]. However, the specific pointer analysis we

employ is flow- and context- insensitive and scales well [40].

Fig. 14 shows the offline compilation overhead incurred by

our DMon-guided optimizations on top of the baseline compi-

lation overhead (clang). On average, DMon-guided optimiza-

tions incur 72% more overhead. However, the optimization

takes on average less than 7 seconds and is no longer than 26

seconds. Even for large applications (e.g., PostgreSQL [92]

code base has over 1M LOC), the analysis takes 307 sec-

onds. For an offline process, we believe these durations are

reasonable and on par with standard compiler transforma-

tions that use whole-program pointer analysis. Moreover, this

is a one-time compile-time overhead and will be amortized

for long-running applications (e.g., data-center applications

that are compiled once but run on thousands of servers for

days). Finally, structure splitting and merging can be applied

manually if the cost of pointer analysis is deemed prohibitive.
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Figure 15: Speedup due to DMon-guided optimizations for

22 TPC-Hqueries on PostgreSQL (All σ < 4.53% of µ).

6.3 Real-World Case Studies

We evaluate the applicability of selective profiling and

DMon to large systems by studying (1) speedups provided by

DMon-guided optimizations on PostgreSQL [81]—one of the

most popular database systems, and (2) speedups achieved

after manual repair of data locality problems detected by se-

lective profiling for just-in-time (JIT) compiled real-world

applications from the Renaissance benchmark suite [83].

PostgreSQL case study. We evaluate DMon’s ability to im-

prove the locality (and thereby performance) of PostgreSQL

v11.2 [81], one of the most popular open-source database

management systems. For this study, we run the popular TPC-

H [26] queries on a 1GB database stored in PostgreSQL. We

intentionally select the database size to fit in memory to ensure

a memory-bound workload (instead of disk-bound one), as the

vast majority of real-world databases fit in memory [67, 80].

To evaluate DMon, we profile PostgreSQL with DMon

while serving all 22 TPC-H queries. For these queries, se-

lective profiling incurs 1.2% average and 2.7% maximum

overhead. For PostgreSQL, DMon identifies a locality prob-

lem in a function (ExecParallelHashNextTuple) that ac-

cesses the members area and parallel_state of structure

hashtable [39]. DMon identifies that this memory access

is the primary reason for poor data locality in 6 out of 22

TPC-H queries. Moreover, this memory access causes L2

and L3 cache misses for all 22 TPC-H queries. The cause of

the locality problem in this case is pointer chasing. Structure

merging automatically repairs this problem and speeds up all

22 TPC-H queries, as shown in Fig. 15. The L3 cache misses

in PostgreSQL are reduced by up to 22.11% (3.05% on aver-

age) and the latency of the 22 TPC-H queries are improved

by up to 17.48% (6.64% on average). We also test optimized

PostgreSQL based on DMon-profile on larger databases (10

and 100GB), where DMon improves the latency of the 22

TPC-H queries by 4.68% on average. For larger databases (10

and 100GB), the overall performance gain due to DMon’s op-

timizations are comparatively less than (2% on average) that

of smaller databases (1GB). That is because the performance

of PostgreSQL for larger databases are primarily bottlenecked

by storage I/O costs.

These results are particularly encouraging, considering that

PostgreSQL is one of the most heavily-optimized codebases,

having been improved by developers over the past 20 years.
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Figure 16: Speedup provided by selective profile-guided opti-

mizations for just-in-time (JIT) compiled applications against

tiered compilation (All σ < 7.68% of µ).

Most database developers hand-tune their code using the TPC

benchmarks as regression tests (i.e., their performance is best

on TPC). This fact makes it even more promising that DMon-

guided optimizations are able to improve the performance of

these benchmark queries on a mature database system. We re-

ported this data locality issue to the developers of PostgreSQL

(for the version 11.2), which they have fixed since then.

Renaissance case study. A key advantage of just-in-time

(JIT) compilation over ahead-of-time compilation (e.g., Java

vs. C++) is that JIT can apply dynamic optimizations—

including limited data locality optimizations—using tiered

compilation [65]. We compare selective profile-guided data

locality optimizations to tiered compilation from Open-

JDK [100] on real-world applications from the Renaissance

suite [83]. For these applications, selective profiling incurs

2.2% average and 2.6% maximum overhead.

We use selective profiling to detect data locality issues

in three Renaissance applications (jdk-concurrent fj-kmeans,

apache-spark page-rank, and Scala stm-bench7). We omit

other Renaissance benchmarks for which selective profiling

does not find any data locality problems. Most of the data

locality issues found here corresponds to Java/Scala source

code (we map binary instruction information back to Java

code using perf-map-agent [45]) of Renaissance applications.

Since currently DMon’s optimizations only support C/C++

applications, we manually apply data locality optimizations

to these applications. In all cases, we modify <10 LOC.

As shown in Fig. 16, selective profile-guided optimizations

provide on average 26% and up to 47% more speedup than

tiered compilation. This demonstrates that selective profiling

is effective even for JIT-compiled applications.

Apart from these real-world case studies, we have also

tested DMon on Memcached [35] and RocksDB [33] with YCSB

benchmarks [25]. For these two applications, the individual

pieces that make up the locality issues are relatively minor.

Compiler-based data locality optimizations typically add ex-

tra instructions and logic in the code, which only helps when

there are many cache misses causing slowdowns. For pro-

gram statements responsible for a relatively small percentage

of all cache misses (less than 5%), applying these optimiza-

tions do not provide any speedup, as the extra code and logic

outweighs the benefits.
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Figure 17: Effect of granularity of in-production time-slice

on detection coverage and overhead (All σ < 3.03% of µ).

6.4 Sensitivity Analysis

We evaluate the impact of selective profiling’s different

parameters on effectiveness (coverage) and efficiency.

In-Production Monitoring Time-Slice. The granularity of

the monitoring time-slice is a key design decision for selective

profiling’s incremental monitoring scheme (§3). Small time-

slices allow selective profiling to identify locality problems

for shorter-running applications, but also trigger frequent tran-

sitions during incremental monitoring and result in higher

monitoring overhead. On the other hand, larger time-slices

lower overhead but may fail to detect locality problems for

shorter-running programs.

Fig. 17 shows the impact of the time-slice granularity on

selective profiling’s detection coverage (left y-axis) and over-

head (right y-axis) for the benchmark, (lu_ncb). We vary the

time-slice granularity from 10ms to 500ms (with 10ms incre-

ments) and measure selective profiling’s coverage in detecting

data locality issues and the associated performance overhead.

As shown in Fig. 17, selective profiling has lower coverage

and higher overhead for smaller time-slices. As the time-slice

granularity increases, selective profiling achieves greater cov-

erage with lower overhead. Selective profiling’s coverage is

lower for smaller time-slices because selective profiling can-

not monitor sufficient performance events in a small time

slice. Beyond 100ms, both the coverage (99.07% on average

with standard deviation of 3%) and the overhead (2.04% on

average with standard deviation of 0.6%) lines flatten. Ergo,

we set selective profiling’s default time-slice as 100ms.

Incremental Monitoring Threshold. We vary the threshold

of incremental monitoring (§3) from 1% to 50% and measure

the coverage of data locality issues selective profiling detects

for all 13 benchmarks in Table 2. 100% coverage is achieved

when there is no incremental monitoring (i.e., DMon contin-

uously monitors events at the all levels of the locality tree).

As shown in Fig. 18, selective profiling achieves greater than

80% coverage if the incremental monitoring scheme uses a

threshold of <29%. Nevertheless, we set the default-threshold

as 10%, as this threshold achieves 100% coverage.

In-Production Sampling Period. As described in §3, sam-

pling period is a key design decision for selective profiling.

Fig. 19 shows the impact of the sampling period on the cover-

age of locality issues selective profiling detects and its runtime
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Figure 18: Effect of incremental monitoring threshold on

the coverage of locality problems selective profiling detects

across all benchmarks.
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Figure 19: Effect of sampling period on the coverage of lo-

cality problems selective profiling detects and the average

overhead across all benchmarks (σ < 0.01µ).

overhead. We compute coverage with respect to the baseline

coverage of 100%, achievable via the lowest possible sam-

pling period offered by Linux perf (sampling every 100th

event). A sampling period k on the x-axis means selective

profiling will record one out of each k events. The left y-axis

represents the runtime overhead and the right y-axis repre-

sents the coverage of locality issues selective profiling detects.

The overhead and coverage reported in Fig. 19 are arith-

metic averages over all benchmarks. A smaller sampling pe-

riod increases the overhead of selective profiling, but also

increases coverage. In our experiments, we chose a sampling

period of 1000, which yields a high coverage of 97% with

2.6% overhead on average in layer 4 of selective profiling.

7 Related Work

DMon finds data locality problems with low overhead us-

ing selective profiling, identifies the root cause behind the

problem, and guides optimizations to eliminate the problem.

Existing profilers are not able to determine the root causes of

data locality problems without incurring a high overhead.

Profilers. General-purpose profilers [57, 97, 102] report pro-

gram hotspots without identifying the root cause behind per-

formance problem. Consequently, recent studies propose spe-

cialized profilers to locate root cause for specific performance

issues. Parallel profilers [36, 41, 44, 46] focus on critical path

profiling to estimate potential performance gain [28, 107].

Synchronization profilers [4, 30, 108, 110] identify lock con-

tention. Similarly, we design selective profiling as a special-
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ized profiling technique for data locality. Selective profil-

ing uses the APIs of a state-of-the-art profiler, Linux perf,

and targets a subset of the events explored as part of the

Top-Down [106]. Our main contributions over perf and Top-

Down are: (1) full automation in profiling, (2) low-enough

overhead for production deployment, (3) ability to automati-

cally identify targeted optimizations based on the underlying

performance problem.

Profile-guided data locality optimizations. Profile-guided

approaches collect execution traces to identify where opti-

mizations can be applied [21, 49, 51, 52, 59, 60, 69, 78]. State-

of-the-art techniques [17,37,74–76] primarily address instruc-

tion locality. While prior work [50,53,86] also optimizes data

locality, these solutions incur >10% profiling overhead. Se-

lective profiling, however, incurs only 1.36% overhead on

average (§6.1).

Static locality optimizations. Static approaches use complex

analysis techniques to find opportunities to apply locality-

improving transformations [14, 16, 18, 31, 47, 58, 66, 88, 105].

Alas, these techniques use compile-time heuristics to apply

transformations, which can lead to sub-optimal speedups or

even reductions in performance. To avoid these issues, we use

application profiles collected by selective profiling to apply

optimizations in a targeted manner, leading to better speedups

and avoiding transformations which hurt performance.

Dynamic locality optimizations. There are several propos-

als for monitoring program execution and modifying program

binaries to improve locality on the fly [32, 72, 89, 96]. These

techniques require non-existent hardware support and incur

high overhead (up to 6× [96]). Just-in-time (JIT) compilation

techniques [21, 43] provide limited data locality optimiza-

tions. On the other hand, DMon works with existing hard-

ware, incurs negligible overhead, and guides optimizations

that provide better speedup (16.83% on average).

8 Conclusion

Poor data locality is a major performance problem that

hurt applications in production. Unfortunately, existing data

locality profilers are not efficient enough to be deployed in

production. This is limiting, since production profiles are diffi-

cult to replicate offline. We address this problem by selective

profiling, a technique capable of discovering data locality

problems with negligible overhead (on average 1.36%) in pro-

duction. We also design DMon, which guides automatic and

manual data locality optimizations based on profiles generated

using selective profiling. For an extensive set of real-world

applications and widely-used benchmarks, DMon provides

up to 53.14% and on average 16.83% speedup for the cases

where DMon applies targeted optimizations after detecting

significant data locality problems.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

We provide the open-source public repository as an artifact

for DMon.

Scope

This artifact allows to validate the effectiveness and effi-

ciency of the selective profiling technique.

Contents

This artifact includes one end-to-end example of how to

apply selective profiling to monitor in-production data locality

issues and one example of data locality optimization applied

in a targeted manner based on the output of selective profiling.

Hosting

We host the artifact on Github. Our open-source arti-

fact repository can be obtained from https://github.com/

efeslab/DMon-AE. The branch name for the artifact is main.

The commit hash for the artifact is d9a0f31.

Requirements

Intel processor, Linux perf, pmu-tools [54] that implement

the Top-Down methodology [106], and LLVM [56].
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Abstract
This paper presents the design and implementation of CLP, a
tool capable of losslessly compressing unstructured text logs
while enabling fast searches directly on the compressed data.
Log search and log archiving, despite being critical problems,
are mutually exclusive. Widely used log-search tools like
Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise index the logs to provide
fast search performance, yet the size of the index is within the
same order of magnitude as the raw log size. Commonly used
log archival and compression tools like Gzip provide high
compression ratio, yet searching archived logs is a slow and
painful process as it first requires decompressing the logs. In
contrast, CLP achieves significantly higher compression ratio
than all commonly used compressors, yet delivers fast search
performance that is comparable or even better than Elastic-
search and Splunk Enterprise. In addition, CLP outperforms
Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise’s log ingestion perfor-
mance by over 13x, and we show CLP scales to petabytes of
logs. CLP’s gains come from using a tuned, domain-specific
compression and search algorithm that exploits the significant
amount of repetition in text logs. Hence, CLP enables effi-
cient search and analytics on archived logs, something that
was impossible without it.

1 Introduction

Today, technology companies easily generate petabytes of log
data per day. For example, eBay reported generating 1.2 PB
of logs per day in 2018 [46]. This data can be used for a
variety of important use cases including security forensics,
business insights, trend analysis, resource optimization, and
so on. Since many of these cases benefit from large amounts
of data, companies strive to retain their logs for as long as
possible. Moreover, some industries (e.g., health services) are
required by law to store their logs for up to six years [5].

However, storing and analyzing a large amount of log data
impose significant costs. Although it is difficult to obtain
transparent, publicly available information about companies’
storage costs, studies have estimated that a lower bound for
capital depreciation and operational costs could be on the
order of two cents per gigabyte, per month [7]. For a company
like eBay, this translates to over $50 million to store the logs
generated in a year, and nearly $500 million to store the logs

generated over three years. As a result, the log management
industry has grown incredibly large.

Currently, Elastic [2] and Splunk [4] are two of the largest
companies in the industry. In just their last fiscal year, Elastic
reported revenue of $428 million with a total of 11,300 cus-
tomers [14] while Splunk reported revenue of $2.359 billion
with 19,400 customers [36]. Moreover, their offerings, Elas-
ticsearch [15] and Splunk Enterprise [37], are used by several
large companies like eBay, Verizon, and Netflix.

Tools like Splunk Enterprise and Elasticsearch operate by
generating external indexes on the log messages during in-
gestion. Then in response to a query, these tools can quickly
search the indexes corresponding to the logs, decompressing
only the chunks of data that may contain logs matching the
search phrase. Elasticsearch, for example, is built around a
general-purpose search engine Lucene [42]. However, this
approach comes at the cost of a large amount of storage space
and memory usage. Although these tools apply light com-
pression to the logs, the indexes often consume an amount of
space that is the same order of magnitude as the raw logs’ size;
furthermore, these indexes must be kept mostly in memory or
on fast random access storage in order to be fully effective.
Thus, Splunk Enterprise and Elasticsearch users with large
amounts of data can only afford to retain their indexed logs
for a short period, typically a few weeks [8].

To avoid discarding logs at the end of their retention pe-
riod, companies can use industry-standard compression tools
like Gzip [21] to archive them, potentially gaining a 95%
reduction in storage costs. In addition, recent advancements
in compression algorithms like Zstandard [16] bring signif-
icantly improved compression and decompression speeds.
However, these general-purpose compressors are not designed
with search (on compressed data) in mind. They typically en-
code duplicates in length-distance pairs [40, 49], i.e., starting
from the current position, if the next L (length) characters
are the same as the ones starting at D (distance) behind, we
can encode the next L characters with (D,L), and directly
embed this pair at the current position, an approach known as
an internal macro scheme [40]. Performing searches on this
archived data, however, is painful and slow—the tool needs
to sequentially scan the entire data set, essentially decom-
pressing the data. This leads to the unfortunate reality that log
analysis and log archiving are generally mutually exclusive.
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To bridge this gap, we have created a method for lossless
log compression that still allows efficient searches on the
compressed data, without the need to decompress every log
message. It works by combining a domain-specific compres-
sion and search algorithm with a lightweight general-purpose
compression algorithm. The former allows us to achieve a
modest amount of compression without sacrificing search
performance. The latter increases the overall compression
ratio significantly with a minor impact on compression and
decompression performance.

The domain-specific compression algorithm uses an ex-
ternal macro scheme, i.e., it extracts the duplicated patterns
into a dictionary that is stored separately from the encoded
log messages [40]. A search query will be processed by first
searching in the dictionary, and then searching those encoded
messages for which the dictionary search suggests possible
matches. This method relies on the simple observation that to-
day’s software logs contain a large amount of repetitive static
text. By systematically separating the static text from the vari-
able values, the algorithm can deduplicate the static text into
a dictionary. Applying a similar process to the variable values,
the algorithm converts an entire log message into a series of
integers and dictionary entries that are easily compressible
using a general-purpose compressor.

The search process similarly encodes the query string as a
compressed message and searches for a match; but supporting
queries with wildcards makes this process significantly more
involved. For example, a wildcard can make it ambiguous
whether a token is part of the message’s static text or whether
it is part of a variable. As a result, the algorithm must consider
the effect of wildcards at every stage of the encoding and
search process.

Using this method of compression and search, we have built
an end-to-end log management tool, CLP1, that enables real-
time data ingestion, search, analytics, and alerting on top of an
entire history of logs. CLP is agnostic to the format of logs and
can ingest heterogeneous and unstructured logs. As a result,
CLP is capable of reducing the size of currently archived logs
while simultaneously enabling search and analytics on the
compressed data.

Our evaluation shows that CLP’s compression ratio is sig-
nificantly higher compared to all tested compressors (e.g., 2x
of Gzip), while enabling efficient search on compressed data.
This comparison even includes industry-standard tools like Zs-
tandard at their highest (and slowest) compression level. Fur-
thermore, CLP’s search speed outperforms commonly used
sequential search tools on compressed data by 8x in a wide
range of queries. Even compared with index-based log-search
tools Splunk Enterprise and Elasticsearch, CLP outperforms
them by 4.2x and 1.3x respectively. CLP’s distributed archi-
tecture further allows it to scale to petabytes of logs. CLP is
open-sourced and can be found at https://yscope.com. It

1CLP stands for Compressed Log Processor

is also hosted in the cloud so users can use it as a service.
CLP’s main limitation is that its algorithm is designed pri-

marily for text logs. This is not a problem in the vast majority
of software logs that we have seen, but we acknowledge that
there are projects that log primarily binary or structured data.
However, if converted to text with a verbose schema, these
logs can be compressed and searched using CLP without
additional overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 describes
the core elements of CLP’s design for compression and search.
§3 details how CLP handles the various intricacies of han-
dling wildcards and patterns of variables. §4 describes our
syntax for variable patterns. §5 explains how CLP can cache
queries in reusable manner for performance. §6 describes a
characteristic of CLP’s compression format that can be used
for privacy control. §7 discusses the evaluation results of CLP
compared with other tools. Finally, §8 discusses related work,
before we conclude in §9.

2 Design Overview

CLP is a complete end-to-end system for ingesting, archiv-
ing, searching, and analyzing log messages. Figure 1 shows
an overview of CLP’s compression and search architecture.
Within the compression architecture, logs can be ingested ei-
ther through CLP’s real-time ingestion engine (e.g., from rsys-
log, Fluentd, Logstash, etc.) or by reading them directly from
local or cloud storage (e.g., Amazon S3 [29]). The compres-
sion nodes compress the ingested logs into a set of archives.
Users can access the compressed logs transparently using a
Unix terminal through the Filesystem in Userspace (FUSE)
layer or by querying them through CLP’s search interface.

CLP allows users to query their logs using a wildcard
search followed by a series of operators. An example query is
shown in Figure 2, containing four commands pipelined with
a Unix-style pipe (‘|’). The first command returns all log mes-
sages matching the search phrase (‘*’ is a wildcard character
that matches zero or more characters). Results are piped to the
regex operator which uses a regular expression to extract the
container ID and operation runtime, storing them in user de-
fined variables. Next, the filter operator filters for runtimes
that are above “0.1”. Finally, the unique operator generates
a list of unique container IDs that satisfy the filter. Overall,
this query returns the unique containers where the assignment
operation took over 0.1 seconds in the 172.128.*.* subnet.
We refer to this type of query as a pipelined query.

CLP’s search architecture supports pipelined queries by
combining search nodes with a MapReduce-style [11] frame-
work. CLP receives queries through its web UI or Python
APIs. Queries are first serviced by the search nodes which
perform a wildcard search on the archives. Results are then
forwarded to the operator nodes, after which the final results
are sent back to the user. Users can also create alerts that
trigger when newly added log messages satisfy a saved query.
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of CLP.

"Task * assigned to container*:172.128" | 
regex "(?<container>container_\d+).* took (?<runtime>\d+)" 
| filter float(runtime) > 0.1 | unique container

Figure 2: A query example. CLP operator and keywords are in blue,
and user-defined variables are in red.

Note that because search is the first stage of every query, it is
also the most important for performance since it operates on
compressed data and all other stages operate on the decom-
pressed data it outputs.

We aim to satisfy three objectives with this design: First,
logs should be compressed losslessly so that users can delete
their original logs without worrying that CLP would destruc-
tively transform them (e.g., by changing the precision of
floating-point values). Second, users should be able to search
their logs for any value, in contrast to index-based search tools
which typically only allow searches for indexed values. For
example, unlike grep-like tools that respect all characters in
a search phrase, indexed-based search tools typically ignore
punctuation and stop words (e.g., “and”). Finally, CLP should
be performant and scalable so that users can use it to ingest
and search a large amount of log data while saving on storage
costs. By satisfying these objectives, we aim to bridge the
gap between conventional log archival and search, e.g., using
gzip and grep, and large-scale log analysis, e.g., using Splunk
Enterprise or Elasticsearch.

The core of CLP is implemented in C++ for performance
while higher-level functionality is built in a variety of lan-
guages from Java to JavaScript.

2.1 Compression

CLP’s compression consists of two steps: first it deduplicates
highly repetitive parts of each log message and encodes them
in a special format, then it applies a lightweight compressor
to the encoded data, further reducing its size. This section
focuses on explaining the first step.

CLP splits each message into three pieces: 1) the log type,
which is typically the static text that is highly repetitive, 2)
variable values, and 3) the timestamp (if the message con-
tains one). CLP further separates variable values into two

categories: those that are repetitive, such as various identifiers
(e.g., a username), and those that are not (e.g., a job’s com-
pletion time). We refer to the former as dictionary variables
since CLP extracts and stores them in a dictionary; the lat-
ter are called non-dictionary variables. Figure 3 shows a log
message and how CLP converts it into a compressed form.
Overall, this requires parsing the message to extract the afore-
mentioned components and then compressing it using CLP’s
domain-specific compression algorithm.

2.1.1 Parsing Messages

CLP parses logs using a set of user-specified rules for match-
ing variables. For example, Figure 4 lists a set of rules that
can be used to parse the example log message. Lines 3–5
contain three dictionary variable schemas and line 8 contains
a non-dictionary variable schema. This is similar to tools
like Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise that either provide
application-specific parsing rules or ask users to write their
own. CLP provides a default set of schemas that can be ap-
plied universally to all log formats, or users can optimize
them to achieve better compression and faster searches on
their workloads.

One challenge with using variable schemas is that they can
match pieces of a log message in multiple ways. For instance,
“172.128.0.41” could match the schema for an IP address or
it could match two instances of the floating point number
schema, joined by a period. However, we have observed that
developers typically separate different variable values with
one or more delimiter characters. Furthermore, they also use
delimiters to separate variable values from static tokens in the
log type. We call this the tokenization rule, which states that
a token is inseparable. That is, an entire token is either a vari-
able value or part of the log type. In this case, “172.128.0.41”
will be treated as a single token, so it can only match an IP ad-
dress instead of two floating point numbers joined by a period.
Accordingly, CLP allows users to specify a set of delimiters
that ensures their schemas only match variables in a way that
respects the tokenization rule.

To parse a log message, CLP first parses and encodes the
message’s timestamp as milliseconds from the Unix epoch.
CLP then tokenizes the log message using the user-specified
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ID  Schema                              Ptr

0   task_\d+         

1   \d{1,3}\.\d{1,3}\.\d{1,3}\.\d{1,3}

2   container_\d+ 

ID  Log type                                                          Segments

4   INFO Task \x11\x00 assigned to container: [NodeAddress:\x11\x01,  ...

     ContainerID:\x11\x02], operation took \x12\x13 seconds

ID  Variable value  Segments

8   task_12         ...

Timestamp      Log type ID  Variable values

1577934245006  4            8 9 9 0x3FD570A3D70A3D71

ID  Variable value  Segments

9   172.128.0.41    ...

ID  Variable value  Segments

9   container_15    ...

Log type

dictionary

Variable

dictionary

Encoded

messages

2020-01-02T03:04:05.006 INFO Task task_12 assigned to container: [NodeAddr

ess:172.128.0.41, ContainerID:container_15], operation took 0.335 seconds
Log message

Figure 3: A log message and its encoding. Dictionary variables are in blue; Non-dictionary variables are in orange.

1 delimiters: "[],: "
2 dictionary_variables:
3 "task_\d+" # Task ID
4 "\d{1 ,3}\.\d{1 ,3}\.\d{1 ,3}\.\d{1,3}" # IP
5 "container_\d+" # Container ID
6

7 non_dictionary_variables:
8 "\d+\.\d+" as floating_point_number

Figure 4: Schemas used to parse the example in Figure 3.

delimiters. For each token, CLP compares it with each vari-
able schema to determine whether it is a variable value. In
Figure 3, CLP identifies three dictionary variables in the log
message—“task_12”, “172.128.0.41”, and “container_15”—
and a non-dictionary variable value, “0.335”.

2.1.2 Compressing Messages

Once parsed, the dictionary variables are stored in a two-
level variable dictionary, referred to as a vDict. The first level
maps each dictionary variable schema to a unique ID. Each
schema is also mapped to a pointer that points to the second
level of the vDict, where the actual variable value is stored.
In Figure 3, the schemas for the task ID, IP address, and
container ID are mapped to IDs 0, 1, and 2 in the first level,
and the actual variable values are stored in the second level.

Non-dictionary variable values are stored directly in the
encoded log message if possible. For example, “0.335” is en-
coded using the IEEE-754 standard [1] and stored as a 64-bit
value in the encoded message. CLP currently supports en-
coding floating point numbers and integers as non-dictionary
variables. If a non-dictionary variable cannot be encoded pre-
cisely within 64-bits (e.g., its value overflows), it is stored as
a dictionary variable instead. Non-dictionary variables tend

to be unique values like counters, so they do not benefit from
being stored in a dictionary. We use a fixed-width 64-bit
encoding instead of a variable-width encoding because it is
simple to implement, and the space inefficiency is diminished
by the lightweight compressor applied to the encoded data.

The remaining portion of the log message is treated as
being part of the log type, where variable values are replaced
with special placeholder characters. Each unique log type is
stored in the log type dictionary, or ltDict, and is indexed by
an ID. CLP uses byte ‘\x11’ to represent a dictionary variable
value. The next one or more bytes after ‘\x11’ are an index into
the vDict’s first level, i.e., an index to the variable schema. In
Figure 3, ‘\x00’, ‘\x01’, and ‘\x02’ in the log type are indices
to the three schemas for the task ID, IP address, and container
ID in the vDict. CLP uses ‘\x12’ as the placeholder for a
floating point non-dictionary value. The next byte, ‘\x13’, in
the log type indicates that there is one digit before and three
digits after the ‘.’ character in the raw log message, ensuring
the floating point value can be losslessly decompressed.

Note that we could choose any bytes for the placeholder
characters, but since ‘\x11’ and ‘\x12’ are not printable ASCII
characters, they are unlikely to appear in text logs. If they do,
CLP will escape them before insertion into the log type.

CLP outputs the encoded message as a tuple with three
elements as shown in Figure 3: a 64-bit timestamp, a 32-
bit log type ID, and a sequence of 64-bit variable IDs and
encoded variable values.

We have experimented with additional encoding schemes
that can further reduce the size of the encoded data, but de-
cided not to adopt them due to their undesirable trade-off.
For example, we could store variable IDs and non-dictionary
variable values using a variable-length encoding, instead of a
fixed-length 64-bit encoding. We have also experimented with
delta encodings, run-length encodings, and so on. However,
these would come at the cost of search performance since
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Timestamps                Log types                  Variables             

Log file 1                                        Log file 2                               Log file 3                                      

Figure 5: Storing encoded messages in column-oriented manner. It
shows a segment that contains three encoded log files.

it is faster to scan fixed-length values than variable-length
values. Moreover, the space savings are negligible after the
lightweight compressor is applied on the encoded data.

2.1.3 Decompressing Messages

CLP’s decompression process is generally a reversal of the
compression process. Given an encoded message, CLP uses
the message’s log type ID to find the corresponding log type
in the ltDict. CLP then reconstructs the variable values and
replaces the placeholders in the log type. For example, CLP re-
constructs the variable value “task_12” in Figure 3 as follows:
the first ‘\x11’ in the log type indicates that it is a dictionary
variable, so CLP uses the next byte, ‘\x00’ as an index into the
first level of the vDict. CLP then uses the variable ID stored
in the encoded message (8 in this case) to index the corre-
sponding second level of the vDict, and restores the variable
value “task_12”. Finally, CLP converts the timestamp back to
text and inserts it into the message.

2.1.4 On-disk Format

Figure 1 also shows the on-disk format of CLP’s compressed
logs. CLP encodes each message and stores them in the same
temporal order as in the original log file. This ensures the
file can be losslessly decompressed. The encoded messages
are initially buffered in memory, and once the buffer reaches
a certain size, they are compressed using Zstandard before
being written to disk, creating what we call a segment.

Encoded messages are stored in a column-oriented man-
ner [39], as shown in Figure 5—CLP stores the timestamp
column of the messages from log file 1, then its log type IDs,
and finally the variable IDs and values column, before storing
the three columns of the next log file. Storing columnar data-
series reduces data entropy within Zstandard’s compression
window, significantly improving compression ratio. In addi-
tion, columnar data-series can improve search performance:
for instance, if users search for a message in a specific time
range, CLP can skip messages outside that time range by only
scanning the timestamp column rather than all columns.

Multiple segments further belong to an archive, where all
segments in an archive use the same log type and variable
dictionaries. CLP automatically closes and creates a new
archive when the dictionaries reach a size threshold. This
ensures that the dictionaries do not grow too large such that
they have non-negligible loading times for decompression

and search. CLP also compresses the dictionaries using the
same lightweight compressor applied to the segments.

Each entry in the ltDict and the vDict’s second level also
has a list of pointers to segments that contain the particular log
type or variable value. CLP is I/O bound reading segments, so
this serves the purpose of a coarse-grained search index. We
index at the granularity of segments since any query that has
a hit in a segment requires the segment to be decompressed
from its beginning to the matched message. Without the index,
any search that matched a dictionary entry required searching
all segments in the archive.

For each archive, CLP also stores metadata about the log
files and directories that were compressed. For each file, the
metadata contains the original filesystem path of the file, the
number of log messages it contains, the starting and ending
timestamp of the messages in the file, the format of its times-
tamp (used to reconstruct the timestamp during decompres-
sion), and the segment that contains the compressed messages
from the log file. In addition, the metadata contains the three
offsets in the segment corresponding to the starting locations
of the messages in this log file: one for each of the timestamp
column, log type column, and variable column. These offsets
are used to speedup the search when users use search filters.
For example, a user could search for filenames that match
a specific pattern, such as yarn.log (the log produced by
YARN in a Hadoop cluster). Users can also specify the time
range of the search, so CLP will first filter log files based on
the starting and ending timestamps. In such cases, the meta-
data as well as the content in the data columns themselves
allow CLP to skip scanning parts of data columns or files.

For directories, the metadata in the archive stores the paths
of any empty directory that was compressed. An empty direc-
tory may be indicative of missing logs or it may be named
after an identifier that the user wishes to keep. Thus, to ensure
lossless decompression, these paths must be stored.

CLP also supports different compression modes that can
offer improved compression at the cost of a minor reduction
in performance. This is achieved by changing the lightweight
compressor’s settings. CLP currently ships with three modes:
“Default” that uses Zstandard at level 3 and is concurrently
optimized for compression speed and search performance;
“Archive” that uses 7z-lzma at level 1 and offers higher com-
pression with slightly reduced search performance; and finally,
“Ultra” that uses 7z-lzma at level 9 and offers even higher com-
pression with further reduced search performance. CLP can
migrate between these modes by simply decompressing and
recompressing the segment.

2.2 Search

Given a search phrase, CLP processes it in the same way
that it compresses a log string: CLP tokenizes the phrase,
extracts variable values, and constructs the log type. Next,
CLP searches the archive’s dictionaries for the log type and
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# Log type Variables CLP’s processing
1 "Task * assigned to container*:\x11\x01" "172.128*" (IP address) Log type, var. search, scan segments
2 "Task * assigned to container*:\x12?" "172.128*" (float num.) Log type search (no match)
3 "Task * assigned to container*:178.128*" - Log type search (no match)
4 "Task * assigned to \x11\x02*:\x11\x01" "container*" (container ID) Log type search (no match)

"172.128*" (IP address)
5 "Task * assigned to \x11\x02*:\x12?" "container*" (container ID) Log type search (no match)

"172.128*" (floating point num.)
6 "Task * assigned to \x11\x02*:178.128*" "container*" (container ID) Log type search (no match)

Table 1: Processing of the search example in Figure 2. Each row is a sub-query generated by CLP.

dictionary variables. If matches are found for the log type and
all dictionary variables, CLP proceeds to search the segments
for encoded messages that contain the matching log type ID,
dictionary variable IDs, and encoded non-dictionary variables.

However, wildcards in the search phrase complicate this
process. CLP supports search phrases that can contain two
types of wildcard characters: ‘*’ (henceforth referred to as a
*-card) that can match zero or more characters and ‘?’ (hence-
forth referred to as as a ?-card) that matches any single char-
acter. First, it is nontrivial to tokenize a string with wildcards.
For example, the string “Task*assigned” could be a single to-
ken or two tokens (“Task*” and “*assigned”) since a *-card

can match both non-delimiter and delimiter characters. Fur-
thermore, it is nontrivial to determine if a token with a wild-
card matches a variable schema. Finally, without wildcards,
a token will be unambiguously categorized as either a log
type, a dictionary variable, or a non-dictionary variable; but
with wildcards, a token could belong to multiple categories.
We address the first two issues in Section 3 and continue a
discussion of the third challenge below.

2.2.1 Handling Ambiguous Tokens

Consider the search command in Figure 2. CLP first inserts a
*-card at the beginning and end of the search string, turning it
into a substring search to match user-expectations. Then after
tokenization, CLP recognizes the following tokens: “*Task”,
“assigned”, “to”, “container*”, “172.128*”. Note that CLP
does not consider a lone *-card as a token. For example, the
*-card after “Task” is not treated as a token.

Each token is then compared against all of the variable
schemas. CLP determines that “*Task”, “assigned”, and “to”
do not match any schemas, hence they are part of the log
type. Ambiguity exists for the other two tokens: “172.128*”
could match an IP address schema or a floating point number,
“container*” could match a container ID, and both could also
be part of the log type. This creates a total of six combinations,
and CLP generates a sub-query for each possibility.

Table 1 lists the six generated sub-queries. The first three
treat “container*” as part of the log type, and “172.128*” is
treated as part of an IP address, a floating point number, and
the log type in sub-query 1, 2, and 3 respectively. When treat-

ing “172.128*” as a floating point number, CLP does not know
the value’s exact precision, so it inserts a ?-card to match all
possibilities. Sub-query 4–6 in Table 1 consider the cases that
“container*” is treated as a dictionary variable container ID.

Each sub-query will be processed in three steps. First, CLP
searches the ltDict for matching log type. Only when there is
a matching log type, it proceeds to the next step of searching
the vDict for the dictionary variables. And only when there
is at least one matching result for every dictionary variable,
CLP proceeds to the third step. It takes the intersection of
the segment indexes of the matching log type and dictionary
variables, and for each of these segments, CLP decompresses
the segment and searches for encoded messages matching the
encoded query. If any of the first two steps return no matching
result, or the intersection of the segment indexes is empty,
the sub-query processing returns with no match. Different
sub-queries will be processed in parallel.

For the six sub-queries shown in Table 1, only the first sub-
query will exercise all three steps and return the matching log
message shown in Figure 3. The processing of the other five
sub-queries will return after step one, because the generated
log type does not match any log types in the ltDict (these log
types are impossible).

2.2.2 Optimizing CLP Queries

The way users write their search phrase can significantly affect
the speed of the search. In our evaluation, dictionary search
time is negligible compared to a segment scan; furthermore,
log type dictionary search time is negligible compared with
variable dictionary search. Therefore the best practice is to
provide enough information in the search phrase to help CLP
narrow down the log type or the dictionary variable values
or both. The user can also speedup the search by filtering for
a specific time range or log file path, dramatically shrinking
the search scope. For example, the user could use a search
phrase “172.128” to perform the previous query, but the search
performance may be much worse. CLP will determine that
“172.128” could be part of an IP address, floating point number,
or the log type, and generate three sub-queries with log types
being “\x11\x01”, “\x12?”, and “172.128”. However, the first
two sub-queries will likely result in numerous matching log
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types in practice, i.e., any log type that contains an IP address
or a floating point number, so CLP will end-up scanning a
large number of segments.

Currently CLP does not use any additional index on its
dictionary entries. A search on the ltDict, for example, will
sequentially scan each entry. This is not a problem for now as
the bottleneck in search is in scanning the segments, because
the dictionaries are small. CLP also does not have any index
on non-dictionary variables. We plan to add index (e.g., B-
trees) to non-dictionary variables in the near future.

2.3 Handling Special Cases
Users have two options for changing variable schemas after
log data has already been compressed. The new schema can
be applied only to newly compressed data, in which case each
archive will also need to retain the schemas that were used
to compress the data. Alternatively, the users can ask CLP to
update existing archives to use the new schema, and CLP will
have to decompress and recompress the data.

CLP can also warn the user if the schemas they provided
are not optimal. For example, if the user forgot to specify the
schema of a variable, that variable would be encoded as part
of the log type, and could “pollute” the log type dictionary
where a large number of similar log types are created, with
the only difference being that variable value. CLP can detect
this case by comparing the edit distance between log types
and issue a warning.

Although rarely used, CLP also supports the deletion of
log messages. The encoded messages will be deleted from the
affected segments, which involves recompressing the segment
data using the general-purpose compressor and writing it to
disk. The segment index in the dictionaries will also need to
be updated.

Currently CLP does not support SQL-style join operations
in a single query. However, users can perform joins in their
client program using CLP’s APIs.

2.4 Distributed Architecture
CLP adopts a simple controller and data node design that
enables high scalability, similar to other widely used big data
systems [9,11,22,41]. The central controller simply manages
metadata and node failures, while the data intensive com-
putation of compression and search as described above are
performed by each data node independently. Compressed data
is stored on a distributed filesystem to ensure reliability.

The controller maintains three metadata tables: 1) log files,
2) archives, and 3) empty directories. The log files table stores
the metadata of each raw log file (its file system path, the
number of log messages, etc.) as well as the archive that
contains this log file. Note that if the log messages are directly
streamed to CLP using a log aggregation tool (e.g., rsyslog,
Fluentd, Logstash, etc.), CLP still splits them into logical

files once the buffered log messages reach a certain size or
time frame. The archives table stores the metadata of each
archive including which data node stores this archive. The
empty directories table stores the paths of empty directories
compressed in each archive.

The purpose of these metadata tables is only to speedup
the search. For example, a user can specify a filter to only
search log files whose file names match a certain pattern.
The information stored in these tables is also stored in the
archives, so even if the tables are lost, there is no risk of
data loss. Nevertheless, we replicate the metadata tables three
times with failover handling.

In order for CLP’s compression and search to scale in a dis-
tributed system, each archive is independent of other archives
and immutable once written. This independence makes com-
pression easily parallelizable without any synchronization
between threads writing different archives. The immutability
ensures that a search thread can query an archive without syn-
chronizing with a compression thread. To avoid coordination
between search threads, each archive is only queried by a
single thread for a given query. Thus, CLP parallelizes com-
pression and search at the granularity of individual archives.

File System Integration Using FUSE. CLP has the ability
to transparently integrate with a user’s existing environment.
For example, a user can use GNU find to search for files, and
use VIM to open a compressed log file. We implement this by
intercepting the file system operations using FUSE (Filesys-
tem in Userspace) [44]. It walks the directory hierarchy stored
in the log files table and decompresses the required data on
demand to satisfy I/O requests. Common I/O optimizations
such as caching, I/O request re-ordering and batching are per-
formed to further increase CLP’s efficiency and performance.

3 Wildcards and Schemas

We face two fundamental challenges in handling wildcards.
Recall that CLP’s encoding process requires tokenizing the
input, extracting each token that matches a variable schema,
and finally composing the log type. The first challenge in
handling wildcards is determining how to tokenize a string
containing wildcards, given that a wildcard could either match
a delimiter or non-delimiter character. The second is determin-
ing if a token containing wildcards (a wildcard token) could
match a given variable schema. Both of these challenges oc-
cur because a wildcard string has a range of possible inputs
that it could match, and CLP’s task is to encode all possible
inputs so that they can be used for search.

3.1 Wildcard String Tokenization

To tokenize a wildcard search string, we need to consider
each possible interpretation of every wildcard in the string.
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# *-card interpretation Spans
1 Delimiters only “*to”, “*”, “container*”
2 Non-delimiters only “*to*container*”
3 Both “*to*”, “*”, “*container*”

Table 2: The spans generated by tokenizing “*to*container*”
depending on the interpretation of the central *-card.

For example, consider the search string “*to?container*”. If
the ?-card is interpreted as a delimiter, the string will gen-
erate three spans: “*to”, “?”, and “container*”. We use the
term span to refer to either a contiguous set of non-delimiter
characters, or a contiguous set of delimiter characters. Using
the schemas in Figure 4 on these spans, CLP will find that
the last span matches a variable schema and the rest match
the log type in Figure 3. However, if the ?-card is interpreted
as a non-delimiter, then the entire string will be treated as a
single token and CLP will find neither a matching schema nor
log type. Accordingly, CLP must generate sub-queries from
each unique tokenization of the search string.

To handle *-cards, CLP technically needs to consider
that a *-card can be interpreted as either 1) matching non-
delimiters only, 2) matching delimiters only, or 3) matching
non-delimiters and delimiters. However, because a *-card

matches zero or more characters, we can skip a case.
Consider the search string “*to*container*”. To simplify

the discussion, we only consider the interpretation of the
central *-card and assume the others are interpreted as non-
delimiters only. Table 2 lists the spans generated for each
case. Note that the third tokenization is from interpreting the
*-card as zero or more non-delimiters, followed by zero or
more non-delimiters and delimiters, followed by zero or more
non-delimiters. Comparing the first and third tokenization, we
can see that the third is a more general version of the first. As
a result, CLP does not need to consider the first tokenization.
We can generalize this as follows: If a *-card is interpreted to
have a different type than either of the characters surrounding
it, the tokenization should split the string at the *-card while
leaving *-cards attached to the surrounding character.

3.2 Comparing Expressions
To compare a wildcard token to a variable schema, CLP needs
to determine if they overlap in the words that they could
match. More formally, let U represent the words matched
by the wildcard-containing token, and V represent the words
matched by the variable schema. CLP needs to determine if
U

⋂
V 6= /0. For example, the wildcard token, “task_?”, and

the variable schema, “task_\d+” both match task IDs with one
digit. Therefore, CLP can consider that this token matches
the schema. However, this intersection does not imply that
U =V , so CLP must still consider that “task_?” may be part
of the log type (e.g., if the ?-card matches an alphabet). To
determine if U =V , CLP could verify that U

⋂
V c = /0, where

V c is the set complement of V , but we find that this is rarely
true in practice.

This is a standard problem of comparing the accepted in-
put sets of two regular expressions. However, modern regular
expression engines support irregular expressions (e.g., back-
references) that prevent them from supporting this standard
operation. Furthermore, we could not find a widely-used en-
gine that supported strictly regular languages. So we built our
own engine and use it to compute this intersection as well as
enforce rules on the supported variable schemas.

4 Schema Design

Up until this point, we have only discussed schemas that
match a single token. However, there are several variable
values that fall outside this definition. For example, using the
delimiters in Figure 4, the variable value “0.0.0.0:80” is a set
of two tokens (“0.0.0.0” and “80”) joined by a delimiter (‘:’).
Similarly, “ block id : 1073741827 ” is a variable value that
can only be categorized as a block ID if the schema takes into
account the tokens before the actual variable value. To handle
these cases, we extend our definition of a schema to include
multiple regular expressions.

A schema in CLP is a sequence of regular expressions,
where each expression exclusively contains non-delimiters or
delimiters; we refer to the former as a token expression and
the latter as a delimiter expression. In addition, the sequence
must alternate between token and delimiter expressions, or
else the tokenization rule could be violated. Finally, a schema
may include non-capturing prefix and suffix expressions that
are used to contextualize the schema.

CLP ships with a few default schemas that we have found
are effective in capturing most variables. Specifically, we have
a schema each for non-dictionary integer and floating point
values. In addition, we have a schemas that match any token
with a digit or any token preceded by an equals sign. Finally,
we treat most non-alphanumeric characters as delimiters ex-
cept for a few like underscores and periods.

5 Compressed Persistent Caching

Our experience with CLP shows that it is typically bottle-
necked by I/O. Although, the dictionaries and segment index
help to avoid much of this I/O, queries that match rare log
types can still end up reading an entire segment. Thus, we
designed a caching mechanism to improve the performance
of these queries.

Consider a segment with two log types: ltA comprising
90% of messages in the segment and ltB comprising 10%
of messages. A query for either log type without applying
any filtering requires reading the entire segment since ltA and
ltB’s messages are interspersed. A query for ltB would read
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90% more data (i.e., those belonging to ltA) than necessary,
and a query for ltA would read 10% unnecessary data.

One possible solution is to sort the log types in each seg-
ment, but this introduces two problems. First, since the seg-
ment is compressed as a single stream, if a log type’s messages
start in the middle of the segment, queries for that log type will
require decompressing all messages before it. Second, since
messages are no longer ordered as in the raw log file, each
message would also need to store its position in the original
log file so that we could maintain lossless decompression.

Another solution is to store each log type in its own seg-
ment, but this too introduces complications: For example,
compression performance will be decreased since CLP will
have to repeatedly open and close several segments, one for
each log type in a file (in reality, the number of such single-
log-type segments may exceed the number of open files per
process that the OS allows, preventing CLP from keeping the
files open at the same time). As a result, we do not use this
strategy as our primary storage method but rather as a cache.

CLP’s policy is to cache recently read, infrequent log types
by storing each log type in its own segment. These segments
are created in addition to the existing segments compressed by
CLP, instead of replacing them. Specifically, when a user runs
a query containing one or more log types, CLP will attempt
to cache messages with those log types (henceforth referred
to as caching log types) if the query does not return too many
messages. The specific number of messages is configurable
and will depend on the user’s performance requirements and
system resources. Only infrequent log types are cached be-
cause they offer both the best speedup and least additional
storage cost.

When CLP tries to cache a new log type and the cache is
full, it will need to decide whether to evict an existing log type
or discard the new log type. Its policy is to evict log types
that 1) have not been recently queried, and 2) that contain
more messages than the new log type to be cached. The
first condition is necessary to ensure that the cache does not
eventually become filled with the most infrequent log types
due to the second condition. The duration that is considered
recent can also be configured by the user and again depends
on their deployment. Note that in practice, a user’s query
may match multiple log types, in which case, CLP creates a
persistent cache file for each log type independently.

The format of each log type segment in the cache is similar
to the regular segments, but with a few key differences. First,
there is no log type column since the entire file has the same
log type. Second, each message additionally includes a log
file path identifier, a timestamp format identifier and an op-
tional message number. These identifiers are necessary since
messages in this file may come from many different log files.
Finally, the log type segment is named in a way that it can be
easily referenced using the corresponding log type ID.

With the cache enabled, CLP processes a query in two
parts: one for the log type cache and one for the non-cache

Name Files Log Messages Size (GB)
/var/log/*-7GB 9,335 63,197,765 7
OpenStack-33GB 810 74,188,154 33
Apache-6TB 5,293 26,135,489,184 6,304
Hadoop-14TB 18,170 57,323,941,112 14,510

Table 3: The log datasets used to evaluate CLP.

segments. To determine which log types are in the cache, CLP
simply uses each log type’s ID to locate its corresponding
segment. If one exists, it is searched like any other segment
and the log type is removed from the query. Then, any re-
maining uncached log types are searched for in the non-cache
segments, completing the query.

6 Data Scrubbing and Obfuscation

A useful feature of CLP’s design is the ability to quickly ob-
fuscate data (e.g., to comply with data privacy laws) using
the compression dictionaries. Consider a case where a user
wants to obfuscate a username, “johnsmart9”, from all log
messages. Since this username will be stored in the variable
dictionary, it can be easily replaced with an obfuscated string
like “x93n4f9”. Similarly, if a user wanted to hide all user-
names from a certain log type, they could simply modify the
log type in the dictionary to contain a generic username in
place of the actual username. Moreover, since the dictionaries
are typically much smaller than the segments or the raw data,
these replacement operations will be much faster than they
would be if the logs were not compressed.

7 Evaluation

CLP has been used to compress petabytes of logs from hun-
dreds of different applications, and we have verified that its
compression is lossless in all cases. Our evaluation focuses
on CLP’s performance. Specifically, we explore: 1) CLP’s
compression ratio and speed; 2) CLP’s search performance;
and 3) CLP’s scalability and resource efficiency.

7.1 Experiment Setup
Table 3 shows the log corpuses used in our evaluation. The
/var/log/* corpus contains all of the logs in the /var/log/

directory generated by a cluster of more than 30 Linux
servers over the past six years. The OpenStack-33GB log
set was gathered by running the cloud scalability benchmark
tool, Rally [45], on top of OpenStack. Apache-6TB contains
Apache httpd access logs collected over a 15-year period by
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s EDGAR
system [43]. The Hadoop-14TB logs were generated by three
Hadoop clusters, each containing 48 data nodes, running work-
loads from the HiBench Benchmark Suite [25] for a month.
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Note that the datasets generated by benchmarking tools may
be artificially uniform, as benchmarks do not always capture
the randomness of real-world deployments. However, this
should not affect our claims since we compare CLP relative
to other tools on the same datasets.

Experiments were performed on a cluster of 16 Linux
servers connected over a 10GbE network, each with an eight-
core Intel Xeon E5-2630v3 processor and 128GB of DDR4
memory. Unless otherwise specified, all data is stored on a
3TB (labelled 3TB, real-size 2.73TB) 7200RPM SATA HDD
connected to each machine.

We compare CLP with Gzip 1.6, Zstandard 1.3.3, and
7z 16.02 for compression, in addition to ripgrep 12.1.0, Elas-
ticsearch 7.8.0 and Splunk Enterprise 8.0.3 for search. All
versions were the latest releases from Ubuntu 18.04’s package
manager, Elastic, and Splunk at the time of the experiments.

We use ripgrep to search the archives produced by general-
purpose compressors. ripgrep is a grep-derivative designed
with aggressive system and algorithmic optimizations that
allow it to outperform grep significantly. Moreover, ripgrep
offers advanced parallelization and can directly search the
contents of Gzip, Zstandard, and 7z-lzma archives.

We modified Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise’s default
configuration only enough to ensure they matched CLP’s
search capabilities without storing more data. In practice, we
expect a user in need of CLP’s capabilities would do the same.
Recall CLP can perform wildcard searches on log messages as
well as filtering based on file paths and time ranges. We do not
explicitly evaluate the filtering features but supporting them
increases the amount of data that Elasticsearch and Splunk
Enterprise store in their indexes.

Splunk Enterprise’s default configuration matches almost
all of CLP’s capabilities with the exception of wildcard
searches. Due to the way Splunk Enterprise indexes tokens
with punctuation like “AA-BB-123”, it cannot perform queries
with wildcards in the middle of the token like “AA*23” [38].

For Elasticsearch, we first had to configure an index before
logs could be ingested. Typically, Elasticsearch’s ingestion
tool, Filebeat, configures a default index; but because Filebeat
was not fast enough for our use, we ingested logs using our
own parser. Elasticsearch indexes are configured with a set
of fields, each of which has a type indicating how it should
be indexed. Elasticsearch only supports wildcard searches on
fields with type “keyword”. Alternatively, Elasticsearch can
perform full text searches on “text” type fields, but this does
not match CLP’s capabilities. For example, Elasticsearch’s de-
fault tokenizer ignores stop words like “and”, whereas CLP’s
wildcard search does not. We initially tested indexing the con-
tent of each log message as a keyword-field but found that
this required 58% more storage, took 7% longer to ingest,
and was 4750% slower to search compared to indexing the
content as a text-field. Elastic also recommends indexing un-
structured content as a text-field [13]. Thus, we configured
Elasticsearch’s index with three fields: message_content with

type “text,” timestamp with type “date,” and file_path with
type “keyword.” Following Elasticsearch’s best practices [12],
we set the max heap size to 30GB for its Java Virtual Machine.

For CLP, we configured the persistent cache to store less
than 0.01% of all compressed messages and used the general-
purpose default schemas to parse the logs in all experiments.

7.2 Compression Speed and Ratio
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Figure 6: Compression ratio and speed trade-off for CLP and
general-purpose compressors. CLP’s compression generally exceeds
all other compressors and its current speed is competitive.

We first examine CLP’s tradeoff between compression ratio
and speed compared to general-purpose compressors. Each
tool was used to compress a 30GB subset of the Hadoop
corpus. In addition, all data was read from and written to a
tempfs RAM disk in order to minimize I/O overhead and fully
expose the tools’ algorithmic performance. For each tool,
we measured its single-threaded compression speed since
not all tools support multiple threads; for those that do, we
observed a minor decrease in per-core performance when
running them with multiple threads rather than independent
processes. Finally, we vary each tool’s compression level from
low to high.

Figure 6 shows the compression ratio and speed for the eval-
uated tools. Overall, CLP achieves higher compression than
Gzip or Zstandard. Compared to PPMd, a natural-language
optimized compressor, CLP slightly exceeds its compression
at their default levels and significantly exceeds it at higher
compression levels. In addition, CLP’s default level offers
performance competitive with Gzip’s default level but with
double the compression. We use CLP’s default mode for all
remaining experiments.

To compare CLP’s compression speed with Elasticsearch
and Splunk Enterprise’s ingestion speed, we reuse the previ-
ous experiment except each tool is configured to use the num-
ber of threads that provides the highest possible throughput.
In contrast with general-purpose compressors, Elasticsearch
and Splunk Enterprise are designed as multithreaded tools,
so their performance generally suffers when they are forced
to use a single thread. Figure 7 shows the results: Overall,
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# Query # results # log types # dict. vars.
Log type queries contain no variables, so CLP only searches the log type dictionary and log type columns.
Q1 “ org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.common.Storage:←↩

Analyzing storage directories for bpid ”
12 1 0

Q2 “ org.apache.hadoop.hdfs.server.datanode.DataNode:←↩
DataTransfer, at ”

2,026 1 0

Q3 “ INFO org.apache.hadoop.yarn.server.nodemanager.←↩
containermanager.container.ContainerImpl: Container ”

513,893 12 0

Q4 “ DEBUG org.apache.hadoop.mapred.ShuffleHandler:←↩
verifying request. enc_str=”

810,033 84,922 0

Non-dictionary integer queries contain an integer non-dictionary variable, so the variable column is searched in addition to
the log type search.
Q5 “ to pid 21177 as user ” 12 3 0
Q6 “ 10000 reply: ” 13,064 24 0
Q7 “ 10 reply: ” 279,284 24 0

Non-dictionary float queries: contain a float non-dictionary variable.
Q8 “ 178.2 MB ” 2,800 3 0
Q9 “ 1.9 GB ” 1,623,002 5 0

Dictionary variable queries contain dictionary variable, so log type dict., variable dict., and variable columns are searched.
Q10 “job_1528179349176_24837” 51 89,258 3
Q11 “blk_1075089282_1348458” 4,261 89,258 3
Q12 “hdfs://master:8200/HiBench/Bayes/temp/worddict” 178,076 9 1
Non-matching query: contains a potential log type but does not match any log type.
Q13 “ abcde ” 0 0 0

Table 4: The queries used in our search-performance evaluation, grouped based on how CLP processes them. The quotation marks in each
query are used to highlight any leading or trailing spaces and are not part of the query. Similarly, the←↩ symbol indicates a newline that is not
part of the query but was inserted for typesetting.
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Figure 7: Single-node ingestion speed of 30GB of Hadoop logs for
CLP, Elasticsearch, and Splunk Enterprise. CLP far exceeds their
ingestion speed.

CLP is able to ingest the corpus at least an order of magnitude
faster than both Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise.2

We also compare the tools’ compression on larger datasets.
To measure Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise’s compres-
sion ratio, we shutdown the tools to ensure any in-memory
data was persisted and then measured the size of their data
directory on disk. For Splunk Enterprise, we used a subset of
the terabyte-scale datasets since our evaluation license limited
the amount of data we could ingest per day. Figure 8 shows
the results for Gzip, Zstandard, and 7z-lzma using their de-
fault settings in addition to Elasticsearch, Splunk Enterprise,
and CLP. For all corpuses, CLP significantly outperformed all
of the evaluated tools. On average, using the default compres-

2Elasticsearch’s 38 MB/s ingestion speed can only be achieved when we
replaced its own log parsers (Logstash and Filebeat) with CLP’s, as they were
unable to ingest faster than 1 MB/s. We ported CLP’s log parser to connect
to Elasticsearch’s REST API endpoint.
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Figure 8: Compression ratio of tools on different corpuses. CLP
exceeds the ratio of the others.

sion mode without customized parsing rules, CLP’s average
compression ratio is 32. CLP’s advantage is evident on the
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OpenStack and Hadoop datasets where the log formats con-
tain a large amount of unstructured natural language. The
Apache-6TB corpus has the worst compression ratio since the
messages largely contain variable values.

In contrast, log indexing tools Elasticsearch and Splunk
Enterprise have significantly lower compression ratios at 1.75
and 2.86 respectively. This means that their on-disk data struc-
tures, including both the index and the compressed logs, are
on the same order of magnitude as the uncompressed log (57%
and 35% respectively). (Both tools recommend users keep
searchable data structures on fast storage such as an SSD.)

On average, across all experiments, CLP’s log type dictio-
nary accounted for 0.03% of the total compressed size and
the variable dictionary accounted for 1.07%. All other CLP
metadata files were negligible in size.

7.3 Search Performance

Commonly used log search tools fall into two categories:
index-based search (e.g., Splunk Enterprise and Elasticsearch)
and sequential search (i.e., variations of the grep tool). In com-
parison, CLP is a mixture. Its dictionaries serve the purpose
of lightweight indexing (with the key difference being that
CLP’s dictionaries deduplicate repetitive data instead of du-
plicating data into a separate index), and when combined with
the segment index as well as each file’s metadata, CLP can
skip files or jump to a specific file in a specific segment. On
the other hand, CLP still searches columns sequentially. Thus,
we compare CLP with tools from both categories.

We benchmark each tool using the set of queries in Table 4,
specific to a 258GB subset of the Hadoop-14TB corpus. In de-
signing the set of queries, we initially tried to make them repre-
sentative, but faced two challenges. First, real-world datasets
and workloads are diverse, meaning we would need a large
number of queries to sufficiently represent most use cases.
Second, any query set will likely be biased towards or against
a tool, and so the benchmark would neglect the strengths and
weaknesses of some tools over others. Instead, we designed
the queries simply to test CLP by exercising its different exe-
cution paths, highlighting its strengths and weaknesses. For
each query type, we used multiple queries that differ in the
number of results they return from a few to many.

We used a 258GB subset of the Hadoop-14TB corpus since
we were limited to one node for several of the evaluated tools.
Specifically, our Splunk Enterprise evaluation license does
not support distributed searches and ripgrep is a single-node
tool. Conversely, we could not evaluate the full corpus on
one node for Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise since they
require more storage than the size of the hard drive attached
to each machine.

In designing each query, we also had to ensure that all
tools would return the same result set for each query. As
explained in §7.1, Elasticsearch does not support precise sub-
string searches on text-fields because it indexes a message by

ignoring elements like punctuation. So an Elasticsearch query
that includes punctuation may return results which both in-
clude and do not include the punctuation. As a result, we only
chose queries where differences in interpretation did not af-
fect the results returned. Similarly, because Splunk Enterprise
and Elasticsearch cannot accurately support wildcard searches
(§7.1), the queries do not explicitly contain wildcards. (CLP’s
wildcard handling is still exercised as it implicitly adds wild-
cards to the beginning and the end of each query.)

We ran each query 10 times and report the average of all
runs. To emulate searching cold data stored on low-cost stor-
age (hard drives or network storage), the file system page
cache is cleared and the tools are restarted (to ensure in-
memory caches are cleared) before each run. We also ran
each tool with a varying number of threads, and report the
configuration that yielded the fastest completion time.

Figure 9 shows the search performance of CLP and the
other tools. The averaged normalized completion times of
CLP, Elasticsearch, and Splunk Enterprise, are 1x, 1.3x, 4.2x
respectively, hence CLP outperforms both. In addition, CLP
is faster for queries that return a lot of results (i.e., Q3, Q4,
Q7, Q9, and Q12), and competitive for queries that return
few results. In queries where CLP is slower, Elasticsearch
performed 6–22x less I/O, suggesting its gains are as a result
of using search indexes.

Figure 9 also shows CLP’s performance when a search
is served from its persistent cache. To evaluate CLP’s per-
sistent caching, we ran each query twice—once to build the
cache, and again to evaluate its performance with the cache.
The cache was purged between queries to ensure the next
query was not affected by prior caching. The six queries
which were persistently cached (Q1–Q5 and Q12) received
an average speedup of 43x and a median speedup of 8.64x.
Two of those six queries which were previously 4x slower
than Elasticsearch are now 5x and 51x faster than Elastic-
search, respectively. Under this configuration, CLP is faster
than both Splunk Enterprise and Elasticsearch in every persis-
tently cached query. This shows that the persistent cache can
make CLP even more competitive with a negligible effect on
compression ratio.

Splunk Enterprise and Elasticsearch also have caching
mechanisms but they provide different functionality than CLP.
In particular, Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise use the en-
tire query (query phrase, timestamp filter, and so on) as the
cache key, so only an identically repeated query benefits from
the cache. In contrast, CLP’s cache key is a log type, so new
queries can benefit from the cache if they encompass a cached
log type. Also, Elasticsearch and Splunk Enterprise’s caches
are not persistent.

Finally, Figure 9 shows that CLP is able to exceed the per-
formance of every ripgrep-compressor combination for every
query. Analyzing the machine’s usage shows that Zstandard is
being bottlenecked by disk I/O while both 7z-lzma and Gzip
are bottlenecked by the CPU.
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Figure 11: CLP’s query response time on a petabyte log corpus.
The response time continues to exhibit the pattern observed in the
horizontal scalability experiment.

7.4 Horizontal, Vertical, and Capacity Scaling

Since CLP’s archives are designed to be independent (§2.4),
compression and search are embarrassingly parallelizable
tasks. Figure 10 shows that as we scale horizontally, adding
more nodes that contain an equal amount of data, CLP’s
search response time stays nearly constant. Response time
is measured from when a query is entered to when the first
matching result is returned (in the case of no matching re-
sult, it is the query completion time). We show response time
instead of completion time because 1) when the output is
large, the completion time will be bottlenecked by how fast

the user’s client can receive results, and 2) in those scenarios,
users typically search and refine their queries before arriving
at a small amount of output. Nevertheless, completion times
also stay nearly constant except for Q3, Q4, Q9, and Q12,
whose completion time grows linearly with the output size.

We also repeated the previous experiment with a petabyte
of data to evaluate CLP at the scale of logs produced by large
internet companies. Since the 3TB hard drives attached to
each machine did not have enough free space to store the
data, the archives were instead stored on a distributed file sys-
tem (MooseFS [10]) running on commodity hard drives. The
results in Figure 11 show CLP still maintains low response
time, but the ordering (by response time) of queries differs
from the the previous experiment. This is because CLP was
I/O-bound in the previous experiment whereas in the current
experiment, MooseFS parallelizes I/O requests across multi-
ple drives, so CLP becomes more CPU-bound. We omitted
Q13 from the figure; its response time is 140 seconds. Q13
represents a worst case for CLP as its response time is the
same as the completion time, because the search returns “no
result.” It took 140s to search all log type dictionaries of over
61,000 archives with only 256 threads. In contrast, the pre-
vious experiment had one search thread per archive. Overall,
the results show that CLP can indeed scale in large Internet
companies, while reducing storage costs.

Using MooseFS, we also measured CLP’s ingestion speed
at the petabyte scale. By adding eight additional nodes to the
existing 16-node cluster, CLP was able to reach an ingestion
speed of about one petabyte of raw logs per day, exhausting
each hard drive’s bandwidth.

To evaluate vertical scalability, we tested CLP’s search
performance on the Hadoop-14TB corpus with a single thread
on a single data-node. The fastest completion time was for a
non-existing result query which took just under a minute, and
most queries started emitting results within 10 seconds.
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8 Related Work

We discuss three categories of related work: (1) log compres-
sion, (2) searching the compressed form of general-purpose
indexes for textual data, and (3) log search. Existing log com-
pression tools do not enable search (on compressed data).
Singh and Shivanna’s [35] method of log compression also
aims to deduplicate static text from variable values. They rely
on the applications’ source code to generate patterns, akin to
our concept of a log type. Variables are annotated with the
variable’s primitive type such as integer or long so they can be
encoded into binary bits stored separately. However, they do
not propose any search algorithms on the compressed data. In
addition, the compression in their work is not entirely lossless
in the sense that a number’s precision is not encoded. For
example, the value “1.000” can only be stored as an equiv-
alent floating point number, failing to take into account the
number’s zero padding.

Separating highly redundant static text from variable val-
ues has also been used to design highly efficient log printing
libraries. For example, both NanoLog [47] and Log20 [48]
only log an ID for each log type at runtime, and reconstruct
the textual log message in post-execution phases. Further-
more, some logging systems [34] directly output binary log
messages, representing each log type with an ID. While CLP
is designed to compress text logs, its search algorithms can
be used to search binary logs by associating human-readable
static text with each log ID. Hence, users can use CLP’s in-
tuitive text search interface to analyze binary logs, as if they
are text logs, with minimal storage overhead.

General-purpose text search typically uses indexes such
as suffix trees or tries, which will add 10-20x the size to the
original text data [6, 27]. Compressed forms of these indexes,
typically via smart encoding, have been proposed [17–20, 24,
30–33] such that they can be searched without decompression.
Succinct [6] further proposed an entropy-based representa-
tion of these compressed indexes to further reduce the size
of compressed index. However, regardless of how small the
index is, it still increases storage space instead of reducing it,
and search can only be performed on data that is indexed. In
comparison, CLP does not add any additional index; it simply
deduplicates the static text and dictionary variables, whereas
these works are used to compress indexes.

Several pattern matching algorithms exist for searching
data compressed with general-purpose compressors, but none
operates on data compressed using an algorithm that prac-
tically achieves our compression speed and ratio. Kida et
al. [26] implemented an algorithm for pattern matching in
LZW compressed data, achieving better performance than
decompression followed by a search. Similarly, Navarro and
Raffinot did the same for LZ78 [49] compressed data. How-
ever, LZW has worse compression than CLP while LZ78 uses
a prohibitive amount of memory for large data sizes and is
more likely to experience dictionary explosion.

Tools like Splunk Enterprise [4] and Elasticsearch [15]
allow users to search and analyze logs. They work by treating
logs as normal text files and apply standard indexing and
search techniques to achieve responsive searches. In contrast,
CLP does not need to spend expensive resources to create and
maintain additional indexes.

Conversely, Scalyr [3] is a log search tool that uses a “brute-
force” approach, instead of using any index. It uses a number
of low-level optimizations to achieve a log search speed of up
to 1.25 GB/second per core without using any index [28]. It
also directly works on raw logs. In comparison, by working
directly atop compressed log data, CLP is able to achieve
much higher search performance when translated to the raw
log size, even when the data is uncached and stored on low-
cost HDDs. Through our scalability experiments, we observed
that our fastest queries, which return no results purely by
scanning through the log type dictionaries, can effectively
search through the equivalent of hundreds of gigabytes per
second per core from a single HDD.

Grafana Loki [23] makes a trade-off that lies between index-
based search tools and Scalyr: it only indexes the labels, i.e.,
selected fields of the log. Hence the index size is significantly
reduced, yet users can only search the labels. Moreover, the
index again adds to the storage space.

9 Conclusion

This paper presented the mutually exclusive problem of log
archiving and log analytics. We present an end-to-end solu-
tion, CLP, that allows users to perform “archivalytics” across
their entire history of compressed log messages without the
need for decompression. Using an algorithm customized to
text logs, CLP is able to achieve higher compression ratio than
other compressors while enabling faster search performance
than index-based search tools.
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Abstract
Concurrency control algorithms are key determinants of the
performance of in-memory databases. Existing algorithms are
designed to work well for certain workloads. For example, op-
timistic concurrency control (OCC) is better than two-phase-
locking (2PL) under low contention, while the converse is
true under high contention.

To adapt to different workloads, prior works mix or switch
between a few known algorithms using manual insights or
simple heuristics. We propose a learning-based framework
that instead explicitly optimizes concurrency control via of-
fline training to maximize performance. Instead of choosing
among a small number of known algorithms, our approach
searches in a “policy space” of fine-grained actions, resulting
in novel algorithms that can outperform existing algorithms
by specializing to a given workload.

We build Polyjuice based on our learning framework and
evaluate it against several existing algorithms. Under different
configurations of TPC-C and TPC-E, Polyjuice can achieve
throughput numbers higher than the best of existing algo-
rithms by 15% to 56%.

1 Introduction

Concurrency control (CC) algorithms lie at the foundation of
modern database systems [18]. A CC algorithm synchronizes
a transaction’s access to storage objects to maximize con-
current execution while guaranteeing correctness. As today’s
database systems are no longer disk-bound, the CC algorithm
in use becomes crucial to a database’s performance.

Traditional CC algorithms, such as two-phase-locking
(2PL) [17] and optimistic concurrency control (OCC) [28],
take fixed algorithmic steps regardless of the workload. Thus,
it comes as no surprise that the relative performance of differ-
ent algorithms varies depending on the transaction workload.
Figure 1 shows the throughput of 2PL, OCC and IC3 [61] on
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Figure 1: IC3, OCC, 2PL performance on TPC-C, 48 threads.

a multi-core database under the TPC-C workload with a vary-
ing number of warehouses. OCC has the highest throughput
under low contention (more warehouses) while the other two
outperform OCC under high contention (fewer warehouses).
Similar results have also been reported by others [68].

To adapt to different workloads, prior works propose a fed-
erated approach by simultaneously supporting a small number
of existing CC algorithms, including 2PL and OCC. These sys-
tems require users to partition the workload either by data [55]
or by transaction type [49, 53, 66]. The decision of which al-
gorithm to use for each partition is either based on manual
insights [49, 53, 66] or simple runtime metrics [55]. While
this federated approach can improve performance, it has lim-
itations. First, by limiting itself to using a small number of
known algorithms, it lacks the flexibility to customize concur-
rency control to fully exploit the workload. Second, by relying
on manual insights or simple heuristics, it lacks a systematic
solution to optimize concurrency control for performance.

This paper presents a learning-based framework to optimize
concurrency control for a given workload. We assume that
the workload is known a priori such as past workloads, e.g. in
the form of stored procedures. To enable learning, we design
a “policy space” of fine-grained actions (a.k.a. algorithmic
steps): each policy can be viewed as a CC algorithm that uses
specific actions to synchronize different data accesses made
by different transactions. All policies perform an explicit
validation before transactions commit to ensure serializability.
We use offline training to learn the highest performing policy
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for a given workload. This framework is expressive: it can
learn new CC algorithms as well as existing ones. It also
allows explicit optimization for performance via systematic
searches of the policy space.

We have realized the design for learned concurrency con-
trol in a system called Polyjuice for multi-core in-memory
databases. The core technical challenge of Polyjuice is to
design the policy space. Inspired by reinforcement learning,
we view each policy as a function that maps each state (i.e.,
the execution context of a data access) to actions that control
the interleavings of accesses made by concurrent transactions.
In Polyjuice, the state specifies what type of transaction is
being used and which of its accesses are under execution. The
actions support multiple ways of interleaving control, includ-
ing deciding which data version to read, whether to expose
an uncommitted write, how long to wait before access, and
whether to perform early validation before commit.

Polyjuice represents each policy using a table: the rows
correspond to different states and the columns correspond to
different kinds of actions. Polyjuice uses evolutionary algo-
rithm based training to search the policy space for the policy
that has the highest commit throughput for a given workload.

We train and evaluate Polyjuice’s performance on micro-
benchmarks, TPC-C and TPC-E, and compare with exist-
ing algorithms, including Silo [57](OCC), 2PL, Tebaldi [53],
CormCC [55] and IC3 [61]. Our experiments show that,
for TPC-C and TPC-E with moderate to high contention,
Polyjuice can find a CC policy whose throughput is better
than the best of existing algorithms by 15% to 56%. Detailed
analysis shows that Polyjuice can learn an interesting policy
that is different than any of the existing algorithms to exploit
the workload in subtle ways(§7.3). For workloads with almost
no contention, Polyjuice learns the same policy as OCC and
incurs 8% slowdown due to its implementation overhead.

As Polyjuice requires offline training, it is not suitable for
dynamic workloads that can change rapidly and unpredictably.
However, our analysis of an e-commerce website trace shows
that real-world workloads are fairly predictable in terms of its
peak hour workload characteristics including the likelihood
of conflict. This suggests that it is practical to use Polyjuice to
optimize a database’s peak performance by training on traces
of recently observed peak workloads.

In summary, our paper makes the follow contributions:
• We present the first framework to learn concurrency control

using a policy space of fine-grained actions.
• We design Polyjuice’s policy space according to the frame-

work so that it can encode a variety of existing CC algo-
rithms while allowing the exploration of new ones.

• We show that Polyjuice’s policy, represented as a table, can
be optimized simply using an evolutionary algorithm.

• Even for the heavily-studied TPC-C benchmarks, Polyjuice
can find interesting and novel policies not seen in existing
algorithms to improve transaction throughput under mod-
erate to high contention.

2 Background and Motivation

Existing works have realized the inadequacy of using one
fixed concurrency control algorithm for different workloads.
For the solution, they propose a federated approach of mixing
a few (typically 2 or 3) known CC algorithms [53, 55, 60, 66].
In this section, we discuss the limitations of this federated ap-
proach and motivate the need for a more expressive learning-
based approach.

The federated approach of adapting CC to a workload is
characterized by its coarse-grained way of mixing different
algorithms. Specifically, this approach coarsely partitions the
workload. The same CC algorithm is used within a workload
partition, while a different algorithm may be used for a dif-
ferent partition. Two ways of partitioning can be found in
existing work. CormCC [55] partitions by data: all accesses
to data in the same partition use the same CC algorithm.
Tebaldi [53] and Callas [66] group (a.k.a. partition) transac-
tions by types: all transactions belonging to the same group
(a.k.a. partition) use the same CC for all their data accesses.

The coarse-grained way of mixing CC algorithms is lim-
ited in its ability to fully exploit workload characteristics for
performance. For example, with CormCC, if transactions T
and T ′ both only access data within the same partition, they
would synchronize all of their accesses using the same CC
algorithm. Similarly for Tebaldi and Callas, if transactions
T and T ′ are of the same type, they would always use the
same CC algorithm. This is not optimal: if different data ac-
cesses of T and T ′ have different contention characteristics,
they may be better served by different methods for controlling
concurrency.

A second limitation of existing federated CC work is their
reliance on manual insights to partition the workload or
to determine which CC algorithm to use for each partition.
Callas and Tebaldi manually assign transactions to groups
and choose a specific CC algorithm for each group. CormCC
partitions the TPC-C workload by warehouse based on man-
ual insights and uses simple runtime statistics (e.g. read/write
ratio) to decide which CC algorithm to use for each partition.

Our approach. We aim to optimize CC for a given workload
in a fine-grained way using a learning-based approach. Instead
of partitioning the workload and using a single CC algorithm
for all data accesses within the partition, we propose to allow
each data access to use one of many different fine-grained
“actions” to mediate potentially conflicting accesses. When
deciding what action(s) to take to maximize performance,
we are not concerned with correctness; instead, we rely on
a separate validation mechanism to abort non-serializable
transactions. As fine-grained actions lead to exponentially
many choices for a given workload, it is impossible to rely on
manual insights to choose the best action(s). A more practi-
cal solution is to use a learning-based approach to explicitly
optimize the choice of actions for the given workload.
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The main challenge of our approach is to design the learn-
ing framework with fine-grained actions for concurrency con-
trol. Ideally, the framework should be expressive enough to
encode most existing CC algorithms and to allow the synthe-
sis of new ones. In the next section, we discuss how to design
such a learning framework.

3 Learning Concurrency Control

In this section, we examine how to frame concurrency control
as a fine-grained learning task.

System settings. Our target setting is an in-memory database
running on a single multi-core machine. We assume the kinds
of transaction to be run on the database are known a priori,
e.g. in the form of stored procedures. A number of exist-
ing work also exploit a known-workload in designing CC
algorithms [41, 61, 66]. Our work focuses on learning concur-
rency control for read-write transactions, and reuses existing
mechanisms to support logging and snapshot-based read-only
transactions [57]. Although our learning framework is gen-
eral enough to represent multi-version concurrency control
(MVCC), our later system design does not support it because
existing snapshot-based read-only transactions can already
capture much of MVCC’s performance benefits.

3.1 The learning framework
Our framework for learning concurrency control is inspired
by reinforcement learning (RL). As one of the major branches
of machine learning, RL involves learning how to interact
with an environment to maximize a numerical reward. The
key ingredients in RL are: a policy that maps perceived states
of the environment to actions to be taken when those states
are reached, a reward signal that defines the optimization
goal, and the environment under which the learning system
operates. In our context, the policy corresponds to the CC al-
gorithm; the reward corresponds to some performance metric
to be maximized; the environment captures the transaction
workload and system setup under which the CC operates.

It is straightforward to decide on the optimization objective
(a.k.a. reward). In this work, we use transaction throughput.
Compared to latency or abort rate, transaction throughput is
widely used as the key end-to-end performance metric for
in-memory databases.

It is non-trivial to design a “policy space” to represent var-
ious CC algorithms. At a high level, a CC algorithm executes
a transaction by controlling how its data access can interleave
with potentially conflicting accesses from other concurrent
transactions. As mentioned previously, we do not attempt to
learn how to guarantee correctness. Instead, a learned CC
algorithm always invokes a manually-designed validation pro-
cedure as part of transaction commit to ensure serializability.
What we do learn is a policy that determines what actions to

take in order to maximize performance for a given workload.
A good CC policy balances how long transactions execute
vs. how likely transactions are aborted, resulting in a high
reward, as measured by how many transactions successfully
commit per second. Aside from the CC policy, how long a
database backs off before retrying an aborted transaction can
also affect the performance. We separate the backoff policy
from the CC policy, and this section focuses on the latter.

The policy space of concurrency control. Taking a page
from reinforcement learning, we represent the policy as a
mapping from some state of execution to a specific action to
take upon encountering that state. Taking different actions
in different states allows us to specialize a CC algorithm to
optimize for a given workload. Thus, the state space should
include information that is necessary to distinguish circum-
stances that require different actions, e.g. the type of trans-
action that is making the access, the type of access etc. In a
later section (§4.2), we provide a concrete design of the state
space. In the rest of this section, we focus on designing the
action space.

Ideally, the action space should encompass a set of fine-
grained actions that can be mixed and matched to represent
many different CC algorithms. These actions can be clas-
sified into two categories: 1) actions that control how the
data access of concurrent transactions can interleave during
transaction execution, and 2) actions that control when and
how to perform validation in order to detect whether an exe-
cuted transaction has violated serializability. Next, we discuss
the spectrum of actions available to use in each of the two
categories.

Available actions for interleaving control. These actions
mediate potentially conflicting data accesses, thereby affect-
ing the set of dependencies that arise among concurrent trans-
actions. There are 3 types of dependencies: write-write ww−−→
(a.k.a. write dependency), write-read wr−→ (a.k.a. read depen-
dency), or read-write rw−→ (a.k.a. anti-dependency) [1]. What
are the knobs of control that can affect these dependencies?

To discover these knobs in their full generality, let us as-
sume a hypothetical yet still practical database design that
keeps track of each read and write access of transactions in a
per-object access list, similar to the approach taken in [42,61].
As a transaction T performs data accesses, it may insert its
reads/writes to the corresponding per-object access lists while
also updating Tdep, the set of transactions that T becomes
dependent on. Using this flexible way of tracking dependen-
cies enables a wide range of design choices for interleaving
control, as we will see next.

When executing transaction T , a CC algorithm has the
following action choices:
• Read control. There are two dimensions to these actions:

1. Wait. This can let some dependent transaction T ′ ∈
Tdep perform its conflicting write earlier than T ’s read,
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Interleaving control Validation
Read Read Write Write Early Validation
wait version wait visibility validation method

2PL∗
Until Tdep latest Until Tdep Yes Yes n/a
commits committed commits

OCC [28]
No

latest
No No

No physical cts
TicToc [69] committed No logical cts

Sundial [70] No
latest Until Twdep No No logical cts

committed commits
Callas RP [66] Until Tdep finish latest Until Tdep finish

piece-end piece-end
n/a or

IC3 [61], DRP [41] certain access un-committed certain access physical cts
MVTSO [2] Until T ′ ∈ Twdep commits largest committed

No Yes Yes physical ts
(MVCC) if ts(T ′)< ts(T ) < ts(T )

Table 1: The choices made in existing CC algorithms according to the action space described in §3. T refers to the current
transaction. Tdep refers to the set of transactions that T is dependent on (due to its conflicting access so far). Twdep is the subset of
Tdep whose writes have conflicted with T . ts(T ) refers to the timestamp assigned to T by MVTSO [2].

resulting in T ′ wr−→ T . Otherwise, a dependency cycle
may arise with T rw−→ T ′, resulting in aborts.

2. Which version of data to read, including either com-
mitted or uncommitted version. This amounts to
choosing which location in the access list to insert
the read, thereby affecting dependencies. Specifically,
since a read returns the latest write w before itself
in the access list, there is a write-read dependency,
T ′ wr−→ T , for every T ′ whose write appears before this
read in the list. Additionally, a read also results in a
set of read-write dependencies T rw−→ T ′, for every T ′

whose write appears after this read in the list.

• Write control. There are two dimensions to these actions:

1. Wait. The rationale for this action is similar to that
for reads.

2. Whether or not to make this write visible to the future
reads of other transactions. The write is buffered if
it is not exposed. Otherwise, this write as well as all
of T ’s previously buffered writes are made visible
by appending them to the corresponding per-object
access lists. The cumulative way of exposing writes
makes sense because otherwise, any transaction that
has read this but not a previous write of T would
violate serializability and get aborted. Unlike a read,
there’s no flexibility to insert a write in any location
but the end of the list; this is because we cannot allow
a write to affect past reads. Exposing a write does
not imply that uncommitted data will be read because
transactions can choose to read committed versions
only. In terms of the resulting dependencies, exposing
a write causes T ′ ww−−→ T or T ′ rw−→ T for any T ′ whose
write or read appears before this write in the list.

Available actions for validation. Actions in this category
can control two aspects of validation:

• When to validate. A transaction may validate its accesses at
any time during execution, instead of only at commit time.
Early validation can abort a transaction quicker to reduce
wasted work.
• How to validate. The most precise form of validation is to

explicitly check whether committing transaction T would
form dependency cycles with other committed transac-
tions [42]. However, such graph-based validation is ex-
pensive to implement for in-memory databases. A practical
alternative is OCC-style validation [28,57] which uses each
transaction’s physical commit-timestamp (cts) as its seri-
alization order. Although such validation is conservative
and has false aborts, it is fast. Prior work has also proposed
validation based on logical commit-timestamps [69].

3.2 Decomposing existing CC algorithms

We take a deep dive to study existing algorithms through the
the lens of our framework. At a high level, existing algorithms
differ from each other by the distinct combinations of action
choices they have, even though their choices remain the same
regardless of state.

As summarized in Table 1, traditional 2PL [17] and
OCC [28] algorithms both read the latest committed data.
OCC does not wait to perform any accesses nor does it ex-
pose the writes. By contrast, 2PL exposes writes in order to
block future conflicting accesses. We can approximate 2PL’s
blocking behavior by the action choice that makes transaction
T wait for all its dependent transactions Tdep to commit before
its data access. This approximation is slightly less aggressive
than that of 2PL, which makes T wait for T ′ to commit if
the current access will make T dependent on T ′. We use the
term 2PL∗ to refer to 2PL with this approximated blocking.
Sundial [70] handles write-write conflicts with 2PL and read-
write conflicts with OCC; thus, it blocks write access until
all its write dependencies Twdep commit and has no blocking
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for reads. As for validation, traditional algorithms do it only
at commit time, except for 2PL whose deadlock detection
or prevention mechanism can be viewed as a form of early
validation done at every access.

Apart from traditional CC, our framework also applies
to a class of recently proposed algorithms including Callas
RP [66], IC3 [61] and DRP [41]. These algorithms structure
each transaction as a series of pieces [50], and try to pipeline
the execution of these pieces to enhance performance under
contention. As shown in Table 1, unlike traditional CC, they
make a transaction’s writes visible and allow reads of uncom-
mitted data. Furthermore, they make transaction T wait before
an access until T ’s dependent transactions finish execution up
to a certain point, determined by applying a static analysis of
the transaction workload.

Although our design for learnable CC (§4) does not sup-
port MVCC, we can nevertheless examine MVCC algorithms
using our framework. Table 1 shows the actions made by
MVTSO [2]. Other MVCC algorithms [30, 46, 67] have
similar actions but use different validation methods. Under
MVTSO, a transaction reads the largest committed version
smaller than its timestamp. Writes are exposed so that future
reads by transactions with larger timestamps will wait for
this transaction to commit. MVTSO also performs a form of
early-validation and aborts T if there exists T ′ ∈ Tdep such
that T ′ rw−→ T and T ′ has been assigned a larger timestamp.

Not all CC algorithms can be expressed by our framework.
In particular, our framework tracks dependencies and controls
the interleaving of data access at runtime, and therefore cannot
encode those CC algorithms that pre-define dependencies
according to some globally-agreed ordering prior to execution,
e.g. Calvin [56], Granola [7], Eris [31] and RoCoCo [42].
Moreover, our framework assumes that each access of the
transaction is executed one after another by a single thread,
and hence cannot encode algorithms like Bohm [13] that uses
multiple threads to execute a single transaction.

4 Polyjuice Design

We design Polyjuice according to the framework of §3. The
design consists of two parts: 1) a suitable policy space. 2) a
training procedure to optimize the policy for a given workload.
This section describes the policy space. The next section (§5)
discusses training.

4.1 Overview
System architecture. Polyjuice is a multi-core in-memory
database. There is no multi-version support. For each data
object, Polyjuice stores the latest committed data as well as a
per-object access list. The access list contains all uncommitted
writes that have been made visible, as well as read accesses.
A transaction uses the access list to track the dependencies
for each data access. Polyjuice uses a pool of workers that run

Architecture of Polyjuice

Learned Policy
TableTransaction Logic:

    v1=Get(key1);
    v1++;
    Put(key1,v1);

Offline-learning

Transaction 
Engine

Storage Layer

1.State

2.Action

3.Access

4.Result

Client

Issue

Figure 2: System architecture. Before executing a specific
data access in the transaction, Polyjuice consults the learned
actions in the policy table (step 1, 2). Then, Polyjuice per-
forms the access in the storage layer according to the actions.

concurrently: each worker executes a transaction and commits
it according to the learned CC policy, which has been trained
offline. Fig. 2 shows Polyjuice’s system architecture.

Policy Representation. As discussed in § 3, we consider each
learnable CC algorithm as a policy function p that maps from
the state space (S) to the action space (A), p : S→ A. Both the
state and action space consists of a number of dimensions; the
size of the state/action space is exponential w.r.t. the number
of dimensions.

We represent each policy function as a table: there are as
many rows in the policy table as there are different states;
there are as many columns as there are action dimensions.
Such tabular representation is practical only if the state space
is not too huge, which is the case in the workloads that we
have studied. § 9 discusses the limitation of large state space
and potential solutions.

For a given CC policy table, a cell ci, j at row i and column
j indicates that for the access with execution context (state) i,
the system should take the action given by cell ci, j for action
type (a.k.a. dimension) j. In Polyjuice, each cell contains
either a binary number for a binary action (e.g. whether to
make writes visible or not), or an integer for a multi-valued
action (e.g. how to wait for dependent transactions). Fig. 3
shows the CC policy table; details on its rows and columns
are explained in §4.2 and 4.3. Polyjuice learns the backoff
time for retrying aborted transactions separately (§4.5).

Policy-based Execution. In Polyjuice, the database is given
the learned policy table with which to perform concurrency
control. To execute a transaction according to the policy,
Polyjuice looks up in the policy table at each data access to
determine the corresponding set of actions. Some of these ac-
tions are to be performed prior to the data access, e.g. whether
and how long to wait, while others are to be done after the ac-
cess, e.g. making a write potentially visible by appending it to
the access list. After finishing execution, Polyjuice commits
a transaction after performing the final validation to ensure
serializability (§ 4.4).
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Figure 3: Policy table (* indicates a binary field).

4.2 CC policy: state space

The term state is from the RL literature. In our case, state can
be viewed as the execution context of the current data access.
Ideally, the state space should be able to distinguish execution
contexts that are best served by different actions. It should
also be limited in size so that the resulting policy table is not
too huge and can be searched efficiently during training.

Polyjuice’s state space contains the following information:

1. The type of the transaction being executed. For a given
workload whose transactions are specified in stored proce-
dures, the type can be identified by the stored procedure
name.

2. Which access of the transaction is being executed. We use
an integer access-id to identify each access. Access-id is
determined by the static code location that invokes the
access. Using static information for access-id provides a
good trade-off: it can discriminate most accesses while
avoiding blowing up the state space.

It is tempting to include other useful information, such as
which type of access (read/write/commit) and which data table
is being executed. Interestingly, for most workloads, both of
these can be uniquely determined by the access-id and thus
we omit them from the state space. We have also experimented
with adding the contention level of the accessed data to the
state space. However, we found that doing so only benefited
a few contrived micro-benchmarks. In practical workloads
including TPC-C and TPC-E, distinguishing transaction type
and access-id is sufficient to capture the main contention
characteristics. Even for artificial workloads, it is difficult to
find a scenario where including contention level results in
noticeable performance improvements. Including contention
level makes it possible to differentiate accesses with the same
access id. However, Polyjuice’s wait action (§ 4.3) cannot
take advantage of such differentiation.

Size of state space (a.k.a. number of different states). The
state space size determines the number of rows in the CC
policy table. Let n be the number of different transaction
types in a workload, and d1, d2, ..., dn be the number of static
data accesses for transaction of type 1,2, ...,n. Then the state
space size (i.e. number of different states) is: d1+d2+ ...+dn.

4.3 CC policy: action space

Polyjuice’s action space contains knobs in two categories:
interleaving control and validation.

Supported actions for interleaving control. There are three
classes:
• Wait. This action is invoked before a read or write. How to

specify how long the wait should be? A naive design is to
use absolute time intervals, but this makes the wait action
sensitive to execution time variations, resulting in fragile
policies.
Since the goal of waiting is to let another potentially con-
flicting transaction to go ahead with its data access, we
quantify how long transaction T should wait by how much
progress the transactions that T depends on have made
so far. This design is inspired by existing protocols like
Callas RP [66] and others [41, 61]. More concretely, we
group transactions by type, and measure the execution
progress of a transaction type by access-id. The special
value NO_WAIT indicates no waiting. Suppose the wait ac-
tion for transaction type X has access-id a, then transaction
T must wait for all T ’s dependent transactions of type X to
finish execution up to and including a. For a workload with
n different types of transactions, the wait action consists of
n access-ids, one for each transaction type.

• Read-version. This action has a binary choice:
CLEAN_READ for reading the latest committed
version, DIRTY_READ for reading the latest uncommitted
(but visible) version. Although there may be more than
one uncommitted copy of data, there is no point in reading
an earlier version because doing so would result in more
dependencies and higher abort likelihood.

• Write-visibility. This action is invoked after a write access
and is also binary: PRIVATE keeps the write in the private
buffer, PUBLIC makes all private writes buffered so far
visible by appending them to the access list.

Supported actions for validation. Validation always hap-
pens before commit (§ 4.4). Polyjuice also supports the action
of early-validation, which can occur after any read/write. If
it’s set, this binary-valued action checks if the reads and writes
done since the last validation have violated serializability. Ear-
lier accesses, which have passed previous early-validation, are
likely to have already been serialized and thus not checked.
Early-validation does not guarantee correctness but avoids
wasting work by detecting non-serializable access early.

Polyjuice supports the wait action before early-validation.
The encoding of the wait action is the same as that for
reads/writes. To reduce the action space, we consolidate the
two kinds of wait actions into one. In particular, Polyjuice
uses the wait action corresponding to the next access-id if
early-validation is enabled for the current access-id.

Upon failing early-validation, Polyjuice retries the transac-
tion from the point of its last successful validation. In order
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to reduce the cost of the failed validation, we defer append-
ing reads and visible-writes to their corresponding access
lists until a successful early-validation. Otherwise, failing
early-validation means having to remove previously appended
reads/writes from access lists, and to abort transactions that
have read those discarded writes. Conceptually, we can sepa-
rate the decision of early validation from that of appending
reads/writes to access lists. However, in our experience, doing
so complicates the implementation without improving the
final learned CC performance.

Size of action space (a.k.a. number of different action
choice combinations per state). Let n be the number of dif-
ferent transaction types in a workload, and d1, d2, ..., dn be the
number of static data accesses for transaction of type 1,2, ...,n.
Then the number of different action choice combinations
can be calculated as: d1 ∗d2 ∗ ...∗dn(wait choices)∗2(read-
version)∗2(write-visibility)∗2(early-validation).

4.4 Validation for correctness

Polyjuice uses an OCC-style physical timestamp-based val-
idation in the final commit phase to ensure correctness. To
commit a transaction T with validation, a worker takes 4
steps: 1) it waits for all T ’s dependent transactions to commit
(or abort). 2) it locks each record in T ’s writeset 3) it vali-
dates each record in the readset by checking two conditions;
whether the version-id of the current committed version in the
database is different from that kept in the readset, and whether
the record is being locked by another transaction. If either
condition is true, T is aborted. 4) if validation succeeds, it
applies T ’s writes to the database along with their version-ids,
and releases the locks.

Our validation algorithm is identical to that of Silo [57]
except for two additional mechanisms which are crucial for
correctness. First, we use a unique version-id for committed as
well as uncommitted versions, because the latter may be read
from the access list. Second, we add the additional first step of
waiting for T ’s dependent transactions to finish committing.

We provide a brief correctness argument here. A more de-
tailed proof is in the Appendix of the extended version [59].
We argue the correctness of Polyjuice by reduction to Silo: if
Polyjuice commits a transaction, then Silo would also commit
it. According to step-1, Polyjuice ensures that if a transac-
tion T is committed successfully, then before T starts the
validation, all of its dependent transactions (e.g. Tdep) have
been committed. This allows us to prove that executing T is
equivalent to executing another hypothetical transaction T ′

which starts execution after all transactions in Tdep commit,
reads/writes the same data as T , and starts validation at the
same time as when T starts its validation. Therefore, if T
passes the validation in Polyjuice, T ′ can pass the validation
of Silo and successfully commit itself.

4.5 Learning backoff time

Separate from the CC algorithm, it is also important for per-
formance to use an appropriate backoff time for retrying an
aborted transaction. Existing systems, e.g. Silo, use simple
binary exponential backoff which doubles the backoff time
with each failed attempt. This simple strategy is inadequate
as it often results in backoff times that are too short in the first
couple of retries but too large after several successive retries.
Furthermore, this strategy does not distinguish between dif-
ferent transaction types when adjusting backoff times. This
is suboptimal: intuitively, one can increase the backoff time
more aggressively for a transaction type more prone to con-
tention.

For learning the backoff time, Polyjuice uses a separate
backoff policy table. The rows (a.k.a. state space) of this table
enumerate 3 dimensions: 1) the transaction type 2) the status
of the current execution (commit or abort). 3) the number of
aborted attempts prior to the current execution with a fixed
cutoff: our current implementation uses 0, 1 or 2 to indicate
whether there has been 0, 1 or 2+ aborts so far. The action
space of the backoff policy table is inspired by recent work on
learnable congestion control in networking [22]. Specifically,
a worker adjusts the backoff time for each transaction type
multiplicatively whenever it commits/aborts a transaction:

backoff =

{
backoff × (1+αt,i,aborted), abort
backoff/(1+αt,i,committed), commit

In the above equations, αt,i,committed or αt,i,aborted is the
learned parameter (a.k.a. action) in the policy table for trans-
action type t, number of prior aborted attempts i and execution
status committed or aborted. To enable easier training, we
use bounded discrete values for α. In particular, α can be zero,
resulting in unchanged backoff time.

5 Training Policies

Overview The policy space discussed in §4 is exponentially
large: there are as different policies, where s is the number of
different states and a is the number of different actions per
state. The goal of training is to efficiently search for a good
policy for a given workload.

Polyjuice performs training offline. During regular execu-
tion, Polyjuice logs executed transactions together with their
inputs. Using a separate training machine, Polyjuice emulates
the target workload by reissuing transactions with their logged
inputs. We measure a policy’s commit throughput under the
emulated workload.

Polyjuice uses Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) for training.
We have also explored the policy-gradient method from the
RL literature (§5.2). Despite EA’s simplicity, we have found
it to be more efficient than the alternative (§7.5).
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5.1 Training using Evolutionary Algorithm

EA is an optimization approach to search for a solution with
good fitness by evolving a population of individuals via nature-
inspired mechanisms such as crossover, mutation, and selec-
tion [10, 16, 20]. In Polyjuice, the fitness of an individual
(aka a candidate policy) corresponds to the policy’s commit
throughput under the given workload.

EA starts by initializing the first generation of the popula-
tion. The size of the population for each iteration is a config-
urable hyperparameter. To create a new children generation,
EA performs mutation on the policies (including CC and
backoff policies) of the current generation (parents). It then
evaluates the “fitness” of each mutated child by measuring
its throughput. Finally, EA selects N individuals according to
their fitness to survive to the next generation.

Mutation. EA mutates each cell of a parent’s CC and back-
off policy table independently with probability p. If the cell
corresponds to a binary choice such as read-version or write-
visibility, the mutation flips the choice. If the cell corresponds
to an integer choice (e.g. any of the wait actions), the mutation
varies the integer value by some distance uniformly sampled
from the interval [−λ,λ]. The mutated integer is clipped to
always lie within the valid range. The initial values of muta-
tion probability (p) and mutation interval (λ) are configurable
hyperparameters. We decrease p and λ gradually as the train-
ing progresses to facilitate convergence. This is akin to the
decrease in learning rate in gradient descent methods or the
gradual reduction of temperature in simulated annealing.

Crossover, another popular EA mechanism, is not effective
in our context. Crossover endows a child’s policy with some
rows from one parent and some rows from the other parent.
Unfortunately, such a child is likely to perform worse than
either of its parents. This is because, in most good policies,
the wait actions of different rows are not independent but
highly correlated. Thus, mixing the rows of different policies
often results in worse performance.

At the end of each iteration, EA chooses N individuals with
the best performance from the current population to survive
to the next iteration. In our experiments, this simple selection
mechanism trains faster than tournament selection [10,16,20].

Warm start. Instead of using all random policies, we seed the
initial population with several known good policies, including
OCC, 2PL∗, and Callas RP/IC3. These policies are likely not
optimal for the given workload, but they provide some good
initial policies to give EA a “warm start” in training.

5.2 Alternative training method

Some recent works have used RL training methods to solve
systems problems such as task scheduling [36], adaptive video
streaming [35], multi-GPU dataflow systems [39, 40], con-
gestion control [22], etc. We have experimented with the

policy-gradient method for training a parameterized stochas-
tic policy [62]. More concretely, we parameterize the policy
table by representing each table cell using one or a set of
parameters to denote the probability distribution of the ac-
tion values. Suppose the cell at coordinate i, j corresponds to
some action with M possible choices, we use M parameters,
p0

i, j, p1
i, j, ...p

M−1
i, j , which are fed into a softmax function to

denote the probability distribution of M choices.
For training, each iteration samples a batch of policies ac-

cording to the probability distribution specified by the current
table parameters. We measure the throughput of each sam-
pled policy and use it as the “reward” in RL. Policy gradient
maximizes the expected reward by performing gradient de-
scent [62]. Our way of applying policy gradient is inspired
by [3]. We compare RL- and EA-based training in §7.5.

5.3 Training for real-world deployments

Since Polyjuice relies on offline training to optimize its pol-
icy for a specific workload, this raises the question of how
to use it in the real-world with changing workloads. We ac-
knowledge that Polyjuice is not suitable for very dynamic
and unpredictable workloads. However, we observe that many
real-world workloads are fairly predictable on a day-to-day
basis after analyzing the trace of an e-commerce website. This
has motivated us to suggest the following deployment strategy
for Polyjuice.

Optimize for the peak workload. Real-world systems are
provisioned for the anticipated peak workload. Hence, our
goal is to use Polyjuice to improve commit throughput during
the peak time, in which the server receives the most requests
in a day. There is no need to optimize for non-peak workloads
because an under-utilized database is not a bottleneck for
application performance. Therefore, we only need to train the
policy tailored to the peak workload, and run the same policy
during non-peak times as well.

Predict and retrain. Our analysis of the real-world trace
shows that one can predict tomorrow’s peak workload char-
acteristics using the statistics gathered from today’s peak
workload (§7.6). Given this observation, one can collect the
trace of the peak hour today, retrain the policy based on the
trace, and run this policy for tomorrow. Doing so naively re-
quires Polyjuice to retrain the policy every day. We can defer
retraining if the predicted peak workload does not differ sig-
nificantly from the one targeted by the current policy. Our
analysis of the real-world trace shows that the peak workload
can remain stable for many days after a significant change.
Hence, deferral can greatly decrease the number of retraining
times. One is right to be concerned that deferred training and
prediction errors can result in running a policy optimized for
a different workload than the actual one happening. We also
evaluate the effect of this discrepancy in §7.6.
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6 Implementation

We implemented Polyjuice in C++ using the codebase of
Silo [57] by replacing Silo’s concurrency control mechanism
with Polyjuice’s policy-based algorithm. We implemented
Polyjuice’s offline training separately in Python (and RL-
based training in TensorFlow). The result of training is the
policy table, which is written to disk as a file and later loaded
into memory by the C++ database. Each worker thread in
the C++ database maintains a pointer to the in-memory pol-
icy table. When switching the policy, we reset the policy
pointer in each worker thread. Polyjuice doesn’t need to atom-
ically switch the policy pointers of all threads. This is because
Polyjuice’s validation procedure can ensure correctness re-
gardless of the policies used during execution.

Like Silo, transaction logic is written in C++ using a few
API calls (e.g. Get/Put/CommitTx). Each Get/Put/CommitTx
API call’s access-id is its corresponding sort order based on
the API invocation’s line number. For range queries, our cur-
rent prototype reuses Silo’s existing mechanism which always
reads the committed value.

The pseudocode of how Polyjuice executes a transaction
according to the policy is included in the Appendix of the
extended version [59].

7 Evaluation

7.1 Experimental setup
Hardware. Our experiments are conducted on a 56-core Intel
machine with 2 NUMA nodes. Each NUMA node has 28
cores (Xeon Gold 6238R 2.20GHz) and 188GB memory.
Workloads. We use three benchmarks, TPC-C [5], TPC-E [6],
and a micro-benchmark with ten types of transactions. In our
experiments, each worker retries an aborted transaction indef-
initely until success, to ensure that committed transactions
adhere to the workload’s specified mix ratio of different trans-
action types. If we had not done this and let a worker give
up an aborted transaction and start a new one with a different
type, we would incorrectly learn a policy that intentionally
aborts some transaction types to maximize aggregate through-
put.
Baselines for comparison . We compare Polyjuice with five
existing algorithms: OCC (Silo) [57], 2PL [17], IC3 [61],
Tebaldi [53] and CormCC [55]. For Silo and IC3, we use the
authors’ source code. For Tebaldi and CormCC, we simulate
them in our codebase to provide an apples to apples compar-
ison. For 2PL, we implement it in Silo’s codebase with an
optimized WAIT-DIE mechanism. The optimization avoids
aborts if locks are acquired following a global order, as is the
case with our TPC-C and microbenchmark.
Methodology. For the training, we use 300 iterations by de-
fault. After each iteration, we pick 8 policies from the current
population. For each of them, we generate another 4 children

policies and add them to the selection pool. Therefore, there
are a total of 8∗5 = 40 policies at each iteration. To evaluate
the performance of the learned policy as well as other base-
line algorithms, we run the workload five times, with each run
taking 30 seconds. By default, the graphs show the median.

7.2 TPC-C

For the TPC-C benchmark, we evaluate the three read-write
transactions only, as the remaining two read-only transactions
can be processed with the snapshot mechanism derived from
Silo. We vary the number of warehouses in the benchmark to
change the level of contention.

By default, we use the 3-layer configuration for Tebaldi,
which divides the read-write transactions into two groups
(NewOrder, Payment vs. Delivery) isolated by 2PL [53].
Tebaldi’s 2-layer configuration puts all read-write transac-
tions into the same group, which is the same as IC3. We
simulate CormCC according to its paper [55]. In particular,
we partition the workload by warehouse so that all accesses to
the same warehouse are protected by the same CC. Moreover,
as all warehouses are inter-changeable in our benchmark, all
partitions should also use the same CC protocol. Based on
this observation, we measure the performance of 2PL and
OCC, and pick the one with the better performance as the CC
protocol for each partition.
Throughput. Fig. 4a and 4b show the throughput of vari-
ous algorithms with 48 threads under different contention
levels. Fig. 4a gives the throughput under high contention.
Polyjuice achieves significant performance improvements.
Specifically, with two warehouses, its throughput reaches
907K TPS, which is more than 1.5× of other algorithms.
IC3 and Tebaldi have higher throughput than other existing
algorithms because they can exploit a form of “pipelined” ex-
ecution. Both have the same throughput, which differs from
the original paper, as we disable their manual optimization
for commutativity and uniqueness. Compared with IC3 and
Tebaldi, Polyjuice achieves 56% improvement because of two
factors: First, it can avoid unnecessary waiting because it uses
the runtime information to infer the CC action, while IC3 only
leverages the static information. Second, Polyjuice can either
read dirty or clean versions of data. This flexibility enables it
to achieve more efficient interleavings. We provide a detailed
analysis with an example in § 7.3.

Fig. 4b shows the throughput under moderate and low con-
tention. Polyjuice outperforms the others for 8 and 16 ware-
houses. For 48 warehouses, in which each worker corresponds
to its local warehouse, Polyjuice is slightly slower (8%) than
Silo, even though Polyjuice learns the same policy as Silo.
This is because Polyjuice needs to maintain additional meta-
data in each tuple, which affects the cache locality.
Scalability. Fig. 4c shows the scalability of Polyjuice under
high contention (1 warehouse). Polyjuice has the same scal-
ability as IC3 and Tebaldi, which can scale to 16 threads.
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Figure 4: TPC-C Performance and Scalability
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Polyjuice IC3 Tebaldi Silo 2PL CormCC

Latency(µs)
Neworder 163/151/179/245 251/246/296/345 246/240/291/354 1084/20/62/263 450/31/49/178 450/31/49/178
Payment 163/151/181/252 247/242/291/340 242/236/285/348 6/4/9/24 658/19/97/1554 658/19/97/1554

AVG / P50 / P90 / P99 Delivery 172/167/194/269 156/152/177/223 155/151/175/208 108/101/120/248 183/145/279/621 183/145/279/621

Table 2: Latency for each transaction type in TPC-C with 1 warehouse and 48 threads

Compared with them, Silo and 2PL do not scale beyond four
threads because they cannot exploit parallelism under high
contention. CormCC also has the scalability issue because it
is limited by the protocols (2PL and OCC) it uses.
Performance of each transaction type. We also study the
throughput and latency for each type of read-write transaction
with 1-warehouse and 48 threads (Table 2). For Polyjuice, the
throughput of each type is 132K (NewOrder), 126K (Payment)
and 11K (Delivery) TPS, which follows TPC-C specified ratio
(45:43:4) very closely. This is because each worker retries an
aborted transaction infinitely until it succeeds before starting
a new transaction. Therefore, the ratio of the per-type commit
throughput is exactly the same as how each worker generates
these types. For the latency of NewOrder, Polyjuice has higher
P99 latency than 2PL, but lower latency than Silo, IC3 and
Tebaldi. For Delivery, the outcome is flipped: Polyjuice has
lower P99 latency than 2PL, but higher latency than Silo, IC3
and Tebaldi. For Payment, Polyjuice has lower P99 latency
than IC3, Tebaldi and 2PL.
Factor analysis. To better understand the advantages of
Polyjuice, we perform a factor analysis to examine the bene-
fits of different actions. We start with a policy including only
the actions of OCC (Table 1). Then, we gradually add other
actions into the action space and measure the performance
improvements. We classify the waiting actions into coarse-
grained waiting and fine-grained waiting. The former means
the actions of waiting for the dependent transaction to com-
mit and learning the backoff. The latter refers to waiting for a
certain access of the dependent transaction to finish.

Fig. 6a and 6b show the factor analysis result with 1 and 8
warehouses. For the 1-warehouse workload, adding “early val-
idation” into the action space can improve the performance by
70%, because it can detect the conflicts earlier and reduce the
retry cost. Polyjuice gets a performance boost after applying
fine-grained waiting actions (116K to 309K TPS) due to full
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Figure 6: Factor Analysis On TPC-C Benchmark

exploitation of the potential parallelism. However, each action
has a different effect factor with different workloads. For the
8-warehouse workload, adding “early validation” achieves
larger improvement (467K to 1177K TPS) than others.

7.3 A case study of learned policy
We analyze an example learned policy to understand how it
outperforms existing CC algorithms.

Fig. 7 shows an example of how IC3 and our learned policy
mediate the data access of 3 concurrently executing transac-
tions: Tno (NewOrder), Tpay (Payment) and T ′no (NewOrder).
All three access the same warehouse. Fig. 7 shows a few
crucial data accesses for each transaction: For NewOrder
transactions (Tno, T ′no), these accesses are: read from WARE-
HOUSE table (r(WARE)), followed by an update to STOCK
table (rw(STOCK)), and finally read from CUSTOMER table
(r(CUST)). The crucial accesses of Payment (Tpay) are: update
to WAREHOUSE (rw(WARE)) and update to CUSTOMER
(rw(CUST)).

The three transactions conflict because they access the
same record in WAREHOUSE. Fig. 7 shows a specific de-
pendency pattern that can arise from their WAREHOUSE ac-
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(a) IC3 interleaving. (b) Polyjuice interleaving.

Figure 7: Polyjuice’s learned policy results in a more efficient
interleaving for TPC-C than IC3.
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Figure 8: TPC-E Performance and Scalability

cess, Tno,r(WARE)→ Tpay,rw(WARE)→ T ′no,r(WARE) as all WARE-
HOUSE accesses use dirty reads. As shown in Fig. 7a, to
avoid the dependency cycle, IC3 makes Tpay’s read of CUS-
TOMER wait for Tno’s CUSTOMER update to finish. This
is because IC3 always uses dirty reads, so Tpay,rw(CUST ) must
be ordered after Tno,r(CUST ) in accordance with their WARE-
HOUSE access’ ordering. IC3 also makes T ′no STOCK update
wait for Tpay’s CUSTOMER update, even though these two
access different tables. This is because IC3 only tracks the
immediate dependency: by waiting for Tpay’s CUSTOMER
update, it ensures that Tno and T ′no will not form a dependency
cycle even though T ′no is not aware of the transitively depen-
dent Tno.

Fig. 7b shows the interleaving obtained by Polyjuice, which
is more efficient. Unlike IC3, the learned policy makes Tpay’s
CUSTOMER update wait for Tno’s STOCK access which
is earlier than Tno,r(CUST ). This shorter wait works because
the learned policy also makes Tno’s CUSTOMER read a
committed version, which helps avoid the conflict between
Tno,r(CUST ) and Tpay,rw(CUST ). This is in contrast to IC3, which
makes Tno,r(CUST ) perform a dirty read. The learned policy
still makes Tno’s STOCK update wait for Tpay’s CUSTOMER
update like IC3 does, but the overall interleaving is more
efficient.

Apart from IC3, neither CormCC nor Tebaldi can exploit
this interleaving. CormCC does not allow dirty reads. Tebaldi
uses the same action (either dirty or clean read) for all accesses
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Figure 9: Micro-benchmark
with 10 tx types.
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Figure 10: Throughput dur-
ing policy switch.

within a transaction. Fig. 7b’s interleaving requires using dirty
reads for NewOrder’s WAREHOUSE access and clean reads
for CUSTOMER access.

7.4 Bigger benchmarks

We use two bigger benchmarks to check if Polyjuice can learn
a CC policy in a much larger search space. The first bench-
mark includes three read-write transactions from TPC-E,
TRADE_ORDER, TRADE_UPDATE and MARKET_FEED.
Compared with the state space of TPC-C (total 26 states),
this benchmark is much more complex (total 65 states). The
second benchmark is a micro-benchmark with ten types of
transactions each with 8 accesses performing random updates
(total 80 states). For each type of transaction, the last opera-
tion updates records in a unique table to distinguish it from
other types. We build this benchmark because the action space
grows exponentially with increasing transaction types.
TPC-E. We vary the contention in TPC-E by controlling the
updates on SECURITY table. Specifically, all updates follow
the Zipf distribution and we vary the θ of Zipf from 0.0 to
4.0 to increase the contention. We didn’t evaluate Tebaldi
as it doesn’t provide a manual grouping strategy for TPC-E.
Similarly, we didn’t evaluate CormCC as it is unclear how to
partition the data for TPC-E.

As shown in Fig. 8a, the throughput of Polyjuice is 42%,
49% and 55% higher than other algorithms when contention
is high (θ = 2,3,4). Unlike TPC-C, in this experiment, the im-
provement of Polyjuice is mainly attributed to the learned
backoff. Specifically, Polyjuice learns a different backoff
mechanism from Silo’s design. We find out that in Silo, the
frequent aborts of TRADE_ORDER result in a large back-
off under high contention and the system spends a lot of
time waiting before retry. In Polyjuice, for TRADE_ORDER
transaction, it wouldn’t increase the backoff even though
the transaction is aborted. Although the abort rate remains
high compared with Silo, the overall throughput is higher.
Fig. 8b shows the scalability of Polyjuice under TPC-E with
θ = 3. Polyjuice’s performance can scale to 18.5× with 48
threads over that with a single thread, which is higher than
IC3 (12.3×) and 2PL (16.6×). Silo (9.4×) does not scale due
to the frequent transaction aborts.
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Microbenchmark with 10 Types of Transactions. For this
benchmark, we change the access distribution of the first op-
eration to vary the contention level. Specifically, we change
the θ of Zipf from 0.2 to 1.0 in the range of 4K. Other opera-
tions randomly update the records in the range of 10M, which
results in little contention. Fig. 9 shows the result, Polyjuice’s
throughput is at least 66% higher than other concurrency con-
trol mechanisms under high contention scenarios. This is
because the learned policy pipelines the operations on some
of the high-contention records while optimizing the waits for
low-contention records.

7.5 Training
We have also implemented policy-gradient based RL training
for the same workload. We initialize RL with an IC3-like
policy to improve its training under this high contention work-
load. The initialization sets the parameters corresponding to
IC3 actions with a high probability (in our case, 80%). The
comparison result is shown in Fig. 5 for TPC-C with 1 ware-
house and 48 threads. The RL agent converges after around
100 iterations, but the throughput of the learned policy is only
178K TPS. In contrast, Polyjuice can learn a 309K TPS policy
in 100 iterations. Our training runs on a single machine for
now; each iteration takes 80 seconds, most of which are spent
on evaluating policy performance.

7.6 Coping with real-world workloads
7.6.1 Trace analysis

The trace. Our analysis is based on the trace of a real-world e-
commerce website, downloaded from Kaggle [24]. The trace
includes a log of requests sent to the web server, including
the request time and several parameters. There are three types
of requests: VIEW, for when a user views a product; CART,
for when a user adds a product to the shopping cart; and
PURCHASE, for when a user purchases a product. As VIEW cor-
responds to a read-only request, we only include the two types
of read-write requests CART and PURCHASE in our analysis.

Workload predictability. For this analysis, we extract all the

logged requests from Oct. 7th 2019 to Apr. 26th 2020 (29
weeks). After removing 6 invalid days, there are 197 days in
total. We only consider the peak-hour workload for each day,
since there is no need to optimize settings when the database
is under-utilized and its commit throughput is limited by the
incoming request rate instead of the CC performance.

As proposed in § 5.3, we predict tomorrow’s peak workload
characteristic to be the same as today’s peak. How accurate is
such a prediction? For our analysis, we characterize a work-
load by its contention level, which has the most effect on the
learned policy. However, since the trace does not contain in-
formation on how long each request executes, we approximate
the likelihood of contention by considering two requests to be
in conflict with each other if they are sent by different users
but operate on the same product id during some time window.
We define conflict_rate = conflict_requests/total_requests
within n minutes. In our analysis, we set n = 5 and split an
hour into 12 intervals. We use the mean of the 12 conflict
rates to represent the contention in this hour and pick the hour
with the most requests as the peak workload in a day. We note
that conflict_rate is heavily influenced by the request rate; the
bigger the request rate, the higher the measured conflict rate.

Fig. 11 shows the error when predicting tomorrow’s peak
hour contention level using today’s peak hour statistics. The
error rate is calculated as error_rate = abs((tomorrow−
today)/today). The smaller the error_rate is, the closer the
next day’s peak workload contention matches that of today.
Fig. 11a shows the error rate of the conflict rates for all 196
days (except for the first day), and Fig. 11b shows the CDF
of the error rates distribution. We can see that, there are only
3 days when the error rate of prediction is larger than 20%.
After manually checking these 3 days, we find out that they
are due to a significantly higher or lower request rate, which
affects the conflict rate.

We also analyze how frequently one needs to retrain. As
suggested in § 5.3, we assume retraining is deferred until the
predicted conflict rate differs from the one used for training
the current policy by 15%. For the trace analyzed, we only
need to retrain 15 times to cover a period of 196 days.
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Figure 12: Throughput under different workloads

7.6.2 Cost of policy switching

We evaluate the cost of switching the policy in terms of: 1)
how long it takes to fully switch the policy 2) whether com-
mit throughput is affected by policy switching. The result is
shown in Fig. 10. We run the TPC-C 1 warehouse workload
with 48 threads, and plot the throughput for each second. At
the beginning, we run the workload with the OCC policy.
Starting in the 15th second, we switch the policy to the one
optimized for 1 warehouse. The result shows that it takes
about 3 seconds to fully switch to a new policy, and switch-
ing does not negatively impact performance. In fact, because
we are switching to a better policy, the performance quickly
improves during switching.

7.6.3 Running a policy trained on a different workload

We also study what happens if the workload optimized by
the policy differs from the one actually being executed. For
these TPC-C experiments, we use fixed learned policies and
measure their performance under various workloads that are
different from those used in training.

In the first set of experiments, we use two fixed policies,
which are trained using 48 threads on 1 warehouse or 4 ware-
houses. Fig. 12a shows the performance of fixed policies
as we vary the number of warehouses, compared to exist-
ing algorithms and Polyjuice when it is always trained on
the correct workload. If the evaluation workload is different
from the workload used for training, the fixed policies can

be sub-optimal. For example, the performance of Polyjuice
(1-warehouse) is 71% of Silo under 48 warehouses. However,
the performance differences between fixed and optimal poli-
cies are small when the evaluation workload is not too far off
from the training workload.

In the second set of experiments, we use fixed policies
trained on 1 warehouse using 48 or 16 threads. Fig. 12b shows
the performance of fixed policies as we vary the number of
threads. The results are similar, in that a trained policy is fairly
robust to training and evaluation workload mismatch.

8 Related Work

Concurrency control. We can categorize recent CC works
according to their design choices. 1) Scheduling based CC:
IC3 [61], Callas [66], DPR [41] and RoCoCo [42] allow ongo-
ing transactions to expose their writes and track dependencies
at runtime, then schedule the read/write operations according
to the tracked dependencies. Ding et al. [11] schedules read
operation after conflicting transaction’s commits to avoid
aborts for OCC protocol. 2) Deterministic databases: Gra-
nola [7], Deterministic CC [15,47,48,56] and Eris [32] sched-
ule a transaction’s execution according to a predetermined
order. PWV [14] adds early write visibility to the determinis-
tic CC to further improve the performance. 3) Changing the
validation algorithm to avoid unnecessary aborts: TicToc [69]
avoids unnecessary aborts by using logical timestamps for
validation. BCC [71] changes the validation phase by detect-
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ing a special pattern. 4) Partially rolling back to reduce the
abort cost [64].

In addition, there are a number of works applying MVCC
into their systems. Bohm [13] combines the MVCC with deter-
ministic CC to achieve non-blocking operations. Cicada [33]
uses logical timestamps with MVCC to increase the possibil-
ity of constructing safe interleavings. Obladi [8] integrates
MVCC on top of ORAM to provide security along with high
performance.

All above CC protocols leverage a fixed set of design
choices. Compared to them, Polyjuice is able to adapt the de-
sign choices according to the characteristics of a given work-
load. Some work [43, 54, 73] focus on distributed databases,
which must do replication in addition to concurrency control.
They propose new algorithms to handle inconsistent orderings
in both concurrency control and replication.
Hybrid concurrency control. There are existing works that
combine multiple concurrency control mechanisms for better
performance. MOCC [60] develops a specific algorithm to
combine OCC and 2PL for high-contention workloads. Sun-
dial [70] proposes a new hybrid CC algorithm based on 2PL
and OCC with logical timestamps. CormCC [55] proposes
a more general hybrid method by formalizing all CC into
four phases. Each operation can use any CC’s policy as long
as all CCs perform each phase according to the same order.
Tebaldi [53] groups transactions and assigns different CC pro-
tocols to each group. However, existing algorithms are either
specific for combining OCC or 2PL, or need programmers to
provide heuristics to choose the execution policy for each op-
eration. Compared to them, Polyjuice is able to automatically
adapt the policy for each operation according to the workload.
Learned systems. Many system optimizations can be done
by machine learning models trained from historical data. In
the area of databases, examples include cardinality estima-
tion [25, 29, 45, 63], join order planning [27, 37, 44] and con-
figuration tuning [58]. Besides databases, works have been
done to improve buffer management systems [4], sorting al-
gorithms [74], memory page prefetching [19,72] and memory
control [21], task scheduling [26], CPU scheduling [51], lock-
ing priority [12] and cache replacement [52]. Although these
works try to leverage machine learning to make systems self-
aware, but none of them targets on the concurrency control.
Thus, they have different model design from Polyjuice.

9 Discussion

As a first attempt on learnable CC, Polyjuice has limitations,
some of which we hope to address in the future.
Not suitable for rapidly changing workloads. In our expe-
rience, training takes on the order of several hundred seconds.
Thus, Polyjuice is not suitable for scenarios in which work-
load changes quicker than every few minutes.
Inaccurate workload emulation. Training reissues executed
transactions with their logged inputs. However, since transac-

tion interleavings during training differ from that of the orig-
inal execution, a transaction’s outputs also differ. Polyjuice
works only if such emulation inaccuracies do not significantly
affect the workload access pattern.
Large state space. Polyjuice represents as potential policies
in a table format, where s is the number of different states and
a is the number of different actions per state. As the number
of transactions and the number of accesses in each transaction
increase in the workload, both s and a increase. The resulting
much enlarged search space will make training via EA less
effective. One potential solution is to follow the breakthrough
of deep reinforcement learning, and use a function approxima-
tor like a deep neural network to approximate the policy table
with parameters far fewer than the number of table cells. It is
a well-known challenge to make deep RL work effectively.
More expressive policy space. There are several interesting
directions to expand the policy space, such as supporting
multi-version databases, explicit CPU scheduling of execu-
tion, fine-grained instead of binary contention levels.
Weaker and mixed isolation levels. Polyjuice currently only
guarantees serializability. Some applications can work with
weaker or mixed isolation levels [9, 23, 34, 38, 65]. It is an
interesting extension to generalize to these scenarios.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
This artifact provides the source code of Polyjuice and scripts
to run the main experiments in this paper. Polyjuice is a fast
in-memory database, which is based on a new concurrency
control framework and uses the evolutionary algorithm to
search for the optimal concurrency control policy under a
specific workload.

Scope
This artifact (including the document, source code, and the
scripts) is used to run the main experiments in Polyjuice. We
note that the reported performance is based on the policies
learned on dedicated machines. Therefore, if you run on
different hardware, the performance numbers might be
different from those in the paper. The artifact aims to verify
the following claims:

TPC-C/TPC-E/Microbenchmark performance. The
results should show that Polyjuice outperforms other
baselines under high/moderate contention. Polyjuice’s
performance is slightly lower than Silo under low-contention
workloads (e.g. TPC-C 48 threads - 48 warehouse, TPC-E
zipf 0.0 and 1.0, Microbenchmark zipf 0.2).

TPC-C/TPC-E scalability. The results should show
that Polyjuice scales better than Silo and 2PL.

TPC-C factor analysis. The results should show that
for the 1-warehouse workload, there is a performance
boost after adding fine-grained waiting actions. For the
8-warehouse workload, adding early validation achieves large
improvement.

Training. The results should show that the training
using EA has better performance than RL.

Switching policy. The results should show that it takes
several seconds to fully switch to a new policy, and the pro-
cess of switching does not negatively impact the database’s
performance.

Contents
• README: A detailed document showing how to down-

load, compile and run the source code of Polyjuice.

• Source code: We provide the source code of Polyjuice, as
well as TPC-C, TPC-E and microbenchmark.
• Scripts: We provide the scripts to run all the main experi-

ments in our paper.

Hosting

An open-source version of Polyjuice is available at
https://github.com/derFischer/Polyjuice. We recommend us-
ing the latest commit on the master branch of the repository,
which would be maintained by the authors.

Code license: Apache License 2.0.

Requirements

Hardware Dependencies. Most of our experiments will use
48 physical cores. Using fewer cores or hyper-threads might
produce different performance results.

Software Dependencies. Our project depends on li-
braries as listed and we give their installation commands on
Ubuntu 18.04 with apt-get. On our machine, GCC 7.5.0/8.3.0.
We recommend using the same version of Python and GCC
as ours because otherwise it may fail to compile.

Library Install Command
libnuma apt-get install libnuma-dev

libdb apt-get install libdb-dev libdb++-dev
libaio apt-get install libaio-dev
libz apt-get install libz-dev

libssl apt-get install libssl-dev
autoconf apt-get install autoconf

libjemalloc apt-get install libjemalloc-dev

Training Dependencies. Our training code is based on Ten-
sorFlow 1.14.0 and we use Python 3.6.9 on our machine.
Using TensorFlow 2.0 may fail to run the training code since
some APIs in version 2.0 are different from those in 1.0.

AE Methodology

Sumission, review and badging methodology:
https://www.usenix.org/conference/osdi21/call-for-artifacts.
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ABSTRACT

Many application domains can benefit from hybrid transac-

tion/analytical processing (HTAP) by executing queries on

real-time datasets produced by concurrent transactions. How-

ever, with the increasingly speedy transactions and queries

thanks to large memory and fast interconnect, commodity

HTAP systems have to make a tradeoff between data fresh-

ness and performance degradation. Fortunately, we observe

that the backups for high availability in modern distributed

OLTP systems can be retrofitted to bridge the analytical

queries and transactions in HTAP workloads. In this paper,

we present VEGITO, a distributed in-memory HTAP system

that embraces freshness and performance with the follow-

ing three techniques: (1) a lightweight gossip-style scheme

to apply logs on backups consistently; (2) a block-based de-

sign for multi-version columnar backups; (3) a two-phase

concurrent updating mechanism for the tree-based index of

backups. They collectively make the backup fresh, columnar,

and fault-tolerant, even facing millions of concurrent transac-

tions per second. Evaluations show that VEGITO can perform

1.9 million TPC-C NEWORDER transactions and 24 TPC-H-

equivalent queries per second simultaneously, which retain

the excellent performance of specialized OLTP and OLAP

counterparts (e.g., DrTM+H and MonetDB). These results

outperform state-of-the-art HTAP systems by several orders

of magnitude on transactional performance, while just incur-

ring little performance slowdown (5% over pure OLTP work-

loads) and still enjoying data freshness for analytical queries

(less than 20 ms of maximum delay) in the failure-free case.

Further, VEGITO can recover from cascading machine fail-

ures by using the columnar backup in less than 60 ms.

1 INTRODUCTION

For more than four decades, online transaction processing

(OLTP) and online analytical processing (OLAP) are two

separate pillars in the database community, with their own

design targets and specific fields. Nowadays, many appli-

cation domains are highly demanding the combination of

OLTP and OLAP, such as fraud detection [24, 77, 78], busi-

ness intelligence [54, 80, 85], healthcare [27, 93], personal-

ized recommendation [117], and IoT [16]. The fundamental

reason behind this trend is that much information is most

valuable when it first appears, but the value diminishes over

time [10, 115]. For example, on 2018 Alibaba’s Double 11
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Fig. 1. The performance-freshness tradeoff for existing HTAP sys-

tems with three different architectures and the OLTP performance

of existing HTAP systems for TPC-C [95] or CH-benCHmark [29].

VEGITO is located in the desired area of HTAP systems and can

offer comparable performance with modern distributed in-memory

OLTP systems [46, 87, 107]. Sources: published results of HTAP

systems [33, 34, 43, 54, 60, 62, 65, 72, 112] and real-time require-

ments of various application domains [12, 45, 63, 76, 77].

US), the peak throughput reaches 6,000,000 transactions per

second, and Alibaba’s real-time monitoring system behind it

expects to provide a time delay of 20 ms [12]. Meanwhile,

users may search for the hottest items and receive personal-

ized advertisements [117]. Vendors also need to detect and

prevent online transaction fraud [24] and rely on immediate

information to adjust price and stock timely [63].

In response, many recent academic and industrial efforts

have been devoted to developing hybrid transaction/analyti-

cal processing (HTAP) systems [4, 14, 31, 43, 48, 54, 55, 60,

62, 80, 84, 88, 112], which are expected to support real-time

operational analytics by breaking the walls between OLTP

and OLAP systems. More specifically, analytical queries

should be executed on real-time datasets quickly updated

by transactions simultaneously. This implies two overarch-

ing goals for HTAP systems [43, 60, 101, 112]. Freshness:

the maximum time delay between the tuple’s value written

by transactions and read by analytical queries should be near

real-time (e.g., tens of milliseconds) in the failure-free case.

Performance: the transactions and analytical queries should

be executed concurrently with little performance degradation

(e.g., less than 10%), compared to specialized systems.

Several architectures were proposed (see Fig. 2) but can

hardly satisfy both goals of HTAP systems simultaneously,

as depicted in Fig. 1. Alternative 1 (DUAL-SYSTEM) con-

nects two OLTP and OLAP-specific systems and performs

both workloads at (almost) full speed. However, the cross-

system data transfer will cause a large delay (seconds to
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Fig. 2. A comparison of three existing HTAP architectures.

minutes) [72, 112].1 It also doubles the memory cost and

incurs additional CPU and network overhead. Alternative 2

(SINGLE-LAYOUT) directly builds an HTAP system derived

from one specialized system (e.g., OLTP), which uses a sin-

gle layout (e.g., row store) for both transactions and analyti-

cal queries to ensure data freshness. Thus, it will certainly

prefer one type of workload while sacrificing the perfor-

mance significantly in another (e.g., more than 50% perfor-

mance degradation [43, 60]). Alternative 3 (DUAL-LAYOUT)

carefully combines two different modules into a single sys-

tem with intra-system data transfer, which ameliorates this

problem with a performance-freshness tradeoff. However,

the fundamental issues remain (i.e., noticeable performance

degradation and time delay).

This paper presents VEGITO, as highlighted in Fig. 1, a

distributed hybrid transaction/analytical processing system

that retrofits the high availability mechanism (e.g., primary-

backup replication) to support HTAP workloads. Specifi-

cally, VEGITO executes transactions and analytical queries

on primary and backup replicas separately; the transaction

updates are always replicated synchronously to multi-version

columnar backups and tree-based indexes. Unlike many

prior HTAP systems [43, 54, 101], VEGITO keeps both pri-

mary and backup replicas in main memory and adopts a sym-

metric model—each machine both runs HTAP workloads

and stores data. However, modern distributed in-memory

OLTP systems [34, 74, 83, 89, 107, 113] can provide ex-

tremely high throughput (millions of transactions per sec-

ond) never encountered and targeted by existing HTAP sys-

tems (see Fig. 1); it poses new challenges to key components

in VEGITO, causing severe performance degradation of both

OLTP and OLAP workloads (see §3.2).

To remedy this, we first introduce a classic concept

(epoch) into a new context (HTAP) and further propose three

new techniques. First, VEGITO introduces a lightweight

gossip-style scheme to allocate consistent epoch numbers

for dependent (distributed) transactions. It allows all logs

on a single backup from different transactions to be drained

in parallel. Meanwhile, to refrain from strict synchroniza-

tion among different backups, VEGITO demands the analyt-

ical query to use the latest stable epoch for reading multi-

ple backups consistently. Second, VEGITO chooses a block-

1The data transfer relies on general ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load)

tools [2] or specialized techniques (e.g., log shipping [65, 103]).

based design to build multi-version columnar backups for

analytical queries, instead of conventional wisdom (chain-

based design). Since the transaction updates are applied in

rows while the tuples are stored in columns, VEGITO further

proposes two optimizations—row-split and column-merge—

to exploit both spatial and temporal locality for writing a

columnar backup in rows. Third, VEGITO introduces a two-

phase concurrent updating mechanism for the tree-based in-

dex (e.g., B+-tree) of backups, which is essential to achieve

high performance for analytical queries. VEGITO splits the

insert operations within an epoch into two phases (i.e., loca-

tion and update) and parallelizes two phases with two differ-

ent approaches (i.e., task and data parallelism), respectively.

In addition, while VEGITO uses columnar backups to sup-

port OLAP workloads, it still preserves the same availability

guarantees for free; namely, the backup is still fault-tolerant.

VEGITO retrofits the replication protocol carefully and re-

stricts changes to the data layout of the backup. Thus, it re-

tains the capability of failure recovery. Besides, the original

recovery protocol could be used as usual in most cases.

We implemented VEGITO by extending DrTM+H [107],

a state-of-the-art distributed in-memory OLTP system. The

extensions include retrofitting fault-tolerant backups to run

analytical queries and integrating an efficient distributed in-

memory OLAP engine, similar to MonetDB [6]. To demon-

strate the efficacy of VEGITO, we have conducted a set of

evaluations using several micro-benchmarks and a typical

HTAP benchmark, CH-benCHmark [29], which combines

TPC-C [95] and TPC-H [96] to form a complex mixed work-

load. For OLTP-only workloads, VEGITO (with 3-way repli-

cation) can commit 3.7 million NEWORDER transactions

per second when running the TPC-C transaction mix on

16 machines. For OLAP-only workloads, VEGITO can run

TPC-H-equivalent queries in 216 ms on average (geomet-

ric mean) using a single thread. These results are compara-

ble to the excellent performance of specialized counterparts

(e.g., DrTM+H [107] and MonetDB [6]). For HTAP work-

loads (i.e., CH-benCHmark), VEGITO can achieve a peak

throughput of 1.9 million NEWORDER transactions per sec-

ond and 24 TPC-H-equivalent queries per second simultane-

ously on a cluster of 16 machines with up to a 1.2 TB dataset.

It outperforms state-of-the-art HTAP systems with three

different architectures (i.e., MemSQL [4], TiDB [8], and

SQL Server [54]) by several orders of magnitude on transac-

tional performance (from 2,911X to 53,138X).2 Meanwhile,

different from prior systems, which have severe performance

degradation and poor data freshness (e.g., more than 70%

OLTP performance degradation in MemSQL and an 1,500-

millisecond delay in TiDB), VEGITO limits the adverse ef-

fects to less than 5% and 20 ms simultaneously in the failure-

free case. Further, VEGITO can recover from cascading ma-

chine failures by using the columnar backup in less than

2Note that MemSQL is an in-memory HTAP system, while TiDB and

SQL Server are on-disk HTAP systems.
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NEWORDER(o_id, i_id, qty)
amount = ITEM[i_id].PRICE * qty

ITEM[i_id].QTY -= qty

ITEM[i_id].CNT++

ITEM.update(i_id)

ORDER.insert(o_id, i_id, qty, amount, UNPAID)
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Fig. 3. A simplified dataset on a row store and a sample transaction

(TXno) in TPC-C.

60 ms. On the other hand, VEGITO can provide compara-

ble failure-free freshness with Amazon Aurora [101].3 Yet, it

also supports fault tolerance and a much higher rate of trans-

actions (e.g., 1.9 million vs. 1,232 NEWORDER transactions

per second) by scaling out and processing transactions in the

main memory.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

• A new distributed in-memory HTAP architecture that

retrofits fault-tolerant backups to support hybrid trans-

action/analytical processing (§3) without compromising

high availability (§5).

• Three key techniques with epoch scheme to collectively

make a fresh, multi-version columnar backup with tree-

based indexes for analytical queries (§4).

• A set of evaluations that confirm the efficacy of VEGITO

for HTAP workloads even facing millions of transactions

per second (§6).

2 BACKGROUND

Online Transaction Processing (OLTP). The workloads

for OLTP systems (e.g., database) usually contain repetitive,

short-lived transactions to retrieve and modify tuples (e.g.,

create/read/update/delete) with ACID guarantees, which are

the basis of many applications such as stock exchange, e-

commerce, and online order processing. Fig. 3 illustrates

a simplified dataset and NEWORDER transaction in TPC-

C [95], a popular OLTP benchmark. The sample transaction

(TXno) adds a new order (o_id) for selling qty items (i_id),

which will append a tuple to ORDER table and update ITEM

table. OLTP systems use the row store to exploit data locality

and access patterns in transactions, where all attributes of a

single tuple are stored continuously.

Moreover, modern in-memory OLTP systems [26, 30, 34,

46, 57, 113] are becoming mainstream, which scale out

by sharding a large volume of data across multiple shared-

nothing machines and supporting distributed in-memory

3Amazon Aurora [101] reports that each read replica typically lags behind

the writer by a short interval (20 ms or less). We interprete it as the failure-

free freshness. For freshness with failures, we have neither the number for

Aurora nor for VEGITO.

count ORDER by AMOUNT

SELECT count(*)

FROM   ORDER 

WHERE  AMOUNT in (50.0, 150.0)

10001
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O_ID I_ID AMOUNT STATUS

ORDER

17 30.0
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Fig. 4. A simplified dataset on a column store with a tree-based

index and a sample analytical query (Qcnt) in TPC-H.

transaction processing with high throughput and low latency.

They usually rely on replication schemes (e.g., primary-

backup replication [52] or Paxos state machine replica-

tion [30]) to provide high availability even with failures.

Online Analytical Processing (OLAP). By contrast, the

workloads for OLAP systems (e.g., data warehouse [32, 40])

usually contain analytical queries to consistently read several

attributes of massive tuples (e.g., select/join/filter/aggregate),

which also are the basis of many other applications such as

business intelligence, financial reporting, and data mining.

Fig. 4 illustrates a simplified dataset with a tree-based in-

dex, and a sample analytical query in TPC-H [96], a popu-

lar OLAP benchmark. The sample query (Qcnt) counts the

number of orders (count(*)) with a given range of amounts

(from 50.0 to 150.0), which needs to scan ORDER table and

the index for AMOUNT attribute. Thus, the column store (aka

columnar store) with tree-based indexes is widely used to ex-

ploit data locality and access patterns in analytical queries.

Hybrid Transaction/Analytical Processing (HTAP).

OLTP and OLAP systems have their own design targets

and specific fields, yet many application domains are

highly demanding the combination of them; analytical

queries should be executed on real-time datasets quickly

updated by transactions simultaneously. For example,

massive new orders are submitted by users (TXno in Fig. 3).

Meanwhile, the seller may want to see the number of

orders with a given range of amounts in real-time (Qcnt

in Fig. 4). The HTAP system should meet the following

two goals—freshness and performance—also appearing in

recent literature [49, 60, 70, 75, 82, 100, 103].

Freshness. The maximum time delay between the tuple’s

value written by transactions and read by analytical queries

should be near real-time (e.g., tens of milliseconds).

Performance. The transaction and analytical workloads

should be executed concurrently with little performance

degradation (e.g., <10%) compared to specialized systems.

Nowadays, several HTAP architectures are proposed but

could hardly meet two goals simultaneously in the failure-

free case—for example, a maximum delay of 20 ms and 10%

performance degradation, as depicted in Fig. 1.
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3 APPROACH AND CHALLENGES

Opportunity: fault-tolerant backup. It is important and

imperative for distributed transaction processing (OLTP) sys-

tems to provide high availability (HA), which is guaranteed

by replicating tuples on remote machines before commit-

ting a transaction. A common approach is to use vertical

Paxos [52] with primary-backup replication [4, 7, 26, 34, 46,

59, 69, 97, 108]4, where each shard is commonly configured

to use 3-way replication (one primary and two backups). The

transaction will synchronously ship updates (i.e., logs) to all

backups before committing on the primary.

We observe that the consistent and fresh backup in high

availability (HA) provides the foundation for hybrid trans-

action/analytical processing (HTAP)—running OLTP and

OLAP workloads on primary and backup replicas sepa-

rately. Specifically, for freshness, high availability guaran-

tees strong consistency between primary and backups by us-

ing synchronous log shipping. Thus, analytical queries can

always see the latest updates of transactions. For perfor-

mance, running different workloads on different replicas

can avoid interference naturally and deploy optimizations

individually (e.g., row store and column store). Moreover,

reusing fault-tolerant backups and synchronous log shipping

for free—there is no compromise on availability (§5)—can

avoid extra memory for read replicas and CPU for data syn-

chronization to support real-time OLAP.

3.1 Our approach

VEGITO is a distributed in-memory hybrid transaction/ana-

lytical processing system, which targets concurrent OLTP

and OLAP workloads over one large volume of data. It scales

out by partitioning data into many shards spreading across

multiple shared-nothing machines while allowing both trans-

actions and analytical queries to span any number of ma-

chines. VEGITO can provide serializability for both transac-

tions and analytical queries. We build VEGITO out of two

independent components: execution layer and memory store.

An overview of VEGITO’s architecture is shown in Fig. 5,

which also illustrates the execution of transaction and analyt-

ical workloads.

The execution layer employs a worker-thread model by

running n worker threads atop n cores playing different

roles; each worker thread executes a transaction (e.g., TXno)

or a query (e.g., Qcnt) at a time, according to its role (TP or

AP worker thread). Following prior modern transaction pro-

cessing systems [26, 34, 46], VEGITO also leverages 3-way

primary-backup replication for high availability. To reduce

the overhead of replication, a non-volatile write-ahead log

(WAL) is used to buffer the updates (logs) for each backup.

Transactions (synchronously) append updates to the WAL

of backups involved before committing on the primary, and

4Our work is also applicable to other replication-based HA mechanisms,

like chain replication [99] and state machine replication [30, 43].
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Fig. 5. An overview of VEGITO with three machines and three

shards. The transaction (TX) updates an attribute of a tuple in the

2nd shard (M2), and the query (Q) scans the attributes of all tuples.

then auxiliary (cleaner) threads drain the logs in a lazy and

batched manner (asynchronously). VEGITO runs TP and AP

worker threads over the primary and one of the backup repli-

cas (aka backup/AP), respectively.5

The memory store adopts a general key/value store over a

distributed hash table to support a partitioned global address

space. Each machine (e.g., M1) stores several primary and

backup replicas of different shards. The primary and back-

up/TP use row stores, while the backup/AP uses a multi-

version column store. Specifically, each key-value pair stores

an attribute of a tuple. All of the attributes of a single tu-

ple are stored continuously in row stores, while the same at-

tributes of all tuples are stored continuously in column stores.

The memory store provides a general key-value store inter-

face (e.g., get and put) and a specific row/column store inter-

face (e.g., row and column) to the above execution layer. Fur-

ther, tree-based indexes are also maintained with backup/AP

for range scans in analytical queries.

Each client contains a client library that parses and ships

transactions (TX) and analytical queries (Q) to TP and AP

worker threads, respectively. As shown in Fig. 5, the transac-

tion will be executed on the primary using a concurrency con-

trol protocol (e.g., two-phase locking [18] or optimistic con-

currency control [51]). Before committing the transaction on

the primary, all updates are first appended to the write-ahead

log (WAL) queue at each machine with a backup. The logs

will be applied to backup replicas asynchronously by cleaner

threads. On the other hand, the analytical query will be exe-

cuted on the columnar backup replicas (backup/AP).

Further, the architecture of VEGITO can integrate exist-

ing OLTP and OLAP systems instead of writing code from

scratch, including transaction/analytical engine, key-value

store, data replication and recovery support [26].

5This paper uses backup/TP to denote the vanilla backup that provides high

availability of transaction processing, and uses backup/AP to denote the

columnar backup that also supports analytical processing.
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3.2 Challenges

We note that recent HTAP systems also propose to run an-

alytical queries on a separate, read-optimized snapshot of

transactional data [43, 60, 92, 112]. However, none of them

could meet two goals simultaneously—freshness (a maxi-

mum delay of 20 ms) and performance (10% performance

degradation)—even under much lower OLTP throughput

(e.g., several thousand transactions per second [30, 43, 101]).

Differently, our approach reuses synchronous log shipping to

keep backups consistent and fresh; however, it indeed raises

new challenges for minimizing performance degradation on

transaction and analytical processing, especially when facing

millions of transactions per second.

C#1: consistent and parallel log cleaning. To avoid block-

ing transaction committing, the updates are appended to

WAL queues synchronously and then applied to the backup

asynchronously by cleaner threads in parallel (see the left

part of Fig. 6(a)). This design is enough and efficient to

maintain a fault-tolerate backup [26, 34, 46]. In Fig. 6(b),

OLTP throughput (FTBackup) can reach about 4.7 million

transactions per second, and WAL queues are never full.

However, OLAP workloads demand consistent backups. It

means that the cleaner threads should drain logs following

the dependency in transactions. A common solution is to

record a global timestamp in each log and drain logs in se-

quence [55, 65, 103, 112]. This causes a significant loss

(70%) in throughput (GTS+SEQ), dropping to 1.4 M txns/s of

OLTP throughput. Given WAL queues with unlimited mem-

ory (Unlimited), we further decouple the performance bot-

tlenecks of transaction processing and log cleaning. Perfor-

mance degradation can happen for two reasons. First, the

OLTP throughput is limited to 2.5 M txns/s due to assign-

ing global timestamps for every transaction in a cluster of 16

machines, causing high contention [106]. Second, draining

logs sequentially limits the clean throughput to 3.0 M logs/s

and further limits the OLTP throughput to 1.4 M txns/s, since

all transactions would be blocked when WAL queues are full.

Therefore, VEGITO needs a new approach to draining logs at

each machine in a consistent and parallel way.

C#2: multi-version column store building. The backup for

analytical processing (backup/AP) should store tuples in a

columnar format to achieve high performance. Meanwhile,

cleaner threads and AP threads will write and read the same

backup simultaneously, especially with different flavors of

locality (row-wise writes vs. column-wise reads). Multi-

version concurrency control (MVCC) [19, 110] is commonly

used to resolve conflicts between read and write operations

by maintaining multiple snapshots. The chain-based design

(see the top right corner of Fig. 6(a)) is widely used by

multi-version (row) stores [33, 39, 50, 58, 60, 110], and prior

HTAP systems [20, 68, 84] also follow this design. However,

column-wise reads with a given version (snapshot) have to

access pointer-linked tuples (chains) and frequently check

their versions, causing massive cache misses and severe per-

formance degradation for analytical queries [58]. As shown

in Fig. 6(c), the read throughput drops more than 90% (from

21.2G to 1.8G ops/s) with growing write throughput (10M

ops/s), even just accessing 0.5 more versions per read on av-

erage. Note that the query (similar to Q02 in TPC-H [96])

simply reads one column updated by TPC-C transactions

(like QTY attribute of ITEM table in Fig. 4), and the median

latency is about 180 ms over a single-version store, close

to the average latency of queries in CH-benCHmark [29].

Therefore, VEGITO demands a new approach to building a

multi-version column store that can preserve the locality of

both row-wise writes (log cleaners) and column-wise reads

(analytical queries).

C#3: concurrent tree-based index updating. The tree-

based index (e.g., B+-tree) is imperative to support range

scans for analytical queries. In HTAP systems, the index

has to serve both writes (cleaner threads) and reads (AP

threads) simultaneously (see the bottom right corner of

Fig. 6(a)). Although several research efforts have been de-

voted to building concurrent tree-based data structures [17,

61, 86, 94, 102, 104, 114], to our knowledge, none of them

satisfies our requirements and exploits HTAP workload char-

acteristics. Fig. 6(d) shows the throughput of range scans

with growing write throughput for read-optimized and write-

optimized tree-based index structures (i.e., STX [21] and
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Masstree [61]). STX can outperform Masstree by 1.8× for

read-only workloads (564 M vs. 319 M ops/s). However, its

write throughput is limited to 7.9 M ops/s due to high con-

tention on concurrent writes and collapses when the clients

send more write requests. In addition, the read throughput

drops up to 34% because of the interference from heavy up-

dates. On the contrary, Masstree is highly optimized to han-

dle fast concurrent writes at the expense of read performance

(e.g., unordered keys in leaf nodes). Thus, VEGITO should

optimize tree-based index for concurrent writes and reads.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

To overcome the challenges, we introduce a classic concept

(epoch) into a new context (HTAP). A centralized (epoch) or-

acle partitions time into non-overlapping epochs.6 Epoch is

the granularity at which VEGITO guarantees the consistency

and visibility of backup/AP replicas to analytical queries. It

opens opportunities to exploit parallelism and preserve local-

ity for providing consistent, fresh, and columnar backups. In

this section, we detail main techniques in our epoch-based

solution employed by VEGITO.

4.1 Consistent and Parallel Log Cleaning

To provide consistent backups for OLAP workloads, log

cleaner threads on multiple machines should apply logs fol-

lowing the dependency in transactions; all logs of one trans-

action should be applied atomically, and all logs from differ-

ent transactions should be applied in order.

A traditional approach is to assign global or vectorized

timestamps to logs of transactions and then apply logs se-

quentially at both machine and thread levels according to

their timestamps [55, 65, 101]. When facing millions of

transactions per second, this approach would incur excessive

cost to transaction processing, and sequential log cleaning

would be extremely slow (see GTS+SEQ in Fig. 6b).

The epoch-based approach simplifies the assignment and

6Note that the oracle only needs to periodically broadcast a new epoch to all

machines in the cluster, instead of transactions or queries involved. Hence,

it will definitely not be the bottleneck in the cluster with thousands of ma-

chines even using very small epochs (e.g., a few milliseconds) [15, 30].

comparison of timestamps with a local scalar value (epoch

number), and also allows logs within an epoch (assigned the

same epoch number) to be drained in parallel. However, de-

pendent transactions at the epoch boundary must be assigned

epochs matching the serial order; namely, committed transac-

tions in earlier epochs never transitively depend on transac-

tions in later epochs. Further, logs in different epochs should

still be drained in order.

Consistent epoch assigning. VEGITO introduces a light-

weight gossip-style scheme to assign consistent epoch num-

bers for dependent transactions. An epoch oracle will period-

ically broadcast a new epoch to update the transaction epoch

number (Epoch/TX) on each machine atomically; it always

waits for ACKs from all machines such that the epoch gap

among machines must not be bigger than 1. Each transac-

tion will assign Epoch/TX on machines involved to its logs

during committing (see Fig. 8). For stand-alone dependent

transactions on the same machine, the order of epoch num-

bers can always agree with the serial order due to using the

concurrency control scheme (e.g., 2PL or OCC), similar to

Silo [98]. For distributed transactions, the epochs from dif-

ferent machines are likely the same, which means all transac-

tions on these machines are in the same epoch. In rare cases,

the distributed transaction involves machines within differ-

ent epochs, as shown in Fig. 7. The distributed transaction

TX1 executes on two machines and observes the epoch on

one machine (M1) is behind the other (M2). Suppose a local

transaction TX2 on M1 depends on TX1, assigning a smaller

epoch number (Epoch/TX=4) to TX2’s log would violate the

serial order. To avoid this, TX1 is responsible for synchro-

nizing the epoch (Epoch/TX=5) on machines involved using

point-to-point messaging (gossip), so that TX2 will commit

its log with the correct epoch number (5).

Fig. 8 shows the commit protocol [34, 107] with a new

distributed epoch synchronization step.7 It first gains the lat-

est epoch number (Line 1-3) from machines involved (mset),

and then updates the epoch if needed (Line 4-6). Specifically,

we can blindly overwrite the epoch instead of using atomic

operations as there are at most two epoch numbers across the

cluster. Finally, it will send logs to backups with the consis-

tent epoch number (Line 8). Note that epochs are synchro-

nized after write locking and before read validation. Placing

it after write locking ensures that all transactions in the later

epochs would see at least the conflict tuple locked; placing it

before read validation ensures that committed transaction in

earlier epoch never reads the tuple updated by transactions in

later epoch. Thus, assigning epochs obeys both dependencies

and anti-dependencies.

Parallel log cleaning. Logs from different machines (and

threads) are buffered in different queues [26, 34], and mul-

7The single-machine epoch scheme usually replies on total-store-order

(TSO) architectures (like x86-64) to synchronize the epoch among worker

threads, like Silo(R) [98, 116].
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COMMIT

▸ 1. LOCK tuples in write set

...

▸ 2. VALIDATE tuples in read set

... 

▸ 3. send LOGs to backups

7 foreach b in backups

8   send_log(b, updates, epochTX )

▸ 4. COMMIT updates to primary

...

▸ SYNC epoch/TX

1 foreach m in mset

2   m.epoch = get_epoch(m)

3   epochTX = max(epochTX, m.epoch)

4 foreach m in mset

5 if epochTX != m.epoch then

6 sync_epoch(m, epochTX)

Fig. 8. Commit protocol with a lightweight epoch scheme run at

the end of every transaction.

tiple cleaner threads can drain logs of the same epoch in

parallel. VEGITO uses a hybrid design to exploit both intra-

machine and inter-machine parallelism. First, each machine

maintains a cleaner epoch number (Epoch/C), meaning that

logs at this epoch have been drained. As shown in Fig. 7, af-

ter the cleaner thread on M2 applies the last two logs at epoch

4 from M1, the cleaner epoch will increase to Epoch/C=4, and

then two cleaner threads could start to drain logs at epoch 5

on M2 in parallel. The runtime schedules queues dynamically

across available cleaner threads to achieve load balance [81].

Second, to reduce waiting time among cleaner threads,

VEGITO refrains from the synchronization among the

cleaner threads on different machines, so that the backup

replicas on different machines may not keep up the pace of

change. For example, in Fig. 7, the cleaner threads on M1

and M2 are draining logs in different epochs (5 and 4 re-

spectively). To remedy this, VEGITO supports multi-version

backup replicas (see §4.2) and makes analytical queries

read consistent backups at a (stable) query epoch (Epoch/Q),

which is the minimum value of cleaner epochs on machines

involved, like Epoch/Q=3 in Fig. 7.

4.2 Locality-preserving Multi-version Column Store

To avoid contention between cleaner threads (write) and AP

threads (read), backup/AP replicas require to adopt a multi-

version column store (MVCS) at the epoch level. Specifically,

the cleaner threads will generate a new version of column

store for each epoch by applying logs in parallel. Meanwhile,

AP threads will run analytical queries over the latest stable

version of the column store to retrieve fresh results.

The chain-based design is widely used by multi-version

(row) stores [33, 39, 50, 58, 60, 110]. Prior HTAP sys-

tems [20, 68, 84] also follow this design. As shown in

Fig. 9(a), the column store maintains an array for each at-

tribute to store the latest value of tuples with its version

(e.g., epoch). Each entry also maintains a backward chain

for values in the earlier versions, which is designed to sup-

port atomic updates efficiently. Before updating new value

in-place, the cleaner thread will copy the original entry and

update the chain atomically. Although this design preserves

the locality for recent values, analytical queries commonly

access the latest consistent data. For example, in Fig. 9(a),
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the cleaner threads are currently draining logs at epoch 4, and

the queries can only access the values up to epoch 3. Conse-

quently, the AP thread has to traverse the chains of updated

entries and frequently check the versions (see the access pat-

tern in Fig. 9(a)). Besides, the garbage collection for chains

would also be complicated and time-consuming.

VEGITO proposes a block-based design to exploit optimal

performance for analytical queries. As shown in Fig. 9(b),

the design is straightforward, which maintains an array for

each epoch. When starting a new epoch, the cleaner thread

copies the array of last epoch and applies logs to it. This cre-

ates a complete snapshot on demand in each epoch. Given an

epoch, the AP thread can scan the array with perfect locality

but without interference from the cleaner threads. Moreover,

the cleaner thread can also garbage collect expired arrays ef-

ficiently and reuse the memory easily. However, this design

has an apparent and critical drawback (see Fig. 20 in §6.7):

data copying may waste lots of CPU and memory resources,

especially for append-only attributes (e.g., the attributes in

ORDER table). In Fig. 9(b), most of the entries are wasted

(grey box) to repeatedly store tuples, which are not changed

in the current epoch.

To remedy this, we optimize the naive block-based design

by exploiting both spatial and temporal locality observed in

transaction workloads, the data source of MVCS.

Row-split. We observe that the transactions may focus on

updating tuples in a small scope for a while, like discounted

products, batch orders, and social events. Thus, VEGITO first

splits values into multiple pages, and each page enables a

copy-on-write mechanism independently to implement fine-

grained on-demand data copying. There are no new copies

for pages without updates at the current epoch. As shown

in Fig. 10(a), values of attribute QTY are grouped into two

pages. The first page has only two copies for epoch 1 and

epoch 2 (i.e., E=1 and E=2), since there is no update in later

epochs. To balance the read (AP threads) and write (cleaner

threads) performance of the multi-version column store, VE-

GITO uses 4KB page size, which is enough to exploit the

cache locality [44, 91]. Although an insert can be treated as

a normal update and triggers the copy-on-write mechanism

for a new epoch as well, it is costly for insert-mostly tables
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(e.g., ORDER). VEGITO avoids page copying from inserts

by appending new values and maintaining offsets for each

epoch.

Column-merge. We further observe that a certain type of

transactions usually updates a fixed set of attributes at a

time. For example, NEWORDER transaction in Fig. 3 always

updates two attributes (QTY and CNT) of ITEM table to-

gether. Thus, VEGITO will merge related attributes for the

same tuple into a single page. As shown in 10(b), QTY and

CNT attributes of ITEM table are merged. Using column-

merge improves the performance of draining logs for cleaner

threads and also reduces data copying operations with the

same page size, due to finer-grained partitioning for each at-

tribute. VEGITO can automatically discover correlations be-

tween attributes from transaction logs and reorganize them

into a single page at the start of next epoch.8 The epoch-

based reorganization will not interfere with running queries

at all since new pages will not be read by current analytical

queries. Further, analytical queries could benefit from the op-

timization two epochs later.

Finally, after enabling the two optimizations, only 2%

of updates incur page copying when using 4KB page size

and 15ms epoch interval in a typical HTAP workload (i.e.,

CH-benCHmark [29]). The median latency to copy a 4KB

page is about 6 microseconds. Moreover, our two optimiza-

tions are orthogonal to the preceding techniques for the col-

umn store [32, 40], such as compression and range filter, so

both are applicable in a complementary manner. We leave it

to future work.

4.3 Two-phase Concurrent Index Updating

The order-preserving indexes commonly use tree-based data

structures to support range scan operations. The update op-

eration may involve more complicated steps (e.g., traversal

and split), which will cause new challenges to support fast

concurrent updates (by cleaner threads) and lookups (by AP

threads). Without loss of generality, the rest of this paper

8We collect the statistics on the column family to decide how to merge

columns with conflicting requirements.
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will use B+-tree to explain the issues and introduce our de-

sign, since it is widely adopted by OLTP and OLAP sys-

tems [37, 43, 47, 101, 105, 109].

As shown in Fig. 11, B+-tree contains two types of nodes:

inner nodes and leaf nodes. The inner node stores the val-

ues and links to the next level. The last level (L2) contains

(sorted) leaf nodes, which are used to store the sorted value

of the indexed attribute (AMOUNT) with a link to the row ID

and its start/end epochs. The end epoch is used to delete a

value, which will simply write an end epoch. The cleaner

thread will garbage collect expired values in a lazy and

batched manner. The update operation is treated as a delete

operation for the original value and an insert operation for

the new value. So that we mainly consider the insert oper-

ations by cleaner threads and the lookup operations by AP

threads.

The INSERT operation consists of three steps.

• Locate leaf node. Search a leaf node to store the value by

traversing from the root

• Split/Insert leaf node. Split the leaf node if it is full, and

then insert the value into the sorted leaf node.

• Split/Insert inner node. (Recursively) Split the upper-

level inner node if it is full, and then insert a value and a

link into the sorted inner node.

We observe that the throughput of insert operations drops

with the increase of threads, even using an optimized B+-

tree [104] (see Fig. 21(a) in §6.8). The main reason is that

the second step of the insert operation may block other con-

current insert operations. As shown in Fig. 11, for inserting

the value 70, the cleaner thread has to recursively lock the

leaf node and the upper-level inner nodes due to node split.

It will block the concurrent insert operations on the whole

subtree (e.g., 58 and 100). Even worse, the node split may

cause some blocked operations to lock or rollback the first

step since the leaf node has changed (e.g., 58 and 70). Even

no split, the second step may still hold the lock of the leaf

node for a long time, since it has to move values for keeping
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them in order. However, these efforts may be in vain, as the

later insert may move these values again (e.g., 160 and 170).

On the other hand, the existence of insert operations will also

significantly impact the performance of lookup operations by

AP threads (see Fig. 21(b) in §6.8). The lookup operation has

to protect access to the inner/leaf node and the value, since

the insert operations may change them concurrently.

Fortunately, the epoch-based design provides an opportu-

nity to fully parallelize the index updating. More specifically,

the insert operations in the current epoch only need to be-

come visible by the lookup operations until the next epoch.

VEGITO introduces a two-phase index updating mechanism

that splits the insert operations within an epoch into two

phases (i.e., location and update) and parallelizes them us-

ing two different approaches (task parallelism and data par-

allelism), as shown in Fig. 12.

In the location phase, each thread searches a leaf node

to append the value into its interim buffer, and recursively

updates the counter at each level. The interim buffer is un-

ordered, and atomic instructions (e.g., CAS) are used to ap-

pend the value and increase the counter. VEGITO simply uses

a vector to implement the interim buffer and resize it accord-

ing to workloads. Note that the interim buffer is absolutely

transparent to lookup operations; thus there is no read/write

conflict.

In the update phase, we first use a top-down greedy strat-

egy to partition the tree into non-overlapping subtrees accord-

ing to the counters at each level, so that each subtree has

a similar amount of tasks. Then each thread will insert the

values within a subtree in a batch, which also avoids redun-

dant node splits and data movements. Finally, we use a sin-

gle thread to split the top-level (L0) node if necessary. Con-

sequently, there are no conflicts between cleaner threads in

both location and update phases. However, the lookup opera-

tions (by AP threads) still may conflict with the update phase

of the insert operations. To minimize the impact on lookup

operations, cleaner threads can leverage RCU [64] mecha-

nism or HTM [41] to implement the update phase.

5 NO COMPROMISE: AVAILABILITY

VEGITO assumes that the OLTP system has already pro-

vided high availability using replication (e.g., 3-way primary-

backup replication [26, 34, 46]) and other fault-tolerant tech-

niques (e.g., failure detection and non-volatile WAL). VE-

GITO reuses this mechanism to support HTAP workloads

and still preserves the same availability guarantees for free—

namely, there is no need for extra replicas. Because VEG-

ITO just reorganizes the data layout of one backup replica

(backup/AP), from row-wise store to column-wise store; the

backup/AP can still provide the capability of failure recov-

ery. Besides, the original recovery protocol [26, 34] is used

as usual in most common cases.

Backup failure. When the backup/TP fails, VEGITO will re-

build a row-wise backup from the primary by following the

original protocol. When the backup/AP fails, VEGITO will

rebuild a column-wise backup to the next epoch, because

both the primary and the backup/TP do not store epochs as-

sociated with tuples for memory savings and good locality.

Meanwhile, VEGITO needs to re-execute analytical queries

involved with the new epoch.

Primary failure. When the primary fails, VEGITO always

prefers to promote a surviving backup/TP to be the new pri-

mary and rebuild a new backup/TP on another machine later

in the background, which still follows the original protocol.

When both the primary and the backup/TP fail (a rare case),

VEGITO rebuilds a new primary based on the surviving back-

up/AP on the same machine (∼42 ms for 12 warehouses of

TPC-C, see §6.5), instead of promoting it, and then migrates

the backup/AP to another machine later in the background.

This rebuild-and-migrate design avoids lengthy data reorga-

nization between row store and column store, compared to

the conventional promote-and-rebuild approach. Note that

our block-based design also simplifies and accelerates this

procedure. Therefore, VEGITO can still offer comparable per-

formance against promoting a backup/TP (∼7% overhead).

In addition, it also avoids interrupting analytical queries.

It should be noted that the recovery scheme prefers OLTP

performance. VEGITO chooses to abort the analytical query

that accesses failed machines and retry it after recovery,

since the long-running analytical query is unusual in HTAP

workloads [29] (e.g., real-time analytics), especially for in-

memory systems. If the long-running analytical query is a

serious problem, for example the query latency exceeds the

mean time to failure (MTTF) of HTAP systems, both the pri-

mary and the backup/TP should store epochs associated with

tuples. VEGITO thus could suspend and resume the analyti-

cal query after recovery.

6 EVALUATION

We implemented VEGITO by extending DrTM+H [107], a

state-of-the-art distributed in-memory OLTP system. The
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Fig. 13. Comparison of (a) performance and (b) scalability be-

tween VEGITO and DrTM+H using CH-benCHmark with OLTP-

only workloads.

extensions include retrofitting the high availability mecha-

nism (3-way primary-backup replication) for hybrid trans-

action/analytical processing and integrating a distributed

in-memory OLAP engine, similar to MonetDB [6, 44], a

column-store database that maps analytical queries into a se-

ries of array operations [23].

6.1 Experimental Setup

Hardware configuration. All experiments were conducted

on a rack-scale cluster of 16 machines. Each machine has

two 12-core Intel Xeon processors, 128GB of RAM, two

ConnectX-4 100Gbps IB NICs and an Intel 10GbE NIC.

Unless otherwise noted, we reserve 4 cores for log cleaner

threads and 2 cores to generate transactions and analytical

queries in parallel for local worker threads, which avoid the

impact of networking between clients and servers, as done in

prior work [26, 97, 98, 105, 111]. For HTAP workloads, we

pin 8 TP threads and 10 AP threads on the remaining cores.

Benchmarks. We use CH-benCHmark [29], a typical HTAP

benchmark derived from unmodified TPC-C [95] (OLTP

benchmark) with some necessary tables to fulfill equiva-

lent queries from TPC-H [96] (OLAP benchmark). It con-

tains 5 types of transactions and 22 analytical queries. We

run the full mix and report OLTP throughput as the num-

ber of NEWORDER transactions committed per second and

OLAP throughput as the number of analytical queries exe-

cuted per second. CH-benCHmark scales by partitioning a

database into multiple warehouses spreading across multiple

machines. We deploy 12 warehouses on each machine with

3-way replication, namely 12 primary, 12 backup/TP and 12

backup/AP replicas. Each machine hosts about 6GB initial

data, which rapidly grows up to 75GB (a total of 1.2TB)

through continually running transactions (e.g., NEWORDER)

for about 40 seconds. To eliminate the effect of growing data,

the analytical query will access a fixed size of latest data by

using LIMIT statement.

Comparing targets. We choose DrTM+H [107] and

MonetDB [6] (v11.33.3) as the representative in-memory

OLTP and OLAP systems, respectively, to show that both

OLTP and OLAP performance of VEGITO are comparable

to specialized counterparts. VEGITO follows 3-way replica-

tions of DrTM+H except for replacing one of backup/TP

replicas with one backup/AP replica. To eliminate the perfor-
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Fig. 14. Comparison of single-threaded latency (ms) between VE-

GITO and MonetDB using CH-benCHmark with OLAP-only work-

loads, equivalent to TPC-H with SF=10.

mance discrepancy, VEGITO also uses the query plans gener-

ated by MonetDB for all of the analytical queries. VEGITO

optimizes distributed joins as MemSQL by adding reference

tables (copies) on each machine and aggregating intermedi-

ate results to avoid the whole table transferring [4]. In ad-

dition, the default intervals of epoch and garbage collection

(GC) are set as 15 ms and 1 second, respectively.

For HTAP workloads, we mainly focus on the perfor-

mance degradation and the freshness in VEGITO against

three state-of-the-art HTAP systems with three different

architectures—namely TiDB v4.0 [8] with TiFlash [9]

(DUAL-SYSTEM), the community edition of MemSQL

v7.0 [4] (SINGLE-LAYOUT), and SQL Server 2019 [7]

(DUAL-LAYOUT). Note that MemSQL is an in-memory sys-

tem, while TiDB and SQL Server are on-disk systems. For

SQL Server, we host all data in main memory by using tmpfs,

an in-memory file system. TiDB demands all data on the disk

with the ext4 file system. In addition, we deploy TiDB on

the cluster with different settings9 and always report the best

results of them. Differently, MemSQL and SQL Server can

only run on a single machine, and we deploy them on one of

our testbed machine without replication (just 12 warehouses).

Finally, to avoid the impact of compiling and interpreting an-

alytical queries, we directly evaluate the performance of exe-

cuting analytical queries on servers.10

6.2 Overall Performance

OLTP-only workloads. We first compare OLTP perfor-

mance of VEGITO and DrTM+H using CH-benCHmark

with OLTP-only workloads, like TPC-C [95]. As shown in

Fig. 13, the peak throughput of VEGITO reaches 3.7 million

NEWORDER transactions per second when running the full

mix on 16 machines (each has 14 TP threads), just 1% lower

than DrTM+H. This is thanks to our epoch-based scheme

and gossip-style parallel log cleaning, which avoid block-

ing transactions. The best published TPC-C performance we

know of is from FaRMv2 [87], which can commit 5.4 mil-

lion NEWORDER transactions per second on 90 machines. In

9As recommended in TiDB’s official website [9], we deployed TiKV and

TiFlash in both the same and different nodes.
10The systems evaluated in our paper use different approaches to run an-

alytical queries—namely VEGITO (hand-written C++), MonetDB (inter-

preted SQL), MemSQL (compiled SQL), TiDB (complied SQL), and

SQL Server (compiled SQL).
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general, VEGITO can offer OLTP performance comparable

to state-of-the-art specialized systems (e.g., DrTM+H and

FaRMv2) and scales well on a cluster with tens of machines.

OLAP-only workloads. We further compare OLAP per-

formance of VEGITO and MonetDB using CH-benCHmark

with OLAP-only workloads, like TPC-H [96]. Fig. 14 com-

pares the single-threaded latency of analytical queries on

VEGITO and MonetDB; both of them use the same query

plans generated by MonetDB. To compare with the pub-

lished TPC-H results [35, 38, 67], we scale the database in

CH-benCHmark following a similar approach in TPC-H by

a scale factor of 10 (SF=10). As shown in Fig. 14, the aver-

age (geometric mean) latency of VEGITO (GM) outperforms

MonetDB by 2.8× (216 ms vs. 610 ms). The main perfor-

mance improvement in VEGITO is due to combining some

operators manually and using efficient string operations by

hand-written C++. VEGITO also outperforms published TPC-

H results for various query processing engines [35, 38].

Specifically, the average (geometric mean) latency of all

TPC-H queries (SF=10) using a single thread is 568 ms for

HyPer [68], 541 ms for Umbra [67], 1,125 ms for Hyrise [36]

and 619 ms for MonetDB [6].11 Overall, VEGITO’s OLAP

performance matches state-of-the-art specialized systems.

HTAP workloads. Fig. 15 shows both OLTP and OLAP

throughput of VEGITO and other available HTAP systems

using CH-benCHmark with hybrid workloads. To study per-

formance degradation, we evaluate each system twice. We

first run OLTP and OLAP workloads separately and tune the

number of clients to use half of CPU resources. Then, we run

HTAP workloads with the same number of clients to saturate

CPU resources with a balance between OLTP and OLAP en-

gines. The results of performance degradation in Fig. 15 (la-

bels) are the difference between the two runs.

VEGITO can perform 1.9 million TPC-C NEWORDER

transactions and 24 TPC-H-equivalent queries per second

simultaneously. The OLTP throughput of VEGITO is sev-

eral orders of magnitude higher than that of its competitors

(11,808× for TiDB, 2,911× for MemSQL, and 53,138× for

SQL Server). This means that the bridge between two ends

of the world in VEGITO—parallel log cleaning, column store

11Note that we calculate the geometric mean of the query times based on

the reported results of every query [35, 38].
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Fig. 16. Performance degradation on VEGITO and MemSQL with

the increase of OLAP and OLTP workloads, respectively.

building, and tree-based index updating—is strong enough

to face the challenge of extremely high throughput, which is

never appeared in prior published results of HTAP systems,

to the best of our knowledge. Compared to single-machine

HTAP systems, like MemSQL and SQL Server, VEGITO still

has orders of magnitude higher OLTP throughput per ma-

chine (120 K txns/s) with support for scaling out and fault

tolerance.

Moreover, VEGITO also provides little throughput degra-

dation when running hybrid workloads, just 5% for OLTP

and 1% for OLAP respectively. In contrast, existing HTAP

systems, TiDB, MemSQL, and SQL Server, suffer from sig-

nificant performance degradation, reaching 18%, 74%, 24%

for OLTP and 1%, 37%, 37% for OLAP respectively. It

matches well with the characteristics of different HTAP ar-

chitectures (see Fig. 1).

We further deploy and evaluate VEGITO on a single ma-

chine by hosting all three replicas of each shard (one primary

and two backups) on the same machine. VEGITO still syn-

chronously send transaction logs between primary and back-

ups by the NIC. As shown in Fig. 15, on a single machine,

VEGITO can perform 132 thousand TPC-C NEWORDER

transactions and 26.5 TPC-H-equivalent queries per second

simultaneously. Note that running analytical query on a sin-

gle machine is more efficient due to eliminating network

overhead.

6.3 Performance Degradation

To study the impact of performing hybrid workloads simulta-

neously, we follow Gartner’s recommendation to instruct one

kind of clients (e.g., OLTP) to sustain a configured through-

put (i.e., about half of peak throughput) and allowing another

kind of clients (e.g., OLAP) to saturate the throughput [28].

VEGITO can provide strong performance isolation by dedi-

cating a fixed number of worker threads for OLTP and OLAP

workloads. We carefully put the memory of two classes of

threads into different cache lines (e.g., write epoch and read

epoch, write offset and read offset) to mitigate the impact
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with the increase of epoch intervals in the failure-free case.

on the cache. As shown in Fig. 16, with the increase of AP

clients, OLTP performance degradation of VEGITO is less

than 5%. After OLAP performance is saturated, OLTP per-

formance also remains stable. When the roles are reversed,

OLAP performance degradation becomes trivial (1%) since

OLAP worker threads always use a stable epoch to perform

analytical queries on a specified column store and index. In

contrast, MemSQL suffers from severe performance degra-

dation of both OLTP and OLAP workloads, even if there are

adequate resources. In Fig. 16, the performance degradation

of MemSQL reaches 74% and 37% for OLTP and OLAP re-

spectively, with the increase of another type of workloads.

This is largely due to the high contention between OLTP and

OLAP engines over shared data.

6.4 Freshness

The freshness is defined as the maximum time delay between

an update was committed by the transaction (OLTP work-

load) and this update can be read by the analytical query

(OLAP workload). Fig. 17(a) shows the freshness of VEG-

ITO with the increase of epoch intervals in the failure-free

case. The median time delay is about 70% of the epoch inter-

val, and the maximum delay is up to 1.3× of epoch interval.

It implies that we could roughly limit the freshness in VEG-

ITO by setting an appropriate epoch interval.

Moreover, by setting the epoch interval, there would be a

tradeoff between the freshness (OLAP) and the performance

degradation (OLTP) in VEGITO. In Fig. 17(b), when using a

relative short epoch interval (less than 10 ms), performance

degradation would become non-trivial (10%) since epoch-

based design limits the parallel log cleaning within an epoch,

and the cost to build a column store for each epoch is hard to

be amortized. Considering the latency of analytical queries

(see Fig. 14), the epoch interval with tens of milliseconds

would be moderate and reasonable. The default epoch inter-

val is set as 15 ms, providing a freshness less than 17.4 ms.

As a reference, on our testbed, the maximum delay in

TiDB, MemSQL, and SQL Server are about 1,534 ms, 1.2

ms, and 46 ms, respectively. The results are compatible

with the characteristics of different HTAP architectures (see

Fig. 1). Further, VEGITO can provide a comparable failure-

free freshness with Amazon Aurora [101], which reports the

read replica typically lags behind the writer by 20 ms or less.
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6.5 Recovery

VEGITO follows a 3-way primary-backup replication of

DrTM+H except for replacing one of backup/TP replicas

with one backup/AP replica. During the evaluation, we kill

one machine by turning off its networking, and the primary

on the failed machine will be recovered by promoting its

backup/TP on one of the surviving machines. We disable

the primary to re-replicate a new backup/TP for emulating

a rare case. Then, we kill the recovered primary again, and

its backup/AP will be used to rebuild a new primary locally

and migrate itself to another machine in the background.

Fig. 18 shows the timeline with OLTP throughput aggre-

gated at 2 ms intervals, which is a zoomed-in view around the

failure. VEGITO uses about 10 ms for failure detection and re-

configuration. Promoting backup/TP to primary takes about

8 ms, and rebuilding primary based on backup/AP takes 42

ms for 12 warehouses with the initial size (about 2GB). Note

that the recovery load is handled by a single machine (lim-

ited by DrTM+H), causing a relatively long rebuilding time

that mainly depends on the data size. Thus, it could be easily

balanced across the cluster by fine-grained sharding [34, 69].

The throughput is not fully recovered since the failed ma-

chines are not back. Besides, rebuilding primary will slightly

impact on throughput (10%) due to sharing CPU cores.

6.6 Parallel Log Cleaning

To study the performance impact of different log cleaning

approaches, we implement three approaches on VEGITO.

• Parallel/Inconsistent: a fully parallel scheme used by

OLTP-specific systems [26, 34], which can provide high

availability but not ensuring the consistency of backups.

• GTS+SEQ: a global timestamp-based scheme used by

prior HTAP systems [55, 65, 103, 112], which provides

consistent backups by draining logs in a sequential way.

• Parallel/Consistent: a lightweight gossip-style scheme

used by VEGITO, which also ensures the consistency of

backups but drains logs in parallel.

Fig. 19 shows the throughput of OLTP and log cleaning

with the increase of machines. Parallel/Inconsistent is used

by OLTP-specific system to build fault-tolerant backups (see
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Fig. 19. The comparison of (a) OLTP and (b) clean throughput for

different log cleaning approaches using CH-benCHmark.

FTbackup in Fig. 6(b)), which are not consistent for analyti-

cal queries. GTS+SEQ just achieves up to 31.5% and 30.9%

throughput for OLTP and log cleaning, respectively. There

are two main reasons. First, assigning a global timestamp

for each transaction will increase the execution time. Sec-

ond, draining logs in a sequential way limits the through-

put of cleaner threads and further blocks the execution of

transactions. By contrast, for OLTP and log cleaning, our ap-

proach in VEGITO (Parallel/Consistent) only incurs about

4.5% and 4.7% slowdown compared to Parallel/Inconsistent

and outperforms GTS+SEQ by up to 3.0× and 3.1×. It can

drain about 9.3 million 1 KB logs per second in parallel. Ac-

cording to the TPC-C specification, there are 1% of accesses

to a remote warehouse in NEWORDER transactions by de-

fault [95], resulting in about 9% of distributed transactions.

Consequently, our gossip-style scheme only increases 7% of

remote accesses due to the epoch synchronization step in the

commit protocol (see Fig. 8). In the worst case, namely 100%

of distributed NEWORDER transactions, our approach can

still limit the performance degradation of OLTP throughput

to 15% or less. The overhead of additional remote accesses

increases to 21%.

6.7 Multi-version Column Store

For multi-version column store (MVCS) in VEGITO, the con-

ventional (chain-based) approach could achieve the best per-

formance to build the store (by cleaner threads) but the worst

performance to scan the store (by AP threads). To study the

effect of our locality-preserving design and optimizations,

we implement four types of MVCS on VEGITO and report

the steady-state throughput for them.

• Chain: a chain-based design [20, 68, 84].

• Block: a block-based design without optimizations.

• +RS: a block-based design with row-split optimization.

• +CM: a block-based design with row-split and column-

merge optimizations.

As shown in Fig. 20, as expected, Chain can achieve the

best write throughput (9.4 M ops/s), which outperforms the

naive block-based design (Block) by 157× due to fewer

memory copy operations. On the contrary, Block can pro-

vide about 95% of read throughput over a single-version
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Fig. 20. The comparison of (a) clean throughput, memory copy

size, and (b) read throughput for different types of multi-version

column stores.

column store, which outperforms Chain by about 12.4×.

However, both write and read throughputs are important

for HTAP systems. The row-split optimization (+RS) can

achieve about 87.3% of write throughput of Chain and 95.4%

of read throughput of Block. The column-merge optimization

(+CM) further provides a tradeoff between two operations. It

improves write throughput by 13% due to exploiting the lo-

cality of attributes updated by transactions, while reduces 2%

of read throughput since one column of tuples will spread

more pages.

Further, GC for the block-based design is very efficient

and incurs a negligible impact on OLAP performance. It only

uses one core with less than 10% of CPU utilization lasting

about 70 ms (retrieve about 4.8GB), compared to 35% and

350 ms used by GC for the chain-based design.

6.8 Concurrent Index Updating

To study the performance of different tree-based indexes

with concurrent read and write operations, we compare three

typical data structures.

• STX+HTM: a generally-used C++ B+-tree library [21],

using hardware transactional memory (HTM) to support

multiple writers and readers, as done in DBX [105].

• Masstree [61]: a trie-like concatenation of B+-trees with

cache-friendly design, using a combination of fine-grained

lock and version.

• B+-tree w/ 2PU: a standard B+-tree with two-phase con-

current index updating, which is adopted by VEGITO.

We first evaluate the performance of insert operations

(write-only) with the increase of worker threads using write-

intensive transactions (NEWORDER) in CH-benCHmark. As

shown in Fig. 21(a), STX+HTM does not scale with the in-

crease of writers due to heavy contentions on node splits.

Masstree is heavily optimized for concurrent operations by

using fine-grained locks and optimistic mechanism, but it

still cannot avoid contention thoroughly. For B+-tree w/ 2PU,

the insert operation is very efficient (single writer) due to us-

ing a lazy and batched manner to avoid redundant operations

(node splits and data movement). Moreover, B+-tree w/ 2PU

also scales well with concurrent writers, thanks to avoiding
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redundant node splits and data movements. Therefore, B+-

tree w/ 2PU outperforms STX+HTM and Masstree by up to

8.7× and 1.4×, respectively.

We further evaluate read performance for different in-

dexes using Q01 from CH-benCHmark with and without

NEWORDER transactions (NO), as shown in Fig. 21(b). For

the read-only workload, STX+HTM achieves the best perfor-

mance (564 M ops/s) by using more balanced tree, while

Masstree just provides 56.6% of throughput (319 M ops/s)

due to out-of-order keys in leaf nodes. For the read-write

workload, the read performance in STX+HTM significantly

decreases by 31% due to massive read-write contentions, and

Masstree can still achieve 290 M ops/s. The read through-

put of B+-tree w/ 2PU achieves 563 M and 515 M ops/s for

read-only and read-write workloads, respectively, which is

competent for HTAP workloads.

7 RELATED WORK

HTAP systems. The increasing importance of real-time oper-

ational analytics has stimulated considerable interest in both

academia and industry. There are three classes of systems.

DUAL-SYSTEM. Connecting two specialized systems is a

common design alternative [56, 62, 71, 80, 82, 112]. Re-

cently, several systems [42, 55, 65, 103] also propose to

use a single node (primary) for OLTP workloads and mul-

tiple nodes (backups) for OLAP workloads, where transac-

tion logs are shipped to backups asynchronously. Google F1

Lightning [112] is a loosely coupled HTAP solution (HTAP-

as-a-service) that aims at providing a transparent experience

to OLTP systems. TiDB [43] is a Raft-based HTAP database

that asynchronously replicates logs from a row store (TiKV)

to a column store (TiFlash). MySQL allows running ana-

lytical queries on (row-based) backups and provides semi-

synchronous replication [66]. Further, many cloud databases

also allow OLTP and OLAP workloads to run on different

instances, which are also replicated by log shipping in the

background, like Amazon Aurora [1] and MS Azure [5]. Dif-

ferently, VEGITO runs analytical queries over multi-version

columnar backups for efficiency and ships transaction up-

dates before committing on the primary for freshness.

SINGLE-LAYOUT. There are several efforts aiming at build-

ing HTAP systems from one specialized system (i.e., OLTP

or OLAP) [3, 13, 48, 84, 88]. HyPer [48] is an in-memory

HTAP system, which leverages hardware-assisted virtual

memory snapshots, session-based OLAP, and hot/cold page

management [49] to maintain consistent snapshots for OLAP.

AnKer [88] leverages virtual memory snapshots and adds

new system calls to accelerate page copying. L-Store [84]

introduces an update-friendly lineage-based data store to

support both OLTP and OLAP workloads. Many SQL-on-

Hadoop systems [3, 25, 31] have extended existing OLAP

engines with transactional support. Using a single layout

may prohibit certain optimizations (e.g., frequency com-

pression [79]) and cause poor performance for part of

workloads [14]. To avoid data contention between transac-

tions (read-write) and analytical queries (read-only), MVCC

scheme becomes essential. Prior work [53, 68] has also re-

ported 20–45% throughput degradation due to using MVCC

schemes even under low contention.

DUAL-LAYOUT. Recent systems support HTAP workloads

by combining two different data layouts in a single sys-

tem [4, 11, 14, 22, 54, 60, 90]. MemSQL [4] adopts an in-

memory row store for OLTP workloads at scale and an on-

disk column store for OLAP workloads. SAP HANA [90]

stores records in either row or column format for both trans-

actional and analytical workloads. It further uses life cycle

management to ship and merge records asynchronously. SQL

Server [37, 54] has added updatable columnstore indexes and

batch mode processing to speed up analytical queries. Pelo-

ton [73] proposes a hybrid data layout (i.e., FSM [14]) for

HTAP workloads, which stores tuples with different formats

and supports online reorganization. BatchDB [60] alternates

between the execution of transactions and a batch of queries

(e.g., 200 ms). OLTP updates are first queued and then prop-

agated to OLAP replicas in-between two batches of queries.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper presents VEGITO, a distributed in-memory HTAP

system that retrofits high availability mechanism to meet two

overarching goals simultaneously—performance (e.g., 10%

performance degradation) and freshness (e.g., a maximum

delay of 20 ms). Evaluations using CH-benCHmark show

the efficacy of VEGITO for HTAP workloads even facing mil-

lions of concurrent transactions per second.
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A ARTIFACT APPENDIX

Abstract

This artifact provides the prototype of VEGITO, including

the document, source code and scripts to execute the main

experiments and reproduce the experimental results. VEG-

ITO is a fast distributed in-memory HTAP system, which

retrofits high availability mechanism to tame hybrid trans-

action/analytical processing. An open-source version of VE-

GITO is available at https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/

vegito.

Scope

This artifact (including the document, source code and

scripts) is used for artifact evaluation, which can reproduce

the main experimental results in VEGITO. To use VEGITO in

your research, we recommend using the master branch of

the public repository, which would be maintained by mem-

bers of the Institute of Parallel and Distributed Systems.

Contents

• README and document: A detailed description of the

artifacts, including the steps of environment building, in-

stallation, usage of scripts and configuration files, and how

to conduct experiments. Please read the README.md at

first.

• Source code: We provide the prototype of VEGITO with

the HTAP benchmark called CH-benCHmark and some

micro-benchmarks.

• Configuration files: We record different configurations in

some XML format files. The detailed format is described

in the README.md.

• Scripts: We run the VEGITO by using the Python scripts

and Shell scripts. These scripts use SSH for cluster deploy-

ment and management.

Hosting

• Program: vegito.

• Compilation: g++ and cmake.

• Hardware: Intel CPU with RTM and Mellanox NIC with

RDMA.

• Execution: Python scripts, Shell scripts, SSH.

• Metrics: Throughput, latency, and time lag (freshness).

• Public link:

https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/vegito.

• Code licenses: Apache License 2.0.

Requirements

Hardware Dependencies. At least three machines are used

to reproduce the experimental results for distributed configu-

rations. Each machine must have:

• CPU: Intel processors with 2 sockets and Restricted Trans-

actional Memory (RTM) (e.g., Xeon E5-2650 v4).

• NIC: At least one (two is better) Mellanox RDMA net-

work card (e.g., Mellanox ConnectX-4 100Gbps Infini-

Band NIC).

Software Dependencies.

• Operating system: Ubuntu ≥ 16.04.

• Compile toolchain: g++ ≥ 5.4.4 and cmake ≥ 3.5.1.

• Libraries: Mellanox OFED, boost 1.61.0, ssmalloc.

AE Methodology

Submission, reviewing and badging methodology is

specified at https://www.usenix.org/conference/

osdi21/call-for-artifacts.
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The nanoPU: A Nanosecond Network Stack for Datacenters
Stephen Ibanez, Alex Mallery, Serhat Arslan, Theo Jepsen,

Muhammad Shahbaz?, Changhoon Kim, and Nick McKeown
Stanford University ?Purdue University

Abstract
We present the nanoPU, a new NIC-CPU co-design to

accelerate an increasingly pervasive class of datacenter appli-
cations: those that utilize many small Remote Procedure Calls
(RPCs) with very short (µs-scale) processing times. The novel
aspect of the nanoPU is the design of a fast path between the
network and applications—bypassing the cache and memory
hierarchy, and placing arriving messages directly into the CPU
register file. This fast path contains programmable hardware
support for low latency transport and congestion control as
well as hardware support for efficient load balancing of RPCs
to cores. A hardware-accelerated thread scheduler makes sub-
nanosecond decisions, leading to high CPU utilization and
low tail response time for RPCs.

We built an FPGA prototype of the nanoPU fast path by
modifying an open-source RISC-V CPU, and evaluated its per-
formance using cycle-accurate simulations on AWS FPGAs.
The wire-to-wire RPC response time through the nanoPU
is just 69ns, an order of magnitude quicker than the best-of-
breed, low latency, commercial NICs. We demonstrate that
the hardware thread scheduler is able to lower RPC tail re-
sponse time by about 5× while enabling the system to sustain
20% higher load, relative to traditional thread scheduling tech-
niques. We implement and evaluate a suite of applications,
including MICA, Raft and Set Algebra for document retrieval;
and we demonstrate that the nanoPU can be used as a high
performance, programmable alternative for one-sided RDMA
operations.

1 Introduction
Today, large online services are typically deployed as multiple
tiers of software running in data centers. Tiers communicate
with each other using Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) of
varying size and complexity [7,28,57]. Some RPCs call upon
microservices lasting many milliseconds, while others call
remote (serverless) functions, or retrieve a single piece of
data and last only a few microseconds. These are important
workloads, and so it seems feasible that small messages with
microsecond (and possibly nanosecond) service times will
become more common in future data centers [7, 28]. For
example, it is reported that a large fraction of messages com-
municated in Facebook data centers are for a single key-value
memory reference [4, 7], and a growing number of papers
describe fine-grained (typically cache-resident) computation
based on very small RPCs [22, 23, 28, 57].

Three main metrics are useful when evaluating an RPC sys-
tem’s performance: (1) the median response time (i.e., time

from when a client issues an RPC request until it receives a
response) for applications invoking many sequential RPCs;
(2) the tail response time (i.e., the longest or 99th %ile RPC
response time) for applications with large fanouts (e.g., map-
reduce jobs), because they must wait for all RPCs to complete
before continuing [17]; and (3) the communication overhead
(i.e., the communication-to-computation ratio). When com-
munication overhead is high, it may not be worth farming out
the request to a remote CPU at all [57]. We will sometimes
need more specific metrics for portions of the processing
pipeline, such as the median wire-to-wire latency, the time
from when the first bit of an RPC request arrives at the server
NIC until the last bit of the response departs.

Many authors have proposed exciting ways to accelerate
RPCs by reducing the message processing overhead. These
include specialized networking stacks, both in software (e.g.,
DPDK [18], ZygOS [51], Shinjuku [27], and Shenango [49]),
and hardware (e.g., RSS [43], RDMA [9], Tonic [2], NeB-
uLa [57], and Optimus Prime [50]). Each proposal tackles
one or more components of the RPC stack (i.e., network trans-
port, congestion control, core selection, thread scheduling, and
data marshalling). For example, DPDK removes the memory
copying and network transport overhead of an OS and lets a
developer handle them manually in user space. ZygOS imple-
ments a scheme to efficiently load balance messages across
multiple cores. Shenango efficiently shares CPUs among ser-
vices requiring RPC messages to be processed. eRPC [28]
cleverly combines many software techniques to reduce me-
dian RPC response times by optimizing for the common case
(i.e., small messages with short RPC handlers). These systems
have successfully reduced the message-processing overhead
from 100s of microseconds to 1–2 microseconds.

NeBuLa [57] is a radical hardware design that tries to
further minimize response time by integrating the NIC with
the CPU (bypassing PCIe), and dispatching RPC requests
directly into the L1 cache. The approach effectively reduces
the minimum wire-to-wire response time below 100ns.

Put another way, these results suggest that with the right
hardware and software optimizations, it is practical and useful
to remotely dispatch functions as small as a few microseconds.
The goal of our work is to enable even smaller functions,
with computation lasting less than 1µs, for which we need to
minimize communication overhead. We call these very short
RPCs nanoRequests.

The nanoPU, presented and evaluated here, is a combined
NIC-CPU optimized to process nanoRequests very quickly.
When designing nanoPU, we set out to answer two questions.
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Figure 1: The nanoPU design. The NIC includes ingress and egress PISA pipelines as well as a hardware-terminated
transport and a core selector with global RX queues; each CPU core is augmented with a hardware thread scheduler
and local RX/TX queues connected directly to the register file.

The first is, what is the absolute minimum communication
overhead we can achieve for processing nanoRequests?
NanoRequests are simply very short-lived RPCs marked by
the client and server NICs for special treatment. In nanoPU,
nanoRequests follow a new low-overhead path through the
NIC, bypassing the OS and the memory-cache hierarchy and
arriving directly into running threads’ registers. All message
reassembly functions, transport and congestion control logic
are moved to hardware, as are thread scheduling and core
selection decisions. Incoming nanoRequests pass through
only hardware before reaching application code. Our nanoPU
prototype can deliver an arriving nanoRequest into a running
application thread in less than 40ns (less than 15ns if we
bypass the Ethernet MAC)—an order of magnitude faster
than the fastest commercial NICs [20] and faster than the
quickest reported research prototype [57]. For compatibility
with existing applications, nanoPU allows all other network
traffic (e.g., larger RPCs) to traverse a regular path through a
DMA NIC, OS, and memory hierarchy.

Our second question is, can we minimize tail response
time by processing nanoRequests in a deterministic
amount of time? The answer is a qualified yes. Because
nanoRequests are processed by a fixed-latency hardware
pipeline, if a single-packet request arrives at a waiting core,
its thread will always start processing the message in less
than 40ns. On the other hand, if the core is busy, or another
request is queued ahead, then processing can be delayed. In
Section 2.2, we show how our novel hardware thread sched-
uler can bound the tail response time in this case too, under
specific assumptions (e.g., that a nanoRequest can bound its
CPU processing time, else its priority is downgraded). We
believe nanoPU is the first system to bound the response time
of short-lived requests.

In summary, the main contributions of the nanoPU are:

1. The nanoPU’s median wire-to-wire response time
for nanoRequests, from the wire through the header-
processing pipeline, transport layer, core selection, and
thread scheduling, plus a simple loopback application and
back to the wire is just 69ns, an order of magnitude lower
latency than the best commercial NICs [20]. Without the
MAC and serial I/O, loopback latency is only 17ns.

2. Our prototype’s hardware thread scheduler continuously
monitors processing status for nanoRequests and makes de-
cisions in less than 1ns. The nanoPU sustains 20% higher
load than existing approaches, while maintaining close to
1µs 99th %ile tail response times.

3. Our complete RISC-V based prototype is available open-
source,1 and runs on AWS F1 FPGAs using Firesim [31].

4. We evaluate a suite of applications including: the MICA
key-value store [38], Raft consensus [47], set algebra and
high dimensional search inspired from the µ-Suite bench-
mark [56].

5. We demonstrate that the nanoPU can be used to implement
one-sided RDMA operations with lower latency and more
flexibility than state-of-the-art commercial RDMA NICs.

The nanoPU ideas could be deployed in a variety of ways:
by adding the low latency path to a conventional CPU, or
by designing new RPC-optimized CPUs with only the low-
latency path, or by adding the new path to embedded CPUs
on smartNICs.

2 The nanoPU Design
The nanoPU is a new NIC-CPU co-design that adds a new
fast path for nanoRequest messages requiring ultra-low and
predictable network communication latency. Figure 1 depicts

1nanoPU Artifact: https://github.com/l-nic/chipyard/wiki
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the key design components. The nanoPU has two independent
network paths: (1) the traditional (unmodified) DMA path
to/from the host’s last-level [16] or L1 cache [57], and (2) an
accelerated fast path for nanoRequests, directly into the CPU
register file.

The traditional path can be any existing path through hard-
ware and software; hence all network applications can run on
the traditional path of the nanoPU unchanged, and perform at
least as well as they do today. The fast path is a nanosecond-
scale network stack optimized for nanoRequests. Applications
should (ideally) be optimized to efficiently process nanoRe-
quest messages directly out of the register file to fully harness
the benefits of the fast path.

Each core has its own hardware thread scheduler (HTS),
two small FIFO memories for network ingress and egress
data, and two reserved general-purpose registers (GPRs): one
as the tail of the egress FIFO for sending nanoRequest data,
and the other as the head of the ingress FIFO for receiving.
CPU cores are statically partitioned into two groups: those
running normal applications and those running nanoRequest
applications. Cores running regular applications use standard
OS software thread scheduling [27, 49, 51]; however, the OS
delegates scheduling of nanoRequest threads to HTS.

To understand the flow of the nanoPU fast path, consider the
numbered steps in Figure 1. In 1 , a packet arrives and enters
the P4-programmable PISA pipeline. In addition to standard
header processing (e.g., matching IP addresses, checking ver-
sion and checksum, and removing tunnel encapsulations), the
pipeline examines the destination layer-4 port number in the
transport header using a match-action table2 to decide if the
message should be delivered along the fast path. If so, it pro-
ceeds to 2 , else it follows the usual DMA processing path
D . In 2 , packets are reassembled into messages; a buffer
is allocated for the entire message and packet data is (poten-
tially) re-sequenced into the correct order. In 3 , the transport
protocol ensures reliable message arrival; until all data has ar-
rived, message data and signaling packets are exchanged with
the peer depending on the protocol (e.g., NDP and Homa are
both receiver driven using different grant mechanisms) (Sec-
tion 2.3). When a message has arrived, in 4 it is placed in a
per-application receive queue where it waits to be assigned to
a core by the core-selection logic (Section 2.3). When its turn
comes, in 5 , the message is sent to the appropriate per-thread
ingress FIFO on the assigned core, where it waits for HTS
(Section 2.2) to alert the core to run the message’s thread and
place the first word in the netRX register (Section 2.1). In 6 ,
the core processes the data and, if running a server application,
will typically generate a response message for the client. The
application transmits a message by issuing instructions that
write one “word” at a time to the netTX register in 7 , where
the word size is defined by the size of a CPU register, typically
64-bits (8B). These message words then flow into the global

2It is the responsibility of the the host software to configure this table
with entries for all nanoRequest processing applications.

transmit queues in 8 . Messages are split into packets in 9 ,
before departing through the egress PISA pipeline.

Next, we detail the design of the main, novel components
of the fast path: the thread-safe register file network interface,
the hardware thread scheduler (HTS), and the programmable
NIC pipeline, including transport and core selection.

2.1 Thread-Safe Register File Interface
Recent work [45] showed that PCIe latency contributes about
90% of the median wire-to-wire response time for small pack-
ets (800–900ns). Several authors have proposed integrating
the NIC with the CPU, to bring packets directly into the
cache [12, 46, 57].

The nanoPU takes this one step further and connects the
network fast path directly to the CPU core’s register file. The
high-level idea is to allow applications to send and receive
network messages by writing/reading one word (8B) at a time
to/from a pair of dedicated CPU registers.

There are several advantages to bringing packet data di-
rectly into the register file:
Message data bypasses the memory and cache hierarchy,
minimizing the time from when a packet arrives on the wire
until it is available for processing. In Section 5.2.1, we show
that this reduces median wire-to-wire response time to 69ns,
50% lower than the state-of-the-art.
Reduces variability in processing time and therefore min-
imizes tail response time. For example, there is no variable
waiting time to cross PCIe, no cache misses for message data
(messages do not enter or leave through memory) and no
IO-TLB misses (which lead to an expensive 300ns access to
the page table [45]). And because nanoRequests are buffered
in dedicated FIFOs, separate from the cache, nanoRequest
data does not compete for cache space with other application
data, further reducing cache misses for applications. Cache
misses can be expensive: A LLC miss takes about 50-100ns
to resolve and creates extra traffic on the (shared) DRAM
memory bus. DRAM access can be a bottleneck for a mul-
ticore CPU, and when congested, memory access times can
increase by more than 200% [60]. Furthermore, contention
for cache space and DRAM bandwidth is worse at network
speeds above 100Gb/s [21].
Less software overhead per message because software does
not need to manage DMA buffers or perform memory-mapped
IO (MMIO) handshakes with the NIC. In a conventional NIC,
when an application sends a message, the OS first places the
message into a DMA buffer and passes a message descriptor
to the NIC. The NIC interrupts or otherwise notifies software
when transmission completes, and software must step in again
to reclaim the DMA buffer. The register file message interface
has much lower overhead: When an application thread sends a
message it simply writes the message directly into the netTX
register, with no additional work. Section 5.2.1 shows how
this leads to a much higher throughput interface.
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2.1.1 How an application uses the interface

The J-Machine [13] first used the register file in 1989 for very
low latency inter-core communication, followed by the Cray
T3D [33]. The approach was abandoned because it proved
difficult to protect messages from being read/written by other
threads sharing the same core; both machines required atomic
message reads and writes [14]. As we show below, our design
solves this problem. We believe ours is the first design to
add a register file interface to a regular CPU for use in data
centers.

The nanoPU reserves two general-purpose registers (GPRs)
in the register file for network IO, which we call netRX and
netTX. When an application issues an instruction that reads
from netRX, it actually reads a message word from the head
of the network receive queue. Similarly, when an application
issues an instruction that writes to netTX, it actually writes a
message word to the tail of the network transmit queue. The
network receive and transmit queues are stored in small FIFO
memories that are connected directly to the register file.3 In
addition to the reserved GPRs, a small set of control & status
registers (CSRs, described in Section 3.4) are used for the
core and NIC hardware to coordinate with each other.

Delimiting messages. Each message that is transmitted and
received by an application begins with a fixed 8B “application
header”. On arriving messages, this header indicates the mes-
sage length (as well as the source IP address and layer-4 port
number), which allows software to identify the end of the mes-
sage. Similarly, the application header on departing messages
contains the message length (along with the destination IP
address and layer-4 port number) so that the NIC can detect
the end of the outgoing message. The programmable NIC
pipeline replaces the application header with the appropriate
Ethernet, IP, and transport headers on all transmitted packets.

Inherent thread safety. We need to prevent an errant thread
from reading or writing another thread’s messages. The
nanoPU prevents this using a novel hardware interlock. It
maintains a separate ingress and egress FIFO for each thread,
and controls access to the FIFOs so that netRX and netTX are
always mapped to the head and tail, respectively, of the FI-
FOs for the currently running thread only. Note our hardware
design ensures this property even when a previous thread
does not consume or finish writing a complete message.4 This
turned out to be a key design choice, simplifying application
development on the nanoPU; nanoRequest threads no longer
need to read and write messages atomically.

Software changes. The register file can be accessed in one
CPU cycle, while the L1 cache typically takes three cycles.

3We think of these FIFO memories as equivalent to an L1 cache, but for
network messages; both are built into the CPU pipeline and sit right next to
the register file.

4Our interlock logic would have been prohibitively expensive in the early
days; but since 1989, Moore’s Law lets us put four orders of magnitude more
gates on a chip, making the logic quite manageable (Section 5).

Application Description Response Time
p50 / p99 (µs)

MICA Implements a fast 0.40 / 0.50in-memory key-value store

Raft Runs leader-based state 3.08 / 3.26 *machine replication

Chain Repl. Runs a vertical Paxos 1.10 / 1.40 *consensus algorithm

Set Algebra Processes data-mining and 0.60 / 1.50text-analytics workloads

HD Search Analyzes and processes image, 0.80 / 1.20video, and speech data

N-Body Sim. Computes gravitational force 0.35 / N/Afor simulated bodies

INT Processing Processes network telemetry 0.13 / N/Adata (e.g., path latency)

Packet Classifier Classifies packets for intrusion 0.90 / 2.20detection (100K rules)

Othello Player Searches the Othello 0.90 / 1.70 [26]state space

One-sided RDMA Performs one-sided RDMA 0.68 / N/A *operations in software

Table 1: Example applications that have been imple-
mented on the nanoPU. These applications use small
network messages, few memory references, and cache-
resident function stack and variables (in the common
case), and are designed to efficiently process messages
out of the register file. Table indicates median and 99th
%ile wire-to-wire response time at low load. *Measured
at client.

Therefore, an application thread will run faster if it can pro-
cess data directly from the ingress FIFO by serially reading
netRX. Ideally, the developer picks a message data structure
with data arranged in the order it will be consumed—we did
this for the message processing components of the applica-
tions evaluated in Section 5.3. If an application needs to copy
long messages entirely into memory so that it can randomly
access each byte many times during processing, then the reg-
ister file interface may not offer much advantage over the
regular DMA path. Our experience so far is that, with a little
practice, it is practical to port latency-sensitive applications to
efficiently use the nanoPU register file interface. Table 1 lists
applications that have been ported to efficiently use this new
network interface and Section 4 further discusses applications
on the nanoPU.

A related issue is how, and at which stage of processing,
to serialize/deserialize (also known as marshall/unmarshall)
message data. In modern RPC applications this processing
is typically implemented in libraries such as Protobuf [52]
or Thrift [59]. Recent work pointed out that on conventional
CPUs, where network data passes through the memory hi-
erarchy, the serialize/deserialize logic is dominated by scat-
ter/gather memory-copy operations and subword-level data
transformation operations, suggesting a separate hardware
accelerator might help [50]. In the nanoPU, the memory copy
overhead involved in serialization and deserialization is little
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or none; only a few copies between registers and the L1 cache
may be necessary when a working set is larger than the regis-
ter file. The remaining subword data-transformation tasks can
be done either in the applications (in software) or on the NIC
(in hardware) using a PISA-like pipeline, but still operating
at the message level. We currently take the former approach
for the applications we evaluate in Section 5.3, but intend to
explore the latter approach in future work.

2.2 Thread Scheduling in Hardware
Current best practice for low-latency applications is to either
(1) pin threads to dedicated cores [18, 51], which is very
inefficient when a thread is idle, or (2) devote one core to run
a software thread scheduler for the other cores [27, 49].

The fastest software-based thread schedulers are not fast
enough for nanoRequests. Software schedulers need to run
periodically so as to avoid being overwhelmed by interrupts
and associated overheads, which means deciding how fre-
quently they should run. If it runs too often, resources are
wasted; too infrequently and threads are unnecessarily de-
layed. The fastest state-of-the-art operating systems make
periodic scheduling decisions every 5µs [27, 49], which is
too coarse-grained for nanoRequests requiring only 1µs of
computation.

We therefore moved the nanoRequest thread scheduler to
hardware, which continuously monitors message processing
status as well as the network receive queues and makes sub-
nanoseconds scheduling decisions. Our new hardware thread
scheduler (HTS) is both faster and more efficient; a core never
sits on an idle thread when another thread with a pending
message could run.

2.2.1 How the hardware thread scheduler works

Every core contains its own scheduler hardware. When a new
thread initializes, it must register itself with its core’s HTS
by binding to a layer-4 port number and selecting a strict
priority level (0 is the highest). The layer-4 port number lets
the nanoPU hardware distinguish between threads and ensure
that netRX and netTX are always the head and tail of the
FIFOs for the currently running thread.

HTS tracks the running thread’s priority and its time spent
on the CPU core. When a new message arrives, if its desti-
nation thread’s priority is lower than or equal to the current
thread, the new message is queued. If the incoming message
is for a higher priority thread, the running thread is suspended
and the destination thread is swapped onto the core. Whenever
HTS determines that threads must be swapped, it (1) asserts
a new, NIC-specific interrupt that traps into a small software
interrupt handler (only on the relevant core), and (2) tells the
interrupt handler which thread to switch to by writing the
target’s layer-4 port number to a dedicated CSR. Our current
HTS implementation takes about 50ns to swap a previously
idle thread onto the core, measured from the moment its first
pending message arrives (Section 3.2).

If the thread to switch to belongs to a different process, the
software interrupt handler must perform additional work: no-
tably, it must change privilege modes and swap address spaces.
A typical context switch in Linux takes about 1µs [27], but
most of this time is spent making the scheduling decision [62].
Our HTS design makes this decision entirely in hardware and
the software scheduler simply needs to read a CSR to deter-
mine which thread to swap to.

The scheduling policy. HTS implements a bounded strict
priority scheduling policy to ensure that the highest priority
thread with pending work is running on the core at all times.
Threads are marked active or idle. A thread is marked
active if it is eligible for scheduling, which means it has
been registered (a port number and RX/TX FIFOs have been
allocated) and a message is waiting in the thread’s RX FIFO.
The thread remains active until it explicitly indicates that it
is idle and its RX FIFO is empty. HTS tries to ensure that
the highest priority active thread is always running.

Bounded response time. HTS supports a unique feature to
bound how long one high-priority application can hold up
another. If a priority 0 thread takes longer than t0 to pro-
cess a message, the scheduler will immediately downgrade
its priority from 0 to 1, allowing it to be preempted by a dif-
ferent priority 0 thread with pending messages. (By default,
t0 = 1µs.) We define a well-behaved application as one that
processes all of its messages in less than t0.

As a consequence, HTS guarantees an upper bound on
the response time for well-behaved applications. If a core is
configured to run at most k priority 0 application threads, each
with at most one outstanding message at a time, then the total
message processing time, tp for well-behaved applications
is bounded by: tp ≤ tn + kt0 +(k−1)tc, where tn is the NIC
latency, and tc is the context-switch latency. In practice, this
means an application developer who writes a well-behaved
application can have full confidence that no other applications
will delay it beyond a predetermined bound. If application
writers do not wish to use the time-bounded service, they may
assign all their application threads priority 1.

Writing well-behaved applications, which are able to pro-
cess all messages within a short, bounded amount of time,
is complicated by cache / TLB misses and CPU power man-
agement. Our approach so far has been to empirically verify
that certain applications are well-behaved. However, we be-
lieve that there is substantial opportunity for future research
to determine more systematic ways for developers to write
well-behaved applications. One approach may be to propose
modifications to the memory hierarchy in order to make ac-
cess latency more predictable. Another approach may be to
develop code verification tools to check whether threads meet
execution time bounds. The eBPF [19] compiler, for example,
is able to verify that a packet processing program will com-
plete eventually; we believe a similar approach can be used
to verify completion within a bounded amount of time.
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2.3 The nanoPU NIC Pipeline
The NIC portion of the nanoPU fast path consists of two
primary components: the programmable transport layer, and
the core-selection algorithm. We describe each in turn.

Programmable transport layer. The nanoPU provides
nanoRequest threads a reliable one-way message service. To
be fast enough, the transport layer needs to be terminated
in hardware in the NIC. For example, our prototype hard-
ware NDP implementation (Section 3.3) runs in 7ns (fixed)
per packet and at 200Gb/s for minimum size packets (64B).
Such low latency means a tight congestion-control loop be-
tween end-points, and hence more efficient use of the network.
Moreover, moving transport to hardware frees CPU cycles for
application logic [2].

We only have space to give a high level overview of our
programmable transport layer, leaving details to a follow-on
paper. At the heart of our programmable transport layer is an
event-driven, P4-programmable PISA pipeline [10, 25]. The
pipeline can be programmed to do normal header processing,
such as VXLAN, overlay tunnels, and telemetry data [35].
We enhance it for reliable message processing, including con-
gestion control, and have programmed it to implement the
NDP [24] and Homa [42] low-latency message protocols.
Network operators can program custom message protocols
tailored to their specific workloads.

Low-latency, message-oriented transport protocols are well-
suited to hardware, compared to connection-oriented, reliable
byte-stream protocols such as TCP. The NIC only needs to
maintain a small amount of state for partially delivered mes-
sages. For example, our NDP implementation, beyond storing
the actual message, keeps a per-message bitmap of received
packets, and a few bytes for congestion control. This allows
our design to be limited only by the number of outstand-
ing messages, rather than the number of open connections,
allowing large scale, highly-distributed applications across
thousands of servers.

The transport layer (Figure 1) contains buffers to convert
between the unreliable IP datagram domain and the reliable
message domain. Outbound messages pass through a packeti-
zation buffer to split them into datagrams, which may need
to be retransmitted out of order due to drops in the network.
Inbound datagrams are placed into a reassembly buffer, re-
ordering them as needed to prepare them for delivery to a
CPU core.
Selecting a CPU core. If the NIC randomly sends messages
to cores, some messages will inevitably sit in a queue waiting
for a busy core while another core sits idle. Our NIC therefore
implements a core-selection algorithm in hardware. Inspired
by NeBuLa [57], our NIC load balances nanoRequest mes-
sages across cores using the Join-Bounded-Shortest-Queue
or JBSQ(n) algorithm [36].

JBSQ(n) approximates an ideal, work-conserving single
queue policy using a combination of a single central queue,

and short bounded queues at each core, with a maximum
depth of n messages. The centralized queue replenishes the
shortest per-core queues first. JBSQ(1) is equivalent to the
theoretically ideal single-queue model, but is impractical to
implement efficiently at these speeds.

Our nanoPU prototype implements a JBSQ(2) load bal-
ancer in hardware per application. The NIC is connected to
each core using dedicated wires, and the RX FIFOs on each
core have space for at least two messages per thread running
on the core. We chose JBSQ(2) based on the communication
latency between the NIC and the cores as well as the available
memory bandwidth for the centralized queues. We evaluate
its performance in Section 5.2.3.

3 Our nanoPU Implementation
We designed a prototype quad-core nanoPU based on the
open-source RISC-V Rocket core [54]. A block diagram of
our prototype is shown in Figure 2.

Our prototype extends the open-source RISC-V Rocket-
Chip SoC generator [3], adding 4,300 lines of Chisel [6]
to the code base. The Rocket core is a simple five-stage,
in-order, single-issue processor. We use the default Rocket
core configuration: 16KB L1 instruction and data caches,
a 512KB shared L2 cache, and 16GB of external DRAM
memory. Everything shown in Figure 2, except the MAC and
Serial IO, is included in our prototype and is available as
an open-source, reproducible artifact.5 Our prototype does
not include the traditional DMA path between the NIC and
memory hierarchy. Instead, we focus our efforts on building
the nanoPU fast path for nanoRequests.

To improve simulation speed, we do not run a full operat-
ing system on our prototype, but rather just enough to boot
the system, initialize one or more threads on the cores, and
perform context switches between threads when instructed to
do so by the hardware thread scheduler (HTS). In total, this
consists of about 1,200 lines of C code and RISC-V assembly
instructions. All applications run as bare-metal applications
linked with the C standard library.

The nanoPU design is intended to be fabricated as an ASIC,
but we use an FPGA to build the initial prototype. As we
will discuss further in Section 5, our prototype runs on AWS
F1 FPGA instances, using the Firesim [31] framework. Our
prototype adds about 15% more logic LUTs to an otherwise
unmodified RISC-V Rocket core with a traditional DMA NIC.

3.1 RISC-V Register File Network Interface
The RISC-V Rocket core required surprisingly few changes
to add the nanoPU register file network interface. The main
change, naturally, involves the register file read-write logic.
Each core has 32 GPRs, each 64-bits wide, and we reserve two
for network communication (shared by all threads). Applica-
tions must be compiled to avoid using the reserved GPRs for

5nanoPU Artifact: https://github.com/l-nic/chipyard/wiki
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Figure 2: Our nanoPU prototype latency breakdown. Total wire-to-wire latency for an 8B message (72B packet) is 69ns.

temporary storage. Fortunately, gcc makes it easy to reserve
registers via command-line options [48].

The core also required changes to the control logic that
handles pipeline flushes. A pipeline flush can occur for a
number of reasons (e.g., a branch misprediction). On a tradi-
tional five-stage RISC-V Rocket core, architectural state is
not modified until an instruction reaches the write-back stage
(Rocket Stage 5). However, with the addition of our network
register file interface, reading netRX now causes a state mod-
ification (FIFO read) in the decode stage (Rocket Stage 2).
The destructive read operation must be undone when there is
a pipeline flush. The CPU pipeline depth is an upper bound
on how many read operations need to be undone; in our case,
at most two reads require undoing. It is straightforward to
implement a FIFO queue supporting this operation.

3.2 Bounded Thread Scheduling in Hardware
The nanoPU core implements thread scheduling in hardware,
as described in Section 2.2. The number of threads that can
run on each core is primarily determined by the amount of
buffering available for the local RX/TX queues. In order to
implement the JBSQ(2) core selection policy, as described
in Section 2.3, the local RX queue for each thread must be
able to hold at least two maximum size messages. We use a
maximum message size of 2KB (two packets)6 and allocate
16KB of buffer for the local RX queues. Therefore, the pro-
totype supports up to four threads on each core; each thread
can be configured with a unique priority value. Priority 0 has
a configurable maximum message processing time in order to
implement the bounded priority thread scheduling policy. We
added a new thread-scheduling interrupt to the RISC-V core,
along with an accompanying control & status register (CSR)
set by HTS to tell the interrupt’s trap handler which thread it
should run next. When processing nanoRequests, we disable
all other interrupts to avoid unnecessary interrupt handling

6The maximum message size is a configurable parameter of the architec-
ture and we have experimented with messages as long as 38 packets.

overheads.
We define the context-switch latency to be the time from

when the scheduler fires the interrupt to when the first in-
struction of the target thread is executed. Our prototype has a
measured context-switch latency of 160 cycles, or 50ns on a
3.2GHz CPU. This is much faster than a typical Linux con-
text switch, partly because the thread scheduling decision is
offloaded to hardware, and partly because the core only runs
bare-metal applications in the same address space with the
highest privilege mode. Therefore, nanoPU hardware thread
scheduling in a Linux environment would be less efficient
than our bare-metal prototype.

3.3 Prototype NIC Pipeline
The NIC portion of the nanoPU fast path consists of the pro-
grammable transport module and the core selection module.
Our prototype implements both.
Transport hardware. We configured our programmable
transport module to implement NDP [24] entirely in hardware.
We chose NDP because it has promising low-latency perfor-
mance, and is well-suited to handle small RPC messages (the
class of messages we are most interested in accelerating, i.e.,
nanoRequests). However, the nanoPU does not depend on
NDP. As explained in Section 2.3, our NIC transport layer
is programmable. It has already been shown to support sev-
eral other protocols, including Homa [42]. We evaluate our
hardware NDP implementation in Section 5.2.3.
JBSQ hardware. As explained in Section 2.3, our NIC im-
plements JBSQ(2) [36] to load balance messages across cores
on a per-application basis. JBSQ(2) is implemented using
two tables. The first maps the message’s destination layer-4
port number to a per-core bitmap, indicating whether or not
each core is running a thread bound to the port number. The
second maps the layer-4 port number to a count of how many
messages are outstanding at each core for the given port num-
ber. When a new message arrives, the algorithm checks if
any of the cores that are running an application thread bound
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to the destination port are holding fewer than two of the ap-
plication’s messages. If so, it will immediately forward the
message to the core with the smallest message count. If all
target cores are holding two or more messages for this port
number, the algorithm waits until one of the cores indicates
that it has finished processing a message for the destination
port. It then forwards the next message to that core. We evalu-
ate our JBSQ implementation in Section 5.2.3.

3.4 The nanoPU HW/SW Interface
To illustrate how software on the nanoPU core interacts with
the hardware, Listing 1 shows a simple bare-metal loopback-
with-increment program in RISC-V assembly. The program
continuously reads 16B messages (two 8B integers) from
the network, increments the integers, and sends the messages
back to their sender. The program details are described below.

The entry procedure binds the thread to a layer-4 port
number at the given priority level by first writing a value to
both the lcurport and lcurpriority CSRs, then writing
the value 1 to the lniccmd CSR. The lniccmd CSR is a bit-
vector used by software to send commands to the networking
hardware; in this case, it is used to tell the hardware to allocate
RX/TX queues both in the core and the NIC for port 0 with
priority 0. The lniccmd CSR can also be used to unbind a
port or to update the priority level.

The wait_msg procedure waits for a message to arrive in
the core’s local RX queue by polling the lmsgsrdy CSR until
it is set by the hardware.7 While it is waiting, the application
tells HTS that it is idle by writing to the lidle CSR during the
polling loop. The scheduler uses the idle signal to evict idle
threads in order to schedule a new thread that has messages
waiting to be processed.

The loopback_plus1_16B procedure simply swaps the
source and destination addresses by moving the RX appli-
cation header (the first word of every received message, see
Section 2.1) from the netRX register to the netTX register,
shown on line 19 (Listing 1), and thus the RX application
header becomes the TX application header.8 Upon writing
the TX application header, the hardware ensures that there
is sufficient buffer space for the entire message; otherwise,
it generates an exception which should be handled by the
application accordingly. The procedure then increments ev-
ery integer in the received message and appends them to the
message being transmitted. After the procedure has finished
processing the message, it tells HTS it is done by writing to
the lmsgdone CSR. The scheduler uses this write signal to:
(1) reset the message processing timer for the thread, and (2)
tell the NIC to dispatch the next message for this application

7It is the responsibility of the application to ensure that it does not try to
read netRX when the local RX queue is empty; doing so results in undefined
behavior.

8Note that this instruction also sets the TX message length to be equal to
the RX message length because the message length is included in the TX/RX
application headers.

1 // Simple loopback & increment application
2 entry:
3 // Register port number & priority with NIC
4 csrwi lcurport , 0
5 csrwi lcurpriority , 0
6 csrwi lniccmd , 1
7

8 // Wait for a message to arrive
9 wait_msg:

10 csrr a5, lmsgsrdy
11 bnez a5, loopback_plus1_16B
12 idle:
13 csrwi lidle , 1 // app is idle
14 csrr a5, lmsgsrdy
15 beqz a5, idle
16

17 // Loopback and increment 16B message
18 loopback_plus1_16B:
19 mv netTX , netRX // copy app hdr: rx to tx
20 addi netTX , netRX , 1 // send word one + 1
21 addi netTX , netRX , 1 // send word two + 1
22 csrwi lmsgdone , 1 // msg processing done
23 j wait_msg // wait for the next message

Listing 1: Loopback with increment. A nanoPU
assembly program that waits for a 16B message,
increments each word, and returns it to the sender.

to the core.9 Finally, the procedure waits for the next message
to arrive.

3.5 How It All Fits Together
Next, we walk through a more representative nanoRequest
processing application, written in C, to compute the dot
product of a vector stored in memory and a vector con-
tained in arriving RPC request messages. Listing 2 is the
C code for the routine, based on a small library of C macros
(lnic_*) we wrote to allow applications to interact with the
nanoPU hardware (netRX and netTX GPRs, and the CSRs).
The lnic_wait() macro corresponds to the wait_msg pro-
cedure on lines 9-15 in Listing 1. The lnic_read() and
lnic_write_*() macros generate instructions that either
read from or write to netRX or netTX using either registers,
memory, or an immediate; and the lnic_msg_done() macro
writes to the lmsgdone CSR, corresponding to line 22 of List-
ing 1. Our library also includes other macros as well such as
lnic_branch() which branches control flow based on the
value in netRX.

The dot product C application waits for a message to arrive
then extracts the application header (the first word of every
message), followed by the message type in the second word.
It checks that it is a DATA_TYPE message, and reads the third
word to know how many 8B words the vector contains. The
vector identifies the in-memory weight to use for each word

9A future implementation may also want to use this signal to flush any
unread bytes of the current message from the local RX queue. Doing so
would guarantee that the next read to netRX would yield the application
header of the subsequent message and help prevent application logic from
becoming desynchronized with message boundaries.
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1 while (1) {
2 // Wait for a msg to arrive
3 lnic_wait();
4 // Extract application header from RX msg

and check msg type
5 app_hdr = lnic_read();
6 if (lnic_read() != DATA_TYPE) {
7 printf("Expected Data msg.\n");
8 return -1;
9 }

10 // Compute the dot product of the msg
vector with in-memory data

11 uint64_t num_words = lnic_read();
12 uint64_t result = 0;
13 for (i = 0; i < num_words; i++) {
14 uint64_t idx = lnic_read();
15 uint64_t word = lnic_read();
16 result += word * weights[idx];
17 }
18 // Send response message
19 lnic_write_r((app_hdr & (IP_MASK |

PORT_MASK)) | RESP_MSG_LEN);
20 lnic_write_i(RESP_TYPE);
21 lnic_write_r(result);
22 lnic_msg_done();
23 }

Listing 2: Example nanoPU application that
computes the dot product between a vector in a
network message and in-memory weights.

when computing the dot product. Note that the application
processes message data directly out of the register file and
message data never needs to be copied into memory, allowing
it to run faster than on a traditional system. Finally, the appli-
cation sends a response message back to the sender containing
the dot product.

4 The nanoPU Applications
Applications that will benefit most from using the nanoPU
fast path exhibit one or both of the following characteristics:
(i) strict tail response time requirements for network mes-
sages; or (ii) short (µs-scale) on-core service times. It should
come as no surprise that applications with strict tail response
time requirements will benefit from using the nanoPU fast
path. Enabling low tail response time was one of our primary
goals that guided many of the design decisions described in
Section 2. For the latter, when an application’s on-core ser-
vice time is short, any CPU cycles spent sending or receiving
network messages become comparatively more expensive.
The nanoPU’s extremely low per-message overheads help to
ensure that these applications are able to dedicate close to
100% of CPU cycles to performing useful processing and thus
achieve their maximum possible message processing through-
put. Furthermore, the nanoPU can also help to reduce on-core
service times by reducing pressure on the cache-hierarchy
and allowing message data to be processed directly out of the
register file. Another consequence of having short on-core
service times is that the end-to-end completion time of each
RPC becomes dominated by communication latency. By mov-

ing the entire network stack into hardware and by using the
register file interface, the nanoPU fast path efficiently reduces
communication latency and, hence, the RPC completion time.
Therefore, the relative benefit provided by the nanoPU will
increase as on-core service time decreases. An application’s
on-core service time does not necessarily need to be sub-1µs
in order to benefit from using the nanoPU. The following
section describes a few specific classes of applications that
we believe are well-suited for the nanoPU.

4.1 Example Application Classes

µs-scale (or ns-scale) Services. An increasing number of
datacenter applications are implemented as a collection of
independent software modules called microservices. It is com-
mon for a single user request to invoke microservices across
thousands of servers. At such large scale, the tail RPC re-
sponse time dominates the end-to-end performance of these
applications [17]. Furthermore, many microservices exhibit
very short on-core service times; a key-value store is one such
example that has sub-1µs service time. Therefore, these ap-
plications exhibit both of the characteristics described in the
previous section and are ideal candidates to accelerate with
the nanoPU.
Programmable One-sided RDMA. Modern NICs support
RDMA for quick read and write access to remote mem-
ory. Some NICs support further “one-sided” operations in
hardware: a single RDMA request leads to very low latency
compare-and-swap, or fetch-and-add. It is natural to consider
extending the set of one-sided operations to further acceler-
ate remote memory operations [40, 55], for example indirect
read (dereferencing a memory pointer in one round-trip time,
rather than two), scan and read (scan a small memory re-
gion to match an argument and fetch data from a pointer
associated with the match), return max, and so on. Changing
fixed-function NIC hardware requires a new hardware design
and fork-lift upgrade, and so, instead, Google Snap [40] im-
plements a suite of custom one-sided operations in software
in the kernel. This idea would run much faster on the nanoPU,
for example as an embedded core on a NIC, and could im-
plement arbitrary one-sided RDMA operations in software
(Section 5.3).
High Performance Computing (HPC) and Flash Bursts.
HPC workloads (e.g., N-body simulations [34]) as well as
flash bursts [37], a new class of data center applications that
utilize hundreds or thousands of machines for a short amount
of time (e.g., one millisecond), are both examples of highly
parallelizable application classes that are partitioned into fine-
grained tasks distributed across many machines. These appli-
cations tend to be very communication intensive and spend
a significant amount of time sending and receiving small
messages [37]. We believe that the nanoPU’s extremely low
per-message overheads and low communication latency can
help to accelerate these applications.
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Network Function Virtualization (NFV). NFV is a well-
known class of applications with µs-scale on-core service
times [60, 66]. The nanoPU’s low per-message overhead, reg-
ister file interface, and programmable PISA pipelines allow
it to excel at stream processing network data and thus is an
excellent platform for deploying NFV applications.

5 Evaluation

Our evaluations address the following four questions:
1. How does the performance of the nanoPU register file

interface compare to a traditional DMA-based network
interface (Section 5.2.1)?

2. Is the hardware thread scheduler (HTS) able to provide
low tail latency under high load and bounded tail latency
for well-behaved applications (Section 5.2.2)?

3. How does our prototype NIC pipeline (i.e., transport and
core selection) perform under high incast and service-time
variance (Section 5.2.3)?

4. How do real applications perform using the nanoRequest
fast path (Section 5.3)?

5.1 Methodology

We compare our nanoPU prototype against an unmodified
RISC-V Rocket core with a standard NIC (IceNIC [31]),
which we call a traditional NIC. The traditional NIC is imple-
mented in the same simulation environment as our nanoPU
prototype and performs DMA operations directly with the
last-level (L2) cache. The traditional NIC does not support
hardware-terminated transport or multi-core network applica-
tions, however, an ideal traditional NIC would support both
of these. Therefore, for our evaluations, we do not implement
transport in software for the traditional NIC baseline; we omit
the overhead that would be introduced by this logic.

Our evaluations ignore the overheads of translating ad-
dresses because we run bare-metal applications using phys-
ical addresses. When using virtual memory, the traditional
design would perform worse than reported here, because the
message buffer descriptors would need to be translated result-
ing in additional latency, and more TLB misses. There is no
need to translate addresses when processing nanoRequests
from the register file.

Benchmark tools. We use two different cycle-accurate sim-
ulation tools to perform our evaluations: (1) the Verila-
tor [63] software simulator, and (2) the Firesim [31] FPGA-
accelerated simulator. Firesim enables us to run large-scale,
cycle-accurate simulations with hundreds of nanoPU cores
using FPGAs in AWS F1 [1]. The FPGAs run at 90MHz,
and we simulate a target clock rate of 3.2GHz—all reported
results are in terms of this target clock rate. The simulated
servers are connected by C++ switch models running on the
AWS x86 host CPUs.

5.2 Microbenchmarks
5.2.1 Register file interface

Loopback response time. Figure 2 shows a breakdown of the
latency through each component for a single 8B nanoRequest
message (in a 72B packet) measured from the Ethernet wire
through a simple loopback application in the core, then back to
the wire (first bit in to last bit out).10 As shown, the loopback
response time through the nanoPU fast path is only 17ns, but
in practice we also need an Ethernet MAC and serial I/O,
leading to a wire-to-wire response time of 69ns.

For comparison, Figure 3 shows the median loopback re-
sponse time for both the nanoPU fast path and the traditional
design for different messages sizes. For an 8B nanoRequest,
the traditional design has a 51ns loopback response time, or
about 3× higher than the nanoPU. 12ns (of the 51ns) are
spent performing memcpy’s to swap the Ethernet source and
destination addresses, something that is unnecessary for the
nanoPU, because it is handled by the NIC hardware. The
speedup of the nanoPU fast path decreases as the message
size increases because the response time becomes dominated
by store-and-forward delays and message-serialization time.

If instead the traditional NIC placed arriving messages di-
rectly in the L1 cache, as NeBuLa proposes [57], the loopback
response time would be faster, but the nanoPU fast path would
still have 50% lower response time for small nanoRequests.
Loopback throughput. Figure 4 shows the throughput of
the simple loopback application running on a single core
for both the nanoPU fast path and the traditional NIC. The
traditional NIC processes batches of 30 packets, which fit
comfortably in the LLC. Batching allows the traditional NIC
to overlap computation (e.g., Ethernet address swapping) with
NIC DMA send/receive operations.

Throughput is dominated by the software overhead to pro-
cess each message. For the register file interface, the software
overhead is: read the lmsgsrdy CSR to check if a message
is available for processing, read the message length from
the application header, and write to the lmsgdone CSR after
forwarding the message. For the traditional design, the soft-
ware overhead is: perform MMIO operations to pass RX/TX
descriptors to the NIC and to check for RX/TX DMA com-
pletions, and memcpy’s to swap the Ethernet source and desti-
nation addresses.

Because of lower overheads, the application has 2–7×
higher throughput on the nanoPU than on the traditional NIC.
For small 8B messages (72B packets), the nanoPU loopback
application achieves 68Gb/s, or 118Mrps – 7× higher than the
traditional system. For 1KB messages, the nanoPU achieves
a throughput of 166Gb/s (83% of the line-rate). When we add
the per-packet NDP control packets sent/received by the NIC,
the 200Gb/s link is completely saturated.

10Our prototype does not include MAC & Serial IO, so we add real values
measured on a 100GE switch (with Forward Error Correction disabled).
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Figure 3: Loopback median re-
sponse time vs. message length;
nanoPU fast path and traditional.

Figure 4: Loopback throughput vs.
message length; nanoPU fast path
and traditional.

Figure 5: Loopback-with-increment
throughput vs. message length;
nanoPU fast path and traditional.

Figure 6: Dot-product throughput
speedup for various vector sizes;
nanoPU fast path (naive & optimal)
relative to traditional NIC.

Figure 7: 99th %ile response time
vs load; hardware thread sched-
uler (HTS) vs. traditional timer-
interrupt driven scheduler (TIS).

Figure 8: 99th %ile response time
vs load for well-behaved and mis-
behaved threads, with and without
bounded message processing time.

Stateless nanoRequest jobs. The nanoPU is well-suited for
compute-intensive applications that transform the data carried
by self-contained nanoRequests. We use a very simple bench-
mark application that increments each word of the message by
one and forwards the message back into the network; similar
to the program described in Section 3.4.

Figure 5 shows that the nanoPU accelerates the throughput
of this application by up to 10×. NanoRequest data is read
from the register file and passed directly through the ALU;
no memory operations are required at all. On the other hand,
when using the traditional NIC, each word of the message
must be read from the last-level cache (LLC), passed through
the ALU, and the final result is written back to memory. If
instead the traditional NIC loaded words into the L1 cache, as
in [57], we estimate a throughput about 1.3× faster than via
the LLC. This would still be 7.5× slower than the nanoPU fast
path. In Section 5.3, we will compare more realistic bench-
marks for real applications.

Stateful nanoRequest jobs. These are applications that pro-
cess both message data and local memory data. Similar to the
example described in Section 3.5, our simple microbenchmark
computes the dot product of two vectors of 64-bit integers,
one from the arriving message and a weight vector in local
memory. The weight vector is randomly chosen from enough
vectors to fill the L1 cache (16kB).

There are two ways to implement the application on the
nanoPU. The optimal method is to process each message
word directly from the register file, multiplying and accumu-
lating each word with the corresponding weight value from
memory. The naive method copies the entire message from
netRX into memory before computing the dot product with

the weight vector. The traditional design processes messages
in batches of 30, to overlap dot-product computation with
DMA operations.

Figure 6 shows the throughput speedup of the optimal
and naive methods relative to the traditional application, for
different message lengths.

• Small messages: For small messages below 100bytes, the
nanoPU is 4–5× faster because of fewer per-message soft-
ware overheads.

• Large messages: For large vectors throughput is limited by
the longer dot product computation time. The optimal appli-
cation consistently doubles throughput by keeping message
data out of the L1 cache and reducing cache misses. The
naive application is slowed by the extra copy, and about
twice as many L1 data cache misses. The traditional appli-
cation has 10× as many L1 data cache misses as optimal
because message data must be fetched from the LLC, which
pollutes the L1 cache, evicting weight data. If we speed up
the traditional NIC by placing message data directly in the
L1 cache, as NeBuLa proposes [57], we estimate the tra-
ditional design would run 1.5× faster for large messages.
Optimal would still be 30% faster for large messages.

The benefits are clear when an application processes mes-
sage data directly from the netRX register. While this may
seem like a big constraint, we have found that it is gener-
ally feasible and natural to design applications this way. We
demonstrate example applications in Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Hardware thread scheduling

Next, we evaluate how much the hardware thread scheduler
(HTS) can reduce tail response time under high load.
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Methodology. We evaluate tail response time under load by
connecting a custom (C++) load generator to our nanoPU
prototype in Firesim [31]. It generates nanoRequests with
Poisson inter-arrival times, and measures the end-to-end re-
sponse time.
Priority thread scheduling. We compare our hardware
thread scheduler (HTS) against a more traditional timer-
interrupt driven scheduler (TIS) interrupted by the kernel
every 5µs to swap in the highest-priority active thread. We
run both schedulers in hardware on our prototype.11 TIS uses
a 5µs timer interrupt to match the granularity of state-of-the-
art low-latency operating systems [27, 49].

We evaluate both schedulers when they are scheduling two
threads: one with priority 0 (high) and one with priority 1
(low). The load generator issues 10K requests for each thread,
randomly interleaved, each with an on-core service time of
500ns (i.e., an ideal system will process 2Mrps).

Figure 7 shows the 99th %ile tail response time vs load for
both thread scheduling policies, with a high and low priority
thread. HTS reduces tail response time by 4× and 6.5× at
high and low load, respectively; and can sustain 96% load.12

Bounded message-processing time. HTS is designed to
bound the tail response time of well-behaved applications,
even when they are sharing a core with misbehaving applica-
tions. To test this, we configure a core to run a well-behaved
thread and a misbehaving thread, both configured to run at
priority 0. All requests have an on-core service time of 500ns,
except when a thread misbehaves (once every 100 requests),
in which case the request processing time increases to 5µs.

Figure 8 shows the 99th %ile tail response time vs load
for both threads with, and without, the bounded message pro-
cessing time feature enabled. When enabled, if a priority 0
thread takes longer than 1µs to process a request, HTS lowers
its priority to 1. When disabled, all requests are processed by
the core in FIFO order.

We expect an application with at most one message at a
time in the RX queue, to have a tail response time bounded by
2 · 43ns+ 17ns+ 2 · 1000ns+ 50ns = 2.15µs. This matches
our experiments: With the feature enabled, the tail response
time of the well-behaved thread never exceeds 2.1µs, until the
offered load on the system exceeds 100% (1.9 Mrps).13 HTS
lowers the priority of the misbehaving application the first
time it takes longer than 1µs to process a request. Hence, the
well-behaved thread quickly becomes strictly higher priority
and its 500ns requests are never trapped behind a long 5µs
one. Note also that by bounding message processing times,
shorter requests are processed first, queues are smaller and

11TIS would run in software in practice, likely on a separate core, and
would therefore be slower than in hardware.

12Our prototype does not currently allocate NIC buffer space per-
application, causing high-priority requests to be dropped when the low-
priority queue is fill. This will be fixed in the next version.

13This is despite our Poisson arrival process occasionally placing more
than one message in the RX queue.

the system can sustain higher load.

5.2.3 Prototype NIC pipeline

Hardware NDP transport. We verify our hardware NDP
implementation by running a large 80-to-1 incast experiment
on Firesim, with 324 cores simulated on 81 AWS F1 FPGAs.
All hosts are connected to one simulated switch; 80 clients
send a single packet message to the same server at the same
time. The switch has insufficient buffer capacity to store all
80 messages and hence some are dropped. When NDP is
disabled, dropped packets are detected by the sender using
a timeout and therefore the maximum latency through the
network is dictated by the timeout interval. When NDP is
enabled, the dropped messages are quickly retransmitted by
NDP’s packet trimming and NACKing mechanisms, lowering
maximum network latency by a factor of three.
Hardware JBSQ core selection. We evaluate our JBSQ im-
plementation using a bimodal service-time distribution: 99.5%
of nanoRequests have a service time of 500ns and 0.5% have
a service time of 5µs. When using a random core assignment
technique, like receive side scaling (RSS), to balance requests
across four cores, short requests occasionally get queued be-
hind long requests, resulting in high tail response time. With
JBSQ enabled, tail response time is reduced 5× at low load,
and can sustain 15% higher load than RSS.

5.3 Application Benchmarks
As shown in Table 1, we implemented and evaluated many
applications on our nanoPU prototype. Below, we present the
evaluation results for a few of these applications.
MICA. We ported the MICA key-value store [38] and com-
pared it running on the nanoPU and traditional NIC designs.
MICA is implemented as a library with an API that allows ap-
plications to GET and SET key-value pairs. Traditionally, this
API uses in-memory buffers to pass key-value pairs between
the MICA library and application code. The naive way to port
MICA to the nanoPU is to copy key-value pairs in network
messages between the register file and in-memory buffers,
using the MICA library without modification. However, we
find it more efficient to modify the MICA library to read and
write the register file directly when performing GET and SET
operations. This avoids unnecessary memcpys in the MICA
library. Optimizing the MICA library to use the register file
only required changes to 36 lines of code.

Our evaluation stores 10k key-value pairs (16B keys and
512B values). The load generator sends a 50/50 mix of read-
/write nanoRequest queries with keys picked uniformly. Fig-
ure 9 compares the 99th %ile tail response time vs load for the
traditional, nanoPU naive, and nanoPU optimized versions
of this application. The naive nanoPU implementation out-
performs the traditional implementation, likely because it is
able to use an L1-cache resident in-memory buffer rather than
an LLC-resident DMA buffer. The optimized nanoPU imple-
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Figure 9: MICA KV store: 99th %ile tail response time
for READ and WRITE requests.

Figure 10: Set intersection: 99th %ile tail response time.

mentation is able to achieve about 30% higher throughput
and lower response times by efficiently using the register file
interface when processing network messages.
Raft. Raft is a widely-used consensus algorithm for dis-
tributed applications [47]. We evaluate a production grade
version of Raft [53] using a 16B-key, 64B-value MICA key-
value store state machine, with three servers and one client
connected to a single switch. The switch has a forwarding
latency of 300ns (typical of modern cut-through commercial
switch ASICs [58]) and all links have a latency of 43ns. Al-
though our Raft cluster correctly implements leader election,
can tolerate server failure, and our client can automatically
identify a new Raft leader, we evaluate our Raft cluster in the
steady-state, failure-free case, with a single leader and three
fully-functioning replicas.

We define the response time to be from when the client
issues a three-way replicated write request to the Raft cluster,
until the client hears back from the cluster leader that the
request has been fully replicated and committed across all
three Raft servers. In 10K trials, the median response time was
3.08µs, with a 3.26µs 99th %ile tail response time. eRPC [28],
a high performance, highly-optimized RPC library reports a
5.5µs median and 6.3µs 99th %ile tail response time — about
a factor of two slower.
Set algebra. In information retrieval systems, set intersec-
tions are commonly performed for data mining, text analytics,
and search. For example, Lucene [8] uses a reverse index
that maps each word to a set of documents that contain the
word. Searches yield a document set for each search word,
then compute the intersection of these sets.

We created a reverse index of 100 Wikipedia [65] articles
with 200 common English words. Our load generator sends
search requests with 1-4 words chosen from a Zipf distribu-
tion based on word frequency. Porting the set intersection

One-sided RDMA Latency (ns)
Median 90th %ile

Read 678 680
Write 679 686

Compare-and-Swap 687 690
Fetch-and-Add 688 692
Indirect Read 691 715

Table 2: Median and 90th %ile latency of one-sided
RDMA operations implemented on the nanoPU. Mea-
surements are made at the client, and the one-way latency
through the switch and links is 300ns.

application to the nanoPU was straight forward. The only
difference between the nanoPU and traditional versions of the
applications is the logic to send and receive network messages
(∼50 LOC). We did not need to make any modifications to
the application logic that computes the intersection between
sets of document IDs.

Figure 10 shows the tail response time for searches. The
traditional design has a low-load tail response time of 1.7µs,
compared to 1.4µs on a single nanoPU core. JBSQ helps to
ensure that long running requests do not get stuck behind
short ones. With JBSQ enabled for four cores, the 99th %ile
tail response time remains low until 7Mrps.
One-sided RDMA operations. As described in Section 4.1,
the nanoPU can implement flexible, low latency one-sided
RDMA operations. As a baseline, the median end-to-end
latency of one-sided operations between two hosts using state-
of-the-art RDMA NICs, connected by a single switch with
a port-to-port latency of 300ns is about 2µs [28]. 14 Table 2
shows the median and 90% tail latency of several one-sided
RDMA operations implemented on the nanoPU, using the
same topology as the baseline. The median latency, measured
by the nanoPU client, is 680-690ns with a 90% tail latency
of approximately 700ns, 65% lower latency than state-of-
the-art RDMA NICs. Most of the latency reduction is from
eliminating the traversal of PCIe on the client and server.

In addition to the standard one-sided RDMA operations
(read, write, compare-and-swap, fetch-and-add) we also im-
plement indirect read, in which the server simply dereferences
a pointer to determine the actual memory address to read. This
operation would require two network round trips on a standard
RDMA NIC; on the nanoPU, it takes only a few nanoseconds
longer than a standard read.

6 Discussion

nanoPU deployment possibilities. We believe there are a
number of ways to deploy nanoPU ideas, in addition to a
modified regular CPU. For example, the nanoPU fast path

14Note that when using an ARM-based smartNIC, such as the Mellanox
BlueField [41], the time to traverse the embedded cores will increase this
end-to-end latency by at least a factor of two [39, 61].
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could be added to embedded CPUs on smartNICs for the
data center [5, 41, 44]. This could be a less invasive way to
introduce nanoPU ideas without needing to modify server
CPUs. A more extreme approach would be to build a nanoPU
domain-specific architecture explicitly for nanoRequests. For
example, it would be practical today to build a single chip
512-core nanoPU, similar to Celerity [15], with one hundred
100GE interfaces, capable of servicing RPCs at up to 10Tb/s.
In-order execution. Our prototype is based on a simple 5-
stage, in-order RISC-V Rocket core and required only minor
modifications to the CPU pipeline. An out-of-order processor
would require bigger changes to ensure that words read from
netRX are delivered to the application in FIFO order.

7 Related Work

Low-latency RPCs (software). Recent work focuses on al-
gorithms to choose a core by approximating a single-queue
system using work-stealing (like ZygOS [51]) or preempting
requests at microsecond timescales (Shinjuku [27]). However,
the overheads associated with inter-core synchronization and
software preemption make these approaches too slow and
coarse-grained for nanoRequests.

eRPC [28] takes the other extreme to the nanoPU and
runs everything in software, and through clever optimizations,
achieves impressively low latency on a commodity server for
the common case. eRPC has good median response times, but
its common-case optimizations sacrifice tail response times,
which often dictate application performance. The nanoPU’s
hardware pipeline makes median and tail RPC response times
almost identical.
Low-latency RPCs (hardware). We are not the first to im-
plement core-selection algorithms in hardware. RPCvalet [12]
and NeBuLa [57] are both built on the Scale-out NUMA ar-
chitecture [46]. RPCvalet implements a single queue system,
which in theory provides optimal performance. However, it
ran into memory bandwidth contention issues, which they
later resolve in NeBuLa. Both NeBuLa and R2P2 [36] imple-
ment the JBSQ load balancing policy; NeBuLa runs JBSQ
on the server whereas R2P2 runs JBSQ in a programmable
switch. Like NeBuLa, the nanoPU also implements JBSQ to
steer requests to cores.

Many NICs support RDMA in hardware. Several systems
(HERD [29], FaSST [30], and DrTM+R [11]) exploit RDMA
to build applications on top. As described in Sections 4.1 and
5.3, the nanoPU can be used to implement programmable
one-sided RDMA operations while providing lower latency
than state-of-the-art commercial NICs.

SmartNICs (NICs with CPUs on them) [5,41,44] are being
deployed to offload infrastructure software from the main
server to CPUs on the NIC. However, these may actually
increase the RPC latency, unless they adopt nanoPU-like de-
signs on the NIC.
Transport protocols in hardware. We are not the first to

implement the transport layer and congestion control in hard-
ware. Modern NICs that support RDMA over Converged
Ethernet (RoCE) implement DCQCN [67] in hardware. In the
academic research community, Tonic [2] proposes a frame-
work for implementing congestion control in hardware. The
nanoPU’s programmable transport layer (and NDP implemen-
tation) draws upon ideas in Tonic.

Register file interface. GPRs were first used by the J-
machine [13] for low-latency inter-core communication on
the same machine, but were abandoned because of the diffi-
culty implementing thread-safety. The idea has reappeared in
several designs, including the RAW processor [64], and the
SNAP processor for low-power sensor networks [32].

8 Conclusion

Today’s CPUs are optimized for load-store operations to and
from memory. Memory data is treated as a first-class citizen.
But modern workloads frequently process huge numbers of
small RPCs. Rather than burden RPC messages with travers-
ing a hierarchy optimized for data sitting in memory, we
propose providing them with a new optimized fast path, in-
serting them directly into the heart of the CPU, bypassing
the unnecessary complications of caches, PCIe and address
translation. Hence, we aim to elevate network data to the same
importance as memory data.

As datacenter applications continue to scale out, with one
request fanning out to generate many more, we must find ways
to minimize not only the communication overhead, but also
the tail response time. Long tail response times are inherently
caused by resource contention (e.g., shared CPU cores, cache
space, and memory and network bandwidths). By moving key
scheduling decisions into hardware (i.e., congestion control,
core selection, and thread scheduling), these resources can
be scheduled extremely efficiently and predictably, leading to
lower tail response times.

If future cloud providers can provide bounded, end-to-end
RPC response times for very small nanoRequests, on shared
servers also carrying regular workloads, we will likely see
much bigger distributed applications based on finer grain
parallelism. Our work helps to address part of the problem:
bounding the RPC response time once the request arrives at
the NIC. If coupled with efforts to bound network latency, it
might complete the end-to-end story. We hope our results will
encourage other researchers to push these ideas further.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
This artifact contains the Chisel source code of our nanoPU
prototype as well as the application code and simulation in-
frastructure that is required to reproduce the key results pre-
sented in this paper. Our prototype is evaluated using both Ver-
ilator for cycle-accurate simulations in software, and Firesim
for cycle-accurate simulations on FPGAs in AWS. The artifact
is packaged as an AWS EC2 image with all of the dependen-
cies pre-installed to make it easy for others to use and build
upon our work.

Scope
The artifact can be used to reproduce the key results presented
in the following figures:

• Figure 3 – Loopback latency; nanoPU vs. traditional.

• Figure 4 – Loopback throughput; nanoPU vs. tradi-
tional.

• Figure 5 – Loopback-with-inc. throughput; nanoPU vs.
traditional.

• Figure 6 – Dot-product throughput speedup.

• Figure 7 – Tail response time using priority thread
scheduling.

• Figure 8 – Tail response time using bounded message
processing time.

• Figure 9 – MICA tail response time.

• Figure 10 – Set intersection tail response time.

Additionally, there are a number of ways to use the artifact
to build upon our work. For example, you can write new
applications for the nanoPU and evaluate them at close to
real-time using a custom topology with Firesim. Alternatively,
you can modify the nanoPU architecture and use the provided
simulation infrastructure to easily test your changes.

Contents
The documentation for the nanoPU artifact can be found at:
https://github.com/l-nic/chipyard/wiki. The primary reposito-
ries are briefly described below:

• Chipyard – The main top-level repository which con-
tains the others listed below as git submodules. Contains
application code as well as Verilator simulation infras-
tructure.

• Rocket Chip – Contains the chisel source code for our
modified RISC-V Rocket core (as well as all of the other
components that are needed to create a full SoC).

• L-NIC – Contains the chisel source code for the nanoPU
NIC.

• Firesim – Provides all of the infrastructure that is re-
quired to run FPGA-accelerated, cycle-accurate simula-
tions on AWS.

Hosting
The nanoPU artifact is hosted on GitHub:
https://github.com/l-nic/chipyard/tree/nanoPU-artifact-v1.0

The development branch is called lnic-dev and, at
the time of this writing, the latest release is tagged
nanoPU-artifact-v1.0. In order to make it easy for oth-
ers to reuse and build upon our work, we have developed a
custom Amazon Machine Image (AMI) with the artifact and
all required dependencies pre-installed. See the documenta-
tion for detailed instructions regarding how to access and use
this AMI.

Requirements
In order to use the nanoPU artifact, you will need access to
an AWS account and you will need to subscribe to the AWS
FPGA developer AMI. Additionally, you will need permission
from AWS to launch F1 instances. These requirements are
explained in greater detail in the online documentation.
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Abstract

Memory allocation represents significant compute cost at

the warehouse scale and its optimization can yield consid-

erable cost savings. One classical approach is to increase

the efficiency of an allocator to minimize the cycles spent in

the allocator code. However, memory allocation decisions

also impact overall application performance via data place-

ment, offering opportunities to improve fleetwide productivity

by completing more units of application work using fewer

hardware resources. Here, we focus on hugepage coverage.

We present TEMERAIRE, a hugepage-aware enhancement

of TCMALLOC to reduce CPU overheads in the applica-

tion’s code. We discuss the design and implementation of

TEMERAIRE including strategies for hugepage-aware mem-

ory layouts to maximize hugepage coverage and to minimize

fragmentation overheads. We present application studies for

8 applications, improving requests-per-second (RPS) by 7.7%

and reducing RAM usage 2.4%. We present the results of

a 1% experiment at fleet scale as well as the longitudinal

rollout in Google’s warehouse scale computers. This yielded

6% fewer TLB miss stalls, and 26% reduction in memory

wasted due to fragmentation. We conclude with a discussion

of additional techniques for improving the allocator develop-

ment process and potential optimization strategies for future

memory allocators.

1 Introduction

The datacenter tax [23, 41] within a warehouse-scale com-

puter (WSC) is the cumulative time spent on common service

overheads, such as serialization, RPC communication, com-

pression, copying, and memory allocation. WSC workload

diversity [23] means that we typically cannot optimize sin-

gle application(s) to strongly improve total system efficiency,

as costs are borne across many independent workloads. In

contrast, focusing on the components of datacenter tax can

realize substantial performance and efficiency improvements

∗Work performed while at Google.

in aggregate as the benefits can apply to entire classes of appli-

cation. Over the past several years, our group has focused on

minimizing the cost of memory allocation decisions, to great

effect; realizing whole system gains by dramatically reducing

the time spent in memory allocation. But it is not only the cost

of these components we can optimize. Significant benefit can

also be realized by improving the efficiency of application

code by changing the allocator. In this paper, we consider

how to optimize application performance by improving the

hugepage coverage provided by memory allocators.

Cache and Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) misses are

a dominant performance overhead on modern systems. In

WSCs, the memory wall [44] is significant: 50% of cycles are

stalled on memory in one analysis [23]. Our own workload

profiling observed approximately 20% of cycles stalled on

TLB misses.

Hugepages are a processor feature that can significantly

reduce the number, and thereby the cost, of TLB misses [26].

The increased size of a hugepage enables the same number of

TLB entries to map a substantially larger range of memory.

On the systems under study, hugepages also allow the total

stall time for a miss+fill to be reduced as their page-table

representation requires one fewer level to traverse.

While an allocator cannot modify the amount of memory

that user code accesses, or even the pattern of accesses to

objects, it can cooperate with the operating system and con-

trol the placement of new allocations. By optimizing huge-

page coverage, an allocator may reduce TLB misses. Memory

placement decisions in languages such as C and C++ must

also deal with the consequence that their decisions are final:

Objects cannot be moved once allocated [11]. Allocation

placement decisions can only be optimized at the point of

allocation. This approach ran counter to our prior work in

this space, as we can potentially increase the CPU cost of an

allocation, increasing the datacenter tax, but make up for it

by reducing processor stalls elsewhere. This improves appli-

cation metrics1 such as requests-per-second (RPS).

1While reducing stalls can improve IPC, IPC alone is a poor proxy [3] for

how much useful application work we can accomplish with a fixed amount
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Our contributions are as follows:

• The design of TEMERAIRE, a hugepage-aware enhance-

ment of TCMALLOC to reduce CPU overheads in the

rest of the application’s code. We present strategies for

hugepage-aware memory layouts to maximize hugepage

coverage and to minimize fragmentation overheads.

• An evaluation of TEMERAIRE in complex real-world ap-

plications and scale in WSCs. We measured a sample of

8 applications running within our infrastructure observed

requests-per-second (RPS) increased by 7.7% and RAM

usage decreased by 2.4%. Applying these techniques

to all applications within Google’s WSCs yielded 6%

fewer TLB miss stalls, and 26% reduction in memory

wasted due to fragmentation.

• Strategies for optimizing the development process of

memory allocator improvements, using a combination

of tracing, telemetry, and experimentation at warehouse-

scale.

2 The challenges of coordinating Hugepages

Virtual memory requires translating user space addresses to

physical addresses via caches known as Translation Looka-

side Buffers (TLBs) [7]. TLBs have a limited number of

entries, and for many applications, the entire TLB only covers

a small fraction of the total memory footprint using the default

page size. Modern processors increase this coverage by sup-

porting hugepages in their TLBs. An entire aligned hugepage

(2MiB is a typical size on x86) occupies just one TLB entry.

Hugepages reduce stalls by increasing the effective capacity

of the TLB and reducing TLB misses [5, 26].

Traditional allocators manage memory in page-sized

chunks. Transparent Huge Pages (THP) [4] provide an oppor-

tunity for the kernel to opportunistically cover consecutive

pages using hugepages in the page table. A memory allocator,

superficially, need only allocate hugepage-aligned and -sized

memory blocks to take advantage of this support.

A memory allocator that releases memory back to the OS

(necessary at the warehouse scale where we have long running

workloads with dynamic duty cycles) has a much harder chal-

lenge. The return of non-hugepage aligned memory regions

requires that the kernel use smaller pages to represent what re-

mains, defeating the kernel’s ability to provide hugepages and

imposing a performance cost for the remaining used pages.

Alternatively, an allocator may wait for an entire hugepage

to become free before returning it to the OS. This preserves

hugepage coverage, but can contribute significant amplifica-

tion relative to true usage, leaving memory idle. DRAM is a

significant cost the deployment of WSCs [27]. The manage-

ment of external fragmentation, unused space in blocks too

of hardware. A busy-looping spinlock has extremely high IPC, but does little

useful work under contention.

allocate. . .

free some. . .

used used used used

used used

Figure 1: Allocation and deallocation patterns leading to frag-

mentation

small to be used for requested allocations, by the allocator is

important in this process. For example consider the alloca-

tions in Figure 1. After this series of allocations there are 2

units of free space. The choice is to either use small pages,

which result in lower fragmentation but less efficient use of

TLB entries, or hugepages, which are TLB-efficient but have

high fragmentation.

A user-space allocator that is aware of the behavior pro-

duced by these policies can cooperate with their outcomes

by densely aligning the packing of allocations with hugepage

boundaries, favouring the use of allocated hugepages, and

(ideally) returning unused memory at the same alignment2.

A hugepage-aware allocator helps with managing memory

contiguity at the user level. The goal is to maximally pack

allocations onto nearly-full hugepages, and conversely, to min-

imize the space used on empty (or emptier) hugepages, so that

they can be returned to the OS as complete hugepages. This

efficiently uses memory and interacts well with the kernel’s

transparent hugepage support. Additionally, more consistently

allocating and releasing hugepages forms a positive feedback

loop: reducing fragmentation at the kernel level and improv-

ing the likelihood that future allocations will be backed by

hugepages.

3 Overview of TCMALLOC

TCMALLOC is a memory allocator used in large-scale appli-

cations, commonly found in WSC settings. It shows robust

performance [21]. Our design builds directly on the structure

of TCMALLOC.

Figure 2 shows the organization of memory in TCMALLOC.

Objects are segregated by size. First, TCMALLOC partitions

memory into spans, aligned to page size3.

TCMALLOC’s structure is defined by its answer to the

same two questions that drive any memory allocator.

1. How do we pick object sizes and organize metadata to

2This is important as the memory backing a hugepage must be physically

contiguous. By returning complete hugepages we can actually assist the

operating system in managing fragmentation.
3Confusingly, TCMALLOC’s “page size” parameter is not necessarily the

system page size. The default configuration is to use an 8 KiB TCMALLOC

“page”, which is two (small) virtual memory pages on x86.
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requested from OS

2 MiB

200 KiB

25 KiB

Figure 2: Organization of memory in TCMALLOC. System-

mapped memory is broken into (multi-)page spans, which are

sub-divided into objects of an assigned, fixed sizeclass, here

25 KiB.

minimize space overhead and fragmentation?

2. How do we scalably support concurrent allocations?

Sufficiently large allocations are fulfilled with a span con-

taining only the allocated object. Other spans contain multiple

smaller objects of the same size (a sizeclass). The “small” ob-

ject size boundary is 256 KiB. Within this “small” threshold,

allocation requests are rounded up to one of 100 sizeclasses.

TCMALLOC stores objects in a series of caches, illustrated in

OS pageheap

mmap

release

central

8 bytes

central

256KiBsp
an

s spans

central

. . .

transfer transfertransfer

. . .

CPU 0 cache CPU 9 cacheCPU. . .

malloc() free()

(large) malloc()

(large) free()

Figure 3: The organization of caches in TCMALLOC; we see

memory allocated from the OS to the pageheap, distributed

up into spans given to the central caches, to local caches. This

paper focuses on a new implementation for the pageheap.

Figure 3. Spans are allocated from a simple pageheap, which

keeps track of all unused pages and does best-fit allocation.

The pageheap is also responsible for returning no-longer-

needed memory to the OS when possible. Rather than do-

ing this on the free() path, a dedicated release-memory

method is invoked periodically, aiming to maintain a con-

figurable, steady rate of release in MB/s. This is a heuristic.

TCMALLOC wants to simultaneously use the least memory

possible in steady-state, avoiding expensive system alloca-

tions that could be elided by using previously provisioned

memory. We discuss handling this peak-to-trough allocation

pattern in more detail in Section 4.3.

Ideally, TCMALLOC would return all memory that user

code will not need soon. Memory demand varies unpre-

dictably, making it challenging to return memory that will

go unused while simultaneously retaining memory to avoid

syscalls and page faults.. Better decisions about memory re-

turn policies have high value and are discussed in section 7.

TCMALLOC will first attempt to serve allocations from a

“local” cache, like most modern allocators [9,12,20,39]. Orig-

inally these were the eponymous per-Thread Caches, storing

a list of free objects for each sizeclass. To reduce stranded

memory and improve re-use for highly threaded applications,

TCMALLOC now uses a per-hyperthread local cache. When

the local cache has no objects of the appropriate sizeclass to

serve a request (or has too many after an attempt to free()),

requests route to a single central cache for that sizeclass. This

has two components–a small fast, mutex-protected transfer

cache (containing flat arrays of objects from that sizeclass)

and a large, mutex-protected central freelist, containing every

span assigned to that sizeclass; objects can be fetched from,

or returned to these spans. When all objects from a span have

been returned to a span held in the central freelist, that span

is returned to the pageheap.

In our WSC, most allocations are small (50% of allocated

space is objects ≤ 8192 bytes), as depicted in Figure 4. These

are then aggregated into spans. The pageheap primarily al-

locates 1- or 2-page spans, as depicted in Figure 5. 80% of

spans are smaller than a hugepage.

The design of “stacked” caches make the system usefully

modular, and there are several concomitant advantages:

• Clean abstractions are easier to understand and test.

• It’s reasonably direct to replace any one level of the

cache with a totally new implementation.

• When desired, cache implementations can be selected at

runtime, with benefits to operational rollout and experi-

mentation.

TCMALLOC’s pageheap has a simple interface for manag-

ing memory.

• New(N) allocates a span of N pages

• Delete(S) returns a New’d span (S) to the allocator.

• Release(N) gives >= N unused pages cached by the

page heap back to the OS
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Figure 4: CDF of allocation sizes from WSC applications,

weighted by bytes.

4 TEMERAIRE’s approach

TEMERAIRE, this paper’s contribution to TCMALLOC, re-

places the pageheap with a design that attempts to maximally

fill (and empty) hugepages. The source code is on Github

(see Section 9). We developed heuristics that pack allocations

densely onto highly-used hugepages and simultaneously form

entirely unused hugepages for return to the OS.

We refer to several definitions. Slack is the gap between an

allocation’s requested size and the next whole hugepage. Vir-

tual address space allocated from the OS is unbacked without

reserving physical memory. On use, it is backed, mapped by

the OS with physical memory. We may release memory to

the OS once again making it unbacked. We primarily pack

within hugepage boundaries, but use regions of hugepages for

packing allocations across hugepage boundaries.

From our telemetry of malloc usage and TCMALLOC

internals, and knowledge of the kernel implementation, we

developed several key principles that motivate TEMERAIRE’s

choices.

1. Total memory demand varies unpredictably with

time, but not every allocation is released. We have

no control over the calling code, and it may rapidly (and

repeatedly) modulate its usage; we must be hardened to

this. But many allocations on the pageheap are immortal

(and it is difficult to predict which they are [30]); any

particular allocation might disappear instantly or live

forever, and we must deal well with both cases.
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Figure 5: CDF of TCMALLOC span sizes from WSC appli-

cations, weighted by bytes.

2. Completely draining hugepages implies packing

memory at hugepage granularity. Returning huge-

pages that aren’t nearly-empty to the OS is costly (see

section 2). Generating empty/nearly-empty hugepages

implies densely packing the other hugepages in our bi-

nary. Our design must enable densely packing alloca-

tions into as few, saturated, bins as possible.

While we aim to use exclusively hugepage-sized bins,

malloc must support allocation sizes larger than a sin-

gle hugepage. These can be allocated normally, but we

place smaller allocations into the slack of the allocation

to achieve high allocation density. Only when small al-

locations are dominated by slack do we need to place

large allocations end on end in regions.

3. Draining hugepages gives us new release decision

points. When a hugepage becomes completely empty,

we can choose whether to retain it for future memory

allocations or return it to the OS. Retaining it until re-

leased by TCMALLOC’s background thread carries a

higher memory cost. Returning it reduces memory us-

age, but comes at a cost of system calls and page faults

if reused. Adaptively making this decision allows us to

return memory to the OS faster than the background

thread while simultaneously avoiding extra system calls.

4. Mistakes are costly, but work is not. Very few alloca-

tions directly touch the pageheap, but all allocations are

backed via the pageheap. We must only pay the cost of al-

location once; if we make a bad placement and fragment
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a hugepage, we pay either that space or the time-cost

of breaking up a hugepage for a long time. It is worth

slowing down the allocator, if doing so lets it make better

decisions.

Our allocator implements its interface by delegating to

several subcomponents, mapped in Figure 6. Each component

is built with the above principles in mind, and each specializes

its approximation for the type of allocation it handles best. As

per principle #4, we emphasize smart placement over speed4.

While the particular implementation of TEMERAIRE is

tied to TCMALLOC internals, most modern allocators share

similar large backing allocations of page (or higher) granu-

larity, like TCMALLOC’s spans: compare jemalloc’s “ex-

tents” [20], Hoard’s “superblocks” [9], and mimalloc’s

“pages” [29]. Hoard’s 8KB superblocks are directly allo-

cated with ‘mmap‘, preventing hugepage contiguity. Those

superblocks could instead be densely packed onto hugepages.

mimalloc places its 64KiB+ “pages” within “segments,” but

these are maintained per-thread which hampers dense pack-

ing across the segments of the process. Eagerly returning

pages to the OS minimizes the RAM cost here, but breaks

up hugepages. These allocators could also benefit from a

TEMERAIRE-like hugepage aware allocator5.

HugeAllocator

HugeCache

unbacked hugepages

HugeFiller

backed hugepages

small requests

(< 1 MiB)

large requests

(≥ 1 GiB)

medium requests

(1 MiB - 1 GiB)

HugeRegion

sometimes

Figure 6: TEMERAIRE’s components. Arrows represent the

flow of requests to interior components.

4.1 The overall algorithm

We will briefly sketch the overall approach and each com-

ponent’s role, then describe each component in detail. Our

goal is to minimize generated slack, and if we do generate

slack, to reuse it for other allocations (as with any page-level

fragmentation.)

4As each operation holds an often-contended mutex, we do maintain

reasonable efficiency: most operations are O(1), with care taken to optimize

constant factors.
5Indeed, jemalloc is doing so, based on TEMERAIRE.

Span New(N) {

// Slack is too small to matter

if (N >= 1 GiB) return HugeCache.New(N);

// Help bin-pack a single hugepage

if (N <= 1 MiB) return HugeFiller.New(N);

if (N < 2 MiB) {

// If we can reuse empty space, do so

Span s = HugeFiller.TryAllocate(N);

if (s != NULL) return s;

}

// If we have a region, use it

Span s = HugeRegion.TryAllocate(N);

if (s != NULL) return s;

// We need a new hugepage.

s = HugeCache.New(N);

HugeFiller.DonateTail(s);

return s;

}

Figure 7: Allocation flow for subcomponents. Hugepage size

is 2 MiB.

Behind all components is the HugeAllocator, which deals

with virtual memory and the OS. It provides other compo-

nents with unbacked memory that they can back and pass on.

We also maintain a cache of backed, fully-empty hugepages,

called the HugeCache.

We keep a list of partially filled single hugepages (the

HugeFiller) that can be densely filled by subsequent small

allocations. Where binpacking the allocations along hugepage

boundaries would be inefficient, we implement a specialized

allocator (the HugeRegion).

TEMERAIRE directs allocation decisions to its subcompo-

nents based on request size with the algorithm in Figure 7.

Each subcomponent is optimized for different allocation sizes.

Allocations for an exact multiple of hugepage size, or those

sufficiently large that slack is immaterial, we forward directly

to the HugeCache.

Intermediate sized allocations (between 1MiB and 1GiB)

are typically also allocated from the HugeCache, with a final

step of donation for slack. For example, a 4.5 MiB allocation

from the HugeCache produces 1.5 MiB of slack, an unaccept-

ably high overhead ratio. TEMERAIRE donates that slack to

the HugeFiller by pretending that the last hugepage of the

request has a single “leading” allocation on it (Figure 8).

When such a large span is deallocated, the allocator also

marks the fictitious leading allocation as free. If the slack is un-

used, it is returned to the tail hugepage along with the rest. Oth-

erwise the tail hugepage is left behind in the HugeFiller and
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allocation slack

"free"

Figure 8: The slack from a large allocation spanning 3 huge-

pages is “donated” to the HugeFiller. The larger allocation’s

tail is treated as a fictitious allocation.

only the first N −1 hugepages are returned to the HugeCache.

For certain allocation patterns, intermediate-size alloca-

tions produce more slack than we can fill with smaller al-

locations in strict 2MiB bins. For example, many 1.1MiB

allocations will produce 0.9MiB of slack per hugepage (see

Figure 12). When we detect this pattern, the HugeRegion

allocator places allocations across hugepage boundaries to

minimize this overhead.

Small requests (<= 1MiB) are always served from the

HugeFiller. For allocations between 1MiB and a hugepage,

we evaluate several options:

1. We try the HugeFiller: if we have available space there

we use it and are happy to fill a mostly-empty page.

2. If the HugeFiller can’t serve these requests, we next

consider HugeRegion; if we have regions allocated

which can serve the request, we do so. If no region exists

(or they’re all too full) we consider allocating one, but

only, as discussed below, if we’ve measured high ratios

of slack to small allocations.

3. Otherwise, we allocate a full hugepage from the

HugeCache. This generates slack, but we anticipate that

it will be filled by future allocations.

We make a design choice in TEMERAIRE to care about

external fragmentation up to the level of a hugepage, but

essentially not at all past it (but see Section 4.5 for an excep-

tion.) For example, a system with a single 1 GiB free range

and one with 512 discontiguous free hugepages is handled

equally well by TEMERAIRE. In either case, the allocator

will (typically) return all of the unused space to the OS; a

fresh allocation of 1 GiB will require faulting in memory in

either case. In the fragmented scenario, we will need to do

so on fresh virtual memory. Waste of virtual address range

unoccupied by live allocations and not consuming physical

memory is not a concern, since with 64-bit address spaces,

virtual memory is practically free.

while (true) {

Delete(New(512KB))

}

Figure 9: Program which repeatedly drains a single hugepage.

4.2 HugeAllocator

HugeAllocator tracks mapped virtual memory. All OS map-

pings are made here. It stores hugepage-aligned unbacked

ranges (i.e. those with no associated physical memory.) Vir-

tual memory is nearly free, so we aim for simplicity and rea-

sonable speed. Our implementation tracks unused ranges with

a treap [40]. We augment subtrees with their largest contained

range, which lets us quickly select an approximate best-fit.

4.3 HugeCache

The HugeCache tracks backed ranges of memory at full huge-

page granularity. A consequence of the HugeFiller filling

and draining whole hugepages is that we need to decide when

to return empty hugepages to the OS. We will regret returning

memory we will need again, and equally regret not returning

memory that will languish in the cache. Returning memory

eagerly means we make syscalls to return the memory and

take page faults to reuse it. Releasing memory only at the rate

requested by TCMALLOC’s periodic release thread means

memory is held unused.

Consider the artificial program in Figure 9 with no addi-

tional heap allocations. On each iteration of the loop, ‘New‘

requires a new hugepage and places it with the HugeFiller.

‘Delete‘ removes the allocation and the hugepage is now com-

pletely free. Returning eagerly would require a syscall every

iteration for this simple, but pathological program.

We track periodicity in the demand over a 2-second slid-

ing window and calculate the minimum and maximum seen

(demandmin,demandmax). Whenever memory is returned to

the HugeCache, we return hugepages to the OS if the cache

would be larger than demandmax −demandmin. We also tried

other algorithms, but this one is simple and suffices to capture

the empirical dynamics we’ve seen. The cache is allowed

to grow as long as our windowed demand has seen a need

for the new size. In oscillating usage, this will (incorrectly)

free memory once, then (correctly) keep it from then on. Fig-

ure 10 shows our cache size for a Tensorflow workload which

rapidly oscillates usage by a large fraction; we track the actu-

ally needed memory tightly.

4.4 HugeFiller

The HugeFiller satisfies smaller allocations that each fit

within a single hugepage. This satisfies the majority of allo-

cations (78% of the pageheap is backed by the HugeFiller
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Figure 10: Tensorflow’s demand on the HugeCache over time,

plotted with the cache limit (+demand). Notice that we tightly

track their saw-toothed demand the first time it drops. After

that, we recognize the pattern and keep the peak demand in

cache.

on average across the fleet) and is the most important–and

most optimized–component of our system. Within a given

hugepage, we use a simple (and fast) best-fit algorithm to

place an allocation; the challenging part is deciding which

hugepage to place an allocation on.

This component solves our binpacking problem: our goal

is to segment hugepages into some that are kept maximally

full, and others that are empty or nearly so. The emptiest

hugepages can be reclaimed (possibly breaking up a huge-

page as needed) while minimizing the impact on hugepage

coverage as the densely-filled pages cover most used memory

with hugepages. But it is challenging to empty out hugepages,

since we cannot rely on any particular allocation disappearing.

A secondary goal is to minimize fragmentation within each

hugepage, to make new requests more likely to be served.

If the system needs a new K-page span and no free ranges

of ≥ K pages are available, we require a hugepage from

the HugeCache. This creates slack of (2MiB−K ∗ pagesize),

wasting space.

These give us two goals to prioritize. Since we want to

maximize the probability of hugepages becoming totally free,

nearly-empty hugepages are precious. Since we need to mini-

mize fragmentation, hugepages with long free ranges are also

precious. Both priorities are satisfied by preserving hugepages

with the longest free range, as longer free ranges must have

fewer in-use blocks. We organize our hugepages into ranked

lists correspondingly, leveraging per-hugepage statistics.

Inside each hugepage, we track a bitmap of used pages;

to fill a request from some hugepage we do a best-fit search

from that bitmap. We also track several statistics:

• the longest free range (L), the number of contiguous

pages not already allocated,

• the total number of allocations (A),

• the total number of used pages (U).

These three statistics determine a priority order of huge-

pages to place allocations. We choose the hugepage with the

lowest sufficient L and the highest A. For an allocation of K

pages, we first consider only hugepages whose longest free

range is sufficient (L ≥ K). This determines whether a huge-

page is a possible allocation target. Among hugepages with

the minimum L ≥ K, we prioritize by fullness. Substantial

experimentation led us to choose A, rather than U .

This choice is motivated by a radioactive decay-type al-

location model [16] where each allocation, of any size, is

equally likely to become free (with some probability p). In

this model a hugepage with 5 allocations has a probability

of becoming free of p5
<< p; so we should very strongly

avoid allocating from hugepages with very few allocations.

In particular, this model predicts A is a much better model of

"emptiness" than U : one allocation of size M is more likely

to be deallocated than M allocations of size 1.

The decay model isn’t perfectly true in real applications, but

it is an effective approximation, and experimentation backs up

its primary claim: prioritizing by A empties substantially more

pages than prioritizing by U . (In practice, using U produces

acceptable results, but meaningfully worse ones.)

In some more detail, A is used to compute a chunk index C,

given by min(0,Cmax − log2(A)). We compute our chunk in-

dex so that our fullest pages have C = 0 and the emptiest have

C =Cmax−1. In practice, we have found that Cmax = 8 chunks

are sufficient to avoid allocation from almost-empty pages.

Distinguishing hugepages with large counts is less important:

For example, we predict a hugepage with 200 allocations and

one with 150 as both very unlikely to completely drain. This

scheme prioritizes distinguishing gradations among pages

that might become empty.

We store hugepages in an array of lists, where each huge-

page is stored on the list at index I = Cmax ∗ L+C. Since

a K-page allocation is satisfiable from any hugepage with

L >= K, the hugepages which can satisfy an allocation are ex-

actly those in lists with I >=Cmax ∗K. We pick an (arbitrary)

hugepage from the least such nonempty list, accelerating that

to constant time with a bitmap of nonempty lists.

Our strategy differs from best fit. Consider a hugepage X

with a 3 page gap and a 10 page gap and another hugepage

Y with a 5 page gap. Best fit would prefer X . Our strategy

prefers Y . This strategy works since we are looking to allocate

on the most fragmented page, since fragmented pages are less

likely to become entirely free. If we need, say, 3 pages, then

pages which contain at most a gap of 3 available pages are

more likely to be fragmented and therefore good candidates

for allocation. Under the radioactive-decay model, allocations
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Figure 11: HugeFiller with various bin-packing strate-

gies. Best fit is outperformed by prioritizing either fullness or

longest free range (LFR); LFR dominates fullness.

near large gaps are as likely as any other to become free,

which can cause those gaps to substantially grow; they can

then be used for large allocations. We treat that 10-page gap

as precious and avoid allocating near it unless nothing else

works, which allows it to grow.

Figure 11 demonstrates this in a simple case. We plot the

demand on the HugeFiller from a synthetic trace (see Sec-

tion 6.1). We also show the total used memory from three

approaches: HugeFiller’s actual search, a search that priori-

tizes fullness over fragmentation (A over L), and a global best

fit. Note that the trace includes a substantial one-time drop,

to go with random fluctuations in usage. Our LFR-priority

algorithm beats both other approaches. In particular, we see

that after the usage drop, best-fit barely recovers any total

memory, and finishes with close to 100% overhead, whereas

both other algorithms closely match the actual demand.

Surprisingly, this simple strategy substantially outperforms

a global best fit algorithm–placing a request in the single gap

in any hugepage that is closest to its size. Best-fit would be

prohibitively expensive—we cannot search 10-100K huge-

pages for every request, but it’s quite counter-intuitive that it

also produces higher fragmentation. Best-fit being far from

optimal for general fragmentation problems is not a new re-

sult [36], but it’s interesting to see how poor it can be here.

A last important detail is that donated hugepages are less

desirable allocation targets than any non-donated hugepage.

Consider the pathological program looping:

while (true) {

// Reserve 51 hugepages + donate tail of last

L = New(100 MiB + 1 page);

// Make a small allocation

S = New(1);

// Delete large allocation

Delete(L);

}

Each iteration only allocates 1 (net) page, but if we always

use the slack from L to satisfy S, we will end up placing

each S on its own hugepage. In practice, simply refusing to

use donated pages if others are available prevents this, while

effectively using slack where it’s needed.

4.5 HugeRegion

HugeCache (and HugeAllocator behind it) suffices for large

allocations, where rounding to a full hugepage is a small

cost. HugeFiller works well for small allocations that can

be packed into single hugepages. HugeRegion helps those

between.

Consider a request for 1.1 MiB of memory. We serve it

from the HugeFiller, leaving 0.9 MiB of unused memory

from the 2MiB hugepage: the slack space. The HugeFiller

assumes that slack will be filled by future small (<1MiB)

allocations, and typically it is: our observed byte ratio of fleet-

wide small allocations to slack is 15:1. In the limit we can

imagine a binary that requests literally nothing but 1.1 MiB

spans in Figure 12.

The HugeRegion deals with this problem, which is to

some extent caused by our own choices. We focus heavily

on packing allocations into hugepage-sized bins with the

HugeFiller, and our desire to do that with donated slack

is catastrophic with some allocation patterns. Most normal

binaries are of course fine without it, but a general purpose

memory allocator needs to handle diverse workloads, even

those dominated by slack-heavy allocations. Clearly, we must

be able to allocate these lying across hugepage boundaries.

HugeRegion neatly eliminates this pathological case.

A HugeRegion is a large fixed-size allocation (currently 1

GiB) tracked at small-page granularity with the same kind

of bitmaps used by individual hugepages in the HugeFiller.

As with those single hugepage ranges, we best-fit any request

across all pages in the region. We keep a list of these re-

gions, ordered by longest free range, for the same reason as

HugeFiller. Allocating from these larger bins immediately

allows large savings in wasted space: rather than losing 0.9

MiB/hugepage in our pessimal load, we lose 0.9 MiB per

a s

Figure 12: Slack (“s”) can accumulate when many allocations

(“a”) are placed on single hugepages. No single slack region

is large enough to accommodate a subsequent allocation of

size “a.”
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HugeRegion, only about 0.1%. (This motivates the large size

of each region.)

Most programs don’t need regions at all. We do not allocate

any region until we’ve accumulated large quantities of slack

that are larger than the total of the program’s small allocations.

Fleetwide, only 8.8% of programs trigger usage of regions,

but the feature is still important: 53.2% of allocations in those

binaries are served from regions. One such workload is a

key-value store that loads long-lived data in large chunks

into memory and makes a small number of short-lived small

allocations for serving requests. Without regions, the request-

related allocations are unable to fill the slack generated by the

larger allocations. This technique prevents this slack-heavy

uncommon allocation pattern from bloating memory use.

4.6 Memory Release

As discussed above, Release(N) is invoked periodically by

support threads at a steady trickle.

To implement our interface’s Release(N) methods,

TEMERAIRE typically just frees hugepage ranges from

HugeCache and possibly shrinks its limit as described above.

Releasing more than the hinted N pages is not a problem; the

support threads use the actual released amount as feedback,

and adjust future calls to target the correct overall rate.

If the HugeCache cannot release N pages of memory, the

HugeFiller will subrelease just the free (small) pages on the

emptiest hugepage.

Returning small pages from partially filled hugepages

(“subreleasing” them) is the last resort for reducing memory

footprints as the process is largely irreversible6. By returning

some but not all small pages on a hugepage, we cause the OS

to replace the single page table entry spanning the hugepage

with small entries for the remaining pages. This one-way op-

eration, through increased TLB misses, slows down accesses

to the remaining memory. The Linux kernel will use small

pagetable entries for the still-used pages, even if we re-use

the released address space later. We make these return deci-

sions in the HugeFiller, where we manage partially filled

hugepages.

The HugeFiller treats the subreleased hugepages sepa-

rately: we do not allocate from them unless no other hugepage

is usable. Allocations placed on this memory will not benefit

from hugepages, so this helps performance and allows these

partially released hugepages to become completely empty.

5 Evaluation of TEMERAIRE

We evaluated TEMERAIRE on Google’s WSC workloads.

The evaluation was concerned with several metrics, includ-

6While the THP machinery may reassemble hugepages, it is non-

deterministic and dependent on system utilization. There is a negative feed-

back loop here where high-utilization scenarios actually compete with and

impede THP progress that might benefit them the most.

ing both CPU and memory savings. We present evaluations

of TEMERAIRE on several key services, measuring 10% of

cycles and 15% of RAM usage in our WSC. In section 6.4

we discuss workload diversity; in this evaluation we examine

data across all workloads using our experimental framework

and fleetwide-profiler telemetry. We’ve argued for prioritizing

workload efficiency over the attributable cost of malloc; we

therefore examine IPC metrics (as a proxy for user through-

put) and where possible, we obtained application-level perfor-

mance metrics to gauge workload productivity (e.g., requests-

per-second per core) on our servers. We present longitudinal

data from the rollout of TEMERAIRE to all TCMALLOC users

in our fleet.

Overall, TEMERAIRE proved a significant win for CPU and

memory.

5.1 Application Case Studies

We worked with performance-sensitive applications to enable

TEMERAIRE in their production systems, and measure the

effect. We summarize the results in Table 1. Where possible,

we measured each application’s user-level performance met-

rics (throughput-per-CPU and latency). These applications

use roughly 10% of cycles and 15% of RAM in our WSC.

Four of these applications (search1; search2; search3;

and loadbalancer) had previously turned off the periodic

memory release feature of TCMALLOC. This allowed them

to have good hugepage coverage, even with the legacy page-

heap’s hugepage-oblivious implementation, at the expense of

memory. We did not change that setting with TEMERAIRE.

These applications maintained their high levels of CPU per-

formance while reducing their total memory footprint.

With the exception of Redis, all of these applications are

multithreaded. With the exception of search3, these work-

loads run on a single NUMA domain with local data.

• Tensorflow [1] is a commonly used machine learning ap-

plication. It had previously used a high periodic release

rate to minimize memory pressure, albeit at the expense

of hugepages and page faults.

• search1, search2, ads1, ads2, ads4, ads5 receive

RPCs and make subsequent RPCs of their own other

services.

• search3, ads3, ads6 are leaf RPC servers, performing

read-mostly retrieval tasks.

• Spanner [17] is a node in a distributed database. It also

includes an in-memory cache of data read from disk

which adapts to the memory provisioned for the process

and unused elsewhere by the program.

• loadbalancer receives updates over RPC and periodi-

cally publishes summary statistics.
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Application Throughput
Mean

Latency

RSS

(GiB)

RAM

change

IPC dTLB Load Walk (%) malloc (% of cycles) Page Fault (% of cycles)

Before After Before After Before After Before After

Tensorflow [1] +26%

search1 [6, 18]† 8.4 -8.7% 1.33±0.04 1.43±0.02 9.5±0.6 9.0±0.6 5.9±0.09 5.9±0.12 0.005±0.003 0.131±0.071

search2† 3.7 -20% 1.28±0.01 1.29±0.01 10.3±0.2 10.2±0.1 4.37±0.05 4.38±0.02 0.003±0.003 0.032±0.002

search3 † 234 -7% 1.64±0.02 1.67±0.02 8.9±0.1 8.9±0.3 3.2±0.02 3.3±0.04 0.001±0.000 0.005±0.001

ads1 +2.5% -14% 4.8 -6.9% 0.77±0.02 0.84±0.01 38.1±1.3 15.9±0.3 2.3±0.04 2.7±0.05 0.012±0.003 0.011±0.002

ads2 +3.4% -1.7% 5.6 -6.5% 1.12±0.01 1.22±0.01 27.4±0.4 10.3±0.2 2.7±0.03 3.5±0.08 0.022±0.001 0.047±0.001

ads3 +0.5% -0.2% 50.6 -0.8% 1.36±0.01 1.43±0.01 27.1±0.5 11.6±0.2 2.9±0.04 3.2±0.03 0.067±0.002 0.03±0.003

ads4 +6.6% -1.1% 2.5 -1.7% 0.87±0.01 0.93±0.01 28.5±0.9 11.1±0.3 4.2±0.05 4.9±0.04 0.022±0.001 0.008±0.001

ads5 +1.8% -0.7% 10.0 -1.1% 1.16±0.02 1.16±0.02 21.9±1.2 16.7±2.4 3.6±0.08 3.8±0.15 0.018±0.002 0.033±0.007

ads6 +15% -10% 53.5 -2.3% 1.40±0.02 1.59±0.03 33.6±2.4 17.8±0.4 13.5±0.48 9.9±0.07 0.037±0.012 0.048±0.067

Spanner [17] +6.3% 7.0 1.55±0.30 1.70±0.14 31.0±4.3 15.7±1.8 3.1±0.88 3.0±0.24 0.025±0.08 0.024±0.01

loadbalancer† 1.4 -40% 1.38±0.12 1.39±0.28 19.6±1.2 9.5±4.5 11.5±0.60 10.7±0.46 0.094±0.06 0.057±0.062

Average (all WSC apps) +5.2% -7.9% 1.26 1.33 23.3 12.4 5.2 5.0 0.058 0.112

Redis† +0.75%

Redis +0.44%

Table 1: Application experiments from enabling TEMERAIRE. Throughput is normalized for CPU. †: Applications’ periodic

memory release turned off. dTLB load walk (%) is the fraction of cycles spent page walking, not accessing the L2 TLB. malloc

(% of cycles) is the relative amount of time in allocation and deallocation functions. 90%th confidence intervals reported.

• Redis is a popular, open-source key-value store. We

evaluated the performance of Redis 6.0.9 [42] with

TEMERAIRE, using TCMALLOC’s legacy page heap as

a baseline. These experiments were run on servers with

Intel Skylake Xeon processors. Redis and TCMALLOC

were compiled with LLVM built from Git commit

‘cd442157cf‘ using ‘-O3‘. In each configuration, we ran

2000 trials of ‘redis-benchmark‘, with each trial making

1000000 requests to push 5 elements and read those 5

elements.

For the 8 applications with periodic release, we observed a

mean CPU improvement of 7.7% and a mean RAM reduction

of 2.4%. Two of these workloads did not see memory reduc-

tions. TEMERAIRE’s HugeCache design handles Tensorflow’s

allocation pattern well, but cannot affect its bursty demand.

Spanner maximizes its caches up to a certain memory limit,

so reducing TCMALLOC’s overhead meant more application

data could be cached within the same footprint.

5.2 Fleet experiment

We randomly selected 1% of the machines distributed through-

out our WSCs as an experiment group and a separate 1% as

a control group (see section 6.4). We enabled TEMERAIRE

on all applications running on the experiment machines. The

applications running on control machines continued to use

the stock pageheap in TCMALLOC.

Our fleetwide profiler lets us correlate performance metrics

against the groupings above. We collected data on memory

usage, hugepage coverage, overall IPC, and TLB misses. At

the time of the experiment, application-level performance

metrics (throughput-per-CPU, latency) were not collected. In

our analysis, we distinguish between applications that period-

ically release memory to the OS and those that turn off this

feature to preserve hugepages with TCMALLOC’s prior non-

hugepage-aware pageheap. Figure 13 shows that TEMERAIRE

improved hugepage coverage, increasing the percentage of

heap memory backed by hugepages from 11.8% to 23% for

applications periodically releasing memory and from 44.3%

to 67.3% for applications not periodically releasing memory.
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Figure 13: Percentage of heap memory backed by hugepages

during fleet experiment and 90%th confidence interval. (Error

bars in "release on" condition are too small to cleanly render.)

We observed a strong improvement even in the case that pe-

riodic release was disabled. Since these binaries do not break

up hugepages in either configuration, the benefit is derived

from increased system-wide availability of hugepages (due

to reduced fragmentation in other applications). TEMERAIRE

improves this situation in two ways: since we aggressively re-

lease empty hugepages (where the traditional pageheap does

not), we consume fewer hugepages that we do not need, allow-

ing other applications to more successfully request them, and

other co-located applications are no longer breaking up huge-

pages at the same rate. Even if we map large aligned regions

of memory and do not interfere with transparent hugepages,

the kernel cannot always back these with hugepages [26, 33].

Fragmentation in physical memory can limit the number of

available hugepages on the system.

We next examine the effect this hugepage coverage had
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Periodic

Release

Walk Cycles (%) MPKI

Control Exp. Control Exp.

On 12.5 11.9 (-4.5%) 1.20 1.14 (-5.4%)

Off 14.1 13.4 (-5%) 1.36 1.29 (-5.1%)

Table 2: dTLB load miss page walk cycles as percentage of

application usage and dTLB misses per thousand instructions

(MPKI) without TEMERAIRE (Control) TEMERAIRE enabled

(Exp.)

on TLB misses. Again, we break down between apps that

enable and disable periodic memory release. We measure the

percentage of total cycles spent in a dTLB load stall7.

We see reductions of 4.5-5% of page walk miss cycles

(Table 2). We see in the experiment data that apps not re-

leasing memory (which have better hugepage coverage) have

higher dTLB stall costs, which is slightly surprising. Our dis-

cussions with teams managing these applications is that they

turn off memory release because they need to guarantee per-

formance: on average, they have more challenging memory

access patterns and consequently greater concerns about mi-

croarchitectural variance. By disabling this release under the

prior implementation, they observed better application perfor-

mance and fewer TLB stalls. With TEMERAIRE, we see our

improved hugepage coverage leads to materially lower dTLB

costs for both classes of applications.

For our last CPU consideration, we measured the over-

all impact on IPC8. Fleetwide overall IPC in the control

group was 0.796647919± 4e−9; in the experiment group,

0.806301729± 5e−9 instructions-per-cycle. This 1.2% im-

provement is small in relative terms but is a large absolute

savings (especially when considered in the context of the

higher individual application benefits discussed earlier).

For memory usage, we looked at pageheap overhead: the

ratio of backed memory in the pageheap to the total heap

memory in use by the application. The experiment group

decreased this from 15.0% to 11.2%, again, a significant im-

provement. The production experiments comprise thousands

of applications running continuously on many thousands of

machines, conferring high confidence in a fleetwide benefit.

5.3 Full rollout trajectories

With data gained from individual applications and the

1% experiment, we changed the default9 behavior to use

TEMERAIRE. This rolled out to 100% of our workloads grad-

ually [10, 38].

Over this deployment, we observed a reduction in cycles

stalled on TLB misses (L2 TLB and page walks) from 21.6%

7More precisely cycles spent page walking, not accessing the L2 TLB.
8Our source of IPC data is not segmented by periodic background memory

release status.
9This doesn’t imply, quite, that every binary uses it. We allow opt outs

for various operational needs.
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Figure 14: Stacked line graph showing effect of TEMERAIRE

rollout on TLB miss cycles. We see an overall downward

trend from 21.6% to 20.3% as TEMERAIRE became a larger

fraction of observed usage in our WSC.

to 20.3% (6% reduction) and a reduction in pageheap over-

head from 14.3% to 10.6% (26% reduction). Figure 14 shows

the effect on TLB misses over time: at each point we show

the total percentage of cycles attributable to TLB stalls (load

and store), broken down by pageheap implementation. As

TEMERAIRE rolled out fleetwide, it caused a noticeable down-

ward trend.

Figure 15 shows a similar plot of pageheap overhead. We

see another significant improvement. Hugepage optimization

has a natural tradeoff between space and time here; saving the

maximum memory possible requires breaking up hugepages,

which will cost CPU cycles. But TEMERAIRE outperforms

the previous design in both space and time. We highlight

several conclusions from our data:

Application productivity outpaced IPC. As noted above

and by Alameldeen et al. [3], simple hardware metrics don’t

always accurately reflect application-level benefits. By all

indication, TEMERAIRE improved application metrics (RPS,

latencies, etc.) by more than IPC.

Gains were not driven by reduction in the cost of malloc.

Gains came from accelerating user code, which was some-

times drastic–in both directions. One application (ads2) saw

an increase of malloc cycles from 2.7% to 3.5%, an apparent

regression, but they reaped improvements of 3.42% RPS, 1.7%

latency, and 6.5% peak memory usage.

There is still considerable headroom, and small percent-

ages matter. Even though TEMERAIRE has been successful,

hugepage coverage is still only 67% when using TEMERAIRE
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Figure 15: Stacked line graph showing effect of TEMERAIRE

rollout on pageheap overhead. Total memory overhead goes

from 14.3% to 10.6%, as TEMERAIRE became a larger frac-

tion of observed usage in our WSC by growing from a handful

of applications (section 5.1) to nearly all applications.

without subrelease due to physical memory contiguity limita-

tions. Increasing to 100% would significantly improve appli-

cation performance.

6 Strategies used in building TEMERAIRE

It is difficult to predict the best approach for a complex sys-

tem a priori. Iteratively designing and improving a system

is a commonly used technique. Military pilots coined the

term “OODA (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act) loop” [13] to

measure a particular sense of reaction time: seeing incom-

ing data, analyzing it, making choices, and acting on those

choices (producing new data and continuing the loop). Shorter

OODA loops are a tremendous tactical advantage to pilots

and accelerate our productivity as well. Optimizing our own

OODA loop–how quickly we could develop insight into a

design choice, evaluate its effectiveness, and iterate towards

better choices–was a crucial step in building TEMERAIRE.

While our final evaluation was driven by execution on

our production servers, this was both too disruptive and too

risky to test intermediate ideas; however, malloc microbench-

marks are also not particularly interesting at the page level.

To address these challenges, we generated traces to drive the

development of TCMALLOC in two ways.

6.1 “Empirical” distribution sampling

Our production fleet implements a fleet wide profiler [35].

Among the data collected by this profiler are fleet-wide sam-

ples of malloc tagged with request size and other useful prop-

erties. We collect a sample of currently-live data in our heap

and calls to malloc. From these samples we can infer the

empirical distribution of size both for live objects and mal-

loc calls. Our empirical driver generates calls to malloc and

free as a Poisson process10 that replicates these distributions,

while also targeting an arbitrary (average) heap size. That

target size can be changed over simulated time, reproducing

factors such as diurnal cycles, transient usage, or high startup

costs. We have made this driver and its inputs available on

Github (see Section 9).

Despite the name “empirical driver,” this remains a highly

unrealistic workload: every allocation (of a given size) is

equally likely to be freed at any timestep, and there is no cor-

relation between the sizes of consecutive allocation. Neither

does it reproduce per-thread or per-CPU dynamics. Never-

theless, the empirical driver is a fast, efficient way to place

malloc under an extremely challenging load that successfully

replicates many macro characteristics of real work.

6.2 Heap tracing

Tracing every call to malloc without the instrumentation

overhead perturbing the workload itself is extremely difficult,

even infeasible over long timescales. Typical applications

can make millions of calls to malloc per second. Even if

tracing was accomplished non-disruptively, replaying these

traces back accurately into a memory allocator in real time or

faster is similarly intractable: it’s difficult to force the right

combinations of threads to allocate, access, and free the right

buffers on the right CPU at the right (relative) time.

Fortunately, tracing the pageheap is considerably easier. It

is a single-threaded allocator, only invoked by a small fraction

of requests. Playback is also simple–our abstractions allow

directly instantiating and manipulating our pageheap repre-

sentation, rather than going through malloc() itself. Traces

taken from both real binaries and, surprisingly, the empirical

driver itself, played a major role in developing TEMERAIRE.

TEMERAIRE’s components serve a request for K pages

with memory at address [p, p+K), but never read or write

that memory range. We built this for unit testing–allowing

the test of corner cases such as 64 GiB of allocations without

actually needing 64 GiB of memory–but this is also crucial

to accelerating simulations. What might take hours with the

empirical driver can be played back in minutes.

10Little’s law tells us that the average number of live objects L is equal to

the product of the arrival rate λ and average lifetime W . To replicate a given

distribution of live/allocation object sizes where pa of live objects have size

a, we set Wa =
c·pa

λa
. (c is a scaling parameter that determines the total heap

size.)
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6.3 Telemetry

Beyond producing numbers motivating and evaluating our

work, our fleetwide profiler is itself a powerful tool for de-

signing allocators. It reveals patterns of allocation we can use

to derive heuristics, it allows validation of hypotheses about

typical (or even possible) behavior, it helps identify which pat-

terns we can safely ignore as unimportant and which we must

optimize. Besides being used in obvious ways–such as tuning

cache sizes to fit typical use or determining thresholds for

“small” allocations based on the CDF of allocations–querying

the profiler was our first step whenever we were unsure of

useful facts. We gained confidence that our approach to filling

slack (see section 4.5) worked on diverse workloads by query-

ing the profiler for ratios of page allocation sizes. Providing

large scale telemetry that can be consumed by data analysis

tools makes it easy to test and eliminate hypotheses. Such

"tiny experiments" [8] lead to better designs.

This reflects a cultivated mindset in identifying new teleme-

try. Our first question for any new project is “What metrics

should we add to our fleetwide profiler?” We continually

expose more of the allocator’s internal state and derived statis-

tics, such as cache hit rates. While we can form some hypothe-

ses using traditional loadtests, this technique helps validate

their generality.

6.4 Experiment framework

We have also developed an experiment framework allowing us

to A/B test implementations or tuning choices across our fleet

at scale. We can enable or disable experiment groups across

a small percentage of all our machines, without requiring

product teams running services on those machines to take any

action. A/B testing is not a new approach, but enabling it at

the scale of our WSC is a powerful development tool.

As discussed above, our A/B experiment for TEMERAIRE

demonstrated improved hugepage coverage, even for jobs

that never released memory. This is an example of an effect–

against neighboring, collocated services–that might go unno-

ticed during the test of an individual service.

We’ve observed two noteworthy advantages to A/B experi-

mentation:

• Reduced cost and uncertainty associated with major be-

havioral changes. Small 1% experiments can uncover

latent problems well before we roll new defaults, at far

less cost [10, Appendix B].

• Reduced likelihood of overfitting to easily tested work-

loads. Tuning for production-realistic loadtests, while

great for the applications they represent, can result in

non-ideal results for other workloads. Instead, we can be

confident our optimization is good on average for every-

one, and detect (and fix) applications that see problems.

Experiments allow us to evaluate changes on diverse work-

loads. Kanev, et. al. [24] proposed prefetching the next object

i+1 when malloc is returning object i from its freelists. Ef-

fective prefetches need to be timely [28]. Too early and data

can be evicted from the cache before use. Too late and the pro-

gram waits. In this case, prefetching object i when returning

it, turns out to be too late: User code will write to the object

within a few cycles, far sooner than the prefetch’s access to

main memory can complete. Prefetching object i+ 1 gives

time for the object to be loaded into the cache by the time

the next allocation occurs. Independent of the experiments

to develop TEMERAIRE, we added this next object prefetch

for TCMALLOC usage in our WSC despite the contrarian

evidence that it appears to slowdown microbenchmarks and

increases apparent malloc cost. We were able to still identify

this benefit thanks to the introspective techniques described

here, allowing us to prove that application performance was

improved at scale in our WSC; both unlocking important per-

formance gains and proving the generality of these macro

approaches.

7 Future Work

Peak vs. average. A job quickly oscillating between peak

and trough demand cannot be usefully binpacked against its

average. Even if the allocator could instantaneously return

unused memory, job schedulers could not make use of it be-

fore it was required again. Thus transient overhead is not a

practical opportunity [43]. This guides us to measure how

overhead changes over time, which can motivate slower re-

lease rates [31] or application of compaction techniques (such

as Mesh [34]).

Intermediate caches / exposed free spans. TCMALLOC’s

design of stacked caches makes for direct optimization and is

highly scalable, but hides useful cross-layer information. A

good example comes from Bigtable at Google [14]. Cached

ranges are 8 KiB malloc’d segments (i.e. one TCMALLOC

page) to avoid fragmentation. Meaning, most freed buffers

won’t make it past the local cache or central freelist; only

when a full span’s worth is simultaneously freed (and some-

how pushed out of TCMALLOC’s local cache) do these freed

buffers get returned to the pageheap. If every alloc/free of

these chunks were visible to the pageheap, we’d be able to re-

duce fragmentation–we’d have a much more precise estimate

of available space within each hugepage. Of course, if every

malloc(8192)/free went to the pageheap, we would also

eliminate all scalability! There must be a middle ground. Can

we expose the contents of frontline caches to the pageheap

and reduce fragmentation?

Upfront costs / amortization / prediction. The fact we can-

not anticipate what Delete() calls will come in the future

is the hardest part of building a hugepage-friendly algorithm.

We try to generate empty hugepages through heuristics and

hope: we aim to have mostly-empty things stay that way and

hope that the final allocations will quickly get freed. But some

allocations are likely immortal–common data structures that
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are used throughout the program’s run, or frequently used

pages that will bounce in and out of local caches.

We can improve allocation decisions when we know–

immortal or not–they will be hot and see frequent access.

Ensuring these allocations are placed onto hugepages pro-

vides larger marginal performance benefit. TLB misses occur

on access, so it may be preferable to save memory rather than

improve access latency to colder allocations.

Far memory cooperation “Far memory” [27] allows us to

move data to slower, but less expensive memory, reducing

DRAM costs. Clustering rarely accessed allocations can make

far memory more effective. More overhead can be afforded on

those decisions since they can’t happen very often. Avenues

like machine learning [30] or profile directed optimization [15,

37] show promise for identifying these allocations.

Userspace-Kernel Cooperation TEMERAIRE places mem-

ory in a layout designed to be compatible with kernel huge-

page policy (Section 2), but this is only an implicit cooper-

ation. Kernel APIs which prioritize the allocation of huge-

pages within an address space or across processes would en-

able proactive management of which regions were hugepage-

backed, versus the current best-effort reactive implementation.

In developing TEMERAIRE, we considered but did not de-

ploy an interface to request a memory region be immediately

repopulated with hugepages. TEMERAIRE primarily tries to

avoid breaking up hugepages altogether as the existing THP

machinery is slow to reassemble them (Section 4.6). Being

able to initiate on-demand repopulation would allow an ap-

plication to resume placing allocations in that address space

range without a performance gap.

A common problem today is that the first applications to

execute on a machine are able to claim the majority of huge-

pages, even if higher priority applications are subsequently

assigned. We ultimately imagine that such a management

system might execute as an independent user daemon, coop-

erating with individual applications. Kernel APIs could allow

hugepages to be more intelligently allocated against a more

detailed gradient of priority, benefit, and value.

8 Related work

Some work has optimized malloc for cache efficiency of

user-level applications. To minimize L1 conflicts, Dice [19]

proposed jittering allocation sizes. Similarly, a cache-index-

aware allocator [2] reduces conflict misses by changing rela-

tive placement of objects inside pages. mimalloc [29] tries to

give users objects from the same page, increasing the locality.

Addressing this at the kernel level alone would face the

same fragmentation challenges and be more difficult to handle

because we have less control over application memory usage.

The kernel can back the memory region with a hugepage,

but if the application does not densely allocate from that

hugepage, memory is wasted by fragmentation. Prior work

has examined the kernel side of this problem: Kwon et. al. [26]

proposed managing memory contiguity as a resource at the

kernel level. Panwar et. al. [32] observed memory bloat from

using the Linux’s transparent hugepage implementation, due

to insufficient userspace level packing.

Optimization of TLB usage in general has been discussed

extensively; Basu [7] suggested resurrecting segments to

avoid it entirely, addressing TLB usage at the architectural

level. CoLT [33] proposed variable-size hugepages to mini-

mize the impact of fragmentation. Illuminator [5] improves

page decisions in the kernel to reduce physical memory frag-

mentation. Ingens [26] attempts to fairly distribute a lim-

ited supply of kernel-level hugepages and HawkEye [32]

manages kernel allocation of hugepages to control memory

bloat. Kernel-based solutions can be defeated by hugepage-

oblivious user allocators that return partial hugepages to the

OS and fail to densely pack allocations onto hugepages.

At the malloc level, SuperMalloc [25] considers huge-

pages, but only for very large allocations. MallocPool [22]

uses similar variable-sized TLBs as CoLT [33] but does not

attempt to used fixed-size hugepages. LLAMA [30] studies

a possible solution using lifetime predictions, but solutions

with practical costs remain open problems.

9 Conclusion

In warehouse scale computers, TLB lookup penalties are one

of the most significant compute costs facing large applica-

tions. TEMERAIRE optimizes the whole WSC by changing

the memory allocator to make hugepage-conscious place-

ment decisions while minimizing fragmentation. Application

case studies of key workloads from Google’s WSCs show

RPS/CPU increased by 7.7% and RAM usage decreased by

2.4%. Experiments at fleet scale and longitudinal data during

the rollout at Google showed a 6% reduction in cycles spent

in TLB misses, and 26% reduction in memory wasted due to

fragmentation. Since the memory system is the biggest bot-

tleneck in WSC applications, there are further opportunities

to accelerate application performance by improving how the

allocator organizes memory and interacts with the OS.
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Abstract
Secure hardware enclaves have been widely used for pro-

tecting security-critical applications in the cloud. However,
existing enclave designs fail to meet the requirements of
scalability demanded by new scenarios like serverless com-
puting, mainly due to the limitations in their secure mem-
ory protection mechanisms, including static allocation, re-
stricted capacity and high-cost initialization. In this paper,
we propose a software-hardware co-design to support dy-
namic, fine-grained, large-scale secure memory as well as
fast-initialization. We first introduce two new hardware prim-
itives: 1) Guarded Page Table (GPT), which protects page
table pages to support page-level secure memory isolation;
2) Mountable Merkle Tree (MMT), which supports scalable
integrity protection for secure memory. Upon these two primi-
tives, our system can scale to thousands of concurrent enclaves
with high resource utilization and eliminate the high-cost ini-
tialization of secure memory using fork-style enclave creation
without weakening the security guarantees.

We have implemented a prototype of our design based on
PENGLAI [24], an open-sourced enclave system for RISC-
V. The experimental results show that PENGLAI can sup-
port 1,000s enclave instances running concurrently and scale
up to 512GB secure memory with both encryption and in-
tegrity protection. The overhead of GPT is 5% for memory-
intensive workloads (e.g., Redis) and negligible for CPU-
intensive workloads (e.g., RV8 and Coremarks). PENGLAI
also reduces the latency of secure memory initialization by
three orders of magnitude and gains 3.6x speedup for real-
world applications (e.g., MapReduce).

1 Introduction
There has been a surge of interest in using enclaves like Intel
SGX [77], AMD SEV [12] and ARM TrustZone [58] to host
security-critical applications in cloud with minimal reliance
on the trust of cloud providers [28,29,37,40,46,59,84,87,96].
Meanwhile, microservice [80] and serverless computing [1,
3–5] have become emerging paradigms of cloud, which use
single-purpose service or function as a basic computation
unit and achieve high scalability. Since the frameworks of

1The two authors contributed equally to this work and should be consid-
ered co-first authors.

both are also managed by the cloud providers, it is natural to
use enclaves to protect serverless-like and microservice-like
applications in the cloud [36, 93].

However, existing enclave systems cannot well fit some
inherent characteristics of these cloud applications, including
resilient memory allocation [86], high resource utilization [43,
76], auto-scaling [43] and ephemeral execution time [34, 56,
64], mainly due to three scalability limitations of their secure
memory protection mechanisms:

Limitation-1. Non-scalable memory partition/isolation:
Most existing enclave systems use static or almost-static parti-
tion for region-based memory isolation, like fixed-sized PRM
(Processor Reserved Memory) in SGX [15], limited secure
world memory regions in ARM TrustZone [2]2, 16 protected
memory regions in Keystone [13, 68], etc. It is hard to dy-
namically adjust the boundaries of partitions and scale to a
large amount of secure memory. Region-based isolation also
violates the scalability requirement of fined-grained memory
management in the cloud.

Limitation-2. Non-scalable memory integrity protection:
Using a traditional Merkle hash tree (or its variants) to protect
memory integrity is hard to scale. For example, Intel SGX
only supports 128/256MB EPC (Enclave Page Cache)3. Al-
though SGX has no restriction on the number of enclaves,
running thousands of enclaves may either cause little available
EPC for each instance or frequent EPC swapping, which fails
to meet the scalability requirement of serverless computing.

Limitation-3. Non-scalable secure memory initialization:
High-cost secure memory initialization causes long startup
latency for enclaves, which significantly affects the perfor-
mance of auto-scaling. For example, SGX needs seconds to
create an enclave [40,69] by adding memory to EPC and mea-
suring the contents (by EADD and EEXTEND instructions)
for every page. On the contrary, serverless functions usually
have a very short life cycle (<1s) [50, 88].

In this paper, we propose scalable secure memory protec-
tion mechanisms for enclaves with three metrics: (1) size and
granularity of secure memory, (2) number of enclaves, (3)

2The number depends on specific implementations, and is typically 8.
3The latest SGX platforms (Ice Lake Server) support larger EPC sizes

(e.g., 1TB) [22], but they do so by giving up on integrity protection.
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startup latency of enclaves. We first introduce two new archi-
tectural primitives, Guarded Page Table (GPT) and Mount-
able Merkle Tree (MMT): GPT protects page table pages and
enables memory isolation with page-level granularity, and
MMT is a new abstraction to achieve on-demand and scalable
memory encryption and integrity protection. Leveraging these
two primitives, a lightweight secure monitor running in the
most privileged mode is in charge of enclave management
and maintaining security guarantees. To mitigate the high
overhead of enclave creation due to costly secure memory ini-
tialization, we propose a new type of enclave, called shadow
enclave, to support fork-style fast enclave creation.

We have implemented a prototype of our design based on
PENGLAI [24], an open-source RISC-V enclave system using
a secure monitor to manage all the enclaves. We extend the
secure monitor to support scalable secure memory protection
with two hardware primitives, as well as fast enclave creation.
The evaluation results show that PENGLAI can host 1,000s
of concurrent enclave instances and support secure memory
up to 512GB. PENGLAI incurs negligible overhead for CPU-
intensive benchmarks (e.g., RV8 and Coremarks), and incurs
5% overhead for memory-intensive benchmarks (e.g., Redis).
For startup latency, PENGLAI leverages the shadow enclave
to boost enclave creation by three orders of magnitude (with
16MB enclave memory). We also evaluate PENGLAI with real-
world scalable applications. The results show that PENGLAI
can significantly reduce the execution time of MapReduce
(3.6x speedup with shadow fork) and achieve near-native
performance for a serverless application. We have imple-
mented all the architectural features of PENGLAI on RISC-V
platform, including an FPGA board, QEMU and the Gem5
simulator, and implemented the software monitor with 6,399
LoCs, including enclave/hardware management and encryp-
tion libraries. The hardware costs are also minor, i.e., 0.81%
(without MMT or memory encryption) in LUT and 0.73% in
FF on a Xilinx VC707 FPGA board.

PENGLAI is open-sourced at https://github.com/
Penglai-Enclave.

2 Motivation
This section analyzes the scalability and security of prior
enclave systems through several metrics, as shown in Table 1.

2.1 State-of-the-art Enclaves
Intel SGX [57, 77] can protect both confidentiality and in-
tegrity of enclave memory, but it has a restriction on secure
memory size, i.e., 128/256MB. Also, the secure memory
must reside in a contiguous region (PRM) reserved by the
CPU in advance. Recently, Intel has released a scalable ver-
sion of SGX [22], which extends the secure memory size to
TB level but weakens the memory integrity protection, and
still requires a static reserved secure memory region. AMD
SEV [12, 27, 61] protects virtual machines (VMs) without
memory size restriction. However, the number of secure VMs

is restricted to 16 (509 in EPYC Generation 2 [14]). Intel
TDX [16] is also designed to isolate secure VMs from other
software, including the hypervisor. However, TDX only pro-
vides basic integrity protection and cannot defend against
hardware-based memory replay attacks. The number of secure
VMs is limited by hardware to 64 private keys in MKTME
(Multi-Key Total Memory Encryption). ARM TrustZone-
based enclaves, e.g., Komodo [52] and Sanctuary [35], have
no restriction on enclave number or memory size. However,
the secure memory can only reside in a few fixed memory
regions and has no encryption or integrity guarantees.

Keystone [68] implements enclave memory isolation by
leveraging the PMP (Physical Memory Protection) mecha-
nism of RISC-V [100], which includes a set of paired registers
to indicate physical memory regions as well as their access
permissions. Thus, the number of memory regions in Key-
stone is restricted by the number of PMP registers (up to 16).
In order to defend against physical attacks, Keystone lever-
ages on-chip computing, which is costly due to the restricted
on-chip RAM [68]. CURE [21] adopts enclave ID-based ac-
cess control for customizable enclaves. It utilizes a hardware
arbiter to record contiguous physical memory regions of en-
claves, which can only support 13 enclaves. Similarly, the
enclave number of Sanctum [45] is also restricted by the num-
ber of isolated DRAM regions. TIMBER-V [102] extends
the RISC-V ISA to run unlimited number of enclaves, but it
incurs non-trivial overhead (25.2% on average) and does not
consider memory integrity protection.

2.2 State-of-the-art Fall Short

Fine-grained memory isolation. Prior art [27,91,92] achieves
fine-grained and flexible memory isolation by introducing ad-
ditional metadata like bitmap [27,92] or tags [102] to identify
whether a page belongs to an enclave and check each memory
access. However, due to the capacity restriction of in-SoC
RAM, most of the metadata has to be stored in the main
memory, which requires an extra memory load when meta-
data is out of SoC and incurs a high performance penalty in
TIMBER-V [102].

Large-scale memory integrity protection. Several
schemes [38, 39, 85, 91, 92] have been proposed to
provide integrity protection for more memory. For example,
VAULT [92] extends SGX and optimizes the integrity tree
node structure to increase the node’s fan-out, which can
protect larger memory region given the same tree depth.
However, these schemes need to take up extra memory
space even when no enclaves are running (e.g., 14.1% in
VAULT without MAC optimization), and the size of protected
memory (e.g., 64GB in VAULT) is still insufficient for cloud
applications.

Boosting startup latency. Some researchers add a new soft-
ware layer to manage enclaves, like the secure OS in ARM
TrustZone [26] and the libOS in Occlum [89], which can
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Systems Scalability Metrics Security Metrics

Name Arch Enclave
number

Mem
size

Fast
startup

Mem
granu.

No PT
channel

No Cache
channel

Mem
enc.

Mem
inte.

SGX [57, 77] Intel Unrestricted 128/256MB 7 Region 7 7 3 3
Scalable SGX [22] Intel Unrestricted All 7 Region 7 7 3 7
TDX [16] Intel 64 All 7 Page 3 7 3 Partial
SEV [12, 61] AMD 16/509 All 7 Page 7 7 3 7
SEV-ES [61] AMD 16/509 All 7 Page 7 7 3 7
SEV-SNP [27] AMD 16/509 All 7 Page 7 7 3 7
Trustzone [26] ARM Unrestricted All 3 Region 3 7 7 7
Komodo [52] ARM Unrestricted All 3 Region 3 7 7 7
Sanctuary [35] ARM Unrestricted All 7 Region 3 3 7 7
Sanctum [45] RISC-V DRAM regions All 7 Region 3 3 7 7
TIMBER-V [102] RISC-V Unrestricted All 7 Page 3 7 7 7
Keystone [13, 68] RISC-V PMPs All 7 Region 3 3 On-chip On-chip
CURE [21] RISC-V 13 All 7 Region 3 3 7 7
PENGLAI RISC-V Unrestricted All 3 Page 3 3 3 3

Table 1: A comparison on enclave systems. Mem granu. means the granularity of secure and non-secure memory. Region means secure
memory can only reside in a few contiguous memory regions. Mem enc. means memory encryption. Mem inte. means memory integrity
protection. Unrestricted means the number of enclaves is unrestricted, but when secure memory is exhausted, the performance will decline.
Partial means the physical memory replay attack is out of scope. 16/509 means EPYC Generation 2 (Rome) processors [14] can support 509
keys for SEV VM. PENGLAI is the only system that can achieve both high-security and scalability.

create a new enclave with less overhead. However, these sys-
tems do not consider the process of attestation during enclave
creation. Clemmys [93] leverages the dynamic memory man-
agement of SGX2 as well as batching for EPC augmentation
to improve the startup latency of enclaves. However, creating
an enclave still takes hundreds of milliseconds, and it needs
to add redundant pages into EPC when creating the same
enclave multiple times.

3 System Overview
We first present our design goals of memory protection.
• G1: Scalability. The design shall not have restrictions on

(1) the number of concurrent enclave instances, and (2) the
size of secure memory of enclaves. It shall also consider the
characteristics of scalable applications, e.g., fine-grained
memory management and auto-scaling.

• G2: Performance. The design shall not incur high perfor-
mance overhead.

• G3: Security. The design shall achieve the previous two
goals with security guarantees. It should consider privileged
software attacks, off-chip hardware attacks (e.g., hardware-
based memory replay attacks), cache-based side-channel
attacks, etc.

3.1 Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, PENGLAI is a software-hardware co-
design enclave system. We introduce a small software compo-
nent called secure monitor, which runs in the most privileged
mode (e.g., machine mode in RISC-V) and several new hard-
ware extensions to provide the enclave abstractions. Each
enclave runs in the user space and is isolated from an un-
trusted host and other enclaves.

Secure monitor. The secure monitor runs in the most privi-
leged level and separates OS and userspace software into two
worlds: one for the OS and normal applications, the other

Fast Startup
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Enclave 

Management

Guarded Page 
Table

Mountable 
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Message
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Figure 1: Overview of PENGLAI architecture. PENGLAI is com-
posed of the software monitor, driver, SDK and hardware extensions.
The red components are additional to realize the scalable memory
protection.

for enclaves. The secure monitor manages all enclaves and
provides APIs for users to deploy enclaves. To achieve scala-
bilility, we add two components in the secure monitor: one for
fine-grained and large-scale secure memory management, and
the other for enclave fast startup. Furthermore, to minimize
the size of the secure monitor, we separate resource protection
from management [51]: the secure monitor only configures
privileged hardware resources (e.g., GPT and MMT configu-
rations), and the managements of other hardware are done by
the untrusted host OS.

During system boot, the secure monitor is loaded and veri-
fied by the boot ROM (aka. secure boot). It then takes control
of the system and protects itself with hardware-supported
memory isolation (e.g., RISC-V PMP). It also leverages en-
cryption and Mountable Merkle Tree to protect itself from
physical memory attacks (details in 4.2).

Hardware primitives. We propose new hardware primitives
to assist the secure monitor and achieve scalable memory
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protection. We briefly introduce their purposes here. Guarded
Page Table (GPT) is the basis of fine-grained memory isola-
tion (§4.1). Mountable Merkle Tree (MMT) is a new physical
memory protection abstraction to achieve scalable memory
integrity and encryption protection (§4.2). Cache line locking
is a cache partition extension to defend against cache-based
side-channel attacks (§4.4).

3.2 Threat Model
The TCB of our system only contains the CPU and the secure
monitor. Other hardware (e.g., off-chip DRAM and peripher-
als) and software (e.g., the host OS) are untrusted and could
be compromised by an attacker.

We consider three classes of attacks in our threat model:

• Privileged software attacks: An attacker may have full
control of the untrusted OS and applications and launch
adversarial enclaves.

• Physical attacks: An attacker may intercept and tamper
with any messages between CPU and other hardware (e.g.,
DRAM), and issue attacks from any off-chip hardware.

• Side-channel attacks: An attacker may learn information
by observing access patterns during enclaves’ execution.
Our system aims to solve the controlled channel attacks [81]
and cache-based side-channel attacks [74,82,107,109,110].
Other side-channel attacks, like the ones based on TLB or
speculative execution, are out of the scope. The potential
defense mechanisms of these attacks are orthogonal to our
design.

Our system does not consider DoS attacks performed by
untrusted software or hardware.

4 Design
This section focuses on how the secure monitor and the hard-
ware extensions achieve the design goals. We discuss other
security issues in §7.

4.1 Fine-grained Flexible Memory Isolation
For fine-grained and flexible memory isolation, the secure
monitor maintains an ownership bitmap to record the status
of each physical page: secure for monitor and enclaves, non-
secure for untrusted OS and applications, and TreeNode for
SubTrees (details in §4.2). It achieves 4KB page granularity to
isolate memory between enclaves and host. To allocate secure
pages, the secure monitor needs to update the ownership of
them in the bitmap. The ownership bitmap is protected by
hardware (e.g., RISC-V PMP). Any memory access to the
ownership bitmap issued by OS or user-level programs will
trap into the monitor for a security check.

Several similar approaches [27, 91, 92, 102] also use the
ownership bitmap to achieve fine-grained memory isolation.
However, these approaches check the page ownership during
the memory access, which needs double memory access for
a single address. Prior work demonstrates that the double
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Figure 2: The design of Guarded Page Table with Host Page
Table Area (HPT Area). PENGLAI maintains two kinds of page
tables: the host page table is used by untrusted software, and the
enclave page table is used by enclave.
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Figure 3: The MMU extension of Guarded Page Table. Exten-
sions are marked as red. MMU will check the location of each page
table. VPN means virtual page number.

memory access may introduce the 25.2% average runtime
overhead [102].

We propose a new hardware primitive, Guarded Page Ta-
ble, to shift the ownership checking overhead to the mapping
phase, which is based on an observation that mapping opera-
tions are far less frequent than memory accesses.

Guarded Page Table. Guarded Page Table implements and
optimizes ownership checking with bitmap. The design is
based on our insight that if there is no page table of untrusted
software containing any mapping to secure pages, then the
checking during memory access can be avoided. To this end,
we put all host page tables (Figure 2) in a protected memory
region: Host Page Table Area (HPT Area), and trap any mod-
ification in HPT Area to ensure that no secure page will be
mapped by any page tables of untrusted software.

HPT Area is indicated by two new registers, reg_hptarea_-
start (start physical address of HPT Area) and reg_hptarea_-
size (size of HPT Area), as shown in Figure 3. To guarantee all
the host page tables are located in HPT Area, we extend page
table walker (PTW). When a TLB miss occurs, the PTW will
walk into each level of page table page (PT page) according
to the virtual address to get a corresponding physical address.
Our extension to PTW will check whether each PT page is
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located in HPT Area, as shown in Figure 3. If the address of
any PT page is out of HPT Area and the software currently
running is not an enclave, the CPU will raise an exception
to the monitor for further check. Furthermore, a CPU mode
status register, reg_ms, is introduced to indicate whether the
current CPU is running an enclave. Therefore, we can enforce
the untrusted OS to only use pages in HPT Area as Guarded
Page Table.

Protecting Host Page Table Area (HPT Area). Similar to the
ownership bitmap, HPT Area is also protected by the secure
monitor with hardware support. When the OS updates address
mappings, the request will be redirected to the secure monitor,
which ensures the new page table entry does not point to a
secure page. Also, we need to prevent the OS from bypassing
such checking via stale TLB entries or disabling page table.
Firstly, the secure monitor will flush the corresponding TLB
entries during enclave switching and page ownership chang-
ing. Directly writing TLB entries is out of scope as there is
no such instruction in the prevailing ISA (e.g., X86, RISC-
V). Secondly, the hardware will raise an exception if address
translation is disabled while the reg_hptarea_start and reg_-
hptarea_size registers are non-zero (these two registers can
only be modified by monitor). HPT Area is also protected
from hardware attacks such as the PThammer attack [113]
via hardware integrity protection (details in §4.2).

Memory isolation among enclaves. As all enclaves are run-
ning in user mode, PENGLAI utilizes an enclave page table for
memory isolation among enclaves. Enclave page tables are
marked as secure memory and separated from HPT Area. The
secure monitor maintains all the enclave page tables, and each
enclave can map its own secure memory as well as non-secure
memory shared with the OS.

Huge page support. To support huge pages, we further parti-
tion the HPT Area into several sub-areas and assign different
levels of page table entries to the corresponding sub-area,
including one sub-area for PMDs (huge page entry) and one
for PTEs. The extended PTW will check whether each level
of page table entry lies in the corresponding sub-area during
page table walk. In this way, the secure monitor can distin-
guish a huge page table entry via its address and perform
different security checks.

Summary. We summarize the benefits of the ownership-based
design with Guarded Page Table. First, the hardware modi-
fication is minor, and the hardware maintains no in-memory
metadata like SGX EPCM. Second, it achieves fine granular-
ity since any physical memory page can be used as secure or
non-secure. The only contiguous range, Host Page Table Area
region, has little impact on scalability as the page table pages
are much less than data pages. Last, the design introduces no
overhead of checking during memory access. The only costs
come from the page table mapping operations. Compared
with other page table-based isolation, e.g., shadow PT [94],
the mapping overhead is minor.
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Figure 4: Mountable merkle tree. (a) The top panel is the mounted
SubTree root and RootTree. The bottom panel is the hash forest
constituted by multi-SubTrees. (b) The arity of SubTree is 32, 32
and 64, while 32, 32, 32 for RootTree. The “Idx” points to a local
counter, which can use the “Extra” to avoid frequently global counter
updating.

4.2 Scalable Memory Integrity Protection
We propose a new physical memory protection abstraction:
Mountable Merkle Tree (MMT). MMT promises a stable tree
depth that will not increase along with total memory size and
minimizes the memory space overheads by storing integrity
metadata (tree nodes) on demand. Furthermore, the secure
monitor can manage MMT to achieve large-scale, fine-grained
memory integrity protection. In our prototype, MMT can
support up to 512GB of secure memory.

Challenge. It is very challenging to achieve scalable integrity
protection, as shown in Figure 5 (a). First, protecting integrity
for large-scale secure memory turns to a deep integrity tree,
which requires additional bandwidth to load tree nodes. Sec-
ond, to boost memory integrity checking, a wise memory
integrity engine may cache topmost tree nodes in the CPU
cache. However, it only increases the amount of secure mem-
ory linearly. Third, the integrity engine needs to pre-allocate
extra memory to store all the tree nodes, even if there is no se-
cure memory being used. Lastly, the state-of-the-art memory
protection schemes can only protect a fixed range of memory,
and software cannot manage secure memory at all. These
coarse-grained and fixed memory protection schemes have
scalability issues which cannot be solved by just adding hard-
ware resources (e.g., enlarging SoC storage).

MMT introduces a mountable SubTree structure for in-
tegrity tree scheme and can reduce both on-die and in-memory
storage overhead. Also, MMT allows the software to take part
in memory protection management and allocate secure mem-
ory with integrity protection on demand.

MMT forest organization. MMT introduces a new concept,
hash forest, which is composed of a set of SubTrees, as shown
in Figure 4 (a). The SubTree is the mountable and manageable
unit in hash forest and can protect a physical memory region
(4MB/3-level in PENGLAI) alone. To save on-die space, MMT
stores all SubTrees in a specific memory region, MMT meta-
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Figure 5: Comparison between static Merkle tree and MMT.

zone. MMT utilizes RootTree to protect the integrity of all
SubTree roots. The ancestor of RootTree (Root-root in the
figure) is fixed in SoC to prevent attacks. The Root-root,
RootTree, and SubTrees, together form hash forest.

SubTree Allocation. Besides normal memory allocation, the
software (secure monitor) can also allocate SubTree and se-
cure memory with two new interfaces: ALLOC_SECURE_-
MEM, REVOKE_SECURE_MEM. Each SubTree protects a
range of secure memory. Unlike traditional memory protec-
tion schemes, the CPU can only protect a fixed range of physi-
cal memory, and the whole checking procedure is transparent
for software. MMT allows the privileged software (e.g., the
secure monitor) to allocate secure memory at runtime, and
both secure memory and SubTree can reside in anywhere of
physical memory, not a fixed range.

Mounting. Like TLB accelerating virtual address translation,
MMT accelerates integrity checking by mounting SubTrees
into SoC, which avoids the memory access to retrieve SubTree
root. MMT extends the memory controller to support mount-
ing operations. As shown in Figure 6, the mounted SubTree
root is stored in the Mount table, which records counter and
address. However, the storage space for Mount table in SoC
is restricted, e.g., 32 subtrees simultaneously. When space is
exhausted, MMT unmounts an inactive SubTree root out of
SoC and stores it in the MMT meta-zone, which is isolated
with host memory (e.g., PMP-protected). Meanwhile, MMT
needs to update the value of Root-root if MMT meta-zone is
changed, which ensures the integrity of all inactive SubTree
roots.

Bootstrap. Figure 6 demonstrates the hardware extension
and memory layout of MMT. Besides the non-secure mem-
ory, there are three protected regions, secure memory (en-
claves and monitors), SubTree nodes and MMT meta-zone.
The MMT meta-zone is the only fixed region configured
by bootrom and protected by hardware (e.g., RISC-V PMP).
MMT meta-zone contains the SubTree root entries (address
and counter) and RootTree nodes (Root-root is reserved in
SoC). It incurs minor memory costs — about 2MB, which
can support up to 512GB of integrity-protected memory. The
integrity protection relation of these three regions is shown in
the figure.

DRAM

Non-secure Mem Secure Mem Subtree Node

MMT meta-zone

Reg: Root-root

Tag IDX Subtree Root/Addr

Mount Table

Subtree Root/Addr

Subtree Root/Addr

Tree 
Node

Reg: Hole_VA_start

Reg: Hole_VA_size

Reg: Mode status

CPU/Memory Controller

protected

protectedprotected

Figure 6: Hardware extension for MMT. The flow shows the
integrity protection relation: secure memory is protected by SubTree
nodes, while SubTree nodes are protected by MMT meta-zone.

During system boot, the CPU bootrom will configure the
MMT meta-zone range in physical memory, initialize all Sub-
Tree root entries, construct RootTree nodes and allocate the
first subtree to protect the memory of the secure monitor. After
this, the secure monitor takes control of subsequent booting
stages.

Software management. The secure monitor is the only priv-
ileged software that can manage secure memory and record
memory status (secure, normal and SubTree node) in the
bitmap. As the secure monitor cannot directly allocate mem-
ory, the host kernel will allocate free memory (used as secure
memory and SubTree node later) and transfer it to the se-
cure monitor. The secure monitor configures secure memory
and its corresponding SubTree in this memory. After allo-
cation, the corresponding SubTree root is filled in the MMT
meta-zone (i.e., ALLOC_SECURE_MEM). The monitor also
ensures that secure memory is zero-filled and SubTree nodes
are in the initialized state. So the integrity check will not
fail at the first access. If the monitor needs to reclaim secure
memory, it can change the memory status, clear the SubTree
root in the MMT meta-zone (i.e., REVOKE_SECURE_MEM),
and return memory back to the host kernel.

MMT tree structure. MMT extends the counter-based
integrity tree node [55, 85, 92] to hybrid-counter. As
shown in Figure 4 (b), each tree node is composed of
global_counter(64b), extra_idx(5b), extra_counter(27b),
local_counter(32×11b) and hash(64b) (however, leaf node
only contains global, local counters and hash). The hash in the
tree node is calculated with all other metadata (448b) in the
same node and hybrid-counter in its parent node. The extra
counter in a hybrid-counter remains zero unless extra_idx
refers to itself. This design is based on an observation that
there is almost one active counter in a single tree node. In our
implementation, both SubTree and RootTree are 3-level, and
each RootTree leaf node can contain 4 SubTree roots.

Integrity checking. For each secure memory access, MMT
will first check whether the corresponding SubTree root is in
SoC. If it is, MMT checks the integrity with the SubTree. Oth-
erwise, MMT uses mounting mechanism to mount the target
SubTree into SoC. As for the integrity checking procedure,
the MMT engine will compare the hash stored in the tree
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node with the hash it computes level by level, until the hash is
stored in SoC. A write request will increase hybrid-counter in
the tree node, while a read request will not. If a local counter
is exhausted or extra_idx is changed, MMT will re-hash the
relevant tree nodes.

Integrity enabling. PENGLAI will always enable integrity
protection when executing in the monitor. Nevertheless, as an
enclave can access both secure and non-secure memory, we
cannot just impose integrity protection on all its pages.

PENGLAI introduces a pair of hole registers (reg_-
hole_va_start and reg_hole_va_size) to configure the
integrity checking. The effects are shown on the right.
Hardware shall perform integrity checking when reg_-
ms is ENCL_MODE and disable it when reg_ms is
NON_ENCL_MODE. Hole registers indicate a dedicated
memory region (hole region) in the virtual address that
handles exceptional cases in the memory protection strategy,
e.g., integrity checking is enabled for the memory located in
the hole region when reg_ms is NON_ENCL_MODE,
and disable when reg_ms is ENCL_MODE.

MS=ENCL MS=NON_ENCL

Hole mem.

Non-Hole 
mem.

Enable

Enable

Disable

Disable

The hole region can
be used for sharing un-
trusted memory between
enclaves and OS. Be-
sides, it cannot be used by host and enclave for other purposes.
To avoid disabling the integrity protection by the malicious
kernel, PENGLAI only permits the secure monitor to configure
the hole registers when switching between enclave and host.

Secure memory granularity. As integrity enabling is con-
trolled by the combination of CPU mode (reg_ms) and virtual
memory address (hole register), the SubTree is not the granu-
larity of secure memory. A SubTree can contain both secure
memory and non-secure memory, and only secure memory
needs integrity and encryption protection. When consider-
ing Guarded Page Table for memory isolation, the combined
granularity of secure memory is still 4KB size.

Security analysis. As shown in Figure 6, the integrity of se-
cure memory is guaranteed by SubTree root. Each SubTree
root has a backup in the MMT meta-zone, which is protected
by Root-root. As Root-root resides in SoC, physical attack-
ers cannot compromise the integrity check. As for software
attackers, only the secure monitor can configure secure mem-
ory, and any other privileged software cannot tamper memory
status and disable integrity protection.

Summary. We summarize the benefits of MMT against prior
art, as shown in Figure 5. (1) Save both on-die and in-memory
storage. Prior art reserves intermediate tree nodes for all se-
cure memory, and the topmost level tree nodes may be stored
in SoC to boost the integrity check [15]. It can only protect
a small region of contiguous memory due to the high stor-
age overhead in memory and SoC. However, MMT merely
reserves the hot set of SubTree roots and Root-root in the
SoC. What’s more, SubTree nodes can be lazily allocated

with corresponding secure memory (zero memory overhead if
there is no secure memory). (2) Improve flexibility in secure
memory management. With the help of allocating and mount-
ing operations for SubTrees, MMT can support fine-grained
secure memory. The software can manage secure memory, dy-
namically change memory status, and allocate secure memory
on-demand. (3) Boost the integrity check. MMT can provide
a fast path (a mounted SubTree) to boost the integrity check
with fixed tree depth and save memory bandwidth.

4.3 Secure Memory initialization with
Shadow Fork

Auto-scaling and fast startup are key features for cloud com-
puting but still missing in the enclave due to high-cost enclave
memory initialization. Prior systems need to create a new en-
clave instance from scratch even with the same codebase,
which consumes more memory with redundant content and
incurs high startup latency. PENGLAI follows the idea of re-
cently proposed init-less startup [50] that leverages fork to
skip the initialization costs, but faces two challenges: 1) mem-
ory sharing is not secure in enclave systems, and 2) attestation
costs still remain even with fork. PENGLAI proposes Shadow
Fork as well as Shadow Enclave to overcome them both.
Fork with the shadow enclave. Shadow Fork is based on
a special kind of enclave (not runnable), shadow enclave,
which is a clean template used to boost startup by forking a
new instance. Shadow enclave is the only entity that can be
forked and only contains code and data segments. During fork,
PENGLAI monitor will share the read-execute code and read-
only segments, copy other writable parts, initialize the stack
of a new instance based on Shadow Enclave. As the major
costs of startup come from enclave memory initialization
(hash measurement), memory copying on writable data is
acceptable. After fork, the created enclave can dynamically
allocate memory from untrusted OS as heap or mmap region.
Lightweight attestation. Mitigating the costs of attestation
during startup is based on an observation: calculating the
measurement of memory takes up the majority of time in at-
testation (e.g., >90%), as shown in Figure 11 (b). To mitigate
this overhead, the monitor will calculate the measurement
for a shadow enclave in advance (creation phase). A user
can leverage enclave_fork with a manifest containing the
sealed enclave measurement and the user’s public key (simi-
lar to SGX [23]). Later, the monitor will unseal the enclave
measurement (using the user’s public key) and check it with
the shadow enclave’s measurement. If the measurement is
matched, the monitor will fork a new instance based on the
shadow enclave. Otherwise, the monitor will deny the request.
Therefore, we can mitigate the attestation costs during the
boot critical path.

4.4 On-demand Cache Line Locking
PENGLAI proposes an on-demand cache line locking mecha-
nism to defend against cache-based side-channel attacks by
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Figure 7: The hardware modification and physical memory lay-
out of PENGLAI.

cache partition. Although cache partition designs are well
explored [9, 73, 99, 112], they usually incur non-trivial perfor-
mance costs [66, 83, 106], and cache partitions also restrict
the number of the enclave [45]. PENGLAI optimizes the per-
formance with a new abstraction, section-based protection,
that can enable on-demand side-channel protection when an
enclave enters a security-sensitive section (e.g., encryption)
and disable the protection when it leaves. As the sections are
short in a program [105, 108], an enclave can run with the
best performance (no cache locking) most time.

Security-sensitive sections are decided by enclaves. When
an enclave needs cache isolation protection, it issues requests
to monitor. Two privileged instructions: CACHE_LINE_-
LOCK and CACHE_LINE_UNLOCK, assist monitor in man-
aging cache line locking status. Specifically, the cache line
locking mechanism specifies the cache lines to each CPU core.
The CPU core can only evict its cache lines during cache miss,
and other cores cannot evict these cache lines anymore.

Scalability discussion. Compared with the Intel’s CAT [9,
73], PLCache [99] or cache coloring [112], on-demand cache
line locking is more scalable. The cache partitions limit the
number of protected enclaves in the prior art. However, as for
on-demand cache line locking, the cache line is not assigned
to an enclave, but a CPU core. In other words, if there are
more cache ways than CPU cores, the cache line locking
mechanism can support unlimited enclaves. Monitor holds the
cache locking status in each enclave’s context. If an enclave is
scheduled out, the monitor will release the cache lines locked
by the current core.

5 Implementation
Figure 7 shows the overall architecture of the PENGLAI. As
for hardware extensions, we modify both in-core (Rocket
Core) and off-core (Memory Controller) hardware resources
to support Guarded Page Table and Mountable Merkle Tree.
As for software extensions, we implement a tiny and secure
monitor, an extended Linux kernel supporting the HPT Area
allocator, an enclave driver and some requisite libraries for
running enclaves.

5.1 Hardware Implementation

In-core extensions. We implement the Guarded Page Table
extension in FPGA, based on the open-sourced RocketChip
RISC-V core [10]. Overall, we add several new registers (e.g.,
reg_ms, reg_hptarea_start[0..3], reg_hptarea_size, reg_hole_-
va_start and reg_hole_va_size, etc.), which are implemented
as CSRs (Control and Status Registers) and can only be ac-
cessed by monitor via csrr (CSR read) and csrw (CSR write)
instructions. Reg_hptarea_start[0...3] and reg_hptarea_size
registers partition the physical memory range of HPT Area
into several sub-areas, and guarantee that any write access
cannot directly modify the content in this area, unless issued
by M mode routines. Reg_ms, reg_hole_va_start and reg_-
hole_va_size registers act as the control switch for memory
integrity and encryption checks. Besides these new CSRs,
we also extend the MMU module to check the validity of
memory access during page table walking. A modified page
table walker can guarantee that any PTE entry must be located
in the HPT Area (precisely, corresponding sub-area), but the
target physical address will not reside in the HPT Area.

We only simulate the cache line locking mechanism on the
L1 cache, as there is no LLC in our FPGA board.

Off-core extension. We extend the memory controller (MC)
to integrate the MMT engine. MMT engine supports three
new commands: ALLOC_SECURE_MEM, REVOKE_SE-
CURE_MEM and INIT_MMT_METAZONE; two extended
components: Mount Table, Root-root, and the logic of mem-
ory encryption and integrity checks. We also extend memory
access with the secure/non-secure flag. If it is the secure
memory access, the MMT engine will perform integrity and
encryption checks. Otherwise, it accesses physical memory
and reads/writes the data directly.

The secure monitor allocates/reclaims secure or SubTree
node memory with new commands. When the MMT engine
receives an ALLOC_SECURE_MEM command, it will parse
the secure memory address and initialize the SubTree root in
the MMT meta-zone. The software must ensure that the mem-
ory must be zero-filled before it changes into the secure or
SubTree node memory. The INIT_MMT_METAZONE com-
mand initializes the MMT meta-zone in the booting phase.

Mount Table and Root-root reside in SoC. The fabric of
Mount Table is similar to cache — several sets with n-way
Mount Table entries. Each Mount Table entry consists of a
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tag, index, SubTree root and LRU bit. Mount Table also uses
the LRU strategy (clock-like algorithm) to mount/unmount
the subtree roots. If SubTree root does not exist in the Mount
Table, the MMT engine will choose an inactive SubTree and
unmount it into the MMT meta-zone. Before mounting the
requested SubTree, the MMT engine will first check the in-
tegrity of the SubTree root in the MMT meta-zone, and update
the Root-root if necessary. Root-root cannot be evicted out of
SoC, as it is the root trust for integrity protection.

5.2 Software Implementation
Monitor. We implement the secure monitor on both
OpenSBI [18] and Berkeley Boot Loader (BBL) [17] in the
machine mode in RISC-V. The secure monitor includes en-
clave management, hardware extensions management, mem-
ory checking as well as encryption library, which adds 6,399
LoC. We follow Sanctum [45] to implement the secure boot
using the tamper-proof software approach (bootloader as the
root of trust). As Figure 7 shows, just after the machine is
turning on, the bootloader will first derive the attestation key
and initialize the MMT engine. The MMT meta-zone will
also be initialized in this phase. After all these early configura-
tions, the bootloader will load and calculate the measurement
of the secure monitor. The MMT engine performs integrity
and encryption protection for monitor’s memory as well. Af-
ter this, the secure monitor takes control and loads the Linux
kernel as its payload.

The monitor provides both host-side and enclave-side in-
terfaces for enclave management and runtime supporting. As
for the host-side interfaces, they consist of create_enclave,
run_enclave, attest_enclave, etc. As for enclave-side in-
terfaces, they are mainly used as ocall functions (e.g.,
enclave_mmap, enclave_sys_write) and inter-enclave calls
(e.g., enclave_call, asyn_enclave_call). Besides the enclave
management, the monitor also takes control of configuring
Guarded Page Table and Mountable Merkle Tree (e.g., reg_-
hptarea_start, reg_hptarea_size), setting page status bitmap
and allocating secure memory. Monitor guarantees that all
these secure-sensitive configurations are correct and will not
be compromised by an attacker.
Linux kernel. We extend the Linux kernel (version:
4.4.0/5.10.2) to support PENGLAI. There are two major mod-
ifications: (1) HPT Area allocator, (2) hijacking each PTE
settings. Firstly, after memory management is initialized, the
kernel will allocate a contiguous physical memory as HPT
Area and copy init_pt into it. A dedicated allocator will man-
age all pages in the HPT Area, and is responsible for each
page table allocation. To distinguish huge page entries and
4KB page entries, the HPT Area is divided into three sub-
areas: PGD, PMD and PTE sub-areas (MMU checks each
page table entry’s location according to these sub-areas). HPT
Area allocator must assign the entries of page tables in the
corresponding sub-areas as well. Currently, we have reserved
enough memory as HPT Area, which can map all pages at
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Figure 8: Ownership transfer-based communication. Figure (a)
and (b) show the message passing in PENGLAI for both host-enclave
communication and enclave-enclave communication. Figure (c)
presents the communication link established in PENGLAI. The num-
ber represents the order of the links.

once. Normally, the reserved memory for HPT Area will not
affect memory utilization, as page table pages are increased
along with used pages. Dynamically adjusting the size of the
HPT Area is in our future work.

Secondly, the kernel will redirect the setting operations of
each page table entry to the secure monitor. Secure monitor
can distinguish 2MB/4KB page entries (according to the sub-
areas) and perform the security check of the target address
(host cannot map any secure memory).

Server enclave. Despite the enclave and shadow enclave,
PENGLAI also implements another type of enclave called
server enclave to achieve enclave chain, which is common in
serverless scenarios. A server enclave does not have running
context (e.g., time slice, ocall handler) but inherits it from
other enclaves. Hence, the server enclave cannot run alone.
When creating a server enclave, it needs to be assigned a
unique name as its identification. Other enclaves can acquire
the handle of this server enclave with its unique server name.
Besides, the server enclave can also perform partial function-
alities of OS. For example, we can run a file system server in
a server enclave to handle all FS-related requests. Separating
the OS functionalities from the untrusted OS to the trusted
enclave server can mitigate the risk of Iago attack [41] issued
by untrusted privilege.

IPC. PENGLAI supports IPC between the enclave and server
enclave (E-E), host and enclave (H-E), which is based on
two mechanisms: shared memory and relay page [49]. Shared
memory is the basic communication method. The secure mon-
itor can map shared memory to both host and enclave, or
enclave and server enclave. Relay page is a novel communica-
tion mechanism, as shown in Figure 8, and the secure monitor
ensures that a page can be mapped for only one owner si-
multaneously. This mechanism can reduce security issues
like TOCTTOU (Time-of-check-to-time-of-use) between E-E
and H-E, and achieve zero-copy communication. PENGLAI
can also support both synchronous and asynchronous IPC
between enclaves. As for synchronous IPC, the caller enclave
will wait for the callee enclave to return. As for asynchronous
IPC, the caller enclave will return immediately, and arguments
will be passed to the callee enclave when it starts to run.

SDK. PENGLAI provides an SDK (i.e., kernel driver, host-
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Figure 9: GPT performance on mmap. Test the latency and band-
width of mmap operations, Host-Native represents the native linux
kernel without GPT extension, Host-with-GPT represents the modi-
fied linux kernel with GPT extension.

side library and enclave-side library) to help users manage and
develop enclave applications. The driver enables the untrusted
host kernel (Linux) to interact with the secure monitor, and
manage enclaves via interfaces provided by the monitor. The
host side library abstracts ioctl interfaces from the driver and
provides APIs to manage the enclave (e.g., create, run and
attest enclave). The enclave side library is combined with
modified Musl LibC (turns system calls to ocall or redirects
to server enclaves) and Eapp library (e.g., IPC interfaces).
Hence, PENGLAI can support unmodified POSIX applications.
Besides, PENGLAI also integrates some useful libraries into
enclave SDK, such as wolfssl [20] and PSA storage API,
which are frequently used.

Formal verification. Currently, we are working on formal
verification of PENGLAI. The approach is based on symbolic
execution and bounded model checking via the state-of-the-
art framework, Serval [79]. We have verified the code of the
communication module. Verification on others is in progress.

6 Evaluation
6.1 Methodology
We implement PENGLAI based on the open-sourced RISC-
V [100] implementation: SiFive Freedom U500 [10] on the
Xilinx VC707 FPGA board. We present several microbench-
marks that evaluate the scalability metrics (i.e., startup latency,
GPT overhead and the number of concurrent enclaves). We
select four benchmarks, SPECCPU, Redis, RV8 and Core-
mark, to evaluate the overall performance of PENGLAI. We
also compare PENGLAI with Keystone (as state of the art)
and Linux (as the ideal performance). To evaluate the perfor-
mance of MMT, we implement the MMT on the GEM5 [32]
(RISC-V), and port the state-of-the-art integrity protection
schemes: SGX integrity approach (SIT) and VAULT [92] on
the GEM5. With the same emulation environment, we can
make a fair comparison of these different approaches.

6.2 Microbenchmarks
Guarded Page Table performance. We first evaluate
Guarded Page Table on LMbench [7] to gain the overhead
for memory-related operations. LMbench can calculate the la-
tency and bandwidth of memory mapping and memory access
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Figure 10: GPT performance on memory access. Test the latency
and bandwidth of memory access operations, Host-Native repre-
sents the native linux kernel without GPT extension, Host-with-GPT
represents the modified linux kernel with GPT extension.
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Figure 11: Scalability and startup. Figure (a) shows the variation
of secure memory size when creating 100 enclaves concurrently.
Figure (b) compares the startup latency with different enclave file
sizes.

in the UNIX system. As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10,
Guarded Page Table will introduce 26%∼46% overhead for
mapping latency, as each page mapping operation needs to be
checked by the secure monitor. However, Guarded Page Table
will not sacrifice the bandwidth of the mapping operations.
As for memory access, Guarded Page Table will not affect
memory access performance (both latency and throughput).
The experimental results demonstrate that Guarded Page Ta-
ble only incurs extra overhead in page mapping (e.g., mmap,
munmap, mprotect), and will not impact the performance of
memory access. As page mapping operations are infrequent,
Guarded Page Table only introduces minor overhead for the
whole system in most cases. Indeed, the monitor only inspects
the page status with its bitmap during page mapping, so the
extra overhead is minor compared with other page table-based
isolation techniques [48, 54] (see §6.3).

Scalability of secure memory. To evaluate the scalability and
flexibility of the PENGLAI enclave, we construct a test case
to randomly create and run enclaves on the FPGA board, and
calculate the total secure memory size in the monitor. As
shown in Figure 11 (a), secure memory size could be very
small when the system does not run any enclaves (2MB and
less) and can scale to 600MB (1GB total memory in FPGA)
when there are lots of concurrently running enclaves. This is
a significant breakthrough over traditional fixed partitioned
secure memory design, which usually needs to make a trade-
off between host memory size and enclave memory size.

Furthermore, with the same configuration, PENGLAI can
achieve up to 1,000 concurrently running enclaves on the
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FPGA board (1GB memory). It is possible to boot more en-
clave instances when the device has more resources. Hence,
Guarded Page Table-based secure memory management can
achieve scalability and flexibility.

Startup latency. We evaluate the startup latency of enclaves in
PENGLAI and Keystone using the different sizes of enclaves.
We compare two approaches of PENGLAI: normal startup
(enclave create) and fast startup (shadow fork). The baseline
is a traditional booting solution that loads an eapp file into the
memory, prepares the resources, and verifies the measurement.
PENGLAI shadow fork leverages shadow enclave to spawn
a new instance, which can boost the procedure. To further
compare with Keystone, we configure Keystone to use the
minimum size of their eyrie runtime. We run both systems on
Qemu and use the number of executed instructions (icount
enabled) to represent the performance. The result is shown
in Figure 11 (b). Compared with the baseline, shadow fork
can achieve 4x–989x speedup (from 16KB to 32MB size).
Keystone is orders of magnitude slower than PENGLAI with
shadow fork, as it needs to calculate enclave measurement
and prepare a new PMP region as well as load runtime in the
supervisor mode.
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VAULT. The red numbers are the concrete execution time (cycles)
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Memory integrity and encryption. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of memory integrity and encryption using SPECCPU
benchmark and compare PENGLAI with VAULT and SGX.
We retain the same SoC resource for all implementations (SoC
storage in each integrity scheme can only protect 128MB
memory). We want to demonstrate that with the same hard-
ware resource, MMT can achieve the best performance as well
as minimum memory overhead. The major reason to choose
SPECCPU benchmark is that most of the related work like
BMT [85], SIT [55] and VAULT [92] also use this benchmark
to measure runtime overhead.

We implement all of the four systems on GEM5. As shown
in Figure 12, the performance of PENGLAI is much better
than the two baselines. Take milc as an example. The runtime
overhead reduces from 2.05x (in SGX) and 1.60x (in VAULT)
to 0.40x (PENGLAI’s MMT). This is because 128MB memory
is insufficient in this case. Thus, both SGX and VAULT need
to swap and encrypt pages from secure memory to non-secure
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Figure 13: Worst case performance for Mountable Merkle Tree.
64MB and 512MB in figure(a) mean the memory size for random
access. Mount. represents the cost of the mount/unmount opera-
tions, Integ. represents the cost of the memory integrity check, Other
represents original runtime cost.

memory, which can bring 10x overhead in some memory-
intensive cases [92]. Instead, MMT can mount corresponding
SubTrees to protect more than 128MB secure memory with
less than 1% extra overhead (mounting only costs about 300
cycles). We also test the performance of MMT when the mem-
ory used is less than 128MB (gobmk, milc). The result shows
that MMT will not bring extra overhead when all SubTrees
can be mounted in SoC.

To further evaluate the worst-case performance of the
MMT, we test the MMT and other memory protection
schemes on a random memory access benchmark, as shown
in Figure 13(a). We choose two different memory access
ranges: 64MB and 512MB. The first one is smaller than the
capacity of SoC-protected memory (128MB), while the sec-
ond is larger. As for 64MB memory size, MMT incurs 67%
overhead and SIT incurs 118% overhead. The performance
improvement mainly comes from the optimized tree structure
compared with MMT and SIT. As for 512MB memory size,
MMT incurs 0.97x overhead and SIT incurs 98x overhead.
Copying and encrypting the pages inside SoC-protected mem-
ory into the normal memory causes an enormous overhead
in SIT (takes up 97% of total runtime cycles). This result is
also validated by SCONE [28] — “random memory access
beyond available EPC may cause an overhead of three orders
of magnitude” and the real SGX-enable machine (Intel Core
i7-7567U @ 3.5GHz, 300x overhead for random access of
512MB memory). MMT significantly reduces the overhead of
page copying and encryption by the SubTree mounting mech-
anism. To further calculate the overhead of mount/unmount
operations, we inventory the performance breakdown of the
MMT. For random memory access, mount/unmount opera-
tions only take up ten percent of the total execution time and
twenty percent of the integrity protection cost. Meanwhile,
each mounting operation costs about 300 cycles on average.
Hence, the mount/unmount overhead is much less than the
prior art, even in the worst-case situation.

Costs of cache line locking. We perform a microbenchmark
to evaluate the performance costs of cache line locking. The
cache configuration of our FPGA implementation is 64 cache
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Table 2: Costs of cache line locking. PENGLAI runs on FPGA.

Latency (Kcycles)

Cache line locking 66.976
Normal 56.888

sets, 4 ways and 64-Byte cache line. The test case will sequen-
tially read and write 16KB contiguous memory. We compare
the end-to-end latency of two systems, PENGLAI enabling
locking (using a single way) and PENGLAI disabling locking.
As shown in Table 2, the locking can cause 17.73% over-
head in the case. Although the costs are non-trivial, PENGLAI
will only enable the locking for a critical section, which can
significantly mitigate the overheads.
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6.3 Benchmark Suites

Redis benchmark suite. We use Redis benchmark suite to
evaluate the worst-case performance of Guarded Page Table.
As Redis performs as an in-memory database, it needs to call
map/unmap operations frequently. Prior art also uses Redis
to evaluate the performance degradation due to the mapping
overhead (Shadow Page Table may incur 80% overhead on
Redis [48]). As shown in Figure 14, Guarded Page Table
only introduces 5% overhead in SET requests and 6% over-
head in GET requests, which significantly mitigates overhead
compared with Shadow Page Table. The main optimization
comes from the fact that the monitor only checks page sta-
tus in its bitmap. On the contrary, Shadow Page Table needs
to re-construct the combined page table (traverses the host
page table and extended page table), which is much more
complicated and time-consuming.

RV8 benchmark suite. We use RV8 benchmark suite to an-
swer two questions: 1) whether the isolation will incur per-
formance overheads to enclaves, and 2) whether the Guarded
Page Table hardware extensions will cause performance
degradation on CPU-intensive applications. We port the
benchmarks to PENGLAI, with 85LoC modifications to use
PENGLAI API. In addition, we run the benchmark suite in the
host kernel with two settings. One is that the host OS running
in unmodified hardware without HPT Area extension, and
the other is that the OS running in PENGLAI hardware with
Guarded Page Table extension.
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Figure 16: Evaluation of case studies. Figure (a) evaluates image
processing on PENGLAI and linux. Figure (b) evaluates MapReduce
performance with multiple workers.

As shown in Figure 15, the performance overheads in
PENGLAI are <4.3% in all the cases and 1.7% on average,
and Guarded Page Table will not affect the performance of
CPU-intensive applications (the overhead is negligible com-
pared with the GPT and Native). The overhead in PENGLAI
is mainly caused by memory allocation in enclaves, which is
slower than the host, as the monitor will dynamically allocate
secure memory and perform the security check.

Coremark. We port Coremark with 43LoC modifications to
meet PENGLAI API, and take the native Linux as our baseline
and run Coremark in two systems on our FPGA board. The
result shows that the score for native Linux is 2,018 and the
score for PENGLAI is 2,049, which proves the strong isolation
provided by PENGLAI will not hurt the performance of CPU-
intensive applications.

6.4 Case Study: Serverless Computing
Existing serverless platforms [1, 3–5] use processes, contain-
ers, or VMs to isolate each function. In the case study, we try
to illustrate the possibility of isolating serverless functions us-
ing enclaves (with higher security assurance) and analyze the
performance impacts. We choose a representative serverless
application, image processing [6, 25].
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Figure 17: Case studies using PENGLAI.
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As shown in Figure 17 (a), the image processing application
is composed of four functions, and each function is running
inside a different enclave. The application is triggered when
an untrusted user issues a request (with an image file). The
function “Entry” is fired to get the command and fetch the
host’s image file through untrusted shared memory. Then,
the image file will be passed into the subsequent handling
functions, i.e., “Resize”, “Rotate” and “Erode”. Finally, the
resulting image is returned to the untrusted host. Since the
images may contain sensitive information, it is necessary to
protect them in enclaves. The workload is ported from AWS-
examples repository [6] to a C version using Sod library [19].

We evaluate the performance of image processing in
PENGLAI with two settings, “1enclave” (four functions in
one enclave) and the default “4enclave” (four enclaves). We
implement a baseline in native Linux, using four functions
running in four processes. We carefully tune the Linux perfor-
mance to be state-of-the-art, i.e., using a mixed approach of
the socket (for timely notification) and shared memory (for
zero-copy data transfer). The input image size for the eval-
uation is from 32x32 to 2048x2048. The result is shown in
Figure 16 (a). Compared with Linux, PENGLAI can achieve
even better performance (7%–9% improvement when image
size is larger than 128x128), as PENGLAI’s communication
does not include kernel scheduling costs. Moreover, bene-
fiting from efficient communication, using four functions in
PENGLAI incurs minor costs. This can motivate more modular
applications to be deployed in enclaves.

6.5 Case Study: Secure MapReduce
MapReduce [47] is a popular programming model in the
cloud for data processing, and the recent study [67] shows that
even a single machine can be competent with large-scale data
processing. Since the processed data may contain sensitive
information, VC3 [87] and Civet [96] are proposed to enhance
the security with SGX enclaves. However, using SGX to run
MapReduce workloads has some limitations: first, it needs a
long latency to boot a worker enclave (i.e., mapper or reducer);
second, it needs to load redundant enclave code into secure
memory.

PENGLAI overcomes the issues with shadow fork, as shown
in Figure 17 (b). Each mapper or reducer can instantiate it-
self from a pre-prepared shadow enclave, as they all have
the same processing logic. With shadow fork, a MapReduce
scheduler running in the host can instantiate multiple work-
ers into different enclave instances with low startup latency
and significantly save secure memory when running all work-
ers in enclaves. During the processing, the mapper nodes
invoke the map function on the input and produce interme-
diate key-value pairs. All the intermediate results are saved
in memory and distributed to reducer nodes. The reducer
nodes invoke the reduce function to produce the final result
and return it to the host. We have implemented a prototype
of MapReduce in PENGLAI with two settings: PENGLAI-

Create and PENGLAI-ShadowFork. PENGLAI-Create cre-
ates each worker enclave using normal enclave creation,
and PENGLAI-ShadowFork leverages the shadow enclave
to fork a new worker instance. As shown in Figure 16 (b),
PENGLAI-ShadowFork can achieve 2.0x lower latency over
PENGLAI-Create when both systems use one mapper and
one reducer. If we create more workers for the same job,
PENGLAI-ShadowFork can gain 3.6x speedup compared with
the PENGLAI-Create (4 mappers and 4 reduces, on a 4-core
machine). The speedup mainly comes from the fast startup
with shadow fork. As for normal startup, PENGLAI calculates
enclave measurement every time. The tremendous attestation
overhead will significantly affect the performance in the multi-
workers situation. However, as shadow fork can reduce the
overhead of secure memory initialization, enclave measure-
ment is not the bottleneck for the whole job. Hence, PENGLAI-
ShadowFork can gain better performance improvement with
more worker enclaves.

6.6 Hardware Costs
We use Vivado [11] tool to generate the hardware and get the
report of resource utilization in FPGA. The report shows that
the overall hardware costs are small (0.56%–0.81% in LUT
and 0.00% in RAM) over the original resources (the RISC-V
core). It means that the extensions incur small costs, which is
essential to add the extensions into real hardware.

7 Discussion
Architectures assumptions. Although the implementation of
our prototype is based on RISC-V, the design is independent
of specific architectures and can be adopted by other enclave
systems. We highlight two major assumptions. First, the ISA
should have a privileged level higher than the OS and hyper-
visor. This is a reasonable assumption for the prevailing ISA;
cases include RISC-V’s machine mode, ARM’s EL3 mode,
etc. Second, to support fine-grained memory management,
the CPU shall have an MMU module, which is common in
modern high-performance cores.
Security discussion. PENGLAI is designed to provide the
same (or stronger) security guarantees compared with prior
work. Besides the isolation and integrity protection mentioned
above, PENGLAI can also defend against following attacks.

• Controlled-channel attacks. PENGLAI allows enclaves
to validate the presence of some expected mappings, sim-
ilar to Autarky [81]. The monitor will verify all these
mappings when an enclave is invoked for the first time
and check the validity when the OS changes the map-
ping. As the OS cannot directly access the enclave page
tables, it cannot perform controlled-channel attacks by
monitoring the access/dirty bits in page tables.

• Cache-based side-channel attacks. Existing enclaves
still suffer from the cache-based side-channel attacks [74,
82, 107, 109, 110] or incur high overhead to solve it [45,
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53, 75]. Our on-demand cache line locking mechanism
(§4.4) defends the attacks with minor costs. A recent
work, CURE [21], adopts a similar approach with on-
demand partition cache. CURE binds the cache ways
with certain enclave ID, while PENGLAI assigns cache
ways to each core with less hardware modification, and
is more suitable for scenarios like shared memory.

• Other attacks. There are some attacks caused by spe-
cific CPU bugs, including Foreshadow, Spectre [65],
Meltdown [72], etc. The defense mechanisms are or-
thogonal to our design. We also believe that PENGLAI’s
monitor-assisted enclave design is more suitable for han-
dling the emerging attacks than HW-based enclave sys-
tems, which are hard to update after release.

8 Related Work

Secure processor assisted enclave architecture. Some prior
work uses a secure processor to support the trusted execu-
tion environment [12, 33, 39, 42, 44, 53, 70, 71, 85, 90, 104].
The Security-enhanced processor integrated with encryption
and integrity engine can support compartments that are im-
mune to both modification and observation. XOM [70, 71],
SecureME [44] and SecureBlue++ [33] allow the trusted user
processes running on the untrusted OS, as OS cannot ob-
tain the plaintext content of the process. SEV and Hyper-
Coffer [104] allow VMs to run on an untrusted hypervisor.
However, such a method using encryption to isolate memory
space brings non-negligible overhead, and the key manage-
ment and traditional integrity scheme may restrict the enclave
size and number.

Memory integrity scheme. Several different schemes have
been proposed for memory integrity protection [38, 78, 85,
91, 92]. BMT [85] introduces the counter-based message au-
thentication algorithm into the integrity protection scheme
and reduces in-memory overhead. Bastion [91] unifies the in-
tegrity of in-memory pages and on-device pages. VAULT [92]
adopts the various arity for different levels of tree nodes. How-
ever, all these prior work do not solve the inherent overhead
in memory and SoC, and are not scalable at all. PENGLAI
proposes the MMT with a mounting mechanism, which can re-
duce both on-die and in-memory overhead to achieve scalable
memory integrity protection.

Virtualization-based isolation. Virtualization-based isola-
tion [42, 60, 62, 91, 104, 111] has been researched in past
decade. They rely on hypervisor to enhance the isolation
among VMs using techniques like shadow page table [94,98],
nested/extended page table [31, 97], or HLAT [8]. These tech-
niques have similarities to our Guarded Page Table—we both
rely on higher privileged software to validate memory map-
pings. However, nested virtualization usually introduces non-
trivial performance costs, e.g., tests show that the shadow
PT can incur 40% overhead in Memcached [54] and 80%

overhead in Redis [48], and Nested page table also causes
20% overhead in Memcached [54]. Shadow paging needs to
re-construct shadow page table costly, and nested/extended
page table incurs extra overhead due to 2-level page table
walker during the TLB miss. However, PENGLAI proposes the
Guarded Page Table and achieves page-grained isolation with-
out introducing high performance overhead (only 5% even
for memory-intensive benchmark: Redis). What’s worse, the
hypervisor and cloud service providers may not be trusted in
cloud scenarios. Recent works utilize TEE techniques to pro-
pose secure VM, e.g., AMD SEV [12,27,61], Intel TDX [16]
and vTZ [58], which can protect the VMs from the untrusted
hypervisor. Nevertheless, the protection has defects, e.g., both
SEV and TDX cannot defend against physical rollback attacks,
and vTZ does not consider physical memory attacks. Also,
the secure VM suffers the same performance degradation as
the traditional VM due to the memory virtualization over-
head. Compared with virtualization-based isolation methods,
PENGLAI achieves better security guarantees, higher perfor-
mance and scalability.

Cross-zone communication. Cross-zone communication or
IPC has been extensively researched for microkernel and
user-level processes [30, 49, 63, 95, 101]. SCONE [28] and
HotCalls [103] optimize the host-enclave communication in
SGX using asynchronous approaches, e.g., polling and shared
untrusted memory. However, they are not suitable for E-E
communication and tend to waste the CPU cycles. XPC [49]
has proposed the ownership transfer based communication
and reduced the remapping overhead. PENGLAI shares the
same idea of XPC, but overcoming new challenges to transfer
pages crossing the boundary between the secure and non-
secure world. It outperforms existing enclave systems with
the zero-copy and secure data transfer mechanism for both
E-E and E-H communication.

9 Conclusion
This paper has presented a hardware-software co-design of
scalable memory protection based on the PENGLAI enclave
system. Our evaluation shows that PENGLAI can significantly
optimize enclave number, secure memory capacity with in-
tegrity protection, enclave startup latency, as well as resource
flexibility for both microbenchmarks and real-world applica-
tions.
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Abstract
Writing a correct operating system kernel is notoriously

hard. Kernel code requires manual memory management and
type-unsafe code and must efficiently handle complex, asyn-
chronous events. In addition, increasing CPU core counts
further complicate kernel development. Typically, monolithic
kernels share state across cores and rely on one-off synchro-
nization patterns that are specialized for each kernel structure
or subsystem. Hence, kernel developers are constantly refin-
ing synchronization within OS kernels to improve scalability
at the risk of introducing subtle bugs.

We present NrOS, a new OS kernel with a safer approach
to synchronization that runs many POSIX programs. NrOS
is primarily constructed as a simple, sequential kernel with
no concurrency, making it easier to develop and reason about
its correctness. This kernel is scaled across NUMA nodes
using node replication, a scheme inspired by state machine
replication in distributed systems. NrOS replicates kernel
state on each NUMA node and uses operation logs to maintain
strong consistency between replicas. Cores can safely and
concurrently read from their local kernel replica, eliminating
remote NUMA accesses.

Our evaluation shows that NrOS scales to 96 cores with
performance that nearly always dominates Linux at scale, in
some cases by orders of magnitude, while retaining much of
the simplicity of a sequential kernel.

1 Introduction

Operating system kernels are notoriously hard to build.
Manual memory management, complex synchronization pat-
terns [36], and asynchronous events lead to subtle bugs [2–4],
even when code is written by experts. Increasing CPU core
counts and non-uniform memory access (NUMA) have only
made it harder. Beyond correctness bugs, kernel developers
must continuously chase down performance regressions that
only appear under specific workloads or as core counts scale.
Even so, prevailing wisdom dictates that kernels should use

custom-tailored concurrent data structures with fine-grained
locking or techniques like read-copy-update (RCU) to achieve
good performance. For monolithic kernels, this slows devel-
opment to the extent that even large companies like Google re-
sort to externalizing new subsystems to userspace [57] where
they can contain bugs and draw on a larger pool of developers.

Some have recognized that this complexity isn’t always
warranted. For example, wrapping a single-threaded, sequen-
tial microkernel in a single coarse lock is safe and can provide
good performance when cores share a cache [67]. This ap-
proach does not target NUMA systems, which have many
cores and do not all share a cache. Increased cross-NUMA-
node memory latency slows access to structures in shared
memory including the lock, causing collapse.

Multikernels like Barrelfish [17] take a different approach;
they scale by forgoing shared memory and divide resources
among per-core kernels that communicate via message pass-
ing. This scales well, but explicit message passing adds too
much complexity and overhead for hosts with shared mem-
ory. Within a NUMA node, hardware cache coherence makes
shared memory more efficient than message passing under
low contention.

We overcome this trade-off between scalability and simplic-
ity in NrOS, a new OS that relies primarily on single-threaded,
sequential implementations of its core data structures. NrOS
scales using node replication [28], an approach inspired by
state machine replication in distributed systems, which trans-
forms these structures into linearizable concurrent structures.
Node replication keeps a separate replica of the kernel struc-
tures per NUMA node, so operations that read kernel state can
concurrently access their local replica, avoiding cross-NUMA
memory accesses. When operations mutate kernel state, node
replication collects and batches them from cores within a
NUMA node using flat combining [44], and it appends them
to a shared log; each replica applies the operations serially
from the log to synchronize its state.

The NrOS approach to synchronization simplifies reason-
ing about its correctness, even while scaling to hundreds of
cores and reducing contention in several OS subsystems (§4.2,
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Figure 1: Architectural overview of NRkernel vs. multikernel and monoliths.

§4.4). However, node replication is not a panacea: while im-
plementing an in-memory file system, we have encountered
scenarios where frequent state mutations hinder performance.
To address this challenge, we propose concurrent node repli-
cation (§3), which exploits operation commutativity with mul-
tiple logs and concurrent replicas to improve the performance
and scalability of the file system (§4.3).

NrOS is implemented in Rust, which interplays with node
replication. The Rust type system makes mutability explicit,
enabling our node replication library to distinguish effortlessly
between update operations that must use the log and read-only
operations that can proceed concurrently at the local replica.
However, we still had to solve several practical challenges,
such as safely dealing with out-of-band reads by hardware,
efficiently allocating buffers, and garbage collecting the log.
To summarize, we make the following contributions.
1. We designed and implemented NrOS, a kernel that simpli-

fies synchronization via node replication and runs many
POSIX programs; we describe its subsystems, including
processes, scheduling, address spaces, and an in-memory
file system.

2. We implemented node replication in Rust, leveraging the
Rust type system to distinguish mutable and read-only
operations. In addition, we extended the node replication
approach to exploit operation commutativity using multi-
ple logs and concurrent replicas.

3. We evaluated NrOS on hosts with up to 4 NUMA nodes
running bare metal and in virtual machines, and we com-
pared its performance to that of Linux, sv6, and Barrelfish
on file system, address space, and application-level bench-
marks (LevelDB, memcached). NrOS largely outperforms
conventional OSes on read-heavy workloads and on con-
tending workloads thanks to its use of node replication.

NrOS1 and its node replication2 library are open source.

2 Background and Related Work

OS & Software Trends. Linux continues to be the prevalent
data center OS; it uses a monolithic kernel (Figure 1), which
shares all OS state and protects access using locks and other
synchronization primitives. Despite being widely used, this

1https://github.com/vmware-labs/node-replicated-kernel
2https://github.com/vmware/node-replication

model has multiple limitations. As the numbers of cores per
server keeps increasing, the performance and scalability of
the kernel are impacted. Its synchronization primitives, in par-
ticular, do not scale well to large numbers of cores. Moreover,
architectures such as non-uniform memory access (NUMA)
exacerbate scalability problems. With NUMA, each processor
has lower latency and higher bandwidth to its own local mem-
ory. This causes significant performance degradation when
state is shared across all processors [23].

The Linux community has reacted with point solutions
to these problems, optimizing performance through fine-
grained synchronization [31, 32, 36] or better locks/wait-
free data structures [51, 61, 73]. However, these solutions
have amplified the looming problem of complexity with
the monolithic design. Correct concurrency in the kernel
in the presence of fine-grained locking and lock-free data
structures is hard, and it is the source of many hard-to-find
bugs [26, 34, 37–39, 41, 47, 55, 79, 80].

For example, Linux has an entire class of bugs due to lock-
less access to lock-protected shared variables [2–4]. Use-
after-free bugs are also common in Linux due to improper
locking [5,6]. These are some of the many bugs that still exist
because of the heavy use of lockless or improper accesses
in the Linux kernel. Such bugs would be trivially avoided in
NrOS, which absolves the developer from reasoning about
fine-grained locking for concurrent data structures.

The OS research community has proposed new kernel mod-
els to address these limitations [22, 30, 70, 78]. In particular,
the multikernel model replicates kernel state and uses message
passing to communicate between replicas [17], but, a decade
after its introduction, multikernels have not seen widespread
adoption. In part, this is because cache coherence and shared
memory have not gone away (and probably will not in the
foreseeable future). For example, the Barrelfish multikernel
mainly uses point-to-point message passing channels between
the OS nodes, avoiding use of shared memory between cores
within the kernel altogether. Ultimately, this means the system
needs to use n2 messages to communicate between cores, and
each core must monitor n queues; this has little benefit to
offset its cost since many large groups of cores can already
communicate more efficiently via shared memory access to
a shared last-level cache. This also increases the number of
operations that must be coordinated across cores, and some
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operations require that all kernel nodes reach agreement. For
example, capability operations in Barrelfish require a blocking
two-phase protocol so complex that it is explicitly encoded as
a large state machine, and the full Barrelfish capability system
is about 8,000 lines of code not including the two domain-
specific languages used for RPCs and capability operations.
So, despite their scaling benefits, multikernels fail to exploit
the simplicity and performance of shared memory even when
it is efficient to do so.

Prior work has investigated approaches to combine the
monolithic and the multikernel models [16, 74] or to apply
replication for parts of the kernel [20,25,33,72]. Tornado [42]
and K42 [54] use clustered objects, which optimize shared
state through the use of partitioning and replication. More
recently, Mitosis [10] retrofitted the replication idea to page
table management in the Linux kernel, and showed benefits
for a wide variety of workloads. Implementing Mitosis re-
quired a major engineering effort to retrofit replication into a
conventional kernel design.

Our main observation is that shared memory can be used ju-
diciously with some replication to get the best of both worlds:
a simple, elegant and extensible model like the multikernel
that can run applications designed for a monolithic kernel.
Based on this observation, we propose the NRkernel, a new
multikernel model that replicates the kernel, but allows replica
sharing among cores, balancing performance and simplicity.

The NRkernel is inspired by NR (§2.1), and it has at its
core operation logs that provide linearizability. The logs act as
global broadcast message channels that eliminate the complex
state machine used by Barrelfish for consensus. What remains
are simple, single-threaded implementations of data structures
that apply updates from the shared log. Based on the NRkernel
model, we designed and implemented NrOS, a representative
system to evaluate its characteristics.
Hardware Trends. Two major hardware trends motivate the
NRkernel. First, shared memory is part of every system today,
and current hardware trends indicate that there will be some
form of memory sharing – not necessarily with global coher-
ence – available for many new heterogeneous components
and disaggregated architectures. The industry is working on
multiple specifications that will enable such sharing (e.g.,
CXL [71], CAPI [64], CCIX [1], Gen-Z [7]). While sharing
memory does not scale indefinitely as we add more cores, it
works more efficiently than passing messages among a lim-
ited number of cores [27]. In such a model, a shared log and
replication work well because the log can be accessed by all
independent entities connected over a memory bus.

Second, main memory capacities are growing [40] and are
expected to increase further with new 3D-stacked technolo-
gies [76] and the arrival of tiered memory systems comprising
various types of memory, such as DRAM and SCM. Amazon
already has offerings for servers with up to 24 TiB. Like other
systems [49, 68], the NRkernel leverages the abundance of
memory to improve performance with replication.

2.1 Node Replication (NR)

NR creates a linearizable NUMA-aware concurrent data struc-
ture from a sequential data structure [28]. NR replicates the
sequential data structure on each NUMA node, and it uses an
operation log to maintain consistency between the replicas.
Each replica benefits from read concurrency using a readers-
writer lock and from write concurrency using a technique
called flat combining. Flat combining batches operations from
multiple threads to be executed by a single thread (the com-
biner) per replica. This thread also appends the batched oper-
ations to the log using a single atomic operation for the entire
batch; other replicas read the log and update their local copy
of the structure with the logged operations.

NR relies on three main techniques to scale well:
(1) The operation log uses a circular buffer to represent the
abstract state of the concurrent data structure. Each entry in
the log represents a mutating operation, and the log ensures
a total order among them. The log tail gives the index to the
last operation added to the log. Each replica consumes the
log lazily and maintains a per-replica index into the log that
indicates which operations of the log have been executed on
its copy of the structure. The log is implemented as a circular
buffer of entries that are reused. NR cannot reuse entries that
have not been executed on all replicas. This means at least one
thread on each NUMA node must occasionally make progress
in executing operations on the data structure, otherwise the
log could fill up and block new mutating operations. Section 4
discusses how NrOS addresses this.
(2) Flat combining [44] in NR allows threads running on the
same NUMA node to share a replica, resulting in better cache
locality both from flat combining and from maintaining the
replica local to the node’s last-level cache. The combiner also
benefits from batching by allocating log space for all pending
operations at a replica with a single atomic instruction.
(3) The optimized readers-writer lock in NR is a writer-
preference variant of the distributed readers-writer lock [75]
that ensures correct synchronization between the combiner
and reader threads when accessing the sequential replica. This
lock lets readers access a local replica while the combiner is
adding a batch of operations to the log, increasing parallelism.

NR executes updates and reads differently:
A concurrent mutating operation (update) needs to ac-
quire the combiner lock on the local NUMA node to add
the operation to the log and to execute the operation against
the local replica. If the thread T executing this operation fails
to acquire it, another thread is the combiner for the replica
already, so T spin-waits to receive its operation’s result from
the existing combiner. If T acquires the lock, it becomes the
combiner. The combiner first flat combines all operations
from all threads that are concurrently waiting for their update
operations to be appended to the log with a single compare-
and-swap. Then, the combiner acquires the writer lock on
the local replica’s structure, and it sequentially executes all
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unexecuted update operations in the log on the structure in
order. For each executed operation, the combiner returns its
results to the waiting thread.
A concurrent non-mutating operation (read) can execute
on its thread’s NUMA-node-local replica without creating
a log entry. To ensure that the replica is not stale, it takes
a snapshot of the log tail when the operation begins, and it
waits until a combiner updates the replica past the observed
tail. If there is no combiner for the replica, the reading thread
becomes the combiner to update the replica before executing
its read operation.

NR simplifies concurrent data structure design by hiding
the complexities of synchronization behind the log abstraction.
NR works well on current systems because the operation log
is optimized for NUMA. We adopt NR’s NUMA-optimized
log design, but we use it to replicate kernel state.

Linearizable operation logs are ubiquitous in distributed
systems. For example, many protocols such as Raft [63],
Corfu [35], and Delos [15] use a log to simplify reaching
consensus and fault tolerance, as well as to scale out a single-
node implementation to multiple machines. Recently, the
same abstraction has been used to achieve good scalability
on large machines both in file systems [19] and general data
structures [24, 44, 52, 58, 69]. Concurrent work has developed
NUMA-aware data structures from persistent indexes [77].

2.2 NR Example

Listing 1 shows an example where a Rust standard hashmap is
replicated using NR. NRHashMap wraps an existing sequential
hashmap (line 2-4). Programs specify the read (line 7) and up-
date (line 10) operations for the structure and how each should
be executed at each replica (lines 20-31) by implementing the
Dispatch trait.

Listing 2 shows a program that creates a single NRHashMap
with two NR replicas that use a shared log to synchronize up-
date operations between them. The code creates a log (line 3)
which is used to create two replicas (lines 6-7). Finally, the
threads can register themselves with any replica and issue op-
erations against it (lines 14-15). NR supports any number of
replicas and threads; programs must specify a configuration
that is efficient for their structure and operations. For example,
NrOS allocates one replica per NUMA node, and each core
in a node registers with its NUMA-local replica in order to
benefit from locality.

3 Concurrent Node Replication (CNR)

For some OS subsystems with frequent mutating operations
(e.g., the file system) NR’s log and sequential replicas can
limit scalability. Multiple combiners from different replicas
can make progress in parallel, but write scalability can be
limited by appends to the single shared log and the per-replica

1 // Standard Rust hashmap node replicated to each NUMA node.
2 pub struct NRHashMap {
3 storage: HashMap<usize, usize>,
4 }
5

6 // NRHashMap has a Get(k) op that does not modify state.
7 pub enum HMReadOp { Get(usize) }
8

9 // NRHashMap has a Put(k,v) op that modifies replica state.
10 pub enum HMUpdateOp { Put(usize, usize) }
11

12 // The trait implementation describes how to execute each
13 // operation on the sequential structure at each replica.
14 impl Dispatch for NRHashMap {
15 type ReadOp = HMReadOp;
16 type UpdateOp = HMUpdateOp;
17 type Resp = Option<usize>;
18

19 // Execute non-mutating operations (Get).
20 fn dispatch(&self, op: Self::ReadOp) -> Self::Resp {
21 match op {
22 HMReadOp::Get(k) => self.storage.get(&k).map(|v| *v),
23 }
24 }
25

26 // Execute mutating operations (Put).
27 fn dispatch_mut(&mut self, op: Self::UpdateOp) ->

Self::Resp {
28 match op {
29 HMUpdateOp::Put(k, v) => self.storage.insert(k, v),
30 }
31 }
32 }

Listing 1: Single-threaded hashmap transformed using NR.

1 // Allocate an operation log to synchronize replicas.
2 let logsize = 2 * 1024 * 1024;
3 let log = Log::<<NRHashMap as

Dispatch>::UpdateOp>::new(logsize);
4

5 // Create two replicas of the hashmap (one per NUMA node).
6 let replica1 = Replica::<NRHashMap>::new(log);
7 let replica2 = Replica::<NRHashMap>::new(log);
8

9 // Register threads on one NUMA node with replica1.
10 let tid1 = replica1.register();
11 // Threads on other node register similarly with replica2.
12

13 // Issue Get and Put operations and await results.
14 let r = replica1.execute(HMReadOp::Get(1), tid1);
15 let r = replica1.execute_mut(HMUpdateOp::Put(1, 1), tid1);

Listing 2: Creating replicas and using NR.

readers-writer lock, which only allows one combiner to exe-
cute operations at a time within each replica.

To solve this, we extend NR to exploit operation commuta-
tivity present in many data structures [30,45]. Two operations
are commutative if executing them in either order leaves the
structure in the same abstract state. Otherwise, the opera-
tions are conflicting. Like NR, CNR replicates a data struc-
ture across NUMA nodes and maintains consistency between
replicas. However, CNR scales the single shared NR log to
multiple logs by assigning commutative operations to differ-
ent logs. Conflicting operations are assigned to the same log,
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which ensures they are ordered with respect to each other.
Also, CNR can use concurrent or partitioned data structures
for replicas, which allows multiple concurrent combiners on
each replica – one per shared log. This eliminates the per-
replica readers-writer lock and scales access to the structure.

CNR transforms an already concurrent data structure to
a NUMA-aware concurrent data structure. The original data
structure can be a concurrent (or partitioned) data structure
that works well for a small number of threads (4-8 threads)
within a single NUMA node. This data structure can be lock-
free or lock-based and may exhibit poor performance under
contention. CNR transforms such a concurrent data structure
to one that works well for a large number of threads (e.g., 100s
of threads) across NUMA nodes and is resilient to contention.

Similar to transactional boosting [45], CNR only considers
the abstract data type for establishing commutativity, not the
concrete data structure implementation. For example, con-
sider a concurrent hashmap with an insert(k, v) operation.
One might think that insert(k, v) and insert(k+1, v′) are not
commutative because they may conflict on shared memory
locations. However, the original data structure is concurrent
and already safely orders accesses to shared memory loca-
tions; hence, these operations commute for CNR and can be
safely executed concurrently.

CNR’s interface is nearly identical to NR’s interface, but
it introduces operation classes to express commutativity. Im-
plementers of a structure provide functions that CNR uses
to map each operation to an operation class. These functions
map conflicting operations to the same class, and each class
is mapped to a log. Hence, if two conflicting operations exe-
cute on the same NUMA node they are executed by the same
combiner, which ensures they are executed in order. In con-
trast, commutative operations can be executed by different
combiners and can use different shared logs, allowing them
to be executed concurrently.

Overall, CNR increases parallelism within each NUMA
node by using a concurrent replica with multiple combiners,
and it increases parallelism across NUMA nodes by using
multiple (mostly) independent shared logs. However, ulti-
mately every update operation must be executed at all replicas;
hence, it comes at a cost, and it cannot scale update throughput
beyond that of a single NUMA node. We refer to the general
mechanism of replicating a data structure using operation logs
as NR; when we need to explicitly distinguish cases that rely
on a concurrent data structure with multiple logs (rather than
a sequential one with a single log) we use the term CNR.

3.1 CNR Example

The code to use CNR to scale Put throughput for a repli-
cated hashmap is almost identical to the example given in
Section 2.2; it only changes in two ways. First, the structure
embedded in each replica must be thread-safe, since (commu-
tative) operations are executed on it concurrently, i.e., it must

1 impl LogMapper for HMUpdateOp {
2 fn hash(&self, nlogs: usize, logs: Vec<usize>) {
3 logs.clear();
4 match self {
5 HMUpdateOp::Put(key, _v) => logs.push(*key % nlogs),
6 }
7 }
8 }

Listing 3: LogMapper implementation for update operations.

implement Rust’s Sync trait. This creates a subtle, mostly
inconsequential, distinction in CNR’s Dispatch trait because
a mutable reference is not required to execute an operation
on the structure; hence, Listing 1 line 27 would read &self
rather than &mut self.

Second, CNR uses multiple logs to scale update operations;
programs must indicate which operations commute so CNR
can distribute commuting operations among logs. To do this,
programs implement the LogMapper trait for their update
operations (Listing 3). The program must implement this
trait for read operations as well. Get and Put operations on
a hashmap commute unless they affect the same key, so this
example maps all operations with a common key hash to the
same class and log. CNR also allows passing multiple logs to
the replicas; otherwise, its use is similar to Listing 2. Some
operations may conflict with operations in multiple classes,
which we discuss in the next section, so a LogMapper may
map a single operation to more than one class/log.

3.2 Multi-log Scan Operations

In addition to read and update operation types, CNR adds
a scan operation type, instances of which belong to more
than one operation class. These are operations that conflict
with many other operations. Often these are operations that
involve the shape of the structure or that need a stable view of
many elements of it. Examples include returning the count of
elements in a structure, hashmap bucket array resizing, range
queries, or, in our case, path resolution and directory traversal
for file system open, close, and rename operations. If these
operations were assigned to a single class, all other operations
would need to be in the same class, eliminating any benefit
from commutativity.

Scan operations conflict with multiple operation classes,
so they must execute over a consistent state of the replica
with respect to all of the classes and logs involved in the scan
obtained after its invocation. To obtain this consistent state,
the thread performing the scan creates an atomic snapshot
at the tails of the logs involved in the operation. Then, the
replica used by the scan needs to be updated exactly up to
the snapshot without exceeding it (unlike NR read operations,
which can update past the read thread’s observed log tail).

Hence, there are two challenges that CNR needs to solve
for a correct scan operation: (1) obtaining the atomic snapshot
of the log tails while other threads might be updating the logs;
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and (2) ensuring that the replica is updated exactly up to the
observed atomic snapshot.

The problem of obtaining an atomic snapshot is well-
studied in concurrent computing [11, 14, 56]. Unlike prior
solutions, which are wait-free, we designed a simple, block-
ing solution that works well in practice and addresses both of
the above challenges simultaneously. The scan thread inserts
the operation into all of the logs associated with the scan’s
operation classes. To ensure that two threads concurrently
inserting scan operations do not cause a deadlock by insert-
ing the operations in a different order on different logs, each
thread must acquire and hold a scan-lock while inserting a
scan operation in the logs that participate in the operation’s
atomic snapshot. Update threads can continue to insert their
operations into the logs after the unfinished scan and without
holding the scan-lock. These operations will be correctly lin-
earized after the scan. Update threads from the same replica
as the scan block when they encounter a colocated unfinished
scan. With updates blocked on the replica, the scan thread
can proceed to execute the operation on the replica once the
replica is updated up to the scan’s log entries (either by the
scan thread or by combiners). After the scan has been exe-
cuted at that replica, blocked threads at the replica continue
with their updates.

Similar to NR read and update operations, scan operations
can be of type scan-update (if the scan modifies the data
structure) or scan-read (if it does not). With a scan-read op-
eration, the operation only needs to be performed once at
the replica where it was invoked; the other replicas ignore
log entries for scan-read operations. Like update operations,
scan-update operations must affect all replicas, but they must
also be executed at each replica only when the replica is at a
consistent state for that scan operation. The first combiner that
encounters the scan-update operation on a replica acquires all
necessary combiner locks, updates the replica to the consis-
tent state, and executes the scan, just as is done on the replica
where the scan was initiated.

Scan operations incur higher overhead than other opera-
tions, and their cost depends on how many operation classes
they conflict with. In our experience, scan operations are
rare, so CNR is carefully designed so that scans absorb the
overhead while leaving the code paths for simpler and more
frequent (read and update) operations efficient.

4 NrOS Design

We designed and implemented NrOS, a representative sys-
tem for the NRkernel. The overall NrOS kernel as a whole
is designed around per-NUMA node kernel replicas that en-
capsulate the state of most of its standard kernel subsystems.
Kernel operations access the local replica, and state inside
replicas is modified and synchronized with one another using
NR, so cross-node communication is minimized (Figure 2).
The collective set of kernel replicas act as a multikernel.
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Figure 2: NrOS overview. A per-NUMA-node kernel replica ser-
vices syscalls on cores on that node. Operations read local replica
state; state mutating operations are replicated via NR data structures
and are executed at all replicas. Each replica flat combines operations
from all cores within a NUMA node, efficiently appending them
to one (for NR) or multiple (for CNR) logs. Operations block until
completion, ensuring linearizability.

Here, we describe the design of three of NrOS’s major
subsystems; all of them are replicated via NR:
NR-vMem (§4.2): A virtual memory system that replicates
per-process page mapping metadata and hardware page ta-
bles for a given process.

NR-FS (§4.3): An in-memory file system that, by design,
replicates all metadata and file contents.

NR-Scheduler (§4.4): A process manager that loads and
spawns ELF binaries with replicated (read-only) ELF sec-
tions and makes global scheduling decisions.

In userspace, NrOS runs native NrOS programs or POSIX
programs that are linked against NetBSD libOS components
(§5). The libOS uses system calls for memory, process man-
agement, and file system operations. This approach can run
many POSIX applications like memcached (§6.3.3), Redis,
and LevelDB (§6.2.2), though it lacks fork and some other
functionality which it would need for full POSIX support. If a
process wants to write to a file or map a page, it traps into the
kernel and enqueues an operation against its local replica file
system or process structure and blocks until the request com-
pletes before returning from the syscall. Operations that must
modify state acquire a local writer lock (if the data structure
is not using CNR) before applying the operation directly. If
the lock is contended, the operation is enqueued in the local
flat combining buffer, then it waits until the current combiner
within the node applies the operation. The logs make sure
that all modifications to the state of all of the above compo-
nents are replicated to the other kernel replicas through NR.
Operations that only read replica state first ensure the local
replica is up-to-date by applying any new operations from the
NR log (if needed), and then reading from the local replica.

The kernel is also responsible for physical memory man-
agement, interrupt routing and PCI pass-through (network
I/O is done directly by processes). These subsystems are not
replicated using NR. Devices and interrupts are functional,
but their details are outside of the scope of this paper. The
full functionality provided by the kernel can be best com-
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pared with a lightweight hypervisor which runs processes as
containerized/isolated applications using the libOS.
NRkernel Principles. Overall NrOS represents a new point
in the multikernel design space we call the NRkernel model,
which is encapsulated by three key principles.
(1) Combining replicated and shared state. Multikernels
like Barrelfish rely on per-core replicas which are pro-
hibitively expensive; NRkernels strike a balance by maintain-
ing a kernel replica per NUMA node; within a NUMA node
cores share access to their NUMA-local replica. This maxi-
mizes the benefit of shared last-level caches while eliminating
slow cross-NUMA node memory accesses. With per-NUMA-
node replicas, memory consumption grows with the number
of NUMA nodes rather than the number of cores.
(2) Replica consistency via an operation log. Unlike multi-
kernels’ expensive use of message passing between all pairs
of cores, in NRkernels kernel replicas efficiently synchronize
with shared operation logs; logging scales within a NUMA
node using flat combining to batch operations across cores.
The logs encode all state-changing operations for each subsys-
tem, and ensure replica consistency while hiding the details
of architecture-specific performance optimizations.
(3) Compiler-enforced memory and concurrency safety.
Rust’s compile-time memory-safety and thread-safety guar-
antees are easy to extend to a kernel’s NR implementation.
Its segregation of mutating and non-mutating references en-
sures correct, efficient code is generated where each kernel
operation safely accesses the local replica when possible or is
logged to synchronize replicas. Rust’s Send and Sync anno-
tations for types are a helpful mechanism to prevent putting
data structures on the log that have meaning only on a local
core (e.g., a userspace pointer) and prevents them from ever
being accessed by another core due to flat combining.

Encapsulating concurrency concerns in a single library
with compiler-checked guarantees ensures most operations
scale without concerns about subtle concurrency bugs. Having
NR isolated in a single logical library also makes it easier to
reason about concurrency correctness. For instance, in future
work we plan to formally verify the NR mechanism, which
would guarantee correct translation for any data structure that
leverages NR for concurrency. Contrast this with a traditional
kernel such as Linux, where bugs can be introduced not only
in the lock library implementation (such as RCU) but espe-
cially in the way the rest of the kernel uses the library; only in
2019 did kernel developers consolidate the Linux RCU library
to prevent users from mismatching locking calls [8, 59].

In the remainder of this section, we describe NrOS’s sub-
systems, which demonstrate these principles and resolve the
challenges of putting them into practice.

4.1 Physical Memory Management
Physical memory allocation and dynamic memory allocation
for kernel data structures are the two basic subsystems that

do not use NR. Replicated subsystems often require physi-
cal frames, but that allocation operation itself should not be
replicated. For example, when installing a mapping in a page
table, each page table entry should refer to the same physical
page frame on all replicas (though, each replica should have
its own page tables). If allocator state were replicated, each
allocation operation would be repeated on each replica, break-
ing this. As a result, some syscalls in NrOS must be handled
in two steps. For example, when installing a page, the page is
allocated up front, outside of NR, and a pointer to it is passed
as an argument to the NR operation. This also helps with per-
formance; zeroing a page is slow, and it can be done before
the replicated NR operation is enqueued. Operations from a
log are applied serially at each replica, so this optimization
eliminates head-of-line-blocking on zeroing.

At boot time, the affinity for memory regions is identi-
fied, and memory is divided into per-NUMA node caches
(NCache). The NCache statically partitions memory further
into two classes of 4 KiB and 2 MiB frames. Every core has a
local cache TCache of 4 KiB and 2 MiB frames for fast, no-
contention allocation when it contains the requested frame
size. If it is empty, it refills from its local NCache. Similar to
slab allocators [21], NrOS TCache and NCache implement a
cache frontend and backend that controls the flow between
TCaches and NCaches.

Unlike Barrelfish or seL4 [53] where all dynamic memory
management is externalized to userspace, NrOS makes use of
dynamic memory allocation in the kernel. For arbitrary-sized
allocations, NrOS implements a simple, scalable allocator
with per-core, segregated free lists of 2 MiB or 4 KiB frames.
Each frame is divided into smaller, equal-sized objects. A bit
field tracks per-object allocations within a frame.

Since NrOS is implemented in Rust, memory management
is greatly simplified by relying on the compiler to track the
lifetime of allocated objects. This eliminates a large class
of bugs (use-after-free, uninitialized memory, etc.), but the
kernel still has to explicitly handle running out of memory.
NrOS uses fallible allocations to handle out-of-memory errors
gracefully by returning an error to applications.

However, handling out-of-memory errors in presence of
replicated data structures becomes challenging: Allocations
that happen to store replicated state must be deterministic
(e.g., they should either succeed on all replicas or none). Oth-
erwise, the replicas would end up in an inconsistent state if
after executing an operation, some replicas had successful
and some had unsuccessful allocations. Making sure that all
replicas always have equal amounts of memory available is
infeasible because every replica replicates at different times,
and allocations can happen on other cores for outside of NR.
We solve this problem in NrOS by requiring that all memory
allocations for state within node replication or CNR must go
through a deterministic allocator. In the deterministic alloca-
tor, the first replica that reaches an allocation request allocates
memory on behalf of all other replicas too. The deterministic
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allocator remembers the results temporarily, until they are
picked up by the other replicas which are running behind. If
an allocation for any of the replica fails, the leading replica
will enqueue the error for all replicas to ensure that all replicas
always see the same result. Allocators in NrOS are chainable,
and it is sufficient for the deterministic allocator to be any-
where in the chain so it doesn’t necessarily have to be invoked
for every fine-grained allocation request. Our implementation
leverages the custom allocator feature in Rust, which lets us
override the default heap allocator with specialized allocators
for individual data structures.

4.2 Virtual Memory Management

NrOS relies on the MMU for isolation. Like most conven-
tional virtual memory implementations, NrOS uses a per-
process mapping database (as a B-Tree) to store frame map-
pings which is used to construct the process’s hardware page
tables. NrOS currently does not support demand paging. Due
to increased memory capacities, we did not deem demand
paging an important feature for demonstrating our prototype.
Both the B-Tree and the hardware page tables are simple,
sequential data structures that are wrapped behind the node
replication interface for concurrency and replication. There-
fore, the mapping database and page tables are replicated
on every NUMA node, forming the NR-vMem subsystem.
NR-vMem exposes the following mutating operations for
a process to modify its address space: MapFrame (to insert
a mapping); Unmap (to remove mappings); and Adjust (to
change permissions of a mapping). NR-vMem also supports
a non-mutating Resolve operation (that advances the local
replica and queries the address space state).

There are several aspects of NR-vMem’s design that are
influenced by its integration with node replication.

For example, NR-vMem has to consider out-of-band read
accesses by cores’ page table walkers. Normally a read op-
eration would go through the node replication interface, en-
suring replay of all outstanding operations from the log first.
However, a hardware page table walker does not have this
capability. A race arises if a process maps a page on core X
of replica A and core Y of replica B accesses that mapping
in userspace before replica B has applied the update. Luckily,
this can be handled since it generates a page fault. In order to
resolve this race, the page fault handler advances the replica
by issuing a Resolve operation on the address space to find
the corresponding mapping of the virtual address generating
the fault. If a mapping is found, the process can be resumed
since the Resolve operation will apply outstanding opera-
tions. If no mapping is found, the access was an invalid read
or write by the process.
Unmap or Adjust (e.g., removing or modifying page table

entries) requires the OS to flush TLB entries on cores where
the process is active to ensure TLB coherence. This is typi-
cally done in software by the OS (and commonly referred to

as performing a TLB “shootdown”). The initiator core starts
by enqueuing the operation for the local replica. After node
replication returns it knows that the unmap (or adjust) opera-
tion has been performed at least against the local page table
replica and that it is enqueued as a future operation on the
log for other replicas. Next, it sends inter-processor interrupts
(IPIs) to trigger TLB flushes on all cores running the corre-
sponding process. As part of the IPI handler the cores first
acknowledge the IPI to the initiator. Next, they advance their
local replica to execute outstanding log operations (which
forces the unmap/adjust if it was not already applied). Then,
they poll a per-core message queue to get information about
the regions that need to be flushed. Finally, they perform the
TLB invalidation. Meanwhile the initiator invalidates its own
TLB entries, and then it waits for all acknowledgments from
the other cores before it returns to userspace. This shootdown
protocol incorporates some of the optimizations described in
Amit et al. [12]; it uses the cluster mode of the x86 interrupt
controller to broadcast IPIs up to 16 CPUs simultaneously,
and acknowledgments are sent to the initiator as soon as pos-
sible when the IPI is received (this is safe since flushing is
done in a non-interruptible way).

4.3 File System

File systems are essential for serving configuration files and
data to processes. NR-FS adds an in-memory file system
to NrOS that supports some standard POSIX file operations
(open, pread, pwrite, close, etc.). NR-FS tracks files and
directories by mapping each path to an inode number and
then mapping each inode number to an in-memory inode.
Each inode holds either directory or file metadata and a list
of file pages. The entire data structure is wrapped by node
replication for concurrent access and replication.

There are three challenges for implementing a file system
with node replication. First, historically POSIX read opera-
tions mutate kernel state (e.g., file descriptor offsets). State
mutating operations in node replication must be performed at
each replica serially, which would eliminate all concurrency
for file system operations. Fortunately, file descriptor offsets
are implemented in the userspace libOS, and all NrOS file
system calls are implemented with positional reads and writes
(pread/pwrite), which do not update offsets. This lets NR-FS
apply read operations as concurrent, non-mutating operations.

Second, each file system operation can copy large amounts
of data with a single read or write operation. The size of the
log is limited, so we do not copy the contents into it. Instead
we allocate the kernel-side buffers for these operations and
places references to the buffers in the log. These buffers are
deallocated once all replicas have applied the operation.

Third, processes supply the buffer for writes, which can
be problematic for replication. If a process changes a buffer
during the execution of a write operation, it could result in
inconsistencies in file contents since replicas could copy data
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into the file from the buffer at different times. In NR-FS the
write buffer is copied to kernel memory beforehand. This
also solves another problem with flat combining: cores are as-
signed to processes (§4.4) and any core within a replica could
apply an operation, but a particular core may not be in the
process’s address space. Copying the data to kernel memory
before enqueuing the operation ensures that the buffer used
in the operation is not modified during copies and is readable
by all cores without address space changes.

4.3.1 Scaling NR-FS Writes

NR-FS optimizes reads so that many operations avoid the
log, but other operations (write, link, unlink, etc.) must
always be logged. This is efficient when these operations
naturally contend with one another since they must serialize
anyway and can benefit from flat combining. However, some-
times applications work independently and concurrently on
different regions of the file system. For those workloads, node
replication would be a limiting bottleneck as it unnecessarily
serializes those operations.

To solve this, we developed CNR (§3). CNR uses the same
approach to replication as node replication, but it divides com-
mutative mutating operations among multiple logs with a
combiner per log to scale performance. Others have observed
the benefits of exploiting commutativity in syscalls and file
systems [19, 30, 60], and CNR lets NR-FS make similar op-
timizations. CNR naturally scales operations over multiple
combiners per NUMA node under low contention workloads
that mutate state, and it seamlessly transitions to use a single
combiner when operations contend.

Augmenting NR-FS to use CNR mainly requires imple-
menting the LogMapper trait that indicates which log(s) an
operation should serialize in (Listing 3). NR-FS hash parti-
tions files by inode number, so operations associated with
different files are appended to different logs and applied in
parallel.

Some operations like rename may affect inodes in multi-
ple partitions. Our current version of NR-FS handles this by
serializing these operations with operations on all logs as a
scan-update (§3.2). Using scans ensures that if the effect of
any cross-partition operation (like rename) could have been
observed by an application, then all operations that were ap-
pended subsequently to any log linearize after it (external
consistency). We plan to experiment in the future with more
sophisticated approaches that avoid serializing all operations
with every such cross-partition operation.

4.4 Process Management and Scheduling

Process management for userspace programs in NrOS is in-
spired by Barrelfish’s “dispatchers” and the “Hart” core ab-
straction in Lithe [65] with scheduler activations [13] as a
notification mechanism.

In NrOS, the kernel-level scheduler (NR-Scheduler) is a
coarse-grained scheduler that allocates CPUs to processes.
Processes make system calls to request for more cores and to
give them up. The kernel notifies processes of core allocations
and deallocations via upcalls. To run on a core, a process
allocates executor objects (i.e., the equivalent of a “kernel”
thread) that are used to dispatch a given process on a CPU.
An executor mainly consists of two userspace stacks (one
for the upcall handler and one for the initial stack) and a
region to save CPU registers and other metadata. Executors
are allocated lazily but a process keeps a per-NUMA-node
cache to reuse them over time.

In the process, a userspace scheduler reacts to upcalls in-
dicating the addition or removal of a core, and it makes fine-
grained scheduling decisions by dispatching threads accord-
ingly. This design means that the kernel is only responsible
for coarse-grained scheduling decisions, and it implements a
global policy of core allocation to processes.

NR-Scheduler uses a sequential hash table wrapped with
node replication to map each process id to a process structure
and to map process executors to cores. It has operations to cre-
ate or destroy a process, to allocate and deallocate executors
for a process, and to obtain an executor for a given core.

Process creation must create a new address space, parse
the program’s ELF headers, allocate memory for program
sections, and relocate symbols in memory. A naive imple-
mentation might apply those operations on all replicas using
node replication, but this would be incorrect. It is safe to in-
dependently create a separate read-only program section (like
.text) for the process by performing an operation at each
of the replicas. However, this would not work for writable
sections (like .data), since having independent allocations
per replica would break the semantics of shared memory in
the process. Furthermore, we need to agree on a common
virtual address for the start of the ELF binary, so position
independent code is loaded at the same offset in every replica.

As a result of this, process creation happens in two stages,
where operations that cannot be replicated are done in ad-
vance. The ELF program file must be parsed up front to find
the writable sections, to allocate memory for them, and to
relocate entries in them. After that, these pre-loaded physi-
cal frames and their address space offsets are passed to the
replicated NR-Scheduler create-process operation. Within
each replica, the ELF file is parsed again to load and relocate
the read-only program sections and to map the pre-allocated
physical frames for the writable sections.

Removing a process deletes and deallocates the process at
every replica, but it also must halt execution on every core cur-
rently allocated to the process. Similar to TLB shootdowns,
this is done with inter-processor interrupts and per-core mes-
sage queues to notify individual cores belonging to a replica.
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4.5 Log Garbage Collection

As described in Section 2.1, operation logs are circular buffers,
which fixes the memory footprint of node replication. How-
ever, entries can only be overwritten once they have been
applied at all replicas; progress in applying entries at a replica
can become slow if operations are rare at that replica (e.g., if
cores at one replica spend all of their time in userspace).

NrOS solves this in two ways. First, if a core at one replica
cannot append new operations because another replica is lag-
ging in applying operations, then it triggers an IPI to a core
associated with the lagging replica. When the core receives
the IPI, it immediately applies pending log operations to its
local replica, unblocking the stalled append operation at the
other replica. On initialization, NrOS provides a callback to
the node replication library that it can use to trigger an IPI;
the library passes in the id of the slow replica and the id of the
log that is low on space. Second, frequent IPIs are expensive,
so NrOS tries to avoid them by proactively replicating when
cores are idle. So long as some core at each replica sometimes
has no scheduled executor, IPIs are mostly avoided.

Finally, some operations hold references to data outside
of the log that may need to be deallocated after an operation
has been applied at all replicas (e.g., buffers that hold data
from file system writes). If deallocation of these resources
is deferred until a log entry is overwritten, then large pools
of allocated buffers can build up, hurting locality and putting
pressure on caches and TLBs. To more eagerly release such
resources, these references embed a reference count initialized
to the number of replicas, which is decremented each time
the operation is applied at a replica; when the count reaches
zero, the resource is released.

5 Implementation

We implemented NrOS from scratch in Rust; it currently
targets the x86-64 platform. It also has basic support for Unix
as a target platform, which allows kernel subsystems to be run
within a Linux process and helps support unit testing. The core
kernel consists of 11k lines of code with 16k additional lines
for kernel libraries (bootloader, drivers, memory management,
and platform specific code factored out from the core kernel
into libraries). In the entire kernel codebase, 3.6% of lines
are within Rust unsafe blocks (special blocks that forego
the compiler’s strong memory- and thread-safety guarantees).
Most of this unsafe code casts and manipulates raw memory
(e.g., in memory allocators or device drivers), a certain amount
of which is unavoidable in kernel code.
Node Replication. We implemented node replication in Rust
as a portable library totaling 3.4k lines of code (5% in unsafe
blocks). We made some notable changes to the state-of-the-
art node replication design [28] and built CNR on top of
it. Specifically, our implementation relies on Rust’s generic
types, making it easy to lift arbitrary, sequentially-safe Rust

Name Memory Nodes/Cores/Threads
2×14 Skylake 192 GiB 2x14x2 Xeon Gold 5120
4×24 Cascade 1470 GiB 4x24x2 Xeon Gold 6252

Table 1: Architectural details of our evaluation platforms.

structures into node-replicated, concurrent structures. This is
done by implementing the Dispatch interface in Listing 1.

Userspace Library. NrOS provides a userspace runtime sup-
port library (vibrio) for applications. It contains wrapper func-
tions for kernel system calls, a dynamic memory manager, and
a cooperative scheduler that supports green threads and stan-
dard synchronization primitives (condition variables, mutexes,
readers-writer locks, semaphores, etc.).

This library also implements hypercall interfaces for link-
ing against rumpkernels (a NetBSD-based library OS) [50].
This allows NrOS to run many POSIX programs. rumpkernel
provides libc and libpthread which, in turn, use vibrio for
scheduling and memory management through the hypercall
interface. The hypercall interface closely matches the refer-
ence implementation of the rumprun-unikernel project [9];
however, some significant changes were necessary to make
the implementation multi-core aware. The multi-core aware
implementation was inspired by LibrettOS [62].

The NrOS kernel itself does not do any I/O, but it abstracts
interrupt management (using I/O APIC, xAPIC and x2APIC
drivers) and offers MMIO PCI hardware passthrough to appli-
cations. Applications can rely on the rump/NetBSD network
or storage stack and its device drivers for networking and
disk access (supporting various NIC models and AHCI based
disks). The I/O architecture is similar to recent proposals for
building high performance userspace I/O stacks [18, 66].

6 Evaluation

This section answers the following questions experimentally:

• How does NrOS’s design compare against monolithic
and multikernel operating systems?
• What is the latency, memory and replication mechanism

trade-off in NrOS’ design compared to others?
• Does NrOS’s design matter for applications?

We perform our experiments on the two machines given
in Table 1. For the Linux results, we used Ubuntu version
19.10 with kernel version 5.3.0. If not otherwise indicated,
we did not observe significantly different results between the
two machines and omit the graphs for space reasons. We
pinned benchmark threads to physical cores and disabled
hyperthreads. Turbo boost was enabled for the experiments.
If not otherwise indicated we show bare-metal results.
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Figure 3: NR-FS read/write scalability for write ratios 0%, 10%,
60% and 100% with 1 or 24 files on 4×24 Cascade.

6.1 Baseline Node Replication Performance

We have extensively tested our Rust-based NR library in
userspace on Linux using a variety of structures to compare
its performance with the existing state-of-the-art NR imple-
mentation [28] and with other optimized concurrent structures.
We omit these results as they are orthogonal to NrOS’s contri-
butions, but we summarize a few key results when comparing
with RCU which is the most relevant comparison for NrOS.

We tested scaling a hash table on 4×24 Cascade, NR (just
wrapping the unmodified, sequential HashMap from the Rust
standard library as shown in Listing 1) outperforms other
concurrent hash maps written in Rust and the urcu library’s
read-modify-write-based hash table. With 0% updates, urcu
and node replication scale linearly, but urcu lags behind; NR
achieves perfect NUMA locality by replicating the hash table.
The NR hash table also stores elements in-place, whereas
urcu stores a pointer to each element, leading to an additional
de-reference. This is inherent in the urcu design since ele-
ments are deallocated by the last reader. In short, for read-only
workloads, NR performs about twice as well as urcu, which is
the next fastest approach we tested. Even with any fraction of
read operations it performs strictly better at scale. However,
we find that urcu can outperform NR when reads and writes
are split between threads rather than when reads and writes
are mixed on every thread. This is because RCU allows read-
ers to proceed without any synchronization overhead whereas
node replication must acquire the local reader lock.

6.2 NR-FS

We evaluate NR-FS performance by studying the impact of
issuing read and write operations to files using a low-level
microbenchmark and a LevelDB application benchmark.

6.2.1 Microbenchmark: NR-FS vs tmpfs

In this benchmark, we are interested in the file operation
throughput while varying cores, files and the read/write ra-
tio. We pre-allocate files of 256 MiB upfront. Each core then
accesses exactly one file, and each file is shared by an equal
number of cores when the number of cores exceeds the num-
ber of files. The cores either read or write a 1 KiB block in
the file uniformly at random. This general access pattern is
typical for many databases or storage systems [43, 46]. We
compare against the Linux’s (in-memory) tmpfs to minimize
persistence overhead [23].

Figure 3 shows the achieved throughput for write ratios 0%,
10%, 60%, and 100%, while increasing the number of cores
(x-axis). The left graphs measured the throughout if a single
file is read from/written to concurrently. With WR = 0%, NR-
FS achieves∼40× better read performance at max. utilization.
This increase is due to replication of the file system and mak-
ing reads an immutable operation; largely the benefit comes
from higher available memory bandwidth (4×24 Cascade has
88 GiB/s local vs. 16 GiB/s remote read bandwidth). How-
ever, replication increases the memory consumption signifi-
cantly; for 24 files, each 256 MiB, tmpfs uses 6.1 GiB (6 GiB
data and 0.1 GiB metadata) as compared to 24.1 GiB (24 GiB
data and 0.1 GiB metadata) for NR-FS. For higher write ra-
tios, tmpfs starts higher as NR-FS performs an additional
copy from user to kernel memory to ensure replica consis-
tency (Section 4.3) and its write is likely not as optimized as
the Linux codebase. However, the tmpfs throughput drops
sharply at the first NUMA node boundary due to contention
and increased cache coherence traffic. For WR = 100%, NR-
FS performs ∼2× better than tmpfs at max. utilization.

Discussion: With the Intel architectures used in our setting,
single file access generally outperforms Linux as soon as the
file size exceeds the combined L3 size of all NUMA nodes
(128 MiB on 4×24 Cascade). A remote L3 access on the same
board is usually faster than a remote DRAM access; therefore,
replication plays a smaller role in this case. As long as the
file fits in L3 or the combined L3 capacity, NR-FS has on-par
or slightly worse performance than tmpfs. NR-FS gains its
advantage by trading memory for better performance.

The right side of the figure shows the less contended case
where the cores are assigned to 24 files in a round-robin
fashion (at 96 cores, each file is shared by four cores). For
WR = 0%, NR-FS performs around 4× better than tmpfs
due to node local accesses from the local replica. For higher
write ratios (60%, 100%), tmpfs performs better than NR-FS
on the first NUMA node. On top of the additional copy, the
major reason for the overhead here is that intermediate buffers
for writes in NR-FS remain in the log until all replicas have
applied the operation. This results in a larger working set and
cache footprint for writes than tmpfs, which can reuse the
same buffers after every operation. We empirically verified
that this is the case by making the block size smaller; with
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Figure 4: LevelDB readrandom throughput on 2×14 Skylake.

this change the performance discrepancy between tmpfs and
NR-FS disappears.

After the first NUMA node, tmpfs throughput degrades
due to contention, and cross-node memory accesses. NR-FS
manages to keep the same performance as a single NUMA
node. At cores = 96 both systems have similar throughput,
but NR-FS actively replicates all writes on all 4 nodes. We
omit the results using 2 to 23 files because the trend is the
same: NR-FS performs much better for read-heavy workloads
and the same or better for write-heavy operations. On 4×24
Cascade with 24 logs and WR = 100%, NR-FS scalability
stops for this benchmark with more than 24 files because of
the additional CPU cycles required for active replication of
all writes, the observed throughput remains constant instead.

Impact of multiple logs: Figure 3 shows the advantages
of using CNR over node replication for less contended, write-
intensive workloads. As discussed in (§2.1), the write perfor-
mance for node replication data structures is often limited by
a single combiner per replica. While it is certainly possible to
build compound structures using multiple node replication in-
stances (e.g., one per file), this is typically too fine-grained, as
often we have much less compute cores than files. We resolve
this issue with our CNR (§3) scheme. A CNR based NR-FS
performs 8× better (for wr = 100) than a node replication
based NR-FS while preserving read performance.

6.2.2 LevelDB Application Benchmark

To evaluate the impact of the NR-FS design on real applica-
tions we use LevelDB, a widely used key-value store. Lev-
elDB relies on the file system to store and retrieve its data,
which makes it an ideal candidate for evaluating NR-FS. We
use a key size of 16 Bytes and a value size of 64 KiB. We
load 50K key-value pairs for a total database size of 3 GiB,
which LevelDB stores in 100 files.

NR-FS outperforms tmpfs when running LevelDB. Fig-
ure 4 shows LevelDB throughput when running its included
readrandom benchmark while varying core count. After
cores = 12, contention on a mutex within LevelDB begins to
affect the scalability of both systems. At cores = 28, LevelDB
on NrOS has 1.33x higher throughput than on Linux.
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Figure 5: NrOS page insertion throughput on 4×24 Cascade in
comparison with other OSes.

6.3 NR-vMem

We evaluate the performance of NR-vMem with microbench-
marks that stress the address-space data structures under con-
tention, and exercise the respective TLB shootdown protocols
on different operating systems. Finally, we measure the im-
pact of page table replication with memcached.

6.3.1 Map Performance

For this benchmark we compare NrOS against Linux, sv6,
and Barrelfish. We allocate a backing memory object (e.g., a
physical memory region on NrOS, a shared memory object
on Linux, a physical frame referenced by a capability on
Barrelfish, and a memory-backed file on sv6) and repeatedly
map the same memory object into the virtual address space
of the process. The benchmark focuses on synchronization
overheads; it creates the mapping and updates bookkeeping
information without allocating new backing memory.

We evaluate a partitioned scenario where each thread cre-
ates new mappings in its own address space region (the only
comparison supported by all OSes). We ensure that page ta-
bles are created with the mapping request by supplying the
appropriate flags. sv6 does not support MAP_POPULATE, so
we force a page fault to construct the mapping. We show
throughput of the benchmark in Figure 5.

NR-vMem wraps the entire address space behind a single
instance of node replication, therefore it does not scale even
for disjoint regions. As this benchmark consists of 100%
mutating operations, it has constant throughput – similar to the
other benchmarks it remains stable under heavy contention.

Linux is very similar to NR-vMem in its design (apart from
missing replication). It uses a red-black tree to keep track of
mappings globally. For each iteration of the benchmark, a new
mapping has to be inserted into the tree and afterwards the
page fault handler is called by mmap to force the population
of the page table. The entire tree is protected by a global lock
and therefore performance decreases sharply under contention.
The single-threaded performance of Linux VMA is slightly
better than NR-vMem which has still room for improvement:
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Figure 6: Virtual memory operation (map and unmap) observed latency distributions.

For example, our current implementation zeroes page tables
while holding the combiner lock.

Barrelfish (git revision 06a9f5) tracks resources with a
distributed, partitioned capability system. Updating a page
table and allocating new memory corresponds to a capability
operation, which may require agreement among the multiker-
nel nodes. The Barrelfish memory management code shares a
capability to the top level page table and statically partitions
the virtual address space of a process (e.g., a core has only
capabilities to its own partition which only it can modify).
So, inserts to private regions do not require any agreement.
Furthermore, this design uses a single page table per process
in the system; therefore, there is no overhead to synchronize
replicated state.

For good scalability, we eliminated the use of O(n) linked-
list operations for the address-space meta-data tracking of the
OS. Once we fixed those issues, Barrelfish throughput scaled
with a sub-linear factor. Concurrent updates to the same par-
tition from multiple cores are not supported. This could be
implemented with delegation, by using the provided messag-
ing infrastructure in the library OS and capability operations.

sv6 (git revision 9271b3f) uses a radix tree data struc-
ture [29] for its mapping database. It is able to apply fine-
grained locking for non-overlapping regions of the address
space by atomically setting bits at each level in the radix tree.
Compared to all evaluated systems, sv6 performs best for
disjoint regions with near-linear scalability. A potential down-
side is the memory overhead, since sv6 replicates page tables
on every core. It mitigates this issue with lazy construction of
page tables and discarding them under memory pressure.

CNR-vMem. While NR-vMem does not scale as well as
sv6 or Barrelfish for mappings in disjoint regions, it keeps
a relatively complex interaction of multiple data structures
as entirely single-threaded code. If better scalability is de-
sired, we can scale NR-vMem updates by using CNR. Similar
to Barrelfish, CNR-vMem partitions the address space into
512 separate regions and maps updates to partitions with
different logs. CNR-vMem matches sv6’ performance on
the first NUMA node. Afterwards, scaling stops because of
per-NUMA replication. Compared to Barrelfish, we find that
CNR-vMem is more flexible: concurrent updates from mul-

tiple cores to the same partition are supported without extra
implementation effort thanks to flat-combining.

Latency. To understand how the batching in node replica-
tion impacts latency, we further instrument Linux and NR-
vMem by measuring the completion time for 100k requests
per core. Figure 6a and 6b show the latency distributions (with
the min representing p1, and max p99) for 4×24 Cascade and
2×14 Skylake. We observe slightly worse median latencies
for NrOS on 4×24 Cascade but overall better tail characteris-
tics and throughput. On the other hand, we find that NrOS has
better latencies than Linux on 2×14 Skylake. Latency is di-
rectly correlated with the number of cores participating in flat
combining (i.e., 2×14 Skylake has only 14 cores per replica
vs. 24 on 4×24 Cascade). Per-NUMA replicas offer a good
compromise for memory consumption vs. throughput, but we
can tune latency further by having more than one replica per
node on NUMA nodes with more cores.

6.3.2 Unmap and TLB Shootdown Performance

We evaluate the scalability of unmapping a 4 KiB page by
measuring the time it takes to execute the unmap system call,
which includes a TLB shootdown on all cores running the
benchmark program.

We compare our design to Linux and Barrelfish. Linux uses
a single page table which is shared among the cores used in
this benchmark. The general shootdown protocol is similar
to the one in NrOS, except that NrOS has to update multiple
page tables in case a process spawns multiple NUMA nodes.
Barrelfish partitions control over its page table per core and
uses the capability system (Barrelfish Cap) or userspace mes-
sage passing (Barrelfish Msg) to ensure consistency among
the replicas and coherency with the TLB. Barrelfish uses
point-to-point message channels instead of IPIs.

Figure 6c shows the latency results. NrOS outperforms all
other systems. Barrelfish Cap has a constant latency when
using a distributed capability operation because all cores
participate in the 2PC protocol to revoke access to the un-
mapped memory regardless of whether this memory was ac-
tually mapped on that core. Moreover, implementing the TLB
shootdown using point-to-point messages (Barrelfish Msg)
has a higher constant overhead compared to using x2APIC
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OS Time Throughput System Mem. PT Mem. PT Walks
NrOS 4-replicas 251 s 63 Mop/s 424 GiB 3.3GiB 1.20 kcyc/op
NrOS 1-replica 276 s 57 Mop/s 421 GiB 840MiB 1.54 kcyc/op
Linux 327 s 48 Mop/s 419 GiB 821MiB 1.63 kcyc/op

Table 2: memcached on NrOS (1 and 4 replicas) and Linux running on 4×24 Cascade, comparing runtime, throughput, total system memory
consumption, process page table memory and cycles spent by the page table walkers.

with broadcasting in NrOS and Linux due to sequential send-
ing and receiving of point-to-point messages. Using more
optimized message topologies could potentially help [48].

Linux should achieve better results than NrOS, especially
when we spawn across NUMA since it only has to update one
page table. However, the proposed changes to Linux from the
literature [12] which inspired our TLB shootdown protocol
have not yet been integrated to upstream Linux. We expect
Linux to be comparable once early acknowledgments and
concurrent shootdown optimizations become available.

6.3.3 Page Table Replication with Memcached

As a final benchmark, we measure the impact of replicated
page tables on memcached. When taking into account the
implicit reads of the MMU, page tables often end up being
read much more than modified. memcached serves as a repre-
sentative application for workloads with generally high TLB
miss ratios (i.e., applications with large, in-memory working
sets and random access patterns).

We measure the throughput of memcached with GET re-
quests (8 byte keys, 128 byte values, 1B elements) on 4×24
Cascade. Our benchmark directly spawns 64 client threads
inside of the application. For this experiment, we run Linux
and NrOS inside KVM because we want to have access to
the performance counters, which is currently not supported
on NrOS. To limit the effects of nested-paging, we configure
KVM to use 2 MiB-pages, and use 4 KiB pages in both the
Linux and NrOS guests.

Table 2 compares memcached running on NrOS in different
configurations and Linux. Overall, the achieved throughput
for NrOS (with per-NUMA replication) is 1.3× higher than
Linux. To quantify the impact of page table replication on the
throughput, we can configure NrOS to use a single replica
for the process (NrOS 1-replica). We find that the page table
replication accounts for a third of the overall improvement
compared to Linux. The systems have different physical mem-
ory allocation policies, locking implementation, scheduling,
and page tables etc., so it is difficult to attribute the other two
thirds to specific causes.

By instrumenting performance counters, we find that re-
mote page table walks – a key bottleneck for this workload –
decreased by 23% with replication. NrOS does use 4× more
memory for the replicated page tables structures. In total, this
still amounts to less than 1% of the total memory.

7 Conclusion and Future work

We designed and implemented NrOS, an OS that uses single-
threaded data structures that are automatically adapted for
concurrency via operation logging, replication, and flat com-
bining. Our results show that the NRkernel model can achieve
performance that is competitive with or better than well-
established OSes in many cases.

NrOS’ unique design makes it an interesting platform to
explore several future directions:
Relaxing consistency. We apply node replication on rela-
tively coarse-grained structures, which makes reasoning about
concurrency easy. CNR improves performance by exploit-
ing commutativity among mutating operations. However, we
could achieve better performance by relaxing strong consis-
tency between replicas for some operations.
Verifying correctness. NrOS might also serve as a useful ba-
sis for a verified multi-core operating system by using verifi-
cation in two steps: verify the node replication transformation
from a sequential data structure to a concurrent one, then ver-
ify the sequential data structures. Verifying node replication
is harder, but it only needs to be done once. Verifying new
sequential data structures is substantially easier.
Extending NrOS for disaggregated compute. NrOS’ log-
based approach with replication is most useful when systems
have high remote access latencies. Thus, NrOS could be ex-
tended to work over interconnects that offer shared memory in
compute clusters via Infiniband or other high-speed networks
by designing a new log optimized for the interconnect.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The evaluated artifact is provided as a git repository and con-
tains the source code of NrOS, build instructions and scripts
to run the OS and benchmarks used in this paper.

Scope

The artifact contains code and steps to reproduce results ob-
tained in Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Contents

The artifact consists of NrOS, including libraries, userspace
programs and benchmarks. The documentation to build
and run NrOS, along with the necessary commands
to run the benchmarks are written down in the doc
folder of the repository. The document which lists the
steps to execute the artifact evaluation is located at
doc/src/benchmarking/ArtifactEvaluation.md.

Hosting

The artifact source code for NrOS is published on
Github under https://github.com/vmware-labs/node-
replicated-kernel.
The code used in the artifact evaluation is tagged as
osdi21-ae-v2.

Requirements

Building NrOS requires an x86-64 system set-up with Ubuntu
20.04 LTS.
NrOS itself requires an Intel CPU (Skylake microarchitecture
or later) to run. The following CPUs are known to work: Xeon
Gold 5120, 6252 or 6142. For virtualized execution on these
platforms, a Linux host system with QEMU (version >=
5.0.0) and KVM is required. For bare-metal execution, DELL
PowerEdge R640 and R840 servers systems are known to
work.
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Abstract
Metadata from voice calls, such as the knowledge of who is
communicating with whom, contains rich information about
people’s lives. Indeed, it is a prime target for powerful ad-
versaries such as nation states. Existing systems that hide
voice call metadata either require trusted intermediaries in the
network or scale to only tens of users. This paper describes
the design, implementation, and evaluation of Addra, the first
system for voice communication that hides metadata over
fully untrusted infrastructure and scales to tens of thousands
of users. At a high level, Addra follows a template in which
callers and callees deposit and retrieve messages from private
mailboxes hosted at an untrusted server. However, Addra im-
proves message latency in this architecture, which is a key
performance metric for voice calls. First, it enables a caller to
push a message to a callee in two hops, using a new way of
assigning mailboxes to users that resembles how a post office
assigns PO boxes to its customers. Second, it innovates on
the underlying cryptographic machinery and constructs a new
private information retrieval scheme, FastPIR, that reduces
the time to process oblivious access requests for mailboxes.
An evaluation of Addra on a cluster of 80 machines on AWS
demonstrates that it can serve 32K users with a 99-th per-
centile message latency of 726 ms—a 7× improvement over
a prior system for text messaging in the same threat model.

1 Introduction
Voice call metadata—the parties involved in the call, the
duration of the call, and the time of the call—can be incredi-
bly revealing. The former General Counsel of NSA, Stewart
Baker, has said, “metadata absolutely tells you everything
about somebody’s life. If you have enough metadata, you
don’t really need content” [21, 22, 66]. Several academic
studies [27, 54, 55] have confirmed the power of metadata.
As an example, Mayer et al. [54] used telephone metadata
to infer that a study participant “received a long phone call
from the cardiology group at a regional medical center, talked
briefly with a medical laboratory, . . . and made brief calls
to a self-reporting hotline for a cardiac arrhythmia monitor-
ing device.” The authors confirmed that the participant had a
cardiac arrhythmia. A study of whistle-blowers also revealed
that metadata can identify a journalist’s sources [39].

Given the information contained in metadata, a signif-
icant question is: how can one make a voice call with-
out revealing to anyone the metadata associated with the
call? Fortunately, several systems have tackled this prob-
lem [13, 34, 49, 51, 70, 72] (§7). Although these systems

hide metadata and keep message latency low, they either
restrict scalability to only tens of users [34, 70], or are vul-
nerable to attacks by requiring trusted intermediaries in the
communication infrastructure [13, 49, 51, 72]. An example of
a trust assumption is that the system guarantees security only
if the adversary can compromise at most a fraction (20%) of
the servers that route user calls [49]. Trusting intermediaries
can be risky as powerful adversaries like nation states are the
ones that try to collect metadata. Such adversaries have been
known to wield their vast political, technical, and financial
power to gain access to metadata [12, 53, 59, 67].

A system that can withstand strong adversaries while serv-
ing more than tens of users is Pung [7, 10]. Pung makes no
assumptions about the communication infrastructure—the
adversary may compromise a part or all of the infrastructure.
However, Pung targets applications such as email and chat
with long-lived messages that are retrieved asynchronously.
Indeed, a Pung client makes dlog2(n + 1)e round trips to a
remote server to obliviously search and retrieve a message (n
is the number of users), thereby incurring several seconds of
message latency (§6.1). In contrast, voice calls have a strict
time budget. If a user sends a packet every few hundred mil-
liseconds, then each hop in the communication infrastructure
must not spend longer than this time period to process and
forward the packet, to avoid an unbounded packet build up.

We present Addra, the first system that provably hides
metadata for voice calls, makes no assumptions about the
underlying infrastructure, and scales to tens of thousands of
users. In terms of privacy guarantees, Addra provides relation-
ship unobservability—an adversary cannot detect whether a
relationship (voice call) exists between any two users of the
system [63] (§2.1). These privacy guarantees are achieved
with practical latency performance of under 750 ms, and for
low-bandwidth voice synthesis at a rate of 1.6 Kbit/s as in the
Mozilla LPCNet voice codec [57, 74, 75].

Addra, like Pung, relies on a set of mailboxes hosted at an
untrusted server. Callers deposit messages and callees retrieve
messages from these mailboxes using a private information
retrieval (PIR) cryptographic protocol [19, 20, 43] (§3.2).
This protocol ensures that the untrusted server does not learn
which mailbox a callee is accessing, thereby unlinking the
callee from the caller. However, Addra must address two
challenges in this architecture to support low-latency voice
calls (§2.3). First, it must reduce the number of round trips
a caller or callee makes to the server to transfer or retrieve a
voice packet. Second, Addra must reduce the time the server
takes to process caller and callee requests, particularly, the
PIR requests.
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Addra addresses the first challenge through a new, and
remarkably simple, use of mailboxes (§3). When someone
rents a conventional post office box, or PO box, at a post
office, they get a mailbox with a unique and fixed address into
which the mailman deposits incoming mail. Addra inverts
this architecture. In Addra, a caller (rather than a recipient
or callee) gets a dedicated mailbox with a fixed address or
“phone number”. The caller deposits its outgoing messages
into this mailbox—independent of who the caller is calling.
(Thus, an adversary cannot tell whom the caller is calling.)
Meanwhile, a callee retrieves a message from the mailbox tied
to the caller’s phone number using a PIR protocol. Crucially,
to transmit a message, a caller makes one push request to the
server, and the server makes one push request to the callee—a
hop count of two. In contrast, prior work requires multiple
round trips between the server and the callees.

Addra addresses the second challenge mentioned above, of
reducing server-side processing time for PIR, by two means.
First, it parallelizes PIR processing across multiple server
machines and multiple CPU cores on a machine. The fact
that PIR is parallelizable is known and studied [29, 37]. Sec-
ond, and more saliently, Addra constructs a new PIR scheme,
FastPIR, that fundamentally reduces the server-side PIR pro-
cessing time relative to prior state-of-the-art schemes [4, 7]
(§4). Even though FastPIR was motivated by Addra, it can be
used for other applications of PIR [14, 30, 36, 56].

FastPIR builds on the homomorphic encryption scheme of
Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren (BFV) [15, 33] (§4.1) and lever-
ages two of its features. First, it uses the single instruc-
tion, multiple data (SIMD) capability of BFV ciphertexts
to compute on compressed PIR requests. Prior state-of-the-
art schemes [4, 7] also exploit SIMD capabilities but not
in a way that keeps PIR requests compressed in memory.
Meanwhile, such compression improves memory utilization,
reduces CPU time, and eliminates the time to uncompress
requests (§4.2). However, working over compressed requests
naively increases PIR response size. So, second, FastPIR uses
homomorphic rotation operations in BFV to pack multiple
pieces of a PIR response, thereby reducing response size. Fur-
ther, FastPIR reduces both the CPU time per rotation and the
number of calls to this operation (§4.3, §4.4).

For completeness, Addra includes a dialing protocol that
allows a callee to detect that a caller is calling and learn the
caller’s phone number (mailbox address). For this purpose,
Addra uses the dialing protocol from Pung (§5).

We have implemented (§5) and evaluated (§6) a prototype
of Addra. Our prototype runs on Amazon EC2 where the
server runs in the US East region, and the clients (callers and
callees) run geographically apart in the US West region. When
the server uses 80 machines, Addra supports 32K clients com-
municating with each other with a 99-th percentile message la-
tency of 726 ms. In contrast, Pung (the only other system that
works at scale over completely untrusted infrastructure) trans-
mits messages for the same number of users with a message

latency of 5.2 seconds. Besides, Addra requires a network
download bandwidth of 1.46 Mbps and an upload bandwidth
of 30 Kbps for every client.

Although Addra achieves low message latency for a few
tens of thousands of users, it does not currently scale to hun-
dreds of thousands or a few million users due to the overhead
of PIR which grows quadratically with the number of users.
Furthermore, although its instantaneous bandwidth require-
ments are modest, the total network transfers are high as a
client must remain online even if it is not participating in
a call to hide call initiation patterns. Thus, Addra assumes
clients with unlimited data plans. Nevertheless, Addra demon-
strates, for the first time, that even over completely untrusted
infrastructure, metadata for voice calls can be hidden at scale
for tens of thousands of users.

2 Goals, threat model, and challenges
Addra’s goal, at a high level, is to enable its users to make peer-
to-peer voice calls while hiding metadata from a powerful
adversary that may compromise the entire communication
infrastructure.

2.1 Goals

Performance and scalability. Voice calls require the com-
munication infrastructure to transmit messages with low la-
tency. Addra targets a sub-second message latency due to the
feasibility of voice calls under such a setting [49]. Thus, if
Alice sends a voice packet to Bob, then Bob should receive
it within one second. Additionally, the infrastructure must
not queue up voice packets indefinitely. For instance, if Alice
generates a voice packet every 500 ms, then every hop in
the infrastructure must spend no more than 500 ms to pro-
cess the packet before sending it forward towards Bob. Addra
must also provide sufficient throughput so that the transmit-
ted voice is understandable. For this purpose, Addra targets
the LPCNet voice codec [74, 75], which specializes in low-
bandwidth voice synthesis at a rate of 1.6 Kbit/s. Finally, we
want Addra to scale to a large number of users (for example,
tens of thousands on a cluster of hundred machines).

Content privacy. Addra must ensure that only the caller and
callee of a voice call can comprehend the content of the voice
packets they send to each other.

Metadata privacy. Addra, similar to Pung [10], targets the
guarantee of relationship unobservability as defined by Pfitz-
mann and Hansen [63]. Relationship unobservability states
that it is undetectable whether a relationship (voice call) exists
between a sender (caller) and a recipient (callee), unless the
sender or the recipient are compromised. If either the caller or
the callee is compromised, then offering privacy guarantees
has little value, as the compromised party can trivially reveal
the existence of communication (or lack thereof).
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2.2 Threat model and assumptions

As motivated in the introduction (§1), Addra assumes an
adversary who can compromise the entire communication
infrastructure, including routers, switches, and middleboxes.
The adversary can observe network traffic, perform traffic
analysis, and manipulate traffic: reorder, replay, change, and
inject network packets.

Callers and callees trust their own devices. More generally,
the adversary can compromise a subset of end user devices. In
this case, Addra must provide content and metadata privacy
to the users of non-compromised devices.

The adversary may not break standard cryptographic prim-
itives such as public-key and symmetric-key encryption.

The adversary may mount a denial-of-service attack: bring
down the entire communication infrastructure or selectively
drop traffic. In such cases, Addra cannot guarantee voice
communication but must continue to guarantee privacy.

2.3 Challenges

Meeting the performance and privacy goals stated above un-
der the threat model just described is challenging. Indeed,
prior work either relaxes the threat model or does not meet
the performance goals. For instance, Yodel [49] is a metadata-
private voice communication system that scales to several
million users but assumes that a server in the communica-
tion infrastructure is compromised with only a 20% chance.
On the other hand, Pung [7, 10] works in the stronger threat
model. However, it cannot push frequent messages from a
caller to a callee. As mentioned earlier (§2.1), if a caller sam-
ples voice every 500 ms, then each hop of the communication
infrastructure must process a voice packet within 500 ms be-
fore the arrival of the next packet to avoid packet build up.
This time budget entails that a caller or a callee cannot make
multiple round trips to a server in the communication infras-
tructure to send or receive a single packet. But Pung requires
message recipients to make multiple such trips to its server.
Addra addresses these challenges and meets the performance
requirements for tens of thousands of users without making
any trust assumptions, as described next.

3 Architecture and overview of design
3.1 Architecture

Figure 1 shows Addra’s architecture. Addra consists of a
server and user (participant) devices. The server runs over
untrusted infrastructure. It is logically centralized but phys-
ically distributed over multiple machines. The server’s role
is to facilitate communication among the user devices in a
privacy-preserving manner.

The server exposes mailboxes. Specifically, it exposes n
mailboxes, where n is the number of user devices using the
system. Each mailbox can store one message and it has an ID,
which is a number between (and inclusive of) 0 and n − 1.
As we will describe later (§4), it is helpful to view the n
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Figure 1—High-level architecture of Addra. The server runs over
untrusted infrastructure and exposes mailboxes that user devices
read from or write into. The mailbox identifiers (integers 0 to n− 1)
play the role of “phone numbers”. A device stores phone numbers
of the device owner’s contacts in a local phone book. CPIR refers to
the private information retrieval cryptographic primitive (§3.2).

mailboxes as a matrix with n rows and m columns, where
each row is an individual mailbox, and the m pieces of a
message are m elements of a matrix row.

The user devices run logic to enable users to initiate, pick
up, and participate in calls. Each device gets assigned a mail-
box ID, which acts as its phone number. Each device also
contains a phone book, which stores information on device
owner’s contacts. Each phone book entry is a tuple of a phone
number of the contact, a cryptographic public key belong-
ing to the contact, and other standard information such as
the contact’s name, work place, and photograph. We assume
that a device owner either knows this information or can ob-
tain it privately through out-of-band means such as in-person
meetings or personal websites.

3.2 Protocol

Addra relies on a cryptographic protocol called private in-
formation retrieval or PIR [19, 43]. We begin with a short
background on PIR; Section 4 describes a new PIR scheme.

A primer on PIR. A PIR protocol [19, 43] runs between
a user device and the server in Addra, where the device is
interested in retrieving the message in the idx-th mailbox at
the server without revealing the value of idx.

A PIR protocol has three procedures: QUERY, ANSWER, and
DECODE. QUERY is run by a device. It takes as input the index
idx between 0 and n − 1 and returns a query, q. Typically,
q is an encryption of a suitable encoding of idx. ANSWER is
run by the server; it takes as input the query q and the set of
n mailboxes, and returns an encoding of the message in the
idx-th mailbox (without learning the value of idx). Finally,
DECODE is run by the device; it takes the output of ANSWER

and returns the idx-th mailbox message.

Addra’s protocol. User devices in Addra participate in a
round-based protocol consisting of a one-time registration
step followed by synchronous rounds, each consisting of a
dialing phase followed by a communication phase consisting
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1: function RECV(key key, resp resp)
2: // resp is the output of ANSWER PIR procedure
3: c← DECODE(resp) // DECODE is a PIR procedure
4: msg← AES.DEC(key, c)
5: play msg to user

6: function SEND(mailbox M, token t, message msg, key key)
7: c← AES.ENC(key, msg)
8: send (M, t, c) to server

9: function MAIN( )
10: // Register device and obtain a mailbox ID and unique token
11: (Mself , tkn, n)← REGISTERDEVICE()
12: while True do
13: // Run dialing phase. kenc is for encrypting content
14: (Mpeer, kenc)← DIAL/PICKUP()
15: q← QUERY(Mpeer, n) // QUERY is a PIR procedure
16: send q to server
17: // Asynchronously listen for server responses
18: register callback RECV(kenc, . . .) for server responses
19: // Run communication phase consisting of t subrounds
20: for r = 0 to t − 1 do
21: wait for message generation interval
22: call SEND(Mself , tkn, msgr, kenc)

Figure 2—Pseudocode for a user device in Addra. n is the number of
mailboxes at the server. QUERY, ANSWER, DECODE are procedures
of a PIR scheme (§3.2, §4).

of multiple subrounds of communication. In more detail, ini-
tially a device performs a one-time registration step to register
itself with the server and obtain its phone number (mailbox
ID). This is followed by a sequence of rounds. Each round
starts with a dialing phase, where the device initiates a call to
another device or picks an incoming call. The dialing phase is
followed by the communication phase, consisting of multiple
subrounds, where each device sends exactly one message to
the server and receives one message from the server. Notably,
a device always writes a message to its assigned mailbox,
while it receives a message from its peer’s mailbox.

We now describe Addra’s protocol in more detail. Figure 2
shows the pseudocode for a user device. A device starts exe-
cuting the MAIN function (line 9 in Figure 2).

One-time registration step. When a user device joins Ad-
dra, it registers itself with the server and obtains three pieces
of information: a mailbox ID, a unique authentication token
tkn, and the number n of mailboxes (line 11 in Figure 2). As
mentioned above, the mailbox ID acts as the phone number
assigned to the device. Meanwhile, the authentication token
is a 128-bit uniformly generated string shared between the
server and the device that enables the server to verify that
a device is writing messages to its assigned mailbox (and
not to a mailbox assigned to another device). One may use
digital signatures instead of authentication tokens, but Addra
prefers the symmetric tokens due to their better efficiency. The
number of mailboxes n may increase if new devices join the
system; when this happens, the server broadcasts an updated
value of n.

Addra’s server is untrusted and may assign mailbox IDs or
authentication tokens incorrectly; for instance, it may reas-
sign a previously assigned mailbox ID. Besides, it may dis-
tribute different values of n to different devices. The privacy
guarantees of Addra’s protocol do not depend on the server
assigning correct values for these items. However, a mali-
cious server can deny service to system participants, which is
not prevented by our threat model (§2.2). A service provider
who runs the server will likely be incentivized to provide a
continuous service to keep its customer base.

Dialing phase. Once registered, a user device, who we refer
to using its phone number, Mself , executes the round-based
protocol. At the beginning of each round, Mself initiates a
call or picks up an incoming call (line 14 in Figure 2). If
the device initiates a call, it selects the phone number of the
peer device it is calling, Mpeer, and an encryption key, kenc,
to hide the content of the messages it will send. On the other
hand, if the device picks up an incoming call then it learns
the phone number of the caller and its content encryption
key. For now, we leave out the details of how a device picks
up a call till later (§5). After initiating or picking up a call,
Mself generates a PIR query q ← QUERY(Mpeer, n) for the
peer’s mailbox, and sends q to the server (lines 15 and 16
in Figure 2). The PIR query indicates, without revealing the
value of Mpeer, that Mself is interested in receiving messages
deposited into Mpeer’s mailbox. The device Mself then registers
an asynchronous callback to process PIR responses from the
server (line 18 in Figure 2). Meanwhile, the server stores
the PIR queries from all devices and uses them across all
subrounds of the round’s communication phase.

Communication phase. In each subround of the communi-
cation phase, (1) a device deposits an encrypted message into
its assigned mailbox at the server, (2) the server processes PIR
queries from all devices and pushes the results to devices who
registered these queries, and (3) each device decodes its PIR
response from the server. In more detail, at the beginning of a
subround, a device encrypts the message it wants to send to
its peer with the key kenc to create a ciphertext c. It sends the
tuple (Mself , tkn, c) to the server (line 22 in Figure 2), where
tkn is the device’s assigned authentication token obtained dur-
ing the registration step. The server uses the token to validate
that the messages being written to mailboxes indeed come
from devices that own the mailboxes. After performing these
checks, the server runs the ANSWER PIR procedure for all
PIR queries. That is, for a query q sent by a device during the
dialing phase, the server runs resp← ANSWER(mailboxes, q)
and pushes the PIR response resp to the device. Finally, on re-
ceiving a response, a device invokes the callback it registered
during the dialing phase (line 1 in Figure 2). This callback
decodes the PIR response using the DECODE PIR procedure,
decrypts the underlying message sent by the device’s peer
Mpeer, and delivers the message to the user.
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Dummy participation and messages. The protocol de-
scribed so far does not address the case when a device owner
does not participate in a call. During such idle periods, like
prior systems for strong metadata privacy (e.g., [10, 49]), a
device adds cover traffic (also called chaff). In particular, if a
device does not initiate or pick up a call in a round’s dialing
phase, it calls itself: inputs Mself into QUERY (line 15 in Fig-
ure 2). Besides, if a device does not have a message to send
during a subround, it writes an encryption of a random mes-
sage into its mailbox. Sending cover traffic is necessary, as
otherwise an adversary can learn connections between users
by monitoring if they join and leave at similar times.

Security analysis. Addra’s protocol satisfies relationship un-
observability, meaning that an adversary cannot detect the
existence of relationships between system users (§2.1). We
provide a rigorous proof in an extended version of this pa-
per [5]. Briefly, Addra’s protocol meets the property because
the protocol a user device executes is independent of whom
the user is communicating with or the behavior of the (ma-
licious) server. First, a user device encrypts messages using
a content encryption key known only to its peer. Further, it
always writes outgoing messages at fixed intervals to its own
mailbox—independent of whether the device is engaged in a
call, or the identity of its peer, or the behavior of the server
who may or may not deliver incoming messages to the device,
or who may replay messages. Second, the security property
of PIR ensures that an adversary cannot tell the IDs of the
mailboxes from which devices are retrieving messages. Again,
the server may process PIR queries incorrectly, or broadcast
an incorrect value n for the number of mailboxes, but a user
device always registers a PIR query for one of the n mail-
boxes, no matter the value of n. Thus, the adversary cannot
detect whether a user Alice is communicating with Bob or
Charlie or someone else, or even communicating at all (i.e.,
retrieving messages from its own mailbox).

Performance characteristics. Addra’s protocol exhibits
two key characteristics that set it on the path to meeting
its performance goals (§2.1). First, the protocol pushes mes-
sages from senders to recipients in two hops—independent
of the number of users in the system. Specifically, in each
subround, a sender pushes a message to the server, who then
processes the PIR query provided beforehand by the recipient,
and pushes the PIR response to the recipient. This two-hop
communication pattern is crucial for voice calls which re-
quire low latency. Second, the protocol amortizes the cost
of generating and transferring a PIR query across subrounds
of a round (our prototype runs a round every five minutes,
and a subround every 480 ms; §6). Thus, the server does
not have to deal with PIR query management (and certain
preprocessing of query) during the time-sensitive subrounds.
Nevertheless, the server must complete computing ANSWER

for all PIR queries in a time smaller than the voice packet
generation interval (that is, the duration of a subround) to

avoid packet build up. Besides, the network transfers from
the server to the devices are dictated by the size of the output
of ANSWER. Thus, a low cost of the ANSWER PIR procedure
is key for Addra’s performance.

4 FastPIR: A new CPIR scheme
As described above (§3.2), a critical component of Addra’s
protocol is the ANSWER PIR procedure. It not only dictates
Addra’s message latency but also the resource consumption
(both CPU and network) imposed by Addra.

PIR schemes are of two types: computational PIR
(CPIR) [43] and information-theoretic PIR (IT-PIR) [19, 20].
CPIR schemes assume a single (untrusted) server and rely
only on cryptographic assumptions; in contrast, IT-PIR
schemes are more efficient but require two or more non-
colluding servers. In Addra, we use a CPIR scheme as its
trust assumptions are in line with Addra’s goal of not trusting
the communication infrastructure (§2.2).

One can plug in an existing CPIR scheme, either XPIR [4]
or SealPIR [7], which are the state-of-the-art CPIR schemes,
into Addra’s protocol (§3.2). However, these schemes exhibit
a tension between the CPU time to run ANSWER (and thus the
wall-clock time for ANSWER) and the output size of ANSWER

(and thus the network overhead).
Suppose a CPIR client wants to privately retrieve the idx-th

message from a library L of n messages (mailboxes) held at a
server. In prior work, a typical way to construct a CPIR query
is to treat the library as a matrix with n rows and generate a
ciphertext for every row of L.1 The ciphertext for the idx-th
row encrypts the value 1, and the ciphertexts for the other
rows encrypt 0. However, this strategy creates large queries
with a number of ciphertexts that is proportional to the value
of n (e.g., XPIR’s query size is ≈33 MiB for n=215, and
≈1 GiB for n=220; §6.5). When the server processes larger
queries, it consumes more memory and CPU cycles to read
them into CPU caches, which slows down query processing.
(SealPIR compresses the query while transferring it on the
network, but expands it to the larger query at the server).

A popular technique due to Stern [71] to address the query-
size issue is called recursion. This technique is parameterized
by a depth parameter d. A value of d = 2 or higher shrinks
the query—it contains d · d

√
n ciphertexts instead of n—by

rearranging the library as a d-dimensional hypercube. How-
ever, this rearrangement increases the CPIR ANSWER output
size exponentially with d. Thus, if we plug in existing CPIR
schemes (XPIR or SealPIR), then Addra would compromise
on either server CPU time or network bandwidth.

Our CPIR scheme, FastPIR, works without recursion and
thus keeps the smaller CPIR answer size. However, it opti-
mizes the computation time for ANSWER. In fact, FastPIR

1A technique called aggregation [4, 11] further combines multiple rows
(messages) into wider rows, resulting in a matrix with n/a rows, where the
value a depends on the size of each message.
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takes less time than both XPIR and SealPIR (with or without
recursion) to run ANSWER, particularly when the number of
messages n in the library is greater than a threshold (≈20K;
§6.5), thereby improving the scalability and message latency
of Addra. FastPIR may be a good fit for other applications
of CPIR where costs are dominated by those of the CPIR
ANSWER procedure.

FastPIR, like SealPIR [7], builds on the lattice-based ho-
momorphic encryption scheme of Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren
(BFV) [15, 33]. BFV offers superior efficiency than a tra-
ditional number-theoretic homomorphic encryption scheme
such as Paillier [61], resists attacks by quantum comput-
ers, is implemented in mature and actively maintained code-
bases [2, 69], and is in the preliminary stages of being stan-
dardized (e.g., with ISO/IEC) [6]. We start with a necessary
background on BFV (§4.1), and then delve into the details of
FastPIR (§4.2–§4.4).

4.1 Background: The BFV cryptosystem

We focus here on describing the more efficient vectorized
variant of BFV in which a single homomorphic operation
operates over multiple plaintext inputs (single instruction,
multiple data or SIMD; also called batching in the literature).

In this BFV variant, a plaintext is a vector of dimension N,
where the parameter N equals a power of two and is at least
210 for the security of the BFV scheme [6]. Each component
of the plaintext is an integer in Zp = {0, . . . , p−1}, the set of
integers modulo p. Sometimes, we will view a BFV plaintext
as a matrix with two rows and N/2 columns rather than a
vector with dimension N.

A BFV ciphertext is also a vector but of dimension 2 · N.
Each of its component is an element of Zq, where q� p.

The BFV encryption procedure, BFV.ENC, adds noise when
it converts a plaintext vector into a ciphertext vector. This
noise grows as homomorphic operations are performed on
the ciphertext. If the noise grows beyond a threshold, then the
ciphertext decryption procedure BFV.DEC does not produce
the correct plaintext. Hence, q� p for enough noise budget.

The size of the plaintext vector, N, the size of the domain
of each component of the plaintext, p, and the size of the
domain of each component of the ciphertext, q, are all tunable
parameters. Typically, one picks a combination of p, q, N
depending on the application, the required noise budget, and
the desired security level; we discuss concrete values for these
parameters for Addra in §5.

BFV supports the following homomorphic operations that
are used in FastPIR:
• BFV.ADD(c0, c1) takes as input encryptions c0 and c1 of

plaintext vectors v0 and v1, and outputs an encryption of
v0 + v1 (component-wise vector addition).

• BFV.SCMULT(v0, c1) takes as input a plaintext vector v0
and an encryption c1 of a plaintext vector v1, and produces
an encryption of the product v0 � v1, where the operator �
denotes component-wise multiplication.

• BFV.ROWROTATE(c0, i) takes as input an encryption c0
of a plaintext v0 and an integer 0 < i < N/2 − 1, and
produces an encryption of v0 rotated right by i positions
cyclically row-wise. For instance, if plaintext dimension
is N = 8 and v0 is ((a, b, c, d), (e, f , g, h)) in its matrix
representation, then a right rotation by i = 1 produces an
encryption of ((d, a, b, c), (h, e, f , g)).

• BFV.COLROTATE(c0) takes as input an encryption c0 of a
plaintext v0 and returns an encryption of a plaintext pro-
duced by swapping the two rows of v0. For the example
above, the result is an encryption of ((e, f , g, h), (a, b, c, d)).

The BFV homomorphic operations require public keys gen-
erated by a key generation procedure. In particular, the
rotation procedures require a set of rotation keys. While
BFV.COLROTATE requires one key, the size of the set of keys
for BFV.ROWROTATE can vary. On the one extreme, this set
can be configured to contain one key that rotates the plaintext
vector by one position. Thus, to perform a rotation by i > 1
positions, BFV.ROWROTATE calls itself i times, incurring i
times the cost of one BFV.ROWROTATE operation. On the
other extreme, the set can contain N/2− 1 keys for all possi-
ble values of i between 0 and N/2. This extreme reduces CPU
time for BFV.ROWROTATE as it does not call itself recursively,
but this configuration increases the key size. For the BFV pa-
rameters we choose (§5), each rotation key is 128 KiB, and the
set of all possible rotation keys is 256 MiB. Thus, in practice,
one generates log2(N/2) keys for all powers-of-two between
0 and N/2− 1, and each invocation of BFV.ROWROTATE calls
itself recursively up to log2(N/2) times.

4.2 The FastPIR scheme

Recall the CPIR scenario (§4): a server holds a library L of
n messages where each message has m components, while a
client holds an integer 0 ≤ idx ≤ n− 1 and wants to retrieve
the idx-th library message without revealing idx to the server.

To build intuition for FastPIR, suppose that L is an N × 1
matrix consisting of N unit length messages, where N is the
plaintext vector dimension in BFV. Then, the client constructs
the CPIR query q for the idx-th message by encrypting a
BFV plaintext whose idx-th entry is one and the rest are
zeros (this is called one-hot encoding of idx). For instance,
if N = 4 and idx = 1, the client encrypts the BFV plaintext
(0, 1, 0, 0). The server multiplies this encryption q with L by
computing BFV.SCMULT(L, q) to obtain an encryption of the
idx-th entry of L. For the example above, if L is (a0, a1, a2, a3),
BFV.SCMULT produces an encryption of (0, a1, 0, 0) as the
multiplication is component-wise. The client receives the
output and decrypts it to get a1.

The advantage of this strategy is that a query consumes
only a component of a ciphertext for each of the n rows of
L (instead of a ciphertext per row). However, a challenge is
that this strategy generates one output ciphertext for each
of the m columns of L. FastPIR addresses this challenge by
combining ciphertexts for m columns into a single cipher-
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1: function QUERY(index idx, n)
2: // Create a one-hot encoding of idx
3: for i = 0 to n− 1 do
4: fi ← (i == idx) ? 1 : 0
5: // Split and encrypt the one-hot vector
6: for i = 0 to (n/N)− 1 do // N is BFV plaintext dimension
7: qi = BFV.ENC(pk, (fi·N , . . . , f(i+1)·N−1))

8: return q = (q0, . . . , q(n/N)−1)

9: function ANSWER(library L, query q = (q0, . . . , q(n/N)−1))
10: // Represent L as a matrix of elements in Zp: L ∈ Zn×m

p

11: // q is an output of QUERY

12: for j = 0 to m− 1 do
13: sumj = BFV.ENC(pk, 0)
14: for i = 0 to (n/N)− 1 do
15: pi,j ← SUBMAT(L, i · N, (i + 1) · N − 1, j, j)
16: ti,j = BFV.SCMULT(pi,j, qi)
17: sumj = BFV.ADD(sumj, ti,j)

18: // Combine outputs from all columns
19: Initialize stop, sbot to encryptions of zero vectors
20: for j = 0 to m− 1 do
21: if j < N/2 then
22: sumj ← BFV.ROWROTATE(sumj, j)
23: stop ← BFV.ADD(stop, sumj)
24: else
25: sumj ← BFV.ROWROTATE(sumj, j− N/2)
26: sbot ← BFV.ADD(sbot, sumj)

27: return BFV.ADD(stop, BFV.COLROTATE(sbot))

28: function DECODE(answer ans, index idx)
29: // ans is an output of ANSWER

30: anspt ← BFV.DEC(sk, ans)
31: if idx mod N > N/2 then
32: anspt ← PTCOLROTATE(anspt)

33: return anspt ← PTROWROT(anspt, N/2− (idx mod N/2))

Figure 3—QUERY, ANSWER, and DECODE procedures for a ba-
sic version of FastPIR. (pk, sk) are a (public, private) key pair for
the BFV scheme (§4.1). SUBMAT extracts a sub-matrix of a ma-
trix. PTROWROT and PTCOLROTATE are like BFV.ROWROTATE

and BFV.COLROTATE, respectively except they operate on BFV
plaintexts rather than BFV ciphertexts.

text using the BFV rotation operations (BFV.ROWROTATE and
BFV.COLROTATE), thereby reducing CPIR answer sizes.

Before describing the details of rotation, we remark that
the use of vectorized operations (SIMD capabilities of BFV)
is common. In fact, both XPIR and SealPIR use vectorized
operations. The difference is that these prior CPIR schemes
apply vectorization across columns of the matrix while Fast-
PIR applies it across rows of the matrix, which is a more
efficient use of vectorization in the PIR context (§6.5).

Details. Figure 3 shows the FastPIR scheme. It assumes that
n is a multiple of N, i.e., n = k ·N for some k ≥ 1, and m ≤ N.
If these constraints do not hold, then the server pads L with
empty rows and splits L into sets of N columns.

The QUERY procedure and the top half of ANSWER (until
line 17) follow the intuition described above. That is, QUERY

creates a one-hot encoding of idx (line 4 in Figure 3), splits
the encoding into multiple BFV plaintexts, and encrypts each
plaintext separately (line 7 in Figure 3). The top half of
ANSWER multiplies the k = n/N plaintext column vectors
of each column of L with the corresponding ciphertexts in the
query (line 16 in Figure 3), and adds the k output ciphertexts
to get one ciphertext per column of L (line 17 in Figure 3).
For instance, if n = 8, N = 4, idx = 1, and a column of
L is (a0, a1, . . . , a7), then ANSWER computes encryptions of
(0, a1, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 0) in line 16 of Figure 3, and adds
them to get an encryption of (0, a1, 0, 0) in line 17 of Figure 3.

The bottom half of ANSWER packs together outputs from
each column into a single ciphertext (lines 19–27 in Fig-
ure 3). Suppose the number of columns is m = 4 and the
outputs corresponding to them are encryptions of (0, a1, 0, 0),
(0, b1, 0, 0), (0, c1, 0, 0), and (0, d1, 0, 0), or equivalently en-
cryptions of ((0, a1), (0, 0)), ((0, b1), (0, 0)), ((0, c1), (0, 0)),
and ((0, d1), (0, 0)), when the underlying plaintexts are
viewed in their matrix form. Then, ANSWER uses the
BFV.ROWROTATE and BFV.ADD operations to produce en-
cryptions of ((b1, a1), (0, 0)) and ((d1, c1), 0, 0)) (lines 20–
26 in Figure 3), before column rotating the second ciphertext,
and adding the result to the first ciphertext to obtain an en-
cryption of ((b1, a1), (d1, c1)) (line 27 in Figure 3). Using
rotations to pack outputs from multiple columns into a single
ciphertext is crucial as otherwise a CPIR answer size can
contain multiple ciphertexts (instead of one).

DECODE is straightforward; it decrypts the output of
ANSWER and then rotates the plaintext depending on the
value of the requested index. For the example above, DECODE

first obtains the plaintext matrix ((b1, a1), (d1, c1)), and then
performs a rotation on this matrix by idx = 1 to obtain
((a1, b1), (c1, d1)).

4.3 Reducing the CPU cost of rotations

Recall that one goal of FastPIR is to optimize the CPU time of
ANSWER procedure (§3.2). A source of inefficiency in what
is described above is the cost of BFV.ROWROTATE (lines 22
and 25 in Figure 3), as the CPU time taken by it depends on the
value of i—the positions by which the underlying plaintext is
rotated. When i is a power of two, then BFV.ROWROTATE is
fast, whereas when i is a not a power of two, BFV.ROWROTATE

calls itself up to log2(i + 1) times (§4.1). For example, a call
to BFV.ROWROTATE with an input i = 7 translates into three
rotations by amounts one, two, and four—powers of two that
add to seven.

FastPIR eliminates the calls to expensive rotations whose
input rotation amount is not a power of two. As intuition,
suppose that the ANSWER procedure (Figure 3) needs to make
two calls to BFV.ROWROTATE—one for rotating a vector by
two positions and the other for rotating a vector for another
matrix column by three positions. Then, the straw man de-
sign presented in the previous subsection treats each rotation
separately. Particularly, it breaks down the rotation by three
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0|0|a|b 0|0|c|d

c|d|a|b

Figure 4—Illustration of optimized rotations in FastPIR. The straw
man (left) performs a mix of slow rotations (with rotations amounts
that are not powers of two) and fast rotations (with rotation amounts
that are powers of two) to combine multiple vectors. FastPIR’s
optimized scheme combines vectors using fast rotations only.

positions into a rotation by one position followed by a rota-
tion by two positions. Instead, FastPIR first rotates the second
vector by one position and adds the result to the first vector.
Then, it rotates the combined vector once by two positions,
thereby rotating only by powers-of-two amounts.

Figure 4 illustrates the idea for our running example with
m = 4 matrix columns, where the FastPIR processing for each
column produces a ciphertext. FastPIR arranges the vectors
to be combined as leaf nodes of a tree; it then builds up to the
root of the tree. When producing a parent at a given height h
of the tree, FastPIR rotates the right child by 2h−1 positions
and adds the rotated vector to the left child. The effect is that
FastPIR combines m ciphertexts in lines 22 and 25 in Figure 3
using m fast rotations.

4.4 Reducing the number of rotations

This optimization reduces the number of calls to
BFV.ROWROTATE by a factor of two, and eliminates the call
to BFV.COLROTATE, thereby further reducing the CPU cost of
ANSWER. The trade-off is a 2× increase in CPIR query size.

The key idea is to exploit the matrix representation of a
BFV plaintext (§4.1) and retrieve two elements of a matrix
row (instead of one) at a time.

As motivation, suppose that the matrix L is of dimension
N/2× 2, and the client wants the idx-th row. Then, the client
sends an encryption of a vector whose idx-th and idx + N/2-
th entries are one (and the rest are zeros). For instance, if
N = 4 and idx = 1, then the client sends an encryption of
(0, 1, 0, 1), or equivalently, ((0, 1), (0, 1)). The server multi-
plies this query with L to get an encryption of a vector whose
idx-th and idx + N/2-th entries are the desired elements from
the two columns of L. As an example with idx = 1, say L is
((a0, a1), (b0, b1)), then the multiplication operation produces
an encryption of ((0, a1), (0, b1)).

Figure 5 shows the procedures of FastPIR with this opti-
mization. The procedures assume that n is a multiple of N/2,
i.e., n = k · (N/2) for some k ≥ 1, and m is even and≤ N. As
before (§4.2), if these constraints do not hold, then the server
appropriately pads and splits L.

The QUERY procedure encrypts a set of vectors that in total
contain two non-zero entries (line 6 in Figure 5). The ANSWER

procedure multiplies k parts of every pair of columns of L
with the k ciphertexts in the query, and adds the results to

1: function QUERY(index idx, n)
2: for i = 0 to n− 1 do
3: fi ← (i == idx) ? 1 : 0 // one-hot encoding
4: for i = 0 to n/(N/2)− 1 do
5: v← (fi·N/2, . . . , f(i+1)·N/2−1)
6: qi = BFV.ENC(pk, v||v) // || denotes concatenation
7: return q = (q0, . . . , qn/(N/2)−1)

8: function ANSWER(library L, query q = (q0, . . . , qn/(N/2)−1))
9: // Represent L as a matrix of elements in Zp: L ∈ Zn×m

p

10: // q is an output of QUERY

11: for j = 0 to (m/2)− 1 do
12: sumj = BFV.ENC(pk, 0)
13: for i = 0 to n/(N/2)− 1 do
14: pi,j ← SUBMAT(L, i·N/2, (i+1)·N/2−1, 2j, 2j+1)
15: ti,j = BFV.SCMULT(pi,j, qi)
16: sumj = BFV.ADD(sumj, ti,j)

17: // Combine outputs from all pairs of columns
18: return ROTATEANDCOMBINE(sum0, . . . , summ/2−1)

19: function DECODE(answer ans, index idx)
20: // ans is an output of ANSWER

21: anspt ← BFV.DEC(sk, ans)
22: return PTROWROT(anspt, N/2− (idx mod N/2))

Figure 5—QUERY, ANSWER, and DECODE procedures for FastPIR.
(pk, sk) is a (public, private) key pair for the BFV scheme (§4.1).
SUBMAT extracts a sub-matrix of a matrix. ROTATEANDCOMBINE

refers to the optimized procedure to combine ciphertexts (§4.3).
PTROWROT is like BFV.ROWROTATE except that it operates on
BFV plaintexts rather than BFV ciphertexts.

get one ciphertext for every pair of columns. Then, ANSWER

packs these outputs using the optimized scheme to combine
ciphertexts described previously (§4.3). The DECODE proce-
dure decrypts the output of ANSWER and performs a rotation
on the plaintext output.

Security analysis. The security of a CPIR scheme requires
the output of QUERY to not reveal any information about the
requested index [20, 43]. FastPIR meets this property because
its QUERY procedure (i) produces semantically-secure BFV
ciphertexts, and (ii) outputs n/(N/2) ciphertexts independent
of the value of the desired index idx.

5 Implementation details
FastPIR. Our prototype of FastPIR is ≈1000 lines of C++
and is available at https://github.com/ishtiyaque/
FastPIR. We used the Microsoft SEAL library v3.5 [69]
for the underlying cryptographic operations of the BFV
scheme. Recall that FastPIR configures BFV so that it sup-
ports vectorized operations (§4.1). For vectorization, the
plaintext modulus p has to be a prime number congruent
to 1 (mod 2N), where N is the vector dimension of a BFV
plaintext and equals 210 or a higher power of two (§4.1).
Moreover, one needs to choose p � q to ensure correct de-
cryption. For Addra, we choose N = 212, p a 19-bit prime
270337, and q a 109-bit composite that is the product of
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a 54-bit prime (18014398509309953) and a 55-bit prime
(36028797018652673). These parameters provide a 128-bit
security level as guided by the homomorphic encryption stan-
dard [6]. (One may choose different parameters for FastPIR
based on application requirements.)

Master-worker architecture for Addra. We implemented
Addra server using a master-worker architecture with many
worker machines to distribute the PIR workload. Specifically,
during the dialing phase of a round in Addra’s protocol (§3.2),
the master receives CPIR queries from all devices and shards
them across the workers, where a worker gets a subset of the
queries. Then, during the communication phase, the master
initiates each subround at a fixed schedule. During each sub-
round, it waits to receive messages from the clients, compiles
them into a message library, and broadcasts the entire mes-
sage library to the workers. In case a laggard client fails to get
its message to the master during the time period the master
waits for incoming messages, the master buffers the laggard’s
message for the next subround. If more than one message
arrives at the master from a client for the same subround,
the master retains the latest message. Meanwhile, to process
CPIR queries, each worker computes the output of ANSWER

on its assigned subset of the queries and pushes the outputs
to the client devices who registered the queries.

Dialing protocol. Addra uses Pung’s protocol to initiate
calls [11, Chapter 4.5.3] (which in turn is based on Alpen-
horn [50]). Briefly, a caller sends “hello” messages encrypted
with the callee’s public key to the server, who then broad-
casts the set of “hello” messages from all callers to all user
devices. A callee decrypts the ciphertexts using its private key
and learns the content encryption key and the caller’s phone
number (which are inside the hello message). This protocol
is not efficient as the server broadcasts the ciphertexts to the
participants (although the server could use a CDN or mul-
ticast protocols), and a callee decrypts ciphertexts from all
users. Thus, Addra runs this protocol infrequently (every five
minutes; §6.3). A more efficient dialing protocol in Addra’s
threat model is still an open problem.

Options for which call to pick. A device may receive mul-
tiple incoming calls, or may make an outgoing call at the
same time a call comes in. In such scenarios, Addra exposes
all options to the device owner and lets them pick the call
they want to participate in. However, depending on which
option a user chooses, they could leak some information to
the users who are on the other end in the non-chosen options.
For instance, if Alice receives a call from both Bob and Char-
lie, and decides to pick Bob’s call, then Charlie may infer
that Alice is busy. This leakage is not specific to Addra but
applies to any metadata-private system [8, 9]. As efficient so-
lutions to this problem become available, one could enhance
the options-based approach currently implemented in Addra.

Other libraries and lines of code. Our prototype of Addra
(https://github.com/ishtiyaque/Addra) is ≈2,000
lines of C++ on top of existing libraries, including Fast-
PIR. Our implementation of the dialing protocol uses the lib-
scapi [1] library for public-key encryption using the Cramer-
Shoup scheme [26] with a key size of 3072 bits which pro-
vides 128 bits of security. It also uses AES-CBC implementa-
tion from OpenSSL with a 128-bit key for end-to-end content
encryption with 128 bits of security. It implements the mes-
sage library broadcasting mechanism from master to workers
using rpclib [3]. Finally, we use the open source implementa-
tion of LPCNet [57] for speech encoding/decoding.

6 Evaluation
Our evaluation answers the following questions:
1. What is Addra’s message latency, and how does it vary

with the number of users and server machines?
2. How much resource overhead (CPU, network upload and

download) does Addra impose on its server and users?
3. How does Addra compare to Pung [7, 10, 11], which

is the state-of-the-art prior system for metadata-private
communication over completely untrusted infrastructure?

4. How does FastPIR compare to the state-of-the-art CPIR
schemes, XPIR [4] and SealPIR [7]?

A highlight of our evaluation results is as follows:
• Addra’s 99-th percentile message latency is 726 ms for

32,768 users and 80 server machines. For the same config-
uration, Pung’s message latency is 5.2 seconds.

• Addra’s server consumes 22.3 minutes of CPU time for a
subround with 32,768 users, where a subround corresponds
to 480 ms of voice call. Translated to provisioning burden,
each user requires the server to provision 0.085 CPU for its
call. In contrast, Pung consumes 77.1 minutes of CPU time
(3.45× higher) per subround.

• An Addra user downloads and uploads 55.1 and 1.08 MiB
of data for each round when 32,768 users use Addra, where
a round corresponds to five minutes of voice call. Thus,
translated into bandwidth, Addra requires a download and
upload bandwidth of 1.46 Mbps and 30 Kbps, respectively.
In contrast, a Pung client downloads and uploads 250 MiB
(4.6× higher) and 313 MiB (289× higher) for five minutes
of voice call data.

• FastPIR has a smaller server-side CPU time and a smaller
response size relative to XPIR and SealPIR, particularly
when the number of messages in the PIR library is greater
than a threshold (≈ 20K).

Setup and method. We compare Addra to two variants of
Pung: Pung-XPIR (P-XPIR) and Pung-SealPIR (P-SPIR).
The former is the original Pung system from OSDI 2016 [10]
that instantiates CPIR with the XPIR scheme [4]. The second
variant replaces the XPIR scheme with the SealPIR CPIR
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Figure 6—(Left) Message latency with a varying number of users for eighty server worker machines. (Right) Message latency with a varying
number of server worker machines for 32,768 users. Messages are 96 bytes in size. The y-axis is log-scaled. d denotes CPIR recursion depth,
where d = 1 denotes no recursion and d = 2 enables recursion. Addra does not use recursion (§4).

scheme [7]. We include both variants as there is no clear
winner between them across all performance metrics. Further,
we evaluate these variants without (d = 1) and with CPIR
recursion (d = 2). We do not experiment with a recursion
depth d > 2 as the server CPU time and the network transfers
from the server to the clients, which are the two key overhead
metrics, grow significantly with depth greater than two [7].

We configure Addra and Pung to provide a security level
of 128-bits. Also, we configure Pung to use its BST retrieval
scheme in which a message recipient obliviously searches
through a tree while retrieving one message from the Pung
server. This scheme is the most scalable retrieval scheme for
Pung especially as the number of system users increase; we
discuss other retrieval schemes Pung supports in the related
work section (§7). For all of the systems, we deploy the server
on a cluster of machines in AWS EC2 US East region (Ohio).
Addra requires a master machine and a set of worker machines
(§5). For the master, we use a machine of type c5.24xlarge
(96 vCPU, 192 GiB of RAM and 25 Gbps of network band-
width) which provides a high network bandwidth to enable
the master to broadcast the message library (the mailboxes) to
the workers. For the workers, we use the compute-optimized
machines of type c5.12xlarge (48 vCPU, 96 GiB of RAM,
and 12 Gbps of network bandwidth). Pung does not have a
master and therefore we use machines of type c5.12xlarge
as its workers. To compensate for the extra master machine
assigned to Addra (relative to Pung), we assign two additional
worker machines of type c5.12xlarge to Pung.

Addra is required to process queries from all clients in
every subround to meet its security goals. Since we cannot
run tens of thousands of clients in our infrastructure, we em-
ploy a combination of real and simulated clients. We deploy
256 geographically distant real clients in a machine of type
c5.24xlarge in AWS US West (N. California). The mean
network RTT, as measured by Ping, between the server and
these clients is 51 ms. During each round and subround, real
clients send their queries and messages to the server, and
the server inserts the queries and messages of the remaining
simulated clients.

We configure Addra to run a round every five minutes
and a subround every 480 ms. This configuration results in
a fixed message size of 96 bytes at each subround as the
LPCNet voice codec encodes a 40 ms audio frame into 8
bytes (§2.1) [74, 75]. We vary the number of users (from
4,096 to 65,536) and the number of worker machines (from
20 to 100). We repeat experiments for 10 trials. To account
for tail latency, we process the queries from real clients only
after processing the queries from all simulated clients. Then,
we measure the 99-th percentile latency observed by the real
clients over the 10 trials, the CPU time consumed by the
server and the real clients, and the amount of data uploaded
and downloaded by the real clients.

6.1 Message latency

Variation with the number of users. Figure 6 (left) shows
the 99-th percentile message latency with a varying number
of users when the server has 80 worker machines.

Addra’s message latency is 254 ms for 4,096 users and
increases to 1678 ms for 65,536 users. This increase is due
to three reasons. First, as the number of users increases, so
does the number of mailboxes and the time to broadcast their
content from the master to the workers (§5). Second, the
number of CPIR queries the server processes every subround
equals the number of users (§3.2). Third, the time to process a
CPIR query increases with the number of mailboxes, so each
worker takes longer to generate CPIR responses. For 32,768
users, the latency is 726 ms, of which 398 ms is for CPIR
query processing at the workers, 186 ms is for broadcast of
mailbox content from the master to the workers, and the rest
is for network transfers between the client and the server.
However, for 65,536 users, the latency increases to 1,678 ms,
of which 1,186 ms is for CPIR query processing alone. This
processing time is higher than the 480 ms subround time
budget and thus voice packets start queuing up at the server
for these many users.

Addra’s message latency is lower than Pung’s, specifically,
that of Pung-XPIR by a factor of 7.2× for 32,768 users, due
to two reasons. First, a sender in Addra pushes a message
to the server, who performs CPIR processing and pushes the
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Figure 7—Server-side CPU time per subround with a varying number
of users. A subround corresponds to 480 ms of voice call; in a
subround, each user sends and receives one 96 byte message.

response to the recipient—in total, the message traverses two
hops (§3.2). In contrast, while the sender in Pung pushes a
message to the server in one hop, a recipient has to make
dlog2(n + 1)e sequential round-trips to the server to fetch a
message, where n is the number of users. Second, Addra uses
FastPIR, which has lower server-side CPIR answer generation
time than XPIR or SealPIR used in Pung; we will expand on
this difference shortly (§6.2, §6.5).

Variation with the number of worker machines. Figure 6
(right) shows the 99-th percentile message latency as a func-
tion of the number of worker machines when the number of
users is fixed to 32,768. Latency decreases for all systems
with an increase in the number of worker machines due to in-
creased parallelization for CPIR answer generation, but only
up to an inflection point. Beyond this inflection point, adding
workers does not improve latency as the time to replicate
mailboxes from the master to the workers goes up, while the
CPU on the workers starts to become idle. Thus, an immedi-
ate scalability bottleneck in Addra is the time to broadcast
mailboxes from the master to the workers. Distributing the
master or reducing the number of workers by extracting more
efficiency from each may further push out the inflection point.

6.2 Server-side CPU consumption

Figure 7 shows that server-side CPU time increases with the
number of users. This is expected as both the number of CPIR
queries and the time to generate an answer for each query
increases with the number of users (§3.2). Addra’s CPU con-
sumption is lower than Pung’s. For instance, for 32,768 users,
Addra takes 22.3 minutes while Pung (with XPIR and CPIR
recursion depth d = 2) takes 77.1 minutes (3.45× higher).
If we convert these times to CPU provisioning requirements,
then for each subround lasting 480 ms or 0.48 seconds, Ad-
dra’s server consumes 22.3 minutes, or 1,338 seconds, of CPU,
which is provided by provisioning 1, 338/0.48 = 2788 CPUs,
or 0.085 CPU per user. Similarly, each Pung user requires 0.29
CPU per user. A key reason for this difference is that FastPIR
in Addra consumes lower amount of server-side CPU relative
to XPIR or SealPIR in Pung (§6.5). We note that even though
a recursion depth of d = 2 reduces CPU consumption relative

to no recursion (d = 1), increasing depth further (d = 3)
does not reduce CPU consumption [7]. Furthermore, a higher
depth increases network overhead (§6.3). Thus, as mentioned
earlier (§6), we restrict our experiments to a depth of d = 2.

6.3 Client-side resource overheads

Network transfers. Figure 8 shows the amount of data a
client downloads and uploads for one round of communica-
tion (a round corresponds to five minutes of voice call).

An Addra user downloads ≈55.1 MiB in a five-minute
round when 32,768 users use Addra. That is, each user re-
quires 1.46 Mbps of network download bandwidth. Of the
55.1 MiB, ≈39 MiB is due to the communication phase of
the round while the rest is due to the dialing phase (§3.2). Fur-
ther, the former is independent of the number of system users,
while the latter depends linearly on the number of users.

Relative to a non-private baseline which does not hide meta-
data, Addra’s network overhead is significantly higher due to
the use of CPIR, which encrypts messages into BFV cipher-
texts. For example, if the non-private baseline uses LPCNet
which encodes 480 ms of speech in 96 bytes of data, then a
user’s network download bandwidth will be 1.56 Kbps. In
contrast, Addra encrypts the 96 bytes into a 64 KB ciphertext,
which is a 682× increase.

However, relative to Pung, an Addra user downloads less
data, by 4.5–45.7×, depending on the Pung variant. The im-
provement is due to two reasons. First, Pung requires a mes-
sage recipient to make multiple CPIR queries with the server
to search through the message library that is organized as a
tree. Second, CPIR answer size increases with a higher CPIR
recursion depth (d = 2 versus d = 1). Addra’s FastPIR, on
the other hand, operates at d = 1 to keep CPIR answer sizes,
and thus the downloads, smaller (§4).

An Addra user uploads one CPIR query per round during its
dialing phase. The Addra server then reuses the query across
subrounds (§3.2). Even though the query size for Addra is
larger compared to that of Pung (§6.5), unlike Pung, this cost
is amortized over multiple subrounds of the communication
phase. As a result, Addra’s upload network transfers are small:
≈1.1 MiB per round, or 30 Kbps.

We remark that even though Addra’s instantaneous network
overhead (1.46 Mbps download and 30 Kbps upload) appears
manageable, it adds up over time due to the involvement of
a client in dummy calls (§3.2). Thus, Addra requires certain
conditions such as unlimited network downloads for its clients
to be deployable. We anticipate that in the future, as the need
for privacy increases, so will advances in network technology
that will provide options for unlimited data.

CPU time. An Addra client consumes ≈27.5 seconds of CPU
time per a five-minute round when the number of users is
32,768. 94% of this time is from the dialing protocol (§5).
For the same configuration, a Pung client consumes 1.7–63×
higher CPU, primarily due to multiple CPIR queries with the
server for transmitting each message.
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Figure 8—Data downloaded and uploaded by a user per round with varying number of users. A round corresponds to five minutes of voice call.

6.4 Discussion on voice quality

The quality of voice calls and user experience depends on
several factors including message transmission latency, jitter
(the inconsistencies among packet arrival intervals [41]), and
the effectiveness of the voice encoder that converts human
speech into a digital signal. This section briefly discusses
Addra’s performance on these metrics.

We reported Addra’s message transmission latency in §6.1.
Specifically, latency varies with the number of users, and
is lower for a lower number of users. For example, for 8K
users, the latency is 306 ms, which is below the ITU-G.114
recommended value of 400ms [40]. As the number of users
increases, Addra’s latency crosses the recommended value,
but stays below one second for a significant number of users
(32,768); this value of one second is critical as it is possible
to make voice calls at this latency [49].

To measure jitter, we ran Addra for one round (i.e., 5 min-
utes of voice call) with 80 worker machines and a varying
number of users. Ideally, a user should receive a voice packet
every 480 ms, which is the duration of one subround. We mea-
sured the interval between consecutive packet arrival times-
tamps and calculated the absolute deviation of this value from
480 ms as jitter. Addra’s mean jitter is 4.1 ms for 4,096 users
and increases to 36.8 ms for 32,768 users. This increase with
the number of users is correlated with higher CPU and network
load at the server.

Finally, the effectiveness of voice encoding is a property of
the encoder. Addra’s current prototype uses the LPCNet [57]
encoder developed by Mozilla. Conducting a user experience
study on LPCNet’s quality is outside the scope of this paper,
but we refer the reader to the original paper on LPCNet that
discusses a subjective assessment of LPCNet’s quality based
on an experiment with one hundred human listeners [75].

6.5 Comparison of CPIR schemes

A core component of Addra and Pung is the CPIR crypto-
graphic primitive. Pung uses either XPIR or SealPIR, which
are also the state-of-the-art schemes. Addra uses FastPIR
(§4). This section compares the cost of these CPIR schemes
in isolation. Besides, since CPIR applies to several other
contexts [14, 30, 36, 56], this section sheds light on which

scheme could be better for which application.
We microbenchmarked the XPIR, SealPIR, and FastPIR

libraries on a single CPU of an AWS instance of type
c5.12xlarge (48 vCPU, 3.6 GHz, 96 GiB RAM). We config-
ured all three libraries for a 128-bit security level. However,
XPIR does not set parameters from the homomorphic encryp-
tion standard [6], and its parameters are smaller relative to
those for SealPIR and FastPIR.

We varied the number of messages in the library (n ∈
{213, . . . , 220}) and the size of each message (m ∈
{96B, 256B, 1024B}). The lowest value of n captures a small
library with a few thousand messages, while the other extreme
of n = 220 demonstrates how FastPIR scales with the number
of messages relative to the other CPIR libraries. Similarly, the
different message sizes demonstrate performance for scenar-
ios with small messages (for example, Addra) and also larger
messages.

We measure and report both CPU and network overhead
for query generation (QUERY), answer generation (ANSWER),
and answer decode (DECODE) CPIR procedures, for 10 trials.
Given that the CPIR cost in Addra is dominated by the cost
to run the ANSWER procedure, we describe the results while
focusing on ANSWER. At a high level, FastPIR keeps both the
CPU cost for ANSWER and the size of ANSWER output small,
while XPIR and SealPIR sacrifice one of the two.

CPU time for ANSWER. Figure 9 shows the CPU time for the
ANSWER procedure for different values of n and m. Beyond
a threshold n, and for all values of m, FastPIR consumes the
least amount of CPU time for ANSWER independent of whether
the baselines use recursion or not (d = 1 is no recursion, and
d = 2 enables it). For instance, when n=220 and m=256B,
ANSWER in FastPIR takes 2.5× less time than XPIR (d = 2)
and 2.7× less time than SealPIR (d = 2).

The figure also shows the impact of FastPIR’s optimiza-
tions (§4.3, §4.4) in reducing its CPU overhead. For smaller
values of n, the impact of these optimizations is significant.
For instance, for n=215 and m=256B, FastPIR without the
two optimizations (F-1 in the figure) is 2.73× more expen-
sive than the full-fledged FastPIR, while FastPIR without its
last optimization in §4.4 (F-2 in the figure) is 1.45× more
expensive than FastPIR will all optimizations enabled. But,
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Figure 9—CPU time to run the ANSWER CPIR procedure for XPIR (X), SealPIR (S), and three variants of FastPIR (F) with a varying number
of messages n in the server library and a varying size m of each message. F-1 and F-2 are intermediate baselines for FastPIR: F-1 leaves out
both optimizations for the rotation operations (§4.3 and §4.4), while F-2 leaves out only the optimization in §4.4. Both axes are log-scaled.
d denotes recursion depth (§4). FastPIR does not use recursion (sets d = 1, which means no recursion). For both XPIR and SealPIR, an
optimization to aggregate multiple small messages into a larger one (called aggregation in the literature) is enabled.

n = 32,768 n = 1,048,576

X (d = 1) X (d = 2) S (d = 1) S (d = 2) F (d = 1) X (d = 1) X (d = 2) S (d = 1) S (d = 2) F (d = 1)

query size (KiB)
m = 96 bytes 33,856 2,112 32 64 1,024 1,082,432 11,776 928 64 32,768
m = 256 bytes 95,328 3,520 96 64 1,024 3,050,432 19,776 2,752 64 32,768
m = 1024 bytes 524,288 8,192 512 64 1,024 16,777,216 46,368 16,384 64 32,768

answer size (KiB)
m ∈ {96B, 256B, 1024B} 32 256 32 320 64 32 288 32 320 64

client CPU costs (ms)
QUERY (m = 96B) 118.6 7.4 0.7 1.4 21.3 3801.8 41.5 19.2 1.4 679.0
QUERY (m = 256B) 335.2 12.4 2.0 1.4 21.4 10711.3 69.8 56.9 1.4 678.6
QUERY (m = 1024B) 1841.6 28.8 10.6 1.4 21.4 58990.8 164.2 338.8 1.4 678.7
DECODE (m ∈ {96B, 256B, 1024B}) 0.1 0.41 0.19 1.88 0.36 0.1 0.37 0.2 1.86 0.41

Figure 10—Network costs and client-side CPU costs for XPIR (X), SealPIR (S), and FastPIR (F) with a varying number of messages (n) and
the size of each message (m) in the server library. d denotes recursion depth (§4). FastPIR does not use recursion (sets d = 1, which means no
recursion). For both XPIR and SealPIR, an optimization to aggregate multiple small messages into a larger one (called aggregation in the
literature) is enabled.

as n increases the lower CPU time benefit of the optimizations
diminishes. This trend is expected as for larger n the cost
for the ANSWER procedure is dominated by the time to run
the BFV.SCMULT and BFV.ADD operations rather than the
rotation operations, which is what the optimizations focus on
(§4.2–§4.4).

Output size of ANSWER. Figure 10 shows the size of the
CPIR response generated by the ANSWER procedure for the
three CPIR schemes. When the schemes do not use recursion
(d = 1), their answer output sizes are smaller relative to when
they use recursion, although FastPIR’s response size is double
the size of XPIR and SealPIR. However, d = 1 is not a viable
solution for either XPIR or SealPIR. For XPIR, the query
size is large for d = 1, which increases network bandwidth
and CPU time for processing of CPIR queries (Figure 7). For
SealPIR, the compressed query is smaller on the wire, but
the expanded query has comparable size to that of XPIR.
Furthermore, the cost to expand adds significant CPU time for
SealPIR d = 1.

When the schemes use recursion (d = 2), both XPIR and
SealPIR do not have the query-size drawback, but increase

answer output size, by 8 to 10 times, relative to the d = 1
setting. Overall, FastPIR produces smaller responses (answer
outputs) without large queries (XPIR with d = 1) or signifi-
cant addition to computation time (SealPIR with d = 1).

Query-related overheads. Query generation time and query
sizes are significantly larger in FastPIR than SealPIR (espe-
cially when the latter uses recursion). For instance, query
size for 215 items in SealPIR with d = 2 is 17 times smaller
than the query size in FastPIR (with d = 1). However, Fast-
PIR’s query sizes are either smaller or comparable to those
for XPIR, depending on recursion depth and message size.

Summary. If ANSWER is invoked frequently for an applica-
tion with a library that has over several tens of thousands of
messages, then FastPIR is a better fit. However, if the applica-
tion cannot be designed such that its costs are dominated by
those of ANSWER, then SealPIR or XPIR may be a better fit.

7 Related work
Onion-routing. Systems such as Tor [72], which are based
on onion-routing [35, 65], can support anonymous VoIP calls
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with low message latency. However, they do not provide
strong guarantees. Indeed, a network adversary, such as an ISP,
can learn call metadata via traffic analysis [16, 38, 44, 58, 62].

Mix-nets. Chaum introduced a mix-net: a network of nodes
in which each node (called a mix) batches incoming mes-
sages and releases them in a permuted order [18]. A mix-net
based system fundamentally requires at least one mix to be
trusted [45–49, 51, 52, 64, 73, 76]. Yodel [49] is a state-of-the-
art system based on mix-nets that specifically targets voice
calls. Yodel scales to a few million users while providing a
sub-second message latency. However, Yodel assumes that
a fraction of the mixes it uses (80%) are not compromised.
As one relaxes this assumption, say to make the fraction of
trusted mixes to be 70% or lower, Yodel increases the latency
between a caller and a callee.

DC-nets. Unlike a mix-net, a dining cryptographers network
(DC-net) provides unconditional security using a technique
that requires broadcasting of messages between network par-
ticipants [17]. Due to the broadcasting requirement, earlier
systems based on DC-nets scaled to only tens of partici-
pants [24, 34, 70]. Later systems [25, 77] improved scala-
bility but at the cost of relaxing the threat model. For instance,
Dissent in numbers [77] scales to 5000 clients with 600 ms
latency for 600-client groups, but runs a DC-net among a
(smaller) group of servers while assuming that one of them
is trusted. PriFi [13] is the latest DC-net based system. It
improves latency for a LAN setting of a small organization
with a few hundred users (latency is 100 ms for 100 users).
PriFi does not scale to thousands or tens of thousands of users.
It also assumes that one of its servers in the group of servers
is trusted.

Private mailboxes. Systems based on private mailboxes ei-
ther obliviously write to [23, 32] or read from [7, 10, 14, 42,
68] mailboxes hosted over untrusted servers. The state-of-the-
art system based on this strategy that works over completely
untrusted infrastructure is Pung [7, 10] (rest of the systems
assume non-colluding servers).

We empirically compared Addra to Pung, particularly to its
scalable tree-based message retrieval scheme called BST (§6).
Pung offers two other retrieval schemes: one called explicit
retrieval and the other based on Bloom filters. The explicit
scheme requires two round trips between a message recipient
and the server, and incurs comparable server-side CPU over-
head as the BST scheme. However, it is not viable in terms
of network overhead as the server has to frequently broadcast
a mapping comparable in size to the entire message library.
For instance, for 32K users, the server pushes 625 MiB of
mapping data every five minutes to every user, thus adding
a bandwidth requirement of 16.6 Mbps per user. The Bloom
filter scheme significantly lowers the network overhead rel-
ative to the explicit scheme. However, its overhead is still
linear in the number of objects (so it is not a viable solution
as the system scales up to hundreds of thousands of users).

Besides, it works probabilistically: a message recipient is not
guaranteed to download the message sent by the sender, thus
degrading the quality of service by a non-zero amount.

Although Addra supports synchronous voice calls at scale,
and Pung does not (§6.1), Addra does not replace Pung, which
is designed for asynchronous applications such as email and
chat. Indeed, Addra cannot retrieve long-lived messages from
the server, which is a requirement for such applications.

Private information retrieval (PIR). Chor et al. [19, 20]
introduced the problem of PIR over multiple non-colluding
servers, while Kushilevitz and Ostrovsky [43] introduced
CPIR over a single untrusted server. Since these decades old
seminal works, there have been numerous improvements to
concrete constructions of PIR. For instance, some schemes
reduce PIR overheads [4, 7, 28, 29, 71], while others improve
answer recovery against a byzantine server [31, 60]. In this
paper, we introduced FastPIR, a new CPIR scheme that re-
duces the server-side computation overhead relative to the
state-of-the-art CPIR schemes [4, 7] (§6.5).

8 Summary and future work
Metadata from voice calls contains rich information about
people’s lives, and is a prime target for powerful adversaries
such as nation states. Prior work that hides metadata either
requires trusted intermediaries or does not scale to more than
tens of users for low-latency voice calls. This paper described
Addra, the first system that hides metadata for voice calls
over completely untrusted infrastructure for tens of thousands
of users. Addra’s current prototype supports 32,768 users on
a cluster of 80 machines with a message latency of 726 ms
and a voice synthesis rate of 1.6 Kbps. Addra provides its
performance and privacy properties through a new, simple,
and efficient protocol to access private mailboxes hosted on an
untrusted server (§3), and a new private information retrieval
(PIR) scheme, FastPIR (§4).

Our future work involves further scaling Addra from tens of
thousands of users to hundreds of thousands or a few million
users. To accelerate CPIR computation, a promising direction
could be to explore efficient implementations of the master-
worker architecture of Addra’s server, as well as increased
efficiency for the workers using GPUs and FPGAs. For the
latter, one would have to address challenges related to running
PIR on a heterogeneous system. Finally, a full-fledged Addra
system would require extending its support from peer-to-peer
voice calls to group calls.
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Abstract
This paper addresses a key missing piece in the current ecosys-
tem of decentralized services and blockchain apps: the lack of
decentralized, verifiable, and private search. Existing decen-
tralized systems like Steemit, OpenBazaar, and the growing
number of blockchain apps provide alternatives to existing
services. And yet, they continue to rely on centralized search
engines and indexers to help users access the content they
seek and navigate the apps. Such centralized engines are in a
perfect position to censor content and violate users’ privacy,
undermining some of the key tenets behind decentralization.

To remedy this, we introduce DESEARCH, the first decen-
tralized search engine that guarantees the integrity and privacy
of search results for decentralized services and blockchain
apps. DESEARCH uses trusted hardware to build a network
of workers that execute a pipeline of small search engine
tasks (crawl, index, aggregate, rank, query). DESEARCH then
introduces a witness mechanism to make sure the completed
tasks can be reused across different pipelines, and to make
the final search results verifiable by end users. We implement
DESEARCH for two existing decentralized services that han-
dle over 80 million records and 240 GBs of data, and show
that DESEARCH can scale horizontally with the number of
workers and can process 128 million search queries per day.

1 Introduction
Most of today’s online services—including search, social net-
works, and e-commerce—are centralized for reasons such
as economies of scale, compatible monetization strategies,
network effects, legal requirements, and technical limitations.
Yet, since the birth of the Internet, there have been periods of
intense interest in decentralization, including the peer-to-peer
systems bonanza of the early and mid 2000s [57, 90, 107] and
the current blockchain boom [39, 94, 113]. A rich set of de-
centralized services have appeared and are able to offer most
of the functionalities that common centralized online services
provide, as listed in Figure 1. Proponents of decentralization
argue that centralized services often employ anti-consumer
practices owing to their monopolistic positions [18, 27], and
the mismatch between users’ expectations and operators’ in-
centives [44]. Further, centralized services are particularly sus-
ceptible to censorship [4, 41] (either self-imposed or coerced
through technical or legal means) and collect vast amounts of
user information [13, 14].

Service Centralized Decentralized

Currency U.S. Dollars Bitcoin [94]
Online Marketplace eBay OpenBazaar [28]
Social Media Twitter Steemit [40]
Video Sharing Youtube DTube [8]
Social Network Facebook Mastodon [16]
Public Storage DropBox IPFS [59]
Messaging Slack Matrix [25]
Video Conference Zoom Zipcall [50]
Website Hosting WiX [47] ZeroNet [49]
Financial Betting Etoro [12] Augur [1]
Supercomputing Titan [45] Golem [17]
Document Collaboration Google Docs Graphite [21]

FIGURE 1—Centralized services and decentralized alternatives.

While the idea of building fully decentralized services is
alluring, developers must currently make a significant com-
promise: they must defer search functionality to a central-
ized service. For example, OpenBazaar [28] makes a strong
case for a decentralized marketplace, but users must use a
centralized search engine such as Bazaar Dog [46] or Duo
Search [9] to discover what items are for sale in the first
place. A similar compromise is made by other popular ser-
vices [8, 16, 28, 40, 49]. This state of affairs is problematic be-
cause search is not an optional feature but rather a core compo-
nent of these systems. Without decentralized search, the pur-
ported goals of anti-censorship is hard to attain: the search en-
gine could trivially track users’ queries, and opaquely censor
particular content [3, 4, 7, 32, 41]. For example, Steemit [40]
is a decentralized social media service where posts are stored
on the public Steem blockchain [39], but Steemit developers
have been known to prevent users’ posts from appearing on
the front end site [41].

Prior proposals. Several search engines [29, 81] propose
reaching consensus amongst replicas to ensure the correctness
of search indexes. However, these engines rely on a central
website hosted at the third party to answer queries. As a result,
an end-user who visits this website has no way to validate
the integrity of the displayed results, or to determine whether
there are missing entries. As an alternative, peer-to-peer-based
search engines [24, 48] allow shared indexes between peers
and queries can be issued to any peer (essentially implement-
ing a distributed hash table). However, these engines do not
support verifiable indexes, and allow peers to monitor clients’
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requests, leading to severe privacy concerns. Finally, many
blockchains encourage users to run their own indexer node
or to use a third-party indexer [30, 35] to access the content
in the blockchain. However, most users lack the resources
and the expertise needed to deploy their own indexers, and
third-party indexers must be trusted to not censor content or
violate users’ privacy.

Goals and contribution. Building a decentralized search en-
gine that avoids the aforementioned shortcomings is far from
trivial. First, the search engine should be able to authenticate
the data source to make sure the dataset contains all data
items and is free from forgeries. Second, the user’s intention,
including the query keywords and search results, should be
kept private from any party. Third, the search engine should
be able to provide a proof of execution to clients that explains
how the search results were generated, and why the results
are correct. Last, the search engine should have reasonable
costs and scale to support many users.

To meet these goals, we introduce DESEARCH, the first
decentralized search engine that allows users to verify the
correctness of their search results, and preserves the privacy
of user queries. DESEARCH outsources fragments of search
tasks such as crawling, indexing, aggregation, ranking, and
query processing to trusted execution environments (TEEs)
running on untrusted executors that compose a decentralized
network, and introduces new data structures and mechanisms
that make executors’ operations reusable and externally veri-
fiable.

First, since each executor only has a local view of the com-
putation, DESEARCH uses witnesses, which are a type of
object that reflects the dataflow and establishes the correct-
ness of results. A witness ensures that executors cannot lie
about which sources they crawled, how they aggregated data,
computed the index, or responded to a query. Verifying wit-
nesses is not cheap, so DESEARCH amortizes the verification
cost by reusing previously checked witnesses across queries,
using designated executors—verifiers—to check witnesses
on behalf of clients.

Second, DESEARCH uses a public storage service called
Kanban. Kanban allows executors in the network to exchange
intermediate information, agree on a snapshot of data in the
system, manage membership, tolerate faults, and verify re-
sults. To detect rollback on Kanban data, DESEARCH summa-
rizes an epoch-based snapshot and stores it on an append-only
distributed log.

Finally, DESEARCH protects the privacy of queries with
two techniques. To prevent leaks from access patterns, DE-
SEARCH adapts an existing oblivious RAM library [102]. To
resist volume side channels, DESEARCH returns the same
amount of data for all search queries. It does so by equalizing
the lengths of result entries. This approach does not reduce
the performance or quality of the service because search en-
gines need not display all of the content but rather a small

snippet. As an analogy in the Web context, search engines
like Google do not display the entirety of a Web site’s content
in the search result; instead, they typically display the URL
of each site and a small text snippet.

We built a prototype of DESEARCH in 2, 600 lines of code,
and have adapted it to work with Steemit (a decentralized
social media service), and OpenBazaar (a decentralized e-
commerce service). Our evaluation of DESEARCH on 1312
virtual machines across the wide-area network with variable
network latency and executor failures shows that DESEARCH
scales well as executors join the network, and can handle over
128 million requests per day. Checking the correctness of the
displayed results is also affordable: users can verify results in
under 1.2 seconds by consulting dedicated verifiers.

To summarize, the contributions of this paper are:

• The design of DESEARCH, the first decentralized search
engine that allows any executors with a TEE to join and
provide search functionality for decentralized services.

• A witness mechanism that organizes verifiable proofs from
short-lived executors to form a global dataflow graph.
Through these witnesses, DESEARCH offers fast verifi-
cation for search queries.

• A prototype of DESEARCH built for Steemit [40] and
OpenBazaar [28], and an evaluation of DESEARCH’s per-
formance and scalability.

While DESEARCH enables, for the first time, scalable, ver-
ifiable, and private search for existing decentralized services,
it is not a viable replacement for traditional Web search en-
gines (e.g., Google). Besides the obvious issue of scale, DE-
SEARCH’s target applications expose a single source of data
(their underlying distributed log or proof of storage mech-
anism), which gives DESEARCH an anchor for its witness
data structure. In contrast, the Web has no such single log,
which would prevent DESEARCH from proving that all Web
pages had been crawled and indexed. Nevertheless, we believe
DESEARCH fills a crucial void.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the motivation, the problem, and the threat model of
DESEARCH, and discusses potential solutions. Section 3 pro-
vides an overview of DESEARCH, highlights DESEARCH’s
components, and explains how they work cooperatively. Sec-
tion 4 presents how DESEARCH achieves a decentralized
yet verifiable search; Section 5 introduces Kanban, a verifi-
able storage; Section 6 describes how DESEARCH provides
oblivious search. Section 7 gives the implementation details.
Section 8 evaluates DESEARCH in a local heterogeneous clus-
ter and a geo-distributed environment. Finally, Section 9 dis-
cusses other aspects and Section 10 compares related work.

2 Motivation and problem statement
This section describes our motivation, target setting and threat
model, and potential solutions that fall short.
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2.1 Motivation

We give a brief overview of two representative decentralized
services and the problems related to search that might arise
in those systems.

Social Media. Steemit [40] is a social media platform
that stores user-generated contents on the public Steem
blockchain [39]. Although the raw data from the blockchain
is tamper-proof, Steemit’s front-end servers can censor or ma-
nipulate the search results before delivering them to users [41].
One can think of these servers as centralized curators for de-
centralized storage. These servers also know who searches
for what, which may reveal users’ interests and preferences.

Marketplaces. OpenBazaar [28] is an e-commerce market-
place built on top of a peer-to-peer network and storage. To
help users search for items, OpenBazaar provides an API [5]
for third-party search engines to crawl and index items. But
existing search engines [2, 9, 34, 46] are opaque; they can
bias results towards item listings that benefit them financially.
For example, a listing owner could pay the search engine to
promote its listing or hide other listings. Additionally, these
engines can learn users’ purchasing habits (and other infor-
mation) from keywords and search histories.

In short, existing decentralized services currently lack
trusted search that offers integrity and privacy. A decentral-
ized search engine should have strict requirements on the
visibility of the search queries and the correctness of the
search results. Below, we formalize these goals.

2.2 Decentralized search

Consider a decentralized system where volunteers called ex-
ecutors together operate a search engine. Users want to search
over some source data (e.g., data stored in a blockchain) using
some search algorithm. Both the source data and the search
algorithm are public and accessible to all users. For each
search, a user sends keywords to the executors running the
search algorithm and expects a search result—a ranked list
of summaries for entries in the source data alongside pointers
to the corresponding full entries.

After receiving the search results, users want to verify that
the results are actually correct—that they are derived from
executing the search algorithm on the latest source data and
the provided keywords. Users also want to keep their searches
private. In detail, the challenge is to design a decentralized
search engine that meets these goals:

• Integrity: the search results should correspond to the cor-
rect execution of the published search algorithm on the
most recent source data. We divide this into two prop-
erties: (1) Execution integrity, meaning that the search
algorithm is faithfully executed on some source data and
the output search results are ranked in the correct order.
(2) Data integrity, meaning that the source data used is
legitimate, up-to-date, and there are no missing or forged

Search Engine Integrity Privacy Scalability
Execution Data Content Metadata

YaCy [48]
Presearch [29]
The Graph [20]
IPSE [24]
BITE [89]

Rearguard [108]
Oblix [91]
vChain [114]
GEM2-Tree [117]

X-Search [92]
CYCLOSA [98]

DESEARCH

FIGURE 2—Comparison between prior work and DESEARCH. X-
Search [92] obfuscates query keywords but does not hide them.
Rearguard [108] hides the index size but not the result size.

data records. In combination, these two properties prevent
(undetectable) biased results and censorship.

• Privacy: the search engine (or any third party) should not
leak the user’s search query or the corresponding search re-
sults. There are two aspects to this. (1) Content: the user’s
query (search keywords) and the corresponding search re-
sults are never available in the clear to the search engine.
(2) Metadata: the number and size of the messages ex-
changed by the user and the search engine is independent
of the search results and the provided keywords.

• Scalability: executors that join the search engine should
contribute meaningfully towards its capacity: more execu-
tors should result in higher search throughput.

Figure 2 shows existing decentralized or private search
engines. None of them meets all of our desired goals.

2.3 Potential approaches

How to provide integrity and/or privacy for an execution
(for example, search) has been studied broadly. We list some
approaches below (see more in Section 10).

Replication such as PBFT [67] and Ethereum [113] is one
approach to build systems that can guarantee execution in-
tegrity within a given number of (Byzantine) faults. However,
it requires performing the computation multiple times and
traditional replication protocols do not provide privacy.

Another line of work [99, 105, 111] uses cryptography—
such as fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) [74], secure
multi-party computation (MPC) [116], and verifiable com-
putation (VC) [62, 97, 105]—to provide execution integrity
and/or privacy. Though promising, it remains an open prob-
lem to build a system that can support a complex enough
search model and the large-scale datasets used by today’s
decentralized services.

Trusted execution environments (TEE) provide another
approach to build systems that protect a sensitive execution
from being tampered with or eavesdropped. However, exist-
ing TEEs either (1) have limited private memory (128 MB
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per node); (2) lack memory encryption [55] which makes
them vulnerable to physical attacks that are realistic in a
decentralized setting; or (3) are susceptible to memory tam-
pering [54, 84]. Although newly proposed TEEs [43] have
expanded enclave memory to 1 TB, they relax the security
guarantees (e.g., they are vulnerable to physical replay at-
tacks) owing to the loss of integrity tree protection. Prior
distributed frameworks like VC3 [104] and Ryoan [77] ad-
dress many of the above shortcomings but are not designed
for a decentralized environment. Their predefined computa-
tion graph is not a good fit for a dynamic environment where
the source data and the set of executors is constantly in flux.

Finally, systems like Dory [71] that implement private
search for a file system allow users to get pointers to objects
that match certain keywords, but they do not implement fea-
tures expected from a search engine such as finding non-exact
matches, ranking results, or providing summaries.

DESEARCH uses a combination of new and existing
techniques—TEEs, an append-only log, an epoch-based stor-
age service, authenticated data structures (hash trees), and
oblivious RAM—to address the challenges in Section 2.2.

2.4 Threat model

DESEARCH assumes a decentralized network where untrusted
executors are operated by unknown parties, but are equipped
with TEEs. We assume reliable TEEs with no microarchitec-
tural or analog side channels [64, 110] or vulnerabilities to
voltage changes or physical tampering [93]. We also assume
the TEE manufacturers do not inject backdoors into TEEs,
or share their private keys. Finally, we assume that the TEE
remote attestation mechanism works as intended. While these
assumptions are undeniably strong given existing TEE’s track
record, we expect this technology to mature over the years
and for many of the current weaknesses to be addressed.

In DESEARCH, executors join the system and volunteer
their TEEs (or they are paid or incentivized to do so, which
is orthogonal). Executors can be malicious: they can deny
services, modify the inputs that go into the TEE or the out-
puts that come out of it. They can also corrupt data outside
the TEE’s protected memory, or replay inputs and outputs.
Moreover, executors observe memory accesses, and I/O pat-
terns [65, 115] (either which memory is accessed or how
much data/how many times).

DESEARCH requires that the data over which the decentral-
ized service will offer search be stored in a publicly auditable
source. This requirement boils down to ensuring that the data
source has its own mechanism to check that the data added
is not removed or tampered with (e.g., storing the data in a
blockchain or IPFS [59]).

3 System overview
In this section we give the design principles of DESEARCH,
which is a decentralized search engine for decentralized ser-
vices and blockchain apps. We start by highlighting some of
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FIGURE 3—DESEARCH’s architecture. DESEARCH obtains raw
data from public decentralized services (e.g., Steem blockchain)
as the data sources, and stores the intermediate data (i.e., items
and indexes) on Kanban, a public append-only storage that creates
snapshots periodically. DESEARCH executors generate witnesses
along with the search pipeline. Privacy (§2.2) is offered for users in
the query phase (within the dashed rectangle).

the challenges present when building a decentralized search
engine that meets our requirements (§2.2). Some of these
challenges stem from our decentralized environment, while
others come from the limitations of today’s TEEs and the
dynamic nature of search.

First, decentralization requires that executors be allowed
to freely join and depart the system (§2.2), which means
that executors can go offline unexpectedly. Thus, a standard
search engine design with long-running tasks and stateful
components is unfavorable, as one executor’s leaving can
heavily impact the service.

Second, today’s TEE instances (DESEARCH uses Intel
SGX) have limited memory (128MB or 256MB); working
sets in excess of this limit require expensive paging mech-
anisms. Indeed, our experiments reveal that the latency in-
curred by paging far exceeds what is acceptable for a user-
facing service like search. For example, when we run a search
service for Steemit, which requires a 31 GB index, in a single
optimized SGX instance, it takes 16 (resp., 65) seconds to
respond to a single-keyword (resp., two-keyword) query. Re-
cent work [95, 96] has explored ways to enlarge the trusted
memory through software-based swapping (either via a man-
aged runtime or compiler instrumentation), but those solutions
leak the application’s memory access pattern. As a result, we
find that to achieve acceptable latency, it is necessary for the
search engine’s functionality to be split into small tasks that
are processed by many SGX instances in parallel.

Third, search services are dynamic, and it is hard to track
and verify the whole search process from crawling to query
servicing. In particular, a search engine is unable to plan a
computation graph (like in big-data [73, 104, 111] or machine-
learning [79, 87] systems) as the arrival of new source data or
user search queries is unpredictable, and the set of available
executors is unknown a priori.

Overview. DESEARCH addresses these challenges by de-
composing a search into a pipeline of short-lived tasks where
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each executor is responsible for a single task at a time and op-
erates only on a small portion of data. Executors are stateless.
They fetch inputs and write outputs from and to a storage
service named Kanban. Kanban is a cloud-based key-value
store that provides high-availability and data integrity. We
describe Kanban in detail in Section 5.

To track the completion of the dynamically executing tasks
within the search pipeline, DESEARCH uses witnesses (§4),
which are cryptographic summaries that capture the correct
transfer of data among executors. A witness is also a proof
of an executor’s behavior, which allows users to verify their
search results ex post facto.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of DESEARCH.

Search pipeline and Kanban. In DESEARCH, executors
are categorized into four roles: crawlers, indexers, queriers,
and masters (for simplicity, masters are omitted in Fig-
ure 3). The first three roles comprise a full search pipeline—
crawlers fetch data from public sources (for example a
blockchain [39, 94, 113] or P2P storage [28, 59]); indexers
construct inverted indexes; queriers process queries, rank and
build search results.

Instead of point-to-point communication, executors in the
pipeline communicate through Kanban. Kanban also stores
the data (items, indexes, and witnesses) generated by ex-
ecutors, and provides data integrity (but not confidentiality)
by periodically creating snapshots of all current state and
committing a digest of the snapshot to a public log (e.g.,
Ethereum [113] or Steem [39]). We call the time between two
consecutive snapshots an epoch; we call the data correspond-
ing to the beginning of an epoch, an epoch snapshot.

For privacy (§2.2), DESEARCH comprises public and pri-
vate domains. Executors in the public domain access public
data (like public source data) and produce shared information
(like indexes). On the other hand, users’ interactions with
DESEARCH happen in the private domain, and their com-
munication (for example, search requests and responses) are
encrypted and kept secret.

Masters. Masters are the executors that provide crucial mem-
bership services: (1) a service that authenticates a TEE node
who wants to join DESEARCH; (2) a job assignment service
that coordinates the independent executors to form the search
pipeline with minimal repeated work; (3) a key management
service (KMS) that allows anyone to identify if an executor
is a legitimate DESEARCH member. Regarding managing
the KMS and task coordination, masters periodically (in the
beginning of an epoch), release a list of public keys from
legitimate executors on Kanban so that users can verify their
signatures and communicate with them. This list includes
the active nodes to ensure the service’s availability. Masters
hold the root key that serves as the identity of the DESEARCH
system, allowing the public to recognize DESEARCH. We
describe how the system is bootstrapped, how new masters
join, and how the root key is generated in Section 9.

Timelineepoch1 epoch2 epoch3 epoch4…

Crawlers

Indexers

Queriers

Users
DeSearch Pipeline

FIGURE 4—In DESEARCH, executors and users use data from the
last epoch as inputs, which we call the offset-by-one strategy. For
example, an indexer uses items of the last epoch to generate new
indexes (denoted by oblique arrows), and may merge indexes from
the prior epoch (denoted by horizontal arrows).

Workflow. DESEARCH’s executors perform an ordinary
search pipeline—crawling, indexing, and serving queries. In
DESEARCH, data integrity (§2.2) is defined with respect to a
particular epoch snapshot; DESEARCH uses an offset-by-one
strategy where an executor always uses data from the last
epoch in order to ensure that the flow of data is verifiable
when expressed as a pipeline of tasks. Figure 4 shows an ex-
ample of this process. Along every step of the pipeline, each
executor generates a witness, a proof of what the executor has
seen, has done, and how the data has been transferred. We
discuss witnesses in Section 4.

To conduct a search, a user first retrieves a list of active
queriers. This list is maintained by both masters and queriers:
queriers update their status on the list with signed proofs
specifying that they have seen the most-recent epoch; the
legitimacy of the status proofs is verified by masters. Users
know this by checking that the list is signed by masters.

With the active querier list, the user randomly selects one
as the leader, and sends (encrypted) search keywords to the
leader. The leader then seeks more peer queriers to collec-
tively handle the request. That is, different queriers have dif-
ferent portions of indexes and together serve one user search
request. The leader finally aggregates results by ranking based
on relevance, and returns to the user a list of the k most rele-
vant items. One item comprises a link (to the original content)
and a content snippet that summarizes the item and often
contains the searched keywords.

Together with the search results, the user also receives wit-
nesses from queriers. The witnesses produced by the search
pipeline (all of them) form a witness tree, which users can
verify by starting from the witnesses received from the leader
querier, traversing the tree, checking every node (witness),
and confirming that the search has been correctly executed.
We discuss this verification process next.

4 Verifiable search
In DESEARCH, search functions are outsourced to indepen-
dent executors in a decentralized environment, and data is
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FIGURE 5—A verifiable lambda is composed of a witness sandbox
and a computation sandbox. The function is one of: crawling, in-
dexing, and querying. The witnessin contains the hash for inputs
and is from prior lambdas. The witnessout is the witness generated
by this lambda. The sandbox design is necessary because it isolates
the witness processing from the function execution; the buggy or
malicious function cannot tamper with the integrity of witness.

partitioned across executors. As a result, an executor only has
a local view of its own computation and cannot protect the en-
tire search pipeline even though it runs on a TEE assumed to
be correct. Specifically, guaranteeing integrity (§2.2) has two
parts: (a) ensuring that results are generated by the correct al-
gorithm (execution integrity) despite intermediate data being
transferred among executors through untrusted channels; and
(b) ensuring that results are derived from the desired dataset
without the absence of data records or the inclusion of bogus
data (data integrity).

DESEARCH uses verifiable lambdas and witnesses to ad-
dress challenge (a), and Kanban with epochs for challenge
(b). We detail them below.

Verifiable lambda and witnesses. As stated earlier (§3),
DESEARCH splits a search pipeline into small tasks. Each
task is executed by a basic unit, called verifiable lambda. The
concept of a verifiable lambda (short as lambda) is borrowed
from serverless computing [36] and SGX sandboxing sys-
tems [77, 104]. A key difference is that DESEARCH’s lambda
requires a TEE enclave abstraction that yields a witness (we
discuss it briefly, but it is a type of certificate of correct ex-
ecution) after every computation, allowing the intermediate
data to be verified and reused.

A lambda is composed of the two sandboxes shown in
Figure 5: (1) a witness sandbox that validates the input upon
loading, and generates a witness before delivering the result
to the next lambda; (2) a computation sandbox which runs
the main function in a self-contained execution environment
that does not use any external services; the goal is to resist
Iago attacks [68] (attacks in which a malicious OS causes the
process to harm itself). All I/O activity of the computation
sandbox must be routed to the witness sandbox, which logs
the I/O data and produces a auditable record stored within the
witness. This design isolates the buggy or malicious function
execution from witness processing, so that the integrity of
the witness is easier to reason about. For multiple inputs, a
lambda can batch them to avoid generating many witnesses.

For a chain of lambdas, to ensure correct results, a seem-

ingly straightforward solution is to encode a signed nonce in
each execution of the pipeline. However, this approach does
not work for search because a search pipeline often requires
the data (such as crawling data and indexes) from multiple
previous pipeline executions, and a signed nonce fails to cap-
ture the relationship between these multiple inputs and the
output (critical for verifying data integrity such as data com-
pleteness). Hence, we introduce a certificate called witness
for each lambda.

A lambda’s witness is a tuple:〈[
H(in1), H(in2), · · ·

]
, H(func), H(out)

〉
signed

that mirrors how an output is generated by performing a func-
tion over a list of inputs. The H(in) and H(out) are hashes
of the input and output blobs, and H(func) is the hash of the
program binary that runs in this lambda. A witness is signed
by the lambda, and anyone can verify the signature using
DESEARCH’s KMS (§3). A witness has a feature called “mul-
tiple input, single output” (MISO), which consumes multiple
inputs and produces exactly one output. We find that search
is a natural fit for MISO, as mutilple on-chain items yield an
index, and multiple indexes serve a query.

Generally speaking, witnesses can be thought of as a proof-
carrying metadata for a decentralized system, which explains
how an output is being generated and with which piece of
code, and enables a user to examine the computation process
from the effect to the cause for a whole-pipeline verification.
The notion of verifiable lambda and its witness mechanism
are general enough to support other scenarios such as a de-
centralized and verifiable recommender system (§9).

Witness-based verification. All witnesses from a search
process form a tree, which we call a witness tree (see an
example in Figure 6). Users can verify their search results by
traversing and checking the corresponding trees, the roots of
which are the witnesses that users receive from queriers.

To check a single witness, a user first verifies whether the
witness is signed by a legitimate executor and then checks
if the hash of the executed function is as expected. This ap-
proach, combined with the integrity guarantees of the underly-
ing TEE, ensures that the lambda which produced the witness
faithfully executed the desired function.

Now consider the data transition between two adjacent
lambdas in a search pipeline. The former lambda commits
its output and a signed witness to Kanban; the latter lambda
fetches one (or multiple) pair of data and witnesses from Kan-
ban, checks their signatures, validates if the hash in the wit-
ness matches the data, and feeds the data to the computation
function. A user can verify that the inputs of a latter lambda
are indeed the outputs from a former lambda by checking
whether H(in) of the latter equals H(out) from the former.

Finally, users check if data sources are genuine by checking
whether H(in) in the beginning (the crawling phase) is indeed
a correct summary of the original data source. Users need
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FIGURE 6—Two example witness trees. A rectangle represents a
witness, edges represent data dependencies, and “H(...)” indicates
hashes. This figure contains two search queries (“q1” and “q2”): q1
happens first, and there is a merge update to the indexes (index3

derives from index1 and item5), then q2 happens. As a result, q1
and q2 share a subtree indicated in gray color.

to download the contents from the data source and calculate
their hashes, which is a very expensive procedure (we address
this issue shortly). If all the above checks pass, users con-
firm that their search results are faithfully produced because
all steps—crawling from the data source, the intermediate
data transferring between tasks, and each task in the search
pipeline—are verified to be authentic and faithfully executed.

Providing efficient verification. The aforementioned veri-
fication process works in principle, but in practice, a perfor-
mance challenge arises. To verify a search, a user would have
to download all the witnesses, check all the signatures and
hashes, and examine the data source. To lighten the burden
of verification on the user side, DESEARCH uses delegated
verification: users offload parts of their verifications to some
executors dedicated for verification, which we call verifiers.

Beyond simplifying user-side verification, delegated verifi-
cation also saves work by batching and deduplicating verifi-
cations from different users. This is based on an observation
that serving different search requests uses a lot of shared in-
dexes, hence the witnesses from the shared portion can be
reused (as an example, see the gray subtree in Figure 6). Be-
cause of delegated verification, verifiers have the opportunity
to batch many common witnesses, which they verify once
for all. Finally, users only have to verify the final step—the
querier phase’s witness, significantly accelerating the verifi-
cation (see delegated verification’s speedup in §8.2). Because
verifiers are only delegated to accelerate the verification of
the witnesses in the public domain, it does not leak any infor-
mation about particular users or their queries.

Data integrity. The above verification ensures that functions
are executed as expected, but there is no guarantee that these
functions see all data even if all functions are protected by
TEEs. In fact, there is no definition of “all data” from a user’s
perspective because newly generated data takes time to be
reflected in the search results. It is therefore unspecified what
data must appear in any particular search result.

To define data completeness (a part of data integrity, §2.2)
for searches, DESEARCH divides time into epochs, and execu-

tors write data to Kanban annotated with the current epoch
(we elaborate on epochs in §5). We define a search that uses
a complete set of data if each step (represented by witnesses)
in a search pipeline (represented by a witness tree) uses all
inputs in Kanban before the step’s epoch, and each input is
from the most recent epoch available. For example, a querier’s
task in epoch i satisfies our condition if the querier loads all
indexes generated before epoch i, and the loaded portions of
the indexes are from their latest version before epoch i.

To check the data integrity of a witness, verifiers first rec-
ognize the epoch when the witness was generated, then load
the snapshot of Kanban immediately before that epoch (§5),
and finally verify if the executor used all the up-to-date inputs.
In practice, verifiers need not load the data in the snapshot;
they load the metadata including data ids and their hashes.

5 Kanban
As mentioned in Section 4, Kanban is a storage system that
provides high availability and data integrity. Kanban is hosted
in public clouds for availability, but as a decentralized sys-
tem, DESEARCH does not trust these cloud providers for
correctness. Instead, DESEARCH creates snapshots of Kan-
ban periodically for each epoch, called epoch snapshots, and
commits their digests (hashes) to a public distributed log. This
approach provides epoch-based data integrity: DESEARCH
guarantees the integrity of all of the data included in a commit-
ted epoch. Of course, an alternative—using SGX-based cloud
storage [100] for Kanban—works in principle, but current
SGX cannot scale to a large trusted memory with integrity
support (§3).

The rest of this section will introduce Kanban’s usage and
guarantees, and then discuss how DESEARCH uses Kanban
as a storage and coordination service.

Kanban overview. Kanban serves two main purposes: stor-
ing data for the search pipeline (including items, indexes, and
their witnesses), and enabling executors to communicate and
coordinate their tasks. Kanban exposes APIs for each service.

As a data storage, Kanban exposes key-value-like APIs
with put(key, val) and get(key). Keys are constructed
by the data types, epoch numbers, and chunk numbers. For
example, “INDEX-#1000-v3” represents the 3rd chunk of the
index for epoch 1000. Witnesses are also stored in the data
storage, using the output hash H(out) as the key. Thanks to
the MISO feature of witnesses (§4), anyone can download a
particular value from Kanban via get(), calculate its hash,
and use this hash as the key to retrieve the corresponding
witness in order to understand how the data was generated.

For communication, Kanban provides a mailbox for every
executor with send(mailbox, msg) and recv(mailbox),
using the executor’s public key as the mailbox address. In-
voking send() allows an executor to submit a message to a
specified mailbox, and recv() to download messages. All
messages are encrypted using the mailbox owner’s public key,
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which can be obtained from the KMS (§3). Consequently,
only owners can read message contents. For example, masters
and queriers use the mailbox to negotiate the active querier
list; this negotiation is encrypted in case Kanban maliciously
attempts to forge or block particular executors.

Note that both storage and communication APIs are wrap-
pers of the canonical key-value APIs, and Kanban can easily
adapt to different underlying (cloud) storage systems. Our
Kanban implementation uses Redis, a popular key-value store,
as the underlying storage (see §7).

Epoch-based data integrity. Kanban requires executors to
sign their submitted data (using Ed25519) to prevent data tam-
pering or forgeries. Still, the underlying storage can equivo-
cate and show different views of the data to different executors
by omitting, rolling back, or forking the data. Detecting such
divergences often requires clients (executors in our context)
to synchronize out-of-band [83, 86], which is too expensive
in a decentralized environment.

DESEARCH uses a loose synchronization approach: mas-
ters periodically synchronize Kanban’s states with other ex-
ecutors. This loose synchronization works because of two
observations. First, search engines are not supposed to in-
stantly reflect newly generated data in search results because
crawling and indexing takes time; as a (admittedly apples-
to-oranges) comparison, Google crawls a site every 3 days
or even longer [6]. Second, most of the tasks in the search
pipeline are idempotent, so it is acceptable if two executors
end up working on the same task. For example, it is safe for
two crawlers to crawl the same data source, or two indexers
to generate indexes for the same items, as the results are the
same. Duplicate work sacrifices efficiency but not correctness.

To synchronize states with other executors, masters period-
ically create epoch snapshots of Kanban’s data (excluding the
data in the mailboxes which is used for coordination and is
ephemeral), summarizes the snapshot as a digest, and com-
mits the digest to a public append-only log (DESEARCH’s
implementation uses an EOS blockchain [11]). After the log
accepts the digest, a new epoch is committed and is visible to
all executors (assuming the public log is available).

DESEARCH guarantees epoch-based data integrity: for a
committed epoch, all data included in this epoch is immutable
and must be visible to all executors; otherwise, verification
will fail. To see how DESEARCH guarantees this, if Kanban
hides data from or returns stale data to an executor, the data
integrity checks (§4) of this executor’s witness will fail. This
is because verifiers know the epoch of the witness (say epoch
i) and the data this executor should have read (data in epoch
i− 1). If the witness missed any data or read some stale ver-
sion, the verifier rejects. Before using one epoch for checking
the data integrity, verifiers must ensure that the data (repre-
sented by their ids and hashes) in one epoch is consistent with
the digest on the log. The verifier fetches all the data ids and
hashes in one epoch, calculates their digest, and compares it

with the digest on the public log.

Task coordination by epochs. DESEARCH’s pipeline is co-
ordinated through Kanban, which is based on epochs. An
epoch is 15 minutes by default. Executors learn the current
epoch number by querying the public log. As mentioned ear-
lier, executors follow an offset-by-one strategy where they
read data from the last committed epoch rather than the
current epoch (see Figure 4). This guarantees that the DE-
SEARCH pipeline only uses data that is already authenticated
by the epoch-based digests on the log.

Our current implementation uses masters to assign jobs
for crawlers and indexers. Masters also take charge of data
collection in each epoch—they decide what data to include
in the current epoch. DESEARCH requires other executors to
put the current/correct epoch number in their outputs. If an
executor in epoch i fails to do so, for example, it disregards
the epoch or fails to submit its outputs on time (before masters
commit epoch i), the data is discarded by the masters and
the work is wasted. But this waste is acceptable as tasks are
small.

Supporting multiple clouds. Though our current implemen-
tation only uses one cloud as Kanban’s underlying storage,
we plan to extend Kanban with multiple clouds for better
availability [60], and more importantly, to lower the risk of
vendor lockdown. With multiple clouds, executors write to
all clouds and read from any one of them. Master executors
are obligated to synchronize different clouds.

Data synchronization among clouds is challenging, which
often requires running an expensive consensus protocol. How-
ever, by Kanban’s epoch design, DESEARCH is able to do
synchronization infrequently, only when committing an epoch.
And if data diverges between clouds (note that data cannot
be forged, due to signatures), master executors are in charge
of merging the data. The key takeaway is that DESEARCH
(or rather a search service) can tolerate infrequent synchro-
nizations, so masters have plenty of leeway to orchestrate an
epoch on which all clouds agree.

6 Oblivious search
DESEARCH guarantees integrity (§2.2) by leveraging wit-
nesses and SGX. One might hope that SGX would also pro-
vide privacy for searches, as SGX supports confidential com-
puting [26] and we assume that SGX works as designed (§2.4).
However, DESEARCH’s design in Section 4 leaks informa-
tion: an adversary can learn users’ keywords without breaking
any of the guarantees of SGX. Below, we discuss concrete
privacy violations, and then show how DESEARCH addresses
these violations with ORAM and equalizing message lengths.

Privacy violations. To start a search, a user initiates an en-
crypted session (via TLS) to a querier selected from the active
list of queriers published on Kanban by masters. Although the
messages are encrypted/authenticated and computations are
confidential (offered by SGX), adversaries can still conduct
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FIGURE 7—A search faces two privacy challenges: a network adver-
sary can learn keyword information by monitoring request/response
volumes, and an executor adversary can infer keywords by observing
memory accesses.

two types of attacks (see examples in Figure 7).
First, an executor adversary that runs queriers can observe

memory access patterns (both EPC and DRAM) to infer user
keywords. Specifically, the adversary issues search requests
with all possible keywords to the querier it hosts; by observing
memory accesses, it can construct a dictionary that maps a
keyword to a memory location [115]. Consequently, when
a real user sends a query, the adversary can infer the user’s
keywords by observing which memory locations are accessed
by looking them up in the dictionary.

Second, a network adversary can eavesdrop on the com-
munication between users and queriers, and among queriers
(which occurs when collaboratively serving one request). By
monitoring the number of packets and their sizes, the ad-
versary can learn information about keywords [66] because
candidate lists for different keywords have different lengths,
and returned items (e.g., a post on Steemit) also vary in size.
Similar to an executor adversary, a network adversary can con-
struct a dictionary that maps keywords to response lengths.

DESEARCH + ORAM. To prevent attacks from the executor
adversaries, DESEARCH, like much prior work [89, 102], uses
Oblivious RAM (ORAM) to hide memory access patterns. In
particular, DESEARCH uses Circuit-ORAM [112] as follows:
DESEARCH creates a key-value store where the keys are
search keywords and values are lists of item ids. ORAM then
guarantees that an executor adversary cannot learn anything
about which object in the key-value store is being accessed
(that is, which search keywords or item ids) from the memory
accesses themselves. For a keyword that does not match any
item, DESEARCH performs dummy accesses.

Note that Circuit-ORAM does not support concurrent ac-
cesses, so DESEARCH leverages multiple ORAM replicas
for higher throughput. Specifically, DESEARCH encodes the
underlying data in multiple ORAM instances, and accesses
different instances to process queries. This is safe because we
use ORAM exclusively for read-only workloads, and each
instance is independent and has its own position map. This re-
quires more storage space, but DESEARCH allows executors
to make this trade-off.

Equalizing response lengths. Beyond ORAM, DESEARCH
needs to avoid leaking information from the number of
matched result items (count) and the length of each item (vol-

DESEARCH Components Language Total LoC

Openbazaar Crawler Golang 178
Steemit Crawler Python 190
Indexer C++ 701
Querier C++ 925
Master C++ 106
Verifier C++ 502

Search Engine Library (Sphinx [38]) C++ 37, 271 (+63)
ORAM Library (ZeroTrace [102]) C++ 3, 851 (+188)
Crypto Library (HACL⋆) C/C++ 4, 071

FIGURE 8—Lines of code of each component in DESEARCH.

ume). We observe that results from search engines are highly
regular: search results are displayed in multiple pages; each
page contains a fixed number of items; and each item contains
a link (e.g., URL) and a small content snippet highlighting
the keywords. Therefore, DESEARCH equalizes result lengths
by returning a fixed number of entries for each search request,
and each entry has a 256-byte summary of the original con-
tents, which we believe to be sufficient for most cases. For
comparison, we find that over 80% of search results from
Google are within 256 bytes. DESEARCH hides the counts
and volume of keywords by padding search queries to the
same length and limiting the number of keywords to 32 (the
maximum supported by Google).

7 Implementation

System components. Figure 8 lists the components of DE-
SEARCH’s implementation. We implement our own crawlers
that parse raw data from Steemit and OpenBazaar. The
Steemit crawlers aggregate data from the Steem blockchain,
and the OpenBazaar crawlers work as OpenBazaar peers to
retrieve the online shopping items. Our indexer and querier
borrow the tokenizer implementation from Sphinx v2.0 [38].
DESEARCH’s indexer is implemented to support oblivious
index access with ZeroTrace’s ORAM implementation [102].

DESEARCH’s verifiable lambda is built on Intel SGX SDK
2.13. We use Redis v6.2 as Kanban, and implement a Kanban
protocol using Redis++ v1.2 [31] (a Redis client library).
DESEARCH commits epoch snapshot digests to an EOS
blockchain [11] testnet, which acts as an append-only log.
Further, we deploy a dedicated smart contract that provides
APIs to read and write the on-log data.

DESEARCH parameters. DESEARCH has several parame-
ters that heavily influence the search performance. We elabo-
rate on these parameters and our choices below.

We set up Circuit-ORAM with a bucket size of 2 (parameter
Z) and set the stash size to 10 because they can achieve the
best temporal and spatial efficiency. We use two independent
ORAM instances, one for the index and another for the search
result summaries, and overlap their operations to minimize
the latency.
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Shard Size

Metrics 10K 100K 1M

SGX Load Time 0.3s 2.9s 20.8s
ORAM Setup Time 2.0s 23.6s 267.7s
Worst Response Time 24ms 52ms 452ms

DRAM Required 121MB 285MB 2.34GB
SGX EPC Used 79MB 80MB 86MB

FIGURE 9—Execution time and memory usage of a DESEARCH

querier under different shard sizes. SGX load time includes fetching
the index/summary files from Kanban and in-enclave deserialization.
ORAM setup time includes initializing two Circuit-ORAM instances
for inverted index and search result summaries, respectively.

When the targeted dataset exceeds one executor’s capacity
(including both SGX EPC’s and ORAM’s capacity), DE-
SEARCH has to split the dataset into shards. We experiment
with several shard sizes (Figure 9), and choose 1M data items
per shard because 1M-item-shard does not exceed SGX phys-
ical memory capacity and the response time is acceptable
(within 1 second).

In DESEARCH, each epoch is set to 15min because most
existing blockchains yield at least one block in this time
frame [22]. It is also long enough for the master to summarize
the epoch snapshot on Kanban. For shorter epochs, one could
use an incremental hash function [58, 105] to create the digest
incrementally throughout the epoch.

Side-channel defenses. DESEARCH use the Ed25519 im-
plementation from a formally verified cryptographic library
HACL⋆ v0.2.1 [120], which is resistant to digital (cache and
timing) side channels [69, 82]. For ORAM block encryp-
tion, we choose AES-NI-based AES-128-GCM. AES-NI is
purportedly side-channel resistant according to Intel [78]. Fi-
nally, we apply patch (commit f74c8a4) from Intel for SGX-
OpenSSL [23] to mitigate hardware vulnerabilities [110].

Limitations. DESEARCH’s current implementation only sup-
ports full-text search. The links of images, audio, or video,
encoded in the texts may be hosted in other unverified servers.
DESEARCH does not guarantee their integrity. In terms of pri-
vacy, DESEARCH implementation does not hide the frequency
of ORAM accesses. Frequency smoothing techniques [76]
can help at the cost of additional storage overhead.

8 Evaluation
Our evaluation answers the following questions:
• What is the overall performance of DESEARCH, in terms

of end-to-end latency, throughput, and scalability? (§8.1)
• How long does it take to verify a search result? (§8.2)
• Does DESEARCH tolerate executor failures? (§8.3)

Experimental setup. We deploy DESEARCH on a small set
of SGX-enabled desktop machines: three machines with 12-
core Intel i7-8700, three with 8-core Intel i7-8559U, three

with 8-core Intel i7-9700, and all nine machines have at least
8GB DRAM. These machines are connected by a 1Gbps
local network. To simulate a large-scale decentralized envi-
ronment, we also deploy DESEARCH on 1312 nodes of AWS
EC2 VMs. Each node is an AWS t2.medium instance with 2-
vCPU of Xeon E5-2676 and 4GB of DRAM. These nodes are
spread across four geographic regions: Singapore (Asia), Lon-
don (Europe), West Virginia (East America), Califonia (West
America), and are connected through a wide-area network.

In the following experiments, we run DESEARCH in one of
two modes: (1) normal mode, in which we run DESEARCH as-
is; and (2) simulation mode, where we run DESEARCH under
SGX SDK simulation mode and add ORAM latencies to
each query instead of actually interacting with DESEARCH’s
ORAM implementation. We use the simulation mode for
the large-scale scalability experiment (“Scalability” in §8.1)
which requires hundreds to thousands of executors.

Datasets. We run DESEARCH on two datasets:
• Steemit. Steemit [40] is a decentralized blogging and so-

cial media service built upon the Steem blockchain [39].
DESEARCH crawlers constantly fetch the latest posts from
the Steem blockchain and write them to Kanban. At the
time of evaluation, we fetched a total of 81,681,388 posts,
distributed across 952 epochs (nearly 10 days) leading to a
234GB dataset. The corresponding indexes contain 296K
keywords (we omit 659 stopwords according to Google
stopword list [42]). All of this results in 37.68GB crawling-
phase witnesses and 6.25GB indexing-phase witnesses.

• OpenBazaar. OpenBazaar [28] is a decentralized e-
commerce platform where individuals can trade goods
without middlemen. The OpenBazaar frontend provides
an API [5] for a customized search engine to update the
shop contents by crawling IPFS [59], an append-only stor-
age. DESEARCH crawls all OpenBazaar’s shopping lists
but ignores the ones that are removed by sellers (though
they still exist in IPFS). At the time of evaluation, Open-
Bazaar has (on average) 21K listings per day, and there
are 85K keywords in the indexes. Crawling and indexing
witnesses are 10.26MB and 1.28MB in size.

8.1 Serving performance

Querier bootstrap. To offer search for Steemit, DESEARCH
splits the Steemit dataset (234GB) into 82 shards, each manag-
ing 1 million data items (Steemit posts). One Steemit querier
serves one shard. It takes 333.5s for a querier to finish boot-
strap, which includes establishing an SGX verifiable lambda,
fetching the index and summary files from Kanban, and ini-
tializing ORAM instances. An OpenBazaar querier takes 25s
to boot because it has a much smaller dataset—a querier
serves 21K OpenBazaar data items.

Search throughput and latency. We run a DESEARCH
querier for the two datasets on an SGX normal-mode machine
and run clients on another machine. To capture a steady-state
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FIGURE 10—Differential analysis of latency and throughput for
multi-keyword searches. “Vanilla” is a native (unprotected) querier;
“SGX” represents the SGX-based isolation; “Witness” represents the
lambda confinement; “ORAM” represents the Circuit-ORAM pro-
tection. Note that the applied ORAM does not support concurrency
while others use 8 threads.

performance, we warm up each querier by issuing 10,000
requests before the experiments. We measure the end-to-end
throughput and latency by randomly searching from a list of
10,000 frequently appeared keywords (in each dataset).

For the Steemit dataset, DESEARCH has an average
throughput of 133.8 requests/sec, and the 99 percentile end-
to-end latency is 21.71ms. Although the measured throughput
is modest, we expect that a decentralized network can achieve
higher throughput as more executors join (see “Scalability”
below). For OpenBazaar, DESEARCH’s throughput is 581 re-
quests/sec on average, and the 99 percentile latency is 9.19ms.

Overhead analysis. How do DESEARCH’s techniques (in-
cluding trusted hardware, the witness mechanism, and oblivi-
ous protections) affect search performance? To answer this
question, we conduct a differential analysis for a Steemit
querier, which manages 1M data items. Again, clients is-
sue search queries by randomly picking keywords from a
top-10,000 keyword list. But now we experiment with multi-
keyword searches with up to 5 keywords. Figure 10 shows
the average throughputs and the 99th percentile latency for
different multi-keyword searches.

Figure 10 illustrates that putting a querier into SGX with
DESEARCH’s lambda enforcement decreases throughputs by
15.2% and adds 0.4% overhead to latency. This is because
each request triggers ecalls (i.e., a context switch between
SGX enclave and user-space) in DESEARCH’s isolated sand-
boxes. In the future, we can optimize DESEARCH with the
asynchronous call mechanism as studied in SCONE [56].
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FIGURE 11—Throughput comparison between ElasticSearch and
DESEARCH for multi-keyword searches. “ES” represents Elastic-
Search and “DS” represents DESEARCH. Both “ES” and “DS (un-
protected)” use multi-threading with 8 threads (CPU core number
is 8).“DS (secure)” uses ORAM which does not support concurrent
accesses, hence it does not benefit from multi-threading.

DESEARCH’s witness generation imposes 7.6% overhead in
throughput and 8ms in latency. Specifically, the witness gener-
ation consists of hashing the lambda’s inputs and outputs with
standard SHA-256, and signing this witness with Ed25519.
Finally, the dominating overhead factor is Circuit-ORAM,
which incurs 12.6× throughput degradation and increases
latency by 4.5–11.9×. While this overhead is considerable,
ORAM provides strong privacy guarantees against the execu-
tor adversary that controls the lambda.

Considering different multi-keyword searches, their latency
is proportional to the number of keywords as searching mul-
tiple keywords requires fetching multiple rounds of index
blocks from the Circuit-ORAM server. Historical statistics
[19] show that 71.3% search queries do not exceed four key-
words. Four-keyword ORAM-based searches in DESEARCH
have a 46.3ms (99 percentile) latency, which is acceptable in
a human interactive process.

Comparison with ElasticSearch. ElasticSearch [10] (or ES)
is a popular search engine system that has been widely de-
ployed. We compare DESEARCH with ES under an 1M-items
dataset. We configure ES’s Java runtime memory to 2.5GB,
which is the maximum memory consumed by a DESEARCH
Steemit querier. Figure 11 depicts the results.

By enabling caching, ES can achieve a throughput of 13.9K
requests/sec, 4.8× faster than a DESEARCH implementation
without integrity and privacy protection. But this is an un-
fair comparision because DESEARCH does not have caches
(caches will break the security guarantee of ORAM). We
further experiment with ES by disabling caching. Figure 11
shows that DESEARCH has higher throughputs than ES with-
out caching because DESEARCH’s implementation is simpler
and has less functionality (e.g., complex item ranking policy).
Finally, we compare ES with the full-fledged DESEARCH
with SGX verifiable lambda and ORAM. As the ORAM op-
erations limit the concurrency of the service, DESEARCH’s
throughput drops significantly.

We also observe that ES’s throughput decreases mildly
as the number of search keywords increases (around 11%
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Native Delegated Speedup

Execution Integrity
Witness Download 517.0s –
Signature Verification 4h25min –

Data Integrity
Witness Tree Verification 201.9s –

Final-Phase Verify
Verifier Interaction 0s 1.0s
Signature Verification 0s 0.2s

Total Time 4h33min 1.2s 13,681x

FIGURE 13—User-side verification costs for a native (with an 8-core
CPU) verification and a delegated verification.

decrease from single-keyword to five-keyword search), while
the throughput of the full-fledged DESEARCH drops more
rapidly (72.3% decrease). This is because multi-keyword
searches require multiple rounds of ORAM item retrievals.

Scalability. To evaluate DESEARCH’s scalability, we mea-
sure the overall throughput of DESEARCH with different
number of replicas; each replica is a fully functional DE-
SEARCH instance that consists of 82 Steemit queriers. We run
DESEARCH in simulation mode, and use 82×16 2-core AWS
EC2 VMs as servers to simulate a decentralized network of
executors. Each virtual machine hosts a Steemit querier. From
4 to 16 replicas, we compose a geo-distributed setup where
these replicas are equally deployed on four regions (i.e., Sin-
gapore, London, West Virginia, Califonia). We deploy clients
on 8 other 96-core c5.24xlarge machines.

The results are shown in Figure 12. DESEARCH’s through-
puts increase horizontally with the number of replicas. With
16 replicas, DESEARCH can support 1484 requests/sec, that
is 128 million requests per day.

8.2 Verification cost

A user verifies the final results by holding: (1) the digests of
each epoch-based snapshot (retrieved from the public log),
(2) executors’ public keys, (3) witnesses from queriers (sent
to users with search results) and other executors (stored on
Kanban). Since the first two can be prefetched, a verification
does not include fetching them. Figure 13 shows the user-side
costs of native verifications and delegated verifications for a
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FIGURE 14—DESEARCH throughput changes under 1% and 5%
per-epoch executor failure rate. The experiment uses Steemit dataset
with 16 replicas and runs for 2 hours (8 epochs).

single-keyword search on the Steemit dataset.
In a native verification, a user verifies the search results

on their own. To verify execution integrity, it takes 517s to
download witnesses from Kanban, and 15698s to verify the
signatures using Ed25519. The majority of the time is spent
on checking crawlers’ witnesses, as the number of witnesses
is proportional to the number of items crawled. To verity data
integrity, the user first ensures the witnesses from Kanban
are consistent with the digests from the public log, and then
breadth-first traverses the witness tree. This process takes
201.9s to complete.

In a delegated verification, the user sends the witnesses
received from queriers to a verifier, and the verifier examines
the execution and data integrity on behalf of the user. If the
verifier accepts, the user only needs to verify the witnesses
in the private domain, namely the witnesses from queriers.
It takes 1.0s to interact with a verifier and 0.2s to verify the
hashes and signatures of queriers’ witnesses.

8.3 Fault tolerance

To understand how executor failures affect DESEARCH’s
performance, we run DESEARCH for Steemit with 16 replicas
and 20 shards (4× 20 queriers), and randomly kill a certain
number of queriers in each epoch. In particular, we have
two failure workloads: one kills 1% of the current available
queriers in each epoch (15 min), and the other kills 5% per
epoch. If a querier does not respond in 1 second, clients will
issue the request to other queriers. Note that our experiment
ensures that the remaining online queriers always comprise
a complete dataset, otherwise all queries will fail (since they
will only be able to provide partial results).

We run the experiments under these two workloads for 2
hours (8 epochs) each. Figure 14 shows the results. When
1% queriers fail per epoch, we observe that DESEARCH’s
throughput drops from 1,179 requests/sec to 761 requests/sec
after 2 hours, a 35.4% decrease. As a comparison, in the last
epoch, DESEARCH loses 7.7% (= 1 − 0.998) of the initial
queriers. The throughput degrades significantly because ev-
ery search has to get responses from all shards to make up a
full result, but killed nodes do not perfectly distribute across
shards. Hence, shards with fewer available queriers become a
performance bottleneck. In the workload with 5% failure rate
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per epoch, the throughput drops from 1,171 requests/sec to
412 requests/sec in 8 epochs (a 64.8% throughput degrada-
tion), while 33.7% (= 1− 0.958) queriers are killed.

9 Discussion

Incentive model. As with existing decentralized systems [94,
113], DESEARCH relies on volunteers to offer service avail-
ability. To encourage TEE owners to join in DESEARCH, we
discuss a possible incentive model, inspired by Teechain [85],
where cryptocurrency can be securely transferred from a
blockchain to a TEE enclave. We observe that current Steem
Dollars (SBD) flow from readers to mostly popular post au-
thors as rewards. Our incentive model, instead, transfers SDB
from readers → queriers → indexers → crawlers → authors,
where data needs to be paid for the usage. Our witness is
a natural fit for proving the usage. A higher contribution of
TEE computing power would then translate into a higher
cryptocurrency reward.

System bootstrap. To bootstrap DESEARCH, any TEE ex-
ecutor can become a master, as long as it downloads the code
of master and runs the code within an attestable enclave. The
master’s initialization will generate a pair of public/private
keys. The former is recorded on the append-only log for pub-
lic availability, and the latter is kept within the enclave, being
DESEARCH’s root key. Any party can use the TEE’s remote
attestation mechanism to verify the root key’s genuineness.
The first master then registers itself in the active list on Kan-
ban. A set of executors (say, 21, a DESEARCH parameter) are
required to join and serve as masters to start the first epoch.
DESEARCH masters run independently and form a decentral-
ized network to avoid a single point of failure. Masters can
change over time via periodic selections (e.g., BFT sortition
protocols [75]). Executors that join at a later time after the
masters network is active will simply be assigned other roles.

Further, to resist possible supply-chain attacks [37], DE-
SEARCH can use reproducible builds [33] to ensure verifiabil-
ity from source code to lambda images.

Beyond search. DESEARCH, as a general framework, is not
limited to search. As an example, it is intuitive to extend DE-
SEARCH to a verifiable recommender system for OpenBazaar
by replacing querier’s ranking function with a recommenda-
tion function. A user can verify that the advertisements are
chosen based on their interests, without opaque manipulation.
Also, DESEARCH can be used as a “watchdog” for other
search services. Users can continue to use an existing search
engine, and cross-validate the results with DESEARCH.

10 Related Work

Decentralized search engines. There are several prior ef-
forts in building decentralized search services. For exam-
ple, YaCy [48] is a peer-to-peer distributed search engine
since 2004. It enables decentralized index generation and

supports shared indexes among peers. YaCy assumes that
peers are honest, which might not be true in an open envi-
ronment. Presearch [29] leverages a blockchain to provide
decentralized search, but inherits blockchain’s characteristics,
including duplicated computations and no privacy guarantees.
The Graph [20] and PureStake [30] are indexing services
for decentralized storage, but neither provides privacy, and
PureStake does not provide integrity either.

Verifiable search for decentralized services. There is an
increasing interest in providing verifiable search for decen-
tralized services, due to the diversified usages of decentral-
ized applications (see Figure 1). For verifiable blockchain
searches, vChain [114] adopts authenticated data structures
(ADS) while GEM2-Tree [117] explores on-chain indexes.
Compared with vChain and GEM2-Tree which only support
range-based searches, DESEARCH provides full-text search
and offers verifiability via witness-based dataflow tracking.

IPSE [24] provides search over IPFS [59] (a decentral-
ized storage) and provides hash-based content verifiability.
Freenet [15] is an anonymous file-sharing network (similar
to BitTorrent) but is not search-oriented. Compared to DE-
SEARCH, IPSE and Freenet lack data integrity (§2.2), which
is troublesome because incomplete data sources can make the
search vulnerable to censorship [41].

Private search with TEE. TEE is a hot topic for pro-
viding private search. To hide users’ search intention, X-
Search [92] uses a cloud-side TEE proxy while Cyclosa
[98] adopts browser-side TEE proxies. X-Search and Cy-
closa are metasearch engines (a proxy between users and
a search engine) that reveal query keywords and results to
search providers, whereas DESEARCH is a complete search
engine that provides query and result privacy.

A long line of prior works (Opaque [119], OCQ [72], Ze-
roTrace [102], Oblix [91], Obliviate [51], etc.) have explored
TEE and ORAM combination to protect search. Similar ef-
forts have been made by combining symmetric searchable
encryption and TEEs (e.g., Rearguard [108]), or private in-
formation retrieval and TEE (e.g., SGX-IR [106]). While
DESEARCH uses similar primitives, DESEARCH’s architec-
ture results in the first fully built decentralized system to serve
searches on real-world datasets with integrity and privacy.

Secure big-data systems with TEE. Many prior systems
use TEEs for big-data computation [61, 72, 77, 101, 104, 119].
VC3 [104] secures a map-reduce framework with TEE, and
Opaque [119] protects SQL queries for Spark SQL. Unlike
the setting of VC3 and Opaque, DESEARCH faces a dynamic
computation graph because the set of live executors is con-
stantly changing given our decentralized environment. DE-
SEARCH therefore employs an epoch-based snapshot and
witnesses mechanism to ensure data and execution integrity.
Ryoan [77] provides distributed sandboxes for private data
computation. Compared with Ryoan, DESEARCH offers pub-
licly verifiable witnesses for reusable intermediate data and
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effectively reduces the verification cost (see Section 8.2).

TEE and serverless computing. The notion of verifiable
lambda is inspired by serverless computing. DESEARCH ex-
tends this notion from centralized cloud-based computing to
decentralized computing. S-FaaS [52], T-FaaS [63], Clemmys
[109] are TEE-based serverless systems that protect server-
less workloads with TEE. Instead, DESEARCH utilizes epoch-
based Kanban and TEE-generated witnesses to maintain and
verify the state of the (stateless) TEE lambdas.

New decentralized systems. Recently, new architectures of
decentralized systems have been proposed to address the lim-
itations (low-throughput, resource waste, lack of privacy) of
conventional decentralized ledgers or blockchains. Algorand
[75] and Blockene [103] propose new consensus protocols
to achieve high-throughput. Omniledger [80] and Protean
[53] introduce sharding to scale out the blockchain. Similarly,
DESEARCH shards executors to different roles, and offloads
states to Kanban to achieve high scalability.

Other TEE-based systems for decentralized services.
TEEs have been used to build a provable blockchain ora-
cle [118], off-chain smart contracts [70], Bitcoin fast payment
channel [85] and lightweight clients [89], and online-service
secure sharing [88]. They share the same goal towards shap-
ing a better decentralized world but differ from DESEARCH
in their target functionality.

11 Conclusion
DESEARCH is the first decentralized search engine to support
existing decentralized services, while guaranteeing verifia-
bility owing to its witness mechanism and offering privacy
for query keywords and search results. DESEARCH achieves
good scalability and minimizes fault disruptions through a
novel architecture that decouples the decentralized search
process into a pipeline of verifiable lambdas and leverages
a global and highly available Kanban to exchange messages
between lambdas. We implement DESEARCH on top of In-
tel SGX machines and evaluate it on two decentralize sys-
tems: Steemit and OpenBazaar. Our evaluation shows that
DESEARCH can scale horizontally with the number of execu-
tors and can achieve the stringent subsecond latency required
for a search engine to be widely usable.

DESEARCH ’s source code will be released at:
https://github.com/SJTU-IPADS/DeSearch
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Abstract
Ethereum is the second-largest blockchain platform next to
Bitcoin. In the Ethereum network, decentralized Ethereum
clients reach consensus through transitioning to the same
blockchain states according to the Ethereum specification.
Consensus bugs are bugs that make Ethereum clients transi-
tion to incorrect blockchain states and fail to reach consensus
with other clients. Consensus bugs are extremely rare but can
be exploited for network split and theft, which cause reliability
and security-critical issues in the Ethereum ecosystem.

We describe Fluffy, a multi-transaction differential fuzzer
for finding consensus bugs in Ethereum. First, Fluffy mu-
tates and executes multi-transaction test cases to find consen-
sus bugs which cannot be found using existing fuzzers for
Ethereum. Second, Fluffy uses multiple existing Ethereum
clients that independently implement the specification as
cross-referencing oracles. Compared to a state-of-the-art
fuzzer, Fluffy improves the fuzzing throughput by 510× and
the code coverage by 2.7× with various optimizations: in-
process fuzzing, fuzzing harnesses for Ethereum clients, and
semantic-aware mutation that reduces erroneous test cases.

Fluffy found two new consensus bugs in the most popu-
lar Geth Ethereum client which were exploitable on the live
Ethereum mainnet. Four months after we reported the bugs to
Geth developers, one of the bugs was triggered on the mainnet,
and caused nodes using a stale version of Geth to hard fork
the Ethereum blockchain. The blockchain community consid-
ers this hard fork the greatest challenge since the infamous
2016 DAO hack. We have made Fluffy publicly available at
https://github.com/snuspl/fluffy to contribute to the security
of Ethereum.

1 Introduction

The case is perhaps Ethereum’s greatest challenge
since the 2016 DAO fork, and it raises questions about
Ethereum’s oft-touted decentralization and the effective-
ness of its developer coordination going into Ethereum
2.0.

— Coindesk, November 12th, 2020 [11]

*Corresponding author.

An extremely rare consensus bug1, which makes
Ethereum [17, 54] clients transition to incorrect blockchain
states and fail to reach consensus with other clients, was
triggered on the Ethereum mainnet on November 11th,
2020 [2, 11, 43, 45]. This was one of the two consensus bugs
we found and reported to Ethereum developers four months
before that date. The bug caused Ethereum nodes using a
stale version of Geth [19], the most popular Ethereum client,
to hard fork the Ethereum blockchain. One of the affected
nodes was Infura [15], the largest infrastructure service that
allows decentralized applications (DApps) to connect to the
Ethereum network without having to run their own Ethereum
nodes.

Consequently, Infura went down, and with it some of most
popular Ethereum applications such as Metamask, Maker-
DAO, Uniswap, and Compound went down [11]. Shortly af-
ter, cryptocurrency exchanges around the world including
Binance, the largest exchange, halted the trading of ETH,
the cryptocurrency of Ethereum [2, 11]. Infura and others
quickly upgraded their Geth clients to fix the bug. Neverthe-
less, around 30 Ethereum blocks from block 11234873 on the
forked chain were lost [23], which transferred approximately
8.6 million USD worth of ETH2. The blockchain commu-
nity considers this hard fork the greatest challenge since the
infamous DAO hack of 2016 [11, 13].

This paper describes how we found such extremely rare,
high-impact consensus bugs in the heavily-tested Ethereum
network through fuzzing [9, 30, 38], an automated software
testing technique that randomly mutates inputs and tests the
target program on the resulting data.

Finding new consensus bugs in actively used Ethereum
clients is challenging, because consensus bugs are extremely
rare. Attackers can exploit consensus bugs for network split
and theft, which cause reliability (e.g., delaying transac-
tions) and security-critical issues (e.g., stealing ETH) in the
Ethereum ecosystem. To prevent such issues, Ethereum devel-
opers make preventing consensus bugs a top priority, and
invest heavily in auditing, testing, and fuzzing Ethereum

1We focus on consensus bugs in state management that make Ethereum
clients transition to incorrect blockchain states. Bugs in blockchain consensus
algorithms such as proof of work are not the focus of this paper.

2(Total amount of ETH transferred by block 11234873 to 11234902 on
the canonical chain) × (Closing price of ETH/USD on November 10th)
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EVMLab EVM
libFuzzer

EVM
Fuzzer Fluffy

Transactions per test Single Single Single Multiple
Contract language Bytecode Bytecode Solidity Bytecode
In-process fuzzing - X - X
Coverage-guided - X - X

Open source X - X X
Created in 2017 2017 2019 2020

Impact of newly
found bugs (Count)

High (1),
Low (2)

Low (2) N/A High (2)

Table 1: A comparison of Fluffy and existing fuzzers for
finding consensus bugs in Ethereum.

clients [18, 21, 22, 33]. Since the Ethereum network launched
in July 2014, only 13 consensus bugs have been found in
the most popular Geth [19] and OpenEthereum [41] clients,
and only 6 of them would have been exploitable on the live
Ethereum mainnet [34].

Ethereum fuzzers have found most of the consensus
bugs [18, 22, 33, 34]. These existing fuzzers focus on the
blockchain state, which is a set of Ethereum accounts that
hold a balance of ETH. Specifically, the fuzzers model an
Ethereum client as a blockchain state model, in which the
blockchain state is transitioned by an Ethereum transaction.
As a result, in each fuzzing iteration, they generate and test a
pre-transaction blockchain state and a single transaction that
transitions the blockchain state. Table 1 compares the existing
fuzzers. EVMLab [18] generates random Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) bytecode of Ethereum smart contracts [54],
and invokes the contracts with a single transaction. EVM-
Lab has found in the most popular Geth and OpenEthereum
clients one high-impact bug that was exploitable on the main-
net and two low-impact bugs that were not exploitable on a
live network. EVM libFuzzer [33] is a closed source fuzzer
whose details are unknown. EVM libFuzzer integrates with
libFuzzer [30] and has found two low-impact bugs. EVM-
Fuzzer [22] is a more recent fuzzer that generates Solidity [20]
code of contracts.

However, the blockchain state model of existing fuzzers
falls short to cover the full search space for finding consensus
bugs. The full search space consists of the set of possible client
program states, which are the values of program variables of
Ethereum clients that can be reached after executing Ethereum
transactions. For each pre-transaction blockchain state (e.g.,
Account A has 0 ETH), the blockchain state model can cover
only a single pre-transaction program state (e.g., account_a
= { ETH: 0, deleted: false}). Consequently, existing fuzzers
fail to test other possible pre-transaction program states (e.g.,
account_a = { ETH: 3, deleted: true}) that represent the same
blockchain state. This leads existing fuzzers to miss consensus
bugs which are triggered only when a transaction is applied
to such other pre-transaction program states.

To fully cover the search space for finding consensus bugs,
we propose to model an Ethereum client as a client program
state model, in which the client program state is transitioned
by a transaction. Based on this model, in each fuzzing itera-
tion, we generate and execute a sequence of multiple transac-
tions that transition an initial client program state. This allows
us to indirectly generate various intermediate pre-transaction
program states, which can be reached after executing transac-
tions and can lead to the discovery of new consensus bugs.

We embody our approach in Fluffy, a multi-transaction
differential fuzzer for finding consensus bugs in Ethereum.
Fluffy mutates and executes multi-transaction test cases to
find consensus bugs which cannot be found using existing
fuzzers for Ethereum. In addition, Fluffy uses multiple ex-
isting Ethereum clients that independently implement the
specification as cross-referencing oracles, similar in concept
to N-versioning [5]. This technique is known as differential
fuzzing [9, 36] in the testing community.

Our Fluffy design employs several new fuzzing techniques.
First, we modify existing Ethereum clients to provide an exe-
cution model that enables efficient multi-transaction fuzzing.
Second, we use multi-transaction test cases that encode de-
pendencies between multiple Ethereum transactions and en-
able mutating transaction contexts (i.e., sequence of transac-
tions that are executed prior to the transaction) rather than
pre-transaction blockchain states. Third, we introduce new
semantic-aware mutation strategies for mutating transaction
contexts, transaction parameters, and EVM bytecode.

We have implemented Fluffy in Rust and Go, and
made it publicly available at https://github.com/snuspl/fluffy.
Our current implementation supports fuzzing Geth and
OpenEthereum, which are used by 98% of nodes in the
Ethereum mainnet, as of August 2020 [6]. Our implementa-
tion adopts various optimizations including in-process fuzzing
and optimized fuzzing harnesses for Ethereum clients, and
also provides a debugger to analyze crashes due to consen-
sus bugs. Our evaluation on a 12-core machine shows that
Fluffy finds 10 out of 11 real-world consensus bugs in Geth
and OpenEthereum within just 12 hours of fuzzing. Fluffy
also improves the fuzzing throughput by 510× and the code
coverage by 2.7× compared to EVMLab.

2 Background

We first provide an overview of Ethereum [17, 54], and then
describe consensus bugs in Ethereum.

2.1 Ethereum

The Ethereum blockchain network consists of decentralized
peer-to-peer Ethereum clients that implement the Ethereum
Virtual Machine (EVM) specification [54]. EVM is a Turing-
complete machine that specifies how the Ethereum blockchain
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state, a set of Ethereum accounts, is altered through trans-
actions recorded on Ethereum blocks. Accounts in the
blockchain state have an address and hold a balance of ETH,
the cryptocurrency of Ethereum. There are two types of ac-
counts: the externally-owned account (EOA) owned by an
Ethereum user, and the smart contract account which is owned
by code and has a key-value storage. In addition to the ac-
counts, EVM provides precompiled contracts that perform
specialized operations at fixed addresses. Ethereum trans-
actions are either message call transactions that can invoke
smart contracts, or contract creation transactions that create
new smart contracts.

Blockchain state. EVM transitions blockchain states through
processing Ethereum bytecode instructions invoked by trans-
actions. EVM provides around 140 distinct instructions. Each
instruction makes specific changes to EVM internal states
such as the EVM stack and the EVM memory, as well as the
blockchain state such as the ETH balance of EOAs and the
storage of smart contracts. Each instruction also has a specific
gas cost, a fee that the transaction sender pays to compensate
for the computational effort that it takes to execute the instruc-
tion in the network. EVM throws an out-of-gas error when
the sum of the gas cost exceeds the gas limit of a transaction.

Client program state. Ethereum clients implement EVM
with a specific programming language such as Go and
Rust [19, 41]. As a result, a client maintains its own client
program state, which are the values of program variables
(e.g., Rust or Go variables) that are reached after executing
Ethereum transactions. There can be multiple different client
program states that represent the same blockchain state, since
the client determines the blockchain state it is in by interpret-
ing the values of a subset of its program variables.

Example. Figure 1 shows how an Ethereum client executes a
sequence of two transactions to transition an initial blockchain
state (State 0). Transaction 1 first creates contract C by in-
voking the bytecode in its data field, which returns (RETURN)
the bytecode that becomes the code of contract C (State 1).
Transaction 2 then invokes the code of C with specific value
and data parameters, such that a particular key-value pair is
stored (SSTORE) in the storage of C (State 2).

Suppose we initialize an Ethereum client implementation
in two different ways. First, we initialize the client directly
with the blockchain state after Transaction 1 (State 1). Second,
we initialize the client with the initial blockchain state (State
0), and then execute Transaction 1 to transition the blockchain
state. Although the resulting blockchain state (State 1) is the
same for the two clients, the resulting client program state may
not be the same depending on the client implementation. As a
result, the two clients can behave differently when executing
the subsequent Transaction 2.

We show why it is important to fully test such different
behaviors when testing whether clients transition to incorrect
blockchain states, which we describe next.

Ethereum Client

Ethereum 
Network

Ethereum Virtual Machine

Stack

Memory

…

Bytecode (hex)
... 
60 05 (PUSH1 0x05) 
60 01 (PUSH1 0x01) 
F3 (RETURN)

Ethereum Virtual Machine

Stack

Memory

…

Bytecode (hex)
35 (CALLVALUE) 
36 (CALLDATASIZE) 
55 (SSTORE)
...

State 0 State 1 State 2

Account A 
(EOA)

Address: 0xf1a2…
Balance: 5ETH

…

Transaction 1
Contract creation (A⇒C) 
Value: 2ETH 
GasLimit: 30,000gas 
Data: 0x...60056001F3

Transaction 2
Message call (A⇒C) 
Value: 0ETH 
GasLimit: 30,000gas 
Data: 0x13

Account C 
(Contract)

Address: 0x3b2c…
Balance: 2ETH
Code: 0x353655…
Storage: {}

Account C 
(Contract)

Address: 0x3b2c…
Balance: 2ETH
Code: 0x353655…
Storage: {0x01=>..}

… …

Figure 1: Multiple Ethereum transactions interact to deter-
mine the transitions of Ethereum blockchain states.

2.2 Consensus Bugs

Consensus bugs are implementation bugs that make Ethereum
clients transition to incorrect blockchain states, and fail to
reach consensus with other clients that transition to correct
states according to the EVM specification [54]. The Ethereum
community has fostered the development of diverse client im-
plementations with a goal to verify the EVM specification and
make the Ethereum network more secure. Nevertheless, only
two Ethereum clients are used by 98% of nodes participat-
ing in the Ethereum mainnet, as of August 2020 [6]. Around
80% of nodes use Geth [19] written in Go, and 18% use
OpenEthereum [41], previously called Parity, written in Rust.
Therefore, consensus bugs that affect Geth and OpenEthereum
have the most critical impacts on the Ethereum ecosystem.
Known bugs. Consensus bugs in actively used Ethereum
clients are extremely rare. Table 2 shows the list of con-
sensus bugs [34] reported to have been found in Geth, and
OpenEthereum under the former name of Parity. Since the
Ethereum network launched in July 2014 until 2019, only
13 consensus bugs were found. Only 6 of the 13 bugs are
high-impact bugs that would have been exploitable on the live
Ethereum mainnet. In addition to these 6 high-impact bugs,
we were able to find 2 new high-impact consensus bugs in
2020, which we describe in detail later in the paper.

Consensus bugs are extremely rare for the following rea-
sons. First, the Ethereum community makes preventing con-
sensus bugs a top priority, and heavily invest in auditing,
testing, and fuzzing Ethereum clients [18, 21, 22, 33]. Second,
Ethereum clients are continuously being tested on the live
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# Client Date Consensus bug description Tx Impact Finding method Fluffy (Time)

1 Geth Aug 2020 The balance of a deleted account is carried over to a new account 2 High Fluffy X (291m)
2 Geth Jul 2020 The DataCopy precompile performs shallow rather than deep copy 1 High Fluffy X (386m)
3 Geth Mar 2019 Block timestamps exceeding uint64 lead to a wrong block hash 1 High Unknown N/A
4 Parity Oct 2018 The SSTORE gas refund counter does not go below zero when it should 1 Medium Triggered-Testnet X (57m)*
5 Parity Jun 2018 Unsigned transactions are accepted and treated as valid 1 Medium Triggered-Testnet N/A
6 Geth Feb 2018 Subgroups in elliptic curve pairings are not validated properly 1 High Unknown N/A
7 Parity Oct 2017 CREATE in static context without enough balance throws a wrong error 1 High EVMLab X (41m)*
8 Geth Oct 2017 CALL in static context with less than three stack elements crashes 1 Low EVM libFuzzer X (38m)
9 Parity Oct 2017 The gas for the ModExp precompile overflows for certain inputs 1 Low Manual auditing Timeout-12h

10 Parity Oct 2017 RETURNDATACOPY overflows during addition of offset and length 1 Low EVM libFuzzer X (14m)*
11 Parity Oct 2017 The gas for the ModExp precompile overflows for large numbers 1 Low EVMLab X (15m)
12 Parity Oct 2017 RETURNDATASIZE from a precompile returns a non-zero size 1 Low EVMLab X (2m)
13 Geth Feb 2017 The EVM stack underflows for SWAP, DUP, and BALANCE 1 High Unknown X (6s)
14 Geth Jan 2017 Undisclosed - High Unknown N/A
15 Geth Nov 2016 Fails to revert the deletion of touched accounts on out of gas 1 High Triggered-Mainnet X (5m)

Table 2: The list of consensus bugs [34] found in Geth and Parity, which is the former name of OpenEthereum. The first two
bugs are new bugs found by Fluffy. The number of transactions (Tx) indicates the minimum number of depending transactions
required to trigger the bug. High-impact and medium-impact bugs are bugs that would have been exploitable on the live Ethereum
mainnet and testnet respectively. Low-impact bugs are bugs that were fixed before they became exploitable on a live Ethereum
network. The last column shows the time it takes Fluffy to find the bugs, which is explained in § 7.1.

mainnet for consensus bugs with real-world transactions. On
the mainnet, multiple versions of multiple Ethereum clients
have reached consensus on a total of more than 800 million
transactions as of August 2020.
Ethereum fuzzers. All consensus bugs have been found with
fuzzing [9,36], except for the bugs triggered on a live network,
found with manual auditing, or whose finding method is un-
known. Existing Ethereum fuzzers [18, 22, 33] focus on the
blockchain state. Specifically, the fuzzers model an Ethereum
client as a blockchain state model, in which the blockchain
state is transitioned by an Ethereum transaction. As a result, in
each fuzzing iteration, they generate and test a pre-transaction
blockchain state and a single transaction that transitions the
blockchain state.

However, the blockchain state model of existing fuzzers
falls short to cover the full search space for finding consensus
bugs. The full search space consists of the set of possible client
program states that can be reached after executing Ethereum
transactions. For each pre-transaction blockchain state (e.g.,
Account A has 0 ETH), the blockchain state model can cover
only a single pre-transaction program state (e.g., account_a
= { ETH: 0, deleted: false}). Consequently, existing fuzzers
fail to test other possible pre-transaction program states (e.g.,
account_a = { ETH: 3, deleted: true}) that represent the same
blockchain state. This leads existing fuzzers to miss consensus
bugs which are triggered only when a transaction is applied
to such other pre-transaction program states.
Bug impacts. Attackers can exploit consensus bugs for net-
work split and theft. First, an attacker can trigger a con-
sensus bug to make buggy client nodes create a fork of
the blockchain, which only they agree on. The transactions

recorded on the forked chain are eventually nullified, when
the consensus bug is fixed and the fork is abandoned [23, 51].
Second, an attacker can steal ETH from certain vulnerable
smart contracts on buggy client nodes. Even if the business
logic of a smart contract is perfectly secure, a consensus bug
can alter how the buggy client executes the contract and allow
the theft of ETH.

Attackers have strong incentives to find and exploit con-
sensus bugs. Attackers can short ETH on cryptocurrency ex-
changes after triggering a consensus bug, with the expectation
that the price of ETH will fall, when investors learn about the
attack and lose trust in Ethereum. Attackers also can trade
their ETH with an off-chain item (e.g., other cryptocurrency
such as Bitcoin [39]) on the forked chain after triggering the
bug, such that the traded ETH is given back to them when
the bug is fixed and the forked chain is abandoned. Finally,
attackers can steal ETH from vulnerable smart contracts.

3 Overview

We describe Fluffy, a multi-transaction differential fuzzer for
finding consensus bugs in Ethereum. Unlike existing fuzzers
which use the blockchain state model, Fluffy fully covers the
search space for finding consensus bugs, by modelling an
Ethereum client as a client program state model. Using this
client program state model where the client program state
is transitioned by a transaction, Fluffy tests a sequence of
multiple transactions in each iteration. In addition, Fluffy
uses different Ethereum clients as cross-referencing oracles.

Figure 2 illustrates an overview of Fluffy. First, Fluffy
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Tx1 {Create, 
Data = 

0x60..., ...} 

Tx2 {Call, 
Value = 
3ETH, ...}

Tx3 {Create, 
Data = 

0x35..., ...} 

Block {Number: 
1000000, ...}

Block {Number: 
3000000, ...}

Client A

Client B

Fluffy Ethereum Clients

…
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Pick

Mutate

Tx1

Mutator 1

2

S3
S2
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S2'
S1'

…
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Checker

Test Case

Save5
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Figure 2: An overview of Fluffy. Fluffy first selects a test case from the corpus ( 1©). Next, Fluffy mutates transactions in the
test case using a semantic-aware mutation strategy ( 2©). Fluffy then executes the new test case on multiple Ethereum clients
( 3©). The clients transition the initial blockchain state to new states, while executing the transactions in the test case. When the
execution completes, Fluffy collects the new states and coverage feedback ( 4©). Fluffy saves the new test case if new code paths
are discovered ( 5©). Fluffy proceeds to the next iteration if the clients transitioned to the same states, and crashes otherwise.

selects a test case from the corpus of previously executed
test cases ( 1©). Each test case contains multiple transactions,
and information about dependencies between the transactions.
Fluffy then generates a new test case by mutating the transac-
tions in the selected test case using a semantic-aware mutation
strategy ( 2©). Fluffy then executes the new test case on mul-
tiple Ethereum clients ( 3©). The clients transition the initial
blockchain state (S0) to new states (Client A: (S1, S2, S3),
Client B: (S1′, S2′, S3′)), while executing the transactions
(Tx1, Tx2, Tx3) in the test case. When the execution com-
pletes, Fluffy collects the new blockchain states and code
coverage feedback from the clients ( 4©). Fluffy saves the
new test case in the corpus if new code paths are discovered
( 5©). Fluffy cross-checks the blockchain states collected from
different clients, and crashes if the clients transitioned to a
different state during execution (S1 != S1′ || S2 != S2′ || S3 !=
S3′). Otherwise, Fluffy proceeds to the next fuzzing iteration.

4 Design

We describe the design of Fluffy, focusing on the execution
model, the test case, and the mutation algorithm.

4.1 Execution Model

We modify existing Ethereum clients to provide an execution
model that enables efficient multi-transaction fuzzing.
Genesis account. We modify clients to use an initial
blockchain state that contains the genesis account, which
we define as an EOA that has a large balance of ETH. The
genesis account serves as the starting point for creating new
smart contracts and invoking the code of the contracts (i.e.,
we set the sender of transactions to the genesis account).
Activated addresses. We modify clients to convert 20-byte
Ethereum addresses to activated addresses, which we define

as an address either owned by a precompiled contract, or
owned by a contract created in previous EVM execution. The
rationale is that it is extremely inefficient to explore the 20-
byte Ethereum address space, especially given that we rewrite
blockchain history and almost all of the addresses are not
used by a contract. Moreover, we cannot know in advance
which addresses will be activated and used by smart contracts
in the future, since new contracts can be created dynamically
during the execution of EVM bytecode (CREATE).

4.2 Test Case
We use test cases that are tailored to multi-transaction fuzzing.
Figure 3 shows the data structure of test cases used in Fluffy.
We execute test cases on Ethereum clients through iterating
over the blocks and the transactions of each block in the
list order, and applying each transaction to the blockchain
state. Our design has several unique characteristics that enable
efficient multi-transaction fuzzing.

First, we enable mutating the context of transactions, which
we define as the ordered sequence of transactions that are ex-
ecuted prior to the transaction. Our approach is in contrast to
existing approaches [18, 22, 33] that directly generate a pre-
transaction blockchain state and test a single transaction. The
blockchain state mutation strategy of existing approaches are
limited to testing only a single pre-transaction client program
state for each pre-transaction blockchain state. In contrast, our
approach is able to generate and test various pre-transaction
client program states (e.g., (account_a = { ETH: 0, deleted:
false}), (account_a = { ETH: 3, deleted: true})) for each pre-
transaction blockchain state (e.g., Account A has 0 ETH).
This is because the values of program variables of Ethereum
clients can change in various ways depending on which se-
quence of transactions are executed. This lets us find bugs
like the transfer-after-destruct bug (§ 6.2), which requires test-
ing particular pre-transaction client program states that the
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class FluffyTestCase:
Block[] blocks

class Block:
Transaction[] transactions
int versionNumber // hard-fork upgrades
int timestamp // between prev/next block
// Constants: author, gasLimit, ...

class Transaction:
int gasLimit // minimum to threshold
int value // 0, 1, or random
byte[] data // bytes
// Constants: signature, gasPrice, ...

class CreateContract extends Transaction:
byte[] constructor // invoked bytecode
byte[] codeToReturn // code of new contract

class MessageCall extends Transaction:
int receiver // activated address

Figure 3: The data structure of test cases used in Fluffy.

blockchain state mutation strategy is unable to generate.
Second, we introduce the constructor and the code-to-return

fields for contract creation transactions. These fields, along
with a number of injected instructions which we describe later,
become part of the data field. Our approach enables directly
mutating the code of the newly created smart contracts, which
is set to the code-to-return when the transaction completes.
Existing Ethereum fuzzers [18, 22, 33] do not consider this
approach, since they execute a single transaction per fuzzing
iteration and do not invoke the code of smart contracts created
by transactions.

Third, we limit the possible values of transactions and block
parameters to reduce wasting CPU cycles in meaningless mu-
tations and executions. We use constant values for parameters
that have limited effects on how clients execute transactions.
Our approach reduces the overhead of mutating and executing
multiple transactions.

4.3 Mutation

We use three mutation strategies to mutate test cases: context
mutation, bytecode mutation, and parameter mutation. Our
bytecode and context mutation strategies have not been em-
ployed in existing Ethereum fuzzers [18, 22, 33]. Minor parts
of the parameter mutation strategy, such as setting the times-
tamp of a block within a certain range, share some similarities
with existing fuzzers.
Context mutation. We randomly mutate the list of blocks
and the list of transactions to mutate transaction contexts. We
use four strategies: add, delete, clone, copy. We add a new
block or a new transaction to the list, or delete an existing one.

Transaction (Contract creation)
byte[] data

// byte[] constructor

1: …

2: …

// Skip code-to-return

15: PUSH1 0X1b

16: JUMP

// byte[] codeToReturn

17: ….

18: ….

// Copy and return

27: PUSH1 0x0a

28: PUSH1 0x11

29: PUSH1 0x11

30: CODECOPY

31: PUSH1 0x0a

32: PUSH1 0x11

33: RETURN

EVM Memory

Execute 
Constructor

1

Copy to EVM 
Memory

3

Skip Code-
To-Return

2

Bytes returned
(Code of the new 
smart contract)

// codeToReturn

0x…

Return the 
copied Code-
To-Return

4

0: 0x00

1: 0x00
2: 0x00
…

// codeToReturn

17: ….

18: ….

…

Figure 4: Fluffy mutates the data field of contract creation
transaction by mutating the constructor field and the code-to-
return field that become part of the data field along with a
number of injected bytecode instructions. When the transac-
tions are executed, the constructor is executed and the code-
to-return is returned.

We also clone an existing block or a transaction, or copy its
contents to another block or transaction.
Bytecode mutation. We mutate the constructor and the code-
to-return fields of contract creation transactions to mutate
bytecode. Specifically, we randomly add, delete, mutate, and
copy bytecode instructions in the fields. Among the vari-
ous EVM instructions, we do not add the PUSH instructions
(PUSH1-PUSH32), which make EVM push a number of fol-
lowing bytes (1B-32B) in the fields onto the EVM stack,
rather than interpreting the bytes as bytecode instructions and
executing them. Our approach enables preserving the seman-
tics of bytecode instructions that are not directly modified by
Fluffy across mutations.

We then update the data field using the mutated constructor
and code-to-return, as illustrated by Figure 4. We concate-
nate the constructor, instructions to skip the execution of the
code-to-return (JUMP), the code-to-return, instructions to copy
the code-to-return to the EVM memory (CODECOPY), and in-
structions to return the copied bytecode (RETURN). When the
transaction is executed and the bytecode of the data field is
invoked, the constructor is executed and the code-to-return is
returned.

In contrast, it is difficult to generate smart contract con-
structors that return appropriate bytecode, if we treat the data
field as a single sequence of instructions and mutate the data
field as a whole. The reason is that the generated constructor
is likely to prematurely terminate before invoking RETURN
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to return bytecode. Moreover, appropriate bytes should be
stored in the right region of the EVM memory before invok-
ing RETURN, and a small mutation is likely to completely alter
the stored bytes.

Nevertheless, we do note that in Fluffy the code of a smart
contract is not always equal to the code-to-return field of the
transaction that creates the contract. This is because errors
such as EVM stack underflow can still occur during the exe-
cution of the constructor field of the transaction, and prevent
the following injected instructions to copy and return the
code-to-return.
Parameter mutation. We mutate transaction parameters as
follows. We simply set the transaction receiver address to
a random integer, assuming that the target clients convert it
to an activated address. We set the gas limit to the sum of
the minimum gas required for EVM to not reject the transac-
tion before invoking any bytecode, and a randomly generated
number in the range between 0 to a threshold to avoid long se-
quences of meaningless instructions such as an infinite while
loop. For example, we can set the threshold to 1.6 million
gas that allows executing the CREATE instruction 50 times,
which is the most expensive instruction that costs 3.2 thou-
sand gas. 1.6 million gas costs only around 0.8 ETH on the
Ethereum mainnet as of August 2020. In case of value, which
determines the amount of ETH transferred by the transaction,
we randomly choose 0, 1, or a random integer.

We also randomly mutate the parameters of blocks. Most
notably, we mutate the block version number, which deter-
mines the version of EVM that executes the transaction. Since
Ethereum launched in 2014, there has been around 10 non-
backward compatible EVM hard-fork upgrades that came into
effect at particular block version numbers. We use the version
numbers that mark the start of a new EVM hard-fork upgrade,
rather than covering all of the block version numbers used in
mainnet, which are more than 10 million as of August 2020.

5 Implementation

We implement Fluffy on top of libFuzzer [30] using Rust and
Go. We adopt the basic infrastructure of libFuzzer, including
the code coverage bitmap and test case scheduling, but intro-
duce several key components. We replace the default mutator
of libFuzzer with our multi-transaction mutator. We also intro-
duce fuzzing harnesses for OpenEthereum and Geth to enable
in-process fuzzing and several other optimizations. Finally,
we implement a crash debugger for analyzing crashes due
to consensus bugs. The rest of the section describes notable
implementation details.

5.1 Fuzzing Harnesses
We implement fuzzing harnesses as long-running processes
that integrate with the transaction processing components of
Ethereum clients.

In-process fuzzing. We reuse fuzzing harnesses across
fuzzing iterations to avoid having to spawn new Ethereum
client processes for every new test. We link the mutator with
the OpenEthereum harness to mutate test cases and collect
code coverage statistics in the same process, and run the Geth
harness in a separate process. We use Linux FIFO files for
exchanging test cases and execution results between the two
processes.

Initial blockchain state. In addition to the genesis account,
we add to the initial blockchain state accounts with a balance
of 1 Wei (1×10−18 ETH) under the addresses of precompiled
contracts. These non-zero balance accounts let us avoid trig-
gering a false positive consensus bug in Geth related to a bug
that was previously exploited in the live Ethereum mainnet
(Bug #15 in Table 2) [51].

Activated addresses. We maintain a list of activated ad-
dresses in the harnesses. While executing transactions, we
add addresses of newly created contracts to the list and con-
vert Ethereum addresses to activated addresses (i.e., acti-
vatedList[bigInteger(address) % activatedList.length()]). To
test deleted addresses, we do not remove addresses from the
list when contracts invoke SELFDESTRUCT and destroy them-
selves.

Transaction verification. Ethereum clients use the
secp256k1 ECDSA algorithm to verify the signature of
transactions [54]. This requires signing and verifying each
of the many transactions that Fluffy generates, which is
costly considering that most of EVM bytecode instructions
consume few CPU cycles. We skip these procedures in our
harnesses, since we do not focus on signature verification.

Jump destinations. EVM throws an error if the destination of
JUMP and JUMPI is not JUMPDEST, which marks a valid jump
target. This increases the chance of Fluffy terminating pre-
maturely due to an error when testing loops and conditional
branches. To address this issue, we disable the checking of
JUMPDEST and allow jumping to non-JUMPDEST instructions
in our harnesses.

Number of transactions. Fluffy uses its mutator and the test
case scheduler to determine the number of transactions it
should use per test case. Fluffy randomly generates test cases
with few transactions to build the initial corpus. If new code
paths are not easily discovered with few transactions, Fluffy
gradually generates test cases with more transactions through
the transaction context mutations, adding the new test cases
to the corpus if they discover new code paths. Fluffy provides
an option to configure a libFuzzer parameter (-len_control),
which determines whether to prefer to generate small test
cases over large test cases. Fluffy also provides an option to
set a hard limit on the number of transactions in a fuzzing
iteration. We note that the search space of Fluffy, which is the
Ethereum client program state model, is constant regardless
of the number of transactions that Fluffy executes for each
test case.
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// CALL to precompiled

// DataCopy (0x0..04)

…..

21: PUSH1 0X04 // addr

23: PUSH2 0xffff // gas

26: CALL

// Corrupt copied data

27. PUSH1 0xf9  // value

29: PUSH1 0x00 // offset

31: MSTORE

EVM

(Spec)

byte[] 

returnData

byte[] 

memory

Memory Output of 
last CALL

Geth

(Impl)

0: 0x32
… nil

Before CALL (line 20) CALL (line 26) MSTORE (line 31)Bytecode

0x32 …

byte[] 

returnData

byte[] 

memory

nil

Memory Output of 
last CALL

0: 0x32
… 0x32

Memory Output of 
last CALL

0: 0xf9
… 0x32

0x32 …

byte[] 

returnData

byte[] 

memory

0xf9 …

Figure 5: A minimal test case for the shallow copy bug in Geth. An attacker can exploit this bug to corrupt data copied through
the precompiled DataCopy contract, making Geth deviate from the EVM specification.

5.2 Crash Debugger

The crash debugger enables analyzing crashes due to consen-
sus bugs.
Analyzing the root cause. We find the first states that the
clients output differently while processing the test case, which
we call triggering states. We also find the last state that can
reach the triggering states when used as the starting point of
EVM execution, which we call the starting state. We then
find which EVM bytecode instruction invoked during the
execution of transactions between the starting state and the
triggering states cause different behaviors in Ethereum clients.
Finally, we use tools like Delve [14] on corresponding code
in Ethereum clients to analyze the root cause.
Validating exploitability. We compare the latest blockchain
state in the Ethereum mainnet with the starting state of the bug.
We check whether an Ethereum user can transition the latest
blockchain state to a new state that includes the accounts in the
starting state. We also check whether the transactions between
the starting state and the triggering states are processed by the
latest version of EVM used in the mainnet. Finally, we convert
the transactions into new transactions that can reproduce the
bug on vanilla Ethereum clients. In particular, we convert
active addresses to Ethereum addresses through examining
EVM traces [19,41], and insert JUMPDESTs where appropriate.

6 New Consensus Bugs

Fluffy found two new consensus bugs in Geth which were
exploitable on the live Ethereum mainnet: shallow copy bug
and transfer-after-destruct bug. Existing ethereum fuzzers [18,
22, 33] that test only a single transaction per iteration are not
able to find the transfer-after-destruct bug, because finding
it requires testing particular pre-transaction client program
states which the fuzzers are unable to generate. Although the
shallow copy bug can be found by testing a single transaction,
existing fuzzers failed to reach deep states of Ethereum clients
and failed to find the bug during the time from when the bug
became exploitable in the live Ethereum mainnet in November

2019 (Geth v1.9.7 release) to when we found and reported
the bug in July 2020 [43]. In this section we describe the
bugs using minimal test cases, and discuss the impact of the
bugs. We also explain how the bugs were reported, fixed, and
triggered, with a focus on vulnerability disclosure issues that
occurred.

6.1 Shallow Copy Bug

The root cause of this bug is that the implementation of the
precompiled DataCopy contract (address: 0x0..04) in Geth
performs a shallow copy upon invocation, although the con-
tract should perform a deep copy according to the EVM spec-
ification.

Figure 5 shows a minimal test case that triggers the bug.
Suppose that a message call transaction is issued to a con-
tract account that contains bytecode instructions shown in the
figure. The figure shows the inner workings of the EVM spec-
ification (top) as well as the Geth implementation (bottom)
when processing the bytecode of the contract invoked by the
transaction. Geth implements the EVM memory and the out-
put of the last CALL to external contracts with byte[]memory
and byte[]returnData respectively, which are pointers to a
byte buffer.

The following steps trigger the bug. Between line 1 to line
20, the contract stores a byte 0x32 in the EVM memory at
offset 0. Geth carries out the execution by storing the byte
0x32 in the byte buffer that byte[]memory points to. At this
point byte[]returnData is nil, since no CALL has been made
from the contract yet.

Next, the contract CALLs the DataCopy contract at address
0x0..04, passing in the 1-byte data at the EVM memory off-
set 0 as the argument. This leads to the execution of the
DataCopy implementation in Geth, which is a single line of
code that simply returns the byte[] pointer that is given to
it. In this case the pointer points to the 1-byte data in the
byte buffer that byte[]memory is pointing to. Geth then sets
byte[]returnData to this pointer.

The contract corrupts the copied data by simply storing
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// Contract (Address: A)

1: If VALUE == 0

2:   SELFDESTRUCT

3: ELSE

4:   STOP

// Contract (Address: B)

1: CALL A with 0 ETH

2: CALL A with 2 ETH

EVM

(Spec)

Account A

Geth

(Impl)

Transaction 1 (C⇒B, 5 ETH): 

CALL A with 0 ETH (line 1)

Transaction 1 (C⇒B, 5 ETH): 

CALL A with 2 ETH (line 2)
Transaction 2 (C⇒A, 1 ETH)Pseudocode

Balance: 0ETH

Account object

Balance: 0ETH

Deleted: true

Address
A

Account object

Balance: 2ETH

Deleted: true

Address
A

Account object

Balance: 3ETH

Deleted: false

Address
A

Code: 0x6003…

Account A

Balance: 2ETH

Code: 0x6003…

Account A

Balance: 1ETH

Figure 6: A minimal test case for the transfer-after-destruct bug in Geth. Transaction 1 invokes B, which leads to two CALLs to A.
Transaction 2 invokes A. An attacker can exploit this bug to carry over the balance of a deleted account to a new account under
the same address, making Geth deviate from the EVM specification.

new data, 0xf9, in the EVM memory at offset 0 (MSTORE). Ac-
cording to the specification, storing data in the EVM memory
should never affect the data copied through DataCopy. How-
ever, in Geth, the contents of byte[]returnData changes
from 0x32 to 0xf9.

Now, the contract can corrupt the blockchain state, for
example through a sequence of bytecode instructions that
stores the corrupted data in the storage of the contract
(RETURNDATACOPY, MLOAD, SSTORE). After the transaction,
Geth expects that 0xf9 is stored in the storage, whereas
OpenEthereum and all other clients that comply with the
specification expect 0x32.

Although this shallow copy bug is conceptually simple to
understand, it is difficult to detect through code reviews, and
tools such as static checkers which the Ethereum developers
are actively using. The reason is that in the actual Go code
of Geth it is not straightforward to track how pointers move
across multiple files, classes, and functions.
Impact. When exploited, this bug can trigger a network split
where Geth client nodes create a fork of the blockchain that
stores 0xf9 in the storage. Furthermore, this bug can be ex-
ploited for smart contract theft. For example, suppose a con-
tract invokes DataCopy by passing in an Ethereum address,
overwrites the address with user input, and then transfers ETH
to the copied address returned from DataCopy. Attackers can
withdraw ETH from this contract to their account by specify-
ing the address of their account as the user input, while others
believe that the result of DataCopy should always be equal
to the original address. Existing techniques for finding smart
contract vulnerabilities [26, 32, 40, 49, 50, 57] are not capable
of finding such vulnerability because they assume that the
underlying Ethereum clients faithfully carry out the semantics
of EVM bytecode instructions and precompiled contracts.

6.2 Transfer-After-Destruct Bug
The root cause of this bug is that Geth carries over the balance
of a deleted account object to the newly created account object

under the same Ethereum address, although it should not
according to the EVM specification.

Figure 6 shows a minimal test case that triggers this bug.
The initial blockchain state consists of two contracts. If the
value of the transaction that invokes the contract is 0 ETH,
the contract under address A destroys itself by invoking
SELFDESTRUCT. If not, contract A simply terminates execu-
tion with STOP. The contract under address B issues two
CALLs to A. To trigger the bug, we send a transaction to B,
and then a transaction to A. The figure illustrates how the
EVM specification (top) and the Geth implementation (bot-
tom) handle the two transactions.

The first transaction (Transaction 1) is a message call trans-
action sent to B. The code of contract B is then executed as
follows. First, we CALL A with 0 ETH (Contract B, line 1),
which results in destroying contract A with SELFDESTRUCT.
Geth carries out SELFDESTRUCT by marking the account ob-
ject under address A as deleted, rather than destroying the
account object as a whole. Geth also sets the balance of the
account object to 0 ETH. Next, we CALL A with 2 ETH (Con-
tract B, line 2). This makes Geth look up the account object
under address A, and add 2 ETH to the balance of the object.

When the first transaction finishes, Geth transitions to
a blockchain state where the account under address A is
nil, through recognizing that the account object is marked
as deleted and ignoring the balance of 2 ETH. This lets
Geth comply with the EVM specification, which speci-
fies that all information associated with the addresses of
SELFDESTRUCTed accounts should become nil after a transac-
tion is processed [54].

However, Geth fails to comply with the EVM specification
when processing the second transaction (Transaction 2). The
second transaction is a message call transaction sent to A
with 1 ETH. According to the specification, the balance of
the account under address A should become 1 ETH after this
transaction, since the balance of the account was nil, and thus
was 0 ETH before the transaction. However, Geth mistakenly
thinks that the account has 3 ETH after the transaction. When
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processing the transaction, Geth does recognize that the ac-
count object under address A is marked as deleted. Geth thus
attempts to replace the old object with a new account object,
but mistakenly carries over the balance of the old object to that
of the new object during the process. This results in adding
to the balance of the new account object 2 ETH from the old
object, as well as 1 ETH from the transaction.
Impact. Similar to the shallow copy bug, this bug can be ex-
ploited for network split and theft. Moreover, this bug makes
the total supply of ETH in circulation inconsistent between
Geth and other Ethereum clients, which adds to the argu-
ment that the total supply of Ethereum is impossible to calcu-
late [1, 53].

6.3 Responsible Vulnerability Disclosure

Responsible vulnerability disclosure in cryptocurrencies is
hard because decentralized systems give no single party au-
thority to push code updates [7]. To ensure that Ethereum
mainnet nodes update securely, we privately reported the bugs
to the Geth developers through the Ethereum bug bounty
program [21]. Geth developers confirmed that the bugs are
exploitable on the live Ethereum mainnet, and silently fixed
the bugs in new versions of Geth to reduce the risk of an at-
tacker exploiting the bugs. Ethereum mainnet nodes upgraded
organically over time, thereby fixing the bugs.

Unfortunately, not all mainnet nodes upgraded, and this
caused nodes using Geth v1.9.7 to v1.9.16 to hard fork the
Ethereum block chain when the shallow copy bug was trig-
gered four months later, on November 11th, 2020 [2, 11,
15, 43, 45]. Affected Ethereum infrastructure services and
decentralized applications (DApps) went down, and cryp-
tocurrency exchanges halted the trading of ETH. Around 30
Ethereum blocks from block 11234873 on the forked chain
were lost [23], which transferred approximately 8.6 million
USD worth of ETH. The blockchain community considers
this hard fork the greatest challenge since the infamous DAO
hack of 2016 [11, 13].

The hard fork sparked an active discussion on vulnerability
disclosure protocols [11, 43, 52]. As a result, the Geth team
created a public transparency policy for disclosing bugs [19].
The Geth team also revealed security advisories, including an
advisory on the shallow copy bug (CVE-2020-26241) [35].

7 Evaluation

We evaluate Fluffy to answer the following questions.

• Does Fluffy effectively find real-world consensus bugs
in Ethereum? (§ 7.1)

• Does Fluffy cover deep code paths that lead to consensus
bugs in Ethereum clients? (§ 7.2)

• Does Fluffy efficiently test many instances of multiple
transactions that rewrite blockchain history? (§ 7.3)

• Does Fluffy enable analyzing crashes triggered by con-
sensus bugs? (§ 7.4)

We evaluate Fluffy on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680
v3 (12 cores) with 128 GB memory. We compare Fluffy
with EVMLab [18], which is an open-source, state-of-the-art
differential fuzzer that is maintained by Ethereum developers.
EVMLab is also the only existing fuzzer that found a high-
impact consensus bug that would have been exploitable on
the live Ethereum mainnet [34].

Unless noted otherwise, we configure the fuzzers as fol-
lows. For Fluffy, we configure libFuzzer parameters to run
24 parallel fuzzing instances (-fork=24), and prefer gener-
ating and executing small inputs rather than large inputs (-
len_control=100). For EVMLab, we run 24 instances of the
fuzzer in parallel. We run the fuzzers without any seed corpus
for each experiment.

We use OpenEthereum v3.0.0 and Geth v1.9.14 as the
target programs. EVMLab uses the vanilla version of the
Ethereum clients. Fluffy uses the modified version that also
fixes the two new bugs Fluffy found, since without the bug
fixes Fluffy crashes due to the bugs during experiments.

7.1 Bug Finding Capability

We measure the time it takes for Fluffy to find the consensus
bugs that occurred in Geth and OpenEthereum including the
two new bugs Fluffy found, which are listed in Table 2. For
each bug, we port the bug to OpenEthereum v3.0.0 or Geth
v1.9.14, run Fluffy for 12 hours, and check if Fluffy finds the
bug. We do not experiment with Bug #3 and Bug #5 which
are associated with block mining and signature verification
that Fluffy and existing fuzzers for Ethereum [18, 22, 33]
do not focus on, Bug #6 which was fixed by switching to
a different external library, and Bug #14 whose details are
undisclosed [34].

Table 2 presents the result of the experiment. Fluffy
finds 10 out of 11 real-world consensus bugs in Geth and
OpenEthereum within just 12 hours of fuzzing. Among the
10 bugs, Fluffy finds Bug #7 and Bug #10 with a configura-
tion that bounds the number of transactions and the length
of the data of transactions, and finds Bug #4 with an earlier
implementation of the multi-transaction mutator. The only
bug Fluffy fails to find within 12 hours is Bug #9, which was
originally found with manual auditing.
Result. Fluffy finds 10 out of 11 real-world consensus bugs in
Geth and OpenEthereum within just 12 hours of fuzzing. The
result shows that Fluffy is able to effectively find consensus
bugs in Ethereum.
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Figure 7: The number of code paths covered by Fluffy, a
modified version of Fluffy called Fluffy-Random-Bytecode,
and EVMLab over time.

7.2 Code Coverage
We measure the number of code paths covered by Fluffy, a
modified version of Fluffy called Fluffy-Random-Bytecode,
and EVMLab. Fluffy-Random-Bytecode simply generates
random bytecode instructions rather than using the sophisti-
cated bytecode mutation strategy (§ 4.3) of Fluffy. In case of
Fluffy and Fluffy-Random-Bytecode, we measure the size of
the corpus, which represents the number of code paths, over
time. In case of EVMLab, which does not use and report code
coverage, we replay the corpus it generates using libFuzzer
on OpenEthereum.

Figure 7 shows the covered code paths over time. The result
shows that Fluffy covers more code paths than EVMLab at
all times. In the first 1 hour, Fluffy quickly covers more than
4,000 code paths, whereas EVMLab covers less than 2,000
paths. After 12 hours, Fluffy covers 5,809 code paths, which
is 2.7 times as many code paths as 2,185 code paths that
EVMLab covers.

Fluffy-Random-Bytecode performs better than EVMLab,
but worse than Fluffy at all times. After 12 hours, Fluffy-
Random-Bytecode covers 3,202 code paths, which is close
to half of the paths covered by Fluffy and 1.5 times as many
code paths as those covered by EVMLab. This show that the
bytecode mutation strategy of Fluffy contributes significantly
to the effectiveness of Fluffy.
Result. Fluffy explores 2.7 times as many code paths as EVM-
Lab. The result shows that Fluffy is able to cover deep code
paths in Ethereum clients that lead to consensus bugs.

7.3 Throughput
We evaluate whether Fluffy efficiently tests many instances of
multiple transactions. For this evaluation we measure metrics
such as the number of processed transactions, the number of
executed fuzzing iterations, and the CPU usage.

Figure 8 shows the total number of Ethereum transactions
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Figure 8: The total number of transactions and fuzzing iter-
ations processed by Fluffy and EVMLab over time. Fluffy
processes a varying number of transactions across iterations,
whereas EVMLab processes 1 transaction per iteration.
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and fuzzing iterations processed by Fluffy and EVMLab over
time. Fluffy processes a varying number of transactions across
iterations, whereas EVMLab processes exactly 1 transaction
in every iteration. After 12 hours, Fluffy processes more than
350 million transactions and more than 38 million fuzzing
iterations. On average, Fluffy processes 9.2 transactions per
fuzzing iteration. In contrast, EVMLab processes less than
700 thousand transactions and fuzzing iterations after 12
hours. In total, Fluffy processes 510 times as many trans-
actions and 55 times as many iterations as EVMLab.

We then examine the number of transactions that Fluffy
processes in each fuzzing iteration. Figure 9 shows the distri-
bution of the number of transactions. 3 to 8 transactions are
processed most frequently, except for the test cases with zero
transaction. The largest number of transactions that Fluffy
tests in an iteration for this specific 12-hour fuzzing experi-
ment is 46. As a comparison, the number of transactions that
have produced the blockchain state in the live Ethereum main-
net is more than 800 million transactions, as of August 2020.
Therefore, this result shows that Fluffy tests Ethereum clients
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Figure 10: The number of fuzzing iterations executed per
minute over time. We run the fuzzers in sequential mode
without parallel fuzzing for this experiment.

using a small number of transactions that rewrite blockchain
history.

Although the largest number of transactions is 46 for this
experiment, Fluffy can test more or fewer number of transac-
tions in a different experiment that runs for the same 12 hours,
since how Fluffy determines the number of transactions is
nondeterministic (§ 5.1). Furthermore, there can be consensus
bugs that require more than 46 transactions to trigger.

Next, we examine the throughput of a single fuzzing in-
stance through running Fluffy and EVMLab in sequential
execution mode without parallel fuzzing for 12 hours. Fig-
ure 10 shows the number of fuzzing iterations executed per
minute over time.

Fluffy achieves and sustains an order of magnitude higher
throughput compared to EVMLab. In the beginning, Fluffy ex-
ecutes up to 16,805 fuzzing iterations per minute. We observe
that in the beginning Fluffy generates and executes transac-
tions that invoke a small number of bytecode instructions,
which allows Fluffy to quickly execute more iterations. The
throughput decreases gradually over time, as Fluffy discov-
ers new inputs that invoke many bytecode instructions and
executes mutations of those inputs. After 12 hours, Fluffy
executes around 3,500 fuzzing iterations per minute.

In contrast, the throughput of EVMLab is overall flat, but
fluctuates wildly at certain times during fuzzing. In particu-
lar, EVMLab fails to complete a fuzzing iteration for more
than a minute between 6 and 7 hours, and 10 and 11 hours
after fuzzing. We observe that such fluctuations occur when
EVMLab is stuck in processing an excessively long sequence
of bytecode instructions. Fluffy does not experience this, be-
cause Fluffy limits the number of bytecode instructions that
are executed through limiting the gas limit of transactions.

We now measure the CPU usage to analyze why Fluffy
achieves higher throughput, as both Fluffy and EVMLab are
CPU-bound. Figure 11 shows the CPU usage breakdown
when running Fluffy and EVMLab. We obtain the numbers
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Figure 11: The CPU usage breakdown when running Fluffy
and EVMLab.

through running the Linux perf command for one minute
while running each fuzzer.

In case of Fluffy, most of the CPU time is spent in executing
the code of OpenEthereum and Geth. We also observe that
the majority of the CPU time spent in the clients is used to
execute the core EVM interpreter logic, where most of the
consensus bugs have been found.

In contrast, EVMLab suffers from the overhead of execut-
ing its own code, which is written in Python, and handling
other tasks. We observe that much of the other tasks are as-
sociated with Docker [37], although EVMLab reuses Docker
containers when spawning new OpenEthereum and Geth pro-
cesses to test new inputs. We also observe that a large portion
of the CPU time for executing the clients is spent in parsing
test inputs and initializing the clients, where consensus bugs
are unlikely to be found.

We emphasize that Fluffy does not outperform EVMLab
by simply using a more efficient programming language and
using specific configurations. In Figure 11, excluding the
overhead of the fuzzer code (Fuzzer) and other tasks (Others),
the CPU used for the Ethereum clients (OpenEthereum and
Geth) is 18.2% for EVMLab and 89.9% for Fluffy, which
is 4.9×. However, Fluffy processes 510× transactions and
55× fuzzing iterations compared to EVMLab, which is much
larger than 4.9×. This shows that Fluffy executes Ethereum
clients much more efficiently, even if the overhead external to
Ethereum clients is the same as EVMLab.
Result. Fluffy processes 510 times and 55 times as many
transactions and fuzzing iterations as EVMLab. The result
shows that Fluffy efficiently tests many instances of multiple
transactions that rewrite blockchain history.

7.4 Debugging
We used the crash debugger of Fluffy to analyze crashes.
We encountered a false positive bug, when we set the initial
blockchain state to a state that contains only the genesis ac-
count. We analyzed that the latest mainnet blockchain state
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cannot transition to a state that contains the accounts in the
starting state of the bug, because the starting state contains
a zero-balance account under the address of a precompiled
contract. Creating such account was possible only before a
previous EVM upgrade (related to Bug #15 in Table 2). To
avoid triggering this false positive bug, we added to the ini-
tial blockchain state non-zero balance accounts under the
addresses of precompiled contracts. We also used the crash
debugger to analyze the shallow copy bug and the transfer-
after-destruct bug, and create minimal test cases.
Result. Fluffy enables analyzing crashes triggered by consen-
sus bugs.

8 Discussion and Limitations

We discuss future research directions, and limitations of the
current design of Fluffy.
Smart contract blockchains. Our idea of multi-transaction
differential fuzzing can be applied to other blockchains that
provide smart contract capabilities like Ethereum. Smart
contract blockchains have a total market capitalization of
95 billion USD, as of December 2020, and include popular
blockchains such as Ethereum, Cardano, Stellar, EOS, Tron,
Tezos, and Neo [12]. Like Ethereum, multiple depending
transactions which create and invoke smart contracts deter-
mine the transitions of blockchain states in these blockchains.
Therefore, techniques of Fluffy such as multi-transaction test
cases and semantic-aware mutation strategy can be applied to
find consensus bugs in these other blockchains.
Many-client fuzzing. Another research direction is to fuzz
multiple versions of many Ethereum clients in addition to a
single version of OpenEthereum (Rust) and Geth (Go). Al-
though the two clients are used by 98% of nodes partici-
pating in the Ethereum mainnet, as of August 2020 [6], the
Ethereum community is becoming more aware of the bene-
fits of using multiple different clients since the shallow copy
bug we reported was triggered in the live mainnet [15]. Ex-
amples of other Ethereum clients are Aleth (C++), Trinity
(Python), Besu (Java), Nethermind (.NET), and EthereumJS
(Javascript) [16]. Moreover, it is worthwhile to fuzz not only
the latest version of the clients but also previous versions,
since many of the decentralized Ethereum nodes in the main-
net do not immediately upgrade when new versions are re-
leased, and keep on using a previous version [6]. While it
is straightforward to extend the current implementation of
Fluffy to fuzz many clients, it remains a challenge to achieve
high fuzzing throughput while executing multiple transactions
on many clients.
Mutating client program states. Fluffy models an Ethereum
client as a client program state model, rather than an EVM
state model. Nevertheless, Fluffy mutates the Ethereum client
program state indirectly through setting the initial program
state to a corresponding initial EVM state and executing mul-
tiple transactions. This is because, like other fuzzers, Fluffy

does not directly mutate internal states of the target programs.
An alternative approach is to directly mutate client program
states. However, it would be challenging to directly generate
valid client program states that are reachable with transactions,
such that the found bugs are exploitable on the Ethereum
mainnet.
Limitations of differential fuzzing. Similar to existing dif-
ferential fuzzers for Ethereum, Fluffy is unable to find bugs
when the Etherum clients transition to the same incorrect
blockchain state due to the same consensus bug. A practical
solution to this limitation is to fuzz many different versions
of different client implementations, since it is unlikely that
the same bug exists in all of these different clients. A more
fundamental solution is to utilize the EVM specification itself
as an oracle, similar to how Hydra [27] implements an em-
ulator along with a fuzzer. However, this approach reduces
the number of input generation and testing as well as requires
extensive engineering efforts unlike differential testing. We
also note that, to our knowledge, there has been no previous
case of the same bug occurring in multiple Ethereum client
implementations.
Limitations of fuzzing. Like existing fuzzers for Ethereum,
Fluffy inherits the limitations of fuzzing. Although fuzzing
is good at exploring code paths with loose branch conditions
(e.g., x > 0), fuzzing struggles to drive the target program
into paths with tight branch conditions (e.g., x == 0xdead-
beef) [9, 48, 56]. This limitation is demonstrated by Fluffy
failing to find Bug #9 in Table 2 within 12 hours, which re-
quires specific inputs that satisfy tight branch conditions to
trigger. We can address the limitation by combining fuzzing
with concolic execution [9, 25, 48, 56], which interprets target
program variables as symbolic variables and uses constraint
solving to generate specific inputs that satisfy branch condi-
tions.

9 Related Work

Fluffy is the first multi-transaction differential fuzzer for find-
ing consensus bugs in Ethereum. In this section we describe
existing works that are related to Fluffy.
Consensus in blockchains. Consensus in blockchains are
increasingly becoming important as blockchains such as Bit-
coin [39] and Ethereum [17] are becoming increasingly used.
Researchers have proposed various techniques related to con-
sensus in blockchains to improve the scalability, security, and
usability of blockchains [4, 24, 28, 29, 31, 44, 47]. Our work
complements these works by focusing on the implementation
aspects of consensus in blockchains, and finding consensus
bugs in Ethereum clients that lead to network split and theft.
Differential testing for consensus bugs. Differential testing
is an effective software testing method that has been applied
to various systems [3, 8, 10, 36, 42, 55]. Several fuzzers have
been proposed to apply differential testing techniques to find
consensus bugs in Ethereum [18, 22, 33]. These fuzzers gen-
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erate a blockchain state and a transaction that transforms the
state. Fluffy is also a differential fuzzer for finding consensus
bugs, but Fluffy generates and runs multiple transactions that
rewrite blockchain history and adopts various optimizations
to improve the fuzzing throughput and the code coverage.
Coverage-guided fuzzing. Coverage-guided fuzzers such as
libFuzzer [30] and AFL [38] leverage code path statistics
to mutate test inputs. Fluffy extends such coverage-guided
fuzzing mechanisms through extending libFuzzer. Leveraging
more sophisticated mechanisms like gradient-guided tech-
niques [46] is left as future work.
Smart contract vulnerabilities. Existing techniques for find-
ing smart contract vulnerabilities [26, 32, 40, 49, 50, 57] focus
on vulnerabilities in the business logic of smart contracts
and transactions, whereas Fluffy focuses on vulnerabilities
in the underlying Ethereum client implementations. For ex-
ample, TxSpector [57] replays transaction history to extract
logic relations, and applies user-specific logic rules to uncover
vulnerabilities such as the re-entrancy vulnerability. In con-
trast, Fluffy generates and tests transactions which have never
occurred in blockchain history to trigger consensus bugs in
Ethereum clients that alter how the vulnerable clients execute
the business logic of smart contracts.

10 Conclusion

Consensus bugs in Ethereum are extremely rare but can be
exploited for network split and theft, which cause reliability
and security-critical issues in the Ethereum ecosystem. Our
fuzzer, called Fluffy, shows how to find consensus bugs hid-
den in deep states of Ethereum clients. Unlike existing fuzzers
for Ethereum, Fluffy supports multi-transaction tests and uses
different Ethereum clients as cross-referencing oracles. Fluffy
also greatly improves the fuzzing throughput and the code cov-
erage with various optimizations: in-process fuzzing, fuzzing
harnesses for Ethereum clients, and semantic-aware multi-
transaction mutation that reduces erroneous test cases. Fluffy
found two new consensus bugs in the most popular Geth client
which were exploitable on the live Ethereum mainnet. Fluffy
is publicly available at https://github.com/snuspl/fluffy.
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Abstract
Secure Computation (SC) is a family of cryptographic prim-
itives for computing on encrypted data in single-party and
multi-party settings. SC is being increasingly adopted by in-
dustry for a variety of applications. A significant obstacle to
using SC for practical applications is the memory overhead of
the underlying cryptography. We develop MAGE, an execu-
tion engine for SC that efficiently runs SC computations that
do not fit in memory. We observe that, due to their intended
security guarantees, SC schemes are inherently oblivious—
their memory access patterns are independent of the input
data. Using this property, MAGE calculates the memory ac-
cess pattern ahead of time and uses it to produce a memory
management plan. This formulation of memory management,
which we call memory programming, is a generalization of
paging that allows MAGE to provide a highly efficient virtual
memory abstraction for SC. MAGE outperforms the OS vir-
tual memory system by up to an order of magnitude, and in
many cases, runs SC computations that do not fit in memory
at nearly the same speed as if the underlying machines had
unbounded physical memory to fit the entire computation.

1 Introduction
Secure Computation (SC) refers to cryptographic primitives
that allow computation on encrypted data. An example of SC
is secure multi-party computation, which allows two parties to
perform a collaborative computation on private input data. Ad-
vances in cryptography over the years have steadily brought
SC closer to practice. Recently, the use of SC in industry—in
particular, homomorphic encryption (HE) and secure multi-
party computation (SMPC)—has burgeoned. Companies offer
services based on SC [12,19,27,38,46,75] (from secure collab-
orative learning to decentralized authentication and custody),
large financial enterprises have added SC-based products [64],
and cryptocurrencies secure billions of dollars with SC [91].

SC not only has high CPU overhead, but also requires
high memory usage and, in the case of SMPC, high network
usage. For example, a 64-bit integer, which requires only 8 B
of memory when computing in plaintext, takes up 1 KiB
of memory when using a garbled circuit (a type of SMPC).
Efficiently running SC requires careful attention to not only
CPU efficiency, but also memory and network demands.

CPU overheads can be reduced using hardware accelerators
(e.g., GPUs, FPGAs) or specialized hardware (e.g., AES-NI).
Network bandwidth continues to grow exponentially accord-
ing to Nielsen’s Law [62], and recent cryptographic improve-
ments have relaxed network bandwidth demands for some SC

protocols [10, 15]. But memory management remains prob-
lematic. Many recent cryptographic systems based on SC re-
port that SC systems quickly run out of memory [66,79,94,95].
Once they do, the computation becomes prohibitively slow be-
cause the OS inefficiently swaps the large memory footprint to
secondary storage. For example, the authors of Conclave [79]
report that Obliv-C, an SMPC framework, can run a join on
only 30,000 records before running out of memory, and state
that SMPC “in practice only scales to a few thousand input
records.” Similarly, Senate [66], a secure collaborative ana-
lytics engine based on SMPC, can run a 16-party private set
intersection on only 10,000 integers per party.

In this context, we address the research question: Can SC
execute efficiently when it does not fit in memory? We
answer this in the affirmative with our system MAGE.1

A natural starting point for MAGE is to specialize the OS
page replacement policy to SC workloads. Unsurprisingly,
this design suffers from some of the same pitfalls as classic
virtual memory systems. Pages may not be fetched until a
page fault occurs, requiring multiprogramming to keep the
CPU busy [26]. Furthermore, classic page replacement algo-
rithms perform poorly on some workloads [3], and a policy
specialized to SC would likely be no different.

To mitigate these issues, we observe that SC is inherently
oblivious. In particular, many SC protocols have no data-
dependent memory accesses. This is because an SC proto-
col must not leak any information about the data contents
via its memory access pattern. Our key insight in MAGE is
that SC’s inherent obliviousness allows us to calculate the
access pattern for any computation in advance and use it
to manage memory in a fundamentally more efficient way
than classic OS paging. Unlike paging, which typically re-
sponds to page faults reactively, MAGE can proactively pro-
duce a memory management plan based on the program’s
memory access pattern. To highlight this distinction, we call
our approach memory programming and the resulting plan
a memory program. MAGE preplans the exact sequence of
memory-storage transfers to issue at runtime, given a target
memory consumption. Enabled by memory programming and
the compute-to-memory ratio of SC workloads, MAGE exe-
cutes certain SC programs that do not fit in memory at nearly
in-memory speeds, as if memory were unbounded—in effect,
virtual memory at nearly zero cost.

To understand the power of MAGE’s preplanning based on
SC’s obliviousness, consider Belady’s theoretically optimal

1MAGE stands for Memory-Aware Garbling Engine.
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paging algorithm (MIN) [3]. MIN, being a clairvoyant algo-
rithm, is not realizable in the classic formulation of paging;
it is typically used as a point of comparison to other realiz-
able heuristics. But in the context of memory programming,
MAGE can use MIN directly, because it knows the access
pattern in advance. Memory programming allows MAGE to
use an algorithm that is well-grounded in theory, instead of a
heuristic (e.g., LRU or LFU) that sometimes performs poorly.

Yet memory programming also raises the bar for possible
memory management strategies. For example, although MIN
is an optimal paging algorithm, it unfortunately does not pro-
duce an optimal memory program. The reason is that MIN,
like other paging algorithms, brings a page into memory only
at the moment it is needed, thereby causing the program to
stall while transferring the page. We can overcome this by
leveraging SC’s obliviousness once again, to prefetch accord-
ing to the access pattern (i.e., with no false positives or false
negatives) so that the program never stalls.

At its core, our approach to memory management is quite
simple: MAGE optimizes storage bandwidth by evicting
pages using MIN, and optimizes latency via prefetching and
asynchronous eviction. Whereas classic paging algorithms
typically rely on heuristics and empirical observations of
what works well in practice [9], our memory programming
approach is simple, well-grounded, robust, and performant.

While conceptually simple, the above strategy is challeng-
ing to instantiate efficiently. The reason is that MIN requires
the entire memory access pattern to be materialized at once; it
cannot be applied in a streaming fashion. Using Intel Pin [54],
we found that an SC workload that runs in under an hour can
issue trillions of memory accesses. Thus, materializing the
access trace could require terabytes of space.

To address this, we leverage the strong precedent for using
DSLs to specify SC programs [34, 78]. MAGE’s planner rep-
resents the program as a bytecode recording higher-level op-
erations specified in the DSL program. This is more succinct
than recording individual memory accesses. For example, con-
sider a program that adds two integers using garbled circuits,
an SMPC protocol. Garbled circuits support only AND and
XOR operations on encrypted bits, so the integer addition is
ultimately decomposed into encrypted AND and XOR opera-
tions, each of which comprises many memory accesses. Yet,
MAGE records the entire addition operation as a single entry
in the bytecode. This works well because most of the addition
operation’s memory accesses are “uninteresting”—they are
accesses to temporary variables (e.g., on the stack) that fit
easily in memory, or to SC protocol state that should remain
in memory for the entire program. The only consequential
accesses for memory management—reading the two input
integers and writing the output integer—are captured in the
single entry MAGE records.

Once MAGE allows SC to efficiently expand beyond the
physical memory limit, another limited resource (e.g., stor-
age/network bandwidth or CPUs) of a single machine could

become the bottleneck. Thus, we design MAGE to support
parallel SC execution across multiple network flows, CPU
cores, or machines. To do so, we observe that a distributed
memory programming model allows SC to be parallelized in
this way, without requiring MAGE’s planner to reason about
threads executing concurrently in the same address space.

Finally, we aim to support a variety of applications and
protocols, including new ones that may emerge in the coming
years. The challenge is that different SC protocols may be
very different cryptographically and may support different
operations efficiently. Fortunately, our memory programming
approach allows us to build MAGE entirely in userspace on
a Linux system, helping to make MAGE extensible to new
applications and protocols. We carefully design a layered
architecture for MAGE so that the DSL, bytecode, and inter-
preter can be extended for new SC protocols.

We implemented MAGE in C++ and apply it to two SC
protocols: (1) garbled circuits, a type of SMPC, and (2) CKKS,
a type of HE. We evaluated MAGE using 10 workloads, sized
such that they do not fit in memory. MAGE outperforms the
operating system’s virtual memory for all 10 workloads, and
outperforms it by 4–12× for 7 of them. Additionally, MAGE
executes all 10 workloads at within 60% of in-memory speeds,
and runs 7 of them at within 15% of in-memory speeds.

Even with our techniques, SC remains orders of magni-
tude slower than plaintext computation due to CPU and net-
work overheads. That said, various applications like federated
data analytics [1, 66], coopetitive machine learning [94], and
privacy-preserving recommendation [63] require SC. Due to
privacy constraints, running these applications in plaintext is
not an option. By bringing memory management overhead
for SC to nearly zero, MAGE helps make SC more practical
and potentially enables more SC-based applications.

2 Secure Computation Background
2.1 Circuit Representation
As explained earlier, SC is inherently oblivious, meaning
that any function f computed using SC cannot have data-
dependent memory accesses. Thus, it is natural to describe
the function f as a circuit C [13, 23, 37, 55]. C is a combina-
tional circuit that accepts the arguments to f as inputs and
produces the result of f applied to those arguments as its
output. We write C = (W,G), where W is a set of wires and
G is a set of gates. Each wire represents a datum whose type
is the unit of computation in the SC scheme (in most cases, it
is the information stored in a single ciphertext). We denote
the subset of W storing C’s input as I, and the subset of W
storing C’s output as O. Each gate represents a computation
supported by the SC scheme. We will typically assume that
each gate has exactly one output wire, and that each w 6∈ O is
the input wire of at least one gate. Thus, |W |= |G|+ |I|.

The particular data types represented in the wires and
the types of supported gates depend on the particular SC
scheme of interest. For the CKKS homomorphic encryption
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scheme [16], each wire represents a vector of real numbers
and each gate represents an element-wise addition or mul-
tiplication of those vectors. For garbled circuits [88], each
wire represents a single bit and each gate represents a binary
AND operation or XOR operation on those bits. Other SC
schemes can be similarly formulated this way. Below, we
explain CKKS and garbled circuits in greater depth.

2.2 CKKS Homomorphic Encryption
In the CKKS scheme [16], each ciphertext encodes a vector
of real or complex numbers (stored with limited precision).
Given ciphertexts c1 = Enc(~v1) and c2 = Enc(~v2), one can
compute Enc(~v1 +~v2) and Enc(~v1 ◦~v2) (where ◦ is element-
wise multiplication). The dimension of each vector depends
on parameters chosen during key generation. Each ciphertext
is assigned a level, which is a nonnegative integer. When per-
forming the element-wise multiplication operation, both input
ciphertexts must have the same level; the level of the output
ciphertext is one less than the level of the inputs. Performing
element-wise addition does not reduce the ciphertext level
the way element-wise multiplication does. A ciphertext at
level 0 cannot be used for element-wise multiplication. The
maximum level of a ciphertext depends on the parameters
chosen during key generation. While one can run a bootstrap-
ping procedure to increase the level of a ciphertext, it is very
expensive, and therefore not implemented by all libraries.

2.3 Garbled Circuits
Yao’s garbled circuit protocol [88] (referred to simply as gar-
bled circuits) allows two parties, called the garbler and the
evaluator, to jointly compute a function f over their private
inputs x1 and x2. The protocol requires f to be represented as
a boolean circuit C. Unlike CKKS, there are no restrictions on
C’s depth. However, both parties have to execute the circuit.

First, the two parties run a protocol called oblivious transfer
to obtain the (encrypted) wire values for their inputs without
revealing their inputs. Then the garbler encrypts C in a special
way called garbling to obtain C̃, called a garbled circuit. The
process of garbling is analogous to executing the circuit; a
gate cannot be garbled until the (encrypted) values of both
input wires are obtained, and garbling a gate produces, as a
side effect, the (encrypted) value of the output wire. Then, the
garbler sends C̃ to the evaluator. The evaluator executes the
circuit, executing each gate using the gate’s garbled informa-
tion in C̃. Finally, the two parties communicate to decipher
the plaintext values of the output wires.

If the parties would like to repeat the computation again
with different inputs, they must re-garble C. It is insecure to
reuse the same garbled circuit C̃ with different sets of inputs.

More comprehensive explanations of garbled circuits, their
underlying cryptography, and their state-of-the-art optimiza-
tions are available in other resources [6, 69, 86].

2.4 Efficiently Executing Circuits
In this section, we give background on existing techniques for
efficiently executing cryptographic circuits. Although many

of these techniques were developed for garbled circuits, they
mostly apply to homomorphic encryption as well.
2.4.1 Naïve Baseline
Early garbled circuit systems, like Fairplay [55], JKS [41],
and PSPW [65], allocate memory for all wires and store the
entire garbled circuit in memory. The memory overhead is
O(|W |+ |G|). Because, for a well-formed circuit, |G|+ |I|=
|W |, this is equivalent to O(|W |).
2.4.2 Pipelining Garbling and Evaluation
After the garbler garbles a gate to include in C̃, the garbler
does not use that gate’s garbled data. Similarly, once the eval-
uator evaluates a gate, it never again uses that garbled gate.
Based on this observation, the HEKM system [37] operates
without keeping the entire garbled circuit in memory, as fol-
lows. The garbler and the evaluator first agree on an order
in which to execute the gates in C. Then, the garbler garbles
each gate and streams the garbled gates to the evaluator, who
evaluates the gates in the same order. In this way, all gates are
garbled and evaluated, without materializing the full set of
garbled gates at any one time. Because space is allocated for
all wires in the circuit, the memory overhead is still O(|W |).
2.4.3 Reclaiming Wire Memory
When executing a circuit, one can discard the memory for
a wire once all gates it feeds into have been executed. Only
wires whose values have been computed and will be used in
the future—the live wires—must be kept in memory. The KSS
system [49] takes advantage of this by dynamically attaching
a reference count to each wire; PCF [48] statically calculates
when to reuse wire memory. Using interpretation techniques
developed in PCF [48] and refined in Frigate [60], not even the
plaintext circuit is materialized in memory. TinyGarble [73],
EMP-toolkit [82] (for semi-honest SMPC), and EVA [23]
also use variants of this technique. With this optimization, the
memory demand is O(w), where w is the size of the largest
set of live wires when executing the circuit. MAGE builds
on this line of work by exploring how to efficiently swap to
storage when w wires do not fit in memory.

3 Memory Overhead of Secure Computation
First, we discuss the memory overhead of SC. Then, we dis-
cuss the memory overhead for collaborative applications.

3.1 Analysis of the Memory Demand
The size of the circuit, for a computation, is proportional to
the size of the computation. But in many cases, the memory
demand is substantially smaller than the circuit size; only w
wires need to be stored, where w is the size of the largest set
of live wires when executing the circuit (§2.4.3).

In practice, circuits are often described in a programming
language [34,78] and gates are executed in the same order as
the program is interpreted. In this execution order, live wires
correspond to in-scope variables in the program. Thus, the
memory usage of running an SC program has the same order
of growth as running the same algorithm in plaintext.
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while	(...)	{
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Figure 1: Overview of MAGE. It consists of two phases:
planning (top) and execution (bottom)

The memory cost of SC lies in the constant factors. When
executing a secure computation protocol, the wire values
are encrypted. Thus, a key parameter is the expansion factor
of the encryption. In garbled circuits using a 128-bit block
cipher, including state-of-the-art optimizations (Point-and-
Permute [2], Free XOR [47], Half Gates [90], and Fixed-Key
Block Cipher [5, 31]), each wire value is 16 bytes. Each wire
represents only 1 bit of plaintext, so this is a 128× expansion
factor. For CKKS, ciphertexts at higher levels are larger than
ciphertexts at lower levels. For the parameters we used in
our evaluation, each ciphertext is hundreds of kilobytes and
encodes a vector of dimension up to 4,096.

3.2 Scaling Collaborative Applications
SMPC supports collaborative applications over secret data,
such as federated data analytics [1] and cooperative machine
learning [59]. A common technique to reduce SMPC’s over-
head is to use SMPC in a minimal way. For example, some
approaches aim to use SMPC for only a small part of the over-
all computation [1, 43, 53, 79, 94]. Others carefully choose
algorithms that can be executed efficiently in SMPC or use
approximations that incur less overhead [58,59,68]. But even
with these approaches, the SMPC computation often has high
memory demands [66]. Thus, it remains important to effi-
ciently execute SMPC computations that do not fit in memory.

4 Overview of MAGE
SC workloads are oblivious by nature. Thus, MAGE can work
out the program’s memory access pattern in advance, and
use this information to produce a memory management plan,
called a memory program, tailored to the particular access
pattern. Importantly, obliviousness is not merely an artifact of
certain existing SC schemes; it is inherent to SC. Otherwise,
an adversary could potentially infer information about secret
data based on the memory access pattern.

To support this paradigm, MAGE’s workflow has two
phases, as shown in Fig. 1. An SC application is written in a
DSL internal to C++. MAGE’s planner unrolls the DSL code
to produce a bytecode, and then performs transformations on
the bytecode to produce a memory program. In MAGE, the
memory program is a bytecode that includes swap directives
describing when to transfer data between storage and memory.

Finally, the memory program is given to MAGE’s interpreter,
which executes it using the SC protocol.

For multi-party protocols, the parties run separate instances
of MAGE’s interpreter. In the case of garbled circuits, garbled
gates are streamed from the garbler to the evaluator, as de-
scribed in §2.4.2. Both the garbler and evaluator use MAGE to
follow a memory program and run with constrained memory.

Our approach of including swap directives in the memory
program relies on the planner knowing how much memory
will be available at runtime. An alternative approach is for
memory programs to be agnostic to the amount of available
memory. This would add runtime overhead, as MAGE’s inter-
preter would need to decide which pages to evict. In contrast,
our approach moves this overhead to the planning phase, keep-
ing the execution phase as lightweight as possible.

4.1 Address Translation in MAGE
The application programmer should not have to manage pag-
ing, so it is natural to write DSL programs in a virtual address
space that is, in effect, infinitely large. Central to designing
MAGE is deciding at which point in Fig. 1 to translate this
address space into a physical address space that fits in RAM.

One possibility (which MAGE does not use) is to perform
address translation at runtime, using standard operating sys-
tem mechanisms for prefetching and address translation. At
runtime, swap directives in the memory program would ask
the operating system to page parts of the virtual address space
out to storage or in to RAM. Unfortunately, the existing way
for a Linux process to do this—the madvise system call—is
too limited. As of Linux 5.10, pages brought into RAM using
the MADV_WILLNEED hint are not mapped in the page table,
so a minor page fault is incurred on the first subsequent ac-
cess. Similarly, the MADV_PAGEOUT hint merely marks pages
as inactive; it does not swap out pages immediately.

In contrast, MAGE does not rely on OS address transla-
tion for demand paging. MAGE’s engine moves data between
memory and storage via explicit I/O operations, so that its
resident set size never exceeds the available RAM. At the
surface, this is similar to buffer management in a DBMS. But
unlike a DBMS, MAGE’s planner can be viewed as solving
an address translation problem in advance. The DSL variables
declared by the programmer exist in a MAGE-virtual address
space, and the final memory program output by the planner
references data (i.e., wire values) in a MAGE-physical address
space that fits within RAM. MAGE’s planner creates these ad-
dress spaces and performs their translation in software during
the planning phase. It includes swap directives in the memory
program so that the interpreter does not run out of RAM.

To avoid confusion, we will refer to the addresses created by
the OS and sent over the memory bus as OS-virtual addresses
and OS-physical addresses. At runtime, MAGE’s interpreter
stores the program’s memory in an array, and each MAGE-
physical address in the memory program is treated as an
index into this array. Thus, MAGE-physical addresses roughly
correspond to the OS-virtual addresses of MAGE’s interpreter.
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MAGE’s approach to address translation has several ad-
vantages. First, in contrast to an madvise-based approach,
MAGE’s planner has nearly complete control over when pages
are brought into memory and evicted to storage. Second, by
translating addresses in the planner, MAGE avoids address-
translation-related overheads at runtime. In contrast, relying
on OS address translation would mean minor page faults, page
table updates, and TLB invalidations at runtime.

MAGE’s approach also has a few drawbacks, however.
First, the planning phase takes longer because MAGE’s plan-
ner must translate all addresses in software. Second, memory
programs are considerably larger because they must contain
not only swap directives, but also a copy of the program trans-
lated to operate on MAGE-physical addresses. In particular,
the memory program’s length is proportional to the program’s
execution time because a variable local to a function or loop
could be assigned different physical addresses each time the
function is called or on each iteration of the loop.

Overall, we felt that the advantages of this design out-
weighed its drawbacks. Longer planning times seemed rea-
sonable because planning can happen offline and the resulting
memory program can be used repeatedly. The larger memory
program size was an acceptable tradeoff because MAGE’s
planner materializes an unrolled form of the program anyway
to run Belady’s algorithm. Meanwhile, MAGE’s planner is
afforded nearly full control of page eviction and replacement
and MAGE’s runtime overheads remain relatively small.

4.2 MAGE’s Bytecode Representation
Recall that MAGE’s planner expresses the program as an
unrolled (branch-free) bytecode, and performs transforma-
tions on it to compute the memory program bytecode. What
operations should the bytecode instructions support?

One possibility would be for the bytecode to describe low-
level operations similar to those supported by a CPU, exclud-
ing control flow instructions. Unfortunately, such a bytecode
includes the raw memory trace of the program, which, as
discussed in §1, can be impractically large.

One alternative, used by PCF [48] and Frigate [60]2 (but
not MAGE), is to have each instruction correspond to a gate
in the circuit C being executed. This approach would require a
protocol driver in MAGE’s interpreter that executes each gate
using the SC protocol. To understand why this is inefficient,
consider garbled circuits, for which gates are binary and wires
represent bits. The programmer specifies the circuit in terms
of operations on high-level types such as integers, which are
then compiled into bit-level operations. Thus, each time the
program performs a high-level operation (e.g., adding two
integers), the same subcircuit (e.g., describing integer addition
in terms of binary gates) is repeated in the bytecode.

To eliminate this repetition, MAGE has each instruction
describe a high-level operation directly. This requires not only
a protocol driver, but also an engine in MAGE’s interpreter

2Unlike MAGE, these systems also include control flow operations.
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Figure 2: MAGE’s envisioned ecosystem, with planning as
the narrow waist

that expands each instruction into the relevant subcircuit at
runtime. MAGE’s planner does not need to materialize the
subcircuits because wires internal to the subcircuits are very
short-lived and therefore can be ignored.

4.3 MAGE’s Ecosystem and its Extensibility
An important consideration in MAGE’s design is to be appli-
cable to a range of SC protocols. For example, garbled circuits
and homomorphic encryption (CKKS) have quite different
computation models, yet we show how MAGE captures both.
MAGE’s envisioned ecosystem can be understood as a set of
layers with a narrow waist, as shown in Fig. 2. The narrow
waist is MAGE’s planner; MAGE’s core planning algorithms
can be used with a variety of applications and interpreters.

MAGE’s interpreter has two layers. The upper layer, called
the engine, decomposes each instruction into a subcircuit of
gates supported by the target SC protocol (§4.2). The lower
layer, called the protocol driver, evaluates gates with the SC
protocol. For example, when using a protocol that supports
only binary AND and XOR operations (e.g., garbled circuits),
one must use an engine that decomposes each instruction
into a circuit of AND and XOR gates. In contrast, when
using a protocol that supports all types of binary gates (e.g.,
TFHE [17]), one can use an engine that uses all types of gates.

One must choose compatible implementations at each layer.
For example, once one has selected an SC protocol, one should
choose an engine that executes each instruction using oper-
ations supported by that protocol. Then, one should select a
DSL that outputs instructions that the chosen engine under-
stands. Finally, one must write the application in that DSL.

MAGE’s planner, however, is universally compatible, al-
lowing it to be the “narrow waist” of the ecosystem. The
first reason is that MAGE’s planner does not have to un-
derstand what each instruction does, only what memory it
accesses. Thus, even if a new instruction is introduced into
a DSL, extending a header file to specify its format (which
includes which fields are memory addresses) is enough for
the planner to understand that instruction. The second reason
is that MAGE’s planner does not introduce any new instruc-
tions except for swap directives, which all engines understand.
Thus, if an engine understands the instruction types output by
MAGE’s DSL, then the engine will also be able to interpret
the planner’s output (i.e., the memory program).
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A number of frameworks and DSLs for SC [34, 78] aim
to make it easier for non-SC-experts to use SC. In contrast,
MAGE is an efficient SC execution engine; its DSLs are not
necessarily geared toward non-experts, do not optimize the
resulting circuit, and might expose low-level SC operations.
We discuss how these frameworks fit into Fig. 2 in §9.

5 MAGE’s Engine
MAGE’s execution engine is an interpreter for the final mem-
ory program. First, it allocates an array to store the program’s
data. Each MAGE-physical address is an index into this ar-
ray. To execute an instruction, MAGE reads the instruction’s
arguments from this array, makes calls to the protocol layer
to compute the output, and writes the output back to the ar-
ray. Each instruction in the memory program references its
input and output data directly by MAGE-physical address; the
engine sees no MAGE-virtual addresses. Some instructions,
such as those requesting pages to be transferred between stor-
age and memory, are handled directly by the engine, without
calling the protocol. We call such instructions directives.

5.1 Parallel/Distributed Engine
SC is resource-intensive, so it is natural to scale SC by ex-
ecuting the protocol in a distributed fashion across multiple
CPU cores or multiple machines. The multiple-machine case
is useful to overcome resource constraints associated with a
single machine such as limited CPU cores, limited storage
I/O, or, in the case of SMPC, limited network bandwidth. This
is different from having multiple parties in SMPC. Here, we
are parallelizing a single trust domain—for example, a single
logical party in SMPC may execute using multiple machines.

MAGE’s engine supports distributed execution across mul-
tiple workers. Each worker is a thread of computation, run-
ning MAGE’s engine, operating on its own memory region
(a MAGE-physical address space). Workers differ from OS
processes as follows: (1) each worker contains exactly one
thread, (2) workers are not necessarily isolated by hardware
such as an MMU—multiple workers in a MAGE computa-
tion could, in principle, run within the same process, and (3)
memory is statically partitioned among the workers.

MAGE’s planner does not automatically infer how to par-
allelize the computation. Rather, the programmer writes DSL
code in a distributed memory model, explicitly indicating
asynchronous network operations to transfer data among the
different workers. The resulting memory program bytecode
contains network directives that the engine interprets. Simi-
larly, the protocol driver must be written to function properly
when the computation is distributed over multiple workers.

Programs for MAGE are parameterized by the Worker ID.
MAGE’s planner is run once for each worker. To generate the
memory program for a worker, the planner processes only the
accesses for that worker—it does not need to consider other
workers’ accesses, because each worker can only access its
own memory region. Thus, the workers’ memory programs
can be generated independently and in parallel.

W

W W

W

W

W W

W
Party 1's MAGE

Computation
Party 2's MAGE

Computation
Figure 3: Example of distributed SMPC with MAGE. Workers
are denoted as circles with W. Solid lines indicate connections
managed by MAGE’s engine; dashed lines indicate connec-
tions managed by the protocol driver

Using a distributed memory model provides two benefits.
First, it allows MAGE to be agnostic to whether workers are
placed on a single machine or across multiple machines. Sec-
ond, it guarantees that the access pattern for each region of
memory consists of a single well-defined sequence, simplify-
ing planning. To ease the difficulty of explicitly specifying
network transfers, one can build easier-to-use DSL libraries
for common communication patterns (e.g., our implementa-
tion provides a ShardedArray<T> abstraction).

5.2 Distributed SMPC
Some SC protocols, like SMPC, require interaction over the
network between mutually distrusting parties. For such proto-
cols, each party runs a separate MAGE computation, with its
own set of workers. Whereas the MAGE engine handles intra-
party communication between workers in the same party, the
protocol implementation handles inter-party communication
among workers in different parties. The inter-party topology
is up to the protocol driver; our protocol driver for garbled
circuits uses a one-to-one inter-party topology (Fig. 3).

6 MAGE’s Planner
Our memory programming approach is to calculate the mem-
ory access pattern in advance and use it to preplan memory
management. One can potentially preplan the following:
• Placement. How should we divide up a circuit into pages?
• Ordering. In what order should we evaluate the gates in

the SC circuit to result in the best memory behavior?
• Scheduling. When should pages that will be used in the

future be swapped in from storage?
• Replacement. How should we choose pages to evict when

making room for pages from storage?
MAGE produces an approximate solution, using a heuristic
for placement and optimizing scheduling and replacement.
Note that MAGE does not optimize ordering; it evaluates
gates in the order implicit in the DSL program for the circuit.3

6.1 Organization of MAGE’s Planner
We organize MAGE’s planner into stages (Fig. 4):

3Optimizing ordering may be NP-hard [76]. A system that does so would
be very powerful—for example, it would automatically block a loop join or
tile a matrix multiplication. It is beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 4: MAGE’s planner’s workflow, with its three stages

1. Placement. This stage accepts a DSL program and orga-
nizes wires into MAGE-virtual pages. It outputs instruc-
tions referencing wires by MAGE-virtual address.

2. Replacement. This stage adds instructions to swap pages
to/from storage, deciding which pages to evict. It outputs
instructions referencing wires by MAGE-physical address.

3. Scheduling. This stage moves swap instructions within
the instruction stream and relocates wires to mask the
latency of moving data between memory and storage.
For a parallel/distributed program, MAGE’s planner is

invoked separately for each worker, with separate MAGE-
virtual and MAGE-physical address spaces. Network direc-
tives in the program transfer data among those address spaces.

MAGE’s planner does not benefit from MAGE’s memory
programming techniques, so it is important that planning does
not consume an unreasonable amount of memory. We keep the
planner’s memory usage lightweight by (1) writing/reading
the intermediate bytecodes to/from files instead of keeping it
all in memory, (2) designing the DSLs to be lightweight, and
(3) keeping track of pages instead of individual bytes.

6.2 MAGE’s First Stage: Placement
MAGE’s placement module is, in effect, a page-aware mem-
ory allocator for the DSL. It unrolls the DSL, allocating space
for each variable and intermediate value in the MAGE-virtual
address space. It outputs a bytecode for the program in which
each variable is referenced by its MAGE-virtual address.
6.2.1 Unrolling the DSL Code
MAGE’s DSLs are internal to C++. This means that the DSL
is a set of convenient C++ APIs to specify the program’s
behavior, often involving operator overloading. The program
is specified as a C++ function that uses these APIs.

Fig. 5 shows a program that solves Yao’s Millionaire’s prob-
lem [87]. Integer<width> describes an Integer datum with
the specified width in bits. Bit is an alias for Integer<1>.

MAGE’s planner does not parse the DSL program’s source
code or manipulate its AST. Instead, it simply calls the C++
function containing the DSL program. As the DSL code exe-
cutes, it produces a bytecode describing the computation. For
example, the overloaded + operator for Integer emits an Add
instruction in the output bytecode; it does not actually add
integers using secure computation. Each output instruction
references its operands by MAGE-virtual address. Thus, the
DSL (e.g., the Integer class) calls MAGE’s placement mod-

void millionaire(const ProgramOptions& args) {
Integer<32> alice_wealth, bob_wealth;
alice_wealth.mark_input(Party::Garbler);
bob_wealth.mark_input(Party::Evaluator);
Bit result = alice_wealth >= bob_wealth;
result.mark_output();

}

Figure 5: Example code in an Integer-based DSL internal to
C++ to solve Yao’s Millionaire’s problem

ule to allocate memory in the MAGE-virtual address space
for intermediate results, including those stored in variables.

For example, see Fig. 5. On the mark_input and >= oper-
ations, an allocation request is made to MAGE’s placement
module to obtain a MAGE-virtual address, and an instruction
is emitted to perform that operation (obtain input or integer
comparison) and store the result at that MAGE-virtual address.
Once an Integer’s destructor is called, or if an Integer is
reassigned to a new MAGE-virtual address, a deallocation
request is made to MAGE’s placement module for the MAGE-
virtual address previously held by that Integer.

For a parallel/distributed program, the worker ID and total
number of workers are provided via the ProgramOptions
structure. The C++ code can branch on these variables, to
have each worker operate differently and exchange data ap-
propriately to perform the parallel/distributed computation.

Each Integer object contains only the MAGE-virtual
address of its contents; other attributes, such as width, are
template arguments and do not consume memory. Thus,
Integers and other DSL-provided data types are typically
smaller than the encrypted data items they represent. For
example, a 32-bit integer encrypted for the garbled circuit pro-
tocol is 1 KiB in size, whereas an Integer<32> object used
during planning is just 8 B (a single MAGE-virtual pointer).
This helps keep the memory cost of the planning phase small.

6.2.2 Memory Allocation Strategy
When MAGE’s placement module allocates memory for a
variable, it ensures that the variable is contained in a single
MAGE-virtual page; a variable must never straddle two pages.
The reason is that two adjacent MAGE-virtual pages may not
be adjacent in the OS-virtual address space at runtime.

A key issue in designing the placement module’s memory
allocator is internal fragmentation [25, 67]. Some fragmen-
tation, which we call classic fragmentation, arises from the
inability to pack variables onto pages (e.g., part of a page’s
space cannot store any variable). Another type of fragmenta-
tion, which we call effective fragmentation, arises from the
page’s lifetime exceeding some of the variables it stores; if
even one wire on a page is alive, the entire page remains alive.

To reduce classic fragmentation, MAGE’s placement stage
uses techniques from slab allocators [8]. Each page contains
only variables of a particular size. When a variable goes out
of scope in the DSL, its “slot” in its page is marked as free.
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When a space for a variable must be allocated, MAGE’s place-
ment module look for a free slot in a page containing variables
of that size; if no such pages have free slots, it allocates a new
page for variables of that size. The slab size is one MAGE-
virtual page. This ensures that no variable will straddle a page
boundary. Just as in slab allocators, some leftover space at the
end of a page may be unusable, but this can be controlled by
tuning the page size. Unlike slab allocators, MAGE’s place-
ment module does not preserve object state across allocations.

To reduce effective fragmentation, MAGE’s placement
stage uses the following heuristic when allocating memory
for a variable. If multiple pages, for the specified variable
size, have free slots available, then MAGE uses the candidate
page with the fewest free slots. This allows the number of live
pages to decrease if the number of live variables decreases,
by giving a chance for all variables on a page to die.

6.3 MAGE’s Second Stage: Replacement
We apply Belady’s MIN algorithm [3]. MIN is theoretically
optimal in the number of SWAP-IN operations, but it does
not minimize the number of swap operations if SWAP-OUT
operations are also considered. The reason is that only dirty
pages need to be written back to storage (i.e., “swapped out”).
Minimizing the number of swaps when taking this into ac-
count is NP-hard [28]. Regardless, MIN produces a solution
with at most 2× as many swaps as the theoretical optimum,4

so it is useful in MAGE’s replacement stage.
To use MIN, we first make a backward pass over the pro-

gram to determine, each time a page is used, the time (instruc-
tion ID) at which it is used next. Then we make a forward
pass over the program, using the annotated next use time to
determine which page to swap out. This requires us to main-
tain a priority queue of resident pages, so that we can quickly
identify which one’s next use is farthest in the future. Each
instruction, even if its arguments are already resident, requires
us to also perform a decrease_key operation on the priority
queue to adjust pages’ next use time. Therefore, if N is the
number of instructions and T is the number of pages that fit
in memory, applying Belady’s MIN algorithm is O(N logT ).

This stage outputs an instruction stream that contains swap
directives and references wires by MAGE-physical address.
To support this, MAGE’s planner maintains a data structure
that maps MAGE-virtual page numbers to MAGE-physical
frame numbers, similar to a page table.

When planning a parallel/distributed program, the planner
must be careful to not steal a page that is currently being used
for network I/O. Thus, MAGE’s replacement phase reads
the network directives to infer the outstanding asynchronous
network operations. When stealing pages, it issues network
barrier directives, as necessary, to ensure that the engine waits
for the relevant network I/Os to complete.

4This occurs in the worst case where it evicts only dirty pages, but there
is an optimal solution that evicts the same number of clean pages.

6.4 MAGE’s Third Stage: Scheduling
We introduce a parameter ` called the lookahead. To prefetch
data, MAGE’s scheduling algorithm attempts to move SWAP-
IN directives ` instructions earlier in the instruction stream.
However, this does not work if one of the ` intervening in-
structions uses the page frame into which we are bringing in
data. We solve this by budgeting B extra physical page frames,
called the prefetch buffer; the replacement stage is now run
with a capacity of T−B frames, not T frames. Data is brought
asynchronously into a free slot in the prefetch buffer. Only
when it is finally needed is it copied from the prefetch buffer
into its destination physical page frame. Instead of SWAP-IN
directives, the memory program contains ISSUE-SWAP-IN
directives, which initiate the transfer of a page into memory,
and FINISH-SWAP-IN directives, which block execution until
a swap operation has completed. Ideally, swap operations will
be scheduled such that FINISH-SWAP-IN never blocks, but
it serves as an important fallback to prevent old/corrupt data
from being used if the transfer is unpredictably delayed.

We use the prefetch buffer similarly to swap out pages. The
page to be swapped out is copied into a free slot in the prefetch
buffer and then swapped out to storage with an ISSUE-SWAP-
OUT directive while execution of subsequent instructions con-
tinues. Unlike SWAP-IN operations, there is no clear deadline
by which the write to storage must complete. Thus, we delay
issuing a FINISH-SWAP-OUT directive for as long as possible;
we only issue it when allocating a slot in the prefetch buffer
fails. In such a situation, we identify the oldest ISSUE-SWAP-
OUT operation, issue the FINISH-SWAP-OUT directive for it,
and reclaim its page in the prefetch buffer.

One could eliminate the copying of pages to/from the
prefetch buffer by rewriting future instructions. We did not
implement this optimization because it would introduce addi-
tional complexity and MAGE performs well without it.

A natural question is how large B must be. SSDs have band-
widths less than 10 GB/s and latencies that are usually less
than 1 ms. Based on these measurements, Little’s Law gives:
B = 10 GB/s ·1 ms = 10 MB. For server-class machines, this
is < 1% of physical memory. In practice, we use 16–32 MiB
to account for burstiness/queuing, still only a small fraction
of available memory. Thus, MAGE’s scheduling promises to
mask storage latency with only a small memory penalty.

7 Implementation
We implemented a prototype of MAGE in C++, including
support for two protocols: garbled circuits and CKKS. Using
cloc, we found that our implementation is ≈ 11,000 lines
of code, excluding comments and blank lines, broken down
as follows: ≈ 2,800 for common libraries used throughout
MAGE (e.g., data buffering for I/O, configuration file pars-
ing, etc.); ≈ 1,300 for MAGE’s planner; ≈ 900 for protocol
drivers (not including the underlying cryptography); ≈ 1,000
for MAGE’s DSLs and libraries for those DSLs (e.g., for
sharding data);≈ 1,100 for MAGE’s engines;≈ 1,600 for SC
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programs written in MAGE’s DSLs, used for testing and eval-
uating MAGE; ≈ 1,900 for the underlying cryptography for
garbled circuits, much of which is based on EMP-toolkit [82];
and ≈ 400 for in-progress (not yet complete) support for a
third protocol. We build MAGE using clang++ version 10.0.0
with the optimization flags -Ofast -march=native. MAGE
runs as a Linux process, with no changes to kernel code.

7.1 MAGE’s Interpreter
Engine. The Engine class implements common functional-
ity for the engine layer, including support for directives. It
establishes pairwise TCP connections among workers within
a single party, to support network directives. Swap directives
are implemented using the aio facility provided by the kernel
(not to be confused with POSIX aio); the swap file/device
is opened with the O_DIRECT flag. MAGE engines are im-
plemented as class templates that extend (inherit from) the
Engine class. The protocol driver class is provided to the en-
gine as a template argument, so the engine can make calls to it.
We avoided using virtual functions for this, as their overhead
can be significant (e.g., for free XORs).
Protocol Driver. The protocol driver exposes the SC pro-
tocol’s native operations to the engine as a set of methods.
When the engine invokes these methods, it provides pointers
to data to operate on, stored in a large array representing the
MAGE-physical address space. The protocol driver specifies
the type of entries in the engine’s array, in effect dictating
what each MAGE-physical address actually corresponds to
for its protocol (plaintext bits, ciphertext bytes, etc.), and pro-
vides a plugin to the DSL so it can allocate MAGE-virtual
memory accordingly. The protocol driver must not store point-
ers to dynamically allocated memory in the array. The reason
is that the engine swaps out only the contents of the array,
not including any dynamically-allocated memory it points to.
In addition to the SC protocol’s cryptographic routines, the
driver manages all protocol-specific operations. This includes
sharing protocol-specific state among workers within a party,
obtaining input data, writing output data, and managing intra-
party communication where necessary (e.g., sending garbled
gates from the garbler to the evaluator).

7.2 Extending MAGE with New Protocols
To extend MAGE with a new protocol, one must, at minimum,
write a protocol driver to support it. If the operations exposed
by the new protocol driver are identical to those exposed by
an existing protocol driver, then one can use the same engine
that works with the existing protocol. Otherwise, one must
implement a new engine or modify an existing engine. This
involves deciding which instruction types the new engine
will be compatible with. If the supported instruction types
differ from what existing DSLs produce, then one may have
to implement a new DSL or modify an existing DSL.

We implemented protocol drivers for garbled circuits and
CKKS. Garbled circuits and CKKS support different op-
erations, so we implemented a separate DSL (Integers vs.

Batches) and engine (AND-XOR vs. Add-Multiply) for each
protocol. This conveniently allows us to showcase MAGE’s
ability to support different implementations of each layer.
That said, it is not uncommon for related SC protocols to
expose similar interfaces. For example, the WRK proto-
col [83, 84] exposes the same interface as garbled circuits
(AND-XOR), so support for WRK, if added, could reuse our
Integer DSL and AND-XOR engine.

7.3 Garbled Circuit Protocol Driver
For garbled circuits, wires have uniform size, so we allow
MAGE address spaces to be wire-addressed; the DSL is un-
aware of the size of wires in bytes. Some subcircuits used
by the AND-XOR engine are based on those used by Obliv-
C [89]. Our garbled circuit driver uses cryptographic kernels
from EMP-toolkit [82]. We implement oblivious transfer (OT)
using multiple background threads. Concurrently with our
work, EMP-toolkit was updated to use the MiTCCRH hash
function [31]; our implementation is based on an older version
of EMP-toolkit based on fixed-key AES [5]. When we com-
pare MAGE to EMP-toolkit in §8, we use the older version of
EMP-toolkit so the comparison is fair. This is not a limitation
of MAGE; our driver could be changed to use MiTCCRH.

7.4 CKKS Protocol Driver
CKKS ciphertexts vary in size depending on their level, so
for CKKS’ DSL and engine, MAGE address spaces are byte-
addressed. The protocol driver provides a plugin to the DSL
describing the particular wire sizes in bytes. It uses the CKKS
implementation in Microsoft SEAL [71]. We chose param-
eters for CKKS that allow a multiplicative depth of 2. A
challenge was that SEAL ciphertext objects contain pointers
and dynamically-allocated memory. MAGE cannot swap such
objects to storage (see §7.1). Thus, TE protocol driver serial-
izes ciphertexts using SEAL’s built-in serialization methods
when they are not in use; each operation (e.g., add, multiply)
deserializes the arguments, computes the result, and then seri-
alizes the result. We quantify the cost of serialization in §8.
This overhead is not fundamental; CKKS ciphertexts could be
implemented as flat buffers, or homomorphic operations could
be implemented to operate directly on serialized ciphertexts.

After a multiplication, CKKS ciphertexts are typically re-
linearized and rescaled before the next multiplication. But
if two products are added (e.g., ab+ cd), one can perform
relinearization once for the overall result instead of for each
multiplication separately (e.g., ab and cd). MAGE’s DSL
supports this optimization, which is crucial to achieve good
performance on rstats and the linear algebra workloads.

8 Evaluation
8.1 Workloads
We now establish a set of SC workloads for our evaluation.
Garbled circuits and CKKS support different operations—
bitwise operations for garbled circuits, and add-multiply cir-
cuits of low multiplicative depth for CKKS—so we design
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separate workloads for each protocol. These workloads are
data-intensive “kernels” that may be used as part of larger SC
applications. We discuss larger SC applications in §8.8.
8.1.1 SMPC Collaborative Applications
One application of SMPC is federated data analytics [66, 79].
Aggregations (GROUP BY operations) and joins are particu-
larly memory-intensive. A federated data analytics system
may express equi-joins as set intersections (SI) and aggrega-
tions as set unions (SU), both of which can be implemented
by merging sorted lists [66]. This inspires our first benchmark,
merge: merging sorted lists of records. In some cases, the
input lists may not be already sorted. This inspires our second
benchmark, sort: sorting a list of records. For joins other than
equi-joins, the system must fall back to a classic loop join.
This is our third benchmark, ljoin: loop join. For concrete-
ness, we assume that each record is 128 bits long, and that
the first 32 bits are the key used for sorting or joining; the
problem size n is the number of records per party.

Privacy-preserving machine learning applications inspire
our fourth benchmark, mvmul: matrix-vector multiply with
8-bit integers. A recent proposal for secure neural network
inference, XONN [68], suggests binarizing the neural net-
work. This inspires our fifth benchmark, binfclayer: binary
fully-connected layer. It consists of a series of XNOR and
PopCount operations similar to multiplying a binary matrix
by a binary vector, followed by a binary activation function.
For simplicity, we do not include batch normalization.
8.1.2 CKKS Homomorphic Encryption
We restrict ourselves to workloads for which CKKS is
efficient—workloads that can be expressed as arithmetic cir-
cuits of low multiplicative depth. The sixth workload is rsum:
sum of a list of real numbers, which requires no multiplica-
tions. The seventh workload is rstats: computing the mean
and variance of real numbers, which requires a multiplicative
depth of 2. These represent simple data analytics workloads;
the problem size n is the number of elements.

Our remaining workloads are inspired by machine learn-
ing and linear algebra. The eighth workload is rmvmul:
matrix-vector multiply with real numbers. Finally, we consider
two variants of matrix multiplication. The ninth workload is
n_rmatmul: matrix-matrix multiply with a naïve nested for
loop. The tenth workload is t_rmatmul: tiled matrix-matrix
multiply. The problem size n is the length of one side of the
matrix (also for mvmul and binfclayer).
8.1.3 Implementation of Workloads
For simplicity, our implementations of some of these work-
loads only support power-of-two sizes and power-of-two
number of workers, but this is not a fundamental limitation
of MAGE. Some workloads can, in principle, be optimized
through streaming. For example, rsum could read each in-
put one at a time, add the result to an accumulator, and then
output the accumulator, instead of holding the entire input
dataset in memory. We deliberately avoided such “optimiza-
tions,” as they would not be possible if the workload were

part of a larger computation whose intermediate results are
held in memory. Thus, each workload operates in three non-
overlapping phases: (1) the inputs are read into memory, (2)
the computation is performed, materializing the output in
memory, and (3) the output is written to a file.

For the parameters we chose, the CKKS scheme encrypts
vectors of dimension 4096. Thus, each of our workloads for
CKKS could be applied to 4096 instances of the problem in a
SIMD fashion with no additional overhead. There are ways to
use the 4096 slots in the vector to speed up a single problem,
for example, by vectorizing matrix multiplication [42]. Our
workloads, for simplicity, do not apply such techniques, but
MAGE is not incompatible with them.

8.2 Empirical Methodology
We compare MAGE’s performance to an upper bound and a
lower bound. The upper bound, OS Swapping, is the speed
when relying on the operating system’s paging. The lower
bound, Unbounded, is the speed when the entire computation
fits in memory. We measure these three scenarios as follows:
1. Unbounded. MAGE’s planner is run assuming enough mem-
ory to fit the program. Thus, MAGE’s planner does not insert
swap directives in the memory program. Finally, MAGE’s
engine executes the memory program outside of any cgroup.
2. OS Swapping. A memory program is generated in the same
way as for the Unbounded solution. However, it is executed
in a cgroup that limits physical memory to a fixed amount.
3. MAGE. MAGE’s planner is run assuming a fixed physical
memory capacity, minus the prefetch buffer and the inter-
preter’s overhead. The resulting plan is run within a cgroup
that limits physical memory to 1 GiB or 16 GiB, to ensure
that the memory overhead fits in the limit.

Except where stated otherwise, we used D16d_v4 instances
on Microsoft Azure [57]. We chose this instance type for a
few reasons. First, it has enough memory to fit the entire com-
putation for most experiments, necessary for the Unbounded
scenario. Second, it contains a local “temporary” SSD. We
use it for swap space (one of its recommended uses [20]) and
for the file containing the memory program. Third, it provides
enough network bandwidth so as not to be a bottleneck for
garbled circuits (we explore the WAN setting in §8.7).

We set MAGE’s parameters as follows. For garbled circuits,
we used a page size of 64 KiB, lookahead ` of 10,000 instruc-
tions, and prefetch buffer size B of 256 pages. For CKKS, we
used a page size of 2 MiB, lookahead ` of 100 instructions,
and a prefetch buffer size B of 16 pages. Because CKKS ci-
phertexts are large, we used a larger page size (slab size) than
for garbled circuits to reduce external fragmentation. Addi-
tionally, we left an additional 32–64 MiB of memory unused,
to accommodate the memory used by MAGE’s interpreter.

8.3 Comparison to Existing Frameworks
We compare MAGE’s garbled circuits performance to that
of EMP-toolkit. Our goal is to demonstrate that MAGE’s
techniques do not limit the performance of garbled circuits
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compared to an existing system. We use merge for the com-
parison. We implemented merge in EMP-toolkit’s DSL, and
used EMP-toolkit’s library for merging sorted arrays.

We discovered that EMP-toolkit is an order of magnitude
slower than MAGE. This was because EMP-toolkit performs
a separate invocation of OT extension, which involves a net-
work round-trip, each time an Integer input is read for the
evaluator. Our garbled circuits implementation for MAGE
does not have this problem because it performs OTs in larger
batches using background threads, regardless of the units by
which the program reads the input. To eliminate this effect,
we exclude the time to read the input, for both EMP-toolkit
and MAGE, for this experiment only; we measured the time
to merge the two arrays once they are materialized in memory.

We also compare MAGE’s CKKS performance on rstats to
a C++ program that uses SEAL directly. The main source of
overhead in MAGE is the need to deserialize the input cipher-
texts and serialize the output ciphertext, for each instruction.

The results are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The graphs on
the left are zoomed in to smaller problem sizes to show the
point where memory demand exceeds available physical mem-
ory. “OS” refers to scenario 2 in §8.2; “EMP” and “SEAL”
refer to those systems similarly running in a cgroup. EMP
performs about 3× worse than OS when the problem fits in
memory; when it does not, the relative overhead is small (≈
33%). We found that EMP performs worse than OS primarily
due to (1) the overhead of its “real-time circuit optimization”
feature, (2) inefficient data buffering when using the network,
and (3) virtual function overhead when executing the circuit.
OS uses MAGE’s runtime, so it does not have these issues.
SEAL is faster than OS when the problem fits in memory,
but only slightly (less than 20%), indicating that the serializa-
tion overhead is not large. When the problem size does not
fit in memory, SEAL improves further compared to OS, but
remains less than 2× faster than OS.

8.4 Overhead of Swapping Pages
We ran the three scenarios on all 10 workloads, using a 1 GiB
memory limit. The results are shown in Fig. 8. We ran 8 trials

on different Azure instances (8 different pairs of instances,
for garbled circuits) and plot the median; error bars are the
quartiles. We additionally ran experiments using a 16 GiB
memory limit. We increased the problem sizes so that their
memory use exceeded 16 GiB (necessary for the OS scenario)
but fit within the 64 GiB available on the virtual machines
(necessary for the Unbounded scenario). Our methodology is
the same as for the 1 GiB memory limit. We do not include
sort in our results for the 16 GiB memory limit, because
the intermediate bytecodes produced while planning were
too large for the local SSD. The results are shown in Fig. 9.
MAGE outperforms OS swapping by at least 4× on 7 of the
workloads, with improvements of≈ 12× for ljoin and≈ 10×
for rsum. Its performance is within 15% of Unbounded for 7
of the workloads (including sort from Fig. 8).

MAGE’s improvement compared to OS is higher for binf-
clayer and rmvmul than for mvmul; although all three have
similar access patterns, mvmul has lower memory intensity
because multiplying integers in a garbled circuit has high
overhead. For complex access patterns, like merge and sort,
MAGE’s improvement is not markedly higher than for simple
scans like ljoin, rsum, and rstats (note that both input tables
for ljoin fit in memory; it is the output, populated in order,
that does not fit). MAGE is less affected by high memory
intensity than OS, allowing it to perform well.

8.5 Overhead of Planning
The time and peak memory use for planning each workload
for the MAGE scenario in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 is shown in Table
1. Note that MAGE’s planning is outside of the critical path:
for a given circuit, MAGE’s planner can be run before the
parties’ inputs are known. For garbled circuits, although the
garbled circuit C̃ cannot be reused if the computation is re-run,
MAGE’s memory program can be safely reused.

The planning time and final memory program size are linear
in the size of the computation (size of C), not in the size of
the memory demand. Nevertheless, the planning times are
generally less than the time to perform the execution and the
planner’s memory consumption is significantly smaller than
the available memory at runtime for all experiments.

Generating memory programs for CKKS is more efficient
than for garbled circuits. This is because each instruction for
CKKS operates on more memory than for garbled circuits,
which means that the problem sizes that fill a given physical
memory size tend to require smaller bytecodes for CKKS than
for garbled circuits. For example, an instruction operating on
integers in a garbled circuit program may operate on a few
kilobytes of memory (each bit of each integer is 16 bytes),
but for CKKS, each instruction operates on a vector of real
numbers, whose encrypted size is hundreds of kilobytes.

For CKKS, the final memory programs were < 100 MiB
for Fig. 8 and < 1 GiB for Fig. 9. For garbled circuits other
than sort, they were < 5 GiB for Fig. 8 and < 65 GiB for Fig.
9. For sort, it was less than < 25 GiB for Fig. 8. MAGE’s
planner requires about 4–5× times more storage space than
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Figure 9: Repeat of Fig. 8, with larger problem sizes and a 16 GiB memory limit (note the larger y-axis scale)

Problem Time (8) Mem. (8) Time (9) Mem. (9)
merge 38.0 42.6 291.6 299.4
sort 367.3 42.7 N/A N/A
ljoin 6.7 121.0 23.6 411.4

mvmul 56.0 527.5 298.2 3268
binfclayer 77.2 19.1 1041 165.7

rsum 0.04 9.6 0.29 30.2
rstats 0.04 10.9 0.34 48.5

rmvmul 0.09 16.4 0.24 36.9
n_rmatmul 2.2 246.1 18.6 1927
t_rmatmul 2.3 246.5 12.9 1246

Table 1: Planning times (s) and peak memory use of the plan-
ner (MiB) for workloads in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9

the final memory program due to the need to materialize inter-
mediate bytecodes of similar size, but this could be optimized
by pipelining stages of MAGE’s planner where it is possible
to do so (e.g., replacement and scheduling in Fig. 4).

8.6 Impact of Parallelism
We now explore how the relative performance of Unbounded,
OS, and MAGE are affected by parallelizing the computation.
We did experiments parallelizing the computation across four
workers (per party, for garbled circuits). We place each worker
on a separate VM instance, each with a separate SSD.

We ran each experiment three times, using the same cluster
of machines for all trials, and report the median in Fig. 10.
Most experiments follow a similar pattern as Fig. 8, indicat-
ing that MAGE’s performance gains persist when we paral-
lelize the computation. For two experiments, merge and sort,
MAGE’s improvement over OS Swapping visibly increases.
Whereas the other workloads are parallelized by splitting
the input among the workers in a communication phase at
the beginning and then computing independently thereafter,
merge and sort have a communication phase in the middle
of the computation (several such phases in the case of sort).

That OS Swapping performs worse for these workloads, but
MAGE does not, suggests that the OS virtual memory system
might be introducing jitter, which interacts poorly with the
communication phase and induces stragglers.

8.7 SMPC in Wide-Area Networks
SC does not always require significant data transfer over the
wide area. In HE, computation is done by a single logical party.
Even in SMPC, there may be ways for multiple parties to co-
locate for an SMPC computation while remaining physically
and logically distinct. But in some cases, it is desirable to run
SMPC over a wide-area network. We explore this below.

We measure performance of garbled circuits with the two
parties hosted on different cloud providers. The garbler was
always on Azure in the US West 2 region (Oregon). The eval-
uator was on Google Cloud (n2-highcpu-2 [30]). We com-
pare two setups: one where the evaluator was in us-west1
(Oregon) and one where it was in us-central1 (Iowa).

Initially, higher latencies and limited single-flow bandwidth
limited performance. For example, the round-trip time in the
Oregon setup was ≈11 ms, which made OTs a bottleneck.

First, we tuned the local TCP stack, increasing the maxi-
mum window size to 32 MiB. Then, we increased the number
of OT rounds performed concurrently, pipelining multiple OT
rounds over a single connection, which significantly improved
performance (Fig. 11a). Additionally, we explore paralleliz-
ing the computation, assigning multiple workers to the same
machine, so that multiple TCP flows are used. The results
are in Fig. 11b. The dashed line at the bottom is the time
to run the experiment with both the garbler and evaluator on
Azure (taken from Fig. 8). For the Oregon setup, we can come
close to the Local performance using two flows. The Iowa
setup is more challenging because less bandwidth is available
per flow. Using multiple parallel flows helps, but the perfor-
mance improvement in the Iowa setup is limited by variation
in wide-area flow performance, which induces stragglers.
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Figure 11: Wide-area garbled circuit performance in MAGE
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Figure 12: Scaling password reuse detection with MAGE

In both cases, the performance overhead of operating in the
wide area is less than the performance overhead of swapping
(Fig. 8), indicating that MAGE’s techniques confer substantial
benefit even in wide-area settings.

8.8 Applications
For these experiments, we did not use cgroups to limit RAM.
The OS and MAGE setups ran using all of the available RAM.
8.8.1 Detecting Password Reuse
When users reuse a password across multiple websites, they
become prone to “credential stuffing” attacks, in which an
attacker uses a user’s password leaked by one site to com-
promise that user’s account on other sites. To address this
problem, sites may wish to identify which of their users reuse
their passwords on other sites [81]. Senate [66, Query 2 in §2]
proposes a protocol for this. First, the sites arrange to assign
user IDs and hash passwords such that they will match across
sites. Then, they use SMPC to detect which user IDs are
shared between the sites and have the same password hash.
Note that user IDs and password hashes cannot be shared
directly, since they are sensitive (the hashes can be reversed).

We write a two-party version of the password reuse pro-
gram in MAGE’s DSL for garbled circuits, based on Senate’s
password reuse program. Senate uses a different SMPC pro-
tocol, so its results are not directly comparable to ours.

We use MAGE to scale the password reuse program to 227

users per party, which requires 1.125 TiB on each party. A sin-
gle D16d_v4 instance does not have enough swap space. Thus,
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Figure 13: Scaling computational PIR with MAGE

we use four D16d_v4 instances on Azure for the garbler party,
and four n2-highmem-4 instances on Google Cloud [30] for
the evaluator party. As explored in §8.7, we use two workers
per instance (total of eight workers per party) to efficiently use
wide-area network bandwidth. The results are shown in Fig.
12. For a given time budget, MAGE increases the number of
user-password records by ≈ 3×. This improvement may have
been larger had we been able to obtain Ddv4-series instances
with a greater swap-space-to-RAM ratio.
8.8.2 Private Information Retrieval
Private Information Retrieval (PIR) is a family of protocols
that allow a user to retrieve a data item at a particular index
from a database without the database learning which item
was accessed. PIR can be used to support public queries on
private data [80]. We evaluate MAGE by using CKKS to
instantiate the classic Kushilevitz-Ostrovsky single-server
computational PIR scheme [50, §3]. PIR’s access pattern is
particularly simple—a linear scan over the database—so ad-
hoc approaches to prefetching, or multi-threading to improve
swap performance, may be quite effective. Our focus is on
what MAGE optimizes automatically, so we do not include
such ad-hoc optimizations in the OS baseline. We use a single
worker (thread) to compute the PIR. The database consisted
of plaintext data pre-encoded into batches to use with CKKS.
We wrote a DSL program that populates the database (with
hardcoded elements) and then performs a PIR query on it;
the reported measurements are the time to perform the PIR
query, not including the time to populate the database. The
results are in Fig. 13. For a given time budget, MAGE allows
for ≈ 5× as many database elements to be processed.

9 Related Work
Much existing work has looked at high-performance algo-
rithms for SMPC [21, 22, 44, 45, 84] and HE [17, 29]. These
works focus on the cryptography, not how to manage a com-
puter’s resources to perform large computations efficiently.

A complementary line of work explores tailoring SMPC
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computations to a specific application [15,43,68,94]. The goal
of MAGE is to perform the same computation more efficiently,
so its techniques generalize across different applications. For
an application, one may first simplify the computation us-
ing application-specific observations, and then execute the
resulting computation as efficiently as possible.

Research works including Fairplay [55], HEKM [37],
KSS [49], MLB [61], PCF [48], and TinyGarble [73] are
frameworks for garbled circuit execution. We described many
of them in §2.4. One work [11] explores parallelizing execu-
tion of a garbled circuit, using programming language tools
to automatically extract parallelism. None of them explore
how to efficiently swap memory to storage, as MAGE does.

There already exist many DSLs and compilers for
SMPC [34, 36, 51, 60, 82, 89, 93] and HE [13, 23, 78]. These
tools often aim to make SC more accessible to non-expert
developers, by automatically optimizing the SC program.
MAGE addresses the complementary problem of executing
the resulting SC circuit more efficiently. To use an existing
tool with MAGE (as in Fig. 2), one could modify it to out-
put its optimized circuits in one of MAGE’s DSLs, and then
run MAGE’s planner on that DSL code. Alternatively, one
could modify the tool to output a bytecode directly usable by
MAGE’s planner (e.g., the “Virtual Bytecode” in Fig. 4).

AIFM [70] uses similar C++ language features as MAGE’s
DSLs. AIFM uses them at runtime for fine-grained memory
management. In contrast, MAGE (1) executes DSL programs
only to extract the memory access pattern during the planning
phase and (2) manages memory at the granularity of pages.

There is an extensive literature concerning memory man-
agement in traditional operating systems [3, 4, 24–26]. A re-
lated line of work looks at how operating systems can give
memory-intensive applications, such as scientific simulations,
more control over paging [32]. While these works focus pri-
marily on paging in the classic sense, our work explores
memory programming. Additionally, our work, unlike sci-
entific simulations, is capable of general computations within
SC. Scheduling page movement according to real-time con-
straints imposed by computation also draws from the real-time
scheduling literature [52]. These techniques do not manage
memory directly and are complementary to ours.

Some systems in other domains, like neural network train-
ing, formulate memory management problems as an integer
linear program and use an exponential-time solver [40]. This
approach exploits the high-level structure of the application to
coarsen the dataflow graph. For MAGE, the dataflow graph is
much larger because general SC computations do not conform
to any particular high-level structure. By operating on a pro-
gram representation of the circuit (§4.2), MAGE does coarsen
the graph, but it nevertheless remains enormous. Thus, we
use our staged approach (§6) to find a good approximation.

Some systems use observations of past memory accesses or
past working sets (e.g., from prior invocations of a program)
to perform targeted prefetching [33,35,56,77,92] and approx-

imate Belady’s algorithm (MIN) [72]. SC’s obliviousness and
our memory programming approach allow MAGE to compute
the memory access pattern without first running the program,
and then apply these techniques using the access pattern itself.

The recent DEMAND-MIN [39] algorithm combines MIN
with prefetching. DEMAND-MIN tells which item to evict
given an access pattern sequence and prefetch sequence fixed
in advance. It is not directly applicable to MAGE because
MAGE’s prefetch sequence is not fixed in advance.

At a technical level, MAGE’s planning is similar to register
allocation in compiler theory [14, 18, 74, 85]—variables, reg-
isters, and memory in register allocation correspond to wire
values, slots in memory, and storage swap space in the context
of MAGE. The key difference is that register allocators must
deal with conditional branches whose outcomes cannot be
predicted at compile time. From the perspective of register
allocation, the entire circuit that MAGE operates on would
be viewed as a single basic block. We discussed a result from
register allocation theory for a single basic block in §6.3. An-
other result is that, for a fixed number of registers, there is a
linear-time algorithm that can reorder instructions within a
structured program to optimize its register allocation [7, §3.2]
(though the time is exponential in the number of registers).

10 Conclusion
This paper explores how to efficiently execute SC computa-
tions that do not fit in memory. Our key observation is that SC
is inherently oblivious. This enables memory programming,
in which one computes the access pattern of an SC program
in advance and uses it to produce a memory management plan.
By using memory programming to preplan data transfers be-
tween memory and storage, MAGE runs SC up to an order of
magnitude faster than the OS virtual memory system and can
execute some SC programs at nearly in-memory speeds.

Some non-SC programs, like plaintext neural network infer-
ence and programs designed for hardware enclaves like Intel
SGX, are also oblivious. Applying memory programming to
such workloads is an interesting direction for future work.
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A Artifact Appendix
Abstract
Our artifact consists of a MAGE prototype and scripts to use
it to run our experiments from §8. The MAGE prototype can
execute SC efficiently even when the computation does not
fit in memory. It does so by using memory programming
to provide a very efficient virtual memory abstraction. Our
prototype supports distributing an SC computation across
workers that communicate over the network, allowing for
parallel and distributed SC execution. The MAGE prototype
presently supports two SC protocols: garbled circuits and
CKKS. It follows the layered architecture described in §4.3.

Scope
Our artifact can be used to validate our central claim that,
using memory programming, MAGE can execute SC compu-
tations that do not fit in memory at nearly in-memory speeds.
Specifically, our artifact can be used to validate the perfor-
mance claims made in the figures and table in §8. Our submit-
ted artifact package allowed the artifact evaluation committee
to reproduce those results present in our submitted paper; we
have since added support for reproducing the measurements
we have added since the original submission.

Our artifact can also be used to run SC computations unre-
lated to our evaluation of MAGE in §8. The user can describe
a custom SC computation using a DSL internal to C++, and
then use our MAGE prototype to generate a memory program
for it and execute it efficiently.

Contents
Our artifact comprises (1) a prototype of MAGE and (2)
scripts to run experiments from §8.

Prototype. Our MAGE prototype includes:
• The planner and interpreter for the MAGE system.
• A utility program to read the bytecode format used by our

implementation and print a memory program in human-
readable form.

• Implementations of the workloads used in our evaluation
(§8.1) in MAGE’s DSLs.

• Utility programs to prepare inputs for these workloads.
• A wiki page that walks the user through using our MAGE

prototype to perform a computation.

Scripts. Our scripts to run our experiments include:
• A program, magebench.py, that can spawn cloud instances

on Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud and run experiments
on the resulting cloud setup. The command line parameters
passed to this program can be used to specify the cloud
setup and experiments to run; the user can change these
command line parameters to change aspects of the setup
(e.g., number of workers, memory size, problem size, etc.).

• A README file that describes how to use magebench.py
to run our experiments from §8 and obtain log files contain-
ing the results.

• An IPython notebook to produce graphs from the log files
output by magebench.py.

• Utility scripts to help automate invoking magebench.py to
run experiments from §8.

Hosting
Our artifact is available on GitHub. Our MAGE prototype is
available at https://github.com/ucbrise/mage and our
scripts to run our experiments are available at https://
github.com/ucbrise/mage-scripts. The version we pro-
vided to the artifact evaluation committee is marked in both
repositories using the osdi21ae tag. However, we encourage
users to use the latest versions of each repository (on the main
branch), as they include the newest features and bug fixes,
including scripts for additional experiments in §8.

Requirements
We developed and tested our artifact on Intel x86-64 sys-
tems running Ubuntu 20.04. We used clang++ 10.0.0 to
compile our MAGE prototype. The magebench.py script
spawns cloud instances with an environment appropriate for
building and running our MAGE prototype. Spawning those
cloud instances requires a subscription to Microsoft Azure
and Google Cloud. The particular software dependencies for
our artifact are specified in the README files of our two
GitHub repositories.

Workflow
To use our MAGE prototype, the user first writes a config-
uration file in YAML describing the execution setup (e.g.,
network information and swap file for each worker, number
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of concurrent OTs for garbled circuits, etc.). For SMPC, in-
formation needed only by other parties (e.g., the swap file
for other parties’ workers) can be omitted from the configu-
ration file. Next, the user writes a program in a DSL internal
to C++ specifying the computation to run. Then, the user
runs MAGE’s planner, which accepts the DSL program and
configuration file as input, for each worker the user will run,
and outputs a file containing a memory program for each
worker. The user prepares a file for each worker describing
that worker’s input for the computation. Finally, the user runs
MAGE’s interpreter for each worker, which accepts files con-

taining the memory program, configuration, and input data
and writes a file containing the program’s output. Further
details are given in the README file and wiki pages of the
mage repository on GitHub.

To use our script to run experiments, the user invokes
magebench.py to spawn cloud virtual machines. The user
can then invoke magebench.py to run MAGE on those cloud
virtual machines, copy the resulting log files to the machine
where magebench.py is run, and finally, deallocate the cloud
virtual machines. Further details are given in the README
file of the mage-scripts repository on GitHub.
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Abstract

As increasingly more sensitive data is being collected to
gain valuable insights, the need to natively integrate privacy
controls in data analytics frameworks is growing in impor-
tance. Today, privacy controls are enforced by data curators
with full access to data in the clear. However, a plethora of
recent data breaches show that even widely trusted service
providers can be compromised. Additionally, there is no as-
surance that data processing and handling comply with the
claimed privacy policies. This motivates the need for a new
approach to data privacy that can provide strong assurance
and control to users. This paper presents Zeph, a system that
enables users to set privacy preferences on how their data can
be shared and processed. Zeph enforces privacy policies cryp-
tographically and ensures that data available to third-party
applications complies with users’ privacy policies. Zeph exe-
cutes privacy-adhering data transformations in real-time and
scales to thousands of data sources, allowing it to support
large-scale low-latency data stream analytics. We introduce
a hybrid cryptographic protocol for privacy-adhering trans-
formations of encrypted data. We develop a prototype of
Zeph on Apache Kafka to demonstrate that Zeph can perform
large-scale privacy transformations with low overhead.

1 Introduction

The availability of rich data and the advancement of tools and
algorithms to process data at scale has enabled tremendous
innovations in various fields ranging from health and retail to
agriculture and industrial automation [68, 79, 81]. However,
the accumulation of sensitive data has made service providers
hosting data lakes a desirable target for attacks. In addition, a
surge of incidents of unauthorized data monetization, instru-
mentation, and sharing has raised societal concerns [50, 85].
This has pushed regulatory bodies to enact data privacy regula-
tions to prevent misuse of private data and ensure the privacy

∗These authors contributed equally to this work.

of personal data [2, 3]. Today, the most integral parts of ex-
isting data protection systems are security controls such as
authentication, authorization, and encryption which protect
data by guarding it and limiting unnecessary exposure. Secu-
rity controls alone, however, are not sufficient. We ultimately
need to ensure that user’s privacy is respected even by entities
authorized to use the data. Thus, privacy solutions that control
the extent of what can be inferred [15] from data and protect
individuals’ privacy [45] are crucial if we are to continue to
extract utility from data safely.

Today’s Data Privacy Landscape: The advent of new data
privacy regulations such as GDPR and CCPA, coupled with
the increasing importance of data, has led to a growing de-
mand for privacy solutions that protect sensitive data while
retaining its value. Despite recent advancements in pri-
vacy enhancing technologies [41, 78, 84], privacy frame-
works [26, 43, 44, 61, 76, 82] remain shaped by regulatory
requirements that predominately focus on the notion of notice
and consent [5,11,59]. Though an essential step towards trans-
parency and user control, it is important to emphasize that
user consent is not the answer to data privacy. Bad practices
in data use and sharing remain pervasive in consent-based
systems [48, 57, 67], and often consent does not adequately
express the complexities of real-world privacy preferences.
The status quo has three shortcomings that we aim to ad-
dress with this work: (i) Trusted data curators: In the current
model, privacy controls are implemented and enforced by
data curators who have full access to data in the clear. Fre-
quent data breaches [25, 38, 66] have shown that even trusted
providers can be compromised or fall prone to data misuse
temptations. Additionally, there are no assurances that data
processing actually complies with the stated privacy policies.
Consequently, there is a need for built-in data privacy mecha-
nisms that do not require data curators to access data in the
clear. (ii) Lack of user control: Though privacy regulations
mandate services to grant users more control over their data,
the materialization of this has been disappointing in practice.
Services have been drafting privacy policies that unilaterally
dictate how users’ data will be used. Users have no option
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to exert their data privacy preferences except to give blanket
consent if they choose to use the service [49, 59]. (iii) End-
to-end privacy: Privacy solutions today are mostly ad hoc
efforts [14] rather than an integral part of the data process-
ing ecosystem. We need a cohesive end-to-end approach to
data privacy that follows data from source to downstream.
Such solutions should integrate with existing data processing
and analytics frameworks and coexist with data protection
mechanisms already in place.
Zeph: In this work, we propose Zeph, a new data pri-
vacy platform that provides the means to safely extract value
from encrypted data while ensuring data confidentiality and
privacy by serving only privacy-compliant data. Zeph ad-
dresses the above shortcomings with two key ideas: (i) a
user-centric privacy model that enables users to express their
privacy preferences. In Zeph, a user can authorize services
to access raw data or privacy-compliant data securely. This
aligns with data sharing practices claimed in privacy poli-
cies today: e.g., "we share or disclose your personal data
with your consent" or "we only provide aggregated statis-
tics and insights" [6, 13]. In addition to this commonly ref-
erenced aggregation policy, Zeph supports more advanced
privacy-compliant data transformations. For example, trans-
formations that restrict what can be inferred from the data
(e.g, generalization techniques [24, 72, 78]) or ensure dif-
ferential privacy – a mathematically rigorous definition of
privacy. (ii) Zeph cryptographically enforces privacy com-
pliance and executes privacy transformations on-the-fly over
encrypted data, ensuring that the generated transformed views
conform to users’ privacy policies.

The design concepts underpinning Zeph are generic and
could be adapted to other systems. In this work, we specif-
ically target data stream analytics/processing pipelines and
build on the typical structure of such systems. Hence, we fo-
cus on cryptographic building blocks that optimize efficiency
for this type of data. Streaming compute tasks are increasingly
relevant in various privacy-sensitive sectors [17, 35, 47, 55].
The online nature of stream processing makes low latency and
high throughput critical requirements for privacy-preserving
stream processing solutions.
Cryptographically Enforced Privacy Transformations.
There are three key challenges in designing a data platform
that enables privacy-compliant data transformations on en-
crypted data. First, we need to ensure compatibility with the
data flow of existing data processing pipelines (e.g., storage
and compute) and meet their strict performance requirements.
Second, the platform must enable a wide range of existing
privacy transformations and allow for different transforma-
tions to be applied to the same underlying data. Finally, in
addition to single-source privacy transformations, we need
to support transformations that require combining data from
multiple users (e.g., aggregate private data releases).

Existing practical encrypted data processing systems gen-
erally use partially homomorphic encryption schemes that

already support the single-source privacy transformations re-
quired in our system [33, 39, 54, 69, 70, 80]. However, ho-
momorphic evaluation alone is insufficient to support ag-
gregations across data from different users. Supporting
these functions is typically achieved via multi-party com-
putation protocols that are optimized for aggregation opera-
tions [16, 39, 63, 73]. These protocols ensure that user inputs
remain private and only the aggregation result is revealed
to the server. However, these protocols are either limited to
specific functions (e.g., updating sketches) or require the data
producers to take an active part in the computation.

We address these challenges in Zeph using two ideas: (i) a
new approach for encryption that decouples data encryption
from privacy transformations. This logical separation of the
data and privacy plane allows us to remain compatible with
data flows in existing systems. Data producers remain obliv-
ious to the transformations and do not need to encrypt data
towards a fixed privacy policy. (ii) we introduce the concept
of cryptographic privacy transformation tokens to realize flex-
ible data transformations. These tokens are, in essence, the
necessary cryptographic keying material that enables the re-
spective transformation on encrypted data. Zeph creates these
tokens via a hybrid construction of secure multi-party compu-
tation (MPC) and a partially homomorphic encryption scheme.
Outputs of privacy transformations over encrypted data at the
server-side are then released by combining the encrypted data
with corresponding cryptographic transformation tokens.

We have built a prototype of Zeph1that is interfaced with
Apache Kafka [21]. Our evaluation results show that Zeph
can serve real-time privately transformed streams in different
applications with a 2x to 5x latency overhead compared to
plaintext. We optimize the interactive part of the underlying
MPC protocol with ideas from graph theory to achieve the
scalability requirements of Zeph. Our optimization improves
performance up to 55x compared to the baseline.

2 Overview

In this section, we discuss end-to-end privacy and its require-
ments, give an overview of Zeph, and describe our security
and privacy model.

2.1 End-to-End Privacy

In this work, we investigate a new cohesive end-to-end design
for data privacy. Despite being heavily intertwined with users’
data, data systems have evolved with design objectives cen-
tered around availability, performance, and scalability, while
privacy is essentially overlooked. As privacy becomes a more
urgent concern, we need system designs that retrofit privacy
into existing established data framework designs. Embedding

1Zeph’s code available at: https://github.com/pps-lab/zeph-
artifact
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Name Zeph Description
DATA MASKING

Field Redaction [7, 9, 11]  Reveal some attributes and hide others
Predicate Redaction [7] G# Only reveal data that satisfy a predicate
Det. Pseudonym. [12] # Replace value with a deterministic pseudonym
Rand. Pseudonym. [12]  Replace value with a random pseudonym
Shifting [4]  Shift actual values by a fixed offset
Perturbation [41]  Perturb data by adding random noise

i.e., additive differential privacy mechanism

DATA GENERALIZATION
Bucketing [4, 11] G# Map values to a coarse space
Time Resolution [33]  Aggregate data across time
Population [28, 37, 39, 73]  Aggregate data across a population

Table 1: Overview of existing privacy transformations: Data
Masking techniques (top), Data Generalization techniques
(bottom). We use  (full support), G# (partial support), and
# (no support) to indicate which of these techniques are
currently supported in Zeph.

privacy in the current complex, data-rich systems while en-
suring the desired level of utility is, however, challenging.
What is considered an appropriate privacy/utility balance in
one context might not be a proper trade-off for another con-
text. Therefore, end-to-end system designs for privacy need
to account for various privacy solutions and accommodate
heterogeneous privacy preferences. Next, we discuss some
key design aspects for realizing end-to-end data privacy.
User-Centric Privacy. Users’ perception of privacy varies
widely across individuals, cultures, and contexts. Therefore,
the system needs to provide the means for users to set their
privacy preferences and define how their data can be accessed,
processed, and shared. In practice, user preferences can also
vary with respect to the trade-offs between increased privacy
and utility. Their preferences can vary based on the data
involved and the target consumer. While we want to offer
users the option of strong privacy guarantees, we also need
to provide options for more relaxed privacy guarantees when
incentives to do so exist. For example, users might voluntar-
ily share their off-platform shopping activities with a service
provider in return for financial incentives [71]. Therefore, a
practical system needs to support a range of privacy prefer-
ences and be able to build privacy-compliant views across
data covered by heterogeneous policies.
Retrofit into Existing Data Pipelines. A practical privacy
solution should augment existing data pipelines while ensur-
ing the privacy of the underlying data. Additionally, privacy
transformations need to respect/adhere to traditional data pro-
tection mechanisms already in place (i.e., end-to-end encryp-
tion). Therefore, the design needs to offer composability to
support a variety of privacy solutions and ensure that privacy
solutions can work with encrypted data. We want to leave the
flow of data in end-to-end encrypted systems intact.
Privacy Transformations. Privacy solutions for data analyt-
ics focus on allowing the use of data or computation on data
subject to privacy restrictions specified by users (e.g., restrict
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Figure 1: Overview of Zeph’s end-to-end approach to privacy.

what can be inferred from the data). They are designed to
enable extracting the utility from data while preserving indi-
vidual’s privacy preferences. This is often achieved through a
range of data modifications that we refer to as privacy transfor-
mations, i.e., functions applied to the data to limit and control
the extent of sensitive information revealed to authorized par-
ties. Solutions in this space can be grouped into three broad
classes (Table 1): (i) data masking techniques that obfuscate
sensitive parts of the data, (ii) generalization techniques that
reduce data fidelity, e.g., by aggregating data, (iii) combina-
tions of (i) and (ii) which can realize complex transformations
by chaining masking and generalization techniques. Privacy
transformations are the primary tools to safely release data,
achieving either a range of privacy guarantees common in
practice (e.g., as in aggregate statistics) or formal privacy def-
initions such as k-anonymity [78] or differential privacy [40].
A useful end-to-end system design for privacy therefore needs
to support a broad set of existing privacy transformations.

2.2 Zeph in a Nutshell

Zeph is a privacy platform that augments encrypted stream
processing pipelines with the means to enforce privacy con-
trols cryptographically. Figure 1 shows an overview of Zeph’s
design. We aim to enable authorized third-party services to
access and process data and to gain insights from it without vi-
olating the privacy preferences of the data owners. We design
Zeph to encapsulate state-of-the-art privacy solutions (e.g.,
generalization, differential privacy) while preserving the data
flow in existing streaming pipelines.
Privacy Plane. To illustrate a deployment of Zeph, we con-
sider a health monitoring provider that stores health-related
data from wearable devices such as heart rate and other met-
rics. We assume that the data streams are already end-to-end
encrypted, i.e., the wearables encrypt data before uploading,
while applications (e.g., health dashboard) query encrypted
data and locally decrypt the result [33]. We refer to this
data flow through a streaming platform as the data plane.
The privacy logic resides and is executed outside of the data
plane, allowing data sources to continue writing encrypted
data streams to a remote stream processing pipeline as before.
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Zeph exposes an API for data owners to set their privacy
preferences, which forms the base for users’ privacy poli-
cies. A Zeph deployment augments the data plane with a
privacy plane that enables the provider to extract information
from the encrypted data streams through privacy transformers.
Hence, the service gets access to privacy-compliant trans-
formed views of the underlying raw data streams. For exam-
ple, the service might collect the average heart-rate per day
for different age-groups (i.e., population aggregate transfor-
mations). To collect these statistics, Zeph allows the service
to express privacy options for data stream attributes through a
modified data schema (§4.1), which describes a set of possible
privacy transformations for attributes. Upon registering with
the services, data owners set their privacy preferences for each
stream based on these options, forming the base for users’
privacy policies. For example, they can indicate if the service
is allowed to include their heart rate stream in the specified
aggregate transformations. The additional logic for handling
privacy options and coordinating transformations is handled
by an additional server component, the policy manager. The
policy manager offers an API to handle privacy options per
data stream and coordinates privacy transformations as stream
processors in the streaming pipeline.

Privacy Controller. Policy enforcement in Zeph is handled
by the privacy controller. The privacy controller is respon-
sible for supplying the cryptographic privacy transformation
tokens that enable privacy transformations at the server. As
some privacy policies require data to be aggregated across
different users before being made available, generating tokens
specific to these types of transformations require interaction
between several privacy controllers in what we refer to as
federated privacy control. While the tokens generated by the
privacy controllers cryptographically enforce the data own-
ers’ privacy policies, the server is responsible for composing
and executing transformations efficiently. The privacy con-
troller does not require access to the data and can be hosted
in a location with higher availability guarantees. Zeph al-
lows users to choose a variety of deployment scenarios for
privacy controllers. Privacy controllers could be self-hosted,
hosted on-premise for corporations, or outsourced to a trusted
provider (e.g., OpenID identity providers).

Data Consumers. We distinguish between two types of data
consumers: (a) services that access the data to provide utility
to the user (i.e., personalization), and (b) third-party services,
e.g., to provide a utility that is beneficial to the public or
the service itself, but not directly to the user (e.g., allow your
health data records to contribute to a medical study). Enabling
direct access to the data for the first type of data consumers is
handled by cryptographic access control and is supported in
our design, but it is not the focus of this work. In Zeph, we
focus instead on the latter with the goal to continue enabling
the benefits of these services while respecting users’ privacy.

2.3 Threat Model

Zeph enforces users’ privacy preferences cryptographically,
i.e., users are guaranteed that the data is transformed with the
privacy transformation corresponding to their privacy prefer-
ence before it is released to applications. Meanwhile, their
original data remains end-to-end encrypted.
Setting. We assume an honest-but-curious [70] server, i.e.,
the server performs the computations correctly but will ana-
lyze all observed data to gain as much information as possible.
We also assume the existence of a public-key infrastructure
(PKI) for authentication of privacy controllers/data producers.
In this setting, Zeph ensures data confidentiality, more specif-
ically input privacy, guaranteeing that the adversary learns
nothing about the raw data streams except what can be learned
from the output of the transformation F (i.e., F̂-privacy [39])
with some modest leakage function due to encodings (§3).
Zeph also ensures that an adversary controlling the server and
at most a fraction α of privacy controllers is unable to violate
the privacy policies of other data owners.
Data Plane. In Zeph, data streams are encrypted at the source
with a semantically secure encryption scheme, while the meta-
data (e.g., timestamps) is sent in plaintext. Decryption keys
are never disclosed to the server; therefore, raw data confiden-
tiality is guaranteed even in the case of a server compromise.
If an adversary gains control over a data producer or the re-
sponsible privacy controller, only the data associated with
that producer/controller is revealed.
Privacy Plane. Zeph ensures input privacy for honest data
owners even if the stream processor executing a privacy trans-
formation or the policy manager coordinating it is compro-
mised by an adversary. For the case where F is an aggregation
function involving data from different privacy controllers (i.e.,
federated privacy control), we assume that at most a fraction
of α of the entities in the aggregation transformation are con-
trolled by the adversary. Note that this can also include the
server. The choice of α depends on the deployment scenario.
In (§3.4), we show how this choice affects performance. For
our evaluation, we use a pessimistic value of α = 0.5, but
real-world deployments might use significantly lower values.
Robustness. While Zeph can handle various failures in prac-
tice, formal robustness against misconfigured or malicious
privacy controllers or data producers is out of scope for this
design. A privacy controller sending corrupted tokens cannot
compromise privacy but could alter the output of a transfor-
mation or prevent a transformation from completing.

3 Encryption for Privacy Transformations

In this section, we describe our approach to enable privacy
transformations in end-to-end encrypted systems. Our de-
sign serves privacy-compliant transformed views of data
without affecting the data flow of an end- to-end encrypted
stream-processing system. To meet this goal, our design
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logically decouples privacy transformations and policy en-
forcement from the generation and storage of data. Data
producers remain oblivious to the transformations and do
not need to encrypt data towards a fixed privacy policy. The
modifications needed for privacy transformations are instead
executed outside the data plane (i.e., conventional data flow),
working exclusively on encryption keys to generate what we
call cryptographic transformation tokens. These tokens are,
in essence, the necessary cryptographic keying material that
enables the respective transformation on encrypted data. Out-
puts of privacy transformations over encrypted data at the
server-side are then released by combining the encrypted data
with corresponding cryptographic transformation tokens. In-
troducing a logical separation between the data plane and
privacy plane allows for heterogeneous policies atop the same
data and leaves the conventional data flow unaffected. In
this realization of Zeph we focus on streaming data. Hence,
we focus on cryptographic building blocks that optimize ef-
ficiency for this type of data. The design concepts under-
pinning Zeph are generic and could be adapted to other sys-
tems using other cryptographic building blocks. These, how-
ever, can introduce their own trade-offs between computation
expressiveness and performance.

3.1 Decoupling Encryption from Privacy
Transformations

This design requires an encryption approach that supports
homomorphic evaluation in a variety of settings. Namely,
it needs to support: (i) evaluation on encrypted data, i.e.,
encrypted data processing, (ii) construction of cryptographic
transformation tokens, and (iii) combining the encrypted data
with the matching cryptographic transformation tokens for
selective release of privacy-compliant transformed data views.
Encrypted Data Processing. Existing encrypted data pro-
cessing systems utilize homomorphic encryption schemes
to enable server-side computation on encrypted data [33, 69,
70, 80]. To meet applications’ stringent performance require-
ments, systems typically combine efficient partially homomor-
phic encryption schemes [27, 33, 39, 54, 69] with specialized
client-side encodings to support a wider set of queries. How-
ever, standard homomorphic encryption schemes do not lend
themselves to support selective release of data (i.e., handing
out the decryption key allows to decrypt all data) or support
privacy transformations that require data evaluation across
different users (i.e., different trust domains). Supporting func-
tions across populations in the multi-client/single-server set-
ting is typically achieved via specialized multi-party com-
putation protocols [16, 39, 63, 73]. These existing protocols
ensure that the user inputs remain private and only the output
of the function evaluation is revealed to the server. However,
they require active participation by the data producers and are
often limited to specific functions. We want to remove the
need for – potentially resource-limited – data producers to
take part in or even be aware of privacy transformations.

Homomorphic Secret Sharing. To decouple encryption
from privacy transformations, we draw on ideas from the
Homomorphic Secret Sharing (HSS) [31, 32] literature. In
essence, HSS allows computing a function F on secret shared
messages by combining the outputs of a function F̂ applied
on the individual secret shares. HSS could be used to split
stream events into two shares: one for the data plane (server)
and one for the privacy plane. The privacy plane could au-
thorize a transformation F by computing the same function
F̂ as the server on their local input shares, and releasing the
output. Here, F̂ supports all of the required core functions, as
secret shares can also be aggregated across different data own-
ers. Applying standard HSS in our setting raises two issues:
(i) general-purpose HSS incurs non-negligible overhead [31],
and (ii) with this approach privacy controllers remain depen-
dent on data producers as they continue to receive a secret
share for each new stream event.

To address the first issue, we employ additively homo-
morphic secret sharing. This is considerably more efficient
than general-purpose HSS, allowing our system to sustain the
high throughput needed for streaming data workloads. Used
naively, additively homomorphic secret sharing can signifi-
cantly limit expressiveness. However, as we show in the next
section, using carefully selected data encodings allows us to
support a wide set of privacy transformations.

To break the dependency between privacy controllers and
data producers, we enable the privacy controller to indepen-
dently derive the tokens (i.e., its shares) based only on meta-
data about the stream. Given a shared common master secret,
the data producer and privacy controller never have to com-
municate or even be online at the same time. We introduce
our scheme in more detail in §3.3. Our tailored scheme offers
both the required efficiency and the flexibility necessary to
decouple the data plane from the privacy plane. The data
producer and the responsible privacy controller need to only
agree on a shared master secret. Then, the privacy plane
can authorize a transformation F by deriving the involved
shares and executing F̂ on them, which results in a transfor-
mation token. This token allows the server to compute and
reveal the output of F by performing F̂ on the ciphertexts
and combining the result with the transformation token. If
the transformation F spans multiple trust domains, i.e., the
privacy plane consists of multiple privacy controllers, the pri-
vacy controllers run an MPC protocol to compute the final
transformation token. Note that this does not require the data
producers to participate or even be online. Next, we show
how we can support a broad set of privacy transformations
with this scheme.

3.2 Privacy Transformation Functions

Broadly, privacy transformations ( §2.1) generally involve
computation/perturbation of individual user’s data, computa-
tions across different users’ data, or combinations of the two.
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Based on this insight, Zeph exposes three core functions for
developers that allow for privacy transformations in the en-
crypted setting: (i) ΣS, which enable ciphertext aggregation
operations within the same user’s data streams. (ii) ΣM , which
enables ciphertext aggregation across streams from a popula-
tion of users, (iii) ΣDP, which supports perturbation via noise
addition to streams aggregated across multiple users.

Privacy Transformations in Zeph. A privacy transforma-
tion F in Zeph is realized by combining a chain of core func-
tions and/or withholding certain shares when creating a token.
(i) Data Masking. Data masking techniques such as field-
redaction and randomized pseudonymization are directly sup-
ported by the secrecy properties of our scheme. The privacy
controller redacts or pseudonymizes a field by withholding the
corresponding shares from the transformation token. Shifting
and perturbation are realized with ΣS by adding a constant or
calibrated random offset to the transformation token. Zeph
supports a subset of predicate redactions using client-side
encodings that represent a value as a vector of elements. A
privacy controller can then construct a transformation token
that only reveals a subset of elements in the vector or a certain
sum of the elements (ΣS). For example, to enable predicate
redaction based on a threshold, the client would encode the
value as a vector of two elements. If the value is above the
threshold, the client stores the value as the first element in
the vector or else as the second element. To only reveal the
values above the threshold, the privacy controller can disclose
the first elements of the vectors with the tokens.

(ii) Data Generalization. Bucketing similarly builds on
client-side encodings that map a value to a one-hot vector
representing the whole domain. Instead of releasing a token
for all elements, the privacy controller uses ΣS to release a
sum of shares for elements mapping to the same bucket. For
values with a large domain, we can approximate the frequency
count with a histogram using a larger bin width. Zeph sup-
ports data generalization over time with ΣS and population
with ΣM . Moreover, Zeph provides ΣDP to release a differ-
entially private aggregate across a population. To extend
the supported aggregation functions, we leverage existing
encoding techniques [27, 33, 39, 54, 69, 83]. In essence, these
encodings map a value to a vector with different statistics
that allows the computing platform to execute functions by
performing element-wise addition. The aggregate functions
sum and count are inherently additions. With a vector of
sum and count, a party can obtain the mean by dividing the
sum by the count. By adding the square of a value to the
encoding vector, a party can calculate the variance using that
Var(x) = E(x2)−E(x)2. Moreover, with the one-hot encod-
ing, constructing a histogram corresponds to the element-wise
sum of a set of one-hot vectors. Given a histogram, a party can
compute the median or other percentiles, min, max, mode,
range, or topk. Prior work [39] presents further encoding
techniques for other functions that we support in Zeph.

3.3 Transformation Tokens
In Zeph, we build upon a symmetric homomorphic encryp-
tion scheme [33] explicitly designed for streaming workloads.
We use this scheme to realize efficient additively homomor-
phic secret sharing for our setting. The scheme efficiently
derives a unique sub-key for each message from a master se-
cret and encryption is performed via modular addition of the
key and the message. Here, the encrypted message and the
(message-specific) sub-key can be seen as additive shares of
the message. Since encryption and decryption are linear oper-
ations, the scheme supports linear aggregation by computing
the function on both the sub-keys and the encrypted messages
independently. Transformation tokens, which authorize the
release of privacy transformation results, are derived from
the sub-keys via aggregations. We now describe how these
are constructed in our system. We start with a description
of a simplified version of Zeph that assumes a single privacy
controller and extend our description to consider multiple
privacy controllers in §3.4.
Symmetric Homomorphic Stream Encryption. First, we
give a brief summary of the symmetric homomorphic stream
encryption scheme [33] we build upon. Let a data stream be a
continuous stream of events {e0,e1, ...,ei,ei+1, ...} for events
ei := (ti,mi) consisting of a message and a timestamp. Each
message mi is an integer modulo M and is annotated with a
discrete timestamp ti ∈ I. We assume events are ordered by
their timestamps and created in-order.

In the setup phase, a master secret k is generated, the group
size M is defined (e.g., 264), and a keyed pseudo-random
function (PRF) fk : I→ [0,M−1] that outputs a fresh pseudo-
random key ki for timestamp ti is selected. To encrypt an
event ei, the data producer uses the event timestamp from the
last encrypted message ti−1 and computes:

Enc(k, ti−1,ei) = (ti, ti−1,mi + ki− ki−1 mod M) (1)

where ki = fk(ti), ki−1 = fk(ti−1). This scheme is additively
homomorphic: ciphertexts can be aggregated via modular
additions. Keys can be aggregated the same way, but for a
time-window [ti, t j], the client can decrypt more efficiently by
deriving only the two outer keys ki = fk(ti) and k j = fk(t j)
because the inner keys cancel out. This encryption scheme
hides the inputs from the server and allows the server to
perform aggregations among the streams without accessing
the plaintext data.
Authorizing Transformations. The intuition in Zeph is that
the encryption scheme essentially splits a message mi into two
additive secret shares: the key −ki + ki−1 and the ciphertext
ci, with mi = ci +(−ki +ki−1) mod M. Therefore, any trans-
formation F consisting of the three core aggregate operations
can be performed independently on both the ciphertexts and
the keys using modular additions. The latter produces a trans-
formation token τF , which the server can use to reveal the out-
put oF of a transformation F by computing oF + τF mod M.
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Hence, a privacy controller that is in possession of the master
keys of the streams can authorize a transformation F by deriv-
ing the necessary keys and performing the transformation on
top of them to produce a matching transformation token τF .
In the following, we assume that all additions are performed
modulo the parameter M.
Single-Stream Transformation Tokens. We now describe
how a privacy controller can create transformation tokens
for ΣS transformations, e.g., only reveal the approximate lo-
cations aggregated over a month. We start with a window
aggregation to reduce the time resolution. The server adds
values within the specified time window ti to ti+w , where
w is the window size. As long as data producers submit
a value on each window border, the resulting ciphertext of
the window aggregation on the server shares has the form
cw = maggr +ki+w−ki−1. The privacy controller can compute
the transformation token for this window τ = −ki+w + ki−1
by deriving only the two outer keys ki = fk(ti) and k j = fk(t j)
as the inner-keys cancel each other out [33, 69]. With this
token, the server can decrypt the window aggregation if and
only if the correct windows were aggregated, as the keys
directly encode the window range. For aggregations within
events, the privacy controller uses modular addition to add
the respective sub-keys to create the transformation token.
The privacy controller can construct transformation tokens
for values with encodings (§3.2) by selectively releasing the
sub-keys of certain elements in the encoding vector or by
aggregating sub-keys of elements in the vector.
Multi-Stream Transformation Tokens. Multi-stream trans-
formation tokens reveal the output of ΣM transformations,
which aggregate data over multiple streams, e.g., only reveal
the approximate location aggregated among multiple users. In
multi-stream aggregation, the server sums a fixed window ti
to ti+w across different streams. Let S be the set of streams in
the aggregation. For each stream j ∈ S we have a window ag-
gregated share c( j)

w = m( j)
aggr +k( j)

aggr where k( j)
aggr = k( j)

i+w−k( j)
i−1.

The aggregation over all streams in S results in the sum of
all window aggregates and the sum of all window share keys.
Hence, a privacy controller can compute the transformation
token by aggregating the window keys τ( j) =−∑ j∈S k( j)

aggr.
Differentially-Private Transformations. Differential Pri-
vacy [40] provides formal bounds on the leakage of an in-
dividual’s private information in aggregate statistics. The
most common technique to achieve a differentially private
release of information is to add carefully calibrated noise.
Zeph supports noisy transformations (i.e., ΣDP) on multi-
stream window transformations, but could be extended to
the single-stream setting. The privacy controllers add care-
fully calibrated noise to the keys (i.e., submit noisy keys):
τ̃ j = τ j +η j where η j is the noise. Zeph therefore supports
all additive noise mechanisms from the Differential Privacy
literature [41] with noise drawn from a divisible distribution.
However, mechanisms like the Sparse Vector Technique [42]
that require access to the underlying data cannot be applied

this way. In previous work, noise is added to plaintexts prior to
encryption, whereas in Zeph noise is added to the decryption
keys. The two approaches are cryptographically equivalent.
However, previous work requires deciding on the noise to add
at encryption time. Our approach has the advantage of allow-
ing noise to be added to data that was previously encrypted
without consideration for noise. This also means, that the
same data is reusable for encrypted storage and to facilitate
one or multiple differentially private privacy transformations.

3.4 Transformations Across Different
Trust Domains

Until now we assumed a single privacy controller that is in
control of all streams. We now discuss how Zeph enables
multiple privacy controllers that are each responsible for a
distinct subset of streams. While we assume that data owners
trust their own privacy controller, different data owners might
not want to trust the same controller. In such multi-trust set-
ting, the server needs to interact with all privacy controllers
involved in a transformation. Hence, when aggregating across
streams the server needs to request a transformation token
from each privacy controller. In a naïve approach, the pri-
vacy controllers might simply send a combined token for
the aggregation of the streams under their control. However,
this leaks the intermediate result from each controller to the
server. Instead, we need the individual tokens to reveal no
additional information while still enabling correct decryption
of the transformation output. We enable this in Zeph using
secure aggregation [16, 28], a specialized secure MPC proto-
col. For our system, we require a secure aggregation protocol
that is (i) lightweight in terms of computation for privacy
controllers and (ii) can be efficiently executed multiple times
with similar participants. Based on these requirements, Zeph
builds on the secure aggregation protocol from Ács et al. [16]
to create transformation tokens over multiple parties. The pro-
tocol goes hand in hand with the design of the transformation
tokens, as it also relies on additive masking. In the following,
we outline the core protocol and then describe our optimiza-
tions that reduce the computation cost for privacy controllers.

Core Protocol. We consider a set P consisting of N pri-
vacy controllers and a server that aggregates the inputs.
Each privacy controller p ∈ P owns a token τp that is con-
structed by aggregating the tokens for the corresponding
ΣS transformation for each stream under their control. The
goal of the protocol is to compute τ = −∑p∈P τp without
revealing the individual inputs τp to the server or to the
other privacy controllers. Each privacy controller masks
its input τp with a nonce kp, i.e., it computes τp + kp
mod M. The nonces are constructed such that the sum over
all nonces results in ∑p∈P kp = 0. As a consequence, the
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sum over all encrypted inputs results in the sum of inputs:

∑
p∈P

τp + ∑
p∈P

kp mod M = ∑
p∈P

τp mod M (2)

To construct the canceling nonce, each privacy controller
establishes N−1 pairwise shared secrets k′p,q with all other
privacy controllers which are aggregated to form the nonce
kp. In particular, if p > q, then the controller p adds −k′p,q
else k′p,q.

kp = ∑
p>q
−k′p,q + ∑

p<q
k′p,q mod M (3)

Hence, the pairwise secrets cancel each other out when the
masks are combined in the aggregation. For conciseness, we
refer to Ács et al. [16] for a description of dropout handling.
Constructing Canceling Nonces. In Zeph, the secure ag-
gregation protocol is run repeatedly for multiple rounds due
to the continuous nature of streaming queries. Thus, pri-
vacy controllers require an efficient method to establish many
pairwise shared secrets. The standard protocol achieves this
with a setup phase where the parties create pairwise shared
secrets kp,q using a Diffie-Hellman key exchange. These
pairwise secrets then serve as seeds (or keys) for a PRF to
establish nonces for each round r: kr

p,q = PRF(kp,q,r). Even
though PRF computations are significantly more efficient than
a Diffie-Hellman key exchange, this protocol still requires
each privacy controller to evaluate O(N) PRF’s and additions
to create the blinding nonce kp for a single transformation
token, which can be expensive for large N.

To improve this theoretical overhead, we view the complex-
ity of creating a shared blinding nonce as a graph G = (V,E)
with the set of vertices V representing the involved parties
(|V |= N), and the set of edges E denoting the pairwise can-
celing masks k′p,q. In the standard form described above,
the graph G forms a Clique because every privacy controller
includes a pairwise mask k′p,q with every other privacy con-
troller. To reduce the number of PRF evaluations in the on-
line phase for a privacy controller (i.e., reduce the number
of edges in the graph G), we propose an optimization that
leverages the fact that the protocol is repeated over a long
period of time with similar participants, i.e., the long-running
nature of streaming queries.
Online Phase Optimization. We reduce the communication
overhead during the online phase by choosing privacy con-
troller’s nonce as to only include a small random subset of
the pairwise-secrets in each round. In graph terms, this corre-
sponds to a small expected degree of each vertex. As long as
the graph remains connected2, confidentiality is guaranteed.
We divide the online phase into epochs consisting of t rounds.
At the beginning of each epoch, we use N− 1 evaluations
of the PRF to bootstrap the secure aggregation graphs for
the epoch. A privacy controller assigns each edge to a small

2More specifically, the subgraph of honest nodes must remain connected.
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Figure 2: Overview of Zeph’s architecture and integration
into existing data streaming pipelines. Zeph’s components
are highlighted in gray.

number of rounds, based on the output of a PRF evaluated on
the shared secrets. More specifically, we divide the output of
PRF(kp,q,r), where r is a public epoch-identifier, into b-bit
segments. Each segment assigns the edge ep,q to one of 2b

graphs using the number encoded in the b-bit segment.
Assuming a 128-bit output size of a PRF (e.g., AES), an

epoch consists of t = b128/bc ·2b rounds. In comparison, the
protocol of Ács et al. [16] uses the same N− 1 PRF evalu-
ations to create only a single secure aggregation graph (i.e.,
epoch size of one). Ideally, we want to create as many graphs
as possible, i.e., select a large b, since with increasing b, an
epoch consists of more rounds. However, with increasing
b, each of the associated graphs has fewer edges, which in-
creases the risk of a graph being disconnected. In the extended
version of this paper [34], we show how to select b so that
the probability of any honest subset of nodes being isolated
in any of the t generated graphs is bounded by δ, assuming a
fraction of at most α parties collude.

For example, for 10k privacy controllers, assuming that
up to half are colluding (α = 0.5), and bounding the failure
probability by δ = 1×10−9, allows for b = 7, which results
in an epoch consisting of 2304 rounds where each vertex has
a expected degree of 78. As a consequence, our optimiza-
tion requires 190k PRF evaluations and 180k additions for
constructing all 2304 blinding nonces of an epoch. In compar-
ison, the basic protocol requires 23 million PRF evaluations
and additions while the protocol from Ács et al. [16] requires
23.2 million PRF evaluations and 180k additions3.

4 Zeph System Design

Zeph is a privacy platform that cryptographically enforces
user-defined privacy preferences in streaming platforms by
sharing only transformed privacy-compliant views of the un-
derlying encrypted data. So far, we have described the crypto-
graphic building blocks that enable privacy transformations in
Zeph. Here, we describe how we overcome the system chal-
lenges that need to be addressed to allow practical deployment.

3All results assume that τp is at most 128-bit long and hence a single
evaluation of AES is sufficient for encryption.
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Zeph augments existing stream processing pipelines, similar
to existing frameworks operating on data in-the-clear [64]: (i)
On data producers, Zeph adds a proxy module for encoding
and encryption. (ii) On the server, Zeph adds a microservice
running in the existing stream processing platform. This mi-
croservice transforms the incoming encrypted streams into
privacy-compliant output streams (Figure 2), which can then
be consumed by existing stream processing queries for arbi-
trary post-processing.

4.1 User API and Privacy Policies

Before introducing the Zeph components in detail, we discuss
aspects related to users’ interaction with Zeph.
Privacy Preferences. Zeph provides the capabilities for
users to set their privacy preferences (i.e., user-centric pri-
vacy) and the means to cryptographically enforce various
privacy policies in a unified system. In this paper, we do not
consider the question of what this set of privacy preferences
should be. Nevertheless, we suggest and implement a sen-
sible set of options to demonstrate how Zeph can be used
in practice. In the current design, data owners can set their
preferences as follows: (i) do not share my data, (ii) share
my data without restrictions, (iii) share my data only when
aggregated with other users, and (iv) share only generalized
views of my data and/or mask sensitive data, i.e., share but
limit inference of sensitive information from my data. The
realization of these preferences in practice is application- and
data-dependent (i.e., generalization and data minimization
techniques can differ depending on the data type, e.g., image,
location, heart rate).
Data Stream Schema. In Zeph, developers can translate
user preferences to an application-specific set of transfor-
mations by mapping them in a schema language. Zeph’s
schema language builds on the Avro [20] schema language
(Figure 3). Using our extended schema language, developers
can translate users’ privacy options to configurations, encod-
ings, and transformations for their application. In addition,
the schema contains meta-information about the stream and
the contents of events within a stream. This enables seam-
less integration into existing streaming services employing
schema registries to store structural information about the
events flowing through the system. A Zeph stream schema
contains: (i) Metadata attributes describing static fields that
remain constant for an extended period of time and are public
information. Zeph’s microservice uses these metadata tags to
group and filter streams for transformations over different pop-
ulations (§4.3). For example, the region where a data stream
originates from (Figure 3). (ii) Stream attributes describe the
private contents of an event message and are annotated with
all possible supported queries. These explicit annotations are
required to derive the necessary encodings to execute queries
using the three core functions (§3). For example, a heart rate
sensor might have two stream attributes such as heart-rate and

id: 235632224234
ownerID: 2474b75564b
serviceID: app.com
validFrom: 2020-04-20
validTo: 2021-04-20
stream:

type: MedicalSensor
metadataAttributes:
ageGroup: middle-aged
region : California

privacyPolicy:
- heartrate:

option: aggr
clients: medium
window: 1hr

- hrv:
option: priv

name: MedicalSensor
metadataAttributes:

- name: ageGroup
type: [enum, optional]
symbols: [young, middle-

aged, senior]
- name: region
type: string

streamAttributes:
- name: heart-rate
type: integer
aggregations: [var]

- name: hrv
type: integer

streamPolicyOptions:
- name: aggr
option: aggregate
clients: [medium, large]
window: [1hr]

- name: priv
option: private

Figure 3: An example privacy policy schema of a medical
sensor (left) and a stream annotation for this schema (right).
(YAML format for display)

heart-rate variability (Figure 3). The heart-rate is annotated to
support aggregates with variance statistics. (iii) The privacy
options for stream attributes. A privacy option describes the
set of transformations that the service can perform to reveal an
output. The options stream-aggregate (ΣS), aggregate (ΣM),
and dp-aggregate (ΣDP) directly correspond to the three core
functions defined in §3. In addition, private does not allow
any transformations on the stream while public allows access
to the raw data. For each transformation set, one can add
further constraints, e.g., defining a minimum population size,
specifying a lower temporal resolution by aggregating over
time or providing a privacy budget for the transformation.
Annotating Streams. The Zeph schema for a particular ap-
plication can be accessed by all privacy controllers. A user’s
privacy selection in the application triggers the responsible
privacy controller to create a matching stream annotation and
share it with the server. A stream annotation contains the
selected privacy option along with values of the metadata
attributes and additional information about the stream (Fig-
ure 3). This information later allows Zeph’s server to identify
suitable streams to include in privacy transformations. Stream
annotations contain an identifier of the data owner (e.g., the
hash of their public key) that maps to the data owner’s public
key in the PKI.

4.2 Writing Encrypted Data Streams

Data producers submit streams of events to the pipeline where
each event conforms to a data schema in the schema reg-
istry, as in standard streaming pipelines. However, Zeph
augments data producers with a proxy module to handle
encoding and encryption.
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Setup. To initialize a new data stream matching a Zeph
schema, the data producer generates a master secret and shares
both the schema and the master secret with the associated
privacy controller. After the initial setup phase, the data
producer can start sending encrypted data to the server without
any further coordination with the privacy controller.
Encrypting Data Streams. The proxy module encrypts
each record with a symmetric homomorphic encryption
scheme (§3), using the master secret from the setup phase.
In order to allow the privacy controller to derive a transforma-
tion token without observing the data (§3), the data producer
sends a neutral value at regular intervals (e.g., every minute)
to terminate the window. This does not affect the result of
computations but is required for efficient ΣS transformations
across time. Additionally, these messages allow Zeph’s mi-
croservice to detect and handle dropout of data producers
(e.g., due to network interruptions).

4.3 Matching Queries with Privacy Policies

Zeph’s microservice contains a policy manager that maintains
a global view of the system and coordinates active streams,
privacy controllers, and transformations in the streaming
pipeline. It provides a query interface for launching new
transformations and matches queries with available streams
by considering their chosen privacy options. Privacy trans-
formations are constructed from chains of the core opera-
tions (§3.2) and are executed as stream processing queries
running continuously on a set of encrypted streams.

Zeph’s policy manager includes a query planner that lever-
ages the fact that privacy transformation queries follow the
same structure, which we discuss in more detail below. The
policy manager needs to ensure that queries comply with all
the stream’s selected policy options. Otherwise, it will not
receive the required transformation tokens from the privacy
controllers.
Query Language. The query language of Zeph builds on
ksql [51], an SQL-like query language for expressing con-
tinuous queries on data streams. Any authorized service can
express privacy transformations that follow the pattern ex-
plained above. Figure 4 shows an example query, which
creates a transformed stream for the hourly average heart rate
of seniors in California, including at most 1k streams.
Query Planner. The query planner executes queries from
authorized services in three steps: (i) streams are filtered
by their metadata attributes (e.g., all medical sensor streams
in California). (ii) an ΣS operation using a time-window is
performed on certain attributes of each selected stream (e.g.,
average heart rate over 1 hour). The query planner checks for
each selected stream that the transformation complies with
the annotated privacy options for the attributes used, else
the stream is excluded. (iii) If more than one stream is se-
lected, an ΣM or ΣDP operation is performed on the results
of the previous step. The query planner checks for each re-

CREATE STREAM HearthRateCalifornia
(heartrate) AS

SELECT AVG(heartrate)

WINDOW TUMBLING (SIZE 1 HOUR)

FROM MedicalSensor BETWEEN 1 AND 1000

WHERE region = California AND age >= 60

Partici

Query: AGGREGATE, 1hr

Participants: {
113b0266760d154e4024ab71196af346,
755ed828adfe899e69b5b6bf642fd41d,
…
188f62206ff7d37475742b8dbc424784
}

transformation planprivacy transformation

MinParticipants: 100

Figure 4: The query planner converts privacy transformations
into transformation plans with complying data streams.

maining stream that the transformation complies with the
privacy option and checks that the population constraints are
met (e.g., minimum population size), or otherwise excludes
the stream. These compliance checks are necessary, as privacy
controllers would not provide the required tokens for a stream
where the privacy options do not allow the query. To prevent
an attacker from combining outputs of different transforma-
tions to violate privacy policies, any stream attribute can be
matched to only one transformation, and is removed from the
set of queriable streams for this attribute as long as the stream
is part of the running transformation. The privacy controller
generally only supplies a single transformation token for each
window in a given stream, preventing differencing or re-use
attacks. For DP aggregations, a stream value can contribute
to multiple transformations if allowed by its current privacy
budget. The privacy controller maintains the privacy budget
and suppresses transformation tokens if the privacy budget
is used up. After processing the query, the query planner
outputs a transformation plan that encodes the list of streams
in the transformation, fault tolerance details (i.e., number of
participants dropout the system can handle), and the sequence
of operations the system need to perform (Figure 4).

4.4 Coordinating Privacy Transformations

Once the query planner outputs a transformation plan, Zeph
executes the privacy transformation in the streaming pipeline.
Zeph provides a customized stream processor that handles
the required coordination between the transformation job
running in the streaming pipeline and the privacy controllers.
In addition to handling data, it consumes event messages (i.e.,
tokens) from privacy controllers and writes events about the
state of the transformation back to the privacy controllers.
Transformation Setup. Zeph introduces a coordinator com-
ponent that initiates the setup based on transformation plans
provided by the query planner. In order to initialize a new
job, the coordinator first determines the involved privacy con-
trollers and distributes the transformation plan to them. This
step enables the privacy controllers to verify the compliance
of the transformation against the user-defined privacy option.
The verification involves checking the privacy policy based
on the included attributes, window size, aggregation size,
and/or noise configurations. If the transformation plan in-
cludes multiple data owners, each privacy controller needs
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to verify the identities involved in the transformation plan
by fetching their certificates from the PKI. Afterwards, each
privacy controller initiates the setup phase of the secure aggre-
gation protocol (§3.4) among the involved privacy controllers.
Once all privacy controllers agree, the coordinator initiates
the transformation job in the streaming pipeline.
Transformation Execution. The stream processor continu-
ously aggregates incoming encrypted events into windows
and applies the transformation tokens received from the pri-
vacy controllers. Zeph runs an interactive protocol with the
privacy controllers once per window, to robustly adjust to
failures of both data producers and privacy controllers. At
the end of each window, the stream requests a heartbeat from
all privacy controllers in the transformation. Note that data
producer dropouts can be detected by the absence of their
events. After a specified timeout, the data transformer com-
putes the intersection of available data producers and privacy
controllers and broadcasts a membership delta in comparison
to the previous window to all involved privacy controllers.

After receiving an update, the privacy controllers verify
that the transformation still complies with the selected privacy
options and update the tokens they send to match the new
transformation. Upon the arrival of all transformation tokens,
Zeph can complete the transformation and output the result.

5 Implementation

Our prototype of Zeph is implemented on top of Apache
Kafka [21], consisting of roughly 4500 SLOC for Zeph and
and additional 5500 SLOC for benchmarks. We provide a
data producer proxy library written in Java that relies on
the Bouncy Castle library [58] for cryptographic operations,
and Avro [20] for serialization. The privacy controller is
implemented in Java but, via the Java native interface (JNI),
calls native code in Rust for the secure aggregation protocol.
For the PRF, we rely on CPU-based AES-NI using the AES
Rust crate [74], and for the ECDH key exchanges we use
the secp256r1 elliptic curve from Bouncy Castle [58]. We
use the Apache Kafka Streams [22] to implement the stream
processor for the privacy transformations. We emulate the
policy manager with a configurable Ansible [19] playbook.

6 Evaluation

Meeting the performance requirements of data stream process-
ing is a key goal of Zeph’s design. Therefore our experimental
evaluation is designed to validate this and more concretely
answer the following two questions: (i) what is the cost of
enforcing privacy policies with encryption in Zeph?, and (ii)
can Zeph provide the means to support practical privacy for
various applications in an acceptable overhead?
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Figure 5: The computation cost at the data producer for en-
cryption and different stream encodings: sum, average, vari-
ance, linear regression, histogramm. The encoding for the
histogramm has ten buckets.

6.1 Experimental Setup

The experimental evaluation consists of two parts. First, we
quantify the overhead of Zeph components with microbench-
marks. We start by quantifying the performance of our pro-
posed secure aggregation optimization compared to a Straw-
man with no optimizations (§3.4) and the optimized protocol
by Ács et al. Dream [16]. The second part of the evaluation
aims to quantify the end-to-end performance of Zeph as we in-
tegrate it into three applications with different privacy options.
Moreover, we show how various data-dependent privacy logic
can be realized in Zeph. In these experiments, we consider a
setting where each data producer has a separate privacy con-
troller; this represents the worst-case scenario – the number
of privacy controller involved in the MPC protocol is equal to
the number of data streams.
Compute. We run the microbenchmarks on Amazon EC2
machines (m5.xlarge, 4 vCPU, 16 GiB, Ubuntu Server 18.04
LTS). Additionally, we run the data producer microbench-
marks on a Raspberry Pi 3 B to analyze the performance on
more resource-constrained edge devices. For the end-to-end
evaluation, we employ Amazon MSK [18], which provides
a Kafka cluster as a fully managed service. The Kafka clus-
ter contains two broker nodes (m5.xlarge) spread over two
availability zones in Frankfurt. The stream processor appli-
cation spreads over a set of two EC2 machines (m5.2xlarge)
using Kafka streams. Data producers and privacy controllers
are grouped into partitions of up to 100 entities. A single
producer- or controller-partition runs on one EC2 machine
(m5.large). We run the partitions in three different regions
London, Paris, and Stockholm, to simulate federation.
Configuration. In the microbenchmarks, Zeph uses an event
with a single stream attribute x encoded as~x = [x,x2,1] while
for the end-to-end setup, we use application-specific encod-
ings. Throughout the evaluation, Zeph’s optimized secure
aggregation assumes that up to half the participants are col-
luding (i.e., α = 0.5), and that the failure probability is below
δ = 1e−7. For the end-to-end evaluation the data producer
uses a Poisson process with a mean of 0.5 to time inserts (i.e.,
an average of 2 inserts/s).
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Privacy Controllers 100 1k 10k 100k
Bandwidth 9.0 KB 91 KB 910 KB 9.1 MB
Bandwidth Total 901 KB 91 MB 9.1 GB 910 GB
Shared Keys 3.2 KB 32 KB 0.3 MB 3.2 MB
ECDH 25 ms 249 ms 2.5 sec 25 sec
ECDH Total 2.5 sec 4 min 7 h 693 h

Table 2: The computation and bandwidth costs for the pri-
vacy controller in the setup phase of a multi-stream trans-
formation. The total amount consists of the sum of all cost
involved over all privacy controllers of the transformation,
versus the costs for a single privacy controller. The Elliptic-
curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) key exchange dominates the
computation and bandwidth costs.

6.2 Data Producer

We now discuss Zeph’s overhead at the data producers.
Computation. The encryption cost for a single record with
Enc is 0.19µs on EC2 and 16µs on a Raspberry Pi, the cost
is low because the encryption scheme relies on symmetric
primitives (i.e., efficient AES). Figure 5 shows the encryption
latency for different encodings. A data producer can encrypt
events at a rate in the range of 5.3m to 524k records per second
(rps), depending on the encoding. Even on a Raspberry Pi,
the computation cost is moderate, and a throughput of 7.7k to
76.6k rps can be observed. To accommodate for window bor-
ders, the data producer has to additionally submit a ciphertext
per-window, which increases the cost at a fixed rate.
Bandwidth. Compared to plaintext, Zeph’s aggregation-
based encodings and timestamp introduce a ciphertext expan-
sion which manifests itself in increased bandwidth require-
ments. The expansion varies from 24 bytes (1.5x) with one
encoding to 96 bytes (6x) with 10 encodings, i.e., grows by 8
bytes per encoding. Besides this, the window border cipher-
texts increase bandwidth with an additional constant factor.

6.3 Privacy Controllers

The cost of the privacy controller depends on the executed
transformations on the service side. Single-stream window
transformations are efficient both in computation and band-
width because no MPC is involved. The privacy controller
computes the transformation tokens on a per-window basis
from the master secret with a computation cost of around
0.2µs and bandwidth cost of 8 bytes per token.

For the multi-stream case, the privacy controller engages in
the secure aggregation protocol (§3.4). We quantify the over-
head by running the secure aggregation protocol for different
numbers of privacy controllers and compare it against the
strawman approach. As a first step, all these protocols require
a setup phase to establish pairwise shared secrets with all in-
volved parties. Afterward, the privacy transformation phase
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Figure 6: Computation costs for privacy controllers in the
privacy transformation phase to execute multi-stream queries.
A round corresponds to a transformation of a single time
window.

starts, during which the privacy controllers create the required
transformation tokens at the end of each window.
Setup Phase. The setup phase overhead increases quadrat-
ically with the number of privacy controllers, i.e., O(N2).
However, we assume that realistic deployments will feature
at most a few thousand privacy controllers in a single ag-
gregation. Beyond this point, further scalability should be
realized through hierarchical transformations. In our evalu-
ation, we explore aggregations with up to 10k privacy con-
trollers, which is the current limit of feasibility without resort-
ing to hierarchies. Table 2 shows a quadratic increase of the
bandwidth and computation costs for running the setup phase
with the ECDH key exchanges. However, the overall amount
is reasonable even for 10k participants, setting with 910 KB
bandwidth and 2.5 sec computation cost per privacy controller.
Note that the setup phase has to be performed only when a
new transformation query is created. In terms of memory,
the privacy controllers need to store their private-key (i.e.,
150 bytes) and the established shared secrets of the current
privacy transformation. Each shared key requires 32 bytes,
e.g., 3.2MB for 100k shared keys.
Privacy Transformation Phase (Optimization). Zeph op-
timizes the cost of the secure aggregation protocol per round
by computing the shares in random sub-groups (§3.4). In the
initial phase, the controllers have to invest more resources to
compute the random subgroup for the upcoming rounds (i.e.,
epoch). After a few rounds, the additional work performed
at the beginning of an epoch is amortized and, therefore, the
overall cost of the computation reduces significantly in the
long run, as depicted in Figure 6. With 1k participants, the
computation costs for the first window is 1 ms for a privacy
controller, while in the following windows Zeph reduces the
computation cost by 2.6x. Already for 8 and 16 windows for
10k and 1k participants, respectively, the Zeph optimization
is more efficient on average and the amortized performance
improvement increase linearly with the number of rounds the
transformation runs, as shown in Figure 6a. For 10k privacy
controllers, an individual participant requires less than 2 MB
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to store the shared keys and the secure aggregation graphs
of the epoch (Figure 7b). As a result, even though the over-
head increases in the number of privacy controllers, the total
memory remains acceptable. In case memory is scarce (e.g.,
because a privacy controller is in charge of large number of
data streams), a privacy controller can resort to storing a frac-
tion of the secure aggregation graphs and recalculate the next
batch of graphs at the required time.
Dropout. In Zeph, privacy controllers can dynamically join
or leave in the transformation phase, which increases both
the computational cost and the required bandwidth due to the
additional communication, as depicted in Figure 8. The com-
putation and bandwidth costs for adapting the transformation
token are linear in the number of returning participants as
well as dropout participants. These costs are modest, even
for the extreme fraction of dropping and joining users (i.e.,
400 each), the induced cost remains below 0.5 ms. In terms
of bandwidth, a privacy controller observes less than 10KB
bandwidth, even under the assumption of a 10% fluctuation
of dropout participants (Figure 7a).

6.4 End-to-End Application Scenarios

This section evaluates the end-to-end overhead of Zeph and its
effectiveness in supporting a variety of privacy policies rele-
vant to real-world applications. We develop three applications
with Zeph that represent different complexities of privacy
transformations. We evaluate each application with 300 and
1200 active data producers, each producing two events per
second with a window size of 10 seconds. Each data producer
has its own privacy controller and we set α = 0.5 as usual.
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Figure 9: Computation cost for Plaintext (no encryption) and
Zeph for different Applications. The latency measures the
time after the grace period (5s) of a window is over until the
result of the transformation is available.

Fitness Application. We consider the Polar App [10] which
collects data during users’ sports activities. Recorded data
includes heart-rate, altitude and weather information, among
others. We consider a privacy policy that limits the resolutions
of sensor data temporally and/or spatially. In our evaluation,
we gather statistics about the average heart-rate of a popu-
lation organized into per-altitude buckets with a maximum
resolution of 5 meters. Each exercise event consists of 18
attributes that are encoded in 683 values in Zeph.
Web Analytics. We implement Zeph on a subset of statistics
from the Matamo [8] web analytics platform for gathering
website statistics such as page views, user flows, and click
maps. Here we evaluate aggregation queries using a privacy
policy that translates to only differentially private (i.e., noised)
information aggregated over all users being made available to
a third-party service. To enable this functionality in Zeph, we
encode the 24 attributes into 956 values.
Car Predictive Maintenance. We consider a car metric data
platform that contains a predictive maintenance service [1].
We consider a setting where users allow a third-party service
to observe sensor readings only if they are out of the ordinary
or differ too much from long-term aggregates across different
cars. Therefore we compute both the long-term aggregates
across many users and individual histograms for each user.
The application records 23 different attributes from car sen-
sors and encodes them into 169 values.
Performance. Figure 9 shows the observed stream trans-
formation latencies for the different applications compared
against plaintext. The latency overhead varies between 2x and
5x for the different applications. Zeph completes processing
the current window before the next one needs to be processed.
With this, we show that Zeph is capable of performing real-
time privacy transformations atop encrypted streams for a
variety of application scenarios.

7 Related Work

Privacy Policy Enforcement. Enforcing privacy policies au-
tomatically in real-world data processing systems is often
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achieved by resorting to Information Flow Control (IFC) to
check and constrain how information flows through the sys-
tem [26, 43, 44, 61, 76, 82]. These systems feature different
variations on how IFC rules can be expressed and who en-
forces these rules in application code. In contrast to Zeph,
these approaches rely on a trusted service or trusted hard-
ware for privacy enforcement. Riverbed [82] is a practical
IFC system that enforces user-defined privacy policies with
information flow techniques by grouping users with similar
policies into separately running containers (i.e., universes).
Ancile [23] introduces a trusted data processing library that
automatically enforces user-defined privacy preferences on
passively generated data by only releasing policy comply-
ing transformations of data to applications. In a multiverse
database [60, 75], global privacy policies are enforced by
only exposing materialized views of the database to each user
in an application. A multiverse database is fully trusted to
enforce privacy policies correctly. Qapla [62] allows a policy
compliance team to associate a set of policies to database
schemas, which a trusted reference monitor then enforces.
Private Aggregate Statistics. Secure aggregation protocols
have been used in a variety of private system designs, largely
to enable services to collect statistics over users’ data with-
out accessing individual data [16, 28, 36, 39, 56, 63, 73, 77].
Compared to Zeph, these systems require data producers to
actively participate in the aggregation protocol, keep data
local, and do not support a wide range of privacy transforma-
tions. While we utilize a secure aggregation protocol [16, 28]
to construct privacy transformation tokens that require inputs
from multiple trust domains, this does not impact data produc-
ers in Zeph design. Several systems [16, 63, 73, 77] combine
differential privacy techniques [40, 42] (i.e., by adding noise
to inputs) with secure aggregation in a way that minimizes
the amount of added noise. This line of work is orthogonal to
this work, and some can be integrated with Zeph.
Private Outsourced Computation. A different line of work
investigates how to protect the confidentiality of data while
allowing a server to compute on encrypted data either with
homomorphic encryption [33,69,70,80] or secret sharing [52,
53]. This line of work is orthogonal to Zeph, and the goal
of Zeph is to augment these systems with the capability to
selectively release encrypted data following an evaluation
of a privacy transformation. Encrypted processing systems
can be adapted to perform privacy transformations but then
require clients first to decrypt the outputs. Zeph supports both
direct release of privacy-compliant views of data and privacy
transformations to a targeted authorized party.
Functional Encryption. Another closely related line of work
is functional encryption [29, 30, 46] (FE). Functional encryp-
tion allows a data owner to issue restricted secret keys that
enable the key holder to learn only the output of a specific
function. Existing constructions are currently not yet efficient
enough for practical systems. Additionally, some of the pri-
vacy transformations in Zeph require functions on multiple

inputs from multiple trust domains, which requires techniques
that are even more complex than standard FE [65].

8 Conclusion

The practice of massive data collection is not likely to dimin-
ish anytime soon. Corporations across all sectors consider
data as a valuable asset that has enormous value to their busi-
ness. However, as we accumulate more and more sensitive
data, protecting individuals’ privacy is gaining critical ur-
gency. Today’s privacy landscape presents a unique set of
challenges and opportunities that make this an auspicious
time to reshape our data ecosystems for privacy. Adequately
addressing privacy in the current complex computing land-
scape is an acute challenge and is vital to avoid the pitfalls
of big data. The path for achieving this necessitates develop-
ing privacy tools that can easily be implemented in existing
data pipelines. In this paper, we propose a new end-to-end
design for privacy. A design that empowers users with more
control with a user-centric model to privacy and that ensures
strong data protection and compliance assurance with a cryp-
tographic enforcement approach to privacy policies.
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Abstract
Distributed systems are notoriously hard to implement cor-

rectly due to non-determinism. Finding the inductive invariant
of the distributed protocol is a critical step in verifying the
correctness of distributed systems, but takes a long time to do
even for simple protocols. We present DistAI, a data-driven au-
tomated system for learning inductive invariants for distributed
protocols. DistAI generates data by simulating the distributed
protocol at different instance sizes and recording states as
samples. Based on the observation that invariants are often
concise in practice, DistAI starts with small invariant formulas
and enumerates all strongest possible invariants that hold
for all samples. It then feeds those invariants and the desired
safety properties to an SMT solver to check if the conjunction
of the invariants and the safety properties is inductive. Starting
with small invariant formulas and strongest possible invariants
avoids large SMT queries, improving SMT solver performance.
Because DistAI starts with the strongest possible invariants,
if the SMT solver fails, DistAI does not need to discard failed
invariants, but knows to monotonically weaken them and try
again with the solver, repeating the process until it eventually
succeeds. We prove that DistAI is guaranteed to find the ∃-free
inductive invariant that proves the desired safety properties
in finite time, if one exists. Our evaluation shows that DistAI
successfully verifies 13 common distributed protocols
automatically and outperforms alternative methods both in
the number of protocols it verifies and the speed at which it
does so, in some cases by more than two orders of magnitude.

1 Introduction

Distributed systems are hard to design and implement
correctly. This is due to the intrinsic non-determinism from
asynchronous node communications and various failure
scenarios. Formal verification techniques offer a solution
by proving that a distributed system is correct under all
circumstances [10, 16, 32]. The verification of distributed
systems consists of two components: i) proving that the

desired safety properties hold for the distributed protocol itself,
and ii) proving that the protocol implementation is correct.

While much work has focused on proving a system correctly
implements a protocol [10, 16, 31–33], we focus on proving
the protocol itself has the desired safety properties. A safety
property is an invariant that should hold true at any point in
a system’s execution. It ensures the protocol does not reach
invalid or dangerous states. For example, the safety property
for a distributed lock protocol [10] is that no two nodes in the
system hold a lock at the same time. The typical proof strategy
is to prove that an invariant that implies the safety property
is inductive, meaning that if the system starts from a state
that satisfies the invariant, the invariant will still hold for any
state that is reachable via a valid transition from the previous
state. If the safety property itself is inductive, the proof is done.
However, this is not true for almost all nontrivial distributed
protocols, so that the proof requires finding an invariant that
implies the safety property, then proving that it is inductive.

Finding the inductive invariant for distributed protocols
is difficult, taking a long time for even simple protocols [18].
IVy [24] provides an interactive tool to make this easier. A
developer provides a set of invariants and protocol specifica-
tion that defines its safety property, which IVy automatically
checks using an SMT solver. Each invariant can be expressed
as a logical formula, which consists of a prefix with quantifiers
(∀ or ∃) and a certain number of variables, and a set of logical
relations among the variables. IVy checks if adding the
invariants to the safety property makes it inductive, meaning
that the conjunction of all invariants with the safety property
is inductive. Conjunction requires each invariant to hold, so
IVy reports whether any invariant fails, at which point the
developer can try again with a different set of invariants. This
requires substantial manual effort by the developer.

Recent work has focused on automating invariant generation
for distributed protocols, but with various limitations. I4 [18]
observes that invariants for some distributed protocols do not
depend on the size of the system, so I4 uses a specialized model
checker to generate invariants for a small size system, then gen-
eralizes them and uses IVy to check if the conjunction of the
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invariants with the safety property is inductive for the protocol
specification. If not, IVy indicates which invariants failed. I4 re-
moves them and tries again, and if that fails, tries using a larger
size system to generate invariants. However, I4 provides no
guarantee that it can find the inductive invariant, as it may not be
possible to verify a protocol based on invariants derived from a
single instantiation of the protocol. For example, if the protocol
involves the parity of nodes, then no single instance can capture
all behaviors of the protocol. I4 still requires manual effort, as a
developer must inspect a protocol to add additional constraints
that reduce the state space to make model checking feasible.

FOL-IC3 [11] infers invariants by searching for logical
separators between reachable and invalid states in the protocol.
It searches for separators by checking if a separator exists for
a fixed number of variables and logical constraints, iteratively
increasing the number of possible variables and constraints
it considers if it fails. FOL-IC3 provides a strong theoretical
guarantee that it can always find the inductive invariant, but
does not scale to more complex protocols due to the large
space of possible separators that it enumerates and its heavy
and repeated use of expensive SMT queries.

We present DistAI (DISTributed protocol Automated learn-
ing of Invariants), a fully-automated system for learning in-
ductive invariants for distributed protocols. Like I4, DistAI
uses IVy to check invariants, but takes a completely different
approach to generating invariants and retrying when invariants
fail. We observe that even though a distributed protocol may be
used in very large systems, its invariants are likely to be concise,
as protocols need to be designed and understood by humans
to be correct. For example, the two-phase commit protocol has
an invariant that one node can commit only if all nodes have
voted yes, which can be expressed as the following formula:

∀N1 N2. go_commit(N1)⇒vote_yes(N2). (1)

The formula for this invariant only requires two variables, N1
and N2, and two relations, go_commit(N1) and vote_yes(N2),
to represent the constraint, but applies to all possible pairs
of nodes in an implementation of the protocol regardless
of the number of nodes in the implementation. Rather than
picking a finite size system from which to generate invariants
as in I4, DistAI operates in formula space and picks a finite
formula size, with a maximum number of quantified variables
(a variable and its quantifier ∀ or ∃) and literals (a relation such
as go_commit(N1) in the above example or its negation), for
which it enumerates candidate invariants. It then combines the
candidate invariants with the desired safety property and feeds
them to IVy. If DistAI does not succeed for a given formula
size, it increases the formula size and repeats the process until
the inductive invariant is found.

Although formula space is finite, enumerating and checking
all possible invariants with an SMT solver for even a modest
size formula is prohibitively expensive. DistAI limits the set of
candidate invariants it feeds IVy to check such that it can still
provide a strong theoretical guarantee of finding the inductive

invariant while delivering fast performance. DistAI provides
this key feature by introducing a novel data-driven approach
that uses data from protocol simulations to prune the invariants
that are checked to only those that hold for the simulations.

DistAI’s data-driven approach starts with the protocol
specification used by IVy and automatically converts it into
a form it can use to simulate the protocol for various size
systems. Protocol simulation simply performs protocol actions
by modifying the system state as described in the specification.
This generates many raw data samples, where a sample is a
snapshot of the system state after an action. Given a formula
size, DistAI projects these data samples into subsamples
that only involve at most the number of variables allowed
by the formula size. For example, if DistAI simulates the
two-phase commit protocol for a system with 100 nodes, each
data sample would contain the system state for 100 nodes, but
each subsample would contain the state of only two of the 100
nodes, assuming a formula size with two variables is being
considered as shown in Equation (1).

Using this data, DistAI introduces a novel approach that
enumerates only the strongest candidate invariants that hold
for all subsamples. An invariant I is stronger than I′ if I
implies I′. DistAI decomposes the enumeration space of
possible invariants based on the number of variables in a
formula and starts enumerating smallest formulas first. Any
weaker invariants already covered by an already enumerated
candidate invariant are skipped. For example, if DistAI has
found a candidate invariant ∀X .p(X), it will not enumerate
∀X .p(X)∨q(X) since the latter is implied by the former. This
approach results in fewer candidate invariants being generated,
and the candidate invariants generated having smaller formula
sizes, but still cover the enumeration space. Feeding these
candidate invariants to IVy results in fewer and smaller SMT
queries, improving performance. Currently, DistAI only
enumerates universal (∀ not ∃) invariants.

DistAI does not require sampling to be extensive or complete
as the candidate invariants are checked by IVy. If adding the
candidate invariants to the desired safety property is inductive,
the proof is done; IVy checks if the conjunction of all candidate
invariants with the desired safety property is inductive. Oth-
erwise, IVy indicates the invariants that failed, which DistAI
then refines. DistAI introduces a novel monotonic invariant re-
finement approach that we prove is guaranteed to find the right
inductive invariant if it can be represented by a given formula
size. We prove that the candidate invariants initially generated
by DistAI are guaranteed to be stronger than the inductive
invariant. As a result, for each candidate invariant that failed,
DistAI does not need to discard it, but instead can refine it to a
weaker invariant, simply by adding literals. It then tries again by
feeding the updated candidate invariants back to IVy. This re-
finement procedure is strictly monotonic and will converge in a
finite number of rounds. If the procedure still fails to find the in-
ductive invariant, DistAI increases the formula size and repeats
the whole process of sampling, enumeration, and refinement.
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Figure 1: DistAI workflow.

We prove that if a protocol is verifiable with universal
invariants, DistAI is guaranteed to verify it eventually.
DistAI operates on formula space, and any invariant formula
contains a finite number of variables and literals, so DistAI
will converge eventually. Furthermore, DistAI is simple
and self-contained, only relying on IVy. It has no other
requirements for external components, such as a complex
model checker. It also supports protocol abstraction, making
it possible to verify protocols that use other protocols, without
the need of an executable protocol implementation; only the
protocol specification already required to use Ivy is needed.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of DistAI by evaluating
it using 14 widely-used distributed protocols in a head-to-head
comparison against I4 and FOL-IC3. DistAI outperforms I4
and FOL-IC3 in terms of both the number of protocols for
which it finds the inductive invariant and the speed at which
it does so. Most protocols take a few seconds and all solved
protocols are proven in less than a minute. DistAI succeeds on
almost 50% more protocols than either I4 or FOL-IC3. DistAI
achieves these results up to an order of magnitude faster than
I4 and two orders of magnitude faster than FOL-IC3, without
requiring manual effort to add constraints or tune parameters.

2 Overview

Figure 1 illustrates how DistAI works. Starting with a
distributed protocol specification for IVy, first, DistAI does
two-stage sampling, as discussed in Section 3. It simulates
the protocol on different sizes of systems, which we refer to as
different size protocol instances, and records the system state
as it changes as a sequence of data samples. It then projects the
samples into subsamples based on the formula size currently
being considered. We express formulas in prenex normal form

(PNF), so that the prefix, which we refer to as an invariant
template, has a maximum number of quantified variables and
the matrix has a maximum number of literals. Second, DistAI
does enumeration, as discussed in Section 4. It enumerates
all strongest candidate invariants that satisfy the subsamples.
Third, DistAI feeds the candidate invariants to IVy, which
either succeeds with the conjunction of the invariants and the
desired safety property as the inductive invariant, or fails and
indicates each invariant that does not hold. Fourth, DistAI
performs monotonic refinement, as discussed in Section 5. For
each candidate invariant that does not hold, DistAI weakens the
invariant by adding literals, then feeds the new set of candidate
invariants to IVy, repeatedly weakening failed invariants until
either it finds the inductive invariant or the safety property
itself fails. In the latter case, DistAI increases the formula size
by increasing either the maximum number of variables or the
maximum number of literals allowed, and repeats the whole
process of sampling, enumeration, and refinement.

We use the Ricart-Agrawala protocol [26] as an example
of how DistAI works. Figure 2 shows the IVy specification
of this classic distributed mutual exclusion protocol, which
has five key pieces we use for learning invariants:
1. Types. (line 2) Types define different domains of the pro-

tocol (e.g., nodes, packets, epochs). The Ricart-Agrawala
protocol only has one type, node.

2. Relations. (lines 4-6) Relations define the state of the
protocol, with variables that represent types used as argu-
ments. The Ricart-Agrawala protocol has three relations.
For example, relation holds(N) has one variable N of type
node, and indicates if N is in the critical section. If the
current instance has three nodes N1,N2,N3, then there are
three concrete predicates holds(N1),holds(N2),holds(N3)
associated with relation holds. Each predicate is either
true or false at a certain system state.

3. Initialization. (lines 8-12) Initialization defines the initial
state of the protocol in terms of its relations. For the
Ricart-Agrawala protocol, all relations are initially false.

4. Actions. (lines 13-35) Actions define how the protocol
may transition from one state to another, modifying the
state by setting relations to true or false. Actions are
defined with preconditions using the require keyword,
which must be satisfied for the protocol to take the action.

5. Safety Property. (line 43) The target invariant, defined
with logical constraints on the types and relations.
As shown in the specification, a node can send a request

for the critical section to another node and can only enter
the critical section after it has received replies from all other
nodes. When receiving a request, a node delays its reply if it is
currently holding the critical section, or if it has requested the
critical section and already received a reply from the requester,
which indicates an earlier timestamp and a higher priority.
The node then sends the reply after it leaves the critical section.
The safety property at line 43 asserts that at any time, there
is no more than one node holding the critical section. For
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1 #lang ivy1.7
2 type node
3

4 relation requested(N1:node , N2:node)
5 relation replied(N1:node , N2:node)
6 relation holds(N:node)
7

8 after init {
9 requested(N1, N2) := false;

10 replied(N1, N2) := false;
11 holds(N) := false;
12 }
13 action request(requester: node , responder: node) = {
14 require ~requested(requester , responder);
15 require requester ~= responder;
16 requested(requester , responder) := true;
17 }
18 action reply(requester: node , responder: node) = {
19 require ~replied(requester , responder);
20 require ~holds(responder);
21 require ~replied(responder , requester);
22 require requested(requester , responder);
23 require requester ~= responder;
24 requested(requester , responder) := false;
25 replied(requester , responder) := true;
26 }
27 action enter(requester: node) = {
28 require N ~= requester -> replied(requester , N);
29 holds(requester) := true;
30 }
31 action leave(requester: node) = {
32 require holds(requester);
33 holds(requester) := false;
34 replied(requester , N) := false;
35 }
36

37 export request
38 export reply
39 export enter
40 export leave
41

42 # safety property
43 invariant [safety] holds(N1) & holds(N2) -> N1 = N2

Figure 2: Ricart-Agrawala protocol written in IVy. “~” stands for
negation. Capitalized variables are implicitly quantified. For example,
line 9 means ∀N1 N2∈node, requested(N1,N2) := f alse.

simplicity, Figure 2 specifies the protocol without explicit
timestamps and only shows one requested relation as opposed
to separate request_send and request_received relations
which would be part of the real protocol. The safety property
of Ricart-Agrawala is not an inductive invariant itself. One
needs to add the following two invariants to the safety property
so that the resulting conjunction forms an inductive invariant:

∀N1 N2.¬(replied(N1,N2)∧replied(N2,N1)) (2)
∀N1 N2. holds(N1)∧N1 6=N2→replied(N1,N2). (3)

The first invariant asserts the absence of bidirectional reply,
meaning that any two nodes cannot both give the other one
a higher priority. The second invariant says that any node
holding the critical section must have received replies from all
other nodes. DistAI automatically finds the inductive invariant
by learning the additional invariants.

Two-stage sampling. To automatically learning the induc-
tive invariant and prove the correctness of the Ricart-Agrawala

protocol, DistAI first does two-stage sampling, as shown in
Figure 1. It simulates the protocol at different instance sizes
and records the system state as a sequence of data samples,
each of which presents the values of all the relations. For
example, a data sample for an instance size of five nodes (i.e.,
n1, n2, ···, n5) using the Ricart-Agrawala protocol consists of
55 boolean values denoting if the following 55 predicates hold
or not at the current state:

requested(n1,n1), requested(n1,n2),···, requested(n5,n5)

replied(n1,n1), replied(n1,n2),···, replied(n5,n5)

holds(n1), holds(n2),···, holds(n5).

DistAI chooses a maximum formula size for a candidate
invariant, which defines the maximum number of quantified
variables that can be used per domain and the maximum num-
ber of literals (a predicate or its negation) in the formula. DistAI
projects data samples to subsamples, which only contain
values of predicates that match the formula size. For example,
given a formula with two variables {∀N1 N2}, indicating that
candidate invariants start with ∀N1 N2···, each subsample only
contains the value of predicates related to two assigned nodes.
Enumeration. DistAI then enumerates all strongest candi-
date invariants that satisfy the subsamples, up to the maximum
formula size. Invariants are expressed as formulas in first-order
logic. For example, given a maximum formula size of at most
two variables and two literals, the following three formulas
could be enumerated, assuming they all satisfy the subsamples:

∀N1 6=N2. replied(N1,N2) (4)
∀N1 6=N2. replied(N1,N2)∨replied(N2,N1) (5)
∀N1 6=N2. replied(N1,N2)∨¬holds(N1). (6)

However, DistAI would only generate the first one as a
candidate invariant because the first one implies the other two,
so the latter two formulas can be skipped. The first formula
is the strongest candidate invariant among the three formulas.
Monotonic refinement. DistAI feeds the candidate invari-
ants and the protocol specification to IVy, which runs its
SMT solver to check if the conjunction of the invariants with
the safety property is an inductive invariant. If the solver
passes, DistAI has succeeded. Succeeding means that if the
conjunction of the invariants with the safety property holds
before a protocol action is taken, each invariant still holds after
the action is taken. Otherwise, IVy outputs which candidate
invariants failed, and DistAI weakens each failed invariant and
tries again with IVy with the candidate invariants, each failed
invariant being replaced by weakened invariants with no more
variables and literals than the maximum formula size. For
the Ricart-Agrawala protocol, IVy shows that the invariant
in Equation (4) is incorrect. The invariant is then weakened
into Equations (5) and (6), among others, which will then be
checked by IVy. Later, IVy will also invalidate Equation (5),
and since it has reached the maximum formula size, it will be
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requested(X,Y):
X\Y n1 n2 n3 n4 n5
n1  0  1  1  1  0
n2  1  0  1  0  1
n3  0  0  0  0  0
n4  1  1  0  0  0
n5  1  1  1  1  0

replied(X,Y):
X\Y n1 n2 n3 n4 n5
n1  0  1  0  0  1
n2  0  0  0  0  1
n3  1  1  0  1  1
n4  1  1  0  0  0
n5  0  0  0  1  0

holds(X):
X n1 n2 n3 n4 n5
  0  0  1  0  0

Subsampling

Template:
Forall N1 N2,

requested(X,Y):
X\Y N1 N2
N1  0  1 
N2  0  0 

holds(X):
X N1 N2
  0  1  

replied(X,Y):
X\Y N1 N2
N1  0  0 
N2  1  0 

Subsample: N1 ← n2, N2 ← n3
Sample

Figure 3: The subsampling process. The frame on the left shows a single sample state of a finite instance of the Ricart-Agrawala protocol with
five nodes. A single subsample with two quantified variables {∀N1 N2} is generated by mapping the quantified variables to concrete nodes
in the finite instance, n2 and n3, and extracting their associated values (shown in blue boxes in the sample frame). 0/1 stand for false/true.

simply discarded. Equation (6) is never invalidated by IVy and
will be part of the inductive invariant in the end. If IVy indicates
that the safety property failed, it means that the formula size
is not sufficient. DistAI will then increase the formula size
by either increasing the maximum number of variables or the
maximum number of literals, then re-run the process.

3 Two-Stage Sampling

Obtaining data samples for a distributed protocol requires simu-
lating a finite instance of the protocol and recording the system
state on each action. However, invariants are usually composed
of quantified variables that impose constraints on all domains
of the protocol, not just the specific domains of a finite instance.
Therefore, DistAI projects the collected finite state samples
into abstract subsamples on quantified variables that also apply
to all domains of the protocol and represent potential predicates
in the invariant. We refer to these two procedures as sampling
and subsampling respectively, since many abstract subsamples
can be generated from a single concrete data sample.

The two-stage sampling has four parameters: the absolute
maximum number of instances to consider before terminating
(MI), the maximum number of instances to consider before
terminating if no further subsamples are generated (MIS), the
number of actions to take when simulating a finite instance
(MA), and the number of subsamples to generate from one
data sample (SD). As we show in Section 6, DistAI’s ability to
find an inductive invariant is not sensitive to the specific values
of these parameters, which are always set to their defaults of
1000, 20, 50, and 3, respectively.
Sampling. DistAI first translates the protocol from IVy into
Python, with relations simulated by multidimensional arrays,
and actions simulated by Python functions. This allows DistAI
to efficiently simulate the protocol. The translation is not in the
trusted computing base since learned invariants are eventually
validated by IVy.

DistAI then simulates the protocol in Python from different
valid initial states on randomly chosen finite instances of the
protocol. DistAI randomly chooses an instance size from some
range of sizes using a simple discrete uniform distribution. For

each domain T (e.g., node), a protocol typically has some min-
imum instance size to function well, which we refer to as NT

min.
In practice, the minimum instance size NT

min is determined as
the maximum number of variables of type T in any relation; a
protocol will not function well if its relations have variables that
cannot be mapped to the instance size. For example, for a pro-
tocol with two relations p(n1 :T1,n2 :T1,m1 :T2) and q(m1 :T2),
we have NT1

min =max(2,0)= 2 and NT2
min =max(1,1)= 1. The

probability for choosing a given domain size NT is then:

Pr[NT ]=1/w (NT
min≤NT <NT

min+w)

DistAI uses w = 4 by default. This allows sampling from
multiple instance sizes, but limits the instance sizes to within
w of the minimum instance size for performance, as larger
instances take more time to simulate.

For each valid initial state, DistAI simulates the protocol
by performing MA number of actions. Since the distributed
protocols are nondeterministic with regard to the next action
taken (e.g., we do not know which node will send the next
request or reply), multiple runs from the same initial state
will result in different samples. Given an initial state s0,
DistAI uses the simple method formalized in Algorithm 1, to
simulate a protocol, which randomly chooses an action from
an action pool (line 6) with randomly chosen arguments from
an argument pool (line 9) that satisfy the precondition (line
10). It then performs the action, records the new system state,
and repeats the process (line 16-17). An action is removed
from the action pool once its argument pool is exhausted,
and the protocol terminates if the action pool is exhausted.
Since some protocols may never terminate, MA defines an
upper bound on the number of actions performed. Once the
simulation completes, the set of reached states S is returned.

For example, for the Ricart-Agrawala protocol, during each
iteration of the algorithm, DistAI first randomly selects one of
the four possible actions: request, reply, enter, and leave. If
request is selected, DistAI then randomly chooses the nodes
for its two arguments, requester and responder. However,
not every pair of nodes are valid arguments as the two nodes
must satisfy lines 14-15, the two preconditions to legitimately
trigger the request action under the protocol. If the current
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Algorithm 1 Stochastic Sampling Algorithm.

Input: Protocol P with actions A . Initial state s0
Output: A simulation trace, represented by a set of states S

1: S :={s0}, s :=s0
2: for iter :=1 to MA do
3: action_pool :=A
4: action_ f ound := f alse
5: while¬action_ f ound∧|action_pool|>0 do
6: action := select_random(action_pool)
7: args_pool := enum_arguments(s,a)
8: while |args_pool|>0 do
9: args := select_random(args_pool)

10: if precondition_holds(P ,s,action,args) then
11: action_ f ound := true
12: break
13: args_pool :=args_pool\{args}
14: action_pool :=action_pool\{action}
15: if action_ f ound then
16: s:=execute_protocol(P ,s,a,args)
17: S:=S∪{s}
18: else
19: break
20: return S

〈requester,responder〉 pair violates the precondition, DistAI
removes it from the argument pool and randomly selects
another one. This repeats until a valid pair of arguments is
found or the pool is exhausted, in which case DistAI removes
request from the action pool and selects another action.

After each iteration, DistAI logs the current system state,
represented by the value of all the relations. In Figure 2, that
is the value of predicates requested(N1,N2), replied(N1,N2),
and holds(N1) for all N1 and N2. Figure 3 shows a sample
of the Ricart-Agrawala algorithm for an instance size of five
nodes in the left frame. The requested and replied relations
each take two nodes as arguments, so their samples record
the relations for all possible pairs of nodes, resulting in 25
boolean values each. The holds relation only takes a single
node as argument, so five boolean values are recorded, one
for each of the five nodes in the protocol instantiation.

DistAI can also simulate protocols calling other protocols,
even when the protocol being called is a blackbox. When a
protocol calls another protocol through a blackbox interface,
described by a specification without a concrete implemen-
tation, DistAI treats it as an action with nondeterministic
behavior. If the action is selected with arguments that satisfy
its preconditions, DistAI selects randomly updated states that
satisfy its postconditions as the execution result.

Our simple stochastic sampling procedure, while very
efficient, may not achieve high coverage and can leave corner
cases uncovered. More sophisticated techniques [1, 25, 30]

can be applied to improve coverage for complex protocols
with sparse inputs and difficult to reach states. However, the
correctness of learned invariants is guarded by the Z3 SMT
solver used by IVy. If the samples are incomplete and the
invariants fail the SMT check, DistAI will iteratively refine
the invariants until they are correct, as discussed in Section 5.

Subsampling. The data samples from protocol simulation
may be of all different lengths depending on the instance size
used. We want to map the concrete samples from simulation
to an invariant template, the small set of quantified variables
that may appear in the invariant, denoted by τ. Given a set
of data samples and an invariant template, DistAI applies a
subsampling procedure translating the variable length data
samples to fixed length vectors, which we call subsamples.
Formally, a subsample corresponds to an assignment α of
the variables in τ and contains the values of relations given
the assignment to the template. Subsamples taken with an
invariant template with variables V1,...,Vn can then be used
to learn invariants (denoted I) on those variables:

τ={∀V1...Vn} ∀V1...Vn. I(V1,...,Vn).

For example, in the Ricart-Agrawala protocol, the relations
requested and replied each operate on two nodes, so the initial
template is τ={∀N1 N2}. Under this template, there are only
10 predicates that may appear in an invariant formula, namely:

requested(N1,N1), requested(N1,N2), requested(N2,N1),

requested(N2,N2), replied(N1,N1), replied(N1,N2),

replied(N2,N1), replied(N2,N2), holds(N1), holds(N2).

For this template, a 5-node data sample can induce 5∗4=20
subsamples, by first assigning one node X1 for N1 and then an-
other node X2 for N2 , as illustrated in Figure 3. Since there are
10 predicates, each subsample has 10 possible boolean values,
so one data sample results in 20×10=200 boolean values.

Enumerating all valid subsamples from each sample can
be computationally undesirable, especially for multi-domain
protocols. If we add a new domain msg, and let the template be
{∀N1 N2∈node, M1 M2∈msg}, then a sample with five nodes
and 10 messages will induce 1,800 subsamples. Therefore,
DistAI randomly chooses SD valid subsamples from each sam-
ple. Two-stage sampling terminates when MI instances have
been simulated, or no new subsample is found after simulating
MIS consecutive instances of the protocol. The subsamples
are then deduplicated and passed on to invariant enumeration.

Although DistAI’s sampling has several parameters, they do
not need to be manually tuned to find inductive invariants. We
use the default values for all protocols. For example, when MA
or SD become larger, each simulation round will take longer,
but fewer rounds will be required to converge. Similarly, a
small MI/MIS may stop two-stage sampling prematurely,
but the missing states will be resolved later by monotonic
refinement. The parameters do not affect whether DistAI finds
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inductive invariants, only how fast it finds them. Sampling is
useful simply as a performance optimization that reduces the
number of SMT queries required during refinement.

4 Candidate Invariant Enumeration

Algorithm 2 shows DistAI’s enumeration-based algorithm to
generate candidate invariants from the subsamples obtained
in Section 3. To reduce the number of candidate invariants
required for covering the invariant space and reduce the
maximum number of literals needed for finding the inductive
invariant, we partition the invariant space into multiple
regions, each represented by a constrained template called a
subtemplate. We then enumerate all possible invariants in each
region (i.e., under each subtemplate), and retain candidate
invariants that hold for the collected subsamples.
Template decomposition. Before enumerating candidates
invariants, we decompose templates into subtemplates that
incorporate additional constraints (line 1). A template with N
variables in the same domain will be split into N subtemplates
which have from 1 to N variables. A subtemplate with more
variables is said to be larger than a subtemplate with fewer
variables. For example, a template τ={∀N1 N2}will be split
into two subtemplates, τ1 ={∀N1 N2. N1 =N2}={∀N1} and
τ2 ={∀N1 N2. N1 6=N2}, abbreviated as {∀N1 6=N2}, with τ2
being larger than τ1. All operations that use subtemplates in
Algorithm 2 traverse them from smallest to largest (lines 2 & 5).

This subtemplate optimization reduces the cost of enu-
meration in two ways. First, subtemplates reduce the number
of candidates that need to be enumerated due to symmetry.
For example, for the Ricart-Agrawala protocol, when using
template τ, both of the following invariants will be enumerated:

∀N1 N2.¬replied(N1,N1) ∀N1 N2.¬replied(N2,N2).

On the other hand, when using the subtemplate τ1, the
equivalent enumeration would only result in one candidate:

∀N1.¬replied(N1,N1). (7)

Furthermore, DistAI will project Equation (7) using τ2 to the
following candidate invariants:

∀N1 6=N2.¬replied(N1,N1) ∀N1 6=N2.¬replied(N2,N2),

which are then marked as validated using τ1, avoiding further
redundant validations. We refer to this as invariant projection.

Second, subtemplates can reduce the maximum number of
literals in the invariant formula. For example, one invariant of
the Ricart-Agrawala protocol (Equation 3) can be rewritten as:

∀N1 N2.¬(N1 6=N2)∨¬holds(N1)∨replied(N1,N2) (8)

This is a disjunction of three literals under the full template τ.
However, using subtemplate τ2 ={∀N1 6=N2}, an equivalent

Algorithm 2 Invariant Enumeration Algorithm.

Input: Template τ, subsample table ST , max-literal l
Output: A set of invariants I∗

1: subtemplates := decompose_templates(τ)
2: for τ′∈ traverse(subtemplates) do
3: proj_table[τ′] := ST|τ′
4: I[τ′] := /0

5: for τ′∈ traverse(subtemplates) do
6: predicates := proj_table[τ′].header
7: Pτ := predicates∪{¬p|p∈predicates}
8: for n :=1 to l do
9: for inv∈ combinations(Pτ, n) do

10: if check_subset_exists(inv, I[τ′]) then
11: continue
12: if check_inv_holds(inv, proj_table[τ′]) then
13: I[τ′] := I[τ′]∪{inv}
14: for τ′succ∈successors(τ′) do
15: for inv∈ I[τ′]) do
16: I[τ′succ] := I[τ′succ]∪ proj_inv(inv,τ′,τ′succ)
17: I∗ := {(τ′ : inv) | τ′ ∈ subtemplates, inv ∈

I[τ′], inv was checked against subsamples}

form of this invariant can be learned using a formula size with
a maximum of two literals:

∀N1 6=N2.¬holds(N1)∨replied(N1,N2)

We can denote an invariant as τ : inv, where τ is the subtemplate
under which the invariant formula inv is found and inv is
expressed as a disjunction of literals. In this example, we
effectively can denote the same invariant using subtemplate
τ2 as τ2 : inv′, where one literal that was previously part of inv
is no longer part of inv′ because it is now a part of τ2. Because
DistAI operates in formula space and the time complexity
of enumeration is exponential in the maximum number of
literals, such a small reduction in the number of literals can
have a significant impact on the overall cost of enumeration.

Subtemplates can also reduce the maximum number of lit-
erals by exploiting another form of symmetry. If there is a
total order on a domain, such as with node identifiers, we will
further assign an order on the variables in the subtemplate and
strengthen {∀N1 6=N2} into {∀N1<N2}Because of symmetry,
invariant formulas with {∀N1 < N2} are equivalent to those
with{∀N2<N1}, so we do not need to enumerate the latter once
we have done the former. This is useful since inductive invari-
ants often contain comparisons between variables in a domain
with a total order. For example, this optimization helps reduce
the maximum number of literals required from six to four for
the database chain replication protocol evaluated in Section 6.

Subtemplates work with multiple domains as well. Consider
a protocol with two domains, T1 and T2, where T1 defines a total
order, and the template τ is {∀X1 X2 X3∈T1,Y1 Y2∈T2}. After
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Figure 4: Dependency relations between the six subtemplates
derived from the template {∀X1 X2 X3∈T1,Y1 Y2∈T2}.

template decomposition we get six subtemplates, as shown in
Figure 4. For multiple domains, there may not exist a total or-
dering of all subtemplates from smallest to largest, so the only
requirement for the order of traversal of subtemplates is that
the quantified variables in each subtemplate are not a subset of
a prior one, such that formulas can always be validated with the
smallest possible subtemplate. In Figure 4, A→B→C→D→
E→F is a valid traversal order, while A→D→E→B→C→
F would be invalid because the quantified variables {X1,X2,Y1}
for subtemplate B are a subset of {X1,X2,Y1,Y2} of subtemplate
E. We follow graph terminology and call subtemplates B and
D the successors of A, and A the predecessor of B and D.
Subtemplate projection. Because DistAI uses subtem-
plates for candidate enumeration instead of templates, the full
subsamples of the invariant template need to be projected onto
each subtemplate (line 3). This is done similarly to how data
samples are projected onto full subsamples using an invariant
template, as discussed in Section 3, except in this case, full
subsamples are projected onto subsamples using a subtemplate.
For example, for this multi-domain protocol, when projecting
full subsamples to subtemplate {∀X1 < X2 ∈ T1, ∀Y1 ∈ T2}
(node B in Figure 4), there are six possible variable mappings:
{X1→X1,X2→X2,Y1→Y1},...,{X1→X2,X2→X3,Y1→Y2}.
Note that the total order on T1 needs to be preserved, otherwise
there would be 12 possible mappings. Similarly, going to back
the Ricart-Agrawala protocol example, when projecting full
subsamples of the invariant template τ to subtemplate τ1, there
are two possible variable mappings: {N1→N1,N1→N2}.
Subtemplate candidate enumeration. DistAI enumerates
and checks all possible candidates for each subtemplate
τ′ (lines 6-13). Each subtemplate τ′ has a certain number
of predicates m. For example, for the Ricart-Agrawala
protocol using template τ1, there are three predicates:
requested(N1, N1), replied(N1, N1), holds(N1). DistAI
adds the m predicates p1, p2, ..., pm and their negations
¬p1,¬p2,...,¬pm to the literal pool Pτ (line 7).

Given a formula size with the maximum number of literals
l, DistAI enumerates all subsets of Pτ with size at most l as
candidate invariants. For example, if m = 3 and l = 1, there
would be six candidate invariants: p1,¬p1, p2,¬p2, p3,¬p3.
By default, DistAI initially sets l=3, and iteratively increases
it later in the refinement process (see Section 5). We only

consider invariants in the form of disjunctions of literals since
invariants with conjunctions can simply be split into multiple
invariants. If a candidate invariant C includes both a predicate
and its negation, it will be discarded. If not, DistAI checks
the validity of C against the subsamples. If C is satisfied by
all subsamples for the subtemplate, C is added to the set of
generated invariants, which we refer to as the invariant set.

DistAI exploits symmetry to prune the candidate enumer-
ation space. Whenever an invariant is learned, we permute the
quantified variables with the same type and emit equivalent
candidates without needing to check if they are satisfied
by the subsamples. For example, under the subtemplate
{∀ X 6=Y ∈T1, A 6=B∈T2}, if p(X ,Y )∨¬q(Y )∨r(X ,A,B) is
an invariant, then p(Y,X)∨¬q(X)∨r(Y,B,A), along with two
other formulas, are also invariants.

Enumeration is ordered by the number of literals in the
candidate invariants, and any candidate that is weaker than
an invariant already added to the invariant set is skipped (lines
8-11). For example, if we already know p∨¬q is an invariant,
then for any predicate r, p∨¬q∨r is guaranteed to be a valid
but weaker invariant, and can be skipped in the enumeration.
Based on Figure 3, applying this enumeration procedure to
the Ricart-Agrawala protocol with subtemplate {∀N1} and
l=2 results in the following two generated invariants:

¬requested(N1,N1) ¬replied(N1,N1)

Invariant projection. After finding all candidates on
one subtemplate, DistAI calculates the projection of the
candidates on each successor, then propagates the projection
and moves on to enumerate the next subtemplate (line 14-16).
This reduces the cost of validating candidates using larger
subtemplates against their subsamples. For example, for the
Ricart-Agrawala protocol, suppose we have learned two
invariants ¬requested(N1,N1) and ¬replied(N1,N1) under
subtemplate τ1 = {∀N1}. Before enumerating candidates
under subtemplate τ2={∀N1 N2}, we know the following four
candidates must hold under τ2 because they are projections
of the learned invariants under the simpler template τ1:

¬requested(N1,N1) ¬replied(N1,N1)

¬requested(N2,N2) ¬replied(N2,N2)

As a result, these four candidates can simply be added to the
invariant set under τ2 without enumerating and validating
them against any subsamples (line 16). Any weaker candidates
will also be skipped, further reducing the cost of enumeration.
For example,¬requested(N1,N1)∨holds(N1) can be skipped
since it is weaker than¬requested(N1,N1).
Strongest possible invariant set. Finally, after traversing
all subtemplates, DistAI unions together the subtemplate
invariant sets to form the initial set of generated invariants
(line 17) which will be fed to IVy. Since all possible candidate
invariants have been considered for each subtemplate, we can
prove that, for any invariant inv (in the form of disjunctions of
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literals) under template τ with a maximum number of literals
of no more than l, there must exist an invariant inv′ in the con-
structed invariant set such that inv′⇒ inv. General invariants
can be converted into conjunctive normal form (CNF) and
then split into multiple invariants in the form of disjunctions
of literals. Thus, the initial invariant set for a subtemplate is a
strongest possible invariant set that is guaranteed to be at least
as strong as the inductive invariant if there are no more than
τ variables, also known as quantifiers, and l literals.

Intuitively, since each subtemplate provides the strongest
possible invariant set, the invariant checked by IVy, which is
constructed using the conjunction of all invariants across the
union of subtemplate invariant sets, should also be the strongest
with regard to the subsamples. In practice, when unioning
the invariant sets, we can exclude invariants generated by
projection from predecessors because they can be implied by
their original counterparts. We formalize this in Theorem 1:

Theorem 1. Let I∗ be the output of Algorithm 2. For any invari-
ant set I under template τ with a maximum number of literals of
no more than l, if I is satisfied by every subsample, then I∗⇒ I.
Proof. First we consider a variant of Algorithm 2 where Line
17 does not exclude invariants generated by projection. We
prove this by contradiction. Suppose there exists I under
template τ with a maximum number of literals of no more
than l, I is satisfied by every subsample and I∗; I. Consider
any invariant τ′ : inv∈ I but τ′ : inv /∈ I∗. Recall each individual
invariant is a disjunction of literals, assuming CNF. Since I is
satisfied by every subsample, τ′ : inv is also satisfied by every
subsample. If we reach lines 12-13 in Algorithm 2, it will be
added to the invariant set. The only possibility of τ′ : inv /∈ I∗ is
that the branch condition at line 10 evaluates to true. However,
this indicates that a subset of inv is already in the invariant set.
The subset of inv implies inv (e.g., p∨q⇒ p∨q∨r). So we still
have I∗⇒τ′ : inv. To conclude, every τ′ : inv∈ I but τ′ : inv /∈ I∗

can be implied by I∗, which is a contradiction to I∗; I.
Now we exclude invariants generated by projection and get

a new I∗new. From lines 15-16, every excluded invariant can be
implied by another invariant in its predecessor subtemplate,
so we can show I∗⇔ I∗new, thus completing the proof.

Constants and function symbols. Although the discussion
above assumes a literal can only be a predicate or its negation,
DistAI also supports constants and function symbols as literals.
For example, given a template {∀X Y ∈ T} and a constant
c∈T , DistAI considers X = c and Y = c as two independent
predicates and reasons about them like any other predicate. As
another example, given a template {∀X1 X2∈T1,Y1∈T2} and
a function f : T1→T2, DistAI can introduce Y2 = f (X1),Y3 =
f (X2) and treat Y2,Y3 as variables like Y1.

5 Monotonic Invariant Refinement

When DistAI feeds the enumerated invariants to IVy, IVy
may find that the conjunction of the invariants and the safety

Algorithm 3 Minimum Weakening Algorithm.

Input: Invariant set
I[τ′] for each subtemplate τ′, and the broken invariant τ′0 : inv
Output: Updated invariant set I[τ′] for each subtemplate τ′

1: I[τ′0] := I[τ′0]\{inv}
2: if inv.length< l then
3: for literal∈ valid_literals(τ′0) do
4: if literal /∈ inv then
5: new_inv := inv∪{literal}
6: if ¬ check_subset_exists(new_inv, I[τ′0]) then
7: I[τ′0] := I[τ′0]∪{new_inv}
8: for τ′succ∈successors(τ′0) do
9: new_invs:=proj_inv(inv,τ′0,τ

′
succ)

10: for new_inv∈new_invs do
11: I[τ′succ] := I[τ′succ]∪{new_inv}

property are not inductive and return a list of invariants that
failed. This is likely to happen at least for the initial invariants
that DistAI enumerates as its sampling is not guaranteed to be
complete. Because sampling is not complete and is primarily
to improve performance, DistAI may generate invariants
that would not hold if sampling was done for more protocol
instances. In general, when IVy indicates that an invariant
fails, it is difficult to know whether the solution is to weaken or
strengthen the invariant. Prior work uses different methods to
evade this challenge but gives no fundamental solution [19,35].

DistAI provides a simple and clean solution to this problem
by starting with the strongest possible invariants and ensuring
that the invariants remains the strongest possible ones
throughout the refinement process. For each invariant that
fails, which we refer to as a broken invariant, DistAI applies
mimimum weakening to the invariant. The candidate invariant
space becomes strictly smaller after each failure. DistAI
ensures that the conjunction of the weakened invariants will
remain stronger than the eventual invariants that must be added
to the safety property to make it inductive, if it is expressible
under the current template τ and maximum number of literals
l. The overall process is guaranteed to converge to find the
inductive invariant.

Algorithm 3 shows the minimum weakening algorithm used,
given an initial invariant set and a broken invariant. We denote
an invariant as τ′ : inv, where τ′ is the subtemplate under which
inv is found and inv is the invariant expressed as a disjunction
of literals. The algorithm consists of three steps. First, DistAI
removes the broken invariant from the initial invariant set.
When IVy returns that τ′0 : inv fails, DistAI removes τ′ : inv
from the invariant set that was initially passed to IVy (line 1).

Second, DistAI finds all weakened versions of the broken
invariant and adds them back to the invariant set. A weakened
version of τ′ : inv is created by add one more literal via disjunc-
tion to inv (lines 2-7). For example, suppose inv = p∨¬q is
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rejected by IVy. Recall that during the invariant enumeration,
since p∨¬q was considered as an invariant, for all literals r,
the candidate p∨¬q∨r would be skipped. Now, for any literal
r, p∨¬q∨r becomes a meaningful invariant. DistAI updates
the invariant set by adding the weakened invariants back to
the invariant set as long as they can not be implied by some
other invariant that is already in the invariant set (e.g., p∨r).
If the broken invariant has reached the maximum number of
literals, this second step will be skipped.

Third, DistAI projects the broken invariant to higher subtem-
plates, and adds all such projections. For each successor τ′succ
of τ′0, DistAI adds all the projections of inv on τ′succ to the invari-
ant set (line 8-11). To see why this is necessary, consider the
following candidate invariant in some leader election protocol:

∀X ∈T.¬leader(X). (9)

This asserts no one can be a leader. This invariant may fail
in IVy because the SMT solver observes a system state
{leader(i1),¬leader(i2), i2< i1} (suppose T has total order).
Recall that DistAI uses a traversal order to enumerate invariants
under different subtemplates, and the invariants from smaller
subtemplates will be projected to larger subtemplates to
avoid repeated enumeration. So previously, the following two
candidate invariants, under a larger subtemplate {∀X <Y ∈T},
were skipped because they could be implied by Invariant (9).

∀X <Y ∈T.¬leader(X) (10)
∀X <Y ∈T.¬leader(Y ). (11)

But now, after Invariant (9) is invalidated and removed, we
need to reconsider Invariants (10) and (11) and add them to the
candidate invariant set. We validate the new invariants using
IVy again. If successful, DistAI outputs the current invariant
set as the inductive invariant, otherwise we will enter the
next refinement round. In this case, if the distributed protocol
has the property that only the greatest user can be the leader,
then Invariant (11) will be invalidated in a later round, while
Invariant (10) is likely to be correct and remain valid to the end.

The three-step minimum weakening procedure guarantees
after any number of refinement rounds, the invariant set is
always a strongest possible one that is satisfied by all the
subsamples. This “strongest possible” property implies that
throughout refinement, the invariant set is always stronger than
the correct invariant set required for an inductive invariant,
so whenever an invariant fails, we should always weaken the
broken invariant. The guarantee can be formally stated as:

Theorem 2. Let I∗ be the invariant set after n refinement
rounds, and Bn={τ′1 : inv1,τ

′
2 : inv2,...,τ

′
n : invn} be the broken

invariants in each round. For any invariant set I under template
τ with no more than l literals, if I is satisfied by every subsample,
and does not imply any broken invariant in Bn, then I∗⇒ I.

Proof. We prove this by induction on the number of rounds.
The base case is simple. In Round 0, there is no broken

invariant, and the statement degenerates to Theorem 1. Now we
focus on the induction case. Suppose after k refinement rounds,
we get invariant set I∗k . For any invariant set I under template τ

with no more than l literals, if I is satisfied by every subsample,
and does not imply any broken invariant in Bk, then I∗k⇒ I.

Now we come to round k+1. We prove by contradiction.
Suppose we have an invariant set I under template τ with no
more than l literals such that 1) I is satisfied by every subsam-
ple, 2) I does not imply any broken invariant in Bk+1, and 3)
I∗k+1 ; I. Consider any invariant τ′ : inv such that I⇒ τ′ : inv
but I∗k+1 ; τ′ : inv. From the induction hypothesis, we know
I∗k ⇒ τ′ : inv. Let τ′k+1 : invk+1 be the invalidated invariant
in round k+1. From the algorithm, τ′k+1 : invk+1 is the only
removed invariant in this round. Since each invariant is a dis-
junction of literals,we can show τ′k+1 : invk+1⇒τ′ : inv. In other
words, the hypothetical “missing” invariant must be implied
by the removed invariant. We further know either inv includes
more literals than inv, or τ′ includes more quantified variables
not in τ′k+1, or both. Otherwise we have τ′ : inv⇒τ′k+1 : invk+1.
Then τ′ : inv= τ′k+1 : invk+1, a contradiction to I⇒ τ′ : inv and
I does not imply the broken invariant τ′k+1 : invk+1.

Now we consider the two cases separately. 1) inv includes a
literal p not in invk+1. Consider the formula F =τk+1 : invk+1∨
p. From τ′k+1 : invk+1 ⇒ τ′ : inv, we can show F ⇒ τ′ : inv.
However, F is added to the new invariant set I∗k+1 unless it can
be implied by existing invariants (Line 3-7 in Algorithm 3). So
we have I∗k+1⇒F⇒τ′ : inv. 2) τ′ includes a quantified variable
X not in τ′k+1. Consider the formula G=τ′′ : invk+1, where τ′′ is
τ′ extended with X . Again, from τ′k+1 : invk+1⇒τ′ : inv, we can
show G⇒τ′ : inv. However, G is added to the new invariant set
I∗k+1(Line 8-11 in Algorithm 3). So we have I∗k+1⇒G⇒τ′ : inv.
In both 1) and 2), we reach I∗k+1⇒ τ′ : inv, which means the
“missing” invariant is already implied by the existing invariant
set output by the algorithm, a contradiction.

Intuitively, Theorem 2 ensures that starting from a too
strong invariant set, the minimum weakening steps never
over-weaken the invariants and “bypass” the correct invariants
in between. Combined with Theorem 1, which guarantees
that monotonic refinement indeed starts from the strongest
invariant set, we have the following corollary:

Corollary 1. If there exists a correct invariant set expressible
with template τ and maximum number of literals l, then the
refinement procedure will terminate with one such invariant
set within a finite number of rounds, otherwise the refinement
procedure will terminate with a broken safety property.

Sometimes, the weakened versions of a broken invariant are
all discarded in the end. Then, minimum weakening provides
no benefits versus just removing the broken invariants. In
practice, DistAI first applies only the first step of minimum
weakening — removing the broken invariants. Then if failed,
DistAI applies refinement again with the first and second
step. If failed again, DistAI applies the standard three-step
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minimum weakening in Algorithm 3. This practice optimizes
performance when the weakened versions of a broken invariant
are all discarded while maintaining Theorem 2 and Corollary 1.

If available, DistAI can use counterexamples to check
weakened invariants, only adding them if they satisfy the
counterexamples. However, DistAI’s refinement procedure
currently does not use them because obtaining counterexam-
ples from IVy for an entire invariant set is extremely inefficient.
When IVy is configured to return a counterexample, it halts
early and returns the counterexample once it identifies the
first broken invariant in a set. Using IVy in this configuration
would force DistAI to weaken broken invariants one at a time
and perform many redundant SMT checks of the invariant set
through IVy, instead of weakening all failed invariants at once
between each IVy call.
Convergence and Feedback loop. Since the invariant set
is weakened after each refinement round, we can prove that the
refinement procedure terminates in a finite number of rounds,
resulting in an inductive invariant set.

If the safety property has never been violated during the
refinement process, the resulting set is the correct inductive set
and can derive the desired safety property. If, at any point, the
safety property is violated and needs to be weakened (when all
other candidates are weak enough), it means that the correct in-
variant set cannot be expressed under the current formula size,
with its per-domain template size and maximum number of
literals. DistAI will then increase the formula size, increasing
the per-domain template size or the maximum number of liter-
als, and relearn the invariants. By default, DistAI increases the
formula size by alternating between increasing the maximum
number of literals or increasing the template size, the latter by
increasing the number of quantified variables for each domain
in the template. For example, in Figure 4, i) we first increase
the maximum number of literals by one, ii) if it fails, increase
the template size by adding a new variable in type T1, iii) if
fails again, add another new variable in T2, iv) and if still fails,
increase the maximum number of literals by one again.

After increasing the formula size, we redo sampling,
enumeration, and refinement. Since any invariant contains a
finite number of quantified variables and a finite number of
literals, the feedback loop will eventually reach a template
and literal size large enough to express the correct invariant
set if one exists. Once a sufficient formula size is reached,
Corollary 1 guarantees that a correct invariant set will
be generated. Therefore, DistAI provides the following
end-to-end convergence guarantee:

Theorem 3. If the safety property of a protocol is provable
with a ∃-free invariant set, then DistAI will terminate with one
such invariant set in finite time.

Theorem 3 guarantees conditional convergence of DistAI.
However, if the safety property does not hold for the protocol
or existential quantifiers are necessary to prove it correct,
DistAI may continue in the feedback loop forever.

6 Evaluation

To demonstrate its effectiveness at determining inductive
invariants, we implemented and evaluate DistAI on a collection
of 14 distributed protocols, including all 7 protocols previously
evaluated with I4 [18]. The implementation consists of 1.6K
lines of Python code for protocol simulation and sampling and
1.6K lines of C++ code for enumeration and refinement. For
comparison, we also evaluated I4 and FOL-IC3, in both cases
using the implementations created by the original authors. All
experiments were performed on a Dell Precision 5829 worksta-
tion with a 4.3GHz 28-core Intel Xeon W-2175, 62GB RAM,
and a 512GB Intel SSD Pro 600p. Table 1 shows the results for
each protocol, including the number of domains and relations
for each protocol as indicators of protocol complexity.

DistAI outperforms both I4 and FOL-IC3 in terms of the
number of protocols for which it infers the correct invariants.
DistAI automatically infers the correct invariants for 13 out of
the 14 protocols, only failing for Paxos, on which both I4 and
FOL-IC3 also fail. I4 only solves 9 protocols, and FOL-IC3
only solves 3 protocols using its default setting, which searches
over all first-order logic formulas, but improves to solving 9
protocols if an option is enabled that limits the search space
to only ∀ quantifiers. Each approach was allowed to run for an
entire week, 168 hours, per protocol before timing out, more
than two orders of magnitude longer than the worst runtime
reported in Table 1.

DistAI and I4 only time out trying to solve Paxos, but FOL-
IC3 times out on many protocols. This is because DistAI only
uses the SMT solver for validating rather than generating in-
variants, I4 uses a model checker to generate invariants only
for a specific, small instance, while FOL-IC3 invokes the SMT
solver to generate invariants for the general protocol, multiple
times for each invariant, which is undecidable in general and
very expensive in practice. FOL-IC3 performs worse with the
default setting since the formula search space is larger and the
SMT solver performs worse for formulas with existential quan-
tifiers. In fact, FOL-IC3 fails for database chain replication, de-
centralized lock, and distributed lock with the default setting be-
cause Z3, the underlying SMT solver, fails and reports unknown,
indicating that the formula generated by FOL-IC3 does not
fall in the supported decidable fragment of first-order logic. In
contrast, DistAI never generates an undecidable formula.

Although both DistAI and I4 fail to solve Paxos, a complex
and realistic consensus protocol, the reasons for the failures
are different. I4 fails because its model checker is unable to
produce any candidate invariants. Model checking is complex
and quite resource intensive, and I4’s authors report its model
checker runs out of memory trying to solve Paxos [18].
In contrast, DistAI produces candidate invariants, but it
fails because it does not support invariants with existential
quantifers, which Paxos requires; I4 also has this limitation.
Upon failed refinement, DistAI keeps increasing the formula
size until it times out or exhausts memory. By manual
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Distributed Domains Variables Refinements DistAI time(s) I4 time(s) FOL-IC3 time(s)
Protocol Relations Literals Invariants final total ∀ default
asynchronous lock server [5] 2 5 3 2 0 12 1.1 generalize fails 6.9 -*

chord ring maintenance [24] 1 8 3 4 48 163 52.8 586.1‡ 594.4 -* -*

database chain replication [24] 4 13 7 4 158 66 58.8 20.2‡ 63.1 -* Z3 fail
decentralized lock [9] 2 2 4 2 150 16 9.4 generalize fails 37.1d Z3 fail
distributed lock [24] 2 4 4 3 82 45 12.6 152.1‡ 204.7 1451.3 Z3 fail
hashed sharding [11] 3 3 5 2 0 15 1.1 nondet fails 9.2 -*

leader election [24] 2 3 6 3 0 17 1.9 4.9‡ 4.9 26.3 -*

learning switch [24] 2 4 4 3 8 71 27.6 10.5‡ 12.4 -* -*

lock server [24] 2 2 2 2 0 1 0.8 0.5‡ 0.8 0.5 2.1
Paxos [13, 15, 23] 4 9 - - - - -* -* -* -* -*

permissioned blockchain [17] 4 10 6 3 2 13 4.9 blackbox fails 21.2 -*

Ricart-Agrawala [26] 1 3 2 2 0 6 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 3.2
simple consensus [11] 3 8 5 3 19 50 23.3 41.8 68.7 -* -*

two-phase commit [18] 1 7 2 3 3 30 1.9 3.1‡ 8.0 3.4 7.9
* Time out after 1 week.
‡ I4 runtimes on our machine are similar (6 out of 7 protocols slightly faster) to those previously reported for I4 [18].
s “generalize fail” means I4’s implementation fails to convert invariants from the AVR model checker to generalized universally quantified invariants.

“nondet fail” means failed on nondeterministic initialization. “blackbox fail” means error triggered on reasoning of blackbox functions.
d FOL-IC3 initially completed in less than a second, but this turned out to be incorrect due to a bug in the mypyvy protocol specification used by

FOL-IC3, which does not exist in the Ivy protocol specification used by DistAI and I4.

Table 1: Evaluation results on 14 distributed protocols from multiple sources.

inspection, we find that DistAI infers all ∃-free invariants for
Paxos. FOL-IC3 supports finding invariants with existential
quantifiers, but it also fails to solve Paxos, the one protocol
in our evaluation with existential quantifiers.

The most common reason overall why I4 fails to solve
protocols is its dependency on modeling checking a small size
implementation of the protocol to generate candidate invariants.
I4 also fails to infer the correct invariants for decentralized lock
and asynchronous lock server because it cannot generalize
the candidate invariants generated by the model checker for a
small size implementation to universally quantified invariants.
Although I4 succeeds on lock server, it fails on asynchronous
lock server because the latter explicitly models packet loss
in the network, resulting in more complex invariants.

DistAI takes a fundamentally different approach that does
not require model checking a finite instance. DistAI operates
in formula space, allowing it to enumerate invariants that hold
for any instance size. It optimizes the enumeration by running
protocol simulations across different size systems, but does
not rely on the simulations to find candidate invariants, only
to reduce the number of invariants it needs to enumerate. By
taking this data-driven approach, it is able to produce better
initial invariants to achieve greater success with more protocols
and guarantee success if there are no invariants with existential
quantifiers. Unlike I4, DistAI is simple and self-contained,
avoiding the need for, and dependence on, a complex external
model checker that, like all complex software, may have bugs.

Permissioned blockchain is another example that demon-
strates the effectiveness of DistAI. It has a blackbox Byzan-
tine broadcast protocol as a subprocedure. In permissioned
blockchain, n users have a synchronized clock. At epoch E,
only one user nE , the round-robin leader of the epoch, can (op-

tionally) propose a block, if it has found a valid one extending
its longest chain. The epoch leader uses the Byzantine broad-
cast protocol to broadcast the block in the P2P network. An hon-
est user always adds all outstanding transactions in the block it
proposed and follows the Byzantine broadcast protocol, while
an adversary can neglect certain transactions, delay block pro-
posal, and send conflicting block messages to any node at any
epoch, regardless of who the leader is. A Byzantine broadcast
protocol satisfies agreement, if all honest users always share
the same eventual result regardless of the leader is honest or
not. A Byzantine broadcast protocol satisfies validity, if when
the leader is honest, all honest users will eventually decide on
the message of the leader. A blockchain satisfies consistency,
if at any epoch, all honest users have the same view of the
blockchain (i.e., no forks or orphaned blocks). That is, for any
two honest users at any time,a block is either confirmed by both,
or confirmed by none. A blockchain satisfies liveness, if all
transaction will be confirmed within a finite number of epochs.

DistAI successfully proves that for any Byzantine broadcast
procedure that satisfies agreement and validity, the resulting
permissioned blockchain satisfies consistency and liveness1.
The Byzantine broadcast procedure is described by pre-
conditions and post-conditions in IVy without the need for
an executable implementation. When simulating the blackbox
Byzantine procedure, DistAI simply picks a random state that
satisfies the post-condition as the execution result. This random
selection may leave corner cases uncovered, but the eventual
correctness is guarded by the SMT solver, and we monoton-

1We prove a variant of the liveness property — if the leader of epoch T
is honest, then all transactions before T will be confirmed at T . The original
liveness property cannot be encoded as a safety property, thus falling out of
the scope of DistAI, I4, and FOL-IC3.
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Distributed Protocol Sample Enumerate Refine Total
asynchronous lock server 0.6 0.0 0.5 1.1
chord ring maintenance 11.1 1.2 40.5 52.8
database chain replication 36.3 0.1 24.4 58.8
decentralized lock 2.1 0.1 7.2 9.4
distributed lock 0.8 0.1 11.7 12.6
hashed sharding 0.6 0.1 0.4 1.1
leader election 0.8 0.1 1.0 1.9
learning switch 19.4 0.3 7.9 27.6
lock server 0.5 0.0 0.3 0.8
permissioned blockchain 3.5 0.1 1.3 4.9
Ricart-Agrawala 0.5 0.0 0.4 0.9
simple consensus 18.8 0.4 4.1 23.3
two-phase commit 0.5 0.1 1.3 1.9

Table 2: DistAI runtime breakdown in seconds for each protocol.

ically weaken the invariant set to reach a correct solution. In
contrast, the use of a blackbox procedure poses difficulty and
triggers errors in I4. We should note DistAI solves permis-
sioned blockchain for not one, but any valid implementation of
the Byzantine broadcast protocol because it does not depend
on or require its implementation, a key benefit of our approach.

DistAI also outperforms both I4 and FOL-IC3 in terms of the
time required to infer the correct invariants. For I4, we report
both the runtime for the final instance size on which the correct
invariant is generated, as reported in [18], as well as the total
runtime, which includes trying increasingly larger instance
sizes that fail until the final instance size succeeds. Except for
learning switch, DistAI is about the same or faster than I4 for all
of the protocols solved by I4, up to an order of magnitude faster.
The runtime comparisons between DistAI and I4 are conser-
vative as they do not include the time required for concretiza-
tion [18], a step required by I4 to manually introduce additional
constraints to the protocol to limit the search space of the model
checker. DistAI is also faster than FOL-IC3 for all but the two
simplest protocols solved by FOL-IC3, in many cases by more
than one to two orders of magnitude. This is because SMT
queries are expensive and FOL-IC3 uses them extensively.

Table 1 also shows for DistAI the number of invariants identi-
fied for the correct invariant set, the total number of refinement
steps required (i.e., the number of times Algorithm 3 is called),
the total number of quantified variables of all domains in the
final template used, and the maximum number of literals used
for each protocol. Most protocols have a maximum number
of literals of 2 or 3, and in two cases 4. This validates our key
assumption that inductive invariants of distributed protocols
should be human-readable and concise. DistAI uses invariant
refinement to address missing cases during sampling for all but
the five simplest protocols, Ricart-Agrawala, hashed sharding,
leader election, lock server, and asynchronous lock server, in
which no refinement is needed as the subsample set is complete
and the correct invariant is learned without refinement.

Runtime breakdown. Table 2 provides a breakdown of the
total runtime using DistAI for each protocol. One can see the

bottleneck is either sampling or refinement, but not enumer-
ation. Sampling is expensive when the argument space for
actions is sparse because DistAI randomly selects arguments
so it can end up trying many arguments that are invalid for
each set of valid arguments, increasing the simulation runtime.
This is the reason why sampling is most expensive for database
chain replication, a protocol that guarantees serializability
and atomicity for distributed databases. A transaction is split
into subtransactions that operate sequentially on data that
is sharded across multiple nodes. For one subtransaction
to commit, it must operate on the correct node and satisfy
a set of constraints (e.g., no uncommited previous writes).
Most randomly selected subtransactions will not satisfy these
constraints. As a result, sampling spends significant time
finding valid arguments because most arguments are invalid.

Sampling is also expensive for learning switch, the only pro-
tocol for which DistAI is slower than I4. One reason is the argu-
ment space for actions is sparse, so it takes a while to find a data
sample,but the other is because the subsample space is too large
to explore. With learning switch, each node maintains a routing
table that matches destination addresses to outbound ports (i.e.,
neighbors), and updates the table upon receiving new packets.
It has a 3-ary single-domain relation route_tc(N1,N2,N3),
which means the routing trace from N2 to N1 includes N3.
Under template ∀N1 N2 N3, this single relation yields 27
predicates (route_tc(N1,N1,N1),route(N1,N1,N2),...). There
are 60 predicates across all relations, meaning that each
subsample is a 60-bit vector, so the candidate subsample space
has size 260. Although valid subsamples are sparse, DistAI
generates 33K subsamples before it cannot find anymore and
terminates. This takes a while.

Refinement can be the dominant factor in performance,
as is the case for chord ring maintenance, database chain
replication, and distributed lock, but Table 2 shows that DistAI
is successful overall at avoiding substantial SMT query costs
as refinement runtime, which includes the cost of IVy checking
the initial candidate invariants, is modest in most cases.

Figure 5 shows how sampling helps reduce the cost of
refinement for the simple consensus protocol. DistAI has prov-
able guarantees to find the correct invariants for any sample
sizes, but if the number of samples is too small (e.g., 100 in
Figure 5), it takes much longer due to many more SMT queries
on refinement. Increasing the number of samples increases
sampling time roughly linearly but decreases refinement time
roughly exponentially. However, once a minimum threshold of
samples is met, it becomes more of an even tradeoff. Sampling
can be faster by obtaining fewer samples, but because more
corner cases are missing, the refinement process takes longer to
“fix” the invariants through monotonic weakening. Conversely,
more samples require more time to simulate the protocol, while
the refinement process will be faster. The default sampling
parameters, discussed in Section 3 and used for all experiments,
resulted in 50K samples for the simple consensus protocol.

We also reran the protocol experiments with DistAI for other
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Figure 5: Runtime breakdown of DistAI on simple consensus.

sampling parameters, ranging from MA = 25 to MA = 100,
and SD= 2 to SD= 5. In all cases, DistAI was able to solve
the same 13 protocols with mostly similar runtimes and in
the worst case, three times slower runtimes than the defaults.
Detailed runtimes are omitted due to space constraints.

7 Related Work

Much work [10,14,16,28,31–33] has shown how to verify the
correctness of distributed protocols and distributed systems
given inductive invariants,but they rely on a user or external sys-
tem to provide them. Various approaches have explored learn-
ing invariants for distributed protocols. Dinv [8] identifies and
tracks critical variables in distributed systems, and then infers
likely correct invariants over these variables with Daikon [2],
a data-driven invariant learning tool. The invariants inferred
using Dinv are not guaranteed to be valid and may not be induc-
tive. Phase-PDR∀ [5] showed how to generate invariants for
distributed protocols if users can provide phase structures. In
contrast, DistAI is fully automated and does not require users
to provide any additional knowledge about the protocol.

More recently, approaches have been developed for learning
inductive invariants for distributed protocols. I4 [18] is the
first. Its key idea is to use model checking on a finite protocol
instance to generate candidate invariants. Although generated
invariants by model checking some small instance always gen-
eralized in [18], this is not guaranteed. Our evaluation shows
several protocols for which generalizing fails. I4 does not
support existential quantifiers and also requires a manual con-
cretization step. In contrast, DistAI is fully automated and
provably guaranteed to learn inductive invariants without ex-
istential quantifiers. FOL-IC3 [11] can learn invariants with
existential quantifiers by invoking an SMT solver to generate a
candidate formula that can separate a positive and a negative ex-
ample set. However, its heavy use of an SMT solvers slows its
performance to the point that in practice, it fails to find inductive
invariants for protocols that are efficiently handled by DistAI.

SWISS [9] is concurrent work that searches for invariants by
template enumeration and checking candidate invariants with
SMT queries. It does not do sampling, enumerating strongest
possible invariants, or monotonic refinement, but does
incorporate existential quantifiers in its invariant templates and

uses counterexamples to prune the formula search space. In its
reported evaluation, SWISS finds a correct existentially quan-
tified invariant for Paxos, but fails or takes orders of magnitude
more time than DistAI to find correct invariants for many other
protocols listed in Table 1, despite being multithreaded.

Many automated invariant inference tools have been built
for systems verification. Most of these tools focus on finding
invariants in sequential programs with loops. Traditional meth-
ods use symbolic reasoning to infer invariants [6, 12], while re-
cently data-driven methods using execution traces and/or coun-
terexamples have shown promise. Guess-and-check, Numinv,
and G-CLN recast invariant inference as a curve-fitting task
on execution traces, and learn loop invariants represented by
polynomials of program variables [20,27,29,34]. ICE-DT and
LoopInvGen (PIE) apply decision tree learning and PAC learn-
ing on counterexamples and iteratively refine the invariants [7,
21,22]. FreqHorn exploits both syntax and data in its inference
tool and learns ∀-quantified array invariants [3, 4]. Recently,
data-driven invariant inference has been used in other domains,
such as solving CHC clauses [35] and proving properties on
inductive algebraic data types [19]. None of these methods
consider nondeterminism in concurrent or distributed settings,
thus they cannot be directly applied to distributed protocols.

8 Conclusions

DistAI is a fully automated, data-driven methodology for
learning inductive invariants for distributed protocols. DistAI
uses data samples from protocol simulation to enumerate the
strongest possible set of candidate invariants, then feeds them
to an SMT solver to check if adding them to the safety property
is inductive. If any invariants fail, DistAI refines them by mono-
tonically weakening the invariant set and tries again with the
solver until it eventually succeeds. Starting with small invariant
formulas and strongest possible invariants based on data from
protocol simulation avoids large and frequent SMT queries,
improving performance. Starting with strongest possible in-
variants makes refinement via monotonic weakening possible,
enabling DistAI to provably guarantee that it will learn the cor-
rect inductive invariant set without existential quantifiers in fi-
nite time. Our evaluation shows that DistAI successfully learns
inductive invariants for real distributed protocols and outper-
forms alternative methods, solving almost 50% more protocols
and doing so up to one to two orders of magnitude faster.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
An accompanying artifact includes all DistAI source code as
well a docker image. Instructions are provided to reproduce
the results in Table 1, Table 2, and Figure 5. The artifact can
also be used to learn inductive invariants for other distributed
protocols written in IVy.

Scope
The docker image can reproduce Table 1, Table 2, and Figure 5.
The file https://github.com/VeriGu/DistAI/blob/
master/docker_usage.md provides instructions to set up
and use the docker. Alternatively, one can build DistAI from
source, and reproduce the DistAI results in Table 1, Table 2,
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and Figure 5. The README file (https://github.com/
VeriGu/DistAI/blob/master/README.md) describes how
to use DistAI to learn inductive invariants for other distributed
protocols written in IVy.

Contents
The README file describes the structure of the artifact. The
src-py and src-c directories include the Python portion and
C++ portion of the source code. The benchmarks directory
includes IVy specifications for the 14 protocols used in the
evaluation.

Hosting
The artifact is hosted on GitHub in the repository
https://github.com/VeriGu/DistAI. Future updates
will be pushed to the master branch, and we encourage you
to use the latest version available.

Requirements
The docker image has all dependencies installed. The
installation guide (https://github.com/VeriGu/DistAI/
blob/master/install.md) provides instructions to build
DistAI from source. Note that IVy only works on Python 2,
while the source code of DistAI is written in Python 3 and
C++. The artifact has been tested on Ubuntu 20.04.1 LTS with
ms-ivy 1.7.0, Python 2.7.18, and Python 3.8.5.
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Abstract
The main contribution of this paper is GoJournal, a verified,
concurrent journaling system that provides atomicity for stor-
age applications, together with Perennial 2.0, a framework
for formally specifying and verifying concurrent crash-safe
systems. GoJournal’s goal is to bring the advantages of jour-
naling for code to specs and proofs. Perennial 2.0 makes
this possible by introducing several techniques to formalize
GoJournal’s specification and to manage the complexity in
the proof of GoJournal’s implementation. Lifting predicates
and crash framing make the specification easy to use for de-
velopers, and logically atomic crash specifications allow for
modular reasoning in GoJournal, making the proof tractable
despite complex concurrency and crash interleavings.

GoJournal is implemented in Go, and Perennial is imple-
mented in the Coq proof assistant. While verifying GoJournal,
we found one serious concurrency bug, even though GoJour-
nal has many unit tests. We built a functional NFSv3 server,
called GoNFS, to use GoJournal. Performance experiments
show that GoNFS provides similar performance (e.g., at least
90% throughput across several benchmarks on an NVMe disk)
to Linux’s NFS server exporting an ext4 file system, suggest-
ing that GoJournal is a competitive journaling system. We
also verified a simple NFS server using GoJournal’s specs,
which confirms that they are helpful for application verifica-
tion: a significant part of the proof doesn’t have to consider
concurrency and crashes.

1 Introduction
Storage systems, such as file systems, need to be carefully
structured to not lose persistent user data, even in the face of
application and whole-system crashes. They often achieve
this crash safety property by delegating writing to storage
to a journaling system, which exposes an API for executing
an operation such that its writes appear on disk atomically.
The journaling system simplifies implementing the storage
system’s logic: to atomically modify a set of objects, the file
system simply writes to them one at a time within a single
journal operation. The result is that each storage operation is
atomic with respect to crashes.

While a journaling system exposes a simple API, its imple-
mentation must address crash safety and also be concurrent for
good performance. Maintaining correctness in the presence of
both concurrency and crashes is challenging. For example, in

pursuit of performance, journaling systems often avoid holding
locks while performing I/O, but reasoning about the correct-
ness of such optimizations requires considering what happens
if one thread’s disk reads interleave with another thread’s disk
writes, and what happens when the system crashes anywhere
during that interleaving.

This paper presents GoJournal, a Go package that provides
the first formally verified concurrent journaling system. To ver-
ify GoJournal, we developed Perennial 2.0, an extension to the
Perennial [5] framework with several features designed to en-
able modular reasoning about concurrent, crash-safe systems.
In this work we set a goal of giving GoJournal a specification
that reflects the simplicity of using a journal for crash atomic-
ity. GoJournal can be used by an application like a file system
or a key-value store. As long as the application follows a lock-
ing discipline for its on-disk state, such as per-file locks for a
file system, proving the correctness and crash-safety of that
implementation on top of GoJournal should involve largely
sequential reasoning, despite the fact that the application has
multiple concurrent threads and can crash at any time.

Realizing this goal raises two challenges: specifying Go-
Journal in a way that makes application reasoning sequential,
and proving GoJournal’s implementation correct. The speci-
fication makes reasoning about an operation sequential with
a lifting interface where the proof has an abstraction of a
“checked out” private fragment of the disk that the operation
appears to synchronously modify. At commit time the private
fragment is “checked in”, at which point it is durable and
can be exposed to other threads. The journal guarantees the
operation is atomic by delaying all writes to commit time,
so the developer should not need to explicitly reason about
crash safety until commit time. Perennial 2.0 supports a new
technique called crash framing to formalize the intuition that
during an operation the developer need not explicitly consider
crash safety.

The second challenge lies in proving GoJournal itself. This
is difficult because we desire modularity to make the system’s
proof tractable, which requires giving suitable specifications
to the internal interfaces of the system. While the user-visible
interface of GoJournal is simple, the internal interfaces of a
high-performance journaling system are hard to specify and fit
together. To address this challenge, Perennial 2.0 contributes
logically atomic crash specifications which enable natural
specifications of system layers in terms of a transition system
with atomic transitions for the public methods. These specifi-
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cations include a crash transition to describe what happens to
the state of a layer during a crash. Such specifications make
it possible to build upper layers of the system on top without
worrying about implementation details of how atomic transi-
tions are achieved. This separation of concerns lines up with
the modularity in the implementation; the proof layers divide
up the reasoning along the same lines that the code divides up
functionality among Go packages.

To test the performance and completeness of GoJournal,
we built GoNFS, a functional (but unverified) NFSv3 server
that can be mounted through the Linux NFS client. GoNFS
imports GoJournal and uses it to achieve crash consistency
for NFS operations. We focus on NFSv3 because it is widely
used in practice, its performance matters for applications, and
it has a crash-safety and correctness specification in the form
of RFC 1813 [2]. The crash-safety properties are advanced;
for example, the protocol supports unstable writes which let
the implementation delay flushing them to disk.

On a combination of microbenchmarks and a software-
development workload, GoNFS achieves at least 90% of the
throughput of Linux’s in-kernel NFS server exporting ext4
running on either a RAM disk or fast NVMe storage. On
slower SSD storage without using unstable writes GoNFS
gets 20% of Linux’s throughput due to inefficient I/O. GoJour-
nal’s concurrency is crucial to performance: the throughput
of GoNFS scales with the number of clients, but if GoJournal
is modified to execute sequentially (as in previous verified
storage systems), even with 20 clients GoNFS achieves only
double the throughput of a single client.

To demonstrate that GoJournal’s specifications enable ef-
fective verification of client applications, we implemented and
verified a simplified NFS server, which we call SimpleNFS,
covering the core operations, such as READ, WRITE, GETATTR,
and SETATTR (which can shrink and grow a file). By using
GoJournal’s specifications, the proof for SimpleNFS largely
involves crash-free reasoning (only 44 lines of code, out of a
total of 462, require explicit reasoning about crashes). This
translates into a lower proof overhead: SimpleNFS requires
3,749 lines of proof for 462 lines of Go code. GoJournal itself
requires 25,797 lines of proof for 1,345 lines of Go code.

The contributions of this paper are (1) GoJournal, a con-
current journaling system with a machine-checked proof of
correctness and crash-safety; (2) the Perennial 2.0 framework,
with extensions to the original Perennial framework that en-
able modularity and crash-free reasoning on top of GoJournal;
and (3) SimpleNFS, a verified core of an NFSv3 file server
built on top of GoJournal.

Although GoJournal is advanced enough to support a high-
performance NFS server, it has some limitations. GoJournal’s
internals (code and proof) support deferred durability, but
for simplicity, GoJournal’s top-level specification requires
applications to immediately flush committed journal opera-
tions, which is sufficient to prove SimpleNFS. GoJournal is
also less general than JBD2 (e.g., GoJournal does not sup-

port floating commit blocks), and less general than database
transaction systems (e.g., GoJournal does not support undoing
journaled operations). While GoJournal provides atomic up-
dates for crash consistency, it does not implement automatic
concurrency control. Objects accessed by a journal operation
cannot be concurrently accessed by another thread. GoJour-
nal provides a verified library for locking objects tracked by
the journal, which clients can use to implement concurrency
control.

2 Related work
To the best of our knowledge, GoJournal is the first verified
concurrent, crash-safe journaling system. The verification
of GoJournal builds on a large body of previous work, as
described in the rest of this section.

2.1 Perennial 2.0 vs Perennial 1.0
The verification approach we take is based on a new version of
our earlier Perennial [5] framework, so we draw a contrast be-
tween the two here. The new implementation is conceptually
similar in that it supports reasoning about concurrency and
crash-safety, it is implemented on top of the Iris [17, 18] con-
currency verification system, and it uses Goose [6] to enable
verification of Go programs by translating them into a model
in Perennial 2.0. However, to make verification of GoJournal
feasible, we had to re-write many core parts of the framework.
To clarify which framework is being referenced we will write
Perennial 1.0 for the original framework and Perennial 2.0
for the new one in this section, in order to highlight the new
features Perennial 2.0 supports. The rest of the paper generally
refers only to Perennial 2.0.

Some of Perennial 2.0’s features are needed to support the
GoJournal top-level specification and enable verification on
top of this interface. The reason this problem is complicated
is because the journal does not make operations automatically
atomic but requires the caller to correctly manage ownership,
and Perennial 1.0’s refinement specifications do not give a
good way to talk about ownership. The top-level specification
of GoJournal relies on crash framing (§5.5) and crash-aware
locks (§5.4) to enable application proofs that reason about
ownership of durable data.

Perennial 2.0 also scales to a larger system than the mail
server verified in Perennial 1.0. One of the challenges with the
larger system is that it has many internal layers that need their
own specifications, so that the proof can be carried out modu-
larly. Normally a separation logic or refinement-based specifi-
cation would be sufficient, but we need internal specifications
that capture the crash and concurrent behavior of each internal
library. To that end Perennial 2.0 incorporates a new specifica-
tion style which adds crash atomicity to the logically atomic
specification styles developed in earlier work [10, 15, 27].
Modularity in the proof was necessary to scale verification to
all of GoJournal’s performance optimizations and concurrency.
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Method Description Spec

func Begin() *Op Start operation §5.2
func (*Op) ReadBuf(addr Addr, sz uint64) *Buf Read a buffer §5.3
func (*Buf) SetDirty() Mark a buffer as modified §5.3
func (*Op) OverWrite(a Addr, sz uint64, data []byte) Write without reading §5.3
func (*Op) Commit(wait bool) bool Commit by appending to in-memory log. §5.6

If wait=true, also wait until changes are on disk.
func Flush() bool Flush in-memory log

func (*Lockmap) Acquire(i uint64) Acquire ith lock §5.4
func (*Lockmap) Release(i uint64) Release ith lock §5.4

Figure 1: GoJournal interface and API for lockmap. Not shown are auxiliary interfaces for initialization; checking operation size; etc.

At the same time, GoJournal’s specification allows the proof
of SimpleNFS to mostly avoid reasoning about crashes.

2.2 Related verification frameworks
Crash-safe systems. Any crash-safe system must reason
about the possible states after a crash, and several prior works
have formalized this in different ways for sequential crash-safe
systems. FSCQ [7, 8] uses Crash Hoare Logic (CHL) to spec-
ify crash behavior through a crash condition, which describes
the state of a system if a crash happens during execution of
a function. Alternatively, a number of systems verify crash
safety using refinement reasoning [4, 12, 14, 26], but none
support the combination of concurrency and crash-safety.

Although they are not concurrent, some of these systems ad-
dress other aspects of performant storage systems that are not
found in GoJournal. DFSCQ [7] verifies a high-performance
file system built on top of a logging system with asynchronous
disks and log-bypass writes, which are challenging optimiza-
tions that GoJournal does not support. VeriBetrKV [14] veri-
fies a key-value store based on Bε trees, a data structure that
also underlies BetrFS [16]. GoJournal and SimpleNFS use
simple data structures; the challenge lies in accounting for
concurrent accesses.

Concurrent systems. In addition to specifying behavior at
intermediate crash points, Perennial 2.0’s specifications de-
scribe the atomic commit points of concurrent operations. A
range of verification techniques have been used to address this
kind of challenge in concurrent systems. AtomFS [29] uses
a framework called CRL-H (concurrent relational logic with
helpers) to verify a concurrent in-memory file system imple-
mented in C. Refinement-based systems such as CSPEC [3],
Armada [23], and Concurrent CertiKOS [13] typically prove
that a function implements an atomic operation at a more
abstract layer. However, in GoJournal, many internal APIs
provide operations that are only atomic if the caller owns some
data. This kind of conditional atomicity is easy to express in
Perennial 2.0 using separation logic, but hard to express as a
precondition in a transition system.

Concurrent, crash-safe reasoning. Program logics other
than Perennial have been developed for formal reasoning about

concurrent, crash-safe systems. Fault-Tolerant Concurrent
Separation Logic (FTCSL) [24] extends the Views [11] con-
currency logic to incorporate crash-safety. POG [25] is a
program logic for reasoning about the interaction of x86-TSO
weak-memory consistency and non-volatile memory. Neither
logic has a mechanism for modular proofs of layers, which
we found essential to scale verification to a system of GoJour-
nal’s complexity. Both are restricted to pen-and-paper proofs,
whereas both Perennial 1.0 and 2.0 have machine-checked
proofs.

A specification called the Push/Pull model of transac-
tions [19] is similar to the lifting technique in the journal
system’s specification (§5.2) — the core problem addressed
is that a journal operation atomically modifies a small num-
ber of objects, but other objects can change between the start
of the operation and when it commits. The Push/Pull model
also discusses reasoning on top of the specification, using
Lipton’s reduction [22] rather than separation-logic ownership
to handle concurrency. However that work is about on-paper
specifications and proofs, while we also prove an implementa-
tion meets our specification and proved SimpleNFS on top.

3 System design
The verified artifact of this paper is GoJournal, a Go pack-
age that gives clients an abstraction of a disk with crash-safe
writes. This section aims to convey what the journal is, why
its implementation deserves verification, and how systems can
be built using it. First, §3.1 explains how a developer uses
GoJournal to write a concurrent storage system, informally
laying out what the package’s requirements and guarantees
are. Then, §3.2 explains how the journal is implemented.

3.1 Programming with GoJournal
Developers use the journal to turn several storage operations
into an atomic journal operation that commits to disk using the
GoJournal interface listed in Figure 1. Begin starts a journal
operation, returning a *Op object, which keeps track of the
objects read or written in the operation. An object is addressed
by the Addr struct, which names a block address and bit offset
within the block. SimpleNFS has objects for on-disk blocks
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1 func NFS3_WRITE(args WRITE3args) WRITE3res {
2 inum := fh2ino(args.File)
3 if !validInum(inum) {
4 return WRITE3res{Status: NFS3ERR_INVAL}
5 }
6 inode_locks.Acquire(inum)
7 reply := NFS3_WRITE_locked(args, inum)
8 inode_locks.Release(inum)
9 return reply

10 }
11

12 func NFS3_WRITE_locked(args WRITE3args,
13 inum Inum) (reply WRITE3res) {
14 op := Begin()
15 if !NFS3_WRITE_op(op, args, inum, &reply) {
16 return
17 }
18 if txn.Commit(true) {
19 reply.Status = NFS3_OK
20 } else {
21 reply.Status = NFS3ERR_SERVERFAULT
22 }
23 return
24 }

Figure 2: RPC handler for NFS WRITE showing locking and committing a
journal operation.

and on-disk inodes, while the complete NFS server also uses
objects for individual allocator bits.
ReadBuf reads an object into an in-memory *Buf struct,

returning the latest value of the object within this journal op-
eration. If the operation hasn’t read the object yet, it reads
the latest value from disk (or from a recently committed op-
eration). A journal operation can modify the returned buffer
in place and then mark the buffer as dirty with SetDirty. To
overwrite an object without reading it the application can call
OverWrite. When the operation is fully prepared, the appli-
cation commits it atomically using Commit; setting wait=true
additionally forces the journal to flush the results to disk. In
either case the writes in the operation appear together on disk
or not at all even if the system crashes. The application can
also call Flush to make the journal persist several committed
but unstable operations to disk.

While GoJournal provides crash-safe atomic updates to
disk with this interface, it is the developer’s job to provide
concurrency control to prevent concurrent operations from
manipulating the same on-disk objects. In a file system a
common strategy for concurrency control is to use a per-file
lock that protects both the file metadata and any data blocks
associated with the file, and this strategy is the one used by
GoNFS and SimpleNFS. To make it easier for a file system to
maintain these locks, GoJournal includes a lockmap library
that behaves as if it were a large array of locks but with a
more memory-efficient implementation; the Guava Striped
documentation describes the idea well [1].

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show how SimpleNFS uses the Go-

1 func NFS3_WRITE_op(op *Op, args WRITE3args,
2 inum Inum, reply *WRITE3res) bool {
3 ip := ReadInode(op, inum)
4 count, ok := ip.Write(op, args.Offset,
5 args.Count, args.Data)
6 ... // set count and status
7 }
8

9 func (ip *Inode) Write(op *Op, off uint64,
10 count uint64, data []byte) (uint64, bool) {
11 if count != uint64(len(data)) ||
12 util.SumOverflows(off, count) ||
13 off+count > disk.BlockSize ||
14 off > ip.Size {
15 return 0, false
16 }
17

18 buf := op.ReadBuf(block2addr(ip.Data),
19 NBITBLOCK)
20 copy(buf.Data[off:], data)
21 buf.SetDirty()
22 if off+count > ip.Size {
23 ip.Size = off + count
24 ip.WriteInode(op)
25 }
26 return count, true
27 }
28

29 func (ip *Inode) WriteInode(op *Op) {
30 op.OverWrite(inum2Addr(ip.Inum),
31 INODESZ*8, ip.Encode())
32 }

Figure 3: NFS3_WRITE_op prepares a journal operation op for the WRITE RPC.

Journal API and the lockmap. The server runs each NFS
request in a separate Go thread running a single journal op-
eration. Figure 2 shows the RPC handler for an NFS WRITE
RPC, in particular acquiring a per-inode lock (lines 6 and 8)
and preparing an operation starting at line 14.

The handler is split into several nested functions for ease
of verification. Figure 3 shows how the WRITE RPC’s journal
operation of type *Op is prepared. For example, lines 18–21
read and modify the block data, while line 30 modifies the
inode. The combination of per-file locking and using the
journal for disk access frees the developer from thinking about
either concurrency or crashes during the entire NFS3_WRITE_op
code, which we will show is also the case in the proof using
Perennial’s specification techniques in §5.

For ease of explanation, SimpleNFS has the limitation that
each file consists of only one block, but note that WRITE
modifies two on-disk objects: the inode and the block owned
by the file; the two together must be written atomically, which
the proof shows using the GoJournal specification. Also note
that there is no explicit locking of blocks; ownership of the
data block is implicit because a block can belong to only one
file.
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Layer Description

JRNL In-memory object operations
OBJ Journaling sub-block writes
WAL Whole-block write-ahead logging
CIRCULAR Circular log structure

Figure 4: GoJournal layers.

3.2 GoJournal implementation
The journal is structured into several layers, as shown in Fig-
ure 4. At a high level, the system is split into two halves. The
low-level half is a write-ahead log that behaves like a disk
with an atomic multiwrite operation, which appears to update
multiple disk blocks simultaneously even if the system crashes.
The upper half, called the object system, allows callers to per-
form read and write operations on objects smaller than a block
(“sub-block” objects). Writes are buffered in memory until
the caller chooses to commit, at which point a multiwrite to
the write-ahead log commits the writes to disk.

The write-ahead log is implemented by organizing the disk
into a small, fixed-size circular buffer and a remaining data
region. Data is first atomically logged to the circular buffer
and then eventually installed to the data region, to free space
in the circular buffer. Reads first go through the circular buffer
(which is cached for efficiency) and then access the data re-
gion.

The object system maintains a list of buffers of data read
or written by each journal operation. Reads first check the
write-ahead log’s cache since they must observe committed
operations. To commit, the object layer gathers all the dirty
buffers and submits them as a multiwrite to the write-ahead
log. To allow reading and writing objects that are smaller than
a block, the object layer assembles these into block writes by
doing a read-modify-write sequence.

Because disk writes are slow, for good performance the
journal executes many tasks in parallel. Committing new jour-
nal operations in memory, logging operations from memory
to disk, waiting for operations to be made durable, and in-
stalling logged writes all happen concurrently. Concurrency
ensures that in-memory operations need not wait for any in-
flight disk reads or writes, and that many disk reads and writes
can happen at the same time. Finally, to reduce the number of
disk writes, the write-ahead log implements two optimizations.
Multiwrites are combined and written together (“group com-
mit”), and if they update the same disk block multiple times,
only the most recent update of that disk block is written to the
log (“absorption”). Concurrency makes these optimizations
useful even for synchronous operations, which can be commit-
ted together and absorbed if they are issued concurrently.

Concurrency in the write-ahead log complicates not just its
internals but also reasoning about the multiwrite abstraction
built on top. One difficulty is that reading requires checking
the log’s in-memory cache and then falling back to the disk, but
the disk read happens without a lock. If a multiwrite commits

Iris + Coq
Perennial 2.0Go

GoJournal

GoNFS SimpleNFS

Toy Client

GoJournal Spec

SimpleNFS Spec

Example Spec

Proof

Proof

Proof

a.out

go build

Goose

OK?

Figure 5: Overview of Perennial, GoJournal, SimpleNFS, and GoNFS.

after the read misses in the cache, then the disk read will not
observe the latest value. The write-ahead log specification
specifies that reading the installed value might return an old
view of the disk, and the object layer can handle this weak
specification with an invariant that guarantees the object being
read has not been modified since that old view.

The object layer implements sub-block access on top of the
write-ahead log’s block-level multiwrites. Objects accessed
by an operation must be locked, so supporting fine-grained
access is necessary to allow operations to run concurrently
even if they happen to access the same disk block. For exam-
ple, a file system might pack inodes into a block, and locking
an inode should not prevent concurrent operations for other
inodes in the same block. The object-layer implementation is
able to execute reads and writes during an operation without
any additional locks, but something more is needed to commit.
Imagine a situation where between reading some disk block
and writing it an unrelated object was modified in the same
block; committing the modified block would overwrite the con-
current modification, losing data. The code addresses this with
a global commit lock that prevents concurrent modifications
while reading the blocks to be written.

4 Verification overview
Figure 5 gives an overview of how GoJournal and systems
building on it are verified using Perennial. On the left of the
figure is the executable code, which is written in Go. On top of
GoJournal, we have implemented two NFS servers to evaluate
GoJournal along different dimensions. GoNFS is a functional
NFS server that is sufficient to run real applications, which
we use to assess GoJournal’s scalability and performance.
Meanwhile, SimpleNFS is a verified, core subset of GoNFS’s
functionality, which evaluates the usability of GoJournal’s
specs for building verified systems on top of it.

On the right side of the figure is the verification stack. The
verification builds on the Perennial 2.0 framework, which is
itself implemented in the Iris framework in the Coq proof as-
sistant. To reason about executable code, a tool called Goose
translates a Go implementation into a model that we can prove
specifications about in Perennial. Perennial provides a model
of execution for Go code that incorporates crash-safety and
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concurrency, which includes a model of the disk (with atomic,
synchronous reads and writes of 4KB sectors) as well as a
model of crashes and recovery (crashes at arbitrary points dur-
ing execution, and jumping to specific boot code for recovery
after a crash).

GoJournal’s top-level specification describes its API in
terms of an extension of concurrent separation logic, with
pre-, post-, and crash conditions. These specifications capture
the behavior of individual Go functions: if the function is
run in a state satisfying its precondition, then the final state
will satisfy the postcondition, and if the system crashes the
state will satisfy the crash condition. The specification for the
journaling API is described in detail in §5. We demonstrate
the usefulness of this specification by proving correctness of
the SimpleNFS server using logically atomic crash specifi-
cations (§6.2). The top-level theorem for SimpleNFS states
that its RPCs atomically follow transitions of a state machine
formalizing the NFSv3 protocol (based on RFC 1813 [2]).

As described in FSCQ and Argosy [4, 8], crash conditions
can be used to reason about recovery procedures, even crashes
during recovery. A recovery procedure can safely be re-run af-
ter a crash if its specification is idempotent: its crash condition
should imply its precondition. As an end-to-end check of the
crash specs in SimpleNFS and GoJournal, showing they sup-
port recovery correctly, we prove an idempotent specification
for a toy example client on top of SimpleNFS, establishing
that it can successfully execute even if SimpleNFS crashes
and recovers an arbitrary number of times.

The proof of GoJournal’s specification depends on a number
of assumptions. We assume that the disk writes 4KB blocks
atomically, even on crash, and assume that the code executes
according to the Perennial model generated by Goose. The
specification relies on the caller to provide concurrency con-
trol; the proof of SimpleNFS checks that locking is performed
correctly, but GoNFS is unverified and we trust that its con-
currency control is correct in order to make operations atomic
(though this does not say they correctly implement the NFS
specification).

5 Specifying GoJournal
The goal of GoJournal’s specification is to support convenient
reasoning about atomic operations, like the NFS WRITE im-
plementation in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In this section we
walk through how the specification guarantees atomicity for
the caller without forcing the caller to do much application-
specific reasoning about concurrency or crashes.

The key to this specification is tracking resources, like the
disk blocks making up a file, as they flow through the steps of
the proof. We start by reviewing how separation logics like
Perennial represent these resources, and how specifications
in the logic track logical ownership of resources (§5.1). The
specification for GoJournal introduces resources that distin-
guish between a journal operation’s local view of an object
and the durable, on-disk representation; obtaining either re-

source requires the caller to use correct synchronization, as
required by the journal’s implementation. Lifting provides a
way to translate a locked object from its on-disk view to a
local view within the operation (§5.2). While preparing a jour-
nal operation, reads and writes modify the local view (§5.3).
Finally, committing an operation writes its updates to disk, so
the specification asserts that the local view becomes a view
over durable state.

To take full advantage of the durable and operation-local
views of journal objects, the proof of WRITE uses two new
techniques introduced by Perennial 2.0: crash-aware lock-
ing (§5.4) and crash framing (§5.5). With these techniques, the
proof of NFS3_WRITE_op uses entirely sequential reasoning for
preparing the journal operation, even though concurrent opera-
tions might write to disk and its disk writes are buffered rather
than synchronous. Finally, §5.7 summarizes how the proof
techniques combine to prove correctness and crash-safety for
the NFS WRITE example.

5.1 File representation
First, in both designing the code and writing the proof, the
NFS server must establish a disk layout to arrange its data in
terms of disk objects. The disk layout is expressed using a
separation-logic representation invariant, a predicate which
connects the logical (specification-level) contents of files to
the objects (inodes and blocks) that encode those files.

Representation invariants over the state of the journal use
a “points-to predicate” a 7→ o, which serves two purposes: it
asserts that the address a (of type Addr) contains an object
o (which is represented by the *Buf type in the API), and it
represents exclusive ownership over the address a. When a
thread has a 7→ o in its precondition, ownership allows the
proof to assume that the value at address a does not change
until the thread gives up ownership, and that it will not be
read by other threads. Locks help threads transfer ownership
so a thread only retains exclusive ownership during a critical
section.

The SimpleNFS proof connects each file to its representa-
tion with the following representation invariant:

file_rep(i,data)≜ ∃meta,∃blk,

i 7→ meta∗meta.blkno 7→ blk∧
meta.size= length(data)∧prefix(data,blk)

Informally the representation invariant says the file i with
logical contents data is represented by some metadata meta
stored at the inode number i and a data block at meta.blkno. It
then says the file’s bytes are a meta.size-length prefix of the
data block.

This definition uses the separating conjunction P∗Q (pro-
nounced “P and separately Q”), which says that two predicates
hold over disjoint state. For example, this asserts the inode and
its data block are stored separately. To initialize the system the
caller must prove that the file_rep predicates hold separately
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for each file, that is, file_rep(1,data1)∗file_rep(2,data2)∗
· · · . Here the separating conjunction asserts files are repre-
sented disjointly, so that when a thread modifies one file it is
guaranteed not to affect data in other files.

5.2 Lifting
The key idea of GoJournal’s specification is to consider two
view of the disk: a conceptual in-memory view that a buffered
journal operation observes, as well as an on-disk view that re-
flects what would be on disk after a crash. Parts of both views
are constantly changing as other threads commit operations
concurrently, so we use separation logic to define a local view
that contains only objects locked by and involved in a journal
operation. Because the journal operation logically owns these
objects, the caller can use sequential reasoning—disk objects
have the same value throughout—and can commit all of the
objects written in the operation at the end without fear of inter-
fering with concurrent journal operations. The specification
makes this informal reasoning concrete using lifting, which
we use to refer to this strategy of transferring ownership to
and from the on-going operation.

To do anything with the journal, a thread must first Begin
an atomic operation:

{True}
Begin()

{ret op, is_op(op)∗durable_pred(op,True)}

The specification above is a Hoare triple for the Begin()
function. It says that executing Begin() starting with its pre-
condition (in this case True) will run without errors and if
it terminates it will return op along with the postcondition,
namely is_op(op)∗durable_pred(op,True). The is_op part
of the post-condition simply says that op is a valid *Op object.
The durable_pred(op,True) clause is what tracks the on-disk
data “underneath” a journal operation, which would be left
behind if the operation aborted; since the operation starts out
with an empty local view, it starts out with no on-disk footprint,
written as True.

The different views of a journal operation are tracked using
ghost state in Iris. Ghost state is separate from the physical
state of the program—the contents of memory and disk—and
is only manipulated by the proof. The journaling system’s
proof introduces ghost state for durable state of the system,
including an a 7→d o predicate for ownership over individual
objects. Note that an object is expressed through ghost state
because the block holding the object might be located in the
on-disk log or in the data region, and ownership of an object
says nothing about other objects in the same disk block.

The proof also introduces a similar a 7→op o predicate for
the local view of operation op, and it is this ownership that is
needed for reads and writes. A caller obtains these predicates
with a logical operation we call lifting that converts ownership
of a 7→d o into a 7→op o, granting the ability to read and write.

To make it easier to work with lifting, the specification
allows lifting an entire predicate P and transforms all of its
points-to facts simultaneously, which we denote this paper
denotes by switching subscripts. For example, we re-use the
definition file_rep from §5.1 for both a file laid out on disk
and a file as owned by a journal operation, which we denote
with file_repd and file_repop respectively. The specifica-
tion for lifting a generic predicate P is:

{Pd ∗durable_pred(op,Qd)}
noop{

Pop ∗durable_pred(op,Pd ∗Qd)
}

Since lifting is purely logical (it only modifies ghost state),
we write it as a Hoare triple for a no-op, much like how
Dafny and F⋆ lemmas are simply methods with pre- and post-
conditions but no code [21: §12.2.3].1 The outcome of lifting
is to expand the memory covered by the journal operation to
incorporate Pd . Observe that durable_pred is expanded to
“snapshot” Pd , which tracks that if the operation were to abort
or crash, the durable Pd that we started with would still hold.
The on-disk values do not change over the course of a buffered
journal operation (as expected, since these are in-memory
writes). The key part of the postcondition, however, is Pop:
the a 7→op o predicates within Pop (e.g., the i 7→op meta within
file_repop(i,data)) give the caller the right to read and write
objects from within the operation, as we will see in §5.3.

5.3 Reads and writes

The specification for OverWrite describes the effect of writing
to the local memory of a buffered journal operation:

{
is_op(op)∗a 7→op o∗buf_obj(bu f ,o′)

}
op.OverWrite(a,bu f ){
is_op(op)∗a 7→op o′

}
The precondition includes buf_obj(bu f ,o′) to say that the

in-memory buffer bu f encodes the object to be written o′. The
is_op predicate is both required and returned by the specifi-
cation, which reflects the fact that OverWrite operates on the
in-memory state covered by this predicate.

The specification for ReadBuf is more subtle. ReadBuf re-
turns a buffer that the caller is allowed to modify in-place,
which has the side-effect of updating the in-memory state of
the ongoing journal operation, which will in turn be committed
by Commit. Figure 3 shows an example, where lines 18–20
modify a read buffer in-place. The specification captures this

1In case the reader is already familiar with Iris, these Hoare triples repre-
sent what is usually called a “view shift” in Iris.
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behavior as follows:{
is_op(op)∗a 7→op o

}
op.ReadBuf(a)ret bu f ,

buf_obj(buf ,o)∗
(∀o′,buf_obj(buf ,o′)−∗
is_op(op)∗a 7→op o′)


This states that, when ReadBuf finishes, it returns a buffer

buf and two resources: buf_obj(buf ,o) says the buffer has the
old object o, while the second is a separating implication or
wand −∗. The wand says that if the caller modifies the buffer
to produce buf_obj(buf ,o′) for some other data o′ (or leaves
it unchanged, picking o′ = o), it can get back the is_op(op)
predicate, along with a a 7→op o′ fact indicating that a has been
modified in-place to the new data o′.2 The wand is just another
resource that the caller can invoke at the right time in the proof
(e.g., after the call to SetDirty in Figure 3 on line 21).

5.4 Crash-aware locking
As seen in Figure 2, the NFS server acquires a per-file lock
(within the lockmap) to prevent concurrent access to the same
disk object. Each lock logically protects both the file metadata
stored in its inode and the data block pointed to by the inode.
The usual specification for a lock in concurrent separation
logic says that it protects some lock invariant, guaranteeing
that this invariant holds upon acquiring the lock and conversely
obliging the caller to prove the lock invariant to release. This
invariant may claim ownership of resources which are then
owned by clients during their critical section. The file i’s lock
in SimpleNFS protects roughly file_repd(i,data), where we
write d to indicate the file is laid out on disk; we make the
invariant more precise later when we connect it to crash safety.

This lock specification, however, is insufficient to prove that
the SimpleNFS server maintains all relevant invariants when
the system crashes. The specification makes no guarantees
about the protected data during a critical section—however, a
crash while the lock is held exposes any durable data that was
protected by the lock. The lock specification fails to express
that the lock holder should keep the durable data in a state that
can be recovered from after a crash.

To solve this problem, Perennial 2.0 contributes a new speci-
fication for locks called crash-aware lock specifications that is
useful for protecting durable data like file_repd . We proved
this specification both for ordinary locks (*sync.Mutex in Go)
and for the stripes in the lockmap, but here we present just
the lockmap version. With this specification, the proof asso-
ciates not just a lock invariant but also a crash obligation Ic(i)
to each file. Like the ordinary lock specification, acquiring
the lock gives the caller access to the lock invariant I(i), but
unlike that spec, this specification also obliges the caller to
prove the crash obligation Ic(i) at every intermediate step. The

2To simplify the presentation, we have omitted the obligation that forces
the caller to call buf .SetDirty() before getting back is_op.

proof enforces this using crash specifications: {P} e {Q}{Qc}
is like a Hoare triple but it has an extra predicate Qc, the crash
condition, describing what holds if the system crashes during
e’s execution. When the caller wants to prove something about
code that acquires a lock using the crash-aware specification,
it must do so with Ic(i) in its crash condition for the critical
section:

{P∗ I(i)} f() {Q∗ I(i)}{Ic(i)}
⊢ {P} Acquire(i); f(); Release(i) {Q}

In exchange for the extra work of having to prove a crash
specification, the crash-aware lock spec guarantees that the
lock’s crash obligation holds at crash time, ready to be used
by new threads spawned following the crash.

One final subtlety in the specification is that Perennial dis-
tinguishes between the disk while running dk and the new disk
following a crash dk+1, where k is a so-called generation num-
ber. This creates a distinction between the invariant protected
by the lock (in generation k) and the crash obligation (in the
next generation):

I(i)≜ ∃data,file_repdk(i,data)

Ic(i)≜ ∃data,file_repdk+1(i,data)

It is important that on crash the developer show file_rep
holds in the post-crash generation dk+1, because any
ephemeral resources in the current generation do not survive
to the next. Any in-memory state the system requires has to
be reconstructed from only the durable state.

5.5 Crash framing
As we have seen, acquiring a crash-aware lock imposes that
the crash obligation holds at every step until the crash lock is
released. For example, the developer must show that the crash
obligation Ic(i) holds at every step of NFS3_WRITE_locked.
However, much of the code for NFS3_WRITE_locked resides in
NFS3_WRITE_op, which modifies only in-memory state. This
presents an opportunity to simplify the proof: because no
durable state is modified, the developer should not need to
think about crashes at each individual step.

Perennial 2.0 formalizes this using the crash framing tech-
nique, expressed in the following rule:

{P} f() {Q}
⊢ {Ic ∗P} f() {Ic ∗Q}{Ic}

Informally, this rule says that if we currently own the crash
condition Ic, we can temporarily “give up” access to that own-
ership when proving f(). In exchange, the crash condition is
removed from our proof obligation: it is sufficient to prove
a regular crash-free Hoare triple for f(). Ic is not available
for the proof of f() (this is the “giving up” aspect of crash
framing), but the proof can continue to use Ic after the call to
f() returns.
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The proof of NFS3_WRITE gets access to I(i) by acquiring
the ith lock, lifts the file_repdk predicate into its buffered
operation, and then immediately uses the crash framing rule
to give up access to durable_pred(op,file_repdk) and prove
the crash condition for the duration of NFS3_WRITE_op (which
only manipulates the in-memory file_repop). The crash fram-
ing rule gives back the durable_pred predicate at the end of
the operation, which is required to reason about commit.

5.6 Commit
The remainder of the proof after preparing file_repop with
the new data is to reason about committing the operation
with the new file. The code commits this operation using the
following specification for Commit:{

Qop ∗is_op(op)∗durable_pred(op,Pd)
}

op.Commit(true)
{ret ok, if ok then Qd else Pd}
{Pd ∨Qd}

This specification nicely captures how Commit works: if
we started with data Pd on disk, then modified it to Qop in
memory, then if Commit succeeds the new data Qd is on disk.
If Commit fails (which happens if the journal operation is too
large to fit on disk) then the data reverts back to Pd . On crash
either of these could happen, depending on when the crash
occurs.3

The caller will sometimes start an operation and then abort
it, say due to encountering an error. The API has no method
for this because aborting is a purely logical operation that
restores ownership of the on-disk objects:

{durable_pred(op,Qd)} noop {Qd}

The Commit proof internally executes the same logical op-
eration when the commit fails in order to return the original
durable data.

5.7 Summary
The combination of above features mean the developer is
mostly left with sequential crash-free reasoning about how
each operation (for example, each NFS3 RPC implementation)
transitions from the representation invariant in one state to
another, following the transition system of the specification.
We illustrate that proof flow using the NFS3_WRITE call in
Figure 2 as an example.

First, the function starts a journal operation and acquires
a lock on i. Then the proof requires some purely mechani-
cal work to lift the lock invariant (§5.2) and frame the crash
obligation (§5.5). Next, the developer proves the correctness
of the sequential code. This proof does involve the bulk of
the application code, but it requires neither worrying about

3For op.Commit(false), which does not flush to disk right away, GoJournal
provides a lower-level spec that allows expressing the more complex resulting
crash condition.

concurrency (since reads and writes operate on the exclusive
ownership of a 7→op o) nor about crash safety (since crash
framing has dismissed any crash obligations while reasoning
about the in-memory operations on the *Op).

The sequential code must prove that the reads and
writes with ReadBuf, SetDirty, and OverWrite transform
file_repop(i,data) to produce file_repop(i,data′), where
data′ is the correct state of the file as described by the tran-
sition of the formalized NFS state machine for a write. The
new file representation with contents data′ is the Qop in the
precondition to Commit’s specification, while Pd is the old file
with contents data on disk (snapshotted while lifting).

If the system doesn’t crash and Commit returns true, then
the operation succeeds, producing a new file representation
file_repdk(i,data′). If the operation fails (say due to not
fitting in the log), then Commit returns the old representation
invariant with contents data. On crash, either of these two is
possible, but not some inconsistent combination of the two,
guaranteeing crash atomicity.

The proof for NFS3_WRITE wraps up by releasing the lock.
Whether or not Commit succeeds, we have a file with some
contents: ∃data,file_repdk(i,data); this is exactly the lock
invariant I(i) required to release the lock.

6 Verifying GoJournal
GoJournal consists of multiple layers, as described in §3.2.
This section provides some highlights of the complexity in-
volved in GoJournal’s implementation, along with the proof
techniques required to formally reason about that complexity.

6.1 Write-ahead logging (WAL)
The write-ahead log layer is responsible for updating multiple
disk blocks (a multiwrite) atomically. Each multiwrite is a list
of updates, where an update consists of a disk block number
and the new data to write in that block. A background logger
thread moves multiwrites from an in-memory buffer to an
on-disk log. To make this atomic, the logger first writes the
contents of a multiwrite in a log entry, and then updates a
designated header block to indicate the entry is complete. If
a crash happens before the header is updated, none of the
multwrite’s updates are applied; if a crash happens after the
header update, the multiwrite will be applied during recovery.
Meanwhile, an installer thread applies entries in the log to the
disk, clearing space for new multiwrites. If a crash happens
before the updates in an entry are fully installed, recovery
installs the updates again from the on-disk log.

The write-ahead log implements two optimizations related
to combining multiwrites. Two or more multiwrites can be
group committed by logging them together, which still guaran-
tees their atomicity. If multiwrites being committed together
update the same block, the first update can be absorbed and
replaced with the second. These optimizations trigger both for
multiwrites that are committed without waiting for durability
and also for concurrent, synchronous multiwrites.
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Internal abstract state: logical log. To prove the write-ahead
log layer correct, GoJournal represents the state of the write-
ahead log as a logical list of multiwrites, as shown in Figure 6.
Multiwrites before memStart have already been installed, and
their log entries do not physically exist in memory or on disk.
Multiwrites from memStart to diskEnd are already logged on
disk. Multiwrites from diskEnd to nextDiskEnd are currently
being logged from memory to disk. Finally, multiwrites be-
tween nextDiskEnd and memEnd are purely in-memory, and are
eligible for absorption.

Installed
writes

Logged
writes

Writes
being

logged

Unstable
writes

↑ 0 ↑ memStart ↑ diskEnd ↑ nextDiskEnd ↑ memEnd
Advanced by

installer
Advanced by

logger
Advanced by
Flush

Advanced by
Commit

Figure 6: The logical write-ahead log. Vertical arrows indicate designated
positions in the logical log. Labels below the arrows indicate what thread or
function is responsible for advancing that logical position to the right.

This representation allows GoJournal to precisely specify
how concurrent operations modify this abstract state, and
how the state changes on crash. For example, although the
installer thread performs many disk writes to install multi-
writes, its only effect on the abstract state is that it advances
memStart. Similarly, the logger thread’s only change to the ab-
stract state is to advance diskEnd. Calling Flush() advances
nextDiskEnd, freezing the data to be logged, then waits for the
logger to advance diskEnd up to that point. Committing a new
multiwrite simply appends it at memEnd. Finally, on crash, an
arbitrary suffix of the log from diskEnd onwards is discarded.

External abstract state: durable lower bound. Although
the details of the logical log are important for proving the WAL
layer, the caller (i.e., the OBJ layer) does not need to know
about installation, group commit, etc. To abstract away these
details, the WAL provides a simplified state as its interface, as
shown in Figure 7. The simplified state consists of the same
list of multiwrites, together with durable_lb, which is a lower
bound on what set of multiwrites will be preserved on crash.
Using a lower bound instead of precisely exporting diskEnd
means that this abstract view does not need to change if the
logger thread adds more multiwrites to disk in the background,
and thus hides this concurrency.

Lock-free logging and installation. For performance, Go-
Journal has dedicated threads that perform logging and instal-
lation. However, these threads do not hold any locks while
reading or writing to disk. To allow these threads to run concur-
rently, GoJournal uses two separate header blocks, as shown
in Figure 8. One header block (owned by the installer thread)
stores the start of the on-disk log, and another header block
(owned by the logger thread) stores the end of the on-disk log.

Record update := { addr: u64; data: Block; }.
Record State :=
{ multiwrites: list (list update);
(* at least durable_lb elements are durable *)
durable_lb: nat; }.

Definition mem_append (ws: list update) :
transition State unit :=

modify (set multwrites (fun l => l ++ [ws]));
ret tt.

(* non-deterministically pick how many
multiwrites survive the crash. *)

Definition crash : transition State unit :=
durable <- suchThat (fun s i => durable_lb s ≤ i);
modify (set multiwrites (fun l => l[:durable]));
modify (set durable_lb (fun _ => durable));
ret tt.

Figure 7: Parts of the specification for the WAL interface.

Logger
end

pointer

Installer
start

pointer

Logged
multiwrites

Installed
blocks

↑ 0 ↑ 513

CIRCULAR

Figure 8: The physical write-ahead log.

This lets the installer and logger concurrently advance their
pointers (memStart and diskEnd respectively) without locks.

Although the logger and installer threads can perform lock-
free disk writes, they must still coordinate with one another.
For example, the installer cannot run ahead of the logger
thread, and the logger thread must coordinate with threads
that are appending new multiwrites in memory. GoJournal’s
proof uses the notion of monotonic counters to reason about
the safety of the logger and installer’s lock-free operations.

The logger thread needs to check that memStart is far
enough along that the log will have space for the new multi-
write. The proof gets a lower bound on the memStart variable
while holding a lock, which remains true even after releas-
ing the lock. Even though memStart might grow after the
initial check, the log will only have more space and thus the
multiwrite will still fit.

The installer has a similar lock-free region that also reasons
using a lower bound. The installer retrieves the updates from
the current memStart to diskEnd in order to start installing
them to disk. When the installer eventually trims the log, it
needs to be sure not to advance beyond the current logger
position, which the proof demonstrates using a lower bound
on diskEnd from when the logger initially started.

6.2 Logically atomic crash specifications
Throughout the GoJournal stack we specify internal layers
using a transition-system specification, such as the examples
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func Append(txns, {P}noop{Q}) {
... // write data
hdr := ...
disk.Write(LOGHDR, hdr)
...
}

Append proof in CIRCULAR Logger proof in WAL

use
{P}noop{Q} diskEnd+= len(txns)

Figure 9: Illustration of how the proof of Append executes a logical callback
{P}noop{Q}. The logger passes a callback that adds len(txns) to diskEnd.

illustrated in Figure 7 for the WAL layer. Perennial formalizes
what it means for the code in a layer to implement a transition
using Hoare triples in a style we call logically atomic crash
specifications. While the precise encoding involves some
technical details of Iris, we explain here the intuition behind
these specifications as well as why they are useful.

As a motivating example, consider the moment when the
logger thread commits a new batch of multiwrites to the phys-
ical log in order to advance the durable point diskEnd in the
logical log of the WAL layer. It does this by calling into the
Append method of the CIRCULAR layer, which appends to the
small buffer of logged multiwrites. The code for Append com-
mits at some internal step when it writes the header block and
makes the data valid, and it is at this instant that the logical
log’s diskEnd should be incremented. How can we verify
Append in the CIRCULAR layer separately from the WAL layer,
while still executing the right update in the logger proof?

Logically atomic specifications achieve this separation by
having the precondition to Append take a logical callback [15],
which the proof promises to “execute” at the commit point.
This callback is a Hoare triple of the form {P} noop {Q},
where P and Q are later selected by the logger proof to update
the diskEnd ghost state of the logical log, as shown in Figure 9.
This specification for Append provides modularity in that the
Append proof does not need to know about the logical log
and its diskEnd, and the logger proof does not need to worry
about why Append is atomic. A key advance of Perennial’s
logically atomic crash specs lies in additionally capturing the
crash behavior in this callback style, so as to enable a complete
proof of crash safety across layers.

6.3 Concurrency within a block (OBJ)
GoJournal’s OBJ layer allows the caller to issue reads and
writes that are smaller than a full block. This finer granularity
helps increase concurrency: for example, the NFS file server
packs multiple inodes into a single disk block, and OBJ allows
threads to concurrently read and write multiple inodes even if
they share a disk block.

At commit time, OBJ’s Commit may need to perform an
“installation read” and read a full block, update the range that
was modified by the caller as part of a journal operation, and
write back the full block using the WAL layer. To ensure
correctness of this read-modify-write operation, Commit uses
a lock to serialize all commit operations. However, Read

operations are lock-free: they can execute concurrently with
one another and concurrently with Commit.

Lock-free reads pose a verification challenge because the
disk block can be modified during the read. Consider the
example shown in Figure 10, where a single disk block stores
many inodes. Inode 1 initially contains the value A, while
inode 4 contains B. Thread 1 is committing a write of B’
to inode 4 in that block, while thread 2 concurrently reads
inode 1 from the same block. To read inode 1, thread 2 will
read the entire block, and then copy out the part of the block
corresponding to inode 1. The block seen by thread 2 will
differ depending on whether thread 1’s write happens before
or after the read, but inode 1 will contain A in either case.

A B . . .Disk Block:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A B’ . . .Thread 1:

A B/B’ . . .Thread 2:
Figure 10: An example of a concurrent Read of inode 1 and Commitmodifying
inode 4 in the OBJ layer.

Formally reasoning about the Read operation requires the
OBJ layer to connect the a 7→op o predicate about a disk object
(such as an inode) to the disk block containing that object at
the WAL layer. However, due to the race condition described
above, the Read implementation might observe many possible
values of the containing disk block. As a result, it is important
for the OBJ invariant to relate the a 7→op o predicate not just
to the latest value of the containing block, but to all recent
contents of that block. Specifically, the invariant for a 7→op
o requires that all recent writes to a’s block (since Read(a)
started) must agree on the part of the block storing o. As a
result, regardless of what block happened to be read, the caller
is guaranteed to see the correct object o.

7 Implementation
Perennial 2.0 is a re-write of the Perennial 1.0 framework [5],
implemented on top of Goose [5, 6], Iris [17, 18], and Coq [28].
Figure 11 shows the lines of specifications and proof for Peren-
nial. Perennial extends the Iris Proof Mode [20] to support
convenient interactive proofs in Coq for crashes and Peren-
nial’s atomic crash specifications.

Perennial’s program logic for crashes provides the formal
foundations for framing away crash conditions and for atomic
crash specifications. Lifting is implemented as part of the
helper libraries. Ghost resources implement lock-free con-
current reasoning, including monotonic counters (to track log
positions in Figure 6) and multi-versioned disks (to track logi-
cal disk contents at crash time for disk-object ownership).
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Component Lines of Coq

Helper libraries (maps, lifting, tactics) 5,760
Ghost state and resources 5,125
Program logic for crashes 9,375
Total 20,260

Figure 11: Lines of specs and proofs for Perennial.

Lines of code Lines of proof Ratio
(Go) (Coq)

CIRCULAR 109 1,905 17×
WAL-STS 555 10,125

23×
WAL — 2,854
OBJ 133 2,971 22×
JRNL-STS 121 1,261

24×
JRNL — 1,640
LOCKMAP 118 864 7×
Misc. 311 4,177 13×
GoJournal total 1,345 25,797 19×

GoNFS 3,911 Not verified —
SimpleNFS 462 3,749 8×

Figure 12: Lines of code and proof for the components of GoJournal and
for SimpleNFS. Ratio is the proof:code ratio, a rough measure of verification
overhead.

Using GoJournal, we implemented GoNFS and its core
verified subset, SimpleNFS. Both implementations can be
mounted by the Linux NFS client, which translates file-system
calls into NFS RPCs. GoNFS is sufficiently complete that it
can run fsstress and fsx-linux tests through the Linux NFS
client.

The breakdown of lines of code and proof by layer, as seen
in Figure 12, shows a proof-to-code ratio of about 20× for
the layers that involve tricky crash safety and concurrency
reasoning. Notably the SimpleNFS proof is relatively short
due to the GoJournal implementation and specification largely
hiding crash reasoning. The WAL and JRNL layers are split
into two parts for proof purposes; the layers labeled “STS”
are specified with an atomic state-transition system while the
next layer presents an easier-to-use ownership-based interface
using separation logic. The write-ahead log’s proof is largely
in establishing its atomic transitions, while half of the top-level
GoJournal proof is proving its separation logic specification
as described in §5.

All of the proofs for Perennial, GoJournal, and SimpleNFS
are checked by Coq, and we used Print Assumptions to ver-
ify that the proofs are complete. The code is publicly avail-
able.4

8 Evaluation
This section empirically answers several questions:

4GoJournal is available at https://github.com/mit-pdos/go-
journal while GoNFS and SimpleNFS are at https://github.com/mit-
pdos/go-nfsd.

• Is GoJournal sophisticated enough to support real storage
systems and to achieve good performance? (§8.1)

• Is GoJournal’s concurrency important for storage systems
to achieve high performance? (§8.2)

• Are Perennial’s verification techniques important for prov-
ing the correctness of GoJournal (§8.4) and for enabling
application developers to prove their code on top of Go-
Journal (§8.3)?

• How much effort is required to prove the correctness of
GoJournal and applications on top of GoJournal? (§8.5)

• Does verification help developers avoid bugs? (§8.6)

8.1 GoJournal is functional and performant
To evaluate whether GoJournal is sophisticated enough to sup-
port real storage systems and to achieve good performance,
we measure the performance of GoNFS using three bench-
marks: the LFS smallfile and largefile benchmarks, as well
as a development workload, consisting of running git clone
on the xv6 source-code repository [9] and compiling it with
make. These benchmarks were also used by DFSCQ [7], a
previous state-of-the-art verified file system. As a compari-
son point for GoNFS, we run the Linux kernel NFS server
exporting an ext4 file system. The ext4 file system writes data
through the journal (using the data=journal mount option),
so that both systems provide the same crash-safety guarantees.
The GoJournal implementation supports atomic but unstable
writes, which match the semantics of unstable NFS WRITE
operations. While all the internal layers of the proof support
unstable writes, the separation logic specification presented
in §5 does not, so we conducted the evaluation without using
unstable writes in GoNFS.

We ran the benchmarks on Linux 5.12.3, using its NFS
client to mount both GoNFS and the Linux NFS server. The
experiments are run on two machines, a desktop with a rel-
atively slow SSD and an EC2 machine with a fast NVMe
disk. The desktop has an Intel Xeon E5-2640 20-core CPU
at 2.4 GHz, 64 GB of RAM, and a 256 GB Samsung 850
PRO SSD, which we use to measure in-memory performance
with no disk bottleneck as well as the impact of relatively
slow storage. The EC2 instance is an i3.metal, which has 72
vCPUs, 512 GB of RAM, and a local 1.9 TB NVMe SSD,
which we use to measure performance on fast storage with
good random-access performance. To reduce variability we
limit the experiment to a single socket, disable turbo boost,
disable processor sleep states, and disable Spectre mitigations
in the kernel.

We first evaluate GoNFS’s performance with a single client
issuing requests. Figure 13 shows the results on the Intel Xeon
desktop with both file systems backed by RAM, to avoid any
I/O overhead — GoNFS takes a simple Go interface for the
disk, which we implemented with a large array, while ext4
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Figure 13: Performance of Linux NFS and GoJournal + GoNFS for
smallfile, largefile, and app workload, on a RAMdisk. On an NVMe
disk GoNFS achieves at least 90% of Linux’s throughput.
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Figure 14: Performance of largefile depends on the storage medium. Linux
takes advantage of unstable writes to write a large amount of data between
barriers but GoNFS flushes to disk frequently.

uses a file in tmpfs.5 GoNFS achieves at least the throughput
of ext4 across the different workloads.

On both the NVMe and slower SSD, GoJournal’s perfor-
mance relative to ext4 is similar on the smallfile and app
workloads (not plotted), again achieving at least 90% of the
throughout of ext4. However, GoNFS performance on the
largefile benchmark is sensitive to disk I/O characteristics,
as shown in Figure 14. On the faster NVMe device, GoNFS’s
large file performance is comparable to ext4’s, but on the
slower SSD, it drops to under 20% of ext4’s throughput. The
reason is that the largefile benchmark produces a large num-
ber of parallel, unstable writes to the same file. GoNFS runs
them sequentially due to a per-inode lock, and then journals
sequentially because it ignores the unstable write flag. A disk
barrier on the SSD takes about 2 milliseconds, so getting good
disk throughput requires writing a large amount of data be-
fore issuing a barrier, and the 64 KB batch size is insufficient
to get the maximum SSD write throughput. Re-running the
experiment with unstable writes enabled in GoNFS raises its
throughput to 90% of ext4’s.

8.2 GoJournal concurrency improves performance
To test whether the concurrency of GoJournal is important for
performance we measure the aggregate throughput of GoNFS
with an increasing number of clients that run the smallfile
benchmark. We run the experiment on a physical disk in-
stead of an in-memory file system so that while a thread is
waiting for the disk another thread can run. We compare

5Running GoNFS on tmpfs performs slightly worse due to the around 1
microsecond syscall overhead of each disk operation, which ext4 does not
incur since everything happens within the kernel.

the performance of GoNFS to that of Linux ext4, and to a
single-threaded version of GoNFS that has no concurrency.

Figure 15 shows the results on an EC2 i3.metal instance
with an NVMe SSD. Both GoNFS and Linux ext4 take ad-
vantage of concurrent requests to increase throughput. The
single-threaded GoNFS does just barely improve performance,
from parallelization among the clients and NFS server, but
this amounts to less than 2× throughput with 20 clients than
with one. Even with one client, GoNFS achieves 35% higher
throughput than single-threaded GoNFS due to concurrency
between the RPC thread, the logger thread, and the installer
thread. GoNFS achieves higher throughput than Linux ext4,
but it is hard to pin down the reason why, because there are
many differences in the designs. One possibility is that Linux
ext4 does not have concurrent logging and installation (but
GoJournal does); another possibility is that ext4 waits for
outstanding transactions to finish before flushing to disk (but
GoJournal does not).

Figure 16 shows the scaling of GoNFS and Linux, this time
on the Xeon desktop with a slower SSD. While GoNFS obtains
comparable performance for 7 or fewer cores, Linux scales lin-
early beyond while GoNFS does not. The scaling in this case
primarily comes from batching writes from concurrent clients,
resulting in better disk write throughput. GoJournal is not as
careful about this, sometimes committing a small amount of
data rather than gathering many multi-writes and issuing them
together. The NVMe experiment in Figure 15 uses storage
with fast enough random-write access that CPU efficiency is
more important than issuing large sequential writes; while a
disk barrier takes 2 milliseconds on the SSD it takes only 30
microseconds on the NVMe disk.
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Figure 15: Combined throughput of multiple parallel smallfile microbench-
marks, each creating files in different directories, on an NVMe SSD.

8.3 Journaling atomicity simplifies proofs
Many storage systems use journaling because they simplify
the implementation in terms of crash safety: the only point at
which durable state is modified is when an operation commits.
A goal of GoJournal is to carry this insight into proofs, so
that a storage system using the journal can prove an operation
is atomic using reasoning about durable storage only at the
commit point.
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Figure 16: Combined throughput of multiple parallel smallfile microbench-
marks, each creating files in different directories, on a (slow) SSD.

One measure of how well GoJournal achieves this goal is
the lines of code in SimpleNFS that require reasoning about
durable state. SimpleNFS consists of 462 lines of verified code.
Only 44 lines of code require proofs to explicitly consider
durable state, using crash conditions. In Figure 3, for example,
crash reasoning is only needed for lines 6–8 when acquiring
and releasing with the crash-aware lock specification. All of
the other code does not require reasoning about durable state;
it suffices to prove simple crash-free specifications that have a
pre- and post-condition, but no crash condition. This formal
reasoning is enabled by two techniques from Perennial: lifting
disk-object ownership and crash framing.

8.4 Perennial enables modular crash reasoning
Atomic crash specifications are crucial for enabling modular
reasoning about crash safety. In GoJournal, atomic crash specs
are used at many layer boundaries. Out of the layers shown in
Figure 4, CIRCULAR, WAL, OBJ, and JRNL all provide atomic
crash specifications, which are used by the layer above. One
benefit of atomic crash specs is that they allowed us to develop
these layers independently, using the specifications of lower
layers before their implements were fully proven, as one would
expect of any good API.

The modularity in Perennial largely follows the same struc-
ture as the code. Figure 12 shows that the WAL and JRNL
proofs were split into an atomic transition specification about
the code and a proof-only abstraction on top, but the bulk of
the division was due to boundaries in the code that made the
implementation manageable. Using separation logic it was
easy to prove data structures (like the striped lockmap) and
individual utility functions and use their abstract specifications
elsewhere in the proof.

8.5 Proof effort
Figure 12 shows the lines of code and lines of proof for Go-
Journal and SimpleNFS. The hardest part of GoJournal lies
in the WAL layer, which has significant lock-free concurrency,
and requires careful reasoning about crashes and recovery.
This is reflected in WAL’s relatively high lines of code, lines of
proof, and proof:code ratio. In contrast, SimpleNFS leverages

GoJournal’s atomicity, and ends up with a much smaller proof
relative to its code size.

8.6 Verification prevents bugs
When developing GoJournal, we wrote unit tests to quickly
find problems before starting verification, but they did not
catch all bugs. While proving GoJournal, we found a subtle
bug in absorption. When appending a new transaction in mem-
ory, GoJournal has an optimization called absorption where
earlier writes to the same address are replaced with the new
values. However, we discovered a race condition, where the
logger thread could have been already flushing those earlier
writes to disk, leading to unpredictable disk contents depend-
ing on the order of absorption vs logging. We fixed this issue
by introducing the nextDiskEnd boundary, as shown in Fig-
ure 6: the logger thread only logs up to nextDiskEnd, and ab-
sorption is only allowed to modify values after nextDiskEnd.

9 Conclusion
GoJournal is the first concurrent crash-safe journaling system
with a machine-checked proof, built on top of the Perennial 2.0
framework. GoJournal uses Perennial’s techniques, including
lifting and crash framing, to carry over the atomic benefits
of journaling to its formal specification. This enables storage
applications to use mostly crash-free reasoning in their proofs.
For example, in the verified SimpleNFS server, only 44 lines
of code, out of 462, required crash reasoning. GoJournal is so-
phisticated enough to implement a functional (but unverified)
NFSv3 server, GoNFS, that achieves 90% of the performance
of a Linux ext4 NFSv3 server on a development workload, far
higher than any previous verified file systems, and GoJournal’s
concurrency enables GoNFS to scale with concurrent client
requests. To simplify GoJournal’s proofs, Perennial provides
logically atomic crash specifications, which capture the crash
properties of internal interfaces as single logical transitions,
enabling modular proofs for GoJournal’s internal layers.
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A Artifact
A.1 Abstract
The artifact has the code for three tasks: calculating lines
of code, running performance experiments, and checking the
proofs. Since the artifact is packaged as a virtual machine,
the generated graphs do not look exactly like the ones in the
paper, but they do demonstrate respectable performance and
that everything runs correctly.

A.2 Scope
The artifact will reproduce Figure 11 and Figure 12 (the lines
of code tables). It has the code to run the performance eval-
uation, generating Figure 13 and Figure 16. To back up the
claim that the proofs verify, we include the Coq source code
and compilation instructions. For convenience the source code
already includes the Goose-generated Perennial model of the
source code, so the artifact also includes instructions on re-
generating this output from scratch.

The paper includes a broader array of graphs than the ar-
tifact scripts generate, because it combines data from two
benchmarking machines. The performance evaluation was ex-
panded after artifact evaluation to include these more detailed
results.

Note that the performance is highly sensitive to your ma-
chine and SSD’s performance characteristics. We ran the
paper’s experiments with a litany of techniques to control vari-
ance, such as disabling turbo boost and using a single socket
(as described in §8.1); until we did this, results were vari-
able, and often hurt GoJournal more than Linux. The artifact
is packaged as a VM which doesn’t have the same careful
setup, but we still believe it is useful because the VM setup
documents the software requirements to run the benchmarks.

A.3 Contents
The artifact consists of a virtual machine with all the software
required pre-installed and a checkout of the GoNFS source
code, which has all the evaluation scripts.

A.4 Hosting
You can obtain the artifact’s VM image via Zenodo
DOI 10.5281/zenodo.4657115. The artifact instructions
are at https://github.com/mit-pdos/go-nfsd/tree/
master/artifact, as well as the Vagrantfile used to gen-
erate the VM image.
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A.5 Requirements
The virtual machine uses VirtualBox. We configured it with
8GB of RAM (though 4GB is probably fine) and 4 cores;
more cores might improve scalability numbers, although more
clients help saturate the SSD even if you have fewer cores
than clients. If the drive hosting the image is a hard drive, the
“SSD” performance numbers will look quite bad.

Running the evaluation natively requires a variety of soft-
ware that is documented by the VM provisioning scripts, which
are in the mit-pdos/go-nfsd repo alongside the instructions.

A.6 Results from artifact VM
On a MacBook Pro with a 2.4 GHz Intel i9-9980HK, we
obtained the performance results in this section from running
the artifact in a virtual machine. These experiments use the
default VM configuration, with 8GB of RAM and 4 cores, on
a host with 8 cores.

Figure 17 shows the results of running the microbenchmarks
on this hardware configuration. Figure 17a is analogous to
Figure 13. Figure 17b includes the largefile results shown
in Figure 14. Between these two figures we see more vari-
ability on smallfile than when run on physical hardware.
The largefile results are as expected, since the SSD in this
machine has performance somewhere in between the SSD in
the desktop machine and the NVMe drive from an i3.metal
instance.

Figure 17c shows the results of running the largefile bench-
mark across a variety of software configurations, all on an
SSD; these were not directly shown in the paper. From these
results we concluded that GoNFS can get good performance,
if using unstable writes. The “Linux (sync)” configuration
uses ext4 in data=journal mode but additionally mounts the
NFS share with the sync flag, which changes the benchmark
to a completely sequential and synchronous one. In this con-
figuration Linux’s optimizations do not kick in and it obtains
the same performance as GoNFS using stable writes.

Finally, Figure 18 shows scalability of the smallfile bench-
mark, analogous to Figure 16. Even though this disk gets much
better throughput and has a barrier latency of only 0.4 ms (in
the virtual machine) rather than 2 ms, the experiment has the
same trend as on the slower SSD.
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Abstract
We present STORM, a web framework that allows developers
to build MVC applications with compile-time enforcement of
centrally specified data-dependent security policies. STORM
ensures security using a Security Typed ORM that refines the
(type) abstractions of each layer of the MVC API with logical
assertions that describe the data produced and consumed by
the underlying operation and the users allowed access to that
data. To evaluate the security guarantees of STORM, we build a
formally verified reference implementation using the Labeled
IO (LIO) IFC framework. We present case studies and end-to-
end applications that show how STORM lets developers specify
diverse policies while centralizing the trusted code to under 1%
of the application, and statically enforces security with modest
type annotation overhead, and no run-time cost.

1 Introduction

We trust web applications with our most sensitive data: our
finances, health records, email, or even our participation in
political protests. While application developers go to great
lengths to protect this data, today’s approach to safeguarding
sensitive data by sprinkling access control checks throughout
the application is not working. Even companies with dedicated
security teams are failing. For example, in 2018 Facebook
accidentally allowed third-party applications to access the
photos of 6.8 million users without their explicit permission [1].
This was not their first (nor last) leak. And Facebook is not
unique: sensitive data exposure and broken access control
are—and have been for almost a decade—on the OWASP top
ten list of most common web application vulnerabilities [2, 3].

To fundamentally address this class of bugs, we need
to reduce the amount of code developers need to get right.
One promising approach to doing this is to centralize policy
specification, i.e., specify data access control policies in a
centralized place, and enforce policies automatically. This
could reduce the code developers need to get right from the
whole application—as a single missing check could introduce
a vulnerability—to the policy specification code.

Centralizing policy specification is not a new idea. Several
web frameworks (e.g., HAILS [4], JACQUELINE [5], and
LWEB [6]) already do this. These frameworks, however, have
two shortcomings that have hindered their adoption. First,
they enforce policies at run-time, typically using dynamic
information flow control (IFC). While dynamic enforcement
is better than no enforcement, dynamic IFC imposes a high
performance overhead, since the system must be modified to
track the provenance of data and restrict where it is allowed
to flow. More importantly, certain policy violations are only
discovered once the system is deployed, at which point they
may be difficult or expensive to fix, e.g., on applications
running on IoT devices [7].

Second, these frameworks are invasive—they typically
require modifications to the language runtime and database
object-relational mapping (ORM). For example, JACQUELINE
uses a faceted ORM and runtime to keep track of multiple
facets of any individual value and only shows the right facet
to the right user (e.g., when reading a password, a user can
see their own password but get a default facet when trying
to read another user’s password). HAILS and LWEB, on the
other hand, use labeled values at the ORM and language
level to restrict the flow of sensitive, labeled data. This means
that developers need to write code that is aware of faceted or
labeled values, i.e., they need to write code that is aware of the
underlying IFC enforcement mechanism. Worse, this invades
policy specification. For example, in HAILS, developers can’t
simply write declarative policies, they often need to use the
low-level APIs used to track and enforce IFC to, for example,
inspect and manipulate labeled values [4, 8]. This not only
increases the amount of code they need to get right, but also
makes it hard to get the policy right since manipulating labeled
values is still an IFC expert—and not web developer—task.

We built the STORM web framework to address these
shortcomings. With STORM, users specify all security policies
in a declarative language, alongside the data model, the
description of the application database schema. Policies are
logical assertions that describe which users are allowed to
view, insert, or update particular rows and columns of each
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table in the database. STORM enforces these policies statically,
at compile-time—and non-invasively, without translating
them to labels or facets. This means that (1) STORM does
not impose any run-time overhead, (2) developers can catch
bugs due to policy violations (e.g., where the application
incorrectly handles sensitive data) early, and (3) they don’t
need to understand the details of the underlying enforcement
mechanism to specify or audit policy code.

STORM statically enforces policies using refinement
types [9]: types decorated with logical assertions that can
constrain values, e.g., to say that an Int is non-negative or
that a User is the author of a Paper. Our key insight is to refine
STORM’s API with logical assertions that describe the data
produced and consumed by the underlying operation and the
users allowed access to that data. We use this insight to realize
STORM via four contributions.

1. Design (§ 3) Our first contribution is a novel design that
enriches the data model with a declarative policy—the refined
data model—to generate an application-specific ORM layer,
which STORM annotates with refinement types that reflect the
security policies. To our knowledge, this is the first framework
to statically and unobtrusively enforce policies previously
thought to only be expressible using runtime enforcement.

2. Implementation (§ 5) Our second contribution is an imple-
mentation of STORM in Haskell that uses LIQUIDHASKELL,
an off-the-shelf refinement type checker to statically and
automatically verify whether the application code using the
security-typed ORM—e.g., code handling user requests
and rendering HTML responses—adheres to the policies.
STORM does this without imposing any invasive changes to
the language runtime or database ORM interface. At most,
developers write (untrusted and verified) light-weight type
annotations to help the checker prove their code does not leak.

3. Verification (§ 6) Our third contribution is a formally
verified reference implementation that proves that the STORM
API is secure by showing how to reduce a well-typed STORM
program into an LIO [10] program that never throws security
exceptions. This allows us to carry over the previously
mechanized non-interference results from LIO [6, 10] to show
that well-typed programs cannot leak or corrupt sensitive data.

4. Evaluation (§ 7) Our final contribution is an empirical eval-
uation of the expressiveness of STORM’s policy mechanism,
the programmer effort needed for static enforcement, and,
ultimately, of the reduction in the amount of code the developer
has to get right to not leak data in real web applications. First,
we show that our centralized policy specification approach
is expressive enough to describe, often more naturally, a large
suite of policies from the literature. Second, we use STORM
to write statically verified implementations of several case
studies from the literature, including those that had previously
only been amenable to dynamic policy enforcement, and
show that the effort is modest: the programmer need only
write 1 line of refinement type signatures per 20–30 lines

System Audit Static Uninvasive IFC

SWIFT [11] 7 3 7 3

SELINKS [12] 3* 3 7 7

RESIN [13] 7 7 3* 7

URFLOW [14] 3 3 3 3*
IFDB [15] 3 7 7 3

HAILS [4] 3* 7 7 3

JACQLN [5] 3 7 7 3

LWEB [6] 3* 7 7 3

DAISY [16] 3 7 7 3

STORM 3 3 3 3

Figure 1: We compare STORM to previous web frameworks
along various design goals. Audit: are the policies centralized
and easily auditable; Static: is the enforcement at compile-
time; Uninvasive: does enforcement require changes to the
run-time; and IFC: does the framework enforce information
flow control. We write 3*for almost-met goals.

of code (LOC). Third, we use STORM to build and deploy
two new end-to-end web applications for collaborative text
editing and video-based social interaction, that have been
used at our university and at several academic workshops,
respectively. We demonstrate that STORM distills the code that
the developer has to get right to compact, auditable policies
(under 70 LOC) that comprise under 1% of the application.

2 Goals & Related Work

We designed STORM with several goals in mind. First, the
framework should provide information flow control (IFC)
security to prevent not only explicitly bad data flows, but also
implicit leaks where publicly viewable results are conditioned
on sensitive data. Second, the framework should enable a
centralized, and hence, easily auditable policy specification.
Third, to find errors early, provide design-time feedback and
avoid run-time overhead, the framework should permit static
enforcement via automatic, compile-time verification. Fourth,
the framework should not require invasive modifications to
language run-times, database ORMs, or libraries. STORM
builds on previous work, summarized in Figure 1, which have
made great strides towards these goals.
IFC There are many flavors of IFC with different trade-
offs [17, 18]. Systems differ in when they enforce IFC: at
run-time via labels [10, 19–22], faceted values [19, 22, 23],
secure multi-execution [24], or at compile-time via
types [12, 25–28], or static analysis [29], or a hybrid combi-
nation [30–32]. Even within the same category, these systems
differ in granularity of enforcement—from fine-grained to
coarse-grained [33, 34], and the kinds of policies users can
specify [35]. The SWIFT [11] system uses a static IFC type
system [30] to enforce compile time security, but does not
integrate with database ORMs, and hence, lacks centralized
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auditable specifications. IFDB [15] and DAISY [16] show
how to perform fine-grained IFC within DB systems, but
are not static, and focus on databases—and are thus not
complete frameworks for building applications. STORM
draws inspiration from the HAILS [4], LWEB [6], and
JACQUELINE [5] frameworks which enforce auditable IFC
policies that are associated with the application’s data model.
However, these approaches all perform dynamic enforcement
and require invasive changes to the DB layer or run-time.

Static Several static frameworks express data-dependent
policies using dependent types [36–38, 38, 39], la-
bels [11, 12, 28, 40], or first-order logic formulas [41]. All the
above require the programmer to sprinkle policy specifications
across the application controller and view code, which is error
prone and makes auditing difficult. SELINKS [12] centralizes
policies within special functions that un/wrap data with labels,
but requires invasive changes to the DB and run-time to propa-
gate labels and does not prevent implicit leaks. URFLOW [14]
enables verification of centralized and auditable specifications
without requiring invasive changes, by using a bespoke sym-
bolic execution algorithm to statically verify that the generated
SQL queries are (semantically) contained in some allowed set.
However, to statically compute the SQL queries, URFLOW
requires programmers to write their applications in a domain-
specific language (DSL). Further, URFLOW’s approach is
insufficient for full IFC as it misses implicit flows through SQL
queries (as illustrated in § 3.4). In contrast, STORM enforces
full IFC via off-the-shelf refinement type checking for a general
purpose language with a rich ecosystem with tools and libraries
for networking, databases, data serialization, etc. STORM uses
a statically typed API for monadic IFC in the style of [42, 43],
specifically, the approach of LIFTY [44], a core calculus that
shows how to track IFC with logical refinement types. Unlike
STORM, LIFTY cannot be used to build secure applications: it
does not have database APIs, a language to specify centralized
policies, formal guarantees for data-dependent policies, or
even a way to write executable code.

System-based Security Several frameworks employ privilege
separation to run application components with least privi-
lege [45–49]. Others like RESIN [13] and QAPLA [50] restrict
access to data by modifying the run-time to use fine-grained
discretionary access control, or use cryptography to provide
data confidentiality, authenticity, and integrity in the presence
of compromised application components [51–53], or use
proxies to implement web application firewalls [54,55]. While
some of these approaches, e.g., the use of cryptography are
complementary to our approach, without IFC, they cannot
prevent leaks that STORM eliminates by construction.

3 Design

We illustrate the design of STORM with a WishList application
where users can share wishes with followers. STORM uses the

model-view-controller (MVC) paradigm, where an application
has three key elements: models which describe the persistent
data important to the application, typically stored in a
database (DB) and accessed via an Object-relational mapping
(ORM); views which describe how the data corresponding
to, e.g., users’ requests are rendered on webpages via some
combination of CSS, HTML and JavaScript; and controllers
that respond to user’s requests by suitably querying the DB
via the models API, to produce an HTML or JSON results.

3.1 Auditable Policies via Refined Models
The key innovation in STORM is to centralize data-dependent
security policies with the data model, in a refined models file.
Models & Policies Figure 2 shows the refined models file for
the WishList app. The left column describes the data schema,
as a collection of three tables User, Wish and Follower. Each
row of the User table comprises the user’s name and email

address. Each row of the Wish table has an owner that identifies
the User that the wish belongs to, a text description of the
wish, and a numeric price. Each row of the Follower table
describes a tuple where user1 follows user2, with the status

column indicating whether a follow-request has been initiated
("pending"), accepted ("ok") or rejected ("no"). STORM lets
the programmer specify policies that govern which DB rows
can be inserted and which DB columns can be read or updated.
A policy is a predicate over a row and user that is True if the
user has access and False otherwise. The policy predicate can
refer to all the columns of the row (whose column the policy
is attached to) and so the values of those other columns can be
used to determine whether the user has access. For example, we
specify that Wishes can only be inserted by their owners via the
policy @IsOwnerwhich holds when the user equals the owner of
the row. Similarly, we specify that each Wish’s description and
price should only be read by the owner unless they are explic-
itly public via the policy @Public which holds when the user is
the owner or the level is "public". (Ignore the shaded Follow

for now: we will return to it in § 3.3.) Finally, we specify that
only the owner is allowed to update the description and price.
Default Policies The programmer can associate default poli-
cies with all the rows and columns not explicitly constrained
otherwise. For example, Allow grants access to all users, while
Deny grants access to none. Hence, default read @Allow and
default insert, update @Deny say that (unless otherwise
specified) anyone can read every column, and no one can
insert rows or update columns.

3.2 Access Control
Let’s see how STORM enforces the Public policy. Figure 3
shows a controller showWishes that responds to a request to dis-
play the wish list for a given user. (For now, ignore the shaded
code.) The controller uses the models API to create a Query

of the form Owner ==. user, which it executes using the ORM
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User
name Text
email Text

Wish
owner UserId
descr Text
level Text
price Int

insert @IsOwner
read [descr ,price] @Public Follow
update [descr ,level] @IsOwner

Follower
user1 UserId
user2 UserId
status Text

assert @OkFollows
insert @IsPending
update [status] @OkOrNo

default read @Allow
default insert , update @Deny

declare follows : UserId → UserId → Bool

def IsOwner(row: Wish , user: User):
row.owner == user.id

def Public(row: Wish , user: User):
IsOwner(row , user) || row.level == "public"

def Follow(row: Wish , user: User):
row.level == "follower" && follows(user.id, row.owner)

def PublicFollow(row: Wish , user: User):
Public(row , user) || Follow(row , user)

def OkFollows(row: Follower):
row.status == "ok" ⇒ follows(row.user1 , row.user2)

def IsPending(row: Follower , user: User):
row.user1 == user.id && row.status == "pending"

def OkOrNo(old: Follower , new: Follower , user: User):
old.user2 == user.id && new.status `in` ["ok", "no"]

def Allow(row: a, user: User): True
def Deny(row: a, user: User): False

Figure 2: Refined Models: A centralized specification for the Wishlist App

showWishes user = do
viewer <- authUser
let pub = Level ==. "public"
let chk = if viewer == user then true else pub
let qry = Owner ==. user &&. chk
wishes <- select qry
descrs <- mapM (project Descr) wishes
respond (show descrs)

Figure 3: A showWishes controller. The highlighted code is
needed for conformance with the Public policy.

API function select to get all the DB Wish rows belonging to
user. Next, it extracts the description column for each row
by invoking the ORM API function project with the name
of the desired field. Finally, the controller uses the view API
function respond to send the descriptions to the session user.

Enforcement Recall that the policy Public stipulates that
descriptions should only be visible to the owner unless the
level is "public". Indeed, the showWishes controller, sans the
shaded parts, is dodgy as the current session user could be
asking for someone else’s wishes! STORM detects this error at
compile time, by: (1) inferring that the qry will return all rows
owned by user, (2) using the policy on Descr to determine
that the project’s results depend on values that are allowed

to be viewable only by user (unless marked "public"), and
then (3) complaining that by calling respond the results can be
observed by the sessionUser who may be different than user.

We can fix showWishes by modifying the query when user

is different than sessionUser. The modifications are shaded
in Figure 3. First, we use the view API’s authUser function
to get the current session (viewer), which we use to add a chk

clause to the DB query. When the target user is the session
user, the chk clause is the trivial query true (which holds of
all rows). However, if the target user is different, then the
chk clause stipulates that the level column be "public". The
type checker infers that qry returns all rows owned by the
session user, but only the public rows of other users. Hence,
the type checker determines that the subsequent data release
via project and respond conforms to the Public policy.

3.3 Information Flow Control

Next, let’s see how STORM lets the programmer enforce IFC
policies that (1) span values across different rows and tables,
and (2) restrict how data flows to multiple users who may be
unknown at the point where the data is accessed.

Policy Let us add social capabilities to our application by
letting users have followers with whom they can share their
wishes. We model this notion as a many-to-many Followers

relationship table and then add "follower" as a new possible
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level value. Now the access to a particular Wish depends on
data residing in another row, in another table—a record existing
in the Followers table. STORM lets the programmer specify
this requirement simply by changing the read policy for descr
and price to @PublicFollow which is defined on the right
in Figure 2. The key insight to specifying such a cross-table
policy is that the existence of a Follower record witnesses the
follows relationship between two users. The refined-models
in Figure 2 makes this notion manifest as follows. First, at the
top, we declare the relationship as a binary predicate follows

between two UserIds. Second, the line assert @OkFollows

says that for each row of the Follower table, the follows

predicate holds between user1 and user2 if the status is "ok".
Third, we use the predicate to define the Follow policy that
says that when a wish’s level is restricted to "follower" then
the viewer user must be a follower of the wish owner. Finally,
we use Follower to define a new policy PublicFollow that
governs who is allowed to read the descr and price fields.
This new policy captures our informal requirement about the
three levels of viewers: "public", "private" and "follower".
Controller Continuing with the social aspect of the applica-
tion, a nice feature would be to send an email notification
containing a user’s (non-"private") wish list, to all of the
user’s followers, a few days before that user’s birthday. Our
application implements this feature in the notifyFriends

controller in Figure 4. The code starts by selecting the list
of non-private wishes and projecting out their descriptions
into the list descrs. Next, we query the DB to determine the
list of followers flwUsrs. Finally, we use sendMail containing
the wish decriptions descrs to all the users in flwUsrs.
Enforcement In the first phase notifyFriends accesses sen-
sitive information that should only be made available to a
data-dependent set of users who are, at that point, still to be
determined. However, STORM’s models API tracks this fact by
combining the semantics of the wshQ query with the read policy
associated with Descr to infer that only the followers of user
are allowed access to the results of the first sub-computation
that creates descrs. In the second phase, STORM’s models
API tracks the semantics of the flwQ query to determine that
flws is a set of valid follows-tuples, and hence, that each user
in flwUsrs is a valid follower of user. In the final phase, the
signature for sendMail in STORM’s view API checks that all the
recipients in flwUsrs have the right access, and hence verifies
the controller. If the programmer forgot the Status ==. "ok"

clause, type checking would fail as flws would contain pairs
with pending status, and hence, flwUsrswould contain possible
non-followers outside the set allowed access by the first phase.

3.4 Implicit Flow Control
Next, let’s see how STORM prevents implicit IFC violations in-
volving publicly viewable data that was generated conditioned
upon data the recipient should not be privy to. Recall, from
Figure 2, that each wish has a price that should only be read

notifyFriends user = do
-- Get list of wishes
let wshQ = Owner ==. user &&.

Level <-. ["public","follower"]
wishes <- select wshQ
descrs <- mapM (project Descr) wishes
-- Get list of followers
let flwQ = User1 ==. user &&. Status ==. "ok"
flws <- select flwQ
flwIds <- mapM (project User2) flws
flwUsrs <- select (UserId <-. flwIds)
-- Notify followers
sendMail flwUsrs (show descrs)

Figure 4: A notifyFriends controller. The highlighted code
eliminates the IFC violation of the PublicFollow policy.

usersWithExpensiveWishes min = do
let qry = Price ≥. min &&. Level ==. "public"
wishes <- select qry
users <- mapM (project Owner) wishes
respond (show (nub users))

Figure 5: A usersWithExpensiveWishes controller: The
highlighted code eliminates the implicit flow violating the
PublicFollow policy. The nub function removes duplicates
from a list.

per the PublicFollow policy, i.e., by everyone (if "public"), by
followers (if "follows") or else, only by the owner. The code
in Figure 5 implements a controller that shows the session user
a list of all the users that have a wish whose price exceeds
the min threshold. (For now, ignore the shaded code.) If a
programmer is not careful, they may think this code conforms
to the application’s policy as it returns a list of wish owners
and owner is a publicly viewable column governed by the
default read @Allow policy.

Enforcement However (absent the shaded code) STORM is
unimpressed, as the list of expensive wishes was obtained
by conditioning over the sensitive price column. STORM’s
models API tracks that the qry accesses the Price field, and
infers that the result of the DB computation select qry should
only be observed by users that satisfy the PublicFollow policy.
Thus, when responding to the session user on the last line,
STORM reports an error as it cannot prove that the session
user satisfies the PublicFollow policy. To fix the code we must
restrict the Price comparison to the wishes that the session user
is allowed to access, for example, to all "public" wishes, as
shown by the shaded diff in Figure 5. Now, as detailed in § 5.1,
the type checker uses the models API to track the semantics
of qry to infer that the results of the select computation may
be made available to all viewers, thus verifying that the code
conforms to the application’s centralized policy.
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4 Brief Intro to Refinement Types & IFC

STORM is implemented using two foundational blocks:
Refinement types (§ 4.1) and Compositional IFC (§ 4.2).

4.1 Refinement Types
Refinement types let the programmer decorate the source
program’s types with logical assertions from a decidable logic
to specify subsets of values of the decorated type [56, 57]. For
example, the non-negative integers can be specified as

type Nat = {v:Int | 0≤v}

Pre- and Post-Conditions The user can write pre- and
post-conditions for functions by refining the input and output
types of functions. For example, sum adds the integers 0...n

sum :: n:Nat → {v:Nat | n≤v}
sum 0 = 0
sum n = let t = sum (n-1) in n + t

We assign sum a refined function type, comprising an input
type (pre-condition) that says that the function should only
be invoked on non-negative integers, and an output type (post-
condition) that says the result is a non-negative integer lower-
bounded by the input n. Refinement type checking proceeds
be generating a verification condition (VC), a logical formula
whose validity implies the program type checks [9, 39, 58–60].

Bounded Refinements Generic APIs require a means of
abstracting over particular policies and invariants of individual
applications. We do so using bounded refinements [61]
which allow (1) abstracting over the refinements (like
type variables <A ...> abstract over concrete types) and
(2) constraining the refinements with which the variables
can be instantiated (like subtyping bounds <A extends ...>

constrain type instantiation). For example, we can type the
function composition operator compose f g x = f (g x) as

compose :: (Cmp f g r) ⇒ (y:b → {v:c| f (y,v)})
→ (z:a → {v:b|g(z,v)})
→ (x:a → {v:c|r(x,v)})

where Cmp f g r .
= ∀x,y,z. g(x,y)⇒ f (y,z)⇒ r(x,z)

In the above, f , g and r are (abstract) refinement variables. The
specification says that compose takes as input two functions
that respectively map their argument y (resp. z) to an output
v that satisfies the assertion f (y,v) (resp. g(z,v)), and returns
as output a function that maps its input x to a value v that
satisfies the assertion r(x,v). The abstract refinements f , g and
r are related by the refinement bound Cmp f g r which states
that r is the relational composition of f and g. The signature
is generic and precise in that it abstracts over the concrete
post-conditions established by the arguments to compose while
still letting us characterize the semantics of the result. Further,
the (Horn clause) structure of the bound ensures that type

checking remains decidable. Thus, we can use an SMT solver
to automatically verify

sum2 :: n:Nat → {v:Nat | n≤v}
sum2 = compose sum sum

by automatically inferring that the refinement variables f , g,
and r can all be instantiated to the refinement λ n v→n≤v.

4.2 Compositional IFC
Next, we give a high-level overview of the method used by
STORM to enforce IFC in a compositional manner.

Primitive Operations and Computations An application is a
collection of request handlers. Each handler is the sequential
composition of a set of primitive operations that either read
from or write to the database or send results to some users. For
example, consider the handler e14 illustrated in Figure 6 that
is composed from the primitive operations e1,...,e4 as:

e12 = do e1;e2 e34 = do e3;e4 e14 = do e12;e34

Thus e12, e34 and e14 are computations built from primitive
operations using the sequential composition (;) operator.

Authorizees and Observers Each primitive operation either
reads data, e.g., from the database, that only a subset of users,
the authorizees, are allowed to view, or writes data, e.g., to
the network, thus providing it to a subset of recipients, the
observers. For example, suppose that in the handler in Figure 6,
the operations e1 and e2 read sensitive data with authorizees
auth1 and auth2 respectively. Similarly, assume that e3 and
e4 write data to observers obs3 and obs4 respectively.

Information Flow Control requires that whenever some
primitive operation ei reads data that is restricted to authorizees
authi, all subsequent operations e j only write data to observers
obs j that are contained in authi. For example, the handler in
Figure 6 respects the given security policy if

obs3⊆auth1 obs4⊆auth1
obs3⊆auth2 obs4⊆auth2

(1)

To enforce IFC we could expand each handler out into its
sequences of primitive operations and then do the inclusion
checks, e.g., via symbolic execution [14]. Sadly, this approach
runs aground when there is a combinatorial explosion of
paths through the handlers, or with loops or recursion which
generate infinitely many possible computations.

Compositional Enforcement STORM circumvents path ex-
plosion using a two-step compositional approach [42, 44, 62],
where each computation e is typed as 〈auth, obs〉where auth
(resp. obs) under-approximates (resp. over-approximates) the
authorizees (resp. observers) of e. First, STORM assigns the
primitive operations the types

e1 ::〈auth1, /0〉 e3 ::〈 /̄0, obs3〉
e2 ::〈auth2, /0〉 e4 ::〈 /̄0, obs4〉
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Figure 6: A request handler that sequences the primitive
operations e1−e4 with authorizees authi and observers obs j.

where /0 and /̄0 are the empty and universal sets of users.
Next, STORM assigns the ; operator a type that ensures that
whenever we compose two computations e and e′: (a) The
observers of e′ are contained in the authorizees of e, i.e.,
obs′ ⊆ auth (b) The authorizees of e;e′ are the intersection
of those of e and e′, i.e., auth∩auth′, and (c) The observers
of e;e′ are the the union of those of the sub-computations,
i.e., obs∪obs′. The implementations of e12 and e34 yield the
(trivial) constraints /0⊆auth1 and obs4⊆ /̄0, and types

e12 ::〈auth1∩auth2, /0〉 e34 ::〈 /̄0, obs3∪obs4〉

Finally, when we compose e12 and e34 to get the computation
e14 we get the constraint obs3∪obs4 ⊆ auth1∩auth2 which
is equivalent to the IFC constraints (1). Next, let us see how
our implementation represents the authorizees and observers
with refinements and uses a typed API to compute, propagate
and check those sets to enforce centralized security policies.

5 Implementation

We designed STORM to enable compile-time enforcement of
centralized, data-dependent policies without any modification
to the run-time. To achieve these goals, our design requires:
(1) An expressive, data-dependent way to associate DB fields
with the authorizees allowed access to those fields. (2) A way
to connect DB queries with the authorizees allowed access
to the query results. This set of users depends on the data in
the underlying rows, so we also need to characterize the values
of the rows returned by the query. (3) A way to aggregate the
authorizees and observers across computations. (4) A way to
ensure that observers who are provided sensitive data are a
subset of the users authorized by the policy.

STORM achieves the above goals by refining the type
abstractions (API) provided by each MVC layer with logical
assertions that describe the invariants of the data processed by
the operations, and the policies that govern access to that data.
This is tricky as the assertions must simultaneously satisfy
three properties. First, they must be precise to capture the
semantics of the policies and DB operations. Second, they
must be generic to enable reuse across many different web
applications. Third, they must be decidable so applications can
be automatically verified by SMT solvers. Next, we introduce
the three principal data types of the STORM API (Figure 7)
and use them to design a precise, generic and decidable API.

Policies A STORM policy is a binary predicate on a DB
row and user, which we represent as a predicate of type
row → user → Bool. The policy is data dependent as the
predicate can use the row’s values to determine if a user is
authorized. For example, Figure 2 specifies the policy Public
as a predicate on the Wish row and a user. Each policy is
attached to a column of a row specified in the ORM description
in the models file. For example, in Figure 2 we attach the
policy Public to the description column to specify that the
description should only be viewable to users other than the
owner when the row’s access level is "public".

Fields ORM libraries typically represent individual database
columns as their own datatypes. STORM uses the PERSISTENT
library [63] which represents each DB column as a type
Field row valwhere row represents the underlying row (table),
and val represents the value of the column itself. For example,
in the code below, the DB table on the left is translated to the
fields Owner, Descr and Level which respectively represent the
corresponding DB columns as plain program values.

DB Table ORM Fields
Wish
owner UserId Owner :: Field Wish UserId
descr Text Descr :: Field Wish Text
level Text Level :: Field Wish Text
price Int Price :: Field Wish Int

Policies in Fields STORM’s first pillar is a refined Field that
represents policies at the type-level, by parameterizing the
datatype with two abstract refinements (Figure 7):

pol: row→ user→ Bool sel: row→ val→ Bool

The refinement pol is instantiated with the policy attached to
the Field; sel is a selector predicate that provides a type-level
description of the value of the corresponding column. STORM
uses the models file in Figure 2 to automatically generate the
following types for Owner, Descr, Level and Price

Field 〈⊥, λr v → v=r.owner 〉 Wish UserId
Field 〈PublicFollow, λr v → v=r.descr 〉 Wish Text
Field 〈⊥, λr v → v=r.level 〉 Wish Text
Field 〈PublicFollow, λr v → v=r.price〉 Wish Int

Thus, STORM’s refined fields provide a uniform mechanism
to lift data-dependent specifications up into types.

Queries Modern ORMs, going back at least to LINQ [64],
allow the user to use Fields to build queries, e.g., of type
Query row to represent query objects (or ASTs, not the results
themselves) that access the DB table represented by row.
STORM introduces a way to refine the types of the query API
to track, at the type-level, the authorizees of the query results.
As the policies are data-dependent, our API must also track the
values of the rows in the query results. STORM achieves these
goals via the second pillar of its API, a type that represents
each DB Query parameterized by two refinements (Figure 7):

pol: row→ user→ Bool inv: row→ Bool
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data Field 〈 pol: row → user → Bool , sel: row → val → Bool 〉 row val
data Query 〈 pol: row → user → Bool , inv: row → Bool 〉 row
data RIO 〈auth: user → Bool , obs: user → Bool 〉 val

Figure 7: The central types of the STORM API

As with Field, the refinement pol denotes the authorizees for
each row returned by the query. Crucially, our query building
API will ensure that pol intersects the authorizees across all
the columns read by Query, not only those for the particular
fields that are ultimately viewed by the viewers. This allows
STORM to track implicit flows when filtering over sensitive
columns, e.g., in the usersWithExpensiveWishes controllers
from Figure 5. The refinement inv is an assertion that holds
of every row returned by the query. The inv refinement enables
type-level tracking of the query semantics which is essential
for data-dependent policies. For example, the type

Query 〈PublicFollow, λr→r.level=“public”〉 Wish

describes a query on the Wish table, where (1) the query’s
results may only be accessed when the level is "public" or
by the owner’s followers, and (2) each returned row’s level

column has the value "public".
Computations Standard ORMs use a monadic type to
represent computations with side-effects. Haskell’s IO val

describes computations that access the DB, send email or net-
work responses to yield a val value. The last pillar of STORM’s
API is the monadic RIO type that describes handlers and is
parameterized with two refinements that track the authorizees
and observers of the underlying computations (Figure 7):

auth: user→ Bool obs: user→ Bool

STORM ensures that in every RIO 〈auth, obs〉 val computation
(1) auth is an under-approximation of the authorizees of
the data the computation depends upon, and (2) obs is an
over-approximation of the observers to whom the computation
provides data. STORM then prevents leaks by ensuring that
when sub-computations e1 and e2 are sequenced, the observers
of e2 are contained in the authorizees of e1 (§ 3.3).

5.1 Model API
STORM’s models API lets applications compose Fields to
build a Query and then to execute each Query to obtain an RIO

computation that provides access to DB values (Figure 8).
Query Operators Standard ORMs let the programmer write
atomic queries using relational operators that test whether the
value of a column equals (or disequals, exceeds, etc.) some
run-time program value. For example, Level ==. "public"

in Figure 3 denotes a Query that will return all Wish rows
whose Level column is "public". Similarly, Price ≥. min in
Figure 5 is a Query that will return all Wish rows whose price
column exceeds the value of min.

Compile-time enforcement poses three challenges. First,
the constructed Query’s type must track the policy describing
the set of users who are allowed access to the Fields upon
which the query result depends. Second, the constructed
Query’s type must capture the invariant that each row returned
by the query will, in fact, have the corresponding field-value
equal-to "public", or greater than min, etc. Finally, we must
achieve the above in a generic fashion that abstracts over the
underlying DB column, so that the programmer can reuse the
operators like ==. across different tables.
Refined Query Operators We solve the above challenges
with the types for the refined query operators equals (==.)

, not-equals (/=.), less-than (<=.), element-of (<-.) in
Figure 8. For example, the signature for the equality operator
(==.) says that given (1) a Field indexed by a policy and
selector, and (2) a comparison value satisfying a property p,
the operator returns as output a Query with the same policy
as the input Field where the resulting rows are guaranteed
to satisfy the invariant. The crucial equality relationship is
specified by the bound FldEq sel inv p which says that

∀r, fv, v. sel(r, fv) ⇒ p(v) ⇒ fv=v ⇒ inv(r) (2)

Recall that each Field’s sel-ector predicate characterizes the
value of the Field in a given row. That is, sel(r, fv) holds when
the value of the Field in row r is fv. Thus, the bound (2) says
that for any row r, the invariant inv(r) holds whenever the
field’s value fv equals any value v that satisfies p. To get a dif-
ferent comparison, e.g., less-than or disequality, we need only
modify the = relationship in the bound to≤ or 6= respectively.
Query Combinators ORMs let us use combinators to build
complex queries from simpler ones. For example, the query
Level ==. "public" &&. Price ≥. min in Figure 5 returns all
Wish rows whose Level is "public" and Price exceeds min.

Compile-time enforcement requires the combinators’
signatures meet two goals. First, the combined Query’s policy
predicate should be the intersection of the users allowed
access to each sub-query. Second, the combined Query’s
invariant should be the conjunction (for (&&.)) or disjunction
(for (||.)) of the sub-query invariants.
Refined Query Combinators We achieve the above with the
signatures for (&&.) and (||.) in Figure 8. The conjunction
combinator (&&.) takes two input sub-queries of type
Query 〈pol1, inv1〉 row and Query 〈pol2, inv2〉 row respectively,
and returns a Query 〈pol1tpol2, inv〉 row. The output Query’s
policy is the join of the two inputs, i.e., the set of authorized
users is the intersection of those allowed by pol1 and pol2.
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(==.) :: (FldEq sel inv p) ⇒ Field 〈pol, sel〉 row val → val 〈 p〉 → Query 〈pol, inv〉 row
where

FldEq sel inv p .
= ∀r, fv,v.sel(r,v)⇒ p(fv)⇒ (fv=v)⇒ inv(r)

(&&.) :: (And inv1 inv2 inv) ⇒ Query 〈pol1, inv1〉 row → Query 〈pol2, inv2〉 row → Query 〈pol1tpol2, inv〉 row
where

pol1tpol2
.
= λr u→ pol1(r,u)∧ pol2(r,u)

And p q r .
= ∀x. p(x)⇒ q(x)⇒ r(x)

select :: (PolAuth pol inv auth) ⇒ Query 〈pol, inv〉 row → RIO 〈auth, >〉 [row 〈 inv〉 ]
where

PolAuth pol inv auth .
= ∀r,u. inv(r)⇒ auth(u)⇒ pol(r,u)

project :: (PolAuth pol inv auth) ⇒ Field 〈pol, sel〉 row val → row 〈 inv〉 → RIO 〈auth, >〉 val
where

PolAuth pol inv auth .
= ∀r,u. inv(r)⇒ auth(u)⇒ pol(r,u)

join :: (Auth1 sel1 sel2 pol1 inv auth, Auth1 sel1 sel2 polq inv auth, Auth2 sel1 sel2 pol2 inv auth, SelOn sel1 sel2 on) ⇒
Field 〈pol1, sel1〉 row1 val → Field 〈pol2, sel2〉 row2 val → Query 〈polq, inv〉 row1 →
RIO 〈auth, >〉 [(row1 〈 inv〉 , row2) 〈on〉 ]

where
SelOn sel1 sel2 on .

= ∀r1,r2,v.sel1(r1,v)⇒ sel2(r2,v)⇒ on(r1,r2)
Auth1 sel1 sel2 pol inv auth .

= ∀r1,r2,v,u.sel1(r1,v)⇒ sel2(r2,v)⇒ inv(r1)⇒ auth(u)⇒ pol(r1,u)
Auth2 sel1 sel2 pol inv auth .

= ∀r1,r2,v,u.sel1(r1,v)⇒ sel2(r2,v)⇒ inv(r1)⇒ auth(u)⇒ pol(r2,u)

Figure 8: Selected functions from STORM’s Models (ORM) API

The bound And inv1 inv2 inv states that the output Query’s
invariant is the conjunction of that of the inputs’ inv1 and inv2.

Example: Building Queries Let’s see how STORM’s API
types the query Level ==. "public" &&. Price ≥. min from
Figure 5. First, by composing the respective Field types
for Level and Price with that of the (==.) operator, the type
checker infers the left and right conjuncts have types

Query 〈⊥, λr→r.level=“public”〉 Wish
Query 〈PublicFollow, λr→r.price ≥ min 〉 Wish

which (&&.) combines to type the conjoined query as

Query 〈PublicFollow,λr→r.level=“public” ∧ ...〉 Wish

Selecting Rows Lastly, the API has functions to query the
database. ORMs export a select function that executes a
Query to return a list of matching rows. STORM’s API refines
the type of select to use the Query’s policy and invariant
to determine: (1) the set of users authorized access to the
results, and (2) the invariants of the result itself, as the data
may then be used to generate subsequent queries. To this
end, STORM assigns select the signature in Figure 8, which
says that it takes as input a Query 〈pol, inv〉 row and returns
as output a computation RIO 〈auth, >〉 [row〈inv〉]. That is, the
computation produces a list of rows where each row satisfies
inv. The resulting computation’s observers are the empty set
> .
=λu→ false. However, the computation’s authorizees auth

are defined by the bound PolAuth pol inv auth which says a

user u is authorized to access a row r that satisfies the Query

invariant only when that row and user satisfy the Query policy.

Projecting Fields In standard ORMs, the rows returned by
select are opaque: a project operation must be used to extract
the value of a given column (Field). STORM’s API refines the
type of project to track the authorizees of the extracted value
via the signature in Figure 8, which says that project takes
an input Field 〈pol, sel〉 row val and a row〈inv〉 and returns a
computation RIO 〈auth, >〉 val. Like select the computation
has an empty set of observers (>). Further, the signature
reuses select’s bound to ensure that computations authorizees
auth are contained within those specified by Field’s policy.

Example: Selection and Projection Recall the Query in
Figure 5 which looks for all the public Wish rows whose price
exceeds min. As shown in the previous example, the Query’s
policy and invariant predicates were inferred to be

pol .
=PublicFollow inv .

=λr→r.level=“public” ∧ ...

Thus, at the select the type checker infers the authorizees auth
to be the set of all users, as the invariant implies the policy
predicate. If, as in Figure 5, the Level ==. "public" clause
was absent, the above implication would not hold, yielding
a smaller set of authorizees auth. This would would render
the handler ill-typed, as it (implicitly) leaks the sensitive Price

value to observers outside auth.

Joining Tables ORMs let the user replace inefficient nested
loops over multiple tables with efficient join operations.
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STORM provides a join function that tracks (1) the authorizees
of the sensitive data accessed by the query, and (2) the invari-
ants of the resulting rows. STORM’s join accounts for the
policies in both tables via the signature in Figure 8. The type
says that join takes as input the two Fields to join on (the ON

clause) and a Query to filter the results (the WHERE clause), and
returns a list of record pairs that satisfy the Query’s invariant
and the on condition. The on condition is defined by the SelOn
bound which says the condition holds for rows r1 and r2 if their
respective join fields are equal. Further, the resulting compu-
tation’s authorizees auth are defined by the bounds Auth1 and
Auth2 which limits auth to users authorized to view the join
and query fields for the subset of rows selected by the query.

Example: Join Recall the controller in Figure 4 which notifies
the followers of a user after inefficiently computing them
(flwUsrs) with two select queries: one to access the rows of
the Follower table and one to get the corresponding rows of
User. We can efficiently compute flwUsrs with a single join

let joinQ = User1 ==. user &&. Status ==."ok"
flwUsrs <- join User2 UserId joinQ

which returns a list of (Follower, User) pairs whose second
component are user’s followers who can then be notified.

5.2 Controller & View API

Existing ORMs for effect-sensitive languages like Haskell
encapsulate controllers and views in a monadic API to
distinguish effectful DB and network computations from pure
ones. STORM refines the monadic API to track the authorizees
and observers of each controller computation.

Controller API The key element of the controller API is the
monadic bind operator that sequences computations. When c1
and c2 are computations, of type RIO a and RIO b respectively,
the expression bind c1 (λx → c2) is the computation that
runs c1, binds its result of type a to x and then runs c2. In
Haskell and similar languages, sequential blocks

do {x1 <- e1; ... xn <- en; e}

are translated to

bind e1 (λx1 → ... bind en (λxn → e))

STORM’s signature for bind (Figure 9) ensures three prop-
erties of any sequential composition bind c1 (λx → c2).
(Leak-freedom) First, we ensure that c2 does not leak sensitive
information accessed in c1. That is, we ensure that the
observers obs2 of c2 are contained in the authorizees auth1 of
c1, via the bound auth1 v obs2. (Authorizee-strengthening)
Second, the the authorizees of the sequenced computation are
auth1tauth2: the users authorized to access the data read by
both sub-computations. (Observer-weakening) Finally, the
the observers of the sequenced computation are obs1uobs2:
the users who are observers of either sub-computation.

return :: a → RIO 〈⊥, >〉 a

bind :: (auth1vobs2) ⇒
RIO 〈auth1, auth2〉 a →
(a → RIO 〈auth2, obs2〉 b) →
RIO 〈auth1tauth2, obs1uobs2〉 b

where
authvobs .

= ∀u. obs(u)⇒ auth(u)

authUser : RIO 〈⊥, >〉 {u :User|u=sessionUser}
respond : Text→ RIO 〈⊥, λu→u=sessionUser〉 ()
sendMail : [user 〈 p〉 ] → Text → RIO 〈⊥, p〉 ()

Figure 9: Selections from STORM’s Controller & View APIs

View API STORM’s view API provides a function authUser

whose signature (Figure 9) states that it returns the identity of
the currently authenticated session user. Handlers can use this
function to determine suitable responses to HTTP requests,
e.g., by constructing and executing DB queries using authUser

(§ 3.2). The view API has a respond function whose signature,
shown in Figure 9, specifies that it takes Text or JSON data
and sends it back to the currently authenticated sessionUser.
Recall that the Leak-freedom guarantee provided by the type
of bind ensures that whenever respond is used, the recipient is
authorized to view the data used to construct the corresponding
Text or JSON payload. Unlike previous frameworks which
require potentially unsafe declassification [6], STORM’s view
API includes a way to sendMail responses to lists of users,
where type checking ensures that data is disclosed per the
application’s centralized policy (§ 3.3).

5.3 Policies and Updates

Non-trivial applications require policies that relate rows
across tables. (We found 9/11 of the benchmarks in our
evaluation require policies that span tables § 7.1.) For example,
in the WishList app (§ 3.3) we required that only the owner’s
followers be allowed to read the description of a non-public
Wish. The follower relationship is naturally stored in a separate
Follower table. Hence, we must support policies that say that
access is allowed if there exists a particular row in a different
table. In the case of WishList a user can view a descr for a Wish
when there exists a row in the Follower table whose status

is "ok" that relates the viewer with the Wish owner. The direct
way to specify such a policy is with existentially quantified
refinement predicates, or alternatively to add a relational join
to the set of logical operations. Unfortunately, both of these ap-
proaches take the predicate language out of the efficiently SMT
decidable fragment, thus precluding automatic verification.

Witnessing Existentials with Predicates STORM allows cross-
table policies by using uninterpreted predicates to provide
evidence that certain rows exist in (other) tables. First, the
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policy declares there is a suitable relation without providing
any definition for it. For example, in Figure 2 we declare a
binary follows predicate that holds for a pair of users. Second,
the policy asserts that each record establishes the predicate
holds for the tuple of values in the record. This predicate is
then added as an invariant that holds of every record of the cor-
responding table. For example, in Figure 2 we assert that, e.g.,
OkFollows holds for each Follower record. Consequently, the
type checker assumes that every term of type Follower satisfies
the invariant, and hence, provides concrete evidence that the
follows relationship holds between users in the record’s fields,
if the status is "ok". In this way, STORM lets us specify cross-
table policies, while ensuring refinements stay decidable.

Predicates vs. Updates Predicates are timeless: once the
relationship is established it holds forever. This is problematic,
e.g., if the record is updated or deleted, which would require
us to similarly invalidate those invariants in the code. We
reconcile the tension between timeless predicates and updates
by separating two goals: (1) provide security guarantees
locally within a single controller action, and (2) reflect the
effects of updates and deletions globally across multiple
controller actions. That is, locally, we want that within a single
action, a Alice should be able to view Bob’s wishes only if at
some point during the action the Follower table contained a
tuple (Alice, Bob, "ok"). However, if during an action, Bob
revoked access, e.g., by updating the "ok" to "no", then in
subsequent controller actions we must deny Alice access.

Soundness via Monotonicity and Erasure Our uninterpreted-
predicate method achieves these goals as follows. First, we
impose a syntactic restriction that the predicates appear posi-
tively (i.e., not under a negation). Implicitly, the predicates are
interpreted to be true if they held of any database snapshot dur-
ing the handler action. In other words, the predicates are mono-
tonic: i.e., once established, they continue to hold till the end of
the action. Second, STORM’s compositional design erases the
assertions at the end of each controller action, as each action
is checked in isolation starting with no assertions. That is, the
assertions must be re-established by future actions by querying
the database, ensuring that if one action updates the database,
e.g., to revoke privileges, then accesses will be prevented in
subsequent handler actions. Thus, monotonicity lets us soundly
enforce the policy locally in an action, and erasure lets us prop-
agate the effects of updates globally across actions, essentially
by viewing the predicates as holding per handler action.

6 Verification

We establish the security guarantees of STORM in two steps.
First, we implement a formally verified Labeled IO (LIO)
library [10], whose API ensures that well-typed clients do not
throw dynamic IFC exceptions, i.e., do not leak. Second, we
use our typed LIO library to implement λSTORM, a simplified
reference implementation of the STORM API. (Unlike λSTORM,

the full STORM implementation supports tables with arbitrary
many columns and SQL types, and implements DB queries
using existing ORM libraries backed by SQL databases.) As
well-typed λSTORM applications are well-typed LIO clients,
we are guaranteed they do not leak.
IFC with Labeled Values In LIO, Labels are elements from
a lattice whose partial order v specifies allowed flows [10].
LIO secures data by wrapping it with Labels indicating the
level at which it is visible

data Labeled a = {val: a, lbl: Label}

LIO enforces IFC by maintaining an ambient (or current)
label lc which keeps track of the most sensitive value read
during the computation. The ambient label lc starts at⊥ and is
updated, i.e., monotonically increased using the labels of the
sensitive data accessed during the computation. The system
enforces IFC by blocking any output to a security level below
lc, as this would correspond to an (undesirable) information
flow from a high (e.g., Secret) level to a low (e.g., Public)
level. The undesirable flow is blocked via a dynamic IFC
exception that aborts the computation.
Refined LIO Computations LIO encapsulates secure com-
putations in a monadic interface that systematically creates,
propagates, updates labels to enforce IFC. To this end, LIO
structures computations as label-transformers of type LIO a

which are functions that take as argument the current label
l and returns the updated label l′ and the computation’s result:
a value of type a. λSTORM refines LIO a to implement the
computation type (§ 5) as

type RIO 〈auth, obs〉 a =
{l :Label|lvobs}→({l′ :Label|l′v ltauth}, a)

The precondition requires that obs over-approximates the
observers who are given access by the computation’s ambient
label l. The postcondition ensures that the updated label l′

includes the authorizees for the computation.
Verified RIO API We make the RIO type abstract, and let de-
velopers write secure applications by exposing a monadic API
(bind and return) extended with three operations. (1) label l

v protects a value v by wrapping it with a label l. The operation
enforces IFC by checking that the label l is not below the
ambient label lc. If the check fails, the program aborts with a
(dynamic) IFC error [10]. (2) unlabel lv takes a labeled value
lv of type Labeled a and returns a computation producing the
(unwrapped) a value. unlabel ensures the ambient label is
updated at each sensitive data access by raising the ambient
label to be at least that of lv’s label. (3) downgrade l k lets us
safely unlabel Boolean-valued computations by taking ceiling
label l and a Boolean-valued computation k, and then executes
k at label l, updating the ambient label to lc t l: Crucially, if
the computation k’s label exceeds the ceiling l, then downgrade

returns a default value False. This ensures that the True result
is only observed for computations that safely occur under the
ceiling l. We type the RIO API with refinements that verify
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(a) the λSTORM implementation of the API type-checks, and
(b) well-typed clients do not throw IFC exceptions.
Policies For brevity, in λSTORM we assume the DB stores a
single type Val of primitive values and that each table has
exactly two columns. In λSTORM, a data-dependent policy is
a function that maps DB rows’ Values to Labels that protect
access to each column

type Policy = Val → Val → Label

A Spec declares the policy for a table via one per column

data Spec = {p1 :Policy , p2 :Policy}

Tables A DB Row is a pair of labeled values

data Row = { f1 :Labeled Val , f2 :Labeled Val}

We define a type for Rows that are protected by the Spec s via
the refinement sat s r which states that the row r’s columns
are labeled per s’ policies

type RowS s = {r :Row| sat s r}
where sat s r .

= ∧i∈1,2 s.pi r. f1.val r. f2.val= r. fi.lbl

Thus, we implement database Tables as a package

data Table = {spec : Spec , rows : [RowS spec]}

comprising a policy specification spec, and a collection of
rows protected by labels satisfying spec. Thus, type checking
ensures that every Table contains rows that are protected as
mandated by the Table’s spec.
Verified ORM λSTORM implements the models API (Figure 8)
on top of our refined LIO interface in about 800 lines of code.
We use label and unlabel to respectively implement insert
and project. We implement Query using an algebraic datatype
indexed with predicates that respectively represent the policy,
and invariant associated with the query. Finally, we use
downgrade to implement select, update and join and verify
their correctness with a reference eval function that represents
query semantics at the type-level. We use LIQUIDHASKELL
to verify [65] that λSTORM implements the API, which, coupled
with previously established non-interference results for
LIO [6, 10] proves λSTORM applications do not leak.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate STORM by asking three questions: How expres-
sive is STORM’s policy specification mechanism? (§ 7.1)
What typing burden does STORM’s static verification place
on developers? (§ 7.2) Does STORM reduce the code that
developers need to get right in real applications? (§ 7.3)

7.1 Expressiveness
We evaluate the expressiveness of STORM’s specification
mechanism porting the security policies of nine case studies
spanning four state-of-the-art approaches for centralized

System Benchmark Model Policy

URFLOW secret 8 9
poll 14 16
calendar 15 29
gradebook 18 24
forum 19 34

JACQUELINE conference 42 46
course 32 11
health 79 23

HAILS gitstar 16 21
LWEB bibifi 312 101

Table 1: Expressiveness comparison: Numbers are LOC.

policy enforcement in web applications, summarized in
Table 1: (i) From URFLOW [14] we ported a minimal
application for storing Secrets; a message Forum with
fine-grained access-control; a Calendar app where users share
details of their schedule specifying who may learn details
about it; and an anonymous Poll app where the creator can
draft a poll and later mark it as live; (ii) From HAILS [66]
we ported GitStar, a code hosting web platform inspired by
GitHub; (iii) From JACQUELINE [5] we ported a Conference

manager that supports designation of roles, paper submissions,
assignment of reviews and review submissions; a Course

manager that allows instructors and students to organize
assignments and submissions; a HealthRecord Manager based
on the HIPAA privacy standards; (iv) From LWEB [6] we
ported BIBIFI, a web-site to host the “Build it, Break it, Fix
it” security-oriented programming contest [67].

URFLOW’s specification language is the closest to ours: poli-
cies are specified as declarative SQL queries over the DB state,
instead of STORM’s logical assertions. As such, we found
porting URFLOW policies to STORM to be straightforward.

JACQUELINE uses multi-faceted execution to dynamically
enforce policies specified as boolean functions. We were
able to express all but one policy from the JACQUELINE case
studies. The sole exception was a policy from the Conference

manager where conflicts between PC members and papers
are stored in a PaperPCConflict table. A PC member can only
see the author and the content of a paper if there is no conflict
present in this table. Our specification language does not
support policies that depend on the absence of rows, and we
thus have to express conflicts differently. Like in URFLOW,
policies in STORM are limited to those that can be proven to
hold issuing simple queries to the database, including joins,
but without using more complex features like grouping or
sorting rows, which we leave to future work.

HAILS and LWEB use labels to dynamically enforce
policies. The policies in their case studies directly ported
over to STORM. In many situations we were able to specify
the requirements in a more natural and declarative way.
Specifically, HAILS and LWEB accommodate data-dependent
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policies by querying the database at runtime to associate labels
with meaning derived from the database state. For example, to
even specify the Follow in the wishlist app (§ 3) one needs to
query the database to check a corresponding Follower record
exists. This is a problem. First, they duplicate DB queries as
the data returned by these policy queries is often also relevant
for the application logic. Worse, the queries may leak or fail,
making it hard to reason about policy specification. In LWEB,
such queries are trusted and written outside their declarative
policy specification language. But even when they are not
trusted (e.g., as in HAILS), exceptions in policy specification
code due to failed (or unsafe) queries are hard to debug.

7.2 Effort

We evaluate the burden that STORM’s static typing puts on the
programmer by implementing three case-studies—WishList

(§ 3) and the Course and Conference apps from JACQUELINE.
We pick these because they have a wide range of policies that
were previously thought to only be enforceable dynamically.

WishList (§ 3) allows users to save wishes and browse
those of other users. We implemented a version with the
PublicFollow policy which allows access to others’ wishes
when the wish is public or the user is a follower.

Conference [5] models a conference manager with a blind
review process. Users can be authors of papers or PC members
who write reviews. STORM enforces several policies: only
a PC member should be able to view data that could reveal the
identity of a reviewer; scores or the overall decision should
be viewable by non-PC users only when the PC has made deci-
sions public; even in the public stage, a paper’s reviews should
only be accessible to PC members or the papers’ authors;
some data like a paper’s text should be visible to the PC or
authors, but can be made public if the paper has been accepted.

Course [5] is a course management system with two kinds of
users: students who enroll in courses, receive assignments and
turn in submissions, and instructors who grade submissions
and send final scores. STORM enforces policies like: only the
instructor of the class or the student can view certain data like
the student’s final grade for the class; only the instructor or
the authoring student can access an assignment submission.

Typing Annotations Static enforcement requires program-
mers to write some untrusted (and verified) type annotations.
STORM uses the off-the-shelf LIQUIDHASKELL checker
whose inference engine reduces the typing annotations needed
for verification [68]. Hence, programmers need only annotate
the allows and gives labels for top-level controllers with
assertions describing the access provided by the controller.
Many of these are trivial assertion where the computation
(1) does not read or output sensitive data and may be typed
RIO 〈⊥,>〉 a or (2) is not composed with other sensitive
computations and may be typed RIO 〈>,⊥〉 a. The remainder

express restrictions specified in policies, as exemplified by
the signature for Conference’s getReviews controller:

p:Paper → RIO 〈λv→PcOrAuth(v,p),>〉 [Review]

This says that user v can access the Reviews of p only if v is
on the PC or the decisions have been made and v authored p.
Quantitative Evaluation Table 2 summarizes our quantitative
evaluation of the programmer effort needed for static enforce-
ment. For each case-study, we show (1) the total lines of code
of the application split across the client (where applicable),
server, the DB model, and the policy specification; (2) the typ-
ing annotations required to statically verify that the server code
conforms to the policy; and (3) the time taken to verify the ap-
plication. Overall, our results show the programmer overhead
is modest: 1 line of type (resp. non-trivial type) annotations ev-
ery 19 (resp. 29) lines of code across the three case studies. We
measured verification times using a commodity laptop running
Arch Linux with 16GB of memory and a quad core Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-8550U CPU @ 1.80GHz processor. While the
results show room for improvement the times themselves were
acceptable for interactive development: refinement type check-
ing is modular and the developer focuses on one controller
at a time, for which verification typically takes a few seconds.

7.3 Auditability
The ultimate proof-of-the-pudding is: does STORM reduce
the amount of code the developer has to get right in real
web applications? To answer this question, we built and
deployed two new applications: VOLTRON and DISCO. In
both applications, the code is divided into a browser-based
client written using the VUE.JS framework [69] and a STORM
server that handles and provides sensitive data. The client does
not know anything about the security policies: all enforcement
is done server-side, where the policies are used to statically
restrict how data is provided in response to client requests.
VOLTRON allows instructors to simultaneously view the
progress of multiple groups of students collaborating on
in-class programming exercises. Administrators can create
new classes and assign them an instructor. Instructors can
then enroll students and assign them to groups. Each group
is assigned a hash which gives them access to a text buffer
that is synchronized in real-time using Google’s firebase
service [70], providing collaborative editing. While students
can only access their group’s buffer, instructors can view all
their classes’ buffers. VOLTRON has two essential policies:
(1) only administrators can create classes and only instructors
can enroll students to a class; and (2) a group’s buffer is only
accessible to the group’s members and the class’ instructor.
We deployed VOLTRON for four month in Fall 2020 and
regularly use it in two classes with about 50 and 100 students.
DISCO abbreviates Distant Socialing, an application that
simulates the “hallway track” for facilitating social interaction
in, e.g., a conference or workshop. In DISCO, an organizer
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Application LOC Ver. (s)

Server Models Policy Client Annot.

Conference 644 25 57 - 43 (32) 79
Course 198 24 19 - 5 (1) 20
WishList 334 12 21 - 20 (12) 27
Voltron 756 32 37 1012 29 (17) 44
Disco 859 43 32 4630 43 (16) 120

Total 2851 140 166 5844 125 (72) 290

Table 2: Time (in seconds) to verify each application and
lines taken by Server code, DB Model definitions, Policy
specification code, Client code and typing Annotations.
Non-trivial typing annotations are shown within parentheses.

can set up video chat rooms for attendees to join and talk to
each other. Once logged in, attendees find themselves in the
“Lobby” where they can see other users currently connected
and view their “badges”. Users can choose to “join” a room, in
which case they enter a video chat with the other participants
in that room. Organizers can limit the capacity of rooms and
broadcast announcements to all users. Additionally, attendees
can directly message each other. The majority of DISCO’s
policies correspond to some form of access control—e.g.,
operations like managing rooms and sending invitations are
restricted to organizers, and personal details about individuals
can only be edited by those users. We do, however, enforce
two information flow policies: (1) only the recipient of a direct
message is allowed to see its content; and (2) if a user has their
visibility set to private, only people currently in their room
can see their location.

DISCO was deployed at the Programming Languages Men-
toring Workshop (PLMW) in June 2020 and at the Verification
Mentoring Workshop (VMW) in July 2020. In the latter, we
had about 107 registered users in all and a peak of 55 users
using DISCO simultaneously. The application elicited very pos-
itive responses from users who wrote: “DISCO is great, it has
been fantastic having it as a platform for social interactions at
VMW!”, “In my experience, DISCO worked amazingly well!”,
and “DISCO was among the best parts of VMW this year”.

Quantitative Evaluation Table 2 compares the size of the
policy specification code—that the developer has to get right—
with the rest of the web application: the implementation of the
server, and additionally the JavaScript clients for VOLTRON
and DISCO. We find that for real applications like VOLTRON
and DISCO, which require many controllers to implement the
application functionality, STORM’s policies account for under
4% of the server code, and under 1% if we include the client.

Discussion STORM helped discover an information flow bug in
DISCO that arose due to the subtle interaction of two seemingly
independent features—and would likely have gone unnoticed
otherwise. First, DISCO users can set their visibility to private
and the UI, accordingly, should not reveal to others when they

join a room. Second, each DISCO room has an associated
topic which is protected by a policy that allows users inside the
room to change it. A type error alerted us to a conflict between
these policies. In particular, enforcing the topic policy could
implicitly reveal the location of an invisible user (violating the
first policy). We designed and implemented VOLTRON without
using explicit policies, and only added them afterwards. While
the process of building VOLTRON took several person-months,
the verification process required only minor changes to the
code—including the checks that eliminated the implicit
leak—and was finished in under two days. Our experience
suggests developers informally consider policies when
programming and structure code to facilitate verification.

8 Conclusion & Future Work

We presented the STORM framework for writing MVC-style
web applications with statically enforced, data dependent se-
curity policies. STORM shows how the MVC architecture nat-
urally lends itself to IFC, by centralizing policies as part of the
model and then using a type-refined ORM API to track infor-
mation flow across database queries and handler computations.

The RIO monad is the glue that binds together the different
elements of STORM to precisely track the effects—each
computation’s authorizees and observers—needed to enforce
IFC. In principle, it should be possible to integrate our
approach to any language that supports similar fine-grained
effect tracking. On the flip side, however, a limitation of our
design is that programmers have to structure their controllers
in the restricted RIO monad which limits the effects available
to them. Our evaluation shows how a broad range of effects
(database queries, HTTP requests, emails, random number
generation) can be integrated into the RIO monad which
sufficed to build real web applications. It would be interesting
to investigate how to securely integrate other classes of effects
(e.g., exceptions which are historically leaky).

Another limitation apparent from our models API is that it
takes some toil to extend STORM to support DB operations like
select or join, which restricts the DB queries the developer
can write. In future work, it would be valuable to see how
to support more expressive queries by designing a way to
systematically and automatically refine an ORM library that
supports a large fragment of SQL.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

Our artifact contains (a snapshot of) the source code for the
implementation of STORM from § 5, the formally verified refer-
ence implementation λSTORM described in § 6), the various poli-
cies, case-studies and applications used in our evaluation § 7.

Scope

The artifact provides a way to reproduce the results in the
paper. First, we provide examples of how a programmer might
write insecure code that fails to respect particular policies,
as described in Section 3 and show how those mistakes are
caught by refinement type checking. Next, the code shows
how STORM is implemented on top of existing ORM and
networking libraries as described in § 5. Further, the artifact
contains the verified reference implementation of λSTORM

from Section 6 which shows how the API can be implemented
on top of an LIO interface. Finally, addition, to the source
code described above we include the various scripts used to
compile the applications and measure the verification time
and code annotation overheads that we report in Section 7.
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Contents

The artifact comprises the following sub-directories and files:
storm-core—the source for the verified reference implemen-
tation λSTORM (§ 6); models—the ported policies from the
expressiveness benchmarks (§ 7.1); case-studies—the source
for the ported case-studies (§ 7.2); disco and voltron—the
source for the end-to-end applications (§ 7.3); and fig9.py—
the script used to generate Table 2. Each sub-directory contains
a manifest file that links to the github commits for STORM and
LIQUIDHASKELL that are needed to compile the application.

Hosting

You can obtain the artifact from github by run-
ning git clone --recursive on the repository
https://github.com/storm-framework/artifact It suf-
fices to use the main branch, specifically, commit 3

eb138ab5145e688504eff71c669c6570701e10b.

Requirements

You can run the artifact on any machine computer running
Linux or MacOS after installing the following software. The
artifact requires python 3.7 and the following dependencies.
(1) stack v2.5.1 which can be installed by following these
instructions1; (2) z3 v4.8.8 which can be installed by
downloading the binary 2. You can ignore the shared libraries
and bindings for Java and Python; just download and place a
suitable z3 binary somewhere in your PATH. (3) tokei v12.1.2

which is used to count lines of code 3. Familiarity with the
stack build system for Haskell would be useful to evaluate
the artifact but it is not necessary.

λSTORM Implementation (§ 6)

Directory storm-core has the source for the verified ref-
erence implementation λSTORM from § 6. To verify, run
cd storm-core && stack build.

Policies (§ 7.1)

The code in models/ contains the policies ported to evaluate
expressiveness as described in § 7.1. This directory does not
contain verifiable code, only the ported models files. The
models files are grouped by the original tool they were taken
from, e.g., the models file for the Calendar application in
URFLOW is in models/src/UrWeb/Calendar/Model.storm.

1https://docs.haskellstack.org/en/stable/README
2https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/releases/tag/z3-4.8.8
3https://github.com/XAMPPRocky/tokei#installation

Case Studies (§ 7.2)
The case studies used to evaluate the burden STORM puts on
programmers as described in § 7.2 are in case-studies. There
is a stack project for each case study.

Verify the Code To verify one of the case studies go
to the corresponding directory and build the project.
For example, to verify the WishList application run
cd case-studies/wishlist && stack build.

Breaking the Code To check how STORM catches leaks open
case-studies/wishlist/src/Controllers/Wish.hs. The func-
tion getWishData at line 156 extracts the information out of a Wish.
The query between lines 164 and 171 checks if the viewer is friends
with the owner of the wish. Remove the check frienshipStatus
==. "accepted" from the query, i.e., the query should look like:

friends <- selectFirst
( friendshipUser1 ' ==. owner &&:

friendshipUser2 ' ==. viewerId )

Then verify by running stack build. Forgetting to check if the
friendship is "accepted" causes a leak as the viewer may not be
friends with the Wish owner, yielding an error:

|
173 | level == "friends" →

| project wishDescription ' wish
| ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Automation Evaluation (Fig 2)
To produce the count of lines of code in 2 run python3 fig9.py

Application: Disco (§ 7.3)

Verify the Code To verify Disco’s server code is leak free run
cd disco/server && stack build

Break the Code Open the file disco/server/src/Controllers
/Room. The function updateTopic on line 36 implements the
functionality that allows a user to update a room’s topic. If not done
carefully, this operation may produce a subtle information flow bug
as described in the discussion of § 7.3. Line 42 checks that the user’s
visibility is set to "public" and only then allows them to update the
topic. Update lines 42 to 50 to

Just roomId → do
UpdateTopicReq {..} <- decodeBody
validateTopic updateTopicReqTopic
_ <- updateWhere

(roomId ' ==. roomId)
(roomTopic ' `assign ` updateTopicReqTopic)

room <- selectFirstOr notFoundJSON
(roomId ' ==. roomId)

roomData <- extractRoomData room
respondJSON status200 roomData

Nothing → respondError status403 Nothing

and run stack build. Forgetting to check if the visibility is set to
public produces an error when accessing the user’s current room as
the information may be leaked. You should see:
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**** LIQUID: UNSAFE ***********************
src/Controllers/Room.hs :39:23: error:
...

|
39 | userRoom <- project userRoom ' viewer

| ^^^^^^^^^

Application: Voltron (§ 7.3)

Verify the Code You can verify the code by cd voltron/server
&& stack build

Break the Code Open the file voltron/server/src/Controllers
/Class.hs The function addRoster at line 102 implements the
functionality to enroll a list of students to a class. This operation is
restricted to instructors of the class which is checked by the query
in lines 109 and 110. Removing the clause classInstructor' ==.
instrId so the query reads:

cls <- selectFirstOr
(errorResponse status403 Nothing)
(className ' ==. rosterClass)

produces an error as the user does not have enough permissions:

**** LIQUID: UNSAFE ************************
src/Controllers/Class.hs :113:19: error:
...

|
113| mapT (addGroup clsId) (rosterGroups r)

| ^^^^^

src/Controllers/Class.hs :114:19: error:
...

|
114| mapT (addEnroll clsId) (rosterEnrolls r)

| ^^^^^
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Abstract
Web pages today commonly include large amounts of

JavaScript code in order to offer users a dynamic experience.
These scripts often make pages slow to load, partly due to a
fundamental inefficiency in how browsers process JavaScript
content: browsers make it easy for web developers to reason
about page state by serially executing all scripts on any frame
in a page, but as a result, fail to leverage the multiple CPU
cores that are readily available even on low-end phones.

In this paper, we show how to address this inefficiency
without requiring pages to be rewritten or browsers to be
modified. The key to our solution, Horcrux, is to account
for the non-determinism intrinsic to web page loads and
the constraints placed by the browser’s API for parallelism.
Horcrux-compliant web servers perform offline analysis of
all the JavaScript code on any frame they serve to conserva-
tively identify, for every JavaScript function, the union of the
page state that the function could access across all loads of
that page. Horcrux’s JavaScript scheduler then uses this in-
formation to judiciously parallelize JavaScript execution on
the client-side so that the end-state is identical to that of a se-
rial execution, while minimizing coordination and offloading
overheads. Across a wide range of pages, phones, and mo-
bile networks covering web workloads in both developed and
emerging regions, Horcrux reduces median browser compu-
tation delays by 31-44% and page load times by 18-37%.

1 INTRODUCTION

Despite accounting for over half of all global web traf-
fic [28, 30, 76], mobile browsing in the wild continues to
operate far slower than what users can endure [17, 18, 34],
with page loads often taking upwards of 10 seconds [14, 79].
Since users are more likely to abandon pages that are slow to
load [39], the current sub-optimal state of mobile web per-
formance negatively impacts not only user experience, but
also the revenue of content providers [31].

A key contributor to slow page loads on mobile devices
is the computation that browsers must perform to load a
page [85, 62, 64, 22], most of which is accounted for by the
execution of JavaScript code (§2). Numerous solutions have
attempted to reduce the amount of necessary client-side com-
putation, either by requiring developers to manually rewrite
pages [37] or by having clients offload page load computa-
tions to more powerful servers [68, 67, 71, 13, 64, 32]. How-
ever, solutions of the former class come at the expense of
manual effort and page functionality, while those in the latter

class are largely unviable in practice (§7). Offloading to prox-
ies [68, 67, 71] is infeasible in today’s HTTPS-by-default
web, while systems [64] in which origin servers return post-
processed pages that elide computations risk compromising
correctness since servers lack visibility into client-side state
(e.g., localStorage) that can affect control flow in a page load.

We pursue an alternative and complementary approach:
instead of attempting to reduce the amount of computation
that web clients must perform, we seek to execute the neces-
sary computation on client devices more efficiently. In partic-
ular, we observe that there exists a fundamental inefficiency
in the computation model that browsers employ (§2). To
simplify page development, JavaScript execution is single-
threaded [65, 64], and worse, JavaScript and rendering tasks
are forced to share a single “main” thread per frame in a
page [38]. Consequently, browsers are unable to take advan-
tage of the growing number of CPU cores available on popu-
lar phones in both developed and emerging regions [24, 25].
This inefficiency will only worsen as, due to energy con-
straints, increased core counts have become the main source
of compute resource improvements on phones [77, 35].

A natural solution to this inefficiency is to parallelize
JavaScript computations across a device’s available cores.
Browsers have included support for pages to spin up paral-
lel JavaScript computation threads in the form of Web Work-
ers [55, 2] for over 8 years now. Yet, only a handful of the top
1,000 sites use Workers on their landing pages, largely due to
the challenges of writing efficient, concurrent code [15, 45].
These challenges manifest in two ways for the web.

• Determining which JavaScript executions on a page frame
can be safely parallelized requires a precise understanding
of the page state accessed by every script, due to the lan-
guage’s lack of synchronization mechanisms (e.g., locks).
Placing the onus of this task on web developers [53, 6]
is impractical, while reliance on browsers to speculatively
make parallelism decisions [21, 56] is inefficient (§6.3).

• How to efficiently execute scripts in parallel is also not
straightforward due to the restrictions that browsers im-
pose on Workers. In particular, they cannot access a page’s
JavaScript heap or DOM tree, and coordinating with the
main thread, which has these privileges, adds overheads.

Our goal is to automatically parallelize JavaScript compu-
tations for legacy pages on unmodified browsers, thereby ad-
dressing the cognitive and operational overheads involved in
explicitly making parallelism decisions. Our solution, Hor-
crux, achieves these goals by employing a judicious split
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between clients and servers, hence preserving HTTPS’ end-
to-end content integrity and privacy guarantees [67]. Servers
perform the heavy lifting of finding parallelism opportunities
and embed that information in their pages. Clients then run
a JavaScript scheduler that efficiently manages parallelism
using runtime information that servers lack, i.e., number of
available threads, control flows taken in the current load.
Three primary insights guide our design of Horcrux.

First, we ensure that any introduced parallelism preserves
the final page state that developers expected when they wrote
the page. For this, Horcrux forces computations that exhibit
state dependencies (e.g., a read-write dependency on a global
variable) to run serially in an order that matches the legacy
load, while allowing other computations to run in parallel.
Key to enabling this is Horcrux’s offline use of concolic exe-
cution [48, 36, 80] on servers to explore all possible control
flows on a page and identify all state that each JavaScript
function might access, irrespective of how client-side nonde-
terminism could affect any particular load.

Second, Horcrux minimizes client-side coordination over-
heads by carefully partitioning responsibilities between the
main browser thread and the Web Workers it spawns. Hor-
crux reserves the main thread for coordinating Worker of-
floads, managing global page state, and running DOM com-
putations (which Workers cannot); all other computations are
offloaded. This yields two benefits. First, scripts typically in-
terleave computations that can and cannot be offloaded; Hor-
crux maximally parallelizes the former while carefully me-
diating the latter. Second, by keeping the main thread largely
idle, Horcrux quickly adapts the parallelization schedule to
the runtimes of JavaScript computations, offloading the next
computation as soon as a Worker becomes available.

Third, the granularity at which Horcrux parallelizes
JavaScript execution is crucial with respect to overheads and
potential parallelism. A natural solution would be to offload
the invocations of JavaScript functions, which account for
94% of JavaScript source code. However, the sheer number
of invocations in a typical page load makes this too costly. In-
stead, we observe that functions are typically invoked hierar-
chically (i.e., nested functions), with significant state sharing
within a hierarchy, but less across them. Therefore, Horcrux
offloads at the granularity of root function invocations, or
the root of each hierarchy along with its nested constituents.
Compared to per-function offloading, this requires 4× fewer
offloads while achieving 73% of the potential speedup.

We evaluated Horcrux using over 650 diverse pages, live
mobile networks (LTE and WiFi), and three phones, that col-
lectively represent browsing scenarios in both developed and
emerging regions. Our experiments across these conditions
reveal that Horcrux reduces median browser computation de-
lays by 31-44% (0.9-1.5 secs), which translates to page load
time and Speed Index speedups of 18-29% and 24-37%, re-
spectively. Further, Horcrux’s median benefits are 1.3-2.1×
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Figure 1: Load times often exceed user tolerance levels (3 sec-
onds) even when all network delays are removed.
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Figure 2: JavaScript’s role in browser computation delays.

larger than prior compute-focused web accelerators, and 1.4-
2.1× more than (complementary) network optimizations.

Taken together, our results highlight that, despite being
written for a serial browser computation model, existing
pages are surprisingly ripe with parallelization opportunities.
Horcrux shows how such opportunities can be exploited un-
der the hood, without having developers manually rewrite
their pages. Source code and datasets for Horcrux are avail-
able at https://github.com/ShaghayeghMrdn/horcrux-osdi21.

2 MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND

Numerous studies have reported that client-side (browser)
computation is a significant contributor to poor mobile web
performance [85, 62, 79, 64]. We reproduce this finding
below (§2.1), present measurements to elucidate why such
delays are so pronounced (§2.1), and trace the origins for
this poor performance to the computation model used by
browsers today (§2.2). Our experimental setup (§6.1) covers
web workloads in both developed and emerging markets by
considering popular pages in the US and Pakistan and load-
ing those pages on common phones in each region. Pages in
the emerging region generally involve less JavaScript code,
but are loaded on phones with fewer compute resources.

2.1 Web Computation Delays
Computation delays are significant. To quantify the com-
putation delays in page loads, we replayed each page locally,
without any network emulation, i.e., all object fetches took
≈ 0 ms. As shown in Figure 1, even without network delays,
popular pages in developed and emerging markets have me-
dian load times of 2.7 and 3.8 seconds, respectively. Worse,
48% and 63% of pages require more than the 3 second load
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Figure 3: Additional CPU cores have minimal impact on load
times. The developed and emerging region phones have 8 and 4
cores. Bars list medians, with error bars for 25-75th percentiles.

times that users tolerate [3]. These intolerable delays per-
sist with metrics evaluating page visibility (i.e., Speed In-
dex [40]), with 39% and 52% of pages in the developed and
emerging regions taking more than 3 seconds to fully render.

JavaScript execution is the main culprit. To break down
these high computation delays, we analyzed data from the
browser’s in-built profiler which lists the time spent perform-
ing various browser tasks including JavaScript execution,
HTML parsing, rendering, and so on. Figure 2 illustrates our
finding that JavaScript computation is the primary contrib-
utor, accounting for 52% and 58% of overall computation
time for the median page in the two settings.

Browsers make poor use of CPU cores. Computation re-
sources on mobile phones have globally increased in recent
years, with improvements in both CPU clock speeds and total
CPU cores. However, due to the energy constraints on mo-
bile devices, increased core counts have been (and likely will
continue to be) the primary source of improvements [77, 35].
For example, since their inception in 2016, Google’s Pixel
smartphones (our developed region phone) have improved
clock speeds from 1.88 GHz to 2.15 GHz, while doubling
the number of CPU cores (from 4 to 8). Similarly, the pop-
ular Redmi A series in India and Pakistan [4] (our emerging
market phone) observed the same doubling in CPU cores (2
to 4) during that time period, while seeing only a modest
clock speed improvement from 1.4 GHz to 1.75 GHz.

Unfortunately, although browsers can automatically bene-
fit from clock speed improvements, we find that they fail to
leverage available cores. To illustrate this, we iteratively dis-
abled CPU cores on the phones in each setting and observed
the impact on page load times. As shown in Figure 3, ad-
ditional CPU cores yield minimal load time improvements,
e.g., going from 1 to 8 cores on the Pixel 3 resulted in only a
8% speedup for the median page.

2.2 Browser Computation Model
To determine the origin of these computation inefficiencies,
we must consider the computation model that browsers use
today. Our discussion will be based on the Chromium frame-
work [38], which powers the Chrome, Brave, Opera, and
Edge browsers that account for 70% of the global market
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Figure 4: Computation model for Chromium browsers.

share [8, 5]. Figure 4 depicts Chromium’s multi-process ar-
chitecture. We focus on the renderer process which houses
the Rendering and JavaScript engines, and thus embeds the
core functionality for parsing and rendering pages.

The Rendering engine parses HTML code, issues fetches
for referenced files (e.g., CSS, JavaScript, images), applies
CSS styles, and renders content to the screen. During the
HTML parse, the rendering engine builds a native represen-
tation of the HTML tree called the DOM tree, which con-
tains a node per HTML tag. As the DOM tree is updated,
the rendering engine recomputes a layout tree specifying on-
screen positions for page content, and issues the correspond-
ing paint updates to the browser process.

The JavaScript engine is responsible for parsing and in-
terpreting JavaScript code specified in HTML <script>
tags, either as inline code or referenced external files. Dur-
ing the page load, the JavaScript engine maintains a managed
heap which stores both custom, page-defined JavaScript state
and native JavaScript objects (e.g., Dates and RegExps).
JavaScript code can initiate network fetches via the browser
process (e.g., using XMLHttpRequests), and can also ac-
cess the rendering engine’s DOM tree (to update the UI)
using the DOM interface. The DOM interface provides na-
tive methods for adding/removing nodes and altering node
attributes; DOM nodes accessed via these methods are rep-
resented as native objects on the JavaScript heap.

The problem: single-threaded execution. JavaScript ex-
ecution is single-threaded and non-preemptive [65, 64].
Worse, within a renderer process, all tasks across the two
engines are coordinated to run on a single thread, called the
main thread.1 This lack of parallelism largely explains the
poor use of CPU cores in §2.1. A primary reason for this
suboptimal computation model is that the JavaScript lan-
guage and DOM data structure (shared between the two en-
gines) lack synchronization mechanisms (e.g., locks) to en-
able safe concurrency. Adding thread safety is feasible, but
browsers have continually opted for a serial-access model
to simplify page development. Browsers do create a separate
renderer process per cross-domain iframe in a page (as per

1Some Chromium implementations move final-stage rendering tasks to
raster/composite threads that create bitmaps of tiles to paint to the screen.
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# of Cores % Speedup in Total JavaScript Runtime
2 cores 54%
4 cores 79%
8 cores 88%

Table 1: Potential parallelism speedups with varying numbers
of cores. Results list median speedups in total time to run all
JavaScript computations per page in the developed region.

the Same-origin content sharing policy [7]). However, for the
median page in the Alexa top 10,000, the top-level frame ac-
counts for 100% of JavaScript execution delays.

In summary, despite benefits regarding simplified page
development, the single-threaded execution model that
browsers impose results in significant underutilization of
mobile device CPU cores, inflated computation delays, and
degraded page load times. We expect this negative interac-
tion to persist (and worsen) moving forward given the steady
and unrelenting increase in the number of JavaScript bytes
included in mobile web pages, e.g., there has been a 680%
increase over the last 10 years [44].

3 OVERVIEW

Given the results in §2, a natural solution to alleviate client-
side computation delays in mobile page loads is to paral-
lelize JavaScript execution across a device’s available CPU
cores. However, not all workloads are amenable to parallel
execution. In particular, we face the restriction that any in-
troduced parallelism should preserve the page load behavior
(and the final page state) that developers expected when writ-
ing their legacy pages—we call this property safety.

3.1 Potential Benefits
To estimate the potential benefits of parallelism with legacy
pages, we analyzed the JavaScript code for each page in our
corpus; in this section, we focus on page loads representa-
tive of those in developed regions, and we show later in §6
that similar benefits are achievable for page loads in emerg-
ing markets. Since JavaScript functions account for 94% of
the JavaScript source code on the median page, our analysis

operates at the granularity of functions, i.e., when splitting
computations on a page across CPU cores, all code within a
function runs sequentially on the same core. For complete-
ness, we convert all code outside of functions into anony-
mous functions. For each function, we recorded both its run-
time in a single load, as well as all accesses that it made to
page state (in the JavaScript heap or DOM tree, as described
below) in that load; §4.1.1 details the data collection process.

Using these logs, we estimated an upper bound on paral-
lelism benefits by maximally packing function invocations to
available cores and recording the resulting end-to-end com-
putation times. To ensure safety (defined above), our analy-
sis respects two constraints: 1) functions can run in parallel
if they access disjoint subsets of page state or only read the
same state, and 2) functions that exhibit state dependencies
(i.e., access the same state and at least one writes to that state)
execute in an order matching that in the legacy page load.

As shown in Table 1, legacy pages are highly amenable to
safely reaping parallelism speedups. For example, distribut-
ing computation across 4 cores could bring a 75% reduction
in the total time required to complete all JavaScript computa-
tions on the median page. These resources are now common
in both developed and emerging markets [24].

3.2 Goals and Approach
To realize these benefits in practice, we seek an approach that
minimizes the bar to adoption. As a result, requiring develop-
ers to rewrite pages [53] is a non-starter, given the complexi-
ties involved in manually reasoning about the impact of con-
currently running portions of the JavaScript code on a page.
Moreover, approaches that only require changes to browsers
would either have to speculatively parallelize code [21, 56]
or perform client-side analysis of JavaScript code (akin to the
analysis that informed our estimated benefits above). As we
show in §6.3, the overheads imposed by either strategy make
them untenable, especially on energy-constrained phones.

Therefore, we pursue an approach which can safely par-
allelize JavaScript execution on legacy web pages with un-
modified browsers. As shown in Figure 5, our solution, Hor-
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Delay type 0.5 KB 1 KB 100 KB 1 MB
Startup 128 ms 155 ms 237 ms 317 ms

Value I/O 0 ms 1 ms 1 ms 7 ms
Table 2: Web Worker overheads for different sizes of state
transfers, i.e., source code size for startup delays and JavaScript
object size for I/O delays.

crux, only necessitates server-side changes that do not re-
quire developer participation to rewrite pages. Web servers
perform the expensive task of tracking the state accessed (in
the JavaScript heap or DOM tree) by every JavaScript func-
tion in a page frame, and include this information in that
frame in the form of per-function signatures. Servers also
embed a JavaScript (JS) scheduler library in the frames they
serve, which enables unmodified client browsers to perform
the cheap task of managing parallelism using function sig-
natures obtained from servers. Dynamically determining the
parallelization schedule at the client helps Horcrux account
for information only available at runtime, e.g., the number of
available threads and the control flows in the current load.

3.3 Challenges
The key building block in Horcrux is the widespread sup-
port in browsers for the Web Workers API [55], which al-
lows the JavaScript engine to employ additional computation
threads (Figure 4), as specified by a page’s source code. Us-
ing Web Workers to parallelize JavaScript execution, how-
ever, presents numerous challenges that complicate achiev-
ing the idealistic parallelism benefits from above.

1. Ensuring correctness. Determining what JavaScript
code can be safely offloaded requires a comprehensive
understanding of how that code will access JavaScript
heap and DOM state in the current page load. This,
in turn, depends on the traversed control flows, which
can vary due to both client-side (e.g., Math.Random)
and server-side (e.g., cookies) sources of nondetermin-
ism in JavaScript execution [59]. Missed state accesses
can lead to dependency violations and broken pages.

2. Constrained API. Web Workers impose restricted
computation models in two ways. First, due to the lack
of synchronization mechanisms in JavaScript, Workers
cannot access the JavaScript heap, and instead can only
operate on values explicitly passed in by the browser’s
main thread (via postMessages). Thus, offloading
computations to a Worker requires knowledge of pre-
cisely what state is required for those computations.
Workers must then communicate computation results
back to the main thread, which applies the results to the
heap. Second, regardless of the state passed in, Workers
cannot perform any DOM computations, including in-
vocations of native DOM methods or operations on live
DOM nodes referenced in the heap. We note that Work-

ers can spawn and manage other Workers, but still must
rely on the main thread for access to any global state.

3. Offloading costs. Lastly, operating Web Workers is not
free. Instead, as shown in Table 2, spinning up a Web
Worker can take over 100 ms, even for small amounts of
source code being passed in. Pass-by-value I/O adds an
additional several milliseconds, depending on the size
of the transferred state. Moreover, JavaScript execution
is non-preemptive; so, Workers that finish their tasks
may go idle for long durations if the thread responsi-
ble for assigning them more tasks is busy.

We posit that, it is for these reasons that only a handful of
the Alexa top 1,000 pages use Workers, despite support by
commodity browsers for over 8 years. We next describe how
Horcrux overcomes these issues to automatically parallelize
JavaScript execution for legacy pages.

4 DESIGN

In designing Horcrux, we primarily need to answer two ques-
tions: 1) how to determine which JavaScript functions on a
page can be executed in parallel without compromising cor-
rectness?, and 2) how to realize parallel execution at low
overhead despite constraints placed by the browser’s API?
We present our solutions to these issues by separately de-
scribing server-side and client-side operation in Horcrux. Ta-
ble 3 summarizes the main techniques underlying our design.

4.1 Server-side Operation
The goal of Horcrux’s server-side component is to annotate
page frames with per-function signatures that list the state
that each function might access. Operating at a frame level,
rather than at the granularity of entire pages, is in accordance
with the browser’s content sharing model [7, 64]. As in prior
web optimizations that involve page alterations [63, 64, 54],
Horcrux assumes access to a frame’s source files. These files
can be quickly collected either using a headless browser2 or
via integration into content management systems (for local
files) [27, 89]. Source file collection and signature genera-
tion is retriggered based on hooks that many content man-
agement systems fire any time a (local) file-altering change
is pushed [27, 89, 47, 54], e.g., for A/B testing; we discuss
third-party content changes and personalization in §4.2.2.

4.1.1 Generating signatures
Since web servers cannot precisely predict the control flows
that will arise in any particular page load (e.g., due to client-
side nondeterminism), each function’s signature must con-
servatively list all possible state accesses for that function.
For this reason, we cannot directly apply recent web depen-
dency tracking tools [63, 64] that rely purely on dynamic
analysis to track data flows in a given page load. At the
same time, pure static analysis approaches are ill-suited for
JavaScript’s dynamic typing, use of blackbox browser APIs,

2A headless browser performs all of the tasks that a normal browser
performs during a page load except those that involve a GUI.
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Goal Techniques Section
Ensure For each function, use concolic execution to identify union of the state it accesses across all control flows §4.1.1
correctness Adapt offloading schedule during a page load to account for control flow in current load §4.2.2
Account for
API

Main browser thread centrally manages global page state, coordinates offloads, and performs unoffloadable
(DOM) computations

§4.2.1,
§4.2.3

restrictions Intercept any Web Worker’s DOM tree accesses and relay to the main thread §4.2.3
Use function signatures to determine what heap values to pass-by-value from main thread to workers and back §4.2.3

Minimize Offline server-side generation of per-function signatures §4.1.1
overheads Offload at the granularity of root functions §4.1.2

Dynamically determine offloading schedule based on function runtimes in current page load §4.2.1

Table 3: Overview of the main insights that Horcrux uses to address the challenges outlined in §3.

and event-driven/asynchronous execution [75, 52]. For ex-
ample, static analysis of variable name resolution is compli-
cated by JavaScript statements that push objects to the front
of the scope resolution chain (with(obj){}), or dynam-
ically generate code (eval()). Similar issues arise from
JavaScript’s extensive use of variable aliasing for DOM ob-
jects, and the fact that property names are routinely accessed
via dynamically-generated strings instead of static ones.

Thus, we turn to concolic execution [36, 80, 48], a vari-
ant of symbolic execution that executes programs concretely
(rather than symbolically) while ensuring complete cover-
age of all control paths. A concolic execution engine loads
a program with a concrete set of input values and observes
its execution; §5 describes the inputs we consider, including
browser state (e.g., cookies, screen size) and nondeterminis-
tic functions. Each input value and program-generated value
is also given a symbolic expression constrained only by its
type. For example, an input integer a may get a concrete
value of 10 and an expression of 0 ≤ a ≤ 232 − 1; sym-
bolic expressions for a given variable are inherited by oth-
ers via assignment statements. At each branch condition, the
execution follows the appropriate path based on the current
program state. In addition, the engine restricts the symbolic
expressions for the values that influenced the chosen path ac-
cording to the branching predicate. Once the program com-
pletes, the engine performs a backwards scan through the
executed code, selects branching decisions to invert, and in-
verts the relevant symbolic expressions; an SMT solver [26]
then generates concrete input values that satisfy the new con-
straints. This process repeats until all paths are explored.

Note that, for efficiency, many recent symbolic execution
tools opt for a form of concolic execution, rather than a
purely symoblic approach [20]. More specifically, concolic
execution engines consult the expensive constraint solver
only at the end of each path (rather than at intermediate
branches), and eliminate the need to accurately model each
input source to a program (and the ensuing traversal of paths
that arise due to modeling errors).

To generate function signatures, in addition to the default
output of a concolic execution engine – a list of potential
control paths, with a concrete set of inputs to force each
one – we must also log the state accessed by each path. To

do this, prior to concolic execution, Horcrux instruments the
JavaScript source code to log all accesses to state in both the
JavaScript heap and DOM tree; our instrumentation matches
recent dynamic analysis tools [63, 66, 64], but with the fol-
lowing differences based on our parallelism use case.

• First, we care not just about the state that remains at the
end of the page load [64], but also any state accessible by
multiple functions during a page load. Hence, in addition
to global heap objects, Horcrux tracks all accesses to clo-
sure state: non-global state that is defined by a function
X and is accessible by all nested functions that execute in
X’s enclosed scope (anytime during the page load) [57].

• Since signatures will ultimately be used for pass-by-value
offloading to Workers, only the finest granularity of ac-
cesses are logged. For instance, if object a’s “foo” prop-
erty is read, Horcrux would log a read to a.foo, not a.

• For the DOM tree, Horcrux adopts a coarser approach than
prior work. Instead of logging reads and writes to individ-
ual nodes in the DOM tree, Horcrux only logs whether a
function accesses any live DOM nodes, either via DOM
methods or references on the heap, and if so, whether they
are reads or writes. Tracking at the coarse granularity of
accesses to the entire DOM tree is conservative with re-
spect to parallelism. However, finer-grained tracking is not
beneficial because, as we explain later, our design has the
browser’s main thread serialize all DOM operations.

4.1.2 Signature granularity
Ideally, to limit client-side bookkeeping overheads, signa-
tures should match the granularity at which computation is
offloaded. However, determining the appropriate offloading
granularity is challenging. On the one hand, fine-grained of-
floading reduces the chance that offloadable computations
access shared state, thereby improving the potential paral-
lelism and use of available Workers. On the other hand, finer
granularities imply increased coordination overheads.

To address this tradeoff, Horcrux generates signatures
(and offloads computation) at the granularity of root function
invocations, i.e., invocations made directly from the global
JavaScript scope. The signature for each root function invo-
cation includes the state accessed not only by that function,
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but also by any nested functions that are invoked in the call
chain until the global scope is reached again.

Root function signatures are desirable for two reasons.
First, they leverage our finding that functions already ac-
count for 94% of JavaScript code on the median page (§3)
and thus provide a natural granularity for offloading; as in
§3, Horcrux servers wrap all JavaScript code outside of any
function into anonymous functions. Second, and more im-
portantly, root functions impose far smaller offloading over-
heads compared to finer-grained function-level offloading,
while enabling comparable parallelism benefits: the number
of offloads drops by 4×, while the median potential benefits
remain within 27% of those in Table 1. The reason is that
there often exists significant state sharing within the invoca-
tions for a given root function (and its nested components),
but less so across root functions, enabling parallelism.

4.2 Client-side Operation
Even with function signatures, a server cannot precompute a
parallel execution schedule because the precise control flow,
and hence, the set of functions executed and their runtimes,
will vary across loads. Instead, Horcrux employs a client-
side JavaScript computation scheduling library that unmodi-
fied browsers can run to dynamically make parallelism deci-
sions based on signatures and the aforementioned runtime in-
formation. The key challenges are in efficiently ensuring cor-
rectness while offloading to multiple Workers, and handling
the fact that signatures may be missing for certain functions.
We next discuss how Horcrux addresses these challenges.

4.2.1 Dynamic scheduling
To load a page frame, any unmodified browser first down-
loads the top-level HTML, whose initial tag is an inline
<script> housing Horcrux’s scheduler library and all root
function signatures. The scheduler runs on the browser’s
main thread and begins by asynchronously creating a pool
of uninitialized Workers. This helps hide the primary over-
head of spawning Workers amongst unavoidable delays for
parsing initial HTML tags and fetching files they reference.

The scheduler then operates entirely in event-driven mode,
whereby it waits for incoming postmessages specifying com-
putations to perform or those that have completed, and makes
subsequent offloading decisions. Importantly, to keep the
main thread as idle as possible, the scheduler offloads all
computations that Web Workers can support, and is primar-
ily responsible for managing Workers and maintaining the
page’s global JavaScript heap and DOM state. This helps
adapt the parallelization schedule within any page load to
the runtimes of every root function in that load. The reason
is that the main thread will be available to quickly assign a
new function invocation (if one exists) to any worker that
completes executing the function previously assigned to it.

Once the scheduler is defined, the browser operates
normally, recursively fetching and evaluating referenced
HTML, JavaScript, CSS, and image files. However, all

JavaScript function invocations are modified to pass through
the scheduler for offloading. More specifically, each root
function is rewritten such that, upon invocation, the function
sends a post message to the scheduler specifying its original
source code and that of any nested functions. Special care is
taken for asynchronous functions (e.g., timers) whose invo-
cations are regulated by the browser’s internal event queue
which the scheduler does not have access to. To ensure visi-
bility to such functions, the downloaded page includes shims
around registration mechanisms for asynchronous functions,
e.g., setTimeout(). Each shim modifies registered func-
tions to send messages to the scheduler upon invocation.

Each time a root function is invoked, the scheduler uses
its signature to determine whether or not it can be immedi-
ately offloaded. If not, the function is stored in an in-memory
queue of ordered, to-be-invoked functions along with its sig-
nature. Functions are not offloadable if there are no available
Workers, or if they might access state that is being modified
by an already-offloaded or queued function. Note that func-
tions that may access the DOM can be offloaded in parallel;
we will discuss how to ensure safety in these cases shortly.

Regardless of the decision for a given invocation, the
browser continues its execution. At first glance, it may ap-
pear that continuation after a queued invocation may gener-
ate errors since the queued function could alter the set of
downstream invocations. However, recall that Horcrux of-
floads at the granularity of root functions—any nested invo-
cations are already offloaded, and the ordering of root func-
tions is mostly predefined by the page’s source code. There
are two exceptions. First, a function can alter downstream
source code using document.write(); to handle this,
the scheduler synchronously offloads such functions, thereby
blocking downstream execution. Second, a root function can
register an asynchronous function with a 0-ms timer—such
functions are intended to run immediately after the current
invocation. For this, the root signature includes state accesses
for the 0-ms timeout functions they define. Once the root
function is discovered, the scheduler adds a placeholder for
the timeout function to its queue, thereby blocking down-
stream invocations that share state with the timeout function.

4.2.2 Handling Missing Signatures
We have assumed so far that the HTML file of every page
frame includes accurate signatures for all JavaScript func-
tions executed in that frame. This may not always hold.

• Stale signatures. A frame can include JavaScript content
from multiple origins, and to preserve HTTPS content in-
tegrity and security [67], Horcrux has each origin serve its
own files directly to clients. A third-party origin may up-
date a script without explicitly informing the top-level ori-
gin to regenerate signatures. We expect this to be rare for
two reasons. First, JavaScript files often have long cache
lives (median of 1 day in our corpus), indicating infrequent
changes. Second, scripts in a frame can share state [7].
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Thus, even today, if a third-party origin significantly alters
a script it serves, this should be communicated to other
origins to avoid unexpected or broken behavior.

• Dynamically-generated or personalized scripts.
JavaScript files may be created or personalized in
response to user requests [54], e.g., based on Cook-
ies. Unfortunately, generating signatures during client
page loads would be far too slow. To handle this, for
dynamically-generated or personalized first-party content,
Horcrux could perform concolic execution on server-side
content generation logic to determine the execution paths
for all variants of a given response (§5). Third-party
content of this type may result in missing signatures
since the top-level origin does not have access to a user’s
third-party Cookies (or personalized content). However,
many browsers preclude third-party Cookies in frames to
prevent the tracking of users across sites [23].

• Timeouts of concolic execution. Given infinite time, con-
colic execution is guaranteed to explore all possible
JavaScript execution paths in a page [36, 80]. However,
the process may timeout, either during the execution of a
given path (if the SMT solver cannot invert a branch con-
dition), or less likely, due to a time bound placed on overall
signature generation. Regardless of the reason, the effect is
a potentially missing or incomplete signature. Such time-
outs did not arise (i.e., concolic execution completed) for
any pages in our experiments (§6.1). However, in the event
that concolic execution does not complete, Horcrux could
detect such timeouts prior to serving content to clients,
and could thus address the corresponding missing signa-
tures (described below) or revert to a normal page load.

Horcrux accounts for missing or inaccurate signatures in
two ways. First, any underexplored function X is assigned a
signature of *, indicating that X may access all page state.
This overconstrains the client’s load, but ensures correct-
ness: the client will execute X serially, and will also serialize
downstream functions since X might alter the state they ac-
cess. Second, signatures are keyed by a hash of the function’s
source code. Invocations without matching signatures are as-
signed signatures of * by Horcrux’s client-side scheduler.

4.2.3 Function Offloading and Execution
Lastly, we discuss the mechanics of how every function invo-
cation that is offloaded by the Horcrux scheduler is executed
in a Web Worker. Figure 6 illustrates this process.

For each offloadable function, the scheduler uses its sig-
nature to generate a JSON package listing the information
that the Worker will require for execution, i.e., the source
code (including nested functions) and the current values for
the function’s read state. The source code is modified such
that, upon completion, values in the write state are gathered
and sent to the main thread (as execution results). In addi-
tion, closure values in the read state are embedded into the
corresponding function’s source code. Upon reception, the
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Figure 6: A single function offload with Horcrux.

post message handler inside the Worker sets up the read state
in the Worker’s global scope via assignment statements, and
runs the code using the browser’s Function constructor.

For the most part, functions execute normally, with
JavaScript heap accesses hitting in the Worker’s global
scope, or for nested functions, in the scope of their parents–
recall that Horcrux offloads entire root functions so nesting
relationships are preserved. However, the key difference is
with respect to DOM accesses: workers cannot call native
DOM methods or operate on live DOM nodes referenced
in the heap (§3.2). To handle this, all DOM computations
are mediated by the scheduler and are serially applied to the
live DOM tree. To intercept DOM computations, Horcrux
includes shims around all DOM methods in each Worker en-
vironment; returned DOM nodes are replaced with proxy ob-
jects to interpose on direct accesses. Each intercepted DOM
access blocks execution in the Worker, and is sent to the
scheduler where it is queued; blocking is enforced using
JavaScript generator functions [58].

The scheduler grants readers-writer locks to each Worker
that may need to access the DOM tree (as per their signa-
tures). Locks are granted in the order that the scheduler re-
ceives function invocations; note that this may not match
the order in which functions are offloaded, but it preserves
the relative ordering of DOM updates seen in a normal page
load. As a concrete example, consider a function a that reads
from the DOM, and a later function b that writes to the
DOM. b may attempt to access the DOM first (e.g., if it
is offloaded earlier or its DOM access occurs early in the
function), but the scheduler will block it and wait to grant
the lock to a first. Workers release DOM locks at the end of
their execution. In essence, root functions that only read from
the DOM tree can run in parallel, although their constituent
DOM accesses are serialized on the browser’s main thread.
Root functions that write to the DOM are run serially with
respect to other DOM-accessing root functions (to match the
relative ordering of DOM updates in an unmodified load); for
context, only 7.4% of the root functions on the median page
in our corpus involve DOM writes, mitigating the effects of
such serialization. Importantly, locking is done at the gran-
ularity of entire root invocations because the scheduler does
not definitively know whether a given function will access
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the DOM in the current load (and if so, how many times);
signatures only list that a DOM access may occur.

Once a function completes execution, the Web Worker
sends its computation results (i.e., its write state) to the
scheduler. The Worker then clears any state in its scope in
order to be ready for the next offload. Upon receiving com-
putation results, the scheduler applies the writes to the global
JavaScript heap; recall that DOM writes have already been
made. One subtlety here is with respect to scope, and closure
state in particular. The scheduler can access and apply com-
putation results to the global scope’s heap. However, root
functions can also modify shared closure variables which are
not accessible from the global scope (§4.1). For such writes,
the scheduler maintains a global hash map listing the lat-
est closure values. This map is updated as Workers complete
computations, and is also queried to obtain read values when
offloading; note that correctness is ensured because all of-
floads and computation results pass through the scheduler.

Finally, once the scheduler applies computation results to
the JavaScript heap, it scans through its queue of ordered,
to-be-executed functions and offloads the next one that can
safely run. Given the serialization of DOM computations de-
scribed above, if a function that writes to the DOM is queued,
the scheduler prioritizes queued functions that do not access
the DOM (and thus won’t incur locking delays).

4.3 Discussion
Key to Horcrux’s operation is the decision to maximally of-
fload and parallelize JavaScript computations at the granular-
ity of root functions. Recall that this decision was motivated
by our analysis of the JavaScript computation on the pages in
our experimental corpus (§3.1 and §4.2), which revealed that
root function offloading favorably balances client-side over-
heads (e.g., pass-by-value I/O, main thread responsiveness)
with the achievable speedups from parallelization.

However, these decisions may not deliver the largest
speedups for certain pages. For example, root function-level
offloading might be too restrictive and forego significant par-
allelism benefits, e.g., if a root function includes two nested
functions that access entirely disjoint state but both involve
significant runtime. Similarly, the root functions for cer-
tain pages could each embed only a single nested function,
thereby inflating offloading costs relative to parallelization
speedups, and potentially harming overall performance.

Although we did not observe these behaviors for any of
the pages in our experiments (§6), we note that developers
could perform analyses similar to the one presented in §3.1
to determine whether automatic parallelization of JavaScript
code is desirable for (i.e., can speed up) their pages, and if
so, what the best offloading granularity is. Importantly, these
analyses do not require further instrumentation of web pages,
and instead can directly leverage Horcrux’s signatures, the
per-function runtimes reported by in-built browser profilers,
and the relatively stable offloading costs reported in Table 2.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

Horcrux instruments JavaScript source code to generate sig-
natures and prepare frames using Beautiful Soup [78], Es-
prima [43], and Estraverse [84]. To employ concolic exe-
cution, we use a modified version of Oblique [48], which
runs atop a headless version of Google Chrome (v85) and
the ExpoSE JavaScript concolic execution engine [50]. Our
Oblique implementation considers inputs specified by HTTP
headers (e.g., Cookie, User-Agent, Origin, Host), the device
(e.g., screen coordinates), and built-in browser APIs includ-
ing nondeterministic functions [59] (e.g., Math.Random)
and DOM methods. Input values suggested by the SMT
solver are fed into the page load via either 1) rewritten HTTP
headers, or 2) shims for browser APIs.

We grant Oblique a maximum of 10 mins to consider a
given execution path, and 45 mins to explore all paths for a
given page; we find that these time values are sufficient to en-
sure that concolic execution completes for all of the pages in
our experimental corpora (§6.1). Signatures from each load
are sent to a dedicated analysis server for aggregation. Since
our current implementation operates directly on downloaded
page source code and not live web backends (§6.1), Horcrux
eschews Oblique’s ability to perform concolic execution on
server-side application logic. In total, Horcrux’s implemen-
tation involves 5.6k LOC in addition to Oblique, including
4.5k for dynamic tracing (both static instrumentation and
runtime tracking) and 1.1k for client-side scheduling.
Overheads. On the client-side, Horcrux inflates page sizes
by 13 KB at the median (when using Brotli compres-
sion [41]). The scheduler accounts for 3 KB of that.

6 EVALUATION

We empirically evaluate Horcrux across a wide range of real
pages, live mobile networks, and phones from both devel-
oped and emerging markets. Our key findings are:
• Horcrux reduces median browser computation delays by

31-44% (0.9-1.5 secs), which translates to page load time
and Speed Index improvements of 18-29% and 24-37%.
Improvements grow with warm browser caches (§6.2).

• Horcrux delivers larger speedups than prior web optimiza-
tions that 1) reduce required computations (by 1.7-2.1×),
2) speculatively parallelize computations (by 1.3-1.6×),
and 3) mask network round trips (by 1.4-2.1×); Horcrux
is complementary to network optimizations and running
them together lowers load times by 31-45% (§6.3).

• Although the median page has 12 possible execution
paths, Horcrux’s reliance on conservative signatures (for
correctness) only foregoes 7-10% of speedups compared
to using signatures that target a specific load (§6.4).

• Horcrux is highly amenable to partial deployment: bene-
fits are within 2% of total adoption when only a page’s
top-level origin runs Horcrux. Benefits persist for person-
alized pages and desktop settings (§6.5).
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6.1 Methodology
We evaluated Horcrux in two different scenarios:

• Developed regions. We consider 700 US pages, randomly
selected from and equally distributed amongst the follow-
ing sources: popular landing pages from the Alexa [12]
and Tranco [49] top 1000 lists, popular interior pages from
the Hispar 100,000 list [16], and less popular pages (land-
ing and interior) from the 0.5 million-site DMOZ direc-
tory [1]. Thus, our corpus involves diversity in terms of
both page popularity and location within a website (i.e.,
landing vs. interior). From this set, we report results for
the 582 pages that our current implementation could gen-
erate accurate signatures for. More specifically, we re-
moved pages for the following reasons: 1) inaccurate sig-
natures due to unsupported language features, which led
to premature JavaScript termination (92) or rendering de-
fects (22), and 2) unsupported features with Oblique (4).
For all of the remaining pages, Horcrux’s concolic execu-
tion and overall signature generation completes, the total
JavaScript runtime with Horcrux falls within a standard
deviation of that in default loads, and the final rendered
page is unchanged. Our experiments consider two pow-
erful phones, a Pixel 3 (Android Pie; 2.0 GHz octa-core
processor; 4 GB RAM) and a Galaxy Note 8 (Android
Oreo; 2.4 GHz octa-core; 6 GB RAM). For space, we only
present results for the Pixel 3, but note comparable results
with the Galaxy Note 8.

• Emerging regions. Web experiences in emerging regions
often comprise different page compositions and devices
than those considered above [24, 10, 11, 90]. To mimic
such scenarios, we focus on a single emerging region: Pak-
istan. We consider a corpus of 100 landing and interior
pages (50 each) selected from the Alexa Top 500 sites in
Pakistan. Our evaluation uses the Redmi 6A phone (An-
droid Oreo; 2.0 GHz quad-core processor; 2 GB RAM)
that is popular in the region [4]. As per the same correct-
ness checks as above, we report numbers on 91 pages.

Unless otherwise noted, page loads were run with Google
Chrome for Android (v85). Mobile-optimized (including
AMP [37]) pages were always used when available.

To create a reproducible test environment, and because
Horcrux involves page rewriting, we use the Mahimahi web
record-and-replay tool [68]. Emerging regions pages were
recorded using a VPN to mimic a client in Pakistan. As
described in §4, Horcrux’s signature generation and page
rewriting were performed offline. To replay pages, we hosted
the Mahimahi replay environment on a desktop machine.
Our phones were connected to the desktop via USB tethering
and live Verizon LTE and WiFi networks with strong signal
strength; LTE speeds for emerging regions experiments were
throttled to Pakistan’s 7 Mbps average [70]. We used Light-
house [42] to initiate page loads via the USB connection, and
all page load traffic traversed the wireless networks.
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Figure 7: Cold cache TCT improvements over default page
loads. Bars list medians, with error bars for 25-75th percentiles.
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(b) Emerging region.

Figure 8: Distributions of cold cache per-page improvements
with Horcrux vs. default page loads.

We evaluated Horcrux on multiple web performance met-
rics: 1) Total Computation Time (TCT), or the critical path
of time spent parsing/executing source files and rendering
the page, 2) Page Load Time (PLT) measured as the time
between the navigationStart and onload JavaScript
events, and 3) Speed Index (SI) [40] which captures the time
required to progressively render the pixels in the initial view-
port to their final form. TCT and PLT are measured using the
browser profiler, while SI was reported by Lighthouse. In all
experiments, we load each page three times with each system
under test, rotating amongst them in a round robin; we report
numbers per system from the load with the median TCT.

6.2 Page Load Speedups
Cold cache. Figure 7 illustrates Horcrux’s ability to reduce
browser computation delays compared to default page loads.
TCT reductions were 41% (1.0 sec) and 44% (1.5 sec) for the
median page in the developed and emerging region’s WiFi
settings, respectively. Improvements were 34% and 31%
with LTE. Figure 8 shows how these computation speedups
translate into faster end-to-end (i.e., including network de-
lays) loads. For example, on WiFi, median improvements in
the developed region setting were 27% for PLT and 35% for
SI. Despite the lower CPU clock speeds, these numbers only
marginally increase to 29% and 37% in the emerging region.
Further improvements were hindered primarily by the lower
number of available cores (and thus ability to parallelize).
Benefits with Horcrux on LTE were comparable, but consis-
tently lower than with WiFi. For example, in the developed
region, PLT and SI speedups were 22% and 29%. The rea-
son is that network delays (which Horcrux does not improve)
account for larger fractions of end-to-end load times on LTE.
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Figure 9: Warm cache speedups over default page loads on
LTE. Bars list medians, with error bars for 25-75th percentiles.
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Figure 10: Horcrux vs. Vroom [79] over LTE networks. Bars
list medians, with error bars for 25-75th percentiles.

Warm cache. Figure 9 shows Horcrux’s speedups in dif-
ferent browser caching scenarios. We consider back-to-back
page loads, as well as those separated by 12 and 24 hours.
As shown, Horcrux’s improvements grow as browsers house
more objects in their caches. For example, in the back-to-
back scenario, PLT and SI improvements in the developed
region’s LTE setting were 35% and 44%; for context, these
improvements were 22% and 29% with cold caches. Im-
provements drop to 27% and 39% in the 24-hour warm cache
scenario. The reason is that more cache hits lead to lower net-
work delays and computation dominating end-to-end perfor-
mance. In addition, cache hits enable browsers to begin pro-
cessing JavaScript files earlier. This, in turn, provides Hor-
crux’s scheduler with more invocation options at any time,
thereby increasing the amount of potential parallelism.

6.3 Comparison to State-of-the-Art

Network optimizations. We first considered Vroom [79],
a system in which web servers intelligently use HTTP/2’s
server push and preload features to aid clients in discover-
ing (and downloading) required files ahead of time. Thus,
Vroom is primarily a network-focused optimization. How-
ever, key to Vroom’s benefits is the improved CPU utiliza-
tion that results from eliminating blocking network fetches.

As shown in Figure 10, Horcrux delivers larger speedups
than Vroom. For example, in the developed region, median
PLT speedups with Horcrux are 2.1× and 1.3× higher than
Vroom’s on WiFi and LTE, respectively. In the LTE setting,
Vroom delivers larger PLT speedups for 9% of pages. The
reason is that network delays play a larger role in end-to-end
load times for these pages, either due to less computation
or more required network fetches. This drops to 1% and 3%
when we move to the developed region’s WiFi network or the
emerging market’s LTE network; in both cases, compute be-

System Developed Emerging
Horcrux 1.63 (1.98) 2.15 (2.37)

Prepack [32] 2.19 (2.47) 2.82 (3.36)
Speculative parallelization 2.01 (2.28) 2.50 (3.07)

Table 4: Comparing Horcrux with prior compute optimiza-
tions. Results are for WiFi networks and list median (75th) per-
centile TCTs in seconds.

comes more of a determinant of overall delays. Importantly,
Figure 10 also confirms that Horcrux and Vroom are largely
complementary to one another, with the combined systems
outperforming each in isolation.
Reducing required computations. Prepack [32] is a server-
side system that reduces the amount of JavaScript com-
putation that clients must perform to load pages. To do
this, Prepack performs static analysis on a page’s JavaScript
code, identifies expressions whose results are statically com-
putable, and replaces those expressions with equivalent but
simpler versions that remove intermediate computations. Im-
portantly, computations involving client-side or nondeter-
ministic state are unmodified; this helps Prepack preserve
page behavior and correctness, unlike other computation re-
duction systems (§7). As shown in Table 4, Horcrux is more
effective at reducing computation delays than Prepack: me-
dian TCTs are 26% and 24% lower with Horcrux in the de-
veloped and emerging regions, respectively.
Speculative parallelism. Prior efforts to increase paral-
lelism in page loads (§7) primarily rely on speculative de-
cisions about what can run in parallel, and runtime checks
to detect (and revert from) dependency violations. Although
these systems do not target all JavaScript execution, we con-
sidered a baseline that employs a similar parallelism strategy
for JavaScript computation. Our baseline opportunistically
parallelizes all root function invocations, and uses JavaScript
proxy objects to track state accesses in each Worker. Any
parallelized computations that share state are discarded, and
the corresponding functions are rerun serially on the main
browser thread. As shown in Table 4, Horcrux delivers su-
perior median TCT values that are 14-19% lower across the
two regions. The reason is twofold. First, proxy-based track-
ing to ensure correctness adds 10% overhead to JavaScript
runtimes. Second, any speculation errors result in serial exe-
cution on the main thread and wasted computation (and thus,
more overall computation). Using the setup in §6.5, we ob-
serve that this wasted computation inflates mobile device en-
ergy consumption by 9% for the median page on WiFi.

6.4 Understanding Horcrux’s Benefits

Dissecting Horcrux’s speedups. We analyzed Horcrux’s be-
havior (and improvements) along three different axes. We fo-
cus on the developed region, but note that the trends hold for
the emerging region setting. First, as expected, Horcrux’s im-
provements are larger for pages that require more computa-
tion to load. For instance, with WiFi, median PLT improve-
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ments with Horcrux were 35% for pages with more than 3
seconds of computation time, as compared to 23% for pages
that did not meet that criteria. This divide carries over to dif-
ferent page types as well: improvements were 15% higher for
interior pages than landing pages. The reason is that interior
pages often involve more computation [16, 64].

Second, within each load, we investigated the degree of
parallelism that Horcrux achieves for JavaScript computa-
tion. For the median page, when loaded over WiFi, Horcrux
reaches a maximum of 6 concurrent Web Workers; this drops
to 4 on LTE due to the aforementioned network delays lim-
iting the scheduler’s parallelism options.

Third, in addition to JavaScript parallelization, Horcrux
reduces TCT by freeing the browser’s main thread for ren-
dering tasks. To understand the contribution of each source to
Horcrux’s speedups, we analyzed the browser’s computation
profiler. Overall, we find that both sources provide substan-
tial benefits. For instance, on WiFi, Horcrux shrinks effective
JavaScript computation times by a median of 42% (557 ms),
and decreases end-to-end rendering delays by 36% (465 ms).

Server-side overheads. Signature generation took 33 min-
utes for the median page, and involved two primary over-
heads: the median page involved exploring 12 different ex-
ecution paths via concolic execution, and our dynamic in-
strumentation (incurred in each load) inflated load times by
44%. These non-negligible delays are why Horcrux performs
comprehensive signature generation offline, on servers. To
understand how often servers have to incur these overheads,
we recorded a random set of 50 pages from our emerging re-
gion’s corpus every 12 hours for 1 week. The median page’s
signatures remained unchanged for the entire duration, in
part due to Horcrux’s coarse-grained DOM tracking which
is unaffected by changes to HTML state (e.g., headlines).

Cost of conservative signatures. Horcrux relies on conser-
vative signatures that list the state accesses across all possible
control flows. While this ensures correctness, it may over-
constrain a client load that traverses only a subset of those
control flows. To understand the impact of this conservative
strategy, we compared Horcrux with a variant that generates
signatures for the precise control flows traversed in the target
client load. Surprisingly, we observe that Horcrux’s conser-
vative behavior results in only mild performance degrada-
tions: improvements drop by 10% and 7% for PLT and SI,
respectively, for the developed region WiFi setting. The rea-
son is that conservative signatures typically either add only
a few extra state accesses to a given root function, or many
that are only accessed for short durations (i.e., within a root
function)—neither significantly restricts parallelism.

6.5 Additional Results

Partial deployment. Our results thus far assumed that each
frame in a page adopts Horcrux, i.e., embeds Horcrux’s
scheduler and signatures in the HTML. Figure 11 shows Hor-
crux’s benefits when only the top-level origin for the page
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Figure 11: Evaluating Horcrux when only a page’s top-level
origin participates. Results are for WiFi networks.

participates—this represents the simplest deployment sce-
nario as the top-level origin is directly incentivized to accel-
erate loads of its pages. In this scenario, all JavaScript code
in third-party-owned frames runs serially; JavaScript in the
main frame can still be safely parallelized as browsers pre-
vent cross-frame state sharing [7]. As shown, most of Hor-
crux’s benefits persist, despite the lack of adoption by third-
party frames. For example, in the developed region’s WiFi
setting, median SI benefits are within 2% of those with total
adoption. The reason is that most JavaScript runtime (100%
on the median page) resides in the page’s main frame.
Personalized pages. To evaluate Horcrux in settings where
pages dynamically generate or personalize their content, we
selected 20 pages from our developed region’s corpus that
supported user accounts. For each page, we created two user
accounts, selecting different preferences when possible, e.g.,
order results based on time or popularity. For every file that
does not appear in both loads, or whose content is different
across the page versions, we assign its constituent functions
signatures of * (§4.2.2). Overall, we observe that such per-
sonalization has minimal impact on Horcrux’s speedups: in
the WiFi setting, Horcrux’s median load time benefits drop
by only 4%. The reason is that only 6% of computation de-
lays are accounted for by personalized scripts.
Energy savings. We connected our Pixel 3 phone to a Mon-
soon power monitor [60] and loaded the pages in our devel-
oped region corpus. With cold caches, Horcrux’s speedups
drop median per-page energy usage by 12% and 15% on
WiFi and LTE. Savings are primarily from accelerating end-
to-end computation (and load times), which results in lower
active durations for WiFi or LTE radios.
Desktop page loads. Horcrux’s acceleration techniques can
also speed up desktop page loads. To evaluate this, we
recorded desktop versions for the pages in our developed re-
gion corpus, and loaded them using a Dell G5 desktop and
a wired network connection. We find that Horcrux reduces
median TCT by 39% (0.52 secs). These speedups translate to
PLT and SI improvements of 25% and 31%, respectively. At
first glance, these improvements may appear surprising given
the faster CPU clock speeds that desktops possess. However,
desktops also possess more cores and load pages with more
JavaScript computation [44], enabling more parallelism.
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Parallelization efforts. ParaScript [56] and others [61]
leverage new runtimes and compiler information to specu-
latively parallelize iterations for hot loops in long-running
JavaScript code (not page loads, where compilation over-
heads are too costly). In contrast, Horcrux operates with un-
modified browsers, targets parallelism for general JavaScript
code beyond loop iterations, and sidesteps the signifi-
cant overheads of speculation errors and runtime checks
(§6.3) by using conservative signatures. Zoomm [21] and
Adrenaline [53] leave JavaScript execution unchanged, and
instead parallelize tasks such as CSS rule parsing. These
systems are orthogonal to Horcrux, which focuses entirely
on JavaScript parallelization. Lastly, several libraries [6, 9]
aid developers in writing parallel JavaScript code by ab-
stracting inter-worker messaging. However, developers are
responsible for identifying and enforcing (safe) parallelism
decisions—Horcrux automates these tasks for legacy pages.

Reducing web computation overheads. Prior measure-
ment studies have analyzed the performance of mobile web
browsers [85, 62, 24, 73]. Like us (§2), they find that browser
computations are a primary contributor to high page load
times. In response to these studies, three separate lines
of work have aimed to alleviate browser computation de-
lays. First, certain sites have manually developed mobile-
optimized versions of their pages using restricted forms of
HTML, JavaScript, and CSS, e.g., according to the Google
AMP standard [37, 46]. In contrast, Horcrux accelerates
legacy pages without developer effort. Further, we find that
Horcrux is able to accelerate the loading of AMP pages,
which constitute 27% of our corpora.

Second, some systems [13, 87, 71, 22] offload computa-
tion tasks to well-provisioned proxy servers, which return
computation results that are fast to apply. Though effective,
such systems pose significant scalability challenges to sup-
port large numbers of mobile clients [82]. Worse, by relying
on (often third-party) proxy servers, these systems violate
HTTPS’ end-to-end security guarantees [67]; clients must
trust proxies to preserve the integrity of their HTTPS objects,
and also must share private Cookies to accelerate personal-
ized page content. In contrast, Horcrux is HTTPS-compliant.

Third, systems like Prophecy [64] enable servers to re-
turn post-processed page files that elide intermediate com-
putations. However, content alterations with these systems
may break page functionality [10], particularly for pages that
adapt execution based on client-side state that servers are un-
aware of, e.g., localStorage. In contrast, Horcrux does not
alter the set of computations required to load a page, and in-
stead aims to execute those computations more efficiently.

Network optimizations for the web. Systems such as
Alohamora [47], Vroom [79], and others [29, 86] lever-
age HTTP/2’s server push and preload features to proac-
tively serve files to clients in anticipation of future re-

quests (thereby hiding download delays). Fawkes [54] de-
velops static HTML templates that can be rendered while
dynamic data is fetched. Polaris [63] and Klotski [19] re-
order network requests to minimize the number of effec-
tive round trips while respecting inter-object dependencies.
Cloud browsers [83, 67, 68] shift network round trips to
wired proxy server links. Content delivery networks [69, 33]
serve popular objects from proxy servers that are geographi-
cally close to clients, while compression proxies [10, 81, 72]
selectively compress objects in-flight between servers and
clients. Lastly, a handful of systems prefetch content ac-
cording to predicted user browsing behavior [74, 51, 88]. As
shown in §6.3, these efforts are complementary to Horcrux,
which reduces browser computation delays by parallelizing
JavaScript execution. Further, recall that computation delays
often exceed user tolerance levels on their own (§2).

Concolic execution for web optimization. Like Horcrux,
Oblique [48] uses concolic execution to accelerate web page
loads. Indeed, Horcrux’s server-side component builds atop
Oblique’s JavaScript concolic execution engine by adding
dynamic instrumentation to capture per-function signatures
(§5). However, despite this similarity, Oblique and Horcrux
target different delays in the page load process: Oblique en-
ables third-party servers to securely prefetch URLs that a
client will need during a page load (hiding the associated net-
work fetch delays), while Horcrux parallelizes the JavaScript
execution required to load a page (reducing the associated
computation delays). Consequently, as with other network-
focused optimizations (§6.3), Oblique can run alongside
Horcrux to provide complementary benefits.

8 CONCLUSION

Horcrux automatically parallelizes JavaScript computations
in legacy pages to enable unmodified browsers to leverage
the multiple CPU cores available on commodity phones. To
account for the non-determinism in page loads and the con-
straints of the browser’s API for parallelism, Horcrux em-
ploys a judicious split between clients and servers. Servers
perform concolic execution of JavaScript code to conser-
vatively identify parallelism opportunities based on poten-
tial state accesses, while clients use those insights along
with runtime information to efficiently manage parallelism.
Across browsing scenarios in developed and emerging re-
gions, Horcrux reduced median browser computation delays
and load times by 31-44% and 18-37%.
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Abstract
Sanitizers detect unsafe actions such as invalid memory ac-
cesses by inserting checks that are validated during a pro-
gram’s execution. Despite their extensive use for debugging
and vulnerability discovery, sanitizer checks often induce a
high runtime cost. One important reason for the high cost is,
as we observe in this paper, that many sanitizer checks are
redundant — the same safety property is repeatedly checked
— leading to unnecessarily wasted computing resources.

To help more profitably utilize sanitizers, we introduce
SANRAZOR, a practical tool aiming to effectively detect and
remove redundant sanitizer checks. SANRAZOR adopts a
novel hybrid approach — it captures both dynamic code cov-
erage and static data dependencies of checks, and uses the
extracted information to perform a redundant check analysis.
Our evaluation on the SPEC benchmarks shows that SANRA-
ZOR can reduce the overhead of sanitizers significantly, from
73.8% to 28.0–62.0% for AddressSanitizer, and from 160.1%
to 36.6–124.4% for UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer (depending
on the applied reduction scheme). Our further evaluation on
38 CVEs from 10 commonly-used programs shows that SAN-
RAZOR-reduced checks suffice to detect at least 33 out of
the 38 CVEs. Furthermore, by combining SANRAZOR with
an existing sanitizer reduction tool ASAP, we show synergis-
tic effect by reducing the runtime cost to only 7.0% with a
reasonable tradeoff of security.

1 Introduction

Software sanitizers are designed to detect software bugs
and vulnerabilities in code written in unsafe languages like
C/C++ [33]. A sanitizer typically inserts additional checks
into the program during compilation; at run time, the sani-
tizer check terminates the program if it detects unsafe actions
or states (e.g., a buffer overflow). To date, various sanitizers
have been designed to help detect vulnerabilities in C/C++
programs [4, 8, 24, 32, 35].

∗Corresponding author.

Sanitizers are commonly used by developers to find bugs
before software deployment. In principle, they could also be
used in deployed software, where they terminate program
executions to prevent vulnerabilities from being exploited.
In practice, however, the high runtime overhead of sanitizers
inhibits their adoption in this application scenario [33, 40].
For example, our study on SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks [34]
shows that the geometric mean overheads induced by Ad-
dressSanitizer (ASan) [32] and UndefinedBehaviorSanitizer
(UBSan) [8] are, respectively, 73.8% and 160.1% (cf. Sec. 6).

It is difficult to reduce the overhead of sanitizer checks and
therefore accelerate the execution of sanitization-enabled pro-
grams. To date, a number of approaches have been proposed
aiming at finding unnecessary sanitizer checks with static
analysis [6,9,11,12,15,25,37,39,44,45]. For example, some
approaches remove array bound checks by checking whether
the value range of an index falls within the array size. They
usually perform heavyweight, specialized program analyses
to reduce specific sanitizer checks. In contrast, ASAP [40],
the most closely related work to ours, elides sanitizer checks
deemed the most costly based on a user-provided overhead
budget. Despite being general and supporting sanitizers of dif-
ferent implementations, ASAP removes checks irrespective
of their importance and may overoptimisitcally remove them,
resulting in missed vulnerabilities. Thus, prior approaches for
reducing sanitizer checks use either sanitizer-specific static
analyses (e.g., [9,37]) to remove only semantically redundant
checks, or general heuristics [40] to remove costly sanitizer
checks irrespective of their semantics.

This work explores a new, novel design point — it intro-
duces a general framework, SANRAZOR, for effectively re-
moving likely redundant checks. SANRAZOR is designed as
a hybrid approach. First, it gathers coverage statistics during
a profiling phase (e.g., based on a program’s test suite). It
then performs a correlation analysis, employing both the pro-
filed coverage patterns as well as static data dependencies,
to pinpoint and remove checks identified as likely redundant.
Like ASAP [40], SANRAZOR is general and orthogonal to
existing sanitizer reduction approaches that focus on specific
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sanitizer check implementations [9, 37, 44]. Distinct from
ASAP, SANRAZOR identifies and removes sanitizer checks
that repeatedly check the same program property, while ASAP
removes sanitizer checks of high cost and may miss vulnera-
bilities. Although, like ASAP, SANRAZOR is unsound, i.e., it
may remove checks even when they are unique, in practice,
our evaluation results show that it accurately maintains the
sanitizer’s effectiveness in discovering defects and provides
significantly reduced runtime overhead.

We evaluate the performance gain of SANRAZOR on the
SPEC CPU2006 benchmark. The results show that SANRA-
ZOR reduces geometric mean runtime overhead caused by
ASan from 73.8% to 28.0–62.0% (depending on the differ-
ent reduction schemes in SANRAZOR). Similarly, geometric
mean overhead incurred by UBSan on SPEC programs is re-
duced from 160.1% to 36.6–124.4%. To measure the accuracy
of SANRAZOR, we evaluate 10 popular programs with a total
of 38 known CVEs. Results show that after removing redun-
dant sanitizer checks, at least 33 CVEs can still be discovered.
Compared with ASAP, SANRAZOR significantly outperforms
ASAP by discovering more CVEs when achieving the same
amount of cost reduction. We also explored practical methods
to combine SANRAZOR and ASAP and reduce runtime cost
to only 7.0% with a reasonable tradeoff of security. These
promising results suggest that SANRAZOR could help pro-
mote the adoption of sanitizers in production usage. In sum,
we make the following main contributions:
• At the conceptual level, we introduce the novel approach

to reducing performance overhead incurred by sanitizers
by identifying and removing likely redundant checks. By
reducing sanitizer cost, sanitization-enabled programs can
be executed faster, making sanitizer adoption in production
use more practical.

• At the technical level, we design and implement a practical
tool, SANRAZOR, to reduce sanitizer checks. SANRAZOR
performs a hybrid analysis by leveraging both coverage
patterns and static data dependency features to identify
sanitizer checks as likely redundant.

• At the empirical level, our evaluation on the SPEC bench-
marks shows that SANRAZOR can significantly reduce
runtime overhead caused by ASan and UBSan. Moreover,
our evaluation on real-world software with known CVEs
shows that after applying SANRAZOR to reduce sanitizer
checks, almost all CVEs can still be discovered.
We have publicly released SANRAZOR on GitHub at

https://github.com/SanRazor-repo/SanRazor.

2 Preliminaries
Sanitizers are dynamic tools for finding software defects [33].
Sanitizers insert sanitizer checks, which are statements for
monitoring program behaviors and validating whether they
violate certain properties. We now introduce two sanitizers
provided by the LLVM framework, ASan and UBSan, which
have helped to detect many vulnerabilities [33].

ASan. Memory access errors like buffer overflow and use-
after-free are severe vulnerabilities in C/C++ programs. ASan
is designed to detect memory errors [32], and consists of an
instrumentation module and a runtime library. The instru-
mentation module allocates shadow memory regions for each
memory address used by the program. It also instruments each
memory load and store operation such that before a memory
address a is used to access memory, a will be mapped to its
corresponding shadow memory address sa; the value stored
in sa is then loaded and checked to decide whether the access
via a is safe. The instrumentation module also allocates a
“bad” region for each shadow memory region; directly using
a shadow memory address sa in the application code will be
redirected to the “bad” region, which is inaccessible via page
protection. The runtime library hooks the malloc function
to create poisoned “redzones” next to allocated memories to
detect memory access errors. Similarly, the free function is
instrumented to put the entire deallocated memory region into
“redzones.” This ensures that the recently-freed region will
not be used by malloc for reallocation.
UBSan. Undefined behaviors can incur severe software vul-
nerabilities [41]. UBSan [8] detects a large set of common
undefined behaviors in C/C++ code, such as out-of-bounds
access, divided by zero, and invalid shift. We briefly introduce
one undefined behavior that UBSan can detect:
Out-of-bounds Array Access Unlike ASan, which relies on
shadow memory, UBSan detects out-of-bounds array accesses
by comparing each array index with the array size. Consider
the sample code below:

1 UChar buf[32]; // buf size is 32
2 for(i = 0; i < nBuf; i++)
3 out[i] = buf[nBuf -i-1];

where buf has 32 elements. When nBuf is greater than 32,
executing buf[nBuf-i-1] may trigger an out-of-bounds ac-
cess (e.g. when i is 0). UBSan identifies this by placing an
extra if condition to compare the array index nBuf-i-1 with
the array size 32 before executing the loop body.

3 Problem Formulation
Conceptually, a sanitizer check c(v) (v is the input parameter)
can be defined as follows:

if(P(v) does not hold) abort_or_alert();

where c checks whether a property P holds w.r.t. parameter
v. Usually, v denotes critical program information (e.g., code
pointers), and by violating property P, e.g., a null pointer
dereference, c either aborts program execution or alerts the
user. Considering a program p with N sanitizer checks in-
serted, we use ci.v and ci.P to denote the parameter of the ith
check ci and its checked property throughout this section.

As introduced in Sec. 2, computation overhead can be intro-
duced by each ci, since ci performs complex safety property
checking, and may require extra memory to store metadata.
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Figure 1: Workflow of SANRAZOR.

Nevertheless, a large portion of sanitizer checks repeatedly as-
sert identical properties, thus wasting computing resources on
properties deemed safe. We aim to remove redundant checks
to reduce cost, thus making the production adoption of san-
itizer checks more practically feasible. Next, we present a
motivating example, and then formulate the notion of “redun-
dant sanitizer checks” from a functionality perspective.

3.1 Sample Redundant Checks in bzip2
We show an example of checks in bzip2 that repeatedly vali-
date the same array index as follows:

for(i=0; i < nblock; i++) {
j = eclass8[i]; //ASan1
k = ftab[j] - 1; //ASan2;
ftab[j] = k; //ASan3; ASan2 and ASan3 identical?
fmap[k] = i; //ASan4; k < fmap_size always hold?

When ASan is enabled, four sanitizer checks are inserted
to detect out-of-bound array access. Existing research could
remove ASan4, by asserting k always falls within the size
of fmap. In contrast, SANRAZOR advocates a new and or-
thogonal focus by deciding that ASan2 and ASan3 validate
the same index, and therefore, ASan3 can be removed without
missing potential defects.1 Indeed, our study shows that check
redundancy is a general concern in real-world software (see
Sec. 6), motivating a strong need for optimization. Also, to
the best of our knowledge, standard compiler optimizations
and previous research in this field (e.g., [6,9,11,12,15,28]) do
not strive to use “similarity analysis” to reveal the equalivance
of ASan2 and ASan3 and shave ASan3 accordingly. In fact,
our study shows that, when full optimizations (-O3) of clang
are enabled, no sanitizers can be shaved for this case. This
observation underlies the key novelty of SANRAZOR, whose
design will be introduced in Sec. 4.

3.2 Redundant Sanitizer Checks
We start by giving a general definition of what a redundant
check is, before refining the notion in an operational way:

Definition 1. Assume that a sanitizer check ci that could
detect a hypothetical bug B in program p is removed. If B can

1We scope SANRAZOR to single threaded programs. See Sec. 4 for further
discussion of application scope.

still be detected, either by another sanitizer check c j or by a
user-defined check, then ci is a redundant sanitizer check.

More formally, given a nontrivial, single-threaded program
p with a set of checks c ∈C, two checks ci and c j are deemed
identical, when the following condition holds:

(ci ∈ dom(c j)∨c j ∈ dom(ci))∧ [[ci.v]] = [[c j.v]]∧ci.P = c j.P

where ci ∈ dom(c j) and c j ∈ dom(ci) denote that ci dominates
c j in the control flow graph or vice versa. Therefore, every
execution from the program entry point to c j goes through
ci or vice versa [5]. [[ci.v]] = [[c j.v]] represents that ci.v and
c j.v are semantically equivalent. ci.P = c j.P means that ci
and c j are the same kind of checks (e.g., they are both ASan
checks, which can be recognized with pattern matching; cf.
Sec. 4.1). When ci and c j satisfy the given condition and
ci ∈ dom(c j), c j can be removed because if c j is executed,
ci must be executed and they check the same property. The
given condition specifies the functional equivalence of ci and
c j. However, computability theory (e.g., Rice’s theorem [29])
suggests that it could be very difficult, if possible at all, to
assert [[ci.v]] = [[c j.v]] for nontrivial programs. Moreover, per-
forming control flow analysis to recover the dominator tree
(e.g., dom(c j)) information can be challenging and lead to
false alarms, especially for cases where points-to analyses are
extensively used in performing control flow analysis.

Given the theoretical challenge of identifying redundant
sanitizer checks, we instead propose a practical approxima-
tion to identify likely redundant checks. Our approximation
extracts both code coverage patterns and static input depen-
dency patterns of checks (cf. Sec. 4); two checks are deemed
“redundant” when they yield identical dynamic and static pat-
terns. Specifically, we search for a pair of checks ci and c j and
flag them as redundant if all the following conditions hold:
• ci and c j have correlated dynamic code coverage patterns,

when executing the software with a nontrivial amount of
workload inputs. Here, coverage patterns are checked re-
garding their “correlation”, such that they can be identical,
or one check’s coverage pattern can subsume the other’s
pattern (see Sec. 4.4 for details).

• ci.P(ci.v) and c j.P(c j.v) are approximately equivalent w.r.t.
static data dependency patterns deduced by our technique:
[[ci.P(ci.v)]]≈ [[c j.P(c j.v)]].

The first condition can be determined by instrumenting
and profiling the program, and for the second, we assert
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[[ci.P(ci.v)]]≈ [[c j.P(c j.v)]] by checking the data dependency
of two check inputs (see Sec. 4.4 for technical details).

4 Design

Fig. 1 depicts the workflow of SANRAZOR. SANRAZOR
starts by identifying both user-defined checks and sanitizer
checks (Sec. 4.1). It then instruments each check to record
code coverage patterns (Sec. 4.2). We select a suitable work-
load (Workload in Fig. 1) and run the instrumented program
with this workload to gather code coverage for each check.
SANRAZOR then performs static analysis to construct data
dependency graphs per check input and extract static patterns
(Sec. 4.3). After obtaining static and dynamic characteris-
tics for each check, SANRAZOR conducts an unsound check
redundancy analysis (Sec. 4.4). The dynamic and static pat-
terns are both analyzed, and checks with identical patterns
will be marked as redundant and removed. The program with
remaining checks will be compiled into an executable.
Application Scope. We implement SANRAZOR to analyze
LLVM intermediate representation (IR) [17] and remove re-
dundant ASan and UBSan checks. While the current imple-
mentation focuses on C/C++ programs, SANRAZOR does not
rely on any specific features of C/C++. Therefore, programs
written in any programming language can be analyzed, as long
as they can be compiled to LLVM IR. Static and dynamic
patterns leveraged by SANRAZOR are orthogonal to particular
sanitizer implementations; hence, in principle SANRAZOR
can reduce checks of different sanitizers. Contrarily, existing
work often aims to flag useless checks with dedicated pro-
gram analysis, while our approach generally circumvents this
limitation. See Sec. 8 for comparisons with existing research.
Application Scenario. The focus and typical application sce-
nario of SANRAZOR are to practically accelerate sanitization-
enabled programs in production usage. When a production
software cannot afford all the sanitizer checks, SANRAZOR
can help effectively remove those checks that are least useful
in terms of discovering unique problems. As will be shown in
Sec. 6, SANRAZOR can reduce the overhead of ASan and UB-
San significantly without primarily undermining vulnerability
detectability. Moreover, SANRAZOR may be combined with
complementary approaches to further reduce the overhead
of sanitizer checks. For example, by combining SANRAZOR
with ASAP, it is plausible to run these sanitizers in production
(at 7% overhead) for their security benefits and vulnerability
detectability. Thus, we believe users should generally incline
to accept a low overhead (e.g., less than 10% when combining
ASAP and SANRAZOR) for improved security and vulner-
ability detectability compared to running without sanitizer
checks. In contrast, enabling full ASan can incur much higher
cost (e.g., around 73.8%, as reported in Sec. 6) and is thus un-
realistic in production. In practice, we would encourage users
to explore combining SANRAZOR with other sanitization op-
timization tools [9, 37, 44] which share generally orthogonal

focuses with SANRAZOR. We give further discussion and
comparison with contemporary research works in Sec. 8.

4.1 Check Identification
We start by discussing how ASan and UBSan checks are iden-
tified. As aforementioned, each check can be represented as
a comparison instruction followed by a control-flow transfer
instruction in LLVM IR statements:

1 %o = icmp cond %a, %b
2 br i1 %o, label %bb1, label %bb2

where %a and %b are two LLVM IR identifiers, and icmp com-
pares %a and %b w.r.t. the condition specified by cond (equal,
greater than, etc.). A one-bit comparison output will be stored
in %o, which is subsequently consumed by the control-flow
instruction br. In case %o equals to one (i.e., the condition
evaluates to “True”), the control flow will be transferred to
the basic block pointed by %bb1; otherwise the basic block
pointed by %bb2 will be executed.

To distinguish sanitizer checks from user checks (i.e.,
branches in the source code), we search for calls to specific
functions that are used by sanitizers. Specifically, a condition
represents an ASan check, if a call to _ASan_report can be
found in blocks pointed by label %bb1 or %bb2. Similarly, a
call to the _UBSan_handle_XXX function indicates the corre-
sponding condition represents a UBSan check. Note that XXX
denotes the name of an undefined behavior that this partic-
ular UBSan check detects. Overall, while ASan checks are
designed to capture memory access errors, UBSan subsumes
a much broader set of defects. The type of checked unde-
fined behaviors can be seen from the handler name above, and
indeed, the corresponding icmp statements can have differ-
ent constant operands, characterizing the checked undefined
behavior types.

4.2 Dynamic Check Pattern Capturing
SANRAZOR captures the dynamic patterns of checks by in-
strumenting the LLVM IR and inserting a counter statement
before the br statement of identified checks (see the sample
code in Sec. 4.1). We count how many times the control-flow
statements are executed. We also record how many times
the true and false branches are taken, by checking the one-
bit operand of the control-flow statement. Sanitizer checks
can be configured to abort the process or output an alert. To
smoothly collect dynamic coverage patterns, we configure
sanitizer checks to “alert users” instead of aborting the pro-
cess. The collected coverage patterns will be used to identify
redundant checks (cf. Sec. 4.4).
Workload Selection. Ideally, the more execution traces the
selected workload can cover, the more comprehensive the
dynamic patterns could become. SANRAZOR uses default
test cases shipped with software to record dynamic patterns.
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Our observation shows that the runtime overhead is primar-
ily caused by sanitizer checks on hot paths. The shipped test
cases typically suffice covering hot paths and derive nontrivial
coverage patterns of most sanitizer checks. If one sanitizer
check is never covered, it is not removed, since no dynamic
pattern analysis is available. Sec. 7.4 presents further empiri-
cal evidences and discussions regarding workload selection.

4.3 Static Check Pattern Capturing
A user check or sanitizer check asserts certain program prop-
erties with a comparison statement (i.e., icmp in Sec. 4.1).
For the static phase, we extract data-flow information from
operands of each icmp statement. The extracted data flow
facts constitute the static feature of a check.

To this end, SANRAZOR performs backward-dependency
analysis to construct the data dependency graph for the branch
condition operand. The analysis starts from the checked con-
dition in the control-flow statement (the br instruction in
Sec. 4.1; recall that br takes a LLVM identifier of one bit as
its input). The checked condition register has a data depen-
dency on two operands of the comparison statement. The con-
structed dependency tree will be used to constitute the static
patterns of each check (see Sec. 4.3.1). The backward traver-
sal will be stopped when we encounter terminal operands,
including constants, phi [46] nodes, global variables, and
function parameters. Also, when encountering function calls
during the traversal (e.g., malloc), instead of performing
heavyweight inter-procedural analysis, we take all function
parameters as the dependency of the function return value.

4.3.1 Extracting Static Features with Three Schemes

After constructing the value dependency tree for the operand
of the control-flow instruction br, the next step is to extract
static features from the dependency tree. At this step, we
design three schemes (L0, L1, and L2) by calibrating the ex-
tracted static features. Three schemes are designed as follows:
• L0, which gathers all the leaf nodes on the dependency tree

into a set.
• L1, which canonicalizes the collected set of leaf nodes,

by eliminating all constants from the set except constant
operands from the comparison statement (icmp instruction)
associated with each sanitizer or user check.

• L2, which canonicalizes the collected set of leaf nodes, by
eliminating all constants from the set.
L0 collects all the leaf nodes into a set while L1 and L2

further canonicalize the constructed set by removing constant
leaf nodes. In other words, we might treat checks for the
following two pointer dereferences as “redundant”, although
they check different program properties:

1 int a = *ptr; // ASan check on ptr
2 int b = *(ptr + 4); // ASan check on (ptr+4)

123:                     ; preds = %114
......
%ftab3 = getelementptr inbounds %struct.EState, 

%struct.EState* %s, i64 0, i32 6
%125 = ptrtoint i32** %ftab3 to i64
%126 = lshr i64 %125, 3
%127 = add i64 %126, 2147450880
%128 = inttoptr i64 %127 to i8*
%129 = load i8, i8* %128
%130 = icmp ne i8 %129, 0
br i1 %130, label %131, label %132

131:                     ; preds = %123
call void @__ASan_report_load8(i64 %125)
call void asm sideeffect "", ""()
unreachable

132:                     ; preds = %123
%133 = load i32*, i32** %ftab3, align 8
......

%130 icmp

%129 load 0

%128 inttoptr

%127 add 21247450880

%126 lshr 0

%125 ptrtoint 0

%ftab getelementptr

%s 0 6

Value 

dependency

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11

12

UInt32* ftab = s->ftab;

LLVM 
IR

Figure 2: Tracing static data flow dependency.

With ASan enabled, the first and second ASan checks
would take ptr and ptr+4 as the inputs. Since both L1 and L2
schemes would eliminate constants (i.e., 4 for this case) from
the leaf node set, these two checks are treated as redundant
by L1 and L2. Nonetheless, L1 and L2 schemes would un-
likely miss discovering bugs derived from pointer arithmetics,
in the sense that if an expression using pointer arithmetic
(e.g., ptr+4) can provoke sanitizer check alerts, the pointer in
the expression (i.e., ptr) is presumably invalid and provokes
sanitizer check alerts as well. We present further discussion
regarding security considerations in Sec. 4.3.2.

Overall, scheme L1 and L2 relax the notion of check “equiv-
alence” by distilling pointer arithmetic expressions while still
preserving rich information of the built dependency tree. Also,
L1 is designed to retain the constant operand of icmp state-
ment associated with each check. As aforementioned, UBSan
uses constant operands in the icmp statement to assert differ-
ent program properties, keeping these specific constants can
help to distinguish UBSan checks of different types. Sec. 6
further presents empirical results regarding each strategy; con-
sistent with our intuition, evaluation results (Sec. 6.1) show
that the relatively more aggressive scheme L2 can help to
identify more redundant checks and reduce runtime overhead.
Moreover, Sec. 6.2 shows that even L2 can still help to dis-
cover 33 (out of in total 38) CVEs from complex software.
SANRAZOR provides all three schemes to extract static pat-
terns, and we leave it to users to decide which one to use.

Fig. 2 illustrates feature extraction with an example. Once
a path condition statement (line 8; the call statement on line
9 indicates this condition belongs to an ASan check) is iden-
tified, we trace the data dependency on the condition (%130)
and construct a dependency tree. The dependency recovery
forms a depth-first search, and we stop the search when en-
countering terminal nodes (e.g., the constants in Fig. 2). The
recovered dependency tree will be used for comparison, fol-
lowing one of the schemes noted above.

4.3.2 Security Consideration

As previously mentioned, we deem that the L1 and L2
schemes would unlikely miss discovering bugs derived from
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pointer arithmetics, given that if ptr+4 is invalid, checking
ptr is presumably sufficient to reveal the issue in practice.
However, there are few corner cases, i.e., if ptr points to the
end of an allocated memory, then *ptr is safe while *(ptr+4)
corrupts. Similarly, ptr may point before the start of an allo-
cated memory chunk: *ptr thus corrupts whereas *(ptr+4)
is safe. As clarified in Application Scenario in Sec. 4, we fo-
cus on practically accelerating sanitization-enabled programs.
Users concerned about “sophisticated attackers” can use L0
or resort to full sanitization. When facing active attackers,
another optimization opportunity is to first identify program
attack interface, and then shave sanitizer checks out side those
security sensitive code fragments. To do so, users can first
employ information flow analysis techniques (e.g., taint anal-
ysis [31]). We leave it as future work to explore this direction.

4.3.3 Extension Using Static Analysis

As discussed in Sec. 3.2, computability theory suggests that
it is difficult, and in general theoretically impossible, to rig-
orously establish the equivalence of two arbitrary nontrivial
code fragments. Nevertheless, in practice, it is feasible to
use static analysis to identify (likely) equivalent checks. In
particular, we envision that symbolic techniques, e.g., (under-
constrained) symbolic execution [27] and constraint solving,
can be used to prove the equivalence of sanitizer checks.

We have observed a line of research seeking to perform
code equivalence checking, by first collecting program input-
output relations using symbolic execution [10, 19, 21]. Then,
given symbolic constraints representing input-output relations
of two code fragments, constraint solver can prove that these
two code fragments are equivalent (suppose side effects are
not considered). Moreover, constraint solvers can also be used
to prove the inclusion of two symbolic constraints, i.e., de-
ciding whether the satisfiability of one symbolic constraint
will always induce the satisfiability of the other constraint.
As a result, a potential extension of SANRAZOR is to decide
whether check ci validates a weaker property that can be in-
ferred by a stronger property validated in another check c j. If
so, ci could be redundant and removed. Overall, using such
symbolic techniques could be the follow-up work of SAN-
RAZOR to provide more principled guarantees; the tradeoff
would be cost and scalability, given most symbolic execution-
based code equivalent checking analyzes only basic blocks or
execution traces [10, 20, 21].

In Sec. 7.2, we will show that the proposed technique can
induce a number of false positive cases, i.e., treating distinct
sanitizer checks as equivalent. However, most false positives
discussed in Sec. 7.2 could be solved through intra-procedural
static analysis, e.g., differentiating accesses to different fields
in the same structure. We leave it as one future work to explore
using field-sensitive point-to analysis (e.g., SVF [36, 38]) to
alleviate false positives of SANRAZOR. Also, SANRAZOR
currently omits to perform inter-procedural analysis, and as a

result, sanitizer checks inside two procedures would be treated
as different. This design decision may potentially lead to
false negative cases (i.e., missing a pair of redundant checks).
However, we find that in practice, false negative cases are
primarily due to other reasons; see discussion in Sec. 7.3.

4.4 Sanitizer Check Reduction
For each pair of checks, SANRAZOR decides whether one
check is redundant to the other, by comparing their static and
dynamic patterns. In case two checks are identical w.r.t. both
static and dynamic patterns, only one check will be retained.
Comparing Dynamic Coverage Patterns. Let the coverage
pattern of sanitizer check sci be a tuple 〈sbi,stbi,s f bi〉, where
sbi denotes the total coverage times of sci, stbi and s f bi rep-
resent that sci executes its true branch stbi times and its false
branch s f bi times. Similarly, the dynamic pattern of a user-
defined check uci can be denoted as a tuple 〈ubi,utbi,u f bi〉,
where ubi denotes the total coverage times of uci, utbi and
u f bi represent that uci executes its true branch utbi times
and its false branch u f bi times. Then, for dynamic coverage
patterns extracted from sanitizer check sci and user-defined
check uci, if they satisfy one of the following conditions, we
consider sci and uci having identical coverage patterns:

(a) (sbi = ubi)∧
(
(stbi = utbi)∨ (stbi = u f bi)

)
(b) (sbi = utbi)∧

(
(stbi = sbi)∨ (s f bi = sbi)

)
(c) (sbi = u f bi)∧

(
(stbi = sbi)∨ (s f bi = sbi)

) (1)

The first condition implies that two checks have the same
dynamic pattern. This can happen when they reside on the
same path and the sanitizer check sci’s false branch has the
same coverage times as the user check uci’s true or false
branch. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), suppose sci and uci check
the same program property, then the predicates of sci and uci
shall be satisfied and failed for the same numbers of times.
The latter two conditions are satisfied when sci is guarded by
one branch of uci and one branch of sci is never executed. For
instance, to understand the second condition (suppose sci and
uci check the same property; see Fig. 3(b)), whenever uci is
true, sci within its true branch (i.e., sbi = utbi) should always
be evaluated to the same direction, as implied by (stbi =
sbi)∨ (s f bi = sbi).

Similarly, for two sanitizer checks sci and sc j, if they sat-
isfy the following condition, we assume that sci has identical
dynamic patterns with sc j (one case shown in Fig. 3(c)):

(sbi = sb j)∧
(
(stbi = stb j)∨ (stbi = s f b j)

)
(2)

As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, when collecting the dynamic cov-
erage pattern, we configure sanitizer checks to “alert” users
(not abort programs) and collect the coverage patterns for
comparison. Depending on the implementation details, the
program aborting/alerting routine could be found in either the
true branch or the false branch of a sanitizer check. Hence, we
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Figure 3: Coverage patterns. Sanitizer checks can be configured to
abort programs or alert users. As noted in Sec. 4.2, we configure
sanitizer checks to “alert” users (not abort programs) and collect the
coverage patterns for comparison.

define a set of general conditions in Formulas 1 and 2, which
shall take both cases (i.e., the “aborting” routine resides in
true or false branches) into account.

We also note that we did not observe any alerts yielded
by sanitizer checks in our experiments. In general, the alert
branch of a sanitizer check is much less likely to execute, if
at all, than the non-alert branch. The consequence is that a
subset of the conditions in Formulas 1 and 2 are in fact used
in our experiments. For instance, when the sanitizer check
sci is within the true branch of uci, the second condition in
Formula 1 must be satisfied. Nevertheless, in practice, this
rarely affects the correctness of our redundancy judgement.
Comparing Static Dependency Patterns. As discussed in
Sec. 4.3.1, we provide three schemes to extract static patterns
(into sets) from dependency trees of operands in control trans-
fer statements. Given two sets Si and S j formed by analyzing
two checks ci and c j, ci and c j are considered to have identical
static patterns, in case Si and S j are identical.
Removing Sanitizer Checks. SANRAZOR does not remove
user-defined checks; we prune sanitizer checks in case they
are redundant w.r.t. user or other sanitizer checks. Given a
pair of likely redundant sanitizer checks ci and c j, we remove
the check c j if it was dominated by ci. Users can also config-
ure SANRAZOR to decide which one to remove. To remove
a check, we set the condition of its control-flow statement
(see Sec. 4.1) as false such that the branch for alerting/abort-
ing will never be executed. This would let the dead-code-
elimination of LLVM remove the redundant code.
Extension by Considering Dominating Cases. The afore-
mentioned coverage pattern reasonably flags redundant
checks and achieves high effectiveness of reducing overhead
incurred by sanitizer checks. Nevertheless, we point that that
Formula 2 only considers the equality cases; the dominating
cases are not considered, which introduces false positives and
the primary false negatives, as will be shown in Sec. 7.2 and
Sec. 7.3. An improvement at this step is to maintain the po-
tential dominating checks (denoted as Di) for sanitizer check
ci. Check ci can be removed in case its dominating check
ck ∈ Di manifests identical data dependency features with ci.
This extension primarily eliminates false negatives presented
in Sec. 7.3.

5 Implementation

SANRAZOR [3] is written primarily in C++ with approxi-
mately 2,000 lines of code. We integrate SANRAZOR into
the LLVM framework [17] by providing a wrapper of clang,
namely SanRazor-clang. Users can replace clang in their
building scripts with SanRazor-clang. SanRazor-clang in-
serts sanitizer checks to a C/C++ program, and then invokes
our follow-up passes to reduce redundant checks. To use SAN-
RAZOR, users need to prepare a reasonable amount of inputs.
We note that standard test inputs would usually suffice remov-
ing a large amount of sanitizer checks; see our empirical study
of workload selection in Sec. 7.4.

6 Evaluation

We give the cost evaluation of SANRAZOR in Sec. 6.1. We
measure the reduction accuracy (in terms of vulnerability de-
tectability) in Sec. 6.2 and compare it with ASAP in Sec. 6.3.

6.1 Cost Study
We start by measuring how well SANRAZOR can reduce the
performance penalty of sanitizer checks. To this end, we
leverage the industry-standard CPU-intensive benchmark
suite, SPEC CPU2006, for the evaluation. SPEC CPU2006
contains 19 C/C++ programs. We are able to compile
11 SPEC benchmarks with the Clang compiler (version
9.0.0) and with ASan or UBSan enabled. These 11 test
cases are 401.bzip2, 429.mcf, 445.gobmk, 456.hmmer,
458.sjeng, 462.libquantum, 433.milc, 444.namd,
470.lbm, 482.sphinx3, and 453.povray. We encountered
compatibility issues for the other benchmarks.2

Each SPEC benchmark is shipped with a training workload,
a testing workload, and a reference workload. Following the
convention, we use the training workload to profile these
programs and obtain the dynamic patterns of sanitizer checks
(see Sec. 4.2). After redundant sanitizer checks are removed
by SANRAZOR, the reference workload is used to measure
the performance of the optimized programs. We do not use
test workload since it leads to much shorter execution time
compared with the reference and training workload.

To evaluate the effectiveness of SANRAZOR, we mea-
sure the execution time reduction after eliminating redundant
checks (referred to as M0 metrics). We also count the number
of removed sanitizer checks (referred to as M1 metrics), and
the execution cost (in terms of CPU cycles) saved by reducing
sanitizer checks (referred to as M2 metrics). M0 is determined
by measuring the execution CPU time. To calculate M1, we
record the total number of sanitizer checks inserted by the
compiler and the number of sanitizer checks reduced by SAN-
RAZOR. The calculation of M2 is consistent with ASAP [40]

2Similar compatibility issues were also reported by ASAP [40]. We
provide error messages in our artifact [3] for reference.
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Figure 4: Comparison results w.r.t. M0 metrics (execution time re-
duction) on ASan.
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Figure 5: Comparison results w.r.t. M0 metrics (execution time re-
duction) on UBSan.

(see comparison with ASAP in Sec. 6.3). In general, each
sanitizer check performs a sequence of operations to assert
a program property, and for each operation oi (e.g., loading
shadow memory), ASAP predefines a constant fi denoting
how many CPU cycles oi takes. Suppose a sanitizer check is
executed for c times and each execution requires in total F
CPU cycles (F = ∑i=1 fi), its execution cost is calculated as
c×F . We reuse fi defined in ASAP to compute M2.
Processing Time. All experiments are conducted on a work-
station with an Intel i7-8700 CPU and 16GB memory. We
use scripts provided by SPEC to profile programs and collect
coverage patterns. It takes on average 323 CPU seconds to
profile one SPEC program. The static dependency analysis
phase of SANRAZOR takes on average 27 seconds per case.

Cost Evaluation Results

Fig. 4 reports the execution cost that is induced by ASan
checks with, and without applying SANRAZOR. The geo-
metric mean runtime overhead increase with full ASan en-

abled (the blue line) is 73.8%. After reducing redundant
ASan checks, performance overhead is reduced by 12.1%
(L0), 35.2% (L1), and 53.5% (L2), with the geometric mean
remaining overhead being 62.0% (L0; the orange line), 35.8%
(L1; the yellow line), and 28.0% (L2; the purple line). The
reduced runtime overhead with the L2 scheme can be up to
91.7% (for 470.lbm), and the smallest reduction (445.sjeng,
which exhibits the highest overhead with ASan enabled) still
reduces the runtime cost by 30.8%.

Fig. 5 also illustrates the performance overhead for UBSan.
In general, the runtime overhead caused by UBSan (geometric
mean 154.3%; see the blue line) is much higher than ASan. By
reducing redundant checks, the performance overhead can be
reduced by 13.7% (L0), 35.5% (L1), and 75.5% (L2), with the
geometric mean remaining overhead being 124.4% (L0; the
orange line), 94.7% (L1; the yellow line), and 36.6% (L2; the
purple line). The reduced runtime overhead of L2 strategies
is up to 97.5% (470.lbm), and at least 62.1% (401.bzip2).

We measure how many sanitizer checks are reduced by
SANRAZOR and the saved CPU cycles. Table 1 reports the
portion of reduced checks w.r.t. the total number of checks
(M1). Similarly, it also reports the portion of saved CPU cycles
during run time w.r.t. the total CPU cycles taken by sanitizer
checks (M2). SANRAZOR can eliminate on geometric mean
up to 29.5% of the ASan checks for the SPEC programs
(with L2 applied), which leads to 41.0% less CPU cycle cost
of ASan checks during run time. We also observed a simi-
larly promising trend for the UBSan evaluation. As shown in
Table 1, SANRAZOR can eliminate up to 39.3% of UBSan
checks for the SPEC programs on geometric mean (with L2
applied), corresponding to 77.0% less cost during run time.

Sanitizer checks contribute differently to the total execution
cost (i.e., some checks are executed far more often than oth-
ers). For instance, SANRAZOR (with L2 enabled; see Table 1)
eliminates 13.1% of ASan checks in 456.hmmer. However,
the M2 metrics is reduced by up to 70.4%, indicating that the
removed checks are on the program’s hot paths. Our manual
investigation confirms this intuition; more than 99.3% of the
runtime overhead caused by ASan stems from one function
P7Viterbi in module fast_algorithms.c, which contains
intensive memory access checks within a loop. SANRAZOR
successfully identifies many redundant sanitizer checks within
this loop, inducing effective check reduction for 456.hmmer.

We also find some reduced sanitizer checks on the cold
path of the benchmarks. For instance, while 22.6% of the
UBSan checks are removed from 462.libquantum, these
checks have low runtime coverage and therefore remov-
ing them does not significantly improve performance. An
aligned trend can be seen from the performance evaluation of
462.libquantum in Fig. 5. Our manual study indicates that
for 462.libquantum, sanitizer checks in gates.c (on the
hot path) contribute more than 99.2% of the total runtime cost.
However, these checks assert different undefined behaviors
and cannot be flagged as “redundant” by SANRAZOR.
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Table 1: Evaluation results w.r.t. M1 (number of removed sanitizer checks) and M2 (saved CPU cycles by reducing sanitizer checks). Note
that “empty cells” for imageworsener, zziplib, libzip, graphicsmagick, jasper, potrace, and mp3gsin are not due to setup errors; they
indicate those CVEs are not discovered by the corresponding ASan (or UBSan) checks.

Benchmark ASan-M1 ASan-M2 UBSan-M1 UBSan-M2
L0 L1 L2 L0 L1 L2 L0 L1 L2 L0 L1 L2

401.bzip2 22.4% 54.4% 58.1% 4.3% 30.3% 34.2% 38.7% 54.8% 66.0% 27.3% 37.9% 68.1%
429.mcf 10.2% 53.0% 60.9% 3.0% 46.6% 60.1% 35.0% 51.8% 76.2% 37.8% 47.6% 86.0%

445.gobmk 5.2% 23.4% 26.6% 7.2% 33.7% 41.0% 12.6% 21.6% 51.3% 21.4% 23.3% 73.9%
456.hmmer 5.9% 11.7% 13.1% 14.4% 70.3% 70.4% 8.2% 11.0% 14.8% 49.2% 60.7% 78.3%
458.sjeng 5.9% 12.6% 13.4% 4.4% 34.4% 36.7% 12.1% 18.3% 51.0% 20.7% 25.2% 79.2%

462.libquantum 7.4% 16.3% 22.6% 0.8% 1.4% 2.4% 12.7% 15.6% 26.9% 0.8% 0.8% 58.8%
433.milc 23.5% 32.5% 33.5% 35.8% 80.9% 82.7% 27.6% 42.2% 54.6% 51.0% 60.6% 83.6%
444.namd 6.4% 18.9% 24.0% 10.2% 29.8% 57.7% 8.7% 16.0% 26.2% 40.4% 54.1% 84.8%
470.lbm 1.6% 68.5% 72.1% 0.0% 88.7% 92.5% 17.7% 48.2% 51.3% 46.0% 92.5% 97.6%

482.sphinx3 10.7% 27.1% 32.5% 2.5% 56.9% 58.3% 18.2% 23.7% 40.0% 11.9% 45.3% 67.2%
453.povray 7.2% 9.5% 21.2% 2.3% 12.1% 69.1% 11.1% 11.9% 22.6% 22.6% 24.0% 75.5%
autotrace 12.2% 27.6% 35.7% 22.4% 65.4% 73.1% 20.6% 25.2% 39.0% 48.6% 57.5% 78.3%

imageworsener - - - - - - 26.8% 37.1% 53.3% 17.8% 21.6% 64.0%
lame 9.5% 38.5% 40.8% 11.0% 57.5% 74.9% 23.3% 34.1% 47.5% 17.0% 46.6% 71.4%

zziplib 3.8% 20.4% 23.9% 12.9% 80.2% 90.3% - - - - - -
libzip 6.2% 19.9% 27.8% 1.0% 3.9% 44.9% - - - - - -

graphicsmagick 1.2% 4.5% 5.8% 20.1% 49.4% 63.3% - - - - - -
tiff 7.8% 21.7% 29.8% 0.2% 2.1% 2.6% 12.3% 15.8% 21.7% 7.6% 10.5% 65.6%

jasper - - - - - - 12.8% 17.3% 25.9% 19.6% 20.6% 69.6%
potrace 13.0% 31.2% 38.8% 5.4% 41.9% 48.7% - - - - - -
mp3gsin 11.6% 43.6% 46.0% 4.8% 74.8% 78.4% - - - - - -

6.2 Vulnerability Detectability Study

This section explores whether sanitizer checks marked as re-
dundant are true positive w.r.t. Definition 1 given in Sec. 3.2.
This study reflects the accuracy of SANRAZOR. We select
a number of programs with CVE vulnerabilities from an
actively-maintained CVE list [22, 23], which documents pro-
cedures to compile each program and reproduce its CVEs.
We select programs based on whether it can be successfully
compiled and whether their documented CVEs can be trig-
gered by the shipped inputs, and whether those CVEs can be
detected by ASan/UBSan.

Ten programs (with in total 38 CVEs) are used for this
evaluation. These ten programs are not cherry-picked; when
selecting these ten programs, we checked each program in the
CVE program list from the beginning [22, 23] and skipped
only those that could not be properly set up for our study.
For the evaluation setup, we start by compiling the provided
source code with ASan or UBSan enabled. We report that
those 38 CVEs can all be triggered by at least one input
provided by the CVE list [22, 23], and after enabling ASan
or UBSan, all the CVE-triggering inputs can be captured by
either ASan or UBSan (i.e., all CVEs can be discovered). We
then use SANRAZOR to perform check reduction with three
schemes (L0, L1, and L2) and check whether after pruning, the
CVE-triggering inputs can still be captured. Table 2 reports
the evaluation results in terms of which CVE vulnerabilities
can still be discovered by the pruned checks.

The static analysis phase of SANRAZOR takes on average
17.5 CPU seconds to process one program. Programs in the
CVE list are typically shipped with a small number of inputs,

including both regular and bug-triggering inputs. At this step,
we use regular inputs to generate dynamic coverage patterns
and shave sanitizer checks. We then test if bugger-triggering
inputs can still be captured by the remaining sanitizer checks.
The execution of most programs takes negligible amount of
time (on average 1.5 CPU seconds). Overall, their shipped
inputs are used for asserting functionality, not for benchmark-
ing. Regarding M0 metrics, we report that SANRAZOR re-
duces geometric mean runtime overhead caused by ASan
from 24.9% to 15.8–22.4% (depending on the different reduc-
tion schemes). Similarly, geometric mean overhead incurred
by UBSan on these CVE programs is reduced from 7.0% to
1.5–5.0%. We also report that we observed significant hot-path
vs. cold-path distinction of these CVE programs, given their
inputs of relatively low comprehensiveness. Nevertheless, we
note that in case a sanitizer check is not covered by a shipped
regular input, we will not even have its dynamic coverage
pattern, and thus will not remove it. This way, vulnerabilities
relevant to this check can be protected.

We then evaluate these programs w.r.t. the M1 and M2
metrics. As shown in Table 1, there is no significant gap com-
paring the number of checks removed from the CVE and
SPEC programs, e.g., 9.9% vs. 8.2% with ASan-M1&L0 and
19.1% vs. 19.2% with UBSan-M2&L0. Therefore, Table 2
shows, even if approximate reduction is achieved, almost all
CVEs can still be discovered. The rest of this section elab-
orates on each case. We discuss all false positive cases (i.e.,
missed CVEs due to incorrectly removed checks) exposed in
Table 2 in Sec. 7.
autotrace is an open-source software written in C, trans-
forming bitmap images into vector images. We reproduce
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19 CVEs in six modules of autotrace-0.31.1. The UBSan
checks avert nine CVEs, including eight signed integer over-
flows (CVE-2017-9161∼9163, CVE-2017-9183∼9187), and
one left shift of negative value (CVE-2017-9188). The rest
are heap buffer overflows detected by ASan checks (CVE-
2017-9167∼9173, CVE-2017-9164∼9166). As reported in
Table 2, all of these CVEs can still be detected, after eliminat-
ing redundant sanitizer checks with the L0 and L1 schemes.
Nevertheless, L2 generates two false positives for the UBSan
cases (see Sec. 7.2).

imageworsener is a C/C++ library supporting scal-
ing and processing images with multiple formats. We
evaluate the performance of SANRAZOR with five CVEs
found in imageworsener-1.3.1, including two divide-
by-zero CVEs (CVE-2017-9201∼9202) in imagew-cmd.c,
two null pointer dereferences (CVE-2017-9204∼9205) in
imagew-util.c, and one out-of-bounds access (CVE-2017-
9203) in imagew-main.c. As reported in Table 2, both L0
and L1 strategies in SANRAZOR can detect all these CVEs,
while the L2 strategy generates one false positive in CVE-
2017-9203. As for the performance gain, Table 1 shows en-
couraging results by saving up to 64.0% w.r.t. M2 metrics.

lame is a MP3 encoder written in C. We reproduce two CVEs
in two C files of lame-3.99.5, where one is a division by
zero vulnerability detected by UBSan in get_audio.c (CVE-
2017-11720), and the other is a heap buffer overflow detected
by ASan in util.c (CVE-2015-9101). Table 2 shows that
both UBSan and ASan can still discover these two CVEs
for all three settings. For the inserted ASan checks, Table 1
reports that up to 74.9% cost can be saved. Similar trends (up
to 71.4%) can be observed for UBSan.

zziplib is a lightweight C library for extracting data
from a zip file. Two CVEs (CVE-2017-5976∼5977) in
zziplib-0.13.62 are evaluated, and both of them are caused
by heap buffer overflow in memdisk.c. Our evaluation shows
that after check reduction with all three settings, both CVEs
can still be discovered by ASan.

libzip is a C library for processing zip files. There is a
use-after-free CVE (CVE-2017-12858) in libzip-1.2.0,
whose triggering-inputs can be captured by ASan. As shown
in Table 2, only the L2 scheme mistakenly eliminates the
corresponding ASan check and missed one CVE.

graphicsmagick is a tool for viewing and editing
commonly-used file formats including PDF, PNG, and JPEG.
We evaluate SANRAZOR on CVE-2017-12937, a heap use-
after-free vulnerability in sun.c. Table 2 shows that this CVE
can be detected by ASan checks for all three settings.

libtiff is a library for viewing and editing tiff images.
Four CVEs, including two heap buffer overflows (CVE-2016-
10270, CVE-2016-10271), one stack buffer overflow (CVE-
2016-10095) and one division-by-zero (CVE-2017-7598), are
used to evaluate SANRAZOR. Experimental results show that
SANRAZOR can detect all CVEs in all three settings.

jasper is also a complex image processing tool (with over
40K LOC). We evaluate SANRAZOR on CVE-2017-5502, a
left shift of a value less than zero that can be detected when
UBSan checks are fully enabled. Our evaluation shows that
after check reduction, this CVE can still be discovered by the
remaining UBSan checks.
potrace is a commonly-used C tool for converting bitmaps
into smooth and scalable images. We evaluate SANRAZOR
on CVE-2017-7263, a heap buffer overflow in bitmap.c of
potrace-1.2. Table 2 shows that ASan can still discover this
CVE after redundant checks are removed in all three settings.
mp3gain is a C library for analyzing MP3 files. We re-
produce five CVEs in mp3gain-1.5.2, including one null
pointer dereference (CVE-2017-14406) in interface.c, one
buffer overflow (CVE-2017-14407) in gain_analysis.c,
and two buffer overflows (CVE-2017-14408∼14409) in
layer3.c. As reported in Table 2, one false positive is found,
where both the L1 and L2 schemes over-aggressively remove
the sanitizer check for detecting CVE-2017-14406.

The evaluation has demonstrated the promising and prac-
tical accuracy of SANRAZOR: vulnerability detectability is
unlikely impacted even if we reduce sanitizer cost. Also, read-
ers may suspect that if during the profiling phase software is
not “stressed enough”, SANRAZOR will elide a small set of
checks and, as expected, catch the respective CVEs. However,
we again note that all sanitizer checks detecting the 38 CVEs
are covered during the profiling phase. That is, our observa-
tion — at least 33 CVEs are discovered by the remaining
checks — is not due to “under-stressed profiling”, rather, the
corresponding checks are not incorrectly deemed redundant.

6.3 Comparison Study

We compare SANRAZOR with the closely related work,
ASAP [40]. ASAP reduces sanitizer checks with high cost
in order to satisfy an overhead budget specified by users. In
contrast to SANRAZOR, ASAP does not identify “likely iden-
tical checks”. Given an overhead budget T , ASAP first esti-
mates the performance cost that a sanitizer check c can incur.
Sanitizer checks will then be ranked by cost and iteratively
removed starting from the most expensive one until the esti-
mated cost is lower than the budget T . We compare SANRA-
ZOR with ASAP by running ASAP on our CVE cases with
different overhead budgets, and reports whether the known
CVEs can still be discovered (i.e., evaluation conducted in
Sec. 6.2). Contrarily, we do not evaluate ASAP on the san-
itizer overhead it can save. ASAP reduces sanitizer checks
to meet a fixed cost budget; it is easy to see that comparing
ASAP and SANRAZOR on this matter (i.e., SPEC evaluation
in Sec. 6.1) is not reasonable.

In this evaluation, we start by using the default budget of
ASAP, 5%, to measure the check reduction. As shown in Ta-
ble 2, setting the overhead budget to 5% (i.e., Budget0) prunes
23 out of 38 checks that can detect CVEs. Furthermore, to
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Table 2: CVE case study. N denotes the number of CVEs. The “SANRAZOR” and “ASAP” columns report the number of remaining CVEs that
can be discovered by sanitizer checks after reduction. ASAP allows to configure arbitrary overhead budget. We evaluate ASAP by using its
default budget (Budget0), and with the same overhead as SANRAZOR (i.e., Budget1, Budget2, Budget3 correspond to L0, L1, L2, respectively).
See Sec. 6.3 for the setup.

Software CVE SANRAZOR ASAP
Type Sanitizer N L0 L1 L2 Budget0 Budget1 Budget2 Budget3

autotrace
signed integer overflow UBSan 8 8 8 6 6 8 8 8
left shift of 128 by 24 UBSan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
heap buffer overflow ASan 10 10 10 10 0 8 2 2

imageworsener
divide-by-zero UBSan 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

index out of bounds UBSan 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

lame
divide-by-zero UBSan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

heap buffer overflow ASan 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0
zziplib heap buffer overflow ASan 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0
libzip user after free ASan 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1

graphicsmagick heap use after free ASan 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

libtiff
heap buffer overflow ASan 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2
stack buffer overflow ASan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

divide-by-zero UBSan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
jasper left shift of negative value UBSan 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
potrace heap buffer overflow ASan 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

mp3gain
stack buffer overflow ASan 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 0
global buffer overflow ASan 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

null pointer dereference ASan 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
In total 38 38 37 33 15 33 24 23

present a fair comparison with SANRAZOR, we iterate each
tested program and put their CVEs into different types (the
second column of Table 2). We then use the M2 metrics of
SANRAZOR in terms of each CVE type as three different over-
head budgets of ASAP (i.e., budget1, budget2, budget3). For
instance, the “divide-by-zero” CVE of imageworsener can
be captured by UBSan checks. After applying SANRAZOR
(with L0, L1, and L2 schemes) on imageworsener with full
UBSan checks enabled, we report that the remaining M2 over-
head is 82.2%, 78.4%, and 36.0%, respectively. Then, ASAP
is configured to take these three remaining M2 overhead as its
overhead budget and performs sanitizer check reduction. As
shown in Table 2, two CVEs of imageworsener (the “divide-
by-zero” row) can still be discovered for all three budgets.
Overall, ASAP is configured to achieve the same amount of
performance cost as SANRAZOR, and we record how many
CVEs can still be discovered in this “apple-to-apple” setting.

We record the remaining M2 overhead (geometric mean
89.2%) for each CVE type after using SANRAZOR with the
L0 scheme enabled. As shown in Table 2, five CVEs cannot be
detected when assuming this budget for ASAP. The L1 and L2
schemes perform a relatively more tolerant reduction (73.5%
and 45.7% geometric mean remaining M2 overhead), and ac-
cordingly, ASAP removes 14 and 15 checks, respectively. We
find that considerable critical CVEs are not discovered after
using ASAP, since the corresponding checks are in the “hot
paths” of test cases, incurring high cost, and therefore are
removed. Overall, we interpret the comparison as encourag-
ing, showing that ASAP neglects the important observation
of sanitizer redundancy, causing it to fail discovering CVEs
on hot paths. Contrarily, Table 2 shows that SANRAZOR can
help discover more CVEs after reducing identical cost.

6.4 Combining SANRAZOR with ASAP

We also conduct a case study on autotrace to explore how
we could achieve potential synergistic effects by combining
SANRAZOR with ASAP and reduce the M2 overhead for pro-
duction usage. To this end, we explore whether, after applying
ASAP, SANRAZOR can find further opportunities for elimi-
nating redundancy that ASAP may have missed.

Specifically, we first set the overhead budget of ASAP
to the reasonable, but arbitrary threshold of 30% and run
it on autotrace with full ASan enabled to remove high-cost
checks. ASAP aggressively reduces ASan checks; after re-
ducing the M2 overhead to 30%, six out of in total 10 CVEs
are missed. We then leverage SANRAZOR to identify redun-
dant checks. We report that when applying SANRAZOR with
the L0 scheme, we observe that the M2 overhead can be fur-
ther reduced to 7.0%, without missing any additional CVEs.
In contrast, using ASAP with this aggressive budget (7.0%),
would reduce too many ASan checks and miss all 10 CVEs
(cf. Table 2).
SANRAZOR Extension and Future Directions. Note that
ASAP primarily focuses on shaving costly checks on the
hot paths, which indicates promising potential of fine-tuning
SANRAZOR’s schemes to be more adaptive by taking cost
into consideration. SANRAZOR can thus be extended to apply
L0/L1 schemes to shave checks with low costs and L1/L2
schemes to shave checks with high costs. This should better
balance performance and safety, rather than using the same
scheme to all checks.

Our study in this section sheds light on the significant
potential in combining SANRAZOR with previous works
(e.g., [14,37,44]) and exploring their synergistic effects, since
the strategies for which checks to remove are generally orthog-
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Table 3: Quantitative analysis of the removed sanitizer checks.

Software Sanitizer #Reduced #Identical #Correlated
Type Checks Checks Checks

401.bzip2 UBSan 11,406 6,562 4,844
autotrace ASan 2,434 460 1,974

onal. Also, in addition to the combination strategy demon-
strated above, we envision using other feasible schemes to
combine SANRAZOR and ASAP. For instance, given a user-
specified budget, we first use SANRAZOR to remove all the
likely redundant checks, and if the budget is still not met, we
use ASAP to remove further checks. We leave it as future
work to explore other practical methods to combine SANRA-
ZOR with existing sanitizer reduction tools.

This section demonstrates combining SANRAZOR with
ASAP to reveal more debloating opportunities. In addition,
we also expect that by using SANRAZOR to shave likely equiv-
alent checks, sanitizer-guided security applications can be
boosted. For instance, by shaving redundant checks, sanitizer-
guided fuzz testing tool, ParmeSan [26], may have a higher
throughput and likely find more bugs within a given time
budget. We leave this as one future work to explore using
SANRAZOR to boost ParmeSan.

7 Discussion

7.1 Characteristics of Removed Checks

This section further explains the characteristics of the checks
that are removed. Given the observation that thousands of san-
itizer checks are inserted into each program, we deem investi-
gating all test cases infeasible. Rather, we manually checked
SPEC program 401.bzip2 (with UBSan) and CVE program
autotrace (with ASan) and analyzed check reduction pat-
terns (Table 3). The two programs contain in total 24,132
checks (17,272 in 401.bzip2 and 6,860 in autotrace).
SANRAZOR with the L2 scheme enabled removes 66.0% san-
itizer checks from bzip2 and 35.7% checks from autotrace.
We studied each removed check to identify two common pat-
terns that we refer to as “identical checks” and “correlated
checks”. Below, we present typical cases for each category.
Checks that are identical with other checks. Sanitizer
checks of this class have the same functionality as other
checks. Consider the code snippet in bzip2.c as follows:

1 void BZ_blockSort(EState* s){
2 UInt32* ptr = s→ ptr;
3 UChar* block = s→ block;

where two UBSan checks are inserted to check whether s
is a null pointer. However, these two checks indeed assert
the same property and are therefore identical with each other.
Removing one of them can still ensure that the null pointer
is detected. SANRAZOR will remove one of them since their
coverage patterns are exactly the same and their control-flow

statements (i.e., the br statement in LLVM IR) have condition
operands of identical dependency trees.
Checks that are correlated with other checks. SANRAZOR
removes this class of checks since they have the same dynamic
and static patterns with other checks, indicating strong corre-
lation with each other, as, for instance, for different pointer
arithmetic expressions over the same pointer (as discussed in
Sec. 4.3.1). Consider CVE-2017-9169 as an example:

1 *(temp++)= buffer[xpos * 3 + 2]; //line 353
2 *(temp++)= buffer[xpos * 3 + 1]; //line 354
3 *(temp++)= buffer[xpos * 3]; //line 355

which is a heap buffer overflow in line 353 of file input_-
bmp.c (temp in above code). When enabling ASan, three sani-
tizer checks (sc1,sc2,sc3) are inserted for this case to check the
shadow memory of pointer temp (in line 1-3 above). When us-
ing SANRAZOR (with L1 or L2 enabled) to analyze this case,
all three checks exhibit identical dynamic and static patterns.
Thus, two checks will be removed. Although the heap buffer
overflow in CVE-2017-9169 roots in the invalid memory ac-
cess of pointer temp in line 353, ASan can presumably detect
the vulnerability when using any of the other two checks.

7.2 False Positive Analysis
SANRAZOR can also induce false positives (i.e., unique
checks that are removed), since the captured dynamic pat-
terns only provide statistical information of sanitizer checks
and the static pattern sets used for the redundancy analysis
could be optimistic as well. Below, we provide detailed anal-
ysis of all five false positive cases caused by the L2 scheme
of SANRAZOR (the false positive case of using L1 scheme is
also subsumed).
CVE-2017-9203 is an index out of bounds vulnerability in
imagew-main.c of imageworsener-1.3.0 as follows:

1 int_ci = &ctx→ intermed_ci[intermed_channel];
2 output_channel = int_ci→

corresponding_output_channel; // CVE
3 out_ci = &ctx→ img2_ci[output_channel];

Specifically, ctx is an input argument of the enclosing func-
tion (line 2), which has a struct iw_context* type. When
compiling this module with UBSan, three sanitizer checks
will be inserted to detect index out of bounds, type check, and
pointer overflow vulnerabilities on line 2. Recall as introduced
in Sec. 4.1, these three UBSan checks can be differentiated
by the constant operands of their associated icmp statement.
Nevertheless, since all these checks take the memory address
of ctx as its inputs, they have the same value dependency
on ctx when using the L2 scheme (recall L2 eliminates all
constants). Therefore, SANRAZOR will identify two of them
as redundant sanitizer checks and remove them, causing UB-
San to fail reporting the index out of bounds vulnerability
in this CVE. However, if SANRAZOR is configured with L1,
these checks can be kept since the constant parameter used to
differentiate these three UBSan checks are preserved.
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CVE-2017-12858 is a use-after-free vulnerability detected
by ASan in zip_buffer.c of libzip-1.2.0. As shown be-
low, variable buffer of zip_buffer_t* type attempts to
access its element free_data in the if condition (line 5):

1 void _zip_buffer_free(zip_buffer_t *buffer){
2 if (buffer == NULL) return;
3 if(buffer→ free_data){ // CVE
4 free(buffer→ data);

When ASan is enabled, a check is inserted to assert whether
the memory pointed by buffer has been freed before access-
ing its element free_data. SANRAZOR with the L2 scheme
enabled eliminates this check since it has the same dynamic
coverage pattern with two user checks (two if conditions on
line 2 and line 3), which also share the same data dependency
pattern (since variable buffer is used for all three user and
sanitizer checks). However, the check inserted by ASan per-
forms shadow memory calculation, which indeed depends
on different constant values with two user checks. Therefore,
SANRAZOR with L1 scheme can retain this check.
CVE-2017-9184 is a signed integer overflow in
autotrace=0.31.1 reported by UBSan. It is derived
from a heap memory allocation in input-bmp.c as follows:

1 XMALLOC(image , width * height
2 * 1 * sizeof(unsigned char)); // CVE
3 ypos = height - 1;
4 switch (...) {
5 case 1: {
6 while (ypos >= 0 && xpos <= width) { ...

XMALLOC allocates memory buffers on the heap by taking
the second parameter as the buffer length, where a UBSan
check is inserted in line 1 to detect the signed integer overflow
when multiplying height with width. Moreover, we find
a user check in the while loop condition (line 6), which
shares the same value dependency with this critical sanitizer
check (ypos derives from height and xpos is a constant).
Therefore, SANRAZOR with L2 enabled removes this check.
Nevertheless, the inserted UBsan check and while condition
assert different program properties, exposing a false positive.
In contrast, this false positive can be avoided when using the
L1 scheme, since the user check also depends on constant
value 0, exhibiting different value dependency patterns with
the inserted sanitizer check by UBSan.
CVE-2017-9187 is a signed integer overflow vulnerability
found from autotrace=0.31.1. Consider the following code
snippet showing the CVE in input-bmp.c:

1 unsigned char *temp2 , *temp3;
2 XMALLOC(image , width * height
3 * 3 * sizeof(unsigned char)); // CVE
4 temp3 = image; //another UBSan check

When compiling this code snippet with UBSan enabled,
a sanitizer check is inserted to check whether the second
parameter of XMALLOC can incur an integer overflow. Also,
another check is added to detect whether the pointer temp3

is null. Since temp3 points to image and the value of image
is assigned by XMALLOC, the parameter of the second UBSan
check depends on variable width and height (recall as men-
tioned in Sec. 4.3, for interprocedural analysis the function
call output, image for this case, conservatively depends on
all function parameters). Therefore, SANRAZOR with L2 en-
abled will consider this sanitizer check to be redundant with
the assertion, while the L1 scheme would not, as these two
checks can be differentiated by their constant parameters.
CVE-2017-14406 is a null pointer dereference found in
interface.c of mp3gain-1.5.2. Consider the code below:

1 int sync_buffer(PMPSTR mp,int free_match) {
2 for (i=0; i<mp→ bsize; i++) // CVE
3 { ... }
4 struct frame *fr = &mp→ fr;
5 h = head_check(head ,fr→ lay);

Two ASan checks are used to check mp and fr when ac-
cessing their struct elements bsize (line 2) and lay (line 5),
respectively. fr is initialized with mp->fr (line 4), which de-
pends on the function parameter mp (line 1). That is, the two
ASan checks have identical data dependencies w.r.t. the L1
and L2 schemes. SANRAZOR eliminates the first ASan check
and becomes incapable of detecting the CVE vulnerability on
line 2. However, SANRAZOR with L0 enabled can differenti-
ate these two checks, since they depend on different constant
offsets when accessing the struct elements.

7.3 False Negative Analysis
SANRAZOR could also have false negatives (i.e., redundant
checks are not removed). Take the following piece of code
in 462.libquantum for example, where ASan inserts two
checks to detect a buffer overflow in reg->node[i]. Let the
inserted check in line 2 and line 3 as sc1 and sc2, respectively.
Although sc2 is redundant with sc1 for this specific case, SAN-
RAZOR does not recognize sc2 as a redundant sanitizer check
during our experiment, because the dynamic pattern of sc2
differs from that of sc1. Such cases are the primary cause
for generating false negatives, according to our observations.
Nevertheless, Sec. 4.4 has discussed that these false negative
cases can be primarily eliminated by considering dominating
relations in comparing dynamic coverage patterns.

1 for(i=0; i<reg→ size; i++) {
2 if(reg→ node[i].state & ...) {
3 if(reg→ node[i].state & ...) {

7.4 Effects of Workload Selection
As mentioned in Sec. 4.2, SANRAZOR relies on dynamic
coverage patterns to pinpoint potentially redundant checks.
Therefore, in this section, we present study and discussion on
the efficiency of check reduction w.r.t. the size of workload.
To do so, we incrementally enlarge the workload for profiling
bzip2 record both the number of reduced sanitizer checks
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Figure 6: Effects of workload selection evaluation on ASan.

and the runtime overhead caused by ASan. For this study, we
configure SANRAZOR with the L2 scheme for check reduc-
tion. We download a bzip2 testsuite with 38 different inputs
from [2] and conduct experiments on bzip2 (a single-file
version from [1]).

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the percentage of reduced sanitizer
checks will increase when more inputs are fed to the test case.
However, when the number of test inputs are more than eight,
the number of reduced checks reach the saturation point at
58.0%. Similarly, the percentage of reduced runtime cost can
also become stable when the number of inputs is larger than
12. Also, notice that the blue line will first increase (when
the input is less than five), and then decrease until reaching
the saturation point (when input is 13). The reason is that
with insufficient amount of inputs in the workload, irrelevant
checks may exhibit identical dynamic coverage patterns and
be treated as “redundant.” In other words, SANRAZOR may re-
port false positives when the available inputs are insufficient,
and aggressively flag too many “redundant” checks (Sec. 7
discusses false positives and false negatives of this research).
In general, when adopting SANRAZOR in real-world scenar-
ios, sufficient inputs are needed for achieving good reduction
results and reducing false alarms, but they may not need to
be too many.

8 Related Work

Static Check Reduction. Existing research has proposed
heavyweight program analyses to elide redundant bounds
check by inferring the value ranges of certain variables. For
example, some approaches deem checks unnecessary if the
value range of an index is below the size of its accessed ar-
ray [6, 11, 12, 15, 25, 37, 39, 44, 45]. SIMBER [7, 45] uses
statistical inference to identify redundant bounds checks from
past executions. RedCard [9] flags unnecessary race condition
checks by scoping specific “release-free” code region where
it is proved that only one race check is needed for each region.
BigFoot [28] coalesces race checks on arrays and C structs.
Overall, the extensive existing work on this topic focuses on
specific types of checks, and cannot be easily generalized
to other checks. For instance, [9] identifies a “release-free”
region by checking if no lock release synchronization oper-

ations (e.g., wait, fork) can be found in that region. Hence,
race checks only need to be done once within each region.
Scoping such a “safe region” could be very difficult for other
checks: to decide such a safe region for ASan, we anticipate
to perform expensive alias analysis for every pointer within
that region to confirm a checked pointer is never modified. In
contrast, SANRAZOR analyze the equivalence of checks in a
general and practical way to eliminate duplications.

The most closely related work is ASAP [40], which, like
SANRAZOR, is unsound but general. ASAP is designed based
on the observation that a few “hot” sanitizer checks account
for most of the overhead and that most CVEs are located in
the “cold” parts of a program. ASAP removes sanitizer checks
with high runtime overhead until the overall overhead meets a
user-provided cost budget. Different from SANRAZOR, ASAP
does not consider check redundancy and is prone to removing
critical checks on a program’s hot paths as we have shown.
Run-time Check Reduction. Safe Sulong [30] is a sanitizer
that relies on the dynamic compiler of the Java Virtual Ma-
chine to reduce checks. Java compilers are capable of eliding
certain unneeded checks [42]. However, Safe Sulong can be
overly conservative since it eliminates only those checks that
are identified as redundant by the compiler.

Some approaches reduce sanitizer checks by runtime par-
titioning. Kurmus et al. split the kernel into an unprotected
and a protected partition to reduce overhead caused by kernel
hardening [16]. Bunshin [43] distributes sanitizer checks into
different program variants and executes them in parallel to
reduce the overall overhead. PartiSan [18] is a runtime sani-
tizer partitioning tool using control-flow diversity to improve
sanitizer efficiency. Varan [13] is a multi-version monitor that
uses selective binary rewriting to execute multiple versions
of a system (e.g., instrumented by multiple sanitizers). How-
ever, these approaches reduce sanitization cost with parallel
execution, rather than analyzing redundancy offline.

9 Conclusion

We have presented SANRAZOR, a novel, practical tool for
sanitizer check reduction. SANRAZOR identifies redundant
checks by analyzing their dynamic coverage patterns and
static data dependency patterns. Evaluation on CPU bench-
marks and programs with CVEs shows that SANRAZOR can
effectively lower the overhead caused by ASan and UBSan,
while still retaining high vulnerability detection capability.
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Abstract
A graph neural network (GNN) enables deep learning on

structured graph data. There are two major GNN training
obstacles: 1) it relies on high-end servers with many GPUs
which are expensive to purchase and maintain, and 2) limited
memory on GPUs cannot scale to today’s billion-edge graphs.
This paper presents Dorylus: a distributed system for training
GNNs. Uniquely, Dorylus can take advantage of serverless
computing to increase scalability at a low cost.

The key insight guiding our design is computation separa-
tion. Computation separation makes it possible to construct a
deep, bounded-asynchronous pipeline where graph and ten-
sor parallel tasks can fully overlap, effectively hiding the
network latency incurred by Lambdas. With the help of thou-
sands of Lambda threads, Dorylus scales GNN training to
billion-edge graphs. Currently, for large graphs, CPU servers
offer the best performance per dollar over GPU servers. Just
using Lambdas on top of Dorylus offers up to 2.75× more
performance-per-dollar than CPU-only servers. Concretely,
Dorylus is 1.22× faster and 4.83× cheaper than GPU servers
for massive sparse graphs. Dorylus is up to 3.8× faster and
10.7× cheaper compared to existing sampling-based systems.

1 Introduction
Graph Neural Networks (GNN) [40, 55, 71, 50, 53, 35]
are a family of NNs designed for deep learning on graph
structured data [103, 92]. The most well-known model in
this family is the graph convolutional network (GCN) [40],
which uses the connectivity structure of the graph as the fil-
ter to perform neighborhood mixing. Other models include
graph recursive network (GRN) [51, 67], graph attention net-
work (GAT) [6, 78, 100], and graph transformer network
(GTN) [96]. Due to the prevalence of graph datasets, GNNs
have gained increasing popularity across diverse domains
such as drug discovery [85], chemistry [19], program anal-
ysis [2, 5], and recommendation systems [91, 95]. In fact,
GNN is one of the most popular topics in recent AI/ML con-
ferences [32, 45].

♣ Contributed equally.

GPUs are the de facto platform to train a GNN due to their
ability to provide highly-parallel computations. While GPUs
offer great efficiency for training, they (and their host ma-
chines) are expensive to use. To train a (small) million-edge
graph, recent works such as NeuGraph [55] and Roc [34]
need at least four such machines. A public cloud offers flex-
ible pricing options, but cloud GPU instances still incur a
non-trivial cost — the lowest-configured p3 instance type on
AWS has a price of $3.06/h; training realistic models requires
dozens/hundreds of such machines to work 24/7. While cost
is not a concern for big tech firms, it can place a heavy finan-
cial burden on small businesses and organizations.

In addition to being expensive, GPUs have limited mem-
ory, hindering scalability. For context, real-world graphs are
routinely billion-edge scale [69] and continue to grow [95].
NeuGraph and Roc enable coordinated use of multiple GPUs
to improve scalability (at higher costs), but they remain un-
able to handle the billion-edge graphs that are commonplace
today. Two main approaches exist for reducing the costs
and improving the scalability of GNN training, but they each
introduce new drawbacks:

• CPUs face far looser memory restrictions than GPUs, and
operate at significantly lower costs. However, CPUs are un-
able to provide the parallelism in computations that GPUs
can, and thus deliver far inferior efficiency (or speed).

• Graph sampling techniques select certain vertices and sam-
ple their neighbors when gathering data [25, 95]. Sampling
techniques improve scalability by considering less graph
data, and it is a generic technique that can be used on ei-
ther GPU or CPU platforms. However, our experiments
(§7.5) and prior work [34] highlight two limitations with
graph sampling: (1) sampling must be done repeatedly
per epoch, incurring time overheads and (2) sampling typi-
cally reduces accuracy of the trained GNNs. Furthermore,
although sampling-based training converges often in prac-
tice, there is no convergence guarantee for trivial sampling
methods [9].

Affordable, Scalable, and Accurate GNN Training. This
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paper devises a low-cost training framework for GNNs on
billion-edge graphs. Our goal is to simultaneously deliver
high efficiency (e.g., close to GPUs) and high accuracy (e.g.,
higher than sampling). Scaling to billion-edge graphs is cru-
cial for applicability to real-world use cases. Ensuring low
costs and practical performance improves the accessibility for
small organizations and domain experts to make the most out
of their rich graph data.

To achieve these goals, we turn to the serverless computing
paradigm, which has gained increasing traction [20, 43, 37] in
recent years through platforms such as AWS Lambda, Google
Cloud Functions, or Azure Functions. Serverless computing
provides large numbers of parallel “cloud function” threads,
or Lambdas, at an extremely low price (i.e., $0.20 for launch-
ing one million threads on AWS [3]). Furthermore, Lambda
presents a pay-only-for-what-you-use model, which is much
more appealing than dedicated servers for applications that
need only massive parallelism.

Although it appears that serverless threads could be used
to complement CPU servers without significantly increasing
costs, they were built to execute light asynchronous tasks,
presenting two challenges for NN training:

• Limited compute resources (e.g., 2 weak vCPUs)
• Restricted network resources (e.g., 200 Mbps between

Lambda servers and standard EC2 servers [42])

A neural network makes heavy use of (linear algebra based)
tensor kernels. A Lambda1 thread is often too weak to exe-
cute a tensor kernel on large data; breaking the data to tiny
minibatches mitigates the compute problem at the cost of
higher data-transfer overheads. Consequently, using Lamb-
das naı̈vely for training an NN could result in significant
slowdowns (e.g., 21× slowdowns for training of multi-layer
perceptron NNs [29], even compared to CPUs).
Dorylus. To overcome these weaknesses, we developed
Dorylus2, a distributed system that uses cheap CPU servers
and serverless threads to achieve the aforementioned goals for
GNN training. Dorylus leverages GNN’s special computation
model to overcome the two challenges associated with the
use of Lambdas. Details are elaborated below:

The first challenge is how to make computation fit into
Lambda’s weak compute profile? We observed: not all opera-
tions in GNN training need Lambda’s parallelism. GNN train-
ing comprises of two classes of tasks [55] – neighbor propa-
gations (e.g., Gather and Scatter) over the input graph and
per-vertex/edge NN operations (such as Apply) over the ten-
sor data (e.g., features and parameters). Training a GNN over
a large graph is dominated by graph computation (see §7.6),
not tensor computation that exhibits strong SIMD behaviors
and benefits the most from massive parallelism.

Based on this observation, we divide a training pipeline into

1We use “Lambda” in this paper due to our AWS-based implementation
while our idea is generally applicable to all types of serverless threads.

2Dorylus is a genus of army ants that form large marching columns.

a set of fine-grained tasks (Figure 3, §4) based on the type of
data they process. Tasks that operate over the graph structure
belong to a graph-parallel path, executed by CPU instances,
while those that process tensor data are in a tensor-parallel
path, executed by Lambdas. Since the graph structure is taken
out of tensors (i.e., it is no longer represented as a matrix), the
amount of tensor data and computation can be significantly
reduced, providing an opportunity for each tensor-parallel
task to run a lightweight linear algebra operation on a data
chunk of a small size — a granularity that a Lambda is capable
of executing quickly.

Note that Lambdas are a perfect fit to GNNs’ tensor compu-
tations. While one could also employ regular CPU instances
for compute, using such instances would incur a much higher
monetary cost to provide the same level of burst parallelism
(e.g., 2.2× in our experiments) since users not only pay for
the compute but also other unneeded resources (e.g., storage).

The second challenge is how to minimize the negative im-
pact of Lambda’s network latency? Our experiments show
that Lambdas can spend one-third of their time on communi-
cation. To not let communication bottleneck training, Dorylus
employs a novel parallel computation model, referred to as
bounded pipeline asynchronous computation (BPAC). BPAC
makes full use of pipelining where different fine-grained tasks
overlap with each other, e.g., when graph-parallel tasks pro-
cess graph data on CPUs, tensor-parallel tasks process tensor
data, simultaneously, with Lambdas. Although pipelining
has been used in prior work [34, 63], in the setting of GNN
training, pipelining would be impossible without fine-grained
tasks, which are, in turn, enabled by computation separation.

To further reduce the wait time between tasks, BPAC in-
corporates asynchrony into the pipeline so that a fast task
does not have to wait until a slow task finishes even if data
dependencies exist between them. Although asynchronous
processing has been widely used in the past, Dorylus faces a
unique technical difficulty that no other systems have dealt
with: as Dorylus has two computation paths, where exactly
should asynchrony be introduced?

Dorylus uses asynchrony in a novel way at two distinct lo-
cations where staleness can be tolerated: parameter updates
(in the tensor-parallel path) and data gathering from neighbor
vertices (in the graph-parallel path). To not let asynchrony
slow down the convergence, Dorylus bounds the degree of
asynchrony at each location using different approaches (§5):
weight stashing [63] at parameter updates and bounded stale-
ness at data gathering. We have formally proved the conver-
gence of our asynchronous model in §5.
Results. We have implemented two popular GNNs – GCN
and GAT – on Dorylus and trained them over four real-world
graphs: Friendster (3.6B edges), Reddit-full (1.3B),
Amazon (313.9M), and Reddit-small (114.8M). With the
help of 32 graph servers and thousands of Lambda threads,
Dorylus was able to train a GCN, for the first time without
sampling, over billion-edge graphs such as Friendster.
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To enable direct comparisons among different platforms,
we built new GPU- and CPU-based training backends based
on Dorylus’ distributed architecture (with computation separa-
tion). Across our graphs, Dorylus’s performance is 2.05× and
1.83× higher than that of GPU-only and CPU-only servers
under the same monetary budget. Sampling is surprisingly
slow — to reach the same accuracy target, it is 2.62× slower
than Dorylus due to its slow accuracy climbing. In terms of
accuracy, Dorylus can train a model with an accuracy 1.05×
higher than sampling-based techniques.

Key Takeaway. Prior work has demonstrated that Lambdas
can only achieve suboptimal performance for DNN training
due to the limited compute resources on a Lambda and the ex-
tra overheads to transfer model parameters/gradients between
Lambdas. Through computation separation, Dorylus makes
it possible, for the first time, for Lambdas to provide a scal-
able, efficient, and low-cost distributed computing scheme
for GNN training.

Dorylus is useful in two scenarios. First, for small organi-
zations that have tight cost constraints, Dorylus provides an
affordable solution by exploiting Lambdas at an extremely
low price. Second, for those who need to train GNNs on very
large graphs, Dorylus provides a scalable solution that sup-
ports fast and accurate GNN training on billion-edge graphs.

2 Background
A GNN takes graph-structured data as input, where each ver-
tex is associated with a feature vector, and outputs a feature
vector for each individual vertex or the whole graph. The out-
put feature vectors can then be used by various downstream
tasks, such as, graph or vertex classification. By combining
the feature vectors and the graph structure, GNNs are able
to learn the patterns and relationships among the data, rather
than relying solely on the features of a single data point.

GNN training combines graph propagation (e.g., Gather
and Scatter) and NN computations. Prior work [17, 89]
discovered that GNN development can be made much easier
with a programming model that provides a graph-parallel
interface, which allows programmers to develop the NN with
familiar graph operations. A typical example is the deep
graph library (DGL) [17], which unifies a variety of GNN
models with a common GAS-like interface.
Forward Pass. To illustrate, consider graph convo-
lutional network (GCN) as an example. GCN is the
simplest and yet most popular model in the GNN family, with
the following forward propagation rule for theL-th layer [40]:

(R1) HL+1 = σ(ÂHLWL)

A is the adjacency matrix of the input graph, and
Ã = A + IN is the adjacency matrix with self-loops
constructed by adding A with IN , the identity matrix. D̃ is
a diagonal matrix such that D̃ii = ΣjÃij . With D̃, we
can construct a normalized adjacency matrix, represented by
Â = D̃−

1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2 . WL is a layer-specific trainable weight

matrix. σ(.) denotes a non-linear activation function, such as

ApplyVertex
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(a) Computation model (b) Annotated dataflow graph

Figure 1: A graphical illustration of GCN’s computation
model and dataflow graph in each forward layer. In (a), edges
in red represent those along which information is being propa-
gated; solid edges represent standard Gather/Scatter oper-
ations while dashed edges represent NN operations. (b) shows
a mapping between the SAGA-NN programming model and
the rule R1.

ReLU . HL is the activations matrix of the L-th layer; H0 =
X is the input feature matrix for all vertices.

Mapping R1 to the vertex-centric computation model is
familiar to the systems community [55] — each forward
layer has four components: Gather (GA), ApplyVertex
(AV), Scatter (SC), and ApplyEdge (AE), as shown in Fig-
ure 1(a). One can think of layer L’s activations matrix HL as
a group of activations vectors, each associated with a vertex
(as analogous to vertex value in the graph system’s terminol-
ogy). The goal of each forward layer is to compute a new
activations vector for each vertex based on the vertex’s previ-
ous activations vector (which, initially, is its feature vector)
and the information received from its in-neighbors. Different
from traditional graph processing, the computation of the
new activations matrix HL+1 is based on computationally
intensive NN operations rather than a numerical function.

Figure 1(b) illustrates how these vertex-centric graph op-
erations correspond to various components in R1. First, GA
retrieves a vector from each in-edge of a vertex and aggregates
these vectors into a new vector v. In essence, applying GA
on all vertices can be implemented as a matrix multiplication
ÂHL, where Â is the normalized adjacency matrix and HL

is the input activations matrix. Second, (ÂHL) is fed to AV,
which performs neural network operations to obtain a new
activations matrix HL+1. For GCN, AV multiplies (ÂHL)
with a trainable weight matrix WL and applies a non-linear
activation function σ. Third, the output of AV goes to SC,
which propagates the new activations vector of each vertex
along all out-edges of the vertex. Finally, the new activations
vector of each vertex goes into an edge-level NN architecture
to compute an activations vector for each edge. For GCN, the
edge-level NN is not needed, and hence, AE is an identity
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function. We leave AE in the figure for generality as it is
needed by other GNN models.

The output of AE is fed to GA in the next layer. Repeat-
ing this process k times (i.e., k layers) allows the vertex to
consider features of vertices k hops away. Other GNNs such
as GGNNs and GATs have similar computation models, but
each varies the method used for aggregation and the NN.
Backward Pass. A GNN’s backward pass computes
the gradients for all trainable weights in the vertex- and
edge-level NN architectures (i.e., AV and AE). The backward
pass is performed following the chain rule of back propa-
gation. For example, the following rule specifies how to
compute the gradients in the first layer for a 2-layer GCN:

(R2) ∇W0L =
(
ÂX

)T [
σ′ (in1)� ÂT (Z − Y )WT

1

]

Here Z is the output of the GCN, Y is the label matrix (i.e.,
ground truth), X is the input features matrix, Wi is the weight
matrix for layer i, and in1 = ÂXW0. ÂT and WT

i are the
transpose of Â and Wi, respectively.

A training epoch consists of a forward and a backward
pass, followed by weights update, which uses the gradients
computed in the backward pass to update the trainable weights
in the vertex- and edge-level NN architectures in a GNN.
The training process runs epochs repeatedly until reaching
acceptable accuracy.

3 Design Overview
This section provides an overview of the Dorylus architecture.
The next three sections discuss technical details including
how to split training into fine-grained tasks and connect them
in a deep pipeline (§4), and how Dorylus bounds the degree
of asynchrony (§5), manages and autotunes Lambdas (§6).

Figure 2 depicts Dorylus’s architecture, which is comprised
of three major components: EC2 graph servers, Lambda
threads for tensor computation, and EC2 parameter servers.
An input graph is first partitioned using an edge-cut algo-
rithm [104] that takes care of load balancing across partitions.
Each partition is hosted by a graph server (GS).

GSes communicate with each other to execute graph com-
putations by sending/receiving data along cross-partition
edges. GSes also communicate with Lambda threads to exe-
cute tensor computations. Graph computation is done in a con-
ventional way, breaking a vertex program into vertex-parallel
(e.g., Gather) and edge-parallel stages (e.g., Scatter).

Each vertex carries a vector of float values and each edge
carries a value of a user-defined type specific to the model.
For example, for a GCN, edges do not carry values and
ApplyEdge is an identity function; for a GGNN, each edge
has an integer-represented type, with different weights for
different edge types. After partitioning, each GS hosts a
graph partition where vertex data are represented as a two-
dimension array and edge data are represented as a single
array. Edges are stored in the compressed sparse rows (CSR)

format; inverse edges are also maintained for the backpropa-
gation.

Each GS maintains a ghost buffer, storing data that are
scattered in from remote servers. Communication between
GSes is needed only during Scatter in both (1) forward pass
where activation values are propagated along cross-partition
edges and (2) backward pass where gradients are propagated
along the same edges in the reverse direction.

Tensor operations such as AV and AE, performed by Lamb-
das, interleave with graph operations. Once a graph operation
finishes, it passes data to a Lambda thread, which employs
a high-performance linear algebra kernel for tensor compu-
tation. Both the forward and backward passes use Lambdas,
which communicate frequently with parameter servers (PS)
— the forward-pass Lambdas retrieve weights from PSes to
compute layer outputs, while the backward-pass Lambdas
compute updated weights.
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Figure 2: Dorylus’s architecture.

4 Tasks and Pipelining
Fine-grained Tasks. As discussed in §1, the first challenge
in using Lambdas for training is to decompose the process
into a set of fine-grained tasks that can (1) overlap with each
other and (2) be processed by Lambdas’ weak compute. In
Dorylus, task decomposition is done based on both data type
and computation type. In general, computations that involve
the adjacency matrix of the input graph (i.e., any computation
that multiplies any form of the adjacency matrix A with other
matrices) are formulated as graph operations performed on
GSes, while computations that involve only tensor data can
benefit the most from massive parallelism and hence run in
Lambdas. Next, we discuss specific tasks over each training
epoch, which consists of a forward pass that computes the
output using current weights, followed by a backward pass
that uses a loss function to compute weight updates.

A forward pass can be naturally divided into four tasks,
as shown in Figure 1(a). Gather (GA) and Scatter (SC)
perform computation over the graph structure; they are thus
graph-parallel tasks for execution on GSes. ApplyVertex
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(AV) and ApplyEdge (AE) multiply matrices involving only
features and weights and apply activation functions such as
ReLU . Hence, they are executed by Lambdas.

For AV, Lambda threads retrieve vertex data (HL in §2)
from GSes and weight data (WL) from PSes, compute their
product, apply ReLU , and send the result back to GSes as
the input for Scatter. When AV returns, SC sends data,
along cross-partition edges, to the machines that host their
destination vertices.

AE immediately follows SC. To execute AE on an edge,
each Lambda thread retrieves (1) vertex data from the source
and destination vertices of the edge (i.e., activations vectors),
and (2) edge data (such as edge weights) from GSes. It
computes a per-edge update by performing model-specific
tensor operations. These updates are streamed back to GSes
and become the inputs of the next layer’s GA task.

SC

▽SC ▽GA

WU WU

GA AV AE

▽AV ▽AE

…

…
Flow BackNext Epoch

Layer 1 forward

Layer 1 backward

Layer 2, …, N forward

…

Layer 2, …, N backward

…

Figure 3: Dorylus’s forward and backward dataflow with
nine tasks: Gather (GA) and Scatter (SC) and their cor-
responding backward tasks OGA and OSC; ApplyVertex
(AV), ApplyEdge (AE), and their backward tasks OAV and
OAE; the weight update task WeightUpdate (WU).

A backward pass involves GSes, Lambdas, and PSes that
coordinate to run a graph-augmented SGD algorithm, as spec-
ified by R2 in §2. For each task in the forward pass, there
is a corresponding backward task that either propagates in-
formation in the reverse direction of edges on the graph or
computes the gradients of its trainable weights with respect to
a given loss function. Additionally, a backward pass includes
WeightUpdate (WU), which aggregates the gradients across
PSes. Figure 3 shows their dataflow. OGA and OSC are the
same as GA and SC except that they propagate information in
the reverse direction. OAE and OAV are the backward tasks
for AE and AV, respectively. AE and AV apply weights to
compute the output of the edge and vertex NN. Conversely,
OAE and OAV compute weight updates for the NNs, which
are the inputs to WU.

OAE and OAV perform tensor-only computation and are
executed by Lambdas. Similar to the forward pass, GA and
SC in the backward pass are executed on GSes. WU performs
weights updates and is conducted by PSes.
Pipelining. In the beginning, vertex and weight data take
their initial values (i.e.,H0 andW0), which will change as the
training progresses. GSes kick off training by running parallel
graph tasks. To establish a full pipeline, Dorylus divides
vertices in each partition into intervals (i.e., minibatches).

For each interval, the amount of tensor computation (done
by a Lambda) depends on both the numbers of vertices (i.e.,
AV) and edges (i.e., AE) in the interval, while the amount
of graph computation (on a GS) depends primarily on the
number of edges (i.e., GA, and SC). To balance work across
intervals, our division uses a simple algorithm to ensure that
different intervals have the same numbers of vertices and
vertices in each interval have similar numbers of inter-interval
edges. These edges incur cross-minibatch dependencies that
our asynchronous pipeline needs to handle (see §5).

Each interval is processed by a task. When the pipeline is
saturated, different tasks will be executed on distinct intervals
of vertices. Each GS maintains a task queue and enqueues a
task once it is ready to execute (i.e., its input is available). To
fully utilize CPU resources, the GS uses a thread pool where
the number of threads equals the number of vCPUs. When
the pool has an available thread, the thread retrieves a task
from the task queue and executes it. The output of a GS task
is fed to a Lambda for tensor computation.

Backward Phase

PS
WU

Forward  Phase

……
CPU Threads

Lambda

EC2

PS
WU

PS PS

31-40
▽AE

21-30
▽GA

11-20
▽AV

0-10
▽SC

71-80
GA

61-70
AV

51-60
SC

41-50
AE

Figure 4: A Dorylus pipeline for an epoch: the number range
(e.g., 71-80) in each box represents a particular vertex interval
(i.e., minibatch); different intervals are at different locations
of the pipeline and processed by different processing units:
GS, Lambda, or PS.

Figure 4 shows a typical training pipeline under Dorylus.
Initially, Dorylus enqueues a set of GA tasks, each processing
a vertex interval. Since the number of threads on each GS is
often much smaller than the number of tasks, some tasks finish
earlier than others and their results are pushed immediately
to Lambda threads for AV. Once they are done, their outputs
are sent back to the GS for Scatter. During a backward
phase, both OAE and OAV compute gradients and send them
to PSes for weight updates.

Through effective pipelining, Dorylus overlaps the graph-
parallel and tensor-parallel computations so as to hide Lamb-
das’ communication latency. Note that although pipelining is
not a new idea, enabling pipelining in GNN training requires
fine-grained tasks and the insight of computation separation,
which are our unique contributions.

5 Bounded Asynchrony
To unleash the full power of pipelining, Dorylus performs a
unique form of bounded asynchronous training so that work-
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ers do not need to wait for updates to proceed in most cases.
This is paramount for the pipeline’s performance especially
because Lambdas run in an extremely dynamic environment
and stragglers almost always exist. On the other hand, a great
deal of evidence [13, 63, 99] shows that asynchrony slows
down convergence — fast-progressing minibatches may use
out-of-date weights, prolonging the training time.

Bounded staleness [15, 65] is an effective technique for mit-
igating the convergence problem by employing lightweight
synchronization. However, Dorylus faces a unique challenge
that does not exist in any existing system, that is, there are
two synchronization points in a Dorylus pipeline: (1) weight
synchronization at each WU task and (2) synchronization of
(vertex) activations data from neighbors at each GA.

5.1 Bounded Asynchrony at Weight Updates

To bound the degree of asynchrony for weight updates, we
use weight stashing proposed in PipeDream [63]. A major
reason for slow convergence is that, under full asynchrony,
different vertex intervals are at their own training pace; some
intervals may use a particular version v0 of weights during
a forward pass to compute gradients while applying these
gradients on another version v1 of weights on their way back
in the backward pass. In this case, the weights on which gra-
dients are computed are not those on which they are applied,
leading to statistical inefficiency. Weight stashing is a simple
technique that allows any interval to use the latest version of
weights available in a forward pass and stashes (i.e., caches)
this version for use during the corresponding backward pass.

Although weight stashing is not new, applying it in Dorylus
poses unique challenges in the PS design. Weight stashing oc-
curs at PSes, which host weight matrices and perform updates.
To balance loads and bandwidth usage, Dorylus supports mul-
tiple PSes and always directs a Lambda to a PS that has the
lightest load. Since Lambdas can be in different stages of an
epoch (e.g., the forward and backward passes, and different
layers), Dorylus lets each PS host a replication of weight
matrices of all layers, making load balancing much easier to
do since any Lambda can use any PS in any stage. Note that
this design is different from that of traditional PSes [49], each
of which hosts parameters for a layer. Since a GNN often has
very few layers, replicating all weights would not take much
memory and is thus feasible to do at each PS. Clearly, this
approach does not work for regular DNNs with many layers.

However, weight stashing significantly complicates this de-
sign. A vertex interval can be processed by different Lambdas
when it flows to different tasks — e.g., its AV and AE are
executed by different Labmdas, which can retrieve weights
from different PSes. Hence, if we allow any Lambda to use
any PS, each PS has to maintain not only the latest weight
matrices but also their stashed versions for all intervals in the
graph; this is practically impossible due to its prohibitively
high memory requirement.

To overcome this challenge, we do not replicate all weight

stashes across PSes. Instead, each PS still contains a repli-
cation of all the latest weights but weight stashes only for a
subset of vertex intervals. For each interval in a given epoch,
the interval’s weight stashes are only maintained on the first
PS it interacts with in the epoch. In particular, once a Lambda
is launched for an AV task, which is the first task that uses
weights in the pipeline, its launching GS picks the PS with the
lightest load and notifies the Lambda of its address. Further-
more, the GS remembers this choice for the interval — when
this interval flows to subsequent tensor tasks (i.e., AE, OAV,
OAE, and WU), the GS assigns the same PS to their executing
Lambdas because the stashed version for this interval only
exists on that particular PS in this epoch.

PSes periodically broadcast their latest weight matrices.

5.2 Bounded Asynchrony at Gather

Asynchronous Gather allows vertex intervals to progress
independently using stale vertex values (i.e., activations vec-
tors) from their neighbors without waiting for their updates.
Although asynchrony has been used in a number of graph
systems [82, 15], these systems perform iterative process-
ing with the assumption that with more iterations they will
eventually reach convergence. Different from these systems,
the number of layers in a GNN is determined statically and
an n-layer GNN aims to propagate the impact of a vertex’s
n-hop neighborhood to the vertex. Since the number of layers
cannot change during training, an important question that
needs be answered is: can asynchrony change the semantics
of the GNN? This boils down to two sub-questions: (1) Can
vertices eventually receive the effect of their n-hop neighbor-
hood? (2) Is it possible for any vertex to receive the effect
of its m-hop neighbor where m > n after many epochs? We
provide informal correctness/convergence arguments in this
subsection and turn to a formal approach in §5.3.

The answer to the first question is yes. This is because the
GNN computation is driven by the accuracy of the computed
weights, which is, in turn, based on the effects of n-hop neigh-
borhoods. To illustrate, consider a simple 2-layer GNN and
a vertex v that moves faster in the pipeline than all its neigh-
bors. Assume that by the time v enters the GA of the second
layer, none of its neighbors have finished their first-layer SC
yet. In this case, the GA task of v uses stale values from its
neighbors (i.e., the same as what were used in the previous
epoch). This would clearly generate large errors at the end of
the epoch. However, in subsequent epochs, the slow-moving
neighbors update their values, which are gradually propagated
to v. Hence, the vertex eventually receives the effects of its
n-hop neighborhood (collectively) across different epochs
depending on its neighbors’ progress. After each vertex ob-
serves the required values from the n-hop neighborhood, the
target accuracy is reached.

The answer to the second question is no. This is because
the number of layers determines the farthest distance the im-
pact of a vertex can travel despite that training may execute
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many epochs. When a vertex interval finishes an epoch, it
comes back to the initial state where their values are reset
to their initial feature vectors (i.e., the accumulative effect
is cleared). Hence, even though a vertex v progresses asyn-
chronously relative to its neighbors, the neighbors’ activation
vectors are scattered out in the previous SC and carry the
effects of their at most {n−1}-hop neighbors (after which the
next GA will cycle back to effects of 1-hop neighbors), which,
for vertex v, belong strictly in its n-hop neighborhood. This
means, it is impossible for any vertex to receive the impact of
any other vertex that is more than n-hops away.

We use bounded staleness at Gather — a fast-moving
vertex interval is allowed to be at most S epochs away from the
slowest-moving interval. This means vertices in a given epoch
are allowed to use stale vectors from their neighbors only if
these vectors are within S epochs away from the current
epoch. Bounded staleness allows fast-moving intervals to
make quick progress when recent updates are available (for
efficiency), but makes them wait when updates are too stale
(to avoid launching Lambdas for useless computation).

5.3 Convergence Guarantee
Asynchronous weight updates with bounded staleness has
been well studied, and its convergence has been proved
by [30]. The convergence of asynchronous Gather with
bounded staleness S is guaranteed by the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Suppose that (1) the activation σ(·) is ρ-
Lipschitz, (2) the gradient of the cost function ∇zf(y, z) is
ρ-Lipschitz and bounded, (3) the gradients for weight updates
‖gAS(W )‖∞, ‖g(W )‖∞, and ‖∇L(W )‖∞ are all bounded
by some constant G > 0 for all Â, X , and W , (4) the loss
L(W ) is ρ-smooth3. Then given the local minimizer W ∗,
there exists a constant K > 0, s.t., ∀N > L× S where L is
the number of layers of the GNN model and S is the staleness
bound; if we train a GNN with asynchronous Gather under
a bounded staleness for R ≤ N iterations where R is chosen
uniformly from [1, N ], we will have

ER ‖∇L (WR)‖2F ≤ 2
L (W1)− L (W ∗) +K + ρK√

N
,

for the updates Wi+1 = Wi − γgAS(Wi) and the step size

γ = min
{

1
ρ ,

1√
N

}
.

In particular, we have limN→∞ ER ‖∇L (WR)‖2 = 0, in-
dicating that asynchronous GNN training will eventually con-
verge to a local minimum. The full-blown proof can be found
in Dorylus’ arXiv version [77]. It mostly follows the conver-
gence proof of the variance reduction (VR) algorithm in [9].
However, our proof differs from [9] in two major aspects: (1)

3L is ρ-Lipschitz smooth if ∀W1,W2, |L(W2) − L(W1) −
〈∇L (W1) ,W2 −W1〉 | ≤ ρ

2
‖W2 −W1‖2F , where 〈A,B〉 =

tr(ATB) is the inner product of matrix A and matrix B, and ‖A‖F is
the Frobenius norm of matrix A.

Dorylus performs whole-graph training and updates weights
only once per layer per epoch, while VR samples the graph
and trains on mini-batches and thus it updates weights mul-
tiple times per layer per epoch; (2) Dorylus’s asynchronous
GNN training can use neighbor activations that are up to
S-epoch stale, while VR can take only 1-epoch-stale neigh-
bor activations. Since S is always bounded in Dorylus, the
convergence is guaranteed regardless of the value of S.

Note that compared to a sampling-based approach, our
asynchronous computation is guaranteed to converge. On the
contrary, although sampling-based training converges often
in practice, there is no guarantee for trivial sampling meth-
ods [9], not to mention that sampling incurs a per-epoch
overhead and reduces accuracy.

6 Lambda Management
Each GS runs a Lambda controller, which launches Lamb-
das, batches data to be sent to each Lambda, monitors each
Lambda’s health, and routes its result back to the GS.

Lambda threads are launched by the controller for a task
t at the time t’s previous task starts executing. For example,
Dorylus launches n Lambda threads, preparing them for AV
when n GA tasks start to run. Each Lambda runs with Open-
BLAS library [93] that is optimized to use AVX instructions
for efficient linear algebra operations. Lambdas communicate
with GSes and PSes using ZeroMQ [97].

All of our Lambdas are deployed inside the virtual private
cloud (VPC) rather than public networks to maximize Lamb-
das’ bandwidth when communicating with EC2 instances.
When a Lambda is launched, it is given the addresses of its
launching GS and a PS. Once initialized, the Lambda initiates
communication with the GS and the PS, pulling vertex, edge
and weight data from these servers. Since Lambda threads are
used throughout the training process, these Lambdas quickly
become “warm” (i.e., the AWS reuses a container that already
has our code deployed instead of cold-starting a new con-
tainer) and efficient. Our controller also times each Lambda
execution and relaunches it after timeout.
Lambda Optimizations. One significant challenge to over-
come is Lambdas’ limited network bandwidth [29, 42]. Al-
though AWS has considerably improved Lambdas’ network
performance [4], the per-Lambda bandwidth goes down as
the number of Lambdas increases. For example, for each GS,
when the number of Lambdas it launches reaches 100, the
per-Lambda bandwidth drops to ∼200Mbps, which is more
than 3× lower than the peak bandwidth we have observed
(∼800Mbps). We suspect that this is because many Lambdas
created by the same user get scheduled on the same machine
and share a network link.

Dorylus provides three optimizations for Lambdas:
The first optimization is task fusion. Since AV of the last

layer in a forward pass is connected directly to OAV of the
last layer in the next backward pass (see Figure 4), we merge
them into a single Lambda-based task, reducing invocations
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of thousands of Lambdas for each epoch and saving a round-
trip communication between Lambdas and GSes.

The second optimization is tensor rematerialization [33,
41]. Existing frameworks cache intermediate results during
the forward pass as these results can be reused in the back-
ward pass. For GNN training, for instance, ÂHW is such a
computation whose result needs to be cached. Here tensor
computation is performed by Lambdas while caching has to
be done on GSes. Since a Lambda’s bandwidth is limited and
network communication is a bottleneck, it is more profitable
to rematerialize these intermediate tensors by launching more
Lambdas rather than retrieving them from GSes.

The third optimization is Lambda-internal streaming. In
particular, if a Lambda is created to process a data chunk, we
let the Lambda retrieve the first half of the data, with which
it proceeds to computation while simultaneously retrieving
the second half. This optimization overlaps computation with
communication from within each Lambda, leading to reduced
Lambda response time.
Autotuning Numbers of Lambdas. Due to inherent dy-
namism in Lambda executions, it is not feasible to statically
determine the number of Lambdas to be used. On the perfor-
mance side, the effectiveness of Lambdas depends on whether
the pipeline can be saturated. In particular, since certain graph
tasks (such as SC) rely on results from tensor tasks (such as
AV), too few Lambdas would not generate enough task in-
stances for the graph computation G to saturate CPU cores.
On the cost side, too many Lambdas overstaturate the pipeline
— they can generate too many CPU tasks for the GS to handle.
The optimal number of Lambdas is also related to the pace
of the graph computation, which, in turn, depends on the
graph structure (e.g., density) and partitioning that are hard
to predict before execution.

To solve the problem, we develop an autotuner that starts
the pipeline by using min(#intervals, 100) as the num-
ber of Lambdas where intervals represents the number
of vertex intervals on each GS. Our autotuner auto-adjusts
this number by periodically checking the size of the CPU’s
task queue — if the size of the queue constantly grows, this
indicates that CPU cores have too many tasks to process,
and hence we scale down the number of Lambdas; if the
queue quickly shrinks, we scale up the number of Lambdas.
The goal here is to stabilize the size of the queue so that the
number of Lambdas matches the pace of graph tasks.

7 Evaluation
We wrote a total of 11629 SLOC in C++ and CUDA. There
are 10877 of the lines of C++ code: 5393 for graph servers,
2840 for Lambda management (and communication), 1353
for parameter servers, and 1291 for common libraries and
utilities. There are 752 lines of CUDA code for GPU kernels
including common graph operations like GCN and mean-
aggregators with cuSPARSE [66]. Our CUDA code includes
deep learning operations such as dense layer and activation

layer with cuDNN [12]. Dorylus supports common stochastic
optimizations including Xavier initialization [22], He initial-
ization [27], a vanilla SGD optimizer [38], and an Adam
optimizer [39], which help training converge smoothly.

Graph Size (|V |, |E|) # features # labels Avg. degree

Reddit-small [25] (232.9K, 114.8M) 602 41 492.9
Reddit-large [25] (1.1M, 1.3B) 301 50 645.4
Amazon [60, 28] (9.2M, 313.9M) 300 25 35.1
Friendster [48] (65.6M, 3.6B) 32 50 27.5

Table 1: We use 4 graphs, 2 with billions of edges.

7.1 Experiment Setup
We experimented with four graphs, as shown in Table 1.
Reddit-small and Reddit-large are both generated
from the Reddit dataset [68]. Amazon is the largest graph in
RoC’s [34] evaluation. We added a larger 1.8 billion (undi-
rected) edge Friendster social network graph to our exper-
iments. For GNN training, we turned undirected edges into
two directed edges, effectively doubling the number of edges
(which is consistent with how edge numbers are reported in
prior GNN work [34, 55]). The first three graphs come with
features and labels while Friendster does not. For scala-
bility evaluation we generated random features and labels for
Friendster.

We implemented two GNN models on top of Dorylus:
graph convolutional network (GCN) [40] and graph attention
network (GAT) [96] with 279 and 324 lines of code. GCN is
a popular network that has AV but not AE, while GAT is a
recently-developed recurrent network with both AV and AE.
Their development is straightforward and other GNN models
can be easily implemented on Dorylus as well. Each model
has 2 layers, consistent with those used in prior work [34, 55].

Value is the major benefit Dorylus brings to training GNNs.
We define value as a system’s performance per dollar, com-
puted as V = 1/(T ×C) where T is the training time and C is
the monetary cost. For example: if system A trains a network
twice as fast as system B, and yet costs the same to train, we
say A has twice the value of B. If one has a time constraint,
the most inexpensive option to train a GNN is to pick the
system/configuration that meets the time requirement with
the best value. In particular, value is important for training
since users cannot take the cheapest option if it takes too
long to train; neither can they take the fastest option if it is
extremely expensive in practice. Throughout the evaluation,
we use both value and performance (runtime) as our metrics.

We evaluated several aspects of Dorylus. First, we com-
pared several different instance types to determine the con-
figurations that give us the optimal value for each backend.
Second, we compared several synchronous and asynchronous
variants of Dorylus. In later subsections, we use our best
variant (which is asynchronous with a staleness value of 0) in
comparisons with other existing systems. Third, we compared
the effects of Lambdas using Dorylus against more traditional
CPU- and GPU-only implementations in terms of value, per-
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formance, and scalability. Next, we evaluate Dorylus against
existing systems. Finally, we break down our performance
and costs to illustrate our system’s benefits.

Backend Graph Instance Type Relative Value

CPU
Reddit-large

r5.2xlarge (4) 1
c5n.2xlarge (12) 4.46

Amazon
r5.xlarge (4) 1

c5n.2xlarge (8) 2.72

GPU Amazon
p2.xlarge (8) 1

p3.2xlarge (8) 4.93

Table 2: Comparison of the values provided by different
instance types. r5 and p2 instances provided significantly
lower values than the (c5 and p3) instances we chose.

7.2 Instance Selection
To choose the instance types for our evaluation, we ran a
set of experiments to determine the types that gave us the
best value for each backend. We compared across memory
optimized (r5) and compute optimized (c5) instances, as well
as the p2 and p3 GPU instances, which have K80 and V100
GPUs, respectively. As r5 offers high memory, we were able
to fit the graph in a smaller number of instances, lowering
costs in some cases. However, due to the smaller amount of
computational resources available, training on the r5 instances
typically took nearly 3× as long as computation on c5. There-
fore, as shown in Table 2 the average increases in value c5
instances provided relative to r5 instances are 4.46 and 2.72,
respectively, for Reddit-large and Amazon. We therefore
selected c5 as our choice for any CPU based computation.

Similarly, for GPU instances, training on Amazon with 8
K80s took 1578 seconds and had a total cost of $3.16. Using
8 V100s took 385 seconds and cost $2.62—it improves both
costs and performance, resulting in a value increase of 4.93×
compared to training on K80 GPUs. As value is the main
metric which we use to evaluate our system, we choose the
instance type which gives the best value to each different
backend to ensure a fair comparison.

Given these results, we selected the following instances
to run our evaluation: (1) c5, compute-optimized instances,
and (2) c5n, compute and network optimized instances. c5n
instances have more memory and faster networking, but their
CPUs have slightly lower frequency than those in c5. The
base c5 instance has 2 vCPU, 4 GB RAM, and 10 Gbps per-
instance network bandwidth costing $0.085/h4. The base c5n
instance has 2 vCPU, 5.25 GB RAM (33% more), and 25
Gbps per-instance network bandwidth, costing $0.108/h. We
used the base p3 instance, p3.2xlarge, with Telsa V100 GPUs.
Each p3 base instance has 1 GPU (with 16 GB memory), 8
vCPUs, and 61 GB memory, costing $3.06/h.

Each Lambda is a container with 0.11 vCPUs and 192
MB memory. Lambdas have a static cost of $0.20 per 1 M
requests, and a compute cost of $0.01125/h (billed per 100

4These prices are from the Northern Virginia region.

ms). This billing granularity enables serverless threads to
handle short bursts of massive parallelism much better than
CPU instances.

Model Graph CPU cluster GPU cluster

GCN

Reddit-small c5.2xlarge (2) p3.2xlarge (2)
Reddit-large c5n.2xlarge (12) p3.2xlarge (12)

Amazon c5n.2xlarge (8) p3.2xlarge (8)
Friendster c5n.4xlarge (32) p3.2xlarge (32)

GAT
Reddit-small c5.2xlarge (10) p3.2xlarge (10)

Amazon c5n.2xlarge (12) p3.2xlarge (12)
Table 3: We used (mostly) c5n instances for CPU clusters,
and equivalent numbers of p3 instances for GPU clusters.

Table 3 shows our CPU and GPU clusters for each pair of
model and graph we evaluated. For each graph, we picked the
number of servers such that they have just enough memory to
hold the graph data and their tensors. For example, Amazon
needs 8 c5n.2xlarge servers (with 16 GB memory) provide
enough memory. For Friendster we need 32 c5n.4xlarge
instances (with a total of 1344 GB memory). Our goal is to
train a model with the minimum amount of resources. Of
course, using more servers will lead to better performance and
higher costs (discussed in §7.4). For all experiments (except
Reddit-small), c5n instances offered the best value.

TPU has become an important type of computation acceler-
ator for machine learning. This paper focuses on AWS and its
serverless platform, and hence we did not implement Dorylus
on TPUs. Although we did not compare directly with TPUs,
we note several important features of GNNs that make the lim-
itations of TPUs comparable to GPUs. First, GNNs are unlike
conventional DNNs in that they require large amounts of data
movement for neighborhood aggregation. As a result, GNN
performance is mainly bottlenecked by memory constraints
and the resulting communication overheads (e.g., between
GPUs or TPUs), not computation efficiency [34]. Second,
GNN training involves computation on large sparse tensors
that incur irregular data accesses, resulting in sub-optimal
performance on TPUs which are optimized for dense matrix
operations over regularly structured data.

7.3 Asynchrony
We compare three versions of Dorylus: a synchronous version
with full intra-layer pipelining (pipe), and two asynchronous
versions using s = 0 and s = 1 as the staleness values over
all four graphs. Pipe synchronizes at each Gather — a vertex
cannot go into the next layer until all its neighbors have their
latest values scattered. As a result, all vertex intervals have to
be in the same layer in the same epoch. However, inside each
layer, pipelining is enabled, and hence different tasks are fully
overlapped. Async enables both pipelining and asynchrony
(i.e., stashing weights and using stale values at GA). When
the staleness value is s = 0, Dorylus allows a vertex to use a
stale value from a neighbor as long as the neighbor is in the
same epoch (e.g., can be in a previous layer). In other words,
Async (s=0) enables fully pipelining across different layers
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Figure 5: Asynchronous progress for GCN: All three versions of Dorylus achieve the final accuracy i.e., 94.96%, 64.08%,
60.07% for the three graphs). Friendster is not included because it does not come with meaningful features and labels.
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Figure 6: Per-epoch GCN time for async (s=0) and async
(s=1) normalized to that of pipe.

in the same epoch, but pipelining tasks in different epochs
are not allowed and synchronization is needed every epoch.
Similarly, async (s=1) enables a deeper pipeline across two
consecutive epochs.
Training Progress. Due to the use of asynchrony, it may
take the asynchronous version of Dorylus more epochs to
reach the same accuracy as pipe. To enable a fair compar-
ison, we first ran Dorylus-pipe until convergence (i.e., the
difference of the model accuracy between consecutive epochs
is within 0.001, unless otherwise stated) and then used this
accuracy as the target accuracy to run async when collect-
ing training time. However, this approach does not work
for Friendster, because it uses randomly generated fea-
tures/labels and hence accuracy is not a meaningful target. To
solve this problem, we computed an average ratio, across the
other three graphs, between the numbers of epochs needed
for async and pipe, and used this ratio to estimate the training
time for Friendster. For example, this ratio is 1.08 for s=0
and 1.41 for s=1. As such, we let async (s=0) run N×1.08
epochs and async (s=1) run N×1.41 epochs when measur-
ing performance for Friendster where N is the number of
epochs pipe runs.

Figure 5 reports the GCN training progress for each variant,
that is, how many epochs it took for a version to reach the
target accuracy. Annotated with each figure are two ratios:

R[s=0] and R[s=1], representing the ratio between the num-
ber of epochs needed by async (s=0/1) and that by Dorylus-
pipe to reach the same target accuracy. On average, async
(s=0/1) increases the number of epochs by 8%/41%.

Figure 6 compares the per-epoch running time for each
version of Dorylus, normalized to that of pipe. As expected,
async has lower per-epoch time; in fact, async (s=0) achieves
almost the same reduction (∼15%) in per-epoch time as s=1.
This indicates that choosing a large staleness value has little
usefulness — it cannot further reduce per-epoch time and yet
the number of epochs grows significantly.

To conclude, asynchrony can provide overall performance
benefits in general but too large a staleness value leads to slow
convergence and poor performance, although the per-epoch
time reduces. This explains why async (s=0) outperforms
async (s=1) by a large margin. Overall, async (s=0) is 1.234×
faster than pipe and 1.233× than async (s=1). It also provides
1.288× and 1.494× higher value than pipe and async (s=1)
respectively. Thus we choose it as the default Lambda vari-
ant in our following experiments unless otherwise specified.
From this point on, Dorylus refers to this particular version.

7.4 Effects of Lambdas

We developed two traditional variants of Dorylus to isolate
the effects of serverless computing using Lambdas, one using
CPU-only servers for computations, and the other using GPU-
only servers (both without Lambdas). These variants perform
all tensor and graph computations directly on the graph server.
They both use Dorylus’ (tensor and graph) computation sepa-
ration for scalability. Note that without computation separa-
tion, no existing GPU-based training system has been shown
to scale to a billion-edge graph.

Since Lambdas have weak compute that we cannot find
in regular EC2 instances, it is not possible for us to trans-
late Lambda resources directly into equivalent EC2 resources,
keeping the total amount of compute constant when selecting
the number of servers for each variant. To address this con-
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cern, we compared the value of different systems in addition
to their absolute times and costs.

Model Graph Mode Time (s) Cost ($)

GCN

Reddit-small
Dorylus 860.6 0.20

CPU only 1005.4 0.19
GPU only 162.9 0.28

Reddit-large
Dorylus (pipe) 1020.1 1.69

CPU only 1290.5 1.85
GPU only 324.9 3.31

Amazon
Dorylus 512.7 0.79

CPU only 710.2 0.68
GPU only 385.3 2.62

Friendster
Dorylus 1133.3 13.8

CPU only 1990.8 15.3
GPU only 1490.4 40.5

GAT

Reddit-small
Dorylus 496.3 1.15

CPU only 1270.4 1.20
GPU only 130.9 1.11

Amazon
Dorylus 853.4 2.67

CPU only 2092.7 3.01
GPU only 1039.2 10.60

Table 4: We ran Dorylus in 3 different modes: “Dorylus”, our
best Lambda variant using async(s=0) (except in one case),
the “CPU only” variant, and the “GPU only” variant. For
each mode we used multiple combinations of models and
graphs. For each run we report the total end-to-end running
time and the total cost.

We ran GCN and GAT on our graphs (Table 4). We only ran
the GAT model on one small and large graph because it was
simply too monetarily expensive (even for our system!). GAT
has an intensive AE computation, which adds cost. Note that
this is not a limitation of our system—our system can scale
GAT to graphs larger than Amazon if cost is not a concern.

Performance and cost by themselves do not properly illus-
trate the value of Dorylus. For example, training GAT on
Amazon with Dorylus is both more efficient and cheaper than
the CPU- and GPU-only variants. Hence, we report the value
results as well. Recall that to compute the value, we take the
reciprocal of the total runtime (i.e., the performance or rate
of completion) and divide it by the cost. In this case Dorylus
with Lambdas provides a 2.75× higher value than CPU-only
(i.e., 1/(853.4× 2.67) compared to 1/(2092.7× 3.01)). Fig-
ure 7 shows the value results for all our runs, normalized to
GPU-only servers.

Dorylus adds value for large, sparse graphs (i.e., Amazon
and Friendster) for both GCN and GAT, compared to
CPU- and GPU-only variants. Sparsity of each graph can
be seen from the average vertex degree reported in Table 1.
As shown, Amazon and Friendster are much more sparse
than Reddit-small and Reddit-large. For these graphs,
the GPU-only variant has the lowest value, even compared to
the CPU-only variant. In most cases, the CPU-only variant
provides twice as much value (i.e., performance per dollar)
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Figure 7: Dorylus, with Lambdas, provides up to 2.75×
performance-per-dollar than using the CPU-only variant.

than the GPU-only variant. Dorylus adds another leap in
value over the CPU-only variant.

However, for small dense graphs (i.e., Reddit-small and
Reddit-large), both Dorylus and the CPU-only variant
have a value lower that that of the GPU-only variant (i.e.,
below 1 in Figure 7). Dorylus always provides more value
than the CPU-only variant. These results suggest that GPUs
may be better suited to process small, dense graphs rather
than large, sparse graphs.
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Figure 8: Normalized GCN training performance and value
over Amazon with varying numbers of graph servers.

Scaling Out. Dorylus can gain even more value by scaling
out to more servers, due to the burst parallelism provided
by Lambdas and deep pipelining. To understand the impact
of the number of servers on performance/costs, we varied
the number of GSes when training a GCN over Amazon. In
particular, we ran Dorylus and the CPU-only variant with
4, 8, and 16 c5n.4xlarge servers, and the GPU-only variant
with the same numbers of p3.xlarge servers. Figure 8 reports
their performance and values, normalized to those of Dorylus
under 4 servers.

In general, Dorylus scales well in terms of both perfor-
mance and value. Dorylus gains a 2.82× speedup with only
5% more cost when the number of servers increases from
4 to 16, leading to a 2.68× gain in its value. As shown in
Figure 8(b), Dorylus’s value curve is always above that of the
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CPU-only variant. Furthermore, Dorylus can roughly provide
the same value as the CPU-only variant with only half of
the number of servers. For example, Dorylus with 4 servers
provides a comparable value to the CPU-only variant with 8
servers; Dorylus with 8 servers provides more value to the
CPU-only variant with 16 servers. These results suggest that
as more servers are added, the value provided by Dorylus
increases, at a rate much higher than the value increase of the
CPU-only variant. As such, Dorylus is always a better choice
than the CPU-only variant under the same monetary budget.

Other Observations. In addition to the results discussed
above, we make three other observations on performance.

Our first observation is that the more sparse the graph, the
more useful Dorylus is. For Amazon and Friendster, Dory-
lus even outperforms the GPU-only version for two reasons:

First, for all the three variants, the fraction of
time on Scatter is significantly larger when training
over Friendster and Amazon than Reddit-small and
Reddit-large. This is, at first sight, counter-intuitive be-
cause one would naturally expect less efforts on inter-partition
communications for sparse graphs than dense graphs. A thor-
ough inspection discovered that the Scatter time actually
depends on a combination of the number of ghost vertices
and inter-partition edges. For the two Reddit graphs, they
have many inter-partition edges, but very few ghost vertices,
because (1) their |V | is small and (2) many inter-partition
edges come from/go to the same ghost vertices due to their
high vertex degrees.

Second, Scatter takes much longer time in GPU clus-
ters. Moving ghost data between GPU memories on different
nodes is much slower than data transferring between CPU
memories. As a result, the poor performance of the GPU-only
variant is due to a combinatorial effect of these two factors:
Dorylus scatters significantly more data for Friendster and
Amazon, which amplifies the negative impact of poor scat-
ter performance in a GPU cluster. Note that p3 also offers
multi-GPU servers, which may potentially reduce scatter time.
We have also experimented with these servers, but we still
observed long scatter time due to extensive communication
between between servers and GPUs. Reducing such com-
munication costs requires fundamentally different techniques
such as those proposed by NeuGraph [55]. We leave the
incorporation of such techniques to future work.

Our second observation is that Lambda threads are more
effective in boosting performance for GAT than GCN. This
is because GAT includes an additional AE task, which per-
forms intensive per-edge tensor computation and thus benefits
significantly from a high degree of parallelism.

Our third observation is that Dorylus achieves comparable
performance with the CPU-only variant that uses twice as
many servers. For example, the training time of Dorylus
under 4 servers is only 1.1× longer than that of the CPU only
variant with 8 servers. Similarly, Dorylus under 8 servers is

only 1.05× slower than the CPU only variant with 16 servers.
These results demonstrate our efficient use of Lambdas.

7.5 Comparisons with Existing Systems
Our goal was to compare Dorylus with all existing GNN tools.
However, NeuGraph [55] and AGL [98] are not publicly
available; neither did their authors respond to our requests.
Roc [34] is available but we could not run it in our environ-
ment due to various CUDA errors; we were not able to resolve
these errors after multiple email exchanges with the authors.
Roc was not built for scalability because each server needs to
load the entire graph into its memory during processing. This
is not possible when processing billion-edge graphs. This
subsection focuses on the comparison of Dorylus, DGL [17],
which is a popular GNN library with support for sampling, as
well as AliGraph [94], which is also a sampling-based system
that trains GNNs only with CPU servers. All experiments
use the cluster configuration specified above for each graph
unless otherwise stated.

DGL represents an input graph as a (sparse) matrix; both
graph and tensor computations are executed by PyTorch or
MXNet as matrix multiplications. We experimented with two
versions of DGL, one with sampling and one without. DGL-
non-sampling does full-graph training on a single machine.
DGL-sampling partitions the graph and distributes partitions
to different machines. Each machine performs sampling on
its partition and trains a GNN on sampled subgraphs.

AliGraph runs in a distributed setting with a server that
stores the graph information. A set of clients query the server
to obtain graph samples and use them as minibatches for
training. Similar to DGL, AliGraph uses a traditional ML
framework as a backend and performs all of its computation
as tensor operations.
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Figure 9: Accuracy comparisons between Dorylus, Dorylus
(GPU only), AliGraph, DGL (sampling), and DGL (non-
sampling). DGL (non-sampling) uses a single V100 GPU and
could not scale to Amazon. Each dot indicates five epochs for
Dorylus and DGL (non-sampling), and one epoch for DGL
(sampling) and AliGraph.

Accuracy Comparison with Sampling. Figure 9 reports the
accuracy-time curve for five configurations: Dorylus, Do-
rylus (GPU-only), DGL (sampling), DGL (non-sampling),
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Graph System Time (s) Cost ($)

Reddit-small

Dorylus 165.77 0.045
Dorylus (GPU only) 28.06 0.052

DGL (sampling) 566.33 0.480
DGL (non-sampling) 33.64 0.028

AliGraph – –

Amazon

Dorylus 415.23 0.654
Dorylus (GPU only) 308.27 2.096

DGL (sampling) 842.49 5.728
DGL (non-sampling) – –

AliGraph 1560.66 1.498
Table 5: Evaluation of end-to-end performance and costs of
Dorylus and other GNN training systems. Each time reported
is the time to reach the target accuracy.

and AliGraph, over Reddit-small and Amazon. When run
enough epochs to fully converge, Dorylus can reach an accu-
racy of 95.44% and 67.01%, respectively, for the two graphs.
DGL (non-sampling) can run only on the Reddit-small

graph, reaching 94.01% as the highest accuracy. DGL (sam-
pling) is able to scale to both graphs, and its accuracy reaches
93.90% and 65.78%, respectively, for Reddit-small and
Amazon. AliGraph is able to scale to both Reddit-small

and Amazon. On Reddit-small it reaches a maximum ac-
curacy of 91.12% and 65.23% on Amazon.
Performance. To enable meaningful performance compar-
isons and make training finish in a reasonable amount of time,
we set 93.90% and 63.00% as our target accuracy for the two
graphs. As shown in Figure 9(a), Dorylus (GPU only) has the
best performance, followed by DGL (non-sampling). Since
Reddit-small is a small graph that fits into the memory of a
single (V100) GPU, DGL (non-sampling) performs much bet-
ter than DGL (sampling), which incurs per-epoch sampling
overheads. To reach the same accuracy (93.90%), Dorylus
is 3.25× faster than DGL (sampling), but 5.9× slower than
Dorylus (GPU only). AliGraph is unable to reach our target
accuracy after many epochs.

For the Amazon graph, DGL cannot scale without sam-
pling. As shown in Figure 9(b), to reach the same target
accuracy, Dorylus is 1.99× faster than DGL (sampling), and
1.37× slower than Dorylus (GPU only). AliGraph is able to
reach the target accuracy for Amazon. However, Dorylus is
significantly faster. As these results show, graph sampling
improves scalability at the cost of increased overheads and
reduced accuracy.

The times reported for Dorylus and its GPU-only variant
in Table 5 are smaller than those reported in Table 4. This is
due to the lower target accuracy we set for these experiments.
Value Comparison. To demonstrate the promise of Dory-
lus, we compared these systems using the value metric. As
expected, given the small size of the Reddit-small graph,
the GPU-based systems perform quite well. In fact, in this
case the normalized value of DGL (non-sampling) is 1.48,

providing a higher value than Dorylus (GPU only). However,
as mentioned earlier, DGL cannot scale without sampling;
hence, this benefit is limited only to small graphs. As we
process Amazon, the value of Dorylus quickly improves as is
consistent with our findings earlier (on large, sparse graphs).
With this dataset, Dorylus provides a higher performance-per-
dollar rate than all the other systems—17.7× the value of
DGL (sampling) and 8.6× the value of AliGraph.

7.6 Breakdown of Performance and Costs
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Figure 10: Time and cost breakdown for the Amazon graph.

Figure 10 shows a breakdown in task time (a) and costs (b)
for training a GCN over the Amazon graph. In Figure 10(a), to
understand the time each task spends, we disabled pipelining
and asynchrony in Dorylus, producing a version referred to as
no-pipe, in which different tasks never overlap. This makes
it possible for us to collect each task’s running time. Note
that no-pipe represents a version that uses Lambdas naı̈vely
to train a DNN. Without pipelining and overlapping Lambdas
with CPU-based tasks, we saw a 1.9× degradation, making
no-pipe lose to both CPU and GPU in training time.

As shown, the tasks GA, AV, and OAV take the major-
ity of the time. Another observation is that to execute the
tensor computation AV, GPU is the most efficient backend
and Lambda is the least efficient one. This is expected —
Lambdas have less powerful compute (much less than CPUs
in the c5 family) and high communication overheads. Nev-
ertheless, these results also demonstrate that when CPUs on
graph servers are fully saturated with the graph computation,
large gains can be obtained by running tensor computation
in Lambdas that fully overlap with CPU tasks!

To compute the cost breakdown in Figure 10(b), we simply
calculated the total amounts of time for Lambdas and GSes
for each of the five Dorylus variants and used these times to
compute the costs of Lambdas and servers. Due to Dorylus’
effective use of Lambdas, we were able to run a large number
of Lambdas for the forward and backward pass. As such, the
cost of Lambdas is about the same as the cost of CPU servers.

8 Related Work
Dorylus is the first system that successfully uses tiny Lambda
threads to train a GNN by exploiting various graph-related
optimizations. There are three categories of techniques in par-
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allelization (§8.1), GNN training (§8.2), and graph systems
(§8.3).

8.1 Parallel Computation for Model Training

How to exploit parallelism in model training is a topic that has
been extensively studied. There are two major dimensions in
how to effectively parallelize the training work: (1) what to
partition and (2) how to synchronize between workers.
What to Partition. The most straightforward parallelism
model is data parallelism [8, 14, 16, 24, 72, 73, 76, 99], where
inputs are partitioned and processed by individual workers.
Each worker learns parameters (weights) from its own portion
of inputs and periodically shares its parameters with other
workers to obtain a global view. Both share-memory sys-
tems [8, 73, 24] and distributed systems [49, 99, 13] have
been developed for data-parallel training. Another paralleliza-
tion strategy is to partition the work, often referred to as
model parallelism [61] where the operators in a model are
partitioned and each worker evaluates and updates only a
subset of parameters w.r.t. its model partition for all inputs.

A recent line of work develops techniques for hybrid paral-
lelism [63, 31, 36, 44]. PipeDream [63] adds pipelining into
model parallelism to fully utilize compute without introduc-
ing significant stalls. Although Dorylus also uses pipelining,
tasks on a Dorylus pipeline are much finer-grained. For ex-
ample, instead of splitting a model into layers, we construct
graph and tensor tasks in such a way that graph tasks can be
parallelized on graph servers, while each tensor task is small
enough to fit into a Lambda’s resource profile. Dorylus uses
pipelining to overlap graph and tensor computations specifi-
cally to mitigate Lambdas’ network latency. FlexFlow [36]
automatically splits an iteration along four dimensions.
How Workers Synchronize. When workers work on differ-
ent portions of inputs (i.e., data parallelism), they need to
share their learned parameters with other workers. Parame-
ter updating requires synchronization between workers. For
share-memory systems, they often rely on primitives such
as all reduce [8] that broadcasts each worker’s parameters
to all other workers. Distributed systems including Dorylus
use parameter servers [49, 99, 13], which periodically com-
municate with workers for updating parameters. The most
commonly-used approach for synchronization is the bulk syn-
chronous parallel (BSP) model, which poses a barrier at the
end of each epoch. All workers need to wait for gradients
from other workers at the barrier. Wait-free backpropaga-
tion [99] is an optimization of the BSP model.

Since synchronous training often introduces computation
stalls, asynchronous training [8, 16] has been proposed to re-
duce such stalls — each worker proceeds with the next input
minibatch before receiving the gradients from the previous
epoch. An asynchronous approach reduces time needed for
each epoch at the cost of increased epochs to reach particu-
lar target accuracy. This is because allowing workers to use
parameters learned in epoch m to perform forward compu-

tations in epoch n (n 6= m) leads to statistical inefficiency.
This problem can be mitigated with a hybrid approach such
as bounded staleness [63, 15, 82, 65].

8.2 GNN Training and Graph Systems

As the GNN family keeps growing [91, 96, 18, 47, 95, 103,
51, 35, 94, 98], developing efficient and scalable GNN train-
ing systems becomes popular. GraphSage [25] uses graph
sampling, NeuGraph [55] extends GNN training to multi-
ple GPUs, and RoC [34] uses dynamic graph partitioning
to achieve efficiency. Other systems that can scale to large
graphs are all based on sampling [94, 98].

Programming frameworks such as DGL [17] have been
proposed to create a graph-parallel interface (i.e., GAS) for
developers to easily mix graph operations with NNs. How-
ever, such frameworks still represent the graph as a matrix
and push it to an underlying training framework such as Ten-
sorFlow for training. We solve this fundamental scalability
problem with a ground-up system redesign that separates the
graph computation from the tensor computation.

8.3 Graph-Parallel Systems

There exists a body of work on scalable and efficient
graph systems of many kinds: single-machine share-memory
systems [75, 64, 21, 59, 58], disk-based out-of-core sys-
tems [46, 70, 105, 87, 52, 102, 86, 26, 84, 56, 79, 1, 88],
and distributed systems [57, 54, 23, 10, 69, 11, 104, 101, 74,
81, 62, 90, 7, 80, 83]. These systems were built on top of a
graph-parallel computation model, whether it is vertex-centric
or edge-centric. Inspired by these systems, Dorylus formu-
lates operations involving the graph structure as graph-parallel
computation and runs it on CPU servers for scalability.

9 Conclusion
Dorylus is a distributed GNN training system that scales to
large billion-edge graphs with low-cost cloud resources. We
found that CPU servers, in general, offer more performance
per dollar than GPU servers for large sparse graphs. Adding
Lambdas added 2.75× more performance-per-dollar than
CPU only servers, and 4.83× more than GPU only servers.
Compared to existing sampling-based systems Dorylus is up
to 3.8× faster and 10.7× cheaper. Based on the trends we
observed Dorylus can scale to even larger graphs than we
evaluated, offering even higher values.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Artifact Summary

Dorylus is a distributed GNN training system that
scales to large billion-edge graphs using cheap cloud re-
sources—specifically CPU servers and serverless threads.
It launches a set of graph servers which are used for pro-
cessing graph data and doing operations such as gather and
scatter. In addition, parameter servers hold the weights for
the model. It can be configured to run with multiple different
backends, such as a pure CPU backend and a GPU backend.
By separating the graph and tensor components of a graph
neural network Dorylus is able to effectively utilize serverless
threads by providing a deep asynchronous-parallel pipeline
in which tensor and graph operations are overlapped. By
doing this Dorylus significantly improves the performance-
per-dollar of serverless training over both the CPU and GPU
backends.

A.2 Artifact Check-list

• Hardware: AWS cloud account
• Public link: https://github.com/uclasystem/
dorylus

• Code licenses: The GNU General Public License (GPL)

A.3 Description

A.3.1 Dorylus’s Codebase

Dorylus contains the following three components:

• The Graph Server which performs graph operations and
manages Lambda threads (which can also use CPU and
GPU backends)

• The Weight Server which holds the model parameters and
sends them to the workers

• The Lambda functions which can be uploaded to AWS to
be used during training

A.3.2 Deploying Dorylus

To build Dorylus, the first step is to make sure you have the
following dependencies installed on your local machine:

• awscli

• python3-venv

Make sure to run aws configure and set up your creden-
tials to allow you to have access to AWS services. Once these
are installed, we need to download the code and setup the
environment:

git clone

git@github.com:uclasystem/dorylus.git

cd dorylus/

git checkout v1.0 # artifact tag

python3 -m venv venv

source venv/bin/activate

pip install -U pip

pip install -r requirements.txt

Set Up the Cluster. We now discuss how to setup the cluster
with all different roles. To do this, we use the ec2man python
module. To start, setup the profile in the following way:

$ vim ec2man/profile

default # Profile from /̃.aws/credentials

ubuntu # Cluster username

${HOME}/.ssh/id rsa # Path to SSH key

us-east-2 # AWS region

As mentioned previously, we work with two types of work-
ers which we call ’contexts’, specifically graph and weight
servers. To add machines to these two contexts, we use one
of the following commands:

python -m ec2man allocate --ami [AMI]

--type [ec2 type] --cnt [#servers]

--sg [security group]

--ctx [weight|graph]

python -m ec2man add [graph|weight]

[list of ec2 ids]

Run the first command with an AMI ID that presents a fresh
install of Ubuntu, ideally with about 36 GB of storage. Al-
ternatively if you have created instances already, say 4 graph
servers you can add them to the module using the add com-
mand with a list of their IDs. Finally, run the command
python -m ec2man setup to get the data about the in-
stances so they can be managed by the module. To make sure
everything is setup correctly, try SSHing into graph server 0
using python -m ec2man graph 0 ssh.
Building Dorylus. The next step is to make sure all depen-
dencies are installed to build Dorylus on the cluster machines.
To do this, run the following commands:

local$ ./gnnman/send-source [--force]

# ’--force’ removes existing code

local$ ./gnnman/install-dep

This will sync the source code with the nodes on the cluster.
Then, it will install all dependencies required to build Dorylus.
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If this fails for some reason you may need to ssh into each
node, move into the dorylus/gnnman/helpers directory,
and run:

remote$ ./graphserver.install

remote$ ./weightserver.install

Parameter Files. There are a number of parameter files
relating to things such as the ports used during training. Most
of these will be fine as they are and should only be changed
if there is a conflict.
Compiling the Code. To build and synchronize the code on
all nodes in the cluster run:

local$ ./gnnman/setup-cluster

local$ ./gnnman/build-system

[graph|weight] [cpu|gpu]

The first command sets up each node of the cluster to be aware
of each other. This is important as we only build the code on
node 0 and distribute it to other nodes. The second command
runs CMake to build the actual system. Not specifying a
context builds for all contexts. Not specifying either cpu or
gpu as the backend builds the serverless version.
Setting up Lambda Functions. To install the Lambda func-
tions, you can SSH into one of the weight or graph servers.
Once there, run the following commands:

# Install the Lambda dependencies
remote$ ./funcs/manage-funcs.install

# Build and upload the function to the cloud
remote$ cd src/funcs

remote$ ./<function-name>/upload-func

A.3.3 Preparing the Data
There are 4 main inputs to Dorylus:
• The graph structure
• Graph partition info
• Input features
• Training labels

Graph Input. To prepare an input graph for Dorylus, the
format should be a binary edge list with vertices numbered
from 0 to |V | with no breaks using 4 byte values. The file
should be named graph.bsnap.
Partition Info. Dorylus uses edge-cut partitioning. While
we do limit partitioning to edge-cuts, we allow flexibility in
how the edge cut is implemented by partitioning at runtime.
Provide a text file that lists partition assignments line by line,
where each line number corresponds to the vertex ID and the
number is the partition to which it is assigned. The file should
be called graph.bsnap.parts.
Input Features. The input features take the form of a tensor
of size |V | × d where d is the number of input features. The
file should be binary and take the format of:

[numFeats][v0 feats][v1 feats][v2 feats]...

The file should be called features.bsnap.
Training Labels. The labels file should be binary and take
the form:

[numLabels][label0][label1]...

This file should be called labels.bsnap.
Preparing the NFS Server. On an NFS server setup the
dataset in the following format under a directory called
/mnt/filepool/. If the dataset we are preparing is called
amazon, the directory structure would look like this:

amazon

|-- features.bsnap

|-- graph.bsnap

|-- labels.bsnap

|-- parts <#partitions>/

|-- graph.bsnap.edges

|-- graph.bsnap.parts

where graph.bsnap.edges is a symlink to
../graph.bsnap. Use the add command from above to
add the NFS server to a special context called nfs so that
ec2man knows where to look for it. Finally, run

local$ ./gnnman/mount-nfs-server

A.3.4 Running Dorylus.
Once the cluster has been setup, the code compiled, the
Lambda functions installed, and the datasets prepared, we can
run Dorylus. To run it use the following command from the
dorylus/ directory on your local machine:

# <dataset>: the dataset you prepared
# --l: the #lambdas/server
# --p: enable asynchronous pipelining
# --s: degree of staleness
# [cpu|gpu]: backend to use (blank means lambda)

./run/run-dorylus <dataset>

[--l=#lambdas] [--lr=learning rate]

[--p] [--s=staleness] [cpu|gpu]

You will see the output of the Graph Servers, but can
see the output of both the Graph and Weight Servers
in graphserver-out.txt and weightserver-out.txt.
More details of Dorylus’s installation and deployment can be
found in Dorylus’s code repository.
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GNNAdvisor: An Adaptive and Efficient Runtime System for GNN Acceleration
on GPUs
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University of California, Santa Barbara

Abstract
As the emerging trend of graph-based deep learning, Graph
Neural Networks (GNNs) excel for their capability to gener-
ate high-quality node feature vectors (embeddings). However,
the existing one-size-fits-all GNN implementations are insuf-
ficient to catch up with the evolving GNN architectures, the
ever-increasing graph sizes, and the diverse node embedding
dimensionalities. To this end, we propose GNNAdvisor, an
adaptive and efficient runtime system to accelerate various
GNN workloads on GPU platforms. First, GNNAdvisor ex-
plores and identifies several performance-relevant features
from both the GNN model and the input graph, and uses them
as a new driving force for GNN acceleration. Second, GN-
NAdvisor implements a novel and highly-efficient 2D work-
load management, tailored for GNN computation to improve
GPU utilization and performance under different application
settings. Third, GNNAdvisor capitalizes on the GPU mem-
ory hierarchy for acceleration by gracefully coordinating the
execution of GNNs according to the characteristics of the
GPU memory structure and GNN workloads. Furthermore,
to enable automatic runtime optimization, GNNAdvisor in-
corporates a lightweight analytical model for an effective
design parameter search. Extensive experiments show that
GNNAdvisor outperforms the state-of-the-art GNN comput-
ing frameworks, such as Deep Graph Library (3.02× faster on
average) and NeuGraph (up to 4.10× faster), on mainstream
GNN architectures across various datasets.

1 Introduction

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) emerge to stand on the front-
line for handling many graph-based deep learning tasks (e.g.,
node embedding generation for node classification [9, 14, 23]
and link prediction [6, 28, 51]). Compared with standard
methods for graph analytics, such as random walks [16, 47]
and graph Laplacians [7, 34, 35], GNNs highlight themselves
with the interleaved two-phase execution of both graph op-
erations (scatter-and-gather [15]) at the Aggregation phase,

and Neural Network (NN) operations (matrix multiplication)
at the Update phase, to achieve significantly higher accu-
racy [27, 52, 55] and better generality [17]. Yet, the state-
of-the-art GNN frameworks [11, 36, 53, 54], which follow a
one-size-fits-all implementation scheme, often suffer from
poor performance when handling more complicated GNN ar-
chitectures (i.e., more layers and higher hidden dimensionality
in each layer) and diverse graph datasets.

Specifically, previous work that supports both GNN train-
ing and inference can be classified into two categories. The
first type [36,54] is built on popular graph processing systems
and is combined with NN operations. The second type [11,53],
in contrast, starts with deep learning frameworks and is ex-
tended to support vector-based graph operations. However,
these existing solutions are still preliminary and inevitably fall
short in the following three major aspects, even on common
computing platforms such as GPUs.

Failing to leverage GNN input information. GNN mod-
els demonstrate great diversity in terms of layer sequences,
types of aggregation methods, and the dimension size of node
embeddings. These profoundly impact the effectiveness of
various system optimization choices. The diversity of input
graphs further complicates the problem. Unfortunately, cur-
rent GNN frameworks [11, 36, 53] follow a one-size-fits-all
optimization scheme and fail to craft an optimization strategy
that maximizes efficiency for a particular GNN application’s
settings. Some classical graph systems [2, 3] have exploited
input characteristics to facilitate more efficient optimizations,
but they only focus on simple graph algorithms like PageR-
ank [45] while having no support for GNN models.

Optimizations not tailored to GNN. While the update
phase in GNNs involves NN operations that are dense in com-
putation and regular in memory access, the aggregation phase
is usually sparse in computation and highly irregular in mem-
ory access. Without dedicated optimization, it will inevitably
become the performance bottleneck. Existing GNN frame-
works [11, 36, 53] simply extend the optimization schemes
from classical graph systems [26, 54], and do not address the
difference between GNN and graph processing. For example,
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Figure 1: Overview of GNNAdvisor.

each node is associated with an embedding attribute in GNNs
while each node only has a single scalar attribute in tradi-
tional graph processing. Such difference invokes novel design
principles for GNNs towards more aggressive parallelism and
more efficient memory optimization.

Listing 1: Example of a 2-layer GCN in GNNAdvisor.
1 import GNNAdvisor as GNNA
2 import torch
3 # import other packages ...
4

5 # Create a GCN class.
6 class GCN(torch.nn.Module):
7 def __init__(self, inDim, hiDim, outDim, nLayers):
8 self.layers = torch.nn.ModuleList()
9 self.layers.append(GNNA.GCNConv(inDim, hiDim))

10 for i in range(nLayers - 2):
11 layer = GNNA.GCNConv(hiDim, hiDim)
12 self.layers.append(layer)
13 self.layers.append(GNNA.GCNConv(hiDim, outDim))
14 self.softmax = torch.nn.Softmax()
15

16 def forward(self, X, graph, param):
17 for i in range(len(self.layers)):
18 X = self.layers[i](X, graph, param)
19 X = self.ReLU(X)
20 X = self.softmax(X)
21 return X
22

23 # Define a two-layer GCN model.
24 model = GCN(inDim=100, hiDim=16, outDim=10, nLayers=2)
25

26 # Loading graph and extracting input propertities.
27 graphObj, inputInfo = GNNA.LoaderExtractor(graphFile,
28 model)
29 # Set runtime parameters automatically.
30 X, graph, param = GNNA.Decider(graphObj, inputInfo)
31

32 # Run model.
33 predict_y = model(X, graph, param)
34

35 # Compute loss and accuracy.
36 # Gradient backpropagation for training.

Poor runtime support for input adaptability. Prior GNN
frameworks [11,36,53] rely on a Python-based high-level pro-
gramming interface for ease of user implementation. These
frameworks employ static optimizations through a compiler
or manually-optimized libraries. Nevertheless, some critical
performance-related information for a GNN is only available
at runtime (e.g., node degree and embedding size). Without
adaptable designs that can leverage such runtime information,
we would easily suffer from an inferior performance because
of the largely under-utilized the GPU computing resources
and inefficient irregular memory access. This limitation moti-

vates the need for runtime environments with flexible designs
to handle a wide spectrum of inputs effectively.

To this end, we propose, GNNAdvisor, an adaptive and
efficient runtime system for GNN acceleration on GPUs.
GNNAdvisor leverages Pytorch [46] as the front-end to im-
prove programmability and ease user implementation. We
show a representative 2-layer Graph Convolutional Network
(GCN) [27] in GNNAdvisor at Listing 1. At the low level,
GNNAdvisor is built with C++/CUDA and integrated with Py-
torch framework by using Pytorch Wrapper. It can be viewed
as a new type of Pytorch operator with a set of kernel optimiza-
tions and runtime support. It can work seamlessly with exist-
ing operators from the Pytorch Framework. Data is loaded
with the data loader written in Pytorch and passed as a Tensor
to GNNAdvisor for computation on GPUs. Once the GNNAd-
visor completes its computation at the GPU, it will pass the
data Tensor back to the original Pytorch framework for further
processing. As detailed in Figure 1, GNNAdvisor consists of
several key components to facilitate the GNN optimization
and execution on GPUs. First, GNNAdvisor introduces an
input Loader&Extractor to exploit the input-level informa-
tion that can guide our system-level optimizations. Second,
GNNAdvisor incorporates a Decider consisting of analytical
modeling for automatic runtime parameter selection to re-
duce manual effort in design optimization, and a lightweight
node renumbering routine to improve graph structural locality.
Third, GNNAdvisor integrates a Kernel&Runtime Crafter
to customize our parameterized GNN kernel and CUDA run-
time, which consists of an effective 2D workload management
(considering both the number of neighbor nodes and the node
embedding dimensionality) and a set of GNN-specialized
memory optimizations.

Note that in this project, we mainly focus on the setting of
single-GPU GNN computing, which is today’s most popular
design adopted as the key component in many state-of-the-art
frameworks, such as DGL [53] and PyG [11]. Single-GPU
GNN computing is desirable for two reasons: First, many
GNN applications with small to medium size graphs (e.g.,
molecule structure) can easily fit the memory of a single GPU.
Second, in the case of large-size graphs that can only be han-
dled by out-of-GPU-core and multi-GPU processing, numer-
ous well-studied graph partition strategies (e.g., METIS [22])
can cut the giant graphs into small-size subgraphs to make
them suitable for a single GPU. Therefore, the optimization of
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both the out-of-GPU-core (e.g., GPU streaming processing)
and multi-GPU GNN computation still largely demands per-
formance improvements on a single GPU. Moreover, while
our paper focuses on GNNs, our proposed methodology can
be applied to optimize various types of irregular workload
(e.g., social network analysis) targeting GPUs as well.

Overall, we make the following contributions:

• We are the first to explore GNN input properties (§3)
(e.g., GNN model architectures and input graphs), and
give an in-depth analysis of their importance in guiding
system optimizations for GPU-based GNN computing.

• We propose a set of GNN-tailored system optimizations
with parameterization, including a novel 2D workload
management (§4) and specialized memory customiza-
tion (§5) on GPUs. We incorporate the analytical model-
ing and parameter auto-selection (§6) to ease the design
space exploration.

• Comprehensive experiments demonstrate the strength of
GNNAdvisor over state-of-the-art GNN execution frame-
works, such as Deep Graph Library (average 3.02×) and
NeuGraph (average 4.36×), on mainstream GNN archi-
tectures across various datasets.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we introduce the basics of GNNs and two
major types of GNN computing frameworks: GPU-based
graph systems and deep learning frameworks.

2.1 Graph Neural Networks
Figure 2 visualizes the computation flow of GNNs in one
iteration. GNNs compute the node feature vector (embedding)
for node v at layer k+1 based on the embedding information
at layer k (k ≥ 0), as shown in Equation 1,

a(k+1)
v = Aggregate(k+1)(h(k)u |u ∈ N(v)∪h(k)v )

h(k+1)
v = Update(k+1)(a(k+1)

v )
(1)

where h(k)v is the embedding vector for node v at layer k; h(0)v is
computed from the task-specific features of a vertex (e.g., the
text associated with the vertex, or some scalar properties of the
entity that the vertex represents) via some initial embedding
mapping that is used only for this ingest of symbolic values
into the embedding space; a(k+1)

v is the aggregation results
through collecting neighbors’ information (e.g., node embed-
dings); N(v) is the neighbor set of node v. The aggregation
method and the order of aggregation and update could vary
across different GNNs. Some methods [17,27] just rely on the
neighboring nodes while others [52] also leverage edge prop-
erties, by combining the dot product of the end-point nodes of
each edge, along with any edge features (edge type and other

attributes). The update function is generally composed of stan-
dard NN operations, such as a single fully connected layer or
a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in the form of w ·a(k+1)

v +b,
where w and b are the learnable weight and bias parameters,
respectively. The common choices for node embedding di-
mensions are 16, 64, and 128, and the embedding dimension
may change across different layers.
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Figure 2: GNN General Computation Flow.

After passing through several iterations of aggregation and
update (i.e., several GNN layers), we will get the output em-
bedding of each node, which can usually be used for various
downstream graph-based deep learning tasks, such as node
classification [9, 14, 23] and link prediction [6, 28, 51]. Note
that the initial node embedding for GNN’s input layer may
come with the original graph dataset or can be generated
by a set of graph embedding algorithms, such as [5, 10, 16],
which is not included in the computation of GNNs models
(generating the hidden and output node embeddings).

2.2 Graph Processing Systems
Numerous graph processing systems [26, 32, 33, 38, 54]
have been proposed to accelerate traditional graph algo-
rithms. The major commonalities of these systems include the
vertex/node-centric programming abstraction, edge-centric
processing, and system optimizations to reduce the compu-
tation irregularity (e.g., workload imbalance) and memory
access irregularity (e.g., non-coalesced global memory ac-
cess). However, extending these graph processing systems to
support GNN computing meets with substantial challenges.

First, the common algorithm optimizations in graph pro-
cessing may not benefit GNNs. For example, graph traversal
algorithms, such as Breadth-first Search, rely on iterative com-
puting on node frontiers (active neighbors). Therefore, a set of
frontier-based optimizations, such push-pull traversal [32,33],
and frontier filtering [32,33,54], have been extensively studied.
However, GNNs consistently maintain fixed-sized frontiers
(all neighbors) of each node across iterations.

Second, the system optimization techniques for graph
processing would benefit GNNs only after careful adap-
tion and calibration. For example, node/edge-centric process-
ing [33, 54] and shard-based graph representation [26] are
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tailored for processing nodes/edges represented with a single
scalar attribute. In GNNs, there’s another dimension for data
parallelism, namely the embedding dimension, which tends
to be large Therefore, previous design trade-offs between the
coarse-grained node-level parallelism and node-value locality
should be further extended to balance dimension-wise paral-
lelism and node-embedding locality at a finer granularity.

Third, some essential functionalities of GNN computing
are missing in graph systems. For example, the node update
based on NN computing for both the forward value propaga-
tion and the complicated backward gradient propagation is
not available in graph systems [26, 29, 32, 33, 38, 49, 54]. In
contrast, Pytorch [46] and Tensorflow [1] feature an analytic
differentiation function for automatic gradient computations
on various deep learning model architectures and functions.
Therefore, extending the graph-processing system to support
GNN computing requires non-trivial efforts, and thus we de-
velop GNNAdvisor on top of a deep learning framework.

2.3 Deep Learning Frameworks
Various NN frameworks have been proposed, such as Ten-
sorflow [1], and Pytorch [46]. These frameworks provide the
end-to-end training and inference support for traditional deep-
learning models with various NN operators, such as linear
and convolutional operators. These operators are highly op-
timized for Euclidean data (e.g., image) but lack support for
non-Euclidean data (e.g., graph) in GNNs. Extending NN
frameworks to support GNN that takes the highly-irregular
graphs as the input is facing several challenges.

First, NN-extended GNN computing platforms [11, 53] fo-
cus on programmability and generality for different GNN
models but lack efficient backend support to achieve high per-
formance. For example, Pytorch-Geometric (PyG) [11] uses
the torch-scatter [12] library implemented with CUDA as its
major building block of graph aggregation operations. The
torch-scatter implementation scales poorly when encounter-
ing large sparse graphs with high-dimensional node embed-
ding because its kernel design essentially borrows the design
principles of graph-processing systems by using excessive
high-overhead atomic operations to support node embedding
propagation. A similar scalability problem is also observed in
Deep Graph Library (DGL) [53], which incorporates an off-
the-shelf Sparse-Matrix Multiplication (SpMM) (e.g., csrmm2
in cuSparse [39]) for simple sum-reduced aggregation [17,27]
and leverages its own CUDA kernel for more complex aggre-
gation scheme with edge attributes [52, 55].

Second, major computation kernels [11,53] are hard-coded
without design flexibility, which is essential to handle di-
verse application settings with different input graph sizes and
node embedding dimensionality. From the high-level inter-
face, users are only allowed to define the way of composing
these kernels externally. Users are not allowed to customize
kernels internally based on the known characteristics of GNN
model architectures, GPU hardware, and graph properties.

3 Input Analysis of GNN Applications

In this section, we argue that the GNN input information can
guide the system optimization, based on our key observation
that different GNN application settings would favor different
optimization choices. We introduce two types of GNN input
information and discuss their potential performance benefits
and extraction methods.

3.1 GNN Model Information
While the GNN update phase follows a relatively fixed com-
puting pattern, the GNN aggregation phase shows high diver-
sity. The mainstream aggregation methods of GNNs can be
categorized into two types:

The first type is aggregation (e.g., sum, and min) with only
the embeddings of neighbor nodes, as in Graph Convolutional
Network (GCN) [27]. For GNNs with this type of aggregation,
the common design practice is to reduce the node embedding
dimensionality during the update phase (i.e., multiplying the
node embedding matrix with the weight matrix) [11, 27, 53]
before the aggregation (gather information from neighbor
node embedding) at each GNN layer, thereby, largely reduc-
ing the data movements during the aggregation. In this case,
improving memory locality would be more beneficial, in that
more node embeddings can be cached in fast memory (e.g.,
L1 cache of GPUs) to exploit performance benefits.

The second type is aggregation with special edge features
(e.g., weights, and edge vectors that are computed by combin-
ing source and target nodes) applied to each neighbor node,
as in Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [55]. This type of
GNN must work on large full-dimensional node embeddings
to compute the special edge features at the node aggregation.
In this case, the fast memory (e.g., shared memory of GPU
Stream-Multiprocessors) is not large enough to exploit mem-
ory locality. However, improving computation parallelization
(e.g., workload partitioning along the embedding dimension)
would be more helpful, considering that workloads can be
shared among more concurrent threads for improving overall
throughput.

We illustrate this aggregation-type difference with the math-
ematical equations for GCN and GIN. With GCN, the output
embedding X is computed as follows:

X′ = D̂−1/2ÂD̂−1/2XW, (2)

where D̂ is the diagonal node degree matrix; W is the weight
matrix; Â is the graph adjacency matrix. For GIN, the output
embedding X for each layer is computed as follows:

x′i = h

(1+ ε) ·xi + ∑
j∈N (i)

x j

 (3)

where h denotes a neural network, e.g., an MLP, which maps
node features x with input embedding dimension and output
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embedding dimension; ε is a configurable/trainable parameter
depending on the users’ demands or application settings; N (i)
denotes the neighbor IDs of the node i.

Assume we have GCN and GIN with hidden dimension 16,
and the input dataset has a node embedding dimension of 128.
In the case of GCN, we will first do node update (GEMM1-
based linear transformation) of the node embedding, thus, at
the aggregation, we only need to do aggregation on nodes with
hidden dimension 16. In the GIN case, we have to do neighbor
aggregation on nodes with 128 dimensions then do node
update to linearly transform node embedding from 128 to 16
dimensions. Such an aggregation difference would also lead
to different optimization strategies, where GCN would prefer
more memory optimization on the small node embeddings
while GIN would prefer more computing parallelism on the
large node embeddings.

To conclude, the type of aggregation in GNNs should be
considered for system-level optimization and it can be ob-
tained by GNNAdvisor’s built-in parser of GNN model pro-
prieties.

3.2 Graph Information
Node Degree & Embedding Dimensionality: Real-world
graphs generally follow the power-law distribution [50] of
node degrees. Such distribution already causes workload im-
balance in traditional graph processing systems [18, 25, 32].
In GNN aggregation, such workload imbalance would be
exacerbated due to the higher dimensionality of the node em-
beddings if we perform node-centric workload partitioning.
Moreover, node embedding would invalidate some cache-
based optimizations that are originally applied to graph pro-
cessing systems, since caches are usually small in size and
insufficient to hold enough nodes with their embeddings. For
example, in the graph processing scenarios with a scalar at-
tribute for each node, we can improve performance by putting
16×103 nodes on the 64KB L1 cache of each GPU thread
block. However, in typical GNNs with a 64-dimension em-
bedding for each node, we can only fit 256 nodes on each
GPU block’s cache.

With node degree and embedding dimensionality informa-
tion, new optimization opportunities for GNNs may appear
because we can estimate the node’s workload and its concrete
composition based on such input information. If the work-
load size is dominated by the number of node neighbors (e.g.,
large node degree), we may customize the design that could
concurrently process more neighbors to increase the comput-
ing parallelism among neighbors. On the other hand, if the
workload size is dominated by node embedding size (e.g.,
high-dimensional node embedding), we may consider boost-
ing the computing parallelism along the node embedding
dimension. Note that the node degree and embedding dimen-
sion information can be extracted based on the loaded graph
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structure and node embedding vectors. GNNAdvisor manages
the GNN workload based on such information (Section 4).

Graph Community: Graph community [13,30,37] is one
key feature of real-world graphs, which describes that a small
group of nodes tend to hold “strong” intra-group connections
(many edges) while maintaining “weak” connections (fewer
edges) with the remaining part of the graph. A motivating ex-
ample of GNN optimization with graph community structure
is shown in Figure 3a. Existing node-centric aggregation em-
ployed by many graph processing systems [26, 54] is shown
in Figure 3b, where each node will first load its neighbors
and then do aggregation independently. This strategy can
achieve great computation parallelism when each neighbor
has a lightweight scalar attribute. In this case, the benefit of
loading parallelization would offset the downside of duplicate
loading of some shared neighbors. However, in GNN com-
puting where node embedding size is large, this node-centric
loading would trigger significant unnecessary memory access
since the cost of duplicate neighbor loading is now dominant
and not offset by per-node parallelism For example, aggrega-
tion of node a, b, c, d, and e would load the embeddings of
15 nodes in total and most of these loads are repeated (both
node a and b load the same node d during the aggregation).
Such loading redundancy is exacerbated with the increase of
embedding dimensionality. On the other side, by considering
the community structure of real-world graphs, unnecessary
data loading for these “common” neighbors can be well re-
duced (Figure 3c), where aggregation only requires loads of
5 distinct nodes.

This idea sounds promising, but the effort to realize its
benefits on GPUs is non-trivial. Existing approaches [19, 37]
of exploiting the graph communities mainly target CPU plat-
forms with a limited number of parallelized threads and MB-
level cache sizes for each thread. Their major goal is to exploit
the data locality for every single thread. GPUs, on the other
side, are equipped with a massive number of parallel threads
and KB-level cache sizes per thread. Therefore, the key to
exploiting graph community on GPUs is to effectively ex-
ploit the data locality among threads by leveraging the L1
cache. Specifically, we need first capture the communities of
a graph and then map such locality from input level (node-ID
adjacency) to underlying GPU kernels (thread/warp/block-ID
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adjacency). The major hardware-level insight is that threads
close in their IDs are more likely to share memory and com-
puting resources, thus, improving the data spatial and tem-
poral locality. GNNAdvisor handles all these details through
community-aware node renumbering and GNN-specialized
memory optimizations (Section 5).

4 2D Workload Management

GNNs employ a unique space in graph computations, due
to the representation of each node by a high-dimensional
feature vector (the embedding). GNN workloads grow in two
major dimensions: the number of neighbors and the size of the
embedding dimension. GNNAdvisor incorporates an input-
driven parameterized 2D workload management tailored for
GNNs, including three techniques: coarse-grained neighbor
partitioning, fine-grained dimension partitioning, and warp-
based thread alignment.

4.1 Coarse-grained Neighbor Partitioning

Coarse-grained neighbor partitioning is a novel workload
balance technique tailored to GNN computing on GPUs. It
aims to tackle the challenge of inter-node workload imbalance
and redundant atomic operations.

Specifically, based on the loaded graph compressed-sparse
row (CSR) representation, our coarse-grained neighbor parti-
tioning will first break down the neighbors of a node into a
set of equal-sized neighbor groups, and treat the aggregation
workload of each neighbor group (NG) as the basic workload
unit for scheduling. Figure 4 exemplifies an undirected graph
and its corresponding neighbor partitioning result. The neigh-
bors of Node-0 are divided into two neighbor groups (NG-0
and NG-1) with a pre-determined group size of 2. Neighbors
(Node-3 and Node-5) of Node-1 are covered by NG-2, while
the neighbors of Node-2 are spread among NG-{3,4,5}. To
support the neighbor group, we introduce two components, the
neighbor-partitioning module and the neighbor-partitioning
graph store. The former is a lightweight module built on top

of the graph loader by partitioning the graph CSR into equal-
size groups. Note that each neighbor group only covers the
neighbors of one target node for ease of scheduling and syn-
chronization. The neighbor-partitioning graph store maintains
the tuple-based meta-data of each neighbor group, including
its IDs, starting and ending position of its neighbor nodes in
the CSR representation, and the source node. For example,
the meta-data of NG-2 will be stored as (2, 1, (4, 6)), where 2
is the neighbor-group ID, 1 is the target node ID, (4, 6) is the
index range of the neighbor nodes in CSR.

The benefits of applying the aggregation based on parti-
tioning neighbors are three-fold: 1) compared with the more
coarse-grained aggregation based on node/vertex-centric par-
titioning [26], neighbor partitioning can largely mitigate the
size irregularity of the workload units, which would improve
GPU occupancy and throughput performance; 2) compared
with the more fine-grained edge-centric partitioning (used by
existing GNN frameworks, such as PyG [11], for batching
and tensorization, and graph processing systems [33, 54] for
massive computing parallelization), the neighbor-partitioning
solution can avoid the overheads of managing many tiny work-
load units that might hurt the performance in many ways, such
as scheduling overheads and the excessive amount of synchro-
nizations; 3) it introduces a performance-related parameter,
neighbor-group size (ngs), which is used for design param-
eterization and performance tuning. Neighbor partitioning
works at a coarse granularity of individual neighbor nodes.
It can largely mitigate the workload imbalance problem for
low-dimension settings. For high-dimensional node embed-
dings, we employ a fine-grained dimension partitioning dis-
cussed in the next subsection to further distribute workloads
of each neighbor group to threads. Note that when the number
of neighbors is not divisible by the neighbor group size, it
will raise neighbor-group imbalance. Such irregularity can
be amortized by setting the neighbor-group size to a small
number (e.g., 3).

4.2 Fine-grained Dimension Partitioning

GNN distinguishes itself from traditional graph algorithms in
its computation on the node embedding. To explore the poten-
tial acceleration parallelism along this dimension, we lever-
age a fine-grained dimension partitioning to further distribute
the workloads of a neighbor group along the embedding di-
mension to improve aggregation performance. As shown in
Figure 5, the original neighbor-group workloads are evenly
distributed to 11 consecutive threads, where each thread man-
ages the aggregation along one dimension independently (i.e.,
accumulation of all neighbor node embeddings towards the
target node embedding). If the dimension size is larger than
the number of working threads, more iterations would be
required to finish the aggregation.

There are two major reasons for using dimension parti-
tioning. First, it can accommodate a more diverse range of
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embedding dimension sizes. We can either increase the num-
ber of concurrent dimension workers or enable more iterations
to handle the dimension variation flexibly. This is essential
for modern GNNs with increasingly complicated model struc-
tures and different sizes of embedding dimension. Second, it
introduces another performance-related parameter – the num-
ber of working threads (dimension-worker (dw)) for design
customization. The value of this parameter can help to balance
the thread-level parallelism and the single thread efficiency
(i.e., computation workload per thread).

4.3 Warp-based Thread Alignment

While the above two techniques answer how we balance
GNN workloads logically, how to map these workloads to
underlying GPU hardware for efficient execution is still un-
resolved. One straightforward solution is to assign consecu-
tive threads to concurrently process workloads from differ-
ent neighbor groups (Figure 6a). However, different behav-
iors (e.g., data manipulation and memory access operations)
among these threads would result in thread divergence and
GPU underutilization. Threads from the same warp proceed
in a single-instruction-multiple-thread (SIMT) fashion and
the warp scheduler can only serve one type of instruction
per cycle. Therefore, different threads have to wait for their
turn for execution until the Stream-Multiprocessor (SM) warp
scheduler issues their corresponding instructions.

To tackle this challenge, we introduce a warp-aligned
thread mapping in coordination with our neighbor and di-
mension partitioning to systematically capitalize on the per-
formance benefits of balanced workloads. As shown in Fig-
ure 6b, each warp will independently manage the aggregation
workload from one neighbor group. Therefore, the execution
of different neighbor groups (e.g., NG-0 to NG-5) can be
well parallelized without inducing warp divergence. There are
several benefits in employing warp-based thread alignment.
First, inter-thread synchronization (e.g., atomic operations)
can be minimized. Threads of the same warp are working
on different dimensions of the same neighbor group, thus no
conflicts occur for either global or shared memory accesses
by threads from the same warp.

Second, the workload of a single warp is reduced and dif-
ferent warps will process more balanced workloads. There-
fore, more small warps can be managed flexibly by SM warp
schedulers to improve overall parallelism. Considering the
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Figure 6: Warp-based Thread Alignment.

unavoidable global memory access of each warp during ag-
gregation, increasing the number of warps can improve SM
occupancy to hide latency. Third, memory access can be co-
alesced. Threads with consecutive IDs from the same warp
will access continuous memory addresses in global memory
for node embeddings. Therefore, compared with continuous
thread mapping (Figure 6c), warp-aligned thread mapping can
merge memory requests from the same warp into one global
memory transaction (Figure 6d).

5 Specialized Memory Optimization

To further exploit the benefits of 2D workload, we introduce
GNN-specialized memory optimizations, community-aware
node renumbering and warp-aware memory customization.

5.1 Community-aware Node Renumbering

To explore the performance benefits of graph community (Sec-
tion 3.2), we incorporate lightweight node renumbering by
reordering node IDs to improve the temporal/spatial local-
ity during GNN aggregation without compromising output
correctness. The key idea is that the proximity of node IDs
would project to the adjacency of computing units on GPU
where they get processed. In GNNAdvisor, our 2D workload
management assigns neighbor groups of a node to consecu-
tive warps based on their node ID. If two nodes are assigned
with consecutive IDs, their corresponding neighbor groups
(warps) would be close to each other in their warp IDs as well.
Thus, they are more likely to be scheduled closely on the same
GPU SM with a shared L1 cache to improve the data locality
on loaded common neighbors. To apply node renumbering
effectively, two key questions must be addressed.

When to apply: While graph reordering provides poten-
tial benefits for performance, we still need to figure out what
kind of graph would benefit from such reordering optimiza-
tion. Our key insight is that for graphs already in a shape ap-
proximating block-diagonal pattern in their adjacency matrix
(Figure 7a), reordering could not bring more locality benefits,
since nodes within each community are already close to each
other in terms of their node-IDs. For graphs with a more irreg-
ular shape (Figure 7b), where edge connections are distributed
among nodes with an irregular pattern, the reordering could
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Figure 7: Graph Edge Connection Patterns. Note that each
colored square represents the edge between two nodes. Differ-
ent colors in (a) represent edges from different communities.
The red dot-line box indicates the sub-community.

bring notable performance improvement (up to 2× speedup,
later discussed in Section 7.5). To this end, we propose a new
metric – Averaged Edge Span (AES), to determine whether it
is beneficial to conduct a graph reordering.

AES =
1

#E ∑
(srcid ,trgid)∈E

|srcid − trgid | (4)

where E is the edge set of the graph; #E is the number of total
edges; srcid and trgid are the source and target node IDs of
each edge. Computing AES is lightweight and can be done on-
the-fly during the initial graph loading. Our profiling of a large
corpus of graphs also shows that when

√
AES > b

√
#N

100 c node
numbering is more likely to improve runtime performance.

How to apply: We leverage Rabbit Reordering [2], which
is a fully parallelized and low-cost graph reordering tech-
nique. Specifically, it first maximizes the graph modularity
by hierarchically merging edges and clustering nodes. And it
then generates node order within each cluster through DFS
traversal. Rabbit Reordering has also been proved to out-
perform other graph clustering approaches [4, 8, 21, 22, 48],
including Community-based methods, such as METIS [22],
and BFS-based methods, such as Reverse Cuthill-McKee
(RCM) [8]) in terms of better quality (data locality) of the
captured graph communities, the ease of parallelization, and
performance. More importantly, Rabbit Reordering can cap-
ture the graph communities hierarchically (i.e., a set of smaller
sub-communities are included in a larger community, as exem-
plified in Figure 7a). Such communities at different levels of
granularities would be a good match for the GPU cache hierar-
chy, where smaller sub-communities (occupying one SM) can
enjoy the data locality benefit from the L1 cache, while larger
communities (occupying multiple SMs) can enjoy the data
locality from the larger L2 cache. We quantitatively discuss
such a locality benefit in Section 7.4.

5.2 Warp-aware Memory Customization
Existing works [11, 54] utilize a large number of global
memory accesses for reading and writing the embedding

and a large number of atomic operations for aggregation
(a reduction operation). However, this approach leads to
heavy overhead and fails to exploit the potential benefits from
shared memory. In particular, when aggregating on a target
node with k neighbor groups (each has ngs neighbors with
Dim-Dimensional embeddings) into a Dim-dimensional em-
bedding, it involves O(k · ngs ·Dim) atomic operations and
O(k ·ngs ·Dim) global memory accesses.

By contrast, we propose a warp-centric shared memory
optimization technique. Our key insight is that by customiz-
ing shared memory layout according to the block-level warp
organization pattern (Figure 7), we can significantly reduce
the number of atomic operations and global memory access.
First of all, we reserve a shared memory space (4×Dim bytes
for floating-point embeddings) for the target node of each
neighbor group (warp), such that the threads from a warp can
cache the intermediate results of reduction in shared memory.
Later on, within a thread block, we designate only one warp
(called leader) for copying the intermediate results of each
target node to global memory considering that neighbors of
each node can be spread across different warps. The detailed
customization procedure is described in Algorithm 1. Specifi-
cally, each warp (maintained in warpPtr) has three properties:
nodeSharedAddr (a shared memory address for the aggrega-
tion result of a neighbor-group), nodeID (the ID of the target
node), and leader (a boolean flag indicating whether the cur-
rent warp is a leader warp for flushing out the result from
the shared memory to the global memory). The major cus-
tomization routine (Line 4 to Line 22) handles different warps
based on their index position relative to thread blocks. Note
that such a shared memory customization is low-cost and is
done only once on-the-fly with the regular graph initialization
process before the GPU kernel execution.

In our design, when a target node with k neighbor groups
(each has ngs neighbors with Dim-dimensional embeddings),
it involves O(Dim) atomic operations and O(Dim) global
memory accesses. To this end, we can save the atomic oper-
ations and global memory access by (k ·ngs)×, thus signifi-
cantly accelerating the aggregation operations. Here, we treat
ngs as a hyper-parameter to balance memory access efficiency
and computation parallelism, and we further discuss its value
selection in Section 6.

6 Design Optimization

The parameters in our GPU kernel configurations can be
tuned to accommodate various GNN models with graph data
sets. But it is not yet known how to automatically select the
parameters which can deliver the optimal performance. In
this section, we introduce the analytical model and the auto
parameter selection in the Decider of GNNAdvisor.

Analytical Modeling: The performance/resource analyti-
cal model of GNNAdvisor has two variables, workload per
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Algorithm 1 Warp-aware Memory Customization.
. Compute #neighbor-groups (#warps).

1: warpNum = neighborGroups = computeGroups(ngs);
. Compute the number of warps per thread block.

2: warpPerBlock = floor(threadPerBlock/threadPerWarp)
. Initialize tracking variables.

3: cnt = 0; local_cnt = 0; last = 0;
4: while cnt < warpNum do

. Warp in the front of a thread block.
5: if cnt % warpPerBlock == 0 then
6: warpPtr[cnt].nodeSharedAddr = local_cnt×Dim;
7: last = warpPtr[cnt].nodeID;
8: warpPtr[cnt].leader = true;

. Warp in the middle of a thread block.
9: else

. Warp with the same target node as
its predecessor warp.

10: if warpPtr[cnt].nodeID == last) then
11: warpPtr[cnt].nodeSharedAddr = local_cnt;

. Warp with the different target node as
its predecessor warp.

12: else
13: local_cnt++;
14: warpPtr[cnt].nodeSharedAddr = local_cnt;
15: last = warpPtr[cnt].nodeID;
16: warpPtr[cnt].leader = true;
17: end if
18: end if

. Next warp belongs to a new thread block.
19: if (++ cnt)%warpPerBlock == 0 then
20: local_cnt = 0;
21: end if
22: end while

thread (WPT), and shared memory usage per block (SMEM).

WPT = ngs× Dim
dw

, SMEM =
tpb
tpw
×Dim×FloatS (5)

where ngs and dw is the neighbor-group and dimension-
worker size (Section 4.2), respectively; Dim is the node em-
bedding dimension; IntS and FloatS are both 4-byte on GPUs;
tpb is the thread-per-block and tpw is the thread-per-warp;
tpw is 32 for GPUs, while tpb is selected by users.

Parameter Auto Selection: To determine the value of the
ngs and dw, we follow two steps. First, we determine the value
of dw based on tpw (hardware constraint) and Dim (input
property), as shown in Equation 6. Note that we develop this
equation by profiling different datasets and GNN models.

dw =

{
tpw Dim≥ tpw
tpw
2 Dim < tpw

(6)

Second, we determine the value of ngs based on the selected
dw and the user-specified tpb. The constraints include mak-
ing WPT ≈ 1024 and SMEM ≤ SMEMperBlock. Note that
SMEMperBlock is 48KB to 96KB on modern GPUs [42,44].
Across different GPUs, even though the number of CUDA
cores and global memory bandwidth would be different, the
single-thread workload capacity (measured by WPT) remains
similar. tpb is usually chosen as a power of 2 but less than
or equal 1024. Our insight based on micro-benchmarking

and previous literature [56] shows that smaller blocks (1 to 4
warps, i.e., 32≤ tpb≤ 128) can improve SM warp schedul-
ing flexibility and avoid tail effects, thus leading to higher
GPU occupancy and throughput. We further demonstrate the
effectiveness of our analytical model in Section 7.5.

7 Evaluation
In this section, we comprehensively evaluate GNNAdvisor in
terms of the performance and adaptability on various GNN
models, graph datasets, and GPUs.

7.1 Experiment Setup

Benchmarks: We choose the two most representative
GNN models widely used by previous work [11, 36, 53]
on node classification tasks to cover different types of
aggregation. 1) Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [27]
is one of the most popular GNN model architectures. It
is also the key backbone network for many other GNNs,
such as GraphSAGE [17], and differentiable pooling (Diff-
pool) [57]. Therefore, improving the performance of GCN
will also benefit a broad range of GNNs. For GCN eval-
uation, we use the setting: 2 layers with 16 hidden di-
mensions, which is also the setting from the original pa-
per [27]. 2) Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [55]. GIN
differs from GCN in its aggregation function, which weighs
the node embedding values from the node itself. In addi-
tion, GIN is also the reference architecture for many other
advanced GNNs with more edge properties, such as Graph
Attention Network (GAT) [52]. For GIN evaluation, we use
the setting: 5 layers with 64 hidden dimensions, which is the
setting used in the original paper [55].

Baselines: we choose several baseline implementations for
comparison. 1) Deep Graph Library (DGL) [53] is the state-
of-the-art GNN framework on GPUs, which is built upon the
famous tensor-oriented platform – Pytorch [46]. DGL signifi-
cantly outperforms the other existing GNN frameworks [11]
over various datasets on many mainstream GNN architectures.
Therefore, we make an in-depth comparison with DGL in
our evaluation; 2) Pytorch-Geometric (PyG) [11] is another
GNN framework in which users can define their edge con-
volutions when building customized GNN aggregation lay-
ers; 3) NeuGraph [36] is a dataflow-centered GNN system
on GPUs built on Tensorflow [1]; 4) Gunrock [54] is the
GPU-based graph processing framework with state-of-the-art
performance on traditional graph algorithms (e.g., PageRank).

Datasets: We cover all three types of datasets, which have
been used in previous GNN-related work [11, 36, 53]. Type I
graphs are the typical datasets used by previous GNN algo-
rithm papers [17,27,55]. They are usually small in the number
of nodes and edges, but rich in node embedding information
with high dimensionality. Type II graphs [24] are the popular
benchmark datasets for graph kernels and are selected as the
built-in datasets for PyG [11]. Each dataset consists of a set of
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Table 1: Datasets for Evaluation.
Type Dataset #Vertex #Edge Dim. #Class

I

Citeseer 3,327 9,464 3,703 6
Cora 2,708 10,858 1,433 7
Pubmed 19,717 88,676 500 3
PPI 56,944 818,716 50 121

II

PROTEINS_full 43,471 162,088 29 2
OVCAR-8H 1,890,931 3,946,402 66 2
Yeast 1,714,644 3,636,546 74 2
DD 334,925 1,686,092 89 2
TWITTER-Partial 580,768 1,435,116 1,323 2
SW-620H 1,889,971 3,944,206 66 2

III

amazon0505 410,236 4,878,875 96 22
artist 50,515 1,638,396 100 12
com-amazon 334,863 1,851,744 96 22
soc-BlogCatalog 88,784 2,093,195 128 39
amazon0601 403,394 3,387,388 96 22

small graphs, which only have intra-graph edge connections
without inter-graph edge connections. Type III graphs [27,31]
are large in terms of the number of nodes and edges. These
graphs demonstrate high irregularity in structure, which is
challenging for most of the existing GNN frameworks. De-
tails of these datasets are listed in Table 1.

Platforms & Metrics: We implement GNNAdvisor’s
backend with C++ and CUDA C and its front-end with Python.
Our major evaluation platform is a server with an 8-core
16-thread Intel Xeon Silver 4110 CPU [20] and a Quadro
P6000 [42] GPU. Besides, we use Tesla V100 [44] GPU
on the DGX-1 system [40] to demonstrate the generality of
GNNAdvisor. Runtime parameters of different input settings
are optimized by GNNAdvisor Decider. To measure the per-
formance speedup, we calculate the averaged latency of 200
end-to-end inference (forward propagation) or training (for-
ward+backward propagation).

7.2 Compared with DGL
In this section, we first conduct a detailed experimental analy-
sis and comparison with DGL on GNN inference, then extend
our comparison for GNN training. As shown in Figure 8,
GNNAdvisor achieves 4.03× and 2.02× speedup on average
compared to DGL [53] over three types of datasets for GCN
and GIN on inference, respectively. We next provide detailed
analysis and give insights for each type of datasets.

Type I Graphs: The performance improvement against
DGL is significantly higher for GCN (on average 6.45×) than
GIN (on average 1.17×). The major reason is their different
GNN computation patterns. For GCN, node dimension reduc-
tion (DGEMM) is always placed before aggregation. This
largely reduce data movement and thread synchronization
overheads during the aggregation phase, which could gain
more benefits from GNNAdvisor’s 2D workload management
and specialized memory optimization for data locality im-
provements. GIN, on the other side, has aggregation phase
that must be finished before the node dimension reduction.
Thus, it cannot avoid high-volume memory access and data
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Figure 8: Inference speedup (×) over DGL on GCN and GIN.

movements during the aggregation phase. Therefore, it gets
lower benefits from the data locality and the shared memory
on GPUs for fast and low-overhead memory access. However,
our fine-grained dimension partitioning can still handle these
high-dimensional cases effectively.

Type II Graphs: Performance shows less difference be-
tween GCN (4.02×) and GIN (2.86×) on the same datasets
except for TWITTER-Partial, which has the highest node em-
bedding dimension (1323) in Type II graphs. It is worth notic-
ing that the speedup for GIN is consistently better compared
with Type I. There are two major reasons: 1) node feature
dimension is much lower (average 66.5, excluding TWITTER-
Partial) versus Type I (average 1421), which can gain more
performance benefits from data spatial and temporal locality
of our specialized memory optimizations; 2) Type II graphs in-
trinsically have good locality in their graph structure. The rea-
son is that Type II datasets consist of small graphs with very
dense intra-graph connections but no inter-graph edges, plus
nodes within each small graph are assigned with consecutive
IDs. Therefore, the performance gains of such graph-structure
locality can be scaled up when combining with GNNAdvi-
sor’s efficient workload and memory optimizations.

Type III Graphs: The speedup is also evident (average
2.10× for GCN and average 1.70× for GIN) on graphs with
a large number of nodes and edges, such as amazon0505. The
reason is the high overhead inter-thread synchronization and
global memory access can be well reduced through our 2D
workload management and specialized memory optimization.
Besides, our community-aware node renumbering further fa-
cilitates an efficient workload sharing among adjacent threads
(working on a group of nodes) through improving the data
spatial/temporal locality. On the dataset artist, which has the
smallest number of nodes and edges within Type III, we no-
tice a lower performance speedup for GIN. And we find that
the artist dataset has the highest standard deviation of graph
community sizes within Type III graphs, which makes it chal-
lenging to 1) use the group community information to capture
the node temporal and spatial locality in the GNN aggrega-
tion phase, and 2) capitalize on the performance benefits of
using such a community structure for guiding system-level
optimizations (e.g., warp-aligned thread mapping and shared
memory customization) on GPUs, which have a fixed number
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Figure 9: Training speedup (×) over DGL on GCN and GIN.

of computation and memory units within each block/SM.
Kernel Metrics: For detailed kernel metrics analysis, we

utilize NVProf [41] to measure two performance-critical
(computation and memory) CUDA kernel metrics: Stream
Processor (SM) efficiency and Cache (L1 + L2 + Texture) Hit
Rate. GNNAdvisor achieves on average 24.47% and 12.02%
higher SM efficiency compared with DGL for GCN and GIN,
respectively, which indicates that our 2D workload manage-
ment can strike a good balance between the single-thread
efficiency and the multi-thread parallelism that are crucial to
the overall performance improvement. GNNAdvisor achieves
on average 75.55% and 126.20% better cache hit rate com-
pared with DGL for GCN and GIN, correspondingly, which
demonstrates the benefit of specialized memory optimizations.

Training Support: We also evaluate the training perfor-
mance of GNNAdvisor on all three types of datasets com-
pared with the DGL on both GCN and GIN. Compared with
inference, training is more challenging, since it involves more
intensive computation with the forward value propagation and
the backward gradient propagation, both of which heavily rely
on the underlying graph aggregation kernel for computation.
As shown in Figure 9, GNNAdvisor consistently outperforms
the DGL framework with average 1.61× and average 2.00×
speedup on GCN and GIN, respectively, which shows the
strength of our input-driven optimizations. The key difference
between training and inference of GNNs is two-fold: First,
backpropagation is needed in training. This step benefits from
our improvements, as the backpropagation step is similar to
the forward computation during the inference, and all the pro-
posed methods are still beneficial; Second, training incurs
extra memory and data movement overheads for storing/ac-
cessing the activations of the forward pass until gradients can
be propagated back.

7.3 Compared with other Frameworks
We compare with DGL on all input settings, since DGL is the
overall best-performance GNN framework. In this section, we
further compare GNNAdvisor with three other representative
GNN computing frameworks on their best settings.

Compared with PyG: As shown in Figure 10, GNNAd-
visor can outperform PyG with 1.78× and 2.13× speedup
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Figure 10: Training speedup (×) over PyG on GCN and GIN.

Table 2: Latency (ms) comparison with NeuGraph (NeuG).

Dataset NeuG (ms) Ours (ms) Speedup
reddit-full 2460 599.69 4.10×
enwiki 1770 443.00 3.99×
amazon 1180 474.57 2.48×

on average for GCN and GIN, respectively. For GCN, GN-
NAdvisor achieves significant speedup on datasets with high-
dimensional node embedding, such as TWITTER-Partial,
through 1) node dimension reduction before aggregation and
2) workload sharing among neighbor partitions and dimension
partitions. For GIN, GNNAdvisor reaches 2.45× speedup on
datasets with a higher average degree, such as DD, since GN-
NAdvisor can effectively distribute the workload of each node
along their embedding dimension to working threads while
balancing the single-thread efficiency and inter-thread paral-
lelism. PyG, however, achieves inferior performance because
1) it has poor thread management in balancing workload and
controlling synchronization overhead; 2) it heavily relies on
the scatter-and-gather kernel, which lacks flexibility.

Compared with NeuGraph: For a fair end-to-end train-
ing comparison with NeuGraph that has not open-sourced
its implementation and datasets, we 1) use the GPU (Quadro
P6000 [42]) that is comparable with the GPU of NeuGraph
(Tesla P100 [43]) in performance-critical factors, such as GPU
architecture (both have the Pascal architecture) and the num-
ber of CUDA cores; 2) use the same set of inputs as NeuGraph
on the same GNN architecture [36]; 3) use the datasets that
are presented in their paper and are also publicly available. As
shown in Table 2, GNNAdvisor outperforms NeuGraph with a
significant amount of margin (1.3× to 7.2× speedup) in terms
of computation and memory performance. NeuGraph relies
on general GPU kernel optimizations and largely ignores the
input information. Moreover, the optimizations in NeuGraph
are built-in and fixed inside the framework without perfor-
mance tuning flexibility. In contrast, GNNAdvisor leverages
GNN-featured GPU optimizations and demonstrates the key
contribution of input insights for system optimizations.

Compared with Gunrock: We make a performance com-
parison between GNNAdvisor and Gunrock [54] on a sin-
gle neighbor aggregation kernel of GNNs (i.e., the Sparse-
Matrix Dense-Matrix Multiplication (SpMM)) over the Type
III graphs. As shown in Figure 11, GNNAdvisor outperforms
Gunrock with 2.89× to 8.41× speedup. There are two major
reasons behind such a evident performance improvement on
the sparse GNN computation: 1) Gunrock focuses on graph-
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Figure 11: Speedup (×) comparison with Gunrock.

algorithm operators (e.g., frontier processing) but lacks effi-
cient support for handling high-dimensional node embedding;
2) Gunrock leverages generic optimizations without consid-
ering the input differences, thus, losing the adaptability for
handling different GNN inputs efficiently.

7.4 Optimization Analysis

In this section, we explore and analyze the optimizations used
in Sections 4 and 5 in detail.

Neighbor partitioning: From Figure 12a, we can see that
with the increase of the neighbor-group size, the running
time of GNNAdvisor will first decrease. The increase of the
neighbor-group size saturates the computation capability of
each thread meanwhile improving the data locality and reduc-
ing the number of atomic operations (i.e., inter-thread syn-
chronization overhead). However, when the neighbor-group
size becomes larger than a certain threshold (e.g., 32 for the
artist dataset), each thread reaches its computation capac-
ity upper bound, and further increasing the neighbor-group
size offers no more performance benefit instead increases the
overall latency.

Dimension partitioning: As shown in Figure 12b, the di-
mension worker impact is more evident in performance com-
pared with the neighbor-group size at the range from 1 to 16.
When the number of dimension worker increases from 16 to
32, the runtime performance shows very minor difference due
to the already balanced single-worker efficiency and multi-
worker parallelism. Therefore, further increase the number of
dimension workers brings no more benefits.

Node renumbering: We demonstrate the benefit of node
renumbering by profiling Type III datasets for GCN and GIN.
As shown in Figure 12c, renumbering nodes within a graph
can bring up to 1.74× and 1.49× speedup for GCN and GIN,
respectively. The major reason is that our community-aware
node renumbering can increase the data spatial and temporal
locality during GNN aggregation.

To quantify such locality benefits, we extract the detailed
GPU kernel metric – memory access in terms of read and
write bytes from DRAM for illustration. Our CUDA kernel
metric profiling results show that node renumbering can ef-
fectively reduce the memory access overhead (on average
40.62% for GCN and 42.33% for GIN) during the runtime
since more loaded node embeddings are likely to be shared
among the nodes with consecutive IDs. We also notice one in-

put case that benefits less from our optimization – artist, since
1) the community size inside artist displays a large variation
(high standard deviation), making it challenging to capture the
neighboring adjacency and locality; 2) such a variation hur-
dles system-level (computation and memory) optimizations to
effectively capitalize on the locality benefits of renumbering.

Block-level optimization: We show the optimization ben-
efits of our block-level optimization (including warp-aligned
thread mapping, and warp-aware shared memory customiza-
tion). We analyze two kernel metrics (atomic operations re-
duction and DRAM access reduction) on three large graphs
for illustration. As shown in Figure 12d, GNNAdvisor can
effectively reduce the atomic operations and DRAM memory
access by an average 47.85% and 57.93%. This result demon-
strates 1) warp-aligned thread mapping based on neighbor
partitioning can effectively reduce a large portion of atomic
operations; 2) warp-aware shared memory customization can
avoid a significant amount of global memory access.

7.5 Additional Studies

Hidden dimensions of GNN: In this experiment, we an-
alyze the impact of the GNN architecture in terms of the
size of the hidden dimension for GCN and GIN. As shown
in Figure 13a, we observe that with the increase of hidden
dimension of GCN, the running time of GNNAdvisor is also
increased due to more computation (e.g., additions) and mem-
ory operations (e.g., data movements) during the aggregation
phase and a larger size of the node embedding matrix during
the node update phase. Meanwhile, we also notice that GIN
shows a larger latency increase versus GCN, mainly because
of the number of layers (2-layer GCN vs. 5-layer GIN) that
make such a difference more pronounced.

Overhead analysis: Community-aware node renumber-
ing is the major source of overhead for leveraging GNN input
information, and other parts are negligible. Here as a case
study, we evaluate its overhead on the training phase of GCN
on Type III graphs, given the optimization decision from our
GNNAdvisor Decider (as discussed in Section 5). Here we
use training for illustration; inference in a real GNN appli-
cation setting would also use the same graph structure many
times [17, 27, 27] with different node embeddings inputs. As
shown in Figure 13b, node-renumbering overhead is consis-
tently small (average 4.00%) compared with overall training
time. We thus conclude that such one-time overhead can be
amortized over GNN running time, which demonstrates its
applicability in real-world GNN applications.

Performance on Tesla V100: To demonstrate the po-
tential of GNNAdvisor in the modern data-center environ-
ment, we showcase the performance of GNNAdvisor on an
enterprise-level GPU – Tesla V100 [44]. As shown in Fig-
ure 13c, GNNAdvisor can scale well towards such a high-end
device, which can achieve 1.97× and 1.86× speedup com-
pared with P6000 for GCN and GIN due to more computa-
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Figure 12: Optimization Analysis. (a) Normalized latency as the neighbor group size (ngs) grows (latency at ngs = 1 is set as
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Figure 13: Additional Studies. (a) Latency (ms) analysis as the hidden dimension grows on GCN; (b) Overhead (%) analysis for
node renumbering; (c) Speedup (×) on Tesla V100 over Quadro P6000 (set as 1×).
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Figure 14: Parameter Selection for Four Settings. Note that the
solid-black dot indicates the parameter (dw and ngs) selected
by GNNAdvisor Decider based on analytical modeling.

tion resources (e.g., 2.6× SMs, and 1.33× CUDA cores, and
1.13× throughput performance) and higher memory band-
width (e.g., 2.08× peak memory bandwidth). This compar-
ison shows that GNNAdvisor well adapts towards more ad-
vanced GPU hardware for seeking better performance. We
also foresee that our current work of GNNAdvisor can be ex-
tended to the multi-GPU or distributed data center, benefiting
overall performance by improving single GPU efficiency.

Parameter selection: To show the effectiveness of our
analytical modeling in kernel parameter selection, we consider
four different settings: I: amazon0505 on GCN at P6000
GPU as our base setting; II: amazon0505 GCN on V100
to demonstrate device adaptation; III: amazon0505 and soc-
BlogCatalog on P6000 to demonstrate adaptation to different
datasets; IV: amazon0505 on GIN at P6000 to demonstrate
adaptation to a different GNN model architectures. As shown

in Figure 14, our parameter selection strategy can pinpoint the
optimal low-latency design for the above four settings. This
demonstrates the effectiveness of our analytical modeling in
assisting parameter selection to optimize the performance of
GNN computation.

8 Conclusion
In this work, we propose, GNNAdvisor, an adaptive and effi-
cient runtime system for GNN acceleration on GPUs. Specifi-
cally, we explore the potential of GNN input-level information
in guiding system-level optimizations. We further propose
a set of GNN-tailored system-level optimizations (e.g., 2D
workload management, and specialized memory optimiza-
tions) and incorporate them into our parameterized designs
to improve performance and adaptability. Extensive exper-
iments on a wide range of datasets and mainstream GNN
models demonstrate the effectiveness of our design. Overall,
GNNAdvisor provides users a handy tool to accelerate GNNs
on GPUs systematically and comprehensively.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract Summary
GNNAdvisor is an efficient and adaptive runtime system for
GNN computing on GPUs. GNNAdvisor consists of two
parts. The first part is the host-side CPU program. It is respon-
sible for dataset loading, runtime configuration generation,
and invoking the GPU-side program. The second part is the
device-side GPU program. It is responsible for the major com-
putation of the GNN model on sparse neighbor-aggregation
and dense node-update phase. GNNAdvisor improves the per-
formance of GNN computing with its highly configurable and
efficient 2D workload management and specialized memory
design. Moreover, the runtime configuration generation on the
host-side CPU program makes GNNAdvisor more adaptive
towards various kinds of input settings.

Artifact Checklist
• Link: github.com/YukeWang96/OSDI21_AE.git.

• Hardware:

– Intel CPU x86_64 with host memory >= 32GB.
Tested on Intel Xeon Silver 4110 (8-core 16-thread)
CPU with 64GB host memory.

– NVIDIA GPU (arch>=sm_60) with devcie mem-
ory >= 16GB. Tested on NVIDIA Quadro P6000
(sm_61), Tesla V100 (sm_70), and RTX3090
(sm_86). Note that upon creating this artifact, we
mainly evaluate our design on RTX3090. The
execution time may be different across differ-
ent devices but the overall trend of performance
(speedup) is similar.

• OS & Compiler: Ubuntu 16.04+, GCC 7.5+, CMAKE
3.14+, CUDA 10.2+.

Environment Setup
Step-1: Setup the basic environment. Two options:

• Setup the environment via Docker (Recommended).

• Setup via conda and pip.

Details of the above two options can be found in README.md.

Step-2: Install GNNAdvisor Pytorch Binding.

• Go to GNNAdvisor/GNNConv, then python setup.py
install to install the GNNAdvisor modules.

• Go to rabbit_module/src, then python setup.py
install to install the rabbit reordering modules.

Step-3: Download the graph datasets. Our preprocessed
graph datasets in .npy format can be downloaded via this

link 2 (filename: osdi-ae-graphs.tar.gz). Unzip the
graph datasets tar -zxvf osdi-ae-graphs.tar.gz at the
project root directory. Note that node initial embedding is
not included, and we generate an all 1s embedding matrix
according to users input dimension parameter at the runtime
for just performance evaluation.

Experiments
• Running DGL baseline on GNN training (Figure 9).

– Go to dgl_baseline/ directory.
– ./0_run_gcn.sh and ./0_run_gin.sh to run

DGL and generate .csv result for GCN and GIN.

• Running PyG baseline on GNN training (Figure 10).

– Go to pyg_baseline/ directory.
– ./0_run_gcn.sh and ./0_run_gin.sh to run

PyG and generate .csv result for GCN and GIN.

• Running Gunrock for single SpMM (neighbor aggrega-
tion) kernel.

– Go to Gunrock/ call ./build_spmm.sh.
– ./0_bench_Gunrock.py for profile spmm.

• Running GNNAdvisor (Figure 9 and 10).

– Go to GNNAdvisor/ directory.
– ./0_run_gcn.sh and ./0_run_gin.sh to run

GNNAdvisor and generate .csv for GCN/GIN.

• Running some additional studies (Figure 11(a,b,c), and
12(a)). Detailed commands of running all these studies
can be found in README.md.

Note that accuracy evaluation are omitted for all implemen-
tations and each sparse kernels are tested via the unitest.py
We focus on the training evaluation of the GNNs, and the re-
ported time per epoch only includes the GNN model forward
and backward computation, excluding the data loading and
some preprocessing. Since the paper draft submission and the
creation of this artifact, DGL has update several of its kernel
library (from v0.52 to v0.60). In this comparion we focus
on the latest DGL version (v0.60). Based on our profiling on
RTX3090 and Quadro P6000, our design would show minor
speedup on the simple GCN model (2-layer and 16 hidden
dimension), but show more evident speedup on more compli-
cated GIN model (5-layer and 64 hidden dimension), which
can still demonstrate the effectiveness of our optimizations.
Our observation is that on small Type I graphs, our frame-
works achieve significant speedup for both GCN and GIN
model on RTX3090 and Quadro P6000. On larger Type II
and Type III datasets, our GIN model implementation would
show more evident speedups.

2https://bit.ly/3ys86a5
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Marius: Learning Massive Graph Embeddings on a Single Machine

Jason Mohoney, Roger Waleffe, Henry Xu*, Theodoros Rekatsinas, Shivaram Venkataraman
University of Wisconsin-Madison

Abstract
We propose a new framework for computing the em-

beddings of large-scale graphs on a single machine. A
graph embedding is a fixed length vector representa-
tion for each node (and/or edge-type) in a graph and
has emerged as the de-facto approach to apply mod-
ern machine learning on graphs. We identify that cur-
rent systems for learning the embeddings of large-scale
graphs are bottlenecked by data movement, which re-
sults in poor resource utilization and inefficient training.
These limitations require state-of-the-art systems to dis-
tribute training across multiple machines. We propose
Marius, a system for efficient training of graph embed-
dings that leverages partition caching and buffer-aware
data orderings to minimize disk access and interleaves
data movement with computation to maximize utiliza-
tion. We compare Marius against two state-of-the-art in-
dustrial systems on a diverse array of benchmarks. We
demonstrate that Marius achieves the same level of ac-
curacy but is up to one order of magnitude faster. We
also show that Marius can scale training to datasets an
order of magnitude beyond a single machine’s GPU and
CPU memory capacity, enabling training of configura-
tions with more than a billion edges and 550 GB of to-
tal parameters on a single machine with 16 GB of GPU
memory and 64 GB of CPU memory. Marius is open-
sourced at www.marius-project.org.

1 Introduction
Graphs are used to represent the relationships between

entities in a wide array of domains, ranging from so-
cial media and knowledge bases [38, 7] to protein in-
teractions [3]. Moreover, complex graph analysis has
been gaining attention in neural network-based machine
learning with applications in clustering [30], link predic-
tion [39, 32], and recommendation systems [37]. How-
ever, to apply modern machine learning on graphs one
needs to convert discrete graph representations (e.g., tra-
ditional edge-list or adjacency matrix) to continuous vec-
tor representations [10]. To this end, learnable graph
embedding methods [9, 5, 35] are used to assign each

*Currently at Maryland, work done while at UW-Madison.

Figure 1: The GPU utilization of DGL-KE and PBG for
one training epoch of ComplEx embeddings on the Free-
base86m knowledge graph.

node (and/or edge) in a graph to a specific continuous
vector representation such that the structural properties
of the graph (e.g., the existence of an edge between two
nodes or their proximity due to a short path) can be ap-
proximated using these vectors. In general, graph em-
bedding models aim to capture the global structure of a
graph and are complementary to graph neural networks
(GNNs) [19]. Graph embedding models are primarily
used in link prediction tasks and can also be used to ob-
tain vector representations that form the input to GNNs.

However, learning a graph embedding model is a re-
source intensive process. First, training of graph em-
bedding models can be compute intensive: many graph
embedding models assign a high-dimensional continu-
ous vector to each node in a graph [2, 36, 33]. For exam-
ple, it is common to assign a 400-dimensional continuous
vector to each node [18, 40]. Consequently, the compu-
tational capabilities of GPUs and optimization methods
such as mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
are needed to accelerate training. Second, graph embed-
ding models are memory intensive: the model from our
previous example needs 1600 bytes of storage per node
and requires 80 GB (the largest GPU memory) for a mod-
est 50 million node graph. Thus, it is necessary to store
the learnable parameters in off-GPU memory. Third, the
training of graph embedding models requires optimizing
over loss functions that consider the edges of the graph
as training examples (e.g., the loss can enforce that the
cosine similarity between the vector representations of
two connected nodes is close to one, see Section 2.1)
making training IO-bound for models that do not fit in
GPU memory. This limitation arises due to irregular data
accesses imposed by the graph structure. As a result,
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training of large graph embedding models is a non-trivial
challenge.

Due to the aforementioned factors, scaling graph em-
bedding training to instances that do not fit in GPU
memory introduces costly data movement overheads that
can result in poor resource utilization and slow train-
ing. In fact, current state-of-the-art systems, includ-
ing DGL-KE [40] from Amazon, and Pytorch BigGraph
(PBG) [18] from Facebook, exhibit poor GPU utilization
due to these overheads. Figure 1 shows the GPU utiliza-
tion during a training epoch when using a single GPU
for DGL-KE and PBG. As shown, DGL-KE only utilizes
10% of the GPU, and average utilization for PBG is less
than 30%, dropping to zero during data movement.

GPU under-utilization can be attributed to how these
systems handle data movement: To support out-of-GPU-
memory training, DGL-KE stores parameters in CPU
memory and uses synchronous GPU-based training over
minibatches. However, the core computation during
graph embedding training corresponds to dot-product op-
erations between vectors (see Section 2), and thus, data
transfers dominate the end-to-end run time. Moreover,
DGL-KE is fundamentally limited by CPU memory ca-
pacity. To address this last limitation, PBG uses a dif-
ferent approach for scaling to large graphs. PBG parti-
tions the embedding parameters into disjoint, node-based
partitions and stores them on disk where they can be ac-
cessed sequentially. Partitions are then loaded from stor-
age and sent to the GPU where training proceeds syn-
chronously. Doing so avoids copying data from the CPU
memory for every batch, but results in GPU underutiliza-
tion when partitions are swapped.

This problem is exacerbated if the storage device has
low throughput. Thus, to scale to large instances both
systems opt for distributed training over multiple com-
pute nodes, making training resource hungry. However,
the problems these systems face are not insurmountable
and can be mitigated. We show that one can train embed-
dings on billion-edge graphs using just a single machine.

We introduce a new pipelined training architecture that
can interleave data access, transfer, and computation to
achieve high utilization. In contrast to prior systems, our
architecture results in high GPU utilization throughout
training: for the same workload shown in Figure 1, our
approach can achieve an average ⇠ 70% GPU utilization
while achieving the same accuracy (see Section 5).

To achieve this utilization, our architecture introduces
asynchronous training of nodes with bounded staleness.
We combine this with synchronous training for edge em-
beddings to handle graphs that may contain edges of dif-
ferent types, for example knowledge graphs where an
edge may capture different relationships between nodes.
Specifically, we consider learning a separate vector rep-
resentation for each edge-type. For clarity, we refer to

edge-type embeddings as relation embeddings. This is
because updates to the embedding vectors for nodes are
sparse and therefore well suited for asynchronous train-
ing. However due to the small number of edge-types in
real-world graphs (10, 000s), updates to relation embed-
ding parameters are dense and require synchronous up-
dates for convergence. We design the pipeline to main-
tain and update node embedding parameters in CPU
memory asynchronously, allowing for staleness, while
keeping and updating relation embeddings in GPU mem-
ory synchronously. Using this architecture, we can train
graph embeddings for a billion-edge Twitter graph one
order of magnitude faster than state-of-the-art industrial
systems for the same level of accuracy: Using a single
GPU, our system requires 3.5 hours to learn a graph em-
bedding model over the Twitter graph. For the same set-
ting, DGL-KE requires 35 hours.

To scale training beyond CPU memory, unlike prior
out-of-memory graph processing systems [17], we need
to iterate over edges while computing on data associ-
ated with both endpoints. We propose partitioning the
graph and storing embedding parameters on disk. We
then design an in-memory partition buffer that can hide
and reduce IO from swapping of partitions. Partitions are
swapped from disk into the partition buffer in CPU mem-
ory and then used by the training pipeline. Our partition
buffer supports pre-fetching and async writes of parti-
tions to hide waiting for IO, resulting in a reduction of
training time by up to 2⇥. Further, we observe that the
order in which edge partitions are traversed can impact
the number of IOs. Thus, we introduce a buffer-aware
ordering that uses knowledge of the buffer size and what
resides in it to minimize the number of IOs. We show
that this ordering achieves IO close to the lower bound
and provides benefits when compared to locality-based
orderings such as Hilbert ordering [14].

In summary, the key technical contributions of our
work are: 1) to show that existing state-of-the-art graph
embedding systems are hindered by IO inefficiencies
when moving data from disk and from CPU to GPU, 2)
to introduce the Buffer-aware Edge Traversal Algorithm
(BETA), an algorithm to generate an IO minimizing data
ordering for graph learning, 3) to combine the BETA or-
dering with a partition buffer and async IO via pipelining
to introduce the first graph learning system that utilizes
the full memory hierarchy (Disk-CPU-GPU).

Our design is implemented in Marius, a graph embed-
ding engine that can train billion-edge graphs on a sin-
gle machine. Using one AWS P3.2xLarge instance, we
demonstrate that Marius improves utilization of compu-
tational resources and reduces training time by up to an
order of magnitude in comparison to existing systems.
Marius is 10⇥ faster than DGL-KE on the Twitter graph
with 1.46 billion edges, reducing training times from 35
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hours to 3.5 hours. Marius is 1.5⇥ faster than PBG on
the same dataset. On Freebase86m with 86 million nodes
and 338 million edges, Marius trains embeddings 3.7⇥
faster than PBG, reducing training times from 7.5 hours
to 2 hours. We also show that Marius can scale to con-
figurations where the parameter size exceeds GPU and
CPU memory by an order of magnitude, training a con-
figuration with 550 GB of total parameters, 35⇥ and 9⇥
larger than GPU and CPU memory respectively. Finally,
we show that despite using a single-GPU on a single-
machine, Marius achieves comparable runtime with the
multi-GPU configurations of PBG and DGL-KE, thus,
providing a cost reduction on cloud resources between
2.9⇥ and 7.5⇥ depending on the configuration.

2 Preliminaries
We first discuss necessary background on graph em-

beddings and related systems. Then, we review chal-
lenges related to optimizing data movement for training
large scale graph embedding models. These are the chal-
lenges that this work addresses.

2.1 Background and Related Work
Graphs with Multiple Edge Types We focus on graphs
with multiple edge types defined as G = (V,R,E)
where V is the set of nodes, R is a set of edge-types
or relations, and E is the set of edges. Each edge
e = (s, r, d) 2 E is defined as a triplet containing a
source node, relation, and destination node. An example
of such a graph is a knowledge graph, e.g., Freebase [8].
Here, the source node in a triplet defines a subject (an en-
tity), the relation defines a predicate, and the destination
node an object (see example in Figure 2). Knowledge
graphs are commonly used both in industry and academia
to represent real-world facts.
Graph Embedding Models A graph embedding is a
fixed length vector representation for each node (and/or
edge-type) in a graph. That is, each node and relation is
represented by a corresponding d-dimensional vector ✓,
also known as an embedding [10]. There are d(|V |+|R|)
total learnable parameters. To learn these vector rep-
resentations, embedding models rely on score functions
that capture structural properties of the graph. We de-
note the score function f(✓s, ✓r, ✓d) where ✓s, ✓r, ✓d are

the vector representations of the elements of a triplet
e = (s, r, d). For example, a score function can be the
scaled dot product f(✓s, ✓r, ✓d) = ✓Ts diag(✓r)✓d with
the requirement that the parameter vectors are such that
f(✓s, ✓r, ✓d) ⇡ 1.0 if nodes s and d are connected via
an edge of type r and f(✓s, ✓r, ✓d) ⇡ 0.0 otherwise.
There are several score functions proposed in the liter-
ature ranging from linear score functions [2, 22] to dot
products [36, 33, 27] and complex models [11, 10].

Score functions are used to form loss functions for
training. The goal is to maximize f(✓s, ✓r, ✓d) if e 2 E
and minimize it if e 62 E. Triplets that are not present
in E are known as negative edges. A standard ap-
proach [40, 18] is to use the score function f(✓s, ✓r, ✓d)
with a contrastive loss of the form:

L = �
X

s,r,d2E

(f(e✓)� log(
X

s0,r0,d0 62E

ef(e✓
0))) (1)

where e✓ = (✓s, ✓r, ✓d) and e✓ 0 = (✓0s, ✓
0
r, ✓

0
d).

The first summation term is over all true edges in
the graph and the second summation is over all nega-
tive edges. There are a total of |V |2|R| � |E| negative
edges in a knowledge graph; this makes it computation-
ally infeasible to perform the full summation and thus
it is commonly approximated by negative sampling, in
which a set of negatives edges is generated by taking a
(typically uniform) sample of nodes from the graph for
each positive edge. With negative sampling the term in
the logarithm is approximated as

P
s,r,d02Ne

ef(e✓
0). Where

Ne is the set of negative samples for e.
Graph embeddings are commonly used for link predic-

tion, where the similarity of two node vector representa-
tions is used to infer the existence of a missing edge in
a graph. For example, in the knowledge graph in Fig-
ure 2 we can use the vector representation of TA and
MB and the relation embedding for plays-for to predict
the existence of the edge TA plays-for

=====) MB, marked with
a questionmark in the figure.
The Need for Scalable Training The largest publicly
available multi-relation graphs have hundreds of millions
of nodes and tens of thousands of relations [34] (Table 1).
Companies have internal datasets which are an order of
magnitude larger than these, e.g., Facebook has over 3
billion users [4]. Learning a 400-dimensional embed-
ding for each of the users will require the ability to store
and access 5 TB of embedding parameters efficiently, far
exceeding the CPU memory capacity of the largest ma-
chines. Furthermore, using a larger embedding dimen-
sion has been shown to improve overall performance on
downstream tasks [31]. For these two reasons it is im-
portant that a system for learning graph embeddings can
scale beyond the limitations of GPU and CPU memory.
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Scaling Beyond GPU-Memory We review approaches
for scaling the training of graph embedding models out
of GPU memory. Prior works follow in two categories:
1) methods that use CPU Memory to store embedding
parameters, and 2) methods that use block storage and
partitioning of the model parameters. We discuss these
two approaches in turn.

Following the first approach, systems such as DGL-
KE [40] and GraphVite [41], store node embedding pa-
rameters in CPU memory and relation embedding pa-
rameters in GPU memory. Shown in Algorithm 1, mini-
batch training is performed synchronously and batches
are formed and transferred on-demand. While syn-
chronous training is beneficial for convergence, it is re-
source inefficient. The GPU will be idle while waiting
for the batch to be formed and transferred; furthermore,
gradient updates also need to be transferred from the
GPU to CPU memory and applied to the embedding ta-
ble, adding additional delays. The effect of this approach
on utilization can be seen in Figure 1, where DGL-KE
on average only utilizes about 10% of the GPU. This ap-
proach is also fundamentally limited by the size of the
CPU memory, preventing the training of large graph em-
bedding models.

Algorithm 1: Synchronous Embedding Training
for i in range(num_batches) do

1 Bi = getBatchEdges(i);
2 ⇥n = getCpuParameters(Bi);
3 transferBatchToDevice(Bi,⇥n);
4 ⇥r = getGpuParameters(Bi);
5 B✓ = formBatch(Bi,⇥n,⇥r);
6 Gn,Gr = computeGradients(B✓);
7 updateGpuParameters(Bi,Gr);
8 transferGradientsToHost(Gn);
9 updateCpuParameters(Bi,Gn);

The second approach is adopted by PyTorch BigGraph
(PBG) [18]. PBG uses uniform partitioning to split up
node embedding parameters into p disjoint partitions and
stores them on a block storage device (see example in

Figure 3). Edges are then grouped according the partition
of their source and destination nodes into p2 edge buck-
ets, where all edges in edge bucket (i, j) have a source
node which has an embedding in the i-th partition, and
the destination node which has an embedding in the j-th
partition. A single epoch of training requires performing
mini-batch training over all edge buckets while swapping
corresponding pairs of node embedding partitions into
memory for each edge bucket. This approach enables
scaling beyond CPU memory capacity.

The major drawback of partitioning is that partition
swaps are expensive and lead to the GPU being idle while
a swap is happening. In fact, utilization goes towards
zero during swaps as shown in Figure 1. We find that
PBG yields an average GPU utilization of 28%. To best
utilize resources, a system using partitioning to scale be-
yond the memory size of a machine, will need to mitigate
overheads that arise from swapping partitions.

2.2 Data Movement Challenges
We discuss how to optimize data movement and re-

lated challenges that Marius’ architecture addresses; we
discuss the architecture in detail in Sections 3 and 4.
Traditional Optimizations for Data Movement
Pipelining is a common approach used in a number
of system designs to overlap computation with data
movement, thereby improving utilization [13, 25, 28].
Using an image classifier as an example, a simple
pipeline will consist of multiple worker threads that
pre-process training images in parallel, forming batches
and transferring them to the GPU. Once on the GPU,
batches of training data are pushed onto a queue, with
a training process constantly polling the queue for new
batches. By keeping the queue populated with new
batches, the GPU will be well utilized.

In IO-bound applications, buffer management can also
be used to prevent unnecessary IO by caching data in
memory. Buffer management is well studied in the area
of databases and operating systems and has been ap-
plied to a myriad of applications and workloads [29, 12].
When using a buffer, the order in which data is accessed
and swapped impacts end-to-end performance. When the
data access pattern exhibits good locality, buffer man-
agers typically yield good performance. Additionally, if
the ordering is known ahead of time the buffer manager
may prefetch data items and use Belady’s optimal cache
replacement algorithm to minimize IO [1].

In graph processing, locality-aware data layouts of
graph edges have been shown to improve locality of ac-
cesses and performance of common graph algorithms
such as PageRank [24]. One such data layout, utilizes
Hilbert space filling curves to define an ordering over the
adjacency matrix of the graph. The ordering produced
is a 1D index that preserves the locality of the 2D adja-
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cency matrix. Storing and accessing edges according to
this index improves OS cache hit rates [24, 23].
Challenges for Graph Embeddings For large graphs
and embedding sizes, graph embedding models can be
multiple orders of magnitude larger than the GPU’s
memory capacity, a key difference from deep neural net-
work models that typically fit in a single GPU. To design
a pipeline for graph embedding training, not only will
training data (formed by considering edges) have to be
piped to the GPU but also the corresponding model pa-
rameters (the node and relation embeddings of the end-
points and the type of each edge). Furthermore, model
updates need to be piped back from the GPU and applied
to the underlying storage. By pipelining model param-
eters and updates, we introduce the possibility of stale
parameters, which must mitigated (see Section 3).

Buffer management techniques paired with data or-
derings can be used to buffer partitions in CPU mem-
ory to reduce IO from disk. However, we find that prior
locality-aware data orderings such as space-filling curves
fall short and still result in IO bound training due to a
non-optimal amount of swaps (Sections 4.1 and 5.3). To
address this challenge we propose a buffer-aware data or-
dering which results in a near-optimal number of swaps,
referred to as BETA ordering, in Section 4.

3 Pipelined Training Architecture
We review Marius’ pipelined architecture for training

graph embedding models. We first discuss the overall
design, then the details of each stage, and finally dis-
cuss how staleness arises due to interleaving computation
with data movement and how we can mitigate it.
Pipeline Design Our architecture follows Algorithm 1
and divides its steps into a five-stage pipeline with
queues separating each stage (Figure 4). Four stages are
responsible for data movement operations, and one for
model computation and in-GPU parameter updates. The
four data movement stages have a configurable number
of worker threads, while the model computation stage
only uses a single worker to ensure that relation embed-
dings stored on the GPU are updated synchronously.

We now describe the different stages of the pipeline
and draw connections to the steps in Algorithm 1:

Stage 1: Load This stage is responsible for loading the
edges (i.e., entries that correspond to a pair of node-ids
and the type of edge that connects them) and the cor-
responding node embedding vectors that form a batch of
inputs used for training. The edge payload constructed in
this stage includes the true edges appearing in the graph
and a uniform sample of negative edges (i.e., fake edges)
necessary to form the loss function in Equation 1 (Lines
1-2 in Algorithm 1).
Stage 2: Transfer The input to this stage consists of the
edges (node-id and edge-type triples) and the node em-
beddings from the previous stage. Worker threads in this
stage asynchronously transfer data from CPU to GPU us-
ing cudaMemCpy (Line 3 in Algorithm 1).
Stage 3: Compute The compute stage is the only stage
that does not involve data movement. This stage takes
place on GPU where the payload of edges and node em-
beddings created in Stage 1 is combined with relation
embedding vectors (corresponding to the edge-type asso-
ciated with each entry) to form a full batch. The worker
thread then computes model updates and applies updates
to relation embeddings stored in the GPU. The updates to
node embeddings (i.e., the scaled gradients that need to
be added to the previous version of the node embedding
parameters) are placed on the output queue to be trans-
ferred from GPU memory (Lines 4-7 in Algorithm 1).
Stage 4: Transfer The node embedding updates are
transferred back to the CPU. We use similar mechanisms
as in Stage 2 (Line 8 in Algorithm 1).
Stage 5: Update. The final stage in our pipeline applies
node embedding updates to stored parameters in CPU
memory (Line 9 in Algorithm 1).

This hybrid-memory architecture allows us to exe-
cute sparse parameter updates asynchronously (i.e., the
node embedding parameter updates) and dense updates
(i.e., the relation embedding parameter updates) syn-
chronously, and optimize resource utilization as we show
experimentally in Section 5.
Bounded Staleness The main challenge with using a
pipelined design as described above, is that it introduces
staleness due to asynchronous processing [15]. To illus-
trate this, consider a batch entering the pipeline (Stage 1)
with the embedding for node A. Once this batch reaches
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the GPU (Stage 3), the gradients for the embedding for A
will be computed. While the gradient is being computed,
consider another batch that also contains the embedding
for node A entering the pipeline (Stage 1). Now, while
the updates from the first batch are being transferred back
to the CPU and applied to parameter storage, the second
batch has already entered the pipeline, and thus it con-
tains a stale version of the embedding for node A.

To limit this staleness, we bound the number of
batches in the pipeline at any given time. For example,
if the bound is 4, embeddings in the pipeline will be at
worst 4 updates behind. However, due to the sparsity of
node embedding updates, it is unlikely a node embed-
ding will even become stale. To give a realistic exam-
ple, take the Freebase86m graph which has 86 million
nodes. A typical batch size and staleness bound for this
benchmark is 10,000 and 16 respectively. Each batch
of 10,000 edges will have at most 20,000 node embed-
dings and given this staleness bound there can be at most
320,000 node embeddings in the pipeline at any given
time, which is just about .4% of all node embeddings.
Even with this worst case, only a very small fraction of
node embeddings will be operated on at a given time.
The same property does not hold for relation embeddings
since there are very few of them (15K in Freebase86m),
hence our design decision to keep relation embeddings in
GPU memory and update them synchronously, bypasses
the issue of stale relation embeddings. We study the ef-
fect of staleness and Marius’ performance as we vary the
bound in Section 5.5.

4 Out-of-memory Training
As described in Section 2.1, to learn embedding mod-

els for graphs that do not fit in CPU memory, existing
systems partition the graph into non-overlapping blocks.
They correspondingly partition the parameters as well
so that they can be loaded sequentially for processing.
However as IO from disk can be slow (e.g, a partition can
be around 10s of GB in size), it is desirable to hide the
IO wait times and minimize the number of swaps from
disk to memory. In this section, we describe how we
can effectively hide IO wait time by integrating our train-
ing pipeline with a partition buffer that constitutes an in-
memory buffer of partitions. We also describe how we
can minimize the number of swaps from disk to memory
by developing a new ordering for traversing graph data.
Partition-based training Consider a graph that is par-
titioned into p2 edge buckets corresponding to p node-
partitions. Training one epoch requires iterating over
all p2 edge buckets, where each edge in a given bucket
(i, j), will have a source node in partition i and destina-
tion node in partition j.

When processing an edge bucket (i, j), node parti-

Algorithm 2: Training Using a Partition Buffer
1 Buffer = {};
2 for k in range(p2) do
3 Eij, i, j = getEdgeBucket(Ordering[k]);
4 if i not in Buffer then
5 if Buffer.size() == c then
6 Buffer.evictFurthest(Ordering, k);
7 Buffer.admit(i);
8 if j not in Buffer then
9 if Buffer.size() == c then

10 Buffer.evictFurthest(Ordering, k);
11 Buffer.admit(j);
12 ⇥i = Buffer.get(i); // Source Node Partition
13 ⇥j = Buffer.get(j); // Destination Node Partition
14 trainEdgeBucket(Eij,⇥i,⇥j);

tion i and node partition j must be present in the CPU
partition buffer in order for learning to proceed using
the pipelined training architecture (see Section 3). If ei-
ther one is not present, it must be loaded from disk and
swapped into the buffer, replacing an already present par-
tition if the buffer is full. Partition-based training is de-
scribed in Algorithm 2.

Given a partitioned graph, there are a number of edge
bucket orderings that can be used for traversal. To min-
imize the number of times partitions need to be loaded
from disk, we seek an ordering over edge buckets which
minimizes the number of required partition swaps.

We note that once an edge bucket ordering has been
selected, we can further mitigate IO overhead by 1)
prefetching to load node partitions as they are needed
in the near future and 2) using the optimal buffer evic-
tion policy which removes partitions used farthest in the
future.

We next discuss the problem of determining an opti-
mal ordering over edge buckets and describe the BETA
ordering, a new ordering scheme that achieves near-
optimal number of partition swaps.

4.1 Edge Bucket Orderings
We develop an edge bucket ordering scheme that min-

imizes the number of swaps. First, we derive a lower
bound on the number of swaps necessary to complete
one training epoch for a buffer of size c and p (p >= c)
partitions. To derive the lower bound, we view an edge
bucket ordering as a sequence of partition buffers over
time, where each item in the sequence describes what
node partitions are in the buffer at that point. Each suc-
cessive buffer differs by one swapped partition.

Given such a sequence, an edge bucket ordering can be
constructed by processing edge bucket (i, j) when parti-
tions i and j are in the buffer. For simplicity, we can do
this the first time i and j appear together. Note that 1)
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Algorithm 3: BETA Ordering Buffer Sequence
1 PartitionBufferSequence = {};
2 CurrentBuffer = [0 . . . c� 1];
3 OnDisk = [c . . . p� 1];
4 PartitionBufferSequence.append(CurrentBuffer);
5 while OnDisk.size() > 0 do
6 for i in range(OnDisk.size()) do
7 swap(CurrentBuffer[�1], OnDisk[i]);
8 PartitionBufferSequence.append(CurrentBuffer);
9 n = 0;

10 for i in range(c� 1) do
11 if i � OnDisk.size() then
12 break;
13 n = n+ 1;
14 CurrentBuffer[i] = OnDisk[i];
15 PartitionBufferSequence.append(CurrentBuffer);
16 OnDisk = OnDisk[n : end];
17 return PartitionBufferSequence;

Algorithm 4: Buffer Seq. to Edge Bucket Order
1 EdgeBuckets = {};
2 SeenPairs = zeros(p, p);
3 for Buffer in PartitionBufferSequence do
4 NewEdgeBuckets = {};
5 for i in Buffer do
6 for j in Buffer do
7 if SeenPairs[i, j] == 0 then
8 SeenPairs[i, j] = 1;
9 NewEdgeBuckets.append((i, j));

10 shuffle(NewEdgeBuckets);
11 EdgeBuckets.append(NewEdgeBuckets);
12 return EdgeBuckets;

i and j must appear together at least once otherwise no
ordering over all edge buckets can be constructed, 2) self-
edge buckets (i.e. (i, i)) can also be added to the order-
ing the first time i appears in the buffer, and 3) there are
many edge bucket orderings with the same sequence of
partition buffers (depending on the order in which edge
buckets in a particular buffer are processed). Viewed in
this light, we seek the shortest (min. swaps) buffer se-
quence where all node partition pairs appear together in
the buffer at least once.
Lower bound We assume that initializing the first full
buffer does not count as part of the total number of
swaps as all orderings must incur this cost. Thus, there
are p(p�1)

2 (the total number of pairs) minus c(c�1)
2 (the

number of pairs we get in the first buffer) remaining
partition pairs that must appear together in the partition
buffer. On any given swap, the most new pairs we can
cover is if the partition entering the buffer has not been
paired with anything already in the buffer (everything in
the buffer has already been paired with everything else

in the buffer). Thus, for each swap the best we can hope
for is to get c � 1 pairs we have not already seen. With
this in mind a lower bound on the minimum number of
swaps required is:

&
p(p�1)

2 � c(c�1)
2

c� 1

'
(2)

We use this lower bound to evaluate the performance
of different edge bucket orderings in the next section. We
experimentally show that the new ordering strategy we
propose is nearly optimal with respect to this bound.
BETA ordering We describe the Buffer-aware Edge
Traversal Algorithm (BETA), an algorithm to compute
the edge bucket ordering that achieves close to optimal
number of partition swaps and improves upon locality-
aware orderings such as Hilbert space-filling curves [14].

Algorithm 3 describes how the BETA ordering of par-
tition buffers is generated. Consider a partition buffer
that was initialized with the first c node-partitions in the
graph (Line 2 in Algorithm 3). The remaining p�c node-
partitions start on disk (Line 3 in Algorithm 3). To gen-
erate the partition buffer sequence we then proceed as
follows: First we fix the leading c � 1 node-partitions
in the buffer and swap each of the outstanding partitions
into the final buffer spot, one at a time (Line 6-8 in Al-
gorithm 3). Each swap creates a new partition buffer in
the sequence. Once this is complete, the fixed c� 1 par-
titions have been paired in the buffer with all other node-
partitions and are therefore no longer needed. We refresh
our buffer by replacing the finished c� 1 partitions with
new node-partitions from the unfinished set on disk (Line
10-15 in Algorithm 3). The incoming partitions can then
be deleted from the on disk set (Line 16 in Algorithm 3)
since they are now in the buffer. As before, each swap
results in a partition buffer added to the sequence. We
repeat this process until there are no remaining unfin-
ished node-partitions (Line 5 and 11-12 in Algorithm 3).
As described at the beginning of Section 4.1 and in more
detail in Algorithm 4, the partition buffer sequence can
be easily converted to the final edge bucket ordering. We
show an example BETA ordering in Figure 5.

We observe that our BETA ordering has a number of
useful properties that make it advantageous to implement
in practice. Since all partitions are symmetrically pro-
cessed we do not need to track any extra state or use any
priority mechanisms. Further, for every disk IO (swap)
with a fixed set of c�1 partitions (Line 7 in Algorithm 3),
the incoming node-partition has yet to be paired with any
other partition in the buffer. This means we can process
c�1 edge buckets before performing another swap—the
most possible (excluding self edge buckets)—allowing
us to hide IO operations behind longer compute times.
The only bottleneck arises when the fixed c�1 partitions
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Figure 5: Example BETA ordering for p = 6 and c = 3. The sequence of partition buffers corresponds to first fixing
{0, 1}, then replacing {0, 1} with {2, 3}, fixing {2, 3}, and finally replacing {2, 3} with {5}. Each successive buffer
differs by one swap. A corresponding edge bucket ordering is shown above the buffers. For each partition buffer in
the sequence, all previously unprocessed edge buckets which have their source and destination node partitions in the
buffer are added to the ordering (red edge buckets). For each buffer, these edge buckets can be added in any order.

(a) Hilbert Ordering (b) BETA Ordering

Figure 6: Hilbert and BETA edge bucket orderings.
Numbers indicate the order in which the bucket is pro-
cessed. Gray cells indicate misses to the buffer.

are replaced, but this only happens at most
j
p�c
c�1

k
+ 1

times in one epoch. Additionally, the BETA ordering
can be randomized to create different graph traversals by
shuffling which partitions start in the buffer, by permut-
ing the buffer and/or on disk set before Line 6 in Algo-
rithm 3, or by permuting the on disk set before Line 10
in Algorithm 3.

Finally, we analyze the number of swaps generated by
the BETA ordering: given p partitions and a buffer of size
c the number of swaps is

(p� c) + (x+ 1)


(p� c)� 1

2
x(c� 1)

�

where x =

�
p� c

c� 1

⌫
.

(3)

Comparison with Hilbert, lower bound We compare
the number of IO operations incurred by the BETA or-
dering with space-filling curve based orderings, and the
analytical lower bound. Space filling curve orderings like
Hilbert [14] attempt to define a graph traversal that pre-
serves 2D locality over the n⇥n matrix of edge buckets.
We also compare to a second version of the Hilbert or-
dering, termed Hilbert Symmetric, which modifies the
former by processing edge buckets (i, j) and (j, i) suc-
cessively. A key advantage of the BETA ordering when

BETA

Figure 7: Simulated total IO performed during a single
epoch of training Freebase86m with d = 100.

compared to these methods is that it is buffer-aware, i.e.,
the algorithm knows the buffer size and specifically aims
to minimize partition swaps. In contrast, space-filling
curve based orderings are unaware of this information,
aiming instead for locality.

We illustrate how the BETA ordering compares to a
Hilbert space-filling curve on a small p = 4, c = 2
case in Figure 6. We see that while the Hilbert ordering
has nine buffer misses the BETA ordering only has five
misses. We also performed simulations to compare each
method. Figure 7 shows the number of IO accesses when
varying p and using a buffer with size p

4 for the BETA,
Hilbert, and Hilbert Symmetric orderings, together with
the lower bound. The BETA ordering yields nearly opti-
mal performance across partition configurations and re-
quires significantly less IO than the other methods.

We leave an investigation of a provably-optimal or-
dering for future work. Our initial studies have shown
that there exist cases of p, c where no valid ordering can
match the lower bound as well as cases where an order-
ing which requires slightly fewer swaps than the BETA
ordering does exist. Thus, the optimal algorithm requires
IO-swaps somewhere between the lower bound and the
BETA ordering in Figure 7.

4.2 Partition Buffer
We next describe mechanisms that we use in the par-

tition buffer to further minimize IO overhead. The par-
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tition buffer is a fixed sized memory region that has ca-
pacity to store c embedding partitions in memory. We
co-design the buffer replacement policies with the BETA
ordering described above. Co-designing the edge traver-
sal with buffer replacement policy means that we have
knowledge about which partitions will be accessed in the
future. This allows the buffer to use the optimal replace-
ment policy: evict the partition that will be used furthest
in the future [1]. Given this policy we also design a
prefetching mechanism that can minimize the amount of
time spent waiting for partitions to swap. Again, based
on knowing the order in which partitions are used, we
use a prefetching thread that reads the next partition in
the background. Correspondingly when a partition needs
to be evicted from memory, we perform asynchronous
writes using a background writer thread.

5 Evaluation
We evaluate Marius on standard benchmarks using a

single AWS P3.2xLarge instance and compare against
SoTA graph embedding systems. We show that:
(1) Due to optimized resource utilization, Marius yields
up to 10⇥ faster training in comparison to SoTA systems
and cost reductions on cloud resources between 2.9⇥ and
7.5⇥ depending on the configuration.
(2) The BETA ordering reduces IO required by up to 2⇥
when compared to other locality-based graph orderings,
thus alleviating the IO bottleneck during training.
(3) Marius is able to scale to graph embedding mod-
els that rely on increased vector dimensions to achieve
higher accuracy. Due to the increased vector dimensions
these models exceed CPU memory size. For instance, we
show that Marius can learn an embedding model using
800-d vector representations on a graph with 86M nodes
on a single machine. In this configuration there are 550
GB of total parameters and optimizer state, which is 35⇥
GPU memory size and 9⇥ CPU memory size.

5.1 Setup
Implementation Marius is implemented in about 10,000
lines of C++. We use LibTorch [21], which is the
C++ API of PyTorch, as the underlying tensor engine.
LibTorch provides access to the wide-ranging function-
ality of PyTorch, making it easy to extend Marius to sup-
port more complex embedding models. We also imple-
ment an abstracted storage API, which allows for embed-
ding parameters to be stored and accessed across a vari-
ety of backends under one unified API. This allows us to
easily switch between storage backends, say from using
a CPU memory-based backend to a disk-based backend.
Hardware Setup Single machine experiments are run on
a single AWS P3.2xLarge instance which has: 1 Telsa

V100 GPU with 16 GB of memory, 8 vCPUs with 64
GB of memory, and an attached EBS volume with 400
MBps of read and write bandwidth. For multi-GPU ex-
periments, we use the AWS P3.16xLarge instance which
has 8 Tesla V100 GPUs with 16 GB of memory each,
64 vCPUs, and 524 GB of CPU memory. For distributed
multi-core experiments we use 4 c5a.8xLarge instances
with 32 vCPUs and 69 GB of CPU memory each. DGL-
KE ran out of memory when using a single GPU with
the Twitter and Freebase86m datasets. For these cases,
we use a larger machine with 1 Telsa V100 GPU with 32
GB of memory and 200 CPUs with 500 GB of memory.
Datasets For our evaluation, we use standard bench-
mark datasets that include social networks (Twitter [16],
Livejournal [20]) and knowledge graphs (FB15k and
Freebase86m [18, 40] derived from Freebase [8]). A
summary of the dataset properties is shown in Table 1.
FB15k uses an 80/10/10 train, validation and test split.
All others use a 90/5/5 split.
Embedding Models On FB15k, we use ComplEx [33]
and DistMult [36]. On LiveJournal and Twitter we use
Dot [19], which is a dot product between the node em-
beddings of an edge. On Freebase86m we use ComplEx
embeddings. We chose these models to match the evalu-
ation of Zheng et al. [40] and Lerer et al. [18].
Hyperparameters To ensure fair comparisons, we use
the same hyperparameters across each system instead of
tuning separately. Hyperparameter values for each con-
figuration were chosen based on those used in the eval-
uation of DGL-KE and PBG and are shown in Table 1.
All systems use the Adagrad optimizer [6] for training,
which empirically yields much higher-quality embed-
dings over SGD. One drawback of using Adagrad is that
it effectively requires storing a learning rate per param-
eter, doubling the overall memory footprint of the em-
beddings during training. For Marius, we use a staleness
bound of 16 for all cases which utilize the pipeline.
Evaluation Task and Metrics We evaluate the quality
of the embeddings using the link prediction task. Link
prediction is a commonly used evaluation task in which
embeddings are used to predict if a given edge is present
in the graph. Link prediction metrics reported are Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and Hits@k, which are derived
from the rank of the score of each candidate edge, where
the scores are produced from the embedding score func-
tion f . For a given candidate edge i, it has a rank ri
which denotes the position of the score of the candidate
edge in descending sorted array Si, where Si contains
the score of the candidate edge and the scores of a set of
negative samples. Given this, the MRR and Hits@k can
be computed from a set of candidate edges C as follows:
1

|C|
P

i2C

1

ri
and

1

|C|
P

i2C 1ri<=k respectively.
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Name Type |E| |V| |R| Size Hyperparameters

FB15k KG 592k 15k 1.3k 52 MB d = 400, lr = .1, b = 104, nt = 103, ↵nt = .5, FilteredMRR
LiveJournal Social 68M 4.8M - 1.9 GB d = 100, lr = .1, b = 5⇥ 104, nt = 103, ↵nt = .5, ne = 104, ↵ne = 0

Twitter Social 1.46B 41.6M - 33.2 GB d = 100, lr = .1, b = 5⇥ 104, nt = 103, ↵nt = .5, ne = 103, ↵ne = .5
Freebase86m KG 338M 86.1M 14.8K 68.8 GB d = 100, lr = .1, b = 5⇥ 104, nt = 103, ↵nt = .5, ne = 103, ↵ne = .5

Table 1: Datasets used for evaluation. The size column indicates total size of embedding parameters with the embed-
ding dimension d, including the Adagrad optimizer state. lr: learning rate, b: batch size, nt: training negatives, ↵nt :
train degree-based negatives fraction, ne: evaluation negatives, ↵ne : eval degree-based negatives fraction.

Metrics can be filtered or unfiltered. Filtered evalua-
tion involves comparing candidate edges with |N | neg-
ative samples, produced using all of the nodes in the
graph. Some of the produced negative samples will be
false negatives, which will not be used in filtered evalu-
ation. Because all nodes in the graph are used, filtered
evaluation is expensive for large graphs. Unfiltered eval-
uation samples ne nodes from the graph, with a fraction
↵nene by degree and (1� ↵ne)ne uniformly. False neg-
atives are not removed in unfiltered evaluation, but will
not be common if ne << |V |. Unfiltered evaluation is
much less expensive and is well suited for large scale
graphs. We use filtered metrics only on FB15k and unfil-
tered metrics elsewhere. The same evaluation approach
is adopted by prior systems [18].

5.2 Comparison with Existing Systems
To demonstrate that Marius utilizes resources better

than current SoTA systems leading to faster training, we
compare Marius with PBG and DGL-KE on four bench-
mark datasets. We do not compare with GraphVite since
it is significantly slower than DGL-KE as reported in
Zheng et al. [40]. FB15k and LiveJournal fit in the ma-
chine’s GPU memory and therefore do not have data
movement overheads. Twitter exceeds GPU memory
which introduces data movement overheads from stor-
ing parameters off-GPU. Freebase86m exceeds the CPU
memory of the machine, which prevents DGL-KE from
training these embeddings on a single P3.2xLarge in-
stance, therefore we only compare against PBG.
FB15k In this experiment, we compare Marius with PBG
and DGL-KE on FB15k to show that Marius achieves
similar embedding quality as the other systems on a com-
mon benchmark. We measure the FilteredMRR, Hits@k,
and runtime of the systems when training ComplEx and
DistMult embeddings with d = 400 to peak accuracy,
averaged over five separate runs. Results are shown
in Table 2. It should be noted that all parameters and
training data fit in GPU memory for this dataset. We
find that Marius achieves near identical metrics as PBG
when learning the same embeddings, this is expected as
both systems have similar implementations for sampling
edges and negative samples. DGL-KE on the other hand
only achieves a similar FilteredMRR. DGL-KE has im-
plementation differences for initialization and sampling

System Model Filtered Hits Time
MRR @1 @10 (s)

DGL-KE ComplEx .795 .766 .848 35.6s ± .69
PBG ComplEx .795 .736 .888 40.3s ± .1

Marius ComplEx .795 .736 .888 27.7s ± .12
DGL-KE DistMult .792 .766 .848 32.8s ± .88

PBG DistMult .790 .728 .888 46.2s ± .46
Marius DistMult .790 .727 .889 28.7s ± .15

Table 2: FB15k Results. All systems reach peak accu-
racy at about the same number of epochs with 30 and 35
epochs for ComplEx and DistMult respectively.

System Model MRR Hits Time
@1 @10 (min)

DGL-KE Dot .753 .675 .876 25.7m +-.17
PBG Dot .751 .672 .873 23.6m +-.17

Marius Dot .750 .672 .872 12.5m +-.01

Table 3: LiveJournal results after 25 epochs.

which likely account for the difference in metrics. While
Marius is not designed for small knowledge graphs, we
can see that it performs comparably to SoTA systems,
achieving similar embedding quality in lesser time.
LiveJournal To show that the systems are compara-
ble on social graphs, we compare the quality of 100-
dimensional embeddings learned by the three systems
using a dot product score function. While Livejournal
is two orders of magnitude larger than FB15k, all param-
eters still fit in GPU memory with a total of 2 GB. As
before, we measure MRR, hits@k, and runtime, averag-
ing over three runs; but we use unfiltered MRR instead of
FilteredMRR. We do so because FilteredMRR is compu-
tationally expensive to evaluate on larger graphs (Section
5.1). Instead of using all nodes in the graph to construct
negative samples, we sample 10,000 nodes uniformly for
evaluation, as done in Lerer et al. [18]. Results are shown
in Table 3. We see that all three systems achieve near
identical metrics for this dataset. There are slight differ-
ences in runtimes that can be attributed to implementa-
tion differences. PBG checkpoints parameters after each
epoch, while this is optional in Marius and DGL-KE.
Without checkpointing, PBG would likely achieve sim-
ilar runtimes to DGL-KE and Marius. Overall, we find
that Marius performs as well or better than SoTA systems
on this social graph benchmark.
Twitter We now move on to evaluating Marius on large-
scale graphs for which embedding parameters do not fit
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System Model MRR Hits Time
@1 @10

PBG Dot .313 .239 .451 5h15m
DGL-KE Dot .220 .153 .385 35h3m
Marius Dot .310 .236 .445 3h28m

Table 4: Twitter results after training for 10 epochs.
System Model MRR Hits Time

@1 @10
PBG ComplEx .725 .692 .789 7h27m

Marius ComplEx .726 .694 .786 2h1m

Table 5: Freebase86m results with embedding size 100
after training for 10 epochs.

in GPU memory. The Twitter follower network has ap-
proximately 1.4 billion edges and 41 million nodes. We
train 100-dimensional embeddings on each system us-
ing a dot product score function. We report results for
one run for each system since we observed that train-
ing times and MRR are stable between runs. In total,
there are 16 GB of embedding parameters with another
16 GB of optimizer state, since all systems use the Ada-
grad optimizer, as discussed above. To construct nega-
tives for evaluation we use the approach from Zheng et
al. [40], where 1,000 nodes are sampled uniformly from
the graph, and 1,000 nodes are sampled by degree.

Unlike the previous two datasets, each system uses a
different methodology for training embeddings beyond
GPU memory sizes. DGL-KE uses the approach de-
scribed in Algorithm 1, storing parameters in CPU mem-
ory and processing batches synchronously while waiting
for data movement. PBG does not utilize CPU memory
and instead uses the partitioning approach with 16 par-
titions. Marius stores parameters in CPU memory, and
utilizes its pipelined training architecture to overlap data
movement with computation.

We compare the peak embedding quality learned by
each of the systems after ten epochs of training in Table
4. We find that Marius is able to train similar quality em-
beddings faster than the other systems, 10⇥ faster than
DGL-KE and 1.5⇥ faster than PBG. DGL-KE’s long
training times can be attributed to data movement wait
times inherent in synchronous processing. PBG on the
other hand, only pays a data movement cost when swap-
ping partitions. PBG achieves comparable runtimes be-
cause this dataset has a large amount of edges relative to
the total number of parameters, meaning that computa-
tion times dominate partition swapping times.

Turning our attention to the embedding quality, we
find that Marius learns embedding of comparable qual-
ity to the next-best system: Marius yields an MRR of
0.310 versus 0.313 PBG. On the other hand, DGL-KE
only achieves an MRR of 0.220. We attribute this gap
in quality to to implementation differences between the
systems (all use the same hyperparameters for training).

Figure 8: GPU utilization of Marius, DGL-KE and PBG
during a single epoch of training d = 50 embeddings on
Freebase86m. Utilization is smoothed over 25 seconds.

Freebase86m We now evaluate Marius on a large-
scale knowledge graph for which embedding parame-
ters do not fit in CPU or GPU memory. We train 100-
dimensional ComplEx embeddings for each system. In
total, there are about 32 GB of embedding parameters
with another 32 GB of Adagrad optimizer state. We do
not evaluate DGL-KE on this dataset since it is unable
to process this configuration on a single P3.2xLarge in-
stance. For evaluation, we sample 1000 nodes uniformly
and 1000 nodes based on degree as negative samples.

We compare the peak embedding quality of Marius
and PBG where both systems are trained to 10 epochs in
Table 5. Both systems use 16 partitions for training and
in Marius we vary the number of partitions we hold in the
CPU memory buffer. We find that Marius is able to train
to peak embedding quality 3.7⇥ faster when the buffer
has a capacity of 8 partitions while reaching a similar ac-
curacy. The runtime difference between the two systems
can be attributed to the fewer number of partition swaps
Marius performs and the ability to prefetch partitions.
Utilization We include a comparison of GPU utilization
during a single epoch of training d = 50 embeddings on
Freebase86m. Figure 8 shows the utilization of two con-
figurations of Marius compared to DGL-KE and PBG.
One configuration of Marius stores embeddings in CPU
memory while the other uses eight partitions on disk with
four partitions buffered in CPU memory. We see that
Marius is able to utilize the GPU 8⇥ more than DGL-
KE when training in memory and about 6⇥ more when
using the partition buffer. Compared to PBG, our par-
tition buffer design leads to nearly 2⇥ GPU utilization
with fewer drops in utilization when waiting for parti-
tion swaps. While better than the baseline systems, Mar-
ius still doesn’t achieve 100% GPU utilization for this
configuration. When profiling Marius with NVIDIA’s
nvprof, we found that all GPU operations were executed
on the default CUDA stream, which is the default be-
havior of PyTorch. We plan to improve our implemen-
tation to leverage multiple CUDA streams thereby en-
abling GPU data transfer and compute to run in parallel,
thereby improving GPU utilization. We have also found
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System Deployment Epoch Time (s) Per Epoch Cost ($)
Marius 1-GPU 288 .248

DGL-KE 2-GPUs 761 1.29
DGL-KE 4-GPUs 426 1.45
DGL-KE 8-GPUs 220 1.50
DGL-KE Distributed 1237 1.69

PBG 1-GPU 1005 .85
PBG 2-GPUs 430 .73
PBG 4-GPUs 330 1.12
PBG 8-GPUs 273 1.86
PBG Distributed 1199 1.64

Table 6: Cost comparisons with d=50 on Freebase86m.

System Deployment Epoch Time (s) Per Epoch Cost ($)
Marius 1-GPU 727 .61

DGL-KE 2-GPUs 1068 1.81
DGL-KE 4-GPUs 542 1.84
DGL-KE 8-GPUs 277 1.88
DGL-KE Distributed 1622 2.22

PBG 1-GPU 3060 2.6
PBG 2-GPUs 1400 2.38
PBG 4-GPUs 515 1.75
PBG 8-GPUs 419 2.84
PBG Distributed 1474 2.02

Table 7: Cost Comparisons with d=100 on Freebase86m.

that the host CPU utilization could be a potential bottle-
neck (P3.2xLarge instance only has 8 vCPUs) and we
plan to study techniques to mitigate CPU bottlenecks.
Comparison vs. Distributed and Multi-GPU We com-
pare the training time and cost per epoch1 for Mar-
ius with the multi-GPU and distributed multi-CPU con-
figurations of PBG and DGL-KE. PBG and DGL-KE
support single machine multi-GPU training, and have
a distributed multi-machine mode which is CPU-only.
In the distributed configurations, the two systems par-
tition parameters across the CPU memory of the ma-
chines and perform asynchronous training with CPU
workers [18, 40]. Tables 6 and 7 show the configura-
tion for each system and the corresponding epoch run-
time and cost based on On-Demand AWS pricing. We
observe that despite using a single GPU, Marius achieves
comparable runtime with the multi-GPU configurations,
while being more cost effective than all cases, ranging
from 2.9⇥ to 7.5⇥ cheaper depending on the configura-
tion. We also note that Marius can be extended to the
multi-GPU setting; we discuss this in future work.

5.3 Partition Orderings
We now evaluate our buffer-aware BETA ordering and

compare it to two Hilbert curve based orderings. The
first, Hilbert, is the ordering generated directly from
a Hilbert curve over the n ⇥ n matrix of edge buck-
ets. The second, HilbertSymmetric, modifies the previ-
ous curve by processing edge buckets (i, j) and (j, i) to-
gether, which reduces the overall number of swaps that
need to be performed by about 2⇥. All experiments use
32 partitions and a buffer capacity of 8 partitions.

1All three systems converge in a similar number of epochs.

BETA

Figure 9: Total IO during a single epoch of training.

We compare the orderings on Freebase86m with d =
50 and d = 100 sized embeddings, where the latter con-
figuration exceeds CPU memory size. For d = 50 we
include an in-memory configuration which does not use
partitioning as a baseline. Results are shown in Figure
10. We find that the BETA ordering reduces training time
to nearly in-memory speeds, while only keeping 1/4 of
the partitions in memory at any given time. The run-
time of the three orderings is directly correlated with the
amount of IO required to train a single epoch (Figure
9). Since the Hilbert and HilbertSymmetric orderings re-
quire more IO, training stalls more often waiting for IO
to complete. Results for d = 100, also in Figure 10, show
that BETA has the lowest training time, which is directly
correlated with the amount of IO performed. Overall,
the BETA ordering is well suited for training large-scale
graph embeddings through reducing IO.

We also compare the orderings on Twitter with d =
100 and d = 200 sized embeddings. Results are shown
in Figure 11. We find that the choice of ordering does
not impact runtime for this configuration. Even though
BETA results in the smallest amount of total IO, the
prefetching of partitions to the buffer always outpaces
the speed of computation for the other orderings. We see
this in Twitter and not Freebase86m, because Twitter has
nearly 10⇥ the density of Freebase86m, i.e., more com-
putation needs to be performed per partition. When we
increase the embedding dimension to d = 200 (Figure
11) we see a difference in running time. By increasing
the embedding dimension by 2⇥ we increase the total
amount of IO by 2⇥, and now the prefetching of parti-
tions is outpaced by the computation.

Overall, we see that certain configurations are data
bound and others are compute bound. For data bound
configurations like d = 50 and d = 100 on Freebase86m
and d = 200 on Twitter, the choice of ordering will im-
pact overall training time, with BETA performing best.
But for compute bound workloads such as d = 100 on
Twitter, the choice of ordering makes little difference
since the prefetching always outpaces computation.

5.4 Large Embeddings
We evaluate the ability of Marius to scale training be-

yond CPU memory sizes in this section. We vary the em-
bedding dimension from a small dimension of d = 20,
for which training fits in GPU memory, to a large em-
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BETA

Figure 10: 10 epochs runtime per edge
bucket ordering on Freebase86m.

BETA

Figure 11: 10 epochs runtime per
edge bucket ordering on Twitter.
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Figure 12: Impact of staleness bound.

d Size Partitions MRR Runtime (Epoch)
20 13.6 GB - .698 4m
50 34.4 GB - .722 4.8m
100 68.8 GB 32 .726 12.1m
400 275.2 GB 32 .731 92.4m
800 550.4 GB 64 .731 396m

Table 8: Freebase86m. d = 400 and d = 800 trained to
5 epochs, other cases are trained to 10.

bedding dimension d = 800, which is well beyond the
memory capacity of a single P3.2xLarge instance. The
results are shown in Table 8. We find that the embed-
ding quality increases with increased embedding dimen-
sion. We also see that as the embedding size increases,
the training time increases quadratically. We see this be-
cause the number of swaps and total IO scales quadrat-
ically with the number of partitions, if the buffer capac-
ity is held fixed. And because training is bottlenecked
by IO for large embedding sizes, we see quadratic run-
time increases. It should be noted that with a faster disk
we would observe improved runtimes, with a 2⇥ faster
disk leading to 2⇥ faster training for large embeddings.
With NVMe-based SSDs becoming more common, the
design of Marius will best be able to leverage future fast
sequential storage mediums and scale training to embed-
ding sizes beyond what we show here.

5.5 Microbenchmarks
Bounded Staleness We now show how our pipelined
training architecture with bounded staleness affects the
embedding quality and throughput of training. We train
Marius on Freebase86m with d = 50, and vary the num-
ber of batches allowed into the pipeline at any given
time. We evaluate how the performance and MRR vary
as we vary the staleness bound. We compare three cases,
synchronous updates to all parameters, synchronous up-
dates to only the relation embeddings, and asynchronous
updates to all parameters.2 Results are shown in Fig-
ure 12. We see that increasing the staleness bound when
asynchronously updating the relation embeddings results
in severe degradation of embedding quality. For syn-
chronous updates of the relation embeddings and asyn-

2For asynchronous updates to the relation embeddings, we pipe
them to the GPU from CPU memory as with the node embeddings.

Figure 13: Effect of prefetching with Freebase86m.

chronous updates to the node embeddings, we see that
MRR does not degrade significantly with increasing stal-
eness bound. This suggests that relation embeddings are
sensitive to staleness, which might be due to dense up-
dates. These results additionally show that node embed-
dings are not sensitive to asynchronous updates, which
may be due to sparse updates. We also find that increas-
ing the bound improves the throughput of the system by
about a factor of 5 over synchronous training but that the
benefits diminish beyond a staleness bound of 8.
Prefetching Effects We evaluate the effect of prefetch-
ing partitions to the buffer on GPU utilization. We train
Marius on Freebase86m with d = 100, 32 partitions, and
a buffer capacity of eight. We show the average utiliza-
tion of the GPU during each iteration of a single epoch
of training in Figure 13. We can see that prefetching re-
sults in a higher sustained utilization of the GPU since
less time is spent waiting for partition swaps. Interest-
ingly, both configurations see a utilization bump start-
ing at about iteration 12,000. This is because the BETA
ordering does not require any swaps during this period.
Overall, prefetching is able to mitigate wait times for par-
tition swaps improving utilization and training times.

6 Discussion
We next discuss some lessons learned from Marius de-

ployments in the cloud and discuss how the BETA order-
ing aims to optimize a workload that is fundamentally
different than those considered by prior large-scale graph
processing paradigms.

6.1 Deployment Considerations
Given the diverse set of cloud computing instances of-

fered by vendors, there are a wide variety of possible
hardware deployments with associated costs and bene-
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fits. It is challenging to determine what the best deploy-
ment option is, especially with performance also being
impacted by the choice of model and dataset. Here we
list some considerations when deploying Marius.
Properties of the Input Graph Training time and stor-
age overhead are largely driven by the size of the input
graph. More edges lead to more computation, and more
nodes and edge-types results in a larger storage footprint.
The density of the graph impacts the bottleneck of the
system when using the partition buffer. A graph with
high density will be compute bound, as more computa-
tion will have to be performed on each node partition, as
we see in Figure 11. For sparse graphs the training will
be data bound, as we see in Figure 10. For data bound
settings, utilizing a storage device with high throughput
can improve training times, while for compute bound
workloads, more GPUs and parallelism can help.
Model Complexity Some models such as DistMult,
ComplEx, and Dot are computationally simple, only re-
quiring dot products and element-wise multiplication,
while others such as CapsE [26] utilize convolutions and
a capsule neural network. Training simple models re-
quires less compute to perform the forward and back-
wards pass and therefore is more likely to be data bound.
The opposite is true for complex models.
Configuration and Tuning A major challenge with
training graph embedding models is the number of hy-
perparameters which impact embedding quality, training
throughput, and convergence rates. In terms of batch
size, we observe that large batches (⇡10000) can im-
prove training throughput with no impact on model ac-
curacy for large graphs, but throughput benefits dimin-
ish after a certain batch size. Throughput can also be
increased by using a larger number of partitions (Fig-
ure 7), but this affects embedding quality. IO can also be
reduced by increasing the capacity of the buffer, which
quadratically reduces the number of swaps; thus it is best
to size the buffer to the maximum number of partitions
that will fit in CPU memory. Finally, as seen in Fig-
ure 12, increasing the staleness bound improves training
throughput but can negatively impact embedding quality.
Overall, the effect of these parameters are graph depen-
dent, and efficiently tuning hyperparameters for a given
graph is an interesting direction for future work.

6.2 Out-of-core Graph Processing
The graph embedding workload requires iterating over

edges and computing on data associated with both end-
points (i.e., the embeddings of source, destination). The
BETA ordering is designed to minimize IO when access-
ing node embedding vectors associated with edges that
are being processed. Classic graph processing systems
and methods such as GraphChi’s Parallel Sliding Win-

dow (PSW) [17] are tailored for workloads that iterate
over vertices and process data associated with the in-
coming edges of each node. Applying such schemes
(e.g., PSW) to graph embeddings would require perform-
ing redundant IO (scaling quadratically with partitions)
to access embeddings for both incoming/outgoing ver-
tices. Furthermore, for classic graph processing algo-
rithms such as PageRank, the storage overhead of node
data is only a single float or a low dimensional vector.
Based on this, traditional graph processing systems make
the assumption that storing and accessing node data is in-
expensive and fits in memory. In contrast, graph embed-
dings are high dimensional vectors making storing and
accessing node data costly, and hence the workload re-
quires new graph traversal algorithms to minimize IO.

7 Conclusion
We introduced Marius, a new framework for comput-

ing large-scale graph embedding models on a single ma-
chine. We demonstrated that the key to scalable train-
ing of graph embeddings is optimized data movement.
To optimize data movement and maximize GPU utiliza-
tion, we proposed a pipelined architecture that leverages
partition caching and the BETA ordering, a novel buffer-
aware data ordering scheme. We showed using standard
benchmarks that Marius achieves the same accuracy but
is up to an order-of magnitude faster than existing sys-
tems. We also showed that Marius can scale to graph
instances with more than a billion edges and up to 550
GB of model parameters on a single AWS P3.2xLarge
instance. In the future, we plan to explore how the ideas
behind Marius’ design and our new data ordering can be
applied to distributed setting and help speed up training
of graph neural networks.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract
The artifact includes the Marius source code, configu-

ration and scripts for all experiments, including the base-
lines. Details on how to use the artifact can be found in
the README file in our Github repository.

Scope
The artifact can be used to validate and reproduce

the results for all experiments. The source code and
experiment configuration can be viewed to obtain any
implementation details that were not mentioned in the
paper for brevity. We do not include the source code to
PyTorch Big-Graph and DGL-KE, the versions used in
this work can be found at: https://github.com/
facebookresearch/PyTorch-BigGraph/tree/
4571deee78d0fff974a81312c0c3231d7dc96a69
and https://github.com/awslabs/dgl-ke/
releases/tag/0.1.1

Contents
Marius: The source code for Marius is mostly written in
C++ with bindings to support a Python API. Located in
/src. The version of Marius in the artifact (osdi2021
branch) corresponds to the version used to produce re-
sults in this paper. We are also actively making improve-
ments to Marius and the latest version of the system can
be found in the main branch of the repository. The main
branch of the repository also contains documentation on
how to use Marius directly.
Experiment runner: A collection of Python scripts
that can be used to run the experiments used in the pa-
per. Located in /osdi2021. Experiments can be run
with python3 osdi2021/run_experiment.py
--experiment <EXPERIMENT>. A full list of ex-
periments can be found by passing the --help flag.
Once an experiment has run to completion, results are
output to the terminal and detailed results, metrics and
figures can be found in the experiment directory.
Experiment configuration: Configuration files for all
experiments and baselines are stored in their correspond-
ing experiment directory. The experiment directories
are named based on their corresponding experiment in
this paper. For example, the experiment configura-
tion files and results after running the experiments for
Section 5.2 can be found in /osdi2021/system_
comparisons/<DATASET>/<SYSTEM/

Datasets and preprocessing code: Code to down-
load and preprocess the datasets used in this pa-
per are included in the artifact. For Marius they
can be found in /src/python/tools. For DGL-
KE and PBG, they can be found in /osdi2021/

dglke_preprocessing and /osdi2021/pbg_
preprocessing. We used four datasets in our eval-
uation (Table 1). FB15k and Freebase86m are a sub-
set of the Freebase knowledge graph [8], where each
edge is encoded as a triple. Each triple encodes
general factual information. An example triple is of
the form: (Giannis Antetokounmpo, Plays,
Basketball). LiveJournal [20] is a social network
dataset where nodes represent users and edges denote
friendships between them. Similarly, the Twitter [16]
dataset contains a follower network between users.
Buffer simulator: The buffer simulator was used to de-
velop and test edge bucket orderings. It computes the
number of swaps for any edge bucket ordering for any
number of partitions and any buffer size.

Hosting
Artifact:
https://github.com/marius-team/
marius/tree/osdi2021

Latest version:
https://github.com/marius-team/marius

Requirements
Detailed software requirements and dependencies are

listed in the artifact README. The artifact must be run
on a machine with an NVIDIA GPU. The target deploy-
ment for this artifact is the P3.2xLarge instance from
AWS. There are a few experiments which cannot run on
this instance due to memory limitations. We detail these
in the README.
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P3: Distributed Deep Graph Learning at Scale
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Abstract
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have gained significant atten-
tion in the recent past, and become one of the fastest growing
subareas in deep learning. While several new GNN architec-
tures have been proposed, the scale of real-world graphs—in
many cases billions of nodes and edges—poses challenges
during model training. In this paper, we present P3, a sys-
tem that focuses on scaling GNN model training to large
real-world graphs in a distributed setting. We observe that
scalability challenges in training GNNs are fundamentally
different from that in training classical deep neural networks
and distributed graph processing; and that commonly used
techniques, such as intelligent partitioning of the graph do not
yield desired results. Based on this observation, P3 proposes
a new approach for distributed GNN training. Our approach
effectively eliminates high communication and partitioning
overheads, and couples it with a new pipelined push-pull par-
allelism based execution strategy for fast model training. P3

exposes a simple API that captures many different classes
of GNN architectures for generality. When further combined
with a simple caching strategy, our evaluation shows that P3 is
able to outperform existing state-of-the-art distributed GNN
frameworks by up to 7×.

1 Introduction
Deep learning, in the form of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs),
has become the de-facto tool for several challenging applica-
tions in diverse fields such as computer vision [27], speech
recognition [28] and natural language processing [18], where
they have produced results on par with human experts [9].
In the recent past, there has been a significant interest in
Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)—neural networks that op-
erate on graph structured data—which has made them one
of the fastest growing subareas in deep learning [25]. Due to
the expressiveness of graphs in capturing the rich relational
information between input elements, GNNs have enabled
breakthroughs in many important domains including recom-
mendation systems [51,66], knowledge graphs [53], and drug
discovery [46, 58].

In a GNN, the nodes in the input graph are associated
with features and labels. Typical tasks in GNNs include node
classification (predicting the class label of a node) [41], link
prediction (predicting the possibility of a link between given
nodes) [70] and graph classification (predicting the class label

?Work done during an internship at Microsoft Research.

of a graph) [8]. To do these tasks, GNNs combine feature in-
formation with graph structure to learn representations—low-
dimensional vector embeddings—of nodes. Thus, learning
such deep encodings is the key goal of GNNs. Several novel
GNN architectures exist today, including GraphSAGE [24],
Graph Convolution Networks (GCNs) [17, 41] and Graph
Attention Networks (GATs) [59]. While each have their own
unique advantages, they fundamentally differ in how the graph
structure is used to learn the embeddings and what neural net-
work transformations are used to aggregate neighborhood
information [64].

At a high level, GNNs learn embeddings by combining
iterative graph propagation and DNN operations (e.g., ma-
trix multiplication and convolution). The graph structure is
used to determine what to propagate and neural networks
direct how aggregations are done. Each node creates a k-hop
computation graph based on its neighborhood, and uses their
features to learn its embedding. One of the key differentiators
between training GNNs and DNNs is the presence of depen-
dencies among data samples: while traditional DNNs train
on samples that are independent of each other (e.g., images),
the connected structure of graph imposes dependencies. Fur-
ther, it is common to have a large number of dense features
associated with every node—ranging from 100s to several
1000s [29, 66, 68]—in the graph. Due to this, the k-hop com-
putation graphs created by each node can be prohibitively
large. Techniques such as neighborhood sampling [24] help
to some extend, but depending on the graph structure, even
a sampled computation graph and associated features may
not fit in the memory of a single GPU, making scalability a
fundamental issue in training GNNs [71]. With the prevalence
of large graphs, with billions of nodes and edges, in academia
and the industry [55], enabling GNN training in a distributed
fashion1 is an important and challenging problem.

In this paper, we propose P3,2 a system that enables ef-
ficient distributed training of GNNs on large input graphs.
P3 is motivated by three key observations. First, due to the
data dependency, we find that in distributed training of GNNs,
a major fraction of time is spent in network communication
to generate the embedding computation graph with features.
Second, we notice that relying on distributed graph processing
techniques such as advanced partitioning schemes, while use-
ful in the context of graph processing, do not benefit GNNs

1Using more than one machine, each with 1 or more GPUs.
2for Pipelined Push-Pull.
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and in many cases could be detrimental. Finally, due to the
network communication issue, we observed that GPUs in dis-
tributed GNN training are underutilized, and spend as much
as 80% of the time blocked on communication (§2). Thus, P3

focuses on techniques that can reduce or even eliminate these
inefficiencies, thereby boosting performance.

P3 is not the first to address GNN scalability challenges.
While there are many available frameworks for GNN training,
a majority of them have focused on single machine multi-
GPU training and limited graph sizes [20, 45, 47]. Popular
open-source frameworks, such as the Deep Graph Library
(DGL) [1] have incorporated distributed training support. But
as we show in this paper, it faces many challenges and ex-
hibits poor performance due to high network communication.
ROC [36] is a recent system that shares the same goal as P3

but proposes a fundamentally different approach. ROC exten-
sively optimizes GNN training using a sophisticated online
partitioner, memory management techniques that leverage
CPU and GPU, and relies on hardware support such as high
speed interconnects (NVLink and InfiniBand). In contrast, P3

only assumes PCIe links and Ethernet connection, and doesn’t
rely on any intelligent partitioning scheme. During training,
ROC requires movement of features across machines, while in
P3, features are never transmitted across the network. Finally,
our evaluation datasets are significantly larger than ROCs,
which helped us uncover several challenges that may have
been missed with smaller graphs.

To achieve its goal, P3 leverages a key characteristic of
GNNs: unlike traditional DNNs where the data samples
(e.g., images) are small and model parameters are large (e.g., 8
billion for Megatron [56], 17 billion for TuringNLG [7]),
GNNs have small model parameters but large data samples
due to the dense feature vectors associated with each node’s
sampled computation graph. As a result, movement of these
feature vectors account for the majority of network traffic
in existing GNN frameworks. In P3, we avoid movement of
features entirely, and propose distributing the graph structure
and the features across the machines independently. For this,
it only relies on a random hash partitioner that is fast, compu-
tationally simple and incurs minimal overhead. Additionally,
the hash based partitioning allows work balance and efficiency
when combined with other techniques P3 incorporates (§3.1).

During embedding computation, P3 takes a radically dif-
ferent approach. Instead of creating the computation graph
by pulling the neighborhood of a node and the associated
features, P3 only pulls the graph structure, which is signifi-
cantly smaller. It then proposes push-pull parallelism, a novel
approach to executing the computation graph that combines
intra-layer model parallelism with data parallelism. P3 never
moves features across the network, instead it pushes the com-
putation graph structure in the most compute intensive layer
(layer 1) to all the machines, and thereafter executes opera-
tions of layer 1 using intra-layer model parallelism. It then
pulls much smaller partial activations, accumulates them, and

NN

NN

Layer 1 Layer 2

⨁

⨁

Figure 1: A two-layer GNN that uses DNN at each layer along
with iterative graph propagation for learning.

proceeds to execute operations of the remaining k−1 layers
using data parallelism (§3.2).

Due to the partitioning strategy and the push-pull paral-
lelism based execution, P3 is able to use a simple pipelining
technique that overlaps most of the computation and commu-
nication efficiently, thus effectively hiding (the already small)
communication latencies (§3.3). Further, the partitioning strat-
egy also enables P3 to propose a simple caching mechanism
that greedily caches graph and/or feature partitions on mul-
tiple machines if memory permits for further reduction in
network communication (§3.4). P3’s proposed techniques are
general and are applicable to several state-of-the-art GNN ar-
chitectures. P3 also wraps all these optimizations in a simple
P-TAGS API (partition, transform, apply, gather, scatter
and sync) that developers can use to write new GNN architec-
tures that can benefit from its techniques (§3.5).

The combination of these techniques enable P3 to outper-
form DGL [1], a state-of-the-art distributed GNN framework,
by up to 7×. Further, P3 is able to support much larger graphs
and scale gracefully (§5).

We make the following contributions in this paper:
• We observe the shortcomings with applying distributed

graph processing techniques for scaling GNN model train-
ing (§2). Based on this, P3 takes a radically new approach
of relying only on random hash partitioning of the graph
and features independently, thus effectively eliminating the
overheads with partitioning. (§3.1)

• P3 proposes a novel hybrid parallelism based execution
strategy that combines intra-layer model parallelism with
data parallelism that significantly reduces network com-
munication and allows many opportunities for pipelining
compute and communication. (§3.2)

• We show that P3 can scale to large graphs gracefully and
that it achieves significant performance benefits (up to 7×
compared to DGL [1] and up to 2× compared to ROC [36])
that increase with increase in input size. (§5)

2 Background & Challenges

We begin with a brief background on GNNs, and then motivate
the challenges with distributed training of GNNs.
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Figure 2: Existing GNN frameworks combine distributed graph
processing and DNN techniques.

2.1 Graph Neural Networks

A GNN is a neural network that operates on graph structured
data as input. The input graphs contain nodes (entities), and
edges (relation between nodes) and features for all nodes. The
basic operation in GNNs is to obtain the representations of
nodes in the graph. They map nodes to a d-dimensional em-
bedding space such that similar nodes (e.g., by proximity) in
the graph are embedded close to each other. To obtain these
embeddings, GNNs combine feature information associated
with the nodes and the graph structure using information prop-
agated and transformed from its neighborhood. In computing
the embedding, the graph structure indicates what is prop-
agated, and a neural network is used to determine how the
propagated information is transformed. The exact neighbor-
hood from which the embedding is derived is configurable,
and typically GNNs use k (usually 2 or more) hops from a
node [26]. The neural network which transforms informa-
tion at each hop is called a layer in the GNN, hence a 2-hop
(k-hop) neighborhood translates to a 2 (k) layer GNN (fig. 1).

Theoretically, the embedding zv of node v after k layers of
neighborhood aggregation can be obtained as hk

v [24], where:

hk
N(v) = AGGREGATE(k)(

{
hk−1

u | u ∈ N(v)
}
) (1)

hk
v = σ

(
Wk ·COMBINE(k)(hk−1

v ,hk
N(v))

)
(2)

Here, hi
v is the representation of node v after i layers of

aggregation and Wi is the trainable weight matrix that is
shared by all nodes for layer i (i ≥ 1). h0

v is initialized us-
ing the node features. The choice of AGGREGATE(k)(.) and
COMBINE(k)(.) is crucial for how the layers are defined and
the embeddings are computed.
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Figure 3: Sampling a two-layer GNN computation graph by
restricting the neighborhood size to 2 (minibatch size: 1).

2.2 Distributed Training of GNNs

Existing frameworks for training GNNs, such as the Deep
Graph Library (DGL) [1], support distributed training by com-
bining distributed graph processing techniques with DNN
techniques, as shown in fig. 2. The input graph along with the
features is partitioned across machines in the cluster. Given a
batch size ( 1 ), the computation graph for each node, com-
monly referred to as a training sample, in the batch is gener-
ated by pulling the k-hop neighborhood of each node along
with the associated features ( 2 ). This requires communica-
tion with other machines in the cluster. Once the computation
graphs are constructed, standard DNN techniques such as data
parallelism is used to execute the computation—minibatches
are created and copied to the GPU memory ( 4 ), and then
the model computation is triggered ( 5 ).

2.3 Challenges in Distributed GNN Training

There are several challenges that need to be addressed to make
distributed GNN training efficient.

2.3.1 Challenge #1: Communication Bottlenecks Due to
Data Dependencies

Unlike traditional DNNs where the training data are inde-
pendent of each other (e.g., images), GNNs impose a de-
pendency between the training inputs in the form of graph
structure. Thus, even though provided batch size could be
small (e.g., 1000), the computation graph samples could be
exponentially larger due to the k-hop neighborhood and the as-
sociated features. A major reason for such large size is not the
graph structure in itself, but the features, whose sizes typically
range in 100s to several 1000s [29, 41, 66, 68]. In real world
graphs consisting of billions of nodes and edges [15, 55], the
2-hop neighborhoods could be up to an order of magnitude
larger than the 1-hop neighborhood [43]. When combined
with the features, the resulting computation graph may easily
exceed the memory of a single GPU or even main memory of
a server. A common technique used to address such neighbor-
hood explosion is sampling [24]. That is, instead of getting
all the neighbors of the node in each hop, we select only a
fixed number. An example is shown in fig. 3, where node 1’s
2-hop computation graph is generated by sampling two neigh-
bors at each hop. However, even with sampling, the size of
the computation graph could grow substantially, based on the
sampling used and the number of layers in the GNN. Since
these neighborhood nodes and their features must be obtained
through the network, distributed training of GNNs spend a
major fraction of time in network communication.
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Scheme Time(s) Memory(GB) Epoch(s)

Hash [48] 2.87 58 9.833
METIS [38] 4264 63 5.295
RandomVertexCut [22] 36.95 185 5.494
GRID [23] 51.82 128 6.866
3D [69] 134 118 6.027

Table 1: Partitioning techniques are not effective in GNNs. All
schemes, except hash, reduce the epoch time, but at the cost of
significant partitioning time or memory overheads.

2.3.2 Challenge #2: Ineffectiveness of Partitioning

Partitioning is a common approach used to achieve scalability
in distributed graph processing, and existing GNN frame-
works leverage popular partitioning strategies to distribute the
graph and features across machines. However, there are two
shortcomings with this approach.

First, many partitioning scheme incur a cost in terms of
computation and/or memory overhead. In table 1, we show the
partitioning time, memory consumption and the time to com-
plete one epoch of training on a representative GNN, Graph-
SAGE [24] for four different partitioning schemes: Hash [48],
which partitions nodes using random hashing, METIS [38], a
balanced min edge-cut partitioner, RandomVertexCut [22] and
GRID [23], are vertex-cut partitioners, and 3D [69], a recently
proposed scheme for machine learning workloads. We see
that the best performing partitioning schemes (e.g., edge-cut)
incur high computation overheads. Computationally faster
schemes incur either high memory overhead (due to replica-
tion, e.g., vertex-cut) or performance hit.

Second, the benefits of partitioning are severely limited as
the layers in the GNN increase. Recall that GNNs use k-hop
neighborhood to compute the embedding. While partitioning
schemes reduce communication, they only optimize commu-
nication at the first hop. Thus, when the number of layers
increase, all partitioning schemes fail.

2.3.3 Challenge #3: GPU Underutilization

Existing GNN frameworks utilize DNN techniques, such as
data parallelism to train GNN models. In data parallel exe-
cution, each machine operates on a different set of samples.
However, due to the data dependency induced communication
bottleneck described earlier, we observed that in distributed
GNN training using the popular framework DGL, GPUs are
only being utilized ≈ 20% of the time. For a large fraction
(≈ 80%) of the time, GPUs are waiting on communication.
Recent work has reported data copy to be the major bottleneck
in training GNNs in single machine multi-GPU setup [45],
but we found that data copy only accounts for 5% of the time
while training GNNs using distributed multi-GPU setup. We
note that the proposed techniques in [45] are orthogonal to our
work and can benefit if applied to P3. Thus, GPUs are heav-
ily underutilized in distributed GNN training due to network
communication. Alternative parallelism techniques, such as

model parallelism do not work for GNNs. This is because
for each layer, they would incur intra-layer communication
in-addition to data dependency induced communication and
thus perform even worse compared to data parallelism.

3 P3: Pipelined Push-Pull
P3 proposes a new approach to distributed GNN training that
reduces the overhead with computation graph generation and
execution to the minimum. To achieve this, P3 incorporates
several techniques, which we describe in detail in this section.

3.1 Independent Hash Partitioning Graph & Features

As we show in §2, partitioning of the input graph in an intelli-
gent manner doesn’t benefit GNN architectures significantly
due to the characteristics of GNNs. Hence, in P3, we use the
simplest partitioning scheme and advocate for independently
partitioning the graph and its features.

The nodes in the input graph are partitioned using a ran-
dom hash partitioner, and the edges are co-located with their
incoming nodes. This is equivalent to the commonly used
1D partitioning scheme available in many distributed graph
processing frameworks [22, 67], and is computationally sim-
ple. Unlike other schemes (e.g., 2D partitioning), this scheme
doesn’t require any preprocessing steps (e.g., creating local
ids) or maintaining a separate routing table to find the parti-
tion where a node is present, it can simply be computed on the
fly. Note that this partitioning of the graph is only to ensure
that P3 can support large graphs. In several cases, the graph
structure (nodes and edges without the features) of real-world
graphs can be held in the main memory of modern server
class machines. In these cases, P3 can simply replicate the
entire graph structure in every machine which can further
reduce the communication requirements.

While the graph structure may fit in memory, the same can-
not be said for input features. Typical GNNs work on input
graphs where the feature vector sizes range in 100s to several
1000s [29, 41, 66, 68]. P3 partitions the input features along
the feature dimension. That is, if the dimension of features
is F , then P3 assigns F/N features of every node to each of
the machines in a N machine cluster. This is in contrast to ex-
isting partitioning schemes tuned for machine learning tasks,
including the recently proposed 3D partitioning scheme [69].
Figure 4 shows how P3 partitions a simple graph in compari-
son with existing popular partitioning schemes.

As we shall see, this independent, simple partitioning of
the graph and features enable many of P3’s techniques. Break-
ing up the input along the feature dimension is crucial, as it
enables P3 to achieve work balance when computing embed-
dings; as the hash based partitioner ensures that the nodes and
features in the layers farther from the node whose embedding
is computed to be spread across the cluster evenly. The sim-
plicity of independently partitioning the structure and features
also lets P3 cache structure and features independently in its
caching mechanism (§3.4).
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Figure 4: P3 independently partitions the graph structure and the associated features (shown in fig. 3) using simple random hash
partitioning in contrast to more intelligent schemes. This allows P3 to achieve work balance, and enables many of its techniques.

3.2 Push-Pull Parallelism

With the input graph and features partitioned, P3 adopts the
common, minibatch centric computation for GNNs, similar
to existing GNN frameworks, where it first generates the
computation graph for a node and then executes it. We use
fig. 5 to explain this in detail.

3.2.1 Computation Graph Generation

At the beginning of every minibatch, each node whose embed-
ding is being computed generates its computation graph. To
do so P3 pulls 3 the k-hop neighborhood for the node. If the
GNN architecture supports a sampling based embedding com-
putation, P3 pulls the sampled k-hop neighborhood, otherwise
it pulls the full k-hop neighborhood. Note that unlike exist-
ing GNN frameworks, the features are not pulled in either
case. This significantly reduces the network communication
necessary for creating the computation graph. If the entire
graph structure is available in every machine, this is a local
operation, otherwise it results in minimal network commu-
nication as the graph structure is very light weight. At the
end of this process, P3 ends up with the k-layer computation
graph of each node in the minibatch at the machine which
owns the node (e.g., the four samples in fig. 5 correspond
to computation graphs of four nodes in the minibatch). Note
that existing GNN frameworks pulls features in addition to
the structure, so in these frameworks, the machine owning
the node ends up with both the computation graph and all the
features necessary for embedding computation.

In the case of existing GNNs, each machine can now in-
dependently execute the complete computation graph with
features it obtained in a data parallel fashion, starting at layer
1 and invoking global gradient synchronization at each layer
boundary as shown in fig. 5a in the backward pass. How-
ever, since P3 does not move features, the computation graphs
cannot be executed in a data parallelism fashion. Here, P3

proposes a hybrid parallelism approach that combines model
parallelism and data parallelism, which we term push-pull
parallelism. While model parallelism is rarely used in tra-
ditional DNNs due to the underutilization of resources and
difficulty in determining how to partition the model [49], P3

3Pulling refers to copying, possibly over the network if not local.

uses it to its advantage. Due to the nature of GNNs, the model
(embedding computation graphs) is easy to partition cleanly
since the boundaries (hops) are clear. Further, due to P3’s
partitioning strategy, model parallelism doesn’t suffer from
underutilization of resources in our context.

3.2.2 Computation Graph Execution

To start the execution, P3 first pushes the computation graph
for layer 1 to all the machines, as shown in 1 in fig. 5b. Note
that layer 1 is the most compute intensive, as it requires input
features from layer 0 (having most fan-out) which are evenly
spread in P3 due to our partitioning scheme. Each machine,
once it obtains the computational graph, can start the forward
pass for layer 1 in a model parallel fashion (layer 1M). Here,
each machine computes partial activations for layer 1M using
the partition of input features it owns ( 2 ). Since all GPUs
in the cluster collectively execute the layer which requires
input from the most fan-out, this avoids underutilization of
GPUs. We observed that GPUs in existing GNN frameworks
(e.g., DGL) spend ≈ 80% of the time blocked on network
compared to ≈ 15% for P3. Once the partial activations are
computed, the machine assigned to each node in our hash
partitioning scheme pulls them from all other machines. The
node receiving the partial activations aggregates them using
a reduce operation ( 3 ). At this point, P3 switches to data
parallelism mode (layer 1D). The aggregated partial activa-
tions are then passes through the rest of layer 1D operations
(if any, e.g., non-linear operations that cannot be partially
computed) to obtain the final activations for layer 1 ( 4 ). The
computation proceeds in a data-parallel fashion to obtain the
embedding at which point the forward pass ends ( 5 ).

The backward pass proceeds similar to existing GNN
frameworks in a data parallel fashion, invoking global gra-
dient synchronizations until layer 1D ( 6 ). At layer 1D, P3

pushes the error gradient to all machines in the cluster ( 7 )
and switches to model parallelism. Each machine now has
the error gradients to apply the backward pass for layer 1M
locally ( 8 ) and the backward pass phase ends.

While the partial activation computation in a model par-
allel fashion seemingly works in the general sense, they
are restricted to transformations that can be aggregated
from partial results. However, in certain GNN architectures
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Figure 5: How existing GNN frameworks generate and execute computation graphs (left) and how P3 does it (right) (§3.2).

(e.g., GAT [59]), layer 1M in itself may introduce non-linear
transformations. P3 relies on developer input to determine the
tensors that require global synchronizations during the model
parallel execution to ensure correctness (§3.5).

At a first glance, the additional steps in P3, namely the need
to push graph structure in layer 1, aggregation of partial acti-
vations during the forward pass and the additional movement
of gradients in the backward pass may seem like overheads
that may lead to inefficiencies compared to simply pulling the
features along with the graph structure and executing every-
thing locally as in existing GNN frameworks. However, P3’s
approach results in significant savings in network communica-
tion. First, P3 doesn’t pull features at all which tremendously
reduces network traffic—typically the 2-hop neighborhood in
the GNN computation graphs is an order of magnitude more
than the 1-hop neighborhood. Second, regardless of the num-
ber of layers in the GNN, only layer 1 needs to be partially
computed and aggregated. Finally, the size of the activations
and gradients are small in GNNs (due to the smaller number
of hidden dimensions), thus transferring them incurs much
less overhead compared to transferring features.

To illustrate this, we use a simple experiment where we
run a representative GNN, a 2-layer GraphSAGE [24] on the
open-source OGB-Product [29] dataset on 4 machines. We
pick 1000 labeled nodes to compute the embeddings and use
neighborhood sampling (fan-out:25,10). The nodes are associ-
ated with feature vectors of size 100, and there are 16 hidden
dimensions. At layer 0 (2-hops), there are 188339 nodes and
at layer 1 (1-hop) there are 24703 nodes. Pulling features
along with graph structure would incur 71.84 MB of network
traffic. On the other hand, the activation matrix is of size input
× hidden dimension. P3 only needs to transfer the partial
activations from 3 other machines, thus incurring just 5 MB
(3 × 24703 × 16). Hence, by distributing the activation com-
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Figure 6: We employ a simple pipelining mechanism in P3, in-
spired by the work in PipeDream [49]. This allows P3 to effec-
tively hide communication latencies by overlapping communica-
tion with computation.

putation of the layer that holds the largest number of features,
P3 is able to drastically reduce network communication.

3.3 Pipelining

Although P3’s push-pull parallelism based GNN computation
graph creation and execution incurs less network communica-
tion compared to existing GNN frameworks, it needs to com-
municate more times: P3 needs to push the graph structure of
layer 1, pull partial activations in the forward pass and finally
push the gradients in the backward pass. Further, since P3 fo-
cuses on distributed settings, data copy is necessary between
CPU and GPU. As a result, the computation is stalled during
communication unless they are overlapped using pipelining
techniques. Note that current GNN frameworks (e.g., DGL)
already overlap computation and communication—while the
CPU is busy creating the computation graph, the GPU is used
to execute an already prepared mini batch.

In P3, we employ a simple pipelining mechanism, inspired
by PipeDream’s pipeline parallelism [49]. Due to the ap-
proach we take in P3 to enable push-pull parallelism, namely
switching between model and data parallelism at layer 1, P3

needs to execute four phases per minibatch: a model parallel
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API Description
partition(graph, feat,
topo_part_fn, ft_part_fn)

Partition graph and input features independently using topo_part_fn and ft_part_fn
respectively.

scatter(graph, feat, udf)→ msg Generates message msg by combining src_ft, edge_ft, and dst_ft.
gather(msg, udf)→ a_ft Computes aggregated neighbourhood representation from incoming messages.
transform(v_ft, a_ft)→ t_ft Computes partial output representation from partial input representation; requires sync.
sync(t_ft, op='sum')→ sync_ft Accumulates partial representations using user-defined arithmetic operation.
apply(v_ft, sync_ft)→ ft Computes output representation from input representation.

Table 2: The simple P-TAGS API exposed by P3. Developers can use this API to scale up new GNN architectures.

phase in the forward pass, a data parallel phase in the forward
pass, a data parallel phase in the backward pass and finally
a model parallel phase in the backward pass. This provides
us the opportunity to schedule 3 minibatches of computation
before a data dependency is created between phases. Thus,
we overlap computations between these, as shown in fig. 6.
As shown, in the forward pass, the data parallel phase of mini-
batch 3 (denoted as 3D) has a data dependency on the model
parallel phase (3M) in the forward pass. Hence, when phase
3M starts communication, we schedule two forward and two
backward passes from other minibatches. This 2 forward, 2
backward static scheduling strategy allows us to avoid stalls.
We currently use static pipeline scheduling—while a profil-
ing based methodology to identify a pipeline schedule may
provide benefits, we defer it to a future work.

Bounded Staleness The main challenge with using pipelin-
ing as described above is the introduction of staleness which
can be characterized by pipeline delay: the number of opti-
mizer steps that have passed between when a weight is read
for computing gradient and when that computed gradient is
used for updating the weight. This delay is bound by the num-
ber of minibatches in the pipeline at any time and also exists
in prior work [49, 52]. For P3, this delay is fixed and bound
to three, resulting in weight updates of the form:

wt+1 = wt −α ·∇ f (wt−3) (3)

where, wt is weight values after t optimizer steps, ∇ f is the
gradient function, α is learning rate and wt−3 the weight used
in forward and backward passes. While unbounded stale gra-
dient updates can negatively affect the statistical efficiency of
the network, preventing convergence and producing models
with lower accuracy, bounded delay enables P3 reach target
accuracy in the same number of epochs as data parallelism.

Memory Overhead While P3’s peak memory footprint is
relatively on par to data parallelism, stashed weights can re-
sult in additional memory overhead. Presently, GNN models
typically contain only a couple of layers of small DNN mod-
els, and therefore even with weight stashing the overhead is
relatively small. This however may change in future as GNN
models become larger and complex. P3’s memory overhead
can be further reduced by leveraging prior work aimed at de-
creasing memory footprint of training DNN models [33, 34].

3.4 Caching

The use of independent partitioning for the graph structure
and features allows P3 to employ a simple caching scheme
that can reduce the already minimal communication overhead.
This is based on the observation that depending on the graph
and the size of the features, either the graph or the features
may be accommodated in less machines than what is avail-
able. By default, the features and the graph are partitioned
without duplication across all available machines. However,
when host memory is available, P3 uses a simple greedy ap-
proach to utilize all the available free memory by caching the
partitions of the graph and/or features on multiple machines
using a user-defined setting. In its current state, we do simply
caching, where we try to fit the input in the minimum number
of machines, and create copies (caches) of partitions on other
machines. We assume homogeneous machines, which is typ-
ically the standard in DNN/GNN training [35]. We believe
that there are opportunities to design a better caching scheme,
and plan to explore it in the future.

3.5 P3 API

P3 wraps its independent partitioning strategy, pipelined push-
pull parallelism and caching in a simple API, which devel-
opers can use to speed up new GNN architectures. The API,
shown in table 2, consists of the following six functions :
• partition is a user-provided composite function which

independently partitions graph topology and input features
across machines. This step is essential to balance load and
reduce communication.

• scatter uses a user-provided message function defined on
each edge to generate a message by combining the edge
representation with the representations of source and desti-
nation vertices.

• gather uses a user-provided commutative and associative
function (e.g. sum, mean) defined on each vertex to compute
the neighborhood representation by aggregating incoming
messages.

• transform is a user-provided composite function defined
on each vertex to generate partial representation by apply-
ing zero or more element-wise NN operations4 (e.g. add),

4Element-wise NN operation operates on elements occupying the same
index position within respective tensors.
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class GraphSAGE(nn.module):
def __init__(in_ft, out_ft):

fc_self = fc_neigh = Linear(in_ft, out_ft)
# Generates message
def scatter_udf(s_ft, e_ft, d_ft): return s_ft
# Aggregates messages
def gather_udf(msg): return mean(msg)
# Computes partial activation; requires sync.
def transform(v_ft, a_ft):

return fc_self(v_ft) + fc_neigh(a_ft)
# Computes vertex representation
def apply(v_ft, t_ft):

return ReLU(t_ft)
def forward(graph, feat):

graph['m'] = scatter(graph, feat, scatter_udf)
graph['n_p'] = gather(graph['m'], gather_udf)
graph['n_p'] = transform(feat, graph['n_p'])
return apply(feat,sync(graph['n_p'],op='sum'))

Listing 1: Using P3’s P-TAGS API to implement GraphSAGE.

followed by at most one non-element-wise NN operation
(e.g. convolution) on vertex features and the aggregated
neighborhood representation.

• sync accumulates partial representation (generated by the
transform API) over the network using the user-provided
arithmetic operation.

• apply is a user-provided composite function defined on
each vertex to generate representation by applying zero or
more element-wise and non-element-wise NN operations
on vertex features and input representation.

Listing 1 outlines how GraphSAGE [24] can be imple-
mented in P3. Using our API, the developer composes forward
function—function which generates output tensors from in-
put tensors. Generated computational graph (see §3.2.1) and
representation computed in the previous layer (or input vertex
features partitioned along feature dimension if the first layer
is being trained) are inputs to the forward function. For every
layer in the GNN model, each vertex first aggregates the repre-
sentation of its immediate neighborhood by applying element-
wise mean (see gather_udf) over the incoming source vertex
representation (see scatter_udf). Next, vertex’s current repre-
sentation and aggregated neighborhood representation are fed
through a fully connected layer, element-wise summed (see
transform) and passed through the non-linear function ReLU
(see apply), which generates the representation used by the
next layer. If this is the last layer, the generated representation
is used as the vertex embedding for downstream tasks.

While training the first layer, the input representation is
partitioned along the contracting (feature) dimension and
evenly spread across machines, which results in the output
representation generated by non-element-wise operators re-
quiring synchronization. Notably, element-wise operations
can still be applied without requiring synchronization. Since
transform feeds the partitioned input representation through a

fully connected layer, a non-element wise operator, its output
representation must be synchronized before applying other
downstream operators. sync accumulates partial representa-
tion over the network and produces the output representation
which can be consumed by apply. Input representation in all
layers except the first are partitioned along the batch dimen-
sion, and therefore the corresponding output representations
do not require synchronization; thus sync is a no-op for all
layers except the first.

4 Implementation
P3 is implemented on Deep Graph Library (DGL) [1], a popu-
lar open-source framework for training GNN models. P3 uses
DGL as a graph propagation engine for sampling, neighbor-
hood aggregation using message passing primitives and other
graph related operations, and PyTorch as the neural network
execution runtime. We extended DGL in multiple ways to sup-
port P3’s pipelined push-pull based distributed GNN training.
First, we replaced the dependent graph partitioning strategy—
features co-located with vertices and edges—in DGL with
a strategy that supports partitioning graph structure and fea-
tures independently. We reuse DGL’s k-hop graph sampling
service: for each minibatch a sampling request is issued via
an Remote Procedure Call (RPC) to local and remote sam-
plers. These samplers access locally stored graph partitions
and return sampled graph—topology and features—to the
trainer. Unlike DGL, sampling service in P3 only returns the
sampled graph topology and does not require input features
to be transferred. Second, trainers in P3 execute the GNN
model using pipelined data and model parallelism. Each mini-
batch is assigned a unique identifier, and placed in a work
queue. The trainer process picks minibatch samples and its
associated data from the front of the queue,minibatch and
applies neural network operations. P3 schedules 3 concurrent
minibatches using 2 forward, 2 backward static scheduling
strategy (§3.3) to overlap communication with computation.
Before the training mode for a minibatch can be switched
from model to data parallelism, partial activations must be
synchronized. To do so, we extended DGL’s KVStore to store
partial activations computed by trainers. KVStore uses RPC
calls to orchestrate movement of partial activation across ma-
chines, and once synchronized, copies accumulated activation
to device memory and places a pointer to the associated buffer
in the work queue, shared with the trainer process. PyTorch’s
DistributedDataParallel module is used to synchronize
weights before being used for weight update.

5 Evaluation
We evaluate P3 on several real-world graphs and compare it
to DGL and ROC, two state-of-the-art GNN frameworks that
support distributed training. Overall, our results show that:

• P3 is able to improve performance compared to DGL
by up to 7× and ROC by up to 2.2×; and its benefits
increase with graph size.
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Graph Nodes Edges Features
OGB-Product [29] 2.4 million 123.7 million 100
OGB-Paper [29] 111 million 1.6 billion 128

UK-2006-05 [10, 11] 77.7 million 2.9 billion 256
UK-Union [10, 11] 133.6 million 5.5 billion 256

Facebook [19] 30.7 million 10 billion 256

Table 3: Graph datasets used in evaluating P3. Features column
shows the number of features per node.

• We find that P3 can achieve graceful scaling with number
of machines and that it matches the published accuracy
results for known training tasks.

• Our caching and pipelining techniques improve perfor-
mance by up to 1.7×, with benefits increasing with more
caching opportunities.

Experimental Setup: All of our experiments were conducted
on a GPU cluster with 4 nodes, each of which has one 12-
core Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 CPU, 441 GB of RAM, and four
NVIDIA Tesla P100 16 GB GPUs. GPUs on the same node
are connected via a shared PCIe interconnect, and nodes are
connected via a 10 Gbps Ethernet interface. All servers run
64-bit Ubuntu 16.04 with CUDA library v10.2, DGL v0.5,
and PyTorch v1.6.0.
Datasets & Comparison: We list the five graphs we use in
our experiments in table 3. The first two are the largest graphs
from the OGB repository [29]—OGB-Products [29], an Ama-
zon product co-purchasing network, and OGB-Papers [29], a
citation network between papers indexed by Microsoft Aca-
demic Graph [57]—where we can ensure correctness and val-
idate the accuracy of P3 on various tasks compared to the best
reported results [4]. The latter three—UK-2006-05 [10, 11],
a snapshot of .uk domains, UK-Union [10, 11], a 12-month
time-aware graph of the same and Facebook [19], a synthetic
graph which simulates the social network—are used to eval-
uate the scalability of P3. We selected these due to the lack
of open-source datasets of such magnitude specifically for
GNN tasks. The two OGB graphs contain features. For the
remaining three, we generate random features ensuring that
the ratio of labeled nodes remain consistent with what we
observed in the OGB datasets. Together, these datasets rep-
resent some of the largest open-source graphs used in the
evaluation in recent GNN research5. We present comparisons
against DGL [1, 61] and ROC [36], two of the best perform-
ing open-source GNN frameworks that support distributed
training—to the best of our knowledge—at the time of our
evaluation. However, due to the limitations imposed by ROC
at the time of writing, specifically its support for only full-
batch training and the availability of GCN implementation
only, we compare against ROC only when it is feasible to do
so and use DGL for the rest of the experiments. While DGL
uses the METIS partitioner as the default, we change it to
use hash partitioning in all the evaluations unless specified.

5Larger industry datasets have been reported (e.g., [65, 68]) but they are
unavailable to the public.

This is due to two reasons. First, hash is the only partitioner
that can handle all the five graphs in our datasets without
running out of memory. Second, METIS incurs significant
computational overheads that often exceed the total training
time (see §2).
Models & Metrics: We use four different GNN models: S-
GCN [63], GCN [17, 41], GraphSAGE [24] and GAT [59],
in the increasing order of model complexity. These models
represent the state-of-the-art architectures that can support
all GNN tasks (§2). Unless mentioned otherwise, we use a
standard 2-layer GNN model for all tasks. We enable sampling
(unless stated) for all GNN architectures because it represents
the best case for our comparison system and one of standard
approaches to scaling. The sampling approach we adopted,
based on recent literature [24], is a (25, 10) neighborhood
sampling where we pick a maximum of 25 neighbors for the
first hop of a node, and then a maximum of 10 neighbors for
each of those 25. Both GraphSAGE and GCN use a hidden-
size of 32. For the GAT model, we use 8 attention heads.
Minibatch size is set to 1000 in all our experiments. We use
a mix of node classification and link prediction tasks where
appropriate for the input. Graph classification tasks are usually
done on a set of small graphs, hence we do not include this
task. We report the average epoch time, which is the time taken
to perform one pass over the entire graph, unless otherwise
stated. We note that for training tasks to achieve reasonable
accuracy, several 100s or even 1000s of epochs are needed. In
the experiment evaluating the accuracy attained by the model,
we report the total time it takes to achieve the best reported
accuracy (where available). For experiments that evaluate the
impact of varying configurations (e.g., features), we pick a
middle of the pack dataset in terms of size (OGB-Paper) and
GNN in terms of complexity (GraphSAGE).

5.1 Overall Performance

We first present the overall results. Here, we compare DGL
and P3 in terms of per epoch time. For P3, we disable caching
(§3.4) so that it uses the same amount of memory as DGL for
a fair comparison. Note that enabling caching only benefits
P3, and we show the benefits of caching later in this section.
We train all the models on all the graphs, and report the mean
time per epoch. The results are shown in table 4.

We see that P3 outperforms DGL across the board, and
the speedups range from 2.08× to 5.43×. The benefits in-
crease as the input graph size increases. To drill down on
why P3 achieve such superior performance, we break down
the epoch time into its constituents: embedding computation
graph creation time (indicated as DAG), data copy time and
the computation time which is the sum of the forward pass
time, backward pass time and update time (§2). Clearly, P3’s
independent partitioning strategy and the hybrid parallelism
significantly reduces the time it takes to create the computa-
tion graph, which dominates the epoch time. We see a slight
increase in data copy and compute times for P3 due to the
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Graph Model DGL P3
SpeedupEpoch DAG Copy Compute Epoch DAG Copy Compute

OGB-Product

SGCN 4.535 4.051 0.233 0.251 1.019 0.256 0.364 0.399 4.45
GCN 4.578 3.997 0.253 0.328 1.111 0.248 0.372 0.491 4.12

GraphSage 4.727 4.056 0.258 0.413 1.233 0.245 0.361 0.627 3.83
GAT 5.067 4.164 0.271 0.632 1.912 0.248 0.379 1.285 2.65

OGB-Paper

SGCN 9.059 7.862 0.436 0.761 2.230 0.447 0.605 1.178 4.06
GCN 9.575 8.117 0.461 0.997 2.606 0.457 0.619 1.530 3.67

GraphSage 9.830 8.044 0.441 1.345 3.107 0.451 0.597 2.059 3.16
GAT 10.662 8.094 0.462 2.106 5.138 0.462 0.652 4.024 2.08

UK-2006-05

SGCN 6.435 5.682 0.279 0.474 1.481 0.259 0.416 0.806 4.34
GCN 7.023 6.146 0.282 0.595 1.509 0.252 0.408 0.849 4.65

GraphSage 7.085 6.005 0.272 0.808 1.880 0.259 0.395 1.226 3.77
GAT 8.084 6.378 0.330 1.376 3.379 0.234 0.472 2.673 2.39

UK-Union

SGCN 11.472 10.168 0.401 0.903 2.379 0.353 0.597 1.429 4.82
GCN 12.523 10.815 0.444 1.264 2.864 0.343 0.624 1.897 4.37

GraphSage 12.481 10.452 0.435 1.594 3.395 0.368 0.619 2.408 3.68
GAT 13.597 10.693 0.480 2.424 5.752 0.371 0.652 4.729 2.36

Facebook

SGCN 22.264 19.765 0.627 1.872 4.102 0.509 0.907 2.686 5.43
GCN 24.356 20.673 0.760 2.923 5.624 0.494 1.010 4.120 4.33

GraphSage 23.936 19.756 0.755 3.425 6.298 0.554 1.027 4.717 3.80
GAT 24.872 19.472 0.758 4.642 8.439 0.623 0.953 6.863 2.95

Table 4: P3 is able to gain up to 5.4× improvement in epoch time over DGL. The gains increase with graph size. The table also provides
a split up of epoch time into its constituents: computation graph creation (DAG), data copy, and compute. The compute time is the sum
of the forward pass, backward pass and update.

need for pushing the graph structure, and the overheads as-
sociated with additional CUDA calls necessary to push the
activations (§3). We remind the reader that caching/replica-
tion for P3 is disabled for this experiment, and enabling it
would reduce the data copy time. However, P3’s aggressive
pipelining is able to keep the additional overheads in forward
pass to a minimum. We also notice that as the model complex-
ity increases, the dominance of computation graph creation
phase reduces in the overall epoch time as the forward and
backward passes become more intensive.

5.2 Impact of Sampling

In the last experiment, we enabled aggressive sampling, which
is a common strategy used by existing GNNs to achieve scal-
ability and load balancing. However, sampling affects the ac-
curacy of the task, and the number of epochs it is necessary to
achieve the best accuracy. Further, some GNN architectures
may not support sampling, or require more samples (com-
pared to the (25, 10) setting we used). To evaluate how P3

performs when the underlying task cannot support sampling,
we repeat the experiment by disabling sampling. Everything
else remains the same. Figure 7 shows the result.

Without sampling, we note that the largest graphs (UK-
Union and Facebook) cannot be trained in our cluster. This
is because the computation graphs exhaust the memory in
the case of DGL and the only way to solve it is to enable
sampling. Additionally, for the more complex model (GAT),
DGL struggles to train on all datasets. Thus, we do not report
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Figure 7: Without sampling, DGL struggles to train complex
models and larger graphs. P3’s benefits increase up to 7.69 ×.

the results on these two large graphs and for GAT. Even
otherwise, we note that P3’s benefits increase compared to the
sampled case, with speed ups ranging from 6.45× to 7.69×.
This clearly indicates the benefits of pulling only the graph
structure across the network.

5.3 Impact of Partitioning Strategy

Here, we investigate how different partitioning strategies
affect the training time. DGL only supports edge-cut par-
titioning (using METIS [38]) by default, so we imple-
mented four different partitioning schemes: hash, which is
the same partitioner used by P3, RandomVertexCut [22, 23]
and GRID [12, 22] which are vertex-cut partitioners, and 3D,
which is the 3-d partitioner proposed in [69]. We train one
model, GraphSAGE in DGL with different partitioning strate-
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Figure 8: P3’s random hash partitioning outperforms all schemes, including the best strategy in DGL (METIS).
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Figure 9: P3’s benefits increase with increase in layers in the
GNN. With more layers, partitioning schemes do not help.

gies, and compare against P3 with its random hash partitioner.
We report the average epoch time in fig. 8a.

We notice that P3’s random hash partitioning outperforms
all schemes, even the best strategy in DGL (METIS), and the
speedups for P3 ranges from 1.7× (against METIS) to 3.85×
(against random hash). The RandomVertexCut, GRID and 3D
partitioners run out of memory for larger graphs. The only
partitioning scheme that works for the Facebook graph is the
random hash partitioner, so we omit it in this experiment. It
may be tempting to think that an intelligent partitioner (other
than hash partitioner) may benefit DGL. However, this is not
true due to two reasons. First, partitioners incur preprocessing
time as shown in fig. 8b. We see that METIS incurs the most
time, and the overhead is often more than the total training
time. It also cannot support large graphs. Other strategies may
seem reasonable, but fig. 8c proves otherwise. This figure
shows the memory used by various partitioning strategies.
It can be seen that vertex cut schemes (RandomVertexCut,
GRID, 3D) need to replicate data, and hence incur significant
memory overhead. In contrast, not only does P3’s independent
partitioning strategy outperform the best performing strategy
in DGL (METIS) in terms of memory and epoch time, but it
also incurs almost no preprocessing cost.

5.4 Impact of Layers

In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of the number of
layers in the GNN. To do so, we pick GraphSAGE and create
three different variants of the model, each having different
number of layers, from 2 to 4. We then train the model using
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Figure 10: P3’s benefits increase as feature sizes increase, depict-
ing the advantage of not moving features over the network.

DGL and P3. Sampling is enabled in this experiment, as DGL
is unable to train deeper models (more layers) even on small
graphs without it. The results are shown in fig. 9. We see that
P3’s benefits increase with increase in the number of layers,
outperforming DGL by up to 6.07×. This is because as the
network becomes deeper, the computation graph also grows
larger. Further, we see that as the network becomes deeper,
the benefits of intelligent partitioning strategies (METIS) start
to diminish compared to random hash partitioning. This is
due to existing partitioning schemes being optimized for the
first hop neighborhood. P3 is not impacted by either due to its
independent partitioning of graph and features and the hybrid
parallelism in executing the GNN.

5.5 Impact of Features

To evaluate the impact of feature size on training performance,
we vary the number of node features for OGB-Paper dataset
from 16 to 512. Since the dataset originally had 128 features,
we either prune or duplicate them to obtain the desired number
of features. We use GraphSAGE model with sampling for
training and report the average epoch time in fig. 10.

We clearly see the benefits of P3’s hybrid parallelism based
execution. DGL’s performance degrades with the increase in
the number of features. This is expected, because to create
the computation graph, DGL needs to pull the features, and
with more features it incurs more network traffic. In contrast,
since P3 only needs to use network to get the activations, its
performance incurs minimal degradation—the epoch time
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Graph Partitions Cached Memory(GB) Epoch(s) SpeedupGraph Features

OGB-Product 1 1 15 1.233 -
4 4 68 0.724 1.703

OGN-Paper 1 1 62 3.107 -
4 4 252 1.896 1.639

Facebook 1 1 158 6.298 -
1 4 362 4.646 1.356

UK-2006-05 1 1 127 1.880 -
2 2 262 1.524 1.233

UK-Union 1 1 175 3.395 -
2 1 345 2.748 1.235

Table 5: By caching partitions of graph structure and features in-
dependently, P3 is able to achieve up to 1.7×more performance.

only doubles when the number of features increase by a factor
of 32. Here, P3 outperforms DGL by 4.77×.

5.6 Microbenchmarks

Impact of Caching: In this experiment, we evaluate the bene-
fits of P3’s caching (§3.4). Like in table 4, we use GraphSAGE
for training on four graph datasets, but cache the partitions
of the graph and features on multiple machines as memory
permits. It is interesting to note that for some graphs, it is pos-
sible to replicate the structure on multiple machines (e.g., UK-
Union) but not features and vice-versa (e.g., Facebook). This
shows that independently partitioning the structure and fea-
tures makes it possible to do caching which was otherwise not
possible (i.e., DGL cannot leverage our caching mechanism).
Here, P3 is able to achieve up to 1.7× better performance, and
the improvement increases with more caching opportunities.
Moreover, caching extends training speedup of P3 over DGL
from 3.6× (in table 4) to 5.23× (here).
Impact of Pipelining: Here we evaluate the benefits of
pipelining in P3 (§3.3). To do so, we use P3 to train Graph-
SAGE on four different datasets twice; first with pipelining en-
abled and then with it disabled. Figure 11 shows that pipelin-
ing effectively overlaps most of the communication with com-
putation, and that P3 is able to extract 30-50% more gains.
GPU Utilization: Figure 12 depicts the peak GPU utilization
while training GraphSAGE model on OGB-Product dataset
during a five second window for DGL and P3. Here, the
GPU utilization is measured every 50 milliseconds using
the nvidia-smi [3] utility. We observe that the peak GPU
utilization for both DGL and P3 are similar (≈ 28%). This is
due to the nature of GNN models, they perform sparse com-
putations that fail to leverage peak hardware efficiency across
all cores6. However, we see that during the duration of this
experiment, DGL is able to keep the GPU busy—keep at least
one of the many GPU cores active—for ≈ 20% of the time
only. For the remaining ≈ 80%, GPU resources are blocked
on the network and thus their utilization drops to zero. On the
other hand, P3 is able to keep the GPU busy for ≈ 85% of the

6Improving peak utilization of accelerators such as GPUs by leveraging
the sparsity of the workloads is outside the scope of this work.
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Figure 12: P3 is able to keep the GPU busy for significantly more
time (≈ 85%) compared to DGL (≈ 20%).

time. As a result, it is able to complete 4 epochs of training in
the five second duration, compared to 1 in the case of DGL.

5.7 P3’s Scaling Characteristics

Here we evaluate the strong scaling properties of P3. We
again choose the OGB-Paper dataset and train GraphSAGE
model on it. To understand the scaling properties, we vary the
number of machines, there by varying the number of GPUs
used by P3 and DGL. We report the average throughput (the
number of samples processed per second) in fig. 13.

P3 exhibits near linear scaling characteristics; its through-
put doubles when the number of machines (and hence the
number of GPUs) are doubled. In contrast, DGL’s throughput
remains nearly the same as the number of machines increase.
This is mainly because GPU resources in DGL are constrained
by data movement over network, while P3 is able to effec-
tively eliminate this overhead using its proposed techniques.
As the number of machines continue to grow, we expect P3

to exhibit less optimal scaling. In P3, each machine needs
to pull activations from all other machines, and this grows
linearly with the number of machines resulting in increased
data movement that may adversely affect performance. This
is a fundamental problem in model parallelism, and hence
existing mitigation techniques are directly applicable to P3.

5.8 Accuracy

Here, we evaluate the correctness of our approach in P3. To do
so, we train GraphSAGE model with sampling, but this time
on the OBG-product graph (the smallest graph in our datasets).
The best accuracy reported on this graph is approximately
78.2% using about 50 epochs [4]. Due to the lack of published
accuracy results for larger graphs, we were unable to repeat
this experiment for large graphs in our dataset. We run both
DGL and P3 on this dataset until we obtain the same accuracy
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Figure 16: P3 is able to outperform ROC by up to 2.2×, and its
benefits increase with input graph size.

as reported. We show the results in fig. 14. We notice that
stock DGL and P3 both achieve the same accuracy iteration
by iteration, and that they both achieve approximately 76.2%
accuracy at the end of 51 iterations. P3 is able to complete this
training in 61.65 seconds, while DGL takes 236.37 seconds
when using random hash partitioning of the input, and 96.3
seconds when using METIS partitioner. However, METIS
takes 35.09 seconds to partition the graph, making the total
training time 126.39 seconds. This experiment shows that not
only is P3 able to replicate the same accuracy as DGL thus
ensuring its correctness, it is able to complete the training
much faster than DGL even for the smallest of the graphs.

5.9 Comparison with ROC

Next we present comparison against ROC. Since ROC does
not support sampling, we turn off sampling on all systems. At
the time of evaluation, ROC only supported full batch training,
and only had implementation for GCN available, so we use
that as defaults for this experiment. We run 50 epochs of a
2-layer GCN on OGB-Paper and UK-2006-05 graphs. ROC
uses an online partitioner that relies on moving parts of the
graphs during the execution of the GNN. Due to this, we
skip the first few epochs to allow ROC to complete its data
movement and measure the average epoch time after that. The
result of this experiment is shown in fig. 16.

ROC is able to process both the input graphs significantly
faster than DGL due to its highly optimized graph engine.
However, P3 is able to outperform ROC, completing epochs

up to 2.2× faster. We also notice that P3’s benefits increase
with the size of the input graph. This is due to the fundamental
differences in P3 and ROC’s design. While ROC’s online par-
titioner is able to obtain superior partitions based on the access
patterns, it still relies on moving features while training the
GNN model. As the graph size increases, this results in more
features being transferred across the network. In contrast, P3’s
design tries to spread the computation of the bottle-necked
layer across the cluster and avoids feature movement entirely.
Moreover, as the number of layers increase, ROC (and DGL)
would need to move exponentially more features, thereby
resulting in increased network overhead.

While perusing this result, we wish to remind the reader
about few caveats. Our evaluation uses 10 Gbps Ethernet in-
terconnect which favours techniques resulting in lesser data
movement. Hence, some of the observed network overheads
due to feature movement for ROC (and DGL) can be mini-
mized by using faster interconnects such as InfiniBand. Fur-
ther, unlike ROC, P3 and DGL require training data—the
graph topology, features, model parameters and activations—
to fit in device memory, and failure to do so results in out-of-
memory error during training. On the other hand, ROC only
requires training data to fit in DRAM, and leverages a cost-
based memory manager to selectively move tensors between
device memory and DRAM, which may affect performance.

5.10 P3 Shortcomings

Finally, we present cases where P3 does not provide bene-
fits. Recall that the fundamental assumption made by P3 is
that the hidden dimensions in GNNs are typically smaller
which results in the activations being significantly smaller
than features. As this assumption is violated, P3 starts losing
its benefits, and may even incur performance penalties.

To illustrate this, we evaluate the impact of hidden dimen-
sions in this experiment. We train GraphSAGE on the OGB-
Product dataset, and fix the number of features to 100. For
varying number of hidden dimensions, we record the aver-
age epoch time for DGL and P3 with and without sampling
enabled. Figure 15 shows the result. As we expect, the ben-
efits of P3 decreases as we increase the number of hidden
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dimensions (thereby increasing the size of the activations),
and P3 becomes strictly worser than DGL once the hidden
dimension size reach close to the feature size. We note that
P3 also incurs additional overhead due to model parallelism,
due to which the exact point of transition varies depending
on the characteristics of the graph. Dynamically determining
whether P3 would provide benefits in a given scenario and
switching appropriately is part of our planned future work.

6 Related Work
Graph Processing Systems Several large-scale graph pro-
cessing systems that provide an iterative message passing
abstraction have been proposed in literature for efficiently
leveraging CPUs [12,21–23,31,32,48,50] and GPUs [39,62].
These systems have been shown to be capable of scaling to
huge graphs, in order of trillion edges [15]. However, these
are focused mainly on graph analysis and mining, and lack
support for functionalities that are crucial for GNN training,
such as auto differentiation and dataflow programming.
Deep Learning Frameworks like PyTorch [5], Tensor-
Flow [6], and MXNet [2] commonly use Data Paral-
lelism [44] and Model Parallelism [14, 16] to speedup par-
allel and distributed DNN training. To scale even further,
some recent works have proposed combining data and/or
model parallelism with pipelining, operator-level partitioning,
and activation compression [30, 42, 49, 54]. GPipe [30] and
PipeDream [49] are aimed at alleviating low GPU-utilization
problem of model parallelism. Both permit partitioning model
across workers, allowing all workers to concurrently process
different inputs, ensuring better resource utilization. GPipe
maintains one weight version, but requires periodic pipeline
flushes to update weight consistently, thus limiting overall
throughput. PipeDream keeps multiple weight versions to en-
sure consistency, thereby avoiding periodic flushes at the cost
of additional memory overhead. Prior works [37, 60] have
even shown how to automatically find fast parallelization
strategy for a setting using guided randomized search.
GNN Frameworks Driven by emerging popularity in training
GNN models, several specialized frameworks [1,20,36,45,47,
65,68] and accelerators [40] have been proposed. They can be
categorized in two broad classes: systems [36, 65, 68] which
extend existing graph processing systems with NN operations,
and systems [1,20,45,47] which extend existing tensor-based
deep learning frameworks to support graph propagation op-
erations. Both use graph partitioning as a means of scaling
GNN training across multiple CPUs and/or GPUs either in a
single machine or over multiple machines. Some frameworks,
like AliGraph [65] and AGL [68], only support training us-
ing CPUs, while others [1, 20, 36, 45, 47] support performing
training on GPUs and use CPU memory for holding graph
partitions and exchanging data across GPUs.

PyTorch-Geometric [20] and DGL [1] wrap existing deep
learning frameworks with a message passing interface. They
focus on designing a graph oriented interface for improving

GNN programmability by borrowing optimization principles
for traditional graph processing systems and DNN frame-
works. However, as we show, they fail to effectively leverage
the unique context of GNNs workload and thereby yield poor
performance and resource underutilization.

ROC [36] is a recent distributed multi-gpu GNN train-
ing system that shares the same goal as P3, but proposes a
fundamentally different approach. It explores using a linear
regression model as a sophisticated online partitioner, which
is jointly-learned with GNN training workload. Unlike P3,
despite the sophisticated partitioner, ROC must still move
graph structure and features over network, which as we show
results in high overheads.

PaGraph [45] and NeuGraph [47] are single machine multi-
gpu frameworks for training GNNs. PaGraph reports data
copy to be a major bottleneck and focuses on reducing data
movement between CPU and GPU by caching features of
most frequently visited vertices. On the other hand, NeuGraph
uses partitioning and a stream scheduler to better overlap data
copy and computation. However, in distributed multi-gpu
setting, we observe that network communication is a major
bottleneck and accounts for a large fraction, up to 80%, of
training time while data copy time only accounts for 5%. We
note that the proposed techniques in PaGraph and NeuGraph
are orthogonal to our work and can only benefit P3, if applied.

Besides above mentioned system-side optimizations to alle-
viate scalability bottlenecks, node-wise [24], layer-wise [72],
and subgraph-based [13] sampling techniques have been
proposed. These are orthogonal to and compatible with P3.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we looked at the problem of scalability issues in
distributed GNN training and their ability to handle large input
graphs. We found that network communication accounts for
a major fraction of training time and that GPUs are severely
underutilized due to this reason. We presented P3, a system
for distributed GNN training that overcomes the scalability
challenges by adopting a radically new approach. P3 practi-
cally eliminates the need for any intelligent partitioning of
the graph, and proposes independently partitioning the input
graph and features. It then completely avoids communicat-
ing (typically huge) features over the network by adopting a
novel pipelined push-pull execution strategy that combines
intra-layer model parallelism and data parallelism and further
reduces overheads using a simple caching mechanism. P3

exposes its optimizations in a simple API for the end user. In
our evaluation, P3 significantly outperforms existing state-of-
the-art GNN frameworks, by up to 7×.
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